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Announcements and News
News about your product, conferences, and community events.

New Security Advisories Consolidated CSV FIle
Broadcom now offers a .CSV file that contains a consolidated list of security advisories affecting all supported
Broadcom mainframe products. This file lets you easily search the Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE)
information and access the Security Advisory articles that include more details and context about the security or
integrity exposure. Broadcom updates this file daily. For CSV download instructions, see this Broadcom Support
article (login required).

Mainframe Technical Exchanges: April, June, and October 2023
Join us for the Mainframe Technical Exchanges in person in Prague, Czech Republic (April 18-20), in Plano,
Texas (June 13-15), and virtually on October 3-5. Connect with Mainframe Experts who will share the latest
technical education and product demos and respond to your questions and feedback. These no-cost educational
events are a great way to network with peers and experts from across the globe.
Bookmark this page for current registration and event information.

Custom Maintenance Acquisition Interface
Use the Create Service Order Online Interface to order, download, and receive maintenance packages for
Broadcom mainframe product solutions. This option is more streamlined than using the SMP/E Internet Service
Retrieval batch JCL option and requires no firewall changes.

Direct Product Acquisition into z/OSMF
A new GIMZIP download option is available to acquire a portable software instance from a secure Broadcom
download server directly from z/OSMF. To determine if your product is GIMZIP enabled, see Mainframe Products
using z/OSMF for Software Management.

Consolidated Product Lifecycle Overview
Use the new Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page to determine the end-of-service (EOS) or end-of-life
(EOL) support dates for Broadcom mainframe products and releases. This information is useful when planning
installations and upgrades.

Chorus Software Manager (CSM) End of Life
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their strategic
business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We are discontinuing
technical support for CSM effective June 30, 2023. Thereafter, CSM will have limited functionality. In accordance
with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and parameters of Broadcom’s support program, which is documented
in the Broadcom Software Maintenance Policy Handbook, this announcement provides written notification of
End of Life for CSM. For full details, see the End of Life Announcement. If you do not have CSM installed, we
recommend that you install z/OSMF to manage your software. For installation and usage details, see the IBM
documentation and the Broadcom product installation best practices at techdocs.broadcom.com.

NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration. To
migrate existing environments, see Migrate SMP/E Environments to z/OSMF.
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Release Notes
Librarian provides advanced, general-purpose library management services for mainframe environments.

Its Change Control Facility (CCF) offers automated control features and procedures for manipulation of these libraries.
Librarian uses self-reorganizing, highly compressed file formats for efficient use of online storage and enables both
parallel and concurrent development.

Librarian offers change management to enable you to manage software modules on and across multiple mainframe
platforms. It also provides a collection of service facilities to help simplify application management. This change
management solution has powerful capabilities that offer:

• Reporting, performance monitoring, security, archiving and recovery to manage applications
• Comprehensive tracking and control for source code development

Transition to Continuous Delivery
The Continuous Delivery model provides product features and fixes to you faster.

We have transitioned from an Incremental Release model to a Continuous Delivery (CD) release model. The Incremental
Release model bundled groups of features and fixes together into incremental updates. The CD model provides more
flexibility to select which service stream elements you want to apply and lets us provide you with earlier access to features
and fixes.

For CD, new features are delivered as individual PTFs, separate from product fixes, as the features are completed. Where
possible, we deliver features that are disabled by default, which lets you plan for the introduction of the new capabilities.
You control when to make the new feature available for use in your environment. Review the PTF HOLDDATA and
product documentation for specific details and activation requirements.

Fixes are delivered when needed as individual PTFs, separate from product features. This model means that you can
apply fixes without enabling new features.

After ongoing testing with other Broadcom mainframe products, the new features and fixes are rolled into the Broadcom
Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS), with the aim to enhance product quality and the integrity of your environment.
CARS is an important part of a good preventive maintenance philosophy that lets you develop and implement a proactive
maintenance strategy in which you apply your preventive maintenance on a regular schedule.

You do not need to reinstall your product to take advantage of enhancements. Apply the new feature PTFs as you have
applied PTF maintenance previously.

IMPORTANT
Use the Create Service Order online interface or SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to acquire product
maintenance. The online interface makes it easy to order a maintenance package from Broadcom Support. The
batch interface uses the IBM SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command and can reduce hours of maintenance time
to just minutes. You can acquire maintenance on-demand or can schedule an SMP/E job to run regularly, which
eliminates time-consuming fix searches and the need to select maintenance manually through the Broadcom
Support Portal.

New Features
This article describes the new features in Release 4.4.

Compliance with new
Chorus MSM data set

naming standards:

Librarian 4.4 is updated to be compliant with the new Chorus MSM data set naming standards so all the
Librarian data set names changed.
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Release Compatibility and Support
Release compatibility and support information lets you see all of the tools Broadcom offers to assist in the product
lifecycle.

The following resources are available from Broadcom Support online:

• Broadcom Mainframe Installation and Maintenance Tools
• Mainframe Software Security Advisories (login required)
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance Solutions List

– Maintenance Grid (Login is required)
– Broadcom Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS)

• Recommended Service for z/OS
• z/OSMF Migration

NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration. To migrate
existing environments, see Migrate SMP/E Environments to z/OSMF.

• Mainframe Essentials Software Risk Assessment video
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page
• Mainframe Compatibiities
• Broadcom Support Network Details

For other technical insights and to consult your peers and product management, monitor our global communities:

• Broadcom Mainframe Software Division (MSD) Microsite
• Broadcom Mainframe Software Communities

Product Accessibility Features
Product accessibility features help all users, regardless of ability, use this product and its supporting documentation to
accomplish vital business tasks.

Broadcom is committed to making sure that all customers can successfully use its products and supporting documentation
to accomplish vital business tasks.

Software Applications and Operating Systems

• Most product functions are executable from a keyboard where the function and result can be discerned textually.
However, some functions, like expand and collapse controls on the panel are not in the tab order, and can only be
located by exploration of the panel using the keyboard.

• The products inherit the following operating system accessibility features:
– StickyKeys
– FilterKeys
– ToggleKeys
– MouseKeys
– SerialKeys

• When tabular output is generated as a result of job submission, the output uses visual formatting semantics that are
not programmatically available to Assistive Technology (AT) through the emulator.

• Textual information is provided through a standard text file, which can be edited and viewed using a text editor and
through operating system functions for displaying text.

• The products do not inherit user-selected color, contrast, and font settings from the operating system. However, you
can change color, contrast, and font settings in the emulator and the product inherits these settings.
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NOTE

To make more adjustments to your display, and the sound, keyboard, and mouse interactions with the
emulator, refer to your 3270 emulation software documentation. For other changes, refer to your operating
system documentation.

• Some characters (<, +, -, and >) are used to create a graphic indicator. However, these characters might cause
confusion when encountered by a screen reader user when seen individually or in combination within the same or
other applications.

Functional Performance Criteria

• Assistive Technology screen readers and screen magnifiers are supported. The batch products are text-based and
use input and output files that are viewed through text editors. However, some output can include visually formatted,
tabular data that require the user to examine the textual screen content to interpret responses.

• The products can be used in a mouseless (keyboard-only) mode. The products also inherit operating system motor
control accessibility features.

Documentation and Support

• Documentation can be viewed online, or downloaded in PDF and EPUB files.
• Support is available online, by email, and by phone.

Product Names and Abbreviations
This list defines the acronyms and product names, in long and short form, that appear in this documentation.

This documentation references the following products and abbreviations:
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• Librarian (Librarian)
• ACF2™ for z/OS (ACF2)
• APCDOC™ Automated Job Documentation (APCDOC)
• CA 7® Workload Automation (CA 7)
• CA SRAM
• CA-ANS COBOL
• CA-C Runtime
• CA-Data Dictionary
• CA-DataReporter
• CA-JCL
• CA-MetaCOBOL+
• CA-Migrator
• CA-StarTrak
• Resource Initialization Manager (CAIRIM)
• CAI Standard Security Facility (CAISSF)
• Change Control Facility (LIB/CCF)
• Chorus™ Software Manager (CSM)
• Common Components and Services for z/OS ()
• Content Delivery Network (CDN)
• Cross Operating System Sharing (COSS)
• Culprit
• Data Control Block (DCB)
• Data Set Name (DSN)
• Database Request Module (DBRM)
• Datacom™ (Datacom)
• Demand Analysis Request (DAR)
• Direct Access Storage Device (DASD)
• Disk Backup and Restore
• Easy Access Report Language (Earl)
• Electronic Software Delivery (ESD)
• Eligible Program List (EPL)
• Extended Common Service Area (ECSA)
• Extended Librarian Interactive Productivity Services (ELIPS)
• File Access Interface Routines (FAIR)
• Function Modification Identifiers (FMIDs)
• Global Resource Serialization (GRS)
• Group Processing Option (GPO)
• Hierarchical File System (HFS)
• High-level Qualifier (HLQ)
• IDMS®

• Immediate Online Update (IOU)
• Initial Program Load (IPL)
• Job File Control Block (JFCB)
• Job Submission Record (JSR)
• Librarian Access Method (LIB/AM)
• Librarian Auditing Facility (LIBAUDIT)
• Librarian Change Control Facility (LIB/CCF)
• Library Chain Definition Function (LCDF)
• Library Definition Record (LDR)
• License Management Program (LMP)
• LMP
• Link Pack Area (LPA)
• Longest Common Subsequence (LCS)
• Management Code (MCD)
• MIM™ for z/OS
• Module Movement Record (MMR)
• Module Tracking Record (MTR)
• Netman
• Partitioned Data Sets (PDS)
• Product Acquisition Service (PAS)
• Program Temporary Fixes (PTFs)
• Quality Assurance (QA)
• Recommended Service (CARS)
• Roscoe
• Scheduler
• Sequential Access Method (SAM)
• Software Deployment Service (SDS)
• Software Installation Service (SIS)
• Sort Reentrant Access Method (SRAM)
• Source-Load Audit Trail (SLAT)
• Spool
• System Link/Bind Record (SLR)
• System Link Request (SLR)
• System Modification Program/Extended (SMP/E)
• Top Secret® for z/OS (Top Secret or TSS)
• Vollie
• Virtual I/O (VIO)
• UNIX System Services (USS)
• User Contributed Routines (UCRs)
• zSeries File System (zFS)
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Installing
Review the steps to acquire, install, deploy, and configure your product.

Standard SMP/E installation and maintenance best practices are used to install and maintain Broadcom mainframe z/OS
products. The installation process includes all the tasks that are typically performed by a systems programmer to acquire
the products and make them ready for use in a production environment.

You can install Broadcom mainframe product software using IBM z/OSMF, CSM, or native SMP/E batch processing.

NOTE
z/OSMF installation is not available for every product.

z/OSMF and CSM are intuitive web-based tools that automate and simplify many installation activities on z/OS systems.
These applications also make obtaining and applying corrective, preventive, and recommended maintenance easier.

The following graphic provides a high-level overview of the installation process for Broadcom mainframe products:
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These steps are described in the following procedure:

1. Prepare for the installation by reviewing best practices and verifying that the software, hardware, security, and other
installation requirements have been met.

2. Acquire the product software using one of the following methods:
– From Broadcom Support, download a z/OSMF (filename.zOSMF.pax.Z) or classic SMP/E JCL (filename.pax.Z)

package. Only one can be selected.
NOTE
If a z/OSMF package is not available, select the SMP/E JCL package. A z/OSMF package is not available
for all products.

– From CSM, select a classic SMP/E JCL package from the product list. You cannot acquire a z/OSMF portable
software instance from CSM.

3. Perform an SMP/E installation to install the product software using one of the following methods:
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– If you downloaded a z/OSMF package from Broadcom Support, install using z/OSMF Deployments.
– If you downloaded a classic SMP/E JCL package from Broadcom Support, use either of the following options:

• Install using native SMP/E JCL
• Install using CSM

– If you downloaded a classic SMP/E JCL package from CSM, start the installation process from the SMP/E
Environments tab in CSM.

4. Install maintenance using z/OSMF Software Update, SMP/E JCL, or CSM.
NOTE
Use SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to download and receive maintenance. This service lets you acquire
maintenance on demand and to schedule an SMP/E job to run as needed. The SMP/E Internet Service
Retrieval can reduce hours of maintenance time to just minutes, making your system programmers more
productive and allowing them to focus on higher value tasks. Migrate existing CSIs to z/OSMF and use z/
OSMF Software Update to manage software updates.

5. Finalize the installation:
– Configure your product.
– Deploy your product.
For these tasks, use the methods that your product supports and in the preferred sequence per your site.

Prepare for Installation
Review this topic to prepare to install, configure, and deploy your Broadcom product software.

To prepare for an installation or upgrade, your installation team (systems programmer, security administrator, and so
on) should review the installation and configuration tasks to determine the high-level requirements by role. Doing so can
help you complete the process faster without any delays waiting for tasks to be completed at the last minute.

To install your product, we recommend that you understand:

• JCL
• TSO/ISPF
• Your organization IT environment, enterprise structure, and region structure
• z/OS environment and installing software in this environment
• z/OS UNIX System Services

Consult with the following personnel, as required:

• Security administrator for access
• Storage administrator for DASD allocations
• Systems programmer for z/OS definitions

TIP
If you plan to use z/OSMF to install or configure your product, review the installation best practices, which
include comprehensive z/OSMF video training from IBM. To access z/OSMF training from Broadcom, log in to
the Broadcom Support portal and search for a course in Learning@Broadcom. To migrate your existing SMP/E
environments (CSIs) to z/OSMF, see z/OSMF Migration.

You can install this release of your product and can continue to use an older release in another SMP/E environment. If you
plan to continue to run a previous release, consider the following points:

• When you install the product into an existing SMP/E environment, the new installation deletes previous releases in that
environment. We recommend that you install into a new CSI.

• If you acquire your product using SMP/E JCL, select different target and distribution zones for your new release from
where your current release is installed. The new zones use different libraries than your current release.

• Define DDDEF entries in your new zones to point SMP/E to the proper libraries for installation. Ensure that they point
to the new release libraries.
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Installation Checklist
Use this installation checklist to plan and execute your product installation.

This checklist summarizes the required tasks for a base installation (first-time installation) in the order that you should
perform them. The checklist includes a brief description of the tasks, with links to the comprehensive information required
for the installation. The checklist also identifies the roles that are typically required to complete the task, which enables
the pre-installation planning team (systems programmer, security administrator, and so on) to focus on the tasks for which
they are responsible. Use the Status column to track your progress.

NOTE
You can often perform the security-related tasks in parallel with the other installation and configuration tasks.

To download an Excel spreadsheet of this checklist, click here.

Prepare for Installation

Task Description Role Time Estimate

Review Installation Best
Practices

• Manage Security and
Integrity Fixes.

• Configure SMP/E Internet
Service Retrieval for
Maintenance.

• Install Maintenance.
• Review z/OSMF

Requirements

Database Administrator
Security Administrator
Systems Programmer

20 minutes

Address Software Requirements • Compatibility with IBM
Software

• Common Components
and Services and OS/390
Components:

• Compatibility with Compilers
• Compatibility with Broadcom

Software
• Optional Components:

– Roscoe interface
– ISPF interface (ELIPS)
– LIB/AM (Librarian Access

Method)
– LIB/CCF -- Roscoe

(Change Control Facility)
– LIB/CCF -- ISPF (Change

Control Facility)
– LIB/DD (CA

Datadictionary interface)
– LIB/TSO (TSO command

processor interface)

Security Administrator
Systems Programmer

30 minutes

Address Security Requirements Verify the installer user ID
privileges.

Security Administrator 10 minutes
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Task Description Role Time Estimate

Address Hardware
Requirements

• License management
program keys

• DASD devices that are used
with Snapshot General
Service

Security Administrator
Systems Programmer

15 minutes

Address Storage Requirements Review space, data set naming
conventions, target, distribution,
and product libraries, REGION
size, and MEMLIMIT size.

Security Administrator
Systems Programmer

10 minutes

Install Librarian

Writer: Add hyperlinks to topics listed under Task.

Task Description Role Time Estimate

Install Products Using z/OSMF
Deployments
or
Install Products Using SMP/E
JCL
or
Install Products Using CSM

Create the product SMP/E and
runtime environment (SMP/E
data sets, target libraries, and
distribution libraries).

Systems Programmer 75 minutes

Maintain Products Using z/
OSMF Software Update
or
Maintain Products Using SMP/E
JCL
or
Product Versions and
Maintenance

Apply all PTFs required to
bring <your product> to current
maintenance.

• Download maintenance
(corrective and preventive)
automatically using SMP/
E Internet Service Retrieval
or manually from Broadcom
Support.

• Obtain the current SMP/E
HOLDDATA (download the
external HOLDDATA file).

• Receive, apply, and accept
maintenance.

Systems Programmer 15 minutes

(Optional) Deploy Products
using CSM
or
Deploy Products Manually

If you are installing on a single
system and your site standards
allow running out of your SMP/E
libraries, deployment is optional.
Deployment copies the product
libraries and USS libraries.
If you applied maintenance
to the SMP/E environment
libraries, copy those updated
data sets and libraries to your
runtime environment for the
maintenance to take effect. You
can then configure the software
for use on those systems.

Systems Programmer 15 minutes
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Configure Librarian

Task Description Role Time Estimate

Verify Your Installation • Execute tasks to confirm
access, data flow, and
system stability.

• Notify users that the product
is installed and ready for
use.

Systems Programmer 10 minutes

Review Installation Best Practices
Before you begin the installation process, review these installation best practices.

Manage Security and Integrity Fixes

Broadcom offers Security and Integrity maintenance that addresses a security or integrity exposure. We categorize this
maintenance as a “SECINT” or “Security or Integrity” fix type using our mainframe software packaging system. With
each Security or Integrity Fix, Broadcom also offers access to Security Advisory articles that include more details and
context about a security or integrity exposure. Each article details the CVSS score, the CVSS Vector String, the affected
components, and the CVE numbers, if applicable. This central resource offers self-service information and an email
subscription service to be alerted about new security advisories.

Business Value:

This maintenance lets you quickly identify and apply security or integrity maintenance. The proactive notifications let you
address security issues immediately.

More information:

Maintain Security and Integrity Fixes

Broadcom Security Advisories Portal

Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval for Product Maintenance

Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to eliminate the need to download maintenance manually. This service uses
the IBM SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command to acquire Broadcom mainframe product maintenance. This service enables
you to acquire maintenance on demand or to schedule an SMP/E job to run as needed.

If you are an existing CSM customer, you can also use this service to download maintenance and dramatically reduce the
time that is required to download PTFs.

With SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval, you can make service requests for maintenance on demand or as scheduled
jobs that enable a more automated approach to downloading maintenance. To create a service order request online from
secure Broadcom download servers, see Use the Create Service Order Online Interface. This option is more streamlined
than using the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval batch JCL option and requires no firewall changes.

Business Value:

SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval can reduce hours of maintenance time to just minutes, making your system
programmers more productive and allowing them to focus on higher value tasks. SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval:
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• Eliminates time-consuming fix searches and the need to select maintenance manually from the Broadcom Support
portal

• Automates delivery of Broadcom maintenance directly to your mainframe
• Fulfills orders based on the status of your SMP/E environments
• Enables scheduling of maintenance downloads
• Facilitates an easier installation of Recommended and Preventive service

More information:

Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval

Implement a Proactive Maintenance Strategy

Use CARS to implement a proactive maintenance strategy. CARS is patterned after the IBM preventive maintenance
model, Recommended Service Upgrade (RSU). With CARS, you can install preventive maintenance for most Broadcom
z/OS based products consistently on a schedule that you select (monthly, quarterly, annually). You can follow the same
schedule that you use to apply IBM maintenance, or you can implement a schedule for Broadcom products only.

Business Value:

Keeping your products current with maintenance helps your team remain productive and minimizes errors while safely
protecting your systems. If you do not install preventive maintenance regularly, you risk encountering known problems for
which we have published and tested fixes. Early notification about the potential need to apply a required fix helps avoid
unscheduled downtime and assists you in proactively maintaining your software.

More information:

Recommended Service for z/OS

Sign up for Product Update Notifications

Sign up for product update notifications for all Broadcom products so that you receive notification of potential problems for
your products as soon as possible. Subscribe to critical alerts and other product notifications like security advisories within
the Broadcom Support portal. Sign in and select Notification Settings under your user name and profile. Select the alerts
that you want. Your preferences are automatically saved.

Business Value:

Early notification about the potential need to apply a required fix helps avoid unscheduled downtime and assists you in
proactively maintaining your software.

Apply IBM Maintenance

Apply IBM maintenance for z/OSMF, SMP/E, and other components and products that are used during the software
installation process using the following FIXCAT:
IBM.DrivingSystem-RequiredService

Obtain the latest IBM HOLDDATA and run the SMP/E REPORT MISSINGFIX command to determine whether any
required PTFs are missing:
SET BDY(GLOBAL),

REPORT MISSINGFIX ZONES(ZOS24)

  FIXCATA(IBM.DrivingSystem-RequiredService).

Business Value:

Missing APARs can affect the operation or performance of your product.
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Review z/OSMF Training Videos

The following training is offered to help you and your team learn z/OSMF basics. We recommend that all members of your
installation team review these videos before they use z/OSMF:

NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration. To migrate
existing environments, see Migrate SMP/E Environments to z/OSMF.

• Review IBM's z/OSMF Tutorials
• ServerPac Installation with z/OSMF: Tutorial 1 - Gain Access
• z/OSMF Management Facility
• z/OSMF Training - Introduction, Process, and Impact to Existing Customers 200

Business Value:

You and your team receive training so you can work efficiently in the IBM z/OSMF interface.

Hardware Requirements
Librarian runs on any IBM System/370, 30xx, 4300, z/900 Series or compatible processor.

DASD Devices

Librarian supports the following DASD devices for initializing master files:

• 2311
• 2314
• 3330
• 3340
• 3350
• 3375
• 3380
• 3390
• 3410
• 9345

Software Requirements
This section describes the software requirements for compatability and the optional components that work with Librarian.

Compatibility with IBM Software

Librarian supports the following IBM MVS, z/OS and OS/390, and ISPF releases:

• MVS/ESA SP3.1.0 or above
• OS/390 and z/OS SP1.3.0 or above
• z/OS SP1.1.0 or above
• ISPF/PDF 2.2 or above (for ELIPS)
• ISPF 2.2 or above (for LIB/CCF-ISPF and the
• LIB/CCF-Roscoe batch login program ($CCFB109))
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Compatibility with Compilers

The Librarian subsystem now supports IBM's VisualAge PLI for z/OS and OS/390 and C/C++ for z/OS and OS/390.

Compatibility with Broadcom Software

Librarian supports the following Broadcom software products:

• Culprit r14.1 or above
• CA Datadictionary r2.4 or above
• Earl r6.0 or above
• Roscoe IE r6.0 or above (VSAM master files are not supported until r6.0 of Roscoe; wide record master files require

Roscoe 6.0)
• ACF2 r5.2 genlevel 9010 or above
• Top Secret r4.2 genlevel 9006 or above
• CA 7 r3.0 or above
• Netman r4.8 or above
• Scheduler Job Management r7.1 or above

Common Components and Services and OS/390 Components

The following are Common Components and Services components:

• CAIRIM
• CAISSF
• CA-C Runtime

Optional Components

Librarian contains the following optional components. You must decide which ones you want to install.

• Roscoe interface
• ISPF interface (ELIPS)
• LIB/AM (Librarian Access Method)
• LIB/CCF -- Roscoe (Change Control Facility)
• LIB/CCF -- ISPF (Change Control Facility)
• LIB/DD (CA Datadictionary interface)
• LIB/TSO (TSO command processor interface)

Storage Requirements
The following tables estimate disk space required for Librarian data sets. A default block size that fits on most DASD
storage devices was used.

Target Libraries

The following table estimates disk space for the target libraries required to install Librarian. These estimates include
common components, therefore, less space can be required if some of these components are already installed.

Library Name Description Blk Size LRECL Space (Blks) Dir Blks

CAI.CALJLINK Load library 6144 N/A 1000 41

CAI.CALJPARM Procedure library 3120 80 3 5
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CAI.CALJSAMP Source library 3120 80 725 5

CAI.CALJMAC Macro library 3120 80 89 5

CAI.CALJRPF LIB/CCF Roscoe
RPFs

3120 80 89 25

CAI.CALJSAMP User contributed
routines

3120 80 725 10

CAI.CALJMENU LIB/CCF ISPF
message library

3120 80 28 5

CAI.CALJSENU LIB/CCF ISPF
skeleton library

3120 80 40 10

CAI.CALJPENU LIB/CCF ISPF panel
library

3120 80 760 35

CAI.CALJTENU LIB/CCF ISPF table
library

3120 80 1 1

CAI.CALUMENU ELIPS message
library

3120 80 29 5

CAI.CALUPENU ELIPS panel library 3120 80 290 20

CAI.CALUSENU ELIPS skeleton
library

3120 80 20 5

CAI.CALUMJPN ELIPS Panel Library
(JPN)

3120 80 290 205

CAI.CALUTENU ELIPS table library 3120 80 1 1

CAI.CALUHENU LIB/TSO HELP
COMMANDS

3120 80 35 5

CAI.CALUPJPN ELIPS Panel Library
(JPN)

3120 80 290 20

CAI.CALJJCL Sample JCL streams 3120 80 310 35

CAI.CALUEXEC ELIPS REXX/CLIST
library

3120 80 3 5

CAI.CALJXML CSM 3.0
Deployment

32760 512 16 2

* CAI.CALJLINK should be allocated with full-track blocking performance.

Distribution Libraries

The following table estimates disk space for the distribution libraries needed to install Librarian.

Library Name Description Blk Size LRECL Space (Blks) Dir Blks

CAI.AALJLINK Librarian load 6144 N/A 50 100

CAI.AALJPARM Librarian procedure
library

3120 80 3

CAI.AALJRPF Librarian LIB/CCF
Roscoe RPFs

3120 80 20 25
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CAI.AALJMENU Librarian CCF
messages

3120 80 30 5

CAI.AALJSENU Librarian CCF
skeletons

3120 80 10 10

CAI.AALJMAC Librarian macro
library

3120 89 5

CAI.AAJPENU Librarian CCF panels 3120 80 20 5

CAI.AALUMENU Librarian Elips
messages

3120 80 30 5

CAI.AALUSENU Librarian Elips
skeleton library

3120 80 20 5

CAI.AALUTENU Librarian Elips table
library

3120 80 15 1

CAI.AALUPENU Librarian Elips panel
library

3120 80 10 15

CAI.AALUEXEC Librarian REXX/
CLIST library

3120 80 3 5

CAI.AALUPJPN Librarian Elips panel
library (Japan)

3120 80 10 10

CAI.AALUMJPN Librarian Elips
message Library
(Japan)

3120 80 5 10

CAI.AALJJCL Librarian Sample
JCL streams

3120 80 10 15

CAI.AALJXML Librarian XML library 32760 512 16 16

Product Libraries

The following table estimates disk space for the various data sets allocated during the Librarian installation.

Library Name Description Blk Size LRECL Space (Blks) Dir Blks

LIBR.LIBCCF.PROD
LOAD

LIB/CCF production
load

6144 N/A 100 50

LIBR.LIBCCF.BKUP
LOAD

LIB/CCF backup
load

6144 N/A 100 50

LIBR.LIBCCF.POBJ
ECT

LIB/CCF production
object

1120 80 100 50

LIBR.LIBCCF.TEST
MAST

LIB/CCF test master 2004 2004 100 N/A

LIBR.LIBCCF.PROD
MAST

LIB/CCF production
master

2004 2004 100 N/A

LIBR.LIBCCF.HISTM
AST

LIB/CCF history
master

2004 2004 100 N/A

LIBR.LIBCCF.SYSM
AST

LIB/CCF system
master

2004 2004 100 N/A
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CAI.LIBR.TLICD LIB/TSO TLICD file 750 750 50 3

CAI.LIBR.VSAM Librarian control file
(VSAM)

1024 56 250 N/A

Pre-Installation Considerations
Note the following important information and precautionary measures before commencing installation or an upgrade of
Librarian:

• When upgrading from a previous release of Librarian, take backups of those libraries where you are installing Librarian
before beginning the installation.

• Before executing any installation jobs, review the supplied member and modify the JCL to include site-specific
information and to meet your site's JCL standards.

• All of the JCL supplied with Librarian allocates library space in blocks.
• The Librarian installation file is in SMP/E "relfile" format, with the files created by the IBM IEBCOPY utility. The function

modification identifiers (FMIDs) are loaded into relative files (source, macro, and load). Librarian consists of eight
FMIDs, seven for Librarian and one for Broadcom Profile.
Each FMID has its own set of relative files, which are listed following:
– CALJ440 -- 5 (macro, source, load, JCL, and XML)
– CALJ441 -- 3 (macro and 2 load)
– CALJ442 -- 2 (macro and load)
– CALJ441 -- 2 (macro and load)
– CALR440 -- 1 (load)
– CALU440 -- 2 (macro and load)
– CALU441 -- 2 (macro, source, and load)
– CALU442 -- 3(macro, source, and load)
– CALU443 -- 1 (Japanese macro and load)

• Install Librarian in its own SMP/E target and distribution zones, for example, CAIT0 and CAID0.
• Accept Librarian so that you can run an SMP/E RESTORE for product maintenance.
• SMP/E USERMODs are used for customizing such Librarian facilities as the LIBRID defaults module and the LIB/CCF

DB2 interface.

WARNING
Important! Never accept these USERMODs into your SMP/E system.

• Librarian takes advantage of various facilities that Common Components and Services and OS/390 provide.
Specifically, you must install the S910 component, comprised of CAIRIM, CA-C Runtime, and CAISSF, before installing
Librarian. CAIRIM, the Resource Initialization Manager, eliminates the need to IPL when installing the Librarian Access
Method (LIB/AM). CAISSF, the Standard Security Interface, lets Librarian offer a standardized security interface.
See the Common Components and Services and OS/390 Getting Started for installation procedures of the S910
component.

• Librarian uses SVC168 to implement the external security interface.
• In addition to the CSA requirements of CAIRIM, the Librarian Subsystem (LAM) acquires ECSA storage. The amount

of ECSA storage is computed using the following formula: ECSA bytes equals ((MAXUSER plus 1) times 4) + 876 +
((number of wide record master files - 10) * 98)
The MAXUSER parameter is defined in the IEASYSxx member of SYS1.PARMLIB. See the Common Components
and Services and OS/390 Getting Started for CSA requirements for CAIRIM.

You can reduce the CSA storage requirements of CAIRIM by placing member LAMMVS in the LPA.
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GRS Considerations

If your site uses GRS, include a CONVERSION RNL for each master file, as follows:

RNLDEF RNL(CON) TYPE(GENERIC) QNAME(ADRPRDCT)

RNAME(master.file.dsn)

A GENERIC type RNAME of the data set name is defined to cover all of the resource names listed in the following table.

Alternatively, you can define multiple master files under one RNLDEF by specifying the high-level data set name
qualifiers, as follows:

RNLDEF RNL(CON) TYPE(GENERIC) QNAME(ADRPRDCT)

RNAME(master.file.qualifier)

A CONVERSION RNL is optional but recommended for BDAM or single-volume VSAM master files. A CONVERSION
RNL is required for multi-volume VSAM master files.

For update processing (both batch and online), Librarian employs resource serialization to minimize the duration of
enqueues and reserves issued on the master file.

The resources used are listed below in the order in which they are always claimed:

Resource QNAME RNAME

Master file ADRPRDCT Data set name

Block zero ADRPRDCT Data set name plus .0

Module ADRPRDCT Data set name plus member name

Index ADRPRDCT Data set name plus .2

bit map ADRPRDCT Data set name plus .4

WARNING
In the VM/ESA and z/VM environment where LIB/CMS is installed, including ADRPRDCT in the GRS conversion
RNL corrupts the master file. VM/ESA and z/VM users of Librarian share master files with z/OS and OS/390
users through the use of real and virtual RESERVE/RELEASE. If GRS intercepts and converts the Librarian-
issued RESERVE commands, VM/ESA and z/VM users might not recognize simultaneous accesses from the z/
OS and OS/390 system.

GRS Considerations for Wide Record Master Files

The Librarian VSAM control file is reserved by the LAMSERV regions using the QNAME, LIBRLAM. This reserve is
eligible to be converted using a CONVERSION RNL as follows:

RNLDEF RNL(CON) TYPE(SPECIFIC) QNAME(LIBRLAM)

RNAME(VSAM.CNTL.DSN)

The wide record master files use the standard ISPF enqueue method for PDS files; QNAME, SPFEDIT, RNAME dsname.
A sample CONVERSION RNL follows:

RNLDEF RNL(CON) TYPE(GENERIC) QNAME(SPFEDIT)

RNAME(dsn.qualifier)

Install Products Using z/OSMF
Learn how to install product software using z/OSMF.
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As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include acquiring, installing, maintaining, and configuring mainframe
products on your systems. z/OSMF lets you perform these tasks for Broadcom mainframe products and mainframe
products from other vendors. z/OSMF lets you manage software on your z/OS systems through a browser at any time,
from any location. By streamlining some traditional tasks and automating others, z/OSMF can simplify some areas of
system management and also reduce the level of expertise that is required for managing system activities. Experienced
users can view, define, and update policies that affect system behavior, monitor system performance, and manage z/OS
software.

As products and vendors adopt z/OSMF services, you can install and maintain all your mainframe products in a common
way according to industry best practices. After configuration is complete, you can execute the product and easily provision
new software instances for use on other systems throughout your environment.

Use the following topics to guide you through the installation process using z/OSMF:

Address z/OSMF Requirements
Provides information about z/OSMF general configuration and security requirements.

Acquire a z/OSMF Portable Software Instance
Provides the steps to acquire the product software from Broadcom Support and register the portable software
instance in z/OSMF.

Install Product Software Using z/OSMF Deployments
Provides the steps to install (deploy) the portable software instance to an LPAR using z/OSMF Deployments. This
step creates the SMP/E environment and runs the RECEIVE, APPLY, and ACCEPT steps to prepare the software
instance for SMP/E operations. This step also:

• Customizes the data set names that are defined to SMP/E.
• Mounts required USS files if necessary.
• Performs workflow execution to customize the deployed runtime environment for use on a specific z/OS

system.

Import Product Information into z/OSMF
Provides the steps to import the Broadcom product information file so that z/OSMF has access to the latest
product release information. For a list of products using z/OSMF, see Mainframe Products using z/OSMF in the
Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures documentation.

TIP
See our installation best practices article for a list of comprehensive z/OSMF video training from IBM.

When these tasks are completed, you are ready to install preventive maintenance. You can also configure software
instances using z/OSMF workflows.

Address z/OSMF Requirements
Before you install your Broadcom mainframe products using the IBM® z/OSMF Management Facility (z/OSMF), address
the installation and security requirements in the following table:
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TIP
Your systems programmers and security administrators can complete these tasks in parallel.

Task Role

Apply required maintenance for CA Common Services for z/OS (CCS) Version 15.0
(SO12499)
The CCS PTF installs load module stubs for select IBM products into your installed
CCS library hlq.CAW0CALL. If prompted during installation for the data set name of
a load library for an IBM product that you do not have installed, specify your installed
hlq.CAW0CALL data set name.

Systems programmer

Configure z/OSMF as described in the IBM Knowledge Center
The IBM z/OS Management Facility Configuration Guide  is your primary source of
information about how to install and configure z/OSMF. We also strongly recommend that
you review the z/OSMF overview and use the installation checklists that are provided in
the IBM Knowledge Center. You can open the IBM documentation in a separate browser
tab for reference during installation of your products using z/OSMF Deployments.

Systems programmer, security
administrator, domain administrator

Configure z/OSMF security for CA ACF2™ for z/OS, CA Top Secret® for z/OS, or IBM
RACF as applicable to authorize users and resources.

Security administrator

Confirm that the installer has read, create, update, and execute privileges in z/OS. Write
access is also required to the UNIX System Services (USS) directories that are used for
the installation process.

Security administrator

Address the following USS requirements:
• Create a USS directory to receive the z/OSMF pax file and to perform the unpack

steps.
• Confirm that you have write authority to the USS directories that are used for the z/

OSMF pax installation process.
• Confirm that you have available USS file space.
To download and unpack the pax file, you need free space that is approximately 3.5
times the pax file size in the file system that contains the pax directories. For example, to
download and unpack a 14 MB pax file, you need approximately 49 MB of free space in
the file system hosting your pax directory. If you do not have sufficient free space, error
messages like EZA1490I Error writing to data set or EZA2606W File I/O error 133 can
occur.

Systems programmer, security
administrator

After these requirements have been addressed, you are ready to acquire a z/OSMF Portable Software Instance or
Configure a Software Instance using z/OSMF Workflows.

Acquire a z/OSMF Portable Software Instance
Learn how to acquire a z/OSMF portable software instance.

As a systems programmer, you can acquire a z/OSMF portable software instance (PSWI) for your product from Broadcom
Support and then add the portable software instance to z/OSMF. The product SMP/E environments are pre-built at
Broadcom, backed up, and made available for download as a PSWI.

The PSWI includes the SMP/E CSI data sets, all associated SMP/E-managed target and distribution libraries, non-SMP/E-
managed data sets, and metadata that is required to describe the PSWI.

The following diagram illustrates the acquisition process:
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1. Review the installation best practices and address all requirements.
2. Complete one of the following tasks to Order the z/OSMF Portable Software Instance:

– Download the PSWI to the z/OSMF host from the Broadcom download server.
Before you use this option, complete the one-time security configuration tasks to use the RECEIVE
FROMNETWORK (RFN) process through GIMGTPKG and SMP/E. See Prepare for Secure Internet Delivery.

– Download the PSWI to your laptop and FTP it to a USS directory on the mainframe or download it to z/OS.
3. Register the portable software instance in z/OSMF.

Prepare for Secure Internet Delivery

Perform the following one-time security configuration steps to instruct the SMP/E RECEIVE command and the
GIMGTPKG service routine to download the PSWI using HTTPS. GIMGTPKG performs the SMP/E RECEIVE
FROMNETWORK TRANSFERONLY command functions. SMP/E supports secure and encrypted download operations
using HTTPS (HTTP over SSL, Secure Sockets Layer). The default z/OS Java truststore manages the certificates.

NOTE
If your site has already configured the server certificate to acquire solutions and process maintenance requests
through https://downloads.broadcom.com, skip this task. Go to order the z/OSMF Portable Software Instance.

1. Download the certificate:
https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/cadocs/0/certs/digi-inter-new/digicert_intermediate_2031.crt

Record the location on your workstation where the certificate now resides.
2. Upload the certificate as text data to your z/OS system in RECFM=VB and LRECL=84 format. If you use FTP, use the

following commands to avoid truncation:
ASCII

QUOTE SITE WRAP LRECL=84 RECFM=VB

PUT your_PC_file_name 'your.zos.dataset.name'

quit

The certificate now resides on z/OS.
3. Add the certificate to the External Security Manager (ESM) database:

– For ACF2, specify:
SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(CERTDATA)

INSERT CERTAUTH yourcertname DSN(‘your.zos.dataset.name’) -

  LABEL(yourlabelname) USAGE(CERTAUTH) TRUST

– For Top Secret, specify:
TSS ADD(CERTAUTH) DIGICERT(yourcertname) LABLCERT(yourlabelname)-

DCDSN(‘your.zos.dataset.name’) TRUST

– For IBM RACF, specify:
RACDCERT CERTAUTH ADD(‘your.zos.dataset.name’) + 

WITHLABEL(‘yourlabelname’) TRUST
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The ESM database now includes the certificate.
4. Grant UPDATE access to the IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING) to the user ID submitting the FTP JCL:

– For ACF2, specify:
SET RESOURCE(FAC)

RECKEY IRR ADD( DIGICERT.LISTRING UID(userid) SERVICE(UPDATE) ALLOW)

– For Top Secret, specify:
TSS PER(userid) IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING) ACC(UPDATE)

– For IBM RACF, specify:
PERMIT IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING CLASS(FACILITY) ID(userid) ACCESS(UPDATE)

The user that submits the FTP JCL can use a virtual CERTAUTH keyring to authenticate the FTP server. The
certificate does not need to be added to the keyring of the FTP user.

The one-time security configuration is complete. You are now ready to Order the z/OSMF Portable Software Instance.

Order the z/OSMF Portable Software Instance

You can order the z/OSMF portable software instance from the Broadcom Support and download the PSWI using GIMZIP
to z/OSMF or download the PSWI to a local z/OSMF host as a single pax file. You can download directly to the mainframe
or you can download to your workstation and then transfer the pax file to the mainframe. A file transfer utility, such as FTP,
is required to transfer data to the mainframe.

Use the following procedure to create a service order from the Broadcom Support site for a product-specific PSWI:

1. Go to Broadcom Support and select Software, Mainframe Software, and My Downloads.
2. Log in using your Broadcom Support username and password.

The My Downloads page appears.
3. Select a product from the list or enter the product name in the Search field.

The product page appears with two tabs under the product name: Products and Solutions.
4. Under Products, select the product that you want to download.

A list by release, service pack, and language appears.
5. Use the hypertext link to select a release.

The Primary Downloads page appears. This page shows the product-specific software packages that you can select
to download.
If an Additional Downloads page is available, this page shows more software packages that are related to your
product selection that you can download. These products may already be installed.

6. Review the packages that appear under Primary Downloads and Additional Downloads and complete the following
steps:
a. View the file information for the product that you want by selecting the right arrow key (>) or by selecting Expand

All.
b. Select the checkbox under Download for the PSWI (productid.VnnRn.ZOSMF.pax.Z) and other files that you

want to include in the product download.
c. Select one of the following download methods:

• If your product is RFN-enabled, a GIMZIP download option is available. Select GIMZIP to acquire the product
package from the Broadcom download server directly to your z/OSMF host system using z/OSMF Software
Management. Go to Step 7.

• Select HTTPS Download or Secure FTP Download to download the files from the Broadcom download server.
Secure FTP Download is the preferred method. Go to Step 8.
To select a download method from the Download Manager, select Download Selected. This option lets you
download multiple files at one time.

For download tips, see Product Download Help. For sample JCL and security requirements, see Download Methods
and Locations.

7. If you selected GIMZIP, the GIMZIP text changes to Order is Placed. An email is sent to the order creator.
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Complete the following steps to generate the required SERVER XML to download the PSWI from the FTP download
server to your mainframe using the GIMGTPKG service routine. GIMGTPKG transports the GIMZIP packages from a
remote FTP server to a local host.
a. Use the link in the email to access the order details (site ID, order number, and product release) on the Download

History page in the Download Manager on Broadcom Support.
b. Select GIMZIP to access the service order details (SERVER XML) in a text file. For example:

<SERVER 

   host=”ftpserver.broadcom.com”

   user=”joesmith”

   pw=”password”

 > 

 <PACKAGE

    file=”/order/product/GIMPAF.XML”

    hash=”01234567890123456078901234567890”

    id=”BROADCOM”

 > 

 </PACKAGE> 

</SERVER>

The SERVER XML contains the required information for the download server to receive the network package.
c. Copy the SERVER XML to your clipboard and change the id tag to name the subdirectory in the SMPNTS

directory. Use this copy to register the PSWI in z/OSMF using the Add From Download Server option.
Go to Register the Portable Software Instance in z/OSMF.

8. If you selected Secure FTP in Step 6, the Secure FTP Download Instructions pop-up appears.
a. Copy the host URL (downloads.broadcom.com) and paste it into a browser.
b. Log in using one of the following options:

• Broadcom Support Portal username and password
• Secure Access Token

To use this option, select Generate Access Credentials, specify your email address and password, and select
Generate. Before you close the window, copy and save the generated FTP credential details (username and
password) into a text file.

c. Copy the path for the zip file located in Order Location. This file identifies the order to be downloaded. For
example, /12345678.zip.

d. Use the following sample JCL with an added JOB card to download the z/OSMF pax file using FTP:
 //GETPAX   EXEC PGM=FTP,REGION=0K

 //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

 //OUTPUT   DD SYSOUT=*

 //INPUT    DD *

 downloads.broadcom.com

 supportportalemail or generatedUsername 

 supportportalpassword or generatedPassword

 Binary

 get orderlocation + ‘yourUSSpaxDirectory’ (rep

 quit

 /*

 //*

e. Execute JCL to unpack the installation file and restore the individual pax files. Sample JCL follows:
//USSBATCH EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH

//STDOUT   DD SYSOUT=*

//STDERR   DD SYSOUT=*

//STDPARM  DD *

//* Be sure that there are no line numbers on the input lines.
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sh cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/;

pax –rvf productid.VnnRn.ZOSMF.pax.Z

/*

//*

Customize the sample JCL as follows:

• Add a JOB statement.
• Update the USS directory (yourUSSpaxdirectory) with the path name where you want to copy the pax file.
• Update productid.VnnRn.ZOSMF.pax.Z with the name of the pax file that you want to copy to the mainframe.
• Submit the customized JCL.

USSBATCH can take several minutes to execute. A return code of zero is expected. Any other return code
indicates a problem.
You can also use OMVS to unpax the z/OSMF pax file. For example:
$ cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory

$ pax -rvf productid.VnnRn.ZOSMF.pax.Z

After successful execution, the individual pax files are restored and ready for use. You are now ready to register
the PSWI in z/OSMF using the Add From z/OSMF System option.

Go to Register Portable Software Instance in z/OSMF.

Register Portable Software Instance in z/OSMF

After you acquire and download the PSWI to a local z/OSMF host system, log in to z/OSMF to register the product
software and define the PSWI to z/OSMF as shown in the following procedure. When you complete these steps, the PSWI
is registered in z/OSMF and ready for installation (deployment).

1. Log in to the z/OSMF web interface and select your user ID in the top or bottom right-hand corner to switch between
the Desktop Interface and Classic Interface.

2. Complete one of the following steps to display the Software Management page:
a. In the Desktop Interface, select Software Management.
b. In the Classic Interface, select Software, Software Management.

3. Select Portable Software Instances to define your PSWI to z/OSMF.
4. Select Add from the Actions menu and select From Download Server (GIMZIP download) or From z/OSMF System

(HTTPS or Secure FTP download) as applicable.
For detailed steps, see Tutorial 2 - Add a PSWI from IBM.
Use the default CLIENT XML or if needed, specify the CLIENT XML attributes that you use in other SMP/E jobs to
download software products or PTFs from the Broadcom download servers. For example:
<CLIENT  downloadmethod="https"

         downloadkeyring="javatruststore"

         javahome="/usr/lpp/java/J8.0"

         >

</CLIENT>

NOTE
For more information about specifying the CLIENT XML tag, see Content of CLIENT data set in the IBM
documentation.

downloadmethod
Specifies the network protocol for downloading the files from a remote server. HTTPS is the only supported
option. When you specify https, certificates are required to perform the SSL handshake with the HTTPS server to
encrypt the network activity. The location of the certificates is defined using the downloadkeyring attribute.
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downloadkeyring
Identifies the location of the certificates that are required to perform SSL operations with the HTTPS server
where the files to be downloaded reside. Specify the name for an external security manager (ESM) keyring or the
keyword javatruststore.
The name of the keyring can specify a real or a virtual keyring.
To indicate that all CA certificates that are defined in the ESM can be used to perform SSL operations, specify
“*AUTH*/*” for the CERTAUTH virtual keyring userid/keyring value.

javahome
Specifies the location of the Java runtime to be used by SMP/E.

The PSWI exists on your z/OS system and is defined to z/OSMF. The product software is ready for installation. Go to
Install Product Software using z/OSMF Deployments.

Install Product Software Using z/OSMF Deployments
Learn how to install product software using z/OSMF Deployments.

As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include installing product software in your z/OS environment. After
the portable software instance or software instance is registered in z/OSMF, you can use z/OSMF Deployments to
install the product software and create the product data sets (global, CSI, target libraries, and distribution libraries) for
the new software instance. The deployment jobs create a copy of the source product data sets to create the product
target runtime environment. Creating a copy of the SMP/E target data sets keeps the SMP/E environment clean and it
also isolates the product runtime environment for maintenance activities. You can also perform z/OSMF workflows to
customize the SMP/E data sets, mount UNIX System Services (USS) files if necessary, and configure the new software
instance on the target system.

To install Broadcom mainframe products using z/OSMF and make the product software available for use on a system
by users and other programs, define a new deployment. This step defines the SMP/E environment name and the prefix
of the CSI data set in z/OSMF. You also specify data set allocation parameters for all SMP/E data sets, target libraries,
and distribution libraries. To define a new deployment, complete the deployment checklist (specify the USS path, DSN,
VOLSERs), and submit the deployment jobs through the z/OSMF user interface. When the deployment is complete, you
have a source and target copy of the software.

NOTE
For more information about these tasks, see Deploying software in the IBM documentation.

Subsequent maintenance activities for the product update the SMP/E environment without affecting your active product
runtime environments. You decide when to redeploy the maintenance-updated SMP/E target data sets to each of the
product runtime environments.

Before you begin this process, review the installation best practices and verify the installation requirements in Prepare for
Installation.

NOTE
The installer requires read, create, update, and execute privileges in z/OS. Write access is also required to the
USS directories that are used for the installation process. To deploy a product that has USS components, the
installer's user ID must have access to the appropriate resource profiles in the UNIXPRIV class, access to the
BPX.SUPERUSER resource profile in the FACILITY class, or UID(0). For UNIXPRIV, read access is required to
SUPERUSER.FILESYS.CHOWN, SUPERUSER.FILESYS.CHGRP, and SUPERUSER.FILESYS.MOUNT.

1. Display the Deployments table in z/OSMF (Software Management, Deployments).
2. Define a new deployment by selecting New from the Actions menu.

The deployment checklist displays. You can also modify, view, copy, cancel, or remove existing deployments.
3. Complete the deployment checklist items as described in Defining new deployments in the IBM documentation.
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As you complete the deployment checklist, be sure to make the following selections:
a. Specify the properties for this deployment (name, description, and optional category).
b. Select the software to deploy.

For this step, select the Portable Software Instance button and select your package.
c. Select the objective for this deployment to indicate where and how you want to install the selected portable

software instance.
For this step, indicate that you want to create a software instance and specify the global zone CSI and the system
where the target software instance will reside.

d. Check for missing SYSMODs and view missing SYSMOD reports.
For this step, deselect the following report options:
• Requisite SYSMODs and Fix Categories reports
• Regressed SYSMODs and HOLDDATA Delta reports

e. Configure this deployment to define the target software instance.
• For DLIBs, specify Yes to copy the distribution zones and libraries that are associated with the source software.

You can customize the names and the storage class or volumes of the new data sets.
• For Model, indicate The source software to use as a model. z/OSMF uses the data sets, volumes, mount

points, catalogs, and SMP/E zones that are associated with the model to specify default values for the target
software instance.

• For SMP/E Zones, the DLIB and TLIB names do not typically need to be changed.
• For Data sets, change the target data set name prefix to the one that you want to use for your deployment.

Specify a volume or storage class to identify where to create the target data sets.
• For Catalogs, no action is required assuming that your target data set prefix is defined in a user catalog.
• For Volumes and Storage Classes, no action is required. A summary is presented of the target data sets to be

created and how much space is required.
• For Mount Points, review the mount points for the UNIX file system data sets that are included in the target

software instance. When specifying a new target mount point, retain the static path extension in the path name
to prevent failures in the configuration workflow. For example, targetpathname.

NOTE
If your product does not include USS directories, ignore this instruction.

f. Define the job settings to generate JCL to install the software and view the deployment summary. For this step,
update the JOB statement as needed.

NOTE
If the target system for the deployment is in a JES Multi-Access Spool (MAS) and the mount point is only
accessible from the target system, add a System Affinity (SYSAFF) to the job card to ensure execution
on the system where the zFS resides.

g. Submit the deployment jobs in sequential order, wait for each job to complete, and then select Refresh to register
job completion in z/OSMF.
A return code of zero is expected.
When all deployment jobs have executed successfully, you have unzipped and renamed the product data sets, and
updated the CSI data sets. The product data sets have also been successfully copied and the properties for the
target software instance have been specified.

h. Execute the workflows for the software being deployed Most products have at least one of the following workflows:
Post SMP/E Workflow

Updates the CSI with site-specific external data sets, relinks load modules, and optionally mounts USS
directories.

NOTE
If prompted for the data set name of a load library for an IBM product that is not installed, specify your
installed Common Components and Services for z/OS CCS_hlq.CAW0CALL data set name.
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Configuration Workflows
Configures a new software instance or an existing software instance. For example, an upgrade workflow updates
an existing software instance for your product to a new product release.

NOTE
For a list of products with workflows to complete post-install configuration, see Mainframe Products using
z/OSMF for Software Management in the Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures documentation.

i. Specify a name and description for the new target software instance.

The deployment process is complete. The new software instance is defined to z/OSMF. You are now ready to Import
Product Information into z/OSMF before you install product maintenance.

Import Product Information into z/OSMF
Learn how to import a product information file into z/OSMF.

As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include maintaining a current repository of acquired product packages
that are ready for installation in your mainframe environment. z/OSMF lets you view a consolidated list of the products and
maintenance packages that are included in each software instance or portable software instance.

You can import product information for the  Broadcom mainframe products that you have installed on z/OS into z/
OSMF. After you retrieve the product information, use z/OSMF Software Management to obtain a list of products that
are contained in your software instances. This information helps you to determine which products are nearing or have
reached end of service (EOS) or end of life (EOL) support. This information is useful when planning future installations
and upgrades. You can also use this information to identify software instances that will be affected by changes to a
product.

The product information file for Broadcom mainframe products is stored on the following FTP directory:

https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/WebInterface/phpdocs/0/MSPSaccount/COMPAT/BroadcomProdInfo.txt

You can load the contents of the Broadcom product information file into z/OSMF from:

• The Broadcom FTP directory directly
• Your local workstation
• A z/OS data set or UNIX file

After you load the file, retrieve the product information in z/OSMF from the Products view in the Software Management
task.

If you create software instances or portable software instances in z/OSMF, import the product information file again so that
you have current information to display for your installed products.

Broadcom recommends that you repeat the load procedure on a regular schedule or at least monthly to ensure that
you have current Broadcom product information available in z/OSMF. This process ensures that you have access to all
product packages as they become available.

Enable Secure Downloads

To prevent SSL handshake failures when importing product information into z/OSMF, confirm that you added the Digicert
root certificate to the z/OSMF keyring.

Use the following procedure to enable secure downloads:

NOTE
This procedure assumes that you have configured z/OSMF security for ACF2, Top Secret, or IBM RACF to
authorize users and resources.

1. Download the Digicert root certificate:
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https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/cadocs/0/zosmf/digi-root.crt

Record the location on your workstation where the certificate now resides.
2. Upload the certificate as text data to your z/OS system in RECFM=VB and LRECL=84 format. If you use FTP, use the

following FTP commands to avoid truncation:
ASCII

QUOTE SITE WRAP LRECL=84 RECFM=VB

PUT your_PC_file_name 'your.zos.dataset.name'

quit

The certificate now resides on z/OS.
3. Add the certificate to the existing z/OSMF IZUSVR keyring.

For ACF2, specify SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(CERTDATA)

INSERT CERTAUTH.yourcertname DSN('your.zos.dataset.name') -

  LABEL(yourlabeldescription)

CONNECT CERTDATA(CERTAUTH.yourDigicertCAcertname) KEYRING(IZUSVR.keyr01)

 RINGNAME(IZUKeyring.IZUDFLT) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

For Top Secret, specify TSS ADD(CERTAUTH) DIGICERT(yourDigicertCAcertname) LABLCERT(yourlabelname) - 

DCDSN('your.zos.dataset.name') TRUST

            

TSS ADD(IZUSVR) KEYRING(zosmfringname) RINGDATA(CERTAUTH,yourDigicertCAcertname) -

USAGE(CERTAUTH)

For IBM RACF, specify RACDCERT CERTAUTH ADD('your.zos.dataset.name') WITHLABEL('yourlabelname') TRUST

RACDCERT ID(IZUSVR) CONNECT(CERTAUTH LABEL('your_digicertCA_label') +

RING(keyringname) USAGE(CERTAUTH))

The certificate is now connected. To verify, review the messages for each command.

You can now load the contents of the product information file into z/OSMF.

Load the Product Information File into z/OSMF

Use the following procedure to load the contents of the product information file into z/OSMF:

1. Select the following link to download the product information file from the Broadcom FTP directory to your workstation
or to a z/OS data set or UNIX file on the mainframe:
https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/WebInterface/phpdocs/0/MSPSaccount/COMPAT/BroadcomProdInfo.txt

NOTE
To load the product information file into z/OSMF directly, go to Step 2.

Complete either of the following steps:

• Use your Web Browser or an FTP client to download to your local workstation. Upload the file with binary in the
FTP JCL so that the file is not converted to the EBCDIC character set.

• Use FTP to download the file directly to a z/OS data set or UNIX file on the mainframe. Sample JCL follows that
you can customize and execute:
//FTPSTEP   EXEC PGM=FTP,PARM=’(EXIT=08’

//SYSTCPD   DD DSN=your_TCPIP_data_set_name,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*

//OUTPUT    DD SYSOUT=*

//INPUT     DD *

ftp.broadcom.com 21

anonymous email_address

cd /pub/MSPSaccount/JSON/

dir
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asc

locsite LR=80 REC=FB BLOCKSI=0

locsite PRI=20 SEC=10 CY

get BroadcomProdInfo.txt ‘zos_data_set’ (REPLACE

Customize the sample JCL as follows:

1. Add a JOB statement per your site standards to the beginning of the JCL.
2. Specify the TCP/IP stack (your_TCPIP_data_set_name) for an external network.
3. Specify your valid email address (email_address).
4. Specify the z/OS data set name (zos_data_set) where you want to save the product information file. If the

specified data set does not exist, it is created during the download process.
5. Submit for execution.

A return code of zero is expected. Any other return code indicates a problem.

The product information file is now available to load into z/OSMF.
2. Log in to the z/OSMF web interface and go to the Software Management dashboard.
3. Select Products.

The Products table list displays.
4. Select Retrieve End of Service information from the Actions menu or select the Retrieve End of Service

information button if available. The Select Product Information File page displays.
5. Complete one of the following steps:

– To load the file into z/OSMF directly from the Broadcom FTP directory:
a. Select the option to Select files that reside on or can be accessed by primary system and select Add from

the Actions drop-down menu under Product Information Files.
The Add Product Information File page displays.

b. Copy the Broadcom product information file URL, paste it into the URL field, specify a description, and select
OK.
The product information file table is updated with the new URL.

c. Select the new URL and select Retrieve.
The contents of the file are loaded into z/OSMF.

– To load the file from your local workstation, select the option to Select a file that resides on your local
workstation, enter your file name, a description, and select Retrieve. The contents of the file are loaded into z/
OSMF.

– To load the file from a z/OS data set or UNIX file that the z/OSMF host can access:
a. Select the option to Select files that reside on or can be accessed by primary system and select Add from

the Actions drop-down menu under Product Information Files.
The Add Product Information File page displays.

b. Select Primary z/OSMF system, specify the z/OS data set name in the Data set or UNIX file field, specify a
description, and select OK.
The product information file table is updated with the new URL.

c. Select the new URL and select Retrieve.
The contents of the file are loaded into z/OSMF.

Use the Software Management dashboard in z/OSMF to view your product information.

Common Components and Services and OS/390
This section presents an overview of the Common Components and Services and OS/390 that Librarian uses. See your
Common Components and Services documentation more information. If there are other Broadcom products installed
at your site, some of these Services might already be installed. The following Common Components and Services and
OS/390 are required to install and use Librarian:
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• CAIRIM
• CAISSF
• CA C Runtime

The following Common Components and Services and OS/390 are not required to install or use Librarian:

• Earl
• CA SRAM

CAIRIM

CAIRIM, the CAI Resource Initialization Manager, is the common driver for a collection of dynamic initialization routines
that eliminate the need for user SVCs, SMF exits, subsystems, and other installation requirements commonly encountered
when installing systems software.

These routines are grouped under the Broadcom dynamic service code S910. Some of CAIRIM's features are:

• Obtaining SMF data
• Verification of proper software installation
• Installation of z/OS and OS/390 interfaces
• Automatic startup of Broadcom and other vendor products
• Proper timing and order of initialization.

Librarian uses CAIRIM to install the Librarian subsystem and SVC.

CAISSF

CAISSF, the CAI Standard Security Facility, allows Broadcom software to offer standardized security interfaces regardless
of the underlying access control software. CAISSF offers user authentication and resource access validation facilities.
It can interface with Broadcom security products (such as ACF2 or Top Secret) or compatible non-Broadcom security
products. CAISSF is a subservice contained in the Broadcom service code S910 (CAIRIM). For Broadcom security
products, some of CAISSF's features include:

• A single security mechanism
• Isolation of Broadcom enterprise solutions from Broadcom or vendor mechanisms.

For non-Broadcom security products, some of CAISSF's features include:

• Resource class translation
• Access level translation
• Selective logging of requests
• Request type control
• Message support for failed access.

Librarian uses CAISSF to provide security for Librarian libraries and members.

CA-C Runtime

CA-C Runtime is a runtime facility with re-entrancy capabilities. Its modular architecture insulates C Runtime programs
from system and release dependencies. There is little, if any, system-dependent code linked with the user program. This
allows for smaller user programs and easier maintenance. CA-C Runtime uses a memory manager to handle dynamic
allocation requests for small pieces of storage. This enables fewer calls to be made on the operating system, resulting
in faster allocation and de-allocation. Specifications for the use of CA-C Runtime are presented in solution-specific
documentation as is necessary.
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Earl Reporting Service

The Earl (Easy Access Report Language) Reporting component is a user-friendly report definition facility with the power of
a comprehensive programming system. Earl lets you modify and print the contents and layout of a predefined Broadcom
product report using English-like statements. The routines that provide this service are grouped under the Broadcom
service code XE60. Some of the Earl Reporting Service's features are:

• Page, user, and field headings
• Automatic subtotaling and totaling capabilities
• Automatic data editing
• Full arithmetic computational facilities
• High-level capabilities
• Enhanced printed output control.

The Librarian Change Control Facility (LIB/CCF) optionally uses Earl to generate LIB/CCF reports.

CA SRAM Service

The CA SRAM (Sort Reentrant Access Method) Service is a complete replacement for conventional methods of invoking
a sort system from high-level languages. CA SRAM allows the activation of several sorts concurrently, thereby simplifying
the data and logic flow. The user program can manipulate the incoming data to the sort in a high-level language without
the need for special exit routines.

The service routines that accomplish this are grouped under the CA service code SR66. Some of CA SRAM's features
are:

• All loaded modules are coded to be completely reentrant
• Sorts in ascending or descending sequence
• Accepts fixed and variable length records
• Allows key definitions to spread out over the record
• Low overhead
• Operating system independence.

The Librarian Change Control Facility (LIB/CCF) optionally uses CA SRAM with Earl.

Install Products Using SMP/E JCL
As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include installing products on your mainframe system. With this option,
you acquire a product pax file and the latest product updates from Broadcom Support and then install, maintain,
deploy, and configure the products on your systems. Batch jobs are provided to create the SMP/E environment. A basic
understanding of UNIX System Services (USS) is required.

NOTE
Before you begin this process, review the installation best practices and verify that the installation requirements
in Prepare for Installation have been met.

You perform the following tasks to install a product with a pax file:
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When these steps are completed, you are ready to install preventive maintenance.

UNIX System Services Environment

You need a UNIX System Services (USS) directory and a file system with adequate space to perform the following tasks:

• Receive product pax files from Broadcom Support.
• Perform utility functions to unpack the pax file into z/OS data sets that you can use to complete the product installation.

We recommend that you allocate and mount a dedicated file system for this process. The amount of space that you need
for the file system depends on the following variables:

• The size of the pax files that you intend to download.
• Whether you plan to keep the pax files after unpacking them. We do not recommend this practice.

We recommend that you use one directory for downloading and unpacking pax files. Reusing the same directory
minimizes USS setup. Complete the USS setup only one time. You reuse the same directory for subsequent downloads.
Alternatively, you can create a directory for each pax download.

WARNING
Downloading pax files for the SMP/E installation requires write authority to the USS directories that are used
for the native SMP/E JCL installation process. In the file system that contains the pax directories, you also
need free space approximately 3.5 times the pax file size to download the pax file and unpack its contents. For
example, to download and unpack a 14-MB pax file, you need approximately 49 MB of free space in the file
system hosting your pax directory.

Install Products Using CSM
Review the following high-level process for installing product software using CSM.
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As a systems programmer, you can acquire, install, and deploy your mainframe product software on z/OS systems using
CSM. CSM simplifies and unifies the management of your Broadcom mainframe products on z/OS systems. You can use
CSM to manage your product software in a common way according to industry best practices. You can also obtain and
apply corrective and recommended maintenance easier. A web-based interface lets you install and maintain your products
faster and with less chance of error.

WARNING
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their
strategic business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We will
be discontinuing technical support for CSM. In accordance with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and
parameters of Broadcom’s support program, which is documented in the Broadcom Software Maintenance
Policy Handbook, this announcement provides written notification of End of Life for CSM. This notification means
that CSM will no longer function as of June 30, 2023. For full details, see the End of Life Announcement.

If you do not have CSM installed, we recommend that you install z/OSMF to manage your software. For
installation and usage details, see the IBM documentation and the Broadcom product installation best practices at
techdocs.broadcom.com.

WARNING
To install a product using CSM, you must modify the SYSPRINT size. The default allocation of 30 cylinders is
insufficient to complete the installation. Increase the allocation parameters of the SYSPRINT data set to at least
120 cylinders.

Use the following topics to guide you through the product installation process using CSM:

• Acquire Your Products Using CSM
• Install Your Products Using CSM

NOTE
Before you begin this process, review the installation best practices and verify that the installation requirements
in Prepare for Installation have been met.

When these steps are completed, you are ready to install preventive maintenance.

Getting Started Using CSM
This section includes information about how to get started using CSM, including scenarios for using CSM and how to
access CSM.

How to Use CSM Scenarios

In the scenarios that follow, imagine that your organization recently deployed CSM to simplify the installation of Broadcom
products and unify their management. You have also licensed a new Broadcom product. In addition, you have a number
of existing CSIs from previously installed products.

• The first scenario shows how you can use CSM to acquire the product.
• The second scenario shows how you can use CSM to install the product.
• The third scenario shows how you can use CSM to maintain products already installed in your environment.
• The fourth scenario shows how you can use CSM to deploy the product to your target systems.

How to Acquire a Product

The Product Acquisition Service (PAS) facilitates the acquisition of mainframe products and the service for those products,
such as program temporary fixes (PTFs). PAS retrieves information about products to which your site is entitled. Then it
records these entitlements in a software inventory that is maintained on your driving system.

You can use the PAS component of CSM to acquire a Broadcom product.
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Follow these steps:

1. Set up a Broadcom Support Online account.
To use CSM to acquire or download a product, you must have a Broadcom Support Online account. If you do not have
an account, you can create one on the Broadcom Support Online website.

2. Determine the CSM URL for your site.
To access CSM, you require its URL. You can get the URL from your site's CSM administrator and log in using your z/
OS credentials. When you log in for the first time, you are prompted to create a CSM account with your credentials for
the Broadcom Support Online website. This account enables you to download product packages.

3. Log in to CSM and go to the Software Catalog page to locate the product that you want to manage.
After you log in to CSM, you can see the products to which your organization is entitled on the Software Catalog tab.
If you cannot find the product you want to acquire, update the catalog. CSM refreshes the catalog through the
Broadcom Support Online website using the site IDs associated with your credentials for the Broadcom Support Online
website.

4. Download the product installation packages.
After you find your product in the catalog, you can download the product installation packages.
CSM downloads (acquires) the packages (including any maintenance packages) from the Broadcom FTP site.

After the acquisition process completes, the product is ready for you to install or maintain.

How to Deploy a Product

The Software Deployment Service (SDS) facilitates the mainframe product deployment from the software inventory of the
driving system to the target system. This facilitation includes deploying installed products that are policy-driven with a set
of appropriate transport mechanisms across a known topology.

You can use the SDS component of CSM to deploy a Broadcom product that you have already acquired and installed.

Follow these steps:

1. Set up the system registry:
a. Determine the systems you have at your enterprise.
b. Set up remote credentials for those systems.
c. Set up the target systems (Non-Sysplex, Sysplex or Monoplex, Shared DASD Cluster, and Staging), and validate

them.
d. Add FTP information, including data destination information, to each system registry entry.

2. Set up methodologies.
3. Create the deployment, which includes completing each step in the New Deployment wizard.

NOTE
After creating the deployment, you can save it and change it later by adding and editing systems, products,
custom data sets, and methodologies, or you can deploy directly from the wizard. If you must deploy other
products to the previously defined systems using the same methodologies, you must create a separate
deployment.

4. Deploy the product, which includes taking a snapshot, transmitting to target, and deploying (unpacking) to your
mainframe environment.

After the deployment process completes, the product is ready for you to configure. You may have to perform other steps
manually outside of CSM before beginning the configuration process.

System Registration

NOTE
You must add and then validate each system in the enterprise that you are deploying to the CSM system
registry. You can only send a deployment to a validated system. This process is called registering your system
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and applies to each system in your enterprise. For example, if you have five systems at your enterprise, you
must perform this procedure five times.

NOTE
After a system is registered, you do not need to register it again, but you can update the data in the different
registration fields and re-register your system.

NOTE
The system registration process contains the following high-level steps:

1. Set up your remote credentials.
This is where you provide a user ID and password to the remote target system where the deployment will copy the
installed software to. Remote credentials are validated during the deployment process. You will need the following
information:
– Remote user ID
– Remote system name
– Password
– Authenticated authorization before creating a remote credential.
Your system administrator can help you with setting up your remote credentials.

2. Set up your system registry.
The CSM system registry is a CSM database, where CSM records information about your systems that you want to
participate in the deployment process. There is one entry for each system that you register. Each entry consists of
three categories of information: general, FTP locations, and data destinations.
Each system registry entry is one of four different system types. Two reflect real systems, and two are CSM-defined
constructs used to facilitate the deployment process. The two real system types are Non-Sysplex System and Sysplex
Systems. The two CSM-defined system types are Shared DASD Clusters and Staging Systems.

Non-Sysplex Systems
Specifies a stand-alone z/OS system that is not part of a sysplex system.

NOTE
During system validation, if it is found to be part of a sysplex, you will be notified and then given the
opportunity to have that system automatically be added to the sysplex that it is a member of. This may
cause the creation of a new sysplex system. If you do not select the automatic movement to the proper
sysplex, this system will be validated and cannot be deployed.

Sysplex or Monoplex Systems
Specifies a Sysplex (SYStem comPLEX), which is the IBM mainframe system complex that is a single logic
system running on one or more physical systems. Each of the physical systems that make up a Sysplex is often
referred to as a member system.
A Monoplex system is a sysplex system with only one system assigned.
Note: Monoplexes are stored in the Sysplex registry tree but with the name of the Monoplex System and not the
Monoplex Sysplex name. For example, a system XX16 defined as a Monoplex, with a Sysplex name of LOCAL. It
will be depicted in the System Registry as a Sysplex with the name of XX16. This sysplex will contain one system:
XX16.
This system type can help you if you have Monoplexes with the same Sysplex name (for example: LOCAL).
Instead of showing multiple LOCAL Sysplex entries that would need to be expanded to select the correct
Monoplex system, the CSM System Registry shows the actual Monoplex System name at the top-level Sysplex
Name.

Shared DASD Clusters
Specifies a Shared DASD Clusters system, which defines a set of systems that share DASD and it can be
composed of Sysplex systems, Non-Sysplex systems, or both. A Staging system cannot be part of a Shared
DASD Cluster.
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Staging Systems
Specifies a Staging system, which is an SDS term that defines a virtual system. A Staging system deploys the
deployment to the computer where the CSM driving system is located. To use a Staging system, the CSM driving
system must be registered in the CSM System Registry.

NOTE
A Staging system can be useful in testing your deployments and learning deployment in general. It can
also be used if your target systems are outside a firewall. For example, deploy to a Staging system and
then manually copy the deployment to tape.

3. Define the FTP location information for every system.
FTP locations are used to retrieve the results of the deployment on the target system (regardless if the deployment
was transmitted through FTP or using Shared DASD). They are also used if you are moving your deployments through
FTP.
To define the FTP location, provide the following:

URI
Specifies the host system name.

Port Number
Specifies the port number.
Default: 21.

Directory Path
Specifies the landing directory, which is the location that the data is temporarily placed in during a deployment.

4. Define a data destination for every system.
The data destination is how you tell CSM which technique to use to transport the deployment data to the remote
system. The following choices are available:

FTP
When FTP is selected as the transport mechanism, the deployment data is shipped to the target system
through FTP. It is temporarily placed on the target system at the landing directory specified in the FTP Location
information section of the System Registry.

Shared DASD
When you specify shared DASD, CSM uses a virtual transport technique. That is, it does not actually copy the
data from one system to the other. Because the two systems share DASD, there is no need to do this. All of the
deployment data is kept in USS file systems managed by CSM.
Even though the DASD is shared, the remote system may not be able to find the deployment data in the USS
file system. Therefore, CSM temporarily unmounts the file system from the CSM driving system and mounts it in
read-only mode on the remote system.
For CSM to determine where to mount the file system on the remote system, you must specify a mount point
location in the data destination. In addition, you can provide allocation information for the creation of the
deployment file system, so that when the file system is created on the CSM driving system, it will be on the DASD
that is shared.

Data destinations are assigned to Non-Sysplex and Sysplex systems, and Shared DASD Clusters. Data destinations
are named objects, and may be assigned to multiple entities in the system registry and have their own independent
maintenance dialogs.
The remote allocation information is used by the deployment process on the remote system, letting you control
where the deployed software is placed. By specifying the GIMUNZIP volser, CSM adds a volume= parameter to the
GIMUNZIP instructions on the remote system. The list of zFS VOLSERs is needed only if both of the following occur:
– The software you are deploying contains USS parts.
– You select a container copy option during the deployment process.

NOTE
After you have created your systems, you will need to validate them.

5. Register each system by validating that it exists.
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NOTE
You should validate your Non-Sysplex Systems first, and then your Sysplex or Shared Cluster Systems.

You start the validation process when you select the Validate button in the Actions drop-down list for a Sysplex
System, Non-Sysplex System, and Shared DASD Cluster on that system's System Registry Page. This starts a
background process using the CCI validation services to validate this system.
Note: Staging Systems are not validated. However, you will need to create and validate a system registry entry for the
CSM driving system if you are going to utilize Staging systems.
Note: If the validation is in error, review the message log, update your system registry-entered information, and
validate again.
You are now ready to deploy your products.

Deploying Products

After you install software using CSM, you still need to deploy it. You can use the deployment wizard to guide you through
the deployment process. In the wizard, you can deploy one product at a time. You can also save a deployment at any step
in the wizard, and then manually edit and deploy later.

NOTE
You must have at least one product, one system, and one methodology defined and selected to deploy.

You must complete the following steps in the Deployment wizard before you deploy:

Deployment Name and Description
Enter the deployment name and description using the wizard. The name must be a meaningful deployment name.

NOTE
Each deployment name must be unique. Deployment names are not case-sensitive. For example
DEPL1 and depl1 are the same deployment name.

We recommend that you enter an accurate and brief description of this deployment.
CSI Selection

Select a CSI. A CSI is created for the installed product as part of the installation process.
Product Selection

Displays the products that are installed in the CSI you selected.
Custom Data Set

Custom data sets let you add other data sets along with the deployment. They contain either a z/OS data set or
USS paths.

• For a z/OS data set, you need to provide a data set name that is the actual existing z/OS data set and a mask
that names the data set on the target system. This mask may be set up using symbolic qualifiers and must be
available to CSM. During the deployment process, the custom data set is accessed and copied to the target
system the same way a target library is accessed and copied.

• For USS paths, you need to provide a local path, a remote path which may be set up using symbolic qualifiers
and type of copy. Type of copy can be either a container copy or a file-by-file copy.

You can add a custom data set.
Methodology

Methodology is the process by which data sets are named on the target system. A methodology provides the how
of a deployment, that is, what you want to call your data sets. It is the named objects with a description that are
assigned to an individual deployment.
To create a methodology, specify the following:
Data set name mask

Lets you choose symbolic variables that get resolved during deployment.
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Disposition of the target data sets
If you select Create, ensure that the target data sets do not exist, otherwise, the deployment fails.
If you select Create or Replace and the target data sets do not exist, they will be created. If the target
data sets exist, Create or Replace indicates that data in the existing data set, file, or directory will be
replaced, as follows:
Partitioned data set

Create or Replace indicates that existing members in a partitioned data set will be replaced by
members with the same name from the source file. Any currently existing member that is not in
the source file will remain in the PDS. Any member from the source that does not already exist in
the target PDS will be added to the target PDS.
The amount of free space in the PDS should be sufficient to hold the additional content, because
no automatic compress is performed.

Directory in a UNIX file system
Create or Replace indicates files in a directory will be replaced by files with same name from the
source. Any currently existing directory in a UNIX file system that is not in the source will remain
in the UNIX file system.

Sequential data set or a file in the UNIX file system
Create or Replace indicates the existing data set or file and its attributes will be replaced with the
data from the source file.

For a VSAM data set (cluster)
Create or Replace indicates that an existing VSAM cluster should be populated with the data from
the source file. The existing VSAM cluster must be of the same type as the source cluster (ESDS,
KSDS, LDS, or RRDS). In addition, the existing VSAM cluster must have characteristics that are
compatible with the source cluster (such as, record size, key size, and key offset). Replace does
not verify the compatibility of these characteristics!
Note: You can replace the contents of an existing cluster using the IDCAMS ALTER command
to alter the cluster to a reusable state. You must do this before the data from the VSAM source is
copied into the cluster using an IDCAMS REPRO command. The REPRO command will use both
the REPLACE and REUSE operands, and after you use it, the cluster is altered back to a non-
reusable state if that was its state to begin with.

System Selection
Select the system for this deployment.

Preview
Preview identifies the deployment by name and briefly states the products, systems, means of transport, target
libraries including source, target and resolution, as well as SMP/E environment and snapshot information. It
shows the translated symbolic qualifiers.
Use this option to review your deployment before deploying.

Deploy
Deploy combines the snapshot, transmit, and deploy action into one action. Deploy enables you to copy your
CSM-installed software onto systems across your enterprise. For example, you can send one or many products to
one or many systems. Deploy can send the software by copying it to a shared DASD or through FTP.

Summary
After your products have successfully deployed, you can review your deployment summary and then confirm your
deployment. You can also delete a completed deployment.

Confirm
Confirms that the deployment is complete. A deployment is not completed until it is confirmed. After it is
confirmed, the deployment moves to the Confirmed deployment list.
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How to Maintain Existing Products

If you have existing CSIs, you can bring those CSIs into CSM so that you can maintain all your installed products in a
unified way from a single web-based interface.

You can use the PAS and SIS to maintain a Broadcom product.

Follow these steps:

1. Migrate the CSI to CSM to maintain an existing CSI in CSM.
During the migration, CSM stores information about the CSI in the database.

2. Download the latest maintenance for the installed product releases from the Software Catalog tab.
If you cannot find a release (for example, because the release is old), you can add the release to the catalog manually
and then update the release to download the maintenance.

3. Apply the maintenance.

NOTE
You can also install maintenance to a particular CSI from the SMP/E Environments tab.

NOTE
After the maintenance process completes, the product is ready for you to deploy. You may have to perform other
steps manually outside of CSM before beginning the deployment process.

Access CSM Using the Web-Based Interface

You access CSM using the web-based interface. Obtain the URL of CSM from the CSM administrator.

Follow these steps:

1. Start your web browser, and enter the access URL.
The login page appears.

NOTE
If the Notice and Consent Banner appears, read and confirm the provided information.

1. Enter your z/OS login user name and password, and click the Log in button.
The initial page appears. If you log in for the first time, you are prompted to define your account on the Broadcom
Support Online website.

NOTE
For more information about the interface, click the online help link at the top right corner of the page.

2. Click New.
You are prompted for the credentials to use on the Broadcom Support Online website.
Important! The account to which the credentials apply must have the Product Display Options set to BRANDED
PRODUCTS. You can view and update your account preferences by logging in to the Broadcom Support Online
website and clicking My Account. You need the correct setting to use CSM to download product information and
packages.

3. Specify the credentials, click OK, and then click Next.
You are prompted to review your user settings.

NOTE
These settings are available on the User Settings page.

4. Change the settings or keep the defaults, and then click Finish.
A dialog shows the progress of the configuration task. You can click Show Results to view the details of the actions in
a finished task.

WARNING
If your site uses proxies, review your proxy credentials on the User Settings, Software Acquisition page.
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Acquire Products Using CSM
As a system programmer, your responsibilities include maintaining an up-to-date repository of acquired product packages
that are ready for installation in your mainframe environment. CSM provides a product list that lets you display the list
of licensed product installation and maintenance packages and to download these packages. Also, you can update the
product list to add external product packages that you acquired outside of CSM so that they are ready for installation using
CSM.

The following diagram shows the product acquisition process:

Figure 1: Acquiring_Products_CIG

1. Configure CSM.
2. Download the product package from Broadcom Support or add an external product package:

– Download from Broadcom Support:
a. Update the product list.
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b. Download product packages.
– Add external product package:

a. Add external product installation packages.
b. Add external product maintenance packages.

After you complete this process, the product packages are ready for installation with CSM.

NOTE
For more information about acquiring products, see the CSM online help.

Configure CSM

Before you start acquiring product packages, configure a Broadcom Support Online account, a CSM account, and the
required download settings. If you have previously configured these settings, update the product list.

Follow these steps:

1. Start your Web browser, and enter the CSM access URL, which you can get from your system administrator.

NOTE
If the Notice and Consent Banner appears, read and confirm the provided information.

2. Enter your z/OS login user name and password, and log in.
The initial page appears. You are prompted to perform configuration.

3. Configure the following settings:
– Proxies that CSM uses to communicate with Broadcom Support Online.

If proxies are not used, the following port numbers are used: HTTPS Port Number 443 and FTP Port Number 21.

WARNING
If your site uses proxies, review your proxy credentials on the User Settings, Software Acquisition page.

– The USS path to the temporary directory for downloaded software packages
If you do not specify the directory, default settings are used that you can change later.

NOTE
These settings are also available on the System Settings, Software Acquisition page.

Select Next.
You are prompted to define your Broadcom Support account.

4. Select New.
You are prompted for the credentials to use on Broadcom Support.

5. Specify the credentials, select OK, and then Next.
You are prompted to review your user settings.

NOTE
These settings are available on the User Settings page.

6. Change the settings or keep the defaults, and then select Finish.
A dialog opens, which shows the progress of the configuration task.

7. Select the Settings tab, and review other settings, as needed.
You have configured CSM to acquire products.

Update the Product List

The product list displays a list of downloadable licensed product packages. To see the current list of available product
packages for download, update the Available Products tree.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
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2. Select the Products tab.
3. (Optional) Update the product list only with packages that belong to specific site IDs.

a. Select the Edit button in the Filter section and associate one or more site IDs to a filter in the Edit Filter window.
b. Select the filter in the Filter section.
c. Right-click the Products link at the top of the product tree and select Update Product List.

4. Select the Update Product List link in the Actions section on the left side.
Updating of the product list with all products for all site IDs starts.

NOTE
Skip this step if you updated the product list only for a selected filter.

5. Confirm the update.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details. Select Close to close the
task output browser.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

The product list is updated.

Download Product Packages

You can download product installation and maintenance packages from the updated product catalog so they are ready for
installation.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. Select the product name on the Available Products tree.

The product releases are listed in the Releases table on the right.
4. Download product packages by selecting one of the following options:

– To download product packages for all product releases, right-click the product name in the list, and select Update
Product.

– To download packages only for specific releases, select one or more releases in the Releases table on the right
and select the Update Product Releases link.

5. View the downloaded packages using either of the following options:
– To display the downloaded maintenance packages, select the product release icon

in the product list.
– To display the downloaded base installation package, select the product gen level icon

below the product release in the product list.

The product packages are downloaded and ready for installation.

Add External Product Installation Packages

Sometimes you have product installation packages that you downloaded outside of CSM. For example, you do not
have an HTTP or an FTP access in your mainframe environment, or the required packages are not available from the
Broadcom Support website. You can use CSM to install these external packages according to your organization policy. If
you are using this installation option, first add the external packages to the CSM software catalog.
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Follow these steps:

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. Select the Add Product link in the Actions section.
4. Specify the name, release, and gen level of the product, and select OK.

The product is added to the product list.
5. Select the gen level of the product that you want to download on the product tree.

The Base Install Packages section appears on the right.
6. Select the Add External Package button.
7. Specify one of the following package types and package details, and select OK.

– UNIX File
Adds an installation package that is located in a USS directory in binary mode.

– FTP File
Adds a product package that is not published on Broadcom Support. For example, a beta version of a product.
Specify the FTP host, FTP port, FTP path, package name, and the user name and password to access the FTP
location.

8. Refresh the page to see the added product package.
The product installation package is now listed in the product list and is available for installation with CSM.

Add External Product Maintenance Packages

Sometimes you have maintenance packages, for example, unpublished maintenance or a program temporary fix (PTF),
that you downloaded outside of CSM. You can use CSM to install these external maintenance packages per your
organization policy. For this installation option, first add the packages to the CSM software catalog.

Usually, the maintenance is placed as a single package. However, some Broadcom products have older aggregated
maintenance packages that were released before December 31, 2013. An aggregated package is a file that comprises
several single maintenance packages (nested packages). When you add an aggregated package, CSM inserts all the
nested packages and the aggregated package itself. In the list of maintenance packages, the aggregated package is
marked with the CUMULATIVE type.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. Select the product release for which the maintenance applies.

The maintenance packages for the release are listed.
4. Select the Add External Maintenance button.

You are prompted to specify the package.
5. Specify one of the following package types and package details:

– Data Set
Adds a maintenance package that is located in a z/OS data set with a logical record length of 80 and with a record
format of fixed blocks.

– UNIX File
Adds a maintenance package that is located in a USS directory in binary mode.

– FTP File
Adds a maintenance package that is not published on Broadcom Support. This option is intended for downloading a
PTF to validate it. Specify the FTP host, FTP port, FTP path, maintenance package name, and the user name and
password to access the FTP location.

– Solution
Adds a published solution from Broadcom Support.

6. Refresh the page to see the added maintenance package.
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The product maintenance package is now listed in the product catalog and is available for installation with CSM.

You completed the acquisition process. The product packages are ready for installation with CSM.

Install Products Using CSM
Review the following high-level process for installing product software using CSM.

As a systems programmer, you can acquire, install, and deploy your mainframe product software on z/OS systems using
CSM. CSM simplifies and unifies the management of your Broadcom mainframe products on z/OS systems. You can use
CSM to manage your product software in a common way according to industry best practices. You can also obtain and
apply corrective and recommended maintenance easier. A web-based interface lets you install and maintain your products
faster and with less chance of error.

WARNING
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their
strategic business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We will
be discontinuing technical support for CSM. In accordance with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and
parameters of Broadcom’s support program, which is documented in the Broadcom Software Maintenance
Policy Handbook, this announcement provides written notification of End of Life for CSM. This notification means
that CSM will no longer function as of June 30, 2023. For full details, see the End of Life Announcement.

If you do not have CSM installed, we recommend that you install z/OSMF to manage your software. For
installation and usage details, see the IBM documentation and the Broadcom product installation best practices at
techdocs.broadcom.com.

WARNING
To install a product using CSM, you must modify the SYSPRINT size. The default allocation of 30 cylinders is
insufficient to complete the installation. Increase the allocation parameters of the SYSPRINT data set to at least
120 cylinders.

Use the following topics to guide you through the product installation process using CSM:

• Acquire Your Products Using CSM
• Install Your Products Using CSM

NOTE
Before you begin this process, review the installation best practices and verify that the installation requirements
in Prepare for Installation have been met.

When these steps are completed, you are ready to install preventive maintenance.

Setting System Registry
This section includes information about how to use CSM to set the system registry.

The system registry contains information about the systems that have been defined to CSM and can be selected as a
target for deployments. You can create Non-Sysplex, Sysplex, Shared DASD Cluster, and Staging systems as well as
maintain, validate, view, and delete a registered system, and investigate a failed validation.

View a System Registry

You can view a system registry by using the CSM.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the System Registry tab, and select Non-Sysplex Systems, Sysplexes, Shared DASD Clusters, or Staging
Systems from the tree on the left side.
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Information about the systems that you selected appears on the right side.

Create a Non-sysplex System

You can create a non-sysplex system registry.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the System Registry tab, and in the Actions section click the Create Non-Sysplex System link.

The New Non-Sysplex System dialog appears.

NOTE
The asterisk indicates that the field is mandatory.

1. Enter the following information, and click Save:
Name

Enter the non-sysplex system name.
Limits: Eight characters

NOTE
Sysplex and non-sysplex systems can have the same name. Use the Description field to differentiate
between these systems.

Description
Enter the description.
Limits: 255 characters

CCI System ID
(Optional) Enter the CAICCI system ID.
Limits: Eight characters

NOTE
The CAICCI system ID is a unique name for a system that is part of a CAICCI network. If you do not
specify one, CSM obtains it using a validate action.

The non-sysplex system is saved, and its name appears in the non-sysplex system list on the left.
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NOTE
To withdraw this create request, click Cancel.

2. Detail the nonstaging system.

WARNING
z/OS systems running under VM are treated as being in BASIC mode and not LPAR mode. As a result, the
LPAR number is null in the z/OS control block. When the LPAR number is null, the system validation output
shows the following message:

Property Name: z/OS LPAR Name, Value: ** Not Applicable **. 

Create a Sysplex or Monoplex

If you have monoplexes with the same sysplex name, you can create a sysplex or monoplex system registry. Monoplexes
are stored in the sysplex registry tree but with the name of the sysplex system and not the monoplex sysplex name. For
example, you have a system XX16 defined as a monoplex, with a sysplex name of LOCAL. The system registry displays
the system as a sysplex, with the name LOCAL. This sysplex contains one system: XX16.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the System Registry tab, and in the Actions section click the Create Sysplex link.

The New Sysplex dialog appears.

NOTE
The asterisk indicates that the field is mandatory.

2. Enter the following and click Save.
Name

Enter the sysplex system name.
Limits: Eight characters

Description
Enter the description.
Limits: 255 characters

Sysplex and non-sysplex system can have the same name. Use the Description field to differentiate these systems.
The sysplex system is saved, and its name appears in the sysplex list on the right.

NOTE
Click Cancel to withdraw this create request.

WARNING
z/OS systems running under VM are treated as being in BASIC mode and not LPAR mode. As a result,
the LPAR number is null in the z/OS control block. In this case, the system validation output includes the
following message:

Property Name: z/OS LPAR Name, Value: ** Not Applicable **. 

3. Right-click the newly added sysplex and select Create Sysplex System to add a system to a sysplex. Repeat this
process for each system belonging to this sysplex.

4. Enter the following data items for each system:
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Name
Enter the sysplex system name.
Limits: Eight characters

NOTE
Sysplex and non-sysplex systems can have the same name. Use the Description field to differentiate
between these systems.

Description
Enter the description.
Limits: 255 characters

CCI System ID
(Optional) Enter the CAICCI system ID.
Limits: Eight characters

NOTE
The CAICCI system ID is a unique name for a system that is part of a CAICCI network. If you do not
specify one, CSM obtains it using a validate action.

The non-sysplex system is saved, and its name appears in the non-sysplex system list on the left.

NOTE
To withdraw this create request, click Cancel.

5. Detail the nonstaging system.

Create a Shared DASD Cluster

You can create a shared DASD cluster.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the System Registry tab, and in the Actions section click the Shared DASD Cluster link.

The New Shared DASD Cluster dialog appears.

NOTE
The asterisk indicates that the field is mandatory.

2. Enter the following information, and click Save:
Name

Enter the shared DASD cluster name.
Limits: Eight characters

NOTE
Each shared DASD cluster name must be unique and it is not case-sensitive. For example, DASD1 and
dasd1 are the same shared DASD cluster name. A shared DASD cluster can have the same name as a
non-sysplex, sysplex, or staging system.

Description
Enter the description.
Limits: 255 characters

The shared DASD cluster is saved, and its name appears in the Shared DASD Clusters section on the right.
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NOTE
Click Cancel to withdraw this create request.

3. Right-click the newly added DASD cluster name and select Add System or Sysplex to this Shared DASD Cluster.
Select the systems or sysplexes that you want to add to the DASD cluster.

Create a Staging System

You can create a staging system.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the System Registry tab, and in the Actions section click the Create Staging System link.

The New Staging System dialog appears.

NOTE
The asterisk indicates that the field is mandatory.

2. Enter the following information, and click Save:
Name

Enter the staging system name.
Limits: Eight characters

NOTE
Each staging system name must be unique and is not case-sensitive. For example, STAGE1 and stage1
are the same staging system name. A staging system can have the same name as a non-sysplex,
sysplex, or a shared DASD cluster.

Description
Enter the description.
Limits: 255 characters

The staging system is saved, and it appears in the Staging System Registry on the right.

NOTE
Click Cancel to withdraw this create request.

Authorization

CSM supports the following authorization modes for the system registry.

Edit Mode
Lets you update and change system registry information.

NOTE
After the information is changed, you must click Save to save the information or Cancel to cancel the
changed information.

View Mode
Lets you view system registry information.

NOTE
You cannot edit information in this mode.
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Change a System Registry

You can change the system registry if you have Monoplexes with the same sysplex name (for example: LOCAL). Instead
of showing multiple LOCAL sysplex entries which would need to be expanded to select the correct Monoplex system, the
CSM System Registry shows the actual Monoplex System name at the top level Sysplex Name.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the System Registry tab, and select Non-Sysplex Systems, Sysplexes, Shared DASD Clusters, or Staging
Systems from the tree on the left side.
Information about the systems that you selected appears on the right side.

2. Select the system to change.
Detailed information about the system appears on the right side.

3. Update the following information as needed. The information that you update is dependent on whether you are
changing a Non-Sysplex System, Sysplex, Shared DASD Cluster, or Staging System.

4. Depending on the type of system, do one of the following:
– For Shared DASD or sysplex system only, select the contact system, which is the system where the Shared DASD

or FTP is located. The FTP location should be set to the contact system URI. The contact system is used for remote
credentials.
For example, if the contact system is set to CO11, FTP location URI is set to XX61 and the remote credentials are
set up for CO11, the deployment could fail because your remote credentials might not be the same on both systems
(CO11 and XX61) and, because you set the Contact System to CO11 but you are contacting to XX61, a spawn will
be started on CO11 but CSM will look for the output on XX61 because that is where the FTP location was set.

NOTE
Monoplexes are stored in the Sysplex registry tree but with the name of the Monoplex System and not the
Monoplex Sysplex name. For example, a system XX16 defined as a Monoplex, with a sysplex name of
LOCAL. It will be depicted in the System Registry as a Sysplex with the name of XX16. This sysplex will
contain one system: XX16.

The FTP and DATA Destinations at the system level are not used when the Sysplex is a Monoplex. The only FTP
Location and Data Destinations that are referenced are those defined at the Sysplex Level.

– For Staging systems, enter the GIMUNZIP volume and/or zFS candidate volumes.
The zFS candidate volumes let you specify an optional list of VOLSERs used during the allocation of zFS container
data sets for USS parts.

5. Select one of the following actions from the Actions drop-down list in the General bar:
Cancel

Cancel this maintenance.
Save

Save the changes to this maintenance.
Validate

Validate authenticates this entry.

NOTE
The validation process is done in steps; each system in this request is validated with the last step
summarizing, verifying, and confirming the validation. If the validation fails this step shows how the
validation failed. You can investigate the failed validation.
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Validation Rules

• For a Non-Sysplex system, that single system is validated and the last step summarizes, verifies, and confirms
the validation.

• For a Sysplex system, each system within the Sysplex is validated as an individual step and the last step
summarizes, verifies, and confirms the validation.

• For Shared DASD Cluster each Non-Sysplex system is validated, each Sysplex system is validated as
described in the Sysplex Rule and the last step summarizes, verifies, and confirms the validation.

NOTE
A Staging system is not validated.

When a system is validated, the status appears in the Status field.
The following are the system validation results:
Validated

Indicates that the system is available, status is updated as valid, and system registry is updated with
results from validation.

Validation in Progress
Indicates that the system status is updated to in progress.

Validation Error
Indicates that the system status is updated to error, and you can investigate the failed validation.

Not Validated
Indicates that this system has not been validated yet.

Not Accessible
Indicates that the she system has not been validated because it is no longer available or was not found in
the CCI Network.

Validation Conflict
Indicates that the system has been contacted but the information entered then different then the
information retrieved.

Error Details
When there is a validation conflict, the Error details button appears. Click this button to find the reason for this
conflict. You can investigate the failed validation.

NOTE
The error reason resides in local memory. If the message Please validate the system again appears,
the local memory has been refreshed and the error has been lost. To find the conflict again, validate this
system again.

Conflict Details
When a validation is in conflict, the Error details button appears. Click this button to find the reason for this
conflict. You can investigate the failed validation.

NOTE
The conflict reason is kept in local memory. If the "Please validate the system again." message appears,
the local memory has been refreshed and the conflict has been lost. To find the conflict again, validate
this system again.

Failed Validations

Use the following procedures in this section to investigate a failed validation, make corrections, and revalidate:
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• Investigate a Failed Validation using the Tasks Page
• Investigate a Failed Validation Immediately After a Validation
• Download a Message Log
• Save a Message Log as a Data Set
• View Complete Message Log

NOTE
The CSM screen samples in these topics use a non-sysplex system as an example. The method also works for
a sysplex or a shared DASD cluster.

Investigate a Failed Validation Using Task Output Browser

You can investigate a failed validation, make corrections, and validate it again.

Follow these steps:

1. On the System Registry tab, in the column on the left, find the system with a validation status error and make a note of
it.

2. Click the Tasks tab and then click Task History.
3. At the Show bar, select All task, or My task to list the tasks by Owner.

NOTE
You can refine the task list by entering USER ID, types, and status.

4. Find the failed validation and click the link in the Name column.

The Validate System Task Output Browser appears.

5. Click the Validation Results link to view the results.
6. Click the messages log to review the details for each error.

Note: You can analyze the error results and can determine the steps that are required to troubleshoot them.
7. Correct the issue and validate again.

Investigate a Failed Validation After Validation

You can investigate a failed validation, make corrections, and validate it again.
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Follow these steps:

1. On the System Registry tab, in the column on the left, find the system with a validation status error, and make a note of
it.

2. Click Details to see the error details.
3. If the error message prompts you to revalidate the system, click Validate.
4. Click the Progress tab.
5. Click Show Results to view the results.

The validation results appear.
6. Click the messages logs to review the details for each error.

Note: You can analyze the error results and can determine the steps that are required to troubleshoot them.
7. Correct the issue and validate again.

Download a Message Log

You can save the message log in the following ways:

• To download a zipped file of all the text messages for this validation, click the Deployment Name on the top left tree.
Click the Download Zipped Output button on the General menu bar. Save this file.

• To download as TXT, click the Deployment Name or the Deployment Results on the left tree. Click the Action button on
the Message Log bar and click the Download as TXT. Save this file.

• To download as ZIP, click the Deployment Name or the Deployment Results on the left tree. Click the Action button on
the Message Log bar and click the Download as ZIP. Save this file.

Save a Message Log as a Data Set

You can save a message log as a data set.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Deployment Name or the Deployment Results on the left tree. Click the Action button on the Message Log
bar, and click the Save as Data Set.
The Save Output as Data Set dialog appears.

NOTE

 

This information is sent to Broadcom Support to analyze the failed deployment. 
The asterisk indicates that the field is mandatory.

2. Enter the following information and click OK:
Data Set Name

Enter a data set name. CSM generates a value.
VOLSER

For non-SMS data, enter the Volser.
Example:Volser: SYSP01 and SYSP02

Storage Class
For SMS Allocation data, enter the Storage Class.

The message log is saved as a data set.

View Complete Message Log

To view the complete message log for a failed validation, click Show All.

To close the message log, click Close.
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Contact System

The contact system defines which system the deployment is unpackaged on. That is, which system CAICCI is spawned to
run the unpackaging.

When deploying to a shared DASD cluster, sysplex, or both, the deployment is sent to only one system in that
configuration, where it is unpackaged. The expectation is that all other systems within that configuration have access to
the unpackaged deployment.

For a shared DASD cluster or sysplex, the URI must be the URI of the Contact System. Also, set up Remote Credentials
for the contact system, because they are used to retrieve the deployment results.

zFS Candidate Volumes

You can use a zFS candidate volume when your environmental setup dictates that zFS container data sets are directed to
the specified volume.

When your environmental setup dictates that zFS container data sets are directed to specified zFS candidate volumes,
use one or more of the candidate volumes. CSM uses the candidate volumes in the IDCAMS statement to create the zFS
container VSAM data set.

The zFS candidate volumes are only required if the following statements are true:

• Your deployment has USS parts.
• You are doing a container copy.
• You selected zFS as the container type.
• The remote system requires it.

NOTE
Remote system requirement is customer defined.

To allocate and maintain your disk, the following products are recommended:

Allocate
Allocate is a powerful and flexible allocation management system that lets the Storage Administrator control the
allocation of all z/OS data sets.

Disk
Disk is a flexible, full-featured hierarchal storage management system.

You can also use the following standard IBM techniques:

• Allocation exits
• ACS routines

If you do not implement any of these options, z/OS needs a candidate list of volumes for placing the zFS archive.

Maintain a System Registry using the List Option

Follow these steps:

1. Click the System Registry tab.
The System Registry window appears.

2. In the System Registry panel on the right, click the System Type link, and then click the system name.
The detailed system entry information appears.
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Delete a System Registry

Follow these steps:

1. Click the System Registry tab and on the right, in the System Registry panel, select Non-Sysplex Systems, Sysplexes,
Shared DASD Clusters, or Staging Systems.
The system list appears.

2. Select each system registry that you want to delete, click Delete, and then click OK to confirm.
The system is deleted.

FTP Locations Introduction

The FTP Locations lists the current FTP locations for this system. You can add, edit, set default, or remove FTP locations.

An FTP location must be defined for every system. They are used to retrieve the results of the deployment on the target
system regardless if the deployment was transmitted through FTP or using Shared DASD. They are also used if you
are moving your deployments through FTP. You will need the URI (host system name), port number (default is 21), and
the directory path, which is the landing directory. The landing directory is where the data is temporarily placed during a
deployment.

Deployment FTP Locations

File Transfer Protocol (FTP) is a protocol for transfer of files from one computer to another over the network.

Define an FTP location for every system if you deploy to specified systems within a sysplex. They are used to retrieve
the deployment results on the target system regardless of whether the deployment was transmitted through FTP or using
shared DASD. They are also used when you are moving your deployments through FTP. You need the URI (host system
name), port number (default is 21), and the directory path, which is the landing directory. The landing directory is where
the data is temporarily placed during a deployment.

Add FTP Locations

You can add FTP locations.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the System Registry tab, and select Non-Sysplex Systems, Sysplexes, or Shared DASD Clusters from the tree
on the left side.
Information about the systems that you selected appears on the right side.

2. Select the system you want to create FTP locations for.
Detailed information about the system appears on the right side.

3. Click the FTP Locations tab.
The FTP Locations window appears.

4. Click Add.
The New FTP Location dialog appears.

NOTE
The asterisk indicates that the field is mandatory.

5. Enter the following information, and click Save:
URI

Enter the URI.
Limits: Maximum length is 255.

Port
Enter the Port.
Limits: Maximum Port number is 65535 and must be numeric.
Default: 21
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Directory Path
Enter the Directory Path.
Limits: Must start with a root directory, that is /.

The new FTP location appears on the list.

NOTE
Click Cancel to withdraw this create request.

Edit FTP Locations

You can edit FTP locations.

NOTE
The asterisk indicates that the field is mandatory.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the System Registry tab, and select Non-Sysplex Systems, Sysplexes, or Shared DASD Clusters from the tree
on the left side.
Information about the systems that you selected appears on the right side.

2. Select the system you want to change FTP locations for.
Detailed information about the system appears on the right side.

3. Click the FTP Location tab.
The FTP Locations window appears.

4. Select the FTP location, click the Actions drop-down list, and select Edit.
The Edit FTP Location dialog appears.

5. Update the following and click Save:
URI

Enter the URI.
Limits: Maximum length is 255.

Port
Enter the Port.
Limits: Maximum Port number is 65535 and must be numeric.
Default: 21

Directory Path
Enter the Directory Path.
Limits: Most start with a root directory, that is, /.

Your changes are saved.

NOTE
Click Cancel to close this dialog without saving your changes.

Set FTP Location Default

You can set an FTP location default.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the System Registry tab, and select Non-Sysplex Systems, Sysplexes, or Shared DASD Clusters from the tree
on the left side.
Information about the systems that you selected appears on the right side.

2. Select the system you want to set the FTP location default to.
Detailed information about the system appears on the right side.

3. Click the FTP Locations tab.
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The FTP Locations window appears.
4. Select the FTP location you want to set as the default, and then select Default from the Actions drop-down list.

Default appears in the Default column, and this location becomes the default FTP location.

NOTE
The Default action is not available if only one FTP location is defined.

Delete FTP Locations

You can delete FTP locations.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the System Registry tab, and select Non-Sysplex Systems, Sysplexes, or Shared DASD Clusters from the tree
on the left side.
Information about the systems that you selected appears on the right side.

2. Select the system you want to delete FTP locations from.
Detailed information about the system appears on the right side.

3. Click the FTP Locations tab.
The FTP Locations window appears.

4. Click the Select box for each FTP location you want to delete, click Remove, and then click OK to confirm.
The FTP location is deleted from this system.

Data Destinations

The Data Destinations page lists the current data destinations for this system. The following choices are available:

FTP
When FTP is selected as the transport mechanism, the deployment data is shipped to the target system
through FTP. The data is temporarily placed on the target system at the landing directory that the FTP Location
information section of the system registry specifies.

Shared DASD
When you specify shared DASD, CSM uses a virtual transport technique. That is, it does not actually copy the
data from one system to the other. Because the two systems share DASD, there is no need to copy the data. All
of the deployment data is kept in the USS file systems that CSM manages.
Even though the DASD is shared, it is possible that the remote system does not find the deployment data in the
USS file system. Therefore, CSM temporarily unmounts the file system from the CSM driving system and mounts
it in read-only mode on the remote system.
For CSM to determine where to mount the file system on the remote system, specify a mount point location in the
data destination. In addition, you can provide allocation information for the creation of the deployment file system.
The file system is created on the shared DASD, on the CSM driving system.

Data destinations are assigned to non-sysplex and sysplex systems, and shared DASD clusters. Data destinations are
named objects, and can be assigned to multiple entities in the system registry. Data destinations can have their own
independent maintenance dialogs.

The deployment process on the remote system uses the remote allocation information and lets you control, where the
deployed software is placed. By specifying the GIMUNZIP VOLSER, CSM adds a volume= parameter to the GIMUNZIP
instructions on the remote system. The list of zFS VOLSERs is needed only if both of the following situations occur:

• The software that you are deploying contains USS parts.
• You select a container copy option during the deployment process.

NOTE
The FTP and data destinations at the system level are not used when the sysplex is a monoplex. The only FTP
locations and data destinations that are referenced are defined at the sysplex level.
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Create Data Destinations

You can create data destinations that define the method that CSM uses to transfer the deployment data to the target
systems.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the System Registry tab, and in the Actions section click the Maintain Data destinations link.
The Maintains Data Destinations dialog appears.

2. Click Create.
The New Data Destination dialog appears.

NOTE
The asterisk indicates that the field is mandatory.

1. Enter the following information, and click Save:
Name

Enter a meaningful name.
Limits: Maximum 64 characters.

NOTE
Each data destination name must be a unique name and it is not case-sensitive. For example DATAD1
and datad1 are the same data destination name.

Description
Enter the description.
Limits: Maximum 255 characters.

Transmission Method
Select the transmission method.
Default: Shared DASD.

Mount Point
(Shared DASD only) Enter the mount point directory path, which is a directory path that must exist on the
target system. The user that is doing the deployment must have write permission to this directory, and mount
authorization on the target system.

NOTE
A mount user must have UID(0) or at least have READ access to the SUPERUSER.FILESYS.MOUNT
resource found in the UNIXPRIV class.

Limits: Maximum 120 characters

NOTE
SMS is not mutually exclusive with non-SMS. They can both be specified (usually one or the other
is specified though). This is where you specify allocation parameters for the deployment on a target
system.

Storage Class
(Shared DASD only) Enter the Storage Class.
Limits: Maximum 8 characters
Example: SYSPRG

VOLSER
(Shared DASD only) Enter the Volser.
Limits: Maximum 6 characters
Example: SYSP01 and SYSP02

GIMUNZIP Volume
Enter the GIMUNZIP volume.
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Limits: Maximum 6 characters
zFS Candidate Volumes

Enter zFS Candidate volumes.
Limits: Maximum 6 characters
The zFS candidate volumes allow the specification of an optional list of VOLSERs used during the allocation of
zFS container data sets for USS parts.

The new data destination appears on the Data Destination list.

NOTE
Click Cancel to withdraw this create request.

Add a Data Destination

You can add current data destinations to an existing system.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the System Registry tab, and select Non-Sysplex Systems, Sysplexes, or Shared DASD Clusters from the tree
on the left side.
Information about the systems related to the type you selected appears on the right side.

2. Select the system you want to add data destinations.
Detailed information about the system appears on the right side.

3. Click the Data Destination tab.
The Data Destination window appears.

4. Click Add.
The Pick Data Destination dialog appears.

5. Select the data destinations you want to add and click Select.
The data destinations are added to the system.

Maintain Data Destinations

You can maintain, delete, or create data destinations.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the System Registry tab, and in the Actions section, click the Maintain Data destinations link.

The Maintains Data Destinations dialog appears.

NOTE
A grayed select box indicates that the data destinations is assigned and cannot be removed. It can be edited.

2. Select Edit from the Actions drop-down list for the data destination you want to change.
The Edit Data Destinations dialog appears.

NOTE
The asterisk indicates that the field is mandatory.

3. Update the following and click Save:
Name

Enter a meaningful Name.
Limits: Maximum 64 characters.
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NOTE
Each data destination name must be a unique name and it is not case-sensitive. For example DATAD1
and datad1 are the same data destination name.

Description
Enter the description.
Limits: Maximum 255 characters.

Transmission Method
Select the transmission method.
Default: Shared DASD.

Mount Point
(Shared DASD only) Enter the mount point directory path, which is a directory path that must exist on the target
system. The user that is doing the deployment must have write permission to this directory, as well as mount
authorization on the target system.

NOTE
A mount user must have UID(0) or at least have READ access to the SUPERUSER.FILESYS.MOUNT
resource found in the UNIXPRIV class.

Limits: Maximum 120 characters

NOTE
SMS is not mutually exclusive with non-SMS. They can both be specified (usually one or the other
is specified though). This is where you specify allocation parameters for the deployment on a target
system.

Storage Class
(Shared DASD only) Enter the Storage Class.
Limits: Maximum 8 characters
Example: SYSPRG

VOLSER
(Shared DASD only) Enter the Volser.
Limits: Maximum 6 characters
Example: SYSP01 and SYSP02

GIMUNZIP Volume
Enter the GIMUNZIP volume.
Limits: Maximum 6 characters

zFS Candidate Volumes
Enter zFS Candidate volumes.
Limits: Maximum 6 characters
The zFS candidate volumes let you specify an optional list of VOLSERs used during the allocation of zFS
container data sets for USS parts.

The updated data destination appears on the list of data destinations.

NOTE
Click Cancel to withdraw this change request.

Set a Default Data Destination

You can set a default for a current data destination.
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Follow these steps:

1. Click the System Registry tab, and select Non-Sysplex Systems, Sysplexes, or Shared DASD Clusters from the tree
on the left side.
Information about the systems you selected appears on the right side.

2. Select the system link to which you want to set the data destination default.
Detailed information about the system appears on the right side.

3. Click the Data Destination tab.
The Data Destination window appears.

4. Select the data destination that you want as the default.
5. In the Action field, select Set as Default.

The word Default appears in the Default column.

Delete Data Destinations

You can delete current data destinations that have not been assigned.

WARNING
A grayed selection field indicates that the data destination is assigned and it cannot be deleted. The field can be
edited.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the System Registry tab, and select Non-Sysplex Systems, Sysplexes, or Shared DASD Clusters from the tree
on the left side.
Information about the systems that you selected appears on the right side.

2. Select the system where you want to delete a data destination.
Detailed information about the system appears on the right side.

3. Click the Data Destination tab.
The Data Destination window appears.

4. Click the Select field for each data destination you want to remove, click Remove, and then click OK to confirm.
The data destination is deleted from this system.

Remote Credentials

The Remote credentials page sets up remote credentials accounts by owner, remote user ID, and remote system name.
Use the Apply button to apply and save your changes.

WARNING
Remote Credentials are validated during the deployment process when deploying to a nonstaging system.
The user is responsible for having the correct owner, remote user ID, remote system name, password, and
authenticated authorization before creating a new remote credential.

You can add, edit, or delete remote credentials.

Add Remote Credentials

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Settings tab, and select Remote Credentials from the tree on the left side.
Detailed information appears on the right side.

2. In the Remote Credentials Accounts panel, click New.
The New Remote Credential dialog appears.

3. Enter the following, and click OK:
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NOTE
The asterisk indicates that the field is mandatory.

Remote User ID

Enter a correct remote user ID.

NOTE
Limits: 64 characters

Limits: 2 to 63 characters

NOTE
The password is case-sensitive. Verify that your password follows the correct case-sensitive rules for your
remote system.

Limits: 2 to 63 characters

NOTE
The password is case-sensitive. Verify that your password follows the correct case-sensitive rules for your
remote system.

The remote credential entry appears on the Remote Credentials list.

Click Apply.

Your changes are applied.

Edit Remote Credentials

You can edit remote credentials.

WARNING
Remote Credentials are validated during the deployment process when deploying to a nonstaging system.
The user is responsible for having the correct owner, remote user ID, remote system name, password, and
authenticated authorization before creating a new remote credential.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Setting tab, and select Remote Credentials from the tree on the left side.
Detailed information appears on the right side.

2. In the Actions drop-down list, click Edit for the remote credential you want to edit.
The Edit Remote Credential window appears.

3. Update the following and click OK:

NOTE
The asterisk indicates that the field is mandatory.

 
Remote User ID

Enter a correct remote user ID.
Limits: Maximum 64 characters.

Remote System Name
Enter a correct remote system name.
Limits: Maximum 8 characters.
Example: RMinPlex

NOTE
A remote credential default can be set up by creating a remote credential without the system name. This
default would be for the user creating this remote credentials only.
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Password
Enter a correct password.
Limits: Minimum 2 characters and Maximum 63 characters.

NOTE
Password is case sensitive, make sure that your password follows the correct case sensitive rules for
your remote system.

Confirm Password
Enter the correct confirm password.
Limits: Minimum 2 characters and Maximum 63 characters.

NOTE
Password is case sensitive, make sure that your password follows the correct case sensitive rules for
your remote system.

The remote credential entry appears on Remote Credentials list.
4. Click Apply

Your changes are applied.

Delete Remote Credentials

You can delete remote credentials.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Setting tab, and select Remote Credentials from the tree on the left side.
Detailed information appears on the right side.

2. In the Actions drop-down list, click Delete for the remote credential you want to delete.
A Delete Confirmation window appears.

3. Click OK.
The remote credential is deleted.

Deploying Products
This section includes information about how to use CSM to deploy products.

A deployment is a CSM object that you create to deploy libraries and data sets using a process that copies target libraries
defined to SMP/E and user data sets across both shared DASD and networked environments.

Deployment Status

Deployments exist in different statuses. Actions move deployments from one status to another. You can use the following
available actions for each of the following deployment statuses.

Under Construction
The user is constructing the deployment.
Available Actions: All but Confirm

Snapshot in Progress
Snapshot is in Progress
Available Actions: Reset Status

Snapshot in Error
Snapshot failed
Available Actions: All but Confirm
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Snapshot Completed
Snapshot Succeeded
Available Actions: Delete, Preview, Transmit, Deploy

NOTE
At this point, no editing, adding, or removing of products or systems is allowed.

Transmitting
The deployment archives are being transmitted using the FTP procedure.
Available Actions: Reset Status

Transmission Error
Transmission Failed
Available Actions: Delete, Preview, Transmit, Deploy

Transmitted
The deployment archives have been transmitted.
Available Actions: Delete, Preview, Deploy

Deploying
The deployment archives are being deployed.
Available Actions: Reset Status

Deploying Error
Deployment failed
Available Actions: Delete, Preview, Deploy

Deployed
The target libraries were deployed.
Available Actions: Delete, Summary, Confirm

Complete
The deployment is complete.
Available Actions: Delete, Summary

Creating Deployments

The deployment creation process consists of the following steps:

1. Initiate deployment creation.
2. Define a name and description.
3. Select an SMP/E environment.
4. Select a product.
5. Select a custom data set.
6. Select a methodology.
7. Select a system.
8. Preview and save.

Initiate Deployment Creation

You can create a new deployment by using the New Deployment wizard.

To initiate deployment creation, click the Deployments tab, and then in the Actions section, click the Create Deployment
link.
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The New Deployment wizard opens to the Introduction step.

NOTE
When creating a deployment, you can save this deployment at any step in this wizard. This "under construction"
deployment is added to the current deployments list. You can maintain this deployment until a successful
snapshot has been created.

Define Name and Description

When you create a deployment, you begin by defining the name and description so that it will be known and accessible
within CSM.

NOTE
The asterisk indicates that the field is mandatory.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Introduction step, enter a meaningful deployment name.
Limits: Maximum 64 characters.
Note: Each deployment name must be unique and it is not case-sensitive. For example, DEPL1 and depl1 are the
same deployment name.

2. Enter the description of this deployment.
Limits: Maximum 255 characters.

3. Click Next.
The CSI Selection step appears.

NOTE
When creating a deployment, you can save this deployment at any step in this wizard. This "under construction"
deployment is added to the current deployments list. You can maintain this deployment until a successful
snapshot has been created.

Select a CSI

After you define the name and description, you select a CSI for the deployment.

Follow these steps:

1. On the CSI Selection step, in CSIs to Deploy, click the CSI you want to select.
The CSI selections listed are preselected from the SMP/E Environments page.

2. Click Next.
The Product Selection step appears.

NOTE
When creating a deployment, you can save this deployment at any step in this wizard. This "under construction"
deployment is added to the current deployments list. You can maintain this deployment until a successful
snapshot has been created.
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Select a Product

After you select a CSI for the deployment, you select a product for the deployment.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Product Selection step, select a product from the list.

NOTE
If you cannot select the product or product feature from the list, it is for one of the following reasons:

If a feature is mandatory for the selected product, the corresponding check box is also selected and disabled,
and you cannot deselect the feature from the list.

2. If there is a

text icon in the Text column, click it to read the instructions supplied by Broadcom Support for product, data set, and
other necessary information.

3. Click the check box I have read the associated text, and click Next. The Next button is disabled until you click the
check box.

NOTE
If there are no products displayed, the appropriate PTF that enables your products' deployment through
metadata has not been installed.

The Custom Data Sets step appears.

NOTE
When creating a deployment, you can save this deployment at any step in this wizard. This "under construction"
deployment is added to the current deployments list. You can maintain this deployment until a successful
snapshot has been created.

Select a Custom Data Set

A custom data set is a data set that contains either a z/OS data set or USS path.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Custom Data Sets step, select a custom data set from the list and click Select.

NOTE
To add a new custom data set, click Add Data Set and enter the custom data set information.

2. Click Next.

NOTE
The Methodology Selection step appears.

NOTE
When creating a deployment, you can save this deployment at any step in this wizard. This "under construction"
deployment is added to the current deployments list. You can maintain this deployment until a successful
snapshot has been created.

Select a Methodology

After you select a custom data set, you select a methodology, which lets you provide a single data set name mask that is
used to control the target library names on the target system.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Methodology Selection step, select a Methodology from the list.
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2. (Optional) Click the Create button and enter the new methodology information.

3. Click Next.
The System Selection step appears.

NOTE
When creating a deployment, you can save this deployment at any step in this wizard. This "under construction"
deployment is added to the current deployments list. You can maintain this deployment until a successful
snapshot has been created.

Select a System

After you select a methodology, you select a system.

Follow these steps:

1. On the System Selection step, select the systems to be deployed.
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NOTE
When two systems have the same name, use the description to differentiate between these systems.

Sysplex systems are denoted by sysplex system:system name. For example, PLEX1:CO11, where PLEX1 is the
sysplex system, and CO11 is the system name.

2. Click Next.
The Preview step appears.

NOTE
When creating a deployment, you can save this deployment at any step in this wizard. This "under construction"
deployment is added to the current deployments list. You can maintain this deployment until a successful
snapshot has been created.

Preview and Save the Deployment

After you select a system, you are ready to preview the deployment, and then save or deploy it.

• To save the deployment, click Save.
• To set up the deployment, click Deploy.

Note: Click Cancel to exit the wizard without saving.

The Preview identifies the deployment and describes the products, systems, means of transport, and target libraries
(including source, target, and resolution), as well as the SMP/E environment and snapshot information.

WARNING
Data sets may need to be APF-authorized and added to the Link List and Link Pack Area. These data sets are
identified in this dialog.

NOTE
??? in the Preview indicates that CSM has yet to assign this value.

View a Deployment

To view a deployment, click the Deployments tab, and select the current or completed deployment from the tree on the left
side. The detailed deployment information appears on the right side.

Change Deployments

You can change deployments any time before you snapshot the deployment.

WARNING
Each deployment must have at least one product defined, at least one system defined, and a methodology
defined.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Deployments tab. The Deployment window appears.
2. On the right, in the Deployments panel click the current deployment link.

The detailed deployment information appears.
3. Click the Deployment Name link for the Deployment you want to change.

This deployment’s window appears.

NOTE
Change the information on this window as needed. Each deployment name must be unique and it is not
case-sensitive. For example DEPL1 and depl1 are the same deployment name. The methodology provides
the means for deployment. It is used to control the target library names on the target system.
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There are actions that you can perform based on Deployment State.
4. To change a methodology, select a methodology from the drop-down list and click Edit.

The Edit Methodology window appears. The Deployment ID is the value of the MSMID variable.

NOTE
You can perform the following actions:

5. Click Save on the Deployment Details window.
6. Click Actions drop-down list to do one of the following:
Preview (Summary)

NOTE
This action button changes to Summary after a successful deploy.

Generates a list of the following current information:

• Deployment’s ID
• Name
• Products
• Systems
• Transport information
• Target libraries including: source, target, and resolved data set names.
• SMP/E environment
• Snapshot path and container

Snapshot
Takes a snapshot of the current deployment.
A snapshot of the set of target libraries is taken by CSM, by utilizing the IBM supplied utility GIMZIP to create
a compressed archive of these libraries, along with a list of applied maintenance. The SMP/E environment is
“locked” during this archive creation process to insure the integrity of the archived data.

Transmit
Transmit enables a customer to take their CSM installed software and copy it onto systems across the enterprise
through FTP, in preparation for a subsequent deployment.

Deploy
Combines the snapshot, transmit, and deploy action into one action.

Confirm
Confirms that the deployment is complete. This is the final action by the user.

NOTE
A deployment is not completed until it is confirmed. Once it is confirmed the deployment moves to the
Confirmed deployment list.

Delete
Deletes deployment and its associated containers, folders, and files. This does not include the deployed target
libraries on the end systems. See delete a deployment for a list of deleted files.

NOTE
A deployment's deletion does not start until it is confirmed.

Reset Status
You can reset a deployment status when the deployment has a status of snapshot in progress, transmitting, or
deploying. See reset status for a list of deleted files.

7. Click Save on the Deployment Details window.
You changes are saved.
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Deployment Maintenance

You can maintain a deployment in the following ways:

• Adding
– System
– Product
– Custom data sets

• Delete
– Deployment

• Removing
– System
– Product
– Custom data sets

• Editing
– Maintain deployments
– Edit a custom data set
– Edit a methodology

• Viewing
– System
– Product
– Custom data sets

Failed Deployments

When a deployment fails, you investigate, correct, and deploy again. Use the following procedures in this section:

• Investigate a Failed Deployment Using the Tasks Page
• Download a Message Log
• Save a Message Log as a Data Set
• View Complete Message Log

NOTE
A deployment is processed in steps and in order as listed in the Deployment window. Each step must pass
successfully before the next step is started. If a step fails, the deployment fails at that step, and all steps after
the failed step are not processed.

Investigate a Failed Deployment

When a deployment fails, you investigate, correct, and deploy again.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Deployments Page, in the left hand column, find the deployment with an error and note its name.
2. Click the Tasks tab and then click Task History.

NOTE
Click Refresh on the right hand side of the Task History bar to refresh the Task History display.

3. At the Show bar, select All tasks, or select My tasks to only see the tasks assigned to you.

NOTE
You can refine the task list further by selecting task and status types from the drop-down lists, and then sort
by Task ID.

4. Find the failed deployment step and click the link in the Name column.
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The Task Output Browser appears.

5. Click the link in the Name column to view the results, and click on the messages logs to review the details for each
error.
Note: You can analyze the error results and determine the steps required to troubleshoot them.

6. Correct the issue and deploy again.

setting system registry

Reset Deployment Status

You can reset a deployment status when the deployment has a status of snapshot in progress, transmitting, or deploying.
The message log explains if any containers, folders, and files were deleted during reset.

You can also investigate a failed deployment to see additional details in the message log.

The following statuses may be reset.

Snapshot in progress
Snapshot in progress is reset to snapshot in error.

Transmitting
Transmitting is reset to transmit in error.

Deploying
Deploying is reset to deploy in error.

The following artifacts are reset by status.

Snapshot in Progress
Archive located at Application Root/sdsroot/Dnnnn, where nnnn = Deployment ID automatic number. Application
Root is defined in settings under mount point management,
Temp files located at Application Root/sdsroot/Deployment_nnnn, where nnnn = Deployment ID automatic
number.
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Transmit in Progress
Nothing is reset.

Deploy in Progress
Nothing is reset.

Delete a Deployment

You can delete deployments.

Note: You cannot delete deployments that are currently being deployed.

A deployment deletion must be confirmed before a deletion starts.

NOTE
If system information was changed, not all files may be deleted. In this case, you many need to delete these
files manually. For example, if an FTP transmission was changed to a Shared DASD Cluster or if the remote
credentials are incorrect or changed.

The message log explains which containers, folders, and files were deleted during processing and which ones were not
deleted. See how to investigate a failed deployment for details on finding the message log.

NOTE
Target libraries are never deleted.

The following artifacts are deleted by status:

Under Construction
All applicable database records

Snapshot in Error
All applicable database records

Snapshot Completed
Archive located at Application Root/sdsroot/Dnnnn where nnnn = Deployment ID automatic number. Application
Root is defined in settings under mount point management.
All applicable database records.

Transmit in Error
Same as Snapshot Completed, plus attempts to delete any transmitted snapshots on target systems.

Transmitted
Same as Transmit in Error.

Deploy in Error
Same as Transmitted.

Deployed
Same as Snapshot Completed.

Complete
Same as Snapshot Completed.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Deployments tab.
The Deployment window appears.

2. On the right, in the Deployments panel, click the Current Deployments or Complete Deployments link.
The detailed deployment information appears.

3. Click the deployment name link, and from the Actions drop-down list, select Delete, and then click OK to confirm.
The deployment is deleted.
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Confirm a Deployment

You can use this procedure to confirm that the deployment is complete.

NOTE
A deployment is not completed until it is confirmed. After it is confirmed, the deployment moves to the
Completed deployment list.

WARNING
Data sets may need to be APF-authorized and added to the Link List and Link Pack Area. These data sets are
identified in this dialog.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Deployments tab.
The Deployment page appears.

2. Click Confirm.
The Confirmation dialog appears.

3. Review the confirmation.
4. Click OK when the deployment is correct.

NOTE
Click Cancel to exit this procedure without confirming.

The Deployment Summary window may contain the following:
– Deployment’s ID
– Name
– Products
– Systems
– Data Sets actions
– Transport information
– Target libraries including: source, target, and resolved data set names.
– SMP/E environment
– Snapshot path and container

The following example shows the Data Sets actions, Transport, and Target libraries information.
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Products

You can view, add, and remove products from a deployment.

View the Product List

You can view a product.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Deployments tab.
2. Select the current deployment from the tree on the left side.

The detailed deployment information appears on the right side.

Add a Product

You can add a product to a deployment.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Deployments tab. The Deployments window appears.
2. On the right, in the Deployments panel click the Current Deployment link.
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A list of current deployments appears.
3. Click the deployment name link.
4. In the Product List panel click Add Products.

The Add Products wizard appears.
5. Select a CSI and click Next.

The Product Selection appears.
6. Select a product.
7. If there is a

text icon in Text column, click the text icon to read the instructions supplied by Broadcom Support for product, data
sets, and other necessary information.

8. Click the "I have read the associated text by selecting the text icon from the list about" box. This box appears only if
there is a text icon.

NOTE
You will not be able to click Next until you click this box.

9. Click Next.
The Custom Data Set Selection appears

10. If needed, select or add a custom data set.
11. Click Add Products.

The Product is added.

Remove a Product

You can remove a product from a deployment.

NOTE
This product will no longer be associated with the current deployment.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Deployments tab. The Deployment window appears.
2. On the right, in the Deployments panel click the Current Deployment link.

A list of current deployments appears.
3. Select the deployment that you want to remove the product from.
4. In the Product List panel, select a product to remove.
5. Click the Remove link.
6. Click OK to the Remove Products confirmation window.

The product is removed.

Custom Data Sets

You can view, add, edit, and remove custom data sets from a deployment.

A custom data set is a data set that contains either a z/OS data set or USS path.

• For a z/OS data set, you need to provide a data set name that is the actual existing z/OS data set and a mask that
names the data set on the target system. This mask may be set up using symbolic qualifiers and must be available to
CSM. During the deployment process, the custom data set is accessed and copied to the target system the same way
a target library is accessed and copied.

• For USS parts, you need to provide a local path, a remote path (which may be set up using symbolic qualifiers), and a
type of copy. The type of copy can be either a container copy or a file-by-file copy.
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View Custom Data Sets

You can view custom data sets.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Deployments tab, and select the current deployment from the tree on the left side.
The detailed deployment information appears on the right side.

Product Name Sort Arrows
Click the up arrow to place the product names in alphabetic order or click the down arrow to place them in reverse
alphabetic order.

Add a Custom Data Set

You can add custom data sets to a deployment.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Deployments tab.
The Deployments window appears.

2. On the right, in the Deployments panel, click the Current Deployment link.
A list of current deployments appears.

3. Click the deployment name link.
4. In the Custom Data Sets List panel, click Add Data Sets.

The Add Custom Data Sets dialog appears.

NOTE
The asterisk indicates that the field is mandatory.

5. Select a Product from the drop-down list.
Note: When there are instructions, they are required and supplied by Broadcom Support.

6. Select the Data Set Type, either data set (step 7) or USS (step 10).
Default: data set

7. For data set, enter the data set name.
Limits: Maximum 44 characters.

NOTE
This is the existing z/OS data set name that you want CSM to include in the deployment when it is deployed
on the target systems.

8. Enter the data set name mask, click the file icon, and select a symbolic name.
Mask

This is the mask that will be used to name the data sets that are being deployed. They can contain symbolic
qualifiers. For example, if you enter CAPRODS.&SYSID, the &SYSID is replaced by its values, and if the SYSID
that is being deployed to is XX16, the DSN mask will be CAPRODS.XX16
Limits: Maximum 64 characters.

NOTE
Each deployed target data set is named using the resolved content of the data set name mask followed
by the low-level qualifier of the source data set. Appending the low-level qualifier from the source data
set helps ensure uniqueness of the final data set name. Verify that the mask that you entered does not
exceed 35 characters when it is translated.The mask consists of one or more qualifiers that are separated
by periods. The maximum number of characters is 64, including the periods. While you are entering the
mask, CSM validates the mask by replacing symbolics with the minimum possible values first, and then with
the maximum values. If the validation with the minimum possible values fails, an error message appears
at the top of the dialog, and you cannot proceed. If the validation with the maximum values fails, a warning
message appears, and you can proceed.
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When the mask is translated, it has a maximum length of 44 characters including the periods and the low-
level qualifier from the source data set. The low-level qualifier from the source data set has a maximum
length of nine characters including a period.

Two consecutive periods are required to separate the two masks.

Two consecutive periods are required to separate the two masks.
9. Enter the Mask and click OK.
10. For USS data set type, enter the Local Path. The local path is the directory are where files are to be copied from.

Limit: Maximum 255 characters.

NOTE
The asterisk indicates that the field is mandatory.

11. Enter the Remote Path and/or click the file icon and select a symbolic name. The remote path is the path where the
files are to be copied to.
Limit: Maximum 255 characters.

12. Select the Type of Copy:
– If you select Container Copy, proceed to step 14.
– If you select File-by-file Copy, proceed to step 15, and ensure that the USS path exists on all of the remote systems

of this deployment, and that there is sufficient space to hold these target libraries.
Default: Container Copy

13. Click OK.
14. For Container Copy, enter the container name and/or click the file icon and select a symbolic name.

Limit: Maximum 64 characters.

NOTE

Container Copy consists of one or more qualifiers separated by periods, and has a maximum input length
of 64 characters, including the periods. When it is translated, it has a maximum length of 44 characters,
including the periods.

For Container Copy, the following occurs during the deployment process:

 
a. A file system of the requested type is created.
b. The size of the file system is computed as follows:

a. The size off all of the constituent files and directories in the local path are added up as bytes.
b. These bytes are converted to tracks and used as the primary allocation value.
c. If there is a non-zero percent of free space entered, it is used to calculate the secondary allocation.

c. All of the directories in the mount point are dynamically created.
d. The file system is mounted at the requested mount point.

NOTE
The mount is not permanent. You will need to update your BPXPARMS to make this mount point
permanent.note

e. The content from the local path is copied into the newly created and mounted file system.

NOTE

 The asterisk indicates that the field is mandatory.
15. Select the Type of Container from the drop-down list.
16. Enter the Mount Point and/or click the file icon and select a symbolic name.

Limit: Maximum 255 characters.
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NOTE
The container is created and it is mounted at a position in the USS file system hierarchy. The place in the
hierarchy where it is mounted is known as that containers mount point. Most nodes in the USS file system
can be mount points, for any one container.

17. Enter the percentage of Free Space needed.
The percentage of free space is the amount of space to leave in the file system, after the size has been computed.
This is done by specifying secondary space on the allocation. For example, the computed space was determined
to be 100 tracks. Then 35 would be 35% free space and the space allocations would be in tracks, 100 primary 35
secondary. While 125 would be 125% over and allocation would be in tracks, 100 primary 125 secondary.
Limit: 0 to 1000.

18. Click OK.
The custom data set is added.

Edit a Custom Data Set

You can edit a custom data set.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Deployments tab.
The Deployments page appears.

2. On the right, in the Deployments panel, click the Current Deployment link.
A list of current deployments appears.

3. Click the deployment name link.
4. In the Custom Data Sets List panel, click the Actions drop-down list and click Edit.

The Edit Custom Data Sets dialog appears.

NOTE
The asterisk indicates that the field is mandatory.

5. Select a Product from the drop-down list.
Note: When there are instructions, they are required and supplied by Broadcom Support.

6. Select the Data Set Type, either data set (step 7) or USS (step 10).
Default: data set

7. For data set, enter the data set name.
Limits: Maximum 44 characters.

NOTE
This is the existing z/OS data set name that you want CSM to include in the deployment when it is deployed
on the target systems.

8. Enter the data set name mask, click the file icon, and select a symbolic name.
Mask

This is the mask that will be used to name the data sets that are being deployed. They can contain symbolic
qualifiers. For example, if you enter CAPRODS.&SYSID, the &SYSID is replaced by its values, and if the SYSID
that is being deployed to is XX16, the dsn mask will be CAPRODS.XX16
Limits: Maximum 64 characters.

NOTE
Each deployed target data set is named using the resolved content of the data set name mask followed
by the low-level qualifier of the source data set. Appending the low-level qualifier from the source data
set helps ensure uniqueness of the final data set name. Verify that the mask that you entered does not
exceed 35 characters when it is translated.The mask consists of one or more qualifiers that are separated
by periods. The maximum number of characters is 64, including the periods. While you are entering the
mask, CSM validates the mask by replacing symbolics with the minimum possible values first, and then with
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the maximum values. If the validation with the minimum possible values fails, an error message appears
at the top of the dialog, and you cannot proceed. If the validation with the maximum values fails, a warning
message appears, and you can proceed.

When the mask is translated, it has a maximum length of 44 characters including the periods and the low-
level qualifier from the source data set. The low-level qualifier from the source data set has a maximum
length of nine characters including a period.

Two consecutive periods are required to separate the two masks.

Two consecutive periods are required to separate the two masks.
9. Enter the Mask and click OK.
10. For USS data set type, enter the Local Path. The local path is the directory where files are to be copied from.

Limit: Maximum 255 characters.

NOTE
The asterisk indicates that the field is mandatory.

11. Enter the Remote Path and/or click the file icon and select a symbolic name. The remote path is the path were the files
are to be copied to.
Limit: Maximum 255 characters.

12. Select the Type of Copy:
– If you select Container Copy, proceed to step 14.
– If you select File-by-file Copy, proceed to step 15, and ensure that the USS path exists on all of the remote systems

of this deployment, and that there is sufficient space to hold these target libraries.
Default: File-by-file Copy

13. Click OK.
14. For Container Copy, enter the container name and/or click the file icon and select a symbolic name.

Limit: Maximum 64 characters.
It consists of one or more qualifiers separated by periods, and has a maximum input length of 64 characters, including
the periods. When it is translated is has a maximum length of 44 characters including the periods.
For container copy the following occurs during the deployment process:
a. A file system of the requested type is created
b. The size of the file system is computed as follows:

• The size off all of the constituent files and directories in the local path are added up as bytes.
• These bytes are converted to tracks and used as the primary allocation value
• If there is a non-zero percent of free space entered, it is used to calculate the secondary allocation.

c. All of the directories in the mount point will by dynamically created.
d. The file system will be mounted at the requested mount point

NOTE
The mount is not permanent. You will need to update your BPXPARMS to make this mount point
permanent.

e. The content from the local path will copied into the newly created and mounted file system.

NOTE
The asterisk indicates that the field is mandatory.

15. Select the Type of Container from the drop down list.
16. Enter the Mount Point and/or click the file icon and select a symbolic name.

Limit: Maximum 255 characters.
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NOTE
The container is created and it is mounted at a position in the USS file system hierarchy. The place in the
hierarchy where it is mounted is known as that containers mount point. Most nodes in the USS file system
can be mount points, for any one container.

17. Enter the percentage of Free Space needed.
The percentage of free space is the amount of space to leave in the file system, after the size has been computed.
This is done by specifying secondary space on the allocation. For example, the computed space was determined
to be 100 tracks. Then 35 would be 35% free space and the space allocations would be in tracks, 100 primary 35
secondary. While 125 would be 125% over and allocation would be in tracks, 100 primary 125 secondary.
Limit: 0 to 1000.

18. Click OK.
The custom data set is changed.

Remove a Custom Data Set

You can remove a custom data set from a deployment.

NOTE
This data set will no longer be associated with the current deployment.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Deployments tab.
The Deployment page appears.

2. On the right, in the Deployments panel click the Current Deployment link.
A list of current deployments appears.

Product Name Sort Arrows
Click the up arrow to place the product names in alphabetic order or click the down arrow to place them in reverse
alphabetic order.

3. Select the custom data set that you want to remove from this deployment.
4. Click the Remove link.
5. Click OK to the Remove Custom Data Set confirmation window.

The custom data set is removed.

Methodologies

You can create, maintain, edit, and delete methodologies from a deployment.

A methodology has the following attributes:

• A single data set name mask that is used to control what target libraries are to be called on the target systems and
where these deployment will go.

z/OS data sets
z/OS data sets use a data set name mask. The data set name mask is a valid data set name comprised of
constants and symbolic qualifiers.
The minimum methodology data consists of a data set mask and a target action. The symbolics in the data set
mask are either symbolics defined by CSM or z/OS system symbolics.

• Deployment Style information is used to create only or create and replace a methodology.
Create Only

Use Create Only when you are creating a new methodology that does not have any target libraries already
associated with a deployment.

Create or Replace
Use Create or Replace to:
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• Create new data sets and/or files in a UNIX directory.
• Replace existing sequential data sets or files in a UNIX directory.
• For partitioned data sets, replace existing members, add new member without deletion of members that are

not replaced.

NOTE
Using Create or Replace would not cause the deployment to fail due to data set name conflicts.

Create a Methodology

You can create a methodology.

NOTE
The asterisk indicates that the field is mandatory.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Create button, in the Methodology Selection in the New Deployment wizard.
The Create a New Methodology dialog appears.

2. Enter the methodology name.
Limits: Maximum 64 characters.

NOTE
Each methodology name must be unique and it is not case-sensitive. For example Meth1 and meth1 are the
same methodology name.

3. Enter the description of this methodology.
Limits: Maximum 255 characters.

4. Enter the data mask name, click the file icon, and select a symbolic name.
Data Set Name Mask

This is the mask that will be used to name the data sets that are deployed. They can contain symbolic qualifiers.
For example, assume you enter, CAPRODS.&SYSID. In this case, the &SYSID. will be replaced by its values. If
the SYSID that is being deployed to is X16, the DSN mask will be: CAPRODS.X16
Limits: Maximum 64 characters.

NOTE
Each deployed target data set is named using the resolved content of the data set name mask followed
by the low-level qualifier of the source data set. Appending the low-level qualifier from the source data
set helps ensure uniqueness of the final data set name. Verify that the mask that you entered does not
exceed 35 characters when it is translated.The mask consists of one or more qualifiers that are separated
by periods. The maximum number of characters is 64, including the periods. While you are entering the
mask, CSM validates the mask by replacing symbolics with the minimum possible values first, and then with
the maximum values. If the validation with the minimum possible values fails, an error message appears
at the top of the dialog, and you cannot proceed. If the validation with the maximum values fails, a warning
message appears, and you can proceed.

When the mask is translated, it has a maximum length of 44 characters including the periods and the low-
level qualifier from the source data set. The low-level qualifier from the source data set has a maximum
length of nine characters including a period.

5. Select a style of Deployment.
Create only

Creates new data sets.
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NOTE
Prior to creating any data sets on the remote system, a check is made, to see if the data sets already
exist. The deployment is not allowed to continue if this occurs.

Create or Replace
Creates new data sets if they do not already exist, or replaces existing data sets.
Partitioned data set

Replaces existing members in a partitioned data set with members that have the same name as the
source file. Any currently existing member that is not in the source file will remain in the PDS. Any
member from the source that does not already exist in the target PDS will be added to the target PDS.
The amount of free space in the PDS will need to be sufficient to hold the additional content, since no
automatic compress will be done.

Directory in a UNIX file system
Replaces files in a directory with files with the same name as the source. Any currently existing directory
in a UNIX file system that is not in the source will remain in the UNIX file system.

Sequential data set or a file in the UNIX file system
Replaces the existing data set or file and its attributes with the data from the source file.

For a VSAM data set (cluster)
Populates an existing VSAM cluster with the data from the source file.
Note: The existing VSAM cluster must be of the same type as the source cluster (ESDS, KSDS, LDS, or
RRDS), and it must have characteristics that are compatible with the source cluster (such as, record size,
key size, and key offset). Replace does not verify the compatibility of these characteristics.

To replace the contents of an existing cluster, the cluster is altered to a reusable state by using an IDCAMS
ALTER command, if necessary, before the data from the VSAM source is copied into the cluster by using
an IDCAMS REPRO command. The REPRO command will use both the REPLACE and REUSE operands.
Following the REPRO operation, the cluster is altered back to a non-reusable state if that was its state to begin
with.

6. Click Save.
The methodology is saved.

NOTE
Click Cancel to close this dialog without saving.

Symbolic Qualifiers

The data set name mask and the directory path contain the following symbolic qualifiers:

Data Set Name Mask
This is a unique name that identifies each data set. It consists of one or more qualifiers separated by periods, and
has a maximum input length of 64 characters, including the periods. When the data set name mask is translated
is has a maximum length of 44 characters including the periods.

Directory Path
This is a USS path name, it consists of one or more directory leaves separated by forward slashes, and has
a maximum input length of 255 characters including slashes. When the Directory Path is translated it has a
maximum length of 255 characters.

Symbolic Substitution
Symbolic substitution, or translation, is a process performed by CSM to resolve the mask values specified in
the data set name mask and directory path, into real names based upon the contents of the symbolic variables
at translation time. A CSM symbol is defined in the list of symbols. Each symbol begins with an ampersand (&)
and ends with a period (.). For example, the symbol &LYYMMDD. would be completely replaced with its value at
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translation time, including the ampersand and trailing period. The trailing period is important and is considered
part of the symbolic name.
Symbolic Variables

You can use symbolic variables in the construction of a data set name with the value of the symbolic
variable to end a data set name segment.
Example: Assume MSMDID is 255.
SYSWORK.D&MSMDID..DATASET

NOTE
The double periods are necessary because the first period is part of the symbolic name, and
therefore does not appear in the translated value.

The final data set name is SYSWORK.D255.DATASET.
Numeric Values

Some CSM symbolic names translate to numeric values. In the case where you want to use one of these
symbolic variables in your data set name, you may have to precede it with a alpha constant. This is
because z/OS data set naming rules do not allow a data set name segment to start with a numeric.
If you wanted to use a date value in your translated data set name, you could use one of the CSM defined
date symbolic qualifiers such as &LYYMMDD. You must be careful how you construct the data set mask
value.
Example: Assume that you want to have a middle level qualifier to have a unique value based upon the
date of April 1, 2010.
Mask = SYSWORK.D&LYYMMDD..DATASET, translates to SYSWORK.D100401.DATASET
An incorrect specification of the mask would be:
SYSWORK.&LYYMMDD..DATASET, translates to SYSWORK.100401.DATASET. Because the middle-
level qualifier starts with a numeric it is an invalid data set name.

Directory Paths
Symbolic substitution works in the same logical way for directory paths. However, directory paths do not
typically have periods in them, so you will typically not see the double dots in directory paths.
Example: Assume the target system is SYSZ.
/u/usr/&MSMSYSNM./deployments translates to /u/usr/SYSZ/deployments.

Preview Example

NOTE
Before a Product Deployment is deployed, the MSMDID shows as ???. After deployment, the Automatic ID is
assigned and this is the MSMDID.
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Symbolic Qualifiers

• ID and System Information
MSMDID

This is the CSM deployment ID.
Limits: This is automatically assigned by CSM when the Deploy button is clicked or when a deployment is saved.

MSMMPN
This is the CSM Mount Point Name. The value is entered into the mount point name field when adding a custom
data set with both the USS radio button and the Container copy radio button set. It is of primary value in remote
path.

NOTE
The Mount Point Name field can contain symbols when it is translated first, the value of the MSMMPN.
variable is resolved.

Example: Assume the value of MSMDID is 253 and the user entered the following information.
Mount point name: /u/users/deptest/R&MSMDID./leaf
Remote path: &MSMMPN.
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The translated value of &MSMMPN is /u/users/deptest/R253/leaf
MSMSYSNM

This is the CSM system object name.
SYSCLONE

This is the shorthand name of the system.
Limits: Maximum 2 characters.

SYSNAME
This is the system name entered when a non-sysplex, sysplex, Shared DASD Cluster, or Staging system is
created.

SYSPLEX
This is the system name entered when a sysplex is created.
Note: This symbolic may not be used for a non-sysplex system.

SYSUID
The current user ID.

• Target Libraries
MSMHLQ

MSMHLQ is the high-level qualifier for the target library.
Limits: It is the characters before the first period in a fully qualified data set name. The high-level qualifier can be
from 1 to 8 characters.
Example: For the data set JOHNSON.FINANCE.DIVISION.SCRIPT, the high-level qualifier is JOHNSON.

MSMMLQ
MSMMLQ is the middle-level qualifier for the target library.
Limits: It is the characters after the first period and before the last period in a fully qualified data set name. The
middle-level qualifier size can vary based on the number of qualifiers defined.
Example: For the data set JOHNSON.FINANCE.DIVISION.SCRIPT, the middle-level qualifier is
FINANCE.DIVISION.

MSMLLQ
MSMLLQ is the low-level qualifier for the target library.
Limits: It is the characters after the last period in a fully qualified data set name. The low-level qualifier can be
from 1 to 8 characters.
Example: For the data set JOHNSON.FINANCE.SCRIPT, the low-level qualifier is SCRIPT.

MSMSLQ
This is the secondary low-level qualifier for the target library and it is the "segment" of the data set name just
before the low-level qualifier (MSMLLQ).
Limits: It is the characters after the second to last period and before the last period in a fully qualified data set
name. The secondary low-level qualifier can be from 1 to 8 characters.
Example: For the data set JOHNSON.FINANCE.SECOND.SCRIPT, the low-level qualifier is SECOND.

MSMPREF
This is the target library prefix. The target library prefix is the entire data set name to the left of the MSMLLQ.
Example: For the data set JOHNSON.FINANCE.DIVISION.SCRIPT the prefix is JOHNSON.FINANCE.DIVISION.

MSMDLIBN
The deployed library number is a unique number, for each deployed library, within a deployment.
Example: Assume 3 target libraries in a deployment.
DSN = USER456.LIBR473.CAIPROC 

DSN = USER456.LIBR473.CAILOAD 

DSN = USER456.LIBR473.CAIEXEC

Assume the methodology specified a mask of:
&SYSUID..D&MSMDID..LIB&MSMDLIBN
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Assume USERID is USER789, and the deployment ID is 877, then the resolved DSNs would be,
Deployed library = USER789.D877.LIB1.CAIPROC 

Deployed library = USER789.D877.LIB2.CAILOAD 

Deployed library = USER789.D877.LIB3.CAIEXEC

• Local Date and Time
LYYMMDD

This is the local two-digit year.
YY two-digit year
MM two-digit month (01=January)
DD two-digit day of month (01 through 31)
Example: 100311

LYR2
This is the local two-digit year.
LYR2 two-digit year
Example: 10

LYR4
This is the local four-digit year.
LYR4 four-digit year
Example: 2010

LMON
This is the local month.
LMON two-digit month (01=January)
Example: 03

LDAY
This is the local day of the month.
LDAY two-digit day of month (01 through 31)
Example: 11

LJDAY
This is the local Julian day.
LJDAY three-digit day (001 through 366)
Example: The Julian day for January 11th is 011.

LWDAY
This is the local day of the week.
LWDAY is three characters in length. The days are MON, TUE, WED, THR, FRI, SAT, and SUN.
Example: MON

LHHMMSS
This is the local time in hours, minutes, and seconds.
HH two digits of hour (00 through 23) (am/pm NOT allowed)
MM two digits of minute (00 through 59)
SS two digits of second (00 through 59)
Example: 165148

LHR
This is the local time in hours.
LHR two-digits of hour (00 through 23) (am/pm NOT allowed)
Example: 16

LMIN
This is the local time in minutes.
LMIN two-digits of minute (00 through 59)
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Example: 51
LSEC

This is the local time in seconds.
LSEC two-digits of second (00 through 59)
Example: 48

• UTC Date and Time
Coordinated Universal Time is abbreviated UTC.

YYMMDD
This is the UTC date.
YY two-digit year
MM two-digit month (01=January)
DD two-digit day of month (01 through 31)
Example: 100311

YR2
This is the UTC two digit year.
YR2 two-digit year
Example: 10

YR4
This is the UTC four digit year.
YR4 four-digit year
Example: 2010

MON
This is the UTC month.
MON two-digit month (01=January)
Example: 03

DAY
This is the UTC day of the month.
DAY two-digit day of month (01 through 31)
Example: 11

JDAY
This is the UTC Julian day.
JDAY three-digit day (001 through 366)
Example: The Julian day for January 11th is 011.

WDAY
This is the UTC day of the week.
WDAY is three characters in length. The days are MON, TUE, WED, THR, FRI, SAT, and SUN.
Example: MON

HHMMSS
This is the UTC time in hours, minutes, and seconds.
HH two-digits of hour (00 through 23) (am/pm NOT allowed)
MM two-digits of minute (00 through 59)
SS two-digits of second (00 through 59)
Example: 044811

HR
This is the UTC time in hours.
HR two digits of hour (00 through 23) (am/pm NOT allowed)
Example: 04
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MIN
This is the UTC time in minutes.
MIN two-digits of minute (00 through 59)
Example: 48

SEC
This is the UTC time in seconds.
SEC two-digits of second (00 through 59)
Example: 11

Maintain Methodologies

You can edit, replace, or remove methodologies.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Deployments tab, and in the Actions section click the Maintain Methodologies link. The Maintain
Methodologies select window appears.

NOTE
A grayed select box indicates that the methodology is assigned and cannot be removed. It can be edited.
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2. Select a methodology. Select Edit from Actions list.
The Methodology window appears for editing.

Edit a Methodology

You can edit a methodology by updating or modifying any of the fields on the Edit Methodology window.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Deployments tab, and in the Actions section click the Maintain Methodologies link.
2. Select the methodology that you want to edit, click the Actions drop-down list, and then click Edit.

The Edit Methodologies dialog appears.
As with Add a Methodology, all fields are available to be edited and the details for each field are listed.

3. Enter the Methodology Name.
Limits: Maximum 64 characters.

NOTE
Each methodology name must be unique and it is not case-sensitive. For example, Meth1 and meth1 are the
same methodology name.
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4. Enter the Description of this Methodology.
Limits: Maximum 255 characters.

5. Enter the data set name mask, click the file icon, and select a symbolic name.
Data Set Name Mask

This is the mask that will be used to name the data sets that are deployed. They can contain symbolic qualifiers.
Example:

CAPRODS.&SYSID. - in this case the &SYSID. will be replaced by its values. If the SYSID that is being deployed
to is XX16 the DSN mask will be: CAPRODS.XX16
Limits: Maximum 64 characters.

6. Select a Style of Deployment.
Create only

Creates new data sets.

NOTE
Prior to creating any data sets on the remote system, a check is made, to see if the data sets already
exist. The deployment is not allowed to continue if this occurs.

Create or Replace
If you select Create or Replace and the target data sets do not exist, they will be created. If the target data sets
exist, Create or Replace indicates that data in the existing data set, file or directory will be replaced.
Partitioned data set

Create or Replace indicates that existing members in a partitioned data set will be replaced by members
with the same name from the source file. Any currently existing member that is not in the source file will
remain in the PDS. Any member from the source that does not already exist in the target PDS will be
added to the target PDS.
The amount of free space in the PDS will need to be sufficient to hold the additional content, since no
automatic compress will be done.

Directory in a UNIX file system
Create or Replace indicates files in a directory will be replace by files with same name from the source.
Any currently existing directory in a UNIX file system that is not in the source will remain in the UNIX file
system.

Sequential data set or a file in the UNIX file system
Create or Replace indicates the existing data set or file and its attributes will be replaced with the data
from the source file.

For a VSAM data set (cluster)
Create or Replace indicates that an existing VSAM cluster should be populated with the data from the
source file.

NOTE
The existing VSAM cluster must be of the same type as the source cluster (ESDS, KSDS, LDS,
or RRDS), and it must have characteristics that are compatible with the source cluster (such
as, record size, key size, and key offset). Replace does not verify the compatibility of these
characteristics!

To replace the contents of an existing cluster, the cluster is altered to a reusable state by using an IDCAMS
ALTER command, if necessary, before the data from the VSAM source is copied into the cluster by using
an IDCAMS REPRO command. The REPRO command will use both the REPLACE and REUSE operands.
Following the REPRO operation, the cluster is altered back to a non-reusable state if that was its state to begin
with.

7. Click Save.Your changes are saved.
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NOTE
Click Cancel to close this dialog without saving your changes.

Delete Methodologies

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Deployments tab, and in the Actions section click the Maintain Methodologies link.
The Maintain Methodologies select window appears.

2. Select the methodology that you want to delete.

NOTE
A grayed select box indicates that the methodology is assigned and cannot be deleted. It can be edited.

3. Click Delete and then OK to the Delete Methodologies confirmation window.
The methodology is deleted.

Systems

You can view, add, and remove systems from a deployment.

Target System Types

There are two types of target systems.

Test Environment
Test Environment target systems isolate untested deployment changes and outright experimentation from the
production environment or repository. This environment is used a temporary work area where deployments can be
tested, modified, overwritten, or deleted.

Production
Production target systems contain current working product deployments. When activating products in a production
target system care must be taken, CSM recommends using the following procedure.

1. Copy the product to that target system with the data set names set to private. This allows only those assigned
to this area to test these deployed products. The purpose of this first stage is to test or verify that the product
is working.

2. Use intermediate test phases for products as they move through various levels of testing. For example you
may want to let the application development group as a whole use the product in its test mode prior to moving
to production.

3. Move the deployed products to production.

View a System List

You can view a system list.
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Follow these steps:

1. Click the Deployments tab, and select the current deployment from the tree on the left side.
The detailed deployment information appears on the right side.

System Name Sort Arrows
Click the up arrow to place the system names in alphabetic order or click the down arrow to place them in reverse
alphabetic order.

Type Sort Arrows
Click the up arrow to place the types in alphabetic order or click the down arrow to place them in reverse
alphabetic order.

Description Sort Arrows
Click the up arrow to place the descriptions in alphabetic order or click the down arrow to place them in reverse
alphabetic order.

Add a System

You can add a system to a deployment.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Deployments tab.
The Deployment page appears.

2. On the right, in the Deployments panel click the Current Deployment link.
A list of current deployments appears.

3. Click the deployment name link.
4. In the System List panel, click Add Systems.

The Add Systems window appears.
5. Select a system to add and click OK.

NOTE
When two systems have the same name, use the description to differentiate between the systems.The
Preview window appears, and the system is added.

Sysplex systems are denoted by Sysplex System:System Name. For example, PLEX1:CO11, where PLEX1
is Sysplex name and CO11 is the system name.

Remove a System

You can remove a system from a deployment.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Deployments tab.
The Deployment page appears.

2. On the right, in the Deployments panel, click the Current Deployment link.
A list of current deployments appears.

3. Select the deployment that you want to remove the system from.
System Name Sort Arrows

Click the up arrow to place the system names in alphabetic order or click the down arrow to place them in reverse
alphabetic order.

Type Sort Arrows
Click the up arrow to place the types in alphabetic order or click the down arrow to place them in reverse
alphabetic order.
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Description Sort Arrows
Click the up arrow to place the descriptions in alphabetic order or click the down arrow to place them in reverse
alphabetic order.

4. In the System List panel, select a system you want to remove.
5. Click Remove and then OK to the Remove Products confirmation window.

The system is removed.

Deployment Summary

The Action button is available after a successful deployment.

WARNING
Data sets may need to be APF-authorized and added to the Link List and Link Pack Area. These data sets are
identified in this dialog.

The Deployment Summary window may contain the following:

Deployment ID

• Name
• Products
• Systems
• Data Sets actions
• Transport information
• Target libraries including: source, target, and resolved data set names.
• SMP/E environment
• Snapshot path and container

The following example shows the Data Sets actions, Transport, and Target libraries information.
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NOTE
 When you have completed the procedures in this section, go to Configuring Your Product.

Target and Distribution Libraries
The target and distribution libraries have changed to conform to new Broadcom packaging standards with CSM. The
lowest data set level qualifier of the installed data sets has changed as shown in the following table:

Old Target New Target Old Distribution New Distribution
CAILIB CALJLINK CLJ43LLD AALJLINK
NA CALJXML NA AALJXML
CAIPROC CALJPARM NA AALJPARM
CAIMAC CALJMAC CLJ43MLD AALJMAC
CLJ43UCR CALJSAMP CLJ43MLD AALJSAMP
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CAISRC CALJSAMP CLJ43SLD AALJSAMP
NA CALJJCL NA AALJJCL
CL143RPF CALJRPF CL143MLD AALJRPF
CLJ43CML CALJMENU CLJ43MLD AALJMENU
CLJ43CSL CALJSENU CLJ43MLD AALJSENU
CLJ43CPL CALJPENU CL143MLD AALJPENU
CLJ43CTL CALJTENU CL143MLD AALJTENU
NA CALUEXEC NA AALUEXEC
CLU43EML CALUMENU CLJ43MLD AALUMENU
CLU43EPL CALUPENU CLJ43MLD AALUPENU
CLU43ESL CALUSENU CLJ43MLD AALUSENU
CLU43ETL CALUTENU CLJ43MLD AALUTENU
CLU43THL CALUHENU CLJ43MLD AALUHENU
NA CALUPJPN NA AALUPJPN
NA CALUMJPN NA AALUMJPN

Install Maintenance
After you have successfully installed any Broadcom mainframe product software, check for important product
maintenance that may have been released after the product installation package was prepared. The product releases are
built and maintained using standardized SMP/E packaging and installation procedures. These procedures include error
and FIXCAT HOLDDATA, new product features, and product interoperability validation. PTFs that pass interoperability test
criteria are released monthly and designated as CARS.

You can install the following types of maintenance:

• Corrective maintenance that fixes an issue.
• Preventive maintenance to avoid problems that others have reported or to provide a compatibility fix for hardware and

software.
• FIXCAT maintenance to support a particular hardware device, software release, or new product function.

WARNING
You can initiate a maintenance installation activity at any time using z/OSMF Software Update, SMP/E JCL, or
CSM. However, before you do so, we recommend that you obtain the current SMP/E HOLDDATA.

See Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance for a list of solutions that have been published within the last year. From
this page, you can search solutions for all Broadcom mainframe products by product name, date, or keyword. You can
also search for new product features or by a CARS level (CARSID). You can also find HIPER or PE PTFs and security
or integrity PTFs. Once you have your list, you can download in Excel or CSV format. To download PTFs automatically
without having to search regularly on the portal, use SMP/E Receive Order. To create a service order request online from
Broadcom Support, Use the Create Service Order Online Interface.

For a comprehensive collection of articles that are dedicated to all mainframe maintenance concepts and procedures, see
Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures.

Maintain Products Using z/OSMF Software Update
As a systems programmer, you are responsible for keeping your systems current with product maintenance to ensure
optimal system usage. To do so, use IBM z/OSMF Software Update. Software Update provides an easy to follow wizard
that guides systems programmers of all levels through the maintenance process. z/OSMF Software Update offers a
modern approach to software maintenance and provides the following features:
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Corrective Service Installs a software update to fix an issue.
Preventive Service Installs vendor-recommended software updates.

FIXCAT Installs software updates (Fix Categories) that provide a new function to a system.

NOTE
We are not adding new features to CSM. We recommend that you use z/OSMF Software Update to apply
maintenance to z/OS software.

Prerequisites

Ensure that you meet the following software requirements before you use Software Update:

• Configure z/OSMF as described in the IBM documentation and address the z/OSMF security requirements for ACF2,
Top Secret, or IBM RACF as applicable.

• Apply all z/OSMF Software Update-related maintenance from IBM.
• Register your SMP/E environments (CSIs) in z/OSMF Software Management. For more information, see Software

Management task in the IBM documentation.
TIP
A migration tool is provided to help you register existing CSM and non-CSM CSIs as new software instances
in z/OSMF. For more information about the migration tool, see Migrate SMP/E Environments into z/OSMF.

• Download and receive maintenance, HOLDDATA, and CARS maintenance for your products. As a best practice, we
recommend that you do so on a daily or weekly basis and that you automate this process using SMP/E Receive Order
(see Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval). You can also perform these tasks manually from Broadcom Support
or Use the Create Service Order Online Interface.

NOTE
You can only apply maintenance for SYSMODs that are already received in the GLOBAL zone of the CSI.
IMPORTANT
The ASSIGN statements for CARS maintenance are not cumulative. To install the latest CARS maintenance,
download all YEARLY ASSIGN files, and then download the monthly ASSIGN files as needed.

Use Software Update

Log in to your instance of z/OSMF and click the Software Update icon on the desktop. If the Software Update icon does
not appear on the desktop, open the App Center in the bottom-left corner.

You can now maintain software instances, using the z/OSMF Software Update functionality. For more information about
how to use Software Update, see Software Update in the IBM documentation.

Maintain Products Using SMP/E JCL
Learn how to install product maintenance (receive, apply, accept) using SMP/E JCL.

As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include maintaining products and maintenance packages in your
mainframe environment. You can download, receive, apply, and accept maintenance. After you complete the maintenance
process, the product is ready to deploy.

Download and Receive Maintenance

PTF Maintenance and HOLDDATA are available from Broadcom Support. To download and receive maintenance for
ongoing preventive maintenance and in non-installation use cases according to your maintenance strategy, use one of the
following options to create a PTF maintenance package:
Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval

Eliminates the manual steps that are required to download PTFs and HOLDDATA from Broadcom Support. The
orders are fulfilled based on the status of your SMP/E environments. All PTFs and their requisites are downloaded
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automatically and received to your system. With SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval, you can make service requests
for maintenance on demand or as scheduled jobs that enable a more automated approach to downloading
maintenance.
We recommend that you use SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to download and receive maintenance.

Use the Service Order Online Interface
Creates a service order request online from secure Broadcom download servers. This option is more streamlined
than using the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval batch JCL option and requires no firewall changes. However, it
cannot be automated.
Based on your order criteria, all PTFs and their requisites are downloaded automatically and received to your
system.

Build the PTF package from Broadcom Support
Lets you download maintenance manually from Broadcom Support. With this option, you manually
select PTFs and build a package for all applicable PTFs and requisites. You then use the CAUNZIP utility
to unpackage and receive the files. The CAUNZIP utility processes ZIP packages directly on z/OS without
the need for an intermediate platform, such as a Microsoft Windows workstation. The utility resides in
yourCCSHLQ.CAW0JCL(CAUNZIP).
To use this download option, you must be running Common Components and Services Version 15.0. Review the
CAUNZIP requirements.

To build the PTF package from Broadcom Support, select the PTFs manually and then use the CAUNZIP utility to
unpackage and receive the files as described in the following procedure:

NOTE
If you used SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval or the Service Order online interface to download and receive
maintenance, ignore the steps in the following procedure. Go to Apply and Accept Maintenance.

1. Go to Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com, and select Software, Mainframe Software, and My
Downloads.

2. Log in using your Broadcom Support username and password.
The My Downloads - Mainframe Software page appears.

3. Select a product from the list or search by product name and then select a product from the list.
The product page appears with two tabs under the product name: Products and Solutions.

4. Select the Solutions tab and select the product that you want.
A list of releases appears.

5. Use the hypertext link to select the release that you want.
A list of published solutions appears with the most recently published solutions shown first.

6. Select the checkbox next to the solutions that you want to download.
NOTE
To filter the list, search by solution number, CARS level, or description. You can also select an operating
system or component. For download solution search tips, see Solution Download Help.

7. Select a download method:
– Select Download Selected to go to the Download Manager. Use this option to create a complete solution

package that includes all requisite solutions back to an optional date. From the Download Manager, you can select
your download method (HTTPS or Secure FTP).

– Select HTTPS Download to start downloading immediately. Check your browser for the download progress.
– Select Secure FTP Download to download securely from downloads.broadcom.com. This option is the fastest and

most efficient download method.
For assistance, see Solution Download Help. For HTTPS and Secure FTP information, and sample JCL, see
Download Methods and Locations.
The solution package is downloaded.

8. Run the CAUNZIP utility by completing the following steps.
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CAUNZIP unzips the package of published solutions and creates an SMPNTS file structure that the SMP/E RECEIVE
FROMNTS command can process. After execution completes, the ZIPRPT data set contains the summary report. The
summary report:
– Summarizes the content of the product order ZIP file.
– Details the content of each data set and the z/OS UNIX files produced.
– Provides a sample job to receive the PTFs in your order.

9. Review the sample job that is provided in the CAUNZIP output ZIPRPT file and then complete the following steps:
a. Cut and paste the JCL into a data set.
b. Specify your SMP/E CSI on the SMPCSI DD statement.
c. Submit the job to receive the PTFs in your order.

10. Verify that you have the values from the base installation in the  macro, which you customized in the installation steps.
11. Open the SAMPJCL member  in an edit session and execute the  macro from the command line.

NOTE
Update  SAMPJCL to download the HOLDDATA file.

is customized.
12. Submit .

The job downloads the external HOLDDATA file.

The maintenance packages are received to the SMP/E environment global zone. After maintenance has been
downloaded for a product, you can apply and optionally accept the maintenance for products that are installed in the SMP/
E environment. Go to Apply and Accept Maintenance.

Apply and Accept Maintenance

After downloading and receiving your maintenance package, use this procedure to apply and optionally accept corrective
maintenance.

WARNING
Before you apply maintenance, ensure that any required file systems are mounted and that you have specified
the correct path to the DDDEFs that are contained in the file systems. The path must be the mount point of the
zFS file system, plus the directory /CA. For example, if the zFS file system is mounted at /cai/abc, the DDDEF
path must be /cai/abc/CA.

1. Open the SAMPJCL member  in an edit session and execute the  macro from the command line.
is customized.

2. Submit .
The PTFs are applied.

3. (Optional) Open the SAMPJCL member  in an edit session and execute the  macro from the command line.
is customized.

4. (Optional) Submit .
The PTFs are accepted.

NOTE
You do not have to submit the job now. You can accept the PTFs according to your site policy.

Corrective maintenance is complete. You can now optionally apply CARS maintenance.

Apply CARS Maintenance

Use this procedure to apply CARS maintenance as a part of managing preventive maintenance.
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NOTE
For information about CARS maintenance, see CARS in the Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures
documentation.

1. Download the ASSIGN statements from https://ftp.broadcom.com/secureuser/downloads/pub/ASSIGNS/.
IMPORTANT
The ASSIGN files are not cumulative. To install the latest CARS level, download all YEARLY ASSIGN
statements, and then download the monthly ASSIGN files as needed.

a. Determine whether to download the yearly or monthly ASSIGN statements in the following files: YEARyyyy.txt or
CARyymm.txt.

b. Open the SAMPJCL member  in an edit session, update  SAMPJCL to download your ASSIGN statements from
Broadcom Support, and execute the  macro from the command line.
is customized.

2. Submit .
The job downloads the ASSIGN statements.

3. Open the SAMPJCL member  in an edit session, manually add the data set that contains the ASSIGN statements to
the SMPPTFIN DD, and execute the  macro from the command line.
is customized.

4. Submit .
The job receives the external HOLDDATA file and ASSIGN statements.

5. Open the SAMPJCL member  in an edit session and execute the  macro from the command line.
is customized.

6. Submit .
The CARS PTFs are applied.

7. (Optional) Open the SAMPJCL member  in an edit session and execute the  macro from the command line.
is customized.

8. (Optional) Submit .
The CARS PTFs are accepted.

NOTE
You do not have to submit the job now. You can accept the PTFs according to your site policy.

Maintain Products Using CSM
Use the procedures in this topic to receive, apply, and accept maintenance for your products using CSM.

CSM provides a product list that lets you display the list of licensed product maintenance packages and to download these
packages. You can also manage external maintenance packages that were acquired outside of CSM so that they can be
applied using  CSM.

WARNING
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their
strategic business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We will
be discontinuing technical support for CSM. In accordance with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and
parameters of Broadcom’s support program, which is documented in the Broadcom Software Maintenance
Policy Handbook, this announcement provides written notification of End of Life for CSM. This notification means
that CSM will no longer function as of June 30, 2023. For full details, see the End of Life Announcement.If you
do not have CSM installed, we recommend that you install z/OSMF to manage your software. For installation
and usage details, see the IBM documentation and the Broadcom product installation best practices at
techdocs.broadcom.com.

NOTE
During your initial product installation, apply all product maintenance. Otherwise, you may have to repeat the
deployment and configuration processes.
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The following diagram shows the maintenance process using CSM:

Use the following procedure to maintain products using CSM:

1. (Optional) Configure automatic HOLDDATA download.
2. (Optional) Configure CSM to reject unneeded maintenance.
3. Download product maintenance packages.

– (Optional) Configure CSM to perform automatic maintenance updates.
4. (Optional) Manage maintenance downloaded outside of CSM. As part of this management, you can also view the

aggregated package details.
5. Receive maintenance.
6. (Optional) Reject maintenance.
7. Apply maintenance.

a. Consider whether you require a product USERMOD.
b. Review and process any unresolved HOLDDATA.
c. Apply CARS maintenance.
d. (Optional) Apply FIXCAT maintenance.

8. (Optional) Restore maintenance.
9. Accept maintenance.
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– (Optional) Accept maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode.

After you complete this process, the maintenance packages for your products are accepted.

You have deployed and configured a product across your enterprise. Now you are applying maintenance to this product.
Create a deployment and a configuration for this product to get this maintenance to your target systems.

Configure Automatic HOLDDATA Download

You can configure CSM to download automatically the available HOLDDATA that it uses for each maintenance installation.
You then have current information about what maintenance packages are marked as PE (PTF in Error).

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Catalog link under System Settings in the Settings section on the
left side.

2. In the HOLDDATA Settings section, select the Enable Automatic Updates checkbox.
3. Set up values for the following fields, and select Apply:
Owner of Update Task

Specifies the TSO user ID under which the update task is run.
Recurrence

Specifies how often the task recurs.
Update Software Catalog Every number of Days

or Update Software Catalog On day of week Every number of Weeks
Specifies the frequency of downloading HOLDDATA to your software catalog, in days or weeks, depending on the
value the Recurrence field.
Example: Imagine you set the recurrence for a specific number of days and you set the time that precedes the
current time. Then the first update occurs in the specified number of days at the specified time. For example, on
Monday at 10.30 am, you set the number of days to 3 and time to 07.00. The first update then occurs on the third
day, Thursday, at 7.00 am. When you set the time past the current time, the first update occurs on the same day
at the time set. For example, on Monday at 10.30 am, you set the number of days to 3 and time to 11.00. The first
update then occurs on that Monday at 11.00 am.

System Time
Specifies the system time when an automatic update occurs. The system time reflects your CSM application
server time zone. The TZ parameter within Tomcat startup libraries defines the time zone. If the TZ parameter is
not defined, the CSM application server time zone defaults to GMT - Greenwich Mean Time.
Local time is calculated based on the system time that you set.

NOTE
To download available HOLDDATA to the software catalog immediately, select Update Immediately.

The automatic HOLDDATA download is configured.

Configure CSM to Reject Unneeded Maintenance from the SMP/E Environment

During the regular, FIXCAT, or CARS maintenance wizard execution, CSM may receive maintenance. Some maintenance
packages may not be directly associated with the maintenance that you want to apply.

You can configure CSM to reject the maintenance that was received but not applied during the wizard execution.

• If you exit the wizard before the maintenance installation started, CSM rejects the maintenance that has been received
during the wizard execution. The SMP/E environment is restored to the state that it had before you started the wizard.

• If you navigated through the wizard steps, started the maintenance installation task, and the task completed
successfully, CSM rejects the received but not applied maintenance that is not directly associated with the
maintenance that you have applied.
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This process ensures that your SMP/E environments do not contain unneeded received maintenance.

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Installation link under System Settings on the left side.
2. In the Maintenance Installation section, select the Reject Received Maintenance checkbox.
3. Select Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

CSM is configured to reject unneeded maintenance.

Download Product Maintenance Packages

You can download maintenance packages for installed products through the Products tab. You can download:

• All maintenance packages for a product
• Only maintenance packages that have been released from the time the product release was updated last

NOTE
The information for HIPERs and new maintenance on the Software Status tab is based on the current
information in your software catalog. Update the product list on a daily or weekly basis to keep it current.

WARNING

You can also download maintenance using the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval. This option uses the IBM
SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command to download Broadcom mainframe product maintenance over the Internet,
by securely submitting an order for PTFs and HOLDDATA to a remote Broadcom server. This service eliminates
the manual steps that are required to download maintenance from Broadcom Support. The orders are fulfilled
based on the status of your SMP/E environments. Based on your order criteria, all PTFs and their requisites are
downloaded automatically and received to your system.

To use this download option, complete the procedures to configure the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval as
described in the Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures documentation. After you set up this service, you
can use CSM to apply and accept your maintenance.

1. Verify that your CSM login user name is associated with a registered user of Broadcom Support on the Software
Acquisition Settings page.
CSM uses the credentials to access Broadcom Support.

2. Select the name of the product for which you want to download maintenance in the product list on the left side.
Maintenance information about the product appears in the Releases section on the right side.

3. For the product release for which you want to download maintenance, select the Actions drop-down list to the right of
the release. Complete one of the following steps:
a. Select Update Product Release to download all maintenance packages for the product release.
b. Select Get Latest Maintenance to download only maintenance packages that have been released from the time

the product release was updated last.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are downloaded.
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Configure CSM to Perform Automatic Maintenance Updates

You can configure CSM to perform automatic maintenance updates (downloading and receiving maintenance) for
products that are installed in an SMP/E environment.

Manage Maintenance Downloaded Outside of CSM

Sometimes you acquire maintenance packages, such as unpublished maintenance, PTF, APARs, and USERMODs,
outside of CSM. For example, you are validating a test PTF released for a product. You can add information about these
maintenance packages to CSM from the Products tab.

Adding these maintenance packages to CSM provides you with a complete view of all the maintenance for a product
release. After a package is migrated, you can use CSM to apply the maintenance.

Usually, the maintenance is placed as a single package. However, some Broadcom mainframe products still have older
aggregated maintenance packages that were released before December 31, 2013. An aggregated package is a file that
comprises several single maintenance packages (nested packages). When you add an aggregated package, CSM inserts
all the nested packages and the aggregated package itself. In the list of maintenance packages, the aggregated package
is marked with the CUMULATIVE type.

When you insert an aggregated package, CSM assigns a fix number to it. The fix number is unique and contains eight
characters. The first two characters are AM (for Aggregated Maintenance) and a unique six-digit number follows. The
number value increases by 1 with each added aggregated package.

If the aggregated maintenance package has the same fix number as one of its nested packages, only the nested package
is added. The aggregated package itself is not available in the list of maintenance packages.

1. Select the Products tab, and select the product release for which the maintenance applies.
2. Select the Add External Maintenance button.
3. Specify one of the following package types and package details:
Data Set

Adds a maintenance package that is located in a z/OS data set with an LRECL of 80 and RECFM of FB.
UNIX File

Adds a maintenance package that is located in a USS directory in binary mode.
FTP File

Adds a maintenance package that is not published on Broadcom Support. This option is intended for downloading
a PTF to validate it.

FTP Host Specifies the FTP server where the maintenance package is located. Select a server from the list, or
provide your FTP server host.

FTP Port Specifies the FTP port number for the FTP server.
FTP Path Defines the FTP path where the maintenance package is located. Start the path with a forward slash

(/). Enter only a forward slash to specify the root directory.
Example: /outgoing/

Maintenance Name Defines the maintenance package name.
Example: RO01111.bin

User Name Defines a valid user name to access the FTP location.
Password Defines a valid password to access the FTP location.

Solution
Adds a published solution on Broadcom Support.

NOTE
To add several data sets or UNIX file packages from the same location, use masking.

4. Select OK.
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A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance package with the related information is saved in the CSM database. To see the added package, refresh
the page.

View Aggregated Package Details

You can view which nested packages are included in the aggregated package. The information includes the fix number,
package type, and package description.

NOTE
Aggregated maintenance packages were discontinued December 31, 2013. However, some Broadcom
mainframe products have aggregated maintenance packages that were released before this date.

1. Select the Products tab, and select the product release that has the aggregated package whose details you want to
view.

2. Select the Fix # link for the aggregated package.
The Maintenance Package Details dialog opens.

3. Select the Nested Packages tab.
A list of nested packages that the aggregated package contains appears.

Receive Maintenance

After maintenance has been downloaded for a product, you can receive the maintenance to the global zone of an SMP/E
environment where the related products are installed. Once received, maintenance packages can be applied.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment where you want to receive maintenance
packages.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to receive, and select the Receive link.
The maintenance wizard opens to the Introduction step.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the receiving, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the receive list selections as required, and select Next.
6. Review the summary, and select Receive.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are received to the SMP/E environment global zone.

Reject Maintenance

You can reject a received maintenance package. Information about the maintenance package is removed from the SMP/E
environment global zone.
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While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment from which you want to reject maintenance.
2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria

defined.
3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to reject, and select the Reject link. You can filter out only received

packages.
The maintenance wizard opens to the Introduction step.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the rejection, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the rejected list selections as required, and select Next.
6. Review the summary, and select Reject.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are rejected. Information about the maintenance packages is removed from the SMP/E
environment global zone.

Apply Maintenance

After maintenance has been downloaded for a product, you can apply the maintenance to products that are installed in an
SMP/E environment.

WARNING
Before you apply maintenance, ensure that required file systems are mounted and that you have specified the
correct path to the DDDEFs that are contained in the file systems. The path must be the mount point of the zFS
file system, plus the directory /CA. For example, if the zFS file system is mounted at /broadcom/abc, the DDDEF
path must be /broadcom/abc/CA.

As an option, CSM lets you verify that the maintenance packages can be applied to the selected target zones without
applying the packages.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the SMP/E environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any
action against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes,
the lock releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment whose products you want to apply
maintenance to.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to apply, and select the Apply link.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
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5. From the Summary step, review the summary, and select Check and Apply.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

CSM verifies and applies the maintenance packages to the selected target zones.

If the task fails, navigate to the Tasks tab and review SMPOUT in the task output to identify and correct problems. Rerun
the wizard.

You have completed acquiring and applying maintenance. You can accept the applied maintenance (except USERMODs)
from the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.

USERMODs

A product USERMOD can be provided as a published maintenance package downloaded during the Update Product
process. When CSM downloads a package including a ++USERMOD statement, it is loaded under the product with a
USERMOD type. You can install these packages using CSM but cannot accept them because they are not intended to be
permanent.

You can create a USERMOD manually, or we can provide an unpublished maintenance package as a USERMOD. In this
case, the USERMOD file, which contains the ++USERMOD statement and the body of the USERMOD, must be managed
as an externally downloaded package.

Unresolved HOLDDATA Processing

When you apply maintenance, review and process any unresolved HOLDDATA for the applied maintenance and its
prerequisites. The maintenance wizard displays all unresolved HOLDDATA and lets you review the HOLDDATA and
details about the HELD maintenance. You can then bypass the HOLDDATA or exclude the HELD maintenance. CSM
determines unresolved HOLDDATA by running SMP/E APPLY GROUP/GROUPEXTEND CHECK.

In the maintenance wizard, you can perform the following actions:

• Select HOLDDATA (HOLDDATA TYPE, REASON, or maintenance) to bypass it.
• Leave HOLDDATA unselected to exclude it. If you do not select a HOLDDATA entry checkbox, CSM excludes the

HELD maintenance from the processing.

If you exclude at least one HELD maintenance package, CSM runs an appropriate SMP/E APPLY GROUP/
GROUPEXTEND CHECK command to verify the processing. CSM verifies whether other maintenance requires the
excluded maintenance. If so, CSM also excludes it from processing.

If the SMP/E APPLY GROUP/GROUPEXTEND CHECK command discovers further unresolved HOLDDATA, you are
notified about all unresolved HOLDDATA again. Select what HOLDDATA to bypass and what HELD maintenance to
exclude.

This iterative process repeats until all HOLDDATA is resolved or bypassed. You can then proceed to the next step.

A list of maintenance packages that are excluded during the processing of unresolved HOLDDATA is displayed in the
Summary step.

Apply CARS Maintenance

CSM lets you track and apply CARS maintenance for your products.

CARS is a set of maintenance packages that are installed and tested regularly on the Broadcom Mainframe Software
Division development, test, and production systems. Install CARS maintenance to keep your products current. Broadcom
releases CARS maintenance regularly. The release date determines the CARS maintenance level.
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To learn about new CARS maintenance that is available, download the files that are listed for published CARS
maintenance. You can configure CSM to download these files automatically, or add CARS files manually. You can filter
this maintenance in the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance section based on information that is in the files. You can
also select the packages that are applicable within a CARS level.

You can apply particular CARS maintenance packages. You can update all products in an SMP/E environment.

A CARS file can list a maintenance package that the HOLDDATA marked as PE (PTF in Error). The CARS file can also
reflect a corrective maintenance package for this PE that is not listed in this CARS file. This situation can occur if a
maintenance package is found in error after the CARS file is published. The CARS processing continues as expected, and
the maintenance package that is marked as PE is not applied. However, the CARS level for the product is not updated to
the current level until you apply the corrective maintenance package to the SMP/E environment.

Configure Automatic CARS File Download

You can configure CSM to download available CARS files automatically. After download, the files are stored in a USS
directory under the software catalog.

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Catalog link under System Settings in the Settings section on the
left side.

2. In the CARS Setting section, select the Enable Automatic Updates checkbox.
3. Set up field values and select Apply.

NOTE
To download available CARS files to the software catalog immediately, select Update Immediately.

The automatic CARS file download is configured.

Add a CARS File

If you cannot automatically download available CARS files, add them to the software catalog manually. Use the Add
CARS File link. The files that were added manually are stored in the same USS directory as other files.

1. Download the CARS file using FTP from the Broadcom file server directly to your USS directory.
a. Connect to the FTP site at the following location:

https://ftp.broadcom.com/secureuser/downloads

b. Log in to ftp.broadcom.com as follows:
user name: anonymous
password: your-email-address

c. Change to the following directory:
/pub/ASSIGNS

d. Change your download mode to ASCII.
e. Download the CARS file. These files appear in the format:

CARyymm.TXT

2. In the CSM web-based interface, select the Products tab, and select the Add CARS File link in the Actions section on
the left side.

3. Specify the USS path to the CARS file you want to add, and select OK.
Information about the CARS file is saved in the CSM Software Catalog USS database.

Apply CARS Maintenance to an SMP/E Environment

You can upgrade products that are installed in an SMP/E environment to a specific CARS level. During processing, CSM
verifies that maintenance packages that are associated with the selected CARS level can be applied to the products, and
then applies the packages.
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As an option, CSM lets you verify that the maintenance packages can be applied to the selected target zones without
applying the packages.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab.
2. From the list on the right, locate the SMP/E environment whose products you want to upgrade the CARS level for.

Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the SMP/E environment, and select Upgrade CARS Level.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

3. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
4. From the Summary step, review the summary and select Check and Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

CSM verifies and applies the CARS maintenance packages to the selected target zones.

If the task fails, navigate to the Tasks tab and review SMPOUT in the task output to identify and correct problems. Rerun
the wizard.

You can accept the applied maintenance (except USERMODs) from the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.

Apply FIXCAT Maintenance

CSM lets you select and apply maintenance for your products according to FIXCAT.

FIXCAT (fix category) associates a maintenance package to one or more categories of PTFs (for example, installation,
function, z/OS version, or communication).

FIXCAT data is provided in the same file as error HOLDDATA. Error HOLDDATA contains FIXCAT HOLDDATA statements
that assign a maintenance package to a category. Select a category, and CSM determines and applies associated
maintenance packages to the selected products installed in an SMP/E environment.

Masking Maintenance Categories

When you select maintenance categories in the wizard, you can use masking.

Use an asterisk (*), or a percent sign (%), or both to specify naming masks. An asterisk substitutes for any number of
symbols. A percent sign substitutes for one symbol.

For example:
System.z/OS.*

Selects all the categories whose names start with System.z/OS.
System.z/OS.%%

Selects all the categories under System.z/OS whose last segment consists of two symbols.

Apply Maintenance by FIXCAT Category

You can select and apply maintenance for your products based on FIXCAT using CSM.

As an option, CSM lets you verify that the maintenance packages can be applied to the selected target zones without
applying the packages.
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While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab.
2. From the list on the right, locate the SMP/E environment whose products you want to apply FIXCAT

maintenance. Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the SMP/E environment, and select Update Using Fix
Categories.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

3. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
4. From the Summary step, review the summary, and select Check and Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

CSM verifies and applies the FIXCAT maintenance packages to the selected target zones.

If the task fails, navigate to the Tasks tab and review SMPOUT in the task output to identify and correct problems. Rerun
the wizard.

You can accept the applied maintenance (except USERMODs) from the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.

Restore Maintenance

You can restore (back out) an applied maintenance package (but not an accepted maintenance package).

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment from which you want to restore
maintenance.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to restore, and select the Restore link. You can filter out only applied
packages.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the restoring, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the list selections as required. Select Zones to review and adjust the zones where the maintenance

is restored from. You can only perform maintenance actions on zones you select here. Select OK to confirm the
selection and return to the wizard, and select Next.

6. Review the prerequisites if they exist, and select Next. CSM restores these prerequisites as part of the maintenance
restoring process.

7. Review the summary, and select Restore.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.
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The maintenance packages are restored.

Accept Maintenance

After maintenance has been applied, you can accept the maintenance for products that are installed in an SMP/E
environment. You cannot accept USERMODs.

Use this procedure to accept the maintenance in GROUP mode.

WARNING
Before you start, update the HOLDDATA in your software catalog. To do so, select Update HOLDDATA in the
Actions section on the Software Catalog page. You can also set up the automatic HOLDDATA download as
described previously in this article.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment whose products you want to accept
maintenance.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to accept, and select the Accept link.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the maintenance, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the accept list selections as required. Select Zones to review and adjust the zones where the

maintenance is accepted. You can only perform maintenance actions on zones you select here. Select OK to confirm
the selection and return to the wizard, and select Next.

6. Select the installation mode for the selected maintenance, and select Next.
7. Perform one of the following actions to address prerequisites:

– If no prerequisites exist, select Next. A list of HOLDDATA appears.
– If prerequisites exist and are available, review them, and Select Next. A list of HOLDDATA appears. The

prerequisites are accepted as part of the process.
– If a prerequisite is not available, the wizard cannot continue. Select Cancel to exit the wizard. Acquire the

prerequisite and restart the process.
8. Review HOLDDATA entries, if they exist. Select Export Table to open all HOLDDATA information for all selected

maintenance in a separate browser window. Selecting Export Table is similar to running the LIST SYSMODS
HOLDDATA command within your SMP/E environment.

9. Select Next.
SMP/E work DDDEFs of SMPWRKx and SYSUTx, with their allocation parameters, are listed.

10. Review the work DDDEF allocation parameters, and edit them, if necessary, to verify that sufficient space is allocated
for them during the maintenance acceptance:

NOTE
Changes in the allocation parameters apply to the current maintenance processing only.

1. Select Override for a DDDEF to edit its allocation parameters.
A pop-up window opens.

2. Make the necessary changes, and select OK to confirm.
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The pop-up window closes, and the DDDEF entry is selected in the list indicating that the allocation parameters
have been overridden.

You can also:

• Update allocation parameters for the DDDEFs automatically by select Resolve Overrides.
CSM provides values for all DDDEFs based on the total size of the selected maintenance packages being
accepted. All DDDEF entries are selected in the list indicating that the allocation parameters have been overridden.

NOTE
To edit the allocation parameters for a DDDEF after automatically updating them with the Resolve
Overrides button, select Override. Make the necessary changes. Select OK to confirm and return to the
wizard.

• Cancel a parameter update for any DDDEF by clearing its checkbox.
11. (Optional) Select View SMP/E Work DDDEFs to review SMP/E work DDDEF and their allocation parameters for the

selected SMP/E environment zones. Select Close to return to the wizard.

NOTE
Sometimes, the allocation parameters differ from the allocation parameters that you obtained using the
Resolve Overrides button.

Select Next.
12. Review the summary, and select Accept.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are accepted.

Accept Maintenance in GROUPEXTEND Mode

CSM lets you invoke the SMP/E utility with the GROUPEXTEND option enabled for accepting maintenance.

When you accept maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode, the following installation modes are available:
Accept Check

Checks if the maintenance can be accepted to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode.
Accept

Accepts the maintenance to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode.
Accept Check and Accept

Checks if the maintenance can be accepted to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode. Then
accepts it if possible.

For the GROUPEXTEND option, CSM does not automatically receive and display maintenance or HOLDDATA
prerequisites that must be bypassed when accepting the maintenance. Accept check mode lets you check if any
prerequisites or HOLDDATA exist and report them in the task output.

How Maintenance in GROUPEXTEND Mode Works

Accept maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode in the following sequence:

1. Apply all maintenance packages that you want to include by the GROUPEXTEND option.
2. Run the maintenance in Accept check mode.

– If the task fails, review SMPOUT in the task output. Review if there are missing (not applied) maintenance
packages or HOLDDATA that must be resolved or bypassed.

– If the task succeeds, review SMPRPT in the task output. Review what maintenance packages were found and
accepted.
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3. Run the maintenance in Accept mode. Specify the maintenance packages that you want to exclude and HOLDDATA
that you want to bypass, if any exist.
The followings options are available for bypassing HOLDDATA:
– HOLDSYSTEM
– HOLDCLASS
– HOLDERROR
– HOLDUSER

You can run the maintenance in Accept mode in the same CSM session after Accept check mode is completed. The
values that you entered for Accept check mode are then prepopulated on the wizard dialogs.

Accept Maintenance with the GROUPEXTEND Option Enabled

You can accept maintenance (except USERMODs) with the GROUPEXTEND option enabled.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment holding the maintenance packages that you
want to accept in GROUPEXTEND mode.

2. Select Maintenance.
Maintenance packages available for the products are listed. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that
you have maintenance view criteria defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to accept in GROUPEXTEND mode, and select the Accept
GROUPEXTEND link.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment that is being used by another user, a notification message appears. You
are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification message
disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another SMP/E
environment.

4. Review the information about the maintenance, and select Next.
The packages that you want to accept are listed.

NOTE
Select a link in the Status column for a maintenance package, if available, to review a list of zones. The
zones indicate where the maintenance package is received, applied, or accepted. Select Close to return to
the wizard.

5. Review the packages, and select Next.

WARNING
For the GROUPEXTEND option, CSM does not automatically receive and display maintenance or
HOLDDATA prerequisites that must be bypassed when accepting the maintenance. Accept check mode lets
you review if any prerequisites or HOLDDATA exist and report them in the task output. Run the maintenance
in Accept check mode first.

6. Read the information that is displayed on this tab, and select Next.
The installation options appear.

7. Specify installation options as follows, and select Next:
a. Select the installation mode for the selected maintenance.
b. Review the GROUPEXTEND options and select the ones that you want to apply to the maintenance:

NOAPARS
Excludes APARs that resolve error reason ID.
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NOUSERMODS
Exclude USERMODs that resolve error reason ID.

c. (Optional) Enter maintenance packages that you want to exclude in the Excluded SYSMODs field. You can enter
several packages, separate them by a comma.

The Bypass HOLDDATA step of the wizard appears.
8. (Optional) Enter the BYPASS options for the HOLDDATA that you want to bypass during the maintenance installation.

You can enter several BYPASS options, separate them by a comma.
9. Select Next.
10. Review the summary, and select Accept GROUPEXTEND.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

NOTE

• If you run the maintenance installation in Accept check mode and the task succeeds, review SMPRPT in
the task output. Review what maintenance packages were found and accepted.

• If you run the maintenance installation in Accept check mode and the task fails, review SMPOUT in the
task output. Review if there are missing (not accepted) maintenance packages or HOLDDATA that must
be resolved or bypassed.

You completed maintaining products with CSM.

HOLDDATA
When you apply maintenance, you typically encounter SMP/E HOLDDATA. We use HOLDDATA to notify your SMP/E
system of SYSMODs that have errors or special conditions. We support system and external HOLDDATA.

Complete Configuration Tasks
This section describes the minimum configuration tasks needed before Librarian can be started, customized, and used in
your environment.

Configuration Best Practices
This section lists recommendations for how to configure your Librarian environment. 

BDAM Master File Configuration

You should initialize any shared BDAM master files with DSORG=PS. We also recommend using the following BDAM
block sizes:

• Device 2311: 3624; 1740; 828
• Device 2314: 7292; 3520; 1692; 1092; 792
• Device 3330: 13028; 6444; 3156; 2056; 1508; 1180
• Device 3340: 8368; 4100; 1966; 1254; 898; 680
• Device 3350: 9440; 4628; 3024; 2220; 1740; 1416; 1188; 1016
• Device 3375: 17600; 11616; 8608; 5600; 3200; 2176; 1504; 1056
• Device 3380: 23476; 15476; 11476; 7476; 4276; 2932; 2044;1044
• Device 3390: 27998; 18452; 13682; 7548; 4136; 2942; 2082; 1086
• Device 9345: 22928; 15072; 11156; 8808; 4100; 3008; 2144; 1180

Business Value:
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Correctly configuring your BDAM master files helps improve performance and reduces the risk of unpredictable results.

Batch Processing

We recommend using batch processing instead of online processing when performing a high volume of copy-and-move
transactions.

Business Value:

Librarian performs batch processing in the background, which helps improve performance for users initiating mass copy-
and-move transactions.

Enqueue and Dequeue Processing

We recommend using MIM or Global Resource Serialization (GRS) for enqueue and dequeue processing in shared z/OS
environments. If you are using , define the following QNAME ADRPRDCT:

ADRPRDCT GDIF=YES,SCOPE=ALL,EXEMPT=NO,ECMF=NO

If you are using GRS, adding ADRPRDCT to the conversion RNL converts hardware reserves to system enqueues. You
should define the following conversion RNL for the ADRPRDCT queue:

RNLDEF RNL(CON) TYPE(GENERIC) QNAME(ADRPRDCT) RNAME(master.file.qualifier)

Business Value:

Correctly configuring your enqueue and dequeue processing helps prevent data corruption.

LIB/CCF Chains

We recommend not altering LIB/CCF chains with checked-out members. We also recommend using change requests
(work orders) or creating a change request convention to use with individual projects.

Business Value:

Altering LIB/CCF chain elements with checked-out members can lead to unpredictable results. Change requests log
every activity against a member initiated using LIB/CCF, so improperly managing these requests can negatively affect
performance.

 

LIB/CCF System Master File Conversion
LIB/CCF supports VM/ESA, z/VM, and DB2. The format of certain LIB/CCF control records stored on the System Master
File has changed:

• A library definition (LDR) now contains a four-character VM/ESA and z/VM address instead of a three-character VM/
ESA and z/VM address.

• An LCDF chain now contains a field for a DB2 DBRM library name.

Therefore, an automatic conversion of these records takes place through release 4.4 LIB/CCF processing. When entering
Option 12.11 of LIB/CCF, the conversion occurs automatically if there are release 3.8 chains or library definitions found
on the System Master File. If no release 3.8 chains or library definitions are found, no conversion is necessary. Once
the process is complete, LCDF displays the message CONVERSION PERFORMED. Press PF1 to display the message
CDF066: LCDF HAS CONVERTED FROM 3.8 TO 4.4 FORMAT. LCDF checks for release 3.8 chains or library definitions
every time Option 12.11 is entered and performs the conversion whenever necessary.
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Attempting to use an unconverted release 3.8 format System Master File with any release 4.4 LIB/CCF function that
requires LCDF information (other than Option 12.11) results in the message OLD CHAIN/LDR. Pressing PF1 displays the
following message:

CDF067     T4nnnnn/T5nnnnnn MUST BE CONVERTED BEFORE USE.

Once the conversion process is complete, it is still possible to execute release 3.8 LIB/CCF against the release 4.4
System Master File. However, the following restrictions apply:

• If a library definition was updated with a four-character VM/ESA and z/VM address through Option 12.11.3 of release
4.4, release 3.8 displays the address as XXX. If this library definition is used with release 3.8 LIB/CCF, it must be
corrected through Option 12.11.3 of release 3.8 by entering a valid three-character VM/ESA and z/VM address.
Otherwise, LIB/CCF supplies the invalid address of XXX for subsequent processing. Thus, correcting the address
converts the library definition back to the release 3.8 format.

• If Option 12.11.2 is used to modify a chain, that chain is converted back to the release 3.8 format, that is, the DBRM
library name field is removed.

For the purposes of testing release 4.4, you can execute both release 3.8 and 4.4 LIB/CCF against the same 4.4 System
Master File. However, once release 4.4 is fully implemented, we strongly recommend that you discontinue using release
3.8 to avoid confusion due to the restrictions listed previously.

Allocate Optional VSAM Control File
The member LI44SVM in the CALJJCL library allocates this optional VSAM file.

To allocate the optional VSAM control file

1. Edit the JCL in member LI44VSM conform to your site standards.
2. Submit the job

Review the output to verify that the file was allocated successfully.

NOTE
This file serves as a catalog of Librarian wide record files and must be shared by all CPUs where Librarian
executes.

Initialize VSAM Control File
This step is optional, but must be performed if the optional VSAM control file was allocated (that is, if wide record master
files are to be used).

The member LI44INIT in the CALJJCL library initializes the VSAM file created in the Allocate Optional VSAM Control File
step.

To initialize the VSAM control file

1. Edit the JCL in the member LI44INT.
Conform to your site's standards.

2. Submit the job.
Review the output to verify that both steps ran successfully.

Receive/Apply Customer ID USERMOD
USERMOD MLJ4405 provides a way to customize the Librarian with a customer site name and customer ID. The
customer site name prints out on the batch Librarian job output header page and on the Comparator II default report. The
customer ID is required when assigning a management code (MCD) to a master file. See the "Security" sectio for details
on the MCD.
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NOTE
This USERMOD is optional and, if omitted, the site name defaults to Librarian and the customer ID defaults to
INITM.

Member LJMODRID on the CALJJCL library contains the SMP/E statements required for this USERMOD.

The LIBRID macro options for USERMOD MLJ4405 are:

CUSTID=INITM
Specify a five-character customer ID. The first character must be alphabetic. The next four characters can be
alphanumeric. The default is INITM.

INSTID=Librarian
Specify the name of your site. You must use apostrophes if the site name contains embedded blanks. The default
name is Librarian.

KANJIYN=N
Specify Y (yes) if your site uses DBCS characters or N (no) if it does not..

LANGUAGE=A
Librarian uses this parameter internally. Do not alter it.

RUNMASTX=NO
Specify YES to automatically call both input and output exits defined in the master file. The default, NO, requires
that exits defined in the master file be specified on PARM= when AFOLIBR is executed.

WORKUNIT=VIO
Specifies a temporary work DASD. If you leave this parameter blank, it defaults to VIO. You can override this
parameter setting with a work volume for temporary data sets.

Receive/Apply Module Rename USERMOD
During installation, the Librarian batch program is given a default name of AFOLIBR and Comparator II is given a default
name of COMP2. You can rename these modules through USERMOD MLJ4400.

Member LJMODAFO on the CALJJCL library contains the SMP/E job to rename these modules.

Alter the SMP/E control statements as follows:

++RENAME(AFOLIBR) TONAME(xxxxxxxx)

++RENAME(COMP2) TONAME(yyyyyyyy)

xxxxxxxx
Specifies the new name for the batch Librarian.

yyyyyyyy
Specifies the new name for Comparator II.

Delete the appropriate ++RENAME statement if you want to rename only one of the modules.

NOTE
The default name of AFOLIBR is used in subsequent steps of the installation process. If you rename AFOLIBR
to xxxxxxxx in this step, you must change all references of AFOLIBR to xxxxxxxx. For example, you must
change LIBNAME=AFOLIBR to reflect the new name when you assemble and link the $CCFGEN macro.

Install External Security Interface, Activate LAM Subsystem
CAIRIM must be executed on each CPU where Librarian executes to install the external security interface and LAM
Subsystem.
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Librarian uses SVC168 to implement the external security interface. During the RECEIVE and APPLY step of FMID
CALJ440 (the base Librarian), an SVC routine module (LVSSSVC) and a CAIRIM initialization module (LJ44INIT) were
link edited into the Librarian target load library (CAI.CAILIB). Librarian requires the LVSSVC module when an external
security system such as Top Secret, ACF2, or RACF is installed. LJ44INIT is a required module for Librarian, regardless
of whether an external security system is installed.

CAIRIM is used to install the SVC without an IPL. CAIRIM can be run as a started task. See the Common Components
and Services and OS/390 Getting Started and Common Components and Services for z/OS and OS/390 Administrator
Guide for details on executing the CAIRIM programs. Member LJLIBRIM on the CALJJCL library contains the necessary
CAIRIM initialization parameter for Librarian to install the SVC and activate the LAM subsystem.

NOTE
As previously mentioned, if a STEPLIB for Common Components and Services and OS/390 CAS9 initialization
is employed, you should add the Librarian CAILIB and a compatible Common Components and Services and
OS/390 CAILIB to the concatenation. This avoids back-leveling Librarian or the Librarian Access Method (LAM).

ECSA Requirement

During initialization, the LAM Subsystem acquires storage from the Extended Common Service Area (ECSA) to contain
the anchor points for control blocks. You can compute ECSA space for the LAM Subsystem using the following formula:

ESCA bytes equals ((MAXUSER plus 1) times 4) =

     876 +((number of wide record master file - 17) * 48)

The MAXUSER parameter is defined in the IEASYSxx member of SYS1.PARMLIB.

Activate LAM Subsystem

At this point, the LAM z/OS and OS/390 Subsystem is ready to be activated. In Release 4.4, LJ44INIT automatically calls
LR44INIT to start the LAM subsystem.

A successful initialization of LAM is acknowledged by the following message:

LAM002O LAM SUBSYSTEM SUCCESSFULLY INITIALIZED

If the subsystem was not successfully initialized, you can receive any of the following messages:

LAM001O LAM SUBSYSTEM UNSUCCESSFULLY INITIALIZED

Indicates that the LAM initialization module was unable to obtain CSA storage.

CA-LIBRARIAN *WARNING* LIB/AM OPTION LOAD MODULE (LAMMVS) NOT LOADED, LAM003O LAM SUBSYSTEM SUCCESSFULLY

 INITIALIZED; LIB/AM OPTION IS INACTIVE; LAMMVS NOT FOUND.

Indicates Librarian did not find the LIB/AM module LAMMVS.

CA-LIBRARIAN INITIALIZATION ERROR - SUBSYSTEM INITIALIZATION FAILED

Indicates that an error occurred while CAIRIM was initializing the subsystem. This message can be accompanied by
CAIRIM messages.

CA-LIBRARIAN INITIALIZATION ERROR - INVALID PARAMETERS SPECIFIED

Indicates that an invalid CAIRIM parameter was specified.

CA-LIBRARIAN INITIALIZATION ERROR - LAMMVS MODULE ALREADY LOADED

Indicates that LAM was already initialized.

If you do not receive any of these messages, the LAM subsystem was incorrectly defined to the operating system. Review
the activation step.
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How to Run Two Versions of the LAM Subsystem

The following procedure is provided for those sites that want to test a new release of the LAM Subsystem and do not have
a test system on which to run the new release. This procedure requires the use of the CAIRIM LAM initialization program
LJ44INIT. After performing this procedure, you can invoke the new version of LAM by coding the SUBSYS=LAMX JCL
parameter instead of SUBSYS=LAM.

NOTE
This procedure uses a four-character subsystem name of LAMX. You can change the last character. However,
the first three characters must be LAM.

CALJJCL library member LRLAMXRM contains a sample CAIRIM parameter to activate the LAMX subsystem. See
the Common Components and Services and OS/390 Getting Started and the Common Components and Services and
OS/390 Administrator Guide for details on starting or restarting CAIRIM.

To deactivate the LAMX subsystem, restart the CAIRIM task with PARM(DELETE,NAME=LAMX). Deactivating the LAMX
subsystem frees any CSA storage that LAMX acquired. Once LAMX is deactivated, you cannot activate it again until
the next operating system IPL. However, you can activate another LAM Subsystem with a different name (for example,
LAMY).

NOTE
Access to both Librarian CAILIBs (one for each subsystem) must be available to CAIRIM. You can do this
by putting it in either the CAS9 STEPLIB or in the system LINKLIB. If you are running a previous version of
Librarian from the LINKLIST, you must use a STEPLIB to go to the new version in the CAS9 procedure to pick
up the new version modules with like names.

Because LIB/AM loads Librarian modules at run time, there must be a STEPLIB to the Librarian CAILIB if it is not installed
in the linklist.

Modifying CAIRIM

To replace an active version of LIB/AM, you must modify the CAIRIM parameter for LIB/AM from:

PRODUCT(CA-LIB44) VERSION(LJ44) INIT(LJ44INIT)

to:

PRODUCT(CA-LIB44) VERSION(LJ44) INIT(LJ44INIT) PARM(REINIT)

To execute two versions of LIB/AM concurrently (for testing purposes), you must modify the CAIRIM parameter for LIB/AM
from:

PRODUCT(CA-LIB44) VERSION(LJ44) INIT(LJ44INIT)

to:

PRODUCT(CA-LIB44) VERSION(LJ44) INIT(LJ44INIT)

PARM(REINIT,NAME=LAMX)

To invoke the new version of LIB/AM, simply code SUBSYS=LAMX in the JCL.

RIM Rules

The only RIM parm card is:

PRODUCT (CA-LIBRARIAN) VERSION (LJ44) INIT(LJ44INIT)

The LR44INIT is no longer executed separately, but is called by the LJ44INIT program.

The default function is INIT. The default subsystem name is LAM. Because of these changes, the following parms are
accepted as the results:
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PRODUCT (CA-LIB) VERSION (LJ44) INIT(LJ44INIT) PARM(INIT) or

PRODUCT (CA-LIB) VERSION (LJ44) INIT(LJ44INIT)

PARM(INIT,NAME=LAMA)

The INIT function searches and uses the Librarian load modules, LVSSSVC, LAMMVS, and LAMMVS9, if found.
Otherwise, they are dynamically loaded into the MLPA (if the LIB/AM option is present). The LAM Subsystem name can
be specified for INIT.

PRODUCT (CA-LIB) VERSION (LJ44) INIT(LJ44INIT) PARM(DELETE) or

PRODUCT (CA-LIB) VERSION (LJ44) INIT(LJ44INIT)

PARM(DELETE,NAME=LAMA)

The DELETE function deactivates the Librarian Subsystem. It also deletes the dynamically loaded LAMMVS module from
the MLPA if the current one is in use by this subsystem.

PRODUCT (CA-LIB) VERSION (LJ44) INIT(LJ44INIT) PARM(REINIT) or

PRODUCT (CA-LIB) VERSION (LJ44) INIT(LJ44INIT)

PARM(REINIT,NAME=LAMA)

NOTE
Do not use the 'PARM(DELETE)' option on the initial startup of LJ44INIT. This causes the subsystem and
Librarian to initialize incorrectly and can cause various S0C4 abends.

The REINIT function activates the Librarian subsystem (or creates and activates it) and dynamically adds a new copy of
LAMMVS to the MLPA (if the LIB/AM option is present).

Optional External Security USERMOD

USERMOD MLJ4406 is provided for sites that have an external security system and do not wish to have the Librarian
basic or member level security managed master files. This USERMOD will disable Librarian's external security calls, and
will revert to utilizing the MCD codes for security on master files that are MCD-protected. The Extended security interfaces
directly to Top Secret, ACF2, and RACF are disabled. Dataset level security provided by external security packages will
still control the opening of a master file for READ or UPDATE.

Member LJMODSEC on the CALJJCL library contains the SMP/E statements required to receive and apply the
USERMOD.

NOTE
Applying this USERMOD does not eliminate the need to install the S910 component.

Execute LAMSERV (Optional)
Execute this step if you are using wide record master files.

The member LAMSERV in the CALJJCL library must be customized and subsequently copied into a valid system
procedure library (for example, SYS1.PROCLIB). You must then invoke the LAMSERV proc through a z/OS and OS/390
START command issued from any z/OS and OS/390 system console. LAMSERV must be started on each CPU where
Librarian executes.

NOTE
The LAMSERV region requires UPDATE security authority to the VSAM control file that was allocated in Step 9.
No other users need access to the control file.
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Install ELIPS (Optional)
WARNING
Each user must recover any pending members and delete member LIBEDRT from the ISPF profile data set
if you are going to use the new Wide Record Master Files. ELIPS release 4.2 rebuilds this table to include an
LRECL variable.

If you selected FMID CAL4400 at RECEIVE and APPLY time during installation, the ELIPS load modules were link edited
into Librarian target load library.

NOTE
You can use the Librarian target load library, CAI.CALJLINK, as a LNKLST or a STEPLIB library. If an ISPF
ISPLLIB concatenation is used, specify the library in that concatenation.

The following steps are required to complete the installation of ELIPS:

• Assemble and link the ELIPSGEN macro
• (Optional) Customize the ELIPS panels

Assemble and Link the ELIPSGEN Macro

The ELIPSGEN macro must be assembled and link edited to complete the installation of ELIPS. The ELIPSGEN macro
is the installation macro for ELIPS. It resides on the macro library (CAI.CALJMAC). Member LUELIGEN on the CALJJCL
library contains a job stream to assemble and link edit the macro into your Librarian target library.

NOTE
You must assemble and link edit the ELIPSGEN macro outside of SMP/E.

See the following ELIPSGEN macro parameters for the installation options that ELIPS provides. You can tailor these for
your own site's needs.

APANEL=(panelname[,panelname[...,panelname]] ) | (LIBIAS00,LIBIAS01)
This option lets your site define the name of the MAIN and ALTERNATE panels to use for the ARCHIVE LEVEL
selection list function.
The first panel defined is the default panel, the one shown when the user first enters the ALT function after
entering ELIPS. It is also the ALT 0 screen.
panelname

The name of the panels to use for the ARCHIVE LEVEL selection list function. If a single screen is
defined with no alternates, then the parentheses are not needed.

(LIBIAS00,LIBIAS01)
The default, specifies the panels that are provided on the installation tape.

ATYPn=(type,lang,seqcol,seqlen)
Defines the ELIPS Member Type-Language Code translation table.
n

The position in the type/language table where the entered information is placed. A table of default values
is shown below. Any position can be changed. Positions 18 through 32 can be added.

type
The member type to enter in the type/language table. The type is used for such purposes as allowing the
user to enter a member type for the LONG selection list and naming the edit profile to use.

lang
The 1- to 3-character Librarian language code to associate with the member type specified.
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seqcol
The default starting column for sequence numbers for this type of member. It must be specified as two
digits, in the form nn.

When you add a new member using the ELIPS EDIT function and you enter the language or type on the control
information panel, the sequence number starting column is taken from the Type/Language Table starting column
specification for the language or member type that you specify in this parameter. If the type is not found in the
table, then the master file default is used.

NOTE
If a starting sequence of 00 is placed in this position, the master file default starting sequence column is
used. (These are identified by asterisks in the table below.)

If an entry is duplicated in the table, it is found on a sequential basis. For example, the default shown in
the following table for member type PL1 is language code PL1. For type PL1F, it is also PL1. Therefore,
if a language code of PL1 is translated, it is always translated to the member type of PL1 since this
appears first on the table; but if a member type of PL1F is entered, it is translated from the table to a
language code of PL1.

The following table lists the defaults used in type/language translation.

ATYPn Member Type Language Code Sequence Start Length
ATYP1 ASM ASM 73 8
ATYP2 COBOL COB 01 6
ATYP3 PL1 PL1 73 8
ATYP4 PLIF PL1 73 8
ATYP5 FORT FOR 73 8
ATYP6 FORTGI FRG 73 8
ATYP7 FORTH FRH 73 8
ATYP8 GOFORT GOF 73 8
ATYP9 TEXT TXT 73 8
ATYP10 DATA DAT 00* 0*
ATYP11 CLIST CMD 00* 0*
ATYP12 CNTL JCL 73 8
ATYP13 BASIC BAS 00* 0*
ATYP14 VSBASIC VSB 00* 0*
ATYP15 RPG RPG 75 6
ATYP16 GIS GIS 00* 0*
ATYP17 MACRO MAC 73 8
ATYP18 COBOL2 CB2 01 6
ATYP19 COBOL3 CB3 01 6
ATYP20 EZTRIEV EZT 81 6
ATYP21 DYL260 D26 73 8
ATYP22 DYL280 D28 73 8
ATYP23 - 32 Not used Not used Not used Not used
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CCFCHK=YES|NO
Cross-checking is done with LIB/CCF to see if the master file is a LIB/CCF-controlled production master file. If it
is, only the BROWSE function is allowed on that master file.
YES

Cross checks with LIB/CCF each time a new master file is allocated and restricts access to a LIB/CCF-
controlled production master file to BROWSE only.

NOTE
When Top Secret protects all master files in all chains, you do not need to use the ELIPSGEN
option CCFCHK=YES. Using CCFCHK=YES adds considerable overhead (to read all the
chains in the CCF system master file) to determine the chain access allowed to the master file
being opened.

NO
(Default) Does not do this checking.

NOTE
If LIB/CCF-ISPF is not yet installed at your site, specify CCFCHK=NO. Failure to do so results in an
S806 abend for LIB/CCF load module $CCFCOMI when attempting to access any master file through
ELIPS.

CHECK=YES|NO
Specifies whether the LIB/TSO TLICD file checks for access to any update-type function in ELIPS (Edit, Update,
Rename). This parameter is provided for sites that use the LIB/TSO interface. If you do not use LIB/TSO, allow
this parameter to default to CHECK=NO.
YES

Specifies TLICD checking for each update-type access.
NO

The default. Does not do this checking.
DESC=NO|ADD|ADDSAVE

Specifies whether the DESCRIPTION field must be filled in before an add or an edit update can take place.
NO

The default. Indicates that the user can leave the description field blank.
ADD

Indicates that the user must enter a description for a member being added.
ADDSAVE

Indicates that the user must fill in the blank description field for ADDs, SAVEs, and INFO updates.
EXITnd=(C|L|O,name)

Defines the user exits for ELIPS.
nd

The exit node where the defined exec executes. At present, the only available nodes are FE (function
entrance), GA (general allocation), CR (command route), and SE (sub-function entrance). See the
"System Services" section for details on the exits.

C|L|O
Specifies the type of exit program used.

C
Command (CLIST or command processor) to execute using the ISPF SELECT CMD service.

L
Load module to execute using the ISPF SELECT PGM service.
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O
Object code to link into the ELIPSGEN load module at installation.

name
Name of the CLIST, load module, or program to execute every time this exit node is reached.

HIST=YES|NO
Specifies whether HISTory records are required when updating a member.
YES

HISTory records are required on all updates. If HIST=YES is specified, then, before an update takes
place, the CONTROL INFORMATION panel displays with a message indicating that HISTORY is
required. If the INFO command is used during EDIT and history records are inserted, they are used and
the panel does not redisplay.

NO
HISTory records are not required.

KANA=YES|NO
Specifies whether the HISTORY and DESCRIPTION fields entered on the information update panel are converted
to uppercase.
NO

(Default) The HISTORY and DESCRIPTION fields are not converted to uppercase, allowing the use of
Katakana in these fields.

YES
The HISTORY and DESCRIPTION fields are converted to uppercase.

NOTE
History cards are converted to upper case by the ISPF editor when displayed as NOTE lines by the
ELIPS HIST command if CAPS(ON) is set in the edit profile. If these were entered using KATAKANA
characters, they can be unreadable until the user sets CAPS(OFF).

LMCPAN=(panelname,[panelname[..,panelname]] )|(ELIPUML0,ELIPUML1,ELIPUML2)
Defines the names of the ALTERNATE panels to use for EDIT COPY Selection lists.
panelname

Indicates the name of the panels to use for the LONG Member Selection list. If a single screen is defined
with no alternates, then the parentheses are not needed.

LPANEL=(panelname,[panelname[...,panelname]] )|(LIBLIBILS01,LIBILS02)
Defines the name of the MAIN and ALTERNATE panels to use for the LONG Member Selection list. See the
section titled Customize Panels later in this section for restrictions on the contents of these panels.
The first panel defined is the default panel, and the one shown when the user first enters the LONG selection list
after entering ELIPS. It is also the ALT 0 screen.
panelname

Indicates the name of the panels to use for the LONG Member Selection list. If a single screen is defined
with no alternates, then the parentheses are not needed.

(LIBILS00,LIBILS01,LIBILS02)
(The default.) Specifies the panels that are provided on the installation tape.

LUDPAN=(panelname[,panelname])|(UTILPN10,UTILPN11)
Specifies the panels for the move/copy utility LONG PDS selection lists.

LUMPAN=(panelname[,panelname[...,panelname]] )|(UTILPN00,UTILPN01,TILPN02)
Specifies the panels for the move/copy utility LONG master file selection.
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MODE=EDIT|BROWSE
Specifies whether selected Librarian members can be updated (EDIT mode) or just read (BROWSE mode). If you
omit this parameter, the default, EDIT mode, is assumed.

PGMR=NO|ADD|ADDSAVE|SYSUID
Specifies whether PROGRAMMER NAME is required for an update.
NO

Specifies that the user optionally fills in the PROGRAMMER NAME field. The TSO USERID is put into the
PROGRAMMER NAME field automatically if the user does not enter a value.

ADD
(The default.) Specifies the PROGRAMMER NAME field must be filled in for an ADD.

ADDSAVE
The user is required to fill in the field for ADDs and SAVEs if it is blank.

SYSUID
ELIPS automatically uses the TSO ID as the PROGRAMMER NAME for all updates.

PRTBLK=blksize|3990
Specifies the transient file block size for the BROWSE function for printer members.
blksize

The block size to use when allocating the transient file when browsing a printer (133 byte) member. The
block size must be a multiple of 133.

3990
The default value.

NOTE
For efficiency, do not change this when using UNIT=VIO, the recommended default.

PSWD=U|R|D|N
Lets the site require the member password for the ELIPS functions listed following:

• U -- Requires a password for SAVE, EDIT, RENAME, and EDIT REPLACE.
• R -- Requires a password for BROWSE, COPY, PRINT, and EDIT COPY.
• D -- Requires a password for DELETE.
• N -- (The default.) Requires no passwords.

Note the following:

• Master files initialized with the NOBYPP option require passwords for any type of member access (except for
the INFO function), regardless of the PSWD keyword specification in this macro.

• Librarian passwords are not intended for use as a security mechanism as they appear in various batch
Librarian listings and in many online displays. However, you can use them as a check to verify that a member
name has been keyed correctly.

• To specify multiple values for the PSWD macro keyword, place the values in parethenthesis, separated by a
comma. For example: PSWD=(U,R,D).

QALLOW=YES|NO
Specifies whether the SHORT member selection list is allowed to show PROD2 members, even when the MCD
was not provided, to force the SHORT member list to use the quick path processing.
Quick path processing accesses member index information only. It is much quicker and more efficient than the
normal path.
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• YES -- You can use quick path processing for all master files. Displays the names of all members, including
those with a status of PROD2.

• NO -- (The default.) You cannot use quick path processing for Software-Lock-protected master files without a
management code.

Note the following:

• If you specify QALLOW=YES, you can modify the ELIPS Main Panel by removing the Q from the selection
list choices (L/S/Q). See the section titled ELIPS Main Panel Customization in this section for instructions.
The reason for doing this is that S and Q provide the same display when QALLOW=YES. However, although
removed from the choices displayed on the panel, the Q option is still processed if entered.

• If you are using the access control facility interface, access to a master file or member is determined by the
access rules for that master file or member. Therefore, specifying QALLOW=YES can still require that you
provide an MCD for a SHORT member selection list. Consult the "Security" section for details on the access
control facility interface, MCD, and PROD2 status.

SOPGMN=name
The SYSOUT program name (for example: DSPRINT) that is allowed for the PRINT function, in addition to
SYSOUT class and destination.

NOTE
In a Spool environment, if you want to allow the dynamic allocation of SYSOUT to a printer from
Librarian

The Spool subsystem must be active.
Alternatively, you can create print files in JES and let Spool capture the JES SYSOUT files by way of the XFER
or NJE interfaces. If you want to create the files in JES, then the SOPGMN is not required. See your Spool
documentation for more information on these interfaces.

TLICD=dsname|LIBR.TLICD
The data set name of the TLICD file to use for CHECK= checking. If you specify CHECK=NO, this option is
ignored.

• dsname -- The data set name of the TLICD file.
• LIBR.TLICD -- The default data set name of the TLICD file.

NOTE
This parameter is for sites that use the LIB/TSO interface. If your site does not use the LIB/TSO
interface, allow the CHECK= parameter to default to CHECK=NO and the TLICD= parameter is ignored.

TSOBLK=blksize|4080
The transient file block size for members.

• blksize -- The block size to use when allocating the transient file for EDIT and BROWSE of a non-printer (80
byte) member.

• 4080 -- The default value.

NOTE
For efficiency, do not change this block size when using UNIT=VIO (the recommended default).

TYPE=COBOL|type
The default member type to use as a low-level qualifier when allocating any necessary TSO files. Also use for
requesting the correct edit profile when the Librarian language code for the member is not in the installation Type/
Language Table.

UNIT=VIO|unitname
Specifies the UNIT name to use for the EDIT and BROWSE transient file.

• VIO -- (The default.) The name of the virtual I/O unit name for your system.
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NOTE
Wide record master file users should be aware that the device, or the device being emulated when
VIO, must support the LRECL of the largest members being placed in wide record master files.

• unitname -- Can be any normal DASD device unit name, but failing to use VIO substantially degrades ELIPS
EDIT and BROWSE performance.

ZEDBDSN=PREFIX|NOPREFIX
Specifies whether the high level qualifier of the RECOVERY DATASET DSN begins with the PREFIX or USERID.

• PREFIX -- (The default.) The prefix begins the data set name (for example, prefix.userid.LIB 00NN.BACKUP).
• NOPREFIX -- The user ID begins the data set name (for example, userid.LIB 00NN.BACKUP).

ZEDDISP=D|K
Specifies whether the RECOVERY DATASET is deleted or kept.

• D -- (The default.) Deletes the data set.
• K -- Keeps the data set.

NOTE
IBM has documented how to pre-allocate the recovery data sets. This keyword is supplied ONLY to
allow you to change this table variable per their instructions.

ZEDNUM=8|nn
Specifies the number of entries in the EDIT RECOVERY TABLE. Specify any number from 1 through 99,
inclusive. The default is 8.

Customize Panels

A site can choose to modify or add to the panels delivered with ELIPS. The panels are in the form of ISPF table panels.
They are modified by directly editing the panel library member; no other steps are necessary. Details on how to create and
modify panels are available in the documentation offered by IBM on ISPF Dialog Management Services.

Identifying Panels

Panel names are easily identified using the ISPF command PANELID. This command displays the panel name in the
upper left corner of each panel as it is presented. PANELID OFF removes the panel name from the display.

ELIPSGEN Panel Options

You can use the ELIPSGEN options APANEL, LPANEL, LUDPAN, LMCPAN, and LUMPAN to redefine the names of
the panels used for various selection lists. If these parameters are not coded, the default ELIPS panels are used. If you
choose to modify or completely replace any of these panels, do it with great care. Copy the existing panel member to a
new member where you can edit the new member, thereby keeping the original ELIPS panel intact.

Nonmodifiable Panel Content

The following fields, when found in any ELIPS selection panel, are required. Never remove them:

• Selection field
• Member name field
• Password field
• Newname field
• Level field, as found on ARCLIST panels or last updated field.

Removal of any of these fields results in ISPF dialog errors.
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ELIPS Main Panel Customization

If the ELIPSGEN option QALLOW=YES is specified, you modify the ELIPS main panel (LIBIP02) to remove the Q from
the selection list choices.

To do this, perform the following steps:

1. Edit panel LIBIP02.
2. Change the line containing

?SELECTION LIST   #===>!  (L/S/Q)

to
?SELECTION LIST   #===>!  (L/S)

3. Save the edit change.

Install the Roscoe Interface (Optional)
For a Roscoe user to access Librarian, Roscoe must have access to various I/O modules that are contained in the
Librarian target library (CAI.CALJLINK). You must add the CAI.CALJLINK library name to the Roscoe STEPLIB so that
Roscoe can automatically load the required Librarian load modules.

If upgrading from a previous release of Librarian, ensure that the pre-4.2 load modules are not accessed by performing
the following steps:

1. Delete any of the following Librarian load modules from the Roscoe load library:
– FAIRMCLS
– FAIRMOD
– FAIRLOC
– FAIROPN
– FAIRREC
– FAIRSEC
– FAIRERR
– LVSIOU
– LVSCOG01
– LVS4500

2. Remove any pre-4.2 Librarian load libraries from the STEPLIB in the Roscoe initialization JCL.
3. Add the APF authorized Librarian CALJLINK to the Roscoe STEPLIB.
4. Optionally, pre-load the Librarian base programs. Modify Roscoe startup by placing a pre-load statement for each

module in the Roscoe startup stream. The format of the load statement is:
PRELOAD=name,E

See CALJLINK member LJLIBPRE for the pre-load parameters.
5. If you use wide-record master files, then make sure LAMSERV is active.

LAMSERV is the started task that keeps a record of all the wide-record master files in the system. Having LAMSERV
active is important in a Roscoe environment because it enables Roscoe commands to present wide-record master files
in Librarian format rather than in PDS/PDSE format.

Install the ISPF Options
The tables, panels, messages, skeletons, and CLISTS for ELIPS and LIB/CCF were unloaded during Step 8 (APPLY).
Before using any of these ISPF options, you must perform the following steps:

1. Concatenate the Librarian ISPF libraries before the ISPF libraries in your TSO procedure or allocation CLIST as
follows:
//ISPTLIB DD DSN=CAI.CALJTENU,DISP=SHR LIB/CCF -CLU4401
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// DD DSN=CAI.CALUTENU,DISP=SHR ELIPS -CLU4401

//*PANELS

//ISPPLIB DD DSN=CAI.CALJPENU,DISP=SHR LIB/CCF -CLU4401

// DD DSN=CAI.CALUPENU,DISP=SHR ELIPS -CLU44

//*MESSAGES

//ISPMLIB DD DSN=CAI.CALJMENU,DISP=SHR LIB/CCF -CLU4401

// DD DSN=CAI.CALUMENU,DISP=SHR ELIPS -CLU44

//*SKELETONS

//ISPSLIB DD DSN=CAI.CALJSENU,DISP=SHR LIB/CCF -CLU4401

// DD DSN=CAI.CALUSENU,DISP=SHR ELIPS -CLU4401

2. Add the Librarian option to the ISPF primary menu (IBM panel ISR PRIM):

NOTE
You can modify ISR PRIM in the IBM panel library or copy ISR PRIM from the IBM panel library to
CAI.CALUPENU and modify the copy.

3. (Optional) Modify the Librarian panel LIBRPDF in CAI.CALUPENU to remove the LIB/CCF options (If you are not
installing LIB/CCF) by deleting lines 6 and 22.
The ISPF options are now properly installed and ready for use.

Copy LIB/CCF Model System
If your site is installing LIB/CCF for the first time, install the LIB/CCF model system. CALJJCL library member LJCCFMDL
contains sample JCL to allocate and define the LIB/CCF model system and restore the system files from the installation
tape.

WARNING
You must modify the -MCD statements in the LJCCFMDL with client-specific and date-specific information.
INITM is the default customer ID. If the customer ID was changed in Step 11, supply the new customer ID on
the -MCD statements in LJCCFMDL. See the "Security" section for details on the -MCD statement, specifically,
the section titled Assigning a Base Code. The model system base code for the System, Test, and History master
files is 0000, whereas the base code for the production master file is 0001.

Install LIB/TSO
LIB/TSO is the Librarian/TSO interface that consists of nine TSO command processors that can be executed from a
CLIST to process members on a Librarian master file. The following table lists the command processors, their aliases, and
their functions.

Module Alias Function
LIBADD LIBA LIBADD command adds a new member to

a master file.
LIBGET LIBG Copies a member from a master file into a

TSO data set.
LIBSAVE LIBS Updates a member retrieved by the

LIBGET command.
LIBDLM LIBD Deletes a member from the master file.
LIBINDEX LIBI Indexes the members for a single

programmer or an entire master file.
LIBLIST LIBL Displays information about a member.
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LIBCTL LIBC Lists the installation requirements
and defaults for the LIB/TSO and lists
information about the members copied by
LIBGET.

LIBEXP LIBX Updates a member retrieved by LIBGET or
still residing on the master file.

LIBUTI LIBU Performs delete and rename functions on
the TLICD.

LIBTSOGN None Load module containing common routines
and installation defaults for all LIB/TSO
commands. The FAIR routines can also be
in this module.

LIBTLICD None A utility program that creates and maintains
the LIB/TSO Control Directory (TLICD).

Installation of LIB/TSO consists of the following steps:

• 19A -- Apply USERMOD MLJ4407.
• 19B -- Create The LIB/TSO Control Directory (TLICD).
• 19C -- Install the HELP commands.

The $LIBTSO Macro

The $LIBTSO macro tailors LIB/TSO to your site's requirements. The $LIBTSO macro generates the LIBTSOGN load
module. CALJJCL member LUTSOIN2 contains USERMOD MLJ4407 to let you alter the $LIBTSO macro parameters.

ATYPn=(type,lan,comment-start,comment-symbol)
This optional parameter adds to or changes any of the Broadcom-supplied entries on the TSO type table. See
the section titled LIB/TSO Type Table later in this section for complete information on the ATYPn parameters. See
also the TYPE= parameter.

CHECK=[NO|YES|ALL]
Specifies whether additional TSO/SPF member checking is performed.

• NO -- No checking is performed.
• YES -- LIBGET and LIBDLM checks the TLICD to verify that the member is not outstanding to another user

through LIBGET.
• ALL -- Checking is performed by LIBGET, LIBDLM, and LIBEXP.

CONTROL=[RESERVE|ENQ]
Specifies that the integrity of the TLICD file directory is maintained by either the RESERVE or ENQ facility. (See
the section on the TLICD.)

DESC=[YES|NO]
Specifies whether a member description is required when a new member is added to master file through the
LIBADD command.

EXITxx=(exit-routine-name,exit-processing-symbols)
Specify an EXITxx keyword for each LIB/TSO command that you want exit processing performed for, where xx is:
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• LA for LIBADD
• LC for LIBCTL
• LD for LIBDLM
• LG for LIBGET
• LI for LIBINDEX
• LL for LIBLIST
• LS for LIBSAVE
• LU for LIBUTI
• LX for LIBXP

The exit-routine-name identifies the program where control is passed during exit processing. You can specify only
one program per command but can use the same program for more than one command. The exit-routine-name
can be 1 to 8 alphanumeric characters long. The first character is alphabetic or a national character.
The exit-processing-symbols identify the type of exit processing to perform for the command. The symbols are:

• CB -- Command buffer exit
• FA -- File allocation exit
• OP -- TSO output exit (LIBGET only)
• TE -- Command termination exit

You must specify at least one exit-processing-symbol, and can specify two or more by separating them with
commas. For example:
EXITA=(EXITPGM,CB)

EXITLG=(EXITPGM,CB,FA,OP)

NOTE
See the MASTX= parameter for information on the master file allocation exit.

If you do not specify any EXITxx parameter, exit processing is not performed.
See the "Systems Services" section for information on LIB/TSO exit processing.

HIST=[YES|NO]
Specifies whether a history record is required when updating a Librarian member through the LIBSAVE or LIBEXP
commands.

INC=[NO|RESEQ|NORESEQ|ASIS]
Specifies -INC statement expansion

• NO -- (Default) Does not expand the -INC statements in a Librarian member when the member is copied into a
TSO data set through the LIBGET command. Instead, they are converted into comment records.

• RESEQ -- Expands all -INC statements of a Librarian member and resequences the records from an included
member according to the sequence numbering attributes of the main member.

• NORESEQ -- Expands all -INC statements of a Librarian member, but the records of the included member are
not resequenced. The data set can be out of sequence as a result of using NORESEQ.

• ASIS -- Copies the member into the data set unchanged, without -INC statement expansion or comment
statements.

See the "Batch Commands" section for further information on -INC statement processing and sample comment
statements.

KANA=[YES|NO]
Specifies whether KATAKANA characters are accepted on the HIST and DESC of the LIBADD, LIBSAVE, and
LIBEXP commands.

LIBMSG=[TEMP|PERM|TERM]
Specifies where the Librarian Update Report is placed during LIBADD, LIBSAVE, LIBDLM, LIBEXP, and
LIBINDEX command processing.
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• TEMP -- (Default) Writes the report to a temporary data set and deletes it at the end of command processing.
• PERM -- Writes the report to a permanent data set.
• TERM -- Displays the report on the terminal. It is not written to any file.

LIBPARM=['parameter-string'|'NRJS,NJTA']
Specifies execution parameters to use for Librarian when it is executed in response to the LIBADD, LIBSAVE,
LIBDLM, LIBEXP, or LIBINDEX commands. The parameter string can be no more than 50 characters long and
must be enclosed in single quotation marks.

NOTE
An IEX or OEX parameter included in the parameter-string is ignored during execution if the master file
being accessed already has an input exit name or an output exit name permanently assigned to it. In
such cases, the permanently assigned exit name is used. If the master file does not have a permanently
assigned input or output exit name, the exit name specified on this parameter is used. See the "Systems
Services" section for information on permanently assigning an input or output exit name to a master file.

LIBRPGM=[batch-program-name|AFOLIBR]
Specifies the nonreentrant program name of Librarian used on the PGM field on the Job Control Language EXEC
statement. The program must either be link edited into a library in the system LINK list or in a library referenced by
the STEPLIB DD statement in the LOGON procedure.

NOTE
The name specified here must be the same name specified for Librarian in Step 12 of the installation
procedure.

LIST=[YES|NO]
Specifies whether a member listing is written to a data set when a new member is added to the master file
through the LIBADD command or when an existing member is updated through the LIBSAVE and LIBUPD
commands.

MASTER=[master-file-name|LIBR.MASTER]
Specifies the default Librarian master file used if one is not identified through the SOURCE or DSSOURCE
option. The master file name must be a fully qualified data set name from 1 to 44 characters long.

MASTEXT=user-dair-exit-name
Identifies the master file allocation exit program. See the "Systems Services" section. The exit program name
must be from 1 to 8 characters long. The user exit program must exist as a load module in a library in the system
link list or in a library referenced by the STEPLIB DD in the LOGON procedure.

MASTHI=[high-order-mast-name|LIBR]
Specifies the high-order (leftmost) portion of master file name for the SOURCE option. The high-order portion
can consist of one field or several fields separated by periods. Each field can consist of 1 to 8 alphanumeric
characters with an initial non-numeric character. The entire high-order portion can be no more than 42 characters
long including periods.

MAXMOD=[nn|5]
Specifies the maximum number of outstanding members per user allowed by the LIBGET command. An
outstanding member is one that a LIBGET command retrieved but did not yet return to the master file through a
LIBSAVE command. Members retrieved by a LIBGET with the READONLY option specified are not considered
outstanding members. The LIB/TSO Control Directory (TLICD) keeps track of outstanding members. You can
permit from 1 to 99 outstanding members per user; the number should be the same as in the TLICD.

PDSDIR=[nnnnn|25]
Specifies the number of directory blocks allocated to a new TSO partitioned data set created by the LIBGET
command.

PDSPRI=[nnnnn|50]
Specifies the primary number of blocks allocated to a new partitioned data set created by the LIBGET command.
The size of the block is specified by the TSOBLK parameter.
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PDSSEC=[nnnnn|50]
Specifies the secondary number of blocks allocated to a new TSO partitioned data set created by the LIBGET
command. The size of the block is specified by the TSOBLK parameter.

PGMR=[NO|ADD|ADDSAVE]
Specifies whether a programmer name must be specified on the LIBADD, LIBSAVE, and LIBEXP commands.

• NO -- Programmer name is not required.
• ADD -- (Default) Programmer name is required on the LIBADD command only.
• ADDSAVE -- Programmer name is required on the LIBSADD, LIBSAVE, and LIBEXP commands.

PREFIX=[YES|NO]
This parameter determines the prefix to use as the leftmost field of:

• The TSO data set name generated by the LIBADD, LIBGET, LIBSAVE, and LIBEXP commands.
• The TSO data set name if it is specified without quote marks on the TSODSN parameter.
• Master file name if it is specified without quote marks on the DSSOURCE parameter.
• The MSGS, LIST, and INDEX file names generated by LIBADD, LIBDLM, LIBINDEX, LIBSAVE, and LIBEXP.

Under z/OS and OS/390, if PREFIX=YES is specified and a prefix is specified in the profile, the prefix is attached
to the data set or master file name. If PREFIX=YES is specified and a prefix is not specified in the profile, the user
ID is prefixed to the data set or master file name. If PREFIX=NO is specified, the user ID is used as the prefix.
PREFIX=NO must be specified for SVS.

PRTBLK=[nnnnn|3990]
Specifies the block size of the listing (LIST) and message (PERMMSG, TEMPMSG, and LONGT) files used by
the batch Librarian. The block size must be specified in multiples of 133 and must be less than the maximum track
size of the device or 32718, whichever is less.

PSWD=[D|DG|DGSX|DGSXL|NO]
Specifies whether the member password is required when accessing a member through the LIBDLM, LIBGET,
LIBSAVE, LIBEXP, and LIBLIST commands. The password is required when the following variables are specified:

• D -- Required only on LIBDLM command.
• DG -- Required on LIBDLM and LIBGET commands.
• DGSX -- Required on LIBDLM, LIBGET, LIBSAVE, and LIBEXP commands.
• DGSXL -- Required on LIBDLM, LIBGET, LIBSAVE, LIBEXP, and LIBLIST commands.
• NO -- (Default) Specifies that the password is not required to access a Librarian member through LIB/TSO.

Note the following:

• If the master file was initialized with NOBYPP specified, this parameter is ignored and the password is required
for all commands.

• Librarian passwords are not intended for use as a security mechanism as they appear in various batch
Librarian listings and in many online displays. However, you can use them as a check to verify that a member
name has been keyed correctly.

SPFQN=[major-qname|SPFDSN|SPFEDIT]
Specifies the 1- to 8-character major-qname used by the SPF or ISPF/PDF editor. The default name is SPFEDIT.
The qname enforces data set integrity during LIB/ISPF-TSO command processing against SPF or ISPF/PDF
editor and utility processing. Since the qname can vary from release to release of SPF and ISPF/PDF, you must
be sure to obtain the correct qname. See the "ISPF Installation and Customization" section.

TLICD=[data-set-name|LIBR.TLICD]
Specifies the data-set-name of the Librarian ISPF-TSO Control Directory (TLICD). The specified data set name
must be fully qualified and can be 1 to 44 characters long. The name specified here must be the same as the data
set name specified on the FILEOUT DD statement on the LIBTLICD utility execution that creates TLICD. See the
"Systems Services" section for more information on TLICD.
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NOTE
If you are upgrading from LIB/TSO Release 3.0 or later, the name specified for TLICD must be the same
as the currently existing TLICD.

TSOBLK=[nnnnn|3120]
Specifies the block size of a new TSO data set created by the LIBGET command. The data set can be sequential
or partitioned. The block size must be specified in multiples of 80 and must be less than the maximum track size
of the device or 32720, whichever is less.

TYPE=[type|COBOL]
Specifies the default mode or TSO data set language type if not specified on the LIBADD, LIBGET, and LIBEXP
commands.
The type specified here should be the one most commonly used at the site. Broadcom provides 16 assigned
types plus 10 unassigned types. You can override the 16 Broadcom-supplied types and reassign all 26 entries.
The following lists the valid types and their meanings.

• ASM -- Assembly statements
• BASIC -- BASIC statements
• CLIST -- TSO commands
• CNTL -- JCL and SYSIN for SUBMIT command
• COBOL -- ANS COBOL statements
• DATA -- Uppercase data
• FORT -- FORTRAN statements
• FORTGI -- FORTRAN GI statements
• FORTH -- FORTRAN H statements
• GIS -- Generalized Information System (GIS) routines
• GOFORT -- FORTRAN code and Go statements
• PLI -- PL/I checkout or PL/I optimizing compiler statements
• PLIF -- PL/I(F) Compiler statements
• RPG -- Report program generator statements
• TEXT -- Upper and lower case text
• VSBASIC -- VSBASIC statements

UPDBLK=[nnnn|4080]
Specifies the block size of the update file used by the batch Librarian for the LIBADD, LIBSAVE, LIBEXP,
LIBDLM, and LIBINDEX commands. The block size must be specified in multiples of 80 and must be less than the
maximum device track size or 32720, whichever is less.

Create the TLICD File

TLICD is a directory of users that used the LIBGET command and the members that they copied from Librarian master
files to TSO data sets through the LIBGET command.

TLICD is a partitioned data set, initialized by the LIBTLICD utility program. Through this utility, you specify the number of
TSO users permitted to access members through the LIBGET command and the number of members a single user can
access concurrently.

When each user of the system issues a LIBGET command for the first time, a permanent, unique TLICD member is
created for that user. The user's user ID is the member name.

LIBGET records the status of the retrieved member and the TSO data set on TLICD file entry. Later, the LIBSAVE
command uses the status information in the entry to update the member. The entry on TLICD file is deleted automatically
by the LIBSAVE command, or can be deleted on request by the LIBCTL command.
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WARNING
If upgrading from a previous release of Librarian and using an existing TLICD file, the file should not be re-
initialized as that deletes all the information in the existing TLICD.

Modifying the Sample JCL

CALJJCL member LUTSOIN1 contains sample JCL to create the TLICD file.

The FILEOUT DD statement that defines the new TLICD file must have the same data set name as the data set specified
by the keyword TLICD= of the $LIBTSO macro and ELISPGEN macro. The values for the SPACE= parameter and block
size must be calculated as follows:

Blksize = 150 x a

Primary = b + (b/6)

Secondary = b/6

Directory= (B/20) + 1

where:

a
The number of outstanding members allowed per user (specified in the $LIBTSO MAXMOD parameter).

b
The number of TSO users.

For example, if the parameter MAXMOD=5 is specified and there are 30 TSO users, then:

Blksize = 150 x 5 = 750

Primary = 30 + 30/6 = 35

Secondary = 30/6 = 5

Directory = (30/20) + 1 = 3

The block size specified must not exceed the maximum track size of the device or 32720, whichever is less. The SYSIN
DD statement of defines the input control statement to the program LIBTLICD.

• FORMAT causes LIBTLICD to create a new TLICD file.
• MODULES specifies, for any one user, the number of members outstanding through the LIBGET command. The

number must be the same as that specified on the MAXMOD= parameter of the $LIBTSO macro.
• USERS specifies the number of TSO users who can access the TLICD file through LIB/TSO.

Example

For example, if the parameter MAXMOD=5 is specified and there are 30 TSO users, then:

FORMAT MODULES=5,USERS=37

For further information on generating TLICD and for information on maintaining the file, see the "Systems Services"
section.

Install the LIB/TSO HELP Commands

The LIB/TSO HELP commands reside in the CAI.CALUHENU target library. This library can be made available using one
of the following methods:

• Copy CAI.CALUHENU to LUTSOIN4.
• Add CAI.CALUHENU to the SYSHELP concatenation in the TSO logon procedure.

The HELP commands are LIBADD, LIBCTL, LIBDLM, LIBGET, LIBINDEX, LIBLIST, LIBSAVE, and LIBEXP.
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Help Aliases

You can assign the Librarian/TSO HELP command aliases (LIBA, LIBC, LIBD, LIBG, LIBI, LIBL, LIBS, and LIBX) to the
commands using the CALJJCL CLIST LUTSOIN3. The assignment of aliases is optional. If the alias names conflict with
names currently in use in other commands, you can assign other aliases or no aliases.

Modifying the TSO Command Table

If all LIB/TSO load modules are installed in the link pack area, you must modify the TSO command table (ISPTCM) to
include all LIB/TSO command names.

For more information on table modification, see the IBM SPF for z/OS and OS/390 Installation and Customization Guide.

LIB/TSO Type Table

The LIBADD, LIBEXP, and LIBGET commands all have a type option to specify the member's contents: program, data,
or control records (and if program records, the language). By interpreting the type entry, Librarian formats any comment
statements it might insert into the member during command processing. To interpret the type entry, Librarian relies on
the LIB/TSO type table. The type table is generated during installation and contains an entry for each valid member type.
Each entry provides the following information:

• Type
• Librarian language code
• Starting column for a comment statement for the type
• Symbol used for the comment statement for the type.

Broadcom supplies 16 default entries for the type table and 10 additional unassigned entries. You can use the ATYPn
parameter of the $LIBTSO macro to alter the Broadcom-supplied entries and to generate additional entries on the type
table. The 16 Broadcom-supplied default entries are presented on the following table .

NOTE
The type option is also used for default data set name processing. If default name processing is in effect, the
type entry becomes the descriptive-qualifier for the data set name built by the command.

The format for the ATYPn parameter is:

ATYPn=(type,lan,comment-start,comment-symbol)

ATYPn
The parameter where n can be any integer from 1 to 26.

type
A 1- to 8-character TSO type. This entry is the type entry for the LIBADD, LIBGET, and LIBEXP commands and
the descriptive qualifier for TSO data sets used by these commands. The TSO type cannot duplicate any of these
command operands.

lan
A 1- to 3-character language code identifying the contents of the member. The code is stored as a -LANG record
with the member.

comment-start
The column number where the comment statement for the TSO type must start. Acceptable values are 1 through
10.

comment-symbol
A 1- to 3-character comment statement symbol that the TSO type must use.

For example, to establish a new type entry with the name EBASIC, a language code of EBS, and a double asterisk
beginning in column 1 as a comment indicator, specify the following:
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ATYP17=(EBASIC,EBS,1.**)

On the other hand, if you wanted to change any of the established default assignments, you would enter the appropriate
ATYPn parameter, indicating the change. When making a change, you must specify all the fields even if you are modifying
one of them. For example, if you want to change the comment symbol for BASIC from an asterisk to an at sign ( ), enter
the following:

ATYP13=(BASIC,BAS,1,)

The following table lists the defaults used in type/language translation.

ATYPn Member Type Language Code Comment Start Comment Symbol
ATYP1 ASM ASM 1 *
ATYP2 COBOL COB 7 *
ATYP3 PL1 PL1 2 /*
ATYP4 PLIF PLI 2 /*
ATYP5 FORT FOR 1 C
ATYP6 FORTGI FRG 1 C
ATYP7 FORTH FRH 1 C
ATYP8 GOFORT GOF 1 *
ATYP9 TEXT TXT 1 *
ATYP10 DATA DAT 1 *
ATYP11 CLIST CMD 1 *
ATYP12 CNTL JCL 1 //*
ATYP13 BASIC BAS 1 *
ATYP14 VSBASIC VSB 1 *
ATYP15 RPG RPG 1 *
ATYP16 GIS GIS 1 *

Install LIB/CCF-Roscoe
In the Roscoe environment, LIB/CCF is implemented as a set of RPFs, panels, and ETSO programs.

FMID CLJ4402 (for LIB/CCF Roscoe) must be installed.

Release 6.0 or later of Roscoe is required if VSAM or PDS masters are used.

The Roscoe ETSO facility must be installed.

The following Roscoe startup parameters must be specified:

RUN=(SOR)

LOOP=32760

LOOPRST=YES

ENQTYPE=ISPF

If you are upgrading from CCF release 3.7 or earlier, you must:

• Transfer certain LIB/CCF tables from the CCF-Roscoe library to your system master file using the CCFCN37R RPF.
• Convert your system master file with the supplied conversion routine (CCFCNV37).
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Release 4.3 does not operate unless the system master file was converted. See this section for details on the RPF and
conversion program. After you perform this conversion, an additional, automatic system master file conversion occurs
when selecting Option 12.11.

If you are upgrading from LIB/CCF release 3.8, an automatic system master file conversion occurs.

If you are upgrading from LIB/CCF release 3.9, 4.1, or 4.2, no conversion is necessary.

The LIB/CCF-Roscoe installation procedure involves the following substeps:

Install the LIB/CCF RPF members.

1. Assemble and link the $CCFGEN macro to specify installation options.
2. Optionally apply LIB/CCF USERMODS.
3. Update the Eligible Program List (EPL).
4. Review the JCL skeletons and modify if necessary.
5. Modify the LIB/CCF system tables to reflect your installation options.

The following sections describe each substep in detail.

Install the LIB/CCF RPF Members

The LIB/CCF system is composed mainly of Roscoe RPFs. These RPFs are contained in CAI.CALJRPF that was
downloaded in step 7, where CAI is your high-level qualifier. The RPF named LIBCCFGN should be imported, saved
as LIBCCFGN, and executed under the Roscoe key where the RPFs are to be installed (this key is the LIB/CCF
administrator's key). The LIB/CCF RPFs require about 30,000 lines in the Roscoe library.

The format of the execution is:

LIBCCFGN FROM(CAI.CALJRPF)

CAI is replaced with your high-level qualifier. Executing LIBCCFGN installs the following Roscoe members:

• $CHGT100 -- CCF definition member
• $CHGJnnn -- JCL skeletons

When upgrading to a new LIB/CCF release, the existing tables and JCL skeletons (which were probably customized
during the previous installation) are not replaced, with the exception of:

• $CHGJ002
• $CHGJ004
• $CHGJ005
• $CHGJ009
• $CHGJ102

Panels:

• $CHGPANn
• $CHGPNnn
• CDFRPNnn
• CDFRHnnn

LIBCCFGN will rename these existing RPFs:

Name Renamed to
$CHGT000 $CHGT00o
$CHGT001 $CHGT01o
$CHGT002 $CHGT02o
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$CHGT003 $CHGT03o
$CHGT005 $CHGT05o
$CHGT008 $CHGT08o
$CHGT012 $CHGT0Co

The corresponding new 4.3 RPFs will then be installed:

• CCF -- Driver program
• $CHGPnnn -- Function programs
• $CHGHnnn -- Tutorial programs
• $CHGSnnn -- Service programs
• $CHGTnnn -- System table programs

Update $CHGT100

Fetch and attach the Roscoe member $CHGT100 and make sure that the following lines reflect the correct values for your
site.

• SYSMAST
• SYSBASE

SYSMAST is the data set name of your LIB/CCF system master file. SYSBASE is the MCD base code for the LIB/CCF
system master file.

Edit (by overtyping) any incorrect values and update the member.

NOTE
Only $CHGT100 will contain SYSMAST and SYSBASE information. If these fields exist in table $CHGT000
(ISPF Option 12.0), remove them.

Assemble and Link the $CCFGEN Macro

You must assemble and link edit the $CCFGEN macro to provide installation options, such as the name of the Librarian
batch program and the System Master file data set name.

CALJJCL member LJCCFGEN contains a sample job stream to assemble and link edit the $CCFGEN macro contained in
CAI.CAIMAC. Optionally, a LIB/CCF-Roscoe execution library can be allocated.

Note the following:

• You must assemble and link edit the $CCFGEN macro outside of SMP/E.
• The CCFGEN options load module can be shared between LIB/CCF-Roscoe and LIB/CCF-ISPF if both are installed

and share the same System Master file.

You can specify the following keywords where necessary to override the distribution defaults:

LIBCOPY=LIBRCOPY
(Default) The name of the LIBRCOPY program.

LIBNAME=AFOLIBR
The name of the batch Librarian program. If your site has renamed Librarian, you must specify the new name with
this keyword. The default is AFOLIBR. The default is 0000.

SYSMAST=LIBR.LIBCCF.SYSMAST
The data set name of the LIB/CCF System Master file. The default is LIBR.LIBCCF.SYSMAST.

SYSBASE=0000
The BASE MCD of the LIB/CCF System Master file. The default is 0000.
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FORMAT=MIXED|UPCASE
The format for printed reports.

• MIXED -- Prints reports in mixed case.
• UPCASE -- Prints reports in uppercase.

Apply Optional LIB/CCF USERMODS

To apply optional LIB/CCF usermods, follow these steps:

1. Rename LIBRCOPY.
2. Receive/apply optional usermods.

Rename LIBRCOPY

If the LIBCOPY keyword of the $CCFGEN macro specified a new name for the LIBRCOPY program in Step 20B,
USERMOD MLJ4401 must be applied. Member LJMODCPY on the CALJJCL library contains the SMP/E JCL to receive
and apply the USERMOD. Modify the following SMP/E control statement in LJMODCPY:

++RENAME(LIBRCOPY)   TONAME(xxxxxxxx).

The value of xxxxxxxx  is the new name for LIBRCOPY.

DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 Support

If DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 is installed and LIB/CCF is to track changes to DB2for z/OS and OS/390 source, LIB/CCF
USERMODs MLJ4401 and MLJ4303 are required. Members LJMODDB2 and LJMD2DB2 on the CALJJCL library contain
the SMP/E JCL to receive and apply the USERMODs. In member LJMODDB2, modify the REP DDDEF statement data
set name to reflect the name of your DB2 load library. For more information on DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 support in LIB/
CCF, See the "Implementing LIB/CCF" section.

NOTE
When doing the Roscoe receives, be sure that you receive LJMODDB2 before LJMD2DB2.

Also, be sure to use members LJMD2DB2, LJMODDDB2, and LUMMODDB2 for the SMP/E environment.

Update the Eligible Program List

You must identify programs to execute under ETSO in the Roscoe Eligible Program List (EPL). This list must be in
ascending EBCDIC order. See the "Installing" section for details on updating the EPL. Use the values specified in
CALJJCL member LJCCFEPL. If AFOLIBR or LIBRCOPY were renamed in Step 12 or Step 20C, respectively, modify the
EPL entries for those load modules accordingly.

Specifically, update member LJCCFEPL for CAI.CALJJCL by specifying Y under MODE for all CCF programs, AFOLIBR,
and LIBRCOPY.

Note the following:

• Add the LIB/CCF execution library to the Roscoe ETSOLIB DD statement.
• If the Roscoe LIB/CCF access control option is used (that is, if LIBRCCF=pfx is present in the Roscoe startup

parameters), the LIB/CCF execution library must also be accessible to a Roscoe LOAD at initialization time. Either the
LIB/CCF load modules must be in the LPA or the Librarian target library, CAI.CALJLINK, and (if created) LIB/CCF load
library must be authorized and concatenated to the Roscoe load library in the STEPLIB DD concatenation. Roscoe
does not load modules from the LNKLST.

• Verify that the mode for all Librarian programs added to the EPL is set to Y. This is necessary to avoid sporadic ETS 30
messages (for example, message ETS30 ILLEGAL SVC ISSUED BY CALLING PROGRAM-SVC 107"). You can alter
the mode using CALJJCL member LJCCFEPL by inserting a Y in the MODE column for the appropriate member.
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Preloading Programs

Roscoe allows reentrant programs that execute under ETSO to be loaded at Roscoe initialization. Using this option
improves performance because the programs are already resident in memory when they are needed for execution. Using
this facility is optional. The format of the option is as follows:

PRELOAD=name,E

name is the name of the program to pre-load. The PRELOAD statement is placed in the Roscoe startup stream.

See CALJJCL member LJCCFPRE for the pre-load parameters.

Review the JCL Skeletons

After the LIB/CCF JCL skeleton members are copied to the LIB/CCF Roscoe key, you need to review the JCL skeletons.

NOTE
For more information about JCL skeleton members, see the "Implementing LIB/CCF" section.

1. Review the following compiler JCL skeletons for conformation with your installation:
– $CHGJ010
– $CHGJ011
– $CHGJ012
– $CHGJT10
– $CHGJT11
– $CHGJT12

2. If necessary, add a STEPLIB DD statement for the batch Librarian load library to the following skeletons:
– $CHGJ001
– $CHGJ002
– $CHGJ004
– $CHGJ006
– $CHGJ010
– $CHGJ011
– $CHGJ012
– $CHGJ030
– $CHGJ031
– $CHGJ032
– $CHGJ200
– $CHGJ201
– $CHGJ500
– $CHGJ501
– $CHGJ102
– $CHGJT10
– $CHGJT11
– $CHGJT12
– $CHGJ009

3. Modify $CHGJ500 to provide the ISPF library names.
4. If necessary, add a STEPLIB DD statement for the LIB/CCF load library that contains the $CCFCOMI load module to

the following skeletons:
– $CHGJ009
– $CHGJ102

5. Execute RPF CCFCBHSK to create skeletons for the batch login skeletons as follows:
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CCFCBHSK DS(CAI.CALJSENU)

NOTE
If you are using external security, ensure the SYSMAST has sufficient update access before running
CCFCBHSK. For details, see "Basic Security Access Authorities" for your security package in the "Security"
section.

Modify the LIB/CCF System Tables

You must do the following from the LIB/CCF administrator Roscoe key before you can use the LIB/CCF model system:

• Update Option 12.0 (PROFILE) to specify control group members (using the CNTLID keyword).
• Update Option 12.1 (USER) to specify users.
• Update Option 12.2 (MANAGER) to specify managers.
• Update Option 12.3 (PROGRAMMER) to specify programmers.

See the "Implementing LIB/CCF" section for details on the administrator functions, the model system configuration, and a
demo script that you can use to walk through a LIB/CCF cycle.

Executing LIB/CCF-Roscoe

After LIB/CCF is installed, you can execute it by entering the name of the entry program:

CCF

Optionally, you can make an option specification as either of the following:

• CCF 3
• CCF 8.2

Install LIB/CCF-ISPF(TSO)
LIB/CCF-ISPF(TSO) is implemented as an ISPF dialog application.

FMID CALU441 (for LIB/CCF-ISPF) must have been received and applied.

TSO/E version 1.2 or above must be installed.

ISPF/PDF version 2.2 or above must be installed.

If you are upgrading from LIB/CCF release 3.7 or earlier, you must convert your system master file with the supplied
conversion routine (CCFCNV37). Release 4.3 does not operate unless the system master file was converted. For more
information, see the section "Upgrading from LIB/CCF Release 3.7 or Earlier". After you perform this conversion, an
additional automatic system master file conversion occurs.

If you are upgrading from LIB/CCF release 3.8, an automatic system master file conversion occurs. For more information,
see the section "LIB/CCF System Master FileConversion".

If you are upgrading from LIB/CCF release 3.9, 4.1, or 4.2, no conversion is necessary.

The LIB/CCF-ISPF(TSO) installation procedure involves the following substeps:

NOTE
If you are upgrading from a previous release of LIB/CCF, skip substeps D and E.
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• A. Assemble and link the $CCFGEN macro to specify installation options.
• B. (Optional) Apply LIB/CCF USERMODS.
• C. (Optional) Update the TSO authorized program name table.
• D. Review the JCL skeletons and modify as necessary.
• E. Modify the LIB/CCF system tables to reflect your installation options.

Assemble and Link the $CCFGEN Macro

You must assemble and link edit the $CCFGEN macro to provide installation options such as the LIB/CCF administrator
ID and the System Master file data set name. CALJJCL member LUCCFGEN contains a sample job stream to assemble
and link edit the $CCFGEN macro contained in CAI.CAIMAC. Optionally, you can allocate a LIB/CCF-ISPF(TSO)
execution library.

Note the following:

• You must assemble and link edit the $CCFGEN macro outside of SMP/E.
• The CCFGEN options load module can be shared between LIB/CCF-Roscoe and LIB/CCF-ISPF if both are installed

and share the same System Master file.

You can specify the following keywords where necessary to override the distribution defaults:

ADMINID=userid
The SYSUID of the LIB/CCF administrator responsible for defining default system processing, user IDs, and file
information to LIB/CCF through the administrator function panels. Once LIB/CCF is installed, this administrator
can define other administrators through the LIB/CCF Option 12.0 ADMINID keyword. See the "Implementing LIB/
CCF" section for details.

APFLIB=SYS1.LINKLIB
The data set name of the authorized program library where $CCFP101 resides. $CCFP101 is an optional
program. See Step 21C for more information. If $CCFP101 is not used, this keyword is ignored. The default is
SYS1.LINKLIB.

EXITn=LINK|LOAD
The value of n is the number of the user exit program (0 through 15, excluding 11). LOAD is the default.
Regardless of the EXITn= specification, LIB/CCF exits are not invoked unless specified in Option 12.0 of the
LIB/CCF administrator functions. See the "Implementing LIB/CCF" section for details on the Option 12.0 EXITn
keyword and user exits.

• LINK -- The exit is linked with the LIB/CCF programs.
• LOAD -- (The default.) LIB/CCF issues a program LOAD for the exit at execution time.

FORMAT=MIXED|UPCASE
The format for printed reports.

• MIXED -- Prints reports in mixed case.
• UPCASE -- (Default) Prints reports in uppercase.

IEBCLIB=SYS1.LINKLIB
The data set name of the authorized program library where IEBCOPY resides. The default is SYS1.LINKLIB.

IEBCOPY=IEBCOPY
The name of the IBM IEBCOPY program. If your site renamed IEBCOPY, you must specify the new name in the
$CCFGEN macro.
IEBCOPY is used when a site chooses to back up load modules before link editing into these libraries. It is used if
a test object library is defined to LIB/CCF, so that object modules are moved into a production object library. The
default is IEBCOPY.
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INTRUPT=YES|NO
Indicates whether the LIB/CCF programs are interruptable (can be specified as YES to allow testing under TSO
TEST). The default is NO.

LNKEDIT=IEWL
The name of the linkage editor program. The default is IEWL.

LIBCOPY=LIBRCOPY
The name of the LIBRCOPY program. The default is LIBRCOPY.

LIBNAME=AFOLIBR
The name of the batch Librarian program. If your site renamed Librarian, you must specify the new name with this
keyword. The default is AFOLIBR.

SYSBASE=0000
The BASE MCD of the LIB/CCF System Master file. The default value is 0000.

SYSMAST=LIBR.LIBCCF.SYSMAST
The data set name of the LIB/CCF System Master file. The default is LIBR.LIBCCF.SYSMAST.

Apply Optional LIB/CCF USERMODS

To apply optional LIB/CCF usermods, follow these steps:

1. Rename LIBRCOPY.
2. Receive/apply optional usermods.

Rename LIBRCOPY

If the LIBCOPY keyword of the $CCFGEN macro specified a new name for the LIBRCOPY program in Step 21A,
USERMOD MLJ4401 must be applied. Member LJMODCPY on the CALJJCL library contains the SMP/E JCL to receive
and apply the USERMOD. Modify the following SMP/E control statement in LJMODCPY:

++RENAME(LIBRCOPY) TONAME(xxxxxxxx).

xxxxxxxx is the new name for LIBRCOPY.

NOTE
USERMOD MLJ4401 might already be applied if LIB/CCF-Roscoe is installed.

DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 Support

If DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 is installed and you are going to use LIB/CCF to track changes to DB2 for z/OS and OS/390
source, LIB/CCF USERMODs MLJ4402 and MLJ4404 are required. CALJJCL members LJMODDB2 and LUMODDB2
contain the SMP/E statements to receive/apply the USERMODs. In member LJMODDB2, modify the REP DDDEF
statement data set name to reflect the name of your DB2 load library.

NOTE
USERMOD MLJ4402 (CALJJCL member LJMODDB2) might already be applied if you performed Step 20C
(Apply Optional LIB/CCF USERMODS). If so, you only need to apply USERMOD MLJ4404 (CALJJCL member
LUMODDB2).

Update the TSO Table (Optional)

Update the TSO authorized program name table, IKJEFTE8, to add program names $CCFP101 (optional) and IEBCOPY.
Program $CCFP101 is used only if LIB/CCF option 12.0 specifies EXIT9=YES. See the IBM System Programming Library
for TSO for more information on IKJEFTE8.
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Review the JCL Skeletons

The LIB/CCF JCL skeleton library (CAI.CALJSENU) is created in Step 7. Review the following compiler JCL skeletons for
conformation with your installation:

• $CCFJ010
• $CCFJ011
• $CCFJ012
• $CCFJT10
• $CCFJT11
• $CCFJT12

If necessary, add a STEPLIB DD statement for the batch Librarian load library to the following skeletons:

• $CCFJ001
• $CCFJ002
• $CCFJ004
• $CCFJ006
• $CCFJ010
• $CCFJ011
• $CCFJ012
• $CCFJ030
• $CCFJ031
• $CCFJ032
• $CCFJ200
• $CCFJ201
• $CCFJ500
• $CCFJ501

Modify $CCFJ500 to include ISPF libraries.

If necessary, add a STEPLIB DD statement for the LIB/CCF load library that contains the $CCFCOMI load module to the
following skeletons:

• $CCFJ100
• $CCFJ102

See the "Implementing LIB/CCF" section for more information on JCL skeletons.

Modify the LIB/CCF System Tables

The LIB/CCF administrator (defined in Step 21A by the $CCFGEN macro keyword ADMINID) must do the following before
you can use the LIB/CCF-ISPF model system:

• Update Option 12.0 (PROFILE) to specify control group members (using the CNTLID keyword).
• Update Option 12.1 (USER) to specify users.
• Update Option 12.2 (MANAGER) to specify managers.
• Update Option 12.3 (PROGRAMMER) to specify programmers.

See the "Implementing LIB/CCF" section for details on the administrator functions, the model system configuration, and a
demo script that you can use to walk through a LIB/CCF cycle.

Executing LIB/CCF-ISPF(TSO)

Execute LIB/CCF by selecting Option C on the Librarian selection menu (Option L from the main ISPF menu).
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Install LIB/DD

LIB/DD integrates Librarian with CA-Datadictionary using interface components of both. During installation, the installation
libraries for Common Components and Services VPE and the Librarian SMP/E target library (CAI.CAILIB) must be
available.

Member LJDDLNK on the CALJCLU library contains sample JCL to receive and apply the LIB/DD interface, USERMOD
MLJ4408.

Note the following:

• CA-Datadictionary must be installed to install LIB/DD.
• You must specify the Common Components and Services VPE distribution library in the USERMOD where noted if

Common Components and Services is installed in a different SMP/E zone.
• The CWU40LLD DD statement in member LJDDLNK refers to the Common Components and Services CWU4000

distribution library.
• Unresolved WXTRN messages are normal. Ignore them.

Verify the Product

Use CALJJCL member LJ44VER (if you installed Librarian without LIB/AM) and LR44VER (if you installed LIB/AM).
Review the JCL for the following and modify as necessary:

• STEPLIB DD statement data set name.
• EXEC statement for the AFOLIBR program name.
• MASTER DD statement for the library name.

Install UCRs (Optional)

The member in the CAI.CALJSAMP library (created during the Install) contains INSTUCR to install User Contributed
Routines (UCRs). You can find additional information on UCRs in the "Systems Services" section.

Upgrading from LIB/CCF 3.7 or Earlier
NOTE
This section is only for sites that are upgrading from LIB/CCF Important! release 3.7 or earlier.

Release 3.8 introduced the Library Chain Definition Function (LCDF) that eliminated certain LIB/CCF Administrator tables.
LCDF lets you define production and test master file pairs and their associated libraries (object, load, history) with any
number of intermediate Q/A and reject libraries. Each set of files contains a library chain defining a promotion path for
members under development.

One of the primary benefits of LCDF is that all master file definition information is collected into one set of members and is
shared by all CCF systems. Also, a file's characteristics are defined only once, regardless of how many library chains it is
used in.

LCDF is available in the Roscoe, ISPF(TSO) and ISPF(VM/ESA or z/VM) environments as Administrator option 12.11,
replacing the Master File Definition Table (12.4), the Production Master File Table (12.6), the History Master File Table
(12.7), and the VM/ESA and z/VM Master File Information Table (12.10). The information formerly carried in these tables
is now in restructured members on the System Master File.

If you are upgrading to release 4.4 from release 3.7 or earlier, the information in the affected tables must be converted
to the new format. LIB/CCF release 4.4 does not operate in the above environments without the information in the new
format.

To assist in the upgrade to release 4.4, there is a program to reformat the existing table information and update the
System Master File accordingly, allowing work in progress to continue.
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CCFCNV37
The CCF conversion program is named CCFCNV37. It is link edited into the CCF load library during the install process.
CCFCNV37 uses the contents of the following System Master File members to generate the LCDF members required by
version 4.4.

For LIB/CCF-Roscoe:

• $CHGT0004
• $CHGT0006
• $CHGT0007

For LIB/CCF-ISPF(TSO):

• $CCFT0004
• $CCFT0006
• $CCFT0007

For LIB/CCF-ISPF(VM/ESA and z/VM):

• $CCCT0004
• $CCCT0006
• $CCCT0007
• $CCCT0009

In addition, CCFCNV37 optionally converts the Language Definition Table, $CxxT005, to the 4.4 format that allows eight
characters for the language type.

Finally, CCFCNV37 inserts the appropriate chain entry number into existing MMR, MTR, and SLR entries.

Output from CCFCNV37 is a report of any error conditions detected, a file (CCFOUT) containing the Librarian control
statements to implement the conversion and, if requested through the PARM, direct an update of the CCF System Master.
You can define the CCF System Master explicitly or it can be picked up from the $CCFCOMI module.

As CCFCNV37 converts the various tables, it analyzes the information to determine whether there are conflicts between
different definitions of the same resources. Any such error writes a message to CCFPRINT and processing continues, but
no updating of the System Master takes place.

In the event of any of the tables having an invalid format, processing terminates immediately.

You can execute the conversion for one or more of the Roscoe, TSO ISPF, and VM/ESA or z/VM ISPF environments for
CCF; the PARM denotes which.

Execution of CCFCNV37
CCFCNV37 uses the following files:

MASTER
Defines the CCF System Master File to convert. If you omit this DD statement, CCFCNV37 tries to locate the
correct System Master through the $CCFCOMI module in the CCF load library. If you provide a MASTER DD, the
SYSBASE= operand in the parm must define the MCD base for the file.

CCFPRINT
Defines the report file. If omitted, CCFCNV37 tries to use the $CCFCOMI module to determine the printer
definitions required.
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CCFOUT
Defines the optional output file where Librarian control statements necessary to update the System Master File
with the reformatted table and control members are written. If omitted, NOCCFOUT must be specified in the
PARM.

STEPLIB
Can define the library containing the $CCFCOMI module if MASTER or CCFPRINT DD statements are omitted.

The following PARM operands are valid for CCFCNV37:

ROSCOE
Converts the Roscoe CCF tables (see below for information on converting in the Roscoe environment).

TSO
Converts the TSO/ISPF CCF tables.

CMS
Converts the CMS/ISPF CCF tables.

NOTABLE5
Suppresses conversion of $CxxT005 members.

NOCCFOUT
Suppresses use of CCFOUT to hold the Librarian update control stream.

SYSBASE=nnnn
Provides Librarian MCD base for the CCF System Master defined in the MASTER DD statement.

UPDATE
CCFCNV37 directly updates the CCF System Master during the execution of the conversion. If any table errors
are detected during conversion, the update is suppressed.

The UPDATE parameter and the CCFOUT file are not mutually exclusive; you can write the control stream to the output
file even though you request direct updating of the System Master File.

NOTE
If your site shares a CCF System Master File between CCF systems running under different environments (for
example ISPF(TSO) and ISPF(VM/ESA or z/VM)), then one conversion must be done for all the environments.
Failure to do this results in incomplete LCDF tables.

Reformatting the System Master File Under Roscoe
Where CCF is run under Roscoe, it is necessary to preprocess the conversion; the tables $CHGT002, $CHGT005 and
$CHGT006 normally reside only on the Roscoe library, and not on the CCF System Master. To handle this preprocessing
and to provide the opportunity to run the whole conversion process online, CCF/Roscoe supplies an RPF named
CCFCN37R.

CCFCN37R allows conversion of $CHGT005, reformats $CHGT002 and $CHGT006, and places them onto the CCF
System Master, and can execute CCFCNV37 in foreground using ETSO.

Before exercising the option to convert in foreground, ensure that the Roscoe procedure ETSOLIB statement defines
a library containing the module CCFCNV37, and that the ETSO EPL has CCFCNV37 defined to it. The following EPL
entry has been shown to suffice in most circumstances, although a System Master with very large tables and xxxCNTL0
members can require an increase in the CPU and memory values:

CCFCNV37  0256  0064  0032 N

CCFCN37R must be executed under the Roscoe CCF Administrator's prefix. The first panel describes the RPF. The
second requests conversion options.
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If N is placed against "Convert under ETSO," the RPF terminates after completing the conversion preprocessing. The
batch conversion, as described elsewhere, should then be used. The other fields on the panel equate to the PARM entries
for CCFCNV37.

Suggested Conversion Procedures (Roscoe and TSO)
 

Following is a guide to the steps to follow when converting to CCF release 4.4 from release 3.7 or earlier. You should
suspend CCF activity during the conversion, although if you use the UPDATE parm in Step4, suspension is absolutely
necessary during this step only.

1. Decide whether to provide a MASTER DD statement or allow CCFCNV37 to find a $CCFCOMI module. Using JCL
gives explicit control over the System Master converted, but does require the MCD base to be provided.

2. Run CCFCNV37 with the parm made up as follows:
– Roscoe if you run CCF/Roscoe with the chosen SYSMAST
– TSO if you run CCF/ISPF(TSO) with the chosen SYSMAST
– VM/ESA and z/VM if you run CCF/ISPF(VM/ESA or z/VM) with the chosen SYSMAST
– SYSBASE=nnnn if you have a MASTER DD statement

NOTE
If you are converting the Roscoe tables, at least the preprocessing must be run under Roscoe first.

// CONVRT37 JOB BOOTH,CLASS=7,MSGCLASS=X 

// CONVERT  EXEC PGM=CCFCNV37, 

//          PARM='ROSCOE,TSO,SYSBASE=6789' A 

// STEPLIB  DD DSN=cai.caljlink,DISP=SHR B 

// MASTER   DD DSN=libccf.sysmast,DISP=SHR C 

// CCFPRINT DD SYSOUT=* 

// CCFOUT   DD DSN=libr.ccf.update.output, D 

//      VOL=SER=MULIB2,UNIT=3387, 

//      DISP=(,CATLG),SPACE=(TRK,(1,1)), 

//      DCB=(LRECL=87,BLKSIZE=3277,RECFM=FB)

The following explains values that appear in the sample JCL:
– A

This parm requests conversion of Roscoe and TSO tables. The conversion is done against the System Master
defined in C. The update stream is written to the CCFOUT file for subsequent execution.

– B
Defines the load library containing the CCFCNV37 module, and $CCFCOMI if the MASTER or CCFPRINT
statements are not used.

– C
The CCF System Master to convert.

– D
The output file to contain Librarian update control stream.
 

3. Examine the CCFPRINT report. If there are no errors, proceed to the next step. Otherwise you must resolve any
anomalies (a complete list of error messages produced by CCFCNV37 appears in a later section).
Most errors are due to conflicts in the definition of CCF resources in the different environments.

4. When all errors are resolved, the System Master can actually be converted. You can achieve this in one of two ways,
but first you should take a backup of your System Master using the Librarian BKUPTAPE facility.
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To convert during the CCFCNV37 run, add UPDATE to the parm and rerun CCFCNV37. The System Master is
updated with the new tables and control members. CCF activity must be suspended during this run. Should any new
errors arise, the System Master is not updated. Correct the errors and rerun.
As an alternative to directly updating the System Master, you can use the control stream placed into CCFOUT during
the last error-free run of CCFCNV37 as input to Librarian. In this case, it is imperative that CCF activity be suspended
between the run of CCFCNV37 and Librarian update run.

5. After conversion is complete, log on to CCF 4.4 and use option 8.9 (available only to the CCF administrator) that
displays (or prints) the LCDF chains just generated. Having checked these, you can make any necessary adjustments
by using the Administrator's LCDF option, 12.11.

Suggested Conversion Procedures (VM/ESA and z/VM)
The conversion program is link edited into your LIB/CCF load library during the installation of LIB/CCF. It must be
executed under the control of CMS/ISPF, and the CCF System Master File information must be obtained from the
$CCFCOMI module.

The error report file is sent to the user's virtual printer, and the Librarian update control stream to the user's virtual punch.
Direct updating of the System Master File is not supported.

Use the following steps to execute CCFCNV37:

1. Ensure that the FILEDEF statements for ISPLLIB in your ISPF EXEC define the libraries containing $CCFCOMI and
the LIB/CCF modules.

2. Enter ISPF and invoke Dialog Test - Functions (Option 7.1).
3. In the PGM field, enter CCFCNV37. In the PARM field, define the CCF environments to convert. Enter CMS if VM/ESA

or z/VM only. Enter CMS/TSO to process both TSO and VM/ESA and z/VM environments. If you also share your LIB/
CCF System Master File with Roscoe, you must run the conversion under Roscoe. See the previous section.

4. Press Enter. If CCFCNV37 ends with a non-zero return code, errors or anomalies were detected during processing.
They are reported in the print file.

5. Exit ISPF and issue SPOOL PRINT CLOSE and SPOOL PUNCH CLOSE. You can view these files using normal
procedures.

6. The print file contains any error messages. Analyze them and resolve any anomalies. You can rerun CCFCNV37 until
no more errors are reported.

7. The punch file contains the Librarian update control stream necessary to convert the System Master File. Fill in the -
MCD statement with the correct management code for the System Master File. Next, pass the control stream to the
LIBEXP command.

You can use the following commands as an example of this process:

SPOOL PUNCH *

SPOOL PRINT *

 Invoke ISPF 7.1 to run CCFCNV37

SPOOL PUNCH CLOSE

SPOOL PRINT CLOSE

RECEIVE spoolid fn ft fm

LIBEXP / fn ft fm

CCFCNV37 Error and Informational Messages
 

CCF000 PARM DATA WAS:

Reason:
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Informational. Echoes the parameters supplied.

Action:

None.

CCF001 NO PARM FIELD SUPPLIED

Reason:

Error: A parm was not supplied to CCFCNV37.

Action:

Supply the parm to CCFCNV37.

CCF002 INVALID PARM SUPPLIED

Reason:

Error. A parm or parms contained unknown data.

Action:

None.

CCF003 INVALID PARM COMBINATION

Reason:

Error. An invalid combination of parameters was supplied on the parm.

Action:

None.

CCF004 JCL MASTER PRE-ALLOCATION USED

Reason:

Informational. The CCF SYSMAST used was defined in the MASTER DD statement

Action:

None.

CCF005 JCL CCFPRINT PRE-ALLOCATION USED

Reason:

Informational. A CCFPRINT DD statement was supplied.

Action:

None.

CCF006 SYSBASE= ON PARM, BUT NO MASTER DD SUPPLIED

Reason:

Error. The CCF System Master was determined from $CCFCOMI, but MCD information was found on the parm.

Action:

Add MASTER DD or remove SYSBASE= from the parm.
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CCF007 CCFOUT DD MISSING (NOCCFOUT NOT ON PARM)

Reason:

Error. If CCFOUT use is not suppressed, the DD statement must be supplied.

Action:

None.

CCF008 DIRECT UPDATE STREAM FLUSHED

Reason:

Informational. UPDATE was supplied on the parm, but an error was detected during conversion. The System Master was
not updated.

Action:

None.

CCF010 MASTER DD SUPPLIED, BUT NO SYSBASE= ON PARM

Reason:

Error. If the CCF System Master is allocated through JCL, SYSBASE= must be used to provide the MCD base.

Action:

Remove MASTER DD or provide SYSBASE=.

CCF011 TABLE xxxxxxxx NOT ON SYSTEM MASTER

Reason:

Error. The table printed could not be found.

Action:

If all the tables are missing, check the MCD Lock base. If $CHGT006 is missing, check if RPF CCFCN37R was run.

CCF012 ERROR IN LIBRARIAN PROCESSING; SEE REPORT

Reason:

Error. UPDATE was specified, but an error occurred while updating the System Master. The Librarian error report was
placed on the CCFPRINT data set.

Action:

None.

CCF013 CHAIN GROUP INCONSISTENCY FOR APPLICATION: Xxxxxxxxxxx

Reason:

Error. The printed application name has conflicting chain names defined in the $CxxT002 tables. Only one chain name is
allowed per application. Resolve the conflict and rerun.

Action:

None.

CCF014 INSUFFICIENT MEMORY FOR INTERNAL TABLES.
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Reason:

Error.

Action:

Increase the region size and retry.

CCF015 QUASAR ISSUED RETURN CODE: Nn

Reason:

Error. The internal table-handler detected a logic error.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

CCF016 FOR CHANGE REQUEST WOnnnnnn, NO CHAIN GROUP EXISTS FOR 
APPL: xxxxxxxx

Reason:

Warning. The printed change request is for an application not defined in CCF $CxxT002 tables. This is not in itself an
error, but can cause later error messages.

Action:

None.

CCF017 CONVERSION TERMINATED DUE TO PREVIOUS ERROR(S)

Reason:

Informational. Appears at the end of CCFPRINT listing if an error was detected.

Action:

None.

CCF018 FORMAT ERROR IN MEMBER xxxxxxxx

Reason:

Error. Member xxxxxxxx has invalid format. Processing terminates immediately.

Action:

Refer to CCF documentation for formats of control members.

CCF019 ERROR IN MEMBER xxxxxxxx STARTING AT RECORD nnnnnnnn

Reason:

Error. An error was detected at Librarian sequence number nnnnnnnn in member xxxxxxxx. The actual error is described
in a subsequent message.

Action:

None.

CCF020 INVALID RECORD TYPE: X

Reason:
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Follows CCF019. The record type of the T004 set is not P, Q, F, or R.

Action:

Correct the record type and retry.

CCF021 CHARACTERISTICS INCONSISTENT WITH EARLIER DEFINITION 
(xxxxxxxx) FOR: Dsn

Reason:

Follows CCF019. Where the same resource is defined for a second or subsequent time, CCFCNV37 checks that key
information is not conflicting. In checking dsn, the type of data xxxxxxxx does not agree with a previous entry.

Action:

Resolve conflict and rerun.

CCF022 NO PREVIOUS LDR ENTRY FOR xxxxxxxx DATA SET dsn

Reason:

Error. LDR (Library Definition Record) entries are created from data held in CCF tables $CxxT004, $CxxT006,and
$CCCT009. While processing table xxxxxxxx, a reference was made to dsn which was not previously encountered.

Action:

None.

CCF023 $CCCT009 LIBRARY TYPE CONFLICT FOR: Dsn

Reason:

Error. Under VM/ESA and z/VM, a Librarian Master File can be BDAM, VSAM, or VM/ESA and z/VM format. For dsn, the
format conflicts with an earlier definition.

Action:

None.

CCF024 NO "F" ENTRY FOR CHAIN GROUP xxxxxxxx PROD MASTER dsn

Reason:

Error. A chain with Q/A entries must have an F entry to define the first-level Q/A library for a Production master.

Action:

Correct the conflict and retry.

CCF025 C/R WOnnnnnn FOUND IN xxxxxxxx HAS NO WOnnnnnn ENTRY 
IN SYSMAST

Reason:

Error. The xxxxxxxx table contains an entry referring to the printed change request, but this does not exist in the System
Master.

Action:

Correct the error and retry.

CCF026 COMBINATION OF PROD AND CURRENT MASTERS AT xxxxxxxx SET FROM nnnnnnnn IS NOT IN A
DEFINED CHAIN
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Reason:

Error. The record set starting at Librarian sequence number nnnnnnnn in table xxxxxxxx contains a combination of
masters that does not exist in any chain defined for the entry's application.

Action:

Correct the error and retry.

CCF028 SLRCNTL0 ENTRY AT nnnnnnnn HAS UNLOCATEABLE PRODMAST/PRODLOAD-
LDR Combination

Reason:

Error. The System Link Record (SLR) entry at Librarian sequence number nnnnnnnn refers to a Production Load library
that was not defined as used by the Production Master in any $CxxT006 entry.

Action:

Correct the error and retry.

CCF029 MVS TABLES $CHGT006 AND $CCFT006 CONFLICT AT ENTRY nnnnnnnn. 
$CHGT006 ENTRY WILL BE USED.

Reason:

Warning. If both CCF/Roscoe and CCF/TSO/ISPF are in use with the same SYSMAST, the T006 table should agree.
A conflict was found in the TSO table $CCFT006 at Librarian sequence number nnnnnnnn. The previously defined
$CHGT006 entry for the Production master is used during later processing.

Action:

None.

CCF099 FOLLOWING SYSMAST DYNAMICALLY ALLOCATED: Dsn

Reason:

Informational. A MASTER DD statement was not supplied, and the printed data set name was obtained from $CCFCOMI.

Action:

None.

LIB/CCF System Master FileConversion
This section describes the automatic conversion of the LIB/CCF System Master File records that occurs through the
normal operation of LIB/CCF release 4.3.

LIB/CCF now supports VM/ESA, z/VM, and DB2. Consequently, the format of certain LIB/CCF control records stored on
the System Master File has changed:

• A library definition (LDR) now contains a four-character VM/ESA and z/VM address instead of a three-character VM/
ESA and z/VM address.

• An LCDF chain now contains a field for a DB2 DBRM library name.

Therefore, an automatic conversion of these records takes place through release 4.3 LIB/CCF processing. When entering
Option 12.11 of LIB/CCF, the conversion occurs automatically if there are release 3.8 chains or library definitions found
on the System Master File. If no release 3.8 chains or library definitions are found, no conversion is necessary. Once
the process is complete, LCDF displays the message CONVERSION PERFORMED. Press PF1 to display the message
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CDF066: LCDF HAS CONVERTED FROM 3.8 TO 4.3 FORMAT. LCDF checks for release 3.8 chains or library definitions
every time Option 12.11 is entered and performs the conversion whenever necessary.

Attempting to use an unconverted release 3.8 format System Master File with any release 4.3 LIB/CCF function that
requires LCDF information (other than Option 12.11) results in the message OLD CHAIN/LDR. Pressing PF1 displays the
following message:

CDF067     T4nnnnn/T5nnnnnn MUST BE CONVERTED BEFORE USE.

Once the conversion process is complete, it is still possible to execute release 3.8 LIB/CCF against the release 4.3
System Master File. However, the following restrictions apply:

• If a library definition was updated with a four-character VM/ESA and z/VM address through Option 12.11.3 of release
4.3, release 3.8 displays the address as XXX. If this library definition is used with release 3.8 LIB/CCF, it must be
corrected through Option 12.11.3 of release 3.8 by entering a valid three-character VM/ESA and z/VM address.
Otherwise, LIB/CCF supplies the invalid address of XXX for subsequent processing. Thus, correcting the address
converts the library definition back to the release 3.8 format.

• If Option 12.11.2 is used to modify a chain, that chain is converted back to the release 3.8 format, that is, the DBRM
library name field is removed.

For the purposes of testing release 4.3, you can execute both release 3.8 and 4.3 LIB/CCF against the same 4.3 System
Master File. However, once release 4.3 is fully implemented, we strongly recommend that you discontinue using release
3.8 to avoid confusion due to the restrictions listed previously.

Implementing LIB/CCF
This section provides the LIB/CCF administrator with information on setting up and maintaining the Change Control
Facility. The distribution of this document must be restricted because it contains discussions of the management code
(MCD) security feature. See the Security Administration section for a thorough understanding of the workings of the
access control interface and the management code (MCD).

Documentation Changes

The following documentation updates have been made since the last release of this documentation:

• The Reserve/Release Test Programs is now in this section
• References to SAMPJCL have changed to CALJJCL.

What LIB/CCF Is

The Change Control Facility (LIB/CCF) is an interactive dialog-based application that provides Librarian users with a
comprehensive change control methodology. It includes complete tracking and control for source program development in
online environments.

LIB/CCF is based on a simple, practical philosophy of program change control. The basis for this philosophy is that there
is a natural separation between the production environment and the test environment. To manage the movement of
program source between these environments, there must be a control point.

LIB/CCF is an application specifically designed to define and manage that control point, taking full advantage of all of the
control, auditing, and recovery capabilities that are built into Librarian. LIB/CCF extends those capabilities by providing
managers with systematic implementation procedures and a full range of reporting facilities for managing and monitoring
the development cycle.

LIB/CCF provides a way for the user to enter change requests, the programming manager to review and assign change
requests to a programmer, and to track change requests with a series of reports through the entire process of updating,
testing, and linking the programs to modify.
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LIB/CCF Request Cycle

You can configure LIB/CCF several ways to carry through a change request from beginning to end. This section describes
the way that things happen in the model system.

The following sample displays the options available from the ISPF LIB/CCF primary options menu.

            CA-LIBRARIAN CHANGE CONTROL FACILITY

OPTION===>

0  CCF PARMS        - Specify user parameters

1  OPEN             - Open a change request

2  ASSIGN           - Assign, reassign, reject a change request

3  DISPLAY          - Display assigned change requests

4  LOGOUT           - Logout a module to test

5  LOGIN            - Login a module to production

6  LINK             - Initiate a production linkedit or bind

7  CLOSE            - Close a change request

8  REPORTS          - Print or display LIB/CCF reports

9  MOVEMENT STATUS  - Display, process, reject LOGOUT/IN requests

10 LINK STATUS      - Display, process, reject link/bind requests

11 JOB STATUS       - Display, process, resubmit pending jobs

12 ADMIN SERVICES   - LIB/CCF administrator services

 T TUTORIAL         - Display information about LIB/CCF

 X EXIT             - Terminate LIB/CCF

First, the user of an application uses Option 1 of LIB/CCF to open the change request online. The change request enters
the queue of the programming manager in charge of that application.

The manager uses Option 2 to review the request, add comments if necessary, and assign the request to one of the
programmers defined to LIB/CCF as reporting to him.

The programmer to whom the request is assigned views it on Option 3, logs out the source members from the production
environment to test using Option 4, and makes the requested changes on the test master file.

When the changes are completed and tested, the programmer uses Option 5 to request that the control group log in
the source members to the production master file. Once this is done, the programmer uses Option 6 to request that the
control group link the members. Finally, the programmer uses Option 7 to close the change request.

Customizing LIB/CCF for Your Site

The scenario just described is not the only way that LIB/CCF lets you do things. The LIB/CCF Administrator, using Option
12 to alter the LIB/CCF tables, can tailor LIB/CCF in one of many different configurations to meet the needs of your site.

The control group can logout the source member from the production to the test environment instead of the programmer
(the TMOVEMENT keyword of the administrator’s Option 12.0 controls this option). The transfer can take place either
online or in batch (keywords TMOVEMENT and CMOVEMENT of Option 12.0).

The programmer or the control group can login from test to production (keyword PMOVEMENT of Option 12.0), online
or in batch (keywords PMOVEMENT AND CMOVEMENT of Option 12.0). You cannot do batch movement in a VM/ESA
batch machine.

The application system link has these same options (LKED and CLINK keywords of Option 12.0). Online link is not
available in LIB/CCF-ISPF(VM/ESA) or LIB/CCF-AllFusion™ Vollie®.

For LIB/CMS-ISPF(VM/ESA), additional information to be supplied in Option 0 on the JOBCARD panel is spool machine
ID, spool tag ID, and the spool machine type. Programmers have an opportunity to change the spool machine type before
batch-only logouts (Option 4) and any logins (Option 5). When a request is processed, a Machine Type specification panel
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displays. The rest of the job card information displays to the control group, where they can further modify it if necessary.
These panels default to data entered in Option 0.

Tracking Capabilities

When a function is performed in batch mode, a job submission record tracks the job. The functions for which LIB/
CCF creates and manages a job submission record include transfer of a member between the test and production
environments, compiles and assemblies, and link editing members to produce new production executable code.

Test to production movement and compiles are triggered in Option 5 if the programmer performs these functions, or
Option 9 if the control group is responsible.

Linking is initiated in Option 6. If the control group performs the link, this group uses Option 10 to process the
programmer’s request.

When the job completes with a return code of 0, the JSR is automatically removed. If the job fails for any reason, either
the programmer or the control group (whichever the site designates) can resubmit the job if necessary (Option 11) or
process the JSR to remove it (also Option 11). See the “Exception Handling” section for more details on exception
handling.

When the control group is to perform the transfer from test back into production, the login function places a member
movement record in the login/logout status display.

Viewing this display through Option 9, a member of the control group can process the request or reject it. If the request is
rejected, LIB/CCF marks the member movement record rejected. The programmer can either reprocess the login request
or delete the entry and resubmit the logout request.

Similarly, LIB/CCF places an entry in the system link request display when the control group is defined as controlling
this function. A control group member can either process or reject the entry. To notify the programmer of the rejection,
the rejected entry is marked as such and left in the display. Using Option 10, the programmer deletes the rejected link
request.

LIB/CCF Reports
Certain LIB/CCF reports are produced automatically at various stages in the modification cycle. You can request other
reports through Option 8. Batch summary AllFusion reports providing a comprehensive overview of ongoing programming
activities are also available.

For LIB/CMS-ISPF(VM/ESA), a PRINT function is available from Option 0 to display a Report Print Specification panel.
You can make entries on this panel to direct where print requests are forwarded and to record other print information.
You can either spool or direct reports to a user-defined VM/ESA file. This panel redisplays for modification, if necessary,
whenever a print request is made.

Automatically Produced Reports

Site options control what reports are produced automatically in the course of LIB/CCF operations. In the model system,
four reports are automatically produced, but the site administrator can turn off any or all of them using Option 12.0 to alter
the System Table.

In LIB/CCF-ISPF(VM/ESA), the Report Print Specification panel displays before any of the following reports are
automatically produced so that you can modify the specifications.
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• A Change Request Report is directed to the requestor when the change request is opened through Option 1. The
AUTOREPT1 keyword of Option 12.0 controls whether this report is automatically produced.

• An Assignment Notification Report is also directed to the requestor when the applications manager uses Option 2 to
assign the change request. The AUTOREPT2 keyword of Option 12.0 controls whether this report is automatically
produced.

• A Module History Report is directed to the programmer when a member is logged in using Option 5. The AUTOREPT5
keyword of Option 12.0 controls whether this report is automatically produced.

• When the programmer uses Option 7 to close the change request, a complete Change Request Report shows the
original change request, a report of all activity (logouts, logins, links, and so on), and a close section describing the
details of the changes made to complete the request. The AUTOREPT7 keyword of Option 12.0 controls whether
this report is automatically produced. When produced, three copies of the Change Request Report are directed to
the programmer. They can be distributed as the site deems best. Ordinarily, one is for the requestor, one for the
applications manager, and one for the programmer.

Requested Reports

Site option also controls which reports can be specially requested through Option 8. These reports are available to the
application manager, the programmer, the members of the control group, or some combination of these, depending on
what the LIB/CCF administrator specified using Option 12.0. You can either print or view the reports online.

The following is a list of the available reports, who can request them, and their contents:

• Unassigned Requests Report -- (Option 8.1) Displays unassigned requests. The applications manager can request this
report for his own application system.

• Assigned Requests Report -- (Option 8.2) Displays assigned requests. A programmer or applications manager can
request the report. The programmer sees all the requests assigned to him. The applications manager sees all the
requests assigned to all the programmers who report to him.

• Module Logout Report -- (Option 8.3) Displays information about all members logged out to the requesting
programmer. A programmer, an application manager, or a member of the control group can request this report. The
applications manager can choose to see this information about logged out members for all programmers who report to
him. The control group can request the report for one programmer or a full report for all.

• Module History Report -- (Option 8.4) Displays a member’s history information. The LIB/CCF system profile table
(Option 12.0) contains two keywords (CNTLPRINT and HISTREPT) that determine who can request this report.

• Login/Logout Request Status Report -- (Option 8.5) Displays outstanding login and logout requests from the
programmer requesting the report. A programmer, manager, or control group member can request this report.

• Link Edit/Bind Request Status Report -- (Option 8.6) Displays a list of all requests for system links and binds that were
submitted to the control group for processing. A programmer, manager, or control group member can request this
report.

• Pending Job Status Report -- (Option 8.7) Displays a list of all jobs submitted on behalf of the user requesting the
report. These can include jobs to transfer members between the test and production environments or jobs submitted to
link edit a new production application. A programmer, manager, or control group member can request this report.

• Change Request Report -- (Option 8.8) Displays a complete or partial Change Request report. A complete Change
Request Report shows the original change request, a report of all activity (logouts, logins, links, and so on), and a
close section describing the details of the changes made to complete the request. Only the programmer to whom the
change request is assigned and his manager can request this report. Additionally, anyone or the control group can be
authorized to request the report, based on the CNTLPRINT and CRREPT keywords of Option 12.0.

• Library Chain Definition Report -- (Option 8.9) This option generates several different formats of Chain and Library
Definition Reports. Only the CCF System Administrator can request this report. This report is not available in LIB/CCF
Vollie.

• DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 Reports -- (Option 8.10) This option lets you select several different formats of DB2 for z/OS
and OS/390 reports. This report is available only in LIB/CCF Roscoe Interactive Environment (Roscoe) and TSO.
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Batch Change Request Status Report

The Change Request Status Report program can be used to print comprehensive summary reports. Depending on the
options selected, this report can be produced all change requests, all open change requests, all unassigned change
requests, or all closed change requests.

The report will list the change requests for either a single programmer, a manager, or an application system.

Optionally the Batch Change Request Status report will print the analysis section for closed change requests, as well
as the status of logouts, links, moves, and batch jobs associated with each selected change request. See your LIB/CCF
administrator for details on the availability and use of this report utility.

Earl Reports

LIB/CCF is distributed with a [set the earl variable for your book] (Easy Access Report Generation) interface. [set the earl
variable for your book] is a report generation system that uses a high-level programming language to produce customized
reports. The interface provides access to information collected by LIB/CCF.

NOTE

More Information:

• LIB/CCF Batch Utilities for Roscoe and ISPF(TSO)
• LIB/CCF Batch Utilities for Vollie

Administrator Functions in LIB/CCF
Administration of LIB/CCF is managed online by a series of function panels found under Option 12. Through these panels,
the LIB/CCF administrator can:

• Maintain the LIB/CCF system profile.
• Identify authorized requestors, application managers, programmers, and groups to the system.
• Define and control access to test, Q/A, reject, and production source libraries (Librarian master files), object libraries,

and executable libraries.
• Define LIB/CCF system and history master files.
• Reassign a change request.

The LIB/CCF administrator must be defined to the system. In the Roscoe environment, the administrator is the Roscoe
key that contains the LIB/CCF RPF programs. Additional administrators can be defined by the ADMINKEY keyword of
Option 12.0 (PROFILE). Only the administrator has access to Option 12, the option to view these function panels, on the
main menu. Option 12 does not display to other users.

In the ISPF(TSO) and ISPF(VM/ESA) environments, the administrator is the TSO ID or VM/ESA ID that is designated in
the $CCFGEN macro by the keyword ADMINID. Additional administrators can be defined by the ADMINID keyword of
Option 12.0 (PROFILE). While Option 12 displays to all in LIB/CCF-ISPF, only the administrators can select this option.

In the Vollie environment, the administrator is the owner of the OPIDENT specified in the CCFA member of the VOICE
library where CCF was installed.

After the programs are installed and all the required files are allocated, the LIB/CCF administrator tailors the LIB/CCF
system to meet site requirements using the function panels of Option 12. These panels, Options 12.0 through 12.11, are
table processors, as follows:
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• 12.0 -- System Profile Table
• 12.1 -- User Definition Table
• 12.2 -- Manager Definition Table
• 12.3 -- Programmer Definition Table
• 12.4 -- Master File Definition Table (Vollie only)
• 12.5 -- Language Definition Table
• 12.6 -- Production Master File Table (Vollie only)
• 12.7 -- History Master File Table (Vollie only)
• 12.8 -- Identification Key Conversion Table
• 12.9 -- Reassign Change Requests
• 12.10 -- Master File Information Table (Vollie Only)
• 12.11 -- Library Chain Definition (Except Vollie)
• 12.12 -- Group Definition Table (Except Vollie)

In addition to these administrator functions, an option to produce a Library Chain Definition Report (Option 8.9) is available
to the administrator (except for Vollie).

Each of the following panels bears a number of keywords for which the LIB/CCF administrator must enter values. There
is also a command line on each panel. The following sections describe the purpose of the panel in general terms, list the
keywords and the options that you can specify for them, and then list the LIB/CCF commands that you can enter on the
command line. For the most part, the available keywords are common to all online environments LIB/CCF supports. Minor
variations are noted where necessary.

System Profile Table (Option 12.0)
The System Profile Table defines the system options for the site. Here, the administrator specifies:

• Whether multiple logouts can take place
• What reports are automatically produced
• How system links and member movements are performed and by whom
• Who is authorized to request what reports
• Members of the control group
• User exits to invoke
• Various other details of LIB/CCF execution

The following sample screen shows a sample ISPF (TSO) System Profile Table display.

 TUE mm/dd/yy ----------- SYSTEM PROFILE TABLE ----------- ROW 1 OF 145

                                                               07.26.03

COMMAND ===>                                           SCROLL ===> PAGE

            KEYWORD     VALUE

            ADMINID     SMITH

            ALLOWMULT   YES

            AUTOREPT1   NO

            AUTOREPT2   NO

            AUTOREPT5   NO

            AUTOREPT7   YES

            CLINK       ONLINE

            CLOSE       ALL

            CMOVEMENT   ONLINE

            CNTLID      BROWN

            CNTLPRINT   YES

            CRREPT      ALL
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            DB2PKG      YES

            EMERID      BROWN

            EXIT14      YES

            GROUPLOGIN  PROCESS

            HISTREPT    YES

            HISTUPD     YES

            JSQUEUE     CNTL

            JSREDIT     NO

            LDISPLAY    NO

            LKED        CNTL

            LNKNTEGRTY  YES

            LOGLIMIT    050

            MDELETE     YES

            MDISPLAY    YES

            NOTIFY      YES

            PMOVEMENT   CNTL

            PRINT       ONLINE

            SCHEDULER   CA-Scheduler

            SYSOUT      T

            TMOVEMENT   ONLINE

            UNIT        SYSDA

The keywords for the panel are:

ADMINID
(TSO and VM/ESA.) Designates the TSO or VM/ESA ID of a LIB/CCF administrator and the ID defined by the
ADMIN option of the $CCFGEN installation macro. Specify this keyword once for each additional administrator.
The ADMINID keyword provides the same authorization for administrator functions as the ADMIN option of the
$CCFGEN macro.

ADMINKEY
(Roscoe only) Designates the LIB/CCF key of each LIB/CCF administrator, and the Roscoe key where LIB/CCF
is installed. Specify this keyword once for each administrator. The LIB/CCF key is the first eight characters of
the Roscoe key or, if converted, the LIB/CCF key as defined by Option 12.8 (Roscoe key conversion table). The
ADMINKEY keyword provides the same authorization for administrator functions as the key where LIB/CCF is
installed.

ALLOWMULT
Indicates whether more than one programmer can log out the same member at the same time. The options are
YES and NO. For information on the implications of ALLOWMULT, see the Multiple Programmers Assigned to
One Member section in the “LIB/CCF Model System” section.

AUTOREPT1
Indicates whether the Change Request Report is automatically printed when the Change Request is opened from
Option 1. The options are YES and NO.

AUTOREPT2
Indicates whether the Assignment Notification Report is automatically printed when the Change Request is
assigned from Option 2. The options are YES and NO.

AUTOREPT5
Indicates whether the Member History Report is automatically printed when the member is logged in from Option
5. The options are YES and NO.
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AUTOREPT7
Indicates whether the Change Request Report is automatically printed when the change request is closed from
Option 7. The options are YES and NO.

BATCHCMS
(VM/ESA only.) Identifies the machine IDs where batch VM/ESA jobs can be spooled. Multiple entries are
allowed. A value of ANY spools jobs to any machine ID. This keyword is optional. If omitted, users cannot submit
batch VM/ESA jobs from LIB/CCF.

BATCHMVS
(VM/ESA only.) Identifies the machine IDs where batch z/OS and OS/390 jobs can be spooled. Multiple entries
are allowed. A value of ANY spools jobs to any machine ID. This keyword is optional. If omitted, users cannot
submit batch z/OS and OS/390 jobs from LIB/CCF.

BATCHVSE
(VM/ESA only.) Identifies the machine IDs where batch VSE/ESA jobs can be spooled. Multiple entries are
allowed. A value of ANY spools jobs to any machine ID. This keyword is optional. If omitted, users cannot submit
batch VSE/ESA jobs from LIB/CCF.

CA7JCLID
(Roscoe and TSO.) Required if CA 7 is specified for the SCHEDULER keyword. A three-digit number that must
match the three-digit number specified by the CA 7 online JCL //JCLnnn statement that identifies the system
master file. The default is 999.

CA7OPERID
(Roscoe and TSO.) Required if Unicenter CA 7 is specified for the SCHEDULER keyword. The one- to six-
character operator ID for the Unicenter CA 7 logon. The default is CCF

CA7PASS
(Roscoe and TSO.) Optional, for use with Unicenter CA 7. LIB/CCF supports a one- to eight-character Unicenter
CA 7 logon password. There is no default.

CLINK
(Roscoe and TSO.) Defines how the control group links and DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 binds the production
application system. The options are:
BATCH

Immediately submits a batch job to execute the link-edit or bind.
ONLINE

Accomplishes the link-edit or bind interactively.

NOTE
If LKED does not specify CNTL, this keyword is ignored.

CLOSE
Defines who can close a change request.
ALL

Indicates that the programmers assigned to the change request, the programmer’s manager, and control
group members can close the change request.

PGMR
Indicates that the programmers assigned to a change request can close the change request.

CNTL
Indicates that the control group members can close any change request.

MANAGER
Indicates that the manager of the application that the change request was opened for can close the
change request.
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CMOVEMENT
Defines how members are moved to and from the production master file if the control group (anyone defined
by the CNTLID or CNTLKEY keywords) is responsible for the movement (that is, the TMOVEMENT and
PMOVEMENT keywords specified CNTL). If quality assurance (Q/A) libraries are defined in the library promotion
path, this keyword also affects the movement of members to and from these libraries. The options are:
BATCH

Immediately submits a batch job that performs the copy to or from production. If the movement is to
production, the job also deletes the member from the test master, and performs optional, subsequent
processing. See note below. Batch movement cannot be done in a VM/ESA batch machine.

ONLINE
Immediately copies the member to or from production. If the movement is to production, also deletes the
member from the test master. It then submits a batch job to perform optional subsequent processing. See
the following notes.

Either all archive levels or the current level of the member are copied. In z/OS and OS/390 and VM/ESA, the
SOURCE MOVE specification in the Library Chain Definition Function determines this. In LIB/CCF-AllFusion
Vollie, the COPY specification of the Master File Definition Table determines this At login time, LIB/CCF uses
the language assigned to the member during its initial logout to determine what JCL skeleton (if any) performs
“subsequent processing” The LANG-to-JCL-skeleton relationship is defined in Option 12.5. For source members,
“subsequent processing.” can include either compiling from the production master file or copying the test object
module to the production object library.
In z/OS and OS/390 and VM/ESA, the OP SYS MOVE specification in the Library Chain Definition Function
determines this.
In LIB/CCF-AllFusion Vollie, the presence of a TEST RELOCATABLE LIBRARY in the Master File Definition Table
determines this.

CNTLID
(TSO and VM/ESA.) Designates the TSO or VM/ESA ID of a control group member. Specify this keyword once for
each member of the control group. This keyword is optional. If omitted, there is no control group.

CNTLKEY
(Roscoe and Vollie.) Designates the LIB/CCF key of each control group member. Use this keyword once for
each person in the control group. The control group can consist of any number of LIB/CCF keys. This keyword is
optional. If omitted, there is no control group. The control key specification cannot exceed eight characters.

• For Roscoe, the LIB/CCF key is either the first eight characters of the Roscoe key or the LIB/CCF key as
defined by Option 12.8 (Roscoe key conversion table).

• For Vollie, the LIB/CCF key is either the first eight characters of the CICS operator name or the LIB/CCF key
defined by Option 12.8 (OPNAME Conversion Table).

CNTLPRINT
Indicates whether the control group is allowed to print or view Change Request and Module History reports. The
options are YES and NO.

CRREPT
Indicates whether LIB/CCF ID validation is performed when the Change Request report (Option 8.8) is requested.
The options are:
RESTRICT

Only the last person to whom the change request was assigned and that person’s manager can view the
change request report.

ALL
Anyone can view the change request report.

DATEFORM
(Vollie only.) Indicates the operating system date format. The options are:
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AMERICAN
mm/dd/yy

EUROPEAN
dd/mm/yy

DB2PKG
Indicates whether DB2 release 2.3 or later is supported (specifically, DB2 packages).
YES

Indicates that DB2 release 2.3 is used at your site.
NO

Indicates that DB2 release 2.3 is not supported.
EMERID

(TSO and VM/ESA.) Designates the TSO or VM/ESA ID of each emergency group member. Specify this keyword
once for each member of the emergency group. This keyword is optional. If omitted, there is no emergency ID.

NOTE
Even if ALLOWMULT is NO, the IDs entered here are allowed to do multiple logouts. This enables
emergency changes to members that are already logged out. See the Suggested Procedure for
Emergency Changes section in the “LIB/CCF Model System” section for details.

EMERKEY
(Roscoe and Vollie.) Designates the LIB/CCF key of each emergency group member. Specify this keyword once
for each member of the emergency group. This keyword is optional. If omitted, there is no emergency key.

• For Roscoe, the LIB/CCF key is either the first eight characters of the Roscoe key or the LIB/CCF key as
defined by Option 12.8 (Roscoe key conversion table).

• For Vollie, the LIB/CCF key is either the first eight characters of the CICS operator name or the LIB/CCF key
defined by Option 12.8 (OPNAME Conversion Table).

NOTE
Even if ALLOWMULT is NO, the IDs entered here are allowed to do multiple logouts. This enables
emergency changes to members that are already logged out. See the Suggested Procedure for
Emergency Changes section in the “LIB/CCF Model System” section for details

EXITn
(Except Vollie.) Indicates whether LIB/CCF invokes the specified user exit. The options are YES and NO. Since
NO is the default, this keyword need not be present if you are not using the exit.

• For ISPF, n can be a number from 0 to 15 (excluding 11).
• For Roscoe, n can be 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, or 12. This parameter affects only batch logins performed by the

$CCFB109 batch login utility.

FORMAT
(Roscoe only.) Indicates the printed format for CCF reports. The options are:
MIXED

Both upper and lower case.
UPCASE

Upper case letters only.
GROUPLOGIN

(Except Vollie.) Indicates the level of functionality for group login processing. The options are:
PROCESS

Specifies that move and compile functions must be performed together.
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MOVE
Specifies that move and compile functions can optionally be performed separately, and members can be
moved in a separate step before compiling

HISTREPT
Indicates whether LIB/CCF ID validation is performed when the History Report is requested. The options are:
YES

Specifies that only the last person to update the history and that person’s manager can view the history
report.

NO
Specifies that anyone can view the history report.

HISTUPD
Indicates whether the programmer can modify member history information (with the Option 5 HISTORY
command) for a member that is currently logged out. The options are:
YES

(Default) Specifies that the programmer can issue the HISTORY command from Option 5 and modify the
member’s system, description, language, and abstract information.

NO
Specifies that the programmer cannot issue the HISTORY command.

JSQUEUE
Indicates whether the programmer or the control group can process the pending job activity from option 11 (JOB
STATUS) or view the Pending Job Status Report from Option 8.7. The options are CNTL and PGMR.

JSREDIT
Indicates whether only control group members can edit a job stream member via Option 11. The options are:
YES

Specifies that any programmer can attempt to edit the member.
NO

(Default) Specifies that only control group members can edit the member.
LDISPLAY

Indicates whether a programmer is allowed to view all outstanding system link-edits and DB2 for z/OS and
OS/390 bind requests from Options 10 and 8.6. The options are:
YES

Specifies that the programmer can view all requests.
NO

Specifies that the programmer can view only his own outstanding system link or DB2 for z/OS and
OS/390 bind requests.

LIBRNAME
(Roscoe and Vollie.) Defines the name of the batch Librarian program as installed.

LINECOUNT
(TSO and VM/ESA.) Specifies the number of lines per page for report formatting. The value must be between 20
and 99 inclusive. The default is 59.

LINES
(Vollie only.) Specifies the number of lines per page for report formatting.

LKED
Defines how the production application system link-edit or DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 bind is performed when
requested from Option 6 (LINK). See the Link-Edit Considerations section for your particular LIB/CCF system
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for more information on link editing. See the Initiating a Production Bind Request section in the "Using LIB/CCF"
section for more information on binds. The options are:
BATCH

Specifies that the programmer performs the link-edit or bind through the submission of a batch job.
ONLINE

(Roscoe and TSO) Specifies that the programmer performs the link-edit or bind interactively.
CNTL

Specifies that the control group performs the link or bind according to the CLINK value.
LNKNTEGRTY

(Except Vollie.) Indicates whether LIB/CCF checks for unresolved activity for this change request before allowing
the link-edit or DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 bind request from Option 6. Unresolved activity includes outstanding
module tracking records, module movement requests, job submission records, and duplicate system link requests
for that change request.
YES

(Default) Does not allow the link-edit or bind request from Option 6 if there is any unresolved activity for
the change request.

NO
Allows the link-edit or bind request from Option 6, regardless of any unresolved activity for the change
request.

NOTE
If you specify NO, it is the user’s responsibility to ensure that link or bind integrity is maintained

LOGLIMIT
The maximum number of logged out members a programmer can have. Specify a three-digit number from 001 to
999.

MDELETE
Indicates whether the control group can delete rejected login/logout requests. The options are:
YES

Indicates that the control group can delete rejected requests.
NO

Indicates that the control group cannot delete rejected requests.
MDISPLAY

Indicates whether a programmer is allowed to view all login/logout requests from Options 9 and 8.5. The options
are:
YES

Indicates that the programmer can view all requests.
NO

Incidates that the programmer can view the status of only his own login/logout requests.
NOTIFY

(Except Vollie.) Indicates whether the programmer and programming manager are notified of opened, assigned,
and closed change requests pertaining to them. The options are YES and NO. The SEND command is used in
both Roscoe and TSO. The PUNCH command is used in VM/ESA

PMOVEMENT
Defines how members are moved to the production master file from the test master file when a programmer
requests a login. If quality assurance (Q/A) libraries are defined in the library promotion path, this keyword also
affects the movement of members into these libraries. The options are:
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BATCH
Immediately submits a batch job that performs the copy, deletes the member from the test master, and
performs optional subsequent processing. See the note below. Batch movement cannot be done in a VM/
ESA batch machine.

ONLINE
Immediately copies the member and then deletes it from the test master. A batch job is then submitted to
perform optional subsequent processing. See the note below.

CNTL
Submits a request to the control group. The CMOVEMENT keyword, described earlier in this section,
determines whether the member is moved online or by a batch job.

Either all archive levels or the current level of the member are copied. In z/OS and OS/390 and VM/ESA, the
SOURCE MOVE specification in the Library Chain Definition Function determines this. In LIB/CCF-AllFusion
Vollie, the COPY specification of the Master File Definition Table determines this.
At login time, LIB/CCF uses the language assigned to the member during its initial logout to determine what
JCL skeleton (if any) performs subsequent processing. The LANG-to-JCL-skeleton relationship is defined in the
Language Definition Table. For source members, subsequent processing can include either compiling from the
production master file or copying the test object module to the production object library. In z/OS and OS/390 and
VM/ESA, the OP SYS MOVE specification in the Library Chain Definition Function determines this.
In LIB/CCF-AllFusion Vollie, the presence of a TEST RELOCATABLE LIBRARY in the Master File Definition Table
determines this.

PRINT
(Except VM/ESA.) Defines how LIB/CCF print requests are serviced.
RPS

(Roscoe) Uses Roscoe Print Services. If RPS is not available, you must use BATCH.
VOLLIE

(All Fusion Vollie) Uses the Vollie PRINT command. If PRINT support was not generated for Vollie, you
must use BATCH.

ONLINE
(ISPF(TSO)) The print operation takes place immediately.

BATCH
Submits a batch job to print the report.

NOTE
The PRINT function is not applicable for ISPF(VM/ESA) because all VM/ESA users can choose their
own method for printing on a separate panel in Option 0 (User Parameters).Selecting PRINT on the
User Parameters panel displays the Report Print Specification panel. You can make entries on this
panel to direct where print requests are forwarded and to record other print information. Reports can
be either spooled or directed to a user-defined VM/ESA file. This panel redisplays for modification, if
necessary, whenever a print request is made.

PRTCLASS
(Vollie only.) Specifies the LST class used when reports are printed in batch.

SCHEDTRACE
(Roscoe and TSO.) Indicates whether a panel displaying the scheduling commands generated by LIB/CCF
displays before performing the requested scheduling function. It is used for diagnostics.
ON

Indicates that the diagnostic panel displays.
OFF

(Default) Indicates that the diagnostic panel does not display.
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SCHEDULER
(Roscoe and TSO.) Identifies CA 7 or Scheduler as available to schedule LIB/CCF jobs. Specify Unicenter CA 7
or Scheduler. There is no default. This keyword is optional. If omitted, jobs cannot be scheduled from LIB/CCF.
See the “Scheduling z/OS and OS/390 Batch Jobs in LIB/CCF” section for details on scheduler use in LIB/CCF.

SYSOUT
(Roscoe and TSO.) Required for Roscoe. Specifies the SYSOUT class used when reports are printed in batch.
Optional for TSO. Specifies the SYSOUT class used when reports are printed in batch. If not specified, the default
is class A.

TMOVEMENT
Defines how members are moved to the test master file from the production master file when a programmer
requests a logout. If reject libraries (associated with quality assurance libraries) are defined in the library
promotion path, this keyword also affects the movement of members into these libraries. The options are:
BATCH

Immediately submits a batch job that performs the copy. Batch movement cannot be done in a VM/ESA
batch machine.

ONLINE
Immediately copies the member.

CNTL
Submits a request to the control group. The CMOVEMENT keyword, described earlier in this section,
determines whether the member is moved online or by a batch job.

NOTE
Either all archive levels or the current level of the member are copied. In z/OS and OS/390 and VM/
ESA, the SOURCE MOVE specification in the Library Chain Definition Function determines this. In LIB/
CCF-AllFusion Vollie, the COPY specification of the Master File Definition Table determines this.

UNIT
(Roscoe and TSO.) Required for Roscoe. Specifies the unit name used for allocation of temporary work data sets.
For performance, the VIO unit name is recommended.
Optional for TSO. Specifies the unit name used for the allocation of temporary work data sets. If not specified,
uses the default TSO unit name. For performance, the VIO unit name is recommended.

NOTE
Wide record master file users should be aware that the device, or the device being emulated when VIO,
must support the LRECL of the largest members placed in a wide record master file.

UPPERCASE
(Vollie only.) Indicates the printed format of the VSE/ESA batch Change Request Status Report (CCFB101). This
keyword is optional.
YES

Prints the report in upper case letters.
NO

(Default) Prints the report as is (with both upper and lower case letters).

System Profile Table Panel Commands

The commands available from this panel are:

=n (jump)
The value of n is an option number. Processes END before the jump (updates the table).

CANCEL
Ends processing and does not update the table.
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END PF key
Ends processing and updates the table. For Vollie, you must have previously pressed Enter to save any table
changes.

FIND string
Positions the display to the first occurrence of the specified string. Do not use delimiters.

NEXT
(Roscoe and Vollie) Positions the display to the next occurrence of the string that was previously specified by the
FIND command.

RFIND
(TSO and VM/ESA.) Positions the display to the next occurrence of the string that was previously specified by the
FIND command.

SORT
(Except Vollie.) Sorts the table by keyword. (The table is automatically sorted when saved, however, the
command can be useful when adding new keywords.)

User Definition Table (Option 12.1)
The User Definition Table defines to LIB/CCF the users who can open change requests from Option 1 (OPEN) and the
applications for which they can open requests.

User Definition Table Panel Fields

The panel fields are:

USER KEY
(Roscoe and Vollie.) Defines the user’s LIB/CCF key, either the first eight characters of the user’s Roscoe key or
the LIB/CCF key on the Roscoe key Conversion Table (Option 12.8).
You can also specify a group ID, as defined in Option 12.12 (GROUPS). If specified, the group ID must be defined
in Option 12.12 before you can use it in this table.
For Vollie, use either the first eight characters of the user’s CICS operator name or the LIB/CCF key from the
OPNAME Conversion Table (Option 12.8).

USER ID
(TSO and VM/ESA.) Defines the user’s LIB/CCF ID, either the TSO ID or the LIB/CCF key defined in the SYSUID
Conversion Table (Option 12.8). You can also specify a group ID, as defined in Option 12.12 (GROUPS). If
specified, the group ID must be defined in Option 12.12 before you can use it in this table.

AUTHORIZATION CODE
(Optional.) If an authorization code is specified, the user must enter this code when opening a request for the
specified application system.

AUTHORIZED APPLICATION
Specifies the name of the application system for which the user can open a request. There should be an entry for
each application system for which the user is authorized.

ALL
The user can open a request for any application system. Specifying ALL requires only one entry in the table.

User Definition Table Panel Commands

The commands available from this panel are:

=n (jump)
The value of n is an option number. Processes end before the jump (updates the table).
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CANCEL
Ends processing and does not update the table.

END PF key
Ends processing and updates the table. For Vollie, you must have previously pressed Enter to save any table
changes.

FIND string
Positions the display to the first occurrence of the specified string. Do not use delimiters.

NEXT
(Roscoe and Vollie.) Positions the display to the next occurrence of the string that was previously specified by the
FIND command.

RFIND
(TSO and VM/ESA.) Positions the display to the next occurrence of the string that was previously specified by the
FIND command.

SORT [USER|APPL]
(Except Vollie.) Sorts the table by either the USER or AUTHORIZED APPLICATION. The table is automatically
sorted when saved. Specified with no operand, the table sorts by USER.

Manager Definition Table (Option 12.2)
The Manager Definition Table defines to LIB/CCF the programming managers and the application systems for which they
are responsible.

Manager Definition Table Panel Fields

The panel fields are:

MGRS ID
Defines the application manager’s LIB/CCF key. This is one of the following:

• For Roscoe -- The first eight characters of the Roscoe key or the LIB/CCF key defined in the Roscoe Key
Conversion Table (Option 12.8).

• For Vollie -- The first eight characters of the manager’s CICS operator name, or the LIB/CCF key defined in the
OPNAME Conversion Table (Option 12.8).

• For ISPF(TSO) or ISPF(VM/ESA) -- The TSO or VM/ESA user ID or the LIB/CCF ID defined in the SYSUID
Conversion Table (Option 12.8).

You can also specify a group ID, as defined in Option 12.12 (GROUPS). If specified, the group ID must be defined
in Option 12.12 before you can use it in this table.

AUTHORIZATION CODE
(Optional.) If a code is specified, the application manager must enter this code when assigning a change request
to a programmer.

APPLICATION
Indicates the name of the application system for which the manager is responsible. An application can be listed
only once in the table.

CHAIN GROUP
Indicates the name of the library promotion chains used when change requests are opened for this application.
Different applications can share the same chain group.
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• For Vollie, the chain group is required and corresponds to the chain group specified in the Master File
Definition Table (Option 12.4).

• For Roscoe, ISPF(VM/ESA), and ISPF(TSO), the chain group is required and corresponds with the chain
group specified in LCDF (Option 12.11).

NOTE
If nothing is entered in this field, LIB/CCF automatically sets the field to blanks, which is considered a
valid chain group name. Any application with a blank chain group uses the chains defined in LCDF that
also have a blank chain group.

Manager Definition Table Panel Commands

The commands available from this panel are:

=n (jump)
The value of n is an option number. Processes end before the jump (updates the table).

CANCEL
Ends processing and does not update the table.

END PF key
Ends processing and updates the table.
For Vollie, you must have previously pressed Enter to save any table changes.

FIND string
Positions the display to the first occurrence of the specified string. Do not use delimiters.

NEXT
(Roscoe) Positions the display to the next occurrence of the string that was previously specified by the Vollie FIND
command.

RFIND
(TSO and VM/ESA.) Positions the display to the next occurrence of the string that was previously specified by the
FIND command.

SORT [MGR|APPL|CHAIN]
(Except Vollie.) Sorts the table by either the MGR ID, APPLICATION, or CHAIN GROUP. The table is
automatically sorted when saved. Specified with no operand, the table sorts by MGR.

Programmer Definition Table (Option 12.3)
The Programmer Definition Table defines to LIB/CCF the programmers and the application managers to whom they
report.

Programmer Definition Table Panel Fields

The panel fields are:

MGRS ID
Defines the manager’s LIB/CCF key, one of the following:

• For Roscoe -- The first eight characters of the Roscoe key or the LIB/CCF key defined in the Roscoe Key
Conversion Table (Option 12.8).

• For Vollie -- The first eight characters of the manager’s CICS operator name or the LIB/CCF key defined in the
OPNAME conversion table (Option 12.8).

• For ISPF(TSO) or ISPF(VM/ESA) -- The TSO or VM/ESA user ID or the LIB/CCF ID defined in the SYSUID
Conversion Table (Option 12.8).
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You can also specify a group ID, as defined in Option 12.12 (GROUPS). If specified, the group ID must be defined
in Option 12.12 before you can use it in this table.

PGMR ID
Defines the programmer’s LIB/CCF key, one of the following:

• For Roscoe -- The first eight characters of the Roscoe key, or the LIB/CCF key defined in the Roscoe Key
Conversion Table (Option 12.8).

• For Vollie -- The first eight characters of the programmer’s CICS operator name or the LIB/CCF key defined in
the OPNAME Conversion Table (Option 12.8).

• For ISPF(TSO) or ISPF(VM/ESA) -- The TSO or VM/ESA user ID, or the LIB/CCF ID defined in the SYSUID
Conversion Table (Option 12.8).

You can also specify a group ID, as defined in Option 12.12 (GROUPS). If specified, the group ID must be defined
in Option 12.12 before you can use it in this table.

Programmer Definition Table Panel Commands

The commands available from this panel are:

=n (jump)
The value of n is an option number. Processes end before the jump (updates the table).

CANCEL
Ends processing and does not update the table.

END pf key
Ends processing and updates the table. For Vollie, you must have previously pressed Enter to save any tables
changes.

FIND string
Positions the display to the first occurrence of the specified string. Do not use delimiters.

NEXT
(Roscoe and Vollie.) Positions the display to the next occurrence of the string that was previously specified by the
FIND command.

RFIND
(TSO and VM/ESA.) Positions the display to the next occurrence of the string that was previously specified by the
FIND command.

SORT [MGR|PGMR]
(Except Vollie.) Sorts the table by either the MGR ID or PGMR ID. The table is automatically sorted when saved.
Specified with no operand, the table sorts by MGR ID.

Master File Definition Table (Option 12.4 Vollie Only)
The Master File Definition Table defines the production master files from which members can be logged out. For each
pair of master files, production and test, there is one entry on this table with a unique entry number. You can add or delete
entries while viewing this panel.

WARNING
All master files named in this table must be defined in the CICS FCT. Refer to the Vollie Installation Procedures
section for sample FCT entries for Librarian master files.

Master File Definition Table Panel Fields

The panel fields are:
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ENTRY
Displays the entry number for the currently displayed entry. You can overtype the entry number you want to
display. To add a new entry, blank this field and complete the rest of the panel. To delete the entry currently
displayed, type D in this field.

ENTRY TYPE
Displays the type of entry currently displayed. The entry types are P, Q, F, and R:
P

Relates production libraries to test libraries.
Q

Relates one level of a QA library to the next highest level of a QA library, a production library to the
highest or final QA library, and a QA library to a reject library.

F
Relates the first QA library in a chain to the eventual production library.

R
Relates QA libraries to reject libraries.

To create a different type than is currently displayed, enter the new type and press Enter. The appropriate
headings for that entry type display.

NOTE
For details on QA processing with LIB/CCF-Vollie. see the Implementing Quality Assurance Procedures
section.

TOTAL ENTRIES
(Display only) Total number of entries in the table. The administrator cannot modify this field.

CHAIN GROUP
Defines a single library chain or group of library chains used when change requests are opened for the related
applications defined in Option 12.2. The chain group cannot contain the slash (/) character.

PRODUCTION MASTER FILE-ID
The file ID of the production Librarian master file that LIB/CCF is to control.

STATUS
Librarian MCD security status that is assigned to the member when added to this master file. You can specify this
field ONLY if the master file has an MCD assigned to it.

COPY
The method used to copy the member to this master file. The COPY specification is relevant only when the
movement operation takes place in the BATCH environment. Online moves are always done using IMPORT/
UPDATE of the current level of the member. The options are:
U

Uses the batch Librarian UTILITY COPY function. UTILITY COPY copies all archive levels, replacing the
entire module on the receiving master file.

S
Uses LIBDCOPY. LIBDCOPY copies only the most current archive level of the module and updates an
existing module or add a new module.

ACCESS
Defines the type of access allowed from Vollie when the Vollie CCF security facility is implemented.
A

Any access allowed.
B (Browse)

DISPLAY and LMI only, without LMI update capabilities
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R
(Default) Read, Browse, and Copy. DISPLAY, COPY, IMPORT, and LMI only, without LMI update
capabilities

N
None.

TEST MASTER FILE-ID
The file ID of the related test master file to which members are logged out. This field appears only for P type
entries.

LOCK
The Librarian MCD security status that is assigned to the member on the test master file when the login function is
performed. This cannot be specified unless the test master file has an MCD code assigned to it. It applies only to
P type entries, and then only when no QA libraries are used.

PRODUCTION RELOCATABLE LIBRARY
(Optional) The production relocatable library to be the target of production compiles or to which the test object
member is copied if a test relocatable library is specified. Specify the library.sublibrary name for VSE/ESA.

TEST RELOCATABLE LIBRARY
(Optional) Defines the test relocatable library and indicates that the object is copied from this library to the
production relocatable library rather than compiling the member after it is moved to the production master. This
appears only for P type entries. Specify the library.sublibrary name for VSE/ESA.
Broadcom does not recommend the use of a test object. If a test object is copied to the production object and then
linked, the Source to Load Audit Trail (SLAT) variables do not match when LIBDSCAN checks the source master
file against the core image library. See the Source to Load Member Verification section in the “LIB/CCF Model
System” section for details on the SLAT variables.

TO Q/A MASTER FILE-ID
Appears for Q and F type entries. The file ID of the Quality Assurance (QA) master file where members residing in
the From QA Master File are moved.
For F entries, the name of the first QA library in a Test to Production library chain.

FROM Q/A MASTER FILE-ID
For Q entries, the file ID of the Quality Assurance library from a previous level of QA. Members residing in this
library are processed to the next higher level as defined in the TO Q/A entry.
For R entries, the file ID of the QA library to relate to the reject library specified in the entry.

OP SYS MOVE
The action to take to produce a production object module.
C

(Default). Compile the member after moving it to this library, using the JCL skeleton associated with
the language that was assigned to the member when it was initially logged out. (The language-to-JCL-
skeleton relationship is defined in Option 12.5.) This library must have an associated object library or an
error results during login.

Y
Copy the object module from the previous library. This library and the previous library must both have an
associated object library or an error results during login.

N
No action takes place after the member is moved.

TO REJECT MASTER FILE-ID
Identifies the reject library where members are moved when rejected from the related Q/A master file.

FROM PRODUCTION MASTER FILE-ID
Identifies the production master file where the TO Q/A library is the first QA library in a chain.
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Master File Definition Table Panel Commands

The commands available from this panel are:

=n (jump)
The value of n is an option number. Updates the table before the jump.

CANCEL
Ends processing and does not update the table.

PF3/PF15 key
Ends processing and updates the table. You must have previously pressed Enter to save any table changes.

FIND string
Positions the display to the first occurrence of the specified string. Do not use delimiters.

NEXT
Positions the display to the next occurrence of the string that was previously specified by the FIND command.

Language Definition Table (Option 12.5)
The Language Definition Table correlates JCL skeletons with a LANGUAGE. When a member is logged out for the first
time through LIB/CCF, the programmer assigns a language to it through the History Create panel. At login, LIB/CCF uses
this language to determine which JCL skeleton is submitted to compile or otherwise process the member.

Language Definition Table Panel Fields

The panel fields are:

DESCRIPTION
(Optional) A description of what the skeleton is used for. Can be up to 30 characters and contain blanks. This
description appears on the HELP panel available from the Option 4 and 5 History Create/Modify panel when an
invalid language is entered.

LANGUAGE
Any one- to eight-character language name. When a member is logged out for the first time, the History Create/
Modify panel prompts the programmer for member information, including a LANGUAGE code. You must supply
one of the languages from this table. Once the History Create panel is filled in and the programmer presses Enter,
a history member is added to the history master file defined for the production master file. The LANGUAGE is
stored as a data record in the history member and determines which JCL skeleton is used to compile the member
when it is logged in.

NOTE
Do not confuse this language name with the three-character language that can optionally be assigned
to a member (with the Librarian -LANG control statement) and stored internally with a member’s control
information.

PRTY
(Except Vollie.) Any number from 0 to 999. This number orders members in the Group Processing selection list,
available from Options 5 and 9. (000 is the highest priority, 999 is the lowest priority. Members given a 000 priority
are processed before other members.) This can be useful when the order in which members are processed is
important.

SKELETON
Either the name of the skeleton JCL member for the compile or an entry of NOP to indicate that a compile is not
performed.
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• For Roscoe -- The member must exist in the library where LIB/CCF was installed.
• For ISPF(TSO) and ISPF(VM/ESA) -- The skeleton must exist in the skeleton library defined in the ISPSLIB

concatenation.
• For Vollie -- The skeleton must exist as a member of the VOICE library where CCF was installed.
• For ISPF(VM/ESA) -- The SKELETONS keyword has subkeywords of z/OS and OS/390, VM/ESA, and VSE/

ESA. Specify the name of the skeleton JCL member for the operating systems where the job is submitted. If an
operating system is left blank, the associated language cannot be processed in that operating system.

TESTSKEL
The name of the test skeleton JCL member to execute when the Option 5 (login) TEST command is issued. The
JCL skeleton can perform any processing before member login (for example, a test compile). You can supply your
own JCL skeleton or use one of the sample skeletons. Sample skeletons are provided for Assembler, COBOL,
and PL1 to compile the test member from the test master file. The sample members are:

• For ISPF:
– $CCFJT10
– $CCFJT11
– $CCFJT12

• For Roscoe:
– $CHGJT10
– $CHGJT11
– $CHGJT12

• For Vollie:
– $CCVJT10
– $CCVJT11
– $CCVJT12

You can specify the same skeleton for both the SKELETON and TESTSKEL panel fields.
The test JCL skeleton must use only the extension variables documented in the “Extension Variables” section.
Specify an entry of NOP to indicate that a compile is not performed.
For ISPF(VM/ESA), the TESTSKEL keyword has subkeywords of z/OS and OS/390, VM/ESA, and VSE/ESA.
Specify the name of the skeleton JCL member for the operating systems where the job is submitted. If an
operating system is left blank, the associated language cannot be processed in that operating system.

Language Definition Table Panel Commands

The commands available from this panel are:

=n (jump)
The value of n is an option number. Processes end before the jump (updates the table).

CANCEL
Ends processing and does not update the table.

END pf key
Ends processing and updates the table.
For Vollie, you must have previously pressed Enter to save any table changes.

FIND string
Positions the display to the first occurrence of the specified string. Do not use delimiters.

NEXT
(Roscoe and Vollie.) Positions the display to the next occurrence of the string that was previously specified by the
FIND command.
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RFIND
(TSO and VM/ESA.) Positions the display to the next occurrence of the string that was previously specified by the
FIND command.

SORT [LANG | TEST | SKEL | PRTY | DESC]
(Except Vollie.) Sorts the table by either the LANG, SKEL, TEST, PRTY, or DESC. The table is automatically
sorted when saved. Specified with no operand, the table sorts by LANG.

Production Master File Definition Table (Option 12.6 Vollie Only)
The Production Master File Definition Table defines the core image library that is associated with each production master.

Production Master File Definition Table Panel Fields

The panel fields are:

PRODUCTION MASTER FILE-ID
The file ID of the production Librarian master.

PRODUCTION CORE IMAGE LIBRARY
The name of the production core image library where link-edited members from the production master are placed.
Specify the sublibrary name for VSE/ESA.

PRODUCTION RELOCATABLE LIBRARY
The production relocatable library from which the link-edited members are taken. Specify the library.sublibrary for
VSE/ESA.

PRODUCTION BACKUP CORE IMAGE LIBRARY
(Optional) The file name for the backup core image library where the production phase is copied before the link
edit of a new production phase. The copy is done only if this field is supplied. Specify the file name for VSE/ESA
SP1 or the library.sublibrary name for VSE/ESA SP2.

Production Master File Table Panel Commands

The commands available from this panel are as follows:

=n (jump)
The value of n is an option number. Processes end before the jump (updates the table).

CANCEL
Ends processing and does not update the table.

PF3/PF15 key
Ends processing and updates the table. You must have previously pressed Enter to save any table changes.

FIND string
Positions the display to the first occurrence of the specified string. Do not use delimiters.

NEXT
Positions the display to the next occurrence of the string that was previously specified by the FIND command.

History Master File Definition Table (Option 12.7 Vollie Only)
The History Master File Definition Table defines the associated history master for each production master.

History Master File Definition Table Panel Fields

The panel fields are:
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PRODUCTION MASTER FILE-ID
The file ID of the production Librarian master file.

HISTORY MASTER FILE-ID
The file ID of the related history master file.

STATUS
Librarian MCD security status that is assigned to members on the history master file. You can specify this field
only if the History Master has an MCD code assigned to it.

History Master File Definition Table Panel Commands

The commands available from this panel are:

=n (jump)
The value of n is an option number. Processes end before the jump (updates the table).

CANCEL
Ends processing and does not update the table.

PF3/PF15 key
Ends processing and updates the table. You must have previously pressed Enter to save any table changes.

FIND string
Positions the display to the first occurrence of the specified string. Do not use delimiters.

NEXT
Positions the display to the next occurrence of the string that was previously specified by the FIND command.

ID Conversion Table (Option 12.8)
The ID Conversion table lets LIB/CCF convert a Roscoe key, TSO SYSUID, VM/ESA SYSUID, or Vollie CICS OPNAME to
a LIB/CCF ID. Use ID conversion if your site requires any of the following:

• To use real names as LIB/CCF IDs when user IDs are not meaningful. For example, real names can be more
meaningful in the LIB/CCF reports to someone unfamiliar with your site’s user IDs.

• To define more than one manager per application (since Option 12.2 (MANAGER) allows only one manager to be
defined per application). For example, if the PAYROLL application is managed by two people, JONES and ROBERTS,
convert both IDs to PAYMGR in this table. In Option 12.2, define PAYMGR as the manager for the PAYROLL
application. Any change requests opened under the PAYROLL application are placed in the Option 2 (ASSIGN) queue
for both JONES and ROBERTS. In this way, either manager can assign the change request, thereby removing it from
both manager’s queue.

• For Vollie, when the first eight characters of the user’s CICS operator name are not unique. For example, if the
operator naming convention is SYSTEMS.lastname, then the first eight characters are not unique to each user. In this
case, entries are required in the table to define a unique LIB/CCF ID for each user.

• For Roscoe, when the first eight characters of the Roscoe key are not unique. For example, if the Roscoe ID naming
convention is SYSTEMS.lastname, then the first eight characters are not unique to each user. In this case, entries are
required in the table to define a unique LIB/CCF ID for each user.

If a user ID is defined in this table, the conversion is performed automatically when the user signs on to LIB/CCF. It is in
effect for all LIB/CCF processing. To demonstrate, let us convert a Roscoe key of SYSPG01 to a LIB/CCF key of SMITH.
When SYSPG01 signs on to LIB/CCF, that user is known to LIB/CCF only as SMITH. Therefore, SMITH must be defined
in the appropriate LIB/CCF tables as a user, manager, programmer, control key, or emergency key.

WARNING
The one exception to this is for the ISPF (VM/ESA and TSO) CNTLID (control ID), EMERID (emergency ID), and
ADMINID (administrator ID) keywords in Option 12.0, which must specify the real SYSUID, not the converted
CCF ID.
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NOTE
You cannot convert group IDs, as defined in Option 12.12 (GROUPS).

Roscoe Key Conversion Table

Entries in this table associate a Roscoe key with a LIB/CCF key.

ID Conversion Table Panel Fields

The panel fields are:

ROSCOE KEY
The Roscoe key for the user.

CCF KEY
The one- to eight-character LIB/CCF key for the user. It must be different from all other LIB/CCF keys. If a Roscoe
user does not have an entry in this table, the first eight characters of that user’s Roscoe key are used as the LIB/
CCF key.

ID Conversion Table Panel Commands

The commands available from this panel are:

=n (jump)
The value of n is an option number. Processes end before the jump (updates the table).

CANCEL
Ends processing and does not update the table.

END pf key
Ends processing and updates the table.

FIND string
Positions the display to the first occurrence of the specified string. Do not use delimiters.

NEXT
Positions the display to the next occurrence of the string that was previously specified by the FIND command.

SORT [ROSCOE|CCF]
Sorts the table by either the ROSCOE or CCF ID. The table is automatically sorted when saved. Specified with no
operand, the ID stores the table.

ISPF SYSUID Conversion Table

Entries in this table associate a LIB/CCF key with a TSO or VM/ESA SYSUID.

ISPF SYSUID Conversion Table Panel Fields

The panel fields are:

TSO OR VM/ESA ID
The user ID for this user.

CCF ID
A unique one- to eight-character LIB/CCF ID.

If there is no entry in this table for a particular user ID, the user ID itself is used as the CCF ID.
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ISPF SYSUID Conversion Table Panel Commands

The commands available from this panel are:

=n (jump)
The value of n is an option number. Processes end before the jump (updates the table).

CANCEL
Ends processing and does not update the table.

END pf key
Ends processing and updates the table.

FIND string
Positions the display to the first occurrence of the specified string. Do not use delimiters.

RFIND
Positions the display to the next occurrence of the string that was previously specified by the FIND command.

SORT [TSO|CMS|CCF]
Sorts the table by either the TSO, VM/ESA or CCF ID. The table is automatically sorted when saved. Specified
with no operand, the table is sorted by the TSO or VM/ESA ID, depending on which system is used.

Vollie OPNAME Conversion Table

Entries in this table associate a CICS operator name with a LIB/CCF key.

OPNAME Conversion Table Panel Fields

The panel fields are:

OPERATOR NAME
The CICS operator name for the user.

CCF KEY
The one- to eight-character LIB/CCF key for the user.

If a Vollie user does not have an entry in this table, the first eight characters of that user’s operator name are used as the
LIB/CCF key.

OPNAME Conversion Table Panel Commands

The commands available from this panel are:

=n (jump)
The value of n is an option number. Processes end before the jump (updates the table).

CANCEL
Ends processing and does not update the table.

PF3/PF15 key
Ends processing and updates the table. You must have previously pressed Enter to save any table changes.

FIND string
Positions the display to the first occurrence of the specified string. Do not use delimiters.

NEXT
Positions the display to the next occurrence of the string that was previously specified by the FIND command.
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Change Request Reassignment (Option 12.9)
Change Request Reassignment lets the System Administrator reassign change requests to different programmers or
managers. Option 2 (ASSIGN) allows a manager to use the REASSIGN command to reassign change requests from one
programmer to another, provided that both programmers are defined as reporting to him in Option 12.3 (PROGRAMMER).

Change Request Reassignment Panel Fields

The panel fields are:

REQUEST ID
The change request number. Leave this field blank to reassign all the change requests that were assigned to the
specified programmer or manager.

PROGRAMMER
The CCF ID of the programmer to whom the change request is currently assigned. You can specify a group ID
from option 12.12 (except for Vollie sites).

REASSIGN TO PROGRAMMER
The CCF ID of the programmer to whom the requests are reassigned. You can specify a group ID from option
12.12 (except for Vollie sites).

MANAGER
The CCF ID of the manager to whom the Change Request is currently assigned. You can specify a group ID from
option 12.12 (except for Vollie sites).

REASSIGN TO MANAGER
The CCF ID of the manager to whom the requests are reassigned. You can specify a group ID from option 12.12
(except for Vollie sites).

Change Request Reassignment Panel Commands

The commands available from this panel are:

=n (jump)
The value of n is an option number. Processes end before the jump (updates the table).

END pf key
Ends processing.

Master File Information Table (Option 12.10 Vollie Only)
This list contains information Vollie requires to access Librarian master files online. It also contains information needed to
build proper JCL for batch operations.

Every Librarian master file defined in any other table must have one (and only one) entry in this table.

Master File Information Table Panel Fields

The panel fields are:

ENTRY
Displays the entry number for the currently displayed entry. You can overtype the entry number you want to
display. To add a new entry, blank this field and complete the rest of the panel. To delete the currently displayed
entry, enter D in this field.

TOTAL ENTRIES
Total number of entries in the table. This field is for display only. The administrator cannot modify it.
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LIBRARIAN MASTER FILE ID
The file ID of the Librarian master file.

FCT NAME
The name used in the CICS FCT entry for this master file.

FILE ORGANIZATION
The type of master: BDAM or VSAM.

BASE
The base Librarian management code for this Librarian master file. (See the "Security" section for a description of
management codes and their restrictions.)

VOLSER
The volume serial number where this master resides. Although it relates only to BDAM masters, it is also required
for VSAM masters to satisfy the JCL requirements in the JCL skeletons.

VSAM CATNAME
The name of the VSAM catalog containing the entry for this master file. (For VSAM masters only.)

Master File Information Table Panel Commands

The commands available from this panel are:

=n (jump)
The value of n is an option number. Processes end before the jump (updates the table).

CANCEL
Ends processing and does not update the table.

PF3/PF15 key
Ends processing and updates the table. You must have previously pressed Enter to save any table changes.

FIND string
Positions the display to the first occurrence of the specified string. Do not use delimiters.

Library Chain Definition (Option 12.11 Except Vollie)
The Library Chain Definition Function (LCDF) defines production, Q/A, reject, and test master files and their associated
libraries (object, load, and history) as a library chain. A library chain is a group of logically related libraries. The
relationships contain information about the type of each library (production, test, reject, or Q/A), how to move modules
between these libraries, and other information. LCDF lets you arrange library chains in chain groups and relate them to
an application system through a chain group identifier. Each master file is specified in its logical order in the promotion
hierarchy of the library chain and is designated as Production, Quality Assurance, Reject, or Test. Each chain has a
unique identification number and is a subset of a chain group.

LCDF is available for the Roscoe, ISPF(TSO), and ISPF(VM/ESA) environments. Similar functions are performed for the
Vollie environment by options 12.4, 12.6, 12.7, and 12.10.

LCDF Selection List Processing

LCDF supports selection list processing for certain panel fields and functions. Each field or function described in the
following sections indicates how to obtain a selection list, but generally, use an asterisk or blank for a complete list of
libraries or chains. There are two additional ways of using wildcard specification.

LIBR*
Place an asterisk at the end of the specification to select all library names starting with the characters preceding
the asterisk.
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L*BR
Place an asterisk in a character position to select, in this example, all libraries with four character names, an L in
the first position, B in the third position, and R in the fourth position.

You can use these two types together. For example, the specification of L**B* selects libraries that have an L as the
first character, anything as the second and third characters, a B as the fourth character, and any number of unspecified
characters after that.

LCDF Panel Commands

You can use the following commands in the various Library Chain Definition Functions:

BACK
Redisplays the previous panel in the function, if possible.

CANCEL
Cancels the function without an update.

END
On the first panel of each function, CANCELs without an update. On functions where indicated, proceeds to the
next panel in sequence. In all other cases, FINISHes with an update.

FINISH
Skips all remaining panels that are normally displayed for the function, if possible, and completes with an update.

Select Option 12.11 from the LIB/CCF Administrator menu. The LCDF menu appears.

                  LIBRARY CHAIN DEFINITION

OPTION===>

 1 CREATE CHAIN   - Create library chain

 2 MODIFY CHAIN   - Modify library chain

 3 MODIFY LIBRARY - Modify library definition

 4 DEACTIVATE     - Deactivate library chain

 5 DELETE         - Delete deactivated library or chain

The following sections describe the Option 12.11 functions. See the Glossary for the meaning of any unfamiliar terms.

NOTE
Do not alter chains until all related outstanding members are processed to completion, or the logout has been
deleted. Changing chains when members are outstanding can cause unpredictable results.

Create a Library Chain

The CREATE function defines a new library chain to CCF. You can model the chain after an existing chain. When you
select Option 12.11.1 (Create library chain), a series of panels appears. When you fill in all the necessary information,
LCDF creates the library chain.

                        CREATE CHAIN                                          

COMMAND===>                                                                   

                                                                              

                      CHAIN NUMBER: 00001                                     

                                                                              

   CHAIN GROUP===> PAYROLL                                                    

                                                                              

   DESCRIPTION LIBRARY PROMOTION PATH FOR PAYROLL                             
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CHAIN MODEL===> (asterisk for selection list)                                 

CHAIN NUMBER
LCDF generates the new chain number automatically for the chain being created.

CHAIN GROUP
Corresponds to the chain group defined in Option 12.2 for one or more applications. If you leave this field blank,
LIB/CCF automatically sets the field to blanks, which is considered a valid chain group name. See the Manager
Definition Table (Option 12.2) section in the “Administrator Functions in LIB/CCF” section for details on the CHAIN
GROUP keyword of Option 12.2.

DESCRIPTION
(Required.) A brief description of the chain.

CHAIN MODEL
(Optional.) To specify an existing chain to use as a model, enter its chain number in the Chain Model field.
Alternatively, enter * to obtain a selection list of all chains. Use an S to select the chain to use as a model. LCDF
creates a copy that is used for building the new chain.

Chain Description Panel

The chain description panel allows modification of the chain group and chain description.

                     CHAIN DESCRIPTION

                                                                              

COMMAND===>

                                                                              

                     CHAIN NUMBER: 00001

                                                                              

   CHAIN GROUP===> PAYROLL

                                                                              

   DESCRIPTION===> LIBRARY CHAIN FOR PAYROLL APPLICATIONS

Chain Structure Panel

The chain structure panel graphically defines the libraries in the chain. Each chain must have at least a PROD and TEST
type library.

                        CHAIN STRUCTURE ROW 1 OF 6                            

                                                                              

                       "END" TO CONTINUE                                      

                                                                              

COMMAND ===>                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE                

                                                                              

               CHAIN NUMBER: 00001         CHAIN GROUP: PAYROLL               

                                                                              

   DESCRIPTION: LIBRARY CHAIN FOR PAYROLL APPLICATIONS                        

                                                                              

ACTION  TYPE        LIBRARY                                                   

        PROD        PAYROLL-PROD                                              

        Q/A         PAYROLL-STAGING                                           

        REJ         PAYROLL-REJECT                                            

        Q/A         PAYROLL-QA-TEST                                           
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        REJ         PAYROLL-TEST                                              

        TEST        PAYROLL-TEST                                              

A

ACTION
(Optional) For inserting or deleting libraries. One of the following:

Inn
Insert a number (nn) of lines. If you do not specify a number, one line is inserted.

Dnn
Delete a number (nn) of lines. If you do not specify a number, one line is deleted.

DD
Delete a block of libraries, starting with the line where the first DD is found and ending with the line where the next
DD is found.

TYPE
Library type, one of the following:

PROD
The production library (required).

Q/A
Intermediate quality assurance libraries (optional).

REJ
Reject libraries, where the module goes if rejected from the corresponding Q/A library (optional).

TEST
The test library (required).

LIBRARY
(Required) The 1- to 44-byte library name (not necessarily the data set name). Alternatively, enter an * or wildcard
specification to obtain a selection list of all the libraries of the type specified. For example, if you enter * for the
library type of PROD, a list of all libraries previously defined as PROD displays. Enter S to select a library from the
list. Press Enter to return to the Chain Structure panel with the selected library name entered in the appropriate
LIBRARY field.

NOTE
PROD and Q/A types can refer to the same library. REJ and TEST types can refer to the same library. However,
you cannot define a PROD or Q/A type library as a REJ or TEST type library in the same chain or any other
chain. Similarly, you cannot define a REJ or TEST type library as a PROD or Q/A library in the same chain or
any other chain.

Chain Attributes Panel

The chain attributes panel lets you specify how members are copied, their status, the action taken with operating system
files, and the promotion path for rejected members.

                     CHAIN ATTRIBUTES                         ROW 1 OF 6      

                                                                              

                   "END" TO CONTINUE                                          

COMMAND ===>                                            SCROLL ===> PAGE      

            CHAIN NUMBER: 00001    CHAIN GROUP: PAYROLL                       

  DESCRIPTION: LIBRARY CHAIN FOR PAYROLL APPLICATIONS                         

                                                                              

LIBRARY                                                                       

                      SOURCE   STATUS   OP SYS  PROMOTE  LOCK   LOGIN         

                       MOVE              MOVE                    MOVE         
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PAYROLL-PROD                                                                  

                        C         1        C       *       *      *           

  PAYROLL-STAGING                                                             

                        A         T        N       *       *      *           

    PAYROLL-REJECT                                                            

                        A         T        N       F       T      Y           

  PAYROLL-QA-TEST                                                             

                        A         T        N       *       *      *           

    PAYROLL-TEST                                                              

                        A         T        N       F       T      Y           

PAYROLL-TEST                                                                  

                        A         T        *       *       T      Y           

LIBRARY
(Display only) The library name for the Librarian master file at this location in the chain. PROD and TEST libraries
display at the left margin. Q/A libraries are indented two spaces. REJ libraries are indented four spaces.

SOURCE MOVE
(Required) Specifies whether the Librarian member is moved into this library with all its archived levels or only the
current level.
C

Move only the current archived level of the member. If the member exists on the receiving file, it is
updated. If not, it is added. In z/OS and OS/390, LIBRCOPY is executed. In VM/ESA, a service routine is
executed. In VSE/ESA, LIBDCOPY is executed.

A
Move all archive levels of the member. If the member exists on the receiving file, it is replaced. In z/OS
and OS/390 or VSE/ESA, Librarian Utility Copy is executed.

In addition to this field, three Option 12.0 (PROFILE) keywords affect the method in which members are moved
into the library (that is, by a batch job or online, by the programmer, or the control group). These keywords are
CMOVEMENT, PMOVEMENT, and TMOVEMENT. See the System Profile Table section in the “Administrator
Functions in LIB/CCF” section for details.

NOTE
In the LIB/CCF-ISPF(VM/ESA) environment, you must specify C if this library is a VM/ESA formatted
master file (that is, initialized with the LIB/CMS LIBMAST command) or if movement into this library is
performed online (as specified by the Option 12.0 keyword MOVEMENT).

STATUS
The MCD security status assigned to the member when it is moved to this library. Can be T, 0, 1, or 2,
corresponding to TEST, PROD0, PROD1, or PROD2. When left blank, a default of T, or TEST, is assumed.

OP SYS MOVE
(Required) How members of operating system files are moved at login.
C\

Compile the member after moving it to this library, using the JCL skeleton associated with the language
that was assigned to the member when it was initially logged out. The language-to-JCL-skeleton
relationship is defined in Option 12.5. This library must have an associated object library or an LCDF error
results during login.

L
Copy the load module from the previous library. This library and the previous library must both have an
associated load library or an LCDF error results during login.
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O
Copy the object module from the previous library. This library and the previous library must both have an
associated object library, or an LCDF error results during login.

N
No action takes place after the member is moved.

* (asterisk)
This attribute does not apply to the type of library specified.

PROMOTE
(Required for Reject libraries.) Where a module promoted out of a REJ library is moved.
F

Move the rejected member from the reject library back to the first Q/A library in the chain.
B

Move the rejected member from the reject library directly back to the Q/A library it was rejected from.
* (asterisk)

This attribute does not apply to the type of library specified.
LOCK

(Required for Test and Reject libraries.) The MCD security status assigned to the member when locking it in this
library after a login was requested of the control group. Allowable values are T, 0, 1, and 2, corresponding to the
MCD security status codes of TEST, PROD0, PROD1, and PROD2. When left blank, a default of T, or TEST, is
assumed.
The asterisk (*) does not apply to the type of library specified.

LOGIN MOVE
Applicable only if:

• A control group is defined, and
• A Q/A library is defined in the chain.

Controls movement into the Q/A library. Required for test libraries (even if no Q/A library is defined in the chain)
and reject libraries.
Y

The login from Option 5 moves the member into the Q/A library from the test or reject library.
N

The login from Option 5 does nothing other than create a request for the control group. It does not move
the member into the Q/A library from the test or reject library.

* (a
sterisk)
This attribute does not apply to the type of library specified.

Associated Files Panel

The associated files panel lets you define the related object, load, and DBRM libraries for each operating system
environment. All files are optional. The file name need not be the real data set name.

A production library must have an associated object and load library if it is presented to the programmer as an available
file combination for the System Link Request (Option 6). Similarly, a production library must have an associated object,
DBRM, and load library if it is presented to the programmer as an available file combination for the System Bind Request
(Option 6).

                     ASSOCIATED FILES                                         
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COMMAND ===>                                                                  

              CHAIN NUMBER: 00001 CHAIN GROUP: PAYROLL                        

  DESCRIPTION: LIBRARY CHAIN FOR PAYROLL APPLICATIONS                         

  TYPE: PRODUCTION       FILE: PAYROLL-PROD                                   

                                     MVS                                      

OBJECT LIBRARY ===> payroll-prod-reloc                                        

  LOAD LIBRARY ===> payroll-prod-load                                         

  DBRM LIBRARY ===> DB2 DBRM library                                          

                                     CMS                                      

OBJECT LIBRARY ===>                                                           

  LOAD LIBRARY ===>                                                           

                                     VSE                                      

OBJECT LIBRARY ===>                                                           

  LOAD LIBRARY ===>                                                           

OBJECT LIBRARY
The library to contain object (or relocatable) modules.

LOAD LIBRARY
The library to contain load modules or phases.

DBRM LIBRARY
For use with DB2 for z/OS and OS/390. The PDS to contain the DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 pre-compile output
(DBRMs).

NOTE
The OBJECT, LOAD, and DBRM LIBRARY fields support selection list processing. Enter * or wildcard
specification to obtain a selection list of all operating systems libraries that meet the selection criteria. Enter S to
select a library from the list. Press Enter to return to the Associated Files panel, with the selected library name
entered in the appropriate LIBRARY field.

Library Definition Panels LCDF

The Library Definition Panels LCDF defines production, Q/A, test, reject, operating system, and history libraries. For each
library type, you must fill out a panel to supply library information common to all operating system environments and also,
if applicable, information unique to the VM/ESA and VSE/ESA environments. Each library type panel is shown on the
following pages.

Production Library
                    PRODUCTION LIBRARY                                        

                                                                              

COMMAND ===>                                                                  

                                                                              

    LIBRARY NAME:  PAYROLL-PROD                                               

                                                                              

                         COMMON INFORMATION                                   

                                                                              

DATA SET NAME ===> acct.payroll.prod.mast        ACCESS ===> R                

 HISTORY FILE ===> payroll-hist                                               

     MCD BASE ===> 0000      TYPE ===> BDAM                                   

                                                                              

                          CMS INFORMATION                                     

                                                                              

OWNER===> mvssa  ADDRESS===> 452  MULTIWRITE PASSWORD===> mmvsa               
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                          VSE INFORMATION                                     

                                                                              

VOLUME ID ===> vselb1                                                         

Q/A Library
                       Q/A LIBRARY                                            

                                                                              

COMMAND ===>                                                                  

                                                                              

    LIBRARY NAME:  PAYROLL-STAGING                                            

                                                                              

                         COMMON INFORMATION                                   

                                                                              

DATA SET NAME ===> acct.payroll.staging.mast    ACCESS ===> R                 

     MCD BASE ===> 0000       TYPE ===> BDAM                                  

                                                                              

                         CMS INFORMATION                                      

                                                                              

OWNER ===>    ADDRESS ===>     MULTIWRITE PASSWORD ===>                       

                                                                              

                         VSE INFORMATION                                      

                                                                              

VOLUME ID ===>                                                                

Test/Reject Library
  TEST/REJECT LIBRARY

                                                                              

COMMAND ===>

                                                                              

LIBRARY NAME: PAYROLL-REJECT

                                                                              

                                                                              

DATA SET NAME ===> acct.payroll.reject.mast

MCD BASE ===> 1111 TYPE ===> BDAM

ADD LIBRARY MODIFIER ===> EXISTING LIBRARY MODIFIERS: NO

                                                                              

CMS INFORMATION

                                                                              

OWNER===> mvssa ADDRESS===> 452 MULTIWRITE PASSWORD===> mmvsa

                                                                              

VSE INFORMATION

                                                                              

VOLUME ID ===> vselb1                                                         

Operating System Libraries
                  OPERATING SYSTEM LIBRARIES                                  

COMMAND ===>                                                                  
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     LIBRARY NAME:   PAYROLL-QA-LOAD                                          

                                                                              

                           COMMON INFORMATION                                 

                                                                              

BACKUP LIBRARY ===>                                                           

ADD LIBRARY MODIFIER ===>       EXISTING LIBRARY MODIFIERS: NO                

                                                                              

                           MVS INFORMATION                                    

                                                                              

DATA SET NAME ===> acct.payroll.qatest.load                                   

                                                                              

                           CMS INFORMATION                                    

OWNER ===>        MODE ===>        ADDRESS ===>        PASSWORD ===>          

         FILE NAME ===>                  FILE TYPE ===>                       

                                                                              

                           VSE INFORMATION                                    

                                                                              

LIBRARY ===>        SUBLIBRARY ===>                                           

History Library
                        HISTORY LIBRARY                                       

COMMAND ===>                                                                  

                                                                              

    LIBRARY NAME:  PAYROLL-HIST                                               

                                                                              

                      COMMON INFORMATION                                      

                                                                              

DATA SET NAME ===> acct.payroll.history.mast                                  

  LOCK STATUS ===> 2                                                          

     MCD BASE ===> 3333      TYPE ===> BDAM                                   

                                                                              

                      CMS INFORMATION                                         

                                                                              

OWNER===>mvssa        ADDRESS===>452        MULTIWRITE PASSWORD===>mmvs       

                                                                              

                                           VSE INFORMATION                    

VOLUME ID ===> vselb1                                                     

The panel for each library type contains a subset of the fields that follow.

For All Operating Systems

Common information applying to all operating systems:

DATA SET NAME
The real data set name for the file.

NOTE
You can substitute the user ID (or the CCF ID if the user ID was converted in Option 12.8) anywhere in
the data set name by coding the @CCFUID@ variable. This is a useful technique for permitting each
programmer to own his own test data set. The @CCFUID@ variable is supported for the test and reject
master files and their associated object and load libraries, the VSE/ESA sublibraries, and the VM/ESA
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owner and password fields. The @CCFUID@ variable is not supported for the production and Q/A
master files and their associated object and load libraries.

ACCESS
Defines the type of access allowed for production or Q/A libraries from ELIPS when you select the CCFCHK
ELIPSGEN parameter, and from Roscoe when you select the LIBRCCF initialization option. LIB/CMS does not
use this facility. In VM/ESA, you can restrict access as necessary through the use of LINK passwords.
You must restart Roscoe to activate changes to the ACCESS field.
A

Any
B

Browse

• For Roscoe, ATTACH and PRINT only
• For ELIPS, BROWSE, PRINT, and INFO functions only, without INFO update capabilities

R
(Default) Read, Browse, and Copy

• For Roscoe, IMPORT, ATTACH, and PRINT.
• For ELIPS, BROWSE, PRINT, COPY, and INFO, without INFO update capabilities. N None.

BACKUP LIBRARY
The file name (real or symbolic) for the backup load library. Does not apply for object libraries.

HISTORY FILE
The file name (real or symbolic) for the history master file associated with this production file.

NOTE
The BACKUP LIBRARY and HISTORY FILE fields support selection list processing. Enter * or wildcard
specification to obtain a selection list. For the BACKUP LIBRARY, all operating system files that meet
the selection criteria display. For the HISTORY FILE, all history master files that meet the selection
criteria display. Enter S to select a library from the list. Press Enter to return to the Operating System
Files panel, with the selected library name entered in the appropriate field.

MCD BASE
The MCD base code for the master file (supply only the base code, not the date plus the base code). See the
Security Administration Guide for more information on the MCD.

TYPE
The default is BDAM. VM/ESA is valid for master files initialized with the LIB/CMS LIBMAST command. Specify
BDAM for z/OS and OS/390 BDAM, PDS, and PDS/E master files.

ADD/DELETE LIBRARY MODIFIER
Enter A or Y to add a modifier. Enter D to delete the displayed modifier.
A library modifier provides a way to override information supplied for a test master file, reject master file, or test
operating system library. This is especially useful when defining data sets with the @CCFUID@ variable as you
might want to define user specific information about the actual data set.
For example, if each programmer has his own test data set, you could define LIBR.@CCFUID@.TEST as the
test master file data set name. This way, when programmer JONES performs a logout, LIB/CCF copies the
member into LIBR.JONES.TEST. Similarly, if programmer SMITH performs a logout, the member is copied into
LIBR.SMITH.TEST. But what if programmer SMITH wants to use an MCD base different from the MCD base
specified for LIBR.@CCFUID@.TEST? The solution is to supply a library modifier for SMITH that specifies the
correct MCD base for LIBR.SMITH.TEST.
Another example is a VM/ESA site requiring data sets to reside on different volumes. This scenario requires CCF
to provide different link information (owner, address, and password) that could be supplied by specifying a library
modifier.
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EXISTING LIBRARY MODIFIERS
(Display only.) YES indicates that modifiers exist. NO indicates that no modifiers exist. Use the up and down PF
keys to scroll forward and backward, respectively.

CCF USER ID
The actual user ID (or the CCF ID if the user ID is converted in Option 12.8) for which the library modifier is
supplied.

For VM/ESA

The VM/ESA information (required only for VM/ESA sites):

OWNER
The machine that owns the file. Alternatively, you can specify the @CCFUID@ variable if the machine ID matches
the user ID.

ADDRESS
For master files only. The real address of the file.

MULTIWRITE PASSWORD
For master files only. The VM/ESA multiwrite password for the file. Alternatively, you can specify the @CCFUID@
variable if the password matches the user ID.

ADDR
For operating system files only. The real address of the file.

MODE
For operating system files only. A valid VM/ESA link mode.

PASSWORD
For operating system files only. The correct password for the MODE specified.

FILE NAME
(Optional.) For operating system files only. Can specify the file name of an operating system library (for example,
OS simulated load libraries or macro libraries).

FILE TYPE
(Optional.) For operating system files only. Can specify the file type.

For VSE/ESA

The VSE/ESA information (required only for VSE/ESA sites):

VOLUME ID
The volume for the file.

LIBRARY
The VSE/ESA library name.

SUBLIBRARY
The VSE/ESA sublibrary name. Alternatively, you can specify the @CCFUID@ variable if the sublibrary name
matches the user ID.

When the last panel is filled in, LCDF has all the necessary information to create a library chain, and does so. You can
enter a command of FINISH at any time to bypass unneeded panels.

Modify a Library Chain

When you select Option 12.11.2 (Modify Library Chain), the Chain Selection Panel appears.

                           SELECT CHAIN                                       
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COMMAND ===>                                                                  

                                                                              

   CHAIN NUMBER ===>      (blank or asterisk for selection list)              

Enter a chain number. Alternatively, you can enter * or blank to obtain a selection list of all the chains. Enter S to select
a chain. The display that follows begins with the same panels as that of the create function, starting with the Chain
Description Panel.

All of the information is modifiable.

The LCDF screens are presented in the following order.

1. Chain Selection
2. Chain Description
3. Chain Structure
4. Chain Attributes
5. Associated Files
6. Library Information

The Library Information panel appears only for new files that you added to the chain through the Chain Structure panel.

NOTE
Do not alter chains until all related outstanding members are processed to completion, or the logout has been
deleted. Changing chains when members are outstanding can cause unpredictable results.

Modify the Library Definition

When you select Option 12.11.3 (Modify library definition), the Library Selection Panel appears.

                         SELECT LIBRARY                                       

COMMAND ===>                                                                  

                                                                              

   LIBRARY NAME ===>                                                          

                       (blank or asterisk for selection list)                 

Enter the name of the library to modify. Alternatively, wildcard selection is available. Enter S  to select one of the libraries
from the selection list. The appropriate Library Information panel then appears, depending on whether the library you
selected is a PROD, Q/A, TEST/REJ, OPERATING SYSTEM, or HISTORY library. Modify the information on the panel as
necessary.

Deactivate a Library Chain

When you select Option 12.11.4 (Deactivate library chain), the Chain Selection Panel appears.

                           SELECT LIBRARY                                     

COMMAND ===>                                                                  

                                                                              

   LIBRARY NAME ===>                                                          

                                                                              

                         (blank or asterisk for selection list)               

Enter the chain number of the chain to deactivate. Alternatively, enter an asterisk or blank to obtain a selection list of all
chains. Use an S to select a chain. The Deactivate Chain confirm panel displays.

                           DEACTIVATE CHAIN                                   
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COMMAND===>                                                                   

                                                                              

            NUMBER: 00001                     GROUP: PAYROLL                  

                                                                              

DESCRIPTION: LIBRARY CHAIN FOR PAYROLL APPLICATIONS                           

                                                                              

CONFIRM===>     (enter "Y" to confirm)                                        

The deactivate library chain function lets you deactivate a chain. Once a library chain is deactivated, you can no longer
use it to logout a member. LIB/CCF continues to process logged out members still outstanding at the time the library chain
is deactivated. You can use Option 12.11.5 (Delete Unused Chains/Library Definitions) to physically delete all deactivated
chains. A chain is not deleted until all related outstanding members are processed to completion.

Delete Deactivated Chains

When you select Option 12.11.5, all deactivated chains and library definitions are deleted. The Library/Chain Statistics
panel appears, displaying the summary information.

                          LIBRARY/CHAIN STATUS                                

COMMAND===>                                                                   

                                                                              

DELETED:                                                                      

 CHAIN ENTRIES: 0000001        LIBRARY DEFINITIONS: 0000003                   

        CHAINS: 00001 LIBRARY DEFINITION MODIFIERS: 0000000                   

                                                                              

PENDING DELETION:                                                             

 CHAIN ENTRIES: 0000000                       CHAINS: 00000                   

                                                                              

ACTIVE:                                                                       

CHAIN ENTRIES: 0000002         LIBRARY DEFINITIONS: 0000006                   

       CHAINS: 00001  LIBRARY DEFINITION MODIFIERS: 0000000                   

The Library/Chain Statistics panel shows the number of deleted, deactivated, and active chains. The deactivated total is
the total number of chains that were deactivated but cannot be deleted because they are still in use.

Library Chain Definition Report (Option 8.9)

The Library Chain Definition Report generates several different formats of chain or library definition reports. Only the
system administrator can request this report. The following screen shows the panel you use to generate the Library Chain
Definition Report.

Enter the report type.

If you are requesting a Library Definition Report, enter a library name to request the report for one library. If you do not,
the report is for all library definitions.

If you are requesting a Chain report, enter a chain number to request the report for one chain. If you do not supply a chain
number, the report is for all chains.

You can select the DETAIL option for a chain report and include the chain attribute information for each entry in the chain.
When you select the DETAIL option, you can also select options to include deactivated entries (DELETED) and specific
operating systems information (INCLUDE OPERATING SYSTEMS).

Check the report status you want. The choices are VIEW and PRINT. If you choose to view the report online, you can
also print it from the viewing panel with the PRINT command issued from the command line. If you choose PRINT, fill in
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the PRINT DEST data field to print the report on a printer other than the default printer. Enter the number of copies in the
COPIES data field if you want to print more than one copy.

For LIB/CCF Roscoe and ISPF(TSO), the report prints either by the available online print function (RPS for Roscoe, for
example) or by a batch job, depending on what you specified for the PRINT keyword in Option 12.0 (PROFILE).

For LIB/CCF ISPF(VM/ESA), issue the PRINT command to display the print specification panel.

                 LIBRARY CHAIN DEFINITION REPORT                              

COMMAND===>                                                                   

                                                                              

REPORT TYPE ===>          LIBRARY DEFINITIONS( ) CHAINS( )                    

LIBRARY NAME ===>                                                             

                                     ("BLANK" FOR ALL LIBRARIES)              

                                                                              

CHAIN NUMBER ===>                    ("BLANK" FOR ALL CHAINS)                 

                                                                              

INCLUDE ===>                           DELETED( )                             

                                        DETAIL( )                             

                                                                              

INCLUDE OPERATING SYSTEMS ===>             MVS( )                             

                                           CMS( )                             

                                           VSE( )                             

REPORT STATUS ===>                        VIEW( ) PRINT( )                    

                                                                              

PRINT DEST ===>                         COPIES ===>                           

Group Definition Table (Option 12.12 Except Vollie)
The Group Definition Table defines a group of users to LIB/CCF. Once defined in this table, you can use the Group ID in
the following LIB/CCF administrator tables:

• User Definition table (Option 12.1) for USER ID and USER Key.
• Manager Definition table (Option 12.2) for MGRS ID.
• Programmer Definition table (Option 12.3) for MGRS ID and PGMR ID.

If you assign a change request to a Group ID, everyone defined in that group can work on that change request.

You can use the Group ID where the CCFID is used in other Option 12 tables. A Group ID cannot be a CCFID, nor can it
include a Group ID.

Group Definition Table Panel Fields

The panel fields are:

GROUP ID
Specify the name of the group. You cannot change or delete this field if the Group ID exists in any of the LIB/CCF
tables listed above or if the Group ID is used in any outstanding change requests.

MEMBER ID
Specify the members of the group.

Group Definition Table Panel Commands

The commands available from this panel are:
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=n (jump)
The value of n is an option number. Processes end before the jump (updates the table).

CANCEL
Ends processing and does not update the table.

END PF key
Ends processing and updates the table.

FIND string
Positions the display to the first occurrence of the specified string. Do not use delimiters.

NEXT
(Roscoe.) Positions the display to the next occurrence of the string that was previously specified by the FIND
command.

RFIND
(TSO and VM/ESA.) Positions the display to the next occurrence of the string that was previously specified by the
FIND command.

SORT [GROUP|MEMBER]
Sorts the table by either the GROUP ID or MEMBER ID. The table is automatically sorted when saved. Specified
with no operand, the table sorts by GROUP ID.

LIB/CCF Batch Utilities for Roscoe and ISPF(TSO)
The LIB/CCF system provides seven batch programs.

• Change request status report ($CCFB101).
• Logout utility ($CCFB102).
• Login utility ($CCFB109).
• Change request initiation and assignment utility ($CCFB103).
• Change request close utility ($CCFB104).
• Source to load synchronization report utility (LIBRSCAN).
• Current archive level copy utility (LIBRCOPY).

Change Request Status Report ($CCFB101)
You can use the Change Request Status Report ($CCFB101) program to print comprehensive summary reports on all:

• Change requests
• Open change requests
• Unassigned change requests
• Closed change requests.

This report can list the change requests for a single programmer, manager, or application system. It optionally prints the
analysis section for closed change requests and the status of logouts, links, moves, and batch jobs associated with each
selected change request.

Use the following JCL for the report:

//REPORT JOB ,pgmr,CLASS=X

//STEP EXEC PGM=$CCFB101,PARM='selected parms'

The default SYSOUT characteristics for the report are:

CLASS=A,DEST=LOCAL,COPIES=1
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You can change the SYSOUT characteristics with a DD statement for CCFPRINT in that JCL and defining the SYSOUT:

//REPORT JOB ,pgmr,CLASS=X

//STEP EXEC PGM=$CCFB101,PARM=ALL

//CCFPRINT DD SYSOUT=1,COPIES=3

If the program library is not in a LNKLST, you must include a STEPLIB to the LIB/CCF load library containing $CCFB101
and $CCFCOMI.

All necessary files are allocated dynamically. The LIB/CCF system master file is dynamically allocated based on the
SYSMAST keyword of the $CCFGEN macro.

Parameters

The parameter options are:

type
Specifies the type of change request to report. Specify one of the following:

OPEN
(Default) All open change requests.

UNASSIGNED
All unassigned change requests.

CLOSED
All closed change requests.

ALL
All open and closed change requests.

ANALYSIS
Prints the analysis section for closed change requests. You can specify this parameter only with ALL or CLOSED.
The default is not to print the analysis section.

APPL=[application name]
Prints only the change requests for this application system. The default is all applications.

MGR=[managername]
Prints only the change requests for this applications manager. The default is all managers.

NOSEP
Suppresses skipping to the top of the page for each change request. The default starts each change request on a
new page.

PGMR=[pgmrname]
Prints only the change requests assigned to this programmer. The default is all programmers.

STATUS
Prints the status of logouts, links, moves, and batch jobs associated with all selected change requests. The
default does not print the status.

Batch Logout Utility ($CCFB102)
A batch logout utility ($CCFB102) is available that allows for logouts of more than one member at the same time. You can
use the Librarian Group Processing Option (GPO) to generate the SYSIN statements. See the "System Services" section
for details on GPO. The JCL requires only an EXEC statement and a SYSIN file of control statements as all other files are
dynamically allocated.

If the program library is not in a LNKLST, you must include a STEPLIB to the LIB/CCF load library containing $CCFB102
and $CCFCOMI.
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All necessary files are allocated dynamically. The LIB/CCF system master file is dynamically allocated based on the
SYSMAST keyword of the $CCFGEN macro.

Condition Codes

$CCFB102 issues the following condition codes:

No errors occurred during execution.

(Warning) The LIB/CCF administrator selected the multiple module logout option (ALLOWMULT YES) and at least
one module that was logged out during this execution is currently outstanding to another user. No other errors were
encountered. See the CCF Batch Logout Activity report for warning messages.

At least one error occurred. If you specified the parm option UNCONDITIONAL and an error occurs, processing continues
for all logouts. If you specified the parm option CONDITIONAL, processing terminates with the first error. See the CCF
Batch Logout Activity report for error messages.

Parameters

The parameter options are:

[UNCONDITIONAL|CONDITIONAL]
Specifies whether processing terminates if an error occurs.
UNCONDITIONAL

(Default) Logs out all modules that can be logged out. You can abbreviate this parameter to UNCOND.
CONDITIONAL

Terminates processing if an error occurs (for example, if a requested module is already logged out to
another programmer). You can abbreviate this parameter to COND.

SYSTEM=[ISPF|ROSCOE|VOLLIE|CMS]
Identifies which LIB/CCF system tables are used for the logout. ISPF is the default.

SYSIN Control Statements

The SYSIN control statements are:

-COPY [modname]
Specifies the module name to log out

-CRID WOnnnnnn
Specifies the Change Request ID for the logout.

-CUID [id]
Specifies the LIB/CCF ID of the user performing the logout (specify -CUID when the change request is assigned
to a LIB/CCF group).

-MFID
nnn
Specifies the master file ID. The programmer assigned to the change request must obtain this ID from the Option
4 MODULE LOGOUT panel. The ID appears on that panel to the left of the production/test master file pair, under
the field Available Files.

-LANG
xxxxxxxx
Specifies the valid language code to use for history member creation. Can be one to eight characters. This
language determines what action takes place when a module is logged in. For example, specifying a language of
COB might compile the module at login.
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-DESC[description]
Specifies the module description to use for history member creation. Can be up to 30 characters in length.

-APPL[appl sys]
Specifies the application system to use for history member creation. Can be up to 20 characters in length.

-ABST[text of abstract record]
Specifies the abstract for history member creation. It can be 1 to 16 continuous records. The text supplied for
each abstract record can be up to 61 characters in length.

-COM[comment]
Specifies that comments appearing after the -COPY statement print before the -COPY statement on the report.

-EMOD
(Optional) Marks the end on one change request’s (-CRID) control SYSIN Control Statement.

-END
(Optional) Marks the end of the entire control stream.

A -COPY statement is required for each module to log out. You must specify a -CRID, -MFID, -LANG, -DESC, -APPL, and
at least one -ABST statement as follows:

• You can place these statements before or after the first -COPY statement, in any order. Once you specify one of these
values, it remains in effect for subsequent -COPYs until another control statement of the same type changes it.

• For any -COPY statement that is not the first -COPY statement, you must place these statements after the -COPY
statement. They affect that -COPY and subsequent -COPY statements until another control statement of the same
type changes it.

• The -LANG, -DESC, -APPL, and -ABST control statements are required for program execution. However, the
information supplied on these control statements is used only for history member creation . If the history member
already exists, the information is ignored.

Examples
The following JCL example executes $CCFB102:
//LOGOUT JOB,ACCT,PGMR,CLASS=X

//STEP EXEC PGM=$CCFB102,PARM='COND,SYSTEM=ROSCOE'

-MFID 1

-CRID WO000005

-LANG ASM

-DESC VENDOR PAYROLL SYSTEM

-APPL PAYROLL

-ABST VENDOR PAYROLL SYSTEM MEMBER

-COPY PAY01

-COM PROGRAM MEMBERS:

 -COPY PAY02

-COPY PAY03

-ABST VENDOR PAYROLL SYSTEM JCL MEMBER

-COPY PAYJCL

-COM  JCL MEMBERS:

 -COPY PAYJCL2

The SYSOUT characteristics for the report are:
DEST=LOCAL,COPIES=1,CLASS=A

(or as specified on the SYSOUT parameter in Option 12.0). You can change the SYSOUT characteristics by
including a DD statement for CCFPRINT in the JCL and defining the SYSOUT.
//LOGOUT JOB,ACCT,PGMR,CLASS=X

//STEP EXEC PGM=$CCFB102,PARM=COND

//CCFPRINT DD SYSOUT=W,COPIES=3
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  -COPY modname

     .    .

     .    .

Batch Login Utility ($CCFB109)
When you use the LIB/CCF Option 5 and Option 9 Group Processing Option SUBMIT function, LIB/CCF submits a batch
job that executes a batch ISPF login utility program. A batch job can also execute this program ($CCFB109) outside of
LIB/CCF.

$CCFB109 lets you login more than one member at the same time.

$CCFB109 is an ISPF batch program. As it executes, it can submit other batch jobs, using ISPF JCL skeletons, to
perform the requested functions (for example, a compile or a move). The ISPF JCL skeletons normally obtain job card,
job scheduling, and DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 subsystem information from an online LIB/CCF system. However, when the
skeletons are submitted by $CCFB109, $CCFB109 SYSIN control statements provide this information.

Condition Codes

$CCFB109 issues the following condition codes:

No errors occurred during execution.

See the Group Processing Activity report for error messages ($CCFB109 automatically generates this report).

20

The program executed in a non-ISPF batch environment.

Group Processing Activity Report

The following report shows a sample of the Group Processing Activity report.

*---------------------------- LIB/CCF GROUP PROCESSING ACTIVITY (BATCH EXECUTION)

 -----------------------------------*

*** SYSTEM=LIB/CCF-ROSCOE ***                                                                                

         

*** LOGIN (OPTION 5) MODE ***                                                                                

         

*** SUBMIT CROSS-REFERENCE FOR VERSION FAILURE ***                                                           

         

*** EXITS ARE DISABLED ***                                                                                   

         

                                                                                                             

         

JC //CCFJOB   JOB (ACCOUNTING),PGMR02.BU03,CLASS=0,                    0000004                               

         

JC //              MSGCLASS=T                                          0000004                               

         

CCFID FRAJO03                                                          0000004                               

         

HISTORY LOGIN FOR PAYROLL APPLICATION                                  0000004                               

         

S 5                                                                    0000005                               
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   Movement Complete         CC008CI:     The movement of PKRMETH was completed successfully                 

         

      1 module(s) processed  CCF008FI:    1 module(s) were either PROCESSED, DELETED, or REJECTED            

         

NOTE
You can find messages displayed in the report in the "Messages" section.

Parameters

All parameters are optional. The parameters are:

SYSTEM=[ISPF|ROSCOE]
Identifies which LIB/CCF system tables are used for the login. ISPF is the default.

PGMR
Enables the same processing as LIB/CCF Option 5 (LOGIN), whereby the programmer performs the login.
If omitted, processing is the same as LIB/CCF Option 9 (MOVE), whereby the control group processes the
programmer’s login request.

OVR
Overrides all version failures. Replaces members in the target library.

OVR0F
Overrides only the first version failure.

SKP
Executes a Cross-Level Comparison job when a version failure occurs. Processing continues.

SKP0F
Executes a Cross-Level Comparison job only when the first version failure occurs. Processing stops if another
version failure occurs.

NXT
Bypasses any LIB/CCF exit processing. This is useful to bypass a login exit that performs online activity, such as
displaying a panel.

SYSIN Control Statements

The SYSIN control statements are:

CCFID
userid
Specifies the LIB/CCF ID of the user executing the job. Required only if no access control facility (such as Top
Secret, ACF2, or RACF) is active.

JC job statement
Specifies the 1- to 4-line job card statement to use in jobs that $CCFB109 submits. Each line can be up to 61
characters.

DSN
dsnid
(Optional) Specifies the 1- to 4-character DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 subsystem name (specified in LIB/CCF
Option 0.2).

HISTORY update data
(Optional) Specifies 1 to 19 lines of history update information. Each line can be up to 61 characters long. If
omitted, $CCFB109 generates a generalized history card indicating the date and time of the login, and that the
login was performed in batch. The history update information applies to all subsequent functions until respecified.
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SCHEDULE
[mmddyyhhmmss|*] [predname]
(Optional) Specifies job scheduling information for jobs that $CCFB109 submits. The scheduler information
applies to all subsequent functions until respecified. See the “Scheduling z/OS and OS/390 Batch Jobs in LIB/
CCF” section for details on scheduling jobs through LIB/CCF.
mmddyyhhmmss

Specifies the date and time the job should execute. Specify an asterisk (*) for the current date and time.
If you specify SCHEDULE without the date and time parameter, job scheduling for subsequent jobs
terminates.

predname
pecifies the name of the job that must execute before this job (that is, the predecessor job).

SELECTx
WOnnnnnn
Specifies the type of selection to perform, indicated by the value of x (an optional letter). If you specify PGMR, you
can specify F. If you omit PGMR (and control group processing is in effect), you can specify letters F, C, L, or U.
See the "Using LIB/CCF" section for a complete description of the SELECTx command. The value of nnnnnn is
the change request number.

DESELECT
[library[(member)]]
(Optional) Specifies the library and member to remove generated SELECTx processing from the selection list.

function
[library[(member)]]
Specifies the function to perform during the login. If you specify PGMR, valid functions are PROCESS, DELETE,
TEST, and SUBMIT. If you omit PGMR (and control group processing is in effect), valid functions are COMPILE,
PROCESS, MOVE, REJECT, SUBMIT, and UNLOCK. See the "Using LIB/CCF" section for a description of these
functions.

REFRESH
Rebuilds the selection list.

ISPF Execution

Use the following sample JCL to execute $CCFB109.

//CCFJOB   JOB (ACCOUNTING),PGMR02.BU03,CLASS=0,

 //             MSGCLASS=T

//CREPROF  EXEC PGM=IEFBR14

//O        DD  DSN=&&TEMPPROF,DISP=(,PASS),UNIT=VIO,

 //             SPACE=(3120,(30,,2)),

 //             DCB=(DSORG=PO,RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3120)

 //         EXEC PGM=IKJEFT01,DYNAMNBR=25,REGION=2000K,PARM=

//ISPLLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.CALJLINK           A       LIBR LOAD LIB

//ISPPLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.CALJPENU         B       LIBR PANEL LIB

//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=ISR.V3R5M0.ISRPENU           ISR PANEL LIB

//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=ISP.V3R5M0.ISPPENU           ISP PANEL LIB

//ISPMLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.CALJMENU         C       LIBR MESSG LIB

//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=ISR.V3R5M0.ISRMENU           ISR MESSG LIB

//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=ISP.V3R5M0.ISPMENU           ISP MESSG LIB

//ISPSLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.CALJSENU         D       LIBR SKEL LIB

//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=ISR.V3R5M0.ISRSENU           ISR SKEL LIB

//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=ISP.V3R5M0.ISPSLIB           ISP SKEL LIB

//ISPTLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.CALJTENU         E       LIBR TABL LIB
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//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=ISR.V3R5M0.ISRTLIB           ISR TABL LIB

//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=ISP.V3R5M0.ISPTENU           ISP TABL LIB

//SYSPROC  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=ISR.V3R5M0.ISRCLIB   F       ISR CLIST LIB

//ISPPROF  DD  DSN=&&TEMPPROF,DISP=(SHR,PASS)

 //ISPLOG   DD  SYSOUT=K,DCB=(DSORG=PS,RECFM=VA,LRECL=125,BLKSIZE=129)

 //ISPCTL1  DD  DISP=(,DELETE),UNIT=VIO,

 //             SPACE=(3120,(30,5)),

 //             DCB=(DSORG=PS,RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3120)

 //SYSTERM  DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSTSPRT DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*

//CCFPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSTSIN  DD  *

ISPSTART PGM($CCFB109) NEWAPPL(CCF@) BDISPMAX(99999) +

    PARM(+               }

         SYSTEM=ROSCOE,+ }

         PGMR,+          } G

         NXT+            }

          )              }

//SYSIN    DD  *

JC //CCFJOB   JOB (ACCOUNTING),PGMR02.BU03,CLASS=0, }

JC //             MSGCLASS=T                        }

CCFID PGMR02                                        }

HISTORY LOGIN FOR PAYROLL APPLICATION               }

S 5                                                 }

PROCESS                                             }

S 6                                               H }

TEST                                                }

HISTORY LOGIN FOR ACCOUNTS REC APPLICATION          }

S 7                                                 }

PROCESS                                             }

• A -- Specify the Librarian load library containing the LIB/CCF load modules, including $CCFCOMI.
• B -- Specify the ISPF panel library.
• C -- Specify the ISPF message library.
• D -- Specify the ISPF skeleton library.
• E -- Specify the ISPF table library.
• F -- Specify the ISPF CLIST library.
• G -- Specify the $CCFB109 execution parameters described earlier in this section.
• H -- Specify the $CCFB109 SYSIN control cards described earlier in this section.

All necessary LIB/CCF files are allocated dynamically. The LIB/CCF system master file is dynamically allocated based on
the SYSMAST keyword of the $CCFGEN macro.

Roscoe Execution

Because $CCFB109 is an ISPF program that tailors ISPF JCL skeletons, Roscoe sites must use RPF CCFCBHSK to
create ISPF JCL skeletons from the JCL skeletons stored on the LIB/CCF Roscoe key. You should also execute RPF
CCFCBHSK whenever you update a Roscoe skeleton.

Perform the following steps to execute the RPF.

1. Customize the LIB/CCF Option 12 administrator tables if they are not already customized.
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2. Customize JCL skeleton $CHGJ500 on the LIB/CCF Roscoe key. Specifically, modify the Broadcom libraries and the
ISPF libraries to correctly reflect the libraries used at your site.

3. Execute CCFCBHSK using the following parameters:
DS(target.ispf.skeleton.library)

(Optional) Specifies the data set name of the ISPF skeleton library to contain the skeletons that RPF generates. If
omitted, CAI.CLJ41CSL is used as the target ISPF skeleton library.

PFX
(Optional) Specifies the prefix of the Roscoe key where LIB/CCF is installed. PFX is needed only if the RPF is
executed from a key other than where LIB/CCF is installed. LANG(language) -- (Optional) Specifies the language
the RPF is to process (that is, ISPF skeletons are generated for skeletons with this language). The language must
be defined in the Option 12.5 (LANG) table.

If omitted, all skeletons defined in the Option 12.5 (LANG) table are processed to create corresponding ISPF
skeletons.

SKEL(skeleton)
(Optional) Specifies a single skeleton to convert. This parameter is useful when you modified a single Roscoe
skeleton and want to update only that skeleton in the ISPF skeleton library.

NOREP
(Optional) Indicates that existing skeletons are not replaced in the ISPF skeleton library.

Example: Add Skeletons

This example adds all skeletons with a language of DAT and that are on the Roscoe key with a prefix of CCF, to the ISPF
skeleton library with a data set name of CAI.LIBR.CCF.ISPSLIB unless they already exist in the library.

EXEC CCFCBHSK DS(CAI.LIBR.CCF.ISPSLIB) PFX(CCF) LANG(DAT) NOREP

Once the skeletons exist in the ISPF skeleton library, $CCFB109 can execute using the JCL listed under ISPF Execution
earlier in this section.

Batch Change Request Initiation ($CCFB103)
The Batch Change Request Initiation program ($CCFB103) opens and assigns, or just assigns, change requests. It is
available for batch execution, or another program can call it as an interface vehicle. The JCL requires only a program
execute statement and SYSIN statements as all needed files are dynamically allocated. The LIB/CCF system master file
is dynamically allocated based on the SYSMAST keyword of the $CCFGEN macro.

//OPEN JOB ,pgmr,CLASS=X

//STEP EXEC PGM=$CCFB103

control statements

      .

      .

      .

Parameters

The parameter options for Batch Change Request Initiation are:

[UNCONDITIONAL | CONDITIONAL]
Specifies whether to continue processing in case of error.
UNCONDITIONAL

(Default) Processes all verbs that can be processed. You can abbreviate this parameter to UNCOND.
CONDITIONAL

Terminates processing if an error occurs. You can abbreviate this parameter to COND.
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SYSTEM=[ISPF | ROSCOE|  VOLLIE | CMS]
Identifies which LIB/CCF system tables are used for the logout. ISPF is the default.

SYSIN Control Statements

The SYSIN control statements are as follows:

Required for OPEN
-USER  ccfid

Specifies the CCFID authorized for the OPEN, one to eight characters.
-TYPE [PROBLEM | MODIFICATION]

Specifies the change request type.
-RNME name

Specifies the requestor’s name, up to 20 characters in length.
-RPH# number

Specifies the requestor’s phone number, up to 20 characters in length
-RMGR name

Specifies the requestor’s manager’s name, up to 20 characters in length.
-RDPT name

Specifies the requestor’s department name, up to 20 characters in length.
-APPL appl sys

Specifies the application system the user is authorized to open a change request for, up to 20 characters in
length.

-CORD name
Specifies the coordinator’s name, up to 20 characters in length.

-CPH# number
Specifies the coordinator’s phone number, up to 20 characters in length.

-DESC desc
Describes the change request. The description can be 1 to 10 continuous records. Each description record can be
up to 61 characters in length.

-OATH code
Specifies the opener’s authorization code (if required), one to eight characters.

Required for ASSIGNMENT
-COMM comment

Provides the manager’s comment, 1 to 3 continuous records. Each comment record can be up to 61 characters in
length.

-ANME ccfid
Specifies the CCF ID of the programmer to whom the change request is assigned, one to eight characters.

-AATH code
Specifies the manager’s authorization code (if required), one to eight characters.

Netman
-NETM

id
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Specifies the 16 character Netman change ID and task ID. Reserved for Broadcom internal use. See the “LIB/
CCF-Netman Interface” section for details on the LIB/CCF-Netman interface.

Processing Verbs
-OPEN [WOnnnnnn]

Opens a change request. You can optionally specify the change request number by specifying WOnnnnnn, where
nnnnnn is the number of the change request.

-ASGN [WOnnnnnn]
Assigns the change request (if it exists) or opens and assigns the change request if it does not exist when you
specify a change request number. Opens and assigns the next change request if you do not specify a change
request number.

-COM comment
(Optional) Provides documentation.

-EMOD
(Optional) Marks the end of one change request’s control statements.

-END
(Optional) Marks the end of the entire control stream.

You must specify the required control statements as follows:

• You must specify the required statements before the first verb statement, in any order.
• Once you specify one of these values, it remains in effect for subsequent verbs until another control statement of the

same type changes it.
• The control statement must precede the verb statement to change the value for that verb statement.

Example

The following example shows a $CCFB103 execution.

//OPEN JOB,ACCT, PGMR,CLASS=X

//STEP EXEC PGM=$CCFB103,PARM=COND

-USER PAPERSYS

-RNME H. Schmidt

-RPH# 9100

-RMGR R. Deal

-APPL PAYROLL

-RDPT PAYROLL

-CORD H. Schmidt

-CPH# 9100

-DESC Modify report 10 to include subtotals for each cost

-DESC center.

 -TYPE MODIFICATION

-COM ** REPORT 10 MODIFICATION REQUEST **

-OPEN

-DESC Modify Report 14 to show the current employee address.

 -COM ** REPORT 14 MODIFICATION REQUEST **

-OPEN

-DESC correct report 23 to hold 7 digits in the total fields

-DESC instead of truncating the number.

 -TYPE PROBLEM

-COM ** REPORT 23 TRUNCATION ERROR **

-OPEN
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The SYSOUT default for the report is:

DEST=LOCAL,COPIES=1,CLASS=A

(or as specified on the SYSOUT parameter in Option 12.0).

You can change the SYSOUT by including the ddname CCFPRINT in the JCL and defining the SYSOUT. For example:

//LOGOUT JOB,ACCT,PGMR,CLASS=X

//STEP EXEC PGM=$CCFB103,PARM=COND

//CCFPRINT DD SYSOUT=A,COPIES=3

      .

 control statements

      .

      .

Executing $CCFB103 from Another Program

You can execute the utility from another program through the LINK or ATTACH macro, as follows:

{LINK  } EP=$CCFB103,PARAM=(optaddr,cridaddr,altddname),VL=1

{ATTACH}

All parameters are optional. You can omit them from the PARAM list from right to left or by specifying 0. For example:

LINK EP=$CCFB103,PARAM=(0,CRTABL),VL=1

Parameters

The parameters options are:

optaddr
Specifies the address of the options list. The list contains those execution parameters usually specified in the
PARM parameter of the EXEC JCL statement.
The option list must begin on a halfword boundary. The first two bytes in the list must contain a binary count of the
number of bytes in the remainder of the list. For a null list, the count must be zero.

cridaddr
Specifies the address of an area to hold the eight-byte change request numbers that the execution creates. If one
change request is processed, the area can be the minimum eight bytes. If more than one is processed, then each
change request ID is placed in the table in the order processed.

altddname
Specifies the address of the alternate ddname for SYSIN. This user-specified ddname is used instead of SYSIN
for reading the SYSIN control statements.

Batch Change Request Close ($CCFB104)
The batch change request close program ($CCFB104) closes change requests. It is available for batch execution or
another program can call it as an interface vehicle. The JCL requires only a program execute statement and SYSIN
statements, as all needed files are dynamically allocated. The LIB/CCF system master file is dynamically allocated based
on the SYSMAST keyword of the $CCFGEN macro.

//CLOSE JOB,ACCT,PGMR,CLASS=X

//STEP EXEC PGM=$CCFB104

control statements

      .  .  .

      .  .  .
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The SYSOUT default for the report is:

DEST=LOCAL,COPIES=1,CLASS=A

(or the LIB/CCF Option 12.0 SYSOUT specification).

You can change the SYSOUT by including the ddname CCFPRINT in the JCL and defining the SYSOUT. For example:

Changing the SYSOUT Characteristics

//LOGOUT JOB ,pgmr,CLASS=X

//STEP EXEC PGM=$CCFB104,PARM=COND

//CCFPRINT DD SYSOUT=A,COPIES=3

. . .

 control statements

      .  .  .

      .  .  .

Parameters

The parameter options for Batch Change Request Close are:

[UNCONDITIONAL|CONDITIONAL]
Specifies whether to continue processing in case of error.
UNCONDITIONAL

(Default) Processes all verbs that can be processed. You can abbreviate this parameter to UNCOND.
CONDITIONAL

Terminates processing if an error occurs. You can abbreviate this parameter to COND.

SYSIN Control Statements

The SYSIN control statements are as follows:

NOTE
These control statements are required.

-USER ccfid
Specifies the CCF ID of the programmer owning the change request to close. The CCF ID can be 1 to 8
characters in length.

-ANAL analysis
Specifies the analysis of the problem and solution, 1 to 12 continuous cards. Each analysis record can be up to 64
characters in length.

-AFFT list
Specifies the routines affected, 1 to 15 continuous cards. Each AFFT record can be up to 62 characters in length.

-SYSM date
System tests modified date.

-SYSV date
System tests verified date.

-SYST list
System tests added/modified, 1 to 3 continuous cards. Each SYST record can be up to 46 characters in length.

-INPT list
Specifies new user input, 1 to 3 continuous cards. Each INPT record can be up to 58 characters in length.

-OUPT list
Specifies new user output, 1 to 3 continuous cards. Each OUPT record can be up to 57 characters in length.
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-DOCC list
Specifies documentation changes, 1 to 3 continuous cards. Each DOCC record can be up to 51 characters in
length.

Processing Verb

-CLOSE WOnnnnnn
(Required) Specifies the Change Request number to close.

-COM comment
(Optional) Comments.

-EMOD
(Optional) Marks the end of one change request’s control statements.

-END
(Optional) Marks the end of the entire control stream.

You must specify the required control statements as follows:

• You must specify these statements before the first verb statement, in any order.
• Once you specify one of these values, it remains in effect for subsequent verbs until another control statement of the

same type changes it.

Example

The following example shows a $CCFB104 execution.

//CLOSE JOB ,pgmr,CLASS=X

//STEP EXEC PGM=$CCFB104,PARM=COND

-USER PAPERSYS

-ANAL Add section REP100 to report program PAYR023 to

-ANAL generate sub totals for each cost center.

 -AFFT PAYRG03

-AFFT PAYRG05

-SYSM 03/23/95

-SYSV 03/25/95

-INPT None.

 -OUPT Reports 10 and 12 will no show a cost center sub

-OUPT total.

 -DOCC Documentation updated to show new report 10 and

-DOCC 12 format.

 -CLOSE WO001287

-ANAL Change section REP048 in report program PAYR039 to

-ANAL expand the total fields to 7 digits.

 -AFFT PAYRG9

-OUPT Report 23 will now show 7 digit totals.

 -DOCC Documentation updated to show new report 23 format.

 -CLOSE WO001293

Executing $CCFB104 from Another Program

You can execute the utility from another program through the LINK or ATTACH macro, as follows:

{LINK } EP=$CCFB104,PARAM=(optaddr,cridaddr,altddname),VL=1

{ATTACH}
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All parameters are optional. You can omit them from the PARAM list from right to left or by specifying 0. For example:

LINK EP=$CCFB104,PARAM=(0,CRTABL),VL=1

Parameters

The parameters are defined as follows:

optaddr
Specifies the address of the options list. The list contains those execution parameters usually specified in the
PARM parameter of the EXEC JCL statement. The option list must begin on a halfword boundary. The first two
bytes in the list must contain a binary count of the number of bytes in the remainder of the list. For a null list, the
count must be zero.

cridaddr
Specifies the address of an area to hold the eight-byte change request numbers that the execution closed. If one
change request is processed, the area can be the minimum eight bytes. If more than one is processed, then each
change request ID is placed in the table in the order processed.

altddname
Specifies the address of the alternate ddname for SYSIN. Uses this user-specified ddname instead of SYSIN for
reading the SYSIN control statements.

LIBRSCAN
You can use the LIBRSCAN program to compare a production load library to a production source library to ensure source-
to-load correspondence. LIBRSCAN relies on Source-Load Audit Trail (SLAT) variables to perform the comparison. The
"Systems Services" section describes the installation and use of this program (which you can also use independently of
LIB/CCF).

LIBRSCAN is often used with the output exit LIBREXIT or the input exit IEXSLAT, which are both described in the "System
Services" section, to ensure a standard format for the SLAT variables in Librarian members.

For more information on the Source-Load Audit Trail Variables, see the entry on the VAR option in the "Batch Commands"
section. See the Source to Load Member Verification information in the “LIB/CCF Model System” section for more
information.

LIBRCOPY
LIBRCOPY is a special utility program that you can use to copy the current level of an archived member from one master
file to another. It determines whether the member exists on the receiving master file and adds or updates the member
accordingly. The "Systems Services" section contains information on LIBRCOPY.

LIB/CCF Batch Utilities for Vollie
The LIB/CCF system provides six batch programs:

• Change request status report (CCFB101)
• Logout utility (CCFB102)
• Change request initiation and assignment utility (CCFB103)
• Change request close utility (CCFB104)
• Source to load synchronization report utility (LIBDSCAN)
• Current archive level copy utility (LIBDCOPY)
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Change Request Status Report
(Requires VSE/ESA release 1.3 or later.) You can use the Change Request Status Report program to print
comprehensive summary reports on all:

• Change requests
• Open change requests
• Unassigned change requests
• Closed change requests.

The report can list the change requests for a single programmer, manager, or application system. It optionally prints the
analysis section for closed change requests and the status of logouts, links, moves, and batch jobs associated with each
selected change request.

Use the following JCL for the report:

// JOB REPORT

// EXEC CCFB101,SIZE=AUTO,PARM='selected parms'

All necessary files are allocated dynamically. The LIB/CCF system master file is dynamically allocated based on the
SYSMAST keyword of the $CCFGEN macro.

If the program library is not in the permanent LIBDEF chain, you must include a LIBDEF for the LIB/CCF core image
library (containing CCFB101 and CCFCOMI).

The report prints in upper or mixed case, depending on the UPPERCASE keyword of Option 12.0.

Parameters

The parameter options are:

type
Specifies whether all requests or only the open, unassigned, or closed requests are reported on.
OPEN

(Default) Selects all open change requests.
UNASSIGNED

Selects all unassigned change requests.
CLOSED

Selects all closed change requests.
ALL

Selects all open and closed change requests.
PGMR=

[pgmrname]
Prints only the change requests assigned to this programmer. The default is all programmers.

MGR=[
managername]
Prints only the change requests for this manager. The default is all managers.

APPL=[
application name]
Prints only the change requests for this application system. The default is all applications.

ANALYSIS
Prints the analysis section for closed change requests. You can only specify this option with ALL or CLOSED. The
default does not print the analysis.
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STATUS
Prints the status of logouts, links, moves, and batch jobs associated with all selected change requests. The
default does not print the status.

NOSEP
Suppresses skipping to a new page for each change request. The default starts each change request on a new
page.

LINES=
nn
Specifies the number of lines per page for the printed report. Specify a number between 40 and 99 inclusive. The
default is 55.

Batch Logout Utility
A batch logout program (CCFB102) is available that allows for logouts of more than one member at the same time. You
can use the Librarian Group Processing Option (GPO) to generate the SYSIPT control statements. See the "System
Services" section for details on GPO.

All necessary files (except for the Librarian job stream file) are dynamically allocated. The LIB/CCF system master file is
dynamically allocated based on the SYSMAST keyword of the $CCFGEN macro.

CCFB102 requires VSE/ESA SP 2 or above.

CCFB102 requires program QLAMADD to update the LIB/CCF system and history master files. Verify that QLAMADD is
installed. See the Getting Started (VSE/ESA) for details.

CCFB102 creates a Job Submission Record (JSR) in Option 11 for each logout request for an existing module. A JSR is
not created for new modules. The JSR is automatically removed from Option 11 if all the logout step condition codes are
zero. If any step ends with a non-zero condition code, the JSR remains in Option 11 so that you can resubmit the job.

Parameters

The parm options are:

[UNCONDITIONAL|CONDITIONAL]
Specifies whether processing terminates if an error occurs.
UNCONDITIONAL

(Default) Logs out all members that can be logged out.
CONDITIONAL

Terminates processing if an error occurs (for example, a requested member is already logged out to
another user).

SYSTEM=[VOLLIE|ISPF|ROSCOE|CMS]
Identifies which LIB/CCF system tables are used for the logout.

SYSIPT Control Statements

The SYSIPT control statements are:

-COPY
[modname]
Specifies the module name to log out.

-CRID
WOnnnnnn
Specifies the Change Request ID for the logout.
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-MFID
nnn
Specifies the master file ID. The programmer assigned to the change request must obtain this ID from the Option
4 MODULE LOGOUT panel. The ID appears on that panel to the left of the production/test master file pair, under
the field Available Files.

-LANG
xxxxxxxx
Specifies the valid language code to use for history member creation. Can be one to eight characters. This
language determines what action takes place when a module is logged in. For example, specifying a language of
COB might compile the module at login.

-DESC [
desc]
Specifies the module description to use for history member creation. Can be up to 30 characters in length.

-APPL [
appl sys]
Specifies the application system to use for history member creation. Can be up to 20 characters in length.

-ABST [
text of abstract record]
Specifies the abstract for history member creation. Can be one to sixteen continuous records. The text supplied
for each abstract record can be up to 61 characters in length.

// ID
Passes the ID statement without modification to the Batch Logout job stream.

-LST
Generates a * $$ LST POWER JECL statement for the Batch Logout job stream. Any data following the -LST is
used as the operand portion of the * $$ LST statement.

-COM [
comment]
Specifies that comments appearing after the -COPY statement print before the -COPY statement on the report.

-EMOD
Optional. Marks the end on one change request’s (-CRID) control statements.

-END
Optional. Marks the end of the entire control stream.

Specifications

A -COPY statement is required for each module to log out. You must also specify a -CRID, -MFID, -LANG, -DESC, -APPL
and at least one -ABST statement as follows:

• You can place these statements before or after the first -COPY statement, in any order. Once you specify one of these
values, it remains in effect for subsequent -COPYs until another control statement of the same type changes it.

• For any -COPY statement that is not the first -COPY statement, you must place these statements after the -COPY
statement. They affect that -COPY and subsequent -COPY statements until another control statement of the same
type changes it.

• The -LANG, -DESC, -APPL, and -ABST control statements are required for program execution. However, the
information supplied on these control statements is used only for history member creation. If the history member
already exists, the information is ignored.

Example
* $$ JOB JNM=xxxxxxxx,CLASS=A,USER=xxxxxx            
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* $$ LST CLASS=L                                     

* $$ PUN CLASS=A,DISP=I                             A

// JOB xxxxxxxx                                      

// DLBL JOBSTR,'libr.job.stream',0,SD                

// EXTENT SYS00n,xxxxxx,1,0,800,30                  B

// ASSGN SYS008,DISK,VOL=xxxxx,SHR                   

*                                                    

// LIBDEF *,SEARCH=(libccf.lib,librarian.lib)       C

// EXEC CCFB102,SIZE=AUTO                            

-MFID 1                                              

-CRID WO000001                                       

-LANG ASM                                            

-DESC VENDOR PAYROLL SYSTEM                          

-APPL PAYROLL                                        

-ABST VENDOR PAYROLL SYSTEM MODULE                   

-COPY PAY01                                          

-EMOD                                                

-END                                                 

/*                                                   

/&                                                   

* $$ EOJ                                            

• A -- The POWER * $$ PUN statement must specify DISP=I to return the CCFB102 output (the batch logout job stream)
to the input queue for subsequent execution.

• B -- The DLBL, ASSGN, and EXTENT statements are required for the batch Librarian job stream file. The default file
ID and unit number are JOBSTR and SYS008, respectively. However, your site might have changed them.

• C -- If a system LIBDEF did not define the LIB/CCF and the batch Librarian executable libraries, provide a LIBDEF
statement in the JCL.

Batch Change Request Initiation
The Batch Change Request Initiation program (CCFB103) opens and assigns, or just assigns, change requests. It is
available for batch execution, or another program can call it as an interface vehicle. The JCL requires only a program
execute statement and SYSIPT statements as all needed files are dynamically allocated. The LIB/CCF system master file
is dynamically allocated based on the SYSMAST keyword of the $CCFGEN macro.

// JOB xxxxxxx

// EXEC CCFB103

   control statements

         .

         .

         .

Parameters

The parameter options are:

[UNCONDITIONAL|CONDITIONAL]
Specifies whether to continue processing in case of error.
UNCONDITIONA

(Default) Processes all verbs that can be processed. You can abbreviate this parameter to UNCOND.
CONDITIONAL

Terminates processing if an error occurs. You can abbreviate this parameter to COND.
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SYSTEM=[ISPF|ROSCOE|VOLLIE|CMS]
Identifies which LIB/CCF system tables are used for the logout. VOLLIE is the default.

SYSIPT Control Statements

The SYSIPT control statements are as follows:

Required for OPEN:

-USER
ccfid
Specifies the CCFID authorized for the OPEN, one to eight characters.

-TYPE[PROBLEM|MODIFICATION]
Specifies the change request type.

-RNME
name
Specifies the requestor’s name, up to 20 characters in length

-RPH#
number
Specifies the requestor’s phone number, up to 20 characters in length.

-RMGR
name
Specifies the requestor’s manager’s name, up to 20 characters in length.

-RDPT
name
Specifies the requestor’s department name, up to 20 characters in length.

-APPL
appl sys
Specifies the application system for which the user is authorized to open a change request, up to 20 characters in
length.

-CORD
name
Specifies the coordinator’s name, up to 20 characters in length.

-CPH#
number
Specifies the coordinator’s phone number, up to 20 characters in length.

-DESC
desc
Describes the change request. The description can be 1 to 10 continuous records. Each description record can be
up to 61 characters in length.

-OATH
code
Specifies the opener’s authorization code (if required), one to eight characters.

Required for ASSIGNMENT:

-COMM
comment
Specifies the manager’s comment, one to three continuous records. Each comment record can be up to 61
characters in length.
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-ANME
ccfid
Specifies the CCF ID of the programmer to whom the change request is assigned, one to eight characters.

-AATH
code
Specifies the manager’s authorization code (if required), one to eight characters.

Required for Netman:

-NETM
id
Specifies the 16 character Netman change ID and task ID. Reserved for Broadcom internal use. See the “LIB/
CCF-Netman Interface” section for more information.

Processing Verbs

The processing verbs are as follows:

-OPEN [ WOnnnnnn]
(Required) Opens a change request. You can optionally specify the change request number by specifying
WOnnnnnn, where nnnnnn is the number of the change request.

-ASGN [ WOnnnnnn ]
(Required) Assigns the change request number (if it exists) or opens and assigns the change request if it does
not exist when you specify a change request number. Opens and assigns the next change request if you do not
specify a change request number.

-COM
comment
(Optional) Provides documentation.

-EMOD
(Optional) Marks the end of one change request’s control statements.

-END
(Optional) Marks the end of the entire control stream.

Specifications

You must specify the required control statements as follows:

• Specify the required statements before the first verb statement, in any order.
• Once you specify one of these values, it remains in effect for subsequent verbs until another control statement of the

same type changes it.
• The control statement must precede the verb statement to change the value for that verb statement.

Example

The following example is a CCFB103 execution.

// JOB xxxxxxx

// EXEC CCFB103,PARM=COND

-USER PAPERSYS

-RNME H. Schmidt

-RPH# 9100

-RMGR R. Deal

-APPL PAYROLL

-RDPT PAYROLL
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-CORD H. Schmidt

-CPH# 9100

-DESC Modify report 10 to include subtotals for each cost

-DESC center.

 -TYPE MODIFICATION

-COM ** REPORT 10 MODIFICATION REQUEST **

-OPEN

-DESC Modify Report 14 to show the current employee address.

 -COM ** REPORT 14 MODIFICATION REQUEST **

-OPEN

-DESC correct report 23 to hold 7 digits in the total fields

-DESC instead of truncating the number.

 -TYPE PROBLEM

-COM ** REPORT 23 TRUNCATION ERROR **

-OPEN

Executing CCFB103 from Another Program

You can execute the utility from another program through the LOAD and CALL macro, as follows:

LOAD CCFB103

LR 15,1

CALL (15),(PARM,CRTABL)

All parameters are optional. You can omit them from the PARAM list from right to left or by specifying 0. For example:

CALL (15),(0,CRTABL)

Parameters

The parameter options are as follows:

optaddr
Specifies the address of the options list. The list contains those execution parameters usually specified in the
PARM parameter of the EXEC JCL statement.
The option list must begin on a halfword boundary. The first two bytes in the list must contain a binary count of the
number of bytes in the remainder of the list. For a null list, the count must be zero.

cridaddr
Specifies the address of an area to hold the eight-byte change request numbers that the execution creates. If one
change request is processed, the area can be the minimum eight bytes. If more than one is processed, then each
change request ID is placed in the table in the order processed.

Batch Change Request Close
The Batch Change Request Close program (CCFB104) closes change requests. It is available for batch execution, or
another program can call it as an interface vehicle. The JCL requires only a program execute statement and SYSIPT
statements, as all needed files are dynamically allocated. The LIB/CCF system master file is dynamically allocated based
on the SYSMAST keyword of the $CCFGEN macro.

// JOB xxxxxxx

//CLOSE JOB,ACCT,PGMR,CLASS=X

// EXEC CCFB104

control statements

      . . .
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      . . .

Parameters

The parameter options are as follows:

[UNCONDITIONAL|CONDITIONAL]
Specifies whether to continue processing in case of error.
UNCONDITIONAL

(Default) Processes all verbs that can be processed. You can abbreviate this parameter to UNCOND.
CONDITIONAL

Terminates processing if an error occurs. You can abbreviate this parameter to COND.

SYSIPT Control Statements (Required)

The SYSIPT control statements are as follows:

-USER ccfid
Specifies the CCF ID of the programmer owning the change request to close, 1 to 8 characters.

-ANAL analysis
Specifies the analysis of the problem and solution, 1 to 12 continuous cards. Each analysis record can be up to 64
characters in length.

-AFFT list
Specifies the routines affected, 1 to 15 continuous cards. Each AFFT record can be up to 62 characters in length.

-SYSM date
System tests modified date.

-SYSV date
System tests verified date.

-SYST list
System tests added/modified, 1 to 3 continuous cards. Each SYST record can be up to 46 characters in length.

-INPT list
Specifies new user input, 1 to 3 continuous cards. Each INPT record can be up to 58 characters in length.

-OUPT list
Specifies new user output, 1 to 3 continuous cards. Each OUPT record can be up to 57 characters in length.

-DOCC list
Specifies documentation changes, 1 to 3 continuous cards. Each DOCC record can be up to 51 characters in
length.

Processing Verb

The processing verb is as follows:

-CLOSE WOnnnnnn
Specifies the Change Request number to close.

Optional

Optional values are as follows:

-COM comment
Specifies comments.
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-EMOD
Marks the end of one change request’s control statements.

-END
Marks the end of the entire control stream.

Specifications

You must specify the required control statements as follows:

• Specify these statements before the first verb statement, in any order.
• Once you specify one of these values, it remains in effect for subsequent verbs until another control statement of the

same type changes it.

Example

The following example is a CCFB104 execution.

// JOB xxxxxxx

//CLOSE JOB ,pgmr,CLASS=X

// EXEC CCFB104,PARM=COND

-USER PAPERSYS

-ANAL Add section REP100 to report program PAYR023 to

-ANAL generate sub totals for each cost center.

 -AFFT PAYRG03

-AFFT PAYRG05

-SYSM 03/23/03

-SYSV 03/25/03

-INPT None.

 -OUPT Reports 10 and 12 will no show a cost center sub

-OUPT total.

 -DOCC Documentation updated to show new report 10 and

-DOCC 12 format.

 -CLOSE WO001287

-ANAL Change section REP048 in report program PAYR039 to

-ANAL expand the total fields to 7 digits.

 -AFFT PAYRG9

-OUPT Report 23 will now show 7 digit totals.

 -DOCC Documentation updated to show new report 23 format.

 -CLOSE WO001293

/*

/&

Executing CCFB104 from Another Program

You can execute the utility from another program through the LOAD or CALL macro, as follows:

LOAD CCFB104

LR 15,1

CALL (15),(PARM,CRTABL)

All parameters are optional. You can omit them from the PARAM list from right to left, or by specifying 0. For example:

CALL (15),(0,CRTABL)
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Parameters

The parameters are as follows:

optaddr
Specifies the address of the options list. The list contains those execution parameters usually specified in the
PARM parameter of the EXEC JCL statement. The option list must begin on a halfword boundary. The first two
bytes in the list must contain a binary count of the number of bytes in the remainder of the list. For a null list, the
count must be zero.

cridaddr
Specifies the address of an area to hold the eight-byte change request numbers that the execution closes. If one
change request is processed, the area can be the minimum eight bytes. If more than one is processed, then each
change request ID is placed in the table in the order processed.

LIBDSCAN
The LIBDSCAN utility program compares a production core image library to a production source library to ensure source-
to-phase correspondence. LIBDSCAN relies on Source-Load Audit Trail (SLAT) variables to perform the matching. The
"Systems Services" section describes the installation and use of this program (which you can also use independently of
LIB/CCF). LIBDSCAN is often used with the output exit LIBDEXIT or the input exit IEXDSLAT to ensure a standard format
for the SLAT variables in Librarian members. The "Systems Services" section describes both of these exits.

For more information on the Source-Load Audit Trail Variables, see the entry on the VAR option in the "Batch Commands"
section. See the Source Load Member Verification information in the “LIB/CCF Model System” section for more
information of this subject.

LIBDCOPY
LIBDCOPY is a special utility program that copies the current level of an archived member from one master file to another.
It determines whether the member exists on the receiving master file and adds or updates the member accordingly. The
"Systems Services" section contains information on LIBDCOPY.

LIB/CCF Model System
LIB/CCF is a highly flexible system that you can tailor to a variety of operating requirements. To select an appropriate
configuration, site management must review current practices and determine which LIB/CCF system profile options are
most useful for managing your application update cycle. To aid in the analysis process, Broadcom provides sample JCL to
allocate a set of libraries that you can use for testing purposes. These libraries are organized in a typical configuration, as
described below.

Once you become familiar with the model system provided, you can select the system profile options that are most
appropriate for your site.

Basic Function
The basic function of LIB/CCF is to control the movement of the production Librarian member to a test Librarian master
file where you can change it, then move it back after the change is made. The logout and login functions accomplish this.
So, the most basic file requirements for the system are a production Librarian master and a test Librarian master.
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The LIB/CCF system can control up to 65,536 different sets of test and production libraries. One production library can
have any number of test libraries associated with it. Any one test library can be associated with any number of production
libraries.

Change Request

The LIB/CCF system also provides a control mechanism called a Change Request. Each change request for a problem
or modification is assigned a change request ID when initiated. All LIB/CCF functions that must be performed to complete
this change, such as login and logout, are associated with this change request. Therefore, a LIB/CCF system master file is
also required for storing these change requests. Whenever a member is logged out, a Module Tracking Record is created
for it.

This record exists until the member is logged in. The Module Tracking Record control member is also stored in this LIB/
CCF system master file. It contains an entry for every member that was logged out.

History Member

When a member is logged out for the first time, a History member is created. This member contains an abstract of the
member, language, description, and the name of the system where it belongs. Each time a login function is performed
for that member, this history member is updated to reflect the changes, the number of the change request requesting the
changes, and the programmer responsible. Therefore, another required LIB/CCF file is the history master file.

There must be a history master file for each production master file. Several production master files can share one history
master file, as long as duplicate member names do not exist.

In this model system, the login function compiles the source after the member is moved to production. Therefore, a
production object/relocatable library is required for each production master file. Several production master files can share
the same object library, as long as there are no duplicate member names.

Test Object

LIB/CCF optionally copies the test object to the production object library instead of recompiling after login. In this case,
the system also requires a test object library. Broadcom does not recommend using a test object. If you copy a test object
to a production object and then link it, the SLAT variables do not match when LIBRSCAN/LIBDSCAN checks the source
master file and load library.

See the Source to Load Member Verification section in the “LIB/CCF Model System” section for more information.

After all source module changes are made and the members are logged in, LIB/CCF provides a link function that link edits
the application system. The link-edit requires a member on the production source library containing link-edit input or a
complete link-edit job stream.

Link-Edit JCL Member

If the link-edit is performed in batch, the production source library can optionally contain a link-edit JCL member that is
submitted as is. The input to the link-edit is the corresponding production object library. The link-edited module is then
placed in a production load library, which is the next required LIB/CCF system file.

LIB/CCF provides the additional option of copying the production load module before the link-edit for backup purposes. If
this option is exercised, then a backup load library is also required.
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Finally, the Change Request is closed. During close processing, the programmer creates a report describing the change.
A copy of the report is produced for the user who opened the Change Request.

LIB/CCF can require the control group to control login, logout, and system link functions. If you select any combination
of these options, then Module Movement Records (MMR) and System Link Records (SLR) are created to track these
processes. These records are also stored on the LIB/CCF system master file.

System Master File
The LIB/CCF system master is a Librarian master file. It contains the change requests and a number of control members.
The following defines the system master members:

$CCFTnnn
Specifies administrator function tables for ISPF(TSO).

$CCCTnnn
Specifies administrator function tables for ISPF(VM/ESA).

$CCVTnnn
Specifies administrator function tables for LIB/CCF-Vollie.

$CHGTnnn
Specifies administrator function tables for LIB/CCF-Roscoe.

CCFENQUE
Except LIB/CCF-Vollie. Contains enqueue records for resources the LIB/CCF administrators use.

CURWONUM
Contains the current change request number.

JSRCNTL0
Contains Job Submission Records (JSRs).

MMRCNTL0
Contains Module Movement Records (MMRs).

MTRCNTL0
Contains Module Tracking Records (MTRs).

SLRCNTL0
Contains System Link/Bind Records (SLRs).

SLRCNTL1
LIB/CCF-ISPF(VM/ESA) only. Contains additional link-edit information.

S0nnnnnn
Contains scheduler information. Applicable only if the Unicenter CA 7 or Scheduler interface is used in LIB/CCF.
Any change request that has at least one job scheduled has a corresponding SOnnnnnn member.

T4nnnnn
Except LIB/CCF-Vollie. Contains Library Chain members created by the Library Chain Definition Function.

T5nnnnnn
Except LIB/CCF-AllFusion Vollie. Contains Library Definition Record (LDR) members created by the Library Chain
Definition Function.

WOnnnnnn
Specifies an open change request. Each open change request is called by a six-digit identification number
prefixed with WO. LIB/CCF assigns these numbers as the change requests are opened, incrementing each
request by one.
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ZRnnnnnn
Specifies a closed change request. The closed change requests are renamed with a prefix of ZR, mainly for
performance reasons.

LIB/CCF automatically creates and maintains all of these members.

Model System
To use the model system, you must first install LIB/CCF according to the instructions appropriate for your online
environment. See the Getting Started for details.

If your site uses both Roscoe and ISPF, you can install both LIB/CCF-Roscoe and LIB/CCF-ISPF. If you choose to do this,
the model systems share all files.

The model LIB/CCF system as installed consists of the following files:

• SYSMAST -- The data set name is LIBR.LIBCCF.SYSMAST
• PRODMAST -- The data set name is LIBR.LIBCCF.PRODMAST
• TESTMAST -- The data set name is LIBR.LIBCCF.TESTMAST
• HISTMAST -- The data set name is LIBR.LIBCCF.HISTMAST
• PRODLOAD -- The data set names are LIBR.LIBCCF.PRODLOAD (z/OS and OS/390) and LIBRCCF.PROD (VSE/

ESA)
• BKUPLOAD -- The data set names are LIBR.LIBCCF.BKUPLOAD (z/OS and OS/390) and LIBRCCF.PRODBKUP

(VSE/ESA)
• POBJECT -- The data set names are LIBR.LIBCCF.POBJECT (z/OS and OS/390) and LIBRCCF.PROD (VSE/ESA)

NOTE
These data set names are the default names provided at installation time. If you changed the data set names
during installation, you must specify the new names in the model system Library Chain Definition (Option 12.11
(LCDF)).

Model System Defaults
The LIB/CCF model system defaults are as follows:

• Programmer performs logout online.
• Control group processes login requests.
• Control group’s method of member movement from test to production is batch.
• Control group is responsible for pending batch activity.
• Source module is recompiled to produce the production object module after login to production. Load modules/phases

are backed up before relinking a new system.
• Control group processes link requests in batch.

Model System Requirements
Before you can use the LIB/CCF model system, the LIB/CCF administrator must use LIB/CCF Option 12 to update:

• Option 12.0 to specify CNTLKEY(s) for Roscoe/Vollie or CNTLIDs for ISPF (control group LIB/CCF keys). All other
entries in the System Table are pre-coded to support the model system.

• Option 12.1 to identify AUTHORIZED USERS.
• Option 12.2 to identify PROGRAMMING MANAGERS.
• Option 12.3 to identify PROGRAMMERS.
• If you change the data set names for the model system files during installation, use the Option 12.11 MODIFY CHAIN

function to specify the new data set names for chain number 1.
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You can define a programmer as reporting to more than one manager. You can also define an individual as belonging to
more than one group. One person can be a requestor, a manager, a programmer, and a control group member, too. The
LIB/CCF administrator must also review the following JCL skeletons and modify them as necessary to conform to site
requirements. For possible changes you should note, see the JCL Skeletons information in the appropriate section of this
document for your environment.

Model System Demo Script
After LIB/CCF installation, sample modules are available for use with the demo script. They are TESTMOD (a sample
assembler program) and TESTLKED (a link-edit SYSIN stream to link TESTMOD). You can follow the script to
demonstrate the system functions. The Roscoe key, TSO or VM/ESA user ID, or Vollie operator name used for the demo
must first be defined as an authorized user, an applications manager, a programmer, and a control group member so that
you can demo the system without having to signon as different users.

• As a requestor, open a change request using Option 1.
• As the applications manager, assign the opened change request (to your own CCF key), using Option 2.
• As the programmer, view the assigned request using Option 3. Logout member TESTMOD using Option 4. Supply the

change request number and then a LANGUAGE of ASM.
• As the programmer, make a change to the member TESTMOD on the test master file using the interface specific to

your environment.
• As the programmer, log in member TESTMOD Using Option 5.
• As a control group member, process the login request using Option 9.
• As the programmer, use Option 6 to link TESTMOD using link input member TESTLKED and using the change request

number.
• As a control group member, process the link request using Option 10.
• As the programmer, CLOSE the change request using Option 7.

Recommendations for Setting Up Your System
This section describes our recommendations for setting up your system.

Security Protection

LIB/CCF relies on the management code (MCD) feature of Librarian or Librarian’s external security interface to provide
master file security. This feature allows the assignment of a management code (or MCD) to a master file and a security
status (either TEST, PROD0, PROD1 or PROD2) to individual members on the master file. The assignment of the MCD
to the master file must be done with a batch Librarian job for z/OS and OS/390 or VSE/ESA initialized master files, or with
the LIB/CMS LIBMAST command for VM/ESA initialized master files. For details on assigning an MCD and the various
security statuses, see the "Security" section.

Once your LIB/CCF master files are assigned an MCD, you must tell LIB/CCF what the MCD base code for each file is
and what the status for members in each file should be. For Roscoe, VM/ESA, and TSO, use the Library Chain Definition
Facility (or LCDF, Option 12.11). For Vollie, use the Production Master File Table (Option 12.6), the History Master File
Table (Option 12.7) and the Master File Information Table (Option 12.10). Once the MCD is assigned to the master file and
the MCD base code and member status are specified to LIB/CCF, LIB/CCF maintains this information and generates the
correct MCD and status whenever they are required for member processing.

Your production source master file should be security protected, with a status of PROD1 or PROD2 for the production
members. We also recommend that you have security protection for the test master files. You should specify the LOCK
status or security status given to a test member on a test master file when the login function is performed as PROD1 or
PROD2. In this way, you lock the test member from further changes when it is logged in. The member on the test master
remains in TEST status until it is logged in. The status is changed when the login function is requested.
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Source to Load Module Verification

To positively trace the phase or load module to the correct source member version, use the Librarian Source-Load Audit
Trail (SLAT) variables. These variables refer to member control information such as the member name, programmer
name, date and time last updated, level number, and master file data set name. They are entered into the source code (or
the compilation file) as literals using the facilities of the particular programming language. Librarian dynamically substitutes
them at compile or assembly time.

For example, a COBOL program might contain the SLAT variables demonstrated in the following example:

01  SLAT-VARIABLE-AREA.

    05 FILLER          PIC X(16) VALUE 'SLAT VARS START:'.

    05 SLAT-DATEUPD    PIC X(8)  VALUE '¢DATEUPD'.

    05 SLAT-TIMEUPD    PIC X(8)  VALUE '¢TIMEUPD'.

    05 SLAT-PROGRAMMER PIC X(15) VALUE '¢PROGRAMMERNAME'.

    05 SLAT-MODNAME    PIC X(8)  VALUE '¢MODNAME'.

    05 SLAT-LEVEL-NO   PIC X(5)  VALUE '¢LVNO'.

    05 SLAT-UPDATE-NO  PIC X(5)  VALUE '¢UPNO'.

    05 SLAT-DSN        PIC X(44)                            

       VALUE '¢DATA-SET-NAME-FOR-THE-LIBRARIAN-MASTER-FILE'.

    05 FILLER          PIC X(13) VALUE 'SLAT VARS END'.

The variables are substituted with the actual member information at the time of the compile. The substituted values
become part of the object module and ultimately the load module or phase. A pre-coded Assembler example is contained
in a member named VARIABLE on the System Services file, which can be included in Assembler programs as is. See the
"Batch Commands" section for details on the Source-Load Audit Trail variables

There are two approaches to using the SLAT variables.

• The first approach involves actually updating the source member with the SLAT variables. Once the source
member contains the SLAT variables, you can compile the member using the batch Librarian (with the -SEL
MEMBER,VAR,EXEC control command) or by using the Librarian Access Method (LIB/AM or LAM). Both compile
techniques substitute the variables with the actual values that they represent. If you update your source members
with the SLAT variables, a batch Librarian input exit (IEXSLAT for z/OS and OS/390, IEXDSLAT for VSE/ESA)
automatically inserts the SLAT variables when batch Librarian adds or updates a member.

• The second approach does not  involve updating the source members with the SLAT variables. Instead, a batch
Librarian output exit (LIBREXIT for z/OS and OS/390, LIBDEXIT for VSE/ESA) automatically inserts the SLAT
variables into the compilation file when you compile a module using the batch Librarian (with the -SEL MEMBER,EXEC
control command). This method requires that batch Librarian perform compiles (rather than LIB/AM).

All of the above mentioned exits (LIBREXIT, LIBDEXIT, IEXSLAT, and IEXDSLAT) provide the SLAT variables in a
programming language specific format. For example, for COBOL programs, the exits provide the SLAT variables as
VALUE clauses. For Assembler programs, the exits provide the SLAT variables as define constants (DCs). For the exit to
determine the programming language that the member is written in, the member must have a three-character Librarian
language (assigned by the Librarian -LANG control statement) that matches a language in the exit’s language table.

As distributed, the exits support COBOL, PLI, and Assembler programs and contain a modifiable language table so that
you can change existing languages or add new ones. See the "System Services" section for details on each exit.

Finally, a program cross checks the load module or phase to the source member and verifies that they match. This
program (LIBRSCAN for z/OS and OS/390, LIBDSCAN for VSE/ESA) requires a specific format for the SLAT variables,
which the VARIABLE member or the input/output exit programs provide. If your load modules or phases already contain
the SLAT variables in a different format, you can use LIBRSCAN/LIBDSCAN by simply modifying the DSECT that maps
the format of the SLAT variables. Otherwise, you might find it necessary to modify the program source itself.

The source code for these assembler programs (IEXSLAT, IEXDSLAT, LIBREXIT, LIBDEXIT, LIBRSCAN and LIBDSCAN)
are located on the User Contributed Routines (UCR) target library. See the "System Services" section for details on
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installing and using these programs. The following section provides information on incorporating these programs into LIB/
CCF.

Incorporating Verification into LIB/CCF

Because LIBREXIT, LIBDEXIT, IEXSLAT, and IEXDSLAT are batch Librarian exits, you can easily incorporate them into
LIB/CCF as follows:

LIBREXIT
(z/OS and OS/390) Can be invoked during the login compile by adding the parm OEX=LIBREXIT to the batch
Librarian step of the compile or assembly skeletons.

LIBDEXIT
(VSE/ESA) Can be invoked by the login compile skeleton by executing a version of the batch Librarian that was
linked with LIBDEXIT.

IEXSLAT
(z/OS and OS/390) Can be invoked at login during the update of the production module using LIBRCOPY. Add
the parm IEX=IEXSLAT to the batch Librarian step of the LIBRCOPY skeleton.

IEXDSLAT
(VSE/ESA) Can be invoked at login during the update of the production module using LIBDCOPY. The Librarian
step must execute a version of the batch Librarian that was linked with IEXDSLAT.

LIBRSCAN and LIBDSCAN
Stand-alone utilities and, as such, can be executed at any time outside of LIB/CCF.

Considerations for Verification

LIB/CCF assumes that the production compile and link-edit are performed against the production source and object
libraries to provide source to load synchronization. Review the following scenarios; they cause a mismatch between the
production source and the production executable modules:

• If test object modules are copied to the production object library and then linked, the SLAT variables contain
information that pertains to the test master file, not the production master file. This results in a discrepancy between
the production source and production load.

• If test load modules or phases are copied to the production executable library, the SLAT variables contain information
that pertains to the test master file, not the production master file. This results in a discrepancy between the production
source and production load.

For the time period after a source module is compiled from production and before it is link edited, the source and load do
not match. However, this out of synch condition is corrected as soon as the production object module is link edited.

User Exit Points for Customizing LIB/CCF
User data areas are provided in the tracking records LIB/CCF maintains. Sample exit programs are unloaded to your
Librarian master. For LIB/CCF-Roscoe, their names are $CHGU0nn. For LIB/CCF-ISPF(TSO and VM/ESA), their names
are $CCFU0nn. For Vollie, the names are $CCVU0nn.

You can modify these sample exits or provide like exits if you want to supply data for these record areas. For instance, the
sample exits are set up to require specification of a deadline for the implementation of a particular change request.

Other user exit points:

• Verify the data on the logout function panel.
• Provide and verify the data on the HISTORY creation panel.
• Provide a point for creating special reports on login termination.
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Suggested Procedure for Emergency Changes
We recommend that your site set up a procedure for emergency changes.

Define an application called EMERGENCY (or use a name of your own choosing). Designate your key operations
authority as manager of this application, as the programmer reporting to himself, and define that person’s user ID as the
emergency key. You can then use the EMERGENCY application for opening and closing emergency change requests to
provide a record of such changes.

To designate a user key as the emergency key, perform the following steps:

1. In the System Profile Table (12.0), assign the keyword EMERID (for TSO and VM/ESA) or EMERKEY (for Roscoe and
AllFusion Vollie) to a user ID.

2. In the User Definition Table (12.1), authorize that user ID to the EMERGENCY application. Define a Chain Group that
contains a chain for every production master file that the EMERGENCY application can use. It might suffice to define
only one test emergency master file for all of the production master files. However, if duplicate member names exist
on the various production master files, an attempt to logout a member that is already logged out into the emergency
test master file fails. Additionally, if your site uses QA libraries, you must decide whether you want to define them in the
emergency chains.

3. In the Managers Definition Table (12.2), designate the emergency user ID as the manager of the EMERGENCY
application with the emergency Chain Group.

4. In the Programmer Definition Table (12.3), designate the emergency user ID as a programmer and as a manager of
itself.

You can define more than one emergency application and more than one user ID or key as an emergency key, if
necessary. Whoever is defined as having the emergency user ID is automatically granted:

• Multiple logout privileges (regardless of the ALLOWMULT specification in Option 12.0). Multiple logout privileges let
the emergency ID log out a member that was already logged out. (See the following section for information of multiple
logouts.)

• Control group privileges, which let the emergency ID process login and link-edit requests.

The emergency ID can then open an emergency change request, assign the change request to himself, log out the
member, fix it, log it in, do the link, and close the change request.

Multiple Programmers Assigned to One Member
The normal mode of operation for LIB/CCF is to allow only one programmer to log out a member at a time. However, if
your site needs multiple programmers to log out and work on the same member at the same time, specify the keyword
ALLOWMULT YES in Option 12.0 (PROFILE). ALLOWMULT YES permits and tracks multiple logouts of one member.

With ALLOWMULT YES activated, a member that was logged out for a long-term project, but whose production version
needs a quick fix for a bug, can be repaired without undue disruption.

It works this way:

1. Programmer A logs out a member to test master file A.
2. Programmer B logs out the same member to test master file B. The logout displays a panel informing him that

programmer A already has the member logged out and provides an option to either continue or terminate the logout.
He chooses to continue.

3. Programmer A makes his changes and submits a login request for the member.
4. Programmer B makes his changes and submits a login request for the member.
5. The control group successfully processes the login request from programmer A, which copies the new version back

into production.
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6. When the control group attempts to process the second request, LIB/CCF issues a message that the member was
changed since it was first logged out and presents a panel showing the current production version, the logged out
version, and all levels in between.

7. The panel provides the option to generate an Archive Cross Level Report. Select this option. For Vollie CCF, it uses
the batch Librarian -OPT COMPARE function to produce a report showing the differences between the current level
and the logged out level of the production member and the differences between the current level and the logged out
level of the test member. For Roscoe, TSO, and VM/ESA CCF, it uses COMPARATOR II rather than -OPT COMPARE.
The compare job contains three steps.
a. The first step compares the current level in the test or Q/A master file to the level logged out from production.
b. The second step compares the current level in the production master file to the level logged out from production.
c. The third step compares the current level of each file.

8. Carefully review the report and make any necessary changes to programmer B’s copy, incorporating the changes
made by programmer A.

9. Once the changes are reconciled, the control group then attempts the move again and selects the override option on
the version check failure panel.

The production member is then updated by programmer B’s test member, which now contains all the changes made to the
member by programmer A and programmer B.

If you set up your system with ALLOWMULT YES, it is important to heed the following recommendations:

• Have a sufficient number of test master files defined; the member can ONLY be logged out to a test master where it
does not already exist.

• For LIB/CCF-Vollie, which uses the -OPT COMPARE feature, the test master file must be initialized to support enough
archive levels to archive every change that the original programmer must make to the member between the time that
he first logs it out and the time that he is ready, all changes reconciled, to log it back in to the production master file. If
insufficient archive levels are provided, the archive level that was current during logout is lost as soon as enough levels
accumulate on the test master file to exceed the maximum. Librarian deletes old levels. Then, if the level that was
current when the member was first logged out was deleted, the Cross-Level Report generation job fails and manager
or control group intervention is necessary.

• The Production to Test COPY specification in Option 12.4 (Vollie) or Option 12.11 (Roscoe, TSO, and VM/ESA) must
be UTILITY COPY.

A control group must manage login. When two or more programmers are working on the same program, it is essential that
the final authority for updating the production master reside with a control group to enforce proper procedures.

Exception Handling
Sometimes a problem arises in LIB/CCF requiring the intervention of the LIB/CCF administrator.

Reassigning a Change Request
Managers can reassign change requests from one to another of the programmers who report to them using the
REASSIGN command in Option 2. Only the LIB/CCF administrator can use Option 12.9 to reassign a change request
from one manager to another.

Rerunning a Failed Batch Job
When LIB/CCF submits a batch job, two important things take place: a Job Submission Record (JSR) is placed in the
Pending Job Status queue (Option 11), and a member containing the complete job stream is added to the LIB/CCF
system master file. If the job executes successfully, the JSR is automatically removed from the Option 11 queue and the
job stream member is deleted from the system master file.
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However, if the job fails, the JSR and the job stream member remain for subsequent processing. An examination of the
job output shows what steps ran and what steps failed. If there are JCL errors, you must correct the job stream member.
To correct the job stream member, you must view the JSR entry for the job in Option 11.

The following sample shows the layout of a JSR, with the job stream member name underlined.

              jobname jobnum CR: WOnnnnnn DATE: mm/dd/yy hh.mm.ss PGMR:

              PROD MASTER: data set name

CHAIN: xxxxx  MODULE NAME: moduname TYPE: MOVE Ynnnnnnn

              VERS=mmddhhmm < user data area >

For security reasons, the job stream members on the system master file are protected, which means that the MCD or
appropriate security level is required to update them. See the "Security" section for details on security status and MCD
codes. Generally, the LIB/CCF administrator is the person to correct the member (using Roscoe, Vollie, LIB/CMS, or
ELIPS). After correcting the JCL member, the control group or programmer can use the RESUBMIT command from
Option 11.

For VSE/ESA

For jobs submitted from VSE/ESA, correct the job stream member before using the RESUBMIT command from Option
11. If the job stream contains an MCD, which is calculated using the date, it can require updating. You must remove job
steps that ran before, but that would fail if run again. If the job runs to completion this time with no errors, the JSR is
automatically deleted.

For VM/ESA

For jobs submitted from VM/ESA, remove job steps that ran before, but would fail if run again. When necessary, the
RESUBMIT command recalculates the MCDs in the job stream. Therefore, do not update the MCDs when resubmitting
jobs with the RESUBMIT command. If the job runs to completion this time with no errors, the JSR is automatically deleted.

For z/OS and OS/390

For jobs submitted from z/OS and OS/390, the RESUBMIT command from Option 11 displays the Pending Job Restart
panel. Each JCL EXEC statement appears on the Pending Job Restart panel. From this panel, the programmer or the
control group can restart the job at a particular step. When necessary, the RESUBMIT command recalculates the MCDs in
the job stream. The restart function adds the OS JCL RESTART parameter as the second line of the job card. Therefore,
do not update the MCDs or add the RESTART parameter to the JCL member when resubmitting z/OS and OS/390 jobs
using this service.

FRI mm/dd/yy -------- PENDING JOB RESTART ---------- 02.34.42

                                                             

COMMAND ===>                                 SCROLL ===> PAGE

                                                             

          Select a STEPNAME to restart, or END to CANCEL     

*STEPNAME *----------- J C L R E C O R D ----------------*

 GETTEST //GETTEST  EXEC PGM=LIBRCOPY

 PUTPROD //PUTPROD  EXEC PGM=AFOLIBR,PARM='NRJS',COND=(0,NE)

 DELTEST //DELTEST  EXEC PGM=AFOLIBR,PARM='NRJS',COND=(0,NE)

 STEP1   //STEP1    EXEC PGM=AFOLIBR,PARM='NRJS',COND=(0,NE)

         //STEP2    EXEC ASMHC,PARM='DECK',COND=(0,NE)

CHECKOFF //CHECKOFF EXEC PGM=$CCFB100,COND=(4,LT)

The primary commands available from this panel are:
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END
Cancels the resubmit.

RESTART
stepname|stepname.procstepname
Restarts the job from the specified job step or procedure step. See the IBM z/OS and OS/390 JCL Guide for a
detailed explanation of the RESTART subparameters.

The line command available from the STEPNAME selection list is:

S
Selects a STEPNAME to restart. You must restart a step that executes a procedure with the RESTART command.

Possible Logout Problems
At logout time, an existing member is copied from a production master file to a test master file, either at once by LIB/
CCF or later by the control group if logouts are under their control at your site. Normally, the member is copied to the test
master file, except in the following cases:

• Member is already on the test master file.
• Member is already logged out through LIB/CCF.
• Control group is in charge of logouts and they reject the request.
• LOGLIMIT is exceeded.
• Logout is undesirable in some way and must be cancelled.

The following sections describe ways to solve these problems as they arise.

Member is Already on the Test Master File

When an existing member is logged out, LIB/CCF is requested to grant the programmer a copy of the member to work on.
LIB/CCF places this copy on the test master file specified on the logout panel. But if LIB/CCF finds that the test master file
already has a member with the same name, it rejects the logout request, even though the member is not already logged
out. The like-named member on the test master file must be examined and deleted, or perhaps renamed, before the
logout process can be performed successfully.

Member is Already Logged Out

Generally, when a programmer logs out a member, LIB/CCF does not permit further logouts of that same member. The
second programmer to try a logout receives a rejection and an explanatory message. But if LIB/CCF is installed to allow
multiple logouts of the same member (ALLOWMULT=YES), LIB/CCF permits them on condition that any multiple logouts
must be to different test master files. When a user tries to log out a member that is already outstanding, LIB/CCF displays
a list of all the test master files to which the member is logged out. If the test master file that is specified already has the
member (someone else is using the same master file), LIB/CCF rejects the request outright. Otherwise, LIB/CCF offers
the programmer the option of either continuing or terminating the request.

Control Group Rejects the Logout Request

If the control group rejects a logout request, LIB/CCF marks the login/logout status entry as *REJECTED*. The
programmer and the control group decide what the next step should be. In any case, you should delete the login/logout
status entry from Option 9 before attempting any further logout of the member.

Member Logout Limit is Exceeded

The LOGLIMIT parameter of Option 12.0 specifies the maximum number of members that a programmer can log out at
the same time. When a programmer’s attempt to log out a member exceeds the maximum, LIB/CCF rejects the logout.
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Programmers must then finish work on the other members already logged out and log them in. They can then try the
logout again. If this is consistently a problem, consider increasing the LOGLIMIT specification.

Cancelling a Logout

You can cancel unnecessary logouts by locating the entry for the corresponding member in Option 5 and deleting the
entry. If the logout request went to the control group but was not acted on, LIB/CCF cancels that request also.

Possible Login Problems
The following conditions can block the login process:

• Member is not on the test master file.
• Program fails in assembly or compilation.
• Multiple logouts are allowed and someone else has logged out the member.
• Control group is in charge of logins and they reject the request.

The following sections describe ways to solve login problems as they arise.

Member is Not on the Test Master File

When a member is logged in, LIB/CCF is requested to update production with the test master file copy of that member.
Naturally, if LIB/CCF cannot locate the member on the specified test master file, it cannot perform the login. If the login is
for a new member, it might not have been created on the test master file. On the other hand, inadvertent deletion of the
member calls for its recovery from the latest backup.

Assembly or Compile Fails

The assembly or compilation step always takes place in batch. For each job that it submits, LIB/CCF places an entry into
the Pending Job Status queue, which you can view from Option 11. This entry shows the production and test master file
names and the name and number of the batch job.

In case of failure, an examination of the job listing reveals what the errors are. If the job failed because of JCL or non-
compilation related errors, you can correct and resubmit the job stream as described in Rerunning a Failed Batch Job
earlier in this section. But if the error is in compilation and assembly, you must change the member being compiled or
assembled. If you already logged the member into production, you must log it out again. First, however, you must process
the Pending Job Status queue entry to get rid of the entry. Only then can you log out the member from Option 4.

There are Multiple Logouts

Under certain circumstances, it is possible for a member that is already logged out to be logged out, changed, and logged
in again while the first programmer that logged it out is still at work on it. This can happen if an emergency change is
necessary to the member or if ALLOWMULT YES was specified in Table 12.0. A programmer attempting to log in a
member that is logged out a second time and then logged in again sees the following panel:

          MODULE VERSION CHECK FAILURE FOR:  COBMOD                           

                                                                              

DESTINATION MASTER ===> LIBR.PROD.MAST                                        

                                                                              

LOGGED OUT VERSION ===> 07281055  CURRENT VERSION ===>05251025                

                                                                              

GENERATE ARCHIVED CROSS-LEVEL REPORT ===>    OVERRIDE ===>                    

                                                                              

          ARC    VERSION     PSWD PGMR   DESCRIPTION                          

CUR VER=>  -0 94/05/25 10:25 QXRF BAKER  COBOL TEST PROGRAM                   
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L/O VER=>  -1 94/07/28 10:55 QXRF BROWN  FIRST INCLUDE                        

Use this panel to request that LIB/CCF generate a Cross-Level Report to help reconcile the differences between the
programmer’s new version and the version currently on the production master file.

Vollie

For Vollie LIB/CCF, the Cross Level Compare uses the batch Librarian -OPT COMPARE function to produce a report
showing the differences between the current level and the logged out level of the production member, and the differences
between the current level and the logged out level of the test member.

Roscoe

For Roscoe and ISPF(TSO) LIB/CCF, the Cross Level Compare uses Comparator II rather than -OPT COMPARE. The
compare job contains three steps:

1. Compares the current level in the test or Q/A master file to the level logged out from production.
2. Compares the current level in the production master file to the level logged out from production.
3. Compares the current level of each file.

VM/ESA

For ISPF(VM/ESA) LIB/CCF, the VM/ESA COMPARATOR, which incorporates COMPARATOR II logic, is used. The
comparison involves three steps:

1. Compares the current level in the test or Q/A master file to the level logged out from production.
2. Compares the current level in the production master file to the level logged out from production.
3. Compares the current levels of each file.

The comparison report is written to the PRINTER file.

After examining the Cross-Level Reports, the programmer must revise the test member to reconcile all changes and
login the member again. LIB/CCF again reports that its version check failed and presents the same panel. As long
as the member was not changed after the programmer’s first login attempt, he can select OVERRIDE and log in the
member. However, if the member was again updated while the test member was being revised, the changes must
be reconciled again. This is the case if the number of new levels created since the original logout changed since the
attempted login. LIB/CCF provides this information on the panel. If the number changed since the login was postponed
for code reconciliation, Cross-Level Reports are generated showing the new changes. You must reconcile those changes
again.

If you set up your system with ALLOWMULT=YES, we recommend the following:

• Have a sufficient number of test master files defined. The member can ONLY be logged out to a test master where it
does not already exist.

• For LIB/CCF-AllFusion Vollie, which uses the -OPT COMPARE feature, the test master file must be initialized to
support enough archive levels to archive every change that the original programmer must make to the member
between the time that he first logs it out and the time that he is ready, all changes reconciled, to log it back in to the
production master file.

• If insufficient archive levels are provided, the archive level that was current during logout is lost as soon as enough
levels accumulate on the test master file to exceed the maximum. Librarian deletes old levels. Then, if the level that
was current when the member was first logged out was deleted, the Cross-Level Report generation job fails and
manager or control group intervention is necessary.

• For LIB/CCF-AllFusion Vollie, the Production to Test COPY specification in Option 12.4 must be U (for Utility Copy). A
control group must manage login. When two or more programmers are working on the same program, it is essential
that the final authority for updating the production master reside with a control group to enforce proper procedures.
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Control Group Rejects the Login Request

If LIB/CCF does not execute login requests immediately but instead channels them to a control group, the control
group has the option to reject the login request. If they exercise it, LIB/CCF marks the login/logout status entry as
*REJECTED*. Additionally, LIB/CCF puts back on the programmer’s login queue (Option 5) an entry for the member
marked *REJECTED*. This allows the programmer to log in the member again at a later time.

If you defined a reject library in the Master File Definition Table (AllFusion Vollie) or LCDF (Roscoe, TSO, and VM/ESA),
then the member is moved to the reject library and deleted from where it currently resides.

The security status of the member on the reject library is defined in the Master File Definition Table (Vollie) or LCDF
(Roscoe, TSO, and VM/ESA). If the STATUS specified is PROD1 or PROD2 and you want to unlock the member to let a
programmer make additional modifications, then the control group can use the UNLOCK command in Option 9.

If you are not using reject libraries, then the member remains on the library in its current status. If you want to make the
member available to the programmer, use the UNLOCK command in Option 9.

If the programmer deletes the entry for the member from his login queue, the original logout is cancelled (other
programmers can now work on the member) and, in effect, cancel all the changes made to the member on the test master
file.

The control group should unlock the member using Option 9 before the programmer can delete the Option 5 entry.

The control group or the programmer must delete the login/logout status entry (marked as *REJECTED*) from the queue
(Option 9).

Multiple Administrator Access (z/OS and OS/390 and VM/ESA Only)
To ensure data integrity of the system master file tables, LIB/CCF performs enqueue processing on the tables. Any access
to one of the administrator suboptions enqueues or locks that option. When the administrator exits the option, the option is
dequeued or unlocked.

Because an abnormal termination (that is, a system time-out or abend) can cause an option to remain enqueued
erroneously, LIB/CCF provides a manual dequeue mechanism. To demonstrate, review the following scenario:

• Administrator SMITH selects Option 12.5 to review and update information in the table.
• Meanwhile, administrator JONES selects option 12.5 and is presented with the following panel:

COMMAND ===>

Option 12.5           may be acquired at this time, however,

     an update attempt by BRANTON will be canceled. Use the

     dequeue command only to cancel an enqueue that remains

     due to a system failure.

As the panel indicates, administrator JONES should “press Enter to return to the previous panel.” However, if JONES
suspects that the option is enqueued erroneously (for example, SMITH is out of the office for the day), he can enter the
DEQUEUE command. You should only use the DEQUEUE command when you are certain that the other administrator
is not updating the option since the command cancels the other administrator’s updates.

• If administrator SMITH is updating Option 12.5 and JONES enters the DEQUEUE command, the following panel
displays to SMITH when he tries to save his changes and exit the option:
COMMAND ===>

                         << ADMINISTRATOR ENQUEUE >>

The update has be canceled.
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NOTE
This enqueue process is performed only on Option 12 suboptions.

NOTE
Any access to an Option 12 suboption prevents other administrators from accessing it. Remember to exit the
option as soon as you are finished.

The Library Chain Definition Function (Option 12.11) shares the same tables among LIB/CCF-Roscoe, ISPF (TSO), and
ISPF (VM/ESA). All of the other administrator suboptions maintain separate tables for each LIB/CCF system.

Implementing Quality Assurance Procedures
By implementing quality assurance (Q/A) procedures as part of the change control process, a site can establish the
necessary checks and balances in the application development cycle to help ensure the validity of the production source
and the production executions. Q/A procedures, whether complicated or simple, facilitate system testing.

Q/A Process in LIB/CCF
A site’s Q/A requirements can vary greatly, depending on the number of applications, the number of programmers, and
the organization of the data processing department. The LIB/CCF Q/A function lets a site define as many levels of Q/A
libraries as needed. Additionally, a site can choose to do quality assurance without introducing another level of libraries
into the development cycle.

A basic assumption made in Q/A processing is that the control group is responsible for processing login requests,
production movement requests, and all pending batch activity. See the System Profile Table section in the “Administrator
Functions in LIB/CCF” section for information on defining your system to meet these requirements.

Q/A processing in LIB/CCF is built on the idea that each unique pair of production and test libraries defines a promotion
path. A simple path consists of a production master file and a test master file. Members are logged out of the production
library into the test master file. Once the changes are complete, the current version of the test member is moved into the
original production master file. In between the production and test master file pair, a site can also define Q/A libraries. The
order of the Q/A libraries further defines the path that a member takes. If Q/A libraries are present when a programmer
initiates the login, a member is moved into the first or lowest level Q/A library in the path. You can also submit a Q/A
compile and link at this time. For more information, see the Compile and Link at Login section in the appropriate section
for your particular LIB/CCF environment.

After testing at the first level of Q/A, the Q/A group can decide to accept or reject the member. If the member is accepted,
then a member of the control group uses Option 9 to process the movement request. At this time, if there is another Q/A
library defined in the path, then the member is promoted to this next level of Q/A. This process continues until all levels of
Q/A are exhausted. Then the production libraries are updated.

If the Q/A group rejects the member and the current library has a reject library associated with it in the library promotion
path, the member is moved to this reject library. There, the programmer makes any additional changes. The programmer
and management can decide to either correct the problem or to abandon the task entirely. After the control group unlocks
the member using Option 9, the programmer merely deletes the entry in Option 5 to make the member available for
another logout. If the problem is corrected, the programmer processes the rejected movement request using Option 5 to
start the Q/A process over again.

There are basically two methods of implementing Q/A procedures using LIB/CCF.

• Method one uses the locked code on the test master file for Q/A testing and validation. This method is preferred when
the site does not have complicated Q/A requirements. This method requires fewer libraries to maintain and less system
overhead since additional movements into Q/A libraries are not taking place.

• Method two uses separate libraries for Q/A testing. The libraries must include Q/A source libraries. They can also
include reject libraries, and Q/A object (relocatable) and load (core image) libraries. This method is more flexible. It lets
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a site define more complicated library promotion paths per application or group of applications. However, this method
is also more complex to implement. There are more libraries to maintain.

The following sections describe the implementation of each method.

Method One Defining a Production-Test Promotion Path
The LIB/CCF processing flow for this method follows:

1. The programmer logs members out of a production master file using Option 4. The programmer only sees the
Production/Test pairs that refer to the application for which the change request was opened. See the section in this
guide that describes the Programming Managers Definition Table Processor and the Master File Definition Table
Processor (Vollie) or Library Chain Definition Function (all other environments) for more information on relating
applications to library pairs through the chain group.

2. The programmer modifies the member on the test master file and performs test compiles and link-edits. The
test compiles and links are done using the site’s test procedures. They might not be under LIB/CCF control. The
programmer performs unit testing at this level.

3. The programmer initiates a login request using Option 5. At this point, the code is protected from further updates
because LIB/CCF assigned it a production MCD security status.

4. The Q/A group is notified of the login request by a movement request in Option 9.
5. Before the Q/A group processes the request in Option 9, the Q/A testing is performed. This can include a

recompilation and execution and other site-defined tests.
6. The Q/A group accepts or rejects the request. If accepted using Option 9, a member of the Q/A group processes

the request. During the processing, the test member is moved from the test master file to the production master file.
Depending on site options, the production member can be compiled into the production object library or the test object
can be moved into the production object (relocatable) library. If rejected, the Q/A group issues a reject command from
Option 9. A member of the Q/A group can then issue the UNLOCK command to make the member available to the
programmer for corrections. The programmer is notified of the rejected request by a Rejected Login on the Option 5
display.

To implement this method, first identify the unique production and test library pairs. Then define the library pairs to LIB/
CCF using the Master File Definition Table Processor (Vollie) or Library Chain Definition Function (all other environments).
For this method of Q/A, the important field is the LOCK field.

Lock specifies the security status to assign to members after the programmer initiates a login request. This is the
mechanism that freezes the code from further updates once the programmer is satisfied with the changes. This entry is
essential to this method of implementing Q/A processing. Specifying PROD1 allows the programmer to view the members
but denies update access. To prevent the programmer from both viewing and updating the member during Q/A testing,
specify PROD2. See the "Security" section for more information about this facility.

Method Two Defining Q/A Libraries in Promotion Paths
The LIB/CCF processing flow for this method follows:

1. The programmer logs members out of a production master file using Option 4. The programmer sees only the
Production - Test pairs that refer to the application for which the change request was opened. See the Manager
Definition Table Processor and the Master File Definition Table Processor (Vollie) or Library Chain Definition Function
(all other environments) sections in the “Administrator Functions in LIB/CCF” section for more information on relating
applications with library pairs through the Chain Group.

2. The programmer modifies the member on the test master file and performs test compiles and link-edits. The
test compiles and links are done using the site’s test procedures. They might not be under LIB/CCF control. The
programmer performs unit testing at this level.

3. The programmer initiates a login request using Option 5. At this point, the member on the test master file is copied
to the first or lowest level Q/A library defined in the library promotion path. Additionally, you can define your system
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to perform a Q/A compile and link. You can also define the system to copy the test object module to a Q/A object
(relocatable) library.

4. A movement request in Option 9 notifies the Q/A group of the login request.
5. The Q/A group performs the first or only level of testing.
6. The Q/A group accepts or rejects the request. If accepted, the Q/A group processes the movement request using

Option 9. This processing includes moving the member to the next Q/A library in the promotion path or to the
production file if there are no more Q/A libraries. Again, the compile and link or the move into object can also occur
at this time. If rejected, the Q/A group issues a reject command from Option 9. If a reject library was related to the Q/
A library, then the member is moved to this reject library. The reject library can be the same as the test library. The
programmer is notified of the rejection by a Rejected Login on the Option 5 display. The site defines the MCD security
status assigned to a member when it was moved into the Q/A library and the reject library in the Master File Definition
Table (Vollie) or the Library Chain Definition Function (all other environments).

To implement this method, see the Library Chain Definition Function section. If you are using LIB/CCF-Vollie, refer to the
steps in the following sections.

Implementing Method Two in Vollie
For LIB/CCF-Vollie, the following sections detail the necessary steps to implement and verify a Q/A configuration.

Step 1 Define the Library Promotion Paths

Identify for each unique production-test library pair:

• Name of the test master file
• Name of the production master file
• Names of the Q/A libraries, in order of promotion, from the first level after test to the last level just before production
• Names of the reject libraries to relate to each Q/A library.

NOTE
The only required libraries are production and test. You can define any number of Q/A levels. Reject master files
can be the same as the test master file.

You should also decide what level of Q/A you want to enter after a rejected request is reprocessed. By default, the
processing of a rejected login moves the member to the first level of QA. You can decide to move rejected requests to
another Q/A library. You must also define the name of the Q/A library used in this case.

Step 2 Complete the Q/A Worksheet

A sample Quality Assurance Worksheet is provided in the member QASHEET on the System Services File. You can print
this member using the batch Librarian Utility -PRINT facility.

       Q U A L I  T Y  A S S U R A N C E  W O R K S H E E T        

                                                                   

       Chain Group : AP0000000000                                  

                                                                   

          | Entry  | File-ID        | Status | Copy | Compile/Move 

          | Type   |                |        | All/ | For Object   

          |        |                |        | Curr |              

----------+--------+----------------+--------+------+--------------

Production|   P    |                |        |      |              

          |        |                |        |      |              

          |        |                |        |      |              

----------+--------+----------------+--------+------+--------------

          |        |                |        |      |              
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          |        |                |        |      |              

          |        |                |        |      |              

----------+--------+----------------+--------+------+--------------

          |        |                |        |      |              

          |        |                |        |      |              

          |        |                |        |      |              

----------+--------+----------------+--------+------+--------------

 QA3      |   Q    |                |        |      |              

          |        |                |        |      |              

          |        |                |        |      |              

----------+--------+----------------+--------+------+--------------

 Related  |   R    |                |        |      |              

 Reject   |        |                |        |      |              

          |        |                |        |      |              

----------+--------+----------------+--------+------+--------------

 QA2      |   Q    |                |        |      |              

          |        |                |        |      |              

          |        |                |        |      |              

----------+--------+----------------+--------+------+--------------

 Related  |        |                |        |      |              

 Reject   |        |                |        |      |              

          |        |                |        |      |              

----------+--------+----------------+--------+------+--------------

 QA1      |   F    |                |        |      |              

          |        |                |        |      |              

          |        |                |        |      |              

----------+--------+----------------+--------+------+--------------

 Related  |   R    |                |        |      |              

 Reject   |        |                |        |      |              

          |        |                |        |      |              

----------+--------+----------------+--------+------+--------------

 TEST     |   T    |                |        |      |              

          |        |                |        |      |              

          |        |                |        |      |              

----------+--------+----------------+--------+------+--------------

The following describes the fields that appear on the Worksheet:

Chain Group
Enter the chain group to which this library promotion path is related. The chain group is defined in the
Programming Managers Definition Table.

Entry Type
Do not enter anything in this column. The entry type is defined in the Master File Definition Table. This information
is used in the next step.

File-id
Enter the file ID of the master file as defined in step 1.

Status
Enter the MCD security status LIB/CCF should use when adding members to this master file.

Copy All/Curr
A site chooses which copy utility to use when copying members to the master file specified. A site can choose
to use only the current level of the sending member to update the master file. Enter CURR to select this option.
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A site can also choose to completely replace the member on the master file with all the levels of the sending
member. Enter ALL to select this option. If movement is done online, ignore this field.

Compile/Move For Object
When the source member is moved into this library, you can also recompile it. Alternatively, you can copy the
test relocatable module from the relocatable library associated with the sending master to the relocatable library
associated with the target master. Enter MOVE to move the object along with the source. Enter COMPILE to
recompile the source into the related relocatable library. To do neither, leave the entry blank.

Complete a work sheet for each unique production-test library pair in a chain group. After you enter all of the library
promotion pairs in the work sheet, move on to step 3. You can use the blank rows after production if you are defining more
than three levels of Q/A.

       Q U A L I  T Y  A S S U R A N C E  W O R K S H E E T        

                                                                   

       Chain Group : AP0000000000                                  

                                                                   

          | Entry  | File-ID        | Status | Copy | Compile/Move 

          | Type   |                |        | All/ | For Object   

          |        |                |        | Curr |              

----------+--------+----------------+--------+------+--------------

Production|   P    | ap.prod        | prod1  | curr | compile      

          |        |                |        |      |              

          |        |                |        |      |              

----------+--------+----------------+--------+------+--------------

          |        |                |        |      |              

          |        |                |        |      |              

          |        |                |        |      |              

----------+--------+----------------+--------+------+--------------

          |        |                |        |      |              

          |        |                |        |      |              

          |        |                |        |      |              

----------+--------+----------------+--------+------+--------------

 QA3      |   Q    | n/a            | n/a    | n/a  | n/a          

          |        |                |        |      |              

          |        |                |        |      |              

----------+--------+----------------+--------+------+--------------

 Related  |   R    | n/a            | n/a    | n/a  | n/a          

 Reject   |        |                |        |      |              

          |        |                |        |      |              

----------+--------+----------------+--------+------+--------------

 QA2      |   Q    | ap.qa2         | prod1  | all  | move         

          |        |                |        |      |              

          |        |                |        |      |              

----------+--------+----------------+--------+------+--------------

 Related  |   R    | my.test        | test   | all  | move         

 Reject   |        |                |        |      |              

          |        |                |        |      |              

----------+--------+----------------+--------+------+--------------

 QA1      |   F    | ap.qa2         | test   | all  | move         

          |        |                |        |      |              

          |        |                |        |      |              

----------+--------+----------------+--------+------+--------------

 Related  |   R    | my.test        | test   | all  | move         
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 Reject   |        |                |        |      |              

          |        |                |        |      |              

----------+--------+----------------+--------+------+--------------

 TEST     |   T    | my.test        | test   | all  | n/a          

          |        |                |        |      |              

          |        |                |        |      |              

----------+--------+----------------+--------+------+--------------

The above sample shows a completed Q/A worksheet for a library promotion path. The worksheet indicates that members
are logged out of AP.PROD to MY.TEST. After the programmer makes the modifications, the test source module is moved
to AP.QA1. The test object is moved to the relocatable library related to AP.QA1. If the QA group accepts the request,
the source member from AP.QA1 and its related object are moved to AP.QA2 and its related relocatable respectively. On
acceptance of this request, only the current level of the source module on AP.QA2 updates the production source module
on AP.PROD. The source module on AP.PROD is compiled into the relocatable library related to the production master
file.

If a request is rejected, the member is moved back to MY.TEST where corrections can be made. The members are in
the unprotected TEST status when copied into MY.TEST when the member is moved from production or a Q/A library.
However, as members are promoted up the library path, they are placed in a read-only status, PROD1.

Step 3 Interpret the Q/A Worksheet

Interpreting the worksheet defines the necessary Master File Definition Table entries. To facilitate this process, the
following reviews the valid entry types for this table.

P type entry
Relates a production master file to a test master file. A production/test master file pair must be unique. That is,
a production master file can be related to more than one test master file, and a test master file can be related
to more than one production master file. However, each discrete production and test pair must have only one P
entry. Members are moved from the Production Master File to the Test Master File. If there are no Q or F type
entries for the library promotion pair, then this entry also defines that members are moved to the Production
Master File from the Test Master File.

Q type entry
Relates a Q/A library to a lower level Q/A library, a Q/A library to a reject library, and a last or final Q/A library to a
production master file. A lower level Q/A library can only appear in one Q type entry.
Members are moved from the lower level Q/A library to the higher level Q/A library, from the final Q/A library to the
production library, or from the reject library to the Q/A library. A Q/A library can only appear as a lower level library
in one Q type entry per chain group.
For example, the following entries are invalid because AP.QA1 appears as a From Q/A Master File in more than
one entry in the same chain group.
Entry Number:   002

Entry Type: Q                Chain group AP......

 To Q/A Master File

AP.QA2...........

 From Q/A Master File

AP.QA1............

 

Entry Number:   003

Entry Type: Q                Chain group AP......

 To Q/A Master File

AP.QA3...........

 From Q/A Master File

AP.QA1............
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By default, a reprocessed rejected login request moves the member from the reject library to the first QA master
file in the library promotion path. A site can decide to use a different QA library when a rejected request is
reprocessed. If this is the case, then a Q entry must exist in the Master File Definition Table that defines this
relationship.
Entry Number:   008

Entry Type: Q                Chain group AP......

 To QA Master File

AP.QA2...........

 From QA Master File

AP.REJECT.........

F type entry
Relates the first QA library in a promotion path to the production master file. Members are moved from the test
master file defined in the P entry, to the first QA library specified in the F entry. The F entry allows a site to use the
same test master file in more than one library promotion path per chain group. For example, if a site defined the
following two paths for chain group AP:
AP.PROD   AP.PROD1

AP.QA2A   AP.QA2B

AP.QA1A   AP.QA1B

MY.TEST   MY.TEST

The two F type entries:
Entry Number:   004

Entry Type: F                Chain group AP......

 To QA Master File

AP.QA1A..........

 For Production Master File

AP.PROD...........

Entry Number:   005

Entry Type: F                Chain group AP......

 To QA Master File

AP.QA1B..........

 For Production Master File

AP.PROD1..........

A production master file can only appear in one F type entry per chain group.
R type entry

Relates a QA library to a reject library. Members are moved from the QA library to the reject library. There can be
more than one reject library related to a single QA library. When the QA group issues the reject command, the R
type entries related to the QA library where the member resides at the time of rejection displays. The QA member
then chooses one of the relationships. Further, a single reject library can appear in more than one R type entry in
the same chain group. For example, the following R type entries are valid.
Entry Number:   005

Entry Type: R                Chain group AP......

 From QA Master File

AP.QA1...........

 To Reject Master File

AP.REJECT.........

Entry Number:   006

Entry Type: R                Chain group AP......

 From QA Master File

AP.QA1...........

 To Reject Master File

MY.TEST...........
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Entry Number:   007

Entry Type: R                Chain group AP......

 From QA Master File

AP.QA2...........

 To Reject Master File

AP.REJECT.........

To interpret the worksheet:

• Match the P and T entry types from the worksheet to form P type entries in the Master File Definition Table.
• Match the P and first Q entry types from the worksheet to form F type entries in the Master File Definition Table.
• Match each Q and R entry types from the worksheet to form R type entries in the Master File Definition Table.
• Match the last Q entry type to the P entry type from the worksheet to form Q type entries in the Master File Definition

table.
• Match the lower level Q entry types to the higher level Q entry types from the worksheet to form Q type entries in the

Master File Definition Table until the last or final Q entry type from the worksheet is defined as a To QA Master File in
the Master File Definition Table.

From the previous sample worksheet, the following Master File Definition Table entry types are identified:

     'P'       |   'F'     |   'Q'     |   'R'     

 --------------+-----------+-----------+-----------

 AP.PROD       | AP.QA1    | AP.PROD   | AP.QA1    

 MY.TEST       | AP.PROD   | AP.QA2    | MY.TEST   

 --------------+-----------+-----------+-----------

               |           | AP.QA2    | AP.QA2    

               |           | AP.QA1    | MY.TEST   

Step 4 Make the Appropriate Table Entries

Using information gathered on the worksheet, enter the P, Q, F, and R type entries identified in Step 3 above. For our
example, the fields of interest in the Master File Definition Table follow.

Entry Type
P, Q, R, or F, as identified from the work sheet.

Production Master File-id
Specify the file ID from the work sheet used in P and F type entries.

Status
Specify the status from the work sheet.

Copy
If ALL is specified on the worksheet, enter U (for Utility). If CURR is specified on the worksheet, enter S (for
special). Librarian provides two copy utilities, the utility Copy and a special copy called LIBDCOPY. The site
chooses which of these utilities to use when copying members to this file if movement is in batch. This field is
ignored if movement is online.

Test Master File-id
Specify the file ID from the work sheet.

To Q/A Master File-id
This field displays for Q and F types. For each Q type entry, specify the name of the higher level QA library. For
the final Q entry, specify the production master file. If a reprocessed rejected request is promoted to a QA library
other than the first QA library, specify the name here. For F type entries, specify the name of the first QA library.
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From Q/A Master File
This field displays for Q and R type entries. For Q types, specify the file ID of the lower level QA library. For R
types, specify the file ID of the QA library where the reject library is related.

To Reject Master File
This field displays only for R types. Specify the file ID of the reject library where rejected members are copied. For
Production Master File, specify the file ID of the production master file from the worksheet.

For more information, see the Master Definition Table Processor information in the “Administrator Functions in LIB/CCF”
section.

You must also enter the related relocatable libraries. The following describes the rules for these table entries.

• To move the test object module into a relocatable library related to the first QA library, enter a Related Test Object in
the P entry. Also enter the Related To Q/A Object and the Related From Object File in the F entry.

• To compile into the relocatable library related to the first QA library, enter only a Related To Q/A Object File in the F
entry.

• To move the object module from a lower level QA file to a higher level QA file, enter both a Related To Q/A Object
File and a Related From Q/A Object File in the Q entry that defines the lower level QA library and the higher level QA
library.

• To compile the source into a relocatable library and copy it into a higher QA library, enter only a Related To Q/A Object
File in the Q entry that defines the lower level library and the higher level library.

• To move the object module from a final QA relocatable library into the production relocatable library, enter a Related To
Q/A Object File and a Related To Q/A From Object File in the Q entry that relates the final QA library to the production
library.

• To compile into the production relocatable library, specify only a Related To Q/A Object File in the Q entry that defines
the final QA library to the production file.

• To move the object module associated with a QA source module into a relocatable library related to a reject library,
enter a Related From Q/A Object File and a Related To Reject Object File for the R entry that defines the QA library to
the reject library.

• To compile a QA source module into a related reject relocatable library, enter only a Related To Reject Object File for
the R entry that defines the QA library to the reject library, illustrated by the chart that follows:

     |     P     |     F     |     Q     |  LAST Q   | REJECT   

-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+----

     |PROD |TEST | TO  |PROD | TO  |FROM | TO  |FROM |FROM |TO  

     |RELO |RELO | Q/A |RELO | Q/A | Q/A | Q/A | Q/A | Q/A |REJ 

     |     |     | RELO|     | RELO|RELO | RELO|RELO |RELO |RELO

-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+----

First|     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |    

  Q/A|     |  X  |  X  |  X  |     |     |     |     |     |    

     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |    

-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+----

 Next|     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |    

  Q/A|     |     |     |     |  X  |  X  |     |     |     |    

     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |    

-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+----

     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |    

 Rej.|     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |  X  |  X 

     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |    

-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+----

     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |    

 Prod|     |     |     |     |     |     |  X  |  X  |     |    

     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |    
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     |     P     |     F     |     Q     |  LAST Q   | REJECT   

-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+----

     |PROD |TEST | TO  |PROD | TO  |FROM | TO  |FROM |FROM |TO  

     |RELO |RELO | Q/A |RELO | Q/A | Q/A | Q/A | Q/A | Q/A |REJ 

     |     |     | RELO|     | RELO|RELO | RELO|RELO |RELO |RELO

-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+----

First|     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |    

  Q/A|     |     |  X  |     |     |     |     |     |     |    

     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |    

-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+----

 Next|     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |    

  Q/A|     |     |     |     |  X  |     |     |     |     |    

     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |    

-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+----

     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |    

 Rej.|     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |  X 

     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |    

-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+----

     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |    

 Prod|     |     |     |     |     |     |  X  |     |     |    

     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |    

Using the sample worksheet, the following Master File Table entries are made.

Entry Number:   001

Entry Type: P                   Chain group AP......

 Production Master File-id          Status Copy

AP.PROD..........                  PROD1 S

Test Master File-id                Status Copy

MY.TEST...........                 TEST U

Related Production Object File

...................

 Related Test Object File

MY.OBJECT..........

 

Entry Number:   002

Entry Type: F                   Chain group AP......

 To Q/A Master File-id              Status Copy

AP.QA1...........                  PROD1 U

From Production Master File-id     Status Copy

AP.PROD...........                 PROD1 S

Related To Q/A Object File

APQA1.OBJECT......

 Related From Production Object File

MY.TEST............

 

Entry Number:   003

Entry Type: Q                   Chain group AP......

 To Q/A Master File-id              Status Copy

AP.PROD..........                  PROD1 S

From Q/A Master File-id            Status Copy

AP.QA2............                 PROD1 U

Related To Q/A Object File
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APPROD.OBJECT.....

 Related From Q/A Object File

...................

 

Entry Number:   004

Entry Type: Q                   Chain group AP......

 To Q/A Master File                 Status Copy

AP.QA2...........                  PROD1 U

From Q/A Master File               Status Copy

AP.QA1............                 PROD1 U

Related To Q/A Object File

APQA2.OBJECT......

 Related From Q/A Object File

APQA1.OBJECT......

 

Entry Number:   005

Entry Type: R                   Chain group AP......

 From Q/A Master File-id            Status Copy

AP.QA1...........                  PROD1 U

To Reject Master File-id           Status Copy

MY.TEST...........                 TEST U

Related From Q/A Object File

APQA1.OBJECT......

 Related To Reject Object File

MY.OBJECT..........

 

Entry Number:   006

Entry Type: R                   Chain group AP......

 From Q/A Master File-id            Status Copy

AP.QA2...........                  PROD1 U

To Reject Master File-id           Status Copy

MY.TEST...........                 TEST U

Related From Q/A Object File

APQA2.OBJECT......

 Related To Reject Object File

MY.OBJECT..........

Production Master File definitions and History Master File definitions are required only for P type entries in the Master File
Definition Table.

Verify the Q/A Configuration
Once the table entries are complete, you should perform a trial cycle to verify the results.

1. Open a change request for the application associated with the chain group (Option 1).
2. Assign the request to a programmer (Option 2).
3. Log a member out of the production master file (Option 4). Verify that only the P type entries for the chain group are

displayed.
4. Initiate a login (Option 5). Verify that the source module was moved to the first QA library and that LIB/CCF performed

the appropriate action for the object module (that is, compiled, moved, or neither). Also check that the target source
module was updated according to your specification. That is, make sure that the target source module was completely
replaced by the sending source module, or that the target source module was updated with only the current level of the
sending module.
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5. Process the movement request (Option 9). Verify that the member is now on the second level QA library and that LIB/
CCF performed the appropriate action for the object module. Also check that the target source module was updated
according to your specification. That is, the sending source module completely replaced the target source module or
that the target source module was updated with only the current level of the sending module. Repeat this step until the
final QA library is reached.

Process the final movement request into production (Option 9). Verify that the production source file now contains the final
QA source module and that LIB/CCF performed the appropriate action for the object module. Also check that the target
source module was updated according to your specification. That is, the sending source member completely replaced the
target source module or that the target source module was updated with only the current level of the sending member.

Set Up Scheduling z/OS and OS/390 Batch Jobs in LIB/CCF
For Roscoe and ISPF(TSO) sites, you can configure LIB/CCF to take advantage of either CA 7 or Scheduler letting you
schedule an application for promotion to the production environment at a specified time. Not only does this assist in
coordinating the movement of large application systems into production, it lets you pre-stage and schedule this process
for off peak hours. An additional feature lets you establish predecessor relationships for scheduled jobs.

Based on these relationships, CA 7 or Scheduler monitors all scheduled jobs, assuring that all predecessor jobs have
successfully executed before submitting a job. The programmer or the control group can schedule jobs, depending on
how LIB/CCF is configured.

Implementation Considerations

There are four Option 12.0 (PROFILE) keywords that pertain to job scheduling:

• CA7JCLID
• CA7OPERID
• CA7PASS
• SCHEDULER

If you are using Unicenter Scheduler, only the SCHEDULER keyword is necessary. If you are using Unicenter CA 7, the
SCHEDULER keyword and some combination of the other keywords are required. See the “Administrator Functions in
LIB/CCF” section for details on each keyword.

LIB/CCF provides a choice of online or batch processing for activities such as movement to and from production and
link-edits. Since both scheduling products schedule batch jobs, several Option 12.0 keywords affect which activities are
actually eligible for job scheduling. These keywords are:

• CLINK
• CMOVEMENT
• LKED
• PMOVEMENT
• TMOVEMENT

For example, if you configure LIB/CCF to let the control group perform online link-edits by specifying LKED CNTL and
CLINK ONLINE in Option 12.0, the control group cannot schedule link-edits as they are done online. For the control group
to schedule link-edits, you need to specify CLINK BATCH in Option 12.0. See the “Administrator Functions in LIB/CCF”
section for details on each of these keywords.

Since scheduled jobs must have unique job names, LIB/CCF generates a job name of Ynnnnnnn, where nnnnnnn is a
random number. This job name overrides the job name specified on the job card in Option 0.
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Option 12.5 (LANGUAGE) correlates JCL skeletons with a language. When a member is logged out for the first time, the
programmer assigns a language to it. At login, LIB/CCF uses this language to determine which JCL skeleton is submitted
to compile the member.

You can also assign each language a priority, which orders the members in the Group Processing selection list, available
from Options 5 and 9. This is useful when the order in which members are processed is important. You can use this
default order for job scheduling, or you can further refine it at scheduling time. So, before implementing a scheduler,
carefully review Option 12.5 for optimal prioritization of languages. See the Language Definition Table (Option 12.5)
section in the “Administrator Functions in LIB/CCF” section for more information.

For CA 7

If you specify CA 7 as the scheduler to use, you need to install the CA 7/Librarian interface. See the CA 7 Job
Management Installation section for details on link editing the interface program.

Additionally, you must add the following DD statement to the CA 7 online JCL for each LIB/CCF system master file.

//JCLnnn DD DISP=SHR,DSN=your.libccf.sysmast.name

The value of nnn must match the CA7JCLID keyword specified in Option 12.0.

Also add the following JCL statement to the CA 7 Initialization Deck for each LIB/CCF system master file.

JCL DSN=your.libccf.sysmast.name,INDEX=nnn,DSORG=LIB,MCD=base

The value of nnn of the INDEX parameter of the JCL statement must be the same value as nnn on the DD statement and
the CA7JCLID keyword in Option 12.0. The base value of the MCD parameter must be the MCD base code for the LIB/
CCF system master file.

Also add the following APPLCTN cards to the Initialization Deck.

APPLCTN,NAME=SASSLIBR,ATTR=PERM

APPLCTN,NAME=SASSPROG,ATTR=LOAD

Place the APPLCTN statement for SASSLIBR ahead of the APPLCTN statement for SASSPROG, as shown.

The CA 7 operator IDs must match the CA7OPERID keywords specified in Option 12.0.

The CA 7 logon password, if one is used, must match the CA7PASS keyword specified in Option 12.0.

For Scheduler

If you specify Scheduler as the scheduler to use, the operator command interface program CAJCCMD0 is used. You must
specify SCHDCMD=NOCTL as a generation option in the CAIJGEN macro. This option executes CAJCCMD0 from a non-
scheduler controlled job. See the Unicenter Scheduler Job Management System Programmers document for details.

NOTE
This is no longer valid for Scheduler release 7.2. See the Scheduler Job Management System Programmers
document for details.

Operation

If you specified the SCHEDULER keyword in Option 12.0, you can invoke job scheduling from the following LIB/CCF
functions:

• If Option 12.0 specifies PMOVEMENT BATCH or PMOVEMENT ONLINE, the programmer can schedule logins from
the Group Processing selection list from Option 5. If you specify PMOVEMENT BATCH, the entire login process is
performed in batch. However, if you specify PMOVEMENT ONLINE, only the compile is performed in batch, so the
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compile job can be scheduled. Once you enter the PROCESS command from the list, the Job Scheduling Information
panel displays.

• If Option 12.0 specifies LKED BATCH, the programmer can schedule link-edits from Option 6. Once the programmer
provides the required link-edit information, the Job Scheduling Information panel displays.

• If Option 12.0 specifies either:
– TMOVEMENT CNTL and CMOVEMENT BATCH
– PMOVEMENT CNTL and CMOVEMENT BATCH
– PMOVEMENT CNTL and CMOVEMENT ONLINE
The control group can schedule a variety of jobs from the Group Processing selection list from Option 9. The actual
type of job depends on the selection list command entered. When you enter either the COMPILE, LOGOUT, MOVE,
PROCESS, or REJECT command from the list, the Job Scheduling Information panel displays.

• If Option 12.0 specifies LKED CNTL and CLINK BATCH, the control group can schedule link-edits from Option 10.
Once the you enter PROCESS command for a System Link/Bind Request, the Job Scheduling Information panel
displays.

• Depending on the Option 12.0 JSQUEUE specification, either the programmer or the control group can view the status
of jobs already scheduled from LIB/CCF from Option 11. Once you enter the SSTATUS command from Option 11, the
Scheduler Status panel displays.
Additionally, if Unicenter CA 7 is specified as the scheduler, jobs can be redemanded (rescheduled) from Option 11.

See the LIB/CCF User section for details on using the scheduler interface.

Implement DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 Support in LIB/CCF
DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 is an IBM database management system. Access to and manipulation of data DB2 for z/OS
and OS/390 manages is accomplished through SQL. You can imbed SQL in procedural language programs (that is,
COBOL, PL1, or assembler programs).

All programs accessing DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 are precompiled. The precompiler produces a modified source program
that is passed to the compiler/assembler and a database request module (DBRM) containing information about the
required DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 access. One DBRM is created for each program requesting DB2 for z/OS and OS/390
services. DBRMs are stored in a PDS. They are used as input to the bind process. The DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 bind,
analogous to a link-edit, validates access to the data, verifies authorization, selects an access path, and builds a control
structure called an application plan or package (for DB2 release 2.3 and above). The bind for a plan must be completed
before a DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 application can execute.

You can configure LIB/CCF to provide change control functions specific to the DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 environment.
The precompile process occurs under the control of LIB/CCF as part of the login function. For programs that are self-
contained, LIB/CCF manages the precompile, compile, bind, and link processes with a single request as part of the
login function. To create plans that require more than one DBRM, the bind request can be initiated in a separate request
through an extension of the system link request option. The Library Chain Definition Facility (LCDF) supports the addition
of an operating system library for DBRM management. Optionally, LIB/CCF maintains a table of information describing the
DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 programs being managed.

NOTE
CCF Option 0 (CCF PARMS) allows for the specification of only one DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 subsystem. It is
possible to accomodate multiple DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 subsystems at a site. This can be done by creating a
separate skeleton for each language and DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 subsystem, and hard coding the subsystem
in each flavor of the skeleton.

Reports are available to describe:

• Application plans, including the names of the libraries where the source members and related DBRMs are found
• Number of the change request that resulted in the current production version
• ID of the person who created the plan or package.
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See the LIB/CCF User section for sample DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 reports.

Implementation Considerations

LIB/CCF manages the update cycle for DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 source programs and the associated bind required to
create an application plan or package. You can store bind parameters in a production master file that LIB/CCF manages.
Bind parameters are keywords and values that specify DBRM names, DBRM library names, and package list entries.
They are referred to in this documentation as the bind options members. The implementation of DB2 for z/OS and OS/390
support affects several areas or functions of LIB/CCF, listed following:

• DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 support is available in LIB/CCF Roscoe, LIB/CCF TSO, and LIB/CCF VM/ESA (for batch
jobs submitted to an z/OS and OS/390 machine).

• Batch and online bind are available from LIB/CCF Roscoe and LIB/CCF TSO. LIB/CCF VM/ESA does not support an
online bind, but does support batch bind.

• Bind processing is an extension of Option 6 LINK processing. Therefore, the Option 12.0 (PROFILE) keywords that
control LINK processing (CLINK, LKED, LNKNTEGRTY, and LDISPLAY) also apply to bind processing. For example, if
you specify LKED BATCH, batch jobs perform both link-edits and binds.

• From Option 5 (LOGIN), the BIND command lets the programmer:
– Modify an existing, logged out bind options member, or
– Create a new bind options member through the DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 PLAN UPDATE panel.

• Because the bind options members are input to the bind, you probably want the login process for these members
to simply move them to the next master file defined in the library chain. Therefore, Option 12.5 (LANG Definition
Table) must specify a skeleton of NOP for the languages assigned to bind options members during initial logout. NOP
indicates that no compile JCL skeleton is executed at login (the member is simply moved into the next master file).
However, if you want additional processing to take place during login of a bind options member, you can specify an
actual JCL skeleton in Option 12.5.

NOTE
CCF Option 0 (CCF PARMS) allows for the specification of only one DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 subsystem.
It is possible to accomodate multiple DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 subsystems at a site. This can be done by
creating a separate skeleton for each language and DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 subsystem, and hard coding
the subsystem in each flavor of the skeleton.

• The Option 12.0 (PROFILE) keyword PMOVEMENT determines who (programmer or control group) moves the DB2
for z/OS and OS/390 source program into production. Regardless of who performs the actual login, LIB/CCF submits a
batch job to perform the precompile and compile.

For ISPF

Skeleton $CCFJ030 is used for Assembler. $CCFJ031 is used for COBOL. $CCFJ032 for PLI.

For Roscoe

Skeletons $CHGJ030, $CHGJ031 and $CHGJ032 are used.

However, you can supply a JCL skeleton that performs any combination of the precompile, compile, bind, and link.
Therefore, Option 12.5 (LANG Definition Table) should specify as many language/JCL skeleton combinations as needed
to perform the DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 processing.

• From Option 6 (LINK), the programmer can choose between either linking or binding an application. When he chooses
the bind option, the System Bind panel displays, prompting him for either a BIND SYSIN member or a complete JCL
member. When he specifies the BIND SYSIN member, LIB/CCF submits the default bind skeleton ($CCFJ103 for ISPF,
$CHGJ103 for Roscoe) using the specified member as the bind input. Optionally, you can specify an override skeleton
from this panel to override the default bind skeleton. When you specify a JCL member, that member is submitted.
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When you perform the bind online, you can only specify the BIND SYSIN member. For details on bind processing, see
Initiating a Production Bind Request in the LIB/CCF User section.

NOTE
You can control use of the override skeleton through Exit 13. See the section in this document on LIB/CCF
exits for your particular system.When a programmer issues a bind request from Option 6, the request is
placed in the Option 10 (LINK STATUS) queue. A bind request can be differentiated from a link request by
examining the request record for bind-specific information, such as the BIND SYSIN member or BIND JCL
member to use.

• In Option 12.11.1 (Create Library Chain), the Associated Files panel includes the field DBRM LIBRARY. Fill in this field
with the PDS data set name that contains the output from the precompile (DBRMs). This data set name is substituted
for the &IMTD variable in any precompile or BIND JCL skeleton.

• You must specify the DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 subsystem name in Option 0 (CCF PARMS) in the job card
specification panel (in the field DB2 SUBSYSTEM). The default name is DSN.

• Online DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 reports are available for Roscoe and TSO from Option 8.10. Use of the reports is
optional. However, if used, you must first create a DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 table and bind the plans that update the
table and generate the reports. See the DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 LIB/CCF Audit Trail section in this section for details
on creating the table and plans. See the LIB/CCF User section for sample DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 reports.

• If your site does not want to use the Option 8.10 DB2 reports, you must modify the distributed precompile JCL
skeletons by removing the step that updates the DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 table the reports use.

• Specify DB2PKG YES in Option 12.0 (PROFILE) to enable support for DB2 release 2.3.

DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 LIB/CCF Audit Trail
To establish a link between a source program stored on a master file and a DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 plan or package,
LIB/CCF maintains a DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 table containing information on each DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 source
member that was precompiled/compiled through LIB/CCF. Once this table is established, you can use Option 8.10 (DB2
REPORTS) to generate various reports by obtaining information from the LIB/CCF DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 table
and the IBM DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 tables, SYSIBM.SYSDBRM, SYSIBM.SYSPLAN, SYSIBM.SYSPKLIST, and
SYSIBM.SYSPACKAGE (the latter two are for DB2 release 2.3).

Note the following:

• The DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 reports are available only in the z/OS and OS/390 environment.
• This facility is optional. It is not required to manage the update cycle of DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 source programs.

However, use it if you want a positive link between source and plan or package.
• USERMODS must be applied during the LIB/CCF installation to request reports from Option 8.10. See the Getting

Started for details. Establishing the link between source and plan or package requires the following:
• Create the DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 table using the supplied SQL statements.
• Bind the plans that update the DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 table and generate the reports.
• Update the table each time a DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 source member is compiled. This is accomplished with an

additional step in the precompile/compile JCL skeletons.
• Use the Option 8.10 reports.

The following sections describe each of these topics.

Creating the B2 for z/OS and OS/390 Table

The Librarian CALJJCL library contains a member called LJDB2INT. This member contains JCL and a series of SQL
statements that create the table. The following figure shows the contents of member LJDB2INT. See your DB2 for z/OS
and OS/390 system administrator for assistance in creating this table.

//LJDBINT JOB ...........
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 //******************************************************

//* MEMBER = LJDB2INT FROM CALJJCL

//******************************************************

//* DESC: CREATE DB2 TABLES FOR CCF.

 //******************************************************

//STEP1 EXEC PGM=IKJEFT01,DYNAMNBR=20,COND=(4,LT)

 //SYSTSPRT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

//*-----------------------------------------------------

//* CORRECT DB2 SYSTEM ID MUST BE SUPPLIED FOR YOUR SITE

//*-----------------------------------------------------

//SYSTSIN  DD *

  DSN SYSTEM(DSN)            A

  RUN PROGRAM(DSNTIAD) PLAN(DSNTIA61)

 //SYSIN    DD *

CREATE STOGROUP LIBCCFST }

   VOLUMES (xxxxxx)      }   B

   VCAT xxxx;            }

CREATE DATABASE LIBCCFDB }

  STOGROUP LIBCCFST      }   C

  BUFFERPOOL BP0;        }

CREATE TABLESPACE LIBCCFTB  }

  IN LIBCCFDB               }

  USING STOGROUP LIBCCFST   }

    PRIQTY 30               }

    SECQTY 30               }   D

    ERASE NO                }

  LOCKSIZE ANY              }

  BUFFERPOOL BP0            }

  CLOSE NO;                 }

CREATE TABLE CALIBCCF.LIBCCFTA                }

      (DBRMNAME CHAR(8)             NOT NULL, }

       DBRMTIME CHAR(8)             NOT NULL, }

       DBRMLIB  CHAR(44)            NOT NULL, }

       SRCNAME  CHAR(8)             NOT NULL, }

       SRCLIB   CHAR(44)            NOT NULL, }   E

       SRCTIME  TIMESTAMP           NOT NULL, }

       WO       CHAR(8)             NOT NULL, }

       PROGR    CHAR(8)             NOT NULL, }

       APP      CHAR(20)            NOT NULL, }

       SYSTEM   CHAR(20)            NOT NULL) }

  IN LIBCCFDB.LIBCCFTB;                       }

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX CALIBCCF.LIBCCFIA }

  ON CALIBCCF.LIBCCFTA                }

        (DBRMNAME ASC,                }

         DBRMTIME ASC,                }

         DBRMLIB ASC)                 }   F

  USING STOGROUP LIBCCFST             }

   PRIQTY 4                           }

   ERASE NO                           }

 BUFFERPOOL BP0                       }

 CLOSE NO; }
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/*

• A -- Specify the correct DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 subsystem name using the SYSTEM keyword.
• B -- Create a storage group called LIBCCFST. You can use any name for the storage group. Alternatively, you can use

an existing storage group. Supply a valid volume and VCAT.
• C -- Create a database called LIBCCFDB. You can use any name for the database. Alternatively, you can use an

existing database.
• D -- Create a table space called LIBCCFTB. You can use any name for the table space. Alternatively, you can use an

existing table space.
• E -- Create a table called CALIBCCF.LIBCCFTA. You must use this name. Do not alter the SQL statements that create

the table. The next section documents table fields.
• F -- Create a table index called CALIBCCF.LIBCCFIA. You can use any name for the index. Use of the index is not

required, but is recommended for efficiency.

Binding the Plans

The Librarian CALJJCL library contains a member, LJCCFBND for Roscoe and LUCCFBND for (ISPF)TSO, that binds
three plans and GRANT EXECUTE authority on the plans to PUBLIC. Before submitting either JCL member, you must
modify the JCL to conform to your site’s requirements. A default DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 subsystem name of DSN is
used in this JCL. PUBLIC EXECUTE authority is not required. The alternative is to supply individual EXECUTE authority
for any of the LIB/CCF users that require it. Consult the IBM Database 2 SQL Reference Guide for details on the GRANT
command. The following table lists the names of the plans used:

DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 Plan Name LIB/CCF System Function
CHGPL101 ROSCOE Generate Reports
CCFPL101 TSO Generate Reports
CCFPL105 ROSCOE and TSO Update DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 Table
CCFPL106 ROSCOE and TSO Maintain DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 Table
CHGPL112 ROSCOE Generate Reports (2.3)
CCFPL112 TSO Generate Reports (2.3)

NOTE
When applying any maintenance that requires rebinding any of these DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 plans (for
example, any PTF packaged with an object module and DBRM), specify an ACTION of REPLACE.

 

Updating the CALIBCCF.LIBCCFTA Table

Once the CALIBCCF.LIBCCFTA table is created, it is ready for updates. LIB/CCF is distributed with three precompile/
compile JCL skeletons:

• For ISPF, $CCFJ030 for assembler, $CCFJ031 for COBOL, and $CCFJ032 for PLI.
• For Roscoe, $CHGJ030, $CHGJ031, and $CHGJ032.

Each skeleton contains a step after the precompile that conditionally executes plan CCFPL105. Because of skeleton logic,
this step gets executed only when the member is precompiled from the production master file. It does not execute when
the member is precompiled from a QA master file. CCFPL105 reads the DBRM that the precompile created to extract DB2
for z/OS and OS/390-specific information. It then obtains Librarian-specific information from substituted variables in the
JCL skeleton. Finally, it uses the File Access Interface Routines (FAIR) to obtain further information from the production
master file. After gathering this information, it creates an entry for the DBRM in the CALIBCCF.LIBCCFTA table.

The table fields are:
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DBRMNAME
Specifies the one- to eight-character DBRM name.

DBRMTIME
Specifies the time stamp in DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 internal format.

DBRMLIB
Specifies the data set name of the library where the DBRM resides.

SRCNAME
Specifies the one- to eight-character Librarian member name containing the source that created the DBRM.

SRCLIB
Specifies the production master file where the Librarian member (SRCNAME) resides.

SRCTIME
Specifies the date and time of the last update to the production Librarian member in the format YYYY-MM-DD-
hh.mm.ss.mmmmmm. Any field in the time format that is not applicable to the Librarian member is filled in with
zeros. For example, if a Librarian member was never updated, LIB/CCF uses the date that the member was
added to the master file and the time fields contain zeros.

WO
Specifies the number of the change request.

PROGR
Specifies the one- to eight-character programmer name (the user ID or the CCFID if Option 12.8 (CONVERSION)
is converting the user ID) to whom the change request is assigned.

SYS
Specifies the LANGUAGE (per CCF Option 12.5, Language Definition Table) associated with the member. This
allows for the use of multiple DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 subsystems.

APP
Specifies the LIB/CCF application under which the change request was opened.

Maintaining the CALIBCCF.LIBCCFTA Table

The CALIBCCF.LIBCCFTA table can eventually contain obsolete table rows (entries). For example, table rows include the
date and time of the last update (SRCTIME) to the source member (SCRNAME). If the source is updated, precompiled,
and compiled again through LIB/CCF, the previous row for that DBRM is obsolete. Similarly, if a plan is deleted from
DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 or a DBRM is deleted from a DBRM library, the table rows become obsolete. There is a batch
maintenance utility (program $CCFB106, plan CCFPL106) to remove these obsolete table rows. Use of the maintenance
utility is optional. It is recommended that you use it to keep the DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 reports concise and to maintain
the size of the table. You can execute the utility at any time.

It performs the following processing:

• Reads each row in the table.
• Totals the number of DBRMs currently used in a plan. A DBRM used in more than one plan is counted only once.
• Of the DBRMs not found in a plan, totals the number of DBRMs in a DBRM library.
• Deletes each row in the table that references a DBRM that was not found in a plan or DBRM library.
• Totals the deleted rows.
• Produces a report of the totals.

You can use the following JCL to execute the maintenance utility.

//DB2MAINT JOB ACCT,PGMR,CLASS=0,

 //             MSGCLASS=T

//STEP1     EXEC PGM=IKJEFT01,DYNAMNBR=20,COND=(4,LT)

 //STEPLIB   DD DSN=SYS1.DSN210.DSNLOAD,DISP=SHR           A
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//          DD DSN=LIBR.CCF.LOAD,DISP=SHR

//SYSTSPRT  DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*

//CCFPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*                                   B

//SYSTSIN   DD *

 DSN SYSTEM(dsn)                                          C

 RUN PROG ($CCFB106) -

   PLAN (CCFPL106)

• A -- If not in a LNKLST library, a STEPLIB is required for the DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 and LIB/CCF programs.
• B -- The report output is written to the CCFPRINT DD statement.
• C -- Specify your DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 subsystem name in the parentheses on the DSN SYSTEM statement.

LIB/CCF-Earl Interface
In addition to the reporting facilities provided by Option 8 (REPORTS) and the batch change request status program
($CCFB101 for z/OS and OS/390, CCFB101 for VSE/ESA), you can generate customized reports using Advantage
Earl. The LIB/CCF-Advantage Earl interface routine provides access to tracking information and documentation LIB/
CCF collects and stores in the System Master file. You can tailor report formats and content to suit site requirements.
The information available to an Advantage Earl report program is mapped out in member LJEARLFD. Broadcom also
distributes three sample programs: LJEARLCR, LJEARLCA, and LJEARLSY. All three sample programs copy in member
LJEARLFD for the file definitions.

For z/OS and OS/390, these members are distributed on the CALJJCL library. For VSE/ESA, they are distributed on the
installation library. For VM/ESA, they are unloaded to the LIB/CMS system minidisk. The following sections describe the
sample programs and how to execute them.

Sample Reports
The following are sample reports.

LJEARLCR and LJEARLCA

You can use these programs to print comprehensive summary reports on all change requests, all open change
requests, all unassigned change requests, or all closed change requests. They can list the change requests for a single
programmer, manager, or application system. They optionally print the analysis section for closed change requests and
the status of logouts, links, moves, and batch jobs associated with each selected change request.

LJEARLCR produces a report format similar to the batch change request status report. LJEARLCA provides the same
information in a different format. LJEARLCR and LJEARLCA use execution PARMs to determine the type of report
generated.

The parameters are listed below:

[OPEN|UNASSIGNED|CLOSED|ALL|CRID=]
Specifies whether a single request, all requests, or only the open, unassigned, or closed requests are reported on.
OPEN

(Default.) Selects all open change requests.
UNASSIGNED

Selects all unassigned change requests.
CLOSED

Selects all closed change requests.
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ALL
elects all open and closed change requests.

CRID=[WOnnnnnn|ZRnnnnnn|n]
Selects a single change request.
WOnnnnnn

An opened or assigned change request
ZRnnnnnn

A closed change request
n

Any type of change request.
PGMR=<pgmrname>

Prints only the change requests assigned to this programmer.
MGR=<managername>

Prints only the change requests for this manager.
APPL=<application name>

Prints only the change requests for this application system.
ANALYSIS

Prints the analysis section for closed change requests. You can only specify this option with ALL or CLOSED.
STATUS

Prints the status of logouts, links, moves, and batch jobs associated with all selected change requests.
ACTIVITY

Prints the activity records for change requests.

LJEARLSY

This sample program produces a report of the System Master file tables. Only one table can be listed per execution.
LJEARLSY has no execution PARMs. Instead, the sample program contains Advantage Earl program statements to
indicate the LIB/CCF environment and the System Master file table. As distributed, the program defaults to Roscoe and
the System Profile table.

To specify the environment, find the program statement:

SET CCFRT1 = X'00'

As indicated by the program comments:

• X’00’ -- Specifies Roscoe
• X’01’ -- Specifies ISPF(TSO)
• X’02’ -- Specifies AllFusion Vollie
• X’03’ -- Specifies ISPF(VM/ESA)

Change the indicator to reflect the LIB/CCF system that you use.

To specify a System Master file table, find the program statement:

SET CCFRT3 = X'00'

As indicated by the program comments, X’00’ through X’08’ represent the various tables. X’04’, X’06’, and X’07’ are
applicable only to a Vollie System Master file.

Change the indicator to reflect the table.
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z/OS and OS/390 Report Generation
The following figure contains sample JCL to execute the sample programs under z/OS and OS/390.

//CCFEARL  JOB programmer,class=x,

//             MSGCLASS=x

//EARL     EXEC PGM=EARL,PARM='CRID=2,ALL,ACTIVITY,STATUS'             A

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=CAI.CALJLINK,DISP=SHR                                B

//EARLOBJ  DD UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(CYL,4,,CONTIG),                         C

//         DSN=&&OBJ,DISP=(,DELETE)

//SYSMAST  DD DSN=LIBR.USER01.V44.SYSMAST,DISP=SHR                     D

//K

//EARLLIB  DD DSN=CAI.CALJJCL,DISP=SHR                                 E

//*

//SORTLIB  DD DSN=SYS1.SORTLIB,DISP=SHR }

//SORTIN   DD UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(CYL,4,,CONTIG) }

//SORTOUT  DD UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(CYL,4,,CONTIG) }                        F

//SORTWK01 DD UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(CYL,4,,CONTIG) }

//SORTWK02 DD UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(CYL,4,,CONTIG) }

//SORTWK03 DD UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(CYL,4,,CONTIG) }

//*

//WORK1    DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,1)}

//SYSUT1   DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,1)}

//SYSUT2   DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,1)}                                G

//SYSUT3   DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,1)}

//SYSUT4   DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,1)}

//SYSTU5   DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,1)}

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSEARL  DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD DSN=CAI.CALJJCL(LJEARLCA),DISP=SHR                       H

• A -- Specify PARM= only when using LJEARLCR or LJEARLCA as SYSIN.
• B -- The STEPLIB DD statement should refer to your LIB/CCF load library and the Earl load library.
• C -- This JCL creates a temporary object library each time it is executed. You can decrease execution time by retaining

the object library and using it for subsequent executions. See the Earl Reference Guide for details on the JCL required
for this type of execution.

• D -- The SYSMAST DD statement should refer to the LIB/CCF System Master file. If the SYSMAST DD statement is
omitted, the System Master file is dynamically allocated based on the SYSMAST specified in the $CCFGEN macro.

• E -- The EARLLIB DD statement should refer to the Librarian CALJJCL library containing the member LJEARLFD.
• F -- Advantage Earl sort files.
• G -- Advantage Earl work files.
• H -- The SYSIN DD statement should be followed by one of the sample programs (LJEARLCR, LJEARLCA, or

LJEARLSY).

VSE/ESA Report Generation
The following figure contains sample JCL to execute the sample programs under VSE/ESA.

// JOB jobname

// DLBL IJSYS01,'work.file.file-id1',0,SD  }

// EXTENT SYS001,volser,1,0,reltrk,ntrks   }
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// ASSGN SYS001,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR        }

// DLBL IJSYS02,'work.file.file-id2',0,SD  }

// EXTENT SYS002,volser,1,0,reltrk,ntrks   }

// ASSGN SYS002,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR        }

// DLBL IJSYS03,'work.file.file-id3',0,SD  }

// EXTENT SYS003,volser,1,0,reltrk,ntrks   }

// ASSGN SYS003,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR        }

// DLBL IJSYS04,'work.file.file-id4',0,SD  }             A

// EXTENT SYS004,VOLSER,1,0,reltrk,ntrks   }

// ASSGN SYS004,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR        }

// DLBL IJSYS05,'work.file.file-id5',0,SD  }

// EXTENT SYS005,volser,1,0,reltrk,ntrks   }

// ASSGN SYS005,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR        }

// DLBL IJSYS06,'work.file.file-id6',0,SD  }

// EXTENT SYS006,volser,1,0,reltrk,ntrks   }

// ASSGN SYS006,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR        }

// DLBL SYSMAST,'lib.master.file-id',,DA   }

// EXTENT SYSnnn,volser,1,0,reltrk,ntrks   }             B

// ASSGN SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR        }

*

// DLBL SORTWK1,'work.file.sort1',0,SD        }

// EXTENT SYSnnn,volser,1,0,reltrk,ntrks      }

// ASSGN SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR           }

// DLBL SORTWK2,'work.file.sort2',0,SD        }

// EXTENT SYSnnn,volser,1,0,reltrk,ntrks      }

// ASSGN SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR           }          C

// DLBL SORTOUT,'work.file.earl.output',0,SD  }

// EXTENT SYSnnn,volser,1,0,reltrk,ntrks      }

// ASSGN SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR           }

// DLBL SORTIN1,'work.file.earl.output',0,SD  }

// EXTENT SYSnnn,volser,1,0,reltrk,ntrks      }

// ASSGN SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR           }

*

// DLBL WORK1,'work.file.earl.input',0,SD  }

// EXTENT SYSnnn,volser,1,0,reltrk,ntrks   }             D

// ASSGN SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR        }

*

// DLBL EARLOBJ,'earl.object.file',0       }

// EXTENT SYSnnn,volser,1,0,reltrk,ntrks   }             E

// ASSGN SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR        }

*

// LIBDEF SOURCE,SEARCH=(libr.install),TEMP          }

// LIBDEF PHASE,SEARCH=(prod.libccf,prod.earl),TEMP  }   F

// EXEC EARL,SIZE=256K
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• A -- Advantage Earl work files.
• B -- The SYSMAST DLBL statement should refer to the LIB/CCF System Master file. If the SYSMAST DLBL statement

is omitted, the System Master file is dynamically allocated based on the SYSMAST specified in the $CCFGEN macro.
• C -- Advantage Earl sort files.
• D -- If Advantage Earl was installed with the SORT=SRAM option, you can use the WORK1 DLBL in place of the

SORTIN1 DLBL. If the SORT=SRAM option was not specified, remove the WORK1 DLBL.
• E -- Advantage Earl object library. This JCL creates a temporary object library each time it is executed. You can

decrease execution time by retaining the object library and using it for subsequent executions. See the Earl VSE/ESA
Reference Guide for details on the JCL required for this type of execution.

• F -- The source LIBDEF statement should refer to the Librarian installation library containing the member LJEARLFD.
The phase LIBDEF statement should refer to your LIB/CCF and Advantage Earl core image library. This example
assumes that these libraries are defined in standard labels.

Follow this JCL with one of the sample programs (LJEARLCR, LJEARLCA, or LJEARLSY).

VM/ESA Report Generation
The following libraries and EXECs must be available to generate the Advantage Earl reports in VM/ESA.

The following libraries are created on the LIB/CCF installer’s A-disk during the LIB/CCF install:

CCFEARL MACLIB
The source library containing LJEARLFD.

CCFEARL TXTLIB
The text library containing the LIB/CCF-Advantage Earl interface module.

The following VM/ESA files are unloaded from the LIB/CMS installation tape to the LIB/CMS installer’s A-disk:

CCFEXIT EXEC
Defines the CCFEARL TXTLIB for execution.

LJEARLCR EARL
The change request report.

LJEARLCA EARL
The alternate format change request report.

LJEARLSY EARL
The System Master file table report.

The following EXEC is provided with Advantage Earl:

CAEARL EXEC
Invokes Advantage Earl.

Additionally, LIB/CCF and Advantage Earl must be installed.

To execute the sample programs, issue the following command:

CAEARL earl-pgm [PARM='parameter'] (MACLIB CCFEARL EXIT CCFEXIT

PARM= is valid only with LJEARLCR and LJEARLCA. You must separate parameters with a comma and enclose them in
apostrophes. All parameters are optional.

LIB/CCF-Netman Interface
A LIB/CCF-Unicenter Netman interface is available to z/OS and OS/390 sites. Netman is an information management
system that maintains an online inventory of every piece of hardware and software in an organization, including
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configuration, financial, problem, and change information. The LIB/CCF-Unicenter Netman interface provides a
communication vehicle between LIB/CCF and Netman so that the approval of a Unicenter Netman change request
triggers the initiation of a LIB/CCF change request. Conversely, the closing of a LIB/CCF change request notifies
Unicenter Netman of the event and provides closure information.

LIB/CCF-Netman Interface

The interface consists of four components. They are:

$CCFB103
The Change Request Initiation program. When a Netman change is approved, Netman executes NTMLBCCF.
NTMLBCCF executes $CCFB103 to open a LIB/CCF change request. The eight-character Netman change ID
is appended to the Netman task ID to form the ID used for the $CCFB103 -NETM control statement. This ID is
stored in the LIB/CCF change request in the OPENED: field. $CCFB103 is created during LIB/CCF installation
and resides in the Librarian target load library.

$CCFB107
The program that writes change request closure information to Netman. $CCFB107 is created during LIB/CCF
installation and resides in the Librarian target load library.

LJEARLNM (CCFN0)
The source for the Earl program that formats the change request closure information passed to $CCFB107.
Member LJEARLNM on the Librarian CALJJCL library must be saved and link edited to create load module
CCFN0.

EXIT14
The LIB/CCF exit invoked when a change request is closed through Option 7 (CLOSE) ($CHGU014 for Roscoe or
$CCFU014 for TSO). If the exit finds the Netman ID in the change request’s OPENED: field, it executes CCFN0
and $CCFB107 to pass the closure information to Netman.

Installation

Release 4.8 or higher of Netman is required. The interface installation consists of the following steps:

1. Define NETMAN as a LIB/CCF user authorized to open change requests. Supply a -USER xxxxxxx in the Netman
$CCFB103 skeleton JCL, where xxxxxxx is the one- to eight-character Netman identifier of your choice. You must also
add this identifier to LIB/CCF Option 12.1 (USERS). See the Netman Techniques Guide for details on the $CCFB103
skeleton JCL. See the User Definition Table the Administrator Functions in LIB/CCF section for details on Option 12.1.

2. Save and link edit LJEARLNM to create CCFN0. You can use the following sample JCL.
//jobname JOB acct,pgmr,class=a//EARL     EXEC PGM=EARL,REGION=6000KA   column=46./STEPLIB DD

 DSN=cai.ca90s.loadlib,DISP=SHRB   column=50./EARLLIB DD DSN=libr.caljjcl.library,DISP=SHRC  

 column=51./EARLOBJ DD UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(CYL,4,,CONTIG), //            DSN=&&OBJ,DISP=(,PASS) //

SYSUT1   DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,1)} //SYSUT2   DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,1)} //SYSUT3   DD

 UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,1)}D   column=41./SYSUT4 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,1)} //SYSUT5   DD

 UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,1)} //SYSUT6   DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,1)} //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=T//

SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=T//SYSIN    DD *E   column=20.OPTION SAVE=CCFN0COPY LJEARLNM//LKED EXEC

 LKED,PARM='LIST,MAP,LET,NORENT,XREF'//LKED.SYSLIN DD DSN=&&OBJ,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)F   column=57./

LKED.SYSLMOD DD DSN=cai.ccf.loadlib(CCFN0),DISP=SHR }//LKED.SYSLIB DD DSN=cai.ccf.loadlib,DISP=SHR }
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– A -- Unicenter TNG Framework for z/OS and OS/390 target load library.
– B -- Librarian CALJJCL library containing LJEARLNM.
– C -- Advantage Earl object library used to store the object module CCFN0.
– D -- Advantage Earl work files.
– E -- Advantage Earl control statements to copy LJEARLNM from the CALJJCL library and save the object as

CCFN0.
– F --  Librarian target load library.

3. Modify the Netman PI data set name For Roscoe:
Import $CHGU014 from the LIB/CCF Roscoe RPF master file (distributed as CAI.CALJRPF) and save it as
$CHGU014 on the Roscoe key where LIB/CCF is installed. $CHGU014 executes the following ALLOC statement:
ALLOC NTMPI DSN=NET9505.R43.NTMPI,DISP=SHR

Modify the data set name if necessary and update the member For LIB/CCF-ISPF(TSO):
$CCFU014 executes CLIST LUCCFULS that resides in the Librarian CALJJCL library. The CLIST executes the
following ALLOC and CALL statements:
ALLOC F(NTMPI) DS('NET9505.R43.NTMPI') SHR

CALL 'CAI.CCF.LOAD(CCFN0)' 'CRID=&CR,TL=65,CLOSED,ANALYSIS'

CALL 'CAI.CCF.LOAD($CCFB107)' '&NETM.T'

Modify the data set names if necessary and update the member. Copy the member into the CLIST library of your
choice. Update the EPL (Roscoe only).
Verify that the Roscoe Eligible Program List (EPL) contains entries for $CCFB107 and CCFN0. Member LJCCFEPL on
the Librarian CALJJCL library contains the correct values for each program.

4. Activate Exit 14. For Roscoe:
The presence of the exit member in the LIB/CCF Roscoe library activates the exit. For LIB/CCF-ISPF(TSO):
Specify EXIT14 YES in Option 12.0 (PROFILE). The sample $CCFU014 load module is created during LIB/CCF
installation and resides in the Librarian target load library. The presence of EXIT14 YES in Option 12.0 activates the
exit.

Operations

The following is the sequence of events in a LIB/CCF-Netman interface cycle:

1. A problem report or change request is approved in Netman, triggering the execution of NTMLBCCF and $CCFB103 to
open a LIB/CCF change request.

2. Based on the application for which the change request is opened, the manager views the change request, assigns to a
programmer, and the programmer performs the work.

3. When the programmer closes the change request, Exit 14 is invoked. Exit 14 determines if Netman opened the
change request (by verifying the presence of the Netman ID in the OPENED: field.
– For Roscoe:

Exit 14 writes any Netman messages to the user’s Roscoe member called NETMMSGS. In the event of an error
message, Exit 14 displays a panel directing the user to view this member. After the cause of the error is corrected,
you can re-execute Exit 14 by issuing the following command:
pfx.$CHGU014 crid netman-id

pfx
User’s prefix (necessary only if executed from another Roscoe key).

crid
Change request ID in WOnnnnnn or n format.

netman-id
Netman change and task IDs. They can be obtained from theNETMMSGS member or by viewing the change
request report online (the OPENED: field) from Option 8.8.

For example:
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$CHGU014 WO000023 CHGJ0005TSK00001

Alternatively, you can execute a batch job to write the close information to Netman. See the following figure for
details.

– For LIB/CCF-ISPF(TSO):
Exit 14 writes any Netman messages to the user’s terminal. In the event of an error, you must correct the error and
re-execute LUCCFULS CLIST by issuing the following command from the TSO READY prompt:
LUCCFULS crid netman-id

crid
Change request ID in WOnnnnnn or n format.

netman-id
Netman change and task IDs. You can obtain them by viewing the change request report online (the OPENED:
field) from Option 8.8.

For example:
LUCCFULS WO000023 CHGJ0005TSK00001

Alternatively, you can execute a batch job to write the close information to Netman. See the following figure for
details.

You can use the following JCL to rerun CCFN0 and $CCFB107 in the event of an error:

     // jobname JOB acct,pgmr,class=a

A       column=34./EARL EXEC PGM=CCFN0,

     // PARM='CRID=1,TL=65,CLOSED,ANALYSIS'

B       column=46./STEPLIB DD DSN=cai.ccf.loadlib,DISP=SHR

     // SYSPRINT DD DUMMY

C       column=46./EARLOUT DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(1,1)),

     // DISP=(,PASS),DSN=&&TEMP

D       column=47./NETMAN EXEC PGM=$CCFB107,PARM='netman-id'

     // STEPLIB DD DSN=cai.ccf.loadlib,DISP=SHR

     // EARLOUT DD DSN=&&TEMP,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

E       column=44./NTMPI DD DSN=netman.pi.file,DISP=SHR

• A -- The required parms for CCFN0. The CRID=n is the change request ID in WOnnnnnn or n format. Specify the
TL=65, CLOSED, and ANALYSIS parms as shown.

• B -- Librarian target load library.
• C -- Temporary data set for the Advantage Earl formatted information, which gets passed to $CCFB107.
• D -- The netman-id parameter is required for $CCFB107. The value of netman-id is the Netman change and task IDs

that you can obtain from the NETMMSGS member (for Roscoe only) or by viewing the change request report online
(the OPENED: field) from Option 8.8. The parameter length is 16 characters.

• E -- Netman PI data set.

Customizing Your System LIB/CCF-Roscoe
You can tailor LIB/CCF-Roscoe to your site’s needs in a number of ways over and above the options available to the
system administrator on the LIB/CCF Table Processors. A number of exit points and sample exits are available. You need
to tailor JCL skeletons to your site’s requirements. You can also modify panels and reports.

User Exits

LIB/CCF executes the user exits if they are present in the LIB/CCF administrator’s Roscoe library. Sample exit programs
are provided on the CAI.CLJ41RPF file created during the Librarian installation. See the Getting Started for details.
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$CHGU000
Invoked before the creation of a Module Tracking Record (MTR) during logout. It can return up to 42 bytes of user
data as the R1 variable that is placed in the MTR and any Module Movement Records (MMRs) or Job Submission
Records (JSRs) that can be created during the LIB/CCF cycle.

$CHGU001
Invoked before the creation of a System Link/Bind Record (SLR). It can return up to 56 bytes of user data as the
R1 variable that is placed in the SLR and any Job Submission Records (JSRs) that can be created by the link or
bind request.

$CHGU002
Invoked before the creation of a Module Movement Record (MMR). It can return up to 42 bytes of user data as the
R1 variable that is placed on the member movement record and job submission records that can be created by
the login request. If this exit is not used and $CHGU000 supplied data during the logout request, then the existing
user data is carried forward to the member movement record and job submission record. The exit is passed
arguments:
A1 = Module name

A2 = The master file where the member currently resides.

$CHGU003
Invoked after the data is entered and verified on the logout panel. This exit must not interrupt the active logout
panel. Can verify data filled in on the logout panel. It has access to the data fields on the panel as follows:

• P.DATA1 -- Member name
• P.DATA2 -- Change Request ID
• P.DATA3 -- Production master file indicator.

It is passed arguments:

• A1 -- PROD master
• A2 -- TEST master.

The exit can place an error message in the message field P.MSG and redisplay the panel with the message by
returning the name of the panel field where the cursor is placed as the R1 variable. For example:
LET P.MSG = 'MODULE NAME DOES NOT CONFORM TO STANDARDS'

RETURN 'P.DATA<1>'

$CHGU004
Invoked before the history update or create panel displays, creating an opportunity to provide data for panels
$CHGPAND and $CHGPANE. It can standardize information for member history creation. The MODIFY function
named below pertains to the modification of existing history information through the Option 5 HISTORY command.
To suppress the display of the history create and update panel, the exit should return an asterisk as the R1
parameter.
This exit must not interrupt the active panel and can modify the data fields as follows.

• CREATE or MODIFY function:
– A1 -- Create (C) , modify (M), or batch logout (O)
– A2 -- member name
– A3 -- prod master
– A4 -- CR ID
– P.DATA<1> -- system
– P.DATA<2> -- description
– P.DATA<3> -- language
– P.DATA<4> through P.DATA<19> -- abstract

• UPDATE function:
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– A1 -- Update (U) or batch login (I)
– A2 -- member name
– A3 -- prod master
– A4 -- CR ID
– P.DATA<1> through P.DATA<19> -- description

$CHGU005
Invoked after the history update or create panel is filled in and verified. It can verify data supplied when history
creation is complete. The MODIFY function named below pertains to the modification of existing history
information through the Option 5 HISTORY command. This exit must not interrupt the active panel, and has
access to the data fields as follows:

• CREATE or MODIFY function:
– A1 -- Create (C), modify (M), or batch logout (O)
– A2 -- member name
– A3 -- prod master
– A4 -- CR ID
– P.DATA<1> -- system
– P.DATA<2> -- description
– P.DATA<3> -- language
– P.DATA<4> through P.DATA <19> -- abstract

• UPDATE function:
– A1 -- Update (U) or batch login (I)
– A2 -- member name
– A3 -- prod master
– A4 -- CR ID
– P.DATA<1> through P.DATA<19> -- description

The exit can place an error message in the message field P.MSG and redisplay the panel with the message by
returning the name of the panel field where the cursor is placed as the R1 variable. For example:
LET P.MSG = 'DESCRIPTION DOES NOT CONFORM TO STANDARDS'

RETURN 'P.DATA<DATA>'

$CHGU006
Invoked after the login function (Option 5) is successfully completed. It can produce special reports or issue
messages. The following variables are provided to the exit:

• A1 -- Member name
• A2 -- Production Master File name
• A3 -- Change Request ID
• A4 -- Test Master File Name
• A5 -- Command as entered on the panel

$CHGU007
Invoked before performing the member lock function. The AWS contains the update stream to lock the member
(-MCD and -SEL card). The exit can change or add to this stream. This is also the point where the member can
automatically be EXPORTed from the Roscoe library to the test library if you are using the Roscoe library for
development. It can also supply additional data during the update to lock a member on the test master when the
programmer submits a login request to the control group.
The following variables are provided to the exit:
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• A1 -- Test Master File name.
• A2 -- Member name.
• A3 -- Member password.
• A4 -- Master file MCD.
• A5 -- CCF ID

$CHGU008
Invoked before processing the link-edit SYSLIN data or link-edit JCL member. It can examine and modify the
linkage editor control statements during system link request processing. The exit can verify or modify data in the
AWS. The variable is A1, User data area from SLR.

$CHGU010
Invoked by Option 9 when the PROCESS, REJECT, MOVE, or COMPILE command is entered and the movement
of the member is toward production (as indicated by a TO: PROD indicator in the first line of the Module
Movement Record in Option 9).
This exit restricts these commands to a subset of the control group.
If the exit rejects the command, the exit must return an error message beginning with * as the R1 value. If the exit
does not return an error message beginning with * as the R1 value, CCF processes the command after returning
from the exit.
The following variables are provided to the exit:

• A1 -- Member name
• A2 -- Production Master File name
• A3 -- Test Master File name
• A4 -- Change Request ID
• A5 -- CCF ID
• A6 -- User data area
• A7 -- Command indicator (P, R, M, or C)

$CHGU011
Invoked after processing the logout request. It can automatically IMPORT a member into the Roscoe library from
the test library. The variables are:

• A1 -- Member name
• A2 -- Test master file name
• A3 -- Change Request ID
• A4 -- Master file MCD

$CHGU012
Invoked for any batch job submitted by LIB/CCF (with the exception of print jobs), after the JCL is tailored (that
is, the variables were substituted) into the AWS and before the job being submitted. It can modify JCL before
the submit. LIB/CCF creates a temporary Roscoe member that contains the thirty-nine (39) extension variables
(TAGX001 through TAGX039) and makes them available to the exit. These variables are documented in this
document. The format of the Roscoe member is one variable per line. The exit can modify or add to the JCL
stream in the AWS.
The variables are:

• A1 -- Function indicator (I for log in, O for log out, R for reject, L for link edit or bind, T for test).
• A2 -- Roscoe member name containing variables.
• A3 -- Change Request ID.
• A4 -- Module name processed by JCL.
• A5 -- The language, supplied at History Create/Modify, that determines the skeleton used at login. Applicable

only for login. If the function indicator is O, R, or L, then A5 is blank.
• A6 -- User data area.
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$CHGU013
Invoked after the SYSTEM LINK or SYSTEM BIND panel is filled in. It can control the use of the LINK or DB2 for
z/OS and OS/390 bind override skeleton from Option 6 (LINK). The exit can modify the OVERRIDE SKELETON
name supplied, reject it, or supply a new one. This exit must not interrupt the active panel. It has access to the
data fields as follows.
The variables are:

• A1 -- CR ID
• A2 -- CCF ID
• A3 -- LINK/BIND SYSIN MEMBER (from panel)
• A4 -- Application name
• A5 -- Function indicator (L for LINK, B for BIND)
• P.DATA<4> -- OVERRIDE SKELETON name (from panel)
• P.MSG -- message

The exit can place an error message in the message field P.MSG and redisplay the panel with the message by
returning a non-null value as the R1 variable. For example:
LET P.MSG = 'OVERRIDE SKELETON NOT PERMITTED'

RETURN 1

$CHGU014
Invoked after a change request is closed from Option 7 (CLOSE). It can interface to Unicenter Netman. For more
information, see the “LIB/CCF-Unicenter Netman Interface” section.
The variables are:

• A1 -- CR ID
• A2 -- Unicenter Netman ID
• A3 -- System master file ddname
• A4 -- System master file MCD base code

$CHGU015
Invoked when a change request is opened using Option 1 (OPEN). It can assign site-specified change request
numbers.
The variables are:

• A1 -- CR ID
• R1 -- CR number to assign

Sample User Exits

$CHGU000, $CHGU001,
and $CHGU002
These exits are similar in that they can provide user data that is placed in the LIB/CCF system records. Broadcom
provides sample exits that display a panel asking for the date and time the request should be done. It then puts
this data in the user area. $CHGU001 also asks for the member name that is linked. Sample exit 8 uses this
information.

$CHGU003
A sample exit that prevents certain master files from being selected for logout. For this example, these master
files are quality assurance libraries that another exit uses. You can modify this exit to check the CCFID and permit
only certain programmers to use certain master files or certain member names.

$CHGU004
A sample exit fills in the CREATE panel with default information. To illustrate how panel data can be passed to the
next exit, the information put into the description field is saved in the library member $CCFUWK1.
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$CHGU005
A sample exit that retrieves the data the previous exit put into the description field (stored in the library member
$CCFUWK1). It then compares the data to the description field currently on the panel. If the user changed the
description, it is changed back. An error message issued, and a return code redisplays the panel.

$CHGU006
A sample exit that issues a message notifying the manager of the application for which the Change Request is
opened that a member movement request is pending, assuming that the manager is a control group member.

$CHGU007
A sample exit that inserts a -PGMR card into the update stream, automatically putting the LIB/CCF ID on the
member as the programmer name when the member is locked.

$CHGU008
A sample exit that takes the member name linked from the user data area (placed there by $CHGU001) and, if
supplied, the link-edit SYSLIN data or JCL member is scanned for the symbolic @MODNAME@ and substituted.
If some of your members are linked in the same way, this could set up a skeleton link member that can be used
for several members by substituting the appropriate member name.

$CHGU010
A sample exit that restricts the PROCESS command to the CCF administrator for the final move to production for
use with Q/A libraries. You must modify the sample exit for your site. It lets members of the control group process
movement requests through the Q/A chain, but it permits only the CCF administrator to process the movement
request to production.

$CHGU011
A sample exit that imports and saves the test member into the Roscoe library.

$CHGU014
A sample exit that interfaces with Netman. For more information, see the LIB/CCF-Netman Interface section.

$CHGU015
A sample exit that displays a panel requesting a user-specified change request number during Option 1 (OPEN)
processing.

JCL Skeletons

The JCL skeletons distributed with LIB/CCF-Roscoe reside in the Roscoe library where LIB/CCF is installed. They are:

$CHGJ000
Skeleton job card for batch submissions.

$CHGJ001
Skeleton JCL for Librarian Utility Copy - Production to Test.

$CHGJ002
Skeleton JCL for Librarian Utility Copy - Test to Production.

$CHGJ003
Skeleton JCL for Production Application System LKE JCL skeletonD.

$CHGJ004
Skeleton JCL for LIBRCOPY - Test to Production.

$CHGJ005
Skeleton JCL for Copy of Object - Test to Production.

$CHGJ006
Skeleton JCL for LIBRCOPY - Production to Test.

$CHGJ007
Skeleton JCL for Production to Backup Load COPY.
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$CHGJ008
Skeleton JCL for Batch Print Request.

$CHGJ009
Skeleton JCL for Automatic Job Checkoff.

$CHGJ010
Skeleton JCL for Production Source Assembly.

$CHGJ011
Skeleton JCL for Production Source COBOL Compile.

$CHGJ012
Skeleton JCL for Production Source PLI Compile.

$CHGJT10
Skeleton JCL for Test Source Assembly.

$CHGJT11
Skeleton JCL for Test Source COBOL Compile.

$CHGJT12
Skeleton JCL for Test Source PLI Compile.

$CHGJ030
Skeleton JCL for DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 precompile and assembly. For multiple DB2 for z/OS and OS/390
subsystems, create multiple copies of the skeleton, with the name of each subsystem hard-coded in the TAGX000
field.

$CHGJ031
Skeleton JCL for DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 precompile and COBOL compile. For multiple DB2 for z/OS and
OS/390 subsystems, create multiple copies of the skeleton, with the name of each subsystem hard-coded in the
TAGX000 field.

$CHGJ032
Skeleton JCL for DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 precompile and PLI compile. For multiple DB2 for z/OS and OS/390
subsystems, create multiple copies of the skeleton, with the name of each subsystem hard-coded in the TAGX000
field.

$CHGJ040
Skeleton JCL for a conditional assembly and link-edit.

$CHGJ100
Skeleton JCL for Test/Production Compare Option.

$CHGJ102
Skeleton JCL for Automatic Job Checkoff (LKED jobs).

$CHGJ103
Skeleton JCL for DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 bind.

$CHGJ200
Skeleton JCL for CA MetaCOBOL.

$CHGJ201
Skeleton JCL for APCDOC Automated Job Documentation.

$CHGJ500
Skeleton JCL to perform batch login.

$CHGJ501
Skeleton JCL to perform batch logout.
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Review each of the JCL skeletons to determine which of them requires modification to conform to your site requirements.
Your LIB/CCF site does not reference every skeleton. However, it is a good practice to check each one so that, if you later
update your system tables to reference different skeletons, you do not need to go back to see if anything else must be
changed.

NOTE
To avoid S806 abends due to load modules not found, either add JOBLIB or STEPLIB DD statements to the
skeletons where appropriate.

$CHGJ000
Skeleton JOB card for batch submissions.

• JNAME -- JOB name
• PNAME -- Programmer name
• PREFIX -- Roscoe prefix

$CHGJ001
Skeleton JCL for Librarian Utility Copy production to test. Copies all archive levels of a module.

• TAG0 -- Batch Librarian name
• TAG1 -- Member name
• TAG2 -- Production master file
• TAG3 -- Test master file
• TAG4 -- Test master MCD
• TAG5 -- Production master MCD
• TAG6 -- Test master file MCD security status

$CHGJ002
Skeleton JCL for Librarian Utility Copy - test to production. Copies all archive levels of a module.

• TAG0 -- Batch Librarian name
• TAG1 -- Member name
• TAG2 -- Production master file
• TAG3 -- Test master file
• TAG4 -- Production master MCD
• TAG5 -- Test master MCD
• TAG6 -- Production master file MCD security status
• TAG7 -- Test master file member password
• TAG8 -- Production object library

$CHGJ003
Skeleton JCL for Librarian production application system LKED.

• TAG1 -- Member name
• TAG2 -- Production master file
• TAG3 -- Change request number
• TAG4 -- Production master MCD
• TAG5 -- Production load library
• TAG6 -- Production master file member password
• TAG7 -- Production object library
• TAG8 -- Production backup load library

$CHGJ004
Skeleton JCL for LIBRCOPY - test to production. Copies only the current archive level of a module.
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• TAG0 -- Batch Librarian name
• TAG1 -- Member name
• TAG2 -- Production master file
• TAG3 -- Test master file
• TAG4 -- Production master MCD
• TAG5 -- Test master MCD
• TAG6 -- Production master file MCD security status
• TAG7 -- Test master file member password
• TAG8 -- Production object library

$CHGJ005
Skeleton JCL for copy of object - test to production.

• TAG1 -- Member name
• TAG2 -- Production master file
• TAG3 -- Test master file
• TAG4 -- Production master MCD
• TAG5 -- Test master MCD
• TAG6 -- Production master file MCD security status
• TAG7 -- Test master file member password
• TAG8 -- Production object library
• TAG9 -- Test object library

$CHGJ006
Skeleton JCL for LIBRCOPY - production to test. Copies only the current archive level of a module.

• TAG0 -- Batch Librarian name
• TAG1 -- Member name
• TAG2 -- Production master file
• TAG3 -- Test master file
• TAG4 -- Production master MCD
• TAG5 -- Test master MCD
• TAG6 -- Production master file MCD security status
• TAG7 -- Test master file member password
• TAG8 -- Production object library

$CHGJ007
Skeleton JCL for production to backup LOAD copy.

• TAG5 -- Production load library
• TAG8 -- Backup load library

$CHGJ008
Skeleton JCL for batch print requests.

• TAG1 -- Print DEST
• TAG2 -- Number of copies
• TAG3 -- Sysout class

$CHGJ009
Skeleton JCL step for automatic job checkoff. This skeleton executes program $CCFB100, which dynamically
allocates the CCF system master file based on the SYSMAST option of the $CCFGEN macro. The $CCFGEN
macro creates a load module called $CCFCOMI. Therefore, this skeleton can require a STEPLIB DD statement
for the load library that contains both $CCFB100 and $CCFCOMI. This skeleton has no symbolics.
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$CHGJ010
Skeleton JCL for production source assembly.

• TAG0 -- Batch Librarian name
• TAG1 -- Member name
• TAG2 -- Production master file
• TAG4 -- Production master file MCD
• TAG7 -- Production member password
• TAG8 -- Production object library

$
CHGJ011
Skeleton JCL for production source COBOL compile.

• TAG0 -- Batch Librarian name
• TAG1 -- Member name
• TAG2 -- Production master file
• TAG4 -- Production master file MCD
• TAG7 -- Production member password
• TAG8 -- Production object library

$
CHGJ012
Skeleton JCL for production source PL1 compile.

• TAG0 -- Batch Librarian name
• TAG1 -- Member name
• TAG2 -- Production master file
• TAG4 -- Production master file MCD
• TAG7 -- Production member password
• TAG8 -- Production object library

$
CHGJT10
Skeleton JCL for test source assembly. Only the extension variables are valid for this skeleton, with the exception
of &TAG0 and &TAG1.

• TAG0 -- Batch Librarian name
• TAG1 -- Member name
• TAGX019 -- Test master file
• TAGX015 -- Test master file MCD
• TAGX028 -- Test object library

$CHGJT11
Skeleton JCL for test source COBOL compile. Only the extension variables are valid for this skeleton, with the
exception of &TAG0 and &TAG1.

• TAG0 -- Batch Librarian name
• TAG1 -- Member name
• TAGX019 -- Test master file
• TAGX015 -- Test master file MCD
• TAGX028 -- Test object library
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$CHGJT12
Skeleton JCL for test source PL1 compile. Only the extension variables are valid for this skeleton, with the
exception of &TAG0 and &TAG1.

• TAG0 -- Batch Librarian name
• TAG1 -- Member name
• TAGX019 -- Test master file
• TAGX015 -- Test master file MCD
• TAGX028 -- Test object library

$CHGJ030
Skeleton JCL for DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 precompile and assembly. For multiple DB2 for z/OS and OS/390
subsystems, create multiple copies of the skeleton, with the name of each subsystem hard-coded in the TAGX000
field.

• TAG0 -- Batch Librarian name
• TAG1 -- Member name
• TAG2 -- Production master file
• TAG4 -- Production master file MCD
• TAGX000 -- DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 subsystem name
• TAGX002 -- Target library type
• TAGX016 -- Target master file MCD
• TAGX017 -- History master file MCD
• TAGX020 -- Target master file
• TAGX021 -- History master file
• TAGX034 -- z/OS and OS/390 target object library
• TAGX038 -- Target DBRM library
• TAGX101 -- Change request number
• TAGX102 -- CCF ID

$CHGJ031
Skeleton JCL for DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 precompile and COBOL compile. For multiple DB2 for z/OS and
OS/390 subsystems, create multiple copies of the skeleton, with the name of each subsystem hard-coded in the
TAGX000 field.

• TAG0 -- Batch Librarian name
• TAG1 -- Member name
• TAG2 -- Production master file
• TAG4 -- Production master file MCD
• TAGX000 -- DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 subsystem name
• TAGX002 -- Target library type
• TAGX016 -- Target master file MCD
• TAGX017 -- History master file MCD
• TAGX020 -- Target master file
• TAGX021 -- History master file
• TAGX034 -- z/OS and OS/390 target object library
• TAGX038 -- Target DBRM library
• TAGX101 -- Change request number
• TAGX102 -- CCF ID
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$CHGJ032
Skeleton JCL for DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 precompile and PL1 compile. For multiple DB2 for z/OS and OS/390
subsystems, create multiple copies of the skeleton, with the name of each subsystem hard-coded in the TAGX000
field.

• TAG0 -- Batch Librarian name
• TAG1 -- Member name
• TAG2 -- Production master file
• TAG4 -- Production master file MCD
• TAGX000 -- DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 subsystem name
• TAGX002 -- Target library type
• TAGX016 -- Target master file MCD
• TAGX017 -- History master file MCD
• TAGX020 -- Target master file
• TAGX021 -- History master file
• TAGX034 -- z/OS and OS/390 target object library
• TAGX038 -- Target DBRM library
• TAGX101 -- Change request number
• TAGX102 -- CCF ID

$CHGJ040
Skeleton JCL to conditionally assemble and link edit at login time. If the movement is to production, the batch
Librarian is executed with output exit LIBREXIT to insert Source to Load Audit Trail (SLAT) variables and perform
the link-edit into the production load library. If the movement is not to production (for example, to a quality
assurance library), LIB/AM assembles the member directly from the master file without performing the link-edit.

• TAG0 -- Batch Librarian name
• TAG1 -- Member name
• TAG7 -- Production member’s password
• TAGX002 -- Target library type
• TAGX004 -- Security lock status
• TAGX016 -- Target master file MCD
• TAGX020 -- Target master file
• TAGX034 -- z/OS and OS/390 target object library
• TAGX036 -- z/OS and OS/390 target load library

$CHGJ100
Skeleton JCL for test/production compare option. This skeleton executes Comparator, which is site named at
installation time. You must update this skeleton with the appropriate program name.

• TAG1 -- Member name
• TAG2 -- Production master file
• TAG3 -- Test master file
• TAG5 -- Current member version
• TAG6 -- Production MCD
• TAG7 -- Test MCD

$CHGJ102
Skeleton JCL step for automatic job checkoff for batch link-edits. This skeleton executes program $CCFB100,
which dynamically allocates the CCF system master file based on the SYSMAST option of the $CCFGEN macro.
The $CCFGEN macro creates a load module called $CCFCOMI. Therefore, this skeleton can require a STEPLIB
DD statement for the load library that contains both $CCFB100 and $CCFCOMI. This skeleton has no symbolics.
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$CHGJ103
Skeleton JCL for the production DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 bind.

• TAGX038 -- Target DBRM library
• TAGX000 -- DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 subsystem name

$CHGJ200
Skeleton JCL for Advantage CA-MetaCOBOL+ execution.

• TAG1 -- Member name
• TAG2 -- Production master file
• TAG4 -- Production master file MCD
• TAG7 -- Production member password
• TAG8 -- Production object library

$CHGJ201
Skeleton JCL for APCDOC execution for JCL procs.

• TAG0 -- Batch Librarian name
• TAG1 -- Member name
• TAG2 -- Production master file
• TAG4 -- Production master file MCD
• TAG7 -- Production member password
• TAG8 -- Production object library

$CHGJ500
Skeleton JCL to perform a batch login. This skeleton has no variables. Modify the data set names as necessary.

$CHGJ501
Skeleton JCL to perform a batch logout. This skeleton has no variables. Modify the data set names as necessary.

Manipulating JCL Processing

This section describes how you can alter LIB/CCF JCL processing and sequences of events.

As supplied on the installation tape, the JCL skeletons perform certain functions in a certain order. The JCL skeletons
are stored as Roscoe library members on the key of the LIB/CCF administrator. LIB/CCF builds jobstreams from several
different skeletons by first deleting the contents of the AWS, then copying in each appropriate skeleton. By definition,
these skeletons have symbolics that you must replace with actual values before you can use them as JCL. Once all the
needed skeletons are copied into the AWS, LIB/CCF performs an EDIT of the symbolics, changing them to their assigned
values.

For example, consider how LIB/CCF prepares the JCL for a login through LIBRCOPY. First, it fetches skeleton $CHGJ000
into the AWS, which contains the job card. Then it copies skeleton $CHGJ004, which has three parts.

• The first part is labeled step GETTEST, the first half of LIBRCOPY.
• The second part is labeled step PUTPROD, the second half of LIBRCOPY
• The third part is labeled step DELTEST, to delete the member from the test master file.

LIB/CCF next copies the appropriate JCL compile skeleton, which it determines by obtaining the language type for the
member from the History Master file, then using this to search the LIB/CCF Language Definition Table. Let us look at
skeleton $CHGJ010, which does assemblies. There are two parts.

• The first selects the member from the production master file and writes it to OSJOB.
• The second part assembles the member.
• for more information
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Finally, LIB/CCF appends the JSR Checkoff step to the very end, skeleton $CHGJ009. Next, the EDIT to translate the
symbolics is performed. Then the contents of the AWS are submitted.

Once you understand the mechanics of how LIB/CCF builds JCL streams, it is clear that, by manipulating the contents of
the individual skeletons, job streams can be built in any way. The following sections examine two common scenarios.

Conditional JCL Skeleton Generation

LIB/CCF Roscoe supports JCL skeleton processing statements that let you:

• Include JCL based on a simple condition, and
• Imbed other Roscoe JCL skeleton members from the LIB/CCF administrator’s library.

This process occurs before any batch job submitted from LIB/CCF (with the exception of a batch print job).

The processing statements are as follows:

)SEL <expression> and )ENDSEL
The )SEL and )ENDSEL statements constitute an “if construct.” The expression is evaluated for a true or false
condition. If true, the records between the )SEL and )ENDSEL are included. If false, control is transferred to
the )ENDSEL statement and these records are excluded. Unlimited nesting is supported. A )SEL statement can
be up to 255 bytes long, but must be contained on one line.
The expression can consist of a comparison or combination of comparisons joined by connectors. For example:
V1 OPERATOR V2 CONNECTOR V3 OPERATOR V4

NOTE
If the value (Vn in the above example) is null, blank, or contains an imbedded blank, you must enclose it
in apostrophes.

The operators are as follows:

• EQ or = (Equal)
• NE or ¬= (Not equal)
• GT or > (Greater than)
• LT or < (Less than)
• LE or <= (Less than or equal)
• GE or >= (Greater than or equal)
• NG or ¬> (Not greater than)
• NL or ¬< (Not less than)

The connectors are:

• & (And)
• | (Or)

)CM
Indicates that a line is a comment and is not included in the submitted job.

)TRACE
Indicates that the )SEL and )IM constructs are traced through a panel display of the statement with the variables
substituted before the statement being processed. Use the )TRACE statement when debugging.

)IM member
Indicates that the specified Roscoe member is imbedded from the LIB/CCF administrator’s library, replacing
the )IM statement. Do not specify the member prefix. The imbedded member can contain other processing
statements. Only variables TAG0, TAG1, and TAGX000 through TAGX103 are substituted in embedded members.
Broadcom documents the extension variables (TAGX000 through TAGX103) in this document.

Example
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The following example demonstrates how you can use conditional logic in a SEL/ENDSEL construct to determine what
type of library a module is moved into and what method to use to assemble it. The comment lines describe the conditional
logic.

//* SKEL:  SAMPLE

//* DESC:  JCL skeleton to conditionally assemble and link

//*-----------------------------------------------------------

//* TAG0=BATCH LIBRARIAN NAME

//* TAG1=MODULE NAME

//* TAG7=PRODUCTION MODULE PASSWORD

//* TAGX002=TARGET LIBRARY TYPE

//*         (T=TEST, P=PRODUCTION, R=REJECT, Q=Q/A)

 //* TAGX004=SECURITY LOCK STATUS

//* TAGX016=TARGET MASTER MCD

//* TAGX020=TARGET MASTER FILE

//* TAGX034=TARGET object LIBRARY

//* TAGX036=TARGET PRODUCTION LOAD LIBRARY

)CM **********************************************************

)CM If the module movement is to production, execute a batch

)CM LIBRARIAN step before the assembly in order to use

)CM LIBREXIT to insert source to load audit trail information

)CM into the production load library.

)CM **********************************************************

)SEL TAGX002 = P

//STEP1   EXEC PGM=TAG0,PARM='NRJS,NJTA,OEX=LIBREXIT'

//SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=K

//MASTER    DD DISP=SHR,DSN=TAG2

//OSJOB     DD DSN=&&TEMP,DISP=(,PASS),SPACE=(CYL,(1,1),RLSE),

 //            DCB=(DSORG=PS,BLKSIZE=3200,LRECL=80,RECFM=FB)

 //SYSIN     DD *

-OPT UTILITY

)CM **********************************************************

)CM If there is a 'to' library MCD code, supply a -MCD card

)CM **********************************************************

)SEL 'TAGX016' ¬= ' '

-MCD TAGX016

)ENDSEL

-EXTRACT TAG1

)ENDSEL

//STEP2   EXEC ASMHC,PARM='DECK',COND=(0,NE)

 //SYSPUNCH  DD DSN=TAGX0.34(TAG1),

 //             DISP=SHR

)CM **********************************************************

)CM If the module movement is to production, use the &&TEMP

)CM created in STEP1 as the SYSIN file for the assembly

)CM **********************************************************

)SEL TAGX002 = P

//SYSIN     DD DSN=&&TEMP,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

)ENDSEL

)CM **********************************************************

)CM If the module movement in not to production, use LAM

)CM to assemble the module directly from the master file.

)CM **********************************************************
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)SEL TAGX002 ¬= P

)CM **********************************************************

)CM If no 'TO' library MCD exists or the 'to' library lock

)CM status is not PROD2, supply SYSIN without MCD code.

)CM **********************************************************

)SEL 'TAGX016' = ' '& 'TAGX004' ¬= 2

//SYSIN     DD DSN=TAGX020(TAG1),SUBSYS=(LAM,'PSWD=TAG7')

)ENDSEL

)CM **********************************************************

)CM If 'TO' library MCD exists and the 'to' library lock

)CM is PROD2, supply SYSIN with the MCD code.

)CM **********************************************************

)SEL 'TAGX016' ¬= ' ' & 'TAGX004' = 2

//SYSIN     DD DSN=TAGX020(TAG1),SUBSYS=(LAM,'PSWD=TAG7',

 //             'MCD=TAGX016')

)ENDSEL

)ENDSEL

)CM **********************************************************

)CM If the module movement is to production, execute the link

)CM editor using the production object and load libraries. If

)CM the movement is not to production, don't perform link.

)CM **********************************************************

)SEL 'TAGX002' = P

//STEP3  EXEC PGM=IEWL,PARM='LIST,XREF,RENT',COND=(0,NE)

 //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSUT1   DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(1024,(50,20))

 //SYSLIN   DD *

INCLUDE RELOC(TAG1)

 ENTRY TAG1

NAME TAG1(R)

 //RELOC   DD DSN=TAGX034,DISP=SHR

//SYSLIB  DD DSN=TAGX034,DISP=SHR

//SYSLMOD DD DSN=TAGX036,DISP=SHR

)ENDSEL

Compile from the Test Master File

During login, some sites want the member compiled before it is moved from test to production. This means compiling from
the test master file. To do this, you must do some minor changes to the JCL skeleton $CHGJ004 and the compile skeleton
for the appropriate language type. This example uses the assembler skeleton, $CHGJ010.

Remember that skeleton $CHGJ004 has three logical parts to it, steps GETTEST, PUTPROD, and DELTEST. Each
of these steps must be executed after the compile is performed. Move these steps to the end of skeleton $CHGJ010,
following STEP2, the assembly step. Leave at least one comment statement in $CHGJ004.

The first part of $CHGJ010 selects the member from the production master file. Change the symbolic TAG2 to TAG3 to
have it select the member from the test master file instead.

You must make these changes for each language type that requires this processing.

Compile and Link at Login

Because many programs consist of only one member, sites often want to compile and link at login instead of in separate
steps. This saves the programmer the extra step of submitting a System Link Request. To do this, you can make
modifications to the compile JCL skeletons for each language type.
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Using an assembler example, append an IEWL step to the assembly step in skeleton $CHGJ010. The skeleton now has
three steps; extract (STEP1), assembly (STEP2), and link (STEP3). In the assembly step, change &Pobject to &IMTO (the
production object library) on the SYSPUNCH DD. In the link step, specify TAGX034 for the DSN on the object DD. Then,
on the SYSLIB and SYSLMOD DDs, specify TAGX036 (the production load library) for the DSN.

The z/OS and OS/390 object LIBRARY specified in LCDF (Option 12.11) for the production master file is substituted in the
JCL skeleton for the TAGX034 variable. Similarly, the z/OS and OS/390 LOAD LIBRARY is substituted for the TAGX036
variable.

Alternatively, you can eliminate the use of a permanent object library since the assembly and link are performed in
the same job. If so, instead of using the TAGX034 variable for the object library, specify a temporary data set for the
SYSPUNCH DD in the assembly step. Refer to that data set as the object DD in the link step.

Keep in mind that, since the link-edit is included in the login step, the programmer can no longer execute the LIB/CCF
System Link Request (Option 6). As a result, the programmer is not prompted for link-edit options like NCAL, LIST, and so
on, at the time the link-edit is submitted. They must be hardcoded into the skeleton.

NOTE

JCL skeleton $CHGJ040 conditionally performs an assembly and link-edit based on whether the module is
moved into a Q/A or production library. It also uses LIB/AM and the output exit LIBREXIT.

Link-Edit Considerations

Three Option 12.0 (PROFILE) keywords affect the way link-edits are performed in LIB/CCF. They are CLINK, LKED, and
LNKNTEGRTY. See the section titled System Profile Table in the “Administrator Functions in LIB/CCF” section for details
on each keyword.

From Option 6 (LINK), the programmer is prompted for the LIB/CCF Change Request ID and the function to perform (a
link or DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 bind). For details on the DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 bind process, see the section titled
Initiating a Production Bind Request in the Using LIB/CCF section.

The panel defaults to L for link. The programmer sees a list of production master files and their associated production load
libraries, as shown below in the sample panel. The programmer must then enter the number of the pair that defines the
master file containing the associated linkage editor input and the load library where the modules should be linked.

THU mm/dd/yy ----------------- SYSTEM LINK EDIT ---------------- 15.42.44

                                                                         

COMMAND ===>                                                             

                                                                         

PRODUCTION MASTER FILE  ===> 001                 REQUEST ID ===> WO000004

                                                                         

      LKED SYSIN MEMBER ===>             OR LKED JCL MEMBER ===>         

      OVERRIDE SKELETON ===>                                             

                                                                         

AVAILABLE FILES: CHAIN DESC./CHAIN NUMBER/PRODUCTION/LOAD:               

                                                                         

001) PAYROLL CHAIN                                  (00001)              

         LIBR.PROD.MAST                                                  

             LIBR.PROD.LOAD                                              

                                                                         

002) ACCOUNTING CHAIN                               (00002)              

         LIBR.PROD.MAST2                                                 

             LIBR.PROD.LOAD2                                             

*** END OF LIST ***                                                      
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The programmer can enter:

• Just a LKED SYSIN MEMBER that uses the default skeleton if batch link-edits are performed,
• Just a LKED JCL MEMBER that provides a complete JCL stream,
• Or both a LKED JCL MEMBER and an OVERRIDE SKELETON that are used in place of the default skeleton.

The following pages provide information about each of these fields.

LKED SYSIN MEMBER
This field:

• Is mutually exclusive with LKED JCL MEMBER.
• Must reside on the production master file selected in Option 6.
• Must contain the required link-edit INCLUDE statements that reference a ddname of object and a link-edit

NAME statement specifying the REPLACE(R) option. Other link-edit control statements are optional as
required.

• Is for batch link-edits, this member is used as SYSLIN to the default link-edit skeleton ($CHGJ003) or, if
specified, the override link-edit skeleton.

• Is for online link-edits, this member is used as input to an execution of IEWL run under ETSO.
• Displays the Linkage Editor Options Selection panel. To choose an option, place an X next to it on the display.

Selected options are inserted into the PARM= field of the EXEC statement in the JCL stream that is submitted.
• Automatic load module backup (if specified in LCDF) is based on load module names on the link-edit NAME

statements.

LKED JCL MEMBER
This field:

• Mutually exclusive with LKED SYSIN MEMBER and OVERRIDE SKELETON.
• Must reside on production master file selected.
• Must be a complete link-edit JCL stream.
• LIB/CCF submits as is for execution.
• Job name is derived from the job card included in this member.
• Automatic load module backup is not performed unless a step is inserted into the JCL stream to accomplish it.

OVERRIDE SKELETON
This field:

• Mutually exclusive with LKED JCL MEMBER.
• Must reside in the Roscoe library where LIB/CCF is installed.
• Requires that you supply a LKED SYSIN MEMBER.
• Specifies a skeleton to use in place of the default link-edit skeleton ($CHGJ003).
• Automatic load module backup (if specified in LCDF) is based on load module names on the link-edit NAME

statements.

Note the following:

• If online link-editing is specified as an installation option (Option 12.0 specifies LKED ONLINE), only the LKED SYSIN
MEMBER field appears on this panel.

• Sample user exits allow the use of a member name variable (@MODNAME@) in place of the actual member name in
the LKED SYSIN MEMBER and LKED JCL MEMBER. See the section titled Sample User Exits earlier in this section
for details on exits $CHGU001 and $CHGU008.

Customizing Panels and Reports

LIB/CCF is distributed with an Advantage Earl (Easy Access Report Language) interface. Advantage Earl is a report
generation system that uses a high-level programming language to produce customized reports. The LIB/CCF-Advantage
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Earl interface provides access to information that LIB/CCF collected and stored on the System Master file. See the “LIB/
CCF-Advantage Earl Interface” section for details.

In addition to the LIB/CCF-Advantage Earl interface, Broadcom provides a macro ($CCFCOMT) to allow modification to
LIB/CCF panel and report titles. After assembling and link editing the macro with the overrides, both the panel titles and
the report headings are affected (that is, it is not necessary to modify the actual LIB/CCF panels). Reports printed online
from LIB/CCF and by the batch change request status report program ($CCFB101) reflect titles that the macro changed.
The following table describes the panel titles that the macro can modify (other titles on the panels are not modifiable).

LIB/CCFOption LIB/CCFPanel Title Field MacroLabel MaxLength
1-OPEN $CHGPAN1 REQUESTOR TITLE1 11
2-ASSIGN $CHGPAN2 PHONE TITLE2 11
3-DISPLAY $CHGPAN3 MANAGER

PHONE
DEPARTMENT
COORDINATOR
PHONE

TITLE3
TITLE4
TITLE5
TITLE6

11
11
11
11

2-ASSIGN $CHGPAN2 MGR COMMENT TITLE7 11
3-DISPLAY $CHGPAN3
7-CLOSE $CHGPAN7 ANALYSIS TITLE8 8
7-CLOSE $CHGPANB ROUTINES

AFFECTED
TITLE9
TITLE10

11
11

7-CLOSE $CHGPANC SYSTEMS TESTS
MODIFIED ON
SYSTEMS TESTS
VERIFIED ON
SYSTEMS TESTS
ADDED OR MOD
NEW USER INPUT
NEW USER OUTPUT
DOCUMENTATION
CHANGES

TITLE11
TITLE12
TITLE13
TITLE14
TITLE15
TITLE16

25
25
26
14
15
21

4-LOGOUT $CHGPAND SYSTEM TITLE17 11
5-LOGIN $CHGPANE DESCRIPTION

ABSTRACT
TITLE18
TITLE19

11
11

5-LOGIN $CHGPANE DESCRIPTION
OF CHANGES

TITLE20
TITLE21

11
11

You must assemble the $CCFCOMT macro on the Librarian target macro library (CAI.CAIMAC) and link it to specify title
overrides. Broadcom provides sample JCL in member LJCCFCMT on the Librarian CALJJCL library.

NOTE
The title appears on the panels and in the reports exactly as entered in the override. It can be right or left
justified, contain embedded blanks, and be lower or upper case. You must delimit titles with apostrophes.

Additionally, you can modify the following panels as indicated below:

$
CHGPAN0
Primary LIB/CCF panel. This is the panel where you select the LIB/CCF functions. You can modify this panel to
remove options that your site does not use.
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HELP PANEL: $CHGH005
$

CHGPAN8
You can modify this panel to display any combination of the reports that this panel displays. You cannot add
reports to this panel.
HELP PANEL: $CHGH080

$C
HGPN00
This is the Option 6 panel for the LKED options specification. You can modify this panel to specify different default
options.
HELP PANEL: None.

$
CHGPANP
Panel for the LIB/CCF SYSTEM ERROR NOTIFICATION. Modify this panel to reflect the telephone number of the
LIB/CCF system administrator.
HELP PANEL: $CHGH008

$
CHGPANQ
Panel for LIB/CCF system error notification when an error occurs while attempting to notify the system
administrator of an error. Modify this panel to reflect the telephone number of the LIB/CCF system administrator.
HELP PANEL: $CHGH008

$CHGPN01
Primary LIB/CCF panel for the system administrator. This is the panel where you select the LIB/CCF functions.
You can modify this panel to remove options that your site does not use. This panel differs from $CHGPAN0 in
that it includes Option 12 - LIB/CCF Administrator Functions.
HELP PANEL: $CHGH005

Execution

After LIB/CCF is installed, you can execute it by typing the name of the entry program: CCF

Optionally, you can make an option specification as follows: CCF 3 or CCF 8.2

Identifying Panels

To identify a LIB/CCF panel, enter the PANELID command on the command line of the primary menu. This displays the
LIB/CCF panel name in the upper, left corner of the panel, replacing the day and date that was previously displayed. To
remove the panel name, enter the PANELID OFF command on the command line of the primary menu.

PF Keys and the Jump Command

PF key definitions for the LIB/CCF system are non-modifiable and are set as follows:

• PF1 and PF13 (- HELP)
• PF3 and PF15 (- END)
• PF5 and PF17 (- NEXT)
• PF7 and PF19 (- SCROLL BACKWARD, BACK (Tutorials))
• PF8 and PF20 (- SCROLL FORWARD)
• PF10 and PF22 (- TOP)
• PF11 and PF23 (- BOTTOM)

Broadcom supports a jump command that enables a direct jump to a specified option.
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This command has the following format:

=option<.option>

For example, you could enter =3 or =8.5.

Job Card Specification

The JCL job statement skeleton is used when LIB/CCF jobs are submitted for batch execution. You should appropriately
modify the job statement using Option 0 to reflect the correct accounting information, job class, and message class. Once
a job is submitted from the CCF user’s key, a Roscoe member is created in the user’s Roscoe library that contains the job
card used for subsequent jobs. The Roscoe member name is $pfxJ000, where pfx is the prefix of the key where CCF is
installed. There are four variables available from Option 0 that are filled in when a batch job is submitted from LIB/CCF.
Use of these variables is optional.

The variables are:

JNAME
LIB/CCF generates a jobname of pfxCCF, where pfx is the user’s Roscoe prefix.

%
The job name identifier character (A through Z) that is appended to the end of the job name variable (JNAME).
This character is incremented for each job that the user submits. For example, the first job a user submits with a
prefix of MIN is named MINCCFA. The second job is MINCCFB, and so on.

PNAME
Roscoe key.

PREFIX
Roscoe prefix.

The job statement can consist of up to ten lines and must begin on the first line. Any trailing unused lines are ignored.

System Error Processing

For Roscoe CCF, the errors can be severe. Severe errors are those that only the LIB/CCF administrator can resolve.
When such an error occurs, LIB/CCF sends a message to the LIB/CCF administrator as a member in the Roscoe library.

For all other errors, LIB/CCF sends the messages to a member in the user’s Roscoe library.

If you are a Roscoe user, find out what messages were sent to you by looking in your ZZZZZMSG member.

Should a LIB/CCF-Roscoe system error occur, an error panel displays showing the program and function where the error
occurred. The LIB/CCF system administrator is notified of the error automatically. Contact him for an explanation of the
problem and resolution. You should not try to continue using LIB/CCF until the problem is resolved. Should an error occur
while attempting to notify the administrator, the error panel notifies you of this. Contact the administrator at once if this
happens and relay the information on the error panel.

Customizing Your System LIB/CCF-ISPF(TSO)
You can tailor LIB/CCF-ISPF(TSO) to your site’s needs in a number of ways over and above the options available to the
system administrator in the Option 12 tables. A number of exit points and sample exits are available. You need to tailor
JCL skeletons to your site’s requirements. You can also change panels and reports.

User Exits

LIB/CCF-ISPF(TSO) lets you supply exit programs that are invoked at defined points to perform site-dependent
processing.
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LIB/CCF executes the user exits if indicated in the LIB/CCF System Profile table (Option 12.0 keyword EXITn, where n is
the number of the exit). LIB/CCF can load the exits or link them as specified in the $CCFGEN macro (EXITn=LINK/LOAD)
at installation. Broadcom provides sample exits in the target source library (with a default name of CAI.CAISRC) in source
and in the Librarian target load library as load modules.

The exits must be re-enterable and re-useable.

If the exit acquires storage, then it must release it before returning to LIB/CCF. However, if your exit needs to access and
update data that must be preserved across exit calls, it should take advantage of the work area supplied for exits 7, 8, 9,
and 10. LIB/CCF supplies a clean work area the first time it calls any one of the four exits. For subsequent calls, LIB/CCF
passes the address of the work area. LIB/CCF itself does not modify the work area. Therefore, your exit can use the work
area in any way you want it to.

The exit program can SAVE and RESTORE the ISPF display environment when the exit displays a panel. Failure to do so
can cause dialog errors during the display of CCF panels. The following ISPF dialog services preserve the original display
environment:

• CONTROL,DISPLAY,SAVE
• CONTROL,DISPLAY,RESTORE

See sample exits $CCFU000, $CCFU001, or $CCFU002 for an example of this processing.

Code all LIB/CCF exit routines using standard OS linkage conventions.

On entry, the contents of the registers are as follows:

• Register 13 -- Address of an 18 fullword save area
• Register 14 -- Returnaddress
• Register 15 -- Entryaddress
• Register 1 -- Address of a parameter list

On return:

• Register 15 -- Returncode

The following section summarizes the details of the parameter lists passed to each exit routine and the meaning of the
return codes each exit uses.

$CCFU000
Invoked before the creation of a Module Tracking Record (MTR) when a member is logged out. The exit can
supply up to 42 bytes of data to place on the MTR. Unless changed later, LIB/CCF duplicates this data on any
subsequent MMRs and login JSRs for this member.
The PARM List Offset is as follows: +0 -- The address of the User Data Area

$CCFU001
Invoked before the creation of a System Link Record (SLR). When the programmer initiates a production link
request, LIB/CCF calls exit 1, which can supply up to 56 bytes of data to place on the SLR that LIB/CCF creates.
LIB/CCF duplicates this information on any subsequent JSRs if the link-edit occurs in batch. LIB/CCF also passes
this information to exit 8 at a later step.
This exit is particularly effective when it passes information from programmer to control group.
The PARM List Offset is as follows: +0 is the address of the User Data Area

$CCFU002
Invoked before the creation of a Module Movement Record (MMR). Normally, any user data in the Module
Tracking Record (MTR) that exit 0 supplies during logout is carried over to MMRs and JSRs for the member.
However, the administrator can opt to have exit 2 change the user data during login processing. Exit 2 can supply
up to 42 bytes of user data.
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This data is placed on the module movement record and any job submission records that the login request
creates. If $CCFU002 is not used and $CCFU000 supplies data during the logout request, then the existing user
data is carried forward to the module movement record and job submission record.
The PARM List Offsets are as follows:

• +0 -- The address of the User Data Area
• +4 -- The address of the Module Name
• +8 -- The address of the Master File in which the member currently resides.

$CCFU003
Invoked after the data is entered and verified on the logout panel. The exit can examine or modify the panel
data fields that are supplied to it. The exit can issue a message through ISPLINK SETMSG service. It can defer
processing and redisplay the panel by returning a non-zero return code in register 15.
The PARM List Offsets are as follows:

• +0 -- The address of the Panel Data MODULE field
• +4 -- The address of the Panel Data CR ID field
• +8 -- The address of the Panel Data M/F SELECT field
• +12 -- The address of the CCFID
• +16 -- The address of the Prod Master (the length is 44)
• +20 -- The address of the Test Master (the length is 44)

$CCFU004
Invoked before the history create and update panels display. Can standardize information used for history
member creation. When a programmer logs out a member that has no associated history member on the
history master file, LIB/CCF assumes that the member was never logged out before and that it should
create a new history member. LIB/CCF displays the History Create panel to prompt the programmer for
information about the member. Subsequent logins of the same member display the History Update panel. Enter
the HISTORY command from Option 5 (LOGIN) to modify the existing history information. The type indicator listed
below refers to each of these functions respectively (CREATE, UPDATE, and MODIFY).
Before displaying the History Create panel or the History Update panel, LIB/CCF calls exit 4. This exit provides
some or all of the member’s history information. This lets the administrator enforce any site standards that
exist. To suppress the display of the History Create or Update panels, the exit can issue the ISPF CONTROL
NONDISPL dialog service.
The PARM List Offsets are as follows:

• n +0 -- The address of the Start of Panel Data Area
• n +4 -- The address of the Type of Indicator:

– C (CREATE)
– U (UPDATE)
– M (MODIFY)
– I (BATCH LOGIN)
– O (BATCH LOGOUT)

• +8 -- The address of the Member Name (the length is 8)
• +12 -- The address of the The Prod Master (the length is 44)
• +16 -- The address of the CR ID (the length is 8)

PANEL DATA AREA (CREATE, MODIFY, and LOGOUT functions) are as follows:

• n The System field has a length of 20
• n The Description field has a length of 30
• n The Language field has a length of 8
• n Lines 1 through 16 of the abstract have a length of 61
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PANEL DATA AREA (UPDATE and LOGIN functions) is as follows:

• Lines 1 through 19 of Description have a length of 61

$CCFU005
Invoked after the programmer fills in a history create or update panel. The exit can verify data supplied when
history creation is complete. The exit can also examine, verify, override, or reject what the programmer filled
in. The exit can modify the panel data and issue a message through ISPLINK SETMSG service. It can defer
processing and redisplay the panel by passing a non-zero return code in register 15.
The PARM List Offsets are as follows:

• +0 -- The address of the Star of the Panel Data Area
• +4 -- The address of the Type of Indicator:

– C (CREATE)
– U (UPDATE)
– M (MODIFY)
– I (BATCH LOGIN)
– O (BATCH LOGOUT)

• +8 -- The address of the Member Name (the length is 8)
• +12 -- The address of the Prod Master (the length is 44)
• +16 -- The address of the CR ID (the length is 8)

PANEL DATA AREA (CREATE, MODIFY, and LOGOUT functions) are as follows:

• The System field has a length of 20
• The Description field has a length of 30
• The Language field has a length of 8
• Lines 1 through 16 of the abstract have a length of 61

PANEL DATA AREA (UPDATE and LOGIN functions):

• n Lines 1 through 19 of the Description have a length of 61

$CCFU006
Invoked after the login function completes successfully. The exit can provide the opportunity for special reports or
issue messages.
The PARM List Offsets are as follows:

• +0 -- The address of the Member (the length is 8)
• +4 -- The address of the Prod Master (the length is 44)
• +8 -- The address of the Test Master (the length is 44)
• +12 -- The address of the CR ID (the length is 8)
• +16 -- The address of the TYPEIND (the length is 1)
• +20 -- The address of the Date/Time (the length is 17)

Sets the TYPE INDICATOR to C’1’ to indicate a rejected entry was processed.
$CCFU007

Invoked before performing the member lock function. The exit can supply additional data during the update to lock
a member on the test master file when a programmer issues a login request to the control group. Each update
control statement is passed to the exit before it is written to the update stream. The exit can modify, delete, or add
to the update stream in the process.
When a programmer logs in a member and the control group is responsible for the actual login, LIB/CCF
locks the member on the test master file from further updates. Before LIB/CCF locks the member, it passes
the Librarian control statements (that perform the lock) one by one to exit 7 for modifications and updates.
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LIB/CCF loads the exit once and calls it multiple times, once per control statement. You might want the exit to
maintain information on previous calls by maintaining flags. However, because LIB/CCF does not notify the exit of
EOF, the exit does not know when to free storage it acquired. Therefore, the exit should avail itself of the 80-bye
work area that LIB/CCF supplies. LIB/CCF does not modify this area, so the exit can use it any way you want.
To return a control statement unchanged, the exit passes back a return code of 0. LIB/CCF calls the exit again if
there are more statements to process.
Even though there can be more statements to process, the exit can notify LIB/CCF not to call it again by passing
back a return code of 4.
To insert a statement after the one LIB/CCF just passed, the exit passes back a return code of 8. LIB/CCF calls
the exit again to insert the statement. The exit should return 8s until the last statement to insert, when it should
return a zero. LIB/CCF then continues by passing the next control statement.
When the exit is in insert mode, it should keep track of that fact by maintaining some sort of flag in the work area.
A return code of 12 tells LIB/CCF to delete or not use the control statement that it just passed to the exit.
The PARM List Offsets are as follows:

• +0 -- The address of the Data Record (the length is 80)
• +4 -- The address of the Test Master (the length is 44)
• +8 -- The address of the Modname (the length is 8)
• +12 -- The address of the Test Password (the length is 44)
• +16 -- The address of the Test MCD (the length is 4)
• +20 -- The address of the User ID (the length is 8)
• +24 -- The address of the Work Area (the length is 80)

The return codes are as follows:

• 0 -- NORMAL (the data is processed)
• 4 -- TERMINATE calling the exit (the data record is processed and the exit is not called again)
• 8 -- INSERT (the data record is processed and the exit is called again to supply a record to insert)
• 12 -- DELETE the record

$CCFU008
Invoked before processing the link-edit SYSLIN data or link-edit JCL member. The exit can examine and modify
the linkage editor control statements during link-edit request processing. The data contained in the member is
passed to the exit one record at a time. The exit can modify, delete, or add to the member during this process.
When a programmer initiates a production link request, he must specify one of two things. He can specify the
name of a SYSLIN member on the production master file that contains linkage editor control statements.
LIB/CCF wraps JCL around it and submits the whole thing. Alternatively, the programmer can supply the name of
a member, again on the production master file, that contains an entire job stream to submit for the link-edit.
In either case, before processing the SYSLIN or JCL member, LIB/CCF can pass it line by line to exit 8 for
scrutiny and modification. Exit 8 can work with exit 1.
Keep in mind the different sequences of events that can occur. When LKED=BATCH or ONLINE, the programmer
initiates the link-edit and sees it through. LIB/CCF calls exit 8 right after exit 1. In this situation, there is no reason
to use both exits when exit 8 can do the job of both; that is, get information and use it to customize the link-edit
SYSLIN or JCL member.
But when LKED=CNTL, a time gap separates the link-edit initiation (by the programmer) and its being carried out
(by the control group). LIB/CCF calls exit 1 when the programmer initiates the production link request and exit 8
only when the control group processes the request. Therefore, there is a natural separation of function: Exit 1 to
supply information from the programmer to the control group; exit 8 to use that information, supplied by LIB/CCF
during the exit call, to customize the link-edit SYSLIN or JCL member.
In either case, before it submits the actual job stream, LIB/CCF then calls exit 9 to touch up the JCL that is
wrapped around the linkage editor statements.
The PARM List Offsets are as follows:
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• +0 -- The address of the Data Record (the length is 80)
• +4 -- The address of the User Data Area (the length is 56)
• +8 -- The address of the Work Area (the length is 80)

The return codes are as follows:

• 0 -- NORMAL (the data record is processed)
• 4 -- TERMINATE calling the exit (the data record is processed and the exit is not called again)
• 8 -- INSERT (the data record is processed and the exit is called again to supply a record to insert)
• 12 -- DELETE the record and call again if there are more records.

$CCFU009
Invoked during submit processing before writing the record to the reader. The exit can modify, delete, or add to
the JCL stream during this process.
LIB/CCF calls exit 9 every time it is ready to submit a job stream to accomplish logouts, logins, or link-edits. Since
the exit does not know what the job does, it must limit itself to modifying only the JCL itself and not the control
statements.
The PARM List Offsets are as follows:

• +0 -- The address of the Data Record (the length is 80)
• +4 -- The address of the SYSUID (the length is 8)
• +8 -- The address of the LOGON Password (the length is 8)
• +12 -- The address of the Work Area (the length is 80)

$CCFU010
Invoked by Option 9 when the PROCESS, REJECT, MOVE, or COMPILE command is entered and the movement
of the member is toward production (as indicated by a TO: PROD indicator in the first line of the Module
Movement Record in Option 9). The exit can restrict these commands to a subset of the control group.
The PARM List Offsets are as follows:

• +0 -- The address of the Member (the length is 8)
• +4 -- The address of the Production Master (the length is 44)
• +8 -- The address of the Test Master (the length is 44)
• +12 -- The address of the CR ID (the length is 8)
• +16 -- The address of the SYSUID (the length is 8)
• +20 -- The address of the User Data Area (the length is 56)
• +24 -- The address of the Command Indicator (the length is 1; the value can be P, R, M, or C)

The return codes are as follows:

• 0 -- Continue processing (CCF processes the record)
• 8 -- Defer processing (The request is not processed and the panel redisplays; the exit should set a message

for the user)

$CCFU012
Invoked any time JCL is tailored for submission (with the exception of print jobs). The exit can modify batch jobs
and provide variables for this purpose. The exit is called twice; before file tailoring and again after file tailoring.
The exit can provide additional variables for file tailoring.
The Exit Data Area contains zeros on the first call to the exit. Broadcom suggests you store the address of your
dynamic storage area (used for VDEFINEs) in the Exit Data Area. The second call to the exit should free that
dynamic storage area and VDELETE all variables that were VDEFINEd during the first call.
The PARM List Offsets are as follows:

• +0 -- The address of the Function Indicator (the length is 1)
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– I (Login)
– O (Logout)
– R (Reject)
– L (Link Edit or Bind)
– T (Test)

• +4 -- The address of the CDFDINFODSECT
• +8 -- The address of the Change Request ID (the length is 8)
• +12 -- The address of the Member Name (the length is 8)
• +16 -- The address of the Language for the Module (the length is 8)

NOTE
Applicable only to Login.

• +20 -- The address of the User Data Area (the length is 56)
• +24 -- The address of the Exit Data Area (the length is 4)

$CCFU013
Invoked after the SYSTEM LINK or SYSTEM BIND panel is filled in. The exit can modify the override skeleton
name supplied, reject it, or supply a new one.
The PARM List Offsets are as follows:

• +0 -- The address of the OVERRIDE SKELETON (the length is 8)
• +4 -- The address of the CR ID (the length is 8)
• +8 -- The address of the LINK/BIND SYSIN MEMBER (the length is 8)
• +12 -- The address of the CCF ID (the length is 8)
• +16 -- The address of the Application Name (the length is 20)
• +20 -- The address of the Function Indicator (the length is 1):

– L (LINK)
– B (BIND)

$CCFU014
Invoked after a change request is closed from Option 7 (CLOSE). The exit can interface to Unicenter Netman (see
the section “LIB/CCF-Unicenter Netman Interface” for details).
The PARM List Offsets are as follows:

• +0 -- The address of the CR ID (the length is 8)
• +4 -- The address of the Netman ID (the length is 16)
• +8 -- The address of the System Master File DD Name (the length is 8)
• +12 -- The address of the System Master File MCD base code (the length is 4)

$CCFU015
Invoked before a change request is opened using Option 1 (OPEN). The exit can supply a site-specified change
request number.
The PARM List Offset is as follows: +0, the address of the CR ID (the numeric length is 6).

NOTE
CR ID must be returned a numeric value length of 6.

Sample User Exits

The sample exit load modules are in the Librarian target load library. The sample exit source modules are in the
CAI.CAISRC file. The CALJJCL library member LUCCFASM contains JCL to assemble and link the source for the sample
user exits using the batch Librarian program. Member LUCCFASL contains the JCL to assemble and link the source using
LIB/AM.
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$CCFU000, $CCFU001, and $CCFU002
These three exits are similar in that they can provide user data to place in the LIB/CCF system records. They
provide sample exits that display a panel asking for the date and time the request should be done and then
put this data in the user area. $CCFU000 also asks for the member name that is linked. $CCFU001 uses this
information.

$CCFU003
Provides a sample exit that prevents certain master files from being selected for logout. In this example, these
master files are quality assurance libraries that another exit uses. They are described later. You can easily modify
the exit to check the CCFID and permit only certain programmers to use certain master files or certain member
names.

$CCFU004
Provides a sample exit that fills in the CREATE panel with default information and illustrates how panel data can
be passed to the next exit. The information in the description field is saved in the SHARED variable pool through
VPUT.

$CCFU005
Provides a sample exit that retrieves the data saved in the description field by the previous exit through a VGET
from the SHARED profile pool. It then compares it to the description field currently on the panel. If the user
changed the description, it is changed back, an error message issued, and a return code issued to redisplay the
panel.

$CCFU006
Provides a sample exit that sends a NOTIFICATION message indicating there is a pending MMR to a list of
control group members. You must modify the exit to add the names to a table.

$CCFU007
Provides a sample exit that inserts a -PGMR card into the update stream so that the programmer name field
contains the CCFID of the user requesting the login.

$CCFU008
Provides a sample exit that takes the member name being linked from the user data area (placed there by
$CCFU001). The link-edit SYSLIN data or JCL member is scanned for the symbolic @MODNAME@. The name
from the user data area is substituted. If some of your members are linked in the same way, this technique could
set up a single skeleton link member to handle several different members.

$CCFU009
Provides a sample exit that substitutes the SYSUID for *UID and the RACF PASSWORD for *PSW. You can code
the skeleton job card with NOTIFY=*UID and with USER=*UID,PASSWORD=*PSW for RACF.

$CCFU010
Provides a sample exit that permits only some members of the control group to process MMRs once they reach a
specified Q/A library. You must modify the exit’s tables to supply the library names and SYSUID names.

$CCFU014
Provides a sample exit to interface with Unicenter Netman. See the section “LIB/CCF-Unicenter Netman
Interface” for details.

$CCFU015
Provides a sample exit to display a panel requesting a user-specified change request number during Option 1
(OPEN) processing. You must specify leading zeros in the change request number.

Sample User Exit $CCFU007

The following is an example of user exit $CCFU007. The exit inserts a PGMR card with the user ID as a programmer
name in the appropriate place in the job stream.

TITLE 'TSO CCF SAMPLE USER EXIT 7'
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*

* THIS EXIT USES THE FIRST BYTE OF THE RE-ENTRANT WORKAREA

* AS A FLAG WHOSE VALUE IS PRESERVED ACROSS EXIT CALLS

*

*PARMS:  DATARECORD,     (LENGTH 80)    <-- R2

*        TEST MASTER DSN,(LENGTH 44)    <-- R3

*        MODNAME,        (LENGTH 8)     <-- R4

*        TEST PASSWORD,  (LENGTH 4)     <-- R5

*        TEST MCD,       (LENGTH 4)     <-- R6

*        USERID,         (LENGTH 8)     <-- R7

*        USER WORK AREA  (LENGTH 80)    <-- R8 (RE-ENTRANT)

 *        JECT

$CCFU007 CSECT

         SAVE  (14,12)          SAVE CALLERS REGS

         LR    R12,R15          GET THE BASE REGISTER

         USING $CCFU007,R12     ESTABLISH BASE REGISTER

         LM R2,R8,0(R1)         GET THE PARM VALUES

         CLI 0 (R8),C'1'        CHECK FLAG IN RE-ENTRANT WKAREA

         BE    INSERT           IF IN INSERT MODE

         CLC 0 (4,R2),SEL       IS THIS THE -SEL CARD?

         BNE   GOBACK0          NO, RETURN TO CALLER

         LA    R15,8            INDICATE WOULD LIKE TO INSERT

         MVI 0 (R8),C'1'        MARK WORKAREA TO SET INS MODE

         B     GOBACK           EXIT

INSERT   MVC 0 (5,R2),PGMR      MOVE IN THE PGMR CARD

         MVC   6(8,R2),0(R7)    MOVE IN THE USER ID AS PGMR

         LA    R15,4            DO NOT CALL EXIT AGAIN

         B     GOBACK           EXIT

GOBACK0  XR    R15,R15          SET RC=0

*                                        

GOBACK   EQU *                           

         RETURN (14,12),RC=(15) RETURN TO CALLER

*                                               

* LOCAL CONSTANT STORAGE                        

*                                              

PGMR     DC    CL5'-PGMR'

SEL      DC    CL4'-SEL'

*                             

R0       EQU   0

R1       EQU   1

R2       EQU   2

R3       EQU   3

R4       EQU   4

R5       EQU   5

R6       EQU   6

R7       EQU   7

R8       EQU   8

R9       EQU   9

R10      EQU   10

R11      EQU   11

R12      EQU   12

R13      EQU   13

R14      EQU   14
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R15      EQU   15

         END   $CCFU007

JCL Skeletons

The JCL skeletons distributed with LIB/CCF-ISPF(TSO) reside in the LIB/CCF skeleton library created when LIB/CCF is
installed. This skeleton library must be part of the ISPF ISPSLIB concatenation in the TSO procedure or allocation CLIST
your site uses. The skeletons are:

$CCFJ000
Skeleton JOB card for batch submissions.

$CCFJ001
Skeleton JCL for Librarian Utility Copy - Production to test.

$CCFJ002
Skeleton JCL for Librarian Utility Copy - Test to Production.

$CCFJ003
Skeleton JCL for Librarian Production Application System LKED.

$CCFJ004
Skeleton JCL for Special Librarian Copy - Test to Production.

$CCFJ005
Skeleton JCL for object copy - Test to Production.

$CCFJ006
Skeleton JCL for Special Librarian Copy - Production to Test.

$CCFJ007
Skeleton JCL for Production to Backup Load Copy.

$CCFJ008
Skeleton JCL for batch print request.

$CCFJ009
Skeleton used to write SYSIN data to JCL stream.

$CCFJ010
Skeleton JCL for Production Source Assembly.

$CCFJ011
Skeleton JCL for Production Source COBOL Compile.

$CCFJ012
Skeleton JCL for Production Source PLI Compile.

$CCFJT10
Skeleton JCL for Test Source Assembly.

$CCFJT11
Skeleton JCL for Test Source COBOL Compile.

$CCFJT12
Skeleton JCL for Test Source PLI Compile.

$CCFJ030
Skeleton JCL for DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 precompile and assembly. For multiple DB2 for z/OS and OS/390
subsystems, create multiple copies of the skeleton, with the name of each subsystem hard-coded in the &
$CCFDB2 field.
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$CCFJ031
Skeleton JCL for DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 precompile and COBOL compile. For multiple DB2 for z/OS and
OS/390 subsystems, create multiple copies of the skeleton, with the name of each subsystem hard-coded in the &
$CCFDB2 field.

$CCFJ032
Skeleton JCL for DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 precompile and PLI compile. For multiple DB2 for z/OS and OS/390
subsystems, create multiple copies of the skeleton, with the name of each subsystem hard-coded in the &
$CCFDB2 field.

$CCFJ040
Skeleton JCL for a conditional assembly and link-edit.

$CCFJ100
Skeleton JCL step for Automatic Job Checkoff.

$CCFJ101
Skeleton JCL for Test/Production Compare Optio JCL skeleton.

$CCFJ102
Skeleton JCL step for Automatic Job Checkoff for LKED jobs.

$CCFJ103
Skeleton JCL for DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 bind.

$CCFJ200
Skeleton JCL for CA MetaCOBOL+.

$CCFJ500
Skeleton JCL for batch login.

$CCFJ501
Skeleton JCL for batch logout.

Review each of the JCL skeletons to determine which requires modification to conform to your site requirements. Your
LIB/CCF site does not reference every skeleton. However, it is a good practice to check each one so that, if you later
update your system tables to reference different skeletons, you do not need to go back to see if anything else must be
changed.

NOTE
To avoid S806 abends due to load modules not found, add either a JOBLIB or STEPLIB DD statement to the
skeletons where appropriate.

$CCFJ000
Skeleton job card for batch submissions. This skeleton is filled in with the information entered in Option 0.2
(JOBCARD). The symbolics in this skeleton are:

• &$CCFJC1 -- First line of job card
• &$CCFJC2 -- Second line of job card
• &$CCFJC3 -- Third line of job card
• &$CCFJC4 -- Fourth line of job card

$CCFJ001
Skeleton JCL for Librarian Utility Copy - production to test. Copies all archive levels of a module. The symbolics in
this skeleton are:
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• &PRODMCD -- Production master MCD code
• &TESTMCD -- Test master MCD code
• &TSTATUS -- Status specified for the test master
• &MODULENM -- Module name
• &PMAST -- DSN of production master file
• &TMAST -- DSN of test master file
• &AFOLIBR -- Librarian batch program name

$CCFJ002
Skeleton JCL for Librarian Utility Copy - test to production. Copies all archive levels of a module. The symbolics in
this skeleton are:

• &PRODMCD -- Production master MCD code
• &TESTMCD -- Test master MCD code
• &PSTATUS -- Status specified for the production master
• &MODULENM -- Module name
• &VERS -- Current Librarian version on production
• &PRODPSWD -- Member password on production master
• &TESTPSWD -- Member password on test master
• &PMAST -- DSN of production master file
• &TMAST -- DSN of test master file
• &AFOLIBR -- Librarian batch program name

$CCFJ003
Skeleton JCL for Librarian production application system link requests. The symbolics in this skeleton are:

• &OPTS -- Link-edit parm options
• &LPOBJ -- Production object library
• &LPLOAD -- Production load library

$CCFJ004
Skeleton JCL for LIBRCOPY - test to production. Copies only the current archive level of a module. The symbolics
in this skeleton are:

• &PRODMCD -- Production master MCD code
• &TESTMCD -- Test master MCD code
• &PSTATUS -- Status specified for the production master
• &MODULENM -- Module name
• &VERS -- Current Librarian version on production master
• &PRODPSWD -- Member password on production master
• &TESTPSWD -- Member password on test master
• &PMAST -- DSN of production master file
• &TMAST -- DSN of test master file
• &AFOLIBR -- Librarian batch program name

$CCFJ005
Skeleton JCL for copy of OBJECT - test to production. The symbolics in this skeleton are:

• &TOBJECT -- Test object library
• &POBJECT -- Production object library
• &MODULENM -- Module name
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$CCFJ006
Skeleton JCL for LIBRCOPY - production to test. Copies only the current archive level of a module. The symbolics
in this skeleton are:

• &PRODMCD -- Production master MCD code
• &TESTMCD -- Test master MCD code
• &PSTATUS -- Status specified for the production master
• &MODULENM -- Module name
• &PMAST -- DSN of production master file
• &TMAST -- DSN of test master file
• &AFOLIBR -- Librarian batch program name

$CCFJ007
Skeleton JCL for production to backup LOAD copy. The symbolics in this skeleton are:

• &BKLOAD -- Production backup load library
• &LPLOAD -- Production load library

$CCFJ008
Skeleton JCL for batch print request. The symbolics in this skeleton are:

• &SYSOUT -- Sysout class to use
• &DEST -- DEST to use
• &COPIES -- Number of copies to use

$CCFJ009
Skeleton used for writing SYSIN data to JCL. The symbolic in this skeleton is:

• &JCLREC -- SYSIN record

$CCFJ010
Skeleton JCL for production source assembly. The symbolics in this skeleton are:

• &MODULENM -- Module name
• &PRODPSWD -- Password on production master file
• &PRODMCD -- Production master file MCD code
• &POBJECT -- Production object library
• &PMAST -- Production master file name
• &AFOLIBR -- Librarian batch program name

$CCFJ011
Skeleton JCL for production source COBOL compile. The symbolics in this skeleton are:

• &MODULENM -- Module name
• &PRODPSWD -- Password on production master file
• &PRODMCD -- Production master file MCD code
• &POBJECT -- Production object library
• &PMAST -- Production master file name
• &AFOLIBR -- Librarian batch program name

$CCFJ012
Skeleton JCL for production source PL1 compile. The symbolics in this skeleton are:
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• &MODULENM -- Module name
• &PRODPSWD -- Password on production master file
• &PRODMCD -- Production master file MCD code
• &POBJECT -- Production object library
• &PMAST -- Production master file name
• &AFOLIBR -- Librarian batch program name

$CCFJT10
Skeleton JCL for test source assembly. With the exception of &AFOLIBR and &MODULENM, only the extension
variables are valid for this skeleton. The symbolics in this skeleton are:

• &MODULENM -- Module name
• &IFMC -- Test master file MCD code
• &IMFO -- Test object library
• &IFMAST -- Test master file name
• &AFOLIBR -- Librarian batch program name

$CCFJT11
Skeleton JCL for test source COBOL compile. With the exception of &AFOLIBR and &MODULENM, only the
extension variables are valid for this skeleton. The symbolics in this skeleton are:

• &MODULENM -- Module name
• &IFMC -- Test master file MCD code
• &IMFO -- Test object library
• &IFMAST -- Test master file name
• &AFOLIBR -- Librarian batch program name

$CCFJT12
Skeleton JCL for test source PLI compile. With the exception of &AFOLIBR and &MODULENM, only the
extension variables are valid for this skeleton. The symbolics in this skeleton are:

• &MODULENM -- Module name
• &IFMC -- Test master file MCD code
• &IMFO -- Test object library
• &IFMAST -- Test master file name
• &AFOLIBR -- Librarian batch program name

$CCFJ030
Skeleton JCL for DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 precompile and assembly. For multiple DB2 for z/OS and OS/390
subsystems, create multiple copies of the skeleton, with the name of each subsystem hard-coded in the &
$CCFDB2 field. The symbolics in this skeleton are:
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• &AFOLIBR -- Batch Librarian name
• &MODULENM -- Member name
• &$CCFDB2 -- DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 subsystem name
• &ITT -- Target library type
• &ITMCD -- Target master file MCD
• &IHMCD -- History master file MCD
• &ITMAST -- Target master file
• &IHMAST -- History master file
• &IMTO -- z/OS and OS/390 target object library
• &IMTD -- z/OS and OS/390 target DBRM library
• &WO -- Change request number
• &CCFID -- CCFID

$CCFJ031
Skeleton JCL for DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 precompile and COBOL compile. For multiple DB2 for z/OS and
OS/390 subsystems, create multiple copies of the skeleton, with the name of each subsystem hard-coded in the &
$CCFDB2 field. The symbolics in this skeleton are:

• &AFOLIBR -- Batch Librarian name
• &MODULENM -- Member name
• &$CCFDB2 -- DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 subsystem name
• &ITT -- Target library type
• &ITMCD -- Target master file MCD
• &IHMCD -- History master file MCD
• &ITMAST -- Target master file
• &IHMAST -- History master file
• &IMTO -- z/OS and OS/390 target object library
• &IMTD -- z/OS and OS/390 target DBRM library
• &WO -- Change request number
• &CCFID -- CCFID

$CCFJ032
Skeleton JCL for DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 precompile and PL1 compile. For multiple DB2 for z/OS and OS/390
subsystems, create multiple copies of the skeleton, with the name of each subsystem hard-coded in the &
$CCFDB2 field. The symbolics in this skeleton are:

• &AFOLIBR -- Batch Librarian name
• &MODULENM -- Member name
• &$CCFDB2 -- DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 subsystem name
• &ITT -- Target library type
• &ITMCD -- Target master file MCD
• &IHMCD -- History master file MCD
• &ITMAST -- Target master file
• &IHMAST -- History master file
• &IMTO -- z/OS and OS/390 target object library
• &IMTD -- z/OS and OS/390 target DBRM library
• &WO -- Change request number
• &CCFID -- CCFID
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$CCFJ040
Skeleton JCL to conditionally assemble and link edit at login time. If the movement is to production, the
batch Librarian is executed with output exit LIBREXIT to insert Source to Load Audit Trail (SLAT) variables and
perform the link-edit into the production load library. If the movement is not to production (that is, to a quality
assurance library), LIB/AM assembles the member directly from the master file without performing the link-edit.
The symbolics in this skeleton are:

• &AFOLIBR -- Batch Librarian name
• &MODULENM -- Member name
• &PRODPSWD -- Production member’s password
• &ITT -- Target library type
• &ILOCK -- Security lock status
• &ITMCD -- Target master file MCD
• &ITMAST -- Target master file
• &IMTO -- z/OS and OS/390 target object library
• &IMTL -- z/OS and OS/390 target load library

$CCFJ100
Skeleton JCL step for automatic job checkoff. This skeleton executes program $CCFB100, which dynamically
allocates the CCF system master file based on the SYSMAST option of the $CCFGEN macro. The $CCFGEN
macro creates a load module called $CCFCOMI. Therefore, this skeleton can require a STEPLIB DD statement
for the load library that contains both $CCFB100 and $CCFCOMI. This skeleton has no symbolics.

$CCFJ101
Skeleton for Test/Production Compare option. This skeleton executes Comparator, which is site named at
installation time. You must update this skeleton with the appropriate program name. The symbolics in this skeleton
are:

• &MODULENM -- Module name
• &PRODMCD -- Production master file MCD code
• &PMAST -- Production master file name
• &TESTMCD -- Test master file MCD code
• &TMAST -- Test master file name
• &LOLEVEL -- Version date and time of production level logged out

$CCFJ102
Skeleton JCL step for automatic job checkoff for batch link-edits. This skeleton executes program $CCFB100,
which dynamically allocates the CCF system master file based on the SYSMAST option of the $CCFGEN macro.
The $CCFGEN macro creates a load module called $CCFCOMI. Therefore, this skeleton can require a STEPLIB
DD statement for the load library that contains both $CCFB100 and $CCFCOMI. This skeleton has no symbolics.

$CCFJ103
Skeleton JCL for production DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 bind. The symbolics in this skeleton are:

• &IMTD -- Target DBRM library
• &$CCFDB2 -- DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 subsystem name

$CCFJ200
Skeleton JCL for CA MetaCOBOL+. The symbolics in this skeleton are:
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• &MODULENM -- Module name
• &PRODPSWD -- Password for production module
• &PRODMCD -- Production master file MCD code
• &POBJECT -- Production object library
• &PMAST -- Production master file name
• &AFOLIBR -- Librarian batch program name

$CCFJ201
Skeleton JCL for APCDOC for JCL procs. The symbolics in this skeleton are:

• &MODULENM -- Module name
• &PRODPSWD -- Password for production module
• &PRODMCD -- Production master file MCD code
• &POBJECT -- Production object library
• &PMAST -- Production master file name
• &AFOLIBR -- Librarian batch program name

$CCFJ500
Skeleton JCL for batch login. The NXT execution parameter can bypass the use of exits. See the “LIB/CCF Batch
Utilities for Roscoe and ISPF(TSO)” section for more details on the NXT parameter. Otherwise, do not modify this
skeleton.

$CCFJ501
Skeleton JCL for batch logout. Do not modify this skeleton.

Manipulating JCL Processing

This section describes how you can alter LIB/CCF JCL processing and sequences of events.

As supplied on the installation tape, the JCL skeletons perform certain functions in a certain order.

LIB/CCF JCL skeletons are ISPF skeleton definitions, stored in an ISPF skeleton library, and processed through the ISPF
file tailoring services. You can change the skeletons by directly editing the skeleton library. They are interpreted during
ISPF execution. LIB/CCF builds a job stream from any number of skeletons using the ISPF file tailoring services. ISPF
individually processes each single piece and appends them together until a complete job stream is constructed when it is
submitted.

Login through LIBRCOPY. First, it fetches skeleton $CCFJ004. This skeleton has four parts to it.

• The first part is an include for skeleton $CCFJ000, which is simply the job card.
• The second part is labeled step GETTEST, the first half of LIBRCOPY.
• The third part is labeled step PUTPROD, the second half of LIBRCOPY.
• The fourth part is labeled step DELTEST, to delete the member from the test master file.

By definition, this skeleton has symbolics that must be replaced by actual values before it can be used as JCL. The most
important symbolics are &TMAST, &PMAST, and &MODULENM, which represent the test master file, the production
master file, and the member name, respectively.

After $CCFJ004 is processed, LIB/CCF accesses the JCL skeleton for the compile. LIB/CCF determines the appropriate
JCL compile skeleton by obtaining the language type for the member from the History Master file. It then uses this to
search the LIB/CCF Language Definition Table. Look at skeleton $CCFJ010, which does assemblies.

There are two parts.

• The first selects the member from the production master file and writes it to OSJOB.
• The second part assembles the member.

The significant symbolics here are &PMAST, &MODULENM, and &POBJECT. &POBJECT is the production object library.
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LIB/CCF appends $CCFJ010 to the job stream that was constructed thus far, then appends the JSR Checkoff step to the
very end - skeleton $CCFJ100. This is the job stream that is submitted.

Once you understand the mechanics of how LIB/CCF builds JCL streams, it is clear that by manipulating the contents of
the individual skeletons, job streams can be built in any way. The following sections examine two common scenarios.

Compile from the Test Master File

During login, some sites want the member compiled before it is moved from test to production. This means compiling from
the test master file. You can do this with some minor changes to the JCL skeleton $CCFJ004 and the compile skeleton for
the appropriate language type. In our example, the assembler skeleton, $CCFJ010, is used.

Remember that skeleton $CCFJ004 has four logical parts to it. Leave the first part intact (the include for the JOB card).
Move the remaining three parts (GETTEST, PUTPROD, and DELTEST) to the end of skeleton $CCFJ010, following
STEP2, the assembly step. The first part of $CCFJ010 selects the member from the production master file. Change the
symbolic &PMAST to &TMAST to select the member from the test master file instead.

You need to make these changes for each language type that requires this processing.

Compile and Link at Login

Because many programs consist of only one member, you might often want to compile and link at login instead of in
separate steps. This saves the programmer the extra step of submitting a System Link Request. You can do this with
modifications to the compile JCL skeletons for each language type.

Using an assembler example, append an IEWL step to the assembly step in skeleton $CCFJ010. The skeleton now has
three steps: extract (STEP1), assembly (STEP2), and link. In the assembly step, change &POBJECT to &IMTO (the
production object library) on the SYSPUNCH DD. In the link step, specify &IMTO for the DSN on the OBJECT DD. Then,
on the SYSLIB and SYSLMOD DDs, specify &IMTL (the production load library) for the DSN.

The z/OS and OS/390 OBJECT LIBRARY specified in LCDF (Option 12.11) for the production master file is substituted
in the JCL skeleton for the &IMTO variable. Similarly, the z/OS and OS/390 LOAD LIBRARY is substituted for the &IMTL
variable.

Alternatively, you can eliminate the use of a permanent object library since the assembly and link are performed in the
same job. If so, instead of using the &IMTO variable for the object library, specify a temporary data set for the SYSPUNCH
DD in the assembly step. Refer to that data set as the OBJECT DD in the link step.

Keep in mind that since the link-edit is included in the login step, the programmer can no longer execute the LIB/CCF
System Link Request (Option 6). As a result, the programmer is not prompted for link-edit options like NCAL, LIST, and so
on, at the time the link-edit is submitted. They must be hardcoded into the skeleton.

Note the following:

• For additional information on variables, see Extenson Variables.
• JCL skeleton $CCFJ040 conditionally performs an assembly and link-edit based on whether the module is moved into

a Q/A or production library. It also uses LIB/AM and the output exit LIBREXIT.

Link-Edit Considerations

Several Option 12.0 (PROFILE) keywords affect the way link-edits are performed in LIB/CCF. They are CLINK, LKED, and
LNKNTEGRTY. See the System Profile Table in “Administrator Functions in LIB/CCF” for details on each keyword.

From Option 6 (LINK), the programmer is prompted for the LIB/CCF Change Request ID and the function to perform (a
link or DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 bind). For details on the DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 bind process, see the section titled
Initiating a Production Bind Request. The panel defaults to L for link. The programmer sees a list of production master
files and their associated production load libraries, as shown in the following sample. The programmer must then enter the
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number of the pair that defines the master file containing the associated linkage editor input and the load library where the
modules should be linked.

THU mm/dd/yy ----------------- SYSTEM LINK EDIT ---------------- 15.42.44

                                                                         

COMMAND ===>                                                             

                                                                         

PRODUCTION MASTER FILE  ===> 001                 REQUEST ID ===> WO000004

                                                                         

LKED SYSIN MEMBER ===>               OR     LKED JCL MEMBER ===>         

OVERRIDE SKELETON ===>                                                   

                                                                         

AVAILABLE FILES: CHAIN DESC./CHAIN NUMBER/PRODUCTION/LOAD:               

                                                                         

001) PAYROLL CHAIN                                   (00001)             

         LIBR.PROD.MAST                                                  

             LIBR.PROD.LOAD                                              

                                                                         

002) ACCOUNTING CHAIN                                (00002)             

         LIBR.PROD.MAST2                                                 

             LIBR.PROD.LOAD2                                             

*** END OF LIST ***                                                      

The programmer can enter:

• Just a LKED SYSIN MEMBER, which uses the default skeleton if batch link-edits are performed,
• Just a LKED JCL MEMBER, which provides a complete JCL stream,
• Or both a LKED JCL member and an override skeleton that are used in place of the default skeleton.
• LKED SYSIN MEMBER

This keyword is:
– Mutually exclusive with LKED JCL MEMBER.
– Must reside on the production master file selected in Option 6.
– Must contain the required link-edit INCLUDE statements that reference a ddname of OBJECT and a link-edit NAME

statement specifying the REPLACE(R) option. Other link-edit control statements are optional as required.
– For batch link-edits, this member is used as SYSLIN to the default link-edit skeleton ($CCFJ003) or, if specified, the

override link-edit skeleton.
– For online link-edits, this member is used as input to an execution of IEWL through a TSO TSOEXEC CALL.
– Specifying this field displays the Linkage Editor Options Selection panel. To choose an option, place an X next to it

on the display. Selected options are inserted into the PARM= field of the EXEC statement in the JCL stream that is
submitted.

– Automatic load module backup (if specified in LCDF) is based on load module names on the link-edit NAME
statements.

• LKED JCL MEMBER
This keyword is:
– Mutually exclusive with LKED SYSIN member and override skeleton.
– Must reside on production master file selected.
– Must be a complete link-edit JCL stream.
– LIB/CCF submits as is for execution.
– Job name is derived from the job card included in this member.
– Automatic load module backup is not performed unless a step is inserted into the JCL stream to accomplish it.

• OVERRIDE SKELETON
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This keyword is:
– Mutually exclusive with LKED JCL MEMBER.
– Must reside in the ISPF skeleton library allocated to ISPSLIB.
– Requires you supply a LKED SYSIN MEMBER.
– Specifies a skeleton to use in place of the default link-edit skeleton ($CCFJ003).
– Automatic load module backup (if specified in LCDF) is based on load module names on the link-edit NAME

statements.

Note the following:

• If online link-editing is specified as an installation option (Option 12.0 specifies LKED ONLINE), only the LKED SYSIN
MEMBER field appears on this panel.

• Broadcom provides sample user exits to allow using a member name variable (@MODNAME@) in place of the actual
member name in the LKED SYSIN MEMBER and LKED JCL MEMBER. See the section titled Sample User Exits
earlier in this section for details on exits $CCFU001 and $CCFU008.

Customizing Panels and Reports

LIB/CCF is distributed with an Advantage Earl (Easy Access Report Language) interface. Advantage Earl is a report
generation system that uses a high-level programming language to produce customized reports. The LIB/CCF-Advantage
Earl interface provides access to information LIB/CCF collected and stored on the System Master file. See the “LIB/CCF-
Advantage Earl Interface” section for details.

In addition to the LIB/CCF-Advantage Earl interface, Broadcom provides a macro ($CCFCOMT) to allow modification to
LIB/CCF panel and report titles. After assembling and link editing the macro with the overrides, both the panel titles and
the report headings are affected (that is, it is not necessary to modify the actual LIB/CCF panels). Reports printed online
from LIB/CCF and by the batch change request status report program ($CCFB101) reflect titles the macro changed.

The following table describes the panel titles that the macro can modify (other titles on the panels are not modifiable).

Option Panel Title Field MacroLabel MaxLength
1-OPEN
2-ASSIGN
3-DISPLAY

$CCFPN01
$CCFPN02
$CCFPN03

REQUESTOR PHONE
MANAGER
DEPARTMENT
COORDINATOR PHONE

TITLE1
TITLE2
TITLE3
TITLE4
TITLE5
TITLE6

11
11
11
11
11
11

2-ASSIGN
3-DISPLAY

$CCFPN02
$CCFPN03

MGR COMMENT TITLE7 11

7-CLOSE $CCFPN07 ANALYSIS TITLE8 8
7-CLOSE $CCFPN19 ROUTINES AFFECTED TITLE9

TITLE10
11
11

7-CLOSE $CCFPN20 SYSTEMS TESTS
MODIFIED ON
SYSTEMS TESTS
VERIFIED ON
SYSTEMS TESTS
ADDED OR MOD
NEW USER INPUT
NEW USER OUTPUT
DOCUMENTATION
CHANGES

TITLE11
TITLE12
TITLE13
TITLE14
TITLE15
TITLE16

25
25
26
14
15
21
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4-LOGOUT
5-LOGIN

$CCFPN14
$CCFPN15

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
ABSTRACT

TITLE17
TITLE18
TITLE19

11
11
11

5-LOGIN $CCFPN15 DESCRIPTION OF
CHANGES

TITLE20
TITLE21

11
11

The $CCFCOMT macro, contained in the Librarian target macro library (CAI.CAIMAC), must be assembled and linked to
specify title overrides. Broadcom provides sample JCL in member LJCCFCMT on the Librarian CALJJCL library.

NOTE
The title appears on the panels and in the reports exactly as entered in the override. It can be right or left
justified, contain embedded blanks, and be lower or upper case. You must delimit titles with apostrophes.
Additionally, you can modify the following panels as indicated following:

Panel Description Help Panel
$CCFPN00 Primary LIB/CCF panel. This is the panel

where you select the LIB/CCF functions.
You can modify this panel to remove
options that your site does not use.

$CCFH005

$CCFPN08 This is the Option 8 panel to select a
report. You can modify this panel to remove
reports or add additional reports.

$CCFH080

$CCFPN18 This is the Option 6 panel for the LKED
options specification. You can modify this
panel to specify different default options.

None

Execution

You execute LIB/CCF by selecting Option C on the Librarian selection menu (Option L from the main ISPF menu).

PF Keys and the Jump Command

You can display and modify PF key definitions for LIB/CCF the ISPF KEYS command from any LIB/CCF panel or
Option 0.1. You can modify the PF keys settings. They affect the current and subsequent LIB/CCF sessions for the user.
However, changing the PF key settings while in LIB/CCF does not affect the PF key settings for ISPF. LIB/CCF maintains
its own PF key settings in the user’s ISPF profile. Conversely, changing PF key settings while in ISPF does not affect LIB/
CCF PF key settings.

The default settings are:

• PF1 and PF13 (- HELP)
• PF2 and PF14 (- SPLIT)
• PF3 and PF15 (- END)
• PF4 and PF16 (- RETURN)
• PF5 and PF17 (- RFIND)
• PF6 and PF18 (- RCHANGE)
• PF7 and PF19 (- UP)
• PF8 and PF20 (- DOWN)
• PF9 and PF21 (- SWAP)
• PF10 and PF22 (- LEFT)
• PF11 and PF23 (- RIGHT)
• PF12 and PF24 (- CURSOR)
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LIB/CCF supports a jump command that enables a direct jump to a specified option.

This command has the following format:

=option[.option]

For example, you could enter =3 or =8.5.

Job Card Specification

The JCL JOB statement skeleton is used when LIB/CCF jobs are submitted for batch execution. Appropriately modify the
job statement using Option 0.2 to reflect the correct accounting information, programmer name, job and message class,
and so on.

The JOB statement can consist of up to four lines and must begin on the first line. Any trailing unused lines are ignored.

System Error Processing

In ISPF(TSO), there are three major types of error.

• The first is an ISPF dialogue error. ISPF displays a panel pinpointing where and why the error occurred.
• The second occurs when LIB/CCF abends with a code of hex 800 or decimal 2048. Should this abend occur, error

messages are stored in a sequential data set named prefix.userid.CCF.MSGS, where prefix is your TSO user prefix.
If PROFILE NOPREFIX is set, the data set name is simply userid.CCF.MSGS. View this data set immediately after
notification of an error, as LIB/CCF reuses the data set for recording of subsequent messages.

• The third error is a file allocation error. In addition to the various LIB/CCF master files, LIB/CCF uses a number of
temporary data sets for work files that it first allocates and then deletes on completion. Occasionally an error in LIB/
CCF causes subsequent LIB/CCF executions to fail because a work file was not deleted. You can press PF1 to get
more information about the data set that is failing allocation. Leaving and re-entering LIB/CCF usually clears the
problem. In some cases, you might have to delete the file in question yourself.

In general, when you press PF1 after an error occurs, ISPF displays more information. If the information is in multiple
screens, press PF1 again. For LIB/CCF processing errors, you can find the messages in prefix.userid.CCF.MSGS.

Customizing Your System LIB/CCF-ISPF(VM/ESA)
You can tailor LIB/CCF-ISPF(VM/ESA) to your site’s needs in a number of ways over and above the options available to
the system administrator on the LIB/CCF Table Processors. A number of exit points and sample exits are available. You
need to tailor JCL skeletons to your site’s requirements. You can also change panels and reports.

User Exits

LIB/CCF-ISPF (VM/ESA) lets you supply exit programs that are invoked at defined points to perform site-dependent
processing. Broadcom provides sample exits. Write exits for ISPF(VM/ESA) in Assembler language. They should be re-
entrant and re-useable.

To make the exits available to LIB/CCF-ISPF(VM/ESA), they must be placed in an OS-simulated load library, that is, a VM/
ESA file whose filetype is LOADLIB.

Follow these steps to create an exit.

1. Assemble the exit program.
2. Add the resulting text file to an OS-simulated text library (that is, a VM/ESA file whose filetype is TXTLIB). Use the VM/

ESA TXTLIB command to manipulate the textlib.
For example, to add $CCFU000 TEXT to EXITS TXTLIB, use the following command:
TXTLIB ADD EXITS $CCFU000
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EXITS TXTLIB and $CCFU000 TEXT are on accessed read/write disks.
3. Issue the VM/ESA LKED command to create a relocatable module and store it in an OS-simulated load library. If the

exit uses the ISPF services, you must make the txtlib that contains the IBM ISPLINK TEXT available to the LKED
command.
For example, to link edit the $CCFU000 relocatable module, use the following commands:
FILEDEF SYSLIB DISK EXITS TXTLIB A

FILEDEF SYSLIB2 DISK ISPLINK TXTLIB A

FILEDEF SYSLMOD DISK EXITS LOADLIB A

LKED SYSLIN ( LIBE SYSLMOD XREF MAP

ISPLINK TXTLIB A contains ISPLINK TEXT. EXITS TXTLIB A contains $CCFU000 TEXT. EXITS LOADLIB A is the
OS-simulated load library.
Also, the LKED command refers to SYSLIN TEXT, which contains:
INCLUDE SYSLIB($CCFU000)

 INCLUDE SYSLIB2(ISPLINK)

 ENTRY $CCFU000

NAME $CCFU000(R)

Records must begin in column 2.
4. After creating the load module, copy the load library onto an ISPF system disk that all ISPF users share. You must

then modify the ISPF startup exec to chain EXITS LOADLIB into the ISPLLIB concatenation.
5. Finally, if the exit displays one or more ISPF panels, add the panels to a private or system ISPF panel library and

update the ISPPLIB concatenation accordingly.

LIB/CCF executes the user exits if the EXITn= keyword of Option 12.0 (PROFILE) indicates it should. LIB/CCF can load
the exits or they can link with LIB/CCF as specified in the $CCFGEN macro at installation. Broadcom provides sample
exit programs on the installation library in both source and object form. The source files for the sample programs are
named $CCSU0nn, where nn is the exit number. The object modules for the sample programs are named $CCFU0nn,
where nn is the exit number. The exits must be re-enterable and re-useable.

If the exit acquires storage, then it must release it before returning to LIB/CCF. However, if your exit needs to access and
update data that must be preserved across exit calls, it should take advantage of the work area supplied for exits 7, 8,
and 9. LIB/CCF supplies a clean work area the first time it calls any one of the four exits. For subsequent calls, LIB/CCF
passes the address of the work area. LIB/CCF itself does not modify the work area. Therefore, your exit can use the work
area in any way you want it to.

It is the responsibility of the exit program to SAVE and RESTORE the ISPF display environment when the exit displays a
panel. Failure to do so can cause dialog errors during the display of CCF panels. The ISPF dialog services that preserve
the original display environment are CONTROL,DISPLAY,SAVE and CONTROL,DISPLAY,RESTORE. See sample exits
$CCSU000, $CCSU001, or $CCSU002 for an example of this processing.

Code all LIB/CCF exit routines using standard OS linkage conventions.

On entry, the contents of the registers are as follows:

• 13 -- Address of an 18 fullword save area
• 14 -- Return address
• 15 -- Entry address
• 1 -- Address of a parameter list

On return:

• 15 -- Return code

The details of the parameter lists passed to each exit routine and the meaning of the return codes each exit uses are
summarized following.
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$CCFU000
Invoked before the creation of a Module Tracking Record (MTR). The exit can supply up to 42 bytes of data to
place on the MTR. Unless changed later, LIB/CCF duplicates this data on any subsequent MMRs and login JSRs
for this member.
The PARM List Offset is +0, the address of the User Data Area.

$CCFU001
Invoked before the creation of a System Link Record (SLR). When the programmer initiates a production link
request, LIB/CCF calls exit 1, which can supply up to 56 bytes of data to place on the SLR LIB/CCF creates. LIB/
CCF duplicates this information on any subsequent JSRs if the link-edit is to occur in batch. LIB/CCF also passes
this information to exit 8 at a later step.
This exit is particularly effective when it passes information from programmer to control group.
The PARM List Offset is +0, the address of the User Data Area.

$CCFU002
Invoked before the creation of a Module Movement Record (MMR). Normally, any user data in the MTR supplied
by exit 0 during logout is carried over to MMRs and JSRs for the member. However, the administrator can have
exit 2 change the user data during login processing. Exit 2 can supply up to 42 bytes of user data.
This data is placed on the module movement record and any job submission records that the login request
created. If $CCFU002 is not used and $CCFU000 supplies the data during the logout request, then the existing
user data is carried forward to the module movement record and job submission record.
The PARM List Offsets are as follows:

• +0 -- The address of the User Data Area
• +4 -- The address of the Module Name
• +8 -- The address of the Master File in which the member currently resides

$CCFU003
Invoked after the data is entered and verified on the logout panel. The exit can verify data supplied in the logout
panel. The exit can examine or modify the panel data fields that are supplied to it. The exit can issue a message
through ISPLINK SETMSG service. It can also defer processing and redisplay the panel by returning a non-zero
return code in register 15.
The PARM List Offsets are as follows:

• +0 -- The address of the Panel Data MODULE field
• +4 -- The address of the Panel Data CR ID field
• +8 -- The address of the Panel Data M/F SELECT field
• +12 -- The address of the CCFID
• +16 -- The address of the PROD Master (the length is 44)
• +20 -- The address of the TEST Master (the length is 44)

$CCFU004
Invoked before the history create and update panels display. The exit can standardize information used for history
member creation. When a programmer logs out a member that has no associated history member on the history
master file, LIB/CCF assumes that the member was never logged out before and that it should create a new
history member. LIB/CCF displays the History Create panel to prompt the programmer for information about
the member. Subsequent logins of the same member display the History Update panel. Entering the HISTORY
command from Option 5 (LOGIN) allows modification of the existing history information. The type indicator listed
below refers to each of these functions respectively (CREATE, UPDATE, and MODIFY).
Before displaying the History Create panel or the History Update panel, LIB/CCF calls exit 4. This exit can provide
some or all of the member’s history information. This lets the administrator enforce any site standards that exist.
To suppress the display of the History Create and Update panels, the exit can issue the ISPF CONTROL
NODISPL dialog service.
The PARM List Offsets are as follows:
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• +0 -- The address of the start of the Panel Data Area
• +4 -- The address of the Type Indicator:

– C (CREATE)
– U (UPDATE)
– M (MODIFY)

• +8 -- The address of the Member Name (the length is 8)
• +12 -- The address of the Prod Master (the length is 44)
• +16 -- The address of the CR ID (the length is 8)

PANEL DATA AREA (CREATE and MODIFY functions) are as follows:

• The System field has a length of 20
• The Description field has a length of 30
• The Language field has a length of 8
• Lines 1 through 16 of the abstract have a length of 61

PANEL DATA AREA (UPDATE function) is as follows:

• Lines 1 through 19 of the description have a length of 61

$CCFU005
Invoked after the programmer fills in the history create or update panel. The exit can verify data supplied
when history member creation/update is complete. The exit can examine, verify, override, or reject what the
programmer filled in. The exit can modify the panel data and issue a message through ISPLINK SETMSG service.
Passing a non- zero return code in register 15 defers processing and redisplays the panel.
The PARM List Offsets are as follows:

• +0 -- The address of the start of the Panel Data Area
• +4 -- The address of the Type Indicator:

– C (CREATE)
– U (UPDATE)
– M (MODIFY)

• +8 -- The address of the Module Name (the length is 8)
• +12 -- The address of the Prod Master (the length is 44)
• +16 -- The address of the CR ID (the length is 8)

PANEL DATA AREA (CREATE and MODIFY functions):

• The System field has a length of 20
• The Description field has a length of 30
• The Language field has a length of 8
• Lines 1 through 16 of the abstract have a length of 61

PANEL DATA AREA (UPDATE function):

• Lines 1 through 19 of the description have a length of 61

$CCFU006
Invoked after the login function is successfully complete. This exit can provide the opportunity for special reports.
The PARM List Offsets are as follows:
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• +0 -- The address of the Member (the length is 8)
• +4 -- The address of the Prod Master (the length is 44)
• +8 -- The address of the Test Master (the length is 44)
• +12 -- The address of the CR ID (the length is 8)
• +16 -- The address of the TYPEIND (the length is 1)
• +20 -- The address of the Date/Time (the length is 17)

Sets the TYPE INDICATOR to C’1’ to indicate a rejected entry was processed.
$CCFU007

Invoked before performing the member lock function. The exit can supply additional data during the update to lock
a member on the test master file when the programmer issues a login request to the control group. Each update
control statement is passed to the exit before being written to the update stream. The exit can modify, delete, or
add to the update stream in the process.
When a programmer logs in a member and the control group is responsible for the actual login, LIB/CCF locks
the member on the test master file from further updates. Before LIB/CCF executes online Librarian update control
cards that lock the member, it passes them one by one to exit 7 for modifications and updates.
LIB/CCF loads the exit once and calls it multiple times, once per control statement. You can have the exit maintain
information on previous calls by maintaining flags. However, because LIB/CCF does not notify the exit of EOF, the
exit does not know when to free storage it acquired. Therefore, the exit should use the 80-byte work area that LIB/
CCF supplies. LIB/CCF does not modify this area, so the exit can use it any way you want.
To return a control statement unchanged, the exit passes back a return code of 0. LIB/CCF calls the exit again if
there are more statements to process.
Even though there might be more statements to process, the exit can notify LIB/CCF not to call it again by
returning a return code of 4.
To insert a statement after the one LIB/CCF just passed, the exit passes back a return code of 8. LIB/CCF calls
the exit again to get the statement to insert. The exit should return 8s until the last statement to insert, for which it
should return a zero. LIB/CCF then continues by passing the next control statement.
When the exit is in insert mode, it should keep track of that fact by maintaining some sort of flag in the work area.
A return code of 12 tells LIB/CCF to delete or not use the control statement that it just passed to the exit.
The PARM List Offsets are as follows:

• +0 -- The address of the Data Record (the length is 80)
• +4 -- The address of the Test Master (the length is 44)
• +8 -- The address of the Modname (the length is 8)
• +12 -- The address of the Test Password (the length is 4)
• +16 -- The address of the Test MCD (the length is 4)
• +20 -- The address of the User ID (the length is 8)
• +24 -- The address of the Work Area (the length is 80)

Return Codes are as follows:

• 0 -- NORMAL return code (the data record is processed)
• 4 -- TERMINATE calling the exit (the data record is processed and the exit is not called again)
• 8 -- INSERT (the data record is processed and the exit is called again to supply a record to insert)
• 12 -- DELETE the record

$CCFU008
Invoked before processing the link-edit SYSLIN data or link-edit JCL member. The exit can examine and modify
the linkage editor control statements during link processing. The data contained in the member is passed to the
exit one record at a time. The exit can modify, delete, or add to the member during this process.
When a programmer initiates a production link request, he must specify one of two things.
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• He can specify the name of a SYSLIN member on the production master file that contains linkage editor
control statements. LIB/CCF wraps JCL around it and submits the whole thing.

• Alternatively, the programmer can supply the name of a member, again on the production master file, that
contains an entire job stream to submit for the link-edit.

In either case, before processing the SYSLIN or JCL member, LIB/CCF can pass it line by line to exit 8 for
scrutiny and modification. Exit 8 might not work with exit 1.
Keep in mind the different sequences of events that can occur. When LKED=BATCH, the programmer initiates the
link-edit and sees it through.
LIB/CCF calls exit 8 right after exit 1. In this situation, there is no reason to use both exits when exit 8 can do the
job of both; that is, get information and use it to customize the link-edit SYSLIN or JCL member.
But when LKED=CNTL, a time gap separates the link-edit initiation (by the programmer) and its being carried out
(by the control group). LIB/CCF calls exit 1 when the programmer initiates the production link request and exit 8
only when the control group processes the request. Therefore, there is a natural separation of function: Exit 1 to
supply information from the programmer to the control group; exit 8 to use that information that LIB/CCF supplied
during the exit call to customize the link-edit SYSLIN or JCL member.
In either case, before it submits the actual job stream, LIB/CCF then calls exit 9 to touch up the JCL that is
wrapped around the linkage editor statements.
The PARM List Offsets are as follows:

• +0 -- The address of the Data Record (the length is 80)
• +4 -- The address of the User Data Area (the length is 56)
• +8 -- The address of the Work Area (the length is 80)

Return Codes are as follows:

• 0 -- NORMAL (the data record is processed)
• 4 -- TERMINATE calling the exit (the data record is processed and the exit is not called again)
• 8 -- INSERT (the data record is processed and the exit is called again to supply a record to insert)
• 12 -- DELETE the record and call again if there are more records

$CCFU009
Invoked during submit processing, before writing the record to the reader. The exit can modify, delete, or add to
the JCL stream during this process.
LIB/CCF calls exit 9 every time it is ready to submit a job stream to accomplish logouts, logins, or link edits. Since
the exit does not know what the job does, it must limit itself to modifying only the JCL itself and not the control
statements.
The PARM List Offsets are as follows:

• +0 -- The address of the Data Record (the length is 80)
• +4 -- The address of the SYSUID (the length is 8)
• +8 -- The address of the LOGON PASSWORD (the length is 8)
• +12 -- The address of the Work Area (the length is 80)

Return Codes are as follows:

• 0 -- NORMAL (the data record is processed)
• 4 -- TERMINATE calling the exit (the data record is processed and the exit is not called again)
• 8 -- INSERT (the data record is processed and the exit is called again to supply a record to insert)
• 12 -- DELETE the record and call again if more records

$CCFU010
Invoked by Option 9 when the PROCESS, REJECT, MOVE, or COMPILE command is entered and the movement
of the member is toward production (as indicated by a TO: PROD indicator in the first line of the Module
Movement Record in Option 9). The exit can restrict these commands to a subset of the control group.
The PARM List Offsets are as follows:
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• +0 -- The address of the Member (the length is 8)
• +4 -- The address of the Production Master (the length is 44)
• +8 -- The address of the Test Master (the length is 44)
• +12 -- The address of the CR ID (the length is 8)
• +16 -- The address of the SYSUID (the length is 8)
• +20 -- The address of the User Data Area (the length is 56)
• +24 -- The address of the Command Indicator (the length is 1; the value can be P, R, M, or C)

Return Codes are as follows:

• 0 -- Continue processing. CCF processes the record.
• 8 -- Defer processing. The request is not processed and the panel redisplays. The exit should set a message

for the user in this case.

$CCFU012
Invoked any time JCL is tailored for submission (with the exception of print jobs). The exit can modify the JCL.
The exit is called twice; before file tailoring and again after file tailoring. The exit can provide additional variables
for file tailoring.
The Exit Data Area contains zeros on the first call to the exit. Store the address of your dynamic storage area
(used for VDEFINEs) in the Exit Data Area. The second call to the exit should free that dynamic storage area and
VDELETE all variables that were VDEFINEd during the first call.
The PARM List Offsets are as follows:

• +0 -- The address of the Function Indicator (the length is 1):
– I (Login)
– O (Logout)
– R (Reject)
– L (Link Edit or Bind)

• +4 -- The address of the Variable DSECT (the length is 8)
• +8 -- The address of the Change Request ID (the length is 8)
• +12 -- The address of the Member Name (the length is 8)
• +16 -- The address of the Language for Module (the length is 8)

NOTE
Applicable only to Login.

• +20 -- The address of the User Data Area (the length is 56)
• +24 -- The address of the Exit Data Area (the length is 4)

$CCFU013
Invoked after the SYSTEM LINK or SYSTEM BIND panel is filled in. The exit can control the use of the link or bind
override skeleton from Option 6 (LINK). The exit can modify the OVERRIDE SKELETON name supplied, reject it,
or supply a new one.
The PARM List Offsets are as follows:

• +0 -- The address of the OVERRIDE SKELETON (the length is 8)
• +4 -- The address of the CR ID (the length is 8)
• +8 -- The address of the LINK/BIND SYSIN MEMBER (the length is 8)
• +12 -- The address of the CCF ID (the length is 8)
• +16 -- The address of the Application Name (the length is 20)
• +20 -- The address of the Function Indicator (the length is 1):

– L (Link)
– B (Bind)
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$CCFU015
Invoked before a change request is opened using Option 1 (OPEN). The exit can supply a site-specified change
request number.
The PARM List Offset is +0, the address of the CR ID (the length is 6).

Sample User Exits
$CCFU000, $CCFU001, and $CCFU002

These three exits are similar in that they can provide user data that is placed in the LIB/CCF system records.
They provide sample exits that display a panel asking for the date and time the request should be done. They
then put this data in the user area. $CCFU000 also asks for the name of the member to link. $CCFU001 uses this
information.

$CCFU003
Provides a sample exit that prevents certain master files from being selected for logout. In this example, these
master files are quality assurance libraries that another exit uses. You can easily modify this exit to check the
CCFID and permit only certain programmers to use certain master files or certain member names.

$CCFU004
Provides a sample exit that fills in the panel with default information and illustrates how panel data can be passed
to the next exit. The information in the description field is saved in the SHARED variable pool through VPUT.

$CCFU005
Provides a sample exit that retrieves the data saved in the description field by the previous exit through a VGET
from the SHARED profile pool. It then compares it to the description field currently on the panel. If the user
changed the description, it is changed back, an error message is issued, and a return code is issued to redisplay
the panel.

$CCFU007
Provides a sample exit that inserts a -PGMR card into the update stream so that the programmer name field
contains the CCFID of the user requesting the login.

$CCFU008
Provides a sample exit that takes the member name being linked from the user data area (placed there by
$CCFU001). The link-edit SYSLIN data or JCL member is scanned for the symbolic @MODNAME@ and the
name from the user data area is substituted. If some of your members are linked in the same way, you can use
this technique to set up a single skeleton link member to handle several different members.

$CCFU009
Provides a sample exit that substitutes the SYSUID for *UID and the RACF PASSWORD for *PSW. You can code
the skeleton job card with NOTIFY=*UID and USER=*UID,PASSWORD=*PSW for RACF.

$CCFU015
Provides a sample exit to display a panel requesting a user-specified change request number during Option 1
(OPEN) processing. You must specify leading zeros in the change request number.

JCL and EXEC Skeletons

The JCL skeletons and EXECs reside in the LIBSCCF MACLIB created during installation of LIB/CCF. Skeletons are
named $CCxJnnn, where x is a letter indicating the operating system, either C for VM/ESA, V for VSE/ESA, or F for z/OS
and OS/390.

Review each of the JCL skeletons to determine which of them require modification to conform to your site requirements.
Your LIB/CCF site does not reference every skeleton. It is, however, a good practice to check each one so that if you later
update your system tables to reference different skeletons, you do not have to go back to see if you must change anything
else.

The skeletons contain comments to help you with modification. Possible changes are:
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• For VM/ESA, the assembly skeleton $CCCJ010 executes the CCFASM EXEC. The CCFASM EXEC issues a GLOBAL
MACLIB DMSSP CMSLIB for VM/ESA; VM/ESA sites must replace that GLOBAL MACLIB statement with GLOBAL
MACLIB DMSGPI. Additionally, the CCFASM EXEC executes the H Assembler (HASM). If your site does not have the
H Assembler, modify the CCFASM EXEC to execute the F Assembler (ASM).

• For VSE/ESA skeletons, use the format of the LIBDEF that is compatible with your release of VSE/ESA.
• For z/OS and OS/390 skeletons, add a STEPLIB DD statement to the skeletons where appropriate to avoid S806

abends.
• The VSE/ESA skeletons that execute the VSE/ESA batch Librarian program use the default name of LIBRPROG.

If Librarian was renamed at installation time, update the skeletons with the correct program name.
• The z/OS and OS/390 test/production compare ($CCFJ101) executes the z/OS and OS/390 Comparator program

COMP2, which can be renamed at installation time. If it was renamed, it is necessary to update skeleton $CCFJ101
with the appropriate program name.

• For VSE/ESA skeletons, change references to MASTER/SYS004 and JOBSTR/SYS008 to the filenames and logical
units specified in your LIBGEN macro when the VSE/ESA batch Librarian was installed. You must provide extent
information for the JOBSTR file. Remove comments on the DLBL statements to avoid editing errors during dynamic
substitution.

• If you have LIB/AM installed, you can remove the Librarian step and use LIB/AM in the compile/assembly. See
the Librarian LIB/AM (VSE/ESA) or the Librarian LIB/AM (z/OS and OS/390) documentation for details on using LIB/
AM.

$CCxJ000 Skeleton

Skeleton JOB card for batch submissions.

$CCFJ000
Used in the VM/ESA, z/OS and OS/390, and VSE/ESA operating systems. Skeleton job card for batch
submissions. This skeleton is filled in with the information entered in Option 0.2 (JOBCARD). The symbolics in
this skeleton are:

• &$CCFJC1 -- First line of job card.
• &$CCFJC2 -- Second line of job card.
• &$CCFJC3 -- Third line of job card.
• &$CCFJC4 -- Fourth line of job card.

$CCxJ001 Skeleton

Skeleton JCL for Librarian Utility COPY - production to test.

Used in the z/OS and OS/390 and VSE/ESA operating systems. Skeleton JCL for Librarian Utility COPY - production to
test. Copies all archive levels of a module. The following symbolics are used in this skeleton:

• &PRODMCD -- Production master MCD code.
• &TESTMCD -- Test master MCD code.
• &TSTATUS -- Status specified for the test master.
• &MODULENM -- Module name.
• &PMAST -- DSN of production master file.
• &TMAST -- DSN of test master file.
• &AFOLIBR -- Librarian batch program name.
• &PVSER -- Volume serial number of the disk the production master file is on (used by VSE/ESA).
• &TVSER -- Volume serial number of the disk the test master file is on (used by VSE/ESA).
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$CCxJ002 Skeleton

Skeleton JCL for Librarian Utility COPY - test to production.

Used in the z/OS and OS/390 and VSE/ESA operating systems. Skeleton JCL for Librarian Utility COPY - test to
production. Copies all archive levels of a module. The following symbolics are used in this skeleton:

• &PRODMCD -- Production master MCD code.
• &TESTMCD -- Test master MCD code.
• &PSTATUS -- Status specified for the production master.
• &MODULENM -- Module name.
• &VERS -- Current archive version on production.
• &PRODPSWD -- Member password on production master.
• &TESTPSWD -- Member password on test master.
• &PMAST -- DSN of production master file.
• &TMAST -- DSN of test master file.
• &AFOLIBR -- Librarian batch program name.
• &PVOL -- Volume serial number of the disk the production master file is on (used by VSE/ESA).
• &TVOL -- Volume serial number of the disk the test master file is on (used by VSE/ESA).

$CCxJ003 Skeleton

Skeleton JCL for Librarian production application system LKED.

Used in the VM/ESA, z/OS and OS/390, and VSE/ESA operating systems. In VM/ESA, skeleton $CCCJ201 is tailored
before this one to provide required variables. It contains skeleton JCL for production application system link requests. The
following symbolics are used in this skeleton:

• &OPTS -- Link-edit parm options.
• &LPOBJ -- Production object library.
• &LPLOAD -- Production load library.
• &LPVCORE -- Production core image library (used by VSE/ESA).
• &LPOVOBJ -- Production object library (used by VSE/ESA).
• &CLACT -- Link-edit action card (used by VSE/ESA).
• &$CCCT900 -- Table containing VSE/ESA linkage control cards.
• &$CCCT901 -- Table containing VSE/ESA phase names.

$CCxJ004 Skeleton

Skeleton JCL for special Librarian copy - test to production.

Used in the z/OS and OS/390 and VSE/ESA operating systems. It contains skeleton JCL for LIBRCOPY (z/OS and
OS/390) or LIBDCOPY (VSE/ESA) to copy from test to production. Copies only the current archive level of a module. The
following symbolics are used in this skeleton:
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• &PRODMCD -- Production master MCD code.
• &TESTMCD -- Test master MCD code.
• &PSTATUS -- Status specified for the production master.
• &MODULENM -- Module name.
• &VERS -- Current archive version on production master.
• &PRODPSWD -- Member password on production master.
• &TESTPSWD -- Member password on test master.
• &PMAST -- DSN of production master file.
• &TMAST -- DSN of test master file.
• &AFOLIBR -- Librarian batch program name.
• &PVOL -- Volume serial number of the disk the production master file is on (used by VSE/ESA).
• &TVOL -- Volume serial number of the disk the test master file is on (used by VSE/ESA).

$CCxJ005 Skeleton

Skeleton JCL for COPY of object - test to production.

Used in the VM/ESA, z/OS and OS/390, and VSE/ESA operating systems. In VM/ESA, skeleton $CCCJ200 is tailored
before this one to provide required variables. It contains skeleton JCL for copy of object - test to production. The following
symbolics are used in this skeleton:

• &TOBJECT -- Test object library.
• &POBJECT -- Production object library.
• &MODULENM -- Module name.
• &VPOBJECT -- VSE/ESA production object library.
• &VTOBJECT -- VSE/ESA test object library.

$CCxJ006 Skeleton

Skeleton JCL for special Librarian copy - production to test.

Used in the z/OS and OS/390 and VSE/ESA operating systems. It contains skeleton JCL for LIBRCOPY (z/OS and
OS/390) or LIBDCOPY (VSE/ESA) - production to test. Copies only the current archive level of a module. The following
symbolics are used in this skeleto EXEC skeletonn:

• &PRODMCD -- Production master MCD code.
• &TESTMCD -- Test master MCD code.
• &PSTATUS -- Status specified for the production master.
• &MODULENM -- Module name.
• &PMAST -- DSN of production master file.
• &TMAST -- DSN of test master file.
• &AFOLIBR -- Librarian batch program name.
• &PVSER -- Volume serial number of the disk the production master file is on (used by VSE/ESA).
• &TVSER -- Volume serial number of the disk the test master file is on (used by VSE/ESA).

$CCxJ007 Skeleton

Skeleton JCL for production to backup load COPY.

Used in the CMS, MVS, and VSE operating systems. In CMS, skeleton $CCCJ200 is tailored before this one to provide
required variables. It contains skeleton JCL to backup production executable module. The following symbolics are used in
this skeleton:
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• &BKLOAD -- Production backup load library.
• &LPLOAD -- Production load library.
• &LPLVCORE -- Production core image library.
• &LBLVCORE -- Backup core image library.

$CCxJ009 Skeleton

Skeleton used to write SYSIN data to JCL stream.

Used in the VM/ESA, z/OS and OS/390, and VSE/ESA operating systems. It is the skeleton used for writing SYSIN data
to JCL. The following symbolic is used in this skeleton:

• &JCLREC -- SYSIN record.

$CCxJ010 Skeleton

Skeleton JCL for production source assembly.

Used in the VM/ESA, z/OS and OS/390, and VSE/ESA operating systems. In VM/ESA, skeleton $CCCJ200 is tailored
before this one to provide required variables. It contains skeleton JCL for production source assembly. The following
symbolics are used in this skeleton:

• &MODULENM -- Module name.
• &PRODPSWD -- Password on production master file.
• &PRODMCD -- Production master file MCD code.
• &POBJECT -- Production object library.
• &PMAST -- Production master file name.
• &AFOLIBR -- Librarian batch program name.
• &PVOL -- Volume serial number of the disk the production master file is on (used by VSE/ESA).

$CCxJ011 Skeleton

Skeleton JCL for production source COBOL compile.

Used in the VM/ESA, z/OS and OS/390, and VSE/ESA operating systems. In VM/ESA, skeleton $CCCJ200 is tailored
before this one to provide required variables. It contains skeleton JCL for production source COBOL compile. The
following symbolics are used in this skeleton:

• &MODULENM -- Module name.
• &PRODPSWD -- Password on production master file.
• &PRODMCD -- Production master file MCD code.
• &POBJECT -- Production object library.
• &PMAST -- Production master file name.
• &AFOLIBR -- Librarian batch program name.
• &PVOL -- Volume serial number of the disk the production master file is on (used by VSE/ESA).

$CCxJ012 Skeleton

Skeleton JCL for production source PL1 compile.

Used in the VM/ESA, z/OS and OS/390, and VSE/ESA operating systems. In VM/ESA, skeleton $CCCJ200 is tailored
before this one to provide required variables. It contains skeleton JCL for production source PL1 compile.

The following symbolics are used in this skeleton:
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• &MODULENM -- Module name.
• &PRODPSWD -- Password on production master file.
• &PRODMCD -- Production master file MCD code.
• &POBJECT -- Production object library.
• &PMAST -- Production master file name.
• &AFOLIBR -- Librarian batch program name.
• &PVOL -- Volume serial number of the disk the production master file is on (used by VSE/ESA).

$CCxJT10 Skeleton

Skeleton JCL for test source assembly.

$CCxJT11 Skeleton

Skeleton JCL for test source COBOL compile.

$CCxJT12 Skeleton

Skeleton JCL for test source PL1 compile.

$CCFJ030 Skeleton

Skeleton JCL for DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 precompile and assembly.

Used in the z/OS and OS/390 operating system. It contains skeleton JCL for DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 precompile and
assembly. The following symbolics are used in this skeleton:

• &AFOLIBR -- Librarian batch program name.
• &MODULENM -- Member name.
• &$CCFDB2 -- DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 subsystem name.
• &ITT -- Target library type.
• &ITMCD -- Target master file MCD.
• &IHMCD -- History master file MCD.
• &ITMAST -- Target master file.
• &IHMAST -- History master file.
• &IMTO -- z/OS and OS/390 target object library.
• &IMTD -- z/OS and OS/390 target DBRM library.
• &WO -- Change request number.
• &CCFID -- CCFID.

$CCFJ031 Skeleton

Skeleton JCL for DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 precompile and COBOL compile.

Used in the z/OS and OS/390 operating system. It contains skeleton JCL for DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 precompile and
COBOL compile. The following symbolics are used in this skeleton:
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• &AFOLIBR -- Librarian batch program name.
• &MODULENM -- Member name.
• &$CCFDB2 -- DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 subsystem name.
• &ITT -- Target library type.
• &ITMCD -- Target master file MCD.
• &IHMCD -- History master file MCD.
• &ITMAST -- Target master file.
• &IHMAST -- History master file.
• &IMTO -- z/OS and OS/390 target object library.
• &IMTD -- z/OS and OS/390 target DBRM library.
• &WO -- Change request number.
• &CCFID -- CCFID.

$CCFJ032 Skeleton

Skeleton JCL for DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 precompile and PL1 compile.

Used in the z/OS and OS/390 operating system. It contains skeleton JCL for DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 precompile and
PL1 compile. The following symbolics are used in this skeleton:

• &AFOLIBR -- Batch Librarian name.
• &MODULENM -- Member name.
• &$CCFDB2 -- DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 subsystem name.
• &ITT -- Target library type.
• &ITMCD -- Target master file MCD.
• &IHMCD -- History master file MCD.
• &ITMAST -- Target master file.
• &IHMAST -- History master file.
• &IMTO -- z/OS and OS/390 target object library.
• &IMTD -- z/OS and OS/390 target DBRM library.
• &WO -- Change request number.
• &CCFID -- CCFID.

$CCxJ100 Skeleton

Skeleton JCL step for automatic job checkoff.

Used in the VM/ESA, VSE/ESA, and z/OS and OS/390 operating systems. It contains skeleton JCL for automatic job
checkoff. This skeleton has no symbolics.

$CCxJ101 Skeleton

Skeleton JCL/EXEC for test to production compare.

Used in the VM/ESA, z/OS and OS/390, and VSE/ESA operating systems. It contains skeleton JCL/EXEC for test/
production compare. The z/OS and OS/390 skeleton executes Comparator, which is site-named at installation time.
Update this skeleton with the appropriate program name. The following symbolics are used in this skeleton:
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• &MODULENM -- Module name.
• &PRODPSWD -- Password on production master file.
• &PRODMCD -- Production master file MCD code.
• &POBJECT -- Production object library.
• &PMAST -- Production master file name.
• &AFOLIBR -- Librarian batch program name.
• &PVOL -- Volume serial number of the disk the production master file is on (used by VSE/ESA).
• &TMAST -- Test master file.
• &TESTMCD -- Test master file MCD.
• &TVOL -- Volume serial number of the disk the test master file is on (used by VSE/ESA).
• &LOLEVEL -- Original level of module.

$CCFJ103 Skeleton

Skeleton JCL for DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 bind.

Used in the z/OS and OS/390 operating system. It contains skeleton JCL for production DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 bind.
The following symbolics are used in this skeleton:

• &IMTD -- Target DBRM library.
• &$CCFDB2 -- DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 subsystem name.

$CCCJ200 Skeleton

Establish VM/ESA global variables for use in later job steps.

Used in the VM/ESA operating system. It establishes VM/ESA global variables for use in later job steps. The following
symbolics are used in this skeleton:

• &PMAST -- Production master file name.
• &PLKADR -- CP link address for production master file disk.
• &PLKID -- Owner of the production master file disk.
• &PPASS -- Multiwrite password for the production master file disk.
• &PRODMCD -- MCD code for the production master file.
• &SMAST -- CCF system master file name.
• &SLKADR -- CP link address for CCF system master file disk.
• &SLKID -- Owner of the CCF system master file disk.
• &SPASS -- Multiwrite password for the CCF system master file disk.
• &SYSMCD -- MCD code for the CCF system master file.
• &POWNER -- Owner of the production object disk.
• &POADDR -- CP link address of the production object disk.
• &POMODE -- CP link mode of the production object disk.
• &POPASS -- Password to link &POMODE to the production object disk.
• &POTXT -- Name of a production TXTLIB.
• &TOWNER -- Owner of the test object disk.
• &TOADDR -- CP link address of the test object disk.
• &TOMODE -- CP link mode of the test object disk.
• &TOPASS -- Password to link &POMODE to the test object disk.
• &TOTXT -- Name of a test TXTLIB.
• &MODULNM -- Name of the module to compile.
• &PRODPSWD -- Password of the module to compile.
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$CCCJ201 Skeleton

Establish VM/ESA global variables for use in later job steps.

Used in the VM/ESA operating system. It establishes VM/ESA global variables for use in later job steps. The following
symbolics are used in this skeleton:

• &SMAST -- CCF system master file name.
• &SLKADR -- CP link address for CCF system master file disk.
• &SLKID -- Owner of the CCF system master file disk.
• &SPASS -- Multiwrite password for the CCF system master file disk.
• &SYSMCD -- MCD code for the CCF system master file.
• &LPLOWNER -- Owner of the production load disk.
• &LPLPASS -- Password to link &LPLMODE to the production load disk.
• &LPLADDR -- CP link address of the production load disk.
• &LPLMODE -- CP link mode of the production load disk.
• &LPLLOAD -- Load library name for production load library.
• &LPOOWNER -- Owner of the production object disk.
• &LPOPASS -- Password to link &LPLMODE to the production object disk.
• &LPOADDR -- CP link address of the production object disk.
• &LPOMODE -- CP link mode of the production object disk.
• &LPOTXT -- TXTLIB name for a production object library.
• &LBLOWNER -- Owner of the backup production load disk.
• &LBLPASS -- Password to link &LPLMODE to the backup production load disk.
• &LBLADDR -- CP link address of the backup production load disk.
• &LBLMODE -- CP link mode of the backup production load disk.
• &LBLLOAD -- Load library name for backup production load library.
• &CLLET -- LET option for LKED.
• &CLNCAL -- NCAL option for LKED.
• &CLRENT -- RENT option for LKED.
• &CLREUS -- REUS option for LKED.
• &CLREFR -- REFR option for LKED.
• &CLCLEAR -- CLEAR/NOCLEAR option for LOAD.
• &CLAUTO -- AUTO/NOAUTO option for LOAD.
• &CLLIBE -- LIBE/NOLIBE option for LOAD.
• &CLRLDS -- RLDSAVE option for LOAD.
• &CLORIG -- Origin value for LOAD.
• &CLMAP -- MAP/NOMAP option for GENMOD.
• &CLSTR -- STR/NOSTR option for GENMOD.
• &CLSYS -- OS/DOS/ALL option for GENMOD.
• &CLSYSX -- SYSTEM option for GENMOD.

$CCFJ200 Skeleton

Skeleton JCL for CA MetaCOBOL+.

Used in the z/OS and OS/390 operating system. It contains skeleton JCL for Advantage CA-MetaCOBOL+. The following
symbolics are used in this skeleton:
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• &MODULENM -- Module name.
• &PRODPSWD -- Password for production module.
• &PRODMCD -- Production master file MCD code.
• &POBJECT -- Production object library.
• &PMAST -- Production master file name.
• &AFOLIBR -- Librarian batch program name.

$CCFJ201 Skeleton

Skeleton JCL for APCDOC.

Used in the z/OS and OS/390 operating system. It contains skeleton JCL for APCDOC for JCL procs. The following
symbolics are used in this skeleton:

• &MODULENM -- Module name.
• &PRODPSWD -- Password for production module.
• &PRODMCD -- Production master file MCD code.
• &POBJECT -- Production object library.
• &PMAST -- Production master file name.
• &AFOLIBR -- Librarian batch program name.

Link-Edit Considerations

Two Option 12.0 (PROFILE) keywords affect the way link-edits are performed in LIB/CCF. They are LKED and
LNKNTEGRTY. See System Profile Table in the section, “Administrator Functions in LIB/CCF,” for details on each
keyword.

From Option 6 (LINK), the programmer is prompted for the CCF Change Request ID, the target operating system, and
the function to perform (a link or DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 bind). For details on the DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 bind
process, see the section titled Initiating a Production Bind Request in Using LIB/CCF. The panel defaults to L for link. The
programmer sees a list of production master files and their associated production executable libraries. He must then enter
the number of the pair that defines the master file containing the associated linkage editor input and the executable library
where the modules should be linked.

The programmer must also enter either a LKED SYSIN MEMBER, a LKED JCL MEMBER, an OVERRIDE SKELETON, or
a MODULE NAME. Information about each field follows:

LKED SYSIN MEMBER
This field is:

• Mutually exclusive with LKED JCL MEMBER and MODULE NAME.
• Must reside on the production master file selected in Option 6.
• Specifying this field displays the Linkage Editor Options Selection panel. To choose an option, place an X next

to it on the display.

For z/OS and OS/390 jobs:
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• Must contain the required link-edit INCLUDE statements that reference a ddname of OBJECT and a link-
edit NAME statement specifying the REPLACE(R) option. Other link-edit control statements are optional as
required.

• This member is used as SYSLIN to the default link-edit skeleton ($CCFJ003) or, if specified, the override link-
edit skeleton.

• Selected link-edit options are inserted into the PARM= field of the EXEC statement in the JCL stream that is
submitted.

• Automatic load module backup (if specified in LCDF) is based on the names on the link-edit NAME
statements.

For VSE/ESA jobs:

• Must contain the required link-edit PHASE and INCLUDE statements. Other link-edit control statements are
optional.

• This member is used as input to the default link-edit skeleton ($CCVJ003) or, if specified, the override link-edit
skeleton.

• Selected link-edit options are included on the generated link-edit ACTION control statement.
• Automatic phase backup (if specified) is based on the names on the PHASE statements.

For VM/ESA jobs:

• Not applicable for the default link-edit skeleton ($CCCJ003) that performs a LOAD and GENMOD for the
MODULE NAME supplied.

LKED JCL MEMBER
This field is:

• Mutually exclusive with LKED SYSIN member and override skeleton.
• Must reside on production master file selected.
• Must be a complete link-edit JCL stream.
• LIB/CCF submits as is for execution.
• Job name is derived from the job card included in this member.
• Automatic load module backup is not performed unless a step is inserted into the JCL stream to accomplish it.

OVERRIDE SKELETON
This field is:

• Mutually exclusive with LKED JCL MEMBER.
• Must reside in the ISPF skeleton library allocated to ISPSLIB.
• Requires that a LKED SYSIN MEMBER or MODULE NAME also be supplied.
• Specifies a skeleton used in place of the default link-edit skeleton.
• Automatic executable module backup (if specified in LCDF) is based on the NAME statement (for z/OS and

OS/390), the PHASE statement (for VSE/ESA), or the MODULE NAME or names specified in the LKED
SYSIN MEMBER (for VM/ESA).

Module Name
This field is:

• Mutually exclusive with SYSIN MEMBER and LKED JCL MEMBER.
• The module name supplied replaces the &CCFMOD variable that appears in the default VM/ESA link-edit

skeleton ($CCCJ003). You can also code this variable in an z/OS and OS/390 or VSE/ESA skeleton. However,
as distributed, the z/OS and OS/390 and VSE/ESA skeletons do not use it.

• Specifying this field displays the Linkage Editor Options Selection panel. To choose an option, place an X next
to it on the display. Selected options are placed in the PARM= field for z/OS and OS/390, the ACTION
statement for VSE/ESA, and inserted into the LOAD or GENMOD command for VM/ESA.

• Automatic executable module backup (if specified in LCDF) is based on the module name supplied here.
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Customizing Panels and Reports

LIB/CCF is distributed with an Earl interface. Advantage Earl is a report generation system that uses a high-level
programming language to produce customized reports. The LIB/CCF-Advantage Earl interface provides access to
information LIB/CCF collected and stored on the System Master file. See the “LIB/CCF-Advantage Earl Interface” section
for details.

In addition to the LIB/CCF-Advantage Earl interface, Broadcom provides a macro to allow modification to LIB/CCF panel
and report titles. After assembling and link editing the macro with the overrides, both the panel titles and the report
headings are affected. It is not necessary to modify the actual LIB/CCF panels. Reports printed online from LIB/CCF
reflect titles changed by the macro. The following table describes the panel titles that the macro can modify (other titles on
the panels are not modifiable).

Option Panel Title Field MacroLabel MaxLength
1-OPEN
2-ASSIGN
3-DISPLAY

$CCFPN01
$CCFPN02
$CCFPN03

REQUESTOR
PHONE
MANAGER
DEPARTMENT
COORDINATOR
PHONE

TITLE1
TITLE2
TITLE3
TITLE4
TITLE5
TITLE6

11
11
11
11
11
11

2-ASSIGN
3-DISPLAY

$CCFPN02
$CCFPN03

MGR COMMENT TITLE7 11

7-CLOSE $CCFPN07 ANALYSIS TITLE8 8
7-CLOSE $CCFPN19 ROUTINES

AFFECTED
TITLE9
TITLE10

11
11

7-CLOSE $CCFPN20 SYSTEMS TESTS
MODIFIED ON
SYSTEMS TESTS
VERIFIED ON
SYSTEMS TESTS
ADDED OR MOD
NEW USER INPUT
NEW USER OUTPUT
DOCUMENTATION
CHANGES

TITLE11
TITLE12
TITLE13
TITLE14
TITLE15
TITLE16

25
25
26
14
15
21

4-LOGOUT
5-LOGIN

$CCFPN14
$CCFPN15

SYSTEM
DESCRIPTION
ABSTRACT

TITLE17
TITLE18
TITLE19

11
11
11

5-LOGIN $CCFPN15 DESCRIPTION
OF CHANGES

TITLE20
TITLE21

11
11

 

The CCFTGEN EXEC assembles and link edits the $CCFCOMT macro and stores the resulting load module in the
LIBLCCF LOADLIB. The CCFTGEN EXEC obtains the assembler input source from $CCFCOMT ASSEMBLE. Both
CCFTGEN EXEC and $CCFCOMT ASSEMBLE are unloaded to the installer’s A-disk at LIB/CMS installation time. To
change a title, you must first edit the $CCFCOMT ASSEMBLE file with the title. Then execute CCFTGEN EXEC that
performs the assembly and link.

Note: Remember the following guidelines when editing $CCFCOMT ASSEMBLE:
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• The title appears on the panels and in the reports exactly as entered in the override. It can be right or left justified,
contain embedded blanks, and be lower or upper case.

• You must delimit titles with apostrophes.

Specify the macro name $CCFCOMT on or before column 16. To continue parameters, you must code any non-blank in
column 72 and continue the next parameter starting in column 16 of the next line.

Additionally, you can modify the following panels as indicated below:

$CCFPN00
Primary LIB/CCF panel. This is the panel where you select the LIB/CCF functions. You can modify this panel to
remove options that your site does not use.
HELP panel: $CCFH005

$CCFPN08
This is the Option 8 panel to select a report. You can modify this panel to remove reports or add additional reports.
HELP panel: $CCFH080

$CCFPN18
This is the Option 6 panel for the LKED options specification. You can modify this panel to specify different default
options.
HELP panel: None

Execution

Select Option C on the Librarian selection menu (Option L from the main ISPF menu) to execute LIB/CCF.

PF Keys and the Jump Command

You can display and modify PF key definitions for LIB/CCF by using the ISPF KEYS command from any LIB/CCF panel or
Option 0.1. The PF key settings affect the current and subsequent LIB/CCF sessions for the user. However, changing the
PF key settings while in LIB/CCF does not affect the PF key settings for ISPF. LIB/CCF maintains its own PF key settings
in the user’s ISPF profile. Conversely, changing PF key settings while in ISPF does not affect LIB/CCF PF key settings.

The default settings are:

• PF1 and PF13 (- HELP)
• PF2 and PF14 (- SPLIT)
• PF3 and PF15 (- END)
• PF4 and PF16 (- RETURN)
• PF5 and PF17 (- RFIND)
• PF6 and PF18 (- RCHANGE)
• PF7 and PF19 (- UP)
• PF8 and PF20 ( - DOWN)
• PF9 and PF21 (- SWAP)
• PF1and and (PF22 - LEFT)
• PF11 and PF23 (- RIGHT)
• PF12 and PF24 (- CURSOR)

LIB/CCF supports a jump command that enables a direct jump to a specified option. The syntax is:

=option[.option]

Examples: =3 or =8.5
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Job Card Specification

The JCL job statement skeleton is used when LIB/CCF jobs are submitted for batch execution. Appropriately modify the
job statement to reflect the correct accounting information, programmer name, job and message class, and so on.

LIB/CCF-ISPF(VM/ESA) supports one set of job information for each of the three supported operating systems. Option 0.2
(VM/ESA), 0.3 (z/OS and OS/390), and 0.4 (VSE/ESA) contain the same information with the exception of 0.3 (z/OS and
OS/390), which contains the DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 subsystem name. The fields are as follows:

JOB STATEMENT
These statements are passed to the batch machine as a job card. There can be up to five cards. They must begin
on the first line.

SPOOL MACHINE ID
Specify the name of the machine that the job is spooled to. This field is required.

SPOOL TAG
Specify information to TAG the punched job. This field is optional. However, your site can require tag information.

PROMPT AT SUBMIT
Specify YES or NO.
YES

Displays the Job Card Specification panel before each submit, providing an opportunity to modify
information for that job.
If a user submits their own job, he can modify any information.
If a user is requesting that the control group submit the job (that is, a batch login), the user can modify
only the operating system (unless the user specified a DEFAULT SYSTEM).
If a control group member is submitting the job as per a user’s request, you can modify any information
except the operating system.

NO
Suppresses the display of the Job Card Specification panel. The job uses the default job information.

DEFAULT SYSTEM
Leave this field blank to display the Machine Type Specification panel before each submit. Alternatively, specify
VM/ESA, z/OS and OS/390, or VSE/ESA to suppress the display of the Machine Type Specification panel and to
establish your default target system.

DB2 SUBSYSTEM
Option 0.3 (z/OS and OS/390) only. Specify the DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 subsystem to use for DB2 for z/OS and
OS/390 binds. The default is DSN. This field is required only if LIB/CCF supports DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 at
your site.
For z/OS and OS/390 sites using RACF, hard code the RACF user and password on the jobcard skeleton using
Option 0.3.

System Error Processing

LIB/CCF-ISPF(VM/ESA) errors fall generally into three categories:

• The first is an ISPF dialog error. When this happens, contact your LIB/CCF administrator immediately. PF1 displays
more information.

• The second occurs when LIB/CCF executes one of the LIBCMS commands like LIBIMP or LIBEXP. First you get a
brief message from the command itself, for example, Unsuccessful LIBEXP. Then, when you get back to the LIB/CCF
panel, you see a message like Update error. Press PF1 to display a longer message that identifies the VM/ESA file
that contains the detailed error messages.

The third error is a file allocation error. In addition to the various LIB/CCF master files, LIB/CCF uses a number of
temporary data sets for work files, which it allocates and deletes as required. Occasionally, an error in LIB/CCF causes
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subsequent LIB/CCF executions to fail because a work file fails to get deleted. You can get more information about the
data set that is failing allocation by pressing PF1. Exiting LIB/CCF then reentering LIB/CCF usually clears the problem. In
some cases, you might have to explicitly issue a delete of the file in question.

Customizing Your System LIB/CCF Vollie
You can tailor LIB/CCF-AllFusion Vollie to your site’s needs in a number of ways over and above the options available to
the system administrator through the LIB/CCF Table Processors. A number of exit points and sample exits are available.
You must modify JCL skeletons to fit your site’s requirements. You can also change panels and reports.

User Exits

LIB/CCF executes the user exits if they are present in the VOICE library where CCF was installed. The System Services
File provides sample exit programs. In addition to the variables that LIB/CCF passes to the exits, global variables @G55
through @G59 inclusive, are available for exit processing. Following are the specifications for the exit procs:

$CCVU000
Invoked by service program $CCVS001. It can return up to 42 bytes of user data in the @1 variable that are
placed on the module tracking record and any module movement records or job submission records that the
logout request can create.

$CCVU001
Invoked by function program $CCVP006. It can return up to 56 bytes of user data in the @1 variable that is placed
on the system link record and any job submission records that the LINK request can create.

$CCVU002
Invoked by function program $CCVP005. It can return up to 42 bytes of user data in the @1 variable that is placed
on the module movement record and job submission records that the login request can create. If this exit is not
used and exit $CCVU000 supplied data during the logout request, then the existing user data is carried forward to
the module movement record and job submission record. The exit has access to the following information:

• @2 -- Member name
• @3 -- The master file in which the member currently resides.

$CCVU003
Invoked by function program $CCVP004 after the data is entered and verified on the logout panel. This exit has
access to the following information:

• @1 -- Member name.
• @2 -- Production master information:

– 44 character data set name
– 7 character FCT name
– 1 character file organization indicator (B for BDAM, V for VSAM)
– 6 character volume serial number
– 7 character VSAM catalog name (blank if BDAM)
– 4 character MCD base code
– 5 character security status
– 1 character member copy indicator (S for LIBRCOPY, U for Utility Copy)
– 5 character LOCK status.

• @3 -- Test master information (same as @2 information, listed above).
• @4 -- Message area.

The exit can place an error message in the message variable @4 and redisplay the Logout panel with the
message by exiting with a non-zero return code. For example:
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@4 = 'MODULE NAME DOES NOT CONFORM TO STANDARDS'

@EXIT 4

$CCVU004
Invoked by service programs $CCVS007 and $CCVS008 before the history create and history update panels
display, creating an opportunity to provide data for this panel. The exit can standardize information used for
history create and update. The MODIFY function named below pertains to the modification of existing history
information through the Option 5 HISTORY command. A return code of 4 from the exit suppresses the display of
the history create and update panel.
This exit can modify the data fields as follows:

• CREATE or MODIFY Function:
– @1 -- System
– @2 -- Description
– @3 -- Language
– @4 -- Line 1 of abstract
– @10 -- ’C’ (for CREATE) or ‘M’ (for MODIFY)

• UPDATE Function:
– @1 -- Member name
– @2 -- Production master file ID
– @3 -- CR ID
– @4 -- Line 1 of description
– @10 -- ’U’ (for UPDATE)

$CCVU005
Invoked by service programs $CCVS007 and $CCVS008 after the history create and history update panels
are filled in and verified. The MODIFY function named below pertains to the modification of existing history
information through the Option 5 HISTORY command. A return code of 4 from the exit suppresses the display of
the history create and update panel. This exit has access to the data fields as follows:

• CREATE Function:
– @1 -- System
– @2 -- Description
– @3 -- Language
– @4 -- Line 1 of abstract
– @5 -- Message area
– @10 -- ’C’ (for CREATE)

• MODIFY or UPDATE Function:
– @1 -- Member name
– @2 -- Production master file-id
– @3 -- CR ID
– @4 -- Line 1 of description
– @5 -- Message area
– @10 -- ’M’ (for MODIFY), ‘U’ (for UPDATE)

The exit can place an error message in the message variable @5 and redisplay the history create or history
update panel with the message by exiting with a return code corresponding to the variable in error. For example,
for the CREATE function:
@5 = 'DESCRIPTION DOES NOT CONFORM TO STANDARDS'

@EXIT 2

places the cursor in the @2 (that is, description) field.
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$CCVU006
Invoked by function program $CCVP005 after the login function (Option 5) completes successfully. The exit can
provide the opportunity for special reports and messages. The following variables are provided to the exit:

• @1 -- Module name
• @2 -- Production Master File-id
• @3 -- Change Request ID
• @4 -- Test Master File-id
• @5 -- Command as entered on the panel

The exit can place an error message in the message variable @6 and redisplay the login panel with the message
by exiting with a return code of 4.

$CCVU007
Invoked by service program $CCVS005 before the update to lock the test member. Member CCFLMI contains the
update stream to lock the member (-MCD and -SEL card). The exit can change or add to this stream. This is also
the point where the member can automatically be EXPORTed from the Vollie library to the test library if you are
using the Vollie library for development. The following variables are provided to the exit:

• @1 -- Test Master File information:
– 44 character data set name
– 7 character FCT name
– 1 character file organization indicator (B for BDAM, V for VSAM)
– 6 character volume serial number
– 7 character VSAM catalog name (blank if BDAM)
– 4 character MCD base code
– 5 character security status
– 1 character member copy indicator (S for LIBRCOPY, U for Utility Copy)
– 5 character LOCK status

• @2 -- Member name
• @3 -- Member password
• @4 -- Master file MCD

$CCVU008
Invoked by service program $CCVS006 before processing the link-edit INPUT member or link-edit JCL member.
The exit can verify or modify data in the member.

• @1 -- User data area from SLR

$CCVU010
Invoked by function program $CCVP009 when the PROCESS command is entered and the movement of the
member is to production. The exit can restrict the PROCESS command to a subset of the control group when
movement is to production.
If the PROCESS command is rejected, the exit must return an error message in the @7 variable and exit with a
return code of 4. If the exit returns with a return code of 0, CCF processes the command after returning from the
exit. The following variables are provided to the exit:

• @1 -- Member name
• @2 -- Production Master File name
• @3 -- Test Master File information
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– 44 character data set name
– 7 character FCT name
– 1 character file organization indicator (B for BDAM, V for VSAM)
– 6 character volume serial number
– 7 character VSAM catalog name (blank if BDAM)
– 4 character MCD base code
– 5 character security status
– 1 character member copy indicator (S for LIBRCOPY, U for utility Copy)
– 5 character LOCK status

• @4 -- Change Request ID
• @5 -- CCF ID
• @6 -- VERS/user data
• @7 -- Message variable

$CCVU011
Invoked by function program $CCVP004 after processing the logout request. The exit can allow the member to be
IMPORTed into the AllFusion Vollie library from the test library automatically. The variables:

• @1 -- Member name
• @2 -- Test master file information:

– 44 character data set name
– 5 character security status
– 1 character member COPY indicator (S for LIBRCOPY, U for utility Copy)
– 5 character LOCK status

• @3 -- Change Request ID
• @4 -- Master file MCD

$CCVU015
Invoked by function $CCVP001 when a change request is opened using option 1 (OPEN). This exit can assign
site-specified change request identifiers. The variables are:

• @1 -- The text of an error message. If this parameter is not null, the request identifier returned by a previous
call to this exit was invalid. The exit can display the error message and give the user another opportunity to
enter a valid request identifier.

• @2 -- Request ID (IN/OUT)
• @3

– Position 1 (20 characters): Requestor.
– Position 21 (20 characters): Requestor’s phone number .
– Position 41 (20 characters): Requestor’s manager.

• @4
– Position 1 (20 characters): Application.
– Position 21 (20 characters): Department.
– Position 41 (20 characters): Co-ordinator.
– Position 21 (20 characters): Co-ordinator’s phone number .

• @5
– Position 1: Non-blank if Problem.
– Position 2: Non-blank if Modification.
– Position 3: (61 characters) Description line 1.

• @6
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– Position 1 (61 characters): Description line 2.
– Position 62 (61 characters): Description line 3.
– Position 123 (61 characters): Description line 4.

• @7
– Position 1 (61 characters): Description line 5.
– Position 62 (61 characters): Description line 6.
– Position 123 (61 characters): Description line 7.

• @8
– Position 1 (61 characters): Description line 8.
– Position 62 (61 characters): Description line 9.
– Position 123 (61 characters): Description line 10.

Sample User Exits

The System Services File provides the following sample exits:

$CCVU000
These exits are similar in that they can provide user data that is placed in the

$CCVU001
LIB/CCF system records. They provide sample exits that display a panel asking for

$CCVU002
the date and time the request should be completed and put this data in the user area. $CCVU001 also asks for
the member name to link. Sample exit @CCVU008 uses this information

$CCVU003
Provides a sample exit that prevents certain master files from being selected for logout, based on the Vollie SAFE
specifications. You can modify this exit to check the CCFID and permit only certain programmers to use certain
master files or certain member names.

$CCVU004
Provides a sample exit that fills in the history CREATE panel with default information. To illustrate how panel data
can be passed to the next exit, the information put into the description field is saved in the global variable @G40.

$CCVU005
Provides a sample exit that retrieves the data put into the description field by $CCVU004 (stored in the global
variable @G40), then compares it to the description field currently on the panel. If the user changed the
description, it is changed back. An error message is issued, and a return code is issued to redisplay the panel.

$CCVU007
Provides a sample exit that inserts a -PGMR card into the update stream, automatically putting the LIB/CCF ID on
the member as the programmer name when the member is locked.

$CCVU008
Provides a sample exit that uses the name of the member being linked if it was supplied and placed in the user
data area by $CCVU001 to replace all occurrences of the symbolic @MODNAME@ in the link-edit INPUT
member or JCL member. If several members are linked in the same way, this could set up a skeleton link member
that can be used for more than one member by substituting the appropriate member name.

$CCVU010
Provides a sample exit that restricts the PROCESS command to the CCF administrator for the final move to
production for use with Q/A libraries. You must modify the sample exit used by your site. Instructions are included
as comments. It lets members of the control group process movement requests through the Q/A chain, but
permits only the CCF administrator to process the movement request to production.
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$CCVU011
Provides a sample exit that imports and saves the test member into the Vollie library.

$CCFU015
Provides a sample exit to display a panel requesting a user-specified change request number during Option 1
(OPEN) processing. You must specify leading zeros in the change request number.

JCL Skeletons

The JCL skeletons distributed with LIB/CCF-Vollie reside in the Vollie library where LIB/CCF is installed.

Review each of the JCL skeletons to determine which of them require modification to conform to your site requirements.
Your LIB/CCF site does not reference every skeleton. It is, however, good practice to check each one so that if you later
update your system tables to reference different skeletons, you do not have to go back to see if anything else must be
changed.

The skeletons contain comments to help you with modification.

Possible changes:

• Change references to MASTER/SYS004 and JOBSTR/SYS008 to the filenames and logical units specified in your
LIBGEN macro when batch Librarian was installed. You must provide extent information for JOBSTR files. Remove
comments on the JCL statements to avoid editing errors during dynamic substitution.

• Use the format of the LIBDEF that is compatible with your release of VSE/ESA.
• If you have LIB/AM installed, you can remove the Librarian step and use LIB/AM in the compile/assembly. See Using

LIB/AM.
• If you have only VSAM master files, you can remove the EXTENT and ASSGN statements for your masters, leaving

only the DLBL. However, if you have mixed file types, leave the EXTENT and ASSGN information in the skeletons.

NOTE
The Master File Definition Table (Option 12.4) contains the field COPY. When you specify U, Librarian Utility
COPY moves all archive levels of the member. If you specify S, LIBDCOPY moves only the current archive level
of the member.

$CCVJ000 Skeleton

Skeleton JOB card for batch submissions.

Skeleton JOB card and LST card for batch submissions. The symbolics for this skeleton are:

• JNAME -- JOB name.
• PNAME -- Programmer (operator) name.

$CCVJ001 Skeleton

Skeleton JCL for Librarian Utility COPY - production to test. The symbolics for this skeleton are:

• TAG1 -- Member name.
• TAG2 -- Production master file.
• TAG3 -- Test master file.
• TAG4 -- Test master MCD.
• TAG5 -- Production master MCD.
• TAG6 -- Test master file MCD security status.
• TAG7 -- Production master volser.
• TAG8 -- Test master volser.
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$CCVJ002 Skeleton

Skeleton JCL for Librarian Utility COPY - test to production. The symbolics for this skeleton:

• TAG0 -- Librarian program name.
• TAG1 -- Member name.
• TAG2 -- Production master file.
• TAG3 -- Test master file.
• TAG4 -- Production master MCD.
• TAG5 -- Test master MCD.
• TAG6 -- Production master file MCD security status.
• TAG7 -- Production master file volser.
• TAG8 -- Test master file volser.

$CCVJ003 Skeleton

Skeleton JCL for Librarian Production application system link-edit. The symbolics for this skeleton are:

• TAG5 -- Production core image library.
• TAG7 -- Production relocatable library.
• TAG8 -- Production backup core image library.
• TAG10 -- Link-edit options.

$CCVJ004 Skeleton

Skeleton JCL for LIBDCOPY - test to production. The symbolics for this skeleton are:

• TAG0 -- Librarian program name.
• TAG1 -- Member name.
• TAG2 -- Production master file.
• TAG3 -- Test master file.
• TAG4 -- Production master MCD.
• TAG5 -- Test master MCD.
• TAG6 -- Production master file MCD security status.
• TAG7 -- Production master file volser.
• TAG8 -- Test master file volser.
• TAG12 -- Test module password.

$CCVJ005 Skeleton

Skeleton JCL for copy of relocatable module - test to production. The symbolics for this skeleton are:

• TAG1 -- Member name.
• TAG15 -- Production relocatable library.
• TAG16 -- Test relocatable library.

$CCVJ006 Skeleton

Skeleton JCL for LIBDCOPY - production to test. The symbolics for this skeleton are:
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• TAG0 -- Librarian program name.
• TAG1 -- Member name.
• TAG2 -- Production master file.
• TAG3 -- Test master file.
• TAG4 -- Production master MCD.
• TAG5 -- Test master MCD.
• TAG6 -- Production master file MCD security status.
• TAG7 -- Production master file volser.
• TAG8 -- Test master file volser.
• TAG12 -- Production module password.

$CCVJ007 Skeleton

Skeleton JCL to back up production phase. The symbolics for this skeleton are:

• TAG1 -- Module name.
• TAG5 -- Production core image library.
• TAG8 -- Backup core image library.

$CCVJ008 Skeleton

Skeleton JCL for printing reports in batch. The symbolics for this skeleton are:

• TAG1 -- PARM options.
• TAG3 -- LST class, number of copies, print destination.

$CCVJ009 Skeleton

Skeleton JCL for automatic job checkoff and EOJ processing.

Skeleton JCL step for automatic job checkoff. The symbolic for this skeleton is:

• TAG11 -- CCF-generated job number.

$CCVJ010 Skeleton

Skeleton JCL for production source assembly. The symbolics for this skeleton are:

• TAG0 -- Librarian program name.
• TAG1 -- Member name.
• TAG2 -- Production master file
• TAG4 -- Production master file MCD.
• TAG7 -- Production master volser.
• TAG12 -- Production member password.
• TAG15 -- Production relocatable library.

$CCVJ011 Skeleton

Skeleton JCL for production source COBOL compile. The symbolics for this skeleton are:
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• TAG1 -- Member name.
• TAG2 -- Production master file.
• TAG4 -- Production master file MCD.
• TAG7 -- Production master volser.
• TAG12 -- Production member password.
• TAG15 -- Production relocatable library.

$CCVJ012 Skeleton

Skeleton JCL for production source PL1 compile. The symbolics for this skeleton are:

• TAG0 -- Librarian program name.
• TAG1 -- Member name.
• TAG2 -- Production master file.
• TAG4 -- Production master file MCD.
• TAG7 -- Production master volser.
• TAG12 -- Production member password.
• TAG15 -- Production relocatable library.

$CCVJT10 Skeleton

Skeleton JCL for test source assembly. The symbolics for this skeleton are:

• TAG0 -- Librarian program name.
• TAG1 -- Member name.
• TAG2 -- Production master file.
• TAG3 -- Test master file.
• TAG4 -- Production master file MCD.
• TAG5 -- Test master file MCD.
• TAG7 -- Production master volser.
• TAG8 -- Test master volser.
• TAG9 -- Production master filetype and catname.
• TAG10 -- Test master filetype and catname.
• TAG12 -- Test member password.
• TAG15 -- Production relocatable library.
• TAG16 -- Test relocatable library.

$CCVJT11 Skeleton

Skeleton JCL for test source COBOL compile. The symbolics for this skeleton are:
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• TAG0 -- Librarian program name.
• TAG1 -- Member name.
• TAG2 -- Production master file.
• TAG3 -- Test master file.
• TAG4 -- Production master file MCD.
• TAG5 -- Test master file MCD.
• TAG7 -- Production master volser.
• TAG8 -- Test master volser.
• TAG9 -- Production master filetype and catname.
• TAG10 -- Test master filetype and catname.
• TAG12 -- Test member password.
• TAG15 -- Production relocatable library.
• TAG16 -- Test relocatable library.

$CCVJT12 Skeleton

Skeleton JCL for test source PL1 compile. The symbolics for this skeleton are:

• TAG0 -- Librarian program name.
• TAG1 -- Member name.
• TAG2 -- Production master file.
• TAG3 -- Test master file.
• TAG4 -- Production master file MCD.
• TAG5 -- Test master file MCD.
• TAG7 -- Production master volser.
• TAG8 -- Test master volser.
• TAG9 -- Production master filetype and catname.
• TAG10 -- Test master filetype and catname.
• TAG12 -- Test member password.
• TAG15 -- Production relocatable library.
• TAG16 -- Test relocatable library.

$CCVJ090 Skeleton

Skeleton JCL for production archive index option.

Skeleton JCL for archive index report. The symbolics for this skeleton are:

• TAG1 -- Member name.
• TAG2 -- Production master file.
• TAG4 -- Production master file MCD.
• TAG7 -- Production master volser.
• TAG9 -- Production master filetype, catalog name.

$CCVJ100 Skeleton

Skeleton JCL for test/production compare option. The symbolics for this skeleton are:
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• TAG0 -- Librarian batch program name.
• TAG1 -- Member name.
• TAG2 -- Production master file.
• TAG3 -- Test master file.
• TAG4 -- Production master file MCD.
• TAG5 -- Test master file MCD.
• TAG6 -- Current member version.
• TAG7 -- Production master file volser.
• TAG8 -- Test master file volser.
• TAG12 -- Test module password.
• TAG13 -- Production module password.

$CCVJ200 Skeleton

Skeleton JCL for Advantage CA-MetaCOBOL+.

Manipulating JCL Processing

This section describes how you can alter LIB/CCF JCL processing and sequences of events.

As supplied on the installation tape, the JCL skeletons perform certain functions in a certain order. The JCL skeletons
are stored as Vollie VOICE library members in the OLL where LIB/CCF was installed. LIB/CCF builds job streams from
several different skeletons by copying each appropriate skeleton into a member named CCFJOB. By definition, these
skeletons have symbolics that you must replace with actual values before they can be used as JCL. Once all the needed
skeletons are copied into CCFJOB, LIB/CCF performs an EDIT of the symbolics, changing them to their assigned values.

For example, consider how LIB/CCF prepares the JCL for a login using LIBDCOPY. First, it copies skeleton $CCVJ004,
which has three parts, to member CCFJOB. The first part is labeled GETTEST (the first half of LIBDCOPY), the second
part is labeled PUTPROD (the second half of LIBDCOPY), and the third part is labeled DELTEST, to delete the member
from the test master file.

LIB/CCF next copies the appropriate JCL compile skeleton, which it determines by obtaining the language type for the
member from the History Master file, and then using it to search the LIB/CCF Language Definition Table. There are two
parts to a compile skeleton.

• The first selects the member from the production master file and writes it to JOBSTR.
• The second part compiles the member. Then it copies skeleton $CCVJ000 to the CCFJOB, which contains the job

card. Finally, LIB/CCF appends the JSR Checkoff step, skeleton $CCVJ009, to the very end. The EDIT to translate the
symbolics is performed, and then CCFJOB is submitted.

Once you understand the mechanics of how LIB/CCF builds JCL streams, it is clear that by manipulating the contents of
the individual skeletons, you can build job streams in any way. The following sections examine two common scenarios.

Compile from the Test Master File

During login, some sites would like the member compiled before it is moved from test to production. This means compiling
from the test master file. You can do this with some minor changes to the JCL skeleton $CCVJ004 and the compile
skeleton for the appropriate language type. This example uses the assembler skeleton, $CCVJ010.

Skeleton $CCVJ004 has three logical parts to it, steps GETTEST, PUTPROD, and DELTEST. Each of these steps must
execute after the compile is performed. Move these steps to the end of skeleton $CCVJ010, following the assembly
step, leaving at least one comment statement in $CCVJ004. The first part of $CCVJ010 selects the member from the
production master file. Change the symbolics TAG2 and TAG7 to TAG3 and TAG8 respectively to have it select the
member from the test master file instead.

You must make these changes for each language type that requires this processing.
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Compile and Link at Login

Because many programs consist of only one member, you often want to compile and link at login instead of in separate
steps. This saves the programmer the extra step of submitting a System Link Request. You can do this with modifications
to the compile JCL skeleton for each individual language type.

Again using the assembler example, append a LNKEDT step to the assembly step in skeleton $CCVJ010. The skeleton
now has three steps: select, assembly, and link. On the LIBDEF statement in the link step, use the symbolic TAG8 for the
core image library.

In the LIB/CCF Master File Table Processor (Option 12.4), whatever is specified as the RELATED PRODUCTION
RELOCATABLE library is substituted in the JCL skeleton for the TAG8 symbolic. Therefore, specify the core image library
name in this field. As a result, you lose the production relocatable library needed in the MAINT step that follows the
assembly. Bypass the problem by removing the MAINT step.

Keep in mind that, since the link-edit is included in the login step, the programmer can no longer execute the LIB/CCF
System Link Request (Option 6). As a result, the programmer is not prompted for link-edit options like AUTO, and so on,
at the time the link-edit is submitted. They must be hard coded into the skeleton.

Link-Edit Considerations

Two Option 12.0 (PROFILE) keywords, CLINK and LKED, affect how link-edits are performed in LIB/CCF. See the System
Profile Table in the “Administrative Functions in LIB/CCF” section for details on each keyword.

From Option 6 (LINK), the programmer is prompted for a Change Request ID and then sees a list of production master
files and associated core image libraries. He must then enter the number of the pair that defines the master file containing
the associated linkage editor input and the core image library where the phases should be linked.

The programmer must also enter either a LINK INPUT MEMBER or a LINK JCL MEMBER. These fields are mutually
exclusive. Information about both fields follows:

LINK INPUT MEMBER
This field:

• Must reside on the production master file.
• Must contain the required link-edit PHASE and INCLUDE statements. Other link-edit control statements are

optional.
• Specifying this field displays the Linkage Editor Options Selection panel. To choose an option, place an X next

to the display. Selected options are included on the generated link-edit ACTION control statement.
• Automatic phase backup (when requested) is based on the names specified in the PHASE statements.

LINK JCL MEMBER
This field:

• Must reside in the Vollie library where LIB/CCF is installed.
• Must contain the complete link-edit JCL stream, must consist of a single job, and include POWER JCL.
• The member is submitted as is.
• Automatic phase backup is not performed unless a step is inserted into the JCL stream to accomplish it.

Note: The sample user exits described earlier in this section allow the use of a member name variable (@MODNAME@)
in place of the actual member name in the LINK INPUT MEMBER and LINK JCL MEMBER. See the section titled Sample
User Exits earlier in this section for details on exits $CCVU001 and $CCVU008.

Customizing Panels

After installing LIB/CCF, you can customize some of the panels to reflect information that is more important to your site.
The following sections describe the panels and reports that you can modify.
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The following is a list of the VOICE procs containing panels LIB/CCF uses. A more detailed description of each of these
panels follows in the next section.

$CCVP000
Primary LIB/CCF panel. This is the panel on which you select the LIB/CCF functions. You can modify this panel to
remove options that your site does not use.

• The label is PAN0.
• The associated help panel is $CCVH005.

$CCVP001
Panel to open a change request. You can change the data area definitions on this panel. You must also make
these changes in the panels contained in $CCVP002 and $CCVP003. Also change the report formatter service
program $CCVS015.

• The label is PAN1.
• The associated help panel is $CCVH010.

$CCVP002
Panel to assign a change request. You can change the data area definitions on this panel. Also change the panels
contained in $CCVP001 and $CCVP003.

• The label is PAN2.
• The associated help panel is $CCVH020

$CCVP003
Panel to view a change request. You can change the data area definitions on this panel. Also change the panels
contained in $CCVP001 and $CCVP002.

• The label is PAN3.
• The associated help panel is $CCVH030.

$CCVP007
Panel to close a change request. Function program $CCVP007 controls processing for this panel. The report
formatter service program $CCVS017 must also reflect the changes. This proc contains all three panels for the
CLOSE function.

• The labels are PAN7, PANB, and PANC.
• The associated help panel is $CCVH070.

$CCVP008
Panel to select a report generator. You can modify this panel to remove or add additional reports.

• The panel label is PAN8.
• The associated help panel is #CCVH080.

$CCVS007
Panel for history member creation. You cannot modify or move the data field for the LANG. You can modify the
other data description fields of this panel. Also change the report formatter service program $CCVS022.

• The panel label is PAND.
• The associated help panel is n/a.

$CCVS008
Panel for history member update. You can modify the data description fields of this panel. Make the same
changes to the report formatter service program $CCVS022.

• The panel label is PANE.
• The associated help panel is n/a.
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$CCVS031
Panels for LIB/CCF system error notification. Modify these panels to reflect the telephone number of the LIB/CCF
system administrator.

• The panel labels are .SENDPAN and ERRORPAN
• The associated help panel is $CCVH008.

$CCVS041
Panel for link options specification. You can modify this panel to specify different default options.

• The panel label is PN00.
• The associated help panel is n/a.

Customizing Reports

LIB/CCF is distributed with an Earl (Easy Access Report Language) interface. Earl is a report generation system that
uses a high-level programming language to produce customized reports. The LIB/CCF-Advantage Earl interface provides
access to information LIB/CCF collected and stored on the System Master file. See the section “LIB/CCF-Advantage Earl
Interface,” for details.

In addition to using the LIB/CCF-Advantage Earl interface to generate reports, you can modify the online reports available
from Option 8 (REPORTS). Listed below are the LIB/CCF reports that you can modify and where they are created.

Module History Report

This report is formatted by service program $CCVS022. Modify it if you modified either of the panels in $CCVS007 or
$CCVS008. The report formatting program inserts title lines into the history data at the appropriate locations. If you
changed just the data descriptions, then these title lines are changed. If you added new data descriptions, then insert the
title lines.

Change Request Report

The report driver service program, $CCVS018, controls the creation of this report. The report is composed of three parts:

• The description section, which is formatted by service program $CCVS015.
• The activity section, which is formatted by service program $CCVS016
• And the CLOSE section, which is formatted by service program $CCVS017.

Do not modify the activity section. Modify the description section if you changed the description panel in $CCVP001.
Modify the close section if you changed any of the panels in $CCVP007.

The report formatting program inserts title lines into the Change Request data at the appropriate locations. If you changed
only the data descriptions, then these title lines are changed. If you added new data descriptions, insert the title lines.

The program (CCFB200) that prints online print requests, when PRINT BATCH is specified in Option 12.0, recognizes the
following ANS control characters: ‘1 (eject) and 0 (skip 1). Any line already formatted must contain a tilde or an accent
grave in position 1. Otherwise, it is formatted nine spaces to the right.

Execution

After LIB/CCF is installed, you can execute it by entering the name of the entry program: %CCF. Optionally, you can make
an option specification as follows: %CCF 3 or %CCF 8.2

PF Keys and Commands

PF key definitions for the LIB/CCF system are non-modifiable and are set as follows:
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• PF1 and PF13 (- HELP)
• PF3 and PF15 (- END)
• PF5 and PF17 (- NEXT)
• PF7 and PF19 (- SCROLL BACKWARD)
• PF8 and PF20 (- SCROLL FORWARD)
• PF10 and PF22 (- TOP)
• PF11 and PF23 (- BOTTOM)

A jump command enables a direct jump to a specified option. The syntax is:

=option<.option>

Examples: =3 or =8.5

HELP Displays HELP information for the current panel.

Job Card Specification

The JCL job statement skeleton is used when LIB/CCF jobs are submitted for batch execution. Use Option 0 to
appropriately modify the job statement to reflect the correct information. Once a job is submitted from the LIB/CCF
user’s key, a Vollie member is created in the user’s Vollie library containing the job card to use for subsequent jobs. The
AllFusion Vollie member name is $CCVJ000. There are two variables available from Option 0 that are filled in when a
batch job is submitted from LIB/CCF. Use of these variables is optional. They are:

JNAME
LIB/CCF generates a jobname of opidentCCF, where opident is the user’s Vollie OPIDENT.

PNAME
The Vollie user key.

The job statement can consist of up to ten lines and must begin on the first line. Any trailing unused lines are ignored.

System Error Processing

For Vollie CCF, the errors can be severe. Severe errors are those that only the LIB/CCF administrator can resolve. When
such an error occurs, LIB/CCF sends a message to the LIB/CCF administrator’s Vollie library as member CCFERROR.

The message is placed on the SYSTEM OLL.

Should a LIB/CCF-AllFusion Vollie system error occur, an error panel displays showing the program and function where
the error occurred. The LIB/CCF system administrator is notified of the error automatically. If you encounter such an error,
do not try to continue using LIB/CCF without contacting the administrator and resolving the problem.

The error panel displays a message if an error occurs while an attempt is made to notify the administrator. If this happens,
relay the information on the error panel to the administrator. For all other errors, LIB/CCF creates the messages as a
member in the user’s Vollie library.

Extension Variables
The following is a list of variables that you can use in LIB/CCF, z/OS and OS/390, and VM/ESA JCL skeletons. The
substituted value for each variable is obtained from the Library Chain Definition Function (LCDF) except where noted. All
variables obtained from LCDF list an LCDF ORIGIN, denoting an LCDF field. See the Library Chain Definition Function in
the “Administrator Functions in LIB/CCF” section for a detailed explanation of the fields. We use the terms TO and FROM
throughout the list to refer to target and sending libraries, respectively. The variables are available to any LIB/CCF batch
job (with the exception of print jobs).

---------------------------------------------------------------

ROSCOE   ISPF       LGTH. DESCRIPTION                          
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VARIABLE VARIABLE                                              

NAME     NAME                                                  

---------------------------------------------------------------

LIBRARY TYPE - LCDF ORIGIN: TYPE                               

---------------------------------------------------------------

TAGX001  &ITF        1    FROM LIBRARY TYPE                    

TAGX002  &ITT        1    TO LIBRARY TYPE                      

                          INDICATORS:                          

                          'P' FOR PROD LIBRARY                 

                          'T' FOR TEST LIBRARY                 

                          'R' FOR REJECT LIBRARY               

                          'Q' FOR Q/A LIBRARY                  

                                                               

---------------------------------------------------------------

HOW TO MOVE SOURCE - LCDF ORIGIN: SOURCE MOVE                  

---------------------------------------------------------------

TAGX003  &ISM        1    INDICATORS:                          

                          'C' MOVE CURRENT ARCHIVE LEVEL       

                          'A' MOVE ALL ARCHIVE LEVELS          

                                                               

---------------------------------------------------------------

LOCK STATUS AFTER MOVE - LCDF ORIGIN: STATUS                   

---------------------------------------------------------------

TAGX004  &ILOCK          1    INDICATORS:                      

                              'T' FOR TEST                     

                              '0' FOR PROD0                    

                              '1' FOR PROD1                    

                              '2' FOR PROD2                    

                                                               

---------------------------------------------------------------

Appendix A. Extension Variables A-1                            

---------------------------------------------------------------

ROSCOE   ISPF       LGTH. DESCRIPTION                          

VARIABLE VARIABLE                                              

NAME     NAME                                                  

                                                               

---------------------------------------------------------------

HOW TO MOVE OBJECT - LCDF ORIGIN: OP SYS MOVE                  

---------------------------------------------------------------

TAGX005  &IMOVEO     1    INDICATORS:                          

                          'N' FOR DO NOT MOVE OBJECT           

                          'M' FOR MOVE OBJECT                  

                          'C' FOR COMPILE                      

                                                               

---------------------------------------------------------------

HOW TO MOVE LOAD - LCDF ORIGIN: OP SYS MOVE                    

---------------------------------------------------------------

TAGX006  &IMOVEL          INDICATORS:                          

                          'N' DO NOT MOVE LOAD                 

                          'M' MOVE LOAD                        

                                                               

---------------------------------------------------------------

WHERE TO MOVE FROM REJECT - LCDF ORIGIN: PROMOTE               
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---------------------------------------------------------------

TAGX007  &IREJP             1    INDICATORS:                   

                                 'B' MOVE TO Q/A LIBRARY       

                                     FROM WHICH IT WAS REJECTED

                                 'F' MOVE TO THE FIRST Q/A     

                                     LIBRARY IN THE CHAIN      

                                                               

---------------------------------------------------------------

LOCK STATUS WITH NO MOVE - LCDF ORIGIN: LOCK                   

---------------------------------------------------------------

TAGX008  &ILOCKT           1    INDICATORS:                    

                                'T' FOR TEST                   

                                '0' FOR PROD0                  

                                '1' FOR PROD1                  

                                '2' FOR PROD2                  

                                                               

---------------------------------------------------------------

MOVE FROM TEST AT LOGIN - LCDF ORIGIN: LOGIN MOVE              

---------------------------------------------------------------

TAGX009   &ILOGINDE       1    INDICATORS:                     

                               'Y' MOVE AT LOGIN               

                               'N' DO NOT MOVE AT LOGIN        

                                                               

---------------------------------------------------------------

A-2 CA-Librarian 4.3 LIB/CCF Implementation Guide              

---------------------------------------------------------------

ROSCOE   ISPF           LGTH. DESCRIPTION                      

VARIABLE VARIABLE                                              

NAME     NAME                                                  

                                                               

---------------------------------------------------------------

MASTER FILE ACCESS - LCDF ORIGIN: ACCESS                       

---------------------------------------------------------------

TAGX010  &IPACC      1    THE PROD MASTER ACCESS               

TAGX011  &IFACC      1    THE FROM MASTER ACCESS               

TAGX012  &ITACC      1    THE TO MASTER ACCESS                 

TAGX013  &IHACC      1    THE HISTORY MASTER ACCESS            

                          INDICATORS:                          

                          'N' NO ACCESS EXCEPT THROUGH CCF     

                          'B' BROWSE ACCESS                    

                          'R' READ, BROWSE, COPY ACCESS        

                          'A' ANY ACCESS                       

                                                               

---------------------------------------------------------------

MCD CODES - LCDF ORIGIN: MCD BASE                              

            NOTE: THESE VARIABLES WILL BE SUBSTITUTED WITH     

            THE CORRECT MCD (I.E., THE DATE PLUS THE MCD       

            BASE FROM LCDF).                                   

---------------------------------------------------------------

TAGX014   &IPMCD     4     THE PROD MASTER MCD                 

TAGX015   &IFMCD     4     THE FROM MASTER MCD                 

TAGX016   &ITMCD     4     THE TO MASTER MCD                   

TAGX017   &IHMCD     4     THE HISTORY MASTER MCD              
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---------------------------------------------------------------

MASTER FILE DATA SET NAMES - LCDF ORIGIN: DATA SET NAME        

---------------------------------------------------------------

TAGX018     &IPMAST     44     THE PROD MASTER                 

TAGX019     &IFMAST     44     THE FROM MASTER                 

TAGX020     &ITMAST     44     THE TO MASTER                   

TAGX021     &IHMAST     44     THE HISTORY MASTER              

                                                               

---------------------------------------------------------------

Appendix A. Extension Variables A-3                            

---------------------------------------------------------------

ROSCOE   ISPF           LGTH. DESCRIPTION                      

VARIABLE VARIABLE                                              

NAME     NAME                                                  

---------------------------------------------------------------

MVS LIBRARIES - LCDF ORIGIN FOR EACH LIBRARY IS:               

                OBJECT LIBRARY                                 

                LOAD LIBRARY                                   

                DBRM LIBRARY                                   

                BACKUP LIBRARY                                 

---------------------------------------------------------------

TAGX022  &IMPO      44   MVS PROD OBJECT LIBRARY               

TAGX023  &IMPOBU    44   MVS PROD OBJECT LIBRARY (BACKUP)      

TAGX024  &IMPL      44   MVS PROD LOAD LIBRARY                 

TAGX025  &IMPLBU    44   MVS PROD LOAD LIBRARY (BACKUP)        

TAGX026  &IMPD      44   MVS PROD DBRM LIBRARY                 

TAGX027  &IMPDBU    44   MVS PROD DBRM LIBRARY (BACKUP)        

TAGX028  &IMFO      44   MVS FROM OBJECT LIBRARY               

TAGX029  &IMFOBU    44   MVS FROM OBJECT LIBRARY (BACKUP)      

TAGX030  &IMFL      44   MVS FROM LOAD LIBRARY                 

TAGX031  &IMFLBU    44   MVS FROM LOAD LIBRARY (BACKUP)        

TAGX032  &IMFD      44   MVS FROM DBRM LIBRARY                 

TAGX033  &IMFDBU    44   MVS FROM DBRM LIBRARY (BACKUP)        

TAGX034  &IMTO      44   MVS TO OBJECT LIBRARY                 

TAGX035  &IMTOBU    44   MVS TO OBJECT LIBRARY (BACKUP)        

TAGX036  &IMTL      44   MVS TO LOAD LIBRARY                   

TAGX037  &IMTLBU    44   MVS TO LOAD LIBRARY (BACKUP)          

TAGX038  &IMTD      44   MVS TO DBRM LIBRARY                   

TAGX039  &IMTDBU    44   MVS TO DBRM LIBRARY (BACKUP)          

                                                               

---------------------------------------------------------------

MISCELLANEOUS - NOT OBTAINED FROM LCDF                         

---------------------------------------------------------------

TAGX000  &$CCFDB2    4    DB2 SUBSYSTEM NAME                   

TAGX100  &ITYPE      1    JOB TYPE INDICATOR                   

                          'I' LOGIN                            

                          'O' LOGOUT                           

                          'L' LINK OR DB2 BIND                 

                          'R' REJECT                           

TAGX101  &WO         8    CHANGE REQUEST NUMBER                

TAGX102  &CCFID      8    CCF ID (ACTUAL USERID OR CONVERTED   

                          CCF ID FROM OPTION 12.8)             
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---------------------------------------------------------------

A-4 CA-Librarian 4.3 LIB/CCF Implementation Guide              

---------------------------------------------------------------

          ISPF LGTH.           DESCRIPTION                     

          VARIABLE                                             

          NAME                                                 

                                                               

---------------------------------------------------------------

THE FOLLOWING CMS AND VSE VARIABLES ARE AVAILABLE ONLY TO      

LIB/CCF CMS:                                                   

---------------------------------------------------------------

CMS MASTER FILE INFORMATION - LCDF ORIGIN FOR EACH VARIABLE:   

                              TYPE                             

                              OWNER                            

                              ADDRESS                          

                              MULTIWRITE PASSWORD              

---------------------------------------------------------------

          &ICPLTYPE   1   CMS PROD MASTER TYPE                 

          &ICFLTYPE   1   CMS FROM MASTER TYPE                 

          &ICTLTYPE   1   CMS TO MASTER TYPE                   

          &ICHLTYPE   1   CMS HIST MASTER TYPE                 

                          INDICATORS:                          

                          'D' BDAM FORMAT                      

                          'C' CMS FORMAT                       

                                                               

          &ICPMOWN    8   CMS PROD MASTER OWNER                

          &ICPMAD     4   CMS PROD MASTER ADDRESS              

          &ICPMPW     8   CMS PROD MASTER PASSWORD             

          &ICFMOWN    8   CMS FROM MASTER OWNER                

          &ICFMAD     4   CMS FROM MASTER ADDRESS              

          &ICFMPW     8   CMS FROM MASTER PASSWORD             

          &ICTMOWN    8   CMS TO MASTER OWNER                  

          &ICTMAD     4   CMS TO MASTER ADDRESS                

          &ICTMPW     8   CMS TO MASTER PASSWORD               

          &ICHMOWN    8   CMS HIST MASTER OWNER                

          &ICHMAD     4   CMS HIST MASTER ADDRESS              

          &ICHMPW     8   CMS HIST MASTER PASSWORD             

                                                               

---------------------------------------------------------------

Appendix A. Extension Variables A-5                            

---------------------------------------------------------------

          ISPF            LGTH. DESCRIPTION                    

          VARIABLE                                             

          NAME                                                 

                                                               

---------------------------------------------------------------

CMS OBJECT LIBRARY INFORMATION - LCDF ORIGIN FOR EACH VARIABLE:

                                 OWNER                         

                                 ADDR                          

                                 PASSWORD                      

                                 FILE NAME                     

                                 FILE TYPE                     
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                                 MODE                          

---------------------------------------------------------------

          &ICPOOWN    8   CMS PROD OBJECT OWNER                

          &ICPOAD     4   CMS PROD OBJECT ADDRESS              

          &ICPOPW     8   CMS PROD OBJECT PASSWORD             

          &ICPOFN     8   CMS PROD OBJECT FILE NAME            

          &ICPOFT     8   CMS PROD OBJECT FILE TYPE            

          &ICPOLM     2   CMS PROD OBJECT LINK MODE            

          &ICPOOWNB   8   CMS PROD OBJECT OWNER (BACKUP)       

          &ICPOADB    4   CMS PROD OBJECT ADDRESS (BACKUP)     

          &ICPOPWB    8   CMS PROD OBJECT PASSWORD (BACKUP)    

          &ICPOFNB    8   CMS PROD OBJECT FILE NAME (BACKUP)   

          &ICPOFTB    8   CMS PROD OBJECT FILE TYPE (BACKUP)   

          &ICPOLMB    2   CMS PROD OBJECT LINK MODE (BACKUP)   

          &ICFOOWN    8   CMS FROM OBJECT OWNER                

          &ICFOAD     4   CMS FROM OBJECT ADDRESS              

          &ICFOPW     8   CMS FROM OBJECT PASSWORD             

          &ICFOFN     8   CMS FROM OBJECT FILE NAME            

          &ICFOFT     8   CMS FROM OBJECT FILE TYPE            

          &ICFOLM     2   CMS FROM OBJECT LINK MODE            

          &ICFOOWNB   8   CMS FROM OBJECT OWNER (BACKUP)       

          &ICFOADB    4   CMS FROM OBJECT ADDRESS (BACKUP)     

          &ICFOPWB    8   CMS FROM OBJECT PASSWORD (BACKUP)    

          &ICFOFNB    8   CMS FROM OBJECT FILE NAME (BACKUP)   

          &ICFOFTB    8   CMS FROM OBJECT FILE TYPE (BACKUP)   

          &ICFOLMB    2   CMS FROM OBJECT LINK MODE (BACKUP)   

          &ICTOOWN    8   CMS TO OBJECT OWNER                  

          &ICTOAD     4   CMS TO OBJECT ADDRESS                

          &ICTOPW     8   CMS TO OBJECT PASSWORD               

          &ICTOFN     8   CMS TO OBJECT FILE NAME              

          &ICTOFT     8   CMS TO OBJECT FILE TYPE              

          &ICTOLM     2   CMS TO OBJECT LINK MODE              

          &ICTOOWNB   8   CMS TO OBJECT OWNER (BACKUP)         

          &ICTOADB    4   CMS TO OBJECT ADDRESS (BACKUP)       

          &ICTOPWB    8   CMS TO OBJECT PASSWORD (BACKUP)      

          &ICTOFNB    8   CMS TO OBJECT FILE NAME (BACKUP)     

          &ICTOFTB    8   CMS TO OBJECT FILE TYPE (BACKUP)     

          &ICTOLMB    2   CMS TO OBJECT LINK MODE (BACKUP)     

                                                               

---------------------------------------------------------------

A-6 CA-Librarian 4.3 LIB/CCF Implementation Guide              

---------------------------------------------------------------

          ISPF               LGTH. DESCRIPTION                 

          VARIABLE                                             

          NAME                                                 

---------------------------------------------------------------

CMS LOAD LIBRARY INFORMATION - LCDF ORIGIN FOR EACH VARIABLE:  

                               OWNER                           

                               ADDR                            

                               PASSWORD                        

                               FILE NAME                       

                               FILE TYPE                       

                               MODE                            
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---------------------------------------------------------------

          &ICPLOWN    8    CMS PROD LOAD OWNER                 

          &ICPLAD     4    CMS PROD LOAD ADDRESS               

          &ICPLPW     8    CMS PROD LOAD PASSWORD              

          &ICPLFN     8    CMS PROD LOAD FILE NAME             

          &ICPLFT     8    CMS PROD LOAD FILE TYPE             

          &ICPLLM     2    CMS PROD LOAD LINK MODE             

          &ICPLOWNB   8    CMS PROD LOAD OWNER (BACKUP)        

          &ICPLADB    4    CMS PROD LOAD ADDRESS (BACKUP)      

          &ICPLPWB    8    CMS PROD LOAD PASSWORD (BACKUP)     

          &ICPLFNB    8    CMS PROD LOAD FILE NAME (BACKUP)    

          &ICPLFTB    8    CMS PROD LOAD FILE TYPE (BACKUP)    

          &ICPLLMB    2    CMS PROD LOAD LINK MODE (BACKUP)    

          &ICFLOWN    8    CMS FROM LOAD OWNER                 

          &ICFLAD     4    CMS FROM LOAD ADDRESS               

          &ICFLPW     8    CMS FROM LOAD PASSWORD              

          &ICFLFN     8    CMS FROM LOAD FILE NAME             

          &ICFLFT     8    CMS FROM LOAD FILE TYPE             

          &ICFLLM     2    CMS FROM LOAD LINK MODE             

          &ICFLOWNB   8    CMS FROM LOAD OWNER (BACKUP)        

          &ICFLADB    4    CMS FROM LOAD ADDRESS (BACKUP)      

          &ICFLPWB    8    CMS FROM LOAD PASSWORD (BACKUP)     

          &ICFLFNB    8    CMS FROM LOAD FILE NAME (BACKUP)    

          &ICFLFTB    8    CMS FROM LOAD FILE TYPE (BACKUP)    

          &ICFLLMB    2    CMS FROM LOAD LINK MODE (BACKUP)    

          &ICTLOWN    8    CMS TO LOAD OWNER                   

          &ICTLAD     4    CMS TO LOAD ADDRESS                 

          &ICTLPW     8    CMS TO LOAD PASSWORD                

          &ICTLFN     8    CMS TO LOAD FILE NAME               

          &ICTLFT     8    CMS TO LOAD FILE TYPE               

          &ICTLLM     2    CMS TO LOAD LINK MODE               

          &ICTLOWNB   8    CMS TO LOAD OWNER (BACKUP)          

          &ICTLADB    4    CMS TO LOAD ADDRESS (BACKUP)        

          &ICTLPWB    8    CMS TO LOAD PASSWORD (BACKUP)       

          &ICTLFNB    8    CMS TO LOAD FILE NAME (BACKUP)      

          &ICTLFTB    8    CMS TO LOAD FILE TYPE (BACKUP)      

          &ICTLLMB    2    CMS TO LOAD LINK MODE (BACKUP)      

                                                               

---------------------------------------------------------------

Appendix A. Extension Variables A-7                            

---------------------------------------------------------------

          ISPF           LGTH. DESCRIPTION                     

          VARIABLE                                             

          NAME                                                 

                                                               

---------------------------------------------------------------

VSE MASTER FILE VOLUME INFORMATION - LCDF ORIGIN: VOLUME ID

---------------------------------------------------------------

          &IVPMVOL    6    VSE PROD MASTER VOLUME              

          &IVFMVOL    6    VSE FROM MASTER VOLUME              

          &IVTMVOL    6    VSE TO MASTER VOLUME                

          &IVHMVOL    6    VSE HIST MASTER VOLUME              
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---------------------------------------------------------------

VSE OBJECT LIBRARIES - LCDF ORIGIN FOR EACH VARIABLE:          

                       LIBRARY or SUBLIBRARY                   

---------------------------------------------------------------

          &IVPOL    7    VSE PROD OBJECT LIBRARY               

          &IVPOS    8    VSE PROD OBJECT SUBLIBRARY            

          &IVPOLB   7    VSE PROD OBJECT LIBRARY (BACKUP)      

          &IVPOSB   8    VSE PROD OBJECT SUBLIBRARY (BACKUP)   

                                                               

          &IVFOL    7    VSE FROM OBJECT LIBRARY               

          &IVFOS    8    VSE FROM OBJECT SUBLIBRARY            

          &IVFOLB   7    VSE FROM OBJECT LIBRARY (BACKUP)      

          &IVFOSB   8    VSE FROM OBJECT SUBLIBRARY (BACKUP)   

                                                               

          &IVTOL    7    VSE TO OBJECT LIBRARY                 

          &IVTOS    8    VSE TO OBJECT SUBLIBRARY              

          &IVTOLB   7    VSE TO OBJECT LIBRARY (BACKUP)        

          &IVTOSB   8    VSE TO OBJECT SUBLIBRARY (BACKUP)     

                                                               

---------------------------------------------------------------

VSE PHASE LIBRARIES - LCDF ORIGIN FOR EACH VARIABLE:           

                      LIBRARY or SUBLIBRARY                    

---------------------------------------------------------------

          &IVPLL     7    VSE PROD PHASE LIBRARY               

          &IVPLS     8    VSE PROD PHASE SUBLIBRARY            

          &IVPLLB    7    VSE PROD PHASE LIBRARY (BACKUP)      

          &IVPLSB    8    VSE PROD PHASE SUBLIBRARY (BACKUP)   

                                                               

          &IVFLL     7    VSE FROM PHASE LIBRARY               

          &IVFLS     8    VSE FROM PHASE SUBLIBRARY            

          &IVFLLB    7    VSE FROM PHASE LIBRARY (BACKUP)      

          &IVFLSB    8    VSE FROM PHASE SUBLIBRARY (BACKUP)   

                                                               

          &IVTLL     7    VSE TO PHASE LIBRARY                 

          &IVTLS     8    VSE TO PHASE SUBLIBRARY              

          &IVTLLB    7    VSE TO PHASE LIBRARY (BACKUP)        

          &IVTLSB    8    VSE TO PHASE SUBLIBRARY (BACKUP)     

                                                               

---------------------------------------------------------------

Troubleshooting
This section contains information about:

• Identifying and resolving problems
• Contacting Broadcom Technical Support
• Receiving a new version of a product and ongoing maintenance
• Requesting product enhancements

Diagnostic Procedures
See the flowchart below for a summary of the procedures you should follow if you have a problem with a Broadcom
software product. Each of these procedures is detailed on the following pages.
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Collecting Diagnostic Data
The following information is helpful in diagnosing problems that might occur:

• Control statements used to activate your product
• JCL used to install or activate your product
• Relevant system log or console listings
• Relevant system dumps or product dumps
• List of other IBM or third-party products that might be involved
• Manufacturer, model number, and capacity of your hardware
• Numbers and text of IBM or Broadcom error messages associated with the problem
• Names of panels where the problem occurs
• Listings of all fixes applied to all relevant software, including:

– The dates fixes were applied
– Fix numbers
– Names of components to which fixes were applied

• Short description of problems

Interpreting Diagnostic Data
When you have collected the specified diagnostic data, write down your answers to the following questions:

1. What was the sequence of events prior to the error condition?
What circumstances existed when the problem occurred and what action did you take?

2. Has this situation occurred before? What was different then?
3. Did the problem occur after a particular PTF was applied or after a new version of the software was installed?
4. Have you recently installed a new version of the operating system?
5. Has the hardware configuration (tape drives, disk drives, and so forth) changed?

From your response to these questions and the diagnostic data, try to identify the cause and resolve the problem.

Accessing the Online Client Support System
Broadcom is making extensive use of the Internet for your benefit. Broadcom encourages you to "surf the net" to the
Broadcom home page at http://www.broadcom.com and the support site at http://support.broadcom.com. The Broadcom
Internet site provides a great variety of information about Broadcom products and services, including:

• Service and support
• Product information and sales
• Press releases
• Broadcom communities

Broadcom Support

Broadcom Support gives you real time, interactive access to Broadcom support information through the Internet. You can:

• Open new issues
• Browse or update your existing issues and enhancement requests
• Perform keyword searches
• Download solutions, PTFs, and important notices regarding
• View Broadcom products, maintenance, and documentation

Requirements
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The following are the requirements to use Broadcom Support:

• You must be a Broadcom client with a current maintenance agreement.
• You must register through the Broadcom Internet site.

Access Broadcom Support

Select the access option to begin using Broadcom. When prompted, enter your user ID and password. Once your sign-on
is validated, you can perform the following:

• Open an issue for, or request an enhancement to, one of your Broadcom products.
• Display all issues for your site. The issues are grouped into three categories: Open, Closed, and Enhancement

Requests.
• Specify criteria for selecting solutions, which you can then view or download.
• Specify criteria for searching the Broadcom database for solutions, problems, and keywords that can provide you with

immediate answers to your product support questions and concerns.

Accessing the Technical Support Phone Services Directory
The Broadcom Technical Support Phone Services Directory lists each Broadcom product and the telephone number to
call for primary support for that product. To access the Support Phone Services Directory, set your browser for http://
support.broadcom.com and click on Contact Us.

Contacting Technical Support
For further technical assistance with this product, please contact Broadcom Technical Support at http://
support.broadcom.com for a complete list of Broadcom locations and phone numbers.

Technical Support is available 24 hours a day, seven days a week.

If you are unable to resolve the problem, please have the following information ready before contacting Broadcom
Technical Support:

• All the diagnostic information described in "Collecting Diagnostic Data"
• Product name, version number, operating system, and genlevel.
• Product name and version number of any other software you suspect is involved.
• Version level and PUTLEVEL of the operating system.
• Your name, telephone number and extension (if any).
• Your company name.
• Your site ID.
• A severity code. This is a number (from 1 to 4) that you assign to the problem. Use the following to determine the

severity of the problem:
– 1 indicates a "system down" or inoperative condition.
– 2 indicates a suspected high-impact condition associated with the product.
– 3 indicates a question concerning product performance or an intermittent low-impact condition associated with the

product.
– 4 indicates a question concerning general product utilization or implementation.

Product Versions and Maintenance
Clients are requested to operate only under currently supported versions of the product.

Clients with current maintenance agreements also receive ongoing product maintenance. When a new version of the
system is available, a notice is sent to all current clients.
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Requesting Enhancements
Broadcom welcomes your suggestions for product enhancements. All suggestions are considered and acknowledged.

You can use either of two methods to request enhancements:

• Contact your Account Manager who will initiate a Demand Analysis Request (DAR) for you.
• Enter your request through StarTCC, the Broadcom web-based, interactive support system at http://

support.broadcom.com.

Reserve/Release Test Programs
The correct functioning of the RESERVE/RELEASE commands in a user's environment is critical to data integrity of a
master file. With this in mind, there are three programs to test the reserve/release commands at your site. We recommend
you run these tests, though they are not required. A VSE/ESA-only site need not run the programs.

The z/OS and OS/390 load module is named LVRTESTO and is link edited during the installation of the z/OS and OS/390
batch Librarian.

The VSE/ESA phase is named LIBRRES and is link edited during the installation of the VSE/ESA batch Librarian. The
four-character prefix of the phase might be changed during the installation.

The VM/ESA and z/VM module is named LVRTESTC and is created during the LIB/CMS installation.

How the Programs Work
A pair of programs running on separate machines (real or virtual) verify that RESERVE/RELEASE is functioning properly
between the two machines. To insure the integrity of a master file, all environments where VM/ESA and z/VM or z/OS and
OS/390 are accessing a master file must have RESERVE/RELEASE functioning properly.

One program initializes a one track file. In the case where two VM/ESA and z/VM machines are checked, this first step
must be accomplished in a separate run on an z/OS and OS/390 or VSE/ESA batch machine.

Then the pair of programs synchronizes with each other.

One machine RESERVEs the disk. The other verifies that the RESERVE is functioning.

Then the first machine RELEASEs the disk and the other RESERVEs it.

In all tests, you must specify one machine as the FIRST and the other as the SECOND. In addition, you can run Z/OS and
OS/390 and VSE/ESA to INITIALIZE the file for a subsequent VM/ESA and z/VM run.

In Z/OS and OS/390, the PARM field indicates what type of run is required. The values for the PARM field are FIRST,
SECOND, and INITIALIZE.

In VSE/ESA, the run type is indicated by the use of UPSI flags. A flag of:

• 1XX indicates FIRST.
• X1X indicates SECOND.
• XX1 indicates INITIALIZE.
• XXX1 indicates that an FBA device is being used.

In VM/ESA and z/VM, a PARM of FIRST or SECOND is used.

NOTE
All of the LVRTEST messages are documented in the "Messages" section. The message LVRTEST RESERVE
FROM OTHER MACHINE FAILED indicates that these programs were able to access a file that should be
protected with a RESERVE. Therefore, an integrity exposure exists. Consult your systems programmer to
correct the access configuration to this file. This problem must be corrected before accessing the master file
from this environment.
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The LVRTEST RUN COMPLETE message indicates that the

RESERVE/RELEASE mechanism is functioning correctly.

Testing Reserve/Release From z/OS and OS/390
The following sample JCL is required to run the RESERVE/RELEASE tests on an z/OS and OS/390 machine.

// jobname JOB                                                             

   column=42./stepname EXEC PGM=LVRTESTO,PARM='parm'            A

// SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*                                                    

   column=52./SYSUT1 DD DSN=file.name,DISP=(NEW,CATLG,CATLG),   B

// DCB=DSORG=PS,VOL=SER=disk,

   column=39./ SPACE=(100,4),UNIT=DISK                          C

//

The following explains values that appear in the sample JCL:

A
The PARM is required, and must be one of the following:

• FIRST -- This is the first program. It initializes the file, synchronizes it with the second program, reserves, and
checks that the other program reserves properly. If z/OS and OS/390 and VSE/ESA are being tested, z/OS
and OS/390 must be the FIRST.

• SECOND -- This is the second program. It must be started after the first program initialized the file. It
synchronizes with the first program, checks that the first program reserved properly, and reserves the file.

• INITIALIZE -- This program only initializes the file for later use by two VM/ESA and z/VM programs.

B
The value of file.name must be the same for both programs being tested.

C
Enough space to create 4 100-byte records is required.

Testing Reserve/Release From VSE/ESA
The following JCL is required to run the RESERVE/RELEASE tests on a VSE/ESA machine using a CKD device for the
test file.

// JOB jobname

// DLBL SYSUT1,'file name',,DA          A 

// EXTENT SYS774                        B 

// DLBL SYSUT2,'file name',,SD          C 

// EXTENT SYS774,volser,1,0,nnn,1       D 

// ASSGN SYS774,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR     E 

// UPSI xxx                             F 

// EXEC LIBRRES,SIZE=AUTO               G 

 /*

 /&

The following explains values that appear in the sample JCL:

A
SYSUT1 is the ddname of the file to reserve. This statement is always required. The file name for this file must
match the one for SYSUT2 in the job that creates the file.
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B
An extent for SYS004 is required.

C
SYSUT2 is the ddname of the file to create. It is required only in jobs that are creating the file. Its file name must
match the file name in SYSUT1.

D
The extent must be on SYS004 and be large enough to hold 4 100-byte records (one track).

E
SYS004 must be assigned to the disk drive holding the test file. SYS004 must be the logical unit number and it
must be used in all extents.

F
The UPSI is required and has the following meanings:

• 1XX -- This is the first program. It initializes the file, synchronizes it with the second program, reserves, and
checks that the other program reserves properly.

• X1X -- This is the second program. It must be started after the first program initialized the file. It synchronizes
with the first program, checks that the first program reserved properly, and reserves the file.XX1 -- This
program only initializes the file for later use by two VM/ESA and z/VM programs.

Note: Any other UPSI is invalid.
G

The execute should specify a size of AUTO. The phase name for the VSE/ESA reserve/release verification
program is the first four characters specified in the VSE/ESA LIBGEN macro with the suffix of RES added.

The following JCL is required to run the RESERVE/RELEASE tests on a VSE/ESA machine using a FBA device for the
test file.

// JOB jobname

// DLBL SYSFBA1,'filename1'            A 

// EXTENT SYS774                       B 

// DLBL SYSFBA2,'filename1'            C 

// EXTENT SYS774,volser,1,0,nn,4       D 

// ASSGN SYS774,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR    E 

// UPSI xxx1                           F 

// EXEC LIBRRES,SIZE=AUTO              G 

 /*

 /&

The following explains values that appear in the sample JCL:

A
SYSFBA1 is the ddname of the file on an FBA device to reserve. This statement is always required. This file
name must match the one for SYSFBA2 in the job that creates the file.

B
An extent for SYS004 is required.

C
SYSFBA2 is the ddname of the file to create on an FBA device. It is required only in jobs that are creating the file.
Its file name must match the file name in SYSFBA1.

D
The extent must be on SYS004 and be large enough to hold four FBA blocks (one track or four FBA blocks).
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E
SYS004 must be assigned to the disk drive holding the test file. SYS004 must be the logical unit number and it
must be used in all extents.

F
The UPSI is required and has the following meanings:

• 1XX -- This is the first program. It initializes the file, synchronizes it with the second program, reserves, and
checks that the other program reserves properly.

• X1X -- This is the second program. It must be started after the first program initialized the file. It synchronizes
with the first program, checks that the first program reserved properly, and reserves the file.

• XX1 -- This program only initializes the file for later use by two VM/ESA and z/VM programs.
• XXX1 -- FBA device is used for the test file.

NOTE
Any other UPSI is invalid.

G
The execute should specify a size of AUTO. The phase name for the VSE/ESA reserve/release verification
program is the first four characters specified in the VSE/ESA LIBGEN macro with the suffix of RES added.

Testing Reserve/Release From VM/ESA and z/VM
The LIB/CMS command LVRTESTC is provided for RESERVE/RELEASE testing. The following example shows how to
execute the testing program on a VM/ESA and z/VM machine:

FILEDEF RSYSUT1 filemode DSN data set name   A 

LVRTESTC SECOND starting block number        B

The following explains values that appear in the sample JCL:

A
The VM/ESA and z/VM command FILEDEF with ddname RSYSUT1 defines the file to test the proper RESERVE/
RELEASE configuration. The file must be the one initialized by either the z/OS and OS/390 or VSE/ESA program.

B
The command LVRTESTC is invoked using the parameter SECOND. The command must be issued after the
first program from Z/OS and OS/390 or VSE/ESA starts. While the first program initialized the file and is waiting
for the second program to start to synchronize, the command synchronizes with the first program. Check that
the first program reserved properly. Information is provided in the typeouts. If the file resides on an FBA type
DASD, the command needs the starting block number of the file. You can specify it as the second parameter of
the command, as follows: LVRTESTC SECOND STARTING-BLOCK-NUMBER

You can obtain the starting block number of the file by issuing the VM/ESA and z/VM command LISTDS with EXTENT
option.

Verify Your Installation
This article explains how to verify that your installation was successful.

Create a product-specific procedure article that explains some basic steps for the installer to confirm the installation
(software is up and running and any security applied is also working).

For content ideas for this topic, see:

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/us/en/ca-mainframe-software/security/ca-mainframe-security-insights-platform/1-0/
installing/verify-your-installation.html
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Using
This section contains information on using the Librarian facilities, Compartor II, LIB/AM, LIB/DD. Also included is
information on sequence numbering and storing and maintaining vendor-supplied source code on Librarian.

Librarian is a highly sophisticated and flexible storage medium for source programs and other sets of data records.
Librarian also provides a collection of service facilities for simplifying storage and retrieval.

With Librarian, programs are stored in master files. A master file is a preallocated area of disk space where data is stored
in a highly compressed format. The data is grouped in units called members. A member is a collection of data records and
associated control information identified by an eight-character member name. You can store one or more members on a
master file.

Master files can only be allocated on disk. Member data records and control information are created and edited on disk
files. Tape backup files hold members that are accessed so infrequently that they can be stored offline.

This document describes a number of advanced facilities for dealing with Librarian master files and members. Some
facilities produce reports, some produce a special-purpose output data set called a job stream file (OSJOB in z/OS and
OS/390, JOBSTR in VSE/ESA), and some let you access Librarian members in special ways.

Most advanced Librarian facilities are based on the capability of Librarian to put out the job stream file and pass it to the
next step to be used as input there. You will notice this in many of the JCL examples in the sections that follow; the first
step executes Librarian to perform a function that produces a job stream file as output, and the second step uses this file
as input to update a master file in an ordinary batch Librarian execution.

One notable exception to the two-job-step rule is LIB/AM. LIB/AM for z/OS and OS/390 lets you access a Librarian
member almost in the same way as a partitioned data set, by specifying the member in the job control language. In
this way, you can do such things as perform a compile in a single job step while still retaining the storage and control
advantages of Librarian.

Librarian Access Method for VSE/ESA is a similar facility for VSE/ESA users that lets you access a Librarian master file
as if it were an IBM source or object library.

LIB/AM is available as an option to existing z/OS and OS/390 Librarian users and to users in a VSE/ESA environment
(Release 2 and later releases).

The Group Processing Option (GPO) makes it possible for you to access all of the members of master file or members
having one or more common attributes. You can specify up to 12 attributes, and you can select all members on one
master file that conform to these specifications for processing in the next job step.

You can use GPO to generate special index listings or to perform operations on a group of members at the same time.
You can find details of GPO in Systems Services .

Ease of copying and moving blocks of data is one of the best features of Librarian. There are several ways to approach
these functions in a batch Librarian execution. At the member level, the -INC control statement copies members or
records, and COPYDD copies data descriptions from Datacom Datadictionary. At the master file level and between master
files, you can use the Utility.

The Librarian Utility is a read-only facility that can process either an entire master file or selected members. Using the
utility, you can create a card-image output file, made up both of Librarian members (or parts of members) and of records
that you supply directly in the input stream, or you can transfer members between master files.

You can also use the utility to scan an entire master file, or a specific range of members on a master file, for a character
string or to print or punch members or parts of members. See System Services for more complete information on the
utility.
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An -INC control statement, coded instream in a member's records, copies the records of the member it references into the
including member when it is written to the job stream file. The included member must reside on the same master file as
the including member.

The Librarian COPYDD statement stores a program on a Librarian master file that references a file description that is
stored in Datacom Datadictionary. When a program containing a COPYDD statement is written to the compilation file
through the EXEC option, the COPYDD processor is invoked to read the Datacom Datadictionary and generate a file
description in the appropriate language. Supported languages include Assembler, COBOL, PL/1, and CA-DataReporter.

When a COBOL COPY statement is put in a COBOL program, it is replaced in the compilation file by the records of
the specified Librarian member. Standardized sections of coding can be shared between programs in this way, saving
programming time and reducing the amount of duplicated code in a master file. The expansion of COPY verbs is activated
by the CCOPY option and is permanently deactivated by the CCOPYOFF option. You can also control COBOL COPY
expansion through the Syntax Checker option, SYNCHK.

To produce a report listing all the members of a master file containing -INC control statements, COPYDD commands, or
COBOL COPY verbs, you can execute Librarian for a Member Cross Reference. You can select any combination of -INC,
COPYDD, and COBOL COPY and also specify a range of members.

Overview of Support for Wide Records

Librarian supports records up to 32,760 bytes long in PDS or PDS/E master files (z/OS and OS/390 only with RECFM=V
or RECFM=FB). Wide-record support does not affect support for 80-byte records in AFO master files. Complete
compatibility with Librarian applications from release 4.1 or earlier is assured because wide-record support was
implemented with only very minor modifications to existing Librarian components. Support for wide records in PDS and
PDS/E master files is highly compatible with support for 80-byte records in BDAM and VSAM master files and includes
many enhancements. However, there are a small number of limitations and other compatibility considerations that apply
when using wide record support.

They are outlined here and presented in detail throughout the Librarian documentation with the notation wide record.
These differences apply when using PDS or PDS/E master files, regardless of the size of records. They do not apply
when using BDAM or VSAM master files.

Creating a Master File

Wide records are supported only in PDS and PDS/E master files (with RECFM=V or RECFM=VB). They must be
allocated with variable blocked record format. The block size must be four larger than the logical record length. The block
size has no relationship to the size of member records. Details are in Systems Services.

A PDS or PDS/E master file must be initialized just like a BDAM or VSAM master file using -OPT INIT and any parameters
for changing the default processing options.

The following options were changed for wide-record support:

DISK
This option is not required and is ignored.

LONGDATE
Allows the use of four-digit years when specifying an archive date.

SHORTDATE
Selects the default 2-digit year format. Years starting with 60 are assumed to be the 20th century (that is, 1960).
Years less than 60 are assumed to be the 21st century (that is, 2059).

SEQ=
The starting column can be up to five digits.

AUTOARC
Members are archived by default. This is assumed if you specified the ARC= option.
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NOAUTOARC
Members are not archived by default.

CON
Processing is conditional by default.

UNCON
Processing is unconditional by default.

Note the following basic requirements for wide record master files:

• They must be PDS or PDS/E master files with RECFM=V or RECFM=VB
• The block size must be four larger than the logical record length
• The recommended minimum block size is 1K (1024 bytes)

Overriding Master File Defaults

You can override the following wide record master file defaults for a particular execution of AFOLIBR using the -OPT
statement. The meaning of these options is described above.

• LONGDATE
• SHORTDATE
• AUTOARC
• NOAUTOARC
• CON
• UNCON

Deleting Master Files

You must use the -OPT REMOVE option to tell the LAM subsystem and LAM server task that a PDS or PDS/E (with
RECFM=V or RECFM=VB) data set is no longer a wide record master file. This removes the data set from the list of wide
record master files and allows normal access to the PDS without using Librarian.

Librarian Subsystem and Server Task

You can access wide record master files only by using Librarian and a part of the LIB/AM subsystem. To enforce this
restriction, the LAM subsystem (included with Librarian) and LAM server task must be running on all systems, regardless
of whether they access wide record master files (the presence of a Librarian load library requires LAM to be active).
However, the LAMMVS module is not required if you do not use the SUBSYS=LAM function of the LIB/AM subsystem.

The -OPT INIT, REINIT, and REMOVE functions require these components. See the Getting Started for more information
about running these components.

-OPT Remove

This function notifies the LAM subsystem and LAM server task that the master files is not longer valid and can be
accessed as an ordinary PDS without using Librarian components.

Copying 80-Byte Members to or from Wide Record Members

Members in BDAM or VSAM master files may be copied to PDS or PDS/E (with RECFM=V or RECFM=VB) master files in
one of these ways:
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• The first method involves LIBRCOPY, but only individual archive levels can be copied between a member in a BDAM
or VSAM master file and a member in a PDS or PDS/E master files. See Systems Services for more information.

• The second method uses the ELIPS Utility Copy function. This allows for all available archive levels to be copied,
maintaining their last-updated and added dates and time. See the ELIPS Commands section (ELIPS Utility copy) for
more information.

Copying Wide Record Members

You can use UTILITY -COPY to copy all the archive levels of a member in a PDS or PDS/E master file (with RECFM=V
or RECFM=VB) to a member in a different PDS or PDS/E master file. This is done in a single job step. The destination
master file is allocated as DD COPYDEST. A comment is written to the job stream file instead of the special -ADD
statement and member data records or LIBRCOPY for the current level.

Diagnostic Messages

The diagnostic messages for wide record support begin with a message ID of the form LIBRnnnnx, where nnnn is the
message number and x indicates the severity. The messages are listed in the Messages section.

Extract functions, such as EXEC, that expand -INC statements provide informational messages as each -INC statement is
processed and when errors are encountered in INC processing.

An internal diagnostic trace facility is provided to expedite the resolution of issues with the Broadcom Support staff. If
there is a need, you will be told how to enable this facility and communicate the trace data to Broadcom Support.

Return Codes

The AFOLIBR return codes are as follows when a PDS or PDS/E (with RECFM=V or RECFM=VB) master file is
accessed:

• Successful run, possibly with a warning such as LIBR0135W in response to using the COPYDD option, which is
ignored.

• Successful run with a warning such as -INC cannot be expanded during UTILITY EXTRACT processing.
• Command error with option UNCON.
12

Command error without option UNCON.
20

Severe error such as unable to open SYSIN.

The FAIR return codes are unchanged.

Increased Limits

The following limits were increased for wide record support:

• The maximum record length is 32,760.
• The maximum archive level is 99,999,999.
• The SEQ= limits are /32767, 9,99999,99999/.
• The maximum string length for -EDIT, -FILL and -SCAN is 123 bytes.
• Up to 64 keywords can be specified with -OPT XREF.

Variable Record Length

Records can have different lengths in a member. Initially, the size of the SYSIN or -AUX file determines the length of each
record. You can increase the length of a record using -EDIT with the MAX keyword. You can reduce the length of a record
using -EDIT with the TRUNC keyword.
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Wide Record Display

Records wider than 80 bytes are displayed using multiple print lines. Portions of records with non-printable data displays
in hex and character. Repeating data displays in a compressed format.

Update Report

The update report includes the update commands (-REP, -INS, -DEL) generated by LIBAUDIT (-REP ALL).

INDEX Reports

The INDEX reports listed below contain information that differs from regular Librarian INDEX reports.

All INDEX reports include the time each member was added.

The Management Index (INDEX(M)) report has the following additional items:

• ID of the user who locked the member.
• ARC values NOARC (archiving suspended) and OFF (not archived).
• Member added time.
• Member copied date and time via batch Librarian Utility processing (Wide master files only).
• Number of history records.
• Largest record length.
• PRMOD indicator for printer members.
• Resequence status of Resq or NoRs.
• Compression attribute of Full, Part or None.

The Management INDEX report omits the following items that are not maintained for wide record members:

• Number of accesses.
• Number of blocks.
• Access date.

The Statistical Summary (INDEX(S)) report contains the following additional information:

• Widest record.
• Member with the most total records.
• Member with the most history records.
• Member with the most data records.

The Statistical Summary report omits the following items that are not maintained for wide record members:

• Number of blocks.
• Number of free blocks.
• Number of used blocks.
• Number of dead blocks.
• Number of tracks.
• Number of free tracks.
• Number of index blocks.
• Number of Master Index entries.
• Percentage of free space.
• Percentage of dead space.
• Largest member (in blocks).

NOTE
For more information and examples of these reports, refer to the Systems Services section.
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Update and Exclusive Access to the Master File

-SEL processing only enqueues the master file and requires update access to the master file when the member is being
updated. An access count and date is not maintained for PDS members.

The utility INDEX function does not enqueue the master file. The INDEX function does not enqueue wide master files.

The utility SCAN function does not enqueue the master file.

Enhancements to -EDIT, -FILL, and -SCAN

The string length limit is 123 bytes.

The MAX= parameter indicates the largest record length -EDIT or -FILL creates.

The TRUNC parameter is used instead of -EMOD Y to enable truncation of data by -EDIT.

Member Lock

You can use the LOCK and UNLOCK options with -ADD, -SEL, and UTILITY -COPY to restrict update access to only
the user ID that issues the lock. Another user can UNLOCK a LOCKed member if they have external security and ALL
access. For more information on ALL access, see the Security section.

If a user tries to update a member LOCKed by another ID, a message is issued informing them of the user ID who
LOCKed the member. You can also obtain this information from the Index report, the Member List report, and the ELIPS
Selection List. All members that can be updated can be LOCKed, regardless of where they are (that is, under CCF
control).

Statistics

The following statistics are maintained:

• A separate count of history and data records is maintained for each archive level.
• The time and date are saved for each data and history record.
• The time and date of creation, update, and copy are maintained for each member.
• The size of the largest record is maintained for each member.

GPO Additional Keywords

The following member selection keywords are supported only for wide record master files:

LOCKED={Y│N}

Selects locked or unlocked members.

MAXRECL={nnnnn│+nnnnn│-nnnnn}

Selects members based on the length of the longest record.

NOHIST={nnnnn│+nnnnn│-nnnnn}

Selects members based on the number of history records.

GPO Unsupported Keywords

The following keywords are not supported because -SEL processing does not require update access unless the member
is changed:

ACSA, ACSB, NOACS
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The following keyword is not supported because Librarian does not participate in low-level I/O operations:

NOBLK

GPO Generalized Command

-OPT GPO supports the additional GPO command -GPO for specifying member selection criteria when no Librarian
command is required in the job stream for each member. SLAT variable substitution is performed for all statements that
follow the -GPO command as these statements are copied to the job stream for each selected member. This is intended
for generating an IEBCOPY job that processes members of the PDS master file.

XREF Generalized Keywords

The -XREF statement accepts any keyword, not just the keywords INC, COPYDD, and COPY. Each keyword can be up to
eight characters. You can use multiple

-XREF statements to specify up to 64 keywords. Work files are not needed for -OPT XREF.

PRMOD support

The PRMOD option designates a printer member that is processed like any other member except for the following:

• The default sequence column start position is zero, which keeps the sequence number apart from the data.
• The LIST function prints the member ASIS instead of formatting the member listing report.

Empty Records

You can add and update empty members.

ELIPS

ELIPS support for wide records includes the following:

• BROWSE all wide records.
• EDIT records up to 255 bytes.
• Process records up to 255 bytes using EDIT options COPY, MOVE, CREATE, and REPLACE.
• Process all wide records using UTILITY COPY.
• The LOCK/UNLOCK feature.

Valid Passwords

The processing option, PSWD=, assigns or changes the password of a module. Like regular Librarian master files,
passwords can be any four-character, alphanumeric string.

You cannot assign the following Librarian reserved words as passwords for wide record master files: EXEC, LIST, NOPR,
PERM, and LOCK.

If you do not specify one, Librarian assigns a password to any module you add to a master file.

LIB/CCF

Note the following for LIB/CCF files:

• Copying processes support wide records.
• Locked production members are detected and the promotion is stopped.
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COMPARATOR

Note the following for COMPARATOR files:

• Wide records are supported
• The PUNCH file DECK option supports wide records

LIB/AM

Wide records are supported through the DCB attributes.

LIB/TSO

Wide record master files are supported with TSO data sets.

User Contributed Routines

The following User Contributed Routines were enhanced to provide wide record support:

• AUXINC
• LIBRADD
• LIBRCOPY

All others are compatible with wide record master files with 80 byte records.

Day 1 Task Checklist
Users can execute the tasks in this checklist to start using Librarian.

This checklist summarizes key tasks to start using this product after the product is up and running. This checklist applies
to any new user. However, even experienced users can benefit from reviewing this content. The checklist includes a
brief description of the tasks, with links to procedures. The checklist also identifies the roles that are typically required to
complete the task.

This checklist is not all inclusive, but it represents the top tasks that we recommend that you execute on Day 1.

TIP
The tasks in this checklist are not in sequential order except where noted. Therefore, you can complete tasks in
parallel.

To download an Excel spreadsheet of this checklist, click here.

Task Description Role Time Estimate

Complete Configuration Tasks Complete the steps to configure
your Librarian instance.

Systems Programmer 30 minutes

Familiarise yourself with the
facilities of  Librarian.

Each facility describes a task,
followed by instructions of how
to complete the task, and the
expected outcome.

Systems Programmer 60 minutes

Schedule Batch Jobs Configure LIB/CCF to take
advantage of either CA 7
or Scheduler scheduling an
application for promotion to the
production environment at a
specified time.

Systems Programmer 30 minutes
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Task Description Role Time Estimate

Familiarise yourself with LIB/
CCF Exception Handling

Review the examples of
problems and exceptions that
can occur during logout and
login, and their solutions.

Systems Programmer 40 minutes

Familiarise yourself with
Librarian Reports

Some Librarian Reports are
generated automatically when
optioned, and some reports are
generated on-demand.

Systems Programmer 30 minutes

Review the Commands detailed
in the Reference section

The Reference section provides
general information about Batch,
Control, and ELIPS commands,
Processing Options, and how to
compile programs.

Systems Programmer 30 minutes

Integration Best Practices
This section contains integration best practices.

Librarian Access Method Integration

We recommend using the Librarian Access Method interface when working with IBM software and Librarian master files or
IBM-partitioned data sets.

Business Value:

The Librarian Access Method lets you use familiar JCL parameters to define Librarian modules, which helps improve input
efficiency and allow for concatenation with other input sources. Because the Librarian Access Method permits programs
using BPAM access techniques to read Librarian master files, the full range of Librarian capabilities are extended to your
MACRO, COPY, and object libraries.

Recipes Using the Facilities
Use Librarian facilities described in the previous section to perform many tasks. You can use this section as a sort of
cookbook, explaining how to use the facilities to produce the results you want. Each section describes a task, followed by
the job control and Librarian statements you can use to perform it.

• Delete unwanted archive levels.
• Recover from a "bad" update, returning to an earlier version.
• Perform a global edit, changing one character string to another wherever it is found in programs that conform to

whatever criteria you select using the Group Processing Option.
• Copy selected members from one disk master file to another (as from a production master file to a test master) or from

a backup tape master to disk.
• Copy members to a partitioned data set.
• Copy records from one member to another.
• Transfer records in a member.

Deleting Archive Levels
To delete unwanted archive levels, use the ARCLR option on a -SEL command:

-SEL MODNAME,ARCLR=YYMMDD

This command deletes all prior levels up to but not including the level that was current on the date specified.
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For example, if you have a member called MODA with the listed creation date:

MODA Created
Level 0 860101
Level 1 860202
Level 2 860303

And you executed Librarian using the following control statement:

-SEL MODA,ARCLR=860229

MODA Created
Level 0 **DELETED**
Level 1 860202
Level 2 860303

Only level 0 is deleted since, as of 860229, level 1 was current.

If, after this operation, you executed Librarian using the following ARCLR option:

-SEL MODA,ARCLR=860303

The following results:

MODA Created
Level 1 **DELETED**
Level 2 970303

Again, level 2 is not deleted because it was the level current as of March 3, 1997.

NOTE
The Last Update time and date stamp reflect the time and date of the ARCLR run and no new  archive level is
created.

If you then executed Librarian again with the following statement, no additional levels are deleted:

-SEL MODA,ARCLR=860404

Recovering from a Bad Update
To recover from a bad update, use the ARC= option on a -SEL command to select the level to process:

-SEL MODNAME,ARC=LX -X YYMMDDHHMMSS

For example, suppose you have a test member and you made various changes. Suddenly, something that worked
yesterday stops working. All you want is to go back to the version of the member that last worked. By selecting the
previous good level and performing a batch update, you delete the more current levels. Perform this operation in batch.

To delete the bad level:

MODA RELATIVE ABSOLUTE DATE
Level L0 -2 860101
Level L1 -1 860202
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Level L2 -0 860303

-SEL MODA,ARC=860202

-HST RECOVER PREVIOUS VERSION DUE TO OC7 ABEND

 (data changes, if any)

or

-SEL MODA,ARC=L1

-PGMR SMITH

 (data changes, if any)

or

-SEL MODA,ARC=-1,SEQ=COBOL

 (data changes, if any)

MODA RELATIVE ABSOLUTE DATE
Level L0 -2 860101
Level L1 -1 860202
Level L2 -0 860303

For another example, suppose the production version of a member abends one evening.

Rather than delete the bad level, you want only to recompile the last good level and worry about the abend tomorrow.
When you select a previous version of a member with the EXEC option and no updates are made, the specified level is
written to the job stream file for subsequent compilation.

The member on the master file is unaltered.

-SEL MODA,ARC=-1,EXEC

The L1 level is written out to the OSJOB/JOBSTR file.

Performing a Global Edit
To perform a global edit, use the Group Processing Option with -EDIT or - FILL commands.

-OPT GPO

-SEL criteria...options...

 -EDIT /old string/new string/

-END

NOTE
GPO selects the members to edit.

Since the -EDIT commands are not GPO control statements, they are written to the job stream file as is, immediately
following each generated -SEL statement.

The output from the first step is a Librarian control stream that consists of -SEL and -EDIT statements. This Librarian
control stream is then used as input to a subsequent Librarian execution. It is in this second step that the actual edits or
changes are performed.

The following sample selects all the members whose name begins with PAY and whose language code is either COB or
CBL. It performs three editing operations on each of them.

-OPT GPO

-SEL NAME=/PAY,(LANG=COB│LANG=CBL)
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 -EDIT /3350-/3380-/

-EDIT / ADR / CAI /

-EDIT / COMPUTATIONAL-/ COMP-/

-END

-SEL PAYROLL,XDZJ

-EDIT /3350-/3380-/

-EDIT / ADR / CAI /

-EDIT / COMPUTATIONAL-/ COMP-/

-SEL PAY1,FMQT

-EDIT /3350-/3380-/

-EDIT / ADR / CAI /

-EDIT / COMPUTATIONAL-/ COMP-/

-END

//EDTJOB JOB 70000,PITT,CLASS=X,MSGCLASS=A

//STEP1 EXEC PGM=librarian,PARM='NRJS,NJTA'

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//OSJOB DD DSN=&&GPO,DISP=(,PASS),UNIT=SYSDA,

 // SPACE=(CYL,(1,1)),

 // DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=8000)

 //LIST DD SYSOUT=*

//INDEX DD SYSOUT=*

//MASTER DD DSN=LIBR.MASTER.FILE,DISP=SHR

//SYSIN DD *

-OPT GPO

-SEL NAME=/PAY/,(LANG=COB│LANG=CBL)

 -EDIT /3350-/3380-/

-EDIT / ADR / CAI /

-EDIT / COMPUTATIONAL-/ COMP-/

-END

//STEP2 EXEC PGM=librarian,PARM='NRJS,NJTA'

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//OSJOB DD DUMMY

//LIST DD SYSOUT=*

//INDEX DD SYSOUT=*

//MASTER DD DSN=LIBR.MASTER.FILE,DISP=SHR

//SYSIN DD DSN=&&GPO,DISP=(OLD,PASS)                         A

NOTE
A indicates the OSJOB file from the first step is used as input to the second step.

* $$ JOB JNM=EDTJOB,CLASS=A

// JOB EDTJOB

// DLBL MASTER,'CAI.LIBR.LIBTESTB',,DA

// EXTENT SYS004,SYSWK2,1,0,8816,40

// ASSGN SYS004,DISK,VOL=SYSWK2,SHR

// DLBL JOBSTR,'LIBR.JOBSTR',,SD

// EXTENT SYS008,SYSWK2,1,0,9100,10

// ASSGN SYS008,DISK,VOL=SYSWK2,SHR

// EXEC librprog,SIZE=AUTO

-OPT GPO

-SEL NAME=/PAY/,(LANG=COB│LANG=CBL)

 -EDIT /3350-/3380-/

-EDIT / ADR / CAI /

-EDIT / COMPUTATIONAL-/ COMP-/
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/*

// DLBL MASTER,'CAI.LIBR.LIBTESTB',,DA

// EXTENT SYS004,SYSWK2,1,0,8816,40

// ASSGN SYS004,DISK,VOL=SYSWK2,SHR

// ASSGN SYS008,IGN

// DLBL IJSYSIN,'LIBR.JOBSTR',,SD

// EXTENT SYSIPT,SYSWK2,1,0,9100,10

ASSGN SYSIPT,DISK,VOL=SYSWK2,SHR

// EXEC librprog,SIZE=AUTO

CLOSE SYSIPT,SYSRDR

/*

/&

* $$ EOJ

Copying Selected Members
Librarian copies members from one disk master file to another with all archive levels or it copies only the latest versions; it
copies selected members from tape to disk or from disk to tape. All archive levels are copied.

The following JCL examples show how to do each of these tasks:

Examples: Copy Disk to Disk
Example 1 This example shows z/OS and OS/390 JCL to copy selected members from one disk master file to
another, with all archive levels.
//CDDJOB JOB 70000,PITT,CLASS=X,MSGCLASS=A 

//STEP1 EXEC PGM=librarian,PARM='NRJS,NJTA' 

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=* 

//OSJOB    DD DSN=&&UTI,

//         DISP=(,PASS),UNIT=SYSDA,

//         SPACE=(CYL,(1,1)),

//         DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=8000)

//LIST     DD SYSOUT=* 

//INDEX    DD SYSOUT=* 

//MASTER   DD DSN=LIBR.MASTER.FILE,DISP=SHR 

//SYSIN    DD * 

-OPT UTILITY 

-COPY MODA 

-COPY MODB,MODC,PSWD=ABCD,NOREP 

-END 

//STEP2 EXEC PGM=librarian,PARM='NRJS,NJTA' 

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=* 

//OSJOB    DD DUMMY 

//LIST     DD SYSOUT=* 

//INDEX    DD SYSOUT=* 

//MASTER   DD DSN=LIBR.MASTER.FILE,DISP=SHR 

//SYSIN    DD DSN=&&UTI,DISP=(OLD,PASS)           A

• A -- Indicates the OSJOB file from the first step is used as input to the second step.

NOTE
This does not apply to Wide Record master files. Use LIBRCOPY.

Example 2 This example shows the VSE/ESA JCL required to copy selected members from one disk master
file to another. All archive levels are copied.
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* $$ JOB JNM=CDDJOB,CLASS=A 

// JOB CDDJOB 

// DLBL MASTER,'CAI.LIBR.LIBTESTB',,DA 

// EXTENT SYS004,SYSWK2,1,0,8816,40 

// ASSGN SYS004,DISK,VOL=SYSWK2,SHR 

// DLBL JOBSTR,'LIBR.JOBSTR',,SD 

// EXTENT SYS008,SYSWK2,1,0,9100,10 

// ASSGN SYS008,DISK,VOL=SYSWK2,SHR 

// EXEC librprog,SIZE=AUTO 

-OPT UTILITY 

-COPY MODA 

-COPY MODB,MODC,PSWD=ABCD,NOREP 

/* 

// DLBL MASTER,'CAI.LIBR.LIBTESTB',,DA 

// EXTENT SYS004,SYSWK2,1,0,8816,40 

// ASSGN SYS004,DISK,VOL=SYSWK2,SHR 

// ASSGN SYS008,IGN 

// DLBL IJSYSIN,'LIBR.JOBSTR',,SD              A 

// EXTENT SYSIPT,SYSWK2,1,0,9100,10 

ASSGN SYSIPT,DISK,VOL=SYSWK2,SHR 

// EXEC librprog,SIZE=AUTO 

CLOSE SYSIPT,SYSRDR 

/* 

/& 

* $$ EOJ

• A -- Indicates the JOBSTR file from the first step is used as input to the second step.

NOTE
This also includes all archive levels, VSE/ESA, using Utility Copy.

Example 3 This example shows z/OS and OS/390 JCL to copy only the most recent versions of selected
modules from one disk master file to another.
//CDDJOB JOB 70000,BROWDER,CLASS=X,MSGCLASS=A 

//STEP1 EXEC PGM=LIBRCOPY 

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=* 

//OSJOB    DD DSN=&&CPY,DISP=(,PASS),UNIT=SYSDA,

//         SPACE=(CYL,(1,1)),

//         DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=8000)

//MASTER   DD DSN=LIBR.MASTER.FILE,DISP=SHR 

//DESTMAST DD DSN=LIBR.librprog,DISP=SHR 

//SYSIN    DD * 

-OPT UTILITY 

-COPY MODA 

-COPY MODB,MODC,PSWD=ABCD,NOREP 

-END 

//STEP2 EXEC PGM=librarian,PARM='NRJS,NJTA' 

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=* 

//OSJOB    DD DUMMY 

//LIST     DD SYSOUT=* 

//INDEX    DD SYSOUT=* 

//MASTER   DD DSN=LIBR.librprog,DISP=SHR 

//SYSIN    DD DSN=&&CPY,DISP=(OLD,PASS)        A
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• A -- Indicates the OSJOB file from the first step is used as input to the second step.

Example 4 This example shows the VSE/ESA JCL required to copy only the current versions of selected
members from one disk master file to another.
* $$ JOB JNM=CDDJOB,CLASS=0,DISP=D,USER='PITT.3751'

// JOB CDDJOB

// DLBL JOBSTR,'LIBR.TEST.JOBSTREAM',0,SD

// EXTENT SYS008,CAI002,1,0,8244,96

// ASSGN SYS008,DISK,VOL=CAI002,SHR

// DLBL DESTMST,'CAI.LIBR.TESTLIB',99/365,DA

// EXTENT SYS014,SYSWK2,1,0,008816,40

// ASSGN SYS014,DISK,VOL=SYSWK2,SHR

// DLBL MASTER,'LIBR.MASTER.FILE',99/365,DA

// EXTENT SYS004,SYSWK9,1,0,001990,20

// ASSGN SYS004,DISK,VOL=SYSWK9,SHR

// EXEC LIBDCOPY

-OPT UTILITY

-COPY MODA

-COPY MODB,MODC,PSWD=ABCD,NOREP

/*

// ASSGN SYS008,IGN

// DLBL MASTER,'CAI.LIBR.LIBTESTB',99/365,DA

// EXTENT SYS004,SYSWK2,1,0,8816,40

// ASSGN SYS004,DISK,VOL=SYSWK2,SHR

// DLBL IJSYSIN,'LIBR.TEST.JOBSTREAM',0,SD

// EXTENT SYSIPT,CAI002,1,0,8244,96

ASSGN SYSIPT,DISK,VOL=CAI002,SHR

// EXEC librprog

CLOSE SYSIPT,SYSRDR

/&

* $$ EOJ

Examples: Copy Tape to Disk
Example 1 This example shows the JCL needed to copy selected members from a backup tape file to a disk
master, with all archive levels.
The Librarian control statements in the first step are as follows:
-OPT UTILITY,NOSORT,[SYS004=SL│NL]

-COPY CHECKOUT

-END

The effect is to add the member to the disk master file. The following example shows z/OS and OS/390 JCL to
copy selected members from a backup tape file to a disk master, with all archive levels.
//CTDJOB JOB 70000,NEILSON,CLASS=X,MSGCLASS=A 

//STEP1 EXEC PGM=librarian,PARM='NRJS,NJTA' 

//SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=* 

//OSJOB     DD DSN=&&UTI,DISP=(,PASS),UNIT=SYSDA,

//          SPACE=(CYL,(1,1)),

//          DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=8000)

//SYSAF01   DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(1,1))          A 

//SYSAF02   DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(1,1))          B 

//SYSAF03   DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(1,1))          C 

//MASTIN    DD DSN=LIBR.MASTER.TAPE,                 D 

//          DISP=OLD,

//          UNIT=DEFER 
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//LIST      DD SYSOUT=* 

//INDEX     DD SYSOUT=* 

//SYSIN     DD * 

-OPT UTILITY,NOSORT                                  E 

-COPY CHECKOUT 

-END 

//STEP2 EXEC PGM=librarian,PARM='NRJS,NJTA' 

//SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=* 

//OSJOB     DD DUMMY /LIST DD SYSOUT=* 

//INDEX     DD SYSOUT=* 

//MASTER    DD DSN=LIBR.MASTER.FILE,DISP=SHR 

//SYSIN     DD DSN=&&UTI,DISP=(OLD,PASS)             F

• A -- Required for work files
• B -- For tape processing
• C -- SYSAF03 is not required when NOSORT is specified
• D -- Defines input tape
• E -- Specify NOSORT since there is only one -COPY statement
• F -- OSJOB from STEP1

Example 2 This example shows the VSE/ESA JCL required to copy selected members from a backup tape
file to a disk master, with all archive levels.
* $$ JOB JNM=CTDJOB,CLASS=A 

// JOB CTDJOB 

// TLBL MASTER,'LIBR.BKUP'                           A 

// ASSGN SYS004,180 

// DLBL IJSYS06,'LIBR.WORK1',,SD 

// EXTENT SYS006,SYSWK2,,,8895,10 

// ASSGN SYS006,DISK,VOL=SYSWK2,SHR 

// DLBL IJSYS07,'LIBR.WORK2',,SD 

// EXTENT SYS007,SYSWK2,,,8905,10 

// ASSGN SYS007,DISK,VOL=SYSWK2,SHR 

// DLBL JOBSTR,'LIBR.SUPPORT.JOBSTR.BG',,SD         B 

// EXTENT SYS008,SYSWK2,1,0,8856,39 

// ASSGN SYS008,DISK,VOL=SYSWK2,SHR 

// EXEC librprog,SIZE=AUTO 

-OPT UTILITY,NOSORT,SYS004=NL.                      C 

-COPY CHECKOUT 

-END 

/* 

// DLBL MASTER,'CAI.LIBR.LIBTESTB',,DA 

// EXTENT SYS004,SYSWK2,1,0,8816,40 

// ASSGN SYS004,DISK,VOL=SYSWK2,SHR 

// ASSGN SYS008,IGN 

// DLBL IJSYSIN,'LIBR.SUPPORT.JOBSTR.BG',,SD        D 

// EXTENT SYSIPT,SYSWK2,1,0,9100,10 

ASSGN SYSIPT,DISK,VOL=SYSWK2,SHR 

// EXEC librprog,SIZE=AUTO 

/* 

CLOSE SYSIPT,SYSRDR 

/& 

* $$ EOJ
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• A -- Defines input tape master
• B -- Job stream file to pass to next step
• C -- Specify NOSORT since there is only one -COPY statement. Specify SYS004=NL or SL to override (if

necessary) what was specified with the LIBGEN macro at installation time.
• D -- JOBSTR from STEP1

Examples: Copy Disk to Tape
The following examples show the JCL needed to use GPO to copy selected members from a disk master
file to a backup tape file, with all archive levels. There are three steps. Example 1 The Librarian control
statements in the first step are as follows:
-OPT GPO

-OPT UTILITY

-OPT NOINPUT,NOSORT,OUT=NL

-OPT NOSEP

-COPY NAME=/CHE/

-END

This sequence of control cards allows GPO to generate utility -COPY statements to execute in the next step.
GPO does not recognize the second, third, and fourth statements in this sequence, but they are written to
the job stream file as is. The fifth statement causes GPO to generate a -COPY statement for every member
it finds whose name begins with CHE on the master file. Librarian reads the job stream file produced by this
first step in the second step, and the Librarian utility executes. The statements in the job stream file for this
particular case are as follows:
-OPT UTILITY

-OPT NOINPUT,NOSORT,OUT=NL

-OPT NOSEP

-COPY CHECKCTL

-COPY CHECKIN

-COPY CHECKINS

-END

The job stream file from this second step is then passed to the third step for another execution of Librarian,
just as in a regular utility run.
//GPOJOB JOB 70000,R.BROWN,CLASS=X,MSGCLASS=A 

//STEP1 EXEC PGM=librarian,PARM='NRJS,NJTA' 

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=* 

//OSJOB    DD DSN=&&GPO,DISP=(,PASS),UNIT=SYSDA,

//         SPACE=(CYL,(1,1)),

//         DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=8000)

//LIST     DD SYSOUT=* 

//INDEX    DD SYSOUT=* 

//MASTER   DD DSN=LIBR.MASTER.FILE,DISP=SHR 

//SYSIN    DD * 

-OPT GPO 

-OPT UTILITY 

-OPT NOSEP,NOINPUT,NOSORT                           A 

-COPY NAME=/CHE/ 

-END 

//STEP2 EXEC PGM=librarian,PARM='NRJS,NJTA' 

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=* 

//OSJOB    DD DSN=&&UTI,DISP=(,PASS),UNIT=SYSDA,

//         SPACE=(CYL,(1,1)),

//         DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=8000)

//LIST     DD SYSOUT=* 
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//INDEX    DD SYSOUT=* 

//MASTER   DD DSN=LIBR.MASTER.FILE,DISP=SHR 

//SYSIN    DD DSN=&&GPO,DISP=(OLD,PASS)             B 

//STEP3 EXEC PGM=librarian,PARM='NRJS,NJTA' 

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=* 

//OSJOB    DD DUMMY 

//LIST     DD SYSOUT=* 

//INDEX DD SYSOUT=* 

//SYSAF01  DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(1,1))          C 

//SYSAF02  DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(1,1))

//SYSAF03  DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(1,1))          D 

//MASTOUT  DD DSN=LIBR.BACKUP.TAPE,                 E 

//         DISP=(NEW,CATLG),

//         UNIT=(TAPE,,DEFER),

//         DCB=BLKSIZE=1000 

//SYSIN    DD DSN=&&UTI,DISP=OLD                    F

• A -- Specify NOINPUT since this is a new backup tape file. Specify NOSORT since GPO generates the -
COPY statements in ascending sequence

• B -- OSJOB from STEP1
• C -- Required for work files
• D -- Not required if NOSORT is specified
• E -- Sample dd statement for a backup tape file
• F -- OSJOB from STEP2

Example 2 This example shows VSE/ESA JCL using GPO to copy selected members from one disk master
file to another, with all archive levels. There are three steps.
* $$ JOB JNM=GPOJOB,CLASS=A 

// JOB GPOJOB 

// DLBL MASTER,'CAI.LIBR.LIBTESTB',,DA 

// EXTENT SYS004,SYSWK2,1,0,8816,40 

// ASSGN SYS004,DISK,VOL=SYSWK2,SHR 

// DLBL JOBSTR,'LIBR.JOBSTR1',,SD 

// EXTENT SYS008,SYSWK2,1,0,9100,10 

// ASSGN SYS008,DISK,VOL=SYSWK2,SHR 

// EXEC librprog,SIZE=AUTO 

-OPT GPO 

-OPT UTILITY 

-OPT NOSEP,NOINPUT,NOSORT,SYS005=NL                 A 

-COPY NAME=/CHE/ 

/* 

// DLBL MASTER,'CAI.LIBR.LIBTESTB',,DA 

// EXTENT SYS004,SYSWK2,1,0,8816,40 

// ASSGN SYS004,DISK,VOL=SYSWK2,SHR 

// DLBL JOBSTR,'LIBR.JOBSTR2',,SD } 

// EXTENT SYS008,SYSWK2,1,0,8856,39 }               B 

// ASSGN SYS008,DISK,VOL=SYSWK2,SHR } 

// DLBL IJSYSIN,'LIBR.JOBSTR1',,SD } 

// EXTENT SYSIPT,SYSWK2,1,0,9100,10 }               C 

ASSGN SYSIPT,DISK,VOL=SYSWK2,SHR } 

// EXEC librprog,SIZE=AUTO 

CLOSE SYSIPT,SYSRDR 

/* 
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// TLBL MASTOUT,'LIBR.TAPE.MASTOUT'                 D 

// ASSGN SYS005,180 

// DLBL IJSYS006, 'LIBR.WORK2',,SD } 

// EXTENT SYS006,SYSWK2,,,8895,10 } 

// ASSGN SYS006,DISK,VOL=SYSWK2,SHR}                E 

// DLBL IJSYS007, 'LIBR.WORK1',,SD } 

// EXTENT SYS007,SYSWK2,,,8905,10 } 

// ASSGN SYS007,DISK,VOL=SYSWK2,SHR} 

// DLBL IJSYSIN,'LIBR.SUPPORT.JOBSTR.BG',,SD        F 

// EXTENT SYSIPT,SYSWK2,1,0,8856,39 

ASSGN SYSIPT,DISK,VOL=SYSWK2,SHR 

// ASSGN SYS008,IGN 

// EXEC librprog,SIZE=AUTO 

CLOSE SYSIPT,SYSRDR 

/& 

* $$ EOJ

• A -- Specify NOINPUT since this is a new backup tape file. Specify NOSORT since GPO generates the -
COPY statements in ascending sequence

• B -- JOBSTR file for second step
• C -- Job stream from STEP1
• D -- Specifies the new backup tape
• E -- Required for tape processing
• F -- JOBSTR from STEP2

Copying Members to a PDS (z/OS and OS/390 Only)

You can copy Librarian members to a partitioned data set by executing Librarian with the Group Processing Option.

Code EXEC(R) on the -SEL statement as follows:

-OPT GPO

-SEL criteria...,EXEC(R)

In this way, GPO selects the members to STOW into the PDS. The (R) parameter of the EXEC option instructs Librarian to
replace any already existing PDS member with the contents of the Librarian member.

The JCL for such an operation is shown below.

//GPOJOB JOB 70000,PITT,CLASS=X,MSGCLASS=A

//STEP1 EXEC PGM=librarian,PARM='NRJS,NJTA'

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//OSJOB    DD DSN=&&GPO,DISP=(,PASS),UNIT=SYSDA,

//         SPACE=(CYL,(1,1)),

//         DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=8000)

//MASTER   DD DSN=LIBR.MASTER.FILE,DISP=SHR

//SYSIN    DD *

-OPT GPO

-SEL NAME=,EXEC(R)

-END

//STEP2 EXEC PGM=librarian,PARM='NRJS,NJTA'

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//OSJOB    DD DSN=your.PDS.FILE,DISP=SHR    A

//MASTER   DD LIBR.MASTER.FILE,DISP=SHR

//SYSIN    DD DSN=&&GPO,DISP=(OLD,PASS)
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• A -- Indicates no member name is specified. Librarian stows all selected members in the named partitioned data set,
replacing any that already exist.

This is done by using GPO to generate the -SEL Statements.

NOTE

When you want to copy a library member to a PDS and Librarian Master file access is restricted to read-only,
you must use -EXTRACT instead of -SEL when accessing the member. The -EXTRACT command does not
require update authority to the master file but the -SEL(SELECT) command does. When a -SEL is processed,
even if no updates occur, the "module last accessed" date must be updated and included as part of the Module
Management Block. For more information about -EXTRACT, see -EXTRACT Statement -- Copy All Data
Records.

Copying Records from One Member to Another
You can use the utility -INC to specify the Librarian sequence numbers of the records you want to copy to another
member.

//CRCJOB JOB 70000,L.WORTH,CLASS=X,MSGCLASS=A

//STEP1 EXEC PGM=librarian,PARM='NRJS,NJTA'

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//OSJOB DD DSN=&&UTI,DISP=(,PASS),UNIT=SYSDA,

 // SPACE=(CYL,(1,1)),

 // DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=8000)

 //LIST DD SYSOUT=*

//INDEX DD SYSOUT=*

//MASTER DD DSN=LIBR.MASTER.FILE,DISP=SHR

//SYSIN DD *

-OPT UTILITY

-SEL MEMBERC

-INS 20

-INC MEMBERB,50,160

-END

//STEP2 EXEC PGM=librarian,PARM='NRJS,NJTA'

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//OSJOB DD DUMMY

//LIST DD SYSOUT=*

//INDEX DD SYSOUT=*

//MASTER DD DSN=LIBR.MASTER.FILE,DISP=SHR

//SYSIN DD DSN=&&UTI,DISP=(OLD,PASS)    A

• A -- Indicates OSJOB from STEP1.

* $$ JOB JNM=CRCJOB,CLASS=A

// JOB CRCJOB

// DLBL MASTER,'CAI.LIBR.LIBTESTB',,DA

// EXTENT SYS004,SYSWK2,1,0,8816,40

// ASSGN SYS004,DISK,VOL=SYSWK2,SHR

// DLBL JOBSTR,'LIBR.JOBSTR1',,SD

// EXTENT SYS008,SYSWK2,1,0,9100,10

// ASSGN SYS008,DISK,VOL=SYSWK2,SHR

// EXEC librprog,SIZE=AUTO

-OPT UTILITY

-SEL MODULEC
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-INS 20

-INC MODULEB,50,160

-END

/*

// DLBL MASTER,'CAI.LIBR.LIBTESTB',,DA

// EXTENT SYS004,SYSWK2,1,0,8816,40

// ASSGN SYS004,DISK,VOL=SYSWK2,SHR

// ASSGN SYS008,IGN

// DLBL IJSYSIN,'LIBR.JOBSTR1',,SD    A

// EXTENT SYSIPT,SYSWK2,1,0,9100,10

ASSGN SYSIPT,DISK,VOL=SYSWK2,SHR

// EXEC librprog,SIZE=AUTO

CLOSE SYSIPT,SYSRDR

/*

/&

* $$ EOJ

• A -- Indicates JOBSTR file from previous execution.

Copying Wide Record Master Files
LIBRCOPY is no longer the preferred way to copy members between wide record master files. The following is an
example of the special JCL for utility copy with wide record master files, using COPYDEST DD:

//CPYJOB JOB ....

//COPY EXEC PGM=librarian,PARM='NRJS,NJTA'

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//COPYDEST DD DSN=wide.master.target,DISP=SHR

//MASTER DD DSN=wide.master.source,DISP=SHR

//OSJOB DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN DD *

-OPT UTILITY

-COPY MODA

-COPY MODB,MOODC,PSWD=ABCD,NOREP

-END

This wide record master JCL performs in one step what used to require multiple steps to perform.

Using Librarian to Store Load Modules (Wide Record Support Only)
//LIBJOB JOB

//* UNLOAD THE PDS MEMBER

//STEP01 EXEC PGM=IEBCOPY

//SYSUT3 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(15))

 //SYSUT4 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(15))

 //IN DD DSN=your.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//OUT DD DSN=your.unload,DISP=(NEW,CATLG),UNIT=SYSDA,}

 // SPACE=(TRK,(5,5)),VOL=SER=volser                    A

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN DD *

COPY INDD=IN,OUTDD=OUT

SELECT MEMBER=TESTMEM

//* ADD TO CA-LIBRARIAN

//STEP02 EXEC PGM=librarian
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//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//LIST DD SYSOUT=*

//OSJOB DD SYSOUT=*

//DDIN DD DSN=your.unload,DISP=SHR

//MASTER DD DSN=libr.master,DISP=SHR

//SYSIN DD *

-ADD TESTMEM,SEQ=/0,6,1,1/ }

-AUX DDIN                                               B

-END

//* EXTRACT FROM CA-LIBRARIAN

//STEP03 EXEC PGM=librarian

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSPUNCH DD SYSOUT=*

//INDEX DD SYSOUT=*

//LIST DD SYSOUT=*

//OSJOB DD DSN=your.unload,DISP=SHR }

//MASTER DD DSN=libr.master,DISP=SHR 0\                C

//SYSIN DD *

-SEL TESTMEM,EXEC

-END

//* LOAD THE PDS MEMBER

//STEP04 EXEC PGM=IEBCOPY

//SYSUT3 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(15))

 //SYSUT4 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(15))

 //IN DD DSN=your.unload,DISP=SHR

//OUT DD DSN=your.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN DD *

COPY INDD=IN,OUTDD=OUT

/*

A
The IEBCOPY utility creates an unloaded format of a load module. The utility sets DCB characteristics for the
unloaded data set based on the block size of the load library.

B
The unloaded data set is used as auxiliary input to add the member. Specify sequence numbers as external to the
member.

C
When extracting a load module, the data set specified for OSJOB must be defined exactly the same as the one
used as input.

Moving Records in a Member
You can use the utility -INC to specify the Librarian sequence numbers of the records you want to move in a member. The
JCL to do this is shown below.

//MRCJOB JOB 70000,BROWDER,CLASS=X,MSGCLASS=A

//STEP1 EXEC PGM=librarian,PARM='NRJS,NJTA'

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//OSJOB DD DSN=&&UTI,DISP=(,PASS),UNIT=SYSDA,

 // SPACE=(CYL,(1,1)),

 // DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=8000)

 //LIST DD SYSOUT=*
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//INDEX DD SYSOUT=*

//MASTER DD DSN=LIBR.MASTER.FILE,DISP=SHR

//SYSIN DD *

-OPT UTILITY

-SEL MEMBERB

-INS 20

-INC MEMBERB,50,160

-DEL 50,160

-END

//STEP2 EXEC PGM=librarian,PARM='NRJS,NJTA'

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//OSJOB DD DUMMY

//LIST DD SYSOUT=*

//INDEX DD SYSOUT=*

//MASTER DD DSN=LIBR.MASTER.FILE,DISP=SHR

//SYSIN DD DSN=&&UTI,DISP=(OLD,PASS)                          A

A
Indicates OSJOB from STEP1.

* $$ JOB JNM=MRCJOB,CLASS=A

// JOB MRCJOB

// DLBL MASTER,'CAI.LIBR.LIBTESTB',,DA

// EXTENT SYS004,SYSWK2,1,0,8816,40

// ASSGN SYS004,DISK,VOL=SYSWK2,SHR

// DLBL JOBSTR,'LIBR.JOBSTR1',,SD

// EXTENT SYS008,SYSWK2,1,0,9100,10

// ASSGN SYS008,DISK,VOL=SYSWK2,SHR

// EXEC librprog,SIZE=AUTO

-OPT UTILITY

-SEL MODULEB

-INS 20

-INC MODULEB,50,160

-END

/*

// DLBL MASTER,'CAI.LIBR.LIBTESTB',,DA

// EXTENT SYS004,SYSWK2,1,0,8816,40

// ASSGN SYS004,DISK,VOL=SYSWK2,SHR

// ASSGN SYS008,IGN

// DLBL IJSYSIN,'LIBR.JOBSTR1',,SD                            A

// EXTENT SYSIPT,SYSWK2,1,0,9100,10

ASSGN SYSIPT,DISK,VOL=SYSWK2,SHR

// EXEC librprog,SIZE=AUTO

CLOSE SYSIPT,SYSRDR

/*

/&

* $$ EOJ

A
Indicates JOBSTR file from previous execution.

Creating Sequential Files on Tape for Use by Other Utilities
You can create sequential files on tape to use as input to the IEBUPDTE utility in an z/OS and OS/390 environment and to
MAINT as a SYSIPT file in VSE/ESA.
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IEBUPDTE - z/OS and OS/390
//UEXJOB JOB 70000,PITT,CLASS=0

// EXEC PGM=librarian,PARM='NRJS,NJTA'

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//MASTER DD DSN=LIBR.MASTER.FILE,DISP=SHR

//OSJOB DD UNIT=TAPE,VOL=SER=volser,LABEL=(,SL),

 // DCB=(RECFM=FB,BLKSIZE=800,DEN=3),

 // DISP=(,KEEP),DSN=IEBUPDTE

//SYSIN DD *

-OPT UTILITY

./ ADD NAME=CTL001

-INC CTL001

./ ADD NAME=CTL051

-INC CTL051

./ ENDUP

-END

//

The result of this utility execution is a data set written to OSJOB that consists of the members CTL001 and CTL0051, fully
expanded and preceded by the appropriate IEBUPDTE control statements as shown:

./ ADD NAME=CTL001

.

. Member CTL001

.

./ ADD NAME=CTL051

.

. Member CTL051

.

./ ENDUP

You can then use this tape to ship the data to a site where Librarian might not be installed.

MAINT - VSE/ESA

In a VSE/ESA system, the sequential data set can be a SYSIPT file to MAINT. The following example shows the control
stream required to create such a tape. You can then send the tape from one site to another, whether Librarian is available
at any given site or not.

// JOB UEXJOB

// ASSGN SYS004,X'133'

// DLBL MASTER,...

 // EXTENT SYS004,...

 // ASSGN SYS008,X'233'

// EXEC librarian,SIZE=AUTO

-OPT UTILITY

CATALS C.CTL001

BKEND C.CTL001

-INC CTL001

BKEND

CATALS C.CTL051

BKEND C.CTL051

-INC CTL051

BKEND

/:
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/*

/&

CATALS C.CTL001

BKEND C.CTL001

.

. (member CTL001)

.

 BKEND

CATALS C.CTL051

BKEND C.CTL051

.

. (member CTL051)

.

 BKEND

/*

Examples Split an Existing Member
//SPMJOB JOB 70000,NEILSON,CLASS=X,MSGCLASS=A

//STEP1 EXEC PGM=librarian,PARM-'NRJS,NJTA'

//OSJOB DD DSN=&&UTI,DISP=(,PASS),UNIT=SYSDA,

 // SPACE=(CYL,(1,1)),

 // DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=8000)

 //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//LIST DD SYSOUT=*

//INDEX DD SYSOUT=*

//MASTER DD DSN=LIBR.MASTER.FILE,DISP=SHR

//SYSIN DD *

-OPT UTILITY

-ADD MEMBERC,ARC,SEQ=COBOL                         A

-INC MEMBERB,50,160                                B

-SEL MEMBERB                                       A

-DEL 50,160                                        A

-END

//STEP2 EXEC PGM=librarian,PARM='NRJS,NJTA'

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//OSJOB DD DUMMY

//LIST DD SYSOUT=*

//INDEX DD SYSOUT=*

//MASTER DD DSN=LIBR.MASTER.FILE,DISP=SHR

//SYSIN DD DSN=&&UTI,DISP=(OLD,PASS)

A
Utility does not recognize these statements, so they are written to the job stream file as is.

B
Utility places lines 50 through 160 of MEMBERB in the job stream file.

$$ JOB JNM=SPMJOB,CLASS=A

// JOB SPMJOB

// DLBL MASTER,'CAI.LIBR.LIBTESTB',,DA

// EXTENT SYS004,SYSWK2,1,0,8816,40

// ASSGN SYS004,DISK,VOL=SYSWK2,SHR

// DLBL JOBSTR,'LIBR.JOBSTR1',,SD

// EXTENT SYS008,SYSWK2,1,0,9100,10
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// ASSGN SYS008,DISK,VOL=SYSWK2,SHR

// EXEC librprog,SIZE=AUTO

-OPT UTILITY

-ADD MEMBERC,ARC,SEQ=COBOL

-INC MEMBERB,50,160

-SEL MEMBERB,50,160

-DEL 50,160

-END

/*

// DLBL MASTER,'CAI.LIBR.LIBTESTB',,DA

// EXTENT SYS004,SYSWK2,1,0,8816,40

// ASSGN SYS004,DISK,VOL=SYSWK2,SHR

// ASSGN SYS008,IGN

// DLBL IJSYSIN,'LIBR.JOBSTR1',,SD

// EXTENT SYSIPT,SYSWK2,1,0,9100,10

ASSGN SYSIPT,DISK,VOL=SYSWK2,SHR

// EXEC librprog,SIZE=AUTO

CLOSE SYSIPT,SYSRDR

/*

/&

/ $$ EOJ

This job, and the one in the preceding example, result in a new member called MEMBERC, containing lines 50 through
160 of MEMBERB. These lines are deleted from MEMBERB. In effect, the result is to move lines 50 through 160 from
MEMBERB to MEMBERC.

Example Print or Punch Entire Members or Portions of Members
Following is an example of a typical utility PRINT/PUNCH job stream.

//PRIJOB JOB 70000,R.BROWN,CLASS=X

//EXEC librarian

//MASTER DD DSN=LIBR.MASTER.FILE,DISP=SHR

//SYSPUNCH DD SYSOUT=B

//OSJOB DD DUMMY

//SYSIN DD *

-OPT UTILITY

-PRINT TESTMOD,1120,1690

-PUNCH MEMBER1,420,635

-PRINT MEMBER3,1800,3450

-PRINT MEMBER3,200,670

/*

//

* $$ JOB JNM=PRIJOB,CLASS=A

// JOB PRIJOB

// DLBL MASTER,'CAI.LIBR.LIBTESTB',,DA

// EXTENT SYS004,SYSWK2,1,0,8816,40

// ASSGN SYS004,DISK,VOL=SYSWK2,SHR

// DLBL JOBSTR,'LIBR.JOBSTR1',,SD

// EXTENT SYS008,SYSWK2,1,0,9100,10

// ASSGN SYS008,DISK,VOL=SYSWK2,SHR

// EXEC librprog,SIZE=AUTO

-OPT UTILITY
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-PRINT TESTMOD,1120,1690

-PUNCH MODULE1,420,635

-PRINT MODULE3,1800,3450

-PRINT MODULE3,200,670

-END

/*

/&

* $$ EOJ

You can combine the creation of card-image output file with print and punch requests in a single execution of the utility.

Examples Extract a Member for Compilation

• This example shows a typical utility -EXTRACT job stream to perform an z/OS and OS/390 assembly and link-edit.
//EXTRACT JOB acct,pgmr,CLASS=x,MSGCLASS=x

//STEP1 EXEC PGM=librarian,PARM='NRJS,NJTA'

//STEPLIB DD DSN=libr.load.library,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//INDEX DD SYSOUT=*

//LIST DD SYSOUT=*

//OSJOB DD DSN=&&TEMP1,DISP=(,PASS),

 // UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(10))

 //MASTER DD DSN=libr.master.file,DISP=SHR

//SYSIN DD *

-OPT UTILITY

-EXTRACT MODULEA

//STEP2 EXEC PGM=ASMBLR,PARM=(OBJECT,NODECK)

 //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSLIB DD DSN=SYS1.MACLIB,DISP=SHR

//SYSUT1 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1))

 //SYSUT2 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1))

 //SYSUT3 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1))

 //SYSLIN DD DSN=&&OBJECT,DISP=(,PASS),

 // UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(12,12))

 //SYSIN DD DSN=&&TEMP1,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

 //*

//STEP3 EXEC PGM=IEWL,PARM=(XREF,LIST,NORENT)

 //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSUT1 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1))

 //SYSLIB DD DSN=load.lib,DISP=SHR

//SYSLIN DD DSN=&&OBJECT,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

 //SYSLMOD DD DSN=load.lib(modname),DISP=SHR

• This example shows a typical utility -EXTRACT job stream to perform a VSE/ESA assembly and link-edit.
* $$ power job card

* $$ power lst card

// JOB jobname

// OPTION LOG

// DLBL IJSYS01,'work.file.file-id1',0,SD

// EXTENT SYS001,volser,1,0,reltrk,ntrks

// ASSGN SYS001,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

// DLBL IJSYS02,'work.file.file-id2',0,SD

// EXTENT SYS002,volser,1,0,reltrk,ntrks
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// ASSGN SYS002,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

// DLBL IJSYS03,'work.file.file-id3',0,SD

// EXTENT SYS003,volser,1,0,reltrk,ntrks

// ASSGN SYS003,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

// DLBL JOBSTR,'jobstr.one.file-id',,SD

// EXTENT SYS008,volser,1,0,reltrk,ntrks

// ASSGN SYS008,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

// DLBL MASTER,'librarian.master.file-id',,DA

// EXTENT SYS004,volser,1,0,reltrk,ntrks

// ASSGN SYS004,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

// EXEC librarian,SIZE=AUTO

-OPT UTILITY

-EXTRACT MODULEA

/*

// OPTION CATAL

// LIBDEF PHASE,CATALOG=library.sublib

// DLBL IJSYSIN,'jobstr.one.file-id',,SD

// EXTENT SYSIPT,volser

ASSGN SYSIPT,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

// EXEC ASSEMBLY

/*

CLOSE SYSIPT,SYSRDR

/*

// EXEC LNKEDT

/*

/&

* $$ EOJ

Example Copy the Current Level of a Member Without Expanding Librarian -INC
Statements
//CCSJOB JOB 70000,BROWDER,CLASS=X,MSGCLASS=A

//STEP1 EXEC PGM=librarian,PARM='NRJS,NJTA'

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//OSJOB DD DSN=LIBR.SEQ.FILE,DISP=(,CATLG,DELETE),

 // UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(1,1),

 // DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=8000)

 //LIST DD SYSOUT=*

//INDEX DD SYSOUT=*

//MASTER DD DSN=LIBR.MASTER.FILE,DISP=SHR

//SYSIN DD *

-OPT UTILITY

-INC MODB

-END

/*

* $$ JOB JNM=CCSJOB,CLASS=A

// JOB CCSJOB

// DLBL MASTER,'CAI.LIBR.LIBTESTB',,DA

// EXTENT SYS004,SYSWK2,1,0,8816,40

// ASSGN SYS004,DISK,VOL=SYSWK2,SHR

// DLBL JOBSTR,'LIBR.JOBSTR1',,SD

// EXTENT SYS008,SYSWK2,1,0,9100,10
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// ASSGN SYS008,DISK,VOL=SYSWK2,SHR

// EXEC librprog,SIZE=AUTO

-OPT UTILITY

-INC MODB

-END

/*

/&

* $$ EOJ

Example Compile a Program Without Assigning SYSIN/SYSIPT
Valid for VSE/ESA

For VSE/ESA systems, you can compile a member by assigning SYS008 to SYSPCH. Using this technique, SYSIN/
SYSIPT need not be assigned. The following examples illustrate the JCL for one method of doing this using a -SEL
statement. If you select this method, SLAT variables are substituted and -INC, COPYDD, and CCOPY statements are
expanded.

* $$ JOB JNM=CMPJOB,CLASS=A

* $$ LST CLASS=L

* $$ PUN CLASS=A,DISP=I                        A

// JOB CMPJOB

// ASSGN SYS008,SYSPCH                         B

// DLBL MASTER,'LIBR.MASTER.FILE',99/365,DA

// EXTENT SYS004,SYSWK2,1,0,008816,40

// ASSGN SYS004,DISK,VOL=SYSWK2,SHR

// LIBDEF *,SEARCH=LIBRLIB.SUPPORT

// EXEC librprog,SIZE=AUTO

-OPT EXEC,CON

-SEL COMPJCL                                   C

-SEL BYXARC                                    D

-SEL ENDJCL                                    E

-END

/*

/&

* $$ EOJ

A
DISP=I directs POWER to place the output punched statements directly into the job queue.

B
Assigns the compilation file to the punch device.

C
COMPJCL includes all compile JCL.

D
Member BYXARC is source only.

E
ENDJCL includes end-of-job JCL.

* $$ JOB JNM=CMPJOB,CLASS=A

* $$ LST CLASS=L

* $$ PUN CLASS=A,DISP=I

// JOB CMPJOB

// ASSGN SYS008,SYSPCH
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// DLBL MASTER,'CAI.LIBR.LIBTESTB',99/365,DA

// EXTENT SYS004,SYSWK2,1,0,008816,40

// ASSGN SYS004,DISK,VOL=SYSWK2,SHR

// LIBDEF *,SEARCH=LIBRLIB.SUPPORT

// EXEC librprog,SIZE=AUTO

-SEL BYXARC                                     A

/*

/&

* $$ EOJ

A
Indicates member BYXARC must include all necessary JCL.

* $$ JOB JNM=CMPJOB,CLASS=A

* $$ LST CLASS=L

* $$ PUN CLASS=A,DISP=I

// JOB CMPJOB

// ASSGN SYS008,SYSPCH

// DLBL MASTER,'CAI.LIBR.LIBTESTB',99/365,DA

// EXTENT SYS004,SYSWK2,1,0,008816,40

// ASSGN SYS004,DISK,VOL=SYSWK2,SHR

// LIBDEF *,SEARCH=LIBRLIB.SUPPORT

// EXEC librprog,SIZE=AUTO

-OPT UTILITY

// EXEC FCOBOL                                  A

JOB CARD                                        A

-INC BYXARC                                     B

/*

/&

* $$ EOJ

A
JCL control statements for subsequent compilation execution. Do not supply a /* control statement with this JCL.

B
Member BYXARC contains no JCL. Do not supply an -END statement. If you use this method, SLAT variables are
not substituted and COPYDD, CCOPY, and embedded -INCs are not expanded.

Example Create an Index With GPO
Example 1: Create a Utility Index With GPO
This sample GPO execution creates an index of all members that have a language code specification of ASM.
//GPOINDEX JOB 70000,DUNN,CLASS=2

// EXEC PGM=librarian

//MASTER DD DSN=your.libr.mast,DISP=SHR

//OSJOB DD DUMMY

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN DD *

-OPT GPO

-INDEX LANG=ASM

-END

/*

//

The resulting index is shown following:
GPO HAS READ THE FOLLOWING RECORD(S):
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-INDEX LANG=ASM

GPO HAS INTERPRETED THE BOOLEAN LOGIC IN THE FOLLOWING FORMAT:

1

RUN NO.  1907  DATE=06/11/94    TIME=1449  MASTER FILE INDEX  LIBR.UCR.PROD.MAST    PAGE 1

MODULE  PSWD  MODULE DESCRIPTION   ADDED  UPDATED  RECORDS  LANG  PROC  PROGRAMMER

AUXDINC  HVXM  VSE VERSION OF AUXINC   03/18/97  03/19/97    120145  601  ASM  $NOJCL SMITH

IEXSLAT  CXWF  IEX FOR SLAT INSERTION   11/30/96  03/29/97    134033  1015  ASM  $NOJCL MAURER

LAMTSO  KZHQ  SAMPLE PGM USING LAM   11/30/87  11/30/87    095029  307  ASM  $NOJCL SMITH

LIBRCOPY  BXBX  SPECIAL UTILITY COPY   11/30/96  03/17/97    152919  961  ASM  $NOJCL MAURER

LOADSCAN  FNFG  LOAD-TO-LOAD SCAN UTILITY  11/30/96  03/20/97    063052  1064  ASM  $NOJCL BOOTH

PANEXIT  LPCS  PANVALET TO LIB CONV.   11/30/96  03/18/97    154847  345  ASM  $NOJCL SMITH

QINDEX  RMNF  LIBRARIAN QUICK INDEX   11/30/96  01/05/97    092148  198  ASM  $NOJCL BRANTON

SP2ADD  TBWT  LOAD ROUTINE FOR SP 2.1  11/30/96  02/08/97    162412  352  ASM  $NOJCL JONES

END OF GPO.   8 MODULE(S) PASSED SELECTION CRITERIA.  TOTAL NUMBER OF RECORDS - 4843.

Example 2: Create a Utility Index With GPO
This sample GPO execution creates an index of all members that have a language code specification of ASM.
//GPOINDEX EXEC PGM=librarian

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//OSJOB DD DSN=your.osjob,DISP=(,pass),

 // SPACE=(CYL,(1,1)),

 // DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=8000)

 //LIST DD SYSOUT=*

//INDEX DD SYSOUT=*

//MASTER DD DSN=your.libr.mast,DISP=SHR

//SYSIN DD *

-OPT UTILITY

-OPT GPO

-INDEX LANG=ASM

-END

/*

//STEP2 EXEC PGM=AFOLIBR,PARM='NJTA,NRJS'

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//OSJOB DD DUMMY

//MASTER DD DSN=LIBR.PAGHE02.MAST,DISP=SHR

//SYSIN DD DSN=your.osjob,DISP=SHR

//LIST DD SYSOUT=*

//*

//

The resulting index is shown following:
GPO HAS READ THE FOLLOWING RECORD(S):

-INDEX LANG=ASM

GPO HAS INTERPRETED THE BOOLEAN LOGIC IN THE FOLLOWING FORMAT:

1

RUN NO.  1907  DATE=06/11/94    TIME=1449         MASTER FILE INDEX LIBR.UCR.PROD.MAST    PAGE 1

MODULE  PSWD  MODULE DESCRIPTION   ADDED  UPDATED  RECORDS  LANG  PROC  PROGRAMMER

AUXDINC  HVXM  VSE VERSION OF AUXINC   03/18/97  03/19/97 120145  601  ASM  $NOJCL SMITH

IEXSLAT  CXWF  IEX FOR SLAT INSERTION   11/30/96  03/29/97  134033  1015  ASM  $NOJCL MAURER

LAMTSO  KZHQ  SAMPLE PGM USING LAM   11/30/87  11/30/87  095029  307  ASM  $NOJCL SMITH
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LIBRCOPY  BXBX  SPECIAL UTILITY COPY   11/30/96  03/17/97  152919  961  ASM  $NOJCL MAURER

LOADSCAN  FNFG  LOAD-TO-LOAD SCAN UTILITY 11/30/96  03/20/97  063052  1064  ASM  $NOJCL BOOTH

PANEXIT  LPCS  PANVALET TO LIB CONV.   11/30/96  03/18/97  154847  345  ASM  $NOJCL SMITH

QINDEX  RMNF  LIBRARIAN QUICK INDEX   11/30/96  01/05/97  092148  198  ASM  $NOJCL BRANTON

SP2ADD  TBWT  LOAD ROUTINE FOR SP 2.1  11/30/96  02/08/97  162412  352  ASM  $NOJCL JONES

END OF GPO.   8 MODULE(S) PASSED SELECTION CRITERIA.  TOTAL NUMBER OF RECORDS - 4843.

Updating Members Using GPO
The sample job stream shown below updates each member whose name contains the string ADTF or has a programmer
name of Smith and has a language code of ASM.

//GPOJOB JOB 70000,CAI.JONES,CLASS=0

//STEP1 EXEC PGM=librarian,PARM='NRJS,NJTA'

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//OSJOB DD DSN=&&TEMP,UNIT=SYSDA, }    A

// SPACE=(TRK,(3,1)),DISP=(,PASS)}

 //MASTER DD DSN=your.libr.mast,DISP=SHR

//SYSIN DD *

-OPT GPO       B

-OPT LIST,NOEXEC,NORESEQ     C 

-SEL NAME=/ADTF,S/│PGMR=*SMITH*,LANG=ASM,ARC,VERS  D 

-PGMR JONES }

-DESC ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE UPDATE }    E

-EMOD }

-END

/*

//STEP2 EXEC PGM=librarian,PARM='NRJS,NJTA'}

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A }

//LIST DD SYSOUT=A }     F

//OSJOB DD DUMMY }

//MASTER DD DSN=your.libr.mast,DISP=SHR }

//SYSIN DD DSN=&&TEMP,DISP=OLD }

//

• A -- GPO writes its output to this file, which is used as input to the Librarian execution in STEP2.
• B -- This statement invokes the Group Processing Option.
• C -- This -OPT statement is written unaltered to OSJOB. It is interpreted by the STEP2 Librarian execution.
• D -- GPO interprets this control statement. GPO selects every member with the string ADTF anywhere in its member

name and every member assigned a programmer name of Smith with a language code of ASM. GPO writes a - SEL
statement to OSJOB for every member that meets these criteria. GPO also includes an ARC option and a VERS
option on each -SEL statement. The GPO-generated VERS option specifies the date of last update stored with each
member.
By choosing to generate the VERS option, you can ensure that, if another job updates one of the selected members
between the time the OSJOB file is created and the time that the updates are actually applied, such an event is
detected and the GPO-generated updates fail.

• E -- GPO does not process these control statements. They are written to OSJOB after every GPO-generated -SEL
statement. The following example shows an Update Record report that might typically be produced by this type of
execution.

• F -- Executes Librarian to process the control stream placed in the temporary file defined as OSJOB in STEP1.

RUN NO. 122     DATE=02/13/97  TIME=1053   UPDATE RECORD   LIBR.DEV.MAST   PAGE 2
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GPO HAS READ THE FOLLOWING RECORD(S):

-OPT LIST,NOEXEC,NORESEQ

-SEL NAME=/ADTF,S/│PGMR=*SMITH*,LANG=ASM,ARC,VERS

GPO HAS INTERPRETED THE BOOLEAN LOGIC IN THE FOLLOWING FORMAT:

1│(2&3)

    THE FOLLOWING RECORD(S) WRITTEN TO JOBSTREAM FILE:

    -OPT LIST,NOEXEC,NORESEQ

    THE FOLLOWING DATA WILL BE WRITTEN TO JOBSTREAM AFTER EACH GENERATED CONTROL STATEMENT:

    -PGMR JONES

    -DESC ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE UPDATE

    -EMOD

    THE FOLLOWING CONTROL STATEMENT(S) GENERATED:

    -SEL ADTF0000,DKFZ,VERS=06131053,ARC

    -SEL ADTF0001,DKFX,VERS=06131055,ARC

    -SEL ADTF0002,DKFC,VERS=06131056,ARC

    -SEL ADTF0003,DKFV,VERS=06131057,ARC

    -SEL ADTF0004,DKFN,VERS=06131101,ARC

    -SEL SYSADTF0,NTRH,VERS=06131103,ARC

    -SEL SYSADTF1,NTRJ,VERS=06131105,ARC

    -SEL SYSADTF2,NTRK,VERS=06131215,ARC

    -SEL TRACADTF,LPLR,VERS=06131253,ARC

-END

END OF GPO.       9 MODULE(S) PASSED SELECTION CRITERIA.

Creating an Historical File of Selected Members
The following sample job stream creates a tape file of infrequently used members.

//GPOJOB JOB 70000,CHAS.BROWN,CLASS=0

//STEP1 EXEC PGM=librarian,PARM='NRJS,NJTA'

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//OSJOB DD DSN=&&TEMP1,DISP=(,PASS),DCB=BLKSIZE=800,

 // UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(1,1))

 //MASTER DD DSN=BROWN.LIBMAIN,DISP=SHR

//SYSIN DD *

-OPT GPO }

-OPT UTILITY }

-OPT NOSEP }       A

-COPY ACSB=011082,PGMR=/BROWN/ }

-END }

/*

//STEP2 EXEC PGM=librarian,PARM='NRJS,NJTA'

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//OSJOB DD DSN=&&TEMP,DISP=(,PASS),DCB=BLKSIZE=800,   B

// UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(3,3))

 //MASTER DD DSN=BROWN.LIBMAIN,DISP=SHR

//SYSIN DD DSN=*.STEP1.OSJOB,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

 /*
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//STEP3 EXEC PGM=librarian }

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A }

//INDEX DD SYSOUT=A }

//LIST DD SYSOUT=A }

//SYSAF01 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1)) }

//SYSAF02 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1)) }    C

//SYSAF03 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1)) }

//OSJOB DD DUMMY }

//MASTIN DD DSN=BROWN.ARCHIVE(0),DISP=SHR }

//MASTOUT DD DSN=BROWN.ARCHIVE(+1), }

// DISP=(,CATLG),UNIT=TAPE }

//SYSIN DD DSN=*.STEP2.OSJOB,DISP=(OLD,DELETE) }

• A -- A Librarian GPO execution creating -COPY statements for all members that satisfy the specified GPO criteria. The
generated -COPY statements and the -OPT UTILITY and -OPT NOSEP statements are written to the OSJOB file that
is used as input to step two (SYSIN). The data set name in the OSJOB DD statement must be different for each step.

• B -- The Librarian Utility is executed in response to the -OPT UTILITY statement and the GPO-generated -COPY
statements are processed. The utility writes the referenced members to the OSJOB file with a Librarian - ADD
statement preceding each copied member. This becomes input to the third step.

• C -- Executes Librarian to add the members in the OSJOB file to the backup tape file.

// jobname

// ASSGN SYS004,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR }

// DLBL MASTER,'librarian.source.master',,DA }

// EXTENT SYS004,volser,1,0,reltrk,ntrks }

// ASSGN SYS008,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR }

// DLBL JOBSTR,'librarian.sysipt.file-1',,SD }   A

// EXTENT SYS008,volser,1,0,reltrk,ntrks }

// EXEC librprog,SIZE=AUTO }

-OPT GPO }

-OPT UTILITY }

-OPT NOSEP

-COPY ACSB=011082,PGMR=/BROWN/

-END

/*

// DLBL IJSYSIN,'librarian.sysipt.file-1',,SD}

// EXTENT SYSIPT,volser }

ASSGN SYSIPT,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR }     B

// ASSGN SYS008,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR }

// DLBL JOBSTR,'librarian.sysipt.file-2',,SD }

// EXTENT SYS008,volser,1,0,reltrk,ntrks }

// EXEC librprog,SIZE=AUTO }

/* }

CLOSE SYSIPT,SYSRDR }

// DLBL IJSYSIN,'librarian.sysipt.file-2',,SD}

// EXTENT SYSIPT,volser }

ASSGN SYSIPT,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR }

// ASSGN SYS004,cuu }

// TLBL MASTER,'librarian.tape.one' }

// ASSGN SYS005,cuu }

// TLBL MASTOUT,'librarian.tape.two' }

// MTC REW,SYS005 }

// ASSGN SYS006,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR }    C
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// DLBL IJSYS06,'librarian.work06',0,SD }

// EXTENT SYS006,volser,1,0,930,100 }

// ASSGN SYS007,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR }

// DLBL IJSYS07,'librarian.work07',0,SD }

// EXTENT SYS007,volser,1,0,930,100 }

// ASSGN SYS009,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR }

// DLBL IJSYS09,'librarian.work09',0,SD }

// EXTENT SYS009,volser,1,0,930,100 }

// ASSGN SYS008,IGN }

// EXEC librprog,SIZE=AUTO }

/* }

CLOSE SYSIPT,SYSRDR

/&

• A -- A Librarian GPO execution creating -COPY control statements for all members that satisfy the specified GPO
criteria. The generated -COPY control statements and the -OPT UTILITY and -OPT NOSEP control statements are
written to the job stream file that is used as input to the second step.

• B -- The Librarian Utility executes in response to the -OPT UTILITY control statement, and the GPO-generated -COPY
control statements are processed.
The utility writes the referenced members to the job stream file with a Librarian -ADD control statement preceding each
copied member. This becomes input to the third step.

• C -- Executes Librarian to add the members in the job stream file to the backup tape file.

Questions and Answers
Librarian maintains a great deal of information about the data you are storing.

The following sections give examples of JCL to access some of this information.

Difference Between Two Levels of an Archived Member
Question:

What's the difference between two levels of a member?

Answer:

To see the difference between two levels of an archived member, execute Librarian using the -OPT COMPARE command.
The following are sample MVS and VSE job streams, illustrating the use of the - OPT COMPARE control statements:

//OPTJOB JOB 70000,L.WORTH,CLASS=X

// EXEC PGM=librarian

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//OSJOB DD SYSOUT=A

//LIST DD SYSOUT=A

//INDEX DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN DD *

-OPT COMPARE

-SEL COBPGM,OLD=-1,NEW=-0

/*

// JOB

// ASSGN SYS004,X'cuu'

// DLBL MASTER,'file-id',99/365,DA

// EXTENT SYS004,volser,1,0,reltrk,space

// DLBL JOBSTR,'JOBSTREA F,6',,SD

// EXTENT SYS008,volser,1,0,reltrk,space
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// ASSGN SYS008,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

// EXEC librarian,SIZE=AUTO

-OPT COMPARE

-SEL COBPGM,OLD=-1,NEW=-0

-END

/*

/&

The following example is the report produced by the -OPT COMPARE command.

   DATE=mm/dd/yy   TIME=1520  ARCHIVE CROSS LEVEL REPORT   LIBR.DEV.MAST   PAGE 1

-SEL COBPGM,OLD=-1,NEW=-0

-SEL COBPGM,ARC=-1

     -DEL 40

        FOLLOWING RECORD(S) WERE DELETED BETWEEN THE SPECIFIED LEVELS:

        THIS IS A TEST LINE OF CODE FOR A DEMO              00000040

     --INS 130

      PERFORM P200-READ-RTN UNTIL EOF.    00000130

        NEW RECORD(S) WERE INSERTED AFTER THE FOLLOWING RECORD BETWEEN THE SPECIFIED LEVELS:

                  PERFORM P200-READ-RTN UNTIL EOF             00000130

     --INS 140

        ****************************    00000150

        NEW RECORD(S) WERE INSERTED AFTER THE FOLLOWING RECORD BETWEEN THE SPECIFIED LEVELS:

          STOP RUN.              00000140

-END

Management Index
Question:

Is this member archived? How many levels exist?

Answer:

Either the -OPT INDEX(M) or -OPT UTILITY followed by -INDEX(M) is the command that produces a Management Index.
The following example shows a Management Index. The appearance of archiving information is noted.

RUN NO. 31  DATE=mm/dd/yy    TIME=1530   MASTER FILE INDEX  LIBR.DEV.MAST            PAGE   1

MODULE   PSWD   MODULE DESCRIPTION           ADDED        UPDATED        RECORDS      LANG      PROC      

 SEQUENCE PARAM

      ARC/NOARC   PROGRAMMER        ACCESSES  UPDATES    BLOCKS  ACCESSED     LVLS/LVL-NO

ARCINDEX DXXG   ARCHIVED MODULE INDEX          03/07/97   03/16/97     151007       279        UCR     $NOJCL

 81/6/0010/0010

             ARC   SMITH          4       3    3   04/16/90  4     3

AUXINC   KGTS   INCLUDES FROM AUX LIBRARIES          03/07/97   03/16/97     151007       593        UCR    

 $NOJCL 73/8/0010/0010

             ARC   SMITH           5        4     16  04/16/90  5     4

DATSTAMP BCLJ   DATE SSTAMP ROUTINE                 03/07/97   03/16/97     151009        43        UCR    

 $NOJCL 73/8/0010/0010

             ARC   SMITH           4        4     1   04/16/90  5     4

FAIROS   BCLJ   FAIR ROUTINES - OS          03/07/97   03/16/97     151010      1774        UCR     $NOJCL

 73/8/0010/0010
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             ARC   SMITH           3        3     19  04/16/90  4     3

FAIRSCAN MLWP   SCAN UTILITY USING FAIR         03/07/97   03/16/97     151012      1264        UCR     $NOJCL

 81/6/0010/0010

             ARC   SMITH           2        2     15  04/16/90  3     2

IEBUPXIT MLWP   TRANSLATE IEBUPDTE TO LIBR         03/07/97   03/16/97     151014      1263        UCR    

 $NOJCL 73/8/0010/0010

             ARC   SMITH           4        3     28  04/16/90  4     3

IEXSLAT  CXWF   IEX FOR SLAT INSERTION         03/07/97   03/16/97     151016      1015        UCR     $NOJCL

 73/8/0010/0010

             ARC   SMITH           3        2     9   04/16/90  3     2

IEXSTOW  CXWF   IEX TO ADD OR REPLACE           03/07/97   03/16/97     151017       104        UCR     $NOJCL

 81/6/0010/0010

             ARC   SMITH           3        3     9   04/16/90  4     3

INSTUCR  XLZP   JCL TO INSTALL UCR          03/07/97   03/14/97     1505          67        JCL     $NOJCL

 81/6/0010/0010

SMITH 3 3 1 03/14/90

INSTUCRL XZLG   JCL TO INSTALL UCR USING LAM         03/07/97 NOT UPDATED 53 JCL $NOJCL 81/6/0010/0010

SMITH 0 0 1

LAMBASTE GPGR   LAM/TSO ALLOC AND EXECUTE PGM         03/07/97   03/16/97     151018      1432        UCR    

 $NOJCL 81/6/0010/0010

             ARC   SMITH           2        2    18  04/16/90  3     2

LAMDIRRD GPGR   DIRECTORY READ EXECUTOR         03/07/97   03/16/97     151020       632        UCR     $NOJCL

 81/6/0010/0010

             ARC   SMITH           3        3    27  04/16/90  4     3

Master File Defaults
Question:

What are the master file defaults? What Librarian release is running?

Answer:

The master file defaults and the number of the Librarian release appear on the Update Record listing of any Librarian
execution. The following is an example of an Update Record listing.

       DATE=mm/dd/yy   TIME=1550    UPDATE RECORD    PAGE   1

-OPT INDEX

THE MASTER FILE DEFAULTS FOR 'LIBR.DEV.MAST' ARE:

ARCHIVED AT 255 LEVELS YESBYPP           YESGPO    SEP

PR    NOVAR           NOEXEC    NOLIST

NOPUNCH    COMPRESS=FULL          RESEQ    YESSEQUPD

SECURITY: EXTERNAL   SEQ=/81,6,10,10/          NO I/P EXIT REQUIRED   NO O/P EXIT REQUIRED

      CA-LIBRARIAN SOURCE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM IS LEASED FROM

      COMPUTER ASSOCIATES INTERNATIONAL, INC. FOR USE BY

                          CA-LIBRARIAN

      ALL RIGHTS ARE RESERVED. USE OF THIS SOFTWARE PRODUCT

      BY UNAUTHORIZED PERSONS IS PROHIBITED.

      VERSION - n.n             RELEASE DATE - mm/dd/yy
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Member Attributes
Question:

What are the attributes of this member?

Answer:

To produce a listing of only the attributes of a member, specify the LISTH option.

A sample of the resulting output is shown following:

RUN NO. 16614    DATE=mm/dd/yy   TIME=1602    LISTING OF MODULE TSORLS00    PAGE   1

DESCRIPTION  TSO COMMAND PROCESSOR

MASTER FILE  LIBR.DEV.MAST

ADDED TO MASTER  mm/dd/yy

LAST DATE COPIED     NONE

LAST DATE UPDATED  02/07/97 160921

ARCHIVING STATUS     ACTIVATED

NUMBER OF LEVELS       81

CURRENT LEVEL NO.        80

NUMBER OF RECORDS      2105

NUMBER OF UPDATES       140

NUMBER OF ACCESSES       235

SEQUENCE PARAMS  73/8/0010/0010 - RESEQ

COMPRESS STATUS    FULL

COPYDD STATUS    NOT ACTIVATED

COBOL COPY STATUS    NOT ACTIVATED

MODULE STATUS    PROD0

PASSWORD  CMHX

PROGRAMMER  SMITH

LANGUAGE   ASM

PROC PARAMETER $NOJCL

HISTORY RECORD(S) FOR THIS MODULE:

  11/11/90  ADD COBOL COPY SUPPORT

  11/12/90  CORRECT COBOL COPY LOGIC

  03/24/92  FIX #032382

  07/23/92  ADD TEST FLOW SUPPORT

  09/14/92  TERMINATION EXIT PROCESSING

  10/25/92  IMPLEMENT SECURITY NEW LOGIC

Member Cross Reference
Question:

Which members reference others?

Answer:

The Member Cross Reference feature produces a report showing which members include or copy others. -OPT XREF is
the command that activates the Member Cross Reference. The following are sample z/OS and OS/390 and VSE/ESA job
streams, illustrating the use of the -OPT XREF control statements:

//XREFJCL JOB 70000,CAI.DOREY,CLASS=X
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// EXEC PGM=librarian

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//OSJOB DD DUMMY

//MASTER DD DSN=LIBR.SMITH.MASTER,DISP=SHR

//SYSAF01 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(5,2))   A

//SYSAF02 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(5,2))

 //SYSIN DD *

-OPT XREF

/*

• A -- Indicates the XREF command uses the required work files for external sort-work files. Work files are not required
for wide record master files.

// JOB

// ASSGN SYS004,X'cuu'

// DLBL MASTER,'file-id',99/365,DA

// EXTENT SYS004,volser,1,0,reltrk,space

// DLBL IJSYS01,'WORK FILE 1',0,SD

// EXTENT SYS001,CAI001,1,0,5988,60

// ASSGN SYS001,DISK,VOL=CAI001,SHR

// DLBL IJSYS02,'WORK FILE 2',0,SD    A

// EXTENT SYS002,CAI001,1,0,6048,60

// ASSGN SYS002,DISK,VOL=CAI001,SHR

// EXEC librarian,SIZE=AUTO

-OPT XREF

-END

/*

/&

• A -- Indicates the XREF command uses the required work files for external sort-work files.

The following report is produced by the sample z/OS and OS/390 execution. Only the -OPT XREF command was
specified, so all occurrences of -INC control statements, COPYDD commands, and COBOL COPY verbs in all of the
members on the master file are processed for cross reference.

RUN NO. 2398   DATE=mm/dd/yy   TIME=0842   MODULE CROSS REFERENCE    LIBR.DEV.MAST  PAGE   1

MODULE RANGE: ALL MODULES              CROSS REFERENCED TYPE(S): INC, COPY, COPYDD.

  NAME         TYPE        MODULE   LOCATION  MODULE    LOCATION    MODULE    LOCATION       MODULE   LOCATION

ASMMOD1         INC        ASMDATA        170          ASMTKDY        280

COBMOD1         COPY       COBDSYS         70          COBCSYS        140             ASMTRAKS        190    

   TRAK           70

COBMOD2          INC        TAPREST         20

COBMOD3          COPY       COBRSYS         90

FILE TOTALS:      INC          5                  COPY      3                               COPYDD         0

END OF MODULE CROSS REFERENCE

Space Considerations
Question:
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How much space is left on the master file?

Answer:

The Statistical Summary shows how much space is left on a master file. Either the -OPT UTILITY command followed by
INDEX(S) or the -OPT INDEX(S) command produces a Statistical Summary like the one shown below:

RUN NO. 34     DATE=mm/dd/yy   TIME=0853     MASTER FILE STATISTICAL SUMMARY    LIBR.DEV.MAST

TOTAL NUMBER OF RECORDS - - - - - - - - - 12,716

TOTAL NUMBER OF MODULES - - - - - - - - - - - 69

BLOCKSIZE - -  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1,044

TOTAL NUMBER OF BLOCKS - - - - - - - - - - 1,395

TOTAL NUMBER OF FREE BLOCKS - -  - - - - - - 961

TOTAL NUMBER OF USED BLOCKS - - -  - - - - - 454

TOTAL NUMBER OF DEAD BLOCKS - - - -  - - - - - 0 (DUE TO PROGRAM ABENDS)

TOTAL NUMBER OF TRACKS - - - - - - -  - - - - 45 (BDAM ONLY)

TOTAL NUMBER OF FREE TRACKS - - - - - - - - - 30 (BDAM ONLY)

TOTAL NUMBER OF INDEX BLOCKS - - - - - - - - - 6

TOTAL NUMBER OF MASTER INDEX ENTRIES - - - - - 7

PERCENTAGE OF FREE SPACE - - - - - - - -  - - 67%

PERCENTAGE OF DEAD SPACE - - - - - - - -  - - 0%

LARGEST MODULE (IN BLOCKS) - - -  - CCFMSGS (119)

Data Integrity
Question:

Is all the master data valid?

Answer:

To check the integrity of the data on a master file, look at the output of the backup run. The daily backup run produces
an error report if invalid data is encountered in any member during the backup. The faulty member is not copied, but is
named in this report, shown following:

RUN NO. 122     DATE=mm/dd/yy   TIME=0909   ERRORS IN BACKUP PROCESSING   PAGE   2

*** ERROR ***        INVALID DATA ENCOUNTERED IN MODULE 'TECHNIC'. MODULE NOT COPIED TO BACKUP TAPE

RUN NO. 122     DATE=mm/dd/yy   TIME=0909         SUMMARY OF ACTIVITY          LIBR.DEV.MAST

A BACKUP FILE OF 'LIBR.DEV.MAST' WAS CREATED. FILE CONTAINS 32 MODULES

Options for Sequence Numbering
Sequence numbers are the basis for much Librarian processing, both in batch and online. Proper handling of sequence
numbers can be important.

Different circumstances call for different techniques of sequence number handling. Librarian creates and maintains
sequence numbers for you, renumbering as records are added or removed. Or, you might want to control the sequence
numbers yourself. How you do this depends on how your master file was initialized, what options you choose for the
member, and whether you update online or in batch processing.

Master File Defaults for Sequence Numbering
When a Librarian master file is created, default values are specified for the processing options that control sequence
number handling. To change the default values of the master file, use the -OPT REINIT command. Refer to Systems
Services for details on changing master file defaults. But you can override the master file defaults for an individual
member by specifying processing options at execution time.
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One of these master file sequencing defaults, SEQ=, determines the location of the sequence field in (or outside of) a
record, and the sequence number increment. Choices are wide, but the three most common options are:

• Starting in column one for a length of six, for COBOL members.
• Starting in column 73 for a length of eight, for assembler members and JCL.
• Starting in column 81 for a length of six, for text, test data, and source programs from a vendor who updates according

to sequence number, where the user must maintain complete control over what appears in the sequence number field.

The second master file sequencing default, RESEQ/NORESEQ, determines how updates change the value of the
sequence numbers of the original records. RESEQ causes Librarian to resequence all the records in the member every
time there is an update involving insertions or deletions, using the numbering scheme specified in the SEQ= option.
NORESEQ specifies that new records that are added are assigned sequence numbers starting with one greater than the
preceding sequence number, incrementing by 1. Only when this rule would result in the creation of a duplicate sequence
number are the numbers of the existing records changed.

These two parameters and another option, SEQCHK=, determine how the records of the member are numbered.
SEQCHK= directs Librarian to check that sequence numbers on records being added to the master file are present in
the specified columns and are in ascending numeric order. Specifying SEQCHK= also adds the member as a NORESEQ
member.

Sequencing Options During Execution
You can override the master file defaults for sequence numbering at execution time.

Here are two examples. The first member was added to the master file with the SEQ=option, and Librarian was allowed to
maintain the sequence numbers. RESEQ is the default for this master file. The second was added with existing sequence
numbers, using the SEQCHK= option, adding the member to the same master file as a NORESEQ member.

You can specify the SEQ= option on a -SEL or -ADD statement. The syntax is:

SEQ={COBOL│/s,l,i,v/}

COBOL
Sequence numbers are in columns 1 through 6, with a starting value of 10 and an increment of 10.

s
The column where the sequence number starts. Acceptable values are 1 through 81; the default value is 73. If
you specify 81, the sequence number is stored outside the record; all 80 bytes of the record are then available for
data.

l
The length of the sequence number field. Acceptable values are 1 through 9; the default value is 8. If you specify
a starting column number of 81, you must specify a length of 6. If you specify a starting column number other than
81, the sum of the starting number and the length must not exceed 81.

i
The increment. Acceptable values are 1 through 9999; the default value is 10.

v
The value of the sequence number to assign to the first record of the member during addition of the member or
during resequenced updating. Acceptable values are 1 through 9999; the default value is the increment value (i).

If a record contains a slash or a percent sign in column 1 or a percent sign in column 80, Librarian places its sequence
number in columns 73 through 80. This is done regardless of the location defined in the SEQ= option, unless the specified
starting column is 73 or more.
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NOTE
The maximum value of a sequence number for AFO master files is 16,777,215. The maximum value of a
sequence number for wide record master files is 2,147,483,647. If you exceed the maximum, unpredictable
results occur.

To direct Librarian to assign sequence numbers to the data records of a member, use the SEQ= option to describe the
starting column, length, increment, and starting value, as in the previous example.

To assign your own sequence numbers, include the numbers on the records you are adding to the master file and invoke
a sequence number check for the records by means of the SEQCHK= option. The format for the SEQCHK= option is:

SEQCHK={/S,L,I,V/│COBOL}

If any records are found out of sequence, the master file is not updated and an error message is written on the Update
Record listing.

Use the SEQCHK= option on a -ADD control statement or on a -SEL control statement when performing a -REP ALL
operation. The /s,l,i,v/ operands have the same meaning as they do in the SEQ=/s,l,i,v/ option. You do not have to include
leading zeros. The increment and starting value are not used while the member is added, but are retained for use when
the member is subsequently updated. If LIBAUDIT is in use, the SEQCHK option is the same as the SEQ= option when
supplied during -REP ALL updates.

-REP ALL Update

What is said about the -REP ALL update, where a member is entirely replaced with a new copy, holds true also for online
updates since the process is the same.

The Librarian auditing facility (LIBAUDIT) compares the old member to the new and determines which records were
added or changed.

Without LIBAUDIT, Librarian processes a -REP ALL statement by replacing all the data records of a member, even if only
a few records were changed, since without LIBAUDIT Librarian cannot recognize which records were changed, added, or
deleted. No records are date stamped during -REP ALL updates that do not invoke LIBAUDIT.

LIBAUDIT is activated automatically when you specify the -REP ALL statement. LIBAUDIT updates only the changed
records and maintains date stamps; the unchanged records are not replaced. LIBAUDIT recognizes the sequence number
field and excludes that portion of the record from the comparison. This ensures that only changes to the data portion of
the record are recognized as updates. If a record must be renumbered to avoid duplicate sequence numbers, it is not
identified as a new record simply because it has a new sequence number. When you use SEQCHK=/s,l,i,v/ with -REP
ALL, Librarian processing of a member is different depending on whether LIBAUDIT is installed.

If LIBAUDIT is not used, processing by Librarian of SEQCHK=/s,l,i,v/ on a - SEL command followed by -REP ALL is the
same as processing by Librarian of SEQCHK=/s,l,i,v/ on a -ADD control statement. Librarian does not generate sequence
numbers during the update. Instead, it verifies that valid numbers appear in the sequence number field, and that they are
in ascending order.

LIBAUDIT processing automatically excludes the sequence number field from comparison during a -REP ALL update. As
a result, SEQCHK=/s,l,i,v/ has no meaning in this environment. If you include it on the -SEL statement during a LIBAUDIT
update, it is interpreted as SEQ=/s,l,i,v/.

Protecting User-Supplied Sequence Numbers
In some situations, it can be necessary to have complete control over the sequence numbers that are assigned to the data
records of one member or to a group of members. For example, you might have purchased source code from a vendor
who supplies updates based on the original sequence numbers. The most reliable technique for updating members while
protecting the vendor's sequence numbers is to assign Librarian sequence numbers to keep outside the eighty bytes of
the record, adding the member to the master file with the following command:
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-ADD MODNAME,SEQ=/81,6,i,v/

i
The increment.

v
The sequence number of the first record in the member.

Librarian interprets the sequence numbers on the records as data and never modifies them unless you update them as
data. Librarian uses the external sequence numbers to control updates; if you update the member in batch, you must
either specify Librarian's external sequence numbers to insert, replace, and delete records, or process the member using
-REP ALL. If you update the member online, your user-supplied sequence numbers appear in their proper columns, and
Librarian's external sequence numbers are not important to you.

Sequence Numbering in ISPF/TSO
ISPF and TSO users should be aware that using certain numbering commands can effectively update every record in a
member and defeat the purpose of LIBAUDIT, since the audit trail and the date stamps are lost as a result of the update.
For example, if you are editing a COBOL member, changing NUM ON COB to NUM ON STD updates every record and
renders the audit trail and date stamps useless. Avoid using AUTONUM in ISPF for the same reason.

ISPF allows four types of sequence numbering schemes. You should only use three for editing Librarian members. They
are:

• NUMBER ON STD (sequence numbers in 73-80)
• NUMBER ON COBOL (sequence numbers in 1-6)
• NUMBER OFF (no numbers, only uses temporary numbers for display)

The fourth is NUM ON COBOL STD, which keeps sequence numbers in both 1-6 and 73-80. Since LIBAUDIT processing
supports only the specification of one sequence field, using this option destroys Librarian's audit trail.

ELIPS Sequence Numbering
ELIPS selects an ISPF numbering scheme for a member to be edited by determining where Librarian sequence numbers
are and setting ISPF numbering in the following manner:

• Columns 73 through 80 - NUMBER ON STD
• Columns 1 through 6 - NUMBER ON COBOL
• Anything else - NUMBER OFF.

For example, if a member is edited whose sequence numbers are in columns 1 through 6, ELIPS sets NUMBER ON
COBOL. This displays columns 7 thru 80 on the screen by ISPF convention. For Librarian members with COBOL
sequence numbers, ELIPS automatically shifts Librarian include statements to avoid changing the numbering option in the
EDIT profile.

Librarian language code is used during ELIPS EDIT only for selecting an edit profile (through the PROFILE TYPE
command). Using this technique, ELIPS allows you to edit a member whose Librarian language code is ASM and still use
COBOL number processing for the edit session.

To preserve user-assigned sequence numbers in this environment, add the member to the master file with Librarian
sequence numbers in columns 81 through 86.

Explicit and Implicit Updating
In a batch environment, sequence numbers are the basis for all Librarian updating operations unless the entire member
is replaced with a -REP ALL command. Explicit updating, using -INS for inserting records, -REP for replacing records, -
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DEL for deleting records, identifies the specific data records to update by the sequence numbers on the control statement.
Implicit updating, if your site allows it, is another way. To use this method, specify the SEQUPD option.

To perform implicit updates with the SEQUPD option, the sequence numbers that you include on new data records
identify the types of updates to perform. You must position the sequence numbers on the new data records in the columns
designated by the sequence number attributes. You do not have to include leading zeros or right-adjust the sequence
numbers.

Place new data records after the -SEL statement in ascending order by sequence number. New data records either
replace existing records or are inserted into the member. If the sequence number of a new record matches one on the
master file, the new record replaces the corresponding master file record. If the sequence number of a new record does
not match one on the master file, the record is inserted into the member so as to maintain ascending sequence.

To insert records before the first record of the member, assign a sequence number less than the sequence number of the
first record. To insert records after the last record of the member, assign a sequence number greater than the sequence
number of the last record.

There are restrictions. The master file you are working with might have been initialized to prohibit implicit updating. The
SEQUPD option allows you to perform insert and replace operations only. To delete records from a member, you must
use the -DEL control statement. You cannot use implicit updating for members whose sequence numbers are defined as
outside the record.

Using Librarian for Storing Vendor Source
You can store vendor source on a Librarian master file as easily as anything else, and for the same reasons: The auditing
and space saving advantages of Librarian's statement level archiving and LIBAUDIT, and superior documentation and
control of changes. But since changes in the code tend to be in the hands of the vendor, you have to take a close look at
the way you want to use Librarian to manage and track those changes.

Getting Started Initializing Master Files
Several considerations are described in the following sections. They deal with who will make the changes to the source
and in what form. It might be that only the vendor will make changes to the source, or both the vendor and the site will
make changes. Changes can be supplied as only line changes, only complete module replacements, or some of each. All
of these influence the choice of Librarian master file initialization options.

If All Changes Come From the Vendor

As a general rule, it is probably best to set up separate master files for each vendor package, specifying ARC=255.

Since only the vendor is making changes to the source, the master files are inactive between updates. Plan to back up
each disk master to tape when that particular file is inactive.

Line Changes Only

Vendor modifications can be supplied exclusively as line changes. This means that only the individual records to be
inserted, replaced, or deleted are provided, and they referenced by sequence number. In this case, the master file should
be initialized with a default sequence number attribute that places Librarian sequence numbers where the vendor source
has them located. For example, if the vendor source has COBOL sequence numbers, the default assigned at master file
initialization should be SEQ=COBOL. The NORESEQ option should also be specified.

Add members to the master file using the SEQCHK= parameter. This lets you add the vendor defined sequence numbers
unmodified as Librarian sequence numbers and therefore makes them referenceable for later updates. For COBOL
source, the parameter on the -ADD statement should be SEQCHK=COBOL.
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Updates can easily be applied using the SEQUPD option. Alternatively, updates delivered in IEBUPDTE or MAINT format
can be applied through the user contributed conversion routines IEBUPXIT or LIBMAINT. See the section on Options For
Sequence Numbering for more information on SEQUPD.

Complete Member Replacement Only

The vendor can always supply complete member replacements for updates. In this case, the master file should be
initialized with a default sequence number attribute that places Librarian sequence numbers where the vendor source has
them located. For example, if the vendor source has assembler sequence numbers, the master file would be initialized
with SEQ=/73,8,10,10/ and RESEQ.

When the module is added to the master file, do not specify a sequence number operand. This allows the module to be
assigned the default attribute. Librarian automatically generates sequence numbers in the designated field.

All updates can be applied using the -REP ALL option. Librarian resequences the module during each update. LIBAUDIT
and Librarian statement level archiving automatically provide the audit trail of all changes.

Complete Member Replacement and Line Change Combination

In most instances, the vendor uses some combination of complete member replacements and line changes. In this case,
the master file should be initialized with a default sequence number attribute of SEQ=/81,6,10,10/ and RESEQ. Using
this option allows Librarian sequence numbers to be maintained independently of the source data. The vendor sequence
numbers are, therefore, considered as part of the data and are not subject to Librarian's rules for renumbering.

If the vendor supplies a complete module replacement for a modification, a Librarian -REP ALL update can be applied
directly to the member. Partial updates that reference individual line numbers can be applied in one of two ways.

One way would be to manually update the module by keying the changes directly through a full screen editor. The
sequence numbers can be referenced easily as they display as part of the data.

NOTE
Exercise care when editing a member online. The vendor sequence numbers are subject to the renumbering
rules of the editor, unless resequencing is properly deactivated.

Online updates employ the same Librarian update logic as a -REP ALL update. LIBAUDIT is automatically invoked to
insure that the audit trail is maintained. For voluminous line updates, it might be easier to first copy the members to update
to a staging master file, changing the sequence number attribute of each member in the process, then applying the
updates with batch Librarian.

Using a Staging Master File to Apply Line Updates

If the vendor master file was initialized using SEQ=/81,6,10,10/ as outlined in the previous section, then the Librarian
sequence numbers in column 81 are not likely to match the sequence numbers the vendor provided. However, if the
vendor supplied an update that references individual records by sequence number, Librarian must also use those
sequence numbers to correctly process the update.

In this case, you can copy the members to update to a temporary staging master file and assign the appropriate sequence
number attribute. The staging master file should be initialized.

Copying to the Staging Master File

You can execute a two step batch job to copy the members to update from the vendor master file to the staging master
file, and assign the appropriate sequence number attribute.

The first step of the job stream executes the LIBRCOPY program (LIBDCOPY for VSE/ESA). This step creates a Librarian
control stream containing an -ADD card followed by the data records for each member.
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To add the members to the staging master file with their sequence numbers intact, you must use the SEQCHK= operand.
LIBRCOPY and LIBDCOPY include it on the generated -ADD statements if it is supplied as an execution parameter. For
modules with COBOL sequence numbers, use the JCL EXEC statements shown in the following figure.

The second step executes the batch Librarian program with the output of the first step as input.

• For z/OS and OS/390:
 //STEP1 EXEC PGM=LIBRCOPY,PARM='SEQCHK=COBOL'

• For VSE/ESA:
 // EXEC LIBDCOPY,PARM='SEQCHK=COBOL'

The following example shows the control stream to use as input by LIBRCOPY or LIBDCOPY. If members need to be
copied and they share some common attribute, you can add a GPO step to generate the -COPY statements. Consult the
section on UTILITY COPY, GPO, and LIBRCOPY/LIBDCOPY for accompanying JCL.

-OPT UTILITY

-COPY modname

.

.

.

 -END

Copying Back to the Vendor Master File

After the necessary changes are made to the program on the staging master file, you can use the same two step job
stream described in the previous section to copy the members back to the vendor master file, with one difference. Specify
PARM=NOSEQ for this execution. LIBRCOPY and LIBDCOPY create a -SEL statement, with no sequence attribute
specified, followed by a -REP ALL statement and the data records for the member. This updates the member on the
vendor master file with no change to its sequence number attribute. After the members are copied to the vendor master
file, the staging master file can be scratched.

Adding Vendor Source to a Master File

Certain vendors optionally deliver their source in Librarian format, which simplifies the maintenance task. However, most
vendors supply their source in an IBM format, typically in either IEBUPDTE format for z/OS and OS/390 sites, or MAINT
format for VSE/ESA sites. Librarian can directly process data supplied in one of these formats through an input exit
program; IEBUPXIT for IEBUPDTE and LIBMAINT for MAINT.

Source that currently exists in an IBM library can easily be converted to a master file. Members residing in z/OS and
OS/390 Partitioned Data Sets (PDS) can be added to a master file using an input exit program named LIBRADD. For
VSE/ESA, data stored in a Source Statement Library can be added using a utility program named DOSADD; data stored
in a VSE/ESA library can be added using SP2ADD.

Each of these user contributed exit/utility programs is documented in the "System Services" section for that operating
system.

When processing the vendor source members later, you might want to access them in groups based on common
attributes. Librarian's Group Processing Option (GPO) makes this easy.

GPO processing can interrogate certain Librarian control information, such as the 15 character programmer name field,
the 30 character description field, the member name, and the 3 character language type. To facilitate GPO processing,
make sure system consists of COBOL source, COBOL COPY books, and JCL members, each member might be added
with the following control statement: -DESC PAYROLL SYSTEM, to indicate what vendor package it pertains to. To
distinguish between the different types of data, use one of the following control statements: -LANG COB, -LANG CPY, or
-LANG JCL. A programmer can be assigned responsibility for certain pieces of the vendor package. The programmer's
name can be inserted in the PGMR field when the module is added.
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Keep in mind that you can use these fields for any type of data, not just what their titles imply. Additionally, GPO is not
limited to searching the entire contents of the field. It can scan the field for the presence of a string or look for a string in a
specified position. It can take longer to convert the vendor source to a master file if time is spent inserting specific data in
these fields, but it saves you a lot of time when processing these members later.

If Both the Site and the Vendor Modify the Code
If both the site and the vendor are to modify the source code, for the purposes of auditing and control it is best to regard
the changes in the same light as changes being made concurrently by two different programmers. Each set of changes
must be isolated and identified. Needless to say, this must be done very carefully.

The recommended approach is to use two master files, one for the unmodified vendor source, and one for the site's
production source. For the purposes of discussion, they are referred to as the vendor master file and the production
master file.

Each of these master files must be initialized and updated using the guidelines discussed in the previous section. The
vendor master file contains only vendor source and is updated with vendor supplied modifications only. The production
master file contains only the versions of the source that the site actually uses in production. This can include site
modifications.

Getting Started With a New Vendor Application

To get started with a new vendor package, perform the following steps:

1. Initialize the vendor disk master file and add each member from the vendor-supplied file, as described in the previous
section.

2. Create a backup tape master file of the vendor disk master file by executing the batch Librarian program with the -
OPT BKUPTAPE control statement. Refer to the "System Services" section for details. The backup tape is your vendor
source master. It is restored to disk when vendor modifications are supplied.

If you are defining this application to LIB/CCF, also perform the following steps:

1. Define a Production - Test master file pair to LIB/CCF for this application, using the master file defined in step 1 as
the Test master file. Initialize a Production master file with the same file attributes as the Test master file. For all
environments other than Vollie, in the SOURCE MOVE keyword of LCDF option 12.11 (Create library chain) for this
pair, specify C for the production master file to copy the current archive level of the member, and A for the Test master
file to copy all archive levels of the member. For the Vollie environment, in the COPY keyword of LIB/CCF option 12.4
(Master File Definition Table) for this pair, specify S for the production master file to copy the current archive level
of the member using a special copy, and U for the Test master file to copy all archive levels of the member using a
UTILITY COPY.

2. Perform a LOGOUT for each member on the vendor master file. Since the members do not yet exist on the LIB/CCF
Production master file, they are processed as new members. This means that no module movement is performed. LIB/
CCF creates a tracking record for each member that remains outstanding until a LOGIN for the member is performed.
The members can be logged out individually in LIB/CCF or en masse by using the batch LOGOUT program,
$CCFB102. You can use GPO to generate the necessary -COPY cards for the modules. See the following example for
a sample JCL stream. Consult the "Implementing LIB/CCF" section for more details.
You can now make site modifications. When the modifications are complete, a LOGIN is performed for each member.
The LOGIN adds each member to the Librarian Production master file, and each contains only one archive level.
Some or all of the members can contain site modifications. LIB/CCF automatically deletes the members from the test
master file during LOGIN.

NOTE
If your site is not using LIB/CCF, you can enter modifications directly onto the vendor master file created in step
1. When the updates are complete, the LIBRCOPY or LIBDCOPY utility program can copy the current level of
all members to a master file you designate as Production. When the copy is complete, you can scratch the test
master file.
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//LOGOUT JOB,BROWDER,CLASS=X

//GPOSTEP EXEC PGM=librarian,PARM='NRJS,NJTA'

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//MASTER DD DSN=vendor.disk.master,DISP=SHR      A

//OSJOB DD DSN=&&GPO,DISP=(,PASS),UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1)),

 // DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=8000)

 //SYSIN DD *

-OPT GPO

-MFID 1          B

-CRID WO000019

-LANG COB

-DESC VENDOR PAYROLL SYSTEM

-APPL PAYROLL

-ABST NEW VENDOR PAYROLL MEMBER

-COPY NAME=         C

-END

//STEP2 EXEC PGM=$CCFB102,PARM='COND,SYSTEM=ROSCOE'

//SYSIN DD DSN=&&GPO,DISP=(OLD,PASS)

• A -- This is the master file created in the first step of this section. It is also identified to LIB/CCF as the Test master file.
• B -- This control statement identifies the LIB/CCF entry number of the Production - Test master file pair.
• C -- This GPO control statement specifies that a -COPY statement is generated for all members of the vendor master

file.

Applying Site Modifications

After the vendor package is installed, you have one Librarian backup tape file that contains unmodified vendor source,
and one Librarian disk master file that contains production source, which can contain site modifications.

To make further modifications, you can copy members in batch from the production master file to a test master file
using UTILITY COPY. When the changes are completed, copy the members back to the production master file using
LIBRCOPY or LIBDCOPY. Each time this is done, one new level is added to the production master file. This insures that
the production master file contains only versions of the source that were actually executed in a production environment,
while developers benefit from using Librarian's archiving features in the test environment.

If the site is using LIB/CCF, this entire process is automated. To make modifications, you must enter a Change Request
first. After the Work Order is assigned to a programmer, module LOGOUTs and LOGINs can execute. Under the
guidelines established in the previous section, each LOGIN creates one new archive level for the member in the
production master file.

Applying Vendor Modifications

This section examines the procedures to follow when the site is supplied with vendor modifications.

1. Initialize a temporary Librarian disk master file.
2. Using the vendor backup tape file as input, execute batch Librarian with the -OPT RESTORE control statement.

Consult the "System Services" section for more information.
3. Apply the vendor modifications. This creates one new archive level on the vendor master file. It is important to record

the date when each level of vendor modifications are applied, since each member might not be updated every time.
These dates serve as the comparison points to determine which members were updated and what modifications were
made.

4. Using the vendor disk master file as input, execute batch Librarian with the -OPT BKUPTAPE control statement. The
output is the new vendor backup tape file. Do not delete the vendor disk master file until all of the new vendor changes
are incorporated into the production master file.
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5. Execute a two step batch Librarian jobstream that identifies all members updated by the vendor and determines the
results of each update. The control statements are shown in the following example. This job produces an archive cross
level compare report and a change deck of Librarian control statements for each member compared.
-OPT GPO

-OPT COMPARE

-SEL UPDA=010199&NOUPD=+0,OLD=970101,NEW=990301

-END

Note the following:

• This example assumes the original version of the vendor source was installed on the production Librarian master file
on January 1, 1997. The first modification supplied by the vendor was on March 1, 1997.

• On the -SEL control statement, the UPDA= and NOUPD= operands specify the GPO selection criteria. These options
request all members that were added or updated on or after 010197 (mmddyy format), with a number of updates
greater than zero.

• The OLD= and NEW= operands specify the levels to compare in yymmdd format.

Reconcile Vendor Modifications With Production Source?

As a result of the procedures outlined in the previous section, the site now knows which members the vendor modified
and how each member was updated. At this point, the site must decide which portions, if any, of the vendor modifications
to place into production, and, if so, how to merge the changes.

The recommended approach is to copy all of the affected members from the production master file to the test master
file, as outlined in the section titled Applying Site Modifications. The programmer can examine the change report
produced by the archive cross level compare of the member on the vendor master file to determine what the effects of the
update are on the production environment. Never apply the change deck produced by the archive cross level compare
indiscriminately. These changes might not only have an adverse effect on the member's sequence numbers, they can also
effect any logic changes the site made to the system. You need to determine this before an update is performed.

The programmer might also find it useful to have a comparison report detailing the site's modifications to the member
before the latest vendor modifications. This can be produced easily with the COMPARATOR utility program. Let us look at
an example of how this might be done.

The vendor package was installed on 2/1/97. The site immediately made modifications to several of the members before
placing them into production on 2/15/97. The vendor distributed some maintenance to the system, which the site applied
to the vendor master file on 3/1/97.

The production master file contains a member named PROGX, which was one of the members modified by the site. The
vendor modification also updated this member.

PROGX has one archive level in the production master file. In the vendor master file, there are two levels.

   Production Master File

Module Name: PROGX

2/15/97   Level 0 - Original vendor source with site modifications

                   Vendor Master File

Module Name : PROGX

3/1/97   Level 1 - Vendor's source plus 1 modification

2/1/97   Level 0 - Original vendor source

Since the original vendor source, level 0 in the vendor master file, was the starting point for the changes made by the
site and by the vendor, this level is the point of reference for the comparison. This is why it is important to keep a file
containing the unmodified vendor source.
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The programmer has a report detailing the modifications made by the vendor. To get a similar report of the changes the
site made, you need to run a compare between the current level in the production master against the starting point of
those changes, level 0 in the vendor master file. The following examples illustrate how the COMPARATOR utility can
provide this report.

After all of the changes are reconciled and the production master file is updated, the process is complete. You can now
delete the vendor disk master file. When the vendor supplies further modifications, restore the vendor backup tape file and
the update process creates another level in PROGX, and this process is repeated.

Converting an Existing Vendor Source Application
The recommendations outlined in the preceding sections use Librarian to manage a vendor source application from its
inception at a site. There are many cases where a site has had a vendor package for a number of years. The site might be
using Librarian to manage the source, using a different set of procedures, or is new to Librarian altogether.

In either case, there are two main objectives:

• Establish a production master file containing at least the current version of the production source.
• Create a master file containing the current version of the vendor source.

You can convert the production source using the procedures already outlined. If the source is in an IBM library, use the
appropriate conversion routine as discussed in the section titled Adding Vendor Source to a Master File. If the source is in
a Librarian master file that does not have the recommended default attributes, initialize a new master file with the correct
attributes, and use LIBRCOPY or LIBDCOPY, with GPO to generate the -COPY statements, to copy the members over.

Maintain a backup copy of the source from the old environment and as many old versions as are needed for fall back.
After a few more sets of updates, it might not be necessary to ever access the old versions again.

Creating a current version of the vendor source, if one was not maintained, could prove more difficult. It might be
necessary to begin with the original version sent by the vendor and then re-apply each set of changes until the source is
current. While this might be labor intensive, it is extremely important to have this available to maintain a proper audit trail.

If the current version is available, it too can be converted using the procedures already outlined. The current version is all
that is needed to begin.

//COMPOS JOB (acct-info),CAI.SCHMIDT,CLASS=0,

 // MSGCLASS=T

//COMPARE EXEC PGM=COMP2

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSUT1 DD DSN=vendor.source,mast,DISP=SHR    A

//SYSUT2 DD DSN=prod.source.mast,DISP=SHR    B

//SYSUT3 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1))

 //SYSUT4 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1))

 //SYSIN DD *

OLDFILE MEMBER=PROGX,STRING=(1,72),ARC=19970201   C

NEWFILE MEMBER=PROGX,STRING=(1,72)

 REPORT MARK=],

TITLE='PROGX - VENDOR SOURCE - SITE CHANGES',

 OLDLINE=(1,(1,80),OLD,NONE),

 NEWLINE=(35,(1,80),NEW,NONE),

 EQULINE=(18,(1,80),OLD,NONE)

• A -- Refers to OLDFILE.
• B -- Refers to NEWFILE.
• C -- The ARC= parameter on the OLDFILE control statement uses the level before the latest vendor changes in the

comparison. The NEWFILE defaults to the current level.
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* $$ JOB JNM=COMPDOS,CLASS=A

* $$ LST CLASS=L

// JOB COMPDOS

// DLBL MASTER,'vendor.source.master',,DA

// EXTENT SYS004,SYSWK2,1,0,8816,40

// ASSGN SYS004,DISK,VOL=SYSWK2,SHR

// DLBL IJSYSPH,'vendor.punch.file',,SD

// EXTENT SYSPCH,SYSWK2,1,0,372,10

ASSGN SYSPCH,DISK,VOL=SYSWK2,SHR

/ EXEC LIBRPROG,SIZE=AUTO

-SEL PROGX,PUNCH,ARC=970201    A

-END

/*

CLOSE SYSPCH,PUNCH

// DLBL MASTER,'prod.source.master',,DA

// EXTENT SYS004,SYSWK2,1,0,8244,40

// ASSGN SYS004,DISK,VOL=SYSWK2,SHR

// DLBL IJSYSPH,'prod.punch.file',,SD

// EXTENT SYSPCH,SYSWK2,1,0,432,10

ASSGN SYSPCH,DISK,VOL=SYSWK2,SHR

// EXEC LIBRPROG,SIZE=AUTO

-SEL PROGX,PUNCH      B

-END

/*

CLOSE SYSPCH,PUNCH

// DLBL FILE1,'prod.punch.file',,SD

// EXTENT SYS011,SYSWK2,1,0,432,10

// ASSGN SYS011,DISK,VOL=SYSWK2,SHR

// DLBL FILE2,'vendor.punch.file',,SD

// EXTENT SYS012,SYSWK2,1,0,372,10

// ASSGN SYS012,DISK,VOL=SYSWK2,SHR

// EXEC FILECOMP,SIZE=AUTO

-/CTL MARK=│,LIST=ALL

-/TITLE 'VENDOR SOURCE PROGX - SITE CHANGES'

/*

/&

* $$ EOJ

• A -- The vendor level before changes.
• B -- The current production level.

Using LIB/AM (z/OS and OS/390)
The Librarian Access Method (LIB/AM) is a Librarian product option. Check with your Librarian administrator for
availability at your site.

The Librarian Access Method (LIB/AM) for z/OS and OS/390 provides a direct, read-only interface between IBM software
and Librarian master files or IBM partitioned data sets. Familiarity with z/OS and OS/390 subsystem methodology and job
control services is required for a thorough understanding of the information presented in this section.

With LIB/AM, access to modules stored on a Librarian master file is functionally the same as access to data stored on
IBM sequential and partitioned data sets. In effect, LIB/AM simulates the IBM Sequential Access Method (SAM) and
BasicPartitioned Access Method (BPAM) by extending their facilities to Librarian master files.
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During problem program execution, LIB/AM allocates and deallocates a Librarian master file and intercepts all I/O directed
to that master file. With FAIR, LIB/AM reads, decompresses, and returns record images to the problem program in the
same manner the problem program would access a sequential or PDS file.

For sequential processing, LIB/AM's benefits are demonstrated by decreased I/O activity against a Librarian master file
and elimination of passed transient files, since no Librarian EXEC statement or OSJOB file is required. Defining Librarian
modules by familiar JCL parameters increases their input efficiency and allows for concatenation with other input sources.

Since LIB/AM permits programs using BPAM access techniques to read Librarian master files, the full range of Librarian
features can be fully extended to your MACRO, COPY, and object libraries. LIB/AM supports selective retrieval of modules
from Librarian master files by archiving level and the concatenation of partitioned data sets and Librarian master files.

LIB/AM is installed and defined as a subsystem in the z/OS and OS/390 operating system. The facility is activated by
the operating system IPL and becomes available to all users. See the Getting Started for more information. The LIB/AM
subsystem is then invoked by coding the SUBSYS=LAM parameter on the DD statement of the files LIB/AM processes.

LIB/AM is distributed with comprehensive informational and diagnostic messages, which appear in the JCL listing. See the
"Messages" section for a complete explanation of all LIB/AM messages.

This section contains examples of typical LIB/AM applications for both sequential and BPAM processing.

Dynamic Allocation
A user-written program can dynamically allocate a LIB/AM file by issuing an SVC 99 and passing the subsystem name
in the SVC 99 parameter block. Both simple dynamic allocation (by DSNAME only) and simple dynamic unallocation (by
DDNAME only) are supported, and both sequential and partitioned access is permitted.

Note the following:

• Dynamic concatenation of LIB/AM files is not supported.
• The TSO ALLOCATE command does not currently support the SUBSYS parameter, therefore, LIB/AM cannot be used

with the TSO ALLOCATE command. Use a UCR program, LAMALLOC, instead.

Requirements
The File Access Interface Routines (FAIR) must be available to install LIB/AM. Also, LIB/AM requires the use of the
SUBSYS parameter of the DD statement. See the Getting Started for further information.

NOTE

• LIB/AM does not support programs that use EXCP to perform I/O operations (such as IEBCOPY).
• The Librarian LAM Subsystem uses and modifies the TCBUSER field in the TCB for cross calls in the LAM

Subsystem code.

CSA Space Requirements

During initialization, LIB/AM acquires storage from the Extended Common Service Area (ECSA) to contain the anchor
points for LIB/AM control blocks. ECSA space can be computed using the following formula:

ECSA bytes = (MAXUSER plus 1) X 4 + 876 +

 ((number of wide record master files - 10) * 98)

The MAXUSER parameter is defined in the IEASYSxx member of SYS1.PARMLIB.

Sequential Access Through LIB/AM
This section describes sequential access through LIB/AM, including DCB, VOL, and SUBSYS parameters. Examples are
included.
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Using a Librarian Module as Sequential Input

A Librarian module to use as sequential input is identified on a DD statement in the same way as a member of a PDS is
identified. The master file and module to access are specified through the DSN= parameter. Since the module must be
accessed by the LIB/AM subsystem, you must also specify the SUBSYS=LAM parameter.

Example:

//SYSIN DD DSN=COBOL.MASTER(COBPROG),SUBSYS=LAM

In this example, a module named COBPROG residing on a master file named COBOL.MASTER is accessed through LIB/
AM. LIB/AM sequential processing is invoked whenever a module name is specified on the DD statement.

//SYSIN DD DSN=COBOL.PDS(COBPDS),SUBSYS=LAM

In this example, a member name COBPDS residing on a partitioned data set named COBOL.PDS is accessed through
LIB/AM. Accessing a member of a partitioned data set through LIB/AM is available with release 3.5 or higher. This lets the
user use the same cataloged procedures to access data stored in Librarian master files and partitioned data sets.

When a sequential data set is to be part of a sequential concatenation , it should not have the SUBSYS=LAM parameter
coded onto it.

Example:

//SYSIN DD DSN=any.pds(member),SUBSYS=LAM

// DD DSN=libr.master(module),SUBSYS=LAM

// DD DSN=sequential.data.set,DISP=SHR

Although LIB/AM is advanced, standard rules for sequential concatenation still apply. This means that the first DD
statement must have a DCB equal to the largest block size in the concatenation. Therefore, code a DCB parameter onto
the first DD statement, especially if the first references a Librarian module.

Example:

//SYSIN DD DSN=libr.master(module),SUBSYS=LAM,

 // DCB=(BLKSIZE=3200,LRECL=80,RECFM=FB)

 // DD DSN=any.pds(member),SUBSYS=LAM

Include a DCB and a VOL parameter on the DD statement for Librarian master file modules processed by LIB/AM. LIB/AM
ignores all other JCL parameters on the DD statement.

NOTE
LIB/AM allocates all Librarian master files as DISP=SHR, regardless of the specified disposition.

There are additional LIB/AM subsystem-defined keywords that you can specify on the SUBSYS parameter that provide
Librarian-oriented processing functions. These LIB/AM subsystem keywords and their functions are described in the
section entitled SUBSYS Subparameters for Sequential Access.

DCB Parameter

You can include a DCB parameter on a DD statement that references a Librarian master file through LIB/AM. The only
DCB subparameters that LIB/AM recognizes are BLKSIZE, LRECL, and RECFM. LIB/AM uses the specified DCB
parameters to format the records that it passes to the program. All DCB specified subparameters must be compatible with
the attributes of the problem program's data control block (DCB). The specified attributes are used for LIB/AM processing
only and do not modify the DCB attributes of the master file.

NOTE
To extract printer modules successfully, you must provide LRECL of 133 on the DD statement.
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If the DCB parameter is omitted or partially provided, LIB/AM selects default values appropriate to the DCB data provided.
The LIB/AM selected default values are shown in the following table.

Record Format Record Length Block Size

Fixed 80 4080

Variable 84 4084

Undefined 0 80

Sequential Concatenation

When a member of a partitioned data set is to be part of a sequential concatenation, it can have the SUBSYS parameter
coded onto it if the LIB/AM release level is 3.5 or higher.

Example:

//SYSIN DD DSN=any.pds(member),DISP=SHR,SUBSYS=LAM

// DD DSN=libr.master(module),SUBSYS=LAM

Standard sequential concatenation rules still apply. This means that the first DD must have a DCB equal to the largest
block size in the concatenation. When the first DD specifies a Librarian module, a DCB parameter is coded onto it.

Example:

//SYSIN DD DSN=libr.master(module),SUBSYS=LAM,

 // DCB=(BLKSIZE=3200,LRECL=80,RECFM=FB)

 // DD DSN=any.pds(member),DISP=SHR,SUBSYS=LAM

VOL Parameter

You can use the VOL parameter to specify a volume serial number (VOL=SER=vsn) to access an uncataloged master file.
All other VOL subparameters are ignored.

SUBSYS Subparameters for Sequential Access

The format of the SUBSYS parameter for sequential processing is:

SUBSYS=(LAM,['PSWD=password][,NOINC] [{,VAR }]

 [{ NOVAR}]

 [,'ARC={date}'][,'ARCINC={date}'],['ARCALL={date}'])

 [ {Lx } ][ {Lx } ] [ {Lx } ]

 [ {-y } ][ {-y } ] [ {-y } ]

LAM
The name for the installed LIB/AM subsystem. If LAM is the only operand specified, you can omit the
parentheses.

'PSWD=password'
The password of the selected module. If the module resides on a Librarian master file having the NOBYPP option
as a default, then you must specify the password. If you specify an incorrect password, even if not required, LIB/
AM does not process the module.

NOINC
Inhibits the expansion of -INC statements embedded in the selected module. Expansion is the default. This
parameter and the ARCINC or ARCALL parameters are mutually exclusive.
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[VAR│NOVAR]
VAR activates the Source-Load Audit Trail facility for the current execution. NOVAR deactivates the facility for the
current execution. If neither is specified, the master file default is observed. See the "Batch Commands" section
for further information on this facility.

ARC=[date│Lx│-y]
Selects a specific archiving level of the selected module for processing.
date

Specifies the date and time the level was current in the following format: yymmddhhmmss.
You can omit an even number of digits from the right. LIB/AM assumes the highest possible value for
omitted digits.

Lx
The absolute level of an archived module as reported in the Update Record listing. You must precede the
absolute level number with the letter L.

-y
The relative level of an archived module. You must precede the relative level number with a minus sign
(-):

• 0 -- The current level number
• -1 -- One level older than the current level
• -2 -- Two levels older than the current level

and so on.

NOTE
This parameter and the ARCALL parameter are mutually exclusive.

ARCINC=[date│Lx│-y]
A comprehensive archiving level selection for all included modules referenced in the selected module. You select
the level of all archived modules to include by specifying one of the following
date

Specifies the date and time the level was current in the following format: yymmddhhmmss.
You can omit an even number of digits from the right. LIB/AM assumes the highest possible value for
omitted digits.

Lx
The absolute level of an archived module as reported in the Update Record listing. You must precede the
absolute level number with the letter L.

-y
The relative level of an archived module. You must precede the relative level number with a minus sign
(-):

• 0 -- The current level number
• -1 -- One level older than the current level
• -2 -- Two levels older than the current level

and so on.

NOTE
This parameter and the NOINC and ARCALL parameters are mutually exclusive.

ARCALL=[date│Lx│-y]
Selects a comprehensive archiving level for both the selected module and all included archived modules.
date

Specifies the date and time the level was current in the following format: yymmddhhmmss.
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You can omit an even number of digits from the right. LIB/AM assumes the highest possible value for
omitted digits.

Lx
The absolute level of an archived module as reported in the Update Record listing. You must precede the
absolute level number with the letter L.

-y
The relative level of an archived module. You must precede the relative level number with a minus sign
(-):

• 0 -- The current level number
• -1 -- One level older than the current level
• -2 -- Two levels older than the current level

and so on.

NOTE
This parameter and the NOINC, ARC, or ARCINC parameters are mutually exclusive.

Examples SUBSYS Parameters

• This example shows an example of using the IBM IEBGENER utility to list a Librarian module through LIB/
AM.
//jobname  JOB 00700,CAI.LAMTEST,MSGCLASS=A,CLASS=X//STEP1    EXEC PGM=IEBGENER//SYSUT2   DD

 SYSOUT=*//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*//SYSIN    DD DUMMY//SYSUT1   DD DSN=LIBR.MASTER(LVSIOU),    A//

 SUBSYS=(LAM,'ARC=-1',NOINC) //

– A -- Identifies the master file and the module IEGGENER processes through LIB/AM. The parameters in
the example are defined as follows:

ARC=-1
The requested archived level of the selected module.

NOINC
No -INC statements in the selected module are expanded.

• This example shows how to use IEBGENER to process a sequential input concatenation through LIB/AM.
The Librarian master file is concatenated to a DD * data stream.
//LAMJOB JOB 70000,CAI.LAMTEST,CLASS=X//STEP1 EXEC PGM=IEBGENER//SYSIN DD DUMMY//SYSPRINT

 DD SYSOUT=A//SYSUT2 DD SYSOUT=A//SYSUT1 DD *AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA THESE TWO RECORDS

 WILL AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB PRECEDE MODULE LISTING BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB// DD

 DSN=LIBR.TEST(MEMBER),SUBSYS=(LAM,'PSWD=POUL')    A/*

– A -- Indicates PSWD=POUL specifies POUL as the password of the module that LIB/AM is to select.
• This example shows how to use LIB/AM to input a module to an Assembler.

//jobname JOB 70000,CAI.LIBRARIAN,CLASS=0//LAMASM PROC DM='LIBR.DISKMAST', DEFAULT:LIBRARIAN

 DISK MASTER// MOD=NULL, DEFAULT: MODULE NAME// A=, NULL: ARC=// AI=, NULL: ARCINC=// AL=, NULL:

 ARCALL=// PW=, NULL: MODULE PASSWORD// V= NULL: VAR/NOVAR//ASM EXEC PGM=ASMA90,REGION=512K, //

 PARM='RENT,NORLD,ESD,NOLOAD,NODECK'//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A//SYSLIB DD DSN=SYS1.MACLIB,DISP=SHR//

 DD DSN=SYS1.AMODGEN,DISP=SHR//SYSPUNCH DD DSN=&&OUTPUT,SPACE=(TRK,(5,2)),DISP=(,PASS), //

 UNIT=SYSDA,DCB=(BLKSIZE=12960,LRECL=80,RECFM=FB) //SYSUT1 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(8,3)) //

SYSUT2 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(8,3)) //SYSUT3 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(8,3)) //SYSGO DD

 DSN=LIBR.OBJECT(&MOD),DISP=OLD//SYSIN DD DSN=&DM(&MOD),SUBSYS=(LAM&A&AI&AL&PW&V) // PEND//STEP1

 EXEC LAMASM,MOD=LAM123,AL=',''ARCALL=941127''',   A// PW=',''PSWD=QRZA''',V=',VAR'/*

– A -- Indicates these symbolic parameters are defined as follows:
MOD=

The module to assemble.
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AL=
The ARCALL parameter that specifies the archiving level of both the selected and included modules to access.

PW=
The module password.

V=
Source-Load Audit Trail variable substitution is performed.

The use of symbolic parameters as shown results in the expansion of the SYSIN DD statement as follows:
//SYSIN DD DSN=LIBR.DISKMAST(LAM123),

 // SUBSYS=(LAM,'ARCALL=941127','PSWD=QRZA',VAR)

BPAM Access Through LIB/AM
This section describes BPAM access through LIB/AM, including DCB, VOL, and SUBSYS parameters. Examples are
included..

Using a Librarian Master File As a BPAM File

To use a Librarian master file as a BPAM file, for example, as a macro or copy library, it must be defined through the
DSN= parameter of a DD statement with the SUBSYS=LAM parameter specified. For example:

//SYSLIB DD DSN=MASTER.MACRO.LIB,SUBSYS=LAM

Basic Partitioned Access Method (BPAM) processing is invoked by LIB/AM because a module name is not specified on
the DD statement. The SUBSYS parameter requests that the LIB/AM subsystem process the data set defined by the
DSN= parameter. In all cases, the data-set-name must be either a Librarian master file or a partitioned data set.

Any combination of Librarian master files or partitioned data sets can be concatenated; however, a SUBSYS=LAM
parameter must be included on each DD statement.

There are additional LIB/AM subsystem-defined keywords that you can specify on the SUBSYS parameter that provide
Librarian-oriented processing functions. These LIB/AM subsystem keywords and their functions are described in the
section entitled SUBSYS Subparameters for BPAM Access.

You can include DCB and VOL parameters on the DD statement for Librarian master files and partitioned data sets for
LIB/AM to process. The LIB/AM subsystem interprets and acts on these parameters. LIB/AM ignores all other specified
JCL parameters.

NOTE
LIB/AM allocates all Librarian master files and partitioned data sets with DISP=SHR, regardless of the specified
disposition.

DCB Parameter

A DCB parameter can be included on a DD statement that references a Librarian master file or IBM library to process
through LIB/AM. However, the only DCB subparameters that LIB/AM recognizes are BLKSIZE, LRECL, and RECFM. LIB/
AM uses the specified subparameters to format the records that it is to pass to the program.

Therefore, all DCB subparameters specified must be compatible with the attributes of the problem program's data control
block (DCB). The specified attributes are used for LIB/AM processing only and do not modify the DCB attributes of the
master file.

To process a single master file and the DCB parameter is not specified, LIB/AM assumes a record format of fixed blocked,
a record length of 80 bytes, and a block size of 4080. If you specify a record format only, LIB/AM defaults the record
length and block size as shown in following table.
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If Librarian master files are concatenated with partitioned data sets, LIB/AM defaults all DCB specifications to the first
DCB parameter specified in the concatenation. All other DCB parameter specifications are ignored. If no DCB parameter
is specified in the concatenation, LIB/AM reads the data set label of the PDSs defined in the concatenation to determine
record format, length, and block size.

The largest block size defined in the concatenation is selected.

NOTE
To extract printer modules successfully, the user must provide  an LRECL of 133 on the DD statement.

Record Format Record Length Block Size

80 4080

Variable 84 4088

Undefined 0 80

VOL Parameter

You can use the VOL parameter to specify a volume serial number (VOL=SER=vsn) to access an uncataloged master file
or partitioned data set. All other VOL subparameters are ignored.

NOTE
If you are including a temporary data set in a concatenation, you must supply a VOL=REF=*.stepname.ddname
parameter specification.

SUBSYS Subparameters for BPAM Access

The format of the BPAM SUBSYS parameter is:

SUBSYS=(LAM[,NOINC][,{VAR }][,'ARC=date'] [,'ARCINC=date'][,'ARCALL=date'])

 [ {NOVAR}]

LAM
The name for the installed LIB/AM subsystem. If LAM is the only operand specified, you can omit the
parentheses.

NOINC
Inhibits the expansion of -INC statements embedded in the selected module. Expansion is the default. This
parameter and the ARCINC or ARCALL parameters are mutually exclusive.

[VAR│NOVAR]
VAR activates the Source-Load Audit Trail facility for the current execution. NOVAR deactivates the facility for the
current execution. If neither is specified, the Librarian master file default is observed. See the "Batch Commands"
section for further information on this facility.

ARC=date
Selects a specific archiving level of the selected module for processing by the date and time the level was current.
The date must be specified in the following format: yymmddhhmmss.
You can omit an even number of digits from the right. LIB/AM assumes the highest possible value for omitted
digits.

NOTE
This parameter and the ARCALL parameter are mutually exclusive.

ARCINC=date
Provides a comprehensive archiving level selection for all included modules referenced in the selected module.
You select the level of all archived modules to include by the date and time the level was current. Specify the date
and time in the following format: yymmddhhmmss.
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You can omit an even number of digits from the right. LIB/AM assumes the highest possible value for omitted
digits.

NOTE
This parameter and the NOINC and ARCALL parameters are mutually exclusive.

ARCALL=date
Selects a comprehensive archiving level for both the selected module and all included modules by the date and
time the level was current in the following format: yymmddhhmmss.
You can omit an even number of digits from the right. LIB/AM assumes the highest possible value for omitted
digits.

NOTE
This parameter and the NOINC, ARC, and ARCINC parameters are mutually exclusive.

Examples SUBSYS Parameters

• This example is a job that uses the IBM IEBPTPCH utility to list a Librarian module.
//jobname JOB 00700,CAI.LAMTEST,MSGCLASS=A,CLASS=X//STEP1 EXEC PGM=IEBPTPCH//SYSUT1 DD

 DSN=LIBR.MASTER,SUBSYS=(LAM,'ARCALL=date')   A//SYSUT2 DD SYSOUT=*//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*//SYSIN

 DD *PRINT TYPORG=PO,... MEMBER NAME=memnameMEMBER NAME=memnameMEMBER NAME=memname

– A -- Identifies the master file to search and the module IEBPTPCH lists. The SUBSYS parameter
activates the LIB/AM subsystem to process the master file.

• This example shows how to concatenate Librarian master files and IBM libraries.
//jobname JOB 70000,CAI.POULSEN,CLASS=X, // MSGCLASS=A,TIME=(,5) //PRNT1 EXEC PGM=IEBPTPCH//

SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*//SYSUT2 DD SYSOUT=*//SYSUT1 DD DSN=LIBR.MASTER,SUBSYS=(LAM,NOINC)  

 A// DD DSN=CAI.MACLIB,SUBSYS=LAM     B// DD DSN=SYS1.MACLIB,SUBSYS=LAM//SYSIN DD *PRINT

 TYPORG=PO,MAXNAME=10,MAXFLDS=10MEMBER NAME=LAMMVS1DRECORD FIELD=(80) MEMBER NAME=LAMJFCEBRECORD

 FIELD=(80)

– A -- This DD statement defines a Librarian master file. NOINC was specified to prevent -INC statement
expansion.

– B -- IBM partitioned data sets. The SUBSYS=LAM parameter must be specified since they are
concatenated with a Librarian master file.

• This example shows how to process a Librarian master file as a macro library through LIB/AM.
//jobname JOB 70000,CAI.KRIVDA,CLASS=X, // MSGCLASS=A//ASM EXEC PGM=ASMA90,REGION=512K, //

 PARM='RENT,NORLD,ESD,NOLOAD,NODECK'//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A//SYSLIB DD

 DSN=LIBR.MACRO.LIB,SUBSYS=LAM    A//SYSUT1 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(8,3)) //SYSUT2

 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(8,3)) //SYSUT3 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(8,3)) //SYSIN DD

 DSN=ASM.PROG.LIB(PYRT01),SUBSYS=(LAM,'PSWD=STRP') /*

– A -- This DD statement identifies Librarian master file used as a macro library.
• This example shows how to assemble a module:

//jobname JOB 70000,CAI.LIBRARIAN,CLASS=0//LAMASM PROC MOD=NULL, DEFAULT: MODULE NAME//

 DM='LIBR.TESTMAST', DEFAULT: LIBRARIAN DISK MASTER// A=,AI=,AL=, NULL: ARC=, ARCINC=, ARCALL=//

 PW=, NULL: MODULE PASSWORD// V=, NULL: VAR/NOVAR// ML1='LIBR.MACMAST', DEFAULT: MACRO DISK

 MASTER// ML2='LIBR.TESTMAST', DEFAULT: SECONDARY MACRO MASTER// M1A=,M1AI=,M1AL=, NULL:

 ARC=, ARCINC=, ARCALL=// M1N1=,M1V=, NULL: NOINC, VAR/NOVAR// M2A=,M2AI=,M2AL=, NULL: ARC=,

 ARCINC=, ARCALL=// M2N2=,M2V= NULL: NOINC, VAR/NOVAR//ASM EXEC PGM=ASMA90,REGION=512K//

SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A//SYSLIB DD DSN=&ML1,SUBSYS=(LAM&M1A&M1AI&M1AL&M1N1&M1V) // DD

 DSN=&ML2,SUBSYS=(LAM&M2A&M2AI&M2AL&M2N2&M2V) // DD DSN=CAI.HAL.MACLIB,SUBSYS=LAM// DD

 DSN=SYS1.AMODGEN,SUBSYS=LAM// DD DSN=SYS1.MACLIB,SUBSYS=LAM//SYSPUNCH DD SYSOUT=B//

SYSUT1 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(8,3)) //SYSUT2 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(8,3)) //SYSUT3

 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(8,3)) //SYSGO DD DSN=LIBR.OBJECT(&MOD),DISP=OLD//SYSIN DD

 DSN=&TM(&MOD),DISP=SHR,SUBSYS=(LAM&A&AI&AL&PW&V)  A// PEND//STEP1 EXEC LAMASM,MOD=LAM123     B/

*
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– A -- The use of symbolic parameters as shown results in the expansion of the SYSIN DD statement as
follows:
//SYSIN DD DSN=LIBR.TESTMAST(LAM123),SUBSYS=(LAM)

– B -- MOD is the module to assemble.

Using LIB/AM With SVC 22
By default, LIB/AM assumes that the problem program uses SVC 19 to open files. This type of open does not permit the
user to modify the Job File Control Block (JFCB). If JFCB modifications are required, the problem program reads a copy of
the JFCB into its private storage, modifies the JFCB, and opens the file with an OPEN TYPE=J.

Programmers using LIB/AM who use this method to open a file must code the subsystem parameter JFCB=U in the DD
statement for that file, indicating that possible errors during allocation processing are to be ignored. The format of the
parameter is:

JFCB=S
This is the default. SVC 19 opens the file. Normal subsystem allocation processing is in effect; any subsystem
allocation errors cause the job to be flushed.

JFCB=U
OPEN TYPE=J is used and any subsystem allocation errors are ignored. The JFCB is validated when the file is
opened. Any JFCB errors encountered result in a S013 abend.

You can specify the JFCB parameter with any of the other LIB/AM subsystem parameters applicable to the access
method chosen.

A sample JCL statement of a program using SVC 22 to open a file is:

//ddname DD UNIT=SYSDA,VOL=SER=volser,DISP=SHR,

 // SUBSYS=(LAM,'JFCB=U'[,other,subsystem,parameters])

In the above example, during allocation LIB/AM assumes that the problem program is supplying the data set name when
the file is opened. Depending on the access method the problem program chooses, the member name might not be
supplied. If a sequential access method (BSAM or QSAM) is used, the member name and the associated bit indicator
are filled in the JFCB when the file is opened. If the BPAM access method is used, the member must be accessed with a
module positioning command after the data set is opened.

You can omit the VOL cataloged. The subsystem parameter JFCB=U must still be coded if SVC 22 is used to open this
data set. For example:

//ddname DD DSN=A.CATALOGD.DATA.SET[(member)],

 // SUBSYS=(LAM,'JFCB=U')

Supported JFCB Field Modifications

Although a program can modify many JFCB fields before a file is opened, LIB/AM supports modifications only to the
following fields:

JFCBDSNM
Data set name. The data set must reside on the volser specified on the JCL statement or the cataloged volser if
the VOL= parameter is not present in the DD statement.

JFCBELNM
Element name. This field is used with JFCBIND1 to determine the access method that LIB/AM uses to access the
member.

JFCRECFM
Record format of the data. The supported formats are F/FB, V/VB, and U
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JFCLRECL
Logical record length.

JFCVLKSI
Block size of the file.

JFCBIND1
For sequential access, the JFCPDS bit of this bit switch must be set ON. This switch is used with JCFBELNM to
determine the access method used.

Restrictions

The following restrictions apply when modifying the JFCB.

• If a problem program uses dynamic allocation (SVC 99) for the data set, you must include the text unit containing the
subsystem parameter JFCB=U.

• Concatenated files are not supported. Concatenating files using the subsystem parameter JFCB=U result in a LIB/AM
allocation error.

• Programs that use the same DD name to process multiple data sets must follow the rules of concatenation. The first
file accessed must have the largest block size if subsequent accesses to the same DD name do not use the same data
set name.
This restriction does not apply if a subsequent access is to a different member in the same data set.

• All data sets for a given DD name must reside on the allocated volser. Volume switching is  not supported. An S213
abend can occur if volume switching is attempted.

• If the problem program is supplying DCB attributes in the JCB, the supplied attributes must match the DSCB-1
attributes if the data set is a partitioned data set. This restriction does not apply to Librarian master files. If different
data sets are used for the same DD name, the user must insure valid DCB attributes every time  a data set name
changes.
You cannot make changes to the JFCB once a file is opened. If a data set is allocated for BPAM processing, the
program must first issue an explicit FIND command after the file is opened before any access of the member. LIB/AM
cannot support any programs that do not follow this sequence.

Using LIB/AM (VSE/ESA)
The Librarian Access Method (LIB/AM) is a Librarian product option. Check with your Librarian administrator for
availability at your site.

LIB/AM provides a direct interface between IBM software and Librarian master files. Operating along with the library
retrieval components of the VSE/ESA operating system, LIB/AM accesses modules stored on a master file in the same
way as modules stored on IBM source and relocatable libraries. VSE/ESA lets programs such as language translators
and the linkage editor retrieve source or relocatable modules from a concatenated chain of libraries. With LIB/AM, you can
include Librarian master files on the search chain in addition to or instead of IBM libraries.

When a program requests access to a source or relocatable module, LIB/AM searches the Librarian master files defined
on the chain, while IBM software searches the defined IBM libraries. LIB/AM determines whether to retrieve the requested
module from a Librarian master file and, if so, handles the retrieval of records from the requested module.

Not only ca Librarian master files be explicitly identified in a search chain, but one or more master files can also be
designated as default search libraries. These master files, called quasi-system libraries because they emulate the
function of the system library (IJSYSRS), are searched for the requested module after all other specified libraries are
unsuccessfully searched.

LIB/AM offers several features designed to simplify its use and control. You can restrict LIB/AM to specific partitions or to a
specific library type. You can activate or deactivate LIB/AM dynamically on a per partition or on a per library type basis. In
addition, LIB/AM can generate a status report, showing all copied modules, where they came from, and archiving and date
information for copied Librarian modules.
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LIB/AM runs under control of VSE/ESA Advanced Functions, Release 2.1 and up. It requires use of the LIBDEF job
control statement to establish search library chains. In addition, the current release of the File Access Interface Routines
(FAIR) must be installed.

NOTE
LIB/AM does not recognize LIBDEFs set up before LIB/AM initialization.

Installing LIB/AM is an uncomplicated procedure involving the cataloging of the LIB/AM and FAIR phases. During the
installation procedure, you can change selected LIB/AM operating parameters using the LAMVGEN macro. See the
"Installing" section for instructions.

LIB/AM is distributed with a comprehensive set of informational, diagnostic, and error messages. These messages display
on the system console or terminal screen or appear in the listing, whichever is appropriate.

Quasi-System Libraries
The system library, IJSYSRS, is searched after all explicitly defined libraries are searched, and is the default search library
if the SEARCH operand is not specified.

You cannot define a Librarian master file as IJSYSRS. However, you can define a Librarian master file as a quasi-system
library. This library is logically inserted into the search chain after all explicitly LIBDEF-defined libraries and just before
the implicitly defined IJSYSRS. If IJSYSRS is explicitly included on the SEARCH operand of the LIBDEF statement, it
is searched before the quasi-system library. If the quasi-system library is searched before its default position, the quasi-
system library file name must be included on the SEARCH operand at the desired location.

You can define quasi-system libraries when LIB/AM is initialized. You can define a single master file as both a source
statement and relocatable quasi-system library, or you can establish separate quasi-system libraries for each library type.
Quasi-system libraries participate in a book or module search only if LIB/AM is activated for that particular library type in
the active partition.

Controlling LIB/AM
LIB/AM is controlled by the program QLAMCTL. This program is as follows:

• Initializes LIB/AM using the INIT command. During initialization, QLAMCTL allocates LIB/AM control blocks in the SVA
and establishes linkage to activate LIB/AM. LIB/AM options are set. Optionally LIB/AM can be activated in selected
partitions.

• Activates LIB/AM in a single partition for selected library types using the ON command.
• Deactivates LIB/AM in a single partition for selected library types using the OFF command.
• Terminates LIB/AM using the TERM command. Terminating LIB/AM deactivates it in all partitions, releases all SVA

storage used by LIB/AM, and terminates the linkage that activated LIB/AM.
• Generates a report on the status of LIB/AM using the STAT command. This report can display libraries active in search

chains, and display current LIB/AM options.
• Temporarily overrides LIB/AM initialization options and provides information unique to a single job, such as archiving

information, using the RUN command.

QLAMCTL Program

QLAMCTL is submitted from SYSRDR as a batch job. Input to QLAMCTL is submitted through SYSIPT. Output from
QLAMCTL, including error and informational messages, is written to SYSLST. If SYSLST is unassigned, output is written
to SYSLOG and displays on the console.

Including a // UPSI statement in the QLAMCTL job stream as follows suppresses the printout.

// UPSI llxxxxxx
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You can specify seven commands as input during a batch execution of QLAMCTL. These commands are: INITialize, ON,
OFF, TERMinate, STATus, RUN, and TRACE. These commands, their options, and examples are described in the next
sections.

Initialization Per System

The INITialize command option enables LIB/AM processing for the entire operating system. The INIT command option
lets you set processing defaults, such as the partitions where LIB/AM is active. Processing options are also set for the
QLAMADD program. If you will not be using QLAMADD, let those options default to the system defaults.

QLAMADD is a batch program that adds relocatable members created by the assembler and compilers to a Librarian
master file easily. This program runs as a separate job step. With a few control cards, it adds or updates a Librarian
member with records from the IJSYSLN file.

QLAMADD is created by executing the LAMVL macro contained in the Librarian installation library. Processing defaults
set here through the QLAMCTL INIT command override the LAMVL macro defaults for similar options. For details on
installing QLAMADD using the LAMVL macro, see the "Installing" section. For details on using QLAMADD, see the
"System Services" section.

Begin the INIT command and options anywhere in the record as long as they do not extend beyond column 72.

NOTE
LIB/AM does not recognize LIBDEFs set up before initialization of LIB/AM. Librarian master files whose
LIBDEFs were put in place before LIB/AM initialization cannot be accessed through LIB/AM until another
LIBDEF is issued.

This command has the following format:

INITialize [(

 [ADD│REPLace│SAVE]

 [ARC│ARCOFF│ARCMASTer]

 [CONTrol│NOCONTrol]

 [COPYEXIT(QLAMCOPY│phase)]

 [DEBUG│NODEBUG]

 [HISTory│NOHISTory]

 [INClude│NOINClude]

 [INput(IJSYSLN│dname)]

 [IOprefix(xxxx│FAIR)]

 [IOU(phase│LVSIOU)]

 [LIBRaries(NONE│ALL│ll,ll]

 [MASTer(dname│MASTER)]

 [PARTition(ALL│NONE│*│xx,yy,...)]

 FOR VSE/ESA/ESA: [PARTition(ALL│NONE│STATIC│DYNAMIC│*│DY,xx,yy,...)]

 [PROGrammer│NOPROGrammer]

 [QSYSLIB(NONE│dname)]

 [QSYSRL(NONE│dname)]

 [QSYSSL(NONE│dname)]

 [REPort│NOREPort]

 [VAR│NOVAR]

)]

The options are:

[ADD│REPLace│SAVE]
Controls the default for how QLAMADD tries to put a module on the master file. You can override this option
during a QLAMADD run.
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ADD
QLAMADD tries to put the module out as a new module. If the module already exists, the add fails.

REPLace
QLAMADD tries to update an existing Librarian module. If the module does not already exist, the -SEL
module control statement fails.

SAVE
QLAMADD does an add or replace, depending on whether the module exists on the Librarian master file.

[ARC│ARCOFF│ARCMASTer]
Controls how archiving is handled for updates from QLAMADD. This is used for both adds and replaces.
ARC

All adds and replaces are done with the ARC option. If the master does not support archiving, the function
fails.

ARCOFF
If the member is being added, it is added without archiving. If the member is being updated, archiving is
turned off.

ARCMASTer
If an add is being done for an archived master, the ARC option is used. If an add is being done for a non-
archived master, the ARCOFF option is used. If a replace is being done, the archive status of the module
is not changed.

[CONTrol│NOCONTrol]
Controls the use of the CONTrol option of the QLAMADD program.
CONTrol

You can use the CONTrol option of the QLAMADD program.
NOCONTrol

You cannot use the CONTrol option of the QLAMADD program.
COPYEXIT(phase│QLAMCOPY)

Indicates the name of a phase that LIB/AM calls to convert a sublibrary module name to a Librarian module name.
The phase must be reentrant and reside in the SVA. The default, QLAMCOPY, is supplied in source and object
form.

[DEBUG│NODEBUG]
Indicates the status of LIB/AM debugging features. Use this option only at the direction of Broadcom support.

[HISTory│NOHISTory]
Indicates whether the HISTory option is required for QLAMADD.
HISTory

The HISTory option is required for every run of QLAMADD.
NOHISTory

You can use the HISTory option or not for runs of QLAMADD.
[INClude│NOINClude]

Controls the expansion of Librarian -INC records.
INClude

Expands all Librarian -INC cards.
NOINClude

Passes -INC cards to the caller unchanged.
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NOTE
Librarian -INCLudes are expanded only if the included module resides on the same master file as the
calling module. LIB/AM does not expand -INCLudes across master files.

INput(dname│IJSYSLN)
The default input dname for QLAMADD. The default is IJSYSLN.

IOprefix(xxxx│FAIR)
The prefix of the FAIR programs.
xxxx

The four-character prefix.
FAIR

The default.
IOU(phase│LVSIOU)

The name of the Librarian IOU, used by QLAMADD to update a Librarian master file. The phase can be in the
SVA. If it is not in the SVA, the library where it is must be available whenever QLAMADD is run.
phase

The phase name specified in the IOUGEN macro.
LVSIOU

The default name.
LIBRaries(NONE│ALL│ll[,ll])

Indicates which library types LIB/AM searches.
NONE

Indicates no library types.
ALL

LIB/AM searches both source and relocatable libraries.
ll[,ll]

Can be SL (source libraries), RL (relocatable libraries), or both.
MASTer(dname│MASTER)

Indicates the default Librarian master file for output from QLAMADD.
dname

The ddname used.
MASTER

The default.
PARTition(ALL│NONE│*│xx,yy,...)

PARTition(ALL│NONE│STATIC│DYNAMIC│*│DY,xx,yy,...)]
Specifies the partitions where you want to activate LIB/AM during initialization.
ALL

LIB/AM is active in all partitions. NONE -- LIB/AM is not active in any partition.
Note: You can use the ON command to activate LIB/AM in a single partition after LIB/AM is initialized.

*
LIB/AM is active in the partition from which the QLAMCTL job is run.

xx,yy,..
LIB/AM is active in the named partitions.

DY,xx,yy,..
LIB/AM is active in the all dynamic partitions and all listed static partitions.
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STATIC
LIB/AM is active in all static partitions.

DYNAMIC
LIB/AM is active in all dynamic partitions.

[PROGrammer│NOPROGrammer]
Indicates whether the PROGrammer option is required for QLAMADD.
PROGrammer

The PROGrammer option is required for QLAMADD.
NOPROGrammer

The default. The PROGrammer option is optional for QLAMADD.
QSYSLIB(dname│NONE)

You cannot use this option with QSYSRL or QSYSSL.
QSYSRL(dname│NONE)

You cannot use this option with QSYSLIB.
QSYSSL(dname│NONE)

You cannot use this option with QSYSLIB.
dname

The dname of the quasi-system library used for all supported library types.
NONE

There is no single quasi-system library.
[REPort│NOREPort]

Indicates whether a report is produced showing where copied and included source modules were found during the
step.
REPort

Produces such a report.
NOREPort

Does not produce a report.
[VAR│NOVAR]

Indicates how the Source Load Audit Trail (SLAT) variables are handled during expansion of Librarian modules.
See the "Batch Commands" section for more information about SLAT variables.
VAR

Expands these variables.
NOVAR

Passes these variables to the calling program unchanged.

Examples: Initialize LIB/AM

These examples show how to initialize LIB/AM.

// EXEC QLAMCTL

INIT (     A

LIBR(SL,RL)    B

PART(ALL)    C

)     D

/*
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• A -- The INIT command initializes LIB/AM. The ( indicates that options for the INITIALIZE command follow.
• B -- The LIBR option indicates what library types to support. The SL,RL indicates that both source and relocatable

libraries are supported. The library types indicated at initialization time do not have to be turned on in all partitions.
However, only the library types indicated at initialization can be turned on.

• C -- The PART option indicates what partitions LIB/AM are turned on for. The ALL indicates that LIB/AM is active for all
partitions.

• D -- The ) indicates the end of the options for the INIT command.

// EXEC QLAMCTL

INIT (     A

LIBR(SL)     B

PART(NONE)    C

QSYSLIB(LAM1)    D

REP     E

)     F

/*

• A -- The INIT command initializes LIB/AM.
• B -- The LIBR option indicates what library types to support. The SL indicates that LIB/AM should support only source

libraries.
• C -- PART(NONE) indicates that LIB/AM should not be active in any partition. Before you can use LIB/AM, it must be

activated (the ON command) in a partition.
• D -- The QSYSLIB option indicates that there is to be a quasi-system library for use if a module cannot be found in

any library defined in a search chain. LAM1 is the dname of the quasi-system library. Label information for LAM1 must
always be present when LIB/AM is active in a partition.

• E -- The REP option indicates that the copied module report is produced after each step that copies a source book.
• F -- The ) indicates the end of the options for the INIT command.

Activation Per Partition

After LIB/AM is initialized in the system using the QLAMCTL INIT command, you can activate LIB/AM in a partition for a
certain library type by using the ON command. The ON command affects only the partition where it is run.

NOTE
If LIB/AM is initialized with the PART option for a partition, it is not necessary to activate LIB/AM with the ON
command for the same partition.

This command has the following format:

ON[(

 [LIBRaries(ALL│ll,ll)]

)]

 LIBRaries(ALL│ll[,ll])

Indicates which library types LIB/AM searches. The default is whatever was specified (or defaulted to) in the LIBRaries
option of the INITialize command. You can specify only library types specified in the LIBRaries option of the INITialize
command here.

ALL
All library types specified with the INITialize command are activated.

ll[,ll]
Can be SL (source libraries), RL (relocatable libraries), or both.

Example: Activate LIB/AM
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This example shows how to activate LIB/AM.

// EXEC QLAMCTL

ON (     A

LIBR(SL)     B

)     C

/*

• A -- The ON command indicates that LIB/AM is activated for a library type in the partition where this job is run and that
LIB/AM was not previously activated by the PARTition operand of the INIT command. The ( indicates that options for
the ON command follow.

• B -- The LIBR option indicates what library types LIB/AM is turned on for. SL indicates that LIB/AM should handle
source statement libraries in this partition. SL must have been specified for the LIBR option during the initialization of
LIB/AM.

• C -- The ) indicates the end of the options for the ON command.

Deactivation Per Partition

After LIB/AM is activated in a partition for a library type, it can be deactivated with the OFF command..

This command has the following format:

OFF[(

 [LIBRaries(ALL│ll,ll)]

)]

LIBRaries(ALL│ll[,ll])
Indicates what library types LIB/AM no longer searches in this partition.
ALL

Deactivates LIB/AM for all library types now active in this partition.
ll[,ll]

Can be SL (source libraries) or RL (relocatable libraries).

Example: Deactivate LIB/AM

This example shows how to deactivate LIB/AM.

// EXEC QLAMCTL

OFF (     A

LIBR(SL)     B

)     C

/*

• A -- The OFF command deactivates LIB/AM for a library type in the partition where this job is run. The ( indicates that
options for the OFF command follow.

• B -- The LIBR option indicates for which library types LIB/AM is turned off. SL indicates that LIB/AM should no longer
handle source statement libraries in this partition. If LIB/AM were also handling relocatable libraries in this partition, it
would continue to do so.

• C -- The ) indicates the end of the options for the OFF command.

Termination Per System

Termination returns the system to the state where it was before LIB/AM was initialized.

NOTE
Terminating LIB/AM while jobs are using it to access master files can cause unpredictable results for those jobs.
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This command has the following format:

TERMinate

There are no options for the TERMinate command.

Example: Terminate LIB/AM

This example shows how to terminate LIB/AM.

// EXEC QLAMCTL

TERM     A

/*

• A -- The TERM command terminates the LIB/AM. There are no options for this command.

Status Report Generation

The STATus command produces a report on the status of LIB/AM.

This command has the following format:

STATus [(

 [DUMP]

 [LIBRaries(ALL│NONE│ll)]

 [PARTition(ALL│*│xx)]

 [OPTion]

)]

DUMP
Requests a dump of all LIB/AM SVA programs and tables. Use this option only on the instructions of the Librarian
support staff.

LIBRaries(ALL│NONE│ll)
Reports on library types or LIB/AM options.
ALL

Reports on all library types activated for LIB/AM.
NONE

Reports on only the LIB/AM options. No library information is given.
ll

Reports on only the indicated library type (either SL or RL).
PARTition(ALL│*│xx,yy,...)

Indicates which partitions are reported on.
ALL

Report the status of all partitions.
*

Report on the status of the partition where this job is run.
xx,yy,...

Report the status of the indicated partitions.
OPTion

Reports on the status of the LIB/AM options. The default is to display only library information.

Examples: Run the Status Report

The following examples show the JCL for running the status report:
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// EXEC QLAMCTL

STAT      A

/*

• A -- The STATUS command displays the status of LIB/AM. When no options are specified, a listing of search chains for
this partition is produced.

// EXEC QLAMCTL

STAT (      A

LIBR(SL)      B

PART(BG)      C

OPT      D

)      E

/*

• A -- The STATUS command displays the status of LIB/AM. The ( indicates that options for the STATUS command
follow.

• B -- LIBR indicates what library types' search chains display. The SL displays only source library search chains.
• C -- PART indicates what partitions are reported on. The BG indicates that only the information for BG displays.
• D -- OPT indicates that the options in effect for LIB/AM display.
• E -- The ) indicates the end of the options for the STATUS command.

Options Per Job Execution

The RUN command sets the options for a single job execution. These options remain in effect until the end of the job or
until another run changes them. You can also use RUN to override some INITialize options.

NOTE
See the "Security Administration" section for security-related RUN command options.

This command has the following format:

RUN (

 [ARC(yyyymmddhhmmss)]

 [ARCALL(yyyymmddhhmmss)]

 [ARCINC(yyyymmddhhmmss)]

 [DEBUG│NODEBUG]

 [REPort│NOREPort]

 [VAR│NOVAR]

 [INClude│NOInclude]

)

ARC(yyyymmddhhmmss)
Gives the date and time when copied Librarian modules were current. This can be shortened to an even number
of digits, four or more. The year is four digits.
If ARC is specified, a non-archived module is not selected; if there is no module that meets the archiving criteria,
then no module is selected.

NOTE
This options is not valid with ARCALL.

ARCALL(yyyymmddhhmmss)
Gives the time when both copied and included Librarian modules were current. This can be shortened to an even
number of digits, four or more. The year is four digits. The default is the most current version. Not valid with ARC
and ARCINC.
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ARCINC(yyyymmddhhmmss)
Gives the date and time when included Librarian modules were current. This can be shortened to an even number
of digits. The year is four digits. The default is the most current version.

[INClude│NOINClude]
Controls the expansion of Librarian -INC records. Overrides the INITialize setting.

[DEBUG│NODEBUG]
Specifies the status of LIB/AM debugging features. Use this option only at the direction of the Librarian support
staff. The default is selected at initialization time.

[REPort│NOREPort]
Indicates whether a report showing where copied and included modules were found is produced during a
QLAMCTL execution with the RUN command. This overrides the INITialize specification.

[VAR│NOVAR]
Indicates how the Source-Load Audit Trail variables are handled during expansion of Librarian modules. This
overrides the INITialize specification, which is the default.

Example: Set Options for a Job Execution

This example shows a RUN execution of LIB/AM.

// LIBDEF SOURCE,SEARCH=(LAM1.X,IBM1.IBMSUB,LAM2.X)    A

// EXEC QLAMCTL

RUN (         B

ARCALL(1985)        C

NOVAR         D

)         E

/*

// EXEC FCOBOL

CBL LIB         F

BASIS program

/*

*         G

/&

*         H

• A -- This is the LIBDEF to use for this run.
• B -- The RUN command indicates that LIB/AM is to make temporary changes to its environment. The ( indicates that

options for the RUN command follow.
• C -- The ARCALL option archives both primary members (those requested by the language translator, and so on) and

included Librarian members at the same date. 1985 is the archiving date.
• D -- The NOVAR option stops LIB/AM from substituting the Source Load Audit Trail variables.
• E -- The ) indicates the end of the options for the RUN command.
• F -- If the CBL LIB statement exists in the copy book, you can omit it here.
• G -- At this point, all the temporary options are still in effect. Another compile uses the same options as the first. You

can run as many steps as you want. A second RUN changes only the options specified.
• H -- At this point, all options are reset to the system standards.

Trace Function

The TRACE command controls the trace function of LIB/AM. The trace function is used as a diagnostics aid.

This command has the following format:

TRACE {ON } (
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{OFF}

{ALL[ ({LOG})] }

{ [ {LST} ] }

{ [ {nnn} ] }

{ }

{ * [({LOG})] }

{ [ {LST} ] }

{ [ {nnn} ] }

{ }

{xx[({LOG})] [,yy ([ {LOG})] }

{ [ {LST} ] [ {LST} ] }

{ [ {nnn} ] [ {nnn} ] }

{ON│OFF}

Specifies whether you are turning trace on or off.

ALL
Turns trace on or off in all partitions.

*
Turns trace on or off in the partition where the job is run.

xx,yy
Turns trace on or off in the indicated partitions.

[LOG│LST│nnn]
Indicates the logical unit the trace is written to.
LOG

Directs the output to SYSLOG.
LST

Directs the output to SYSLST.
nnn

Directs the output to SYSnnn, which must be assigned to a printer or a tape drive. For instructions and
examples of using TRACE, contact Librarian support.

Using LIB/AM
LIB/AM is used by placing the file names of one or more Librarian master files in the SEARCH operand of a LIBDEF JCL
statement for the appropriate library type.

Both temporary (TEMP) and permanent (PERM) library definitions are supported. When the LIBDEF statement is
processed, LIB/AM reads the file label for each file defined on the SEARCH operand. For sequential files (SD), LIB/AM
defers to VSE/ESA to process the file. For direct access files (DA, VSAM), LIB/AM assumes responsibility for the file.

The following example shows how to use LIB/AM.

// JOB jobname

// OPTION LINK

// DLBL lamvmst,'vsam.master.file',,VSAM,CAT=usercat }

// ASSGN ,volser }

// DLBL lammstr,'bdam.master.file',,DA }     A

// EXTENT ,volser }

// DLBL master,'libr.bdam.master.file',,DA

// EXTENT ,volser

// LIBDEF SOURCE,SEARCH=(lammstr.libr, C }
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lamvmstr.libr,ibmlibr.sublib),TEMP }     B

// LIBDEF OBJ,SEARCH=(ibmlibr.sublib,master.dummy),TEMP }

// EXEC ASSEMBLY }

COPY program }

/* }         C

// EXEC LNKEDT }

/* }

/&

• A -- These statements define the Librarian master files (lamvmst and lammstr) and the IBM file (ibmlibr) to search
during the processing of the job.

• B -- Defines a SEARCH chain for source statement libraries and a SEARCH chain for relocatable libraries. The
libraries defined in the first LIBDEF statement are searched in the order in which they are specified on the SEARCH
operand. LIB/AM does not support the sublibrary structure. It is ignored. However, you must specify a dummy
sublibrary name to conform to IBM specifications. See the section titled Sublibrary Processing later in this section for
more information.

• C -- Is the assembly run.

LIB/AM interrogates only the SEARCH operands of LIBDEF statements in partitions and for library types for which it is
activated. An error occurs if an attempt is made to:

• Access a Librarian master file through the ASSGN IJSYSSL JCL statement or through the LIBDEF CATALOG
operand;

• Specify a Librarian master file in a partition where LIB/AM is not activated;
• Specify a Librarian master file for a library type where LIB/AM is not activated; or
• Access a Librarian master file through the IBM LIBR Program.

Job Control Requirements

LIB/AM is consistent with VSE/ESA regarding file label requirements. When a LIBDEF statement is processed:

• A DLBL must be present in the temporary, partition standard, or system standard label area. It must contain the
filename, the data set name, and the file type (DA, or VSAM);

• For BDAM files, an EXTENT must be present containing the VOLSER of the device where the library resides;
• The disk pack where the library resides must be mounted and ready when the LIBDEF statement is processed, and

should remain in that state until the search chain is dropped, either explicitly or implicitly.

For quasi-system libraries, DLBL/EXTENT information should be placed in the system standard label area or in the
partition standard label area for the partitions where LIB/AM is active.

Library Access

LIB/AM supports the following programs:

• IBM VSE/ESA assembler - for COPY and macro processing
• IBM FCOBOL compiler - for COPY, BASIS, and CBL option processing;
• IBM VSE/ESA Linkage Editor - for INCLUDE and AUTOLINK processing; and
• Librarian - for -AUX SYSSLB processing.

Since LIB/AM makes extensive use of the partition GETVIS area, processing programs using LIB/AM should be executed
with SIZE=AUTO or SIZE=(AUTO,nK) specified on the program EXEC statement.

When a processing program requests access to a book or module for a LIB/AM supported library type, LIB/AM searches
the Librarian master files defined in the search chain while IBM software searches the IBM libraries defined in the chain.
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When a requested book or module is found on a Librarian master file (in the search chain) before its occurrence on an
IBM library, LIB/AM returns its records to the processing program in the same format in which they would if the module
was found first on the IBM library. If the book or module is found first on an IBM library, LIB/AM defers to IBM software to
retrieve the records of the book.

Sublibrary Processing

IBM source statement library books are identified by a sublibrary suffixed to the bookname. Librarian, and hence LIB/AM,
does not support a sublibrary structure.

LIB/AM ignores the sublibrary when searching for a module.

For example, thefollwoing COBOL statement results in a find request for FAIRCBL.C. LIB/AM ignores the C sublibrary
suffix and searches the Librarian master files defined in the SEARCH chain for module FAIRCBL:

COPY FAIRCBL

The IBM libraries in the chain are searched for FAIRCBL.C. However, LIB/AM supports an exit that can convert the
sublibrary suffix. As distributed, the exit simply removes the sublibrary suffix, however, you can modify the exit to
interrogate the sublibrary suffix and perform additional processing. The exit is specified using the COPYEXIT option of the
INIT command.

LIB/AM and FAIR

LIB/AM uses FAIR to retrieve records from a Librarian master file. LIB/AM specifies the following options when calling
FAIR:

• Disk master files only are opened.
• -INC statements are expanded for source statement libraries (SL). - INC statements are not expanded for relocatable

libraries (RL).

NOTE
-INC statements are only expanded from the same master file that the module is from. -INC statements are
not expanded from all master files in the LIBDEF search chain.

• By default, only the current level of an archived module is retrieved. However, any archive level can be accessed using
the ARC, ARCALL, or ARCINC option of the RUN command.

• Appropriate values are substituted for Source Load Audit Trail variables.
If a module’s sequence field falls in columns 1 through 80 on the records, then the sequence field is returned with the
record.

Using LIB/DD
The Librarian/Datacom Datadictionary Interface (LIB/DD) increases the usefulness of both Datacom Datadictionary and
Librarian by making the resources of each available to the other. The LIB/DD interface must be installed before attempting
to use it.

Consult the Getting Started for installation instructions.

Datacom Datadictionary
Holds descriptive information about the entities in a database and about the relationships among them.

Librarian
Librarian is an information storage and retrieval system designed to assist in developing and maintaining source
programs. Anything that can be represented in 80-byte card-image format can be maintained on a Librarian
master file.
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The master file is the basic component of Librarian. It is a preallocated area of space where data is stored in a highly
compressed format for updates, retrievals, and compilations, in units that are normally called modules. Because the word
modules has a special meaning in Datacom Datadictionary terms, a Librarian module in this document is referred to as a
Librarian member. The user can add, update, and compile Librarian members in both batch and online environments by
using control statements.

Librarian can optionally maintain a comprehensive audit trail of any updates performed using LIBAUDIT.

You can associate a number of documentary fields with individual members, including programmer-name, language-code,
and description. Other information is automatically maintained: Date and time stamps and the number of updates.

LIB/DD
LIB/DD integrates Datacom Datadictionary with Librarian, moving data from Datacom Datadictionary to Librarian
(COPYDD Expansion).

Definition Expansion With COPYDD
You can use the COPYDD statement to create data descriptions from information in Datacom Datadictionary for programs
written in Assembler, COBOL, PL/I, or CA-DataReporter. COPYDD replaces any COPYDD statement with a comment
statement and a generated data definition when the source program is written to a compilation file through the batch
Librarian -SEL memname, EXEC control statement. For a complete discussion of the EXEC option, see the "Batch
Commands" section.

If any errors are detected during COPYDD expansion, detailed error messages are generated as comment statements
and expansion is terminated for the current COPYDD statement.

COPYDD must be enabled for a member before it can be used.

LIB/DD writes the comments and data definitions in the language of the program, which LIB/DD detects from the language
code that is stored with the Librarian member.

Activating COPYDD Expansion

COPYDD can be activated for a member when the member is added to the Librarian master file, using a -ADD statement,
or later, using a -SEL statement. It continues to be activated for that member until deactivated by specifying the
COPYDDOFF option on a -SEL statement.

These command have the following format:

-ADD mem[,pswd][,...],COPYDD[,...]

-SEL mem[,pswd][,...],COPYDD[,...]

-ADD mem[,pswd][,...],COPYDDOFF[,...]

-SEL mem[,pswd][,...],COPYDDOFF[,...]

mem
A1 to 8-character member name.

pswd
A4-character password (might be required).

COPYDD
Enable expansion.

COPYDDOFF
Disables expansion.

...
Optional additional operand(s).
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Programming Languages and COPYDD

The first character of the language code stored with the member on the Librarian master file determines the programming
language of the expanded COPYDD statements. Depending on the language, a number of things are done.

Programming Language Language Code Which Columns are Searched
for COPYDD

Comments

Assembler A, the first character of ASM 1 through 71 Comments are not searched
for COPYDD statements.
Comments in Assembler
programs are indicated by an
asterisk (*) in column one.
Any hyphens (-) or underscores
(_) in Assembler labels are
translated to pound signs (#).

COBOL C, or any other code not A, D, or
P.
COBOL is the default language.

8 through 71 Comments in COBOL are
indicated by an asterisk
(*) in column 7. They are
not searched for COPYDD
statements.
For COBOL prefix-names
or replacement-names,
underscores (_), dollar-signs
($), and pound-signs (#), are
translated to hyphens (-).
Underscores (_) in COBOL
labels are translated to hyphens
(-).

CA-DataReporter D 1 through 71 Comments in CA-DataReporter
are indicated by NOTE in
columns 1 through 4. They
are not searched for COPYDD
statements.
For CA-DataReporter prefix-
names or replacement-names,
hyphens (-), underscores (_),
dollar-signs ($), pound-signs (#)
are translated to hyphens (-).

PL/1 P 2 though 71 Comments in PL/I are indicated
by /* appearing after column
one. They are not searched for
COPYDD statements.
Any hyphens (-) in PL/I labels
are translated to underscores
(_).

(other) Members with language codes
beginning with anything other
than A, C, D, or P, are treated as
if they were COBOL programs,
the default.

See COBOL entry. See COBOL entry.

Librarian and the Language Code

Language is indicated by a one- to three-character code. This code can be specified as follows:
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• When the member is added, using a -LANG documentary control statement.
• When the member is selected, using a -LANG documentary control statement.
• On a -JCL control statement, using the LANG= -JCL parameter.

These statements have the following format.

-LANG lan

-JCL [...,]LANG=lan[,...]

lan
A 1- to 3-character language operand.

Coding COPYDD Statements

After you activate the LIB/DD Interface for the Librarian member by enabling COPYDD and indicate the programming
language in a language code stored with the Librarian member on the master file, you can code COPYDD statements in
your program.

A COPYDD statement consists of the COPYDD literal, the record and element name in [assign the DDD variable value for
your book] used for statement generation, and a number of optional operands.

This statement has the following format:

[lvl] [{dname}] COPYDD

rcd.elm[([vers][,ovrd])][,[inc>[,com>>

 [{*pref}]

lvl
(Optional) Specifies a starting level number for the statements generated. If specified, this field must be an integer
with a value between 0 and 15 and must be followed by at least one blank. If this field is omitted or specified with
a value of 0, the default specified for CPYLVST in the DSF System Resource Table is used.

dname
(Optional) Specifies a replacement dataname for the first statement generated. If specified, this field must be a
valid data name, from 1 to 30 characters long, and followed by 1 or more blanks. If no level number is specified
for Assembler, this field must begin in column 1. If no level number is specified for COBOL, this field must begin in
columns 8 through 11. If this field is omitted, the ELEMENT name is used as the dataname on the first statement.

*pref
(Optional) specifies a dataname prefix for all statements generated. If specified, this field must begin with an
asterisk (*) immediately followed by a valid compiler name, from 1 to 15 characters long, and followed by 1 or
more blanks. If the prefix operation causes a dataname to exceed 30 characters, the dataname is truncated
and a warning message issued. If this field is omitted, the assembler or compiler names stored in [assign the
DDD variable value for your book] are used on the generated statements. The prefix and replacement dataname
options are mutually exclusive.

COPYDD
Indicates that statements are generated from [assign the DDD variable value for your book]. It must be coded
exactly as shown, preceded and followed by 1 or more blanks.

rcd
Specifies the name of the [assign the DDD variable value for your book] RECORD occurrence-name used for
statement generation. It must be a valid occurrence name, from 1 to 15 characters long, and separated from the
following element name by a period (.).

elm
Specifies the name of the ELEMENT used for statement generation. It must be a valid occurrence-name, from 1
to 15 characters long.
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vers
(Optional) Specifies the version of the ELEMENT used for statement generation. If specified, this field can
contain a version number (an integer, with a value from 1 to 999) or one of the keywords PROD, HIST, or TEST.
If omitted, a default of PROD is assumed. As of [assign the DDD variable value for your book] 2.4, a version is
specified by a one character alpha and a three digit number where the valid characters are T (for test), P (for
prod), and H (for hist). DSF, when using compatibility mode, accepts a status specified only as the characters
PROD, TEST, HIST or blanks. When using the COPYDD verb with release
2.4 of [assign the DDD variable value for your book], an element can still be qualified with the character strings
HIST, PROD or TEST, but not by a three-digit version number as no absolute version numbers are used by CA
Data Dictionary release 2.4. The processing that LIB/DD performs when a status is specified remains the same.
Specifically, a status of TEST or HIST expands the earliest test or history version. The production version is
expanded when PROD is specified or the status is omitted.

ovrd
(Optional) specifies the override code used to access entities that were locked using the [assign the DDD variable
value for your book] LOCK facility. If specified, this field must be a valid override code, from 1 to 4 characters long.
If an incorrect override code is specified, a message is generated and access is denied. If this field is omitted and
a lock is applied, access is denied.

inc
(Optional) Specifies the increment used when generating statement level numbers. If specified, this field must be
an integer, with a value between 0 and 15. If this field is omitted or specified with a value of 0, the default specified
for CPYLVIN in the DSF System Resource Table is used.

com
(Optional) Specifies the source for comments on the generated statements. If specified, it must be one of the
following:
C

Use [assign the DDD variable value for your book] compiler names.
D

Use [assign the DDD variable value for your book] description fields.
N

No comments generated (default).

Restrictions

NOTE

• COPYDD statements cannot be continued, they must be complete on a single record.
• COPYDD statements must not extend beyond certain columns, depending on the programming language:
• Options are obtained from the member named on the -SEL statement and apply to all members INCLUDED or

COPIED.
• Comment statements are not searched for COPYDD statements. However, do not put the COPYDD verb in multiline

comment statements when coding in PL/I.
• Do not use the COPYDD verb in COBOL NOTE statements.

Examples COPYDD

This section shows COPYDD examples for Assembler, COBOL, and PL/1.

Assembler

For Assembler, examples are shown on a truncated card image, using only columns 1 through 60. Scale lines are
included for reference. For example purposes, assume the override code is OVRD.
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You can omit optional left-most and right-most operands when you use default values. Assuming that the example
element was not locked, the following statements are equivalent:

.........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6

00  COPYDD SYSTEM.DDMODEL-USER(PROD,OVRD),00,N

  COPYDD SYSTEM.DDMODEL-USER(PROD,OVRD),00,N

  COPYDD SYSTEM.DDMODEL-USER(PROD,OVRD),00

  COPYDD SYSTEM.DDMODEL-USER(PROD,OVRD)

  COPYDD SYSTEM.DDMODEL-USER

You can omit the version and the override code when using default values. Assuming that the example element was not
locked, the following statements are equivalent:

.........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6

LABEL  COPYDD SYSTEM.DDMODEL-USER(PROD,OVRD),02,C

LABEL  COPYDD SYSTEM.DDMODEL-USER(PROD),02,C

LABEL  COPYDD SYSTEM.DDMODEL-USER(,OVRD),02,C

LABEL  COPYDD SYSTEM.DDMODEL-USER,02,C

You can omit optional operands following the verb by coding a comma in place of the operand. Assuming that the
example element was not locked, the following statements are equivalent:

.........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6

  COPYDD SYSTEM.DDMODEL-USER(PROD,OVRD),0,D

  COPYDD SYSTEM.DDMODEL-USER(PROD,OVRD),,D

  COPYDD SYSTEM.DDMODEL-USER(PROD,),,D

  COPYDD SYSTEM.DDMODEL-USER(,),,D

  COPYDD SYSTEM.DDMODEL-USER,,D

When you omit the version and override code operands, including the surrounding parentheses, a comma is not coded.

COBOL

For COBOL, examples are shown on a truncated card image, using only columns 1 through 60. Scale lines are included
for reference. For example purposes, assume the override code is OVRD.

You can omit optional left-most and right-most operands when using default values. Assuming that the example element
was not locked, the following statements are equivalent:

.........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6

00   COPYDD SYSTEM.DDMODEL-USER(PROD,OVRD),00,N

  COPYDD SYSTEM.DDMODEL-USER(PROD,OVRD),00,N

  COPYDD SYSTEM.DDMODEL-USER(PROD,OVRD),00

  COPYDD SYSTEM.DDMODEL-USER(PROD,OVRD)

  COPYDD SYSTEM.DDMODEL-USER

You can omit the version and the override code when using default values. Assuming that the example element was not
locked, the following statements are equivalent:

.........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6

  DATANAME COPYDD SYSTEM.DDMODEL-USER(PROD,OVRD),02,C

  DATANAME COPYDD SYSTEM.DDMODEL-USER(PROD),02,C

  DATANAME COPYDD SYSTEM.DDMODEL-USER(,OVRD),02,C

  DATANAME COPYDD SYSTEM.DDMODEL-USER,02,C

You can omit optional operands following the verb by coding a comma in place of the operand. Assuming that the
example element was not locked, the following statements are equivalent:
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.........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6

01 *PREFIX- COPYDD SYSTEM.DDMODEL-USER(PROD,OVRD),0,D

01 *PREFIX- COPYDD SYSTEM.DDMODEL-USER(PROD,OVRD),,D

01 *PREFIX- COPYDD SYSTEM.DDMODEL-USER(PROD,),,D

01 *PREFIX- COPYDD SYSTEM.DDMODEL-USER(,),,D

01 *PREFIX- COPYDD SYSTEM.DDMODEL-USER,,D

When you omit the version and override code operands, including the surrounding parentheses, a comma is not coded.

PL/1

For PL/1, examples are shown on a truncated card image, using only columns 1 through 60. Scale lines are included for
reference. For example purposes, assume the override code is OVRD.

You can omit optional left-most and right-most operands when using default values. Assuming that the example element
was not locked, the following statements are equivalent:

.........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6

00   COPYDD SYSTEM.DDMODEL-USER(PROD,OVRD),00,N

  COPYDD SYSTEM.DDMODEL-USER(PROD,OVRD),00,N

  COPYDD SYSTEM.DDMODEL-USER(PROD,OVRD),00

  COPYDD SYSTEM.DDMODEL-USER(PROD,OVRD)

  COPYDD SYSTEM.DDMODEL-USER

You can omit the version and the override code when using default values. Assuming that the example element was not
locked, the following statements are equivalent:

.........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6

  DATANAME COPYDD SYSTEM.DDMODEL-USER(PROD,OVRD),02,C

  DATANAME COPYDD SYSTEM.DDMODEL-USER(PROD),02,C

  DATANAME COPYDD SYSTEM.DDMODEL-USER(,OVRD),02,C

  DATANAME COPYDD SYSTEM.DDMODEL-USER,02,C

You can omit optional operands following the verb by coding a comma in place of the operand. Assuming that the
example element was not locked, the following statements are equivalent:

.........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6

    01 *PREFIX_ COPYDD SYSTEM.DDMODEL-USER(PROD,OVRD),0,D

    01 *PREFIX_COPYDD SYSTEM.DDMODEL-USER(PROD,OVRD),,D

    01 *PREFIX_ COPYDD SYSTEM.DDMODEL-USER(PROD,),,D

    01 *PREFIX_ COPYDD SYSTEM.DDMODEL-USER(,),,D

    01 *PREFIX_ COPYDD SYSTEM.DDMODEL-USER,,D

When you omit the version and override code operands, including the surrounding parentheses, a comma is not coded.

Using Comparator II (z/OS and OS/390)
The Comparator is a utility program you can use to compare two files and report on their differences and similarities. A file
presented for comparison can be a sequential file, a member of a partitioned data set, or a member of a Librarian master
file. Record formats supported include fixed, variable, and undefined. A file can contain up to one million records that can
be from one to 32760 bytes long.

A flexible command language lets you define the portion of the record to use in the comparison. If the input file is an
archived Librarian member, you can select any level for comparison.

A command is also available to control the format and placement of report lines. You can think of the Comparator as
consisting of an inner component and an outer component. The outer component of the Comparator, the report generator,
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accepts directives describing how to compare two files and how the report describing the comparison is produced. The
inner component of the Comparator is the collection of routines responsible for actually performing the analysis. This inner
component is implemented as a "black box" that is incorporated into all Librarian update processing, on-line or batch. Any
mention of the Comparator in other Librarian sections refers to the internal comparison algorithms and not the outer report
generator.

This section describes the command language and the execution requirements for the Comparator. The alternative
comparison techniques are described in the section entitled "Comparison Technique."

Default File Handling and Report Generation
The Comparator provides a flexible set of commands that let you examine the relationship between pairs of files. The
two files can have similar physical characteristics or they can be quite different. When the two files being compared have
dissimilar formats (that is, different record formats or different record widths), you must decide how to construct the strings
of characters that the Comparator evaluates.

Furthermore, it might be that only part of the record contains interesting data. For example, compare two versions of a
program, one that contains sequence numbers and one that does not.

Comparator commands let you specify which portions of each record contain the data of interest. In the absence of explicit
commands from the user, the Comparator assumes a view of the data that seems reasonable for most ordinary purposes.

Since the two files being compared can have different characteristics (for example, the records of one file can be wider
than those of the other file), rules are established for performing the comparison when you provide no instructions. Those
rules are described in the following sections.

Comparison Strings and File Types

A comparison string is a continuous string of bytes of data that is derived by extracting the fields of interest from a record
as defined either by Comparator commands or by application of the default rules. The default rules to apply depend on the
types of files being compared. The file attributes examined by the Comparator include data set organization, logical record
length, and record format.

The data set organization can be either partitioned, sequential, or, in the case of Librarian master files, direct access. (A
direct access file that is not a Librarian master file is treated as a sequential data set.)

Supported record formats are fixed, undefined, and variable. The logical record length the Comparator uses corresponds
to the LRECL value in the DCB for the file, for fixed (RECFM=F) or variable (RECFM=V or D) records. For undefined
records (RECFM=U), it corresponds to the block size of the file. The Comparator processes format F or format U records
as wide as 32760 bytes and format V or format D records as wide as 32756 bytes.

A comparison string can be either longer or shorter than the record itself, either because only part of the data in the record
is significant or because the files have different characteristics with respect to record length and format. There are three
separate categories of file pairs. A pair of files can consist of two non-Librarian files, or one Librarian member and one
non-Librarian file, or two Librarian members. The rules for derivation of default comparison strings for each of these
categories are described in the next three sections.

Two Non-Librarian Files

Case 1

Both files contain format F records.

The comparison string begins with the first byte of the record and has a length equal to the larger LRECL value.
Comparison strings extracted from the file with the shorter record length are padded on the right with blanks.
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Case 2

One file contains format F records and the other contains format U records.

The comparison string derived from a record of the format F file is identical to the record itself.

The comparison string derived from a record of the format U file begins with the first byte of the record and has a length
equal to whichever is larger, the length of the record itself or the LRECL of the format F file. If the latter is larger, the
comparison string is padded on the right with blanks.

Case 3

One file contains format F records and the other contains format V (or D) records.

The comparison string derived from a record of the format F file is identical to the record itself.

The comparison string derived from a record of the format V file begins with the fifth byte of the record. (The first four
bytes of the record contain a record descriptor that is not properly part of the data.) The length of the string is equal to
whichever is larger, the length of the record minus its four-byte header, or the LRECL of the format F file. If the latter is
larger, the comparison string extracted from the format V or D file is padded on the right with blanks.

Case 4

One file contains format V (or D) records and the other contains format U records.

The comparison string derived from a record of the format V file begins with the fifth byte of the record and is four bytes
shorter than the record itself.

The comparison string derived from a record of the format U file is identical to the record.

Case 5

Both files contain format V (or D) records.

The comparison string begins with the fifth byte of the record and the length is four bytes shorter than the record.

Case 6

Both files contain format U records.

The comparison string is identical to the record.

One Non-Librarian File and One Librarian Member

When comparing a Librarian member to a file of any other type, useful comparisons are most often achieved by treating
all records as though they were format U records.

The result of this approach is that records with similar data are presented for comparison in the same way, even if the
physical format of the files in which they are found is very different.

In essence, a record is retrieved from the file, the uninteresting parts of it are discarded, and the remainder is presented
to the Comparator for analysis. The part of a Librarian record where the sequence number is displayed is usually
uninteresting, as is the record descriptor word of a variable length record. Trailing blanks are uninteresting in any record.

The Librarian sequence number is not properly part of the data record with which it is associated. The sequence field is
the position in the record where the value of the sequence number is displayed when it is requested by some Librarian
facility. Thus, it is possible to have uninteresting data stored in a record that you never see because it is always overlaid
with the EBCDIC representation of the sequence number. In most cases, you do not perceive such data to constitute a
significant difference between two records that are otherwise identical.
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Since sequence numbers themselves are also generally not part of the interesting data, the building of the default
comparison string from a Librarian record to compare with non-Librarian data begins with the blanking out of its sequence
field.

Librarian records are first pre-scanned to identify the sequence field if there is one. This can be the field identified by the
sequence field attribute for the member, or it can be a field repositioned by the presence of a percent sign in column 1 or
80, or by some other condition Librarian recognizes as a cause for placing the sequence number in columns 73 through
80. Then this sequence field, if there is one, is filled with blanks. Finally, all trailing blanks are removed, and the result is
presented for comparison. If a Librarian record contains only blanks, all but the first are removed.

To make the comparison most useful, the non-Librarian file is treated as though it were a Librarian member with the same
sequence field as the Librarian member it is compared to. Furthermore, the presence of -INC at the beginning of a record,
a percent sign in column 80, or other similar condition that would force the sequence field to columns 73-80 had the
record come from the Librarian member, has the same effect on records extracted from the non-Librarian file.

Two Librarian Members

When the two files being compared are both Librarian members, the records are treated as fixed format records with a
length of 133 bytes. Records are padded to the right with blanks where necessary. Wide record Librarian masters use the
largest record length as a basis for comparison.

As is the case when a Librarian member is compared to a non-Librarian member, the most useful comparison is usually
one that excludes the uninteresting data in the sequence field. When two Librarian members are compared, sequence
fields can be present in neither (as in printer members and members with external sequence numbers), present in both,
or present in one and not the other. When present in both members, the sequence fields can coincide, overlap without
coinciding, or not overlap at all. To avoid missing significant differences, only those columns of data contained in the
columns of overlap between the two designated sequence fields are excluded from the comparison. Thus, if one member
is sequenced in columns 73 to 80 and the second is sequenced in columns 75 to 80, only the data in columns 75 to 80 is
excluded from the comparison. If the two sequence number fields do not overlap at all, then all 80 bytes of each record
are included in the comparison.

Each record is examined individually for the presence of indicators (such as a slash in column 1 or a percent sign in
column 1 or column 80) that result in repositioning the sequence field.

Printer members, of course, have no sequence number field associated with them. The comparison string derived from a
record in a printer member is identical with the record.

Default Report Lines

Comparator commands let you format the output report in many different ways. In the absence of such commands, a set
of rules exists for the generation of a default report.

The position of the record in the report line depends on the identity of the file where it appears. To clearly identify which file
is which, the Comparator designates the file identified by the SYSUT1 DD statement as the OLDFILE and that identified
by the SYSUT2 DD statement as the NEWFILE.

Default reports are available only if the STRING= parameter is not  specified in either the OLDFILE or the NEWFILE
command (described in the following section). If either is specified, the following defaults are established for these
parameters of the REPORT command:

• OLDLINE=NONE
• LINE=NONE
• EQULINE=NONE

Like default construction of comparison strings, default construction of report lines varies somewhat depending on
whether both, one, or neither of the files is a Librarian member. Those differences are described in the following sections.
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Default Report Two Non-Librarian Files

The first 80 bytes of a record found only in the OLDFILE are written to the report beginning in column 4 and bounded by
the default or specified marker character in columns 1 and 86. If the record is shorter than 80 bytes in length, it is padded
to the right with spaces.

The first 80 bytes of a record found only in the NEWFILE are written to the report beginning in column 38 of the report line
and are also bounded by the default or specified marker character in columns 35 and 120.

If a record is found to exist in both files, the copy that is found in the OLDFILE is used to create the report line. The first
80 bytes of this record are written to the report line beginning in column 21 and are bounded by the marker character in
columns 18 and 103.

The rules for constructing default report lines from variable format records are similar to those for constructing default
comparison strings. The first four bytes of such records are skipped since they contain record descriptor information rather
than actual data.

Default Report One or More Librarian Members

For comparisons where one or both of the files being compared is a Librarian member, default report lines are generated
in a manner similar to that described above.

The difference lies in the display of Librarian sequence numbers. If a record is part of a printer member or part of a
member with external sequence numbers, the report line generated from it looks just like a report line generated from a
record in a non-Librarian file.

If, however, a report line is generated from a Librarian record for which a sequence field is defined in the first 80 bytes, the
sequence number is included in the report line even though it was not part of the comparison string.

As is the case with non-Librarian files, if a record is common to both files, the report line displays a copy of the record as it
exists in the OLDFILE. If the OLDFILE is a Librarian member, sequence numbers are placed in the record accordingly.

Return Codes

At completion, the Comparator issues a return code to reflect the outcome of program execution.

0
All processing completed successfully. *

2
SYSUT1 and SYSUT2 files were determined to be equal.

4
Processing completed successfully, but one or more warning messages were written. Data was written to the
SYSPUNCH file if a SYSPUNCH DD statement was present.

8
Processing was unsuccessful. One or more error messages were written.

12
All processing completed successfully. The SYSPUNCH DD statement was present, but no data was written to
the punch file.

16
Processing completed successfully, but one or more warning messages were written. The SYSPUNCH DD
statement was present, but no data was written to the punch file.

20
Processing was unsuccessful. One or more error messages were written. The SYSPUNCH DD statement was
present, but no data was written to the punch file.
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24
A JCL or control statement error was encountered. No processing was performed.

Control Statement Syntax and Execution JCL
Five commands direct program execution, each of which can take a number of keyword parameters. A command and its
associated parameters constitute a control statement. The commands are OLDFILE, NEWFILE, REPORT, DECK, and
OPTIONS. They tell the Comparator what data to compare, how to format the File Comparison Report, and what special
options to activate. Since there are default values for all these things, none of the five control statements is required. No
command can appear more than once in a single input stream, and no parameter can appear more than once in a single
control statement.

Syntax

The syntax of a Comparator control statement is:

command »parameter»,parameter

command
One of the five commands followed by one or more blanks. No command can be specified more than once for a
single Comparator execution.

parameter
A valid keyword for the command, and its operand value. Parameters are separated from one another by
commas. No parameter can be specified more than once per command. For example:
REPORT LIST=ALL,LINECNT=NOPAGE

If an operand value contains any character other than alphanumerics, nationals, or asterisks, enclose the value in
apostrophes. An apostrophe is represented by two consecutive apostrophes in the enclosing ones ('''').

Comparator statements (that is, commands followed by their parameters) are read as 80-byte records. Code them as
follows:

• Begin each new Comparator control statement on a new line.
• Begin a Comparator control statement in any column.
• End a Comparator control statement with a blank space. Do not end with a comma. If a comma is encountered,

whatever follows it is considered to be part of the control statement.
• Do not leave blanks between parameters, except at the end of a record. When Comparator II encounters a blank that

is not enclosed in apostrophes, the rest of the 80-byte control input record is disregarded.
• Do not code Comparator statements beyond column 71.
• Continue a statement from one input record to another by breaking it after a comma that is not enclosed in

apostrophes and putting a blank after the comma.

Example

OLDFILE STRING=(1,72)

 NEWFILE STRING=((43,30),(1,42))

 REPORT TITLE=('NAME/ADDRESS COMPARISON'),

 OLDLINE=((*,'* '),(*,(7,74)),

 EQULINE=((15,'* '),(*,(7,74),OLD)),

 NEWLINE=((30,'* '),(7,74))
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Abbreviations

You can abbreviate any command, any keyword, or any positional item to the left of an equal sign. A valid abbreviation
consists of the first character of the command, keyword, or item and a number of the subsequent characters in the same
order as they appear.

For instance, you can code the LIST= parameter of the REPORT statement as LIST=, LIS=, LST=, or LS=.

You must code enough characters to differentiate the string from any other fixed string that can occur in the same context.

Example

RPT LS=ALL,LNT=NOP

Commands

There are five Comparator commands. They are as follows:

• OLDFILE
• NEWFILE
• REPORT
• DECK
• OPTIONS

Each command is described in the following sections.

OLDFILE/NEWFILE Commands -- Process SYSUTn Files

The OLDFILE and NEWFILE commands share the same parameters and, therefore, appear together here. The OLDFILE
command describes the processing of the SYSUT1 file. (See the sample JCL in the section titled JCL for Invoking the
Comparator later in this section.) The NEWFILE command describes the processing of the SYSUT2 file.

This command has the following format:

   MEMBER=member

  [     {99991231235959}                             ]

  [ ARC={yyyymmddhhmmss}                             ]

  [     {-n }                                        ]

  [                                                  ]

 OLDFILE [        {ALL                                     }]

NEWFILE [ STRING={(col,len)                                }]

  [        {((col1,len1),(col2,len2)...,(coln,lenn))}]

  [                                                  ]

  [         {FILLALL}                                ]

  [ MISSING={FILLGAP }                               ]

  [         {TRUNCATE}                               ]

  [                                                  ]

  [      {40}                                        ]

  [ FILL={zz}                                        ]

  [      {c }                                        ]

The command options are described following.

MEMBER=member
Indicates that the file is a partitioned data set or Librarian master file, and identifies the member to process. The
value of member is the name of a member of a partitioned data set or Librarian master file. The specified member
name must begin with an alphabetic or national character; subsequent characters must be alphanumeric or
national. You can select only one member. If a member name is specified through MEMBER=, it supersedes any
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member name that was specified in the JCL. If the MEMBER= parameter is not specified and no member name is
specified in the JCL, then the file must be sequential to be valid.
If you use a PDS or Librarian master file as input to the comparison, you must specify a member name either
through JCL or through the MEMBER= keyword.
For example:
OLDFILE MEMBER=OLDPROG

ARC=[99991231235959│yyyymmddhhmmss│-n]
Specifies the archiving level of the Librarian master file member to compare. This is valid only for Librarian
members. The parameters are:
99991231235959

The default, it is the maximum possible. This value retrieves the most recently created level of the
module.

yyyymmddhhmmss
The date and time, where:
yyyy

Year
mm

Month
dd

Day
hh

Hour
mm

Minute
ss

Second.
You can specify part of this date and time by eliminating a number of the digits from the right in multiples
of two. The omitted values are interpreted as the highest values possible. For example:
OLDFILE ARC=19960410

-n
The relative level number. You must precede the relative level number with a minus sign (-). The current
level is -0; -1 is one level older than the current level; -2 is two levels older than the current level and so
on.
For example:
OLDFILE ARC=-3

STRING=[ALL│(col,len)│((col1,len1),(col2,len2)...,(coln,lenn))]
Specifies the fields to use in constructing the comparison string:
ALL

The entire record is used as the comparison string. The record length cannot exceed 32760 bytes in the
case of fixed length (RECFM=F) or undefined length (RECFM=U) records, or 32756 bytes in the case of
variable length (RECFM=V or D) records.

(col,len)
Represents two numbers defining the location of the field. Enclose these numbers in parentheses and
separate them with commas.
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col
The column number of the beginning of the field. If col is 1, the field starts at the first byte of the
record; zero is not valid. lenThe length of the field. Zero is not valid. The maximum length is 4096
bytes. For example:
OLDFILE STRING=(7,74)

NOTE
For comparisons involving Librarian members, the comparison string that you specify
using STRING= should exclude any sequence fields if you do not want them compared.

OLDFILE STRING=((1,5),(18,30),(72,10))

You can build a comparison string from as many as 15 record segments. Enclose the list in
parentheses and separate the pairs from one another by commas. The comparison string is built
by concatenating the specified segments in the order of their specification. The maximum total
length of the comparison string is 32760 bytes. The lengths of the two comparison strings, that for
OLDFILE and that for NEWFILE, must be equal or must both be specified as ALL. If you define
a comparison string for one of the files, you must define a comparison string for the other. A
specification of STRING= sets a default of NONE for the OLDLINE=, EQULINE=, and NEWLINE=
parameters of the REPORT control statement.

MISSING=[FILLALL│FILLGAP│TRUNCATE]
If one or both of the files being compared contains variable-length or undefined records, it is possible that the
comparison string to extract from a particular record includes one or more fields that lie partly or wholly beyond
the end of the record. The MISSING= parameter specifies how to build the comparison string in such a case.
FILLALL

Fills every missing byte of every comparison string field that falls wholly or partly beyond the end of the
record with the character specified by the FILL= parameter or with EBCDIC spaces if no FILL= parameter
is specified. This is the default.

FILLGAP
Works like FILLALL, but truncates (as TRUNCATE does) any nonexistent portion of the comparison string
that lies entirely to the right of the rightmost byte of real data selected from an input record.

TRUNCATE
The Comparator truncates the comparison string it is building the first time it encounters a partly or wholly
missing field. The comparison string includes that portion of a partially missing field that is not missing.
The string is shorter than anticipated and fails a test for equality with any comparison string derived from
a record of the other file that is not similarly truncated.

NOTE
If truncation would eliminate the entire comparison string, then the comparison string is a string
of zero length.

FILL=[40│zz│c]
Specifies the fill character to use when the MISSING= specification calls for a comparison string to be padded.
40

(Default) An EBCDIC space.
zz

Any one-byte value, expressed as a pair of hexadecimal digits.
c

Any character. If c is anything except an alphanumeric or national character, enclose it in apostrophes. If c
is an apostrophe, represent it by two consecutive apostrophes in the enclosing ones ('''').
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REPORT Command -- Set Up Reports

This command describes how the comparison report is written. The REPORT command keyword specifications lets you:

• Define report line layouts.
• Specify a title.
• Choose a full report or a condensed report.
• Direct the output to a file other than SYSPRINT.
• Suppress title lines and page ejects.
• Specify an alternate marker character for the default report.

This command has the following format:

   [{OLDLINE= NONE }]

   [{         ((pos,val,orig,format),...(pos,...,format))}]

   [                                                      ]

   [{NEWLINE= NONE }                                      ]  

   [{         ((pos,val,orig,format),...(pos,...,format))}]

   [                                                      ]

 REPORT[{EQULINE= NONE }                                      ]

   [{         ((pos,val,orig,format),...(pos,...,format))}]

   [                                                      ]

   [      {CHANGES}                                       ]

   [ LIST={ALL }                                          ]

   [      {NONE }                                         ]

   [                                                      ]

   [ TITLE= title                                         ]

   [                                                      ]

   [ DDNAME= ddname                                       ]

   [                                                      ]

   [         {60}                                         ]

   [ LINECNT={nnn }                                       ]

   [         {NOPAGE}                                     ]

   [                                                      ]

   [ MARK={*}                                             ]

   [      {c }  

The options are described following.

OLDLINE=[NONE│((pos,val,orig,format),(pos,val,orig,format))]
The layout of a line of the report that represents a record of the OLDFILE when the comparison string derived
from it is positionally unique.

NEWLINE=[NONE│((pos,val,orig,format),(pos,val,orig,format))]
Defines the layout of a line of the report that represents a record of the NEWFILE when the comparison string
derived from it is positionally unique.

EQULINE=[NONE│((pos,val,orig,format),(pos,val,orig,format))]
Defines the layout of a line of the report that represents a pair of records from which comparison strings were
derived that are equal.

The parameters for OLDLINE, NEWLINE, and EQULINE are as follows:

NONE
If you specify the report line definition as NONE, the specified line type (either OLDLINE, NEWLINE, or EQULINE)
does not appear in the report. The output report supports up to 255 characters of data per input record. The
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default value is 120. The report truncates the record at 120 unless you override the DCB parameters on the
SYSPRINT DD statement in the JCL. NONE is the default.

(pos,val,orig,format)
Each report line definition that is not specified as NONE is expressed as a list of one to 255 field descriptions of
the following form: For example:
NEWLINE=((5,'New Record'),(*,(SEQ,6)),(*,(7,74),,NONE))

The elements of a field description are positional. Only the first two are required, although the third (which
specifies whether the field is taken from the old or the new record) is required for fields in EQULINE that are not
fixed strings. You can omit elements from the right. A missing element can be signified by a comma, or you can
omit the comma along with it. Trailing commas are invalid. You can specify the elements of the field description as
follows:
pos

The starting position of this field in the report line. It can be expressed either as:
nnn

A number between one and the maximum report line width (120 is the default) minus the length of
this field. For example:

NEWLINE=(11,'string')

 NEWLINE=(*,'string')

*
The field being defined follows immediately after the previously defined field. If this is the first field
description in the report line definition, it begins in column one. For example:

val
The contents of the field being defined, specified as either:

• A starting column and length
• An actual character string
• A record sequence number and length
• (col,len)

When the report line field is to contain data from an input file, this field is expressed as a pair of
numbers enclosed by parentheses where the value of col is the starting column number of the field
from the input record and the value of len is the column's length. If the field so defined extends beyond
the actual end of the record selected from the input file, the field in the report line is padded to the left
with as many blanks as necessary. For example:

NEWLINE=(*,(20,30))

 NEWLINE=(*,'New File Data:')

 NEWLINE=(*,(SEQ,9))

'string'
You can use a field in the report line to display a fixed character string. If the character string
contains only alphanumeric and national characters, you can omit the apostrophes. If it contains
apostrophes, each one should be represented by two consecutive apostrophes in the enclosing
ones. For example:

If a string is supplied, you must omit the third and fourth elements of the field description (origin and
format), since they have meaning only with respect to data obtained from one or the other of the input
files.

(SEQ,len)
A field in the report line can be a representation of the sequence number of a record in a Librarian
member or the relative record number of a record in a non-Librarian file. Code SEQ as shown. The data
displayed in this field is a zoned representation of the sequence number associated with the record.
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Librarian defines the sequence number of a Librarian record. The sequence number of any other record is
one more than the number of records that precede it in the file.
The value of len is the number of characters to place in the report record. This number must be between
one and nine inclusive. For example: len

orig
Specifies the origin of a field in the EQULINE definition when that field is extracted from a record in one of
the two input files.
OLD

Selects the field from the record in the OLDFILE.
NEW

Selects the field from the record in the NEWFILE. For example:
EQULINE=(*,(20,30),OLD)

Do not specify a file origin if the field being described is a fixed character string that you are including
in the command. Similarly, there is no reason to specify a file origin for the OLDLINE and NEWLINE
definitions. If a file origin is specified referencing the wrong file (OLD for the NEWLINE, for instance), an
error condition results.

format
Defines the display format of the data selected from an input file record by the (col,len) form of the val
element described above. The value of this element specifies how the data is represented in the report
line:
NONE

Displays the field in character format. This is the default.
HEX

Displays the data in hexadecimal format.
ZONED

Unpacks the field and displays the appropriate sign on the left. For example:
EQULINE=(*,(20,30),OLD,ZONED)

If you select either HEX or ZONED format, the field reserved in the report line is twice as long as the field
selected from the input record.
Note the following:

• Any report line fields that are not defined are filled with spaces. If the REPORT command is not
specified and no STRING= value was supplied for either the OLDFILE or NEWFILE command, report
lines are formatted according to the rules outlined in the section entitled Default Report Lines.

• If STRING= was specified for OLDFILE and NEWFILE, no default report is produced: OLDLINE=,
NEWLINE=, and EQULINE= are all defaulted to NONE and must be specified if a report is wanted.

• Any specification of OLDLINE=, NEWLINE=, or EQULINE= causes the other two to default to NONE.

LIST=[CHANGES│ALL│NONE]
Specifies whether the comparison report format is produced in the condensed format or the full format, or whether
it is omitted entirely:
CHANGES

The default, requests a report in the condensed format. When the comparison strings extracted from a
sequence of four or more pairs of records are matched, not every pair of records are represented by a
line on the report, but only the first and last of the series.

ALL
Requests the full report format, where every matched pair of records is represented by a line on the report
unless EQULINE=NONE is specified or defaulted.
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NONE
Produces no comparison report.

For example:
REPORT LIST=ALL

TITLE=title
Specifies a one-line title, whose maximum length is the record length of the report file (excluding the control
character):
title

The title. If the title contains characters other than alphanumeric or national characters, enclose the whole
title in apostrophes. If the title contains apostrophes, represent each one by two consecutive apostrophes
in the enclosing ones. If the title is too long to fit in a single record of the SYSIN file, continue it on the
next record. Represent it as a list of terms enclosed in parentheses and separated by commas; each
separating comma (that is, each comma that is not enclosed in apostrophes) becomes a space in the
displayed title.

For example:
REPORT TITLE=('THIS TITLE WAS',

 'CONTINUED, SOMEHOW.')

This displays the title, centered, at the top of each page of the report:
DDNAME=ddname

Specify this parameter only if you want the Comparison Report to go to a file other than SYSOUT. Defines the
ddname of the file where the comparison report is written. For example:
REPORT DDNAME=OUTFILE

There is no default for this parameter.
DDNAME= cannot define any of the ddnames the Comparator uses for other purposes. This includes SYSPRINT,
where the report is written if the DDNAME= parameter is not specified.

LINECNT=[nnn│60│NOPAGE]
Specifies the number of lines (including titles and blank lines) that appear on each page of the File Comparison
Report. This is valid only if DDNAME= is specified. Valid parameters are:
nnn

An integer between 36 and 350 inclusive, or it can be 0, which has the same effect as NOPAGE.
60

Default.
NOPAGE

Neither page ejects nor titles are written to the report file.
For example:
REPORT DDNAME=OUTDATA,LINECNT=NOPAGE

MARK=[*│c]
Specifies the marker character to delimit the default output lines: This is valid only if you are not defining your own
print-lines. Valid values include:
*

Default.
c

Any character. If c is not alphanumeric, national, or an asterisk, enclose it in apostrophes. If c is an
apostrophe, represent it by two consecutive apostrophes in the enclosing ones.

For example:
REPORT MARK=''''

The character you select precedes and follows, on the same line, each listed 80-byte segment, separated from it
by two blank spaces for readability. If MARK= is specified with a user-defined print-line, it is ignored.
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DECK Command -- Write Update Deck to the SYSPUNCH File

Specifies whether an update deck is written to the SYSPUNCH file during the execution of the Comparator. The DECK
command is valid only if OLDFILE is a Librarian master file.

The DECK command keyword specifications let you:

• Request that a update deck be produced.
• Clear columns 73 through 80 of the records in the update deck to spaces.
• Clear the sequence numbers of the records in the update deck to spaces.

This command has the following format:

     [PUNCH={YES}   ]

     [      {NO }   ]

     [              ]

DECK [CLEARID={YES} ]

     [        {NO } ]

     [              ]

     [CLEARSEQ={YES}]

     [         {NO }]

PUNCH=[NO│YES]
Specifies whether an update deck is written to SYSPUNCH:
NO

No punch file is produced. This is the default.
YES

Produces a punch file. The file defined by the SYSUT1 DD statement must be a Librarian master file and
the member processed must not be a printer module.

For example:
DECK PUNCH=YES

CLEARID=[NO│YES]
Specifies whether columns 73 through 80 of every record copied from SYSUT2 to SYSPUNCH are cleared to
spaces.
NO

Leaves these columns alone. This is the default.
YES

Clears columns 73 through 80 to spaces.
For example:
DECK PUNCH=YES,CLEARID=YES

CLEARSEQ=[YES│NO]
Specifies whether the columns corresponding to the sequence number field in SYSUT1 are cleared to EBCDIC
spaces in every record copied from SYSUT2 to SYSPUNCH. In no case are these columns cleared if their original
content includes any character that is neither a space nor a numeric digit.
YES

Clears the sequence field to spaces. This is the default.
NO

This field is not changed.
For example:
DECK PUNCH=YES,CLEARSEQ=NO
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To append other Librarian control statements to the beginning of the generated update deck, include a DD statement for
the file containing these statements in the execution JCL. The ddname of the file must be LIBOPTIN.

Wide Record Support

To produce an update deck for a wide record Librarian master, allocate a syspunch data set with an LRECL equal to
the largest record size in the oldfile Librarian master. This data set is then used as sysin data in a subsequent Librarian
update job.

OPTIONS Command -- Select Comparison Algorithm

Selects the comparison algorithm.

This command has the following format:

OPTIONS TECHNIQUE={COMMERCIAL}

                  {LCS }

TECHNIQUE=[COMMERCIAL│LCS]
Specifies the comparison technique used for the comparison.
COMMERCIAL

(Default) The high-performance technique.
LCS

The longest common subsequence technique.

Example

OPTIONS TECHNIQUE=LCS

JCL for Invoking the Comparator
The two sequential files compared are defined by the SYSUT1 and SYSUT2 DD statements. The output file containing
the File Comparison report can be defined by the SYSPRINT DD statement or by a DD statement whose name you
specify using the DDNAME= parameter of the REPORT command. The optional file containing the Comparator control
statements, if present, is defined by the SYSIN DD statement.

The output report supports up to 255 characters of data per input record. The default value is 120. Unless you override the
DCB parameters on the SYSPRINT DD statement, the report truncates the record at 120.

You might need to define work files by DD statements named SYSUT3 and SYSUT4. Enough space must be allocated
to each work file to hold a complete copy of the larger of the two sequential input files. One work file is needed for each
sequential input file that is not on a tape or direct access storage device. Work files must be allocated to tape or direct
access storage device.

The following example shows JCL used to invoke the Comparator:

A   column=18.//jobname  JOB

B   column=45.//STEP1    EXEC PGM=comp2,PARM='LINECNT=nnn'

C   column=43.//STEPLIB DD DSN=data.set.name,DISP=SHR

D   column=38.//SYSUT1   DD DSN=oldfile,DISP=SHR

              //SYSUT2   DD DSN=newfile,DISP=SHR

E   column=46.//SYSUT3   DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1))

              //SYSUT4   DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1))

F   column=26.//ddname   DD SYSOUT=V

G   column=51.//SYSPUNCH DD DSN=punchfl,DISP=(,CATLG,DELETE),

              // UNIT=DISK,VOL=SER=volser,SPACE=(TRK,(1,1))
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H   column=26.//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

I   column=19.//LIBOPTIN DD *

.

 optional CA-Librarian control statements

.

 /*

J column=19.//SYSIN DD *

.

 Comparator control statements

.

 /*

• A -- PGM= specifies the Comparator program name.
• B -- In PARM='LINECNT=nnn', nnn specifies the number of lines per page for SYSPRINT where the File Comparison

Report are written if no other ddname is specified by means of the DDNAME= parameter of the REPORT command.
Specify PARM='LINECNT=nnn' if you did not specify REPORT with DDNAME=, and if you want a line count other than
60, the default.
To specify a line count for a report that is directed to a file you named in the DDNAME= parameter, use the LINECNT=
parameter of the REPORT Comparator control command rather than the PARM='LINECNT' parameter on the EXEC
statement.

• C -- If the Comparator is in a private library, you must use a STEPLIB DD statement to define the library.
• D -- The SYSUT1 and SYSUT2 DD statements define the files to compare. Specify appropriate DCB parameters

(RECFM, BLKSIZE, and LRECL) for a file on an unlabeled tape.
• E -- Work files.
• F -- The value of ddname is the ddname, if any, specified on the DDNAME= parameter of the REPORT command. The

organization of the data set must be sequential.
• G -- You must specify a SYSPUNCH DD statement if you specified DECK PUNCH=YES.
• H -- The default logical record length of the file defined by the SYSPRINT DD statement is 121 bytes, the default

record format is FBA, and the default block size is equal to the logical record length. You can specify any reasonable
combination of these attributes, so long as it provides a print line no narrower than 120 columns or wider than 255
columns, excluding the control character. Supported record formats are FBA, FBM, VA, VM, VBA, VBM, DA, DBA, UA,
and UM.

• I -- The optional LIBOPTIN DD statement defines a data set or input stream containing Librarian control statements
intended to precede any control statements generated when DECK PUNCH=YES is specified.

• J -- The SYSIN DD statement defines a data set or input stream containing Comparator control statements. You can
omit it if no execution options differing from the default options are selected. See the following section for examples of
how you can put these control commands together for a variety of useful reports.

Comparison Examples
This section shows you how to use the features of Comparator II to achieve the results you want. The job streams in the
following sections are examples of some uses of Comparator II:
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• Producing the old Comparator report
• Comparing a PDS member to a Librarian module, excluding sequence numbers from the comparison.
• Comparing two modules and creating a update deck that is written to a cataloged data set, to be edited if need be.
• Comparing two sequential files that are longer than 80 bytes, using the STRING operand to manipulate the format of

the input records. The output records follow the format.
• Producing a file that merges the two compared files and excludes duplicate records.
• Comparing two versions of a COBOL program, one on a master file and the other on a PDS.
• Comparing two name and address files, differently formatted.
• Comparing two files containing packed data.
• Comparing two versions of an RPF.

The data sets used in these Comparator II executions are shown in a separate section at the end of this section.

Working With the Defaults

In putting together a Comparator II control stream, you need to know not only what you want to do with it, but also what
the defaults are, or how the Comparator executes if you leave out the control commands.

As described previously, the default comparison strings and the default report lines are different for different types of
files being compared. The following tables are meant as a quick reference; for a more thorough understanding of the
differences, review the section entitled Default File Handling and Report Generation.

Default Comparison Strings

The table that follows will help you to determine the default comparison strings in an execution of Comparator II where
STRING= was not specified. The default strings are adequate for most purposes. An exception might be in a case where
you want to produce a very particular comparison report, such as the report in the section entitled Comparing Fields of
Differently Formatted Records, where fields in different locations in the records are compared.

As you can see from the table, the default comparison strings depend on the types of file being compared.

Read across to find the file type of the OLDFILE, and down to find the file type of the NEWFILE. Where these intersect,
find the letters identifying brief descriptions, given below, of how Comparator II forms the strings of characters that it
compares.

OLDFILE ->NEWFILE ↓ Librarian Member Non-Librarian File
Format F

Non-Librarian File
Format U

Non-Librarian File
Format V or D

Librarian member Both files (A) Librarian member record:
(F)
Other record: (G)

Librarian member record:
(F)
Other record: (G)

Librarian member record:
(F)
Other record: (H)

Non-Librarian format F Librarian member record:
(F)
Other record: (G)

File with greater LRECL:
(B)
Other file: (C)

Format F file: (B)
Forat U file: (C)

Format F file: (B)
Format V file: (D)

Non-Librarian format U Librarian member record:
(F)
Other record: (G

Format F file: (B)
Format U file: (C)

Both files: (B) Format V file: (E)
Format U file: (B)

Non-Librarian format Librarian member record:
(F)
Other record: (H)

Format F file (B)
Format V file: (D)

Format V file: (E)
Format U file: (B)

Both files: (E)

These are the ways in which Comparator II derives default comparison strings from the records of the files in the table
above:
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• A -- The sequence field is blank-filled, and the record is right-filled with blanks to a length of 133, or the largest record
size in the case of a wide record Librarian master.

• B -- The comparison string is equal to the record.
• C -- The string is equal to the record, unless the LRECL of the other file is greater. In that case, the record is right-filled

with blanks to the length of the longer record.
• D -- The first 4 bytes are removed and, if the LRECL of the other file is greater than what remains, the record is right-

filled with blanks to the length of the longer record.
• E -- The first four bytes are removed. The comparison string then continues to the end of the record.
• F -- The sequence field is blank-filled and all trailing blanks are removed.
• G -- The field corresponding to the Librarian sequence field is blank-filled and trailing blanks are removed.
• H -- The first four bytes are removed, the field corresponding to the Librarian sequence field is blank-filled, and trailing

blanks are removed.

Default Report

Unless you allow Comparator II to take the default comparison strings, there is no default report. If you specify your own
comparison strings using the STRING= parameter, you must specify REPORT OLDLINE=, NEWLINE=, and EQULINE= to
produce any report at all.

Futhermore, any specification of OLDLINE= causes NEWLINE= and EQULINE= to default to NONE, and the same holds
true for the other xxxLINE= parameters.

Assuming that you allowed the comparison strings to default and did not specify any xxxLINE= parameter, Comparator II
formats your report according to the rules in the following table.

Column Contents of field
OLDLINE: 1

4-83
86

‘*’ (or character specified with MARK=)
First 80 bytes of OLDFILE record, right
filled with blanks if record is shorter than 80
bytes
‘*’ (or character specified with MARK=)

NEWLINE: 35
38-117
120

‘*’ (or character specified with MARK=)
First 80 bytes of OLDFILE record, right-
filled with blanks if record is shorter than 80
bytes
‘*’ (or character specified with MARK=)

EQULINE 18
21-100
103

‘*’ (or character specified with MARK=)
First 80 bytes of OLDFILE record, right-
filled with blanks if record is shorter than 80
bytes
‘*’ (or character specified with MARK=)

Note the following:

• For variable format records, the first four bytes (the record descriptor information) are not considered part of the record.
• For Librarian members, the sequence number is printed where the sequence field falls if this is in the first 80 bytes,

even though it is not included in the comparison string.

//OLDCOMP JOB 70000,SMITH,

 // CLASS=X,MSGCLASS=A

//COMPII EXEC PGM=comp2

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSUT1 DD DSN=your.master.file(EXMPL1),DISP=SHR
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//SYSUT2 DD DSN=your.master.file(EXMPL2),DISP=SHR

//SYSIN DD DUMMY

DATE  JUNE 16, yyyy                                                     000200

                * 000060 01 IN-INDEX PIC 999.                           000210

                * 000070 01 IN-ID PIC X(5).                             000220

                * 000070 01 IN 000230                                         

                * 000080 03 IN-ID PIC X(5).                             000240

                * 000090 03 IN-AMT PIC S999.                            000250

                * 000080 01 IN-COUNT PIC 999.                           000260

                * 000110 01 SUM PIC S9(9).                              000270

                * 000090 PROCEDURE DIVISION.                            000280

                * 000120 UNTIL IN-INDEX EQUAL IN-COUNT.                 000290

                * 000160 DISPLAY SUM UPON SYSOUT                        000300

                * 000130 STOP RUN.                                      000310

                * 000140 IN-COPY.                                       000320

                * 000150   ACCEPT IN-ID FROM SYSIN.                     000330

                * 000190 ACCEPT IN FROM SYSIN.                          000340

                * 000200 ADD IN-AMT TO SUM.                             000350

                * 000160 DISPLAY IN-ID UPON SYSOUT.                     000360

000010

If you specified STRING=, you must code the following Comparator II control commands to produce a report that looks the
same as the report described in the default report table:

REPORT OLDLINE=((1,'* ' ),(*,(1,80)    ),(*,' *')),

 NEWLINE=       ((35,'* '),(*,(1,80)    ),(*,' *')),

 EQULINE=       ((18,'* '),(*,(1,80),OLD),(*,' *'))

No provision was made in this control statement for Librarian sequence numbers. To do this, you must code SEQ,6
(where 6 is the length of the sequence number field) wherever you want the sequence number to appear.

Producing the Old Comparator Report

If you used previous releases of Librarian and are more comfortable with the reports produced by the old Comparator, you
might want to simulate the old Comparator report.

The report produced by the old Comparator looked very like the Comparator II default report, except for the title line. To
produce a Comparison Report with the old title line, code the following Comparator control command:

REPORT TITLE=('SYSUT1 ',

 'COMMON SYSUT2')

 //OLDCOMP JOB 70000,SMITH,

 // CLASS=X,MSGCLASS=A

//COMPII EXEC PGM=comp2

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSUT1 DD DSN=your.master.file(EXMPL1),DISP=SHR

//SYSUT2 DD DSN=your.master.file(EXMPL2),DISP=SHR

//SYSIN DD *

REPORT TITLE=('SYSUT1 ',

 'COMMON SYSUT2')

 /*

DATE JUNE 16, 1996 000200

SYSUT1 COMMON 000210

* 000060 01 IN-INDEX PIC 999. 000220

* 000070 01 IN-ID PIC X(5). 000230
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* 000070 01 IN 000240

* 000080 03 IN-ID PIC X(5). 000250

* 000090 03 IN-AMT PIC S999. 000260

* 000080 01 IN-COUNT PIC 999. 000270

* 000110 01 SUM PIC S9(9). 000280

* 000090 PROCEDURE DIVISION. 000290

* 000120 UNTIL IN-INDEX EQUAL IN-COUNT. 000300

* 000160 DISPLAY SUM UPON SYSOUT. 000310

* 000130 STOP RUN. 000320

* 000140 IN-COPY. 000330

* 000150 ACCEPT IN-ID FROM SYSIN. 000340

* 000190 ACCEPT IN FROM SYSIN. 000350

* 000200 ADD IN-AMT TO SUM. 000360

* 000160 DISPLAY IN-ID UPON SYSOUT. 000370

 

Comparing a PDS Member to a Librarian Module

The following job stream compares two versions of a COBOL program. The old version is on a Librarian master file. The
new version is on a PDS. In both versions, the sequence numbers are in columns one through six and there is data in
columns 73 through 80.

//COMP7 JOB 70000,SCHMIDT,CLASS=X,MSGCLASS=A

//STEP1 EXEC PGM=comp2

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSUT1 DD DSN=your.master.file,DISP=SHR

//SYSUT2 DD DSN=your.dds,DISP=SHR

//SYSIN DD *

OLDFILE MEM=EXMPL1,STRING=(7,66)

 NEWFILE MEMBER=EXMPL5,STRING=(7,66)

 REP LST=CHG,

 TITLE=('COBPGM -- PROD',

 'VS. TEST VERSION'),

 OLDLINE=((1,'*'),(4,(1,80)),(86,'*')),

 EQULINE=((17,'*'),(20,(1,80),OLD),(102,'*')),

 NEWLINE=((35,'*'),(38,(1,80)),(120,'*'))

NOTE
Since the STRING= parameter is specified, the report lines must also be specified. Otherwise, no report lines
are produced.

Comparing COBOL Programs to Produce an Update Deck

The following job stream compares two versions of a COBOL program on a Librarian master file. This execution produces
an update deck and a report. This update deck can be applied to the old version to produce the new version on a Librarian
master file.

//COMP2 JOB 70000,SCHMIDT,CLASS=X,MSGCLASS=A

//STEP1 EXEC PGM=comp2

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSPUNCH DD DSN=your.dataset.name,DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),

 // SPACE=(800,(1,1),RLSE), VOL=SER=volser,
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 // UNIT=DISK,DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=800)

 //SYSUT1 DD DSN=your.master.file,DISP=SHR

//SYSUT2 DD DSN=your.master.file,DISP=SHR

//SYSIN DD *

OLDFILE MEMBER=EXMPL1

NEWFILE MEMBER=EXMPL2

DK PUN=YES,CLEARID=NO

REP LST=CHG,

 TITLE=('COBPGM -- PROD',

 'VS. TEST VERSION')

 /*

DATE JUNE 14, yyyy 000200

COBPGM -- PROD VS. TEST VERSION 000210

* 000060 01 IN-INDEX PIC 999. 000220

* 000070 01 IN-ID PIC X(5). 000230

* 000070 01 IN 000240

* 000080 03 IN-ID PIC X(5). 000250

* 000090 03 IN-AMT PIC S999. 000260

* 000080 01 IN-COUNT PIC 999. 000270

* 000110 01 SUM PIC S9(9). 000280

* 000090 PROCEDURE DIVISION. 000290

* 000120 UNTIL IN-INDEX EQUAL IN-COUNT. 000300

* 000160 DISPLAY SUM UPON SYSOUT. 000310

* 000130 STOP RUN. 000320

* 000140 IN-COPY. 000330

* 000150 ACCEPT IN-ID FROM SYSIN. 000340

* 000190 ACCEPT IN FROM SYSIN. 000350

* 000200 ADD IN-AMT TO SUM. 000360

* 000160 DISPLAY IN-ID UPON SYSOUT. 000370

 

The following example is the update deck resulting from this Comparator execution.

-SEL EXMPL1,KNHZ,VERS=04221018

-REP 70

01IN

03 IN-ID PIC X(5).

 03 IN-AMT PIC S999.

 -INS 80

01 SUM PIC S9(9).

 -INS 120

DISPLAY SUM UPON SYSOUT.

 -REP 150

ACCEPT IN FROM SYSIN.

 ADD IN-AMT TO SUM.

 -EMOD X

Comparing Fields of Differently Formatted Records

In the following comparison, a name-and-address field is the only part of the data that needs to be compared. The
STRING= parameter selects just this field for comparison.

The two files being compared are formatted differently, and the name-and-address field, while the same length in both
files, appears in a different location in each.
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//COMP13 JOB ,JONES,

 // CLASS=X,MSGCLASS=T

//COMPII EXEC PGM=comp2

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=T

//SYSUT1 DD DSN=LONGER,DISP=SHR

//SYSUT2 DD DSN=SHORTER,DISP=SHR

//SYSIN DD *

OLDFILE STRING=(100,20)

 NEWFILE STRING=(90,20)

 REPORT LIST=CHANGES,

 OLDLINE=((*,'LONGER'),(*,(100,20))),

 NEWLINE=((40,'SHORTER'),(*,(90,20))),

 EQULINE=((20,'**'),(*,(100,20),OLD))

 /*

//

The report from this Comparator execution looks like the following figure.

DATE JUNE 23, yyyy

**R SMITH 3 JASPER WAY

LONGERI SAMS 3 BRIDGE ST

**P BRADLEY 80 STATE ST

LONGERM WALKER 7 37TH ST

 

Merging Files While Eliminating Duplicate Records

This procedure creates a file containing all of the records that occur in either file. The composite file is created by using
the alternate report file capability of Comparator II, producing a Comparison Report as a simple list of records written to
the file you name in the DDNAME= parameter.

//DFCOMPII JOB (70000),ROWE,CLASS=X

//COMPII EXEC PGM=comp2

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//ALTREP DD DSN=datasetname,DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),         A

// SPACE=(TRK,5),UNIT=DISK,VOL=SER=volser,

 // DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=121,BLKSIZE=12100)             B

//SYSUT1 DD DSN=dsn.of.the.old.file,DISP=SHR

//SYSUT2 DD DSN=dsn.of.the.new.file,DISP=SHR

//SYSUT3 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(5,2))

 //SYSUT4 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(5,2))

 //SYSIN DD *

REPORT LIST=ALL,DDNAME=ALTREP,LINECNT=NOPAGE,         C

OLDLINE=(1,(1,80)),

 NEWLINE=(1,(1,80)),

 EQULINE=(1,(1,80),OLD)

 /*

//
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• A -- This DD statement defines the file that Comparator II creates to hold the combined records of version 1 and
version 2.

• B -- A DCB with an LRECL and BLKSIZE is supplied in the example to save disk space and reduce I/O. Specify any
LRECL between 121 and 255 inclusive. The first byte of each record is used for a carriage control character, which
must be removed later.

• C -- The REPORT command:
– Selects all records from both files (LIST=ALL)
– Writes them out to a newly created file (DDNAME=ALTREP)
– Suppresses titles and page ejects (LINECNT=NOPAGE) so that the records appear as an uninterrupted stream.

ID DIVISION.

 PROGRAM-ID.COBOLTST.

 ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.

 DATA DIVISION.

 WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

 01 IN-INDEX PIC 999.

 01 IN-ID PIC X(5).

 01 IN

03 IN-ID PIC X(5).

 03 IN-AMT PIC S999.

 01 IN-COUNT PIC 999.

 01 SUM PIC S9(9).

 PROCEDURE DIVISION.

 PERFORM IN-COPY

VARYING IN-INDEX FROM 1 BY 1

UNTIL IN-INDEX EQUAL IN-COUNT.

 DISPLAY SUM UPON SYSOUT.

 STOP RUN.

 IN-COPY.

 ACCEPT IN-ID FROM SYSIN.

 ACCEPT IN FROM SYSIN.

 ADD IN-AMT TO SUM.

 DISPLAY IN-ID UPON SYSOUT.

The files compared to produce this output file are EXMPL1 and EXMPL2, shown in the following section. The records of
this output file, formatted as report lines, have an extra character tacked onto the beginning of each record for the purpose
of carriage control. Bringing the output file up online and editing out this first character, while checking to be sure it makes
sense in other ways, is a necessary step you must take before using the file.

Alternatively, you can run the file through a utility such as IEBGENER to truncate the first byte of each record and any
unneeded length on the end.

Using Comparator II to Resolve the Differences Between Two Files

It is sometimes necessary to compare two versions of a file to produce a new version that combines records from each.
For example, you can install LIB/CCF to permit simultaneous logouts of the same member and now must reconcile
two sets of changes. Or you can have an application supplied from an outside vendor to which you have made local
modifications and are now faced with including your modifications into a new release of that product.

Regardless of the situation, the following technique, which takes advantage of Comparator II with the facilities of Roscoe
or ISPF, can make this reconciliation a simple matter.

The essence of this procedure is to create a file containing all of the records that occur in either file and then to select
those that you want to keep, making any necessary modifications. Once that is done, you simply save the edited file.
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The composite file to edit is created by using the alternate report file capability of Comparator II as illustrated in the
following example:

//DFCOMPII JOB (70000),ROWE,CLASS=X

//COMPII EXEC PGM=COMP2

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSPUNCH DD SYSOUT=*

//ALTREP DD DSN=libr.compii.merge,DISP=(NEW,CATLG),             A

// SPACE=(TRK,5),UNIT=DISK,VOL=SER=volser,DCB=(BLKSIZE=8000)

 //SYSUT1 DD DSN=dsn.of.the.old.file,DISP=SHR

//SYSUT2 DD DSN=dsn.of.the.new.file,DISP=SHR

//SYSIN DD *

OLDFILE MEMBER=version1                         B

NEWFILE MEMBER=version2

REPORT LIST=ALL,DDNAME=ALTREP,LINECNT=NOPAGE,             C

OLDLINE=((1,'O '),(*,(1,80),OLD,NONE)),

 NEWLINE=((1,'N '),(*,(1,80),NEW,NONE)),

 EQULINE=((1,' '),(*,(1,80),OLD,NONE))

 /*

//

• A -- This DD statement defines the file that Comparator II creates to hold the combined records of version 1 and
version 2 with appropriate labels. A DCB with a BLKSIZE is supplied in the example to save disk space and reduce I/
O. (Comparator II rounds this value to a multiple of 121 as this is always potentially a print file.)

• B -- The OLDFILE and NEWFILE commands are necessary if SYSUT1 and SYSUT2 are partitioned data sets or
Librarian master files.

• C -- The REPORT command:
– Selects all records from both files (LIST=ALL)
– Writes them out to a newly created file (DDNAME=ALTREP) and suppresses titles and page ejects

(LINECNT=NOPAGE)
– Indicates which records are found only in version 1 (OLDLINE=) and which are found only in version 2. In this

example, records unique to version 1 are marked with an O in column 1 and those unique to version 2 are marked
with an N.

To illustrate, assume that a file called ORIGINAL contains the following records:

SUPPOSE TWO PROGRAMMERS ARE MAKING CHANGES

TO TWO COPIES OF THE SAME FILE AND YOU MUST

THEN IDENTIFY THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE TWO

FILES AND FIGURE OUT HOW TO RECONCILE THE TWO

DIFFERENT VERSIONS BEFORE PUTTING THE PROGRAM BACK

INTO PRODUCTION. THIS MAY HAPPEN BECAUSE

LIB/CCF IS INSTALLED TO ALLOW SIMULTANEOUS LOGOUTS,

 OR IT MAY HAPPEN BECAUSE YOU MAKE LOCAL MODIFICATIONS

TO VENDOR-SUPPLIED SOURCE CODE.

 

REGARDLESS OF THE ORIGIN OF THESE MULTIPLE VERSIONS

OF THE SAME FILE, CREATIVE USE OF THE COMPARATOR II,

 IN CONJUNCTION WITH EITHER CA-Roscoe OR ELIPS WILL MAKE THIS

Copies of ORIGINAL are given to two programmers who each create new versions called VERSION1 and VERSION2.

VERSION1 now contains these records:

SUPPOSE TWO PROGRAMMERS ARE MAKING CHANGES
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TO TWO COPIES OF THE SAME FILE AND YOU MUST

THEN IDENTIFY THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE TWO

FILES AND FIGURE OUT HOW TO RECONCILE THE TWO

DIFFERENT VERSIONS BEFORE PUTTING THE PROGRAM BACK

INTO PRODUCTION. JOE MUST MAKE AN EMERGENCY FIX

TONIGHT AND SARAH IS WORKING ON A LONG-TERM

ENHANCEMENT. THIS COMMONLY OCCURS WHEN

LIB/CCF IS INSTALLED TO ALLOW SIMULTANEOUS LOGOUTS,

 OR IT MAY HAPPEN BECAUSE YOU MAKE LOCAL MODIFICATIONS

TO VENDOR-SUPPLIED SOURCE CODE.

 

REGARDLESS OF THE ORIGIN OF THESE MULTIPLE VERSIONS

OF THE SAME FILE, CREATIVE USE OF THE COMPARATOR II,

 IN CONJUNCTION WITH EITHER CA-Roscoe OR ELIPS WILL MAKE THIS

PROCESS A PIECE OF CAKE.

VERSION2 looks like this:

SUPPOSE TWO PROGRAMMERS ARE MAKING CHANGES

TO TWO COPIES OF THE SAME FILE AND YOU MUST

THEN IDENTIFY THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE TWO

FILES AND FIGURE OUT HOW TO RECONCILE THE TWO

DIFFERENT VERSIONS BEFORE PUTTING THE PROGRAM BACK

INTO PRODUCTION. THIS MAY HAPPEN BECAUSE

LIB/CCF IS INSTALLED TO ALLOW SIMULTANEOUS LOGOUTS,

 OR IT MAY HAPPEN BECAUSE YOU MAKE LOCAL MODIFICATIONS

TO VENDOR-SUPPLIED SOURCE CODE.

 

REGARDLESS OF THE ORIGIN OF THESE MULTIPLE VERSIONS

OF THE SAME FILE, CREATIVE USE OF THE COMPARATOR II,

 IN CONJUNCTION WITH EITHER CA-Roscoe OR ELIPS WILL MAKE THIS

PROCESS EASY AS PIE.

 

YOU CAN DIRECT THE OUTPUT OF THE COMPARISON TO AN ALTERNATE

REPORT FILE IN A FORMAT THAT WILL QUICKLY IDENTIFY THE

DIFFERENCES AND THEN USE THE FACILITIES OF THE APPROPRIATE

EDITOR TO SELECT THE RECORDS YOU WISH TO RETAIN AND PERHAPS

INSERT NEW ONES TO CORRECT ANY LOGICAL DIFFICULTIES

RESULTING FROM THE MERGER.

Using these two files as input, the sample job outlined above produces the following output in the data set defined by the
ALTREP DD statement:

  SUPPOSE TWO PROGRAMMERS ARE MAKING CHANGES

  TO TWO COPIES OF THE SAME FILE AND YOU MUST

  THEN IDENTIFY THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE TWO

  FILES AND FIGURE OUT HOW TO RECONCILE THE TWO

  DIFFERENT VERSIONS BEFORE PUTTING THE PROGRAM BACK

O INTO PRODUCTION. JOE MUST MAKE AN EMERGENCY FIX

O TONIGHT AND SARAH IS WORKING ON A LONG-TERM

O ENHANCEMENT. THIS COMMONLY OCCURS WHEN

  N INTO PRODUCTION. THIS MAY HAPPEN BECAUSE

  LIB/CCF IS INSTALLED TO ALLOW SIMULTANEOUS LOGOUTS,

  OR IT MAY HAPPEN BECAUSE YOU MAKE LOCAL MODIFICATIONS
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  TO VENDOR-SUPPLIED SOURCE CODE.

 

  REGARDLESS OF THE ORIGIN OF THESE MULTIPLE VERSIONS

  OF THE SAME FILE, CREATIVE USE OF THE COMPARATOR II,

  IN CONJUNCTION WITH EITHER CA-Roscoe OR ELIPS WILL MAKE THIS

O PROCESS A PIECE OF CAKE.

 N PROCESS EASY AS PIE.

 N

N YOU CAN DIRECT THE OUTPUT OF THE COMPARISON TO AN ALTERNATE

N REPORT FILE IN A FORMAT THAT WILL QUICKLY IDENTIFY THE

N DIFFERENCES AND THEN USE THE FACILITIES OF THE APPROPRIATE

N EDITOR TO SELECT THE RECORDS YOU WISH TO RETAIN AND PERHAPS

N INSERT NEW ONES TO CORRECT ANY LOGICAL DIFFICULTIES

N RESULTING FROM THE MERGER.

You can now edit this file using Roscoe or ISPF. After looking over this merged file, you simply select the records that you
want to retain and add any additional records that are required. You might edit the sample file as follows:

  SUPPOSE TWO PROGRAMMERS ARE MAKING CHANGES

  TO TWO COPIES OF THE SAME FILE AND YOU MUST

  THEN IDENTIFY THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE TWO

  FILES AND FIGURE OUT HOW TO RECONCILE THE TWO

  DIFFERENT VERSIONS BEFORE PUTTING THE PROGRAM BACK

O INTO PRODUCTION. JOE MUST MAKE AN EMERGENCY FIX

O TONIGHT AND SARAH IS WORKING ON A LONG-TERM

X ENHANCEMENT. THIS MIGHT HAPPEN AT A SITE WHERE

  LIB/CCF IS INSTALLED TO ALLOW SIMULTANEOUS LOGOUTS,

  OR IT MAY HAPPEN BECAUSE YOU MAKE LOCAL MODIFICATIONS

  TO VENDOR-SUPPLIED SOURCE CODE.

  REGARDLESS OF THE ORIGIN OF THESE MULTIPLE VERSIONS

  OF THE SAME FILE, CREATIVE USE OF THE COMPARATOR II,

  IN CONJUNCTION WITH EITHER CA-Roscoe OR ELIPS WILL MAKE THIS

O PROCESS A PIECE OF CAKE.

 N

N YOU CAN DIRECT THE OUTPUT OF THE COMPARISON TO AN ALTERNATE

N REPORT FILE IN A FORMAT THAT WILL QUICKLY IDENTIFY THE

N DIFFERENCES AND THEN USE THE FACILITIES OF THE APPROPRIATE

N EDITOR TO SELECT THE RECORDS YOU WISH TO RETAIN AND PERHAPS

N INSERT NEW ONES TO CORRECT ANY LOGICAL DIFFICULTIES

N RESULTING FROM THE MERGER.

In this example, some lines were retained from the first set of changes, some from the second. The line marked with an X
was inserted to resolve a minor conflict between the two versions.

All that remains is to shift the data to the left two positions to eliminate the printer control character and the old and new
line markers. If you are using Roscoe to edit the file, you can simply export the result to update the appropriate test master
file. The export command automatically truncates the 121-byte records to 80 bytes.

If you are using ISPF as your editor, the ALTREP report data set must first be reformatted before you can use it to update
a Librarian member. To accomplish this, you simply use ISPF option 3.2 to allocate a work data set with a logical record
length of 80 and then use option 3.3 to copy the newly edited ALTREP data set to it.

When you reformat the data set, you can then use the ELIPS Utility Move/Copy function to update the appropriate
Librarian member. This technique provides a convenient means of examining and reconciling differences between two
similar files using the capabilities of the full-screen editing environment.
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Comparing Versions of a COBOL Program and Producing an Update Deck

The following job stream compares two versions of a COBOL program. The old version is on a Librarian master file. The
new version is on a PDS. In both versions, the sequence numbers are in columns one through six, and there is data in
columns 73 through 80.

An update deck is produced with this execution that you can apply to the old version to produce the new version on a
Librarian master file.

//COMP2 JOB 70000,SCHMIDT,CLASS=X,MSGCLASS=A

//STEP1 EXEC PGM=COMP2

//LIBOPTIN DD *

-OPT LIST

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSPUNCH DD SYSOUT=*

//ALTREP DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSUT1 DD DSN=LIBR.PIERRON.MAST,DISP=SHR

//SYSUT2 DD DSN=LIBR.PIERRON.PDS,DISP=SHR

//SYSIN DD *

OLDFILE MEM=COBPGM,STRING=(7,66)

 NEWFILE MEMBER=COBPGM,STR=(7,66)

 DK PUN=YES,CLEARID=NO

REP LST=CHG,DDNAME=ALTREP,

 TITLE=('COBPGM -- PROD',

 'VS. TEST VERSION'),

 OLDLINE=((1,'*'),(4,(1,80)),(86,'*')),

 EQULINE=((17,'*'),(20,(1,80),OLD),(102,'*')),

 NEWLINE=((35,'*'),(38,(1,80)),(120,'*'))

Sample Report
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

REPORT FILE:

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

DATE AUGUST 12, yyyy TIME 08:20 PAGE 1

THE COMPARATOR

IS LEASED FROM COMPUTER ASSOCIATES INTERNATIONAL, INC. FOR

CA-LIBRARIAN

ALL RIGHTS ARE RESERVED. USE OF THIS SOFTWARE PRODUCT

BY UNAUTHORIZED PERSONS IS PROHIBITED.

VERSION - n.n RELEASE DATE - mm/dd/yy

OLDFILE MEM=COBPGM,STRING=(7,66)

NEWFILE MEMBER=COBPGM,STR=(7,66)

DK PUN=YES,CLEARID=NO

REP LST=CHG,DDNAME=ALTREP,

TITLE=('COBPGM -- PROD',

'VS. TEST VERSION'),

OLDLINE=((1,'*'),(4,(1,80)),(86,'*')),

EQULINE=((17,'*'),(20,(1,80),OLD),(102,'*')),

NEWLINE=((34,'*'),(37,(1,80)),(119,'*'))

CMP088I SYSUT1 DEFINES LIBR.PIERRON.MAST(COBPGM).

CMP088I SYSUT2 DEFINES LIBR.PIERRON.RELOC(COBPGM).

-OPT LIST

-SEL COBPGM,RYSL,VERS=08120711

-DEL 310
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-REP 350

003500 UNTIL LS-FILE-ERROR.

-INS 410

004120 PERFORM P850-VALIDATE-STATS.

-EMOD X

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ALTERNATE REPORT FILE:

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

DATE AUGUST 12, yyyy COMPARATOR II TIME 08:20 PAGE 1

COBPGM -- PROD VS. TEST VERSION

* 003000 PROCEDURE DIVISION. $0000EVC *

* 003100 $0000EVC *

* 003200 P100-START. $0000EVC *

* 003400 PERFORM P500-CLEAR TABLES $0000EVC *

* 003500 6 TIMES. $0000EVC *

* 003500 UNTIL LS-FILE-ERROR. $0000JHF *

* 003600 PERFORM P200-MAIN-PROCESS-RTN $0000EVC *

* 004100 PERFORM P810-CREATE-STATS. $0000EVC *

* 004120 PERFORM P850-VALIDATE-STATS. $0000JHF *

* 004200 PERFORM P900-END-ROUTINE. $0000EVC *

000010

Comparison of Name and Address Files

The following job stream uses Comparator II to compare two name and address files; the fields of the two files are located
in different columns of the records. This example demonstrates the use of the STRING= option to make file layouts
appear the same for the purposes of comparison.

//COMP2 JOB 70000,SCHMIDT,CLASS=X,MSGCLASS=A

//TEST EXEC PGM=COMP2,PARM='LINECNT=55'

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSUT1 DD DSN=LIBR.PIERRON.NAME.ADDRESS,DISP=SHR

//SYSUT2 DD DSN=LIBR.PIERRON.ADDRESS.NAME,DISP=SHR

//SYSIN DD *

OLDFILE STRING=(1,72)

 NEWFILE STRING=((43,30),(1,42))

 REPORT TITLE='NAME/ADDRESS UPDATES',

 OLDLINE=((1,'DELETE RECORD #'),(*,(SEQ,6)),(24,(1,72))),

 NEWLINE=((4,'ADD ENTRY ==>'),(24,(43,30)),(*,(1,42)))

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

NEWFILE:

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

123 AMERICAN WAY ORELAND PA19075JOHN SMITH

100 MAIN ST ATTLEBORO MA02703ROGER WATERS

12 CUCKOO LANE PHILADELPHIA PA19135PETE MCMURPHY

7 LONG DRIVE PRINCETON NJ08540DAN OBTUSE

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

OLDFILE:

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

JOHN SMITH 123 AMERICAN WAY ORELAND PA19075

DAN OBTUSE 57 TRAPEZOIDAL ST ROCKY HILL NJ08553

ROGER WATERS 100 MAIN ST ATTLEBORO MA02703
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PETE MCMURPHY 12 CUCKOO LANE PHILADELPHIA PA19135

Sample Report
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

REPORT FILE:

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

DATE AUGUST 12, yyyy TIME 10:01 PAGE 1

THE COMPARATOR

IS LEASED FROM COMPUTER ASSOCIATES INTERNATIONAL,INC. FOR

CA-LIBRARIAN

ALL RIGHTS ARE RESERVED. USE OF THIS SOFTWARE PRODUCT

BY UNAUTHORIZED PERSONS IS PROHIBITED.

VERSION - n.n RELEASE DATE - mm/dd/yy

OLDFILE STRING=(1,72)

NEWFILE STRING=((43,30),(1,42))

REPORT TITLE='NAME/ADDRESS UPDATES',

OLDLINE=((1,'DELETE RECORD #'),(*,(SEQ,6)),(24,(1,72))),

NEWLINE=((4,'ADD ENTRY ==>'),(24,(43,30)),(*,(1,42)))

CMP088I SYSUT1 DEFINES LIBR.PIERRON.NAME.ADDRESS.

CMP088I SYSUT2 DEFINES LIBR.PIERRON.ADDRESS.NAME.

DATE AUGUST 12, 1996 COMPARATOR II TIME 10:01 PAGE 2

NAME/ADDRESS UPDATES

DELETE RECORD #000002 DAN OBTUSE 57 TRAPEZOIDAL ST ROCKY HILL NJ08553

ADD ENTRY ==> DAN OBTUSE 7 LONG DRIVE PRINCETTON NJ08540

 

Comparing Packed Data

The following job stream compares two versions of a sales commissions file with numeric data in packed format. This
example demonstrates the display of packed data in zoned format.

//COMP2 JOB 70000,NEILSON,CLASS=X,MSGCLASS=A

//STEP1 EXEC PGM=COMP2,PARM='LINECNT=55'

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//ALTREP DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSUT1 DD DSN=LIBR.PIERRON.MAST,DISP=SHR

//SYSUT2 DD DSN=LIBR.PIERRON.MAST,DISP=SHR

//SYSIN DD *

OLDFILE MEM=WIDGET1

NEWFILE MEMBER=WIDGET2

REP DDNAME=ALTREP,TITLE='SALES COMMISSIONS',

 OLDLINE=NONE,

 EQULINE=((*,'NO NEW SALES FOR '),(*,(1,50),OLD)),

 NEWLINE=((*,'NEW COMMISSION: '),(*,(1,50)),(71,(51,

 5),ZONED),(*,' ON SALES OF '),(*,(56,6),ZONED))

 

JOE COOL                       WIDGET                 Í    &

DDC4CDDD4444444444444444444444ECCCCE4444444444444400070000150

165036630000000000000000000000694753000000000000000015C00070C

______________________________________________________________

JOE COOL                   WIDGET CASE           &

DDC4CDDD4444444444444444444444ECCCCE4CCEC44444444400050000000
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165036630000000000000000000000694753031250000000000000C00050C

______________________________________________________________

DOUG DEMURE                   WIDGET                 *

CDEC4CCDEDC4444444444444444444ECCCCE4444444444444400025000020

464704544950000000000000000000694753000000000000000002C00025C

______________________________________________________________

BOB BOISTEROUS                WIDGET

CDC4CDCEECDDEE4444444444444444ECCCCE4444444444444400000000300

262026923596420000000000000000694753000000000000000030C00000C

______________________________________________________________

BOB BOISTEROUS               WIDGET CASE           b

CDC4CDCEECDDEE4444444444444444ECCCCE4CCEC44444444400080000120

262026923596420000000000000000694753031250000000000012C00080C

JOE COOL                   WIDGET                 e     &

DDC4CDDD4444444444444444444444ECCCCE4444444444444400080000150

165036630000000000000000000000694753000000000000000015C00080C

______________________________________________________________

JOE COOL                   WIDGET CASE           &

DDC4CDDD4444444444444444444444ECCCCE4CCEC44444444400050000000

165036630000000000000000000000694753031250000000000000C00050C

______________________________________________________________

DOUG DEMURE                   WIDGET

CDEC4CCDEDC4444444444444444444ECCCCE4444444444444400020000030

464704544950000000000000000000694753000000000000000003C00020C

______________________________________________________________

BOB BOISTEROUS               WIDGET                í     &

CDC4CDCEECDDEE4444444444444444ECCCCE4444444444444400050000350

262026923596420000000000000000694753000000000000000035C00050C

______________________________________________________________

BOB BOISTEROUS                WIDGET CASE           *     Í

CDC4CDCEECDDEE4444444444444444ECCCCE4CCEC44444444400005000270

262026923596420000000000000000694753031250000000000027C00005C

Sample Report
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

REPORT FILE:

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

DATE AUGUST 12, yyyy TIME 08:20 PAGE 1

THE COMPARATOR

IS LEASED FROM COMPUTER ASSOCIATES INTERNATIONAL, INC. FOR

CA-LIBRARIAN

ALL RIGHTS ARE RESERVED. USE OF THIS SOFTWARE PRODUCT

BY UNAUTHORIZED PERSONS IS PROHIBITED.

VERSION - n.n RELEASE DATE - mm/dd/yy

OLDFILE MEM=WIDGET1

NEWFILE MEMBER=WIDGET2

REP DDNAME=ALTREP,TITLE='SALES COMMISSIONS',

OLDLINE=NONE,

EQULINE=((*,'NO NEW SALES FOR '),(*,(1,50),OLD)),

NEWLINE=((*,'NEW COMMISSION: '),(*,(1,50)),(71,(51,

5),ZONED),(*,' ON SALES OF '),(*,(56,6),ZONED))
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CMP088I SYSUT1 DEFINES LIBR.PIERRON.MAST(WIDGET1).

CMP088I SYSUT2 DEFINES LIBR.PIERRON.MAST(WIDGET2).

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ALTERNATE REPORT FILE:

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

DATE AUGUST 12, yyyy COMPARATOR II TIME 08:21 PAGE 1

SALES COMMISSIONS

NEW COMMISSION: JOE COOL WIDGET 000001850 ON SALES OF 00000018500

NO NEW SALES FOR JOE COOL WIDGET CASE

NEW COMMISSION: BRAD DEMURE WIDGET 000000230 ON SALES OF 00000002300

NEW COMMISSION: BOB BOISTEROUS WIDGET 000003550 ON SALES OF 00000035500

NEW COMMISSION: BOB BOISTEROUS WIDGET CASE 000002075 ON SALES OF 00000020750

 

Comparing Two Versions of an RPF under ETSO

The RPF shown is also the RPF that invokes the procedure.

<<COMPARE>>

TRAP

FREE ALL

TRAP OFF

ALLOC SYSUT1 MEM=OLDVERS,RECFM=V,LRECL=255

ALLOC SYSUT2 MEM=NEWVERS,RECFM=V,LRECL=255

ALLOC SYSUT3 UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(5,2))

 ALLOC SYSUT4 UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(5,2))

 ALLOC SYSIN DUMMY

ALLOC SYSPRINT AWS

DELETE

CALL COMP2

TRAP

FREE ALL

TRAP OFF

PUSH

SET ATTACH NOPAUSE

A

POP

RETURN

<<COMPARE>>

TRAP

FREE ALL

TRAP OFF

ALLOC SYSUT1 MEM=OLDVERS,RECFM=V,LRECL=255

ALLOC SYSUT2 MEM=NEWVERS,RECFM=V,LRECL=255

ALLOC SYSUT3 UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(5,2))

 ALLOC SYSUT4 UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(5,2))

 ALLOC SYSPRINT AWS

DELETE

CALL COMP2

TRAP

FREE ALL

TRAP OFF

PUSH
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SET ATTACH NOPAUSE

A

POP

RETURN

Sample Report
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

REPORT IN AWS:

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

DATE AUGUST 12, yyyy TIME 08:20 PAGE 1

THE COMPARATOR

IS LEASED FROM COMPUTER ASSOCIATES INTERNATIONAL, INC. FOR

CA-LIBRARIAN

ALL RIGHTS ARE RESERVED. USE OF THIS SOFTWARE PRODUCT

BY UNAUTHORIZED PERSONS IS PROHIBITED.

VERSION - n.n RELEASE DATE - mm/dd/yy

DATE AUGUST 12, 1996 COMPARATOR II TIME 08:20 PAGE 2

* ALLOC SYSUT4 UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(5,2)) *

* ALLOC SYSIN DUMMY *

* ALLOC SYSPRINT AWS *

 

Sample Data

The data sets used in the Comparator II executions in the previous sections are listed and described following:

000010 ID DIVISION.

 000020 PROGRAM-ID.COBOLTST.

 000030 ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.

 000040 DATA DIVISION.

 000050 WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

 000060 01 IN-INDEX PIC 999.

 000070 01 IN-ID PIC X(5).

 000080 01 IN-COUNT PIC 999.

 000090 PROCEDURE DIVISION.

 000100 PERFORM IN-COPY

000110 VARYING IN-INDEX FROM 1 BY 1

000120 UNTIL IN-INDEX EQUAL IN-COUNT.

 000130 STOP RUN.

 000140 IN-COPY.

 000150 ACCEPT IN-ID FROM SYSIN.

 000160 DISPLAY IN-ID UPON SYSOUT.

 000010 ID DIVISION.

 000020 PROGRAM-ID.COBOLTST.

 000030 ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.

 000040 DATA DIVISION.

 000050 WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

 000060 01 IN-INDEX PIC 999.

 000070 01 IN

000080 03 IN-ID PIC X(5).

 000090 03 IN-AMT PIC S999.

 000100 01 IN-COUNT PIC 999.

 000110 01 SUM PIC S9(9).
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 000120 PROCEDURE DIVISION.

 000130 PERFORM IN-COPY

000140 VARYING IN-INDEX FROM 1 BY 1

000150 UNTIL IN-INDEX EQUAL IN-COUNT.

 000160 DISPLAY SUM UPON SYSOUT.

 000170 STOP RUN.

 000180 IN-COPY.

 000190 ACCEPT IN FROM SYSIN.

 000200 ADD IN-AMT TO SUM.

 000210 DISPLAY IN-ID UPON SYSOUT.

 Chapter 9. Using Comparator II (z/OS and OS/390) 9-45

9.4 Comparison Examples

000010 ID DIVISION.

 000020 PROGRAM-ID.COBOLTST.

 000030 ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.

 000040 DATA DIVISION.

 000050 WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

 000060 01 IN-INDEX PIC 999.

 000070 01 IN

000080 03 IN-ID PIC X(5).

 000090 01 IN-COUNT PIC 999.

 000100 01 SUM PIC S9(9).

 000110 PROCEDURE DIVISION.

 000120 PERFORM IN-COPY

000130 VARYING IN-INDEX FROM 1 BY 1

000140 UNTIL IN-INDEX EQUAL IN-COUNT.

 000150 DISPLAY SUM UPON SYSOUT.

 000160 STOP RUN.

 000170 IN-COPY.

 000180 ACCEPT IN FROM SYSIN.

 000190 ADD IN-AMT TO SUM.

 000200 DISPLAY IN-ID UPON SYSOUT.

Sample Report 1
...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+....8....+....9....+...10....

+...11....+...12....+...13...

0000000000000001111111111111112222222222222223333333333333334444444444444445555 H ALLEN 20 MAPLE ST 000001

9999999999999990000000000000001111111111111112222222222222223333333333333334444 O JONES 100 M ST 000002

8888888888888889999999999999990000000000000001111111111111112222222222222223333 R SMITH 3 JASPER WAY 000003

44444444444444455555555555555566666666666666677777777777777788888888888888899999 I SAMS 3 BRIDGE ST000004

7777777777777778888888888888889999999999999990000000000000001111111111111112222 L TOTH 80 STATE ST 000005

66666666666666677777777777777788888888888888899999999999999900000000000000011111 B TRAVEN 1 YORK RD 000006

5555555555555556666666666666667777777777777778888888888888889999999999999990000 M WALKER 7 37th ST 000007

 

Sample Report 2
...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+....8....+....9....+...10....

+...11....+...12....+...13...

000000000000000111111111111111222222222222222333333333333333444444444444444 H ALLEN 20 MAPLE ST 000001

999999999999999000000000000000111111111111111222222222222222333333333333333 O JONES 100 M ST 000002

8888888888888889999999999999990000000000000001111111111111112222222222222223333 R SMITH 3 JASPER WAY 000003

7777777777777778888888888888889999999999999990000000000000001111111111110001111 L TOTH 80 STATE ST 000004
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666666666666666777777777777777888888888888888999999999999999000000000000 B TRAVEN 1 YORK RD 000005

 

Comparison Technique
The Comparator for MVS supports two algorithms for performing the comparison. You can select either at execution time.

The default comparison technique for the Comparator is the new comparison algorithm known as the COMMERCIAL
technique.

The alternative is a search for the longest common subsequence (LCS) of records common to both files.

Longest Common Subsequence Algorithm

When comparing two files using this algorithm, the Comparator looks for the longest subsequence of records common to
both files. The records in the longest common subsequence must be in the same order in both files; a record moved to
another place in a file is not recognized as common to both. The records need not be consecutive, but they must be in the
same order.

Assume the following two files:

Not considered part of the longest common subsequence of these two files are records C, G, and I in SYSUT1 and
records N, J, C, K, and M in SYSUT2. Records G, I, N, J, K, and M each appear in only one of the files. The two copies of
record C have to be considered different records so that the common subsequence identified are the longest; if they were
considered identical, records D and E in SYSUT1 would have to be considered different from records D and E in SYSUT2,
and the resulting common subsequence would be shorter by one record than that shown.

Commercial Algorithm

The commercial algorithm is essentially an implementation of the longest common subsequence algorithm with a noise
filter. That is to say, the files are analyzed in such a way that priority is given to records that are deemed likely to have
semantic content.

Records such as SKIP, EJECT, blank comment lines, and their equivalents are in most contexts devoid of meaningful
information and are, therefore, usually regarded as noise. The result of imposing this filter processing is a faster, more
meaningful comparison.

Except in unusual circumstances, the output produced by using the commercial algorithm is very similar to that produced
using the LCS technique, but the commercial algorithm uses significantly less storage and processor time.

Test Cases

The following test cases illustrate the differences in the results produced when the same pair of files is analyzed with each
technique in turn. The test jobs were run on a 3090 Model 200. The storage figures below represent the storage required
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to do the comparison. Program and buffer storage are not included. The time is measured in seconds and includes both
task time and SRB time.

Test Case 1

File 1 was an assembly language program of 7675 lines. File 2 was a later version of the same program containing 8335
lines.

Test Case 2

File 1 consisted of all of the 3.3a Librarian source modules that changed between release 3.3A and 3.4. This file was
123,457 lines long. File 2 contained the 3.4 versions of the same modules and was 125,633 lines long.

Test Case 3

File 1 consisted of all of the 3.3A source modules (whether they had changed or not). This file was 256,485 lines long.
File 2 contained the 3.4 modules and was 303,844 lines long. The LCS algorithm always finds the largest possible set of
records common to the two files. The COMMERCIAL technique, in some cases, finds a slightly smaller set of common
records, but one that is a satisfactory representation of the differences between the two files (particularly in light of the
reduction in resource consumption).

Algorithm Type File Sizes Storage Time (sec)
Longest Common Subsequence 7675/8335

123,457/125,633
256,485/303,844

236K
3660K
14968K

0.88
17.71
85.31

Commercial 7675/8335
123,457/125,633
256,485/303,844

160K
2204K
5048K

0.82
12.25
28.05

Using Comparator (VSE/ESA)
The Comparator program compares two sequential files, each consisting of 80-byte records, and reports their differences
and similarities. Each file can contain 10,000 records.

The files can be, for example, two versions of a source program that the Comparator produces to illustrate how one was
modified to create the other.

The Comparator operates under any VSE/ESA operating system running on an IBM S/370 computer or equivalent. The
program requires 256K of storage execution.

This section describes the method the Comparator uses to compare files and generate reports.

Method of Comparing Files
The Comparator, in comparing two files, recognizes the longest subsequence of records that are common to both files and
that have the same order in both files. The records can be consecutive. In the search for identical records, the Comparator
ignores sequence numbers.

Although files can have many common subsequences, the Comparator seeks the longest common subsequence.
Because of their location in the files, some common records might not be considered part of the longest common
subsequence.
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File Comparison Report

The File Comparison report lists records as belonging to, or deviating from, the longest common subsequence.

The files to compare are defined by the job control statements for FILE1 and FILE2 (or other user-specified file names).

As an example, in the two files described below, the Comparator would recognize the common subsequence of records
indicated by the connecting lines.

The longest common subsequence does not include records C, G, and I, which are unique to FILE1, and records N, J, C,
K and M, which are unique to FILE2. The Comparator, to identify the  longest subsequence of records common to both
files, recognizes the two copies of C as unique. If the two copies of C were recognized as identical, records D and E in
FILE1 would be recognized as different from records D and E in FILE2, and the resulting common subsequence would be
shorter by one record.

In rare cases, the Comparator deviates from the above procedure in one of the following ways:

• The Comparator can fail to find the longest subsequence of records common to the two input files and choose instead
a common subsequence that is slightly shorter. This deviation does not present a serious problem, both because of its
rarity and because the common subsequence of records actually chosen is not much shorter than the longest possible.
An example of this deviation is the reporting of the longest subsequence of common records in the sample files
previously as A, B, C, F, H, rather than as A, B, D, E, F, H.

• If the differences between the files are too complex for the Comparator to handle, a message to this effect is written.

Report Formats

The Comparator writes a report that is 120 characters wide. Records common to the two input files are centered between
the left and right margins of the report. Records unique to FILE1 are listed near the left margin. Records unique to FILE2
are listed near the right margin.

The Comparator offers three File Comparison report formats--full, condensed, and unique-only.

• The full report lists all the records in the longest common subsequence and all the records unique to both files.
• The condensed report lists only the first and last record of any group of four or more records belonging to the longest

common subsequence, represents the unlisted records with a blank, and lists all the unique records in both files.
• The unique-only report lists all the unique records. The common records are not listed.

As an example, assume the following FILE1 and FILE2 files for the Comparator program:
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Full Report

The full File Comparator report is formatted as follows:

Condensed Report

The condensed File Comparison report is formatted as follows:
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Unique Report

The unique-only File Comparison report is formatted as follows:

In each report format, the unique FILE1 records precede the unique FILE2 records.

The grouping of the lines is not completely predictable, however. In the example above, the normal order of printing record
I of FILE1 and records K and M of FILE2 would be I, K and M (as shown). However, the records could be permuted to K, I,
M or K, M, I.

Report Listing Layout

Regardless of the format selected, the Comparator File Comparison report generates the same first page layout. Below is
a sample first page.

    THE COMPARATOR SOFTWARE PRODUCT, VERSION n.n

    IS LEASED FROM APPLIED DATA RESEARCH, INC., FOR THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF

        LIB/VS LIBRARIAN TEST SYSTEM

    All OTHER RIGHTS ARE RESERVED.   USE OF THIS PROGRAM BY UNAUTHORIZED

    PERSONS IS PROHIBITED     RELEASE DATE mm/dd/yy

-/WORK1 DEVICE=TAPE                               }
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-/TITLE='DOS FILE''COMPARATOR''TEST'              }

-/CTL SEQFLD='-',MARK='│',LINECNT=36,LIST=CHANGES }     A

-/FILE1 *                                         }

28 RECORDS READ FROM SYSIPT.

 

_/EOF                                             }

                                                  }    B

• A -- list of the Comparator control statements supplied by the user for the execution. A message reports the number of
records the Comparator read from SYSIPT. In case of error in any Comparator control statement, an error message is
printed below the line containing the error.

• B -- space for non-Comparator messages. Such a message can state that insufficient space is available for execution
of the Comparator or that the two input files are equal.

Sample Report

A sample inside page of the File Comparison report is illustrated below. All pages that follow have the same format that, in
this case, is condensed.

FILE COMPARISON REPORT DOS FILE'COMPARATOR'TEST PAGE 1 03/18/80

FILE1 COMMON FILE2

001950 GO TO 0030-COUNT-TRANS

++++++ EJECT

++++++0090-DELETE-VENDOR

++++++ MOVE TRANS-NUMBER TO SYM-KEY

READ VENDOR-FILE INTO WORK-AREA

001990 READ VENDOR-FILE INTO WORK-AREA

002000 INVALID KEY

002010 GO TO 0100-DELETE-VENDOR-1.

++++++ MOVE HIGH-VALUE TO WORK-DELETE

WRITE VENDOR-RECORD FROM WORK-AREA.

002030 WRITE VENDOR-RECORD FROM WORK-AREA

002040 INVALID KEY

002050 GO TO 0100-DELETE-VENDOR-1.

++++++ MOVE 'DELETION ACCEPTED' TO REPORT-IMAGE.

++++++ PERFORM 0160-PRINT-A-LINE THRU 0170-PRINT-A LINE-EXIT.

++++++ GO TO 0030-COUNT-TRANS.

002090 0100-DELETE-VENDOR-1.

002100 MOVE 2 TO SUB2.

002110 MOVE'INVALID KEY - DELETION REJECTED' TO REPORT-IMAGE.

002120 PERFORM 0160-PRINT-A-LINE THRU 0170-PRINT-A-LINE-EXIT.

002130 GO TO 0030-COUNT-TRANS.

+0010-SUMMARIZE

+ CLOSE PRINT-FILE

DISPLAY 'END JOB VENDUP' UPON CONSOLE

002390 DISPLAY 'END JOB VENDUP'

+ GOBACK.
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Job Control Statements
The Comparator uses the following files:

SYSIPT
Input file for Comparator control statements and in-stream data.

SYSLST
Output file for the Comparator File Comparison report.

FILE1
Input file for the first of the two sequential files to compare. Defined by the FILE1 statement.

FILE2
Input file for the second of the two sequential files to compare. Defined by the FILE2 statement.

WORK1
An output and input file that is required if either FILE1 or FILE2 consists of in-stream data. Defined by the WORK1
statement.

WORK2
An output and input file that is required if both FILE1 and FILE2 consist of in-stream data. Defined by the WORK2
statement.

Note the following:

• SYSIPT and SYSLST are device-independent system logical units usually assigned to the card reader and the printer,
respectively. SYSIPT contains 80-byte unblocked records. SYSLST contains 121-byte unblocked records (an ASA
control character plus 120 bytes of data).

• FILE1 and FILE2 contain 80-byte logical records. These files can consist of in-stream data, can reside on labeled or
unlabeled tape or on 2314, 3330, 3340, 3350, or FBA (3310 or 3370) direct-access storage devices (DASDs). A file
residing on tape or DASD can be blocked, with a maximum block size of 3440 bytes.
The Comparator also supports 81-byte records, in which case the first byte is assumed to contain an ASA control
character and is ignored. The remaining 80 bytes are assumed to contain the data. The 81-byte records must be
unblocked.
To use an in-stream file, code an asterisk (*) in the operand file of a FILE1 or FILE2 Comparator control statement,
and immediately follow the statement with the in-stream data file. The in-stream data file terminates under one of the
following conditions:
A Comparator EOF control statement is encountered.
A record containing the Comparator control statement identifier characters in columns 1-2 is encountered.
The end of file on SYSIPT (/* or /&) is encountered.
In the latter two cases, a warning message indicating that an in-stream data file was not terminated by an EOF control
statement is written. In all cases, a count of the number of records in the file is printed. When an in-stream file is
encountered, it is immediately spooled to a work file.

• The WORK1 file is used to spool an in-stream data file in either of the following cases:
A WORK1 Comparator control statement was processed, but the WORK1 file was not used.
Neither a WORK1 nor a WORK2 Comparator control statement was processed; WORK1 file is used with default
values.

• The WORK2 file is used to spool an in-stream data file in either of the following cases:
A WORK1 file was already used to spool another in-stream data file for this execution of the Comparator.
A WORK2 Comparator control statement was processed; the file is not yet in use; and WORK1 control statement was
not yet processed.
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The WORK1 and WORK2 work files are first written and then read. They can be assigned to tape or to the following
direct-access storage devices. To accommodate the largest possible input file (10,000 records), allocate enough space to
contain 834 blocks of data, each 960 bytes long.

Device Maximum Requirement
2314 140 tracks
3330 70 tracks
3340 120 tracks
3350 53 tracks
FBA 1668 blocks

Note the following:

• A TLBL job control statement is required for standard label tape files.
• DLBL and EXTENT job control statements are required for DASD files if they are not already present on the site's

standard label cylinder.
• An ASSGN job control statement is usually required for each logical unit for which a permanent standard assignment

was not established. The Comparator uses this assignment to determine the device type where the files reside.
However, if the Comparator DEVICE= parameter specifies the device type, an ASSGN statement is not required by the
Comparator. Usually, the operating system still requires an ASSGN statement for open processing, but sometimes it
does not, as in the case when the system is processing managed-SAM VSAM files under VSE/ESA (see Example 4 in
the following section).

Sample JCL

Examples of job control statements to invoke the Comparator follow:

Example 1

Both files to compare are in-stream data files. The standard site work files are sufficient to hold the two data files.

// JOB

// EXEC filecomp,SIZE=AUTO   A

-/FILE1 *

.

. (sequential file consisting of 10,000 or fewer records)

.

 -/EOF

-/FILE2 *

.

. (sequential file consisting of 10,000 or fewer records)

.

 -/EOF

/*

/&

• A -- Indicates the filecomp string represents the site name for the Comparator program.

Example 2

FILE1 is a labeled tape file. FILE2 is an in-stream data file that is too large to fit on the standard site work file.

// JOB

// DLBL WORKFLE,'COMPARATOR WORK FILE',O,SD }
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// EXTENT SYS013,CAI001,1,12,120 }    A

// ASSGN SYS013,3340,VOL=CAI001,SHR }

// TLBL FILE1,'FILE NUMBER 1' }    B

// ASSGN SYS011,X'180' }

// EXEC filecomp,SIZE=AUTO

-/WORK1 FILENAME=WORKFLE,DEVADDR=SYS013

-/FILE2 *

.

. (sequential file consisting of 10,000 or fewer records)

.

 -/EOF

/*

/&

• A -- These job control statements define the work file.
• B -- These job control statements define the FILE1 data file.

Example 3

Both data files to compare reside on direct-access storage devices.

Since the default file names and device addresses are used, no control statements for FILE1 and FILE2 are required.

// JOB

// DLBL FILE1,'FILE NUMBER1'

// EXTENT SYS011,CAI001

// ASSGN SYS011,DISK,VOL=CAI001,SHR

// DLBL FILE2,'FILE NUMBER 2'

// EXTENT SYS012,CAI001

// ASSGN SYS012,SYS011

// EXEC filecomp,SIZE=AUTO

/*

/&

Example 4

FILE1 is an unlabeled tape. FILE2 is a large in-stream data file. The work file is a managed-SAM VSAM file that is
implicitly created and deleted during this execution (for VSE only).

// JOB

// ASSGN SYS004,X'180'

// DLBL WORKFIL,'CZMP WORK',,VSAM,DISP=(NEW,DELETE), C

RECORDS=(834,0),RECSIZE=960

// EXTENT,VSAM01

// EXEC filecomp,SIZE=AUTO

-/ WORK1 FILENAME=WORKFIL,DEVICE=3340

-/FILE1 *

.

. (sequential file consisting of 10,000 or fewer records)

.

 -/EOF

-/FILE2 DEVADDR=SYS004,FILABL=NO

/*

/&
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Comparator Control Statements
Comparator processing options and file definitions are specified in control statements that are read from SYSIPT. The
statements consist of a control statement identifier, an operation field, and one or more parameters.

The following Comparator control statement operations are available: CTL, EOF, FILE1, FILE2, IDENT, TITLE, WORK1,
and WORK2.

The Comparator operands are keyword parameters, except in the following cases:

• The TITLE control statement contains the title of the File Comparator report as its only operand.
• The FILE1 and FILE2 control statements that define in-stream data files contain an (*) as their only operand.
• The IDENT and EOF statements have no operands.

Control Statement Syntax

The Comparator control statement is formatted as follows:

• Columns 1-2 contain the control statement identifier (for example, -/).
• The operation field begins in column 3, and is followed by one or more blanks.
• One or more parameters follow, separated by commas. You can specify keyword parameters in any order; you cannot

specify any keyword more than once; parameters must not continue past column 71.
• Column 72 must be blank.
• Columns 73-80 are ignored.

To continue a control statement, interrupt the operand field after a complete parameter, and follow the parameter with a
comma and a blank. The interruption, including the comma, must be made at or before column 71. Column 72 must be
blank. The next statement, the continuation statement, must repeat the operating field. The following is an example of a
continued Comparator CTL control statement:

-/CTL MARK=+,FILL=*,

-/CTL LIST=ALL,LINECNT=40,

 -/CTL SEQFLD=(75,6)

NOTE
You cannot continue a TITLE statement.

Use of Control Statements and Parameters

To specify file definitions and the processing options for the File Comparison report, use the Comparator operations
and parameters described below. This section lists the standard Comparator default values of the Comparator keyword
parameters and the Comparator control statement identifier characters. Defaults can be respecified when the Comparator
is installed. You can generate a list of the site defaults at that time.

CTL Statement

The CTL statement controls the format of the File Comparison report.

This statement has the following format:

iiCTL parameter[,parameter...]

ii
The two Comparator control statement identifier characters in columns 1 and 2.

parameter
A keyword parameter. You can specify as many as you like in any order.
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FILL=[' '│'c'│c]
A filler character. In the File Comparison report, the filler character substitutes for the character in the
sequence field of each record in the longest subsequence of common records. The value c is the filler
character. If c is a comma, an apostrophe, or a blank, it must be enclosed by apostrophes. If c is an
apostrophe, you must code it with two consecutive apostrophes in enclosing apostrophes. For readability,
the filler and marker characters should be different. If SEQFLD=NONE is specified, the filler character is
not used.

LINECNT=[60│n]
The number of lines (including titles and blank spaces) that appear on each page of the File Comparison
report. The value n must not be less that 36 or more than 172.

LIST=[CHANGES│ALL│NOCOMMON]
The format of the File Comparison report. Use LIST=CHANGES to select the condensed report format;
use LIST=ALL to select the full report format; or use LIST=NOCOMMON to select the unique-only report
format.

MARK=[*│'c'│c]
A marker character to delimit the 80-byte records that appear in the File Comparison report. This
character, represented here by c, precedes and follows each listed record and is separated from it by
two blank spaces as an aid to readability. If c is a comma, an apostrophe, or a blank, you must enclose
it in apostrophes. If c is an apostrophe, represent it by two consecutive apostrophes in the enclosing
apostrophes. For easy reference, the filler and marker characters should be different.

SEQFLD=[73,8│(s,1)│COBOL│NONE]
The sequence number position in the input records. The starting value s can be no less than 1 or more
than 80. The length value 1 can be no less than 1 or more than 9. The COBOL sequence numbers start in
column 1, for a length of 6. NONE indicates that no sequence numbers in the file records are compared.

The Comparator ignores the contents of the sequence fields. In the File Comparison report, the sequence numbers of the
unique records are listed, but the sequence numbers of the common records contain the filler character.

EOF Statement

The EOF statement marks the end of the in-stream data. Any characters entered in the operand field are ignored.

This statement has the following format:

iiEOF

ii
The control statement identifier characters.

FILE Statement

The FILE1 statement describes the first of the two data files to compare. FILE2 describes the second.

The statement is formatted as follows:

{iiFILE1} {* }

{iiFILE2} {parameter} [,parameter]

ii
The control statement identifier characters.

*
The data file follows the SYSIPT file. No other parameters can be coded on the FILE statements if the asterisk (*)
is used.
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parameter
A keyword parameter. The keyword parameters are:
DEVADDR=SYSnnn

The device address (logical unit number) where the file is assigned. This specification must match the
SYSnnn specified on the ASSGN statement. The standard Comparator DEVADDR= default values are:

• FILE1 -- SYS011
• FILE2 -- SYS012

DEVICE=[TAPE│2314│3330│3340│3350│FBA]
The type of storage device. If this parameter is omitted, the Comparator determines the device type from
the ASSGN job control statement for the file (using the DEVADDR=specification or the default value at
the site). If the ASSGN statement is omitted and the unit is not permanently assigned, the Comparator
assumes DEVICE=TAPE. For managed-SAM VSAM files under VSE/ESA, you can specify any direct-
access storage device regardless of the device type in use.

FILABL=[STD│NO]
The data file is on a standard-label or unlabeled tape. The Comparator does not support nonstandard-
label tapes.

FILENAME=filename
Must be the same as the filename specified on the DLBL or TLBL statements. The standard Comparator
FILENAME= default values are:

• FILE1 -- FILE1
• FILE2 -- FILE2

WORK Statement

The WORK1 statement describes the first work file for the Comparator. WORK2 describes the second.

This statement has the following format:

{iiWORK1} parameter [,parameter]

 {iiWORK2}

ii
The control statement identifier characters.

parameter
A keyword parameter. The keyword parameters are:
DEVADDR=SYSnnn

The device address (logical unit number) where the file is assigned. This specification must match the
SYSnnn specified on the ASSGN statement. The standard Comparator DEVADDR= default values are:

• WORK1 -- SYS001
• WORK2 -- SYS002

DEVICE=[TAPE│2314│3330│3340│3350│FBA]
The type of storage device. If this parameter is omitted, the Comparator determines the device type from
the ASSGN job control statement for the file (using the DEVADDR= specification or the default value at
the site). If the ASSGN statement is omitted and the unit is not permanently assigned, the Comparator
assumes DEVICE=TAPE. For managed-SAM VSAM files under VSE/ESA, any direct-access storage
device can be specified regardless of the device type in use.

FILENAME=filename
Must be the same as the filename specified on the DLBL or TLBL statements. The standard Comparator
FILENAME= default values are:
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• FILE1 -- IJSYS01
• FILE2 -- IJSYS02

IDENT Statement

The IDENT statement defines new Comparator control statement identifier characters.

The IDENT control statement has no operands. The control statement identifiers are in column 1 and column 2.

The SYSIPT data stream, columns 1 and 2 of any control statement must contain the Comparator control statement
identifiers that are currently in effect. After the new IDENT statement is encountered, the new control statement identifiers
take effect immediately and remain so for the entire execution or until the program encounters another IDENT statement.
You can use any number of IDENT statements in a Comparator execution.

Because they are interpreted as EOF, you cannot use the characters /* and /& as control statement identifiers, nor can
any combination of characters that can be in columns 1 and 2 of the in-stream data records. Any other characters are
valid.

This statement has the following format:

iiIDENT

ii
The two Comparator identifier characters. The Comparator default is -/.

TITLE Statement

The TITLE statement specifies the title that heads each page of the File Comparison report.

This statement has the following format:

['' ]

 iiTITLE ['title']

 [title ]

ii
The Comparator control statement identifier characters.

[' '│'title'│title]
The title. The TITLE statement cannot be continued. If the title contains embedded blanks, commas, or
apostrophes, enclose the entire title in apostrophes.
Represent an apostrophe in the title with two consecutive apostrophes.

Using LIB/CCF
This section contains all the information necessary for LIB/CCF requestors, managers, programmers, and control group
members to initiate, implement, and track a change request through the change request cycle.

NOTE
For information on the implementation and administration of LIB/CCF, see the LIB/CCF Implementation section.

LIB/CCF, the Librarian Change Control Facility, provides a way for a user to enter change requests and for a programming
manager to assign them to a programmer. A series of reports tracks these changes through the entire process of
updating, testing, and linking the modified programs.

LIB/CCF Primary Options Menu

The following example displays the ISPF LIB/CCF primary options menu.
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--- mm/dd/yy ------- CA-LIBRARIAN CHANGE CONTROL FACILITY --------- TIME 15:25

OPTION ===>                                                                   

                                                                              

                                                                              

  0   CCF PARMS       - Specify user parameters

  1   OPEN            - Open a change request

  2   ASSIGN          - Assign, reassign, reject a change request

  3   DISPLAY         - Display assigned change requests

  4   LOGOUT          - Logout a module to test

  5   LOGIN           - Login a module to production

  6   LINK            - Initiate a production linkedit or bind

  7   CLOSE           - Close a change request

  8   REPORTS         - Print or display LIB/CCF reports

  9   MOVEMENT STATUS - Display, process, reject LOGOUT/LOGIN requests

 10   LINK STATUS     - Display, process, reject linkedit and bind requests

 11   JOB STATUS      - Display, process, resubmit pending batch jobs

 12   ADMIN SERVICES  - LIB/CCF administrator services

  T   TUTORIAL        - Display information about LIB/CCF

  X   EXIT            - Terminate LIB/CCF

There are several ways that you can configure LIB/CCF to carry through a change request from beginning to end. This
section describes the way things happen in the model system.

First, the user of an application uses Option 1 of LIB/CCF to open a change request online. The change request enters
the queue of the application manager in charge of that application.

The application manager uses Option 2 to review the request, to add comments (if necessary), and to assign the request
to one of the programmers defined to LIB/CCF as reporting to him.

The programmer the request is assigned to views it on Option 3, logs out the source modules from the production
environment to test using Option 4, and makes the requested changes on the test master file.

When the changes are complete and tested, the programmer uses Option 5 to request that the control group log in the
source modules to the production master file and Option 6 to link them to the application system. Finally, the programmer
uses Option 7 to close the change request.

Site Modifications

The scenario just described is not the only way that LIB/CCF lets your site handle change control. The LIB/CCF
administrator can tailor LIB/CCF in one of several different configurations.

The control group can perform the logout from production to test instead of the programmer. The transfer can take place
either online or in batch. Batch movement cannot be done in a VM/ESA batch machine.

The programmer or control group can login from test to production, online or in batch. The application system link has the
same options. Online link is possible only in the z/OS and OS/390 environment.

For LIB/CCF-ISPF(VM/ESA), additional information to supply on the job card panel in Option 0 is spool machine ID,
spool tag ID, and the spool machine type. Programmers can optionally change the spool machine types before batch-
only logouts (Option 4) and any type logins (Option 5). When a request is processed, a machine type specification panel
displays. The rest of the job card information displays to the control group where it can be further modified if necessary.
These panels default to data entered in Option 0 (CCF PARMS).

LIB/CCF Batch Utilities

Four batch utilities are available to process change requests:
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• Logout utility logs out multiple modules at the same time (for z/OS and OS/390 and VSE/ESA).
• Login utility logs in multiple modules at the same time (for z/OS and OS/390 only).
• Change request initiation utility opens and assigns change requests (for z/OS and OS/390 only).
• Change request close utility closes change requests (for z/OS and OS/390 only).

NOTE
For details on the availability and use of these utilities, see your LIB/CCF administrator.

LIB/CCF Reports

See the "LIB/CCF Reports" section for detailed information.

Requestor Function
This section describes the requestor function, specifically opening a change request using the Change Request Panel.
You can also enter commands on the command line of Option 1.

Opening a Change Request (Option 1)

To open a change request, sign on to LIB/CCF and request Option 1 (OPEN). The system administrator must have
defined you to LIB/CCF as a user authorized to open a change request. Complete the fields in the Open Change Request
panel and press Enter. LIB/CCF displays the panel again, providing an opportunity for you to confirm the information or
cancel the open function.

If you confirm the change request, LIB/CCF assigns an identification number to your request. Make a note of this number
for future reference; all LIB/CCF functions are keyed to it.

LIB/CCF prints a Change Request Report when the change request is opened if the system administrator selected this
option.

When you open a change request, the programming manager defined as responsible for the application system can view
the request and assign it to a programmer. When the request is assigned, LIB/CCF prints an Assignment Notification
Report and directs it to you if the system administrator selected this option.

The following example shows the Open Change Request panel. Site customization can change the appearance of the
panel.

THU 06/31/03 ------------------ OPEN CHANGE REQUEST ----------------- 14.08.07

COMMAND ==>                                                                   

                                                                              

   REQUESTOR ===>                                                             

       PHONE ===>                              MANAGER ===>                   

 APPL/SYSTEM ===>                           DEPARTMENT ===>                   

 COORDINATOR ===>                                PHONE ===>                   

                                                                              

TYPE ===> PROBLEM( )       MODIFICATION( )    AUTHORIZATION==>                

                                                                              

DESCRIPTION ===>

            ===>

            ===>

            ===>

            ===>

            ===>

            ===>

            ===>

            ===>
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            ===>

                Available commands: APPLICATIONS

Panel Fields

The following fields appear on the Open Change Request panel. Complete all the fields that appear.

REQUESTOR
Your name.

PHONE
Your telephone number.

MANAGER
The name of your manager.

APPL/SYSTEM
The name of the application system the modification or problem refers to.
You can open requests only for applications that the LIB/CCF administrator authorized to your LIB/CCF ID. If
you enter an incorrect application, LIB/CCF displays an error message. To display a list of applications you are
authorized for, press the PF1 key. Alternatively, you can use the APPLICATIONS command to obtain this list (not
available for LIB/CCF Vollie).

NOTE
The Manager-Application System pair entered on this panel will be cross-checked with the Manager-
Application pair in the CCF Option 12.2 Manager Definition Table. The Manager-Application System pair
is considered valid if:

DEPARTMENT
Your department name.

COORDINATOR
The name of the person in the department who is assigned to coordinate the requested change to the application
system.

PHONE
The telephone number of the coordinator.

DESCRIPTION
A full and detailed description of the problem to solve or modification to make.

TYPE
The type of request. Check either PROBLEM or MODIFICATION.

AUTHORIZATION
Your authorization code; required if the LIB/CCF administrator assigned one.

Available Commands

You can enter these commands on the command line of Option 1:

APPLICATIONS
(Except Vollie.) Displays a list of the applications you can request changes to. You can enter the application name
in the APPL/SYSTEM field of the resulting display.

HELP or PF1
Accesses the LIB/CCF HELP facility to give you further information on the use of Option 1, and LIB/CCF
generally. In ISPF, PF1 defaults to HELP, however, the user might have respecified it.
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Application Manager Functions
The applications manager can sign on to LIB/CCF and use Option 2 to view, assign, reassign, and reject change requests.
Option 8 is also available to the applications manager; this option can produce a number of reports about ongoing change
requests.

Assigning a Change Request (Option 2)
When a requestor opens a change request, LIB/CCF places it in the queue of the applications manager responsible for
the requestor's application system. When you select Option 2, you see the change requests in your queue, one at a time,
in order of change request ID number.

You can assign the request that is now on the screen, reject it, or view the next request by pressing the Enter key.

Assign Change Request

To assign the request to a programmer, enter the programmer's CCF key in the assignment field. To assign the request to
a group, enter the group name in the assignment field. The programmer must be defined to LIB/CCF as reporting to you. If
the LIB/CCF administrator assigned an authorization code, you must supply that too.

You can enter any further instructions or comments on the assignment in the field for manager comments.

When the assignment is entered, LIB/CCF redisplays the change request with the following message:

CCF020KI: Press Enter to confirm; END or jump to cancel

You can change the assignment now, before you press the Enter key, or you can defer making any assignment by leaving
the panel through the jump command or the End PF key. (PF3 for Roscoe and Vollie. PF3 is the default for ISPF, but the
user can override it.)

The following example shows the Assign Change Request panel:

FRI 09/02/03 ---------------- ASSIGN CHANGE REQUEST ----------------- 10.22.51

COMMAND ===>                                                                  

                                                                              

 REQUESTOR ===> Jane Doe                TYPE ===> PROBLEM  ID: WO000001       

                                                                              

      PHONE ===> x4038               MANAGER ===> Tom Smith                   

APPL/SYSTEM ===> ACCT             DEPARTMENT ===> Accounting                  

COORDINATOR ===> Gail Johnson          PHONE ===> X1234                       

                                                                              

DESCRIPTION ===> Subroutine LVSSECT must be changed to                        

                 accommodate rounding to the nearest tenth                    

                 of a cent.                                                   

                                                                              

                                                                              

                                                                              

MGR COMMENT ===>                                                              

            ===>                                                              

            ===>                                                              

                 OPENED: 08/23/03 13.10.31 BY JONES                           

 ASSIGNMENT ===>                           AUTHORIZATION===>                  
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Panel Fields

You cannot modify the following fields:

REQUESTOR
The name of the user who opened the request.

TYPE
Either PROBLEM or MODIFICATION.

ID
The change request number that the LIB/CCF system assigned

PHONE
The telephone number of the requestor.

MANAGER
The name of the requestor's manager.

APPL/SYSTEM
The name of the application system the request affects.

DEPARTMENT
The department name of the requestor.

COORDINATOR
The name of the person in the requestor's department who is assigned to coordinate requests for changes to this
application.

PHONE
The telephone number of the coordinator.

DESCRIPTION
A description of the problem to solved or modification to make.

OPENED
The date and time that the change request was opened, followed by the CCF ID that opened it. If the CCF ID was
converted, the actual user ID appears in parentheses to the right of the CCF ID.

You can modify the following fields:

MGR COMMENT
The applications manager's comments on the change request. The manager can use this field to annotate the
request or supply additional instructions to the programmer.

ASSIGNMENT
The CCF key for the programmer or group to whom the request is assigned.

AUTHORIZATION
The authorization code if required.

Panel Commands

You can enter the following commands on the assignment panel:

FIND <crid>
Finds and displays the specified Change Request ID. You can specify the ID in its complete form or by the right-
most numbers.
Example: FIND WO000010 or FIND 10

=n (jump)
Where n is an option number. Jumps the user to another option.
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REJECT
Displays a panel that lets you reject the currently viewed change request. The panel lets you enter comments and
reasons for the rejection.

REASSIGN
Displays a panel that lets the manager reassign an assigned change request from one programmer or group to
another. Both programmers or groups must be defined to LIB/CCF as reporting to the manager, otherwise, the
LIB/CCF administrator must make the reassignment.

Once the change request is assigned to a programmer or group, it appears in that programmer's queue (Option 3) or the
queues of all the programmers that are members of the specified group.

Reassigning a Change Request 1
You can reassign a change request to another programmer or group reporting to you by entering the REASSIGN
command from Option 2 (ASSIGN). Optionally, you can reassign all change requests assigned to a programmer or group.
Only the LIB/CCF administrator can reassign a programmer or group not defined to LIB/CCF as reporting to you.

If a change request is reassigned to a programmer, as opposed to a group, the ownership of any work in progress is also
reassigned (that is, any LIB/CCF tracking records are updated to reflect the new programmer ID).

When reassigning to a group, the ownership of any work in progress is not reassigned (this allows CCF to determine the
ownership of each module).

Reassign Change Request Panel
THU mm/dd/yy ------------ REASSIGN CHANGE REQUEST ------------------ 09.45.30

COMMAND ===>                                                                 

                                                                             

             _                                                               

                                                                             

      REQUEST ID ===>                       (blank for ALL requests)         

                                                                             

      PROGRAMMER ===>               REASSIGN TO PROGRAMMER ===>              

Panel Fields

The panel fields are:

PROGRAMMER
The LIB/CCF ID of the programmer or group to whom the change request is currently assigned.

REQUEST ID
The change request number. Leave this field blank to reassign all the change requests that were assigned to the
specified programmer.

REASSIGN TO PROGRAMMER
The LIB/CCF ID of the programmer or group to whom you are reassigning the requests.

Rejecting a Change Request
You can reject an unassigned change request by entering the REJECT command from Option 2 (ASSIGN). Rejecting a
change request lets you provide documentation on why the request was rejected and closes the change request.
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Reject Change Request Panel
THU mm/dd/yy -------------- REJECT CHANGE REQUEST ------------------- 09.44.33

COMMAND ===>                                                                  

                                                                              

            _                                                                 

                                                                              

  REQUEST ID: WO000009                                                        

                                                                              

 REASONS ===>                                                                 

         ===>                                                                 

         ===>                                                                 

         ===>                                                                 

         ===>                                                                 

         ===>                                                                 

         ===>                                                                 

         ===>                                                                 

         ===>                                                                 

         ===>                                                                 

         ===>                                                                 

         ===>                                                                 

                                                                              

             Record any comments and reasons for rejecting this request.      

                                                                              

                         Press Enter to reject, END to cancel                 

Panel Fields

The panel fields are:

REQUEST ID
Displays the change request number.

REASONS
Enter the reasons for rejecting the change request.

Programmer Functions
When an application manager assigns a change request to you or to a group where you are defined as a member, it
becomes one of the change requests that you can view by selecting Option 3 on the LIB/CCF main menu. Each change
request has a unique number that LIB/CCF assigned. You can find individual change requests by number, specifying
FIND WOnnnnnn or FIND nnnnnn on the command line of Option 3, where nnnnnn is the change request number. Or you
can view them one after the other in numerical order simply by pressing the Enter key.

When you determine which AllFusion Librarian members must be changed to fulfill the change request, log them out from
the production environment to the test environment using Option 4.

Use Option 5 to log the changed and fully tested programs back into the production environment.

Use Option 6 to initiate a production link request after verifying that the production compile is complete.
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Displaying Assigned Change Requests (Option 3)
Each change request appears by itself on the screen. You can look at them one after the other or go straight to a specific
change request by entering FIND and the change request number on the command line. You can use the scroll forward,
scroll backward, top, and bottom PF keys in viewing the change requests.

Change Request Panel
FRI 09/02/03 ----------- ASSIGNED CHANGE REQUEST ------------ 10.22.51        

COMMAND ===>                                                                  

                                                                              

 REQUESTOR===> Jane Doe              TYPE===> PROBLEM  ID: WO000001           

                                                                              

      PHONE ===> x4038                    MANAGER ===> Tom Smith              

APPL/SYSTEM ===> ACCT                  DEPARTMENT ===> Accounting             

COORDINATOR ===> Gail Johnson               PHONE ===> X1234                  

                                                                              

DESCRIPTION ===> Subroutine LVSSECT must be changed to                        

                 accommodate rounding to the nearest tenth                    

                 of a cent.                                                   

                                                                              

MGR COMMENT ===> This must be done by the 15th of next                        

                 month.                                                       

                                                                              

                 OPENED: 08/23/03 13.10.31 BY JONES                           

Panel Fields

You cannot make modifications on this panel. The fields that appear are:

REQUESTOR
The name of the user who opened the request.

TYPE
Either PROBLEM or MODIFICATION.

ID
The change request number that the LIB/CCF system assigned.

PHONE
The telephone number of the requestor.

MANAGER
The name of the requestor's manager.

APPL/SYSTEM
The name of the application system the request affects.

DEPARTMENT
The department name of the requestor.

COORDINATOR
The name of the person in the requestor's department who is assigned to coordinate requests for changes to this
application.

PHONE
The telephone number of the coordinator.
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DESCRIPTION
A description of the problem to solve or modification to make.

MGR COMMENT
The application manager's comments on the change request. The manager can use this field to annotate the
request or supply additional instructions to the programmer.

OPENED
The date and time that the change request was opened, followed by the CCF ID that opened it. If the CCF ID was
converted, the actual user ID appears in parentheses to the right of the CCF ID.

Panel Commands

You can enter the following commands on this panel:

FIND <crid>
Displays the specified change request number. You can specify the number in its complete form or by the right-
most numbers.
Example: FIND WO000010 or FIND 10

jump command
(Specified as =n, where n is an option number) Moves the user to another panel display.

PRINT
Prints one copy of the change request that is currently viewed using the default print location.
LIB/CCF-ISPF(VM/ESA) users can specify the destination of print requests and other pertinent information from
the Report Print Specification panel. You can reach this panel through Option 0. It redisplays for modification
when reports are produced. You can route print requests either to spool or to a user-defined VM/ESA file.

HELP
Invokes the HELP facility for further instructions. For Vollie and Roscoe, PF1 also invokes the HELP facility. For
ISPF, PF1 is the

default
HELP key. However, the user might have redefined it.

The last change request displayed is automatically carried over to the panels for Options 4, 6, 7, and 8.8 (Logout, Close,
Link, and Change Request Report generation).

Logging Out a Member to Test (Option 4)
Once you assign a change request, you can log out the production source modules needed to complete it by using Option
4. Option 4 displays up to three panels.

• Use the first panel to specify the change request number.
• The second panel then appears, showing a numbered list of valid pairs of production and test master files. Enter a

member name or wildcard specification and the number of the correct pair of master files from the list. You can scroll
this list, using the PF keys. (Wildcard specification is not available in LIB/CCF Vollie.)

• If you enter a wildcard specification, a third panel appears showing a selection list of the members on the production
master file specified. You can scroll this list using the PF keys and select any number of members to log out. (Selection
list processing is not available in LIB/CCF Vollie.)

The logout procedure copies the members you specified from the production master file to the test master file associated
with it.

Module Logout Panel
FRI mm/dd/yy --------------- MODULE LOGOUT ------------------- 12.22.02

COMMAND ===>                                                           
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MODULE ===>                                    REQUEST ID ===> WO000001

            (or "wildcard" name for selection list)                    

                                                                       

PRODUCTION MASTER FILE ===>                                            

                                                                       

AVAILABLE FILES: CHAIN DESC./CHAIN NUMBER/PRODUCTION/TEST:             

                                                                       

001) PAYROLL CHAIN                                 (00001)             

         LIBR.PROD.MAST                                                

             LIBR.TEST.MAST                                            

                                                                       

002) ACCOUNTING CHAIN                              (00002)             

         LIBR.PROD.MAST2                                               

             LIBR.TEST.MAST2                                           

*** END OF LIST ***                                                    

 

Panel Commands

You can enter the following commands on the logout panels:

=n (jump)
Where n is an option number. Jumps the user to another option.

HELP
Invokes the HELP facility for a description of the logout procedure. For Vollie and Roscoe, PF1 also invokes the
HELP facility. For ISPF, PF1 is the default However, the user might have redefined the HELP key.

When LIB/CCF is installed, the LIB/CCF administrator determines whether individual programmers can log out members
directly or a designated group of control personnel is responsible for this function.

If your site allows it, LIB/CCF moves the selected member from the production master file to the test master file as soon
as you enter the necessary information on the logout panel (Option 4).

The movement of the member is accomplished online or in batch, depending on the option your site selected. If your site
chose online transfer, it takes place immediately. If batch transfer was selected, LIB/CCF submits a job and places an
entry in the pending job status display.

With LIB/CCF-ISPF(VM/ESA), programmers can change the spool machine types before batch logouts. When a
programmer makes a logout request, LIB/CCF displays a Machine Type Specification panel. The rest of the job card
information displays to the Control Group, where that group can further modify it if necessary. The default values of these
panels are the data that was entered in Option 0.

If your site requires the control group to perform logouts, then, instead of effecting an immediate transfer, your Option
4 entry places a request in the Option 9 Movement Status display. The control group sees this display as a queue of
outstanding requests, which members of the control group process on behalf of the programmer. Again, the transfer can
take place online or in batch, depending on the option your site selected.

LIB/CCF records all activity pending for a member. No two programmers can log out the same member at the same time,
unless your site allows multiple logouts of a member.

History Create Panel

LIB/CCF maintains historical text describing all changes to members under its control. If no history exists for the member
you are logging out, a History Create/Modify panel appears. See page 4-11 for more information on this panel.

Complete the panel and press Enter to continue. The END PF key cancels the logout.
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Once the member is moved to the test master file, you can work on it there.

Wildcard Specification

With LIB/CCF Roscoe, ISPF(TSO), and ISPF(VM/ESA), you can request a member selection list by entering a wildcard
specification instead of a member name on the Option 4 panel. When you specify only an asterisk (*), a selection list of
the entire master file appears. If you specify a wildcard, a subset of the members on the AllFusion Librarian master file is
selected.

There are two ways of using the wildcard specification:

abc*
Placing an asterisk at the end of the specification selects all members whose names start with the characters
preceding the asterisk.

a*c
Placing an asterisk in a character position selects all members whose names are three characters long and
contain "a" in the first position and "c" in the third position. You can use any number of asterisks, as needed. Each
one represents one character.

You can use these two types together. For example, specifying a**c* selects members that have an "a" as the first
character, anything as the second or third character, "c" as the fourth character, and any number of unspecified characters
after that.

Logout Selection List (Except Vollie)

You can use the logout selection list to logout one or multiple members from the specified production master file. You can
scroll the list using the PF keys, selecting members and subsequently deselecting them before processing. Under ISPF,
you can also use the LOCATE, FIND, and RFIND commands to position the selection list. Under Roscoe, you can use the
FIND and NEXT commands. The selection list is not available in LIB/CCF-Vollie.

WED mm/dd/yy -------- LOGOUT SELECTION LIST ----- ROW 1 OF 51

                                                     01.32.34

COMMAND ===>                                 SCROLL ===> PAGE

                                                             

PROD MASTER: LIBR.PROD.MAST                     C/R: WO000013

TEST MASTER: LIBR.TEST.MAST                                  

                                                             

MEMBER                 OUTSTANDING    DESCRIPTION            

CDINTM6                              CD-6 MONTH INTEREST     

CDINTM12  SELECTED                   CD-12 MONTH INTEREST    

CDINTM24  SELECTED      WO000006     CD-24 MONTH INTEREST    

CDINTM36  SELECTED                   CD-36 MONTH INTEREST    

CDINCALC                             CD INTEREST CALCULATOR  

CDREPORT                             CD REPORT GENERATOR     

STOCK                                                        

STOCKCNV                                                     

TLHASH                  WO000003 *** No Description ***      

TLWEDR                  WO000003                             

TLXQAW                  WO000014                             

TLYQAW                  WO000014                             

TLZSDF                  WO000014                             

XXON                                                         
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Each line in the selection list contains one member name. If the member is currently logged out to another user, the
change request number displays under the column heading OUTSTANDING. If your site permits a member to be logged
out to multiple users, the member can be logged out with more than one change request. Only the first change request
number displays.

Line Selection Commands

You can enter the following line selection commands next to a member name in the logout selection list.

S
Selects a member for logout. A status of SELECTED displays to the right of the member name.

D
Removes the SELECTED status from a member. Use this line selection command if you decide not to logout the
member after it is selected.

I
Displays an AllFusion Librarian member description (up to 30 characters) under the DESCRIPTION heading. If
the member does not have a description, an appropriate message displays.

Panel Commands

You can enter the following commands on the logout selection list panel.

DESELECT [member|mem*]
Deselects a member before the PROCESS or SUBMIT command. You can specify an asterisk to deselect
multiple members (see the SELECT command above).

PROCESS
Logs out all members that were selected with the S line selection command. Can be abbreviated to P. As when
a single member is logged out, you are requested to provide history information if it does not exist. Similarly, if
you selected a member currently logged out with another change request and multiple logouts are allowed, you
are requested to confirm the new logout. If you decide not to continue with the logout or if your site does not allow
multiple logouts, the request fails.
In the event that an error condition prevents the logout of a member from successfully completing, a message
displays at the terminal, a status of FAILED displays to the right of the member name, and processing is
suspended. After correcting the condition that caused the logout to fail, you can use the REFRESH command to
rebuild the list. By entering the PROCESS command again, the logout is restarted with the next selected member.
As each logout successfully completes, an informational message displays on the message line and a status
of PROCESSED displays to the right of the member. This can indicate that the member was copied to the test
library, that a batch job was submitted to copy the member, or that the control group was notified of the request,
depending on the option the LIB/CCF Administrator chose.
When all selected members are processed, an informational message displays on the message line.

REFRESH
Rebuilds the logout selection list.

SELECT [member|mem*]
Selects the specified member for logout. An asterisk (*) at the end of a character string selects all members that
meet that member name criteria for logout. For example, the following command selects all member names
beginning with COB2.
SELECT COB2*

Specifying a member name that does not exist in the selection list adds that member name to the list and selects
it for logout. This is useful when you need to logout a new member to reserve the member name. It is also useful
when you select members with the same character prefix, but also need to select a member or members that did
not have that character prefix.
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SUBMIT
Submits a batch job (that executes the batch logout utility $CCFB102). The job logs out all of the members
selected from the selection list.
The History Create/Modify panel displays once before the submit for members that do not have any LIB/CCF
history information. The information you provide on the History Create/Modify panel is used for any members that
do not already have history information.
LIB/CCF tracks the job by adding a Job Submission Record (JSR) to the Option 11 queue.

Adding a Member to Production

There are times when you want to add a new member to a LIB/CCF-controlled production master file. For example, a
change request can require the creation of a new program. First, you must log out the member from Option 4 even though
the member does not already exist on the production master file. This reserves the member name that you choose to give
the new member. During the logout of the new member, LIB/CCF displays a History Create/Modify panel:

FRI mm/dd/yy ------------ HISTORY CREATE/MODIFY: NEWMOD ---------- 14.25.15

                                                                           

     SYSTEM ===>                                 REQUEST ID: WO000001      

DESCRIPTION ===>                                                           

   LANGUAGE ===>                                                           

   ABSTRACT ===>                                                           

            ===>                                                           

            ===>                                                           

            ===>                                                           

            ===>                                                           

            ===>                                                           

            ===>                                                           

            ===>                                                           

            ===>                                                           

            ===>                                                           

            ===>                                                           

            ===>                                                           

 

WARNING
You must enter a description of the member, the application system where it belongs, detailed abstract, and a
programming language. The programming language entered in this panel determines what action takes place
when that member is logged in.

For example, specifying a language of COB might compile the member at login. Your site determines the language to
action relationship. If you are not sure of the correct language to assign to a particular member, check with your manager
or the LIB/CCF administrator (since supplying the wrong language for a member causes login problems).

If you provide an invalid language (one not defined to LIB/CCF), LIB/CCF issues an error. Pressing PF1/13 provides a
list of valid languages and a description of each (LIB/CCF-Vollie does not provide a description). You can either enter the
correct language from this panel, or press PF3 to return to the History Create/Modify panel and enter the language there.

LIB/CCF uses the information you enter here to create a history member. If your site allows it, you can change the
language (and any other information on this panel) from Option 5 (LOGIN) through the HISTORY command.

Complete the panel and press Enter to continue. The END PF key cancels the logout.

After the information is entered, LIB/CCF issues the message:

Assuming new member.
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Because the member is new, you must create it on the test master file that was specified during logout. When you finish
working on it, you can log it in from Option 5.

NOTE
Once a member is added in this manner, the version is set to NEW. Members whose version is NEW cannot be
logged out multiple times (as existing members can) when ALLOWMULT is set to YES. Attempting this results in
a CCF040HW message, and this second logout request will not be fulfilled.

Logging in a Member to Production (Option 5)
When your work on a member is finished and you are ready to return it to the production environment, use Option 5 to
perform the login function. Option 5 lets you process a single member or multiple members associated with a change
request. The latter is referred to as Group Processing, described in the next section.

Module Login Panel
WED 04/04/03 ------------------ MODULE LOGIN ----------------- Row 1 to 4 of 4

                                                                      11.40.36

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE

  Available cmds: PROCESS/DELETE/HISTORY/BIND/EDIT/TEST n/INFO, SELECT<F> crid

                                                                              

       MODULE   CHAIN|MODULE TRACKING RECORD:                                 

   01) PGM01    00001  CR:WO000000 LOGOUT STAMP:03/14/03 13.08.21             

                                                                              

   02) PGM02    00001  CR:WO000000 LOGOUT STAMP:03/14/03 13.09.11             

                                                                              

   03) PGM04    00001  CR:WO000000 LOGOUT STAMP:03/14/03 13.10.17             

                                                                              

   04) PGM05    00001  CR:WO000000 LOGOUT STAMP:03/14/03 13.11.15             

                                                                              

******************************* Bottom of data********************************

Each entry shows the name of the member to log in, the chain number, the request number, and the date and time the
member was logged out. If this logout request was submitted to a control group and then rejected by that group for any
reason, the rejected request indicator also displays.

To see the names of the production master file where the member resides and the name of the test master file where the
member was copied during logout and other information enter I for information either on the Command Line or on any of
the entries. The following panel will be displayed with more information for all of the entries from the Module Login panel.
This is only a VIEW panel, commands may not be entered from this panel.

WED 04/04/03 ------------ MODULE LOGIN INFORMATION ----------- Row 1 to 3 of 4

                                                                      12.04.35

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE

                                                                              

       MODULE   CHAIN|MODULE TRACKING RECORD:                                 

   01) PGM01    00001 CR:WO000000 LOGOUT STAMP:03/14/03 13.08.21              

                 PROD MASTER: LIBR.TREEL01.PRODMAST                           

                 TEST MASTER: LIBR.TREEL01.TESTMAST                           

                 VERS=03141250                                                

                                                                              

   02) PGM02    00001 CR:WO000000 LOGOUT STAMP:03/14/03 13.09.11              

                 PROD MASTER: LIBR.TREEL01.PRODMAST                           

                 TEST MASTER: LIBR.TREEL01.TESTMAST                           
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                 VERS=03141251                                                

                                                                              

   03) PGM04    00001 CR:WO000000 LOGOUT STAMP:03/14/03 13.10.17              

                 PROD MASTER: LIBR.TREEL01.PRODMAST                           

                 TEST MASTER: LIBR.TREEL01.TESTMAST                           

                 VERS=03141253                                                

The second line for each entry displayed on the information panel is the name of the production master file where the
member resides. The third line is the name of the test master file where the member was copied during logout processing.
The last line is the date and time to supply for the AllFusion Librarian version check during login processing.

The form of this date/time value is:

mmddhhmm
(month, day, hour, minute) if the member was updated. For VM/ESA or Vollie sites, the date format can be ddmm.

mmdd
If the member was never updated.

*
NEW*
If the member was newly created to satisfy this change request.

The fourth line can also show information supplied by a site user exit.

Panel Commands

You can use the following commands in the login panel:

BIND n
(Except Vollie.) The value of n is the number of the Module Tracking Record entry. For use with DB2 for z/OS and
OS/390 bind options members only. Displays the DB2 Plan Update panel. See the “DB2 for z/OS and OS/390
Support In LIB/CCF” section for details on the BIND command.

DELETE n
The value of n is the number of the Module Tracking Record entry. This deletes the entry (that is, it cancels the
logout) and also deletes the member from the test master file, except when the MTR has a VERS=*NEW* or
*REJECTED* indicator. For MTRs that represent a new module or MTRs that the control group rejected, the MTR
is deleted, but the module is not deleted from the test master file.

EDIT n
(For z/OS and OS/390 ISPF only.) The value of n is the Module Tracking Record entry number. Invokes an ELIPS
edit session on the specified member. See the ELIPS Command Reference for information on editing a member
with ELIPS.

FIND <string>
Positions the display to the first occurrence of the specified string. Do not use delimiters.

HELP
Invokes the LIB/CCF help facility for a display of further information on this panel.

HISTORY n
The value of n is the number of the Module Tracking Record entry. Displays the History Create/Modify panel for
the member. You can modify the SYSTEM, DESC, LANGUAGE, and ABSTRACT information. Press Enter to
save the changes or PF3 to cancel the history information update. LIB/CCF can disable this command.

jump command
Specified as =n, where n is an option number, moves the user to another panel display.
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NEXT
(Roscoe and Vollie.) Positions the display to the next occurrence of the string that the FIND command previously
specified.

PROCESS n
The value of n is the number of the Module Tracking Record entry. The PROCESS command deletes the entry.
It then, according to how the LIB/CCF administrator defined the system, either copies the member from the test
master file to the next library in the library promotion path (either quality assurance or production) or initiates a
request to the control group.
Depending on site options, if a request is sent to the control group, this command can also lock the member on
the test master file so that no further changes can be made to it.
Once copied, the member is deleted from the test master file. The PROCESS command can also resubmit login
requests the control group rejected by removing the rejected entry and creating a new request.

RFIND
(ISPF only.) Positions the display to the next occurrence of the string that the FIND command previously
specified.

SELECT[F] cr#
(Except Vollie.) F is an optional character indicating the type of SELECT. The value of cr# is the number of the
LIB/CCF change request to select. See the section on LIB/CCF Group Processing.

TEST n
The value of n is the Module Tracking Record entry number. Submits a job for the test member. Generally, the
job performs a test compile of the member from the test master file. However, the LIB/CCF administrator defines
the JCL skeleton used for the job submission. It can contain any number of steps and perform any required
processing.
LIB/CCF does not track the submitted job (no Job Submission Record is placed in the Option 11 queue).
If the LIB/CCF administrator did not define the JCL skeleton or it was defined with a language type of NOP, the job
is not submitted.

INFO
This command displays more information about each entry in the Module Login panel. You can enter an I on the
command line or on any of the entries.

When you enter the PROCESS command, the login function proceeds. A History Update panel appears where you can
document the changes that you made to the member to satisfy this change request. LIB/CCF produces a history report if
the option to do this was specified at installation time. The entry is then removed from your login display.

With LIB/CCF-ISPF(VM/ESA), programmers can change the spool machine types before login. When a request is
processed, a Machine Type Specification panel displays. The rest of the job card information displays to the Control
Group, where it can be further modified if necessary. The default values of these panels are the data that was entered in
option 0.

What happens next depends on whether the programmer or the control group is responsible for the actual transfer from
the test master file back to the production master file.

If programmers are responsible, the member is transferred back to the production master file. If the control group is
responsible, an entry is made for the member in the Login/Logout Status display, Option 9. The actual transfer to the
production environment does not take place until a member of the control group processes this entry.

LIB/CCF verifies that the version of the production member that is being updated was not changed since the member was
logged out. If the verification fails, then the login request fails, and you must resolve discrepancies. See the section titled
There are Multiple Logouts for details. Once the problem is corrected, you can resubmit the login request.

When the login function is complete, the updated module is returned to the production master and the corresponding
object code is moved into the production object library.
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You can move the object code from a test object library, or create it by recompiling the source when it is logged back in,
according to the method your LIB/CCF administrator selected during installation and customization.

NOTE
If the object code is copied from the test object to the production object, the Source-Load Audit Trail (SLAT)
variables in the executable code do not match the SLAT variables in the production source.

Logging in Multiple Members Using Group Processing (Except Vollie)

The facilities of Group Processing available in LIB/CCF Roscoe, ISPF(TSO), and ISPF(VM/ESA) let the programmer
display the status of members associated with a change request and process those members in a group by entering one
command. You must first select the members to process using the SELECT command from the login panel.

THU mm/dd/yy ----------- GROUP PROCESSING-CR:WO000001 ---------- 15.32.44

                                                                         

COMMAND ===>                                             SCROLL ===> PAGE

                                                                         

MODULE   (PRTY) PROD MASTER / CURRENT MASTER                             

                                                                         

CDINTM12  (000) LIBR.PROD.MAST                VERS: 02261152             

                LIBR.TEST.MAST                                           

                LOGOUT: mm/dd/yy 14.50.53   LANGUAGE: ASSEMB             

                CURRENT STATUS: Under Development                        

                                                                         

CDINTM24  (002) LIBR.PROD.MAST                 VERS: 02261243            

                LIBR.TEST.MAST                                           

                LOGOUT: mm/dd/yy 14.51.32   LANGUAGE: ASSEMB             

                CURRENT STATUS: Under Development                        

                                                                         

CDINTM36  (002) LIBR.PROD.MAST                 VERS: 11191810            

                LIBR.REJECT.MAST                                         

                LOGOUT: mm/dd/yy 14.53.35   LANGUAGE: ASSEMB             

                CURRENT STATUS: Login Rejected by CNTL                   

The format of the SELECT command is:

SELECTx cr#
The value of x designates the type of SELECT to do. The value of cr# indicates the LIB/CCF change request
number to select.
You can specify the SELECTx portion of the command in one of the following forms:

SELECT
Selects all members currently logged out for the specified change request for that CCF user ID, now with the
group processing option. If your site is using the control group to process logins, the display includes members
rejected by the control group, but not members that the control group has pending.

NOTE
If logging out under groups, SELECT shows only the logged out members of the CCF USER ID of the
GROUP that is logged out to this ID.

SELECTF
Selects all members that were logged out or logged in with this change request. This includes all members that
were logged in to production and those that the control group has pending. Members that were logged out then
deleted are not selected.

You can specify the change request number as the full LIB/CCF change request number, as follows:
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SELECT WO000019

Or you can abbreviate it to only the significant digits of the change request number, as in:

SELECT 19

You can also abbreviate the SELECTx command as follows:

S 19 or SF 19

Group Processing displays a selection list containing three lines for each member. You can scroll the list using the PF
keys. Use the FIND command and RFIND (ISPF only) or NEXT (Roscoe only) commands to position the display. All
members appearing in the list were already selected. You do not have to select them individually before processing.

The first line of each entry includes the member name, the production master file that the member was logged out from,
and the date and time to supply for the AllFusion Librarian version check during login processing. The second line
contains the master file where the member currently resides and date (mmddyy) the member was logged out. The third
line contains the member's current status and the logout time (hhmmss).

The current status is one of the following:

Under Development
The member is available for modification in a test library or a reject library. The programmer can process it.

In Development (Reject)
The member was rejected from a Q/A library by the control group. It is available for modification in a test or reject
library. The programmer can process it.

LOGOUT not completed
A logout of the member was requested, but the control group has not yet processed it.

Logged in by programmer
A login of the member was requested, but the control group has not yet processed it.

Login rejected by CNTL
The control group rejected the programmer’s login request. The member is available for modification in the test
library. The programmer can process it.

Batch job outstanding
LIB/CCF submitted a batch job to process this member, which is currently outstanding. Processing of the batch
job must successfully complete before further processing can take place on this member. See the Rerunning a
Failed Batch Job section in the “Reports” section for more information.

In Q/A - NOT Compiled
The member was moved to a quality assurance library, but the compile processing was not performed.

In QA - Compiled
The member was moved to a quality assurance library and any necessary compile processing is complete.

Production - NOT Compiled
The member was moved back into the production library, but no compile processing was performed.

Production - Compiled
The member was moved back into the production library, and any necessary compile processing is complete

Not logged out under z/OS and OS/390 or VM/ESA
An LIB/CCF system -- other than the one used for processing the login -- logged out the member. The member
must be logged in on the system where the logout originated.

** Deselected **
This member was deselected and must be selected again before group processing can process it. You can select
the member by placing an S to the left of the member name in the selection list or by issuing another SELECTx
command from the command line.
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** Processed **
The requested processing was done for this member.

From the group processing display, you can process the selected members with the BIND, DELETE, EDIT, HISTORY,
PROCESS, and TEST commands described previously. However, from the group processing display, these commands
have additional syntax for added flexibility.

This syntax is described following.

BIND [library|lib*[(member|mem*)]] 

DELETE [library|lib*[(member|mem*)]] 

EDIT [library|lib*[(member|mem*)]] 

HISTORY [library|lib*[(member|mem*)]] 

PROCESS [library|lib*[(member|mem*)]] 

TEST [library|lib*[(member|mem*)]] 

In addition to the commands listed above, the DESELECT and SUBMIT commands are also available:

DESELECT [library|lib*[(member|mem*)]]
Deselects a member before the PROCESS or SUBMIT command. Specify a member name prefix followed by
an asterisk to deselect all members starting with that prefix. Specify just an asterisk to deselect all selected
members.

SUBMIT [cmd[ library|lib*[(member|mem*)]] ]
Submits a batch job. The job performs the processing specified by the cmd parameter. If all parameters are
omitted, PROCESS is the default. If multiple members are processed, another job is submitted for each member
requiring compile or move processing.
For members that do not have any LIB/CCF history information, the History Create/Modify panel displays before
the submit. LIB/CCF tracks the job by adding a Job Submission Record (JSR) to the Option 11 queue.
The SUBMIT parameters are:
cmd

Specify DELETE, PROCESS, or TEST to submit a job to perform the specified command.
library

Specify the current library name, a current library name prefix followed by an asterisk (for example,
TESTMA*), or just an asterisk.

member
Specify the member name, a member name prefix followed by an asterisk (for example, CBL*), or just an
asterisk.
Rather than processing each member separately, all selected members with a status of Under
Development, In Development - Reject, or Login rejected in CNTL are logged in when the PROCESS
command is entered or deleted when the DELETE command is entered. Members are processed
according to the options the LIB/CCF administrator selected, as described in the previous section.
Members with any other status are not processed.

While processing all members for a change request together is desirable in most cases, you might frequently want to
exclude certain members from the group, leaving them to process at a later time. To prevent a member from processing,
enter a D on the line selection field to the left of the member name. DESELECTED appears as the current status. When a
command is entered, deselected members are not processed. If you decide that you want to login a member you already
deselected, you can select it again by entering an S in the line selection field.

The SUBMIT function submits a job that can spawn additional jobs, thereby freeing the keyboard for other functions.
For non-SUBMIT function processing, as each member is processed, an informational message displays. If processing
submits a job, the message includes the job name and number. The keyboard remains locked until all members are
processed.
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When LIB/CCF processing submits z/OS and OS/390 batch jobs and you specify the NOTIFY= operand on the JOB card,
the message generated when the job completes can interrupt the display, halting processing until the user intervenes.
Since group processing is designed to process a large volume of members at one time, it is suggested that you not use
the NOTIFY= operand on the JOB card. However, if the jobs that are submitted will not execute immediately, the group
processing display is probably not interrupted by the use of the NOTIFY= operand.

Once a command is issued, you must enter another SELECTx command before you can process any other members.
Alternatively, the REFRESH command produces an updated display for the change request.

Initiating a Production Link Request (Option 6)
Once you update all source members for a change request, you probably need to relink the application. You can do this
by proceeding to Option 6 after the login functions are complete. Site options determine whether you can proceed with
the link of a change request with unresolved activity, such as outstanding Module Tracking Records, Module Movement
Records, Job Submission Records, or duplicate System Link Records.

System Link Edit Panel
THU mm/dd/yy ----------------- SYSTEM LINK EDIT ---------------- 15.42.44

                                                                         

COMMAND ===>                                                             

                                                                         

PRODUCTION MASTER FILE  ===> 001                 REQUEST ID ===> WO000004

                                                                         

LKED SYSIN MEMBER ===>              OR      LKED JCL MEMBER ===>         

OVERRIDE SKELETON ===>                                                   

                                                                         

 AVAILABLE FILES: CHAIN DESC./CHAIN NUMBER/PRODUCTION/LOAD:              

                                                                         

001) PAYROLL CHAIN                                   (00001)             

        LIBR.PROD.MAST                                                   

            LIBR.PROD.LOAD                                               

                                                                         

002) ACCOUNTING CHAIN                                (00002)             

        LIBR.PROD.MAST2                                                  

            LIBR.PROD.LOAD2                                              

                                                                         

*** END OF LIST ***                                                      

Your LIB/CCF administrator also specifies whether link-edits are performed online or by the submission of a batch job
(online link-edits are supported only in the z/OS and OS/390 LIB/CCF environment).

NOTE
If online link-editing was specified as an installation option, only the LKED SYSIN MEMBER field appears on the
above panel.

As is the case with the transfer of members to and from production files, the responsibility for actually performing the link-
edit can rest either with the control group or with the programmer.

If the programmer is responsible, the link-edit is performed immediately. If the control group is responsible, the request is
placed in the control group's queue, to be processed from Option 10 (LINK STATUS).

For batch link-edits, for each application to link, you must provide the input for the linkage editor in a member on the
production master file containing the source module.

The input can be in one of two forms:
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• The site can provide a standardized link-edit JCL skeleton and require that, when the link request is initiated, a
member containing only the linkage editor input statements is named on the Option 6 panel. If your site uses this
option, LIB/CCF generates the appropriate JCL when the link request is submitted.

• For applications with more specialized requirements (that is, the creation of several executable modules at one time),
you can provide a member containing a complete JCL stream.

Batch Link-Edit for Vollie

When you enter Option 6, you see a list of production master files and associated core image libraries. Enter the number
of the pair that defines the master file containing the associated linkage editor input and the core image library where the
phases should be linked.

You must also enter either a LINK INPUT member or a LINK JCL member. The required contents of these members are
as follows:

LINK INPUT MEMBER
Must contain the required link-edit PHASE and INCLUDE statements. Other link-edit control statements are
optional. LIB/CCF-Vollie does an automatic phase backup (when requested) based on the names specified in the
PHASE statements.

LINK JCL MEMBER
Must contain the complete link-edit JCL stream. The member must consist of a single job and include POWER
JCL. The automatic phase backup is not done unless such a step is contained in the JCL member itself. The link
JCL member is submitted as is.

If you entered a LINK INPUT member, you also see the Linkage Editor Options Selection panel. To choose an option,
place an X next to the display. Selected options are included on the generated link-edit ACTION control statement.

Batch Link-Edit for Roscoe and ISPF(TSO)

When you enter Option 6, you see a panel asking for the Change Request ID and the function you want to perform (a
link or bind). For details on binding a DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 application, see "DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 Support in
LIB/CCF." If you allow the panel to default to L (for link), you see a list of production master files and their associated
production load libraries. Enter the number of the pair that defines the master file containing the associated linkage editor
input and the load library where the modules should be linked.

You must also enter either a LKED SYSIN member, a LKED JCL member, and an OVERRIDE SKELETON name. The
required contents of these members are as follows:

LKED SYSIN MEMBER
Mutually exclusive with LKED JCL MEMBER. Specifies a production master file member that contains the
required link-edit INCLUDE statements that reference a ddname of OBJECT and a link-edit NAME statement
specifying the REPLACE(R) option. Other link-edit control statements are optional. LIB/CCF does the automatic
load module backup, when requested, based on the load modules the link-edit NAME statements name. This
member is used as SYSIN to the default link skeleton unless an OVERRIDE SKELETON is specified.

LKED JCL MEMBER
Mutually exclusive with LKED SYSIN MEMBER and OVERRIDE SKELETON. Specifies a complete link-edit JCL
stream that resides on the production master file. LIB/CCF submits the member as is for execution. The job name
is derived from the job card included in this member, not from the Option 0 Job Specification. The automatic load
member backup is not done unless a step is inserted into the JCL stream to accomplish it.

OVERRIDE SKELETON
Mutually exclusive with LKED JCL MEMBER. Requires a LKED SYSIN MEMBER. Specifies a skeleton to use
in place of the default link skeleton. The skeleton must reside in the skeleton library for TSO and VM/ESA or the
library where LIB/CCF is installed for Roscoe. The LKED SYSIN MEMBER is used as SYSIN to the OVERRIDE
SKELETON.
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If you entered a LKED SYSIN MEMBER, you also see the Linkage Editor Options Selection panel. To choose an option,
place an X next to it on the display. Selected options are inserted into the PARM= field of the EXEC statement in the JCL
stream that is submitted.

NOTE
If online link editing was specified as an installation option, only the LKED SYSIN MEMBER field appears on this
panel.

Batch Link-Edit for ISPF(VM/ESA)

LIB/CCF-ISPF(VM/ESA) can submit a link-edit job stream to an z/OS and OS/390, VSE/ESA, or VM/ESA batch machine.
When you enter Option 6, you are prompted with a panel asking for the LIB/CCF Change Request number, followed by
a panel presenting you with a list of production master files and their associated production load or core image libraries.
Enter the number of the pair that defines the master file containing the associated linkage editor input and the load or core
image library where the modules should be linked.

You must also enter some combination of the fields listed following to describe the link-edit input.

SYSIN MEMBER
Mutually exclusive with JCL MEMBER and MODULE NAME. Specifies a member on the production master file
that contains the appropriate link-edit control statements. This member is used as input to the default link-edit
skeleton or, if specified, the OVERRIDE SKELETON. A Machine Type Specification panel displays letting you
change spool machine types. LIB/CCF determines which default skeleton to use based on the operating system
supplied. You also see the Linkage Editor Options Selection panel. To choose an option, place an X next to it on
the display.
When linking VSE/ESA applications, this member must contain the required link-edit PHASE and INCLUDE
statements. Selected link-edit options are included on the generated ACTION link-edit control statement.
When linking z/OS and OS/390 applications, this member must contain the required link-edit INCLUDE
statements that reference a ddname of OBJECT and a link-edit NAME statement having the REPLACE(R) option
specified. Selected link-edit options are inserted into the PARM= field of the EXEC statement in the JCL stream
that is submitted.
When linking VM/ESA applications, this member can contain the required link-edit INCLUDE and NAME
statements for the LKED command or LOAD and GENMOD commands. Selected link-edit options are inserted
into the GENMOD or LKED command. Use of this field can vary, depending on how the LIB/CCF administrator
defined the link skeleton.
Other link-edit control statements are optional. LIB/CCF does the automatic load member backup, when
requested, based on the load modules named by the link-edit control statements supplied.

Module NAME
Mutually exclusive with SYSIN MEMBER and JCL MEMBER. The MODULE NAME supplied replaces the
$CCFMOD variable in the default or override link-edit skeleton. A Machine Type Specification panel displays
letting you change spool machine types. LIB/CCF determines which default skeleton to use based on the
operating system supplied. You also see the Linkage Editor Options Selection panel. To choose an option, place
an X next to it on the display. If you use the MODULE NAME field, the JCL skeleton used must contain all the
necessary link-edit control statements for the operating system it is submitted to. Link-edit options are inserted as
described earlier. LIB/CCF does the automatic load member backup, when requested, based on the module name
supplied.

OVERRIDE SKELETON
Mutually exclusive with JCL MEMBER. Requires either a MODULE NAME or SYSIN MEMBER. Specifies a
skeleton to use in place of the default link skeleton. The link skeleton member must contain a complete link-edit
job skeleton for the environment. It must also include all necessary link-edit control statements if it is used with
the MODULE NAME field. Processing proceeds as described for either the MODULE NAME or SYSIN MEMBER
fields.
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JCL MEMBER
Mutually exclusive with the SYSIN MEMBER, MODULE NAME, and OVERRIDE SKELETON. Specifies a
complete link-edit JCL stream that resides on the production master file. LIB/CCF submits the member as is
for execution. The automatic load member backup is not done unless a step is inserted into the JCL stream
to accomplish it. The Machine Type Specification Panel displays letting you change the spool machine type
information.

Online Link-Edit for z/OS and OS/390

Online link is available only in the z/OS and OS/390 LIB/CCF environment.

If online link-editing was specified as the installation option, each application to link must have an associated SYSIN
member on the production master file that conforms to the requirements described following.

When you enter Option 6, you see a list of production master files and associated production load libraries. Enter the
number of the master file that contains the associated linkage editor input for the application to relink.

The required contents of the LKED SYSIN MEMBER are as follows:

LKED SYSIN MEMBER
Specifies a production master file member that contains the required link-edit INCLUDE statements that reference
a ddname of OBJECT and a link-edit NAME statement specifying the REPLACE(R) option. Other link-edit control
statements are optional. LIB/CCF does the automatic load module backup, when requested, based on the load
modules named by the link-edit NAME statements.

After entering a LKED SYSIN MEMBER, you see the Linkage Editor Options Selection panel. To choose an option, place
an X next to it on the display. Selected options are inserted into the PARM= field of the EXEC statement in the JCL stream
that is submitted.

Closing a Change Request (Option 7)
After the source changes are made and the application system is linked, you must select this option to close the change
request and generate a report. If the LIB/CCF Administrator selected the appropriate option, three copies of the report are
directed to you as the programmer, which you must distribute appropriately.

LIB/CCF-ISPF(VM/ESA) users can specify the destination of print requests and other pertinent information from the
Report Print Specification panel. You can reach this panel through Option 0. It redisplays for modification when reports are
produced. You can route print requests either to spool or a user-defined VM/ESA file.

You must complete three panels to close a change request. They fully document what work was done, on which
programs, and what testing was performed to verify that the work is complete and correct.

The first panel requires you to enter the change request number. It validates this number before continuing to the next
panel in the sequence. Use the ANALYSIS section of this panel to summarize the changes made and the reasoning that
led to them.

The second panel requires you to enter the names of the routines that were modified to support the requested
enhancement or repair. They can be the names of any affected subroutines in a single member, the names of all members
affected by the request, or a combination of both.

On the final panel, you must show that appropriate testing of the changes was completed. Enter the names of any test
jobs and the dates they were added or modified, descriptions of new user inputs and outputs the application is to handle,
and any changes to documentation (such as user guides or operations guides) that must be made.
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Display Panels
If a control group manages certain functions at your site, the LIB/CCF display panels let you view the status of any
requests you made for these control functions. The status of login and logout requests is shown in the Option 9
(MOVEMENT STATUS) display. The status of system link or DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 bind requests is shown in the
Option 10 (LINK STATUS) display. If your site uses batch jobs to perform member transfer, compile, or link functions, you
can check the status of those batch jobs that are pending on the Option 11 (JOB STATUS) display.

Displaying Movement Status (Option 9)

This option displays the status of login and logout requests.

FRI mm/dd/yy ----------- LOGIN/LOGOUT REQUEST STATUS --------- Row 1 to 2 of 2

                                                                      13.35.10

                                                                              

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE

 Available cmds: PROCESS/REJECT/UNLOCK/DELETE n/INFO, SELECT crid             

                                                                              

     MODULE      CHAIN|MODULE MOVEMENT RECORD:                                

 01) PGM03      00001  CR:WO000001 PROD  DATE:04/06/01 11.20.4 PGMR:  TREEL01 

                                                                              

 02) TEST1      00001  CR:WO000001 PROD  DATE:04/06/01 11.21.0 PGMR:  TREEL01 

******************************* Bottom of data *******************************

 

Each entry of the Module Movement Record (MMR) contains the member name, the chain number, the related change
request ID, the direction of the transfer (either PROD or TEST), the date and time of the request, and the programmer
who made the request.

To see more information about the movement, such as names of the production file, the test file enter an I on the
command line or on any of the entries. The following panel will be displayed with more information for all of the entries
from the LOGIN/LOGOUT REQUEST STATUS panel. This is only a VIEW panel, commands cannot be entered from this
panel.

FRI mm/dd/yy ------------ LOGIN/LOGOUT INFORMATION ----------- Row 1 to 2 of 2

                                                                      13.35.10

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE

                                                                              

     MODULE      CHAIN|MODULE MOVEMENT RECORD:                                

 01) PGM03      00001  CR:WO000001 PROD  DATE:04/06/01 11.20.4 PGMR:  TREEL01 

                 PROD MASTER: LIBR.TREEL01.PRODMAST                           

                 CURR MASTER: LIBR.TREEL01.TESTMAST                           

                 VERS=04031459                                                

                                                                              

 02) TEST1      00001  CR:WO000001 PROD  DATE:04/06/01 11.21.0 PGMR:  TREEL01 

                 PROD MASTER: LIBR.TREEL01.PRODMAST                           

                 CURR MASTER: LIBR.TREEL01.TESTMAST                           

                 VERS=03071719                                                

                                                                              

******************************* Bottom of data *******************************

 

The second line of each entry in the display above indicates the name of the production master file.

The third line indicates the name of the test master file.
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The fourth line shows the Librarian version date. This field contains a date in one of the following formats:

mmddhhmm
Month, day, hour, minute if the member was updated. For VM/ESA or Vollie sites, the date format can be ddmm.

mmdd
If the member was never updated.

*NEW*
If the member does not yet exist on this production master file, but is to be newly created to satisfy this change
request.

Following the version identifier is a user data area that a site user exit can fill in.

Panel Commands

The following commands are available to programmers from this panel.

WARNING
The PROCESS, REJECT, and UNLOCK commands, which also appear on this panel, are reserved for control
group use.

DELETE n
The value of n is the number of the entry on the Login/Logout Status Display. This is valid only for rejected
requests and removes them from the display.

FIND <string>
Positions the display to the first occurrence of the specified string. Do not use delimiters.

HELP
Invokes the LIB/CCF help facility for further information on the panel. For Vollie and Roscoe, PF1 also invokes the
HELP facility. For ISPF, PF1 is the default However, the user might have redefined the HELP key.

=n (jump)
The value of n is an option number. Jumps the user to another option.

NEXT
(Roscoe and Vollie) Positions the display to the next occurrence of the string that the FIND command previously
specified.

RFIND
(ISPF only) Positions the display to the next occurrence of the string that the FIND command previously specified.

INFO
This command displays more information about each entry in the Login/Logout Request Status panel. You can
enter an I on the command line or on any of the entries.

Displaying Link/Bind Status (Option 10)

This option displays the system link-edit and DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 bind requests. Site option determines whether you
can view all of the requests or just your own.

    REQUEST SYSTEM LINK/BIND RECORD:                                          

                                                                              

01) WO000015 LKED SYSIN MEMBER: LKEDMEM OPTS: 001101 PGMR:ROW                 

         PROD MASTER: LIBR.PROD.MAST                                          

CHAIN: 00005 LKED:  mm/dd/yy 14:29:53   FILEID:  001                          

                                                                              

02) WO000036 BIND SYSIN MEMBER:  BINDMEM *REJECTED*   PGMR: HU                

         PROD MASTER: LIBR.PROD.MAST                                          
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CHAIN: 00005 BIND:  mm/dd/yy 15.30.56   FILEID: 001

 

The first line of the System Link/Bind Record (SLR) indicates the change request number associated with this link or bind
request, the name of the member on the production master containing the link-edit or bind stream, the link-edit option
flags (described following), and the name of the programmer who issued the request. If the control group rejected the
request, the *REJECTED* request indicator displays in this line of the entry.

The second line indicates the production master file name.

The third line indicates the date and time of the request, as well as the chain number specified during logout processing.

The fourth line is a user data area that a site user exit can fill in.

Link-Edit Option Settings

The link-edit option settings are applicable only for link-edit requests. The options flags indicate what linkage editor
options were specified for the system link request. A flag byte with the value of zero indicates that the option was not
requested, while a flag byte with the value of 1 or higher indicates that the option was requested.

The option for each flag byte follows.

For z/OS and OS/390:

Setting Option
1xxxxx LET LET
x1xxxx NCAL
xx1xxx NORENT
xxx1xx NOREUS
xxxx1x NOT REFR
xxxxx1 NOTEST

For VSE/ESA:

Setting Option
1xxx MAP
x1xx AUTO
xx1x CANCEL
xxx1 SMAP

For VM/ESA:

VM/ESALink VM/ESALoad VM/ESAGenmod
xxxxx LET 1xxx CLEAR 1xxx MAP
1xxxx NCAL 2xxx NO CLEAR 2xxx NOMAP
x1xxx RENT x1xx AUTO x1xx STR
xx1xx REUS x2xx NOAUTO x2xx NOSTR
xxx1x REFR xx1x LIBE xx1x SYSTEM
xxxx1 unused xx2x NOLIBE xxx1 OS

xxx1 RLDSAVE xxx2 DOS
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xxx3 ALL

ORIGIN, if specified, is the origin address for LOAD.

Panel Commands

The following commands are available to programmers from this panel.

WARNING
The PROCESS and REJECT commands, which also appear on the panel, are reserved for control group use.

DELETE n
The value of n is the number of the entry in the display. This command deletes a rejected link request. Only the
programmer who made the request can use it.

FIND <string>
Positions the display to the first occurrence of the specified string. Do not use delimiters.

HELP
Invokes the LIB/CCF help facility for further information on this panel. For Vollie and Roscoe, PF1 also invokes the
HELP facility. For ISPF, PF1 is the default However, the user might have redefined the HELP key.

=n (jump)
The value of n is an option number. Jumps the user to another option.

NEXT
(Roscoe and Vollie.) Positions the display to the next occurrence of the string that the FIND command previously
specified.

RFIND
(ISPF only.) Positions the display to the next occurrence of the string that the FIND command previously
specified.

Displaying Job Status (Option 11)

This option displays a list of all jobs that LIB/CCF submitted and are not yet executed or did not execute successfully.
Depending on the installation option, either the programmer or the control group is responsible for checking the job
listings.

Pending Job Status Panel

For every batch job submitted by LIB/CCF (except print jobs), a Job Submission Record (JSR) is created to track the job.
Pending Job Status Report displays a list of all outstanding Job Submission Records. An outstanding JSR indicates that
the job is either currently executing, awaiting execution (for z/OS and OS/390, it can be a scheduled job) or executed
unsuccessfully. These batch jobs can include jobs to perform module movements, compiles, link-edits, or DB2 for z/OS
and OS/390 binds.

         P E N D I N G J O B S T A T U S R E P O R T              

                                                                  

LIA       J03747 CR: WO000038 DATE: mm/dd/yy 13.56.00 PGMR: LI    

          PROD MASTER: LIBR.PROD.MAST                             

          MODULE NAME: ACCTTXT   TYPE:  MOVE Y3560437             

          VERS=09771348                                           

                                                                  

TOTAL:   00000001                                                 

 

A manager can request the report for a single programmer or all of the programmers in your group.
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A programmer can request the report only for jobs that he submitted.

The control group can request the report for a single programmer or for all programmers (from all groups).

Panel Commands

The following commands are available while viewing this panel:

EDIT n
(ISPF only.) The value of n indicates the number of the entry. This facilitates editing of the corresponding JCL
(Yxxxxxxx) member (via ELIPS edit processing). See the ELIPS Command Reference for information on editing a
member with ELIPS.

NOTE
If JSREDIT (CCF Option 12, System Profile Table) is set to NO (the default), only control group
members may attempt to edit the member. Otherwise, edit is only restricted per security access rules.
See the Rerunning a Failed Batch Job and Batch Job Fails sections in the “Exception Handling”
section for further details. For more information about the System Profile Table, see the System Profile
Table sec tion in the “LIB/CCF Batch Utilities for Advantage Roscoe and ISPF(TSO)” section in the
"Implementing LIB/CCF" section.

FIND <string>
Positions the display to the first occurrence of the specified string. Do not use delimiters.

HELP
Invokes the LIB/CCF help facility for further information on the panel. For Vollie and Roscoe, PF1 also invokes the
HELP facility. For ISPF, PF1 is the default However, the user might have redefined the HELP key.

=n (jump)
The value of n is an option number. Jumps the user to another option

NEXT
(Roscoe and Vollie.) Positions the display to the next occurrence of the string that the FIND command previously
specified.

PROCESS n
The value of n indicates the number of the entry. It deletes the entry from the queue. Depending on site option,
the PROCESS command can be reserved for the control group.

NOTE
The PROCESS command is not valid for jobs that the LIB/CCF scheduler interface scheduled. To
delete the JSR entry for these jobs, you must use the RESUBMIT command and restart the job at the
CHECKOFF step.

RFIND
(ISPF only.) Positions the display to the next occurrence of the string that the FIND command previously
specified.

SSTATUS n
(For Roscoe and TSO, if a scheduler is defined to LIB/CCF.) Can be abbreviated to SS. The value of n is the
number of the change request. If a change request number is specified, the Scheduler Status panel displays. If a
change request number is omitted, the Scheduled Selection List panel displays. See the “Scheduling z/OS and
OS/390 Batch Jobs in LIB/CCF” section for information about both of these panels.

RESUBMIT n
The value of n indicates the entry number.
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• For VSE/ESA and VM/ESA jobs -- Resubmits the job, deletes the entry, and creates a new entry for the job
submitted.

• For z/OS and OS/390 jobs -- Issuing the RESUBMIT command from Option 11 displays the Pending Job
Restart panel:

Pending Job Restart Panel

Each JCL EXEC statement appears on the Pending Job Restart panel. The restart function adds the OS JCL RESTART
parameter as the second line of the job card.

FRI mm/dd/yy -------- PENDING JOB RESTART ---------- 02.34.42

                                                             

COMMAND ===>                                 SCROLL ===> PAGE

          Select a STEPNAME to restart, or END to CANCEL     

                                                             

*STEPNAME *----------- J C L R E C O R D ----------------*   

 GETTEST  //GETTEST  EXEC PGM=LIBRCOPY

 PUTPROD  //PUTPROD  EXEC PGM=AFOLIBR,PARM='NRJS',COND=(0,NE)

 DELTEST  //DELTEST  EXEC PGM=AFOLIBR,PARM='NRJS',COND=(0,NE)

 STEP1    //STEP1    EXEC PGM=AFOLIBR,PARM='NRJS',COND=(0,NE)

          //STEP2    EXEC ASMHC,PARM='DECK',COND=(0,NE)

 CHECKOFF //CHECKOFF EXEC PGM=$CCFB100,COND=(4,LT)

 

Primary Commands

The primary commands available from this panel are:

END
Cancels the resubmit.

RESTART -stepname|stepname.procstepname-
Restarts the job from the specified job step or procedure step. See the IBM z/OS and OS/390 JCL Guide for a
detailed explanation of the RESTART subparameters.

Line Command

The line command available from the STEPNAME selection list is:

S
Selects a STEPNAME to restart. You must start a step that executes a procedure with the RESTART command.

Version Failure Panel

When restarting a batch, group processing login/move job (indicated by a type of BHLI in the Job Submission Record), the
version failure panel displays.

WED mm/dd/yy ------------------ PENDING JOB RESTART ------------------ 17.08.1

COMMAND ===>                                                                  

            _                                                                 

                                                                              

 Specify the version failure option for restarting the batch group processing 

 login/move:                                                                  

                                                                              

Generate ARCHIVE CROSS-LEVEL REPORT ===>      or,  (default)                  

OVERRIDE the FIRST version failure  ===>      or,                             
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OVERRIDE ALL version failures       ===>      or,                             

SKIP the FIRST version failure      ===>      or,                             

SKIP ALL version failures           ===>           (and submit xref)          

 

Panel Fields

The following fields appear on this panel:

Generate ARCHIVE CROSS-LEVEL REPORT
When the first version failure occurs, processing stops and a cross-level report is submitted for the module.

OVERRIDE the FIRST version failure
The first version failure error is overridden, but the second submits a cross-level report and processing stops.

OVERRIDE ALL version failures
Overrides ALL version failures.

SKIP the FIRST version failure
Skips the first module having a version failure error, but the second submits a cross-level report and processing
stops.

SKIP ALL version failures
Skips ALL modules that have version failure errors; all others are processed.

Control Group Functions
You can configure LIB/CCF to let the programmer perform a module logout and login and link edit an application.
However, for reasons of security and auditability, your LIB/CCF administrator can restrict the programmer from some or all
of the three above activities. Instead of executing the programmer requests directly, LIB/CCF passes the requests on to a
control group for approval and processing.

As a member of the control group, you must review programmer requests for those activities under your control. You can
reject a request if your group feels that the activity is unwarranted, unprepared, untimely, or for whatever reasons your
group considers important. The programmer is notified of your rejection. Otherwise, you approve the request, in effect
letting LIB/CCF continue with processing the request. As a member of the control group, you are generally concerned
with Option 9 (MOVEMENT STATUS), Option 10 (LINK STATUS), and Option 11 (JOB STATUS). The following sections
describe each option.

Processing Login and Logout Requests (Option 9)
If your LIB/CCF system is set up for the control group to process programmer's requests for logouts and logins, every
time the programmer does a logout from Option 4 or a login from Option 5, LIB/CCF places the request in the module
movement queue of Option 9. Each request takes the form of a Module Movement Record (MMR).

Option 9 lets you process a single member or multiple members associated with a change request. The latter is referred
to as Group Processing. The following section describes Group Processing.

When the control group processes a request, LIB/CCF executes the movement either online or in batch, depending on
site option. If quality assurance (QA) libraries are defined for your site, a member whose login request was processed
goes to the next level QA library defined in the library promotion path. If all QA libraries are exhausted, the member goes
to the production library.

If a batch job is submitted to perform the movement, LIB/CCF creates a Job Submission Record (JSR) in Option 11 (JOB
STATUS). See the section titled Processing Pending Jobs for details on Job Submission Records.

When you reject a login request, the programmer is notified of the rejection by a rejected login request in Option 5
(LOGIN).
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If a reject library is defined in the library promotion path, rejecting a login request moves the member to the defined reject
library from where is presently resides. If no reject library is defined in the promotion path, the member stays where it is.
By site option, you can be required to unlock the rejected member so that the programmer can access it. Use the Option 9
UNLOCK command to free the rejected member and make it available for the programmer to work on.

Module Movement Record Panel

The following example displays a Module Movement Record.

FRI 04/06/01 ----------- LOGIN/LOGOUT REQUEST STATUS --------- Row 1 to 2 of 2

                                                                      13.35.10

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE

 Available cmds:  PROCESS/REJECT/UNLOCK/DELETE n/INFO, SELECT crid            

                                                                              

     MODULE       CHAIN|MODULE MOVEMENT RECORD:                               

 01) PGM03       00001  CR:WO000001 PROD  DATE:04/06/01 11.20.4 PGMR:  TREEL01

                                                                              

 02) TEST1       00001  CR:WO000001 PROD  DATE:04/06/01 11.21.0 PGMR:  TREEL01

******************************* Bottom of data *******************************

 

Each entry of the Module Movement Record (MMR) contains the member name, the chain-ID, the related change request
ID, the direction of the transfer (either PROD or TEST), the date and time of the request, and the programmer who made
the request.

To see more information about the movement, such as names of the production file, the test file enter an I on the
command line or on any of the entries. The following panel will be displayed with more information for all of the entries
from the LOGIN/LOGOUT REQUEST STATUS panel. This is only a VIEW panel, commands cannot be entered from this
panel.

FRI 04/06/01 ------------ LOGIN/LOGOUT INFORMATION ----------- Row 1 to 2 of 2

                                                                      13.35.10

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE

                                                                              

     MODULE       CHAIN|MODULE MOVEMENT RECORD:                               

 01) PGM03       00001  CR:WO000001 PROD  DATE:04/06/01 11.20.4 PGMR: TREEL01 

                  PROD MASTER: LIBR.TREEL01.PRODMAST                          

                  CURR MASTER: LIBR.TREEL01.TESTMAST                          

                  VERS=04031459                                               

                                                                              

 02) TEST1       00001  CR:WO000001 PROD  DATE:04/06/01 11.21.0 PGMR: TREEL01 

                  PROD MASTER: LIBR.TREEL01.PRODMAST                          

                  CURR MASTER: LIBR.TREEL01.TESTMAST                          

                  VERS=03071719                                               

                                                                              

******************************* Bottom of data *******************************

 

The second line of each entry in the display above indicates the data set name of the production master file.

The third line indicates the data set name of the test or current master file.

The fourth line of the entry shows the Librarian version date. This field contains a date in one of the following formats:

mmddhhmm
(month, day, hour, minute) If the module was updated. For VM/ESA or Vollie sites, the date format can be ddmm.
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mmdd
If the module was never updated.

*NEW*
If the module does not yet exist on this production master file, but is to be newly created to satisfy this change
request.

Following the version identifier is a user data area that a site user exit can fill in.

Panel Commands

The following commands are available from this panel:

DELETE n
The value of n is the number of the entry to delete. The DELETE command is valid only for rejected requests
and removes them from the display. The LIB/CCF administrator can restrict use of this command from the control
group.

FIND <string>
Positions the display to the first occurrence of the specified string. Do not use delimiters.

NEXT
(Roscoe and Vollie only.) Positions the display to the next occurrence of the string that the FIND command
previously specified.

PROCESS n
The value of n is the number of the entry to process. Initiates the movement process by copying the module to the
target library. Depending on the installation option, the copy is performed online or by a batch job. A batch compile
can also be performed. Processing the entry deletes it from the Option 9 display. Only control group members can
issue the PROCESS command.

REJECT n
The value of n is the number of the entry to reject. Rejects the request and marks the MMR as rejected. If a
reject library was defined for this library promotion path, the module is moved to that library. For a login request, a
Module Tracking Record (MTR) with a rejected indicator (*REJECTED*) is returned to the programmer's Option 5
(LOGIN) queue. This entry notifies the programmer that the request was rejected.
Only control group members can issue the REJECT command. To remove rejected MMRs from Option 9, use the
DELETE command.

RFIND
(ISPF only.) Positions the display to the next occurrence of the string that the FIND command previously
specified.

SELECT<x> cr#
(Except Vollie.) The value of x is a single character indicating the type of SELECT. The value of cr# is the number
of the change request to select. See the section titled Group Processing.

UNLOCK n
The value of n is the number of the entry to unlock. Frees a rejected member so that the programmer can access
it.

INFO
This command displays more information about each entry in the Login/Logout Request Status panel. You can
enter an I on the command line or on any of the entries.

Processing Multiple Members Using Group Processing (Except Vollie)

The facilities of Group Processing (available in LIB/CCF Roscoe, ISPF(TSO), and ISPF(VM/ESA)) lets the control group
display the status of members associated with a change request and process those members in a group by entering one
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command. You must first select the members to process using the SELECT command from the login panel. The SELECT
command is not available in LIB/CCF-Vollie.

The format of the SELECT command is as follows:

SELECT<x> cr#

where:

x
Designates the type of SELECT to do.

cr#
Indicates the change request number to select.

You can specify the SELECTx portion of the command in one of the following forms:

SELECT
Selects all members that the programmer currently logged in to the control group for the specified change
request. The display does not include members that are currently in development or those that were logged in to
production.

SELECTF
Selects all members that were logged out or logged in for the specified change request. This includes all
members that were logged in to production and those that the control group and programmer have outstanding.
Members that were logged out then deleted are not selected.

SELECTC
Selects all members that the control group MOVEd to a higher level library, but have not compiled for the
specified change request. Normally a member is moved and compiled when the PROCESS command is used. At
the discretion of the CCF Administrator, an installation option can permit members to first be moved then compiled
in a group with separate commands.

SELECTL
Selects all members for which a programmer requested logout but that the control group has not yet processed
for the specified change request.

SELECTU
Selects all members that the control group REJECTed for the specified change request. This includes only those
members that the programmer rejected but did not process again. You can process all displayed members with
the UNLOCK command.

You can specify the change request number as the full LIB/CCF change request number, as follows:

SELECT WO000019

You can abbreviate it to only the significant digits of the change request number, as in:

SELECT 19

You can also abbreviate the SELECTx command as follows:

S19 or SF 19

Group Processing displays a selection list containing three lines for each member. You can scroll the list using the
PF keys. You can use the FIND command and RFIND (ISPF only) or NEXT (ROSCOE only) commands to position
the display. All members appearing in the list are already selected. You do not need to select them individually before
processing.

The first line of each entry includes the member name, the production master file that the member was logged out from,
and the date and time to supply for the AllFusion Librarian version check during login processing. The second line
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contains the master file where the member currently resides and date (mmddyy) the member was logged out. The third
line contains the member's current status and the logout time (hhmmss).

The current status is one of the following:

Under Development
The member is available for modification in a test library or a reject library. The programmer can process it.

In Development (Reject)
The control group rejected the member from a Q/A library. It is available for modification in a test or reject library.
The programmer can process it.

LOGOUT not completed
A logout was requested of the member but the control group has not processed it yet.

Logged in by programmer
A login was requested of the member, but the control group has not processed it yet.

Login rejected by CNTL
The control group rejected the programmer's login request. The member is available for modification in the test
library. The programmer can process it.

Batch job outstanding
A batch job that LIB/CCF submitted to process this member is currently outstanding. Processing of the batch job
must be successfully completed before further processing can take place on this member. Refer to the section
titled Rerunning a Failed Batch Job for more information.

In Q/A - NOT Compiled
The member was moved to a quality assurance library but the compile processing was not performed.

In Q/A - Compiled
The member was moved to a quality assurance library and any necessary compile processing is complete.

Production - NOT Compiled
The member was moved back into the production library, but no compile processing was performed.

Production - Compiled
The member was moved back into the production library, and any necessary compile processing is complete.

Not logged out under z/OS and OS/390 or VM/ESA
A LIB/CCF system other than the one used for processing the login, logged out the member. The member must
be logged in on the system where the logout originated.

** Deselected **
This member was deselected and must be selected again before group processing can process it. You can select
the member by placing an S to the left of the member name in the selection list or by issuing another SELECTx
command from the command line.

** Processed **
The requested processing was done for this member.

Panel Commands

From the Group Processing panel, you can process selected members with one of the commands described following.

COMPILE [ library|lib*[(member|mem*)]]
For all selected members with a status of In Production - NOT compiled or In Q/A NOT compiled, the appropriate
compile processing is submitted. The LIB/CCF administrator can restrict this command.

NOTE
If a scheduler was defined to LIB/CCF, entering the PROCESS, LOGOUT, REJECT, MOVE, or
COMPILE command displays the Job Scheduling Information panel. This panel provides an opportunity
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to schedule any of the functions a batch job is to perform. See the “Scheduling z/OS and OS/390 Batch
Jobs in LIB/CCF” section for details.

DESELECT [ library|lib*[(member|mem*)]]
Deselects a member before the PROCESS or SUBMIT command. Specify a member name prefix followed by
an asterisk to deselect all members starting with that prefix. Specify just an asterisk to deselect all selected
members.

LOGOUT [ library|lib*[(member|mem*)]]
Logs out all selected members with a status of LOGOUT not completed to the test master file. Members are
processed according to the options the LIB/CCF Administrator selected. Members with a status other than
LOGOUT not completed are not logged out.

PROCESS [ library|lib*[(member|mem*)]]
Moves all selected members with a status of Logged in by Programmer, In Q/A - compiled, or In Q/A NOT
compiled to the production library or the next higher level Q/A library. The appropriate compile processing is
also submitted. Members are processed according to the options the LIB/CCF Administrator selected. See the
PROCESS command in the previous section. Members with any other status are not processed.

MOVE [ library|lib*[(member|mem*)]]
Moves all selected members with a status of Logged in by Programmer, In Q/A - compiled, or In Q/A NOT
compiled to the production library or the next higher level Q/A library. The appropriate compile processing is not
submitted. The LIB/CCF Administrator can restrict this command.

REJECT [ library|lib*[(member|mem*)]]
Rejects all selected members with a status of Logged in by Programmer, In Q/A - compiled or In Q/A NOT
compiled according to the options the LIB/CCF Administrator selected. See the REJECT command in the
previous section. Members with any other status are not rejected.

SUBMIT [cmd [ library|lib*[(member|mem*)]] ]
Submits a batch job. The job performs the processing the cmd parameter specifies. If the library and member
parameters are specified, you must also specify cmd parameter. If all the parameters are omitted, all eligible
members are processed. LIB/CCF tracks the job by adding a Job Submission Record (JSR) to the Option 11
queue.

UNLOCK [ library|lib*[(member|mem*)]]
Unlocks all selected members with a status of Login rejected by CNTL or In Development-Rejected in the library
where they currently reside. Members that were not rejected are not unlocked. See the UNLOCK command in the
previous section.

The parameters for all commands are:

cmd
Specify COMPILE, LOGOUT, MOVE, PROCESS, REJECT, or UNLOCK to submit a job to perform the specified
command.

library
Specify the current library name, a current library name prefix followed by an asterisk (for example, TESTMA*), or
just an asterisk.

member
Specify the member name, a member name prefix followed by an asterisk (for example, CBL*), or just an asterisk.

While processing all members for a change request together is desirable in most cases, you might frequently want to
exclude certain members from the group, leaving them to process at a later time. To prevent a member from processing,
enter a D on the line selection field to the left of the member name. DESELECTED appears as the current status. When
you enter a command, deselected members are not processed. If you decide that you want to login a member you already
deselected, you can select it again by entering an S in the line selection field.
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The SUBMIT function submits a job that can spawn additional jobs, thereby freeing the keyboard for other functions.
For non-SUBMIT function processing, as each member is processed, an informational message displays. If processing
submits a job, the message includes the job name and number. The keyboard remains locked until all members are
processed.

When LIB/CCF processing submits z/OS and OS/390 batch jobs and you specify the NOTIFY= operand on the JOB card,
the message generated when the job completes can interrupt the display, halting processing until the user intervenes.
Since group processing is designed to process a large volume of members at one time, it is suggested that you not use
the NOTIFY= operand on the JOB card. However, if the jobs that are submitted do not execute immediately, the NOTIFY=
operand will probably not interrupt the group processing display.

Once a command is issued, you must enter another SELECTx command before you can process any other members.
Alternatively, the REFRESH command processes as the last SELECTx command entered.

Processing System Link/Bind Requests (Option 10)
Use Option 10 to displays the System Link/Bind Requests from programmers and to process or reject these requests. As
a site option, only those requests that belong to the programmer who asks for the display can be shown. All requests are
shown to the control group. Both link-edit requests and DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 bind requests display from Option 10.

REQUEST SYSTEM LINK/BIND RECORD
    REQUEST SYSTEM LINK/BIND RECORD:                                          

                                                                              

01) WO000015 LKED SYSIN MEMBER: LKEDMEM OPTS: 001101 PGMR:ROW                 

         PROD MASTER:  LIBR.PROD.MAST                                         

CHAIN: 00005 LKED:  mm/dd/yy 14:29:53 FILEID:  001                            

                                                                              

02) WO000036 BIND SYSIN MEMBER: BINDMEM *REJECTED*   PGMR:HU                  

         PROD MASTER:  LIBR.PROD.MAST                                         

CHAIN: 00005 BIND:  mm/dd/yy 15.30.56 FILEID:  001                            

The first line of the System Link/Bind Record (SLR) indicates the change request number associated with this link or bind
request, the name of the member on the production master containing the link-edit or bind stream, the link-edit option
flags (described following), and the name of the programmer who issued the request. If the control group rejected the
request, the *REJECTED* request indicator displays in this line of the entry.

The second line indicates the production master file name.

The third line indicates the date and time of the request, as well as the chain number specified during logout processing.

The fourth line is a user data area that a site user exit can fill in.

Panel Commands

The following commands are available to programmers from this panel.

PROCESS n
The value of n is the number of the entry to process. This command is available only to the control group. It link
edits or binds the application, either online or by a batch job submission, depending on the installation option.
Online link is available only in the z/OS and OS/390 environment.

NOTE
If a scheduler was defined to LIB/CCF, entering the PROCESS command displays the Job Scheduling
Information panel. This panel lets you schedule the job to submit. See the “Scheduling z/OS and
OS/390 Batch Jobs in LIB/CCF” section for details.
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REJECT n
The value of n is the number of the entry to reject. This command is available only to the control group. It marks
the entry as rejected to inform the programmer.

DELETE n
The value of n is the number of the entry in the display. This command deletes a rejected link request. Only the
programmer who made the request can use it.

FIND <string>
Positions the display to the first occurrence of the specified string. Do not use delimiters.

NEXT
(Roscoe and Vollie.) Positions the display to the next occurrence of the string that the FIND command previously
specified.

RFIND
(ISPF only.) Positions the display to the next occurrence of the string that the FIND command previously
specified.

HELP
Invokes the LIB/CCF help facility for further information on this panel. For Vollie and Roscoe, PF1 also invokes the
HELP facility. For ISPF, PF1 is the default The user might have redefined the HELP key.

=n (jump)
The value of n is an option number. Jumps the user to another option.

Processing Pending Jobs (Option 11)
Use Option 11 to list the Job Submission Records (JSRs) for all batch jobs that LIB/CCF submitted (except print jobs) and
were not executed or did not execute successfully. Depending on the installation option, either the programmer or the
control group is responsible for checking the job output and processing the JSR.

Pending Job Status Panel

The Pending Job Status panel can describe several types of batch jobs, including jobs to transfer members between test
and production master files and jobs to create new executable production programs.

JOBNAME JOB SUBMISSION RECORD:

LIA      J03747 CR: WO000038 DATE: 11/28/96 13.56.00 PGMR: LI

         PROD MASTER: LIBR.PROD.MAST

CHAIN: 00005 MODULE NAME: ACCTTXT   TYPE:  MOVE Y3560437

         VERS=09071348

The first line of the JSR indicates the job name and number, the change request number, the date and time the job was
submitted, and the programmer that owns the job.

The second line indicates the production master file accessed.

The third line indicates the chain number, the name of the accessed member, the job type (either MOVE, LKED, BIND,
BHLI for batch login, or BHLO for batch logout), and the name of the member in the system master file that contains the
JCL for the job. This member is created when the job is submitted and deleted when the job is successfully processed.

The fourth line of the entry contains the version date and a user data area. One or more site-provided user exits can
supply the contents of the user data area.

Once a job listing is reviewed and any necessary action taken to complete processing, use the PROCESS command to
check off the job.
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Panel Commands

The following commands are available while viewing this panel:

EDIT n
(ISPF only.) The value of n indicates the number of the entry. This facilitates editing of the corresponding JCL
(Yxxxxxxx) member (via ELIPS edit processing). See the ELIPS Command Reference for information on editing a
member with ELIPS.

NOTE
If JSREDIT (CCF Option 12, System Profile Table) is set to NO (the default), only control group
members may attempt to edit the member. Otherwise, edit is only restricted per security access rules.
See the Rerunning a Failed Batch Job and Batch Job Fails sections in the “Exception Handling” section
for further details. For more information about the System Profile Table, see the System Profile Table
section in the "Implementing LIB/CCF" section.

FIND <string>
Positions the display to the first occurrence of the specified string. Do not use delimiters.

HELP
Invokes the LIB/CCF help facility for further information on the panel. For Vollie and Roscoe, PF1 also invokes the
HELP facility. For ISPF, PF1 is the default However, the user might have redefined the HELP key.

=n (jump)
The value of n is an option number. Jumps the user to another option

NEXT
(Roscoe and Vollie.) Positions the display to the next occurrence of the string that the FIND command previously
specified.

PROCESS n
The value of n indicates the number of the entry. It deletes the entry from the queue. Depending on site option,
the PROCESS command can be reserved for the control group.

NOTE
The PROCESS command is not valid for jobs that the LIB/CCF scheduler interface scheduled. To
delete the JSR entry for these jobs, you must use the RESUBMIT command and restart the job at the
CHECKOFF step.

RFIND
(ISPF only.) Positions the display to the next occurrence of the string that the FIND command previously
specified.

SSTATUS n
(For Roscoe and TSO, if a scheduler is defined to LIB/CCF.) Can be abbreviated to SS. The value of n is the
number of the change request. If a change request number is specified, the Scheduler Status panel displays. If a
change request number is omitted, the Scheduled Selection List panel displays. See the “Scheduling z/OS and
OS/390 Batch Jobs in LIB/CCF” section for information about both of these panels.

RESUBMIT n
The value of n indicates the entry number.

• For VSE/ESA and VM/ESA jobs -- Resubmits the job, deletes the entry, and creates a new entry for the job
submitted.

• For z/OS and OS/390 jobs -- Issuing the RESUBMIT command from Option 11 displays the Pending Job
Restart panel:
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Pending Job Restart Panel

Each JCL EXEC statement appears on the Pending Job Restart panel. The restart function adds the OS JCL RESTART
parameter as the second line of the job card.

FRI mm/dd/yy -------- PENDING JOB RESTART ---------- 02.34.42

                                                             

COMMAND ===>                                 SCROLL ===> PAGE

          Select a STEPNAME to restart, or END to CANCEL     

                                                             

*STEPNAME *----------- J C L R E C O R D ----------------*   

 GETTEST  //GETTEST  EXEC PGM=LIBRCOPY

 PUTPROD  //PUTPROD  EXEC PGM=AFOLIBR,PARM='NRJS',COND=(0,NE)

 DELTEST  //DELTEST  EXEC PGM=AFOLIBR,PARM='NRJS',COND=(0,NE)

 STEP1    //STEP1    EXEC PGM=AFOLIBR,PARM='NRJS',COND=(0,NE)

          //STEP2    EXEC ASMHC,PARM='DECK',COND=(0,NE)

 CHECKOFF //CHECKOFF EXEC PGM=$CCFB100,COND=(4,LT)

Primary Commands

The primary commands available from this panel are:

END
Cancels the resubmit.

RESTART -stepname|stepname.procstepname-
Restarts the job from the specified job step or procedure step. See the IBM z/OS and OS/390 JCL Guide for a
detailed explanation of the RESTART subparameters.

Line Command

The line command available from the STEPNAME selection list is:

S
Selects a STEPNAME to restart. You must start a step that executes a procedure with the RESTART command.

Scheduling z/OS and OS/390 Batch Jobs in LIB/CCF
 

You can configure LIB/CCF to take advantage of either CA 7 or Scheduler scheduling an application for promotion to the
production environment at a specified time. Not only does this assist in coordinating the movement of large application
systems into production, it lets you pre-stage and schedule jobs for off peak hours. An additional feature lets you establish
predecessor relationships for jobs being scheduled. Based on these relationships, CA 7 or Scheduler monitors all
scheduled jobs, assuring that all predecessor jobs successfully executed before submitting a job. The programmer or
control group can schedule jobs, depending on how LIB/CCF is configured.

NOTE
Because scheduled jobs must have unique job names, LIB/CCF generates a job name of Ynnnnnnn, where
nnnnnnn is a random number. This job name overrides the job name specified on the job card in Option 0.

Which Options Support Scheduling?
If a scheduler was defined to LIB/CCF, you can invoke job scheduling from the following LIB/CCF functions (provided the
function is performed by a batch job the programmer submitted).
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• From Option 5, the programmer can schedule logins from the Group Processing selection list. Once the PROCESS
command is entered from the list, the Job Scheduling Information panel displays.

• From Option 6, the programmer can schedule link-edits or DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 binds. Once the programmer
provides the required link-edit or bind information, the Job Scheduling Information panel displays.

• From Option 11, the programmer can view the status of jobs already scheduled from LIB/CCF. Once the SSTATUS
command is entered from Option 11, the Scheduler Status panel displays. Additionally, if CA 7 is specified as the
scheduler, you can redemand jobs from Option 11.

Job Scheduling Information Panel
The Job Scheduling Information panel is available to the programmer from Option 5 (with the Group Processing selection
list PROCESS command) and from Option 6 (once the link-edit or DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 bind information is filled in).

Job Scheduling Information Panel
TUE mm/dd/yy ------ JOB SCHEDULING INFORMATION - CR: WO000001 ------ hh.mm.ss

COMMAND ===>                                                                 

                                                                             

SCHEDULE DATE ===> mm / dd / yy      SCHEDULE TIME ===> hh : ss              

                                                                             

MODIFY JOB ORDER ===>       (Y OR N)                                         

                                                                             

SELECT PREDECESSOR ===>     (Y OR N; DEFAULT IS THE LAST SCHEDULED JOB)      

                                                                             

                                                                             

      Enter END if scheduling is not desired. Otherwise, enter a date and    

      time for the jobs to be scheduled.                                     

Panel Fields

The panel fields are:

SCHEDULE DATE
The date of execution in mm/dd/yy format. Defaults to the current date. If you allow the date and time to default,
the job is scheduled to run immediately.
Scheduler does not allow you to schedule jobs more than 99 days in advance.

SCHEDULE TIME
The time of execution in hh/mm (a 24 hour clock) format. Defaults to the current time. If you allow the date and
time to default, the job is scheduled to run immediately.

NOTE
Some sites find it necessary to schedule jobs slightly ahead by a few minutes to let LIB/CCF finalize
control records before the scheduled job executes.

MODIFY JOB ORDER
This field is not applicable to Options 6 and 10 and does not display for those options.
Indicates whether you want to change the order members appear in the Group Processing selection list. Enter Y
for yes, N for no. Specifying Y displays the Job Order Specification panel. See the next section for details on this
panel.

SELECT PREDECESSOR
If you specify NO, the last scheduled job for this change request becomes the predecessor job. No predecessor
job is defined if 1) there are no scheduled jobs for this change request, or 2) for Scheduler, there are no jobs for
which scheduling was requested in the same day.
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If you specify YES and there are scheduled jobs for this change request, the Scheduler Status panel displays. If
YES is specified and there are no scheduled jobs for this change request, no predecessor job is defined and the
Scheduler Status panel is not displayed. See the section on the Scheduler Status panel for details.

Panel Commands

The commands available from this panel are:

END
Exits the panel. No jobs are scheduled.

CANCEL
Same as END.

Job Order Specification Panel
Specifying Y for Modify Job Order on the Job Scheduling Information panel displays the Job Order Specification panel.
This panel has two alternate panels that provide additional information. See the following descriptions of the three panels:

Panel 1
TUE mm/dd/yy ----- JOB ORDER SPECIFICATION - CR: WO000001 -------- ROW 1 OF 3

                                                                     hh.mm.ss

COMMAND ===>                                                                 

CCF092Z: Use MOVE line commands to modify the job order - END to continue    

                                           (use cmd "A" for alternate panels)

    MODULE  (PRTY)     LANGUAGE     PRODUCTION MASTER                        

 INCMOD   ( 000 )      ASM          LIBR.PROD.MAST                           

 TESTCOPY ( 000 )      ASM          LIBR.PROD.MAST                           

 TESTLINK ( 000 )      ASM          LIBR.PROD.MAST                           

****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA *******************************

The panel fields are:

Module
The member name this job is to process.

PRTY
The priority associated with the member's LANGUAGE.

LANGUAGE
The member's LANGUAGE. Determines the JCL skeleton used to compile the member.

PRODUCTION MASTER
The production master file for this member.

Panel 2
TUE mm/dd/yy ----- JOB ORDER SPECIFICATION - CR: WO000001 --------- ROW 1 OF 3

                                                                      hh.mm.ss

COMMAND ===>                                                                  

                                                                              

                                            (use cmd "A" for alternate panels)

 MODULE       CURRENT STATUS                 LOGOUT DATE/TIME       VERSION   

 INCMOD     Production  -  Compiled        10/13/96 14.11.05        06011345  

 TESTCOPY   Production  -  Compiled        10/13/96 14.11.26        06091155  

 TESTLINK   Production  -  Compiled        10/14/96 10.24.40        06091315  
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****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ********************************

The fields on this panel not previously documented are:

CURRENT STATUS
The member's status, as displayed in the Group Processing selection list. For a description of each status, see
the table in the section titled Logging in Multiple Members Using Group Processing (Except Vollie).

LOGOUT DATE/TIME
The date and time that the member was logged out.

VERSION
The date (or date and time) used for version checking when the member is logged into production.

Panel 3
TUE mm/dd/yy ----- JOB ORDER SPECIFICATION - CR: WO000001 -------- ROW 1 OF 3 

                                                                     hh.mm.ss 

COMMAND ===>                                                                  

                                                                              

                                            (use cmd "A" for alternate panels)

    MODULE  CURRENT STATUS          CURRENT MASTER                            

 INCMOD   Production  -  Compiled                                             

 TESTCOPY Production  -  Compiled                                             

 VARMOD   Production  -  Compiled                                             

****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ********************************

The only panel field not previously documented is:

CURRENT MASTER
The data set name of the master file where the member currently resides. This field is blank if the member is in
the production master file.

Panel Commands

The primary commands available from any of the three Job Order Specification panels are:

END
Terminates the panel display after any changes are made. Jobs are scheduled to run on the date and time
entered on the previous panel.

ALTERNATE
Displays the next alternate panel or returns to the primary panel. (Can be abbreviated to A.)

Line Commands

The line commands available from the selection list are:

M[n]
Lines to move, where n is the number of lines to move. If n is omitted, only one line is moved.

MM
Block of lines to move. Enter MM on the first and last line of the block to move.

A
Use with any move command to move lines after this line.
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B
Use with any move command to move lines before this line.

Scheduled CR Selection List Panel
Specifying the SSTATUS command from Option 11 displays the Scheduled Selection List panel:

TUE mm/dd/yy ----------- SCHEDULED CR SELECTION LIST ------------- ROW 1 OF 1 

                                                                     hh.mm.ss 

COMMAND ===>                                                                  

                                                                              

                 NUMBER        NUMBER                                         

   CR ID         OF JOBS       PENDING         REDEMANDED         USERID      

   WO000001      00003         003             N/A                N/A         

                                                                              

****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ********************************

Panel Commands

The primary commands available from this panel are:

END
Exits the panel with no action taken.

REDEMAND
(Only if CA 7 is the scheduler defined to LIB/CCF.) Demands (reschedules) all pending jobs for all change
requests.

Line Commands

The line commands available from the selection list are:

S
Displays the scheduler status panel for the selected change request.

R
(Only if CA 7 is the scheduler defined to LIB/CCF.) Redemands (reschedules) all pending jobs for this change
request.

Scheduler Status Panel
You can display the Scheduler Status panel from any of three points in LIB/CCF processing:

• Specify Y for Select Predecessor on the Scheduler Information panel.
• Enter an S (for select) from the Scheduled Selection panel selection list.
• Enter SSTATUS with a change request number from Option 11.

The Scheduler Status panel has two alternate panels that provide additional information. See the following descriptions of
the three panels:

Panel 1
TUE mm/dd/yy -------- SCHEDULER STATUS - CR: WO000001 ----------- ROW 1 OF 3  

                                                                    hh.mm.ss  

COMMAND ===>                                                                  
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                                            (use cmd "A" for alternate panels)

  JOBNAME   NUMBER     SCHEDULED       PRED   TYPE  MODULE   LANGUAGE  STATUS 

 Y3560444   JOB03747   11/28/02 13:56 *NONE*  MOVE  INCMOD   ASM       PENDING

 Y2562927   JOB03749   11/28/02 13:56 *NONE*  MOVE  TESTCOPY ASM       PENDING

 Y1569473   JOB03752   11/28/96 13:56 *NONE*  MOVE  TESTLINK ASM       PENDING

The panel fields are:

JOBNAME
The LIB/CCF generated job name for the scheduled job.

NUMBER
For CA 7, the job number is JOB00000 if the job did not yet run. Once the job runs, this field displays the actual
job number of the job. For Scheduler, the actual job number displays.

SCHEDULED
The date and time that the job is to run.

PRED
The predecessor job name. If no predecessor exists, *NONE" displays.

TYPE
Indicates LKED for link-edit or MOVE for movement into another master file.

Module
If TYPE is LKED, the module name displayed is the SYSIN member or the complete JCL stream to use for the
link-edit. If TYPE is MOVE, the member name to process displays.

STATUS
PENDING indicates that the job did not yet run or that it ran but did not finish successfully. COMPLETE indicates
that the job ran successfully and that the Job Submission Record (JSR) was removed.

LANGUAGE
For a login that performs a compile, the language to use to determine the compile JCL skeleton displays. For a
login that performs only a move, *NOP* displays. For a link-edit, *N/A* displays.

REQUESTED
The date and time that the schedule request was made.

Panel 2
TUE mm/dd/yy ---------- SCHEDULER STATUS - CR: WO000001 ----------- ROW 1 OF 1

                                                                      hh.mm.ss

COMMAND ===>                                                                  

                                            (use cms "A" for alternate panels)

  JOBNAME   NUMBER      PRED     REQUESTED    MODULE    COMPLETED      STATUS 

 Y0433350   JOB00000   *NONE*  11/28/02 10:43 TESTLINK  N/A            PENDING

                                                                              

****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ********************************

The fields on this panel that were not previously documented are:

REQUESTED
The date and time that the schedule request was made.

COMPLETED
The date and time that the job successfully ran. If the job is in pending status (meaning that it did not yet
successfully execute), the field indicates N/A.
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Panel 3
TUE mm/dd/yy -------- SCHEDULER STATUS - CR: WO000001 ----------- ROW 1 OF 1  

                                                                    hh.mm.ss  

COMMAND ===>                                                                  

                                            (use cmd "A" for alternate panels)

 JOBNAME    NUMBER    REQUESTED        REDEMANDED      COMPLETED       STATUS 

Y0433350   JOB00000   11/27/02 10:43   11/28/02 15:55  N/A             PENDING

                                                                              

****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ********************************

Panel Commands

The primary commands available from any of the Scheduler Status panels are:

END
Exits the panel, indicating that no predecessor job is defined for the first scheduled job. For Option 11, END
terminates the panel display.

ALTERNATE
Displays the next alternate panel or return to the primary panel. (Can be abbreviated to A.)

REDEMAND
(Only if CA 7 is the scheduler defined to LIB/CCF.) Available only from Option 11. Can be abbreviated to R.
Redemands (reschedules) all pending jobs for all change requests.

Line Commands

The line commands available from the selection list are:

S
(Not available from Option 11.) Selects a predecessor. You can specify only one predecessor.

R
(Only if CA 7 is the scheduler defined to LIB/CCF.) Only available from Option 11.
Redemands (reschedules) the job.

DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 Support in LIB/CCF
You can configure LIB/CCF to provide change control functions specific to the DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 environment.
DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 support is available in LIB/CCF Roscoe, LIB/CCF TSO, and LIB/CCF VM/ESA (for batch jobs
submitted to an z/OS and OS/390 machine). The pre-compile process occurs under the control of LIB/CCF as part of
Option 5 (LOGIN). The bind process is an extension of Option 6 (LINK) processing. Batch and online bind are available
from LIB/CCF Roscoe and LIB/CCF TSO. LIB/CCF VM/ESA does not support an online bind, but does support batch bind.

Optionally, reports are available to describe application plans or packages. These reports include the names of the
libraries where the source members and related DBRMs are located, the number of the change request that resulted in
the current production version, and the ID of the person who created the plan or package.

LIB/CCF manages the update cycle for DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 source programs and the associated bind required
to create an application plan or package. You can also store bind parameters in a production master file that LIB/CCF
manages. Bind parameters are keywords and values that specify options for the BIND command, such as DBRM names,
DBRM library names, and package list entries. Members containing these parameters are referred to as the bind options
members.

From Option 0 (CCF PARMS), specify the DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 subsystem name in the job card specification panel
(in the field DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 SUBSYSTEM). The default name is DSN.
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• From Option 5 (LOGIN), the BIND command lets the programmer:
• Modify an existing, logged out bind options member, or
• Create a new bind options member through the DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 PLAN UPDATE or DB2 for z/OS and

OS/390 PACKAGE UPDATE panel.

For details on the BIND command, see the following section.

From Option 6 (LINK), the programmer can choose between either linking or binding an application. For details on bind
processing, see the section titled Initiating a Production Bind Request later in this section.

Creating and Updating Bind Options Members
To create a bind options member, you must first choose a name for the member and then perform a logout of that member
(LIB/CCF assumes that you are adding the member). Once the logout is performed, you must issue the BIND command
from Option 5 (LOGIN), which displays the primary DB2 PLAN UPDATE panel.

LIB/CCF provides default values for the bind options. After making your selections, issue the END command to add this
member (containing the bind options information) to the test master file for subsequent login processing. For DB2 release
2.3 or later, a new member selection panel displays to let you specify whether to create a BIND PLAN or BIND PACKAGE
member.

As an alternative to using the bind command, you can create your own bind options member on the test master file, using
the editor of your choice. However, using the BIND command ensures that the bind options are formatted correctly.

To modify an existing bind options member, you must perform a logout. Once the member is in the test master file, you
have two options for updating it:

• You can use the BIND command from Option 5 (LOGIN), or
• You can update the member using the editor that you normally use to update members on the test master file.

Regardless of which method you use, you must log in the member after the required modifications are made.

Additionally, the BIND command processes existing bind JCL members by removing the JCL to create a member that
contains only bind options (since LIB/CCF provides the required JCL at bind time).

You can issue the BIND command for a member as many times as necessary.

For releases of DB2 previous to 2.3, entering the BIND command from Option 5 (LOGIN) displays the primary DB2 PLAN
UPDATE panel. An alternate DB2 PLAN UPDATE panel is available to provide an additional field for DBRM libraries.

For DB2 release 2.3 or later, for a member that exists on the test master file, the first BIND PLAN or BIND PACKAGE
panel displays, depending on the data in the member. Alternate panels are available for specifying other parameters.

DB2 Plan Update Panel
TUE mm/dd/yy ----------------- DB2 PLAN UPDATE ----------------------- hh.mm.ss

COMMAND ===>                                                   SCROLL ===> PAGE

                                                                               

             (Use command "A" for alternate panels)                            

               MEMBER NAME:     DB2OPTS     (Librarian plan member name)       

                 PLAN NAME ===> DB2OPTS     (Required to create a plan)        

            ACTION ON PLAN ===> ADD         (REPLACE or ADD)                   

RETAIN EXECUTION AUTHORITY ===>             (YES to retain user list)          

           ISOLATION LEVEL ===> RR          (RR or CS)                         

      PLAN VALIDATION TIME ===> RUN         (RUN or BIND)                      

 RESOURCE ACQUISITION TIME ===> USE         (USE or ALLOCATE)                  

     RESOURCE RELEASE TIME ===> COMMIT      (COMMIT or DEALLOCATE)             

    EXPLAIN PATH SELECTION ===> NO          (NO or YES)                        
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              MESSAGE FLAG ===> I           (Message level flag I W E C)       

             OWNER OF PLAN ===>             (Leave blank for your CCF ID)      

  DBRM         DBRM         DBRM         DBRM         DBRM         DBRM        

CBLACCT     CBLALERT      CBLSORT      CBLCASE      ........     ........      

Panel Fields

The fields on this panel (with the exception of MEMBER NAME) are DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 bind options. The field
descriptions listed following came from the IBM DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 documentation. If you need more information,
consult that documentation. The panel fields are:

MEMBER NAME
One- to eight-character Librarian bind options member name. This name is obtained from the Module Tracking
Record when the member is logged out and is not modifiable.

PLAN NAME
One- to eight-character application plan name. It defaults to the MEMBER NAME; however, you can modify it.

ACTION ON PLAN
Defaults to REPLACE. Indicates whether the application plan can be added or replaced. You can also specify
ADD.

RETAIN EXECUTION AUTHORITY
Defaults to NO. Applies only when you are replacing a plan. It indicates whether those users with the authority to
bind or execute the existing plan keep that authority over the changed plan.

ISOLATION LEVEL
Defaults to RR. Describes the isolation of this application from others. Specify RR for repeatable read or CS for
cursor stability.

PLAN VALIDATION TIME
Defaults to RUN. Indicates when full validity checking is performed. RUN specifies that validity checking is
deferred to execution time. BIND specifies that validity checking is performed at the time the application plan is
created.

RESOURCE ACQUISITION TIME
Defaults to USE. Indicates when resources are acquired. USE opens table spaces and acquires locks only when
the application program bound to the plan first uses them. ALLOCATE opens all table spaces and acquires all
table space locks when the plan is allocated.

RESOURCE RELEASE TIME
Defaults to COMMIT. Indicates when resources are released. COMMIT releases resources at each COMMIT
point. DEALLOCATE releases resources only when the application plan terminates.

EXPLAIN PATH SELECTION
Defaults to NO. Lets you query DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 about the decisions it is making in establishing
the access path it uses to access your data. NO provides no EXPLAIN information. YES provides EXPLAIN
information.

MESSAGE FLAG
Defaults to I. Suppresses diagnostic messages below the specified severity level (I=Informational, W=Warning,
E=Error and C=Completion).

OWNER OF PLAN
Applicable only with DB2 Release 2.1 or later. Designates the authorization ID of the owner of the plan. Leave this
field blank if you are using a release of DB2 previous to 2.1.

DBRM
(Data Base Resource Module.) You must specify at least one DBRM to bind the application.
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DBRM LIBRARY
Optional. Displayed only from the alternate DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 PLAN UPDATE panel. Lists the PDSs that
contain the members listed in the DBRM fields. Libraries are searched in the order you list them. If the libraries
do not contain a member named in the DBRM member list and a JCL statement exists for DBRMLIB DD, then
libraries described by the DBRMLIB DD statement are searched.

Alternate Panels

The alternate panels for DB2 release 2.3 and later contain the following fields:

ENABLE/DISABLE CONNECTION TYPES
Specify whether any connection types are enabled or disabled. If no specification is made, the default enables
ALL connection types for the plan or package.

CONNECTION TYPES
All types specified are either enabled or disabled, depending on the value chosen for ENABLE/DISABLE. You
cannot enable some and disable others.

CONNECTION NAMES
Specify connection names for connection types as either enabled or disabled. You cannot specify names if the
corresponding connection type is not selected.

DEFER PREPARE
Indicates whether the PREPARE for a remote object is deferred.

QUALIFIER
Indicates the implicit qualifier for unqualified table names, and so on, contained in the plan. Default is owner ID.

CACHESIZE
Specifies the size (in bytes) of the authorization cache. The default is 1024. No cache is used if the value is 0.

CURRENT SERVER
Specifies a connection to a location before a plan runs.

PKLIST
Lists the PKLIST entries for the plan.

PACKAGE VALIDATION TIME
Indicates when full validity checking is performed.

DATA CURRENCY
Indicates whether local and remote data must match.

ACTION ON PACKAGE
Indicates whether the package is added or replaced.

VERSION TO REPLACE
Indicates the specific version of the package to replace if you specify replace.

OWNER OF PACKAGE
Designates the authorization ID of the owner of the package.

SQLERROR
Indicates whether to create a package if SQL errors occur.

PACKAGE SOURCE
Indicates whether to use a DBRM or to COPY an existing package. They are mutually exclusive. If you select
DBRM, indicate PACKAGE ID

PACKAGE ID
Specify the name of the package to COPY.
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COLLECTION ID
Specify the name of the collection containing the package to copy. Indicate where the package is to reside with
LOCATION NAME.

LOCATION NAME
Specifies the location of the DBMS where the package is bound. The default is the local DBMS.

Panel Commands

The commands available from both the primary and alternate panels are:

DESC <xxx>
The value of xxx is a 1-30 character description for a new Bind options member.

LANG <xxx>
The value of xxx is a 1-3 character language for a new bind options member. This language is stored with the
member as part of its control information (and should not be confused with the member's 1-8 character LIB/CCF
language that determines what action takes place when the member is logged in).

CANCEL
Exits the panel.

ALTERNATE
Can be abbreviated to A. Displays either the primary or alternate DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 PLAN UPDATE panel
(depending on which panel is currently displayed).

END
Updates the information on the DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 PLAN UPDATE panel to the existing bind options
member on the test master file or create a bind options member if one does not exist.

SAVE
Updates the test master file with the information on the DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 PLAN UPDATE panel without
exiting the panel.

SORT
Sorts the table by keyword. (The table is automatically sorted when saved; however, the command can be useful
when adding new keywords.) You can use the UP/DOWN PF keys to scroll the panels.

Initiating a Production Bind Request
Once all source modules for a change request are updated, you will probably need to bind the DB2 for z/OS and OS/390
application. You can do this by proceeding to Option 6 after the login functions are complete.

As is the case with the transfer of members to and from production files, the responsibility for actually performing the
bind can rest either with the control group or with the programmer. If the programmer is responsible, the bind request
is honored immediately. If the control group is responsible, the request is placed in the control group's queue, to be
processed from the System Link/Bind Request Status panel (Option 10).

From Option 6 (LINK), the programmer can link or bind an application. When you specify B (bind), the System Bind panel
displays.

System Bind Panel
THU mm/dd/yy ------------ SYSTEM BIND -------------- 15.42.44

COMMAND ===>                                                 

                                                             

PRODUCTION MASTER FILE  ===>  001    REQUEST ID ===> WO000006

                                                             

BIND SYSIN MEMBER ===>         OR BIND JCL MEMBER ===>       
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OVERRIDE SKELETON ===>                                       

                                                             

 AVAILABLE FILES: CHAIN DESC./CHAIN NUMBER/PRODUCTION/DBRM:  

                                                             

 001) DB2 CHAIN                                      (00001) 

                                                             

          LIBR.PROD.MAST                                     

              LIBR.PROD.DBRMLIB                              

 *** END OF LIST ***                                         

NOTE
If your site specified that binds are performed online, only the BIND SYSIN MEMBER field appears on this
panel.

Panel Fields

The panel fields are:

PRODUCTION MASTER FILE
Enter the number of the master file/DBRM library combination from the list of available files. Only library chains
that contain a DBRM library name are listed under the Available Files field.

BIND SYSIN MEMBER
Mutually exclusive with JCL MEMBER. Specifies a bind options member that resides on the production master
file. This member is used as SYSIN to the default bind skeleton unless you specify an OVERRIDE SKELETON.

BIND JCL MEMBER
Mutually exclusive with BIND SYSIN MEMBER and OVERRIDE SKELETON. Specifies a complete JCL member
that resides on the production master file. The member is submitted as is. The JCL MEMBER must have a job
card (the job name is derived from that job card, not the Option 0 Job Card specification).

OVERRIDE SKELETON
Mutually exclusive with JCL MEMBER. Requires a BIND SYSIN MEMBER. Specifies a skeleton to use in
place of the default bind skeleton. The skeleton must reside in the skeleton library for TSO and VM/ESA or the
library where LIB/CCF is installed for Roscoe. The BIND SYSIN MEMBER is used as SYSIN to the OVERRIDE
SKELETON.

LIB/CCF Exception Handling
Occasionally, you might encounter problems at certain points during the change cycle. The following sections describe
some problems and exceptions that can occur during logout and login, and their solutions.

Error Messages
LIB/CCF conveys error messages in different ways, depending on the environment. The following sections provide
an overview of LIB/CCF messages. For the actual error message, explanatory text, and corrective action, see the
"Messages" section.

Roscoe Error Messages

Roscoe differentiates online errors by their severity into two classes, system and user. Because only the LIB/
CCF Administrator can resolve system errors, Roscoe sends all system error messages to the administrator. The
administrator's ZZZZZMSG member shows the name of the Z-prefixed member that holds the error messages.
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However, for online user errors, Roscoe sends the messages to a member in your Roscoe library. Roscoe displays a
message, with the return code, referring you to the name of a member where you can find the full error message. Exit LIB/
CCF and view this Roscoe; if necessary, contact your manager to discuss ways of resolving the error.

ISPF(TSO) Error Messages

In the ISPF(TSO) environment, an update error message is stored in a sequential data set. The data set is named
prefix.userid.CCF.MSGS (where userid is the TSO logon ID) when PROFILE PREFIX is set. When PROFILE NOPREFIX
is set, the data set name is simply userid .ccf.msgs. If an error occurs and LIB/CCF can recover without abending,
an error message displays at the terminal. Pressing PF1 provides a longer message and can direct you to the
prefix.userid.ccf.msgs data set for further information. View the message data set immediately after notification of error
since LIB/CCF re-uses the data set for subsequent recording of messages.

ISPF(VM/ESA) Error Messages

Occasionally, the LIB/CMS LIBEXP command terminates abnormally, writing an UPDATE FAILURE message to the
terminal. Pressing PF1 directs you to a VM/ESA file called $CCF$ LISTING on your A disk. View the file immediately for
further information about the error.

Vollie Error Messages

LIB/CCF-Vollie errors are separated into two classes, depending on their severity. Only the LIB/CCF Administrator can
resolve system errors. When a system error occurs, you receive an error panel and the administrator is notified of the
details of the error.

When a user error occurs, LIB/CCF-Vollie creates an error message member in your Vollie library. An error message
displays at the terminal identifying the error member name. Exit LIB/CCF and list this Vollie member. If necessary, contact
your manager to discuss ways of resolving the error.

Emergency Changes
Broadcom recommends that your site set up a procedure for emergency changes.

Your system LIB/CCF administrator can define an application to use specifically for emergency changes. The emergency
application opens emergency change requests. In addition to the emergency application, there should be at least one
person at your site whose user ID is defined as the emergency key. That person should also be defined as the manager
of the emergency application, as a programmer reporting to himself, and as a control group member. Check with the LIB/
CCF Administrator for the name of the emergency application and emergency user ID.

Whoever is defined as having the emergency user ID is automatically granted multiple logout privileges and given
the powers of a control group member. Whoever signs on to the emergency user ID can process any requests in the
control group's queues and can execute all LIB/CCF activities from beginning to end (except, of course, the LIB/CCF
administrator's); he can open an emergency change request, assign the change request to himself, logout the member, fix
it, log it in, do the link, and close the change request.

Multiple logout privileges let the holder of the emergency user ID logout a member that was already logged out, whether
multiple logouts are permitted generally at the site. (See the following section for a description of multiple logouts.)

Multiple Programmers for One Module
The normal mode of operation for LIB/CCF allows only one programmer to logout a particular module at a time. However,
if your site needs multiple programmers to be able to logout and work on the same module at the same time, the system
administrator can enable LIB/CCF to permit and track multiple logouts of one module.
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This is the procedure to follow in that case:

1. Programmer A logs out a module to test master file A.
2. Programmer B logs out the same module to test master file B. The logout displays a panel informing him that

programmer A already has the module logged out and provides an option to either continue or terminate the logout.
3. Programmer A makes his changes and submits a LOGIN request for the module.
4. Programmer B makes his changes and submits a LOGIN request for the module.
5. The control group successfully processes the LOGIN request from programmer A, which copies the new version back

into production.
6. When the control group tries to process the second request, LIB/CCF displays a panel telling them that the version

check failed, that the production copy of the module was updated by someone else since the LOGOUT. This panel
shows the current production version, the logged out version, and all levels in between.

7. The panel provides the option to generate an Archive Cross Level Report. Select this option; it produces a report
showing the differences between the current level and the logged out level of the production module and the
differences between the current level and the logged out level of the test module.

8. Review the report carefully. Change programmer B's copy, incorporating the changes made by programmer A.
9. Once the changes are reconciled, try the move again. When the version check failure panel appears, select the

override option this time.

Programmer B's test module, now containing all the changes made to the module by both Programmer A and
Programmer B, updates the production module at this point.

As you can see, this method of operation calls for very close manual control to ensure that all necessary changes are
made to the module before it goes back into production.

Rerunning a Failed Batch Job in LIB/CCF
When LIB/CCF submits a batch job, two important things take place: a Job Submission Record (JSR) is placed in the
Pending Job Status queue (Option 11) and a JCL member containing the complete job stream is added to the LIB/CCF
system master file. If the job executes successfully, the JSR is automatically removed from the Option 11 queue and the
JCL member is deleted from the system master file. However, if the job fails, the JSR and the JCL member remain for
subsequent processing.

An examination of the job output shows what steps ran and what steps failed. If there are JCL errors, you must correct the
JCL member.

Job stream members reside in the system master file, and may be edited either from CCF Option 11 (via ELIPS only) or
outside of CCF. For security reasons, the job stream members on the system master file carry a PROD-2 status. When
editing directly from CCF Option 11, note that protection of the job stream member can occur in several ways. First,
by specifying a value of NO for JSREDIT (the default) in the CCF System Profile Table (see the System Profile Table
in the “Administrator Functions in LIB/CCF” topic of the "Implementing LIB/CCF section), only control group members
may attempt to edit the member. Specifying YES does not restrict edit privileges to the control group. It is possible to
permit edits outside of the control group, yet limit this capability to a small subset of users. This can be accomplished by
specifying YES for JSREDIT and utilizing the Member Level Security feature of an external security package to restrict
access to Y members on the system master file.

After the job stream member is corrected, the control group or programmer (determined by site option) can use the
RESUBMIT command from Option 11. See the section titled Processing Pending Jobs (Option 11) for details on Option
11, RESUBMIT processing.

Possible LIB/CCF Logout Problems
When you log out an existing member, you are copying it from a production master file to a test master file or requesting
the control group to do so if logouts are under their control at your site.
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Normally the logout proceeds smoothly and the member is copied to your test master file, except in the following cases:

1. The member is already on the test master file.
2. The member is already logged out through CCF.
3. Your site performs batch logouts, and the batch job fails.
4. The control group is in charge of logouts, and they reject your request.
5. You exceeded the number of members you are allowed to log out simultaneously.
6. The logout is undesirable in some way and must be cancelled.

The following sections describe ways to solve these problems as they arise.

Member is Already on the Test Master File

When you log out an existing member, you are requesting LIB/CCF to provide you with a copy of the member. LIB/
CCF places this copy on the test master file you specify. But if LIB/CCF discovers that the test master file already has a
member with the same name, it rejects your logout request, even though the member is not already logged out.

The reason for this is that underlying the logout process is the idea that there should not be extraneous copies of
members outside of production. Unless a member is being worked on (that is, unless it was logged out through CCF), it
really should not be on your test master file. Yet, this can happen if previous work on the member did not finish cleanly.

In any case, you should contact your manager and investigate why the test master file already contains a copy of the
member you want to log out. After satisfying yourselves of the member's integrity, you should then delete the copy from
the test master file and try the logout again.

Member is Already Logged Out

Generally, when a programmer logs out a member, LIB/CCF does not permit anyone else to log out that same member. If
you should try, LIB/CCF rejects your logout and issues an explanatory message.

However, your LIB/CCF Administrator might have installed LIB/CCF to allow multiple logouts of the same member. Even if
this is the case, each logout must be to a different test master file.

When you try to log out a member that is already outstanding, LIB/CCF displays a list of all the test master files where the
member was already logged out.

If the test master file you selected already has the member (someone else is using the same master file), LIB/CCF rejects
your request outright. You might want to contact the other programmer (whose name displays on the screen) and discuss
ways of resolving this conflict.

If no one else is currently using your test master file, LIB/CCF lets you either continue or terminate your request. You
might want to terminate at this point and discuss with your manager the fact that you and another programmer will be
working on the same member at the same time. But if you want to continue, you must type in continue on the command
line.

Batch Job Fails

If your LIB/CCF system is set up for batch logouts, then every time you log out a member, LIB/CCF submits a batch job to
copy the member from production to your test master file.

For each job that it submits, LIB/CCF puts an entry into the Pending Job Status queue, which you can view from Option
11. The entry provides the production and test master file names and the name and number of the batch job.

If the job runs to completion without errors, the Pending Job Status queue entry is automatically deleted. Otherwise, it
remains to remind you that the job failed and needs your attention.
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After examining the job output identified by job name and job number, you should discuss with your manager what you
should do next. If some steps ran but others did not because of JCL errors, the job output reveals this.

Job stream members reside in the system master file, and may be edited either from CCF Option 11 (via ELIPS only) or
outside of CCF. For security reasons, the job stream members on the system master file carry a PROD-2 status. When
editing directly from CCF Option 11, note that protection of the job stream member can occur in several ways. First, by
specifying a value of NO for JSREDIT (the default) in the CCF System Profile Table (see the System Profile Table in
the “Administrator Functions in LIB/CCF” topic of the LIB/CCF Implementation section), only control group members
may attempt to edit the member. Specifying YES does not restrict edit privileges to the control group. It is possible to
permit edits outside of the control group, yet limit this capability to a small subset of users. This can be accomplished by
specifying YES for JSREDIT and utilizing the Member Level Security feature of an external security package to restrict
access to Y members on the system master file. Once changes have been made, you may resubmit the job stream from
Option 11.

If the job runs to completion this time with no errors, the Pending Job Status queue entry goes away. Otherwise, you must
repeat the above few steps as many times as necessary.

On the other hand, if you cannot figure out the errors, then there could be a problem with logout processing. Your
manager and the LIB/CCF Administrator must resolve the problem before you can continue.

Control Group Rejects Your Logout Request

If LIB/CCF does not execute your logout request immediately but instead channels it to a control group, you must wait for
the control group to process your logout request.

By monitoring the Option 9 (MOVEMENT STATUS) queue, you can observe what happens to the Module Movement
Record (MMR) that corresponds to your logout request.

When the control group processes your request, the member gets copied from production to your test master file. When
that happens, the MMR disappears from Option 9.

However, if the control group rejects your logout request, the MMR is marked with a *REJECTED* indicator. It is then up
to you to contact the control group to find out their reasons and decide what to do next. You can decide to try the logout
again or wait till later. In either case, use the Option 9 DELETE command to delete the MMR.

Depending on site options, either you or the control group will be able to delete the MMR.

Member Logout Limit is Exceeded

The LIB/CCF Administrator specifies the maximum number of members that can be logged out to a programmer at the
same time. If you try to logout a member and that would exceed the maximum, LIB/CCF rejects your logout.

When this happens, finish up your work on the other members you have already logged out and log them in. Then you
can try your logout again.

If logging in members is not feasible, discuss the problem with your manager.

Cancelling a Logout

If after logging out a member, you find that it really was not necessary in the first place, you can cancel the logout. To
cancel, go to your login queue (Option 5) and locate the entry that corresponds to the member. Delete the entry.

LIB/CCF automatically deletes the member from your test master file (unless the entry is for a new module) to prevent the
proliferation of copies outside production.

If LIB/CCF channeled your logout request to the control group and the control group has not acted On it yet, LIB/CCF
cancels that request also.
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Possible LIB/CCF Login Problems
The following conditions can block the login process:

• The member is not on the test master file.
• Your site performs batch logins, and the batch job fails.
• The program fails in assembly or compilation.
• Multiple logouts are allowed at your site, and someone else logged out and changed the member.
• The control group is in charge of logins, and they reject your request.

Depending on site option, if your login request is channeled to the control group, LIB/CCF can lock the member on your
test master file. This prevents any further modifications to the member until it gets moved to production and finally deleted
from your test master file.

The following sections describe ways to solve login problems as they arise.

Member is Not on the Test Master File

When you log in a member, you are effectively requesting LIB/CCF to update production with your test master file copy of
that member. Naturally, if LIB/CCF cannot locate the member on your test master file, it cannot perform the login.

If you are logging in a brand new member, you might have neglected to create it on your test master file. If the member
was deleted without your knowledge, speak with your manager to discuss ways of recovering the member, perhaps from a
backup.

Therefore, before you log in a member, make sure it is on your test master file. And, because the login process also
involves assembly or compilation of the member, finish any preliminary assembly or compilation and testing before you log
in the member.

Batch Job Fails

If your LIB/CCF system is set up for batch logins, then every time you login a member, LIB/CCF can submit a batch job
to update the production member with your test master file version. LIB/CCF additionally assembles or compiles the
member.

Regardless of whether your login request is processed immediately or channeled to the control group, the assembly or
compilation step always takes place in batch.

When LIB/CCF submits a batch job, two important things take place: a Job Submission Record (JSR) is placed in the
Pending Job Status queue (Option 11) and a member containing the complete job stream is added to the LIB/CCF system
master file. If the job executes successfully, the JSR automatically removes it from the Option 11 queue and the job
stream member is deleted from the system master file. However, if the job fails, the JSR and the job stream member
remain for subsequent processing. An examination of the job output shows what steps ran and what steps failed. If there
are JCL errors, you must correct the job stream member.

An examination of the job output shows what steps ran and what steps failed. If there are JCL errors, you must correct the
JCL member.

Job stream members reside in the system master file, and may be edited either from CCF Option 11 (via ELIPS only) or
outside of CCF. For security reasons, the job stream members on the system master file carry a PROD-2 status. When
editing directly from CCF Option 11, note that protection of the job stream member can occur in several ways. First, by
specifying a value of NO for JSREDIT (the default) in the CCF System Profile Table (see the section on the System Profile
Table in the “Administrator Functions in LIB/CCF” section), only control group members may attempt to edit the member.
Specifying YES does not restrict edit privileges to the control group. It is possible to permit edits outside of the control
group, yet limit this capability to a small subset of users. This can be accomplished by specifying YES for JSREDIT and
utilizing the Member Level Security feature of an external security package to restrict access to Y members on the system
master file.
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After the job stream member is corrected, the control group or programmer (determined by site option) can use the
RESUBMIT command from Option 11. See the section titled "Processing Pending Jobs (Option 11)" for details on Option
11, RESUBMIT processing.

Assembly or Compile Fails

Of course, you made sure that the member assembles or compiles correctly and tested it thoroughly before starting the
login process. Nevertheless, assembly or compilation errors can sometimes occur, indicating that you need to revise your
changes to the member. Because the member was already logged in, you must logout the member again. But before you
do that, you must process the Pending Job Status queue entry.

This removes the entry and lets you log out the member anew from Option 4.

There are Multiple Logouts

If your LIB/CCF system allows multiple logouts, it can cause special problems for the programmers. For example,
if programmer B logs out a member that programmer A logged out earlier, programmer A does not know about it.
Programmer B might then log in the member before programmer A does. LIB/CCF processes his login normally. However,
when programmer A tries to log in his new version of the member, LIB/CCF issues a message that the version of the
member being updated changed and displays this panel:

          MODULE VERSION CHECK FAILURE FOR: COBMOD                            

                                                                              

DESTINATION MASTER ===> LIBR.PROD.MAST                                        

                                                                              

LOGGED OUT VERSION ===>07281055  CURRENT VERSION ===>05251025                 

                                                                              

GENERATE ARCHIVED CROSS-LEVEL REPORT ===>   OVERRIDE ===>                     

                                                                              

          ARC    VERSION     PSWD PGMR    DESCRIPTION                         

CUR VER=>  -0 03/05/25 10:25 QXRF BAKER   COBOL TEST PROGRAM                  

L/O VER=>  -1 03/07/28 10:55 QXRF BROWN   FIRST INCLUDE                       

Use this panel to request that LIB/CCF generate a Archive Cross-Level Report to help reconcile the differences between
programmer A's version and the version currently on the production master file.

For LIB/CCF-AllFusion Vollie

The Cross Level Compare uses the batch Librarian -OPT COMPARE function to produce a report showing the differences
between the current level and the logged out level of the production member. It also shows the differences between the
current level and the logged out level of the test member.

For LIB/CCF-Roscoe and ISPF(TSO)

The Cross Level Compare uses Comparator II. The compare job contains three steps.

1. Compares the current level in the test or Q/A master file to the level logged out from production.
2. Compares the current level in the production master file to the level logged out from production.
3. Compares the current level of each file.

For LIB/CCF-ISPF(VM/ESA)

The VM/ESA Comparator, which incorporates Comparator II logic, is used. The comparison involves three steps.

1. Compares the current level in the test or Q/A master file to the level logged out from production.
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2. Compares the current level in the production master file to the level logged out from production.
3. Compares the current levels of each file.

The comparison report is written to the PRINTER file.

After examining the Cross-Level Reports, the programmer must revise the test member to reconcile all changes and
login the member again. LIB/CCF again reports that its version check failed and presents the same panel. As long as the
member was not changed after the programmer's first login attempt, he can select OVERRIDE and login the member.
However, if the member was again updated while the test member was being revised, he must again reconcile the
changes.

To determine if it is safe to override with your revised test member, keep a record of the number of new levels created
since your original logout. LIB/CCF provides this information on the panel. If the number changed since you postponed
your login for code reconciliation, you must generate Cross-Level Reports that show the new changes and reconcile them
again.

Vollie users have an additional option on this panel to generate an archive index report. Depending on the security level
of the module on the test master, LIB/CCF-Vollie might not be able to identify all the intermediate levels of the production
module for online display. In this case, a message is issued. You can select this panel option to submit a batch archive
index job.

Control Group Rejects Your Login Request

If LIB/CCF does not execute your login request immediately but instead channels it to a control group, you must wait for
the control group to execute your login.

By monitoring the Movement Status queue from Option 9, you can observe what happens to the entry that corresponds to
your login request.

Generally speaking, the control group is responsible for the login process from beginning to end.

However, the control group can reject your login request. In that case, LIB/CCF marks the Module Movement Request
entry as *REJECTED*. Additionally, LIB/CCF puts back in your login queue (Option 5) an entry for the member and also
marks it as *REJECTED*. This lets you log in the member again at a later time.

By site option, the member can be locked on the test master when the programmer requested that it be logged in. In this
case, the control group must use the UNLOCK command from Option 9 to unlock the member before it can be worked on
again.

Either the control group or the programmer must delete the rejected MMR from the queue (Option 9), depending on site
option. Use the DELETE command to do this.

If the programmer deletes the rejected MTR from his login queue (Option 5), it cancels the original logout and deletes the
member from the test master file. The member is now eligible to be logged out again.

Contact the control group right away to find out their reasons for rejecting your login request. Then decide what to do next.
Perhaps the reasons were trivial and easily resolved, in which case, you can try the login again.

But if you want to nullify all the work you have done on the member (that is, cancel the original logout so that other
programmers can work on the member), you should delete the member's entry from your login queue (Option 5).
Afterwards, you should get your manager's help in removing the member, now locked, from your test master file.

In either case, either the control group or you should delete the Movement Status entry (marked as *REJECTED*) from
the queue (Option 9) before doing anything else.

Control Group Rejects Your Link/Bind

If LIB/CCF does not execute your link-edit or DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 bind request immediately but instead channels it
to a control group, then you must wait for the control group to execute your link-edit or bind.
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By monitoring the Link Status queue from Option 10, you can observe what happens to the entry that corresponds to your
link or bind request.

Generally speaking, the control group is responsible for the link or bind process from beginning to end.

However, the control group can reject your request. In that case, LIB/CCF marks the System Link/Bind Request as
*REJECTED*. Contact the control group right away to find out their reasons for rejecting your request. Then decide what
to do next. Either the control group or you should delete the System Link/Bind Record (marked as *REJECTED*) from the
queue (Option 10) before doing anything else. You can then correct the problem and issue the link or bind request again.

Run Reports
The following sections describe the reports you can run during the course of LIB/CCF operations. Some of these reports
are generated automatically when optioned, and some reports are generated on-demand. You can choose whether to
view reports online or have them printed. See the report descriptions to learn what options are available for each report.

Automatic Reports
The following reports are produced automatically in the course of LIB/CCF operations when you select them as options for
your site:

Change Request Report

A partial Change Request Report is produced when a change request is opened. It is directed to the person who opened
the change request.

              LIB/CCF CHANGE REQUEST REPORT - WO000001                        

                                                                              

  REQUESTOR: Bob Jones                        PHONE: X4038                    

    MANAGER: Ron Smith                  APPL/SYSTEM: OEX DISTRIBUTION         

 DEPARTMENT: Accounting                        TYPE: MOD.                     

COORDINATOR: Gail Johnson                     PHONE: X3245                    

     OPENED: 08/23/03 13.10.31     ASSIGNED TO PGMR: N/A                      

                                                                              

DESCRIPTION: Subroutine LVSSECT must be changed to accommodate                

             rounding off to nearest tenth of a cent.                         

Assignment Notification Report

An Assignment Notification Report is produced when the applications manager assigns the change request to a
programmer. It is directed to the programmer.

                        L I B / C C F                                         

          A S S I G N M E N T N O T I F I C A T I O N                         

                                                                              

        TO: Bob Jones                                                         

      FROM: Tom Smith                                                         

            Accounting                                                        

      DATE: 08/23/96                                                          

   SUBJECT: WO000001                                                          

                                                                              

     You are hereby notified that your request has been                       

     assigned to programmer BAKER.                                            
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Completed Change Request Report

A complete Change Request Report is produced when the programmer closes the change request. It is directed to the
programmer.

             LIB/CCF CHANGE REQUEST REPORT - WO000001                         

                                                                              

  REQUESTOR: Bob Jones PHONE: Ext. 4038                                       

    MANAGER: Ron Smith DEPARTMENT: Distribution                               

COORDINATOR: Gail Johnson PHONE: Ext. 4056                                    

APPL/SYSTEM: OEX DISTRIBUTION TYPE: MODIFICATION                              

     OPENED: 08/23/96 13.10.31 STATUS: CLOSED 08/26/96                        

             BY BAKER                                                         

                                                                              

DESCRIPTION: When an invalid shipping code is entered on                      

             panel OEX120 and message 'nnnn IS NOT A VALID                    

             SHIP CODE', provide an option to display a                       

             list of valid codes.                                             

                                                                              

MGR COMMENT: Branch to the SHIP/TRAN subsystem in order to                    

             obtain the list of codes. Provide return to                      

             OEX120.                                                          

Change Request Activity Report
        LIB/CCF CHANGE REQUEST ACTIVITY REPORT                                

                                                                              

CR WO000001                           PGMR: BAKER                             

                                                                              

MODULE LOGOUT REQUESTS:                                                       

                                                                              

OEX530     CR: WO000001   LOGOUT STAMP: 08/24/03 09:15:32                     

PROD MASTER: LIBR.PROD.MAST                                                   

TEST MASTER: LIBR.TEST.MAST                                                   

VERS=*NEW*                                                                    

                                                                              

MODULE LOGIN REQUESTS:                                                        

                                                                              

OEX530     CR: WO000001   LOGOUT STAMP: 08/24/03 09:15:32                     

PROD MASTER: LIBR.PROD.MAST                                                   

LOGIN STAMP: 08/25/03 13:48:00                                                

VERS=*NEW*                                                                    

                                                                              

PROCESSED MOVEMENT REQUESTS:                                                  

                                                                              

OEX530     CR: WO000001 TO: PROD   DATE: 08/25/03 15:56:31                    

FROM MASTER: LIBR.PROD.MAST                                                   

TO MASTER: LIBR.TEST.MAST                                                     

VERS=*NEW*                                                                    

                                                                              

REJECTED LOGIN/LOGOUT REQUESTS:                                               
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NONE                                                                          

                                                                              

DELETED LOGOUT REQUESTS:                                                      

                                                                              

NONE                                                                          

                                                                              

SYSTEM LINK REQUESTS:                                                         

                                                                              

WO000001   LKED SYSIN MEMBER:   OEXLINK OPTS:  001101                         

PROD MASTER: LIBR.PROD.MAST                                                   

LKED: 08/25/03 16.42.57   FILEID: 001                                         

                                                                              

PROCESSED SYSTEM LINK REQUESTS:                                               

                                                                              

WO000001   LKED SYSIN MEMBER:   OEXLINK OPTS:  001101                         

PROD MASTER: LIBR.PROD.MAST                                                   

LKED: 08/25/03 17.03.31   FILEID: 001                                         

                                                                              

REJECTED SYSTEM LINK REQUESTS:                                                

                                                                              

NONE                                                                          

                                                                              

RESUBMITTED BATCH ACTIVITY:                                                   

                                                                              

NONE                                                                          

                                                                              

COMPLETED BATCH ACTIVITY:                                                     

                                                                              

BAKERA  J03092   CR: WO000001    DATE: 08/25/03 15.56.32                      

PROD MASTER: LIBR.PROD.MAST                                                   

MODULE NAME: OEX120    TYPE:  MOVE  Y0404925   WO000001                       

VERS=*NEW*                                                                    

                                                                              

BAKERB  J04831   CR: WO000001    DATE: 08/25/03 17.03.32                      

PROD MASTER: LIBR.PROD.MAST                                                   

MODULE NAME: OEXLINK   TYPE:  LKED  Y9603455   WO000001                       

Change Request Close Report
              LIB/CCF CHANGE REQUEST CLOSE REPORT                             

                                                                              

CHANGE REQUEST ID:  WO000001                TYPE:  CLOSED                     

                                                                              

      ANALYSIS:                                                               

                                                                              

      Panel OEX120 has been modified to indicate that PF7                     

      provides a list of valid ship codes. A new program,                     

      OEX530 browses the ST1100 database, builds the list,                    

      and provides a cursor select function to insert the                     

      desired ship code into the 'SHIP TO:' field upon                        

      return to OEX120.                                                       
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      ROUTINESAFFECTED:                                                       

                                                                              

      OEX/TSO and OEX/CICS                                                    

                                                                              

      SYSTEMS TESTS MODIFIED ON: 8/25/03                                      

                                                                              

      SYSTEMS TESTS VERIFIED ON: 8/25/03                                      

                                                                              

      SYSTEMS TESTS ADDED OR MOD:                                             

                                                                              

      OEXST120 modified to test PF7.                                          

      OEXST530 added.                                                         

                                                                              

      NEW USER INPUT:                                                         

                                                                              

      None.                                                                   

                                                                              

      NEW USER OUTPUT:                                                        

                                                                              

      None.                                                                   

                                                                              

      DOCUMENTATION CHANGES                                                   

                                                                              

      None.                                                                   

      Update OEX User Guide to indicate that PF7 from                         

      panel OEX120 now provides a list of valid ship codes.                   

                                                                              

      CLOSED: 08/26/03 14.00.19

Requesting Reports
You can view reports online or printed from the report request panel that displays when you select a report option from
Option 8.

Report Generation Panel

The following panel displays when you select Option 8:

--- mm/dd/yy ---------------- REPORT GENERATION ------------------- TIME 15:24

OPTION ===>                                                                   

_           _                                                                 

                                                                              

   1 UNASSIGNED     - Unassigned requests                                     

   2 ASSIGNED       - Assigned requests                                       

   3 LOGOUT         - Module logout                                           

   4 HISTORY        - Module history                                          

   5 MOVEMENT       - LOGIN/LOGOUT request status                             

   6 LINK STATUS    - Linkedit/bind request status                            

   7 JOB STATUS     - Pending job status                                      

   8 CHANGE REQUEST - Change request                                          

   9 LCDF           - Library chain definition                                
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  10 DB2            - DB2                                                     

When you select a report option, you see the Report Request panel that lets you specify report options.

Generalized Report Request Panel

The following example displays a generalized report request panel (that is, not all of the fields on this panel appear for all
of the reports).

COMMAND ===>                                                                  

                                                                              

  REPORT STATUS ===>   VIEW( )   PRINT( )                                     

    REPORT TYPE ===>   PGMR( )   GROUP( )                                     

         CCF ID ===>       (For PGMR report type)                             

     PRINT DEST ===>       COPIES ===>                                        

The following fields appear on the report request panels:

REPORT STATUS
You can view the reports online or print them. Place an X next to the option.

VIEW
Displays the report at the terminal. You can use PF keys to scroll through the reports. For Roscoe and Vollie,
PF19 scrolls backward and PF20 scrolls forward. For ISPF, the LIB/CCF default PF key settings are PF19 for up
and PF20 for down.

PRINT
Prints the report.

• For z/OS and OS/390 and VSE/ESA sites, the LIB/CCF Administrator determines whether the report prints
online or through a batch job.

• For ISPF(VM/ESA) users, the Report Print Specification panel displays. You can route print requests to the
VM/ESA print spool or to a VM/ESA file. Use this panel to supply information to either spool the report or to
create a VM/ESA file. This panel is also available from Option 0.5, which lets you set default information.
However, it redisplays for every print request, letting you modify the information.

PRINT DEST
Not applicable to ISPF(VM/ESA). If you specified PRINT, you can optionally enter a print destination. If you did not
specify a PRINT DEST, the default print destination for the user ID is used.

• For Roscoe online printing, supply an RPS defined printer.
• For Roscoe batch printing, supply a JES defined printer.
• For Vollie online printing, supply a valid CICS printer identification.
• For Vollie batch printing, supply a valid destination for the POWER LST statement.
• For ISPF(TSO) online or batch printing, supply a JES defined printer.

COPIES
Not applicable to ISPF(VM/ESA). If you specified PRINT, you can specify the number of copies you want printed
(a number from 1 to 9). If not specified, one copy prints.

REPORT TYPE
A manager or control group member can generate the report for a single programmer or for all programmers in
your group. Place an X next to the option

PGMR
Generates the report for the programmer specified in the CCF ID field.
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GROUP
Generates the report for all of the programmers in the group.

CCF ID
Used only when PGMR is specified. Defaults to your CCF ID.

The following commands are available while displaying the reports:

TOP
Positions to the top of the report file.

BOTTOM
Positions to the end of the report file.

FIND <string>
Positions to the first occurrence of the specified string. Do not use delimiters.

NEXT
(Roscoe and Vollie.) Repeat the last FIND command, beginning the search at the last positioned occurrence of
the string.

RFIND
(ISPF only.) Repeat the last FIND command, beginning the search at the last positioned occurrence of the string.

PRINT
Prints one copy of the report at the default print destination for the user ID.
For ISPF(VM/ESA), the Report Print Specification panel displays.

Unassigned Requests Report (Option 8.1)
The Unassigned Requests Report shows all the unassigned change requests for the applications manager requesting the
report.

            U N A S S I G N E D R E Q U E S T S              

                                                             

REQUEST:  INITIATED:   TYPE:    STATUS:       RESPONSIBILITY:

--------  -----------  -------  ------------  ---------------

WO000002  970109 0000  PROBLEM  *UNASSIGNED*  MGR: BROWN     

WO000004  970509 0000  PROBLEM  *UNASSIGNED*  MGR: BROWN     

                                                             

TOTAL: 0002                                                  

Assigned Requests Report (Option 8.2)
The Assigned Requests Report shows all the change requests that the applications manager assigned to programmers in
his group.

A S S I G N E D R E Q U E S T S                          

                                                         

          LAST                                           

REQUEST:  ACTIVITY:    TYPE:    ASSIGNED:                

--------  -----------  -------  -------------------------

WO000005  030114 1619  PROBLEM  ASSGN: SMITH   MGR: BROWN

WO000006  030121 1239  PROBLEM  ASSGN: ROGERS  MGR: BROWN

WO000008  030122 1320  PROBLEM  ASSGN: SMITH   MGR: BROWN
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TOTAL: 0003                                              

Module Logout Report (Option 8.3)
The Module Logout Report displays information about modules currently logged out by programmers in your group.

            M O D U L E L O G O U T R E P O R T       

                                                      

LVSSECT   CR: WO000001 LOGOUT STAMP: 08/15/03 11.40.30

          PROD MASTER: LIBR.PROD.MAST                 

          TEST MASTER: LIBR.TEST.MAST                 

          VERS=06141051                               

                                                      

TOTAL: 00000001                                       

A manager can request the report for a single programmer or all of the programmers reporting to him.

A programmer can request the report only for the modules currently logged out to him.

The control group can request the report for a single programmer or for all programmers (from all groups).

Module History Report (Option 8.4)
The Module History Report request panel requires a module name and the number appearing beside the production
master file (from the list of available files) where it resides.

COMMAND ===>                              

                                          

           MODULE NAME ===>               

                                          

 PRODUCTION MASTERFILE ===>               

                                          

 REPORT STATUS ===>   VIEW( )    PRINT( ) 

                                          

   PRINT DEST ===>             COPIES ===>

                                          

AVAILABLE FILES: 001) LIBR.PROD.MAST      

                 002) LIBR.PROD.MASTACCT  

                 003) LIBR.PROD.MASTCRDT  

                                          

*** END OF LIST ***                       

You can use the following commands to search the list of available files.

FIND string
Positions to the first occurrence of the specified string. Do not use delimiters.

NEXT
(Roscoe and Vollie) Repeat the last FIND command, beginning the search at the last positioned occurrence of the
string.

RFIND
(ISPF only) Repeat the last FIND command, beginning the search at the last positioned occurrence of the string.
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The Module History Report displays the history member for a specified module. The last programmer to make a change to
the module or his manager can request this report. Depending on site options, the control group or anyone can generate
the report.

           LIB/CCF MODULE HISTORY REPORT - ACCGRID            

                                                              

  PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE:  ASM               PROGRAMMER: BROWN  

                                                              

     PRODUCTION MASTER: LIBR.PROD.MAST                        

                                                              

          DATE CREATED: 09/27/03 09.50.37 CR: WO00002         

                                                              

                SYSTEM: ACCOUNTS PAYABLE                      

                                                              

           DESCRIPTION: COMMON ROUTINE FOR SUBROUTINES        

                                                              

              ABSTRACT: This routine is used by all of the    

                        A.P. online subroutines in calculating

                        interest rates.                       

                                                              

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGES:                                       

  CR: WO000025 mm/dd/yy 11.05.24 PGMR: BROWN                  

  Allow for program authorization.                            

Login/Logout Request Status Report (Option 8.5)
The Login/Logout Status Report displays outstanding login and logout requests (that is, requests that are not yet
processed by the control group).

         L O G I N / L O G O U T R E Q U E S T S             

                                                             

LIBREST CR:WO000001 TO: TEST DATE: 08/22/03 11.45.56 PGMR: LI

           PROD MASTER: LIBR.PROD.MAST                       

           TEST MASTER: LIBR.TEST.MAST                       

           VERS=08041051                                     

                                                             

LIBBKUP CR:WO000002 TO: PROD DATE: 08/26/03 13.51.30 PGMR: LI

           PROD MASTER: LIBR.PROD.MAST                       

           CURR MASTER: LIBR.QA.MAST                         

           VERS=06151451                                     

                                                             

TOTAL: 00000002                                              

A manager can request the report for a single programmer or all of the programmers reporting to him.

A programmer can request the report only for his own login and logout requests.

The control group can request the report for a single programmer or for all programmers (from all groups).
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Linkedit/Bind Request Status Report (Option 8.6)
The System Linkedit/Bind Status Report displays a list of all requests for system link-edits and DB2 for z/OS and OS/390
binds that were submitted to the control group for processing.

         L I N K E D I T / B I N D R E Q U E S T S          

                                                            

WO000015 LKED SYSIN MEMBER: LKEDMEM OPTS: 001101 PGMR: BROWN

         PROD MASTER: LIBR.PROD.MAST                        

         LKED: mm/dd/yy 14:29:53     FILEID: 01             

                                                            

WO000036 BIND SYSIN MEMBER: BINDMEM              PGMR: BROWN

         PROD MASTER: LIBR.PROD.MAST                        

         BIND: mm/dd/yy 15.30.56     FILEID: 001            

                                                            

TOTAL: 0000002                                              

A manager can request the report for a single programmer or all of the programmers reporting to him.

A programmer can request the report only for his own link-edit or bind requests.

The control group can request the report for a single programmer or for all programmers (from all groups).

Pending Job Status Report (Option 8.7)
For every batch job submitted by LIB/CCF (except print jobs), a Job Submission Record (JSR) is created to track the job.
Pending Job Status Report displays a list of all outstanding Job Submission Records. An outstanding JSR indicates that
the job is either currently executing, awaiting execution (for z/OS and OS/390, it can be a scheduled job) or executed
unsuccessfully. These batch jobs can include jobs to perform module movements, compiles, link-edits, or DB2 for z/OS
and OS/390 binds.

         P E N D I N G J O B S T A T U S R E P O R T              

                                                                  

LIA       J03747 CR: WO000038 DATE: 11/28/02 13.56.00 PGMR: LI    

          PROD MASTER: LIBR.PROD.MAST                             

          MODULE NAME: ACCTTXT   TYPE:  MOVE Y3560437             

          VERS=09771348                                           

                                                                  

TOTAL:   00000001                                                 

A manager can request the report for a single programmer or all of the programmers in your group.

A programmer can request the report only for jobs that he submitted.

The control group can request the report for a single programmer or for all programmers (from all groups).

Change Request Report (Option 8.8)
The Change Request Report option can generate a complete or partial report for a single change request. The
programmer assigned to the change or his manager can request this report. Depending on site option, the control group
or anyone can generate the report.

Change Request Report Command
COMMAND ===>                                                     
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  REQUEST ID ===> WO......                                       

                                                                 

  REPORT TYPE ===> DESC ( )   ACTIVITY ( )   CLOSE ( )   FULL ( )

                                                                 

REPORT STATUS ===> VIEW ( )      PRINT ( )                       

                                                                 

  PRINT DEST ===>              COPIES ===>                       

Enter the change request number (either WOnnnnnn or n, where n is the numeric portion of the request ID) and select
one of the following report types:

REPORT TYPE
Four reports types are available. Place an X next to the type.

DESC
Displays information about the change request, the requestor who opened the request, and the manager who
assigned the request.

ACTIVITY
Displays the logout, login, system link/bind requests, and batch activity records for the specified change request.

CLOSE
Displays the change request closing documentation entered by the programmer who closed the request (if
available).

FULL
Displays all of the information available for the change request.

Sample Change Request Reports appear in the following figures.

Change Request Report
              LIB/CCF CHANGE REQUEST REPORT - WO000001         

                                                               

  REQUESTOR:  Bob Jones                 PHONE:  Ext. 4038      

    MANAGER:  Tom Smith            DEPARTMENT:  Distribution   

COORDINATOR:  Gail Johnson              PHONE:  Ext. 4056      

APPL/SYSTEM:  OEX DISTRIBUTION           TYPE:  MODIFICATION   

     OPENED:  08/23/03 13.10.31        STATUS:  CLOSED 08/26/03

                                                BY BAKER       

                                                               

DESCRIPTION: When an invalid shipping code is entered on       

             panel OEX120 and message 'nnnn IS NOT A VALID     

             SHIP CODE', provide an option to display a        

             list of valid codes.                              

                                                               

MGR COMMENT: Branch to the SHIP/TRAN subsystem in order to     

             obtain the list of codes. Provide return to       

             OEX120.                                           

Change Request Activity Report
        LIB/CCF CHANGE REQUEST ACTIVITY REPORT           

                                                         

CR WO000001                           PGMR: BAKER        
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MODULE LOGOUT REQUESTS:                                  

                                                         

OEX530     CR: WO000001   LOGOUT STAMP: 08/24/03 09:15:32

PROD MASTER: LIBR.PROD.MAST                              

TEST MASTER: LIBR.TEST.MAST                              

VERS=*NEW*                                               

                                                         

MODULE LOGIN REQUESTS:                                   

                                                         

OEX530     CR: WO000001   LOGOUT STAMP: 08/24/03 09:15:32

PROD MASTER: LIBR.PROD.MAST                              

LOGIN STAMP: 08/25/03 13:48:00                           

VERS=*NEW*                                               

                                                         

PROCESSED MOVEMENT REQUESTS:                             

                                                         

OEX530     CR: WO000001  TO: PROD DATE: 08/25/03 15:56:31

FROM MASTER: LIBR.PROD.MAST                              

TO MASTER: LIBR.TEST.MAST                                

VERS=*NEW*                                               

                                                         

REJECTED LOGIN/LOGOUT REQUESTS:                          

                                                         

NONE                                                     

                                                         

DELETED LOGOUT REQUESTS:                                 

                                                         

NONE                                                     

                                                         

SYSTEM LINK REQUESTS:                                    

                                                         

WO000001   LKED SYSIN MEMBER:  OEXLINK   OPTS:  001101   

PROD MASTER: LIBR.PROD.MAST                              

LKED: 08/25/03 16.42.57   FILEID:  001                   

                                                         

PROCESSED SYSTEM LINK REQUESTS:                          

                                                         

WO000001   LKED SYSIN MEMBER:  OEXLINK   OPTS:  001101   

PROD MASTER: LIBR.PROD.MAST                              

LKED: 08/25/96 17.03.31   FILEID:  001                   

                                                         

REJECTED SYSTEM LINK REQUESTS:                           

                                                         

NONE                                                     

                                                         

RESUBMITTED BATCH ACTIVITY:                              

                                                         

NONE                                                     

                                                         

COMPLETED BATCH ACTIVITY:                                

                                                         

BAKERA  J03092   CR: WO000001     DATE: 08/25/03 15.56.32

PROD MASTER: LIBR.PROD.MAST                              
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MODULE NAME: OEX120    TYPE:  MOVE   Y0404925    WO000001

VERS=*NEW*                                               

                                                         

BAKERB  J04831   CR: WO000001     DATE: 08/25/03 17.03.32

PROD MASTER: LIBR.PROD.MAST                              

MODULE NAME: OEXLINK TYPE: LKED Y9603455 WO000001

Change Request Close Report
              LIB/CCF CHANGE REQUEST CLOSE REPORT          

                                                           

CHANGE REQUEST ID:  WO000001                TYPE: CLOSED   

                                                           

      ANALYSIS:                                            

                                                           

      Panel OEX120 has been modified to indicate that PF7  

      provides a list of valid ship codes. A new program,  

      OEX530 browses the ST1100 database, builds the list, 

      and provides a cursor select function to insert the  

      desired ship code into the 'SHIP TO:' field upon     

      return to OEX120.                                    

                                                           

      ROUTINESAFFECTED:                                    

                                                           

      OEX/TSO and OEX/CICS                                 

                                                           

      SYSTEMS TESTS MODIFIED ON: 8/25/03                   

                                                           

      SYSTEMS TESTS VERIFIED ON: 8/25/03                   

                                                           

      SYSTEMS TESTS ADDED OR MOD:                          

                                                           

      OEXST120 modified to test PF7.                       

      OEXST530 added.                                      

                                                           

      NEW USER INPUT:                                      

                                                           

      None.                                                

                                                           

      NEW USER OUTPUT:                                     

                                                           

      None.                                                

                                                           

      DOCUMENTATION CHANGES                                

                                                           

      None.                                                

                                                           

      Update OEX User Guide to indicate that PF7 from      

      panel OEX120 now provides a list of valid ship codes.

      CLOSED: 08/26/03 14.00.19                            
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LCDF (Option 8.9)
The Library Chain Definition Function is restricted to the LIB/CCF Administrator.

DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 Reports (Option 8.10 for z/OS and OS/390 Only)
If your site uses LIB/CCF to manage DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 source and your LIB/CCF Administrator implemented
the DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 reporting facility, several reports are available from Option 8.10 (DB2 REPORTS). They
are listed following. Reports are generated against the DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 subsystem specified in Option 0 (CCF
PARMS).

Plan Cross-Reference report.
Requires a DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 plan name and produces a report of all the source members and
corresponding DBRMs and packages included in that plan.

Source Cross-Reference report.
Requires an AllFusion Librarian source member name and produces a report of all the plans and packages where
the source member is used.

Application Cross-Reference report.
Requires a LIB/CCF application name and produces a report of all the plans and packages included in that
application.

Change Request Audit report.
Requires a change request number and produces a report of all of the plans, source members, and DBRMs and
packages associated with that change request.

DBRM Exception report.
Requires a DBRM library name and produces a report of all the DBRMs that have no corresponding source
member entry in the CALIBCCF.LIBCCFTA table.

DB2 Field Panels

Each of the Option 8.10 DB2 Reports display the following panel:

FRI 08/25/03 ------------ Field one --------------- 16.47.00

                                                            

COMMAND ===>                                                

                                                            

  REPORT STATUS ===>  VIEW( )     PRINT( )                  

                                                            

  Field two ===>                                            

                                                            

  PRINT DEST ===>     COPIES ===>                           

 

Fields one and two in the above display contain variable data. Field one of each panel is the report name that you
selected from Option 8.10. Field two of each panel is one of the following, depending on the report you chose:

PLAN
Enter the PLAN name that you want to cross reference.

SOURCE
Enter the AllFusion Librarian source member that you want to cross-reference.

APPLICATION
Enter the LIB/CCF application that you want to cross-reference.
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CHANGE REQUEST
Enter the change request number that you want to report on. Specify either the complete change request number
in WOnnnnnn format or simply provide the numeric portion of the change request without the leading zeros (that
is, nnn).

DBRM LIBRARY
Enter the DBRM library name. The DBRMs in that library with no corresponding source entry are listed.

The following are sample reports from Option 8.10 (DB2 REPORTS). The report fields are documented after the sample
reports.

TUE 08/29/03                     LIB/CCF DB2                         13.18.17

                                                                             

                            PLAN CROSS REFERENCE                             

                                                                             

PLAN:  CCFPLAN1   CREATOR: SMITH01    BIND TIME STAMP: 2003-08-28.11.30.44.34

                                                                             

DBRM        DBRM TIME STAMP         DBRM LIBRARY                             

  SOURCE    SOURCE TIME STAMP       LIBRARIAN MASTER                         

----------  ----------------------  ------------------------------------     

$CCFB105    2003-08-25.10.26.50.05  LIBR.PROD.DBRMLIB                        

  $CCFB105  2003-08-25-10.13.56.00  LIBR.PROD.MAST                           

                                                                             

$CCFS101    2003-08-28.11.25.52.29 LIBR.PROD.DBRMLIB                         

                                                                             

PACKAGE     PRECOMPILE TIME        COLLECTION        LOCATION                

 SOURCE     SOURCE TIME STAMP      LIBRARIAN MASTER                          

----------  ----------------------  ------------------------------------     

$CCFB108    2003-08-25.10.26.50.05  LIBR1 LOCAL                              

  $CCFB108  2003-08-25-10.13.56.00  LIBR.PROD.MAST                           

                                                                             

  << NO LIBRARIAN INFORMATION >>                                             

 

The message NO LIBRARIAN INFORMATION indicates that there is no entry for this DBRM in the CALIBCCF.LIBCCFTA
table.

TUE 08/29/03                     LIB/CCF DB2                         13.33.32 

                                                                              

                           SOURCE CROSS REFERENCE                             

                                                                              

SOURCE NAME    : $CCFDBPG                                                     

TIME STAMP     : 2003-08-25-08.58.03                                          

LIBRARY        : LIBR.PROD.MAST                                               

CCF APPLICATION: ACCOUNTING                                                   

                                                                              

          PLAN      BIND TIME STAMP      CREATOR                              

          PACKAGE   PRECOMPILE TIME      COLLECTION           LOCATION        

          --------  -------------------  --------------------------------     

          <<< SOURCE NOT USED IN ANY PLAN >>>                                 

                                                                              

          <<< SOURCE NOT USED IN ANY PACKAGE >>>                              

                                                                              

SOURCE NAME    : $CCFDBPG                                                     

TIME STAMP     : 2003-08-25-10.13.56                                          
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LIBRARY        : LIBR.PROD.MAST                                               

CCF APPLICATION: PAYROLL                                                      

                                                                              

          PLAN      BIND TIME STAMP      CREATOR                              

          PACKAGE   PRECOMPILE TIME      COLLECTION           LOCATION        

          --------  -------------------  --------------------------------     

          CCFPLAN1  2003.08.28 11.30.44  SMITH01                              

          CCFPACK   2003.09.28 11.31.44  LIBR1                LOCAL           

          CCFPLAN2  2003.08.25 11.01.17  SMITH01                              

          <<< SOURCE NOT USED IN ANY PACKAGE >>>                              

          CCFPLAN3  2003.08.25 10.28.17  SMITH01                              

          <<< SOURCE NOT USED IN ANY PACKAGE >>>                              

 

The message SOURCE NOT USED IN ANY PLAN (or PACKAGE) indicates that this archive version of the AllFusion
Librarian source member is not used in any plan.

TUE 08/29/03                     LIB/CCF DB2                         09.50.13

                                                                             

                         APPLICATION CROSS REFERENCE                         

                                                                             

CCF APPLICATION: ACCOUNTING                                                  

                                                                             

   PLAN     BIND TIME STAMP      CREATOR                                     

   DBRM     DBRM TIME STAMP      SOURCE    SOURCE TIME STAMP                 

   PACKAGE  PRECOMPILE TIME      SOURCE    SOURCE TIME STAMP       COLLECTION

----------  -------------------  --------  ----------------------------------

 CCFPLAN1   2003-08-28.11.30.44  SMITH01                                     

  $CCFB105  2003-08-25.10.26.50  $CCFB105  2003-08-25-10.13.5      LIBR1     

  $CCFS104  2003-08-28.09.45.20  << NO LIBRARIAN INFORMATION >>              

                                                                             

CCFPLAN2    2003-08-25.11.01.17  SMITH01                                     

  $CCFB105  2003-08-25.10.26.50  $CCFB105  2003-08-25-10.13.5                

  $CCFS103  2003-08-25.10.40.33  << NO LIBRARIAN INFORMATION >>              

                                                                             

CCFPLAN3    2003-08-25.10.28.17  SMITH01                                     

  $CCFB105  2003-08-25.10.26.50  $CCFB105  2003-08-25-10.13.5                

                                                                             

REPORT COMPLETE.      AT LEAST ONE SOURCE MODULE NOT FOUND.                  

 

The message NO LIBRARIAN INFORMATION indicates that this DBRM has no corresponding source member entry in
the CALIBCCF.LIBCCFTA table.

WED 08/30/03                 LIB/CCF DB2                              09.50.13

                                                                              

                         CHANGE REQUEST REPORT                                

                                                                              

CHANGE REQUEST: WO000033                                                      

                                                                              

SOURCE        SOURCE TIME STAMP    LIBRARIAN MASTER                           

  DBRM        DBRM TIME STAMP      DBRM LIBRARY                               

  PACKAGE     PRECOMPILE TIME      COLLECTION             LOCATION            

    PLAN      BIND TIME STAMP      CREATOR                                    
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------------  -------------------  -------------------------------------------

$CCFB105      2003-08-25-10.13.56  LIBR.PROD.MAST                             

  $CCFB105    2003-08-25-10.26.50  LIBR.PROD.DBRMLIB                          

    CCFPLAN1  2003-08-28-11.30.44  SMITH01                                    

    CCFPACK1  2003-08-25-11.01.17  LIBR1                  LOCAL               

                                                                              

$CCFS101 2003-08-24-16.05.14 LIBR.PROD.MAST                                   

  << SOURCE NOT USED IN ANY ACTIVE PLAN >>                                    

                                                                              

REPORT COMPLETE.                                                              

 

The message SOURCE NOT USED IN ANY ACTIVE PLAN indicates that this DBRM was not used in any plan.

TUE 08/29/03                 LIB/CCF DB2                              13.58.24

                                                                              

                        DBRM EXCEPTION REPORT                                 

                                                                              

DBRM: LIBR.PROD.DBRMLIB                                                       

                                                                              

DBRM      DBRM TIME STAMP                                                     

--------  -------------------                                                 

DCCFB105  2003-08-25-10.26.50                                                 

DCCFS101  2003-08-25-10.38.20                                                 

DCCFS103  2003-08-25-10.40.33                                                 

DCCFS104  2003-08-30-12.53.05                                                 

DCCFB105  2003-08-30-08.38.35                                                 

DSNTIAUL  2003-08-30-09.44.01                                                 

                                                                              

REPORT COMPLETE. AT LEAST ONE SOURCE MODULE NOT FOUND.                        

 

Report Fields

The report fields are alphabetically listed and described following:

BIND TIME STAMP
The date and time that the PLAN was created.

CCF APPLICATION
The LIB/CCF application under which the change request was opened.

CHANGE REQUEST
The change request number for which the report was requested.

COLLECTION
The name of the collection associated with the package.

CREATOR
The user ID that performed the bind that produced the plan.

DBRM
The DBRM name.

DBRM LIBRARY
The data set name of the DBRM library.
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DBRM TIME STAMP
The date and time that the DBRM was created.

LIBRARIAN MASTER
The data set name of the Librarian master file. This is generally the production master file name. However, if you
perform the pre-compile/compile process from a QA master file, the QA master file data set name displays.

LOCATION
The location of the DBMS where the package was bound.

PACKAGE
The name of the package.

PLAN
The plan name.

PRECOMPILE TIME
The date/time stamp DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 generated at precompile time.

SOURCE
The name of the Librarian source member.

SOURCE TIME STAMP
The version date and time of the Librarian source member at the time the pre-compile was performed.

Librarian

Librarian is a ,Broadcom library management system. This system consists of a specially formatted, self-reorganizing
library and the batch utility programs and online interfaces that access it.

Librarian Change Control Facility (LIB/CCF)

The  Librarian Change Control Facility (LIB/CCF) is an interactive dialog-based application that provides Librarian users
with a comprehensive application change control methodology. It includes complete tracking, reporting, and control of the
program development and maintenance process in online environments.

application

An application is a user-defined name used to refer collectively to any group of programs performing related functions.
Authorized User Key Definition Table defining to LIB/CCF the application users who can initiate change requests and the
applications for which they can initiate requests.

backup load library

A backup load library is an optional library where executable production programs can be backed up before a new
program is link edited. There must be one for each production library to back up.

Roscoe key conversion table

Roscoe key conversion table defines LIB/CCF users’ Roscoe keys and the corresponding LIB/CCF keys to the LIB/
CCF-Roscoe system.

Vollie OPNAME conversion table

Vollie OPNAME conversion table defines LIB/CCF users’ CICS operator names and the corresponding CCF ID.
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CCF administrator

A CCF administrator is an individual designated by site management as having responsibility for implementing LIB/
CCF and maintaining its associated tables. This person establishes the LIB/CCF system profile, defines the users of the
system, and establishes their authority to exercise specific LIB/CCF functions.

change request

A change request is a request for a modification or problem resolution. The change request is used as an anchor point for
all LIB/CCF functions.

change request ID

A change request ID is a change request number.

Close function

Close function removes a change request from the list of active or open requests.

CMS userid conversion table

The CMS userid conversion table defines LIB/CCF users’ VM/ESA user IDs and the corresponding LIB/CCF keys to the
LIB/CCF system.

control group

A control group contains the user IDs, defined by the LIB/CCF system administrator, responsible for processing
programmer requests (logout, login, link, and DB2 bind requests). Additionally, the control group can be responsible for
processing job submission records (JSRs).

History master file definition table

A History master file definition table defines to LIB/CCF the History master file associated with each Production master
file.

History member

A History member is a member on the History master file that contains a cumulative narrative describing all changes ever
made to the corresponding source module in the production master file.

job submission record (JSR)

A job submission record (JSR) is a record created when a batch job is submitted to perform a login, logout, link-edit, or
DB2 bind of a module.

Jump command

The Jump command is a command consisting of an equal sign and panel number (=n) that lets the online user display
another panel without passing through a hierarchy.

LANGUAGE definition table

The LANGUAGE definition table is a table of LIB/CCF language names and the JCL members set up to compile programs
written in the corresponding programming language.
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LIB/CCF system master

LIB/CCF system master is a Librarian master file designated as the repository of LIB/CCF system information. This
information includes all change requests, member tracking information, and general system status information.

library chain

A library chain is a group of Librarian master files that define a promotion path for a member. A library chain consists of at
least a Production and Test master file and can include any number of intermediate (QA or Reject) master files.

Library Chain Definition Function (LCDF)

Library Chain Definition Function (LCDF) is a LIB/CCF administrator function for defining Production, Test, and
intermediate (QA and Reject) master files, their associated libraries (object, load, history), and other related information.

library definition record (LDR)

A library definition record (LDR) is a record created for each master file or operating system library defined by the
administrator with LCDF. An LDR contains all information needed by LIB/CCF to access the file, such as data set name,
VM/ESA link options, master file type, and so on.

Link function

The Link function initiates the process of link editing a member that was updated and returned to the production master
file.

Login function

The Login function is a LIB/CCF function that processes a request to move a copy of a new or changed program back
into production. The login can be processed directly or proceed in steps that involve movement of the program to an
intermediate library for quality assurance purposes.

Logout function

The Logout function is a LIB/CCF function that processes a request to move a copy of a production program to a
designated test library so that changes can be made to it in response to a change request.

logout stamp

A logout stamp indicates the date and time of the logout.

master file definition table

A master file definition table defines the production master file to the LIB/CCF system.

model system

A model system is a generalized LIB/CCF system supplied by Broadcom, tailored to no particular site.

module movement record (MMR)

A module movement record (MMR) is a record created by LIB/CCF for use by the control group to manage requests from
programmers to transfer a member.
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module tracking record (MTR)

A module tracking record (MTR) is a record created by LIB/CCF when a member is logged out of the production
environment to the test environment.

production link request

A production link request is a request to link edit a member in a production master file.

production master file

A production master file is a Librarian master file defined to LIB/CCF as a repository of production source code. When
a change is required to a production program, a request is made to LIB/CCF to move a copy of that member to the
development environment.

production object library

A production object library is a library that is the target of production compiles or where the test object member is copied if
a TEST OBJECT is specified; the library where the object members are link edited.

programmer definition table

A programmer definition table defines programmers to the LIB/CCF system.

programming managers definition table

A programming managers definition table defines programming managers to the LIB/CCF system.

system link request (SLR)

A system link request (SLR) is a LIB/CCF function that relinks an entire system or subsystem after one of its parts is
changed. A link request can only be processed after login is completed successfully.

test master file

A test master file is a Librarian master file defined to LIB/CCF as the library where copies of production programs reside
during the development phase.

test object/relocatable

A test object/relocatable is an optional object code representing the output from the most recent compile of the test
member being logged in can be copied from this library into the production object library.
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Reference
Contains reference information for use with performing actions on Librarian.

The Reference section provides general information about Batch, Control, and ELIPS commands, Processing Options,
and how to compile programs.

Click the PDF icon to download a PDF of the Reference section.

Reference documentation is also provided for:

Batch Commands
This section provides the information required to use the Librarian program.

Librarian is a highly sophisticated and flexible storage medium for source programs and other sets of data records,
together with the collection of service routines for storing and retrieving them.

Librarian helps you keep track of your programs and data. You can store anything as a member on a Librarian master file,
but Librarian is most useful for source programs. It offers many features for auditing and control, and facilities to compile
and run these programs.

Documentation Changes

The following documentation updates have been in the second edition of this documentation:

• -ADD Statement -- Add a Module to The Master File -- Clarified that a module name can include any character except
a comma, blank, parenthesis, or slash.

• PRMOD -- Added content to clarify the difference between archives of printer modules and archives of non-printer
members.

Master Files

The basic component of Librarian is its master file. A master file is a pre-allocated area of space on disk where data is
stored in a highly compressed format.

Each master file consists of one or more modules. A module is a collection of data records and the associated control
information, identified by a single name. A data record can be any 80-byte record.

Traditional Master Files

A Librarian disk master file is a direct-access data set consisting of fixed-length blocks. The block size is set when the
master file is initialized. The file includes an index and a data area. Neither area is pre-allocated. The index expands as
needed.

Modules are stored on the master file in a random manner. A free space map, located on the master file, keeps track of
which blocks are in use and which are available.

Librarian can process an unlimited number of control statements in a disk master execution. Control statements are
processed in the order of their appearance in the control deck. There are no work files required to process a Librarian disk
master.
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Wide Record Master Files

The Wide Record Master File has the same external appearance as both DA and VSAM master files except for two major
differences. A Wide Record Master File can support data records up to 32,760 bytes, and the archive level limit of 255 is
no longer in effect. The archive level limit can be up to 99,999,999 levels.

Data Compression

All data records on a Librarian master file are stored in a compressed format. This compression not only increases the
capacity of the file, but also significantly shortens execution time by reducing the amount of I/O. The compression level
of a master file is established at initialization time as either none, partial, or full compression. The length of a compressed
record varies greatly according to its content. The following figure shows the full compression of a few typical COBOL
source statements.

A logical record for a Librarian master file can contain several compressed data records. Librarian thus makes maximum
use of space to store the greatest amount of data.

COBOL Statement (80 columns) Compressed Length (in bytes)
02 EMPL-NUM PICTURE 9(5) 15
MOVE INPUT-ACCOUNT TO MAST-ACCOUNT 25
ADD TWO TO LINE-COUNT 15
PERFORM TAX-COMPUTE 12

Archiving

The Archiving Facility lets you recreate previous versions (or levels) of an updated module quickly and easily. When
archiving is activated for a module, Librarian retains in the module all records that would otherwise be deleted during an
update operation.

As updates progress, the records are marked to indicate the level or levels where each record belongs. If you request an
earlier level of a module, archiving reconstructs the level using the records marked as belonging to the specified level. The
following figure shows the development of multiple levels in an archived module.

 INITIAL    FIRST                    SECOND                

 MODULE     Update:      MODULE      UPDATE:      MODULE   

+------+   +--------+   +-------+   +--------+   +--------+

|010  A|   |-REP ALL|   |010  A |   |-REP ALL|   |010  AAA|

|020  B|   |010  A  |   |020  B |   |010  AAA|   |010  A  |

|030  C|   |020  B  |   |030  CC|   |030  CC |   |020  B  |

|040  D|   |030  CC |   |030  C |   |040  DD |   |030  CC |

|050  E|   |040  DD |   |040  DD|   |050  E  |   |030  C  |

|060  F|-->|050  E  |-->|040  D |-->|060  F  |-->|040  DD |

|070  G|   |060  F  |   |050  E |   |070  GG |   |040  D  |

|080  H|   |070  GG |   |060  F |   |080  HHH|   |050  E  |

|090  I|   |080  HH |   |070  GG|   |090  III|   |060  F  |

|100  J|   |090  I  |   |070  G |   |100  J  |   |070  GG |

+------+   |100  J  |   |080  HH|   +--------+   |070  G  |

           +--------+   |080  H |                |080  HHH|

                        |090  I |                |080  HH |

                        |100  J |                |080  H  |

                        +-------+                |090  III|

                                                 |090  I  |

Deleted or replaced records                      |100  J  |

 retained in the module.                         +--------+
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You can retain as many as 255 archiving levels for a single module. The current level number and the total number of
levels being maintained for a module are reported on the Management Index listing. Wide Record Master Files have no
archiving level limit.

You can access an earlier level of a module by specifying its absolute level number, its relative level number, or the date
(or date and time) the level was current.

You must initialize a master file to support archiving, but an archived master file can contain both archived and non-
archived modules.

You can examine the differences between two levels of an archived module residing on a disk master file through the
COMPARE feature.

Note: Archiving affects other Librarian options and facilities. Restrictions are noted in this document where appropriate.

Control Statements
Control statements activate Librarian operations. A Librarian control statement begins with a command. It can refer to a
specific module and can include processing options and user comments.

Control Statement Format
The Librarian control statement consists of a command beginning in column 1, one or more blanks, any parameters, one
or more blanks, and any user comments.

The Librarian control statements have the following format:

command [ module-name][,option(s)] [comments]

The following are the rules for Librarian control statements:

• Each Librarian command begins with a dash (-).
• Each Librarian command is followed by one or more spaces.
• Parameters are separated from each other by commas, with no intervening spaces.
• The module name, when required, must be the first parameter.
• The password, when specified, must be the second parameter.
• If you specify any processing options, they must follow the module name and password.
• The last option specified overrides any previous conflicting options.
• User comments must begin before column 70.
• You cannot continue Librarian control statements.

Example

The following example shows a typical Librarian control statement:

-SEL MODULE1,ZYQR,LIST AN EXAMPLE

-SEL
The command. It begins in column 1, with a dash.

MODULE1
Specifies the module name. It can be up to eight characters in length.

ZYQR
Indicates the password.

LIST
Specifies a processing option.
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AN EXAMPLE
Displays a user-supplied comment.

Control Statement
A control stream is a series of Librarian control statements and data records indicating the processing to perform during a
single execution of Librarian.

There are seven basic kinds of Librarian control statements:

• Execution control statements govern the general execution of Librarian and can carry options that hold true for the
entire control stream.

• The module control statements process a particular module and can carry options that are applied to that module.
• Editing control statements can examine and change strings in existing records in a module.
• Updating control statements can add, replace, or remove entire records in a module.
• Documentary control statements can add special records to a module and other data records that record control

information about that module. This documentary data is stored separately and can be retrieved separately from data
records.

• Miscellaneous control statements can incorporate modules, other records, and other kinds of data into a module, or
generate JCL.

• Utility control statements can transfer data records or whole modules in a master file or search an entire master file for
character strings.

List of Control Commands

The following is a list of control commands with brief descriptions of their functions. See the “Control Commands” section
for full descriptions of the command. Processing of a module begins with a module control statement and ends with either
the next module control statement, an -EMOD, -END, or -DATA control statement, or the physical end of file.

Execution Control
(-OPT) Establish execution parameters

Module Control
(-ADD) Add a module to the master file

Editing Control
(-SCAN) Search module for character string

Updating Control
(-INS) Insert a record

Documentary Control
(-PGMR) Name the programmer

Miscellaneous Control
(-AUX) Add records from another file

Utility Control
(-INC) Transfer records or modules from the master

Sequence of Control Statements

This is the order in which to place your control statements in a control stream:

1. The -OPT control statement, if you use it.
2. Then, for each module you are working with:

a. The -ADD, -SEL, or -DLM control statement (module control statement) for that module.
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b. Any -JCL control statements, after the -ADD or -SEL control statement but before any documentary control
statements.

c. Any -JCLT control statements. They must come after -JCL control statements when you are using both for one
module during a single execution.

d. -PGMR, -LANG, -DESC, -HST, and -HSTD control statements (documentary control statements) immediately
following -JCL and -JCLT control statements. Do not place -PGMR, -LANG, and -DESC control statements after -
HST statements.

e. -COM control statements, anywhere in the control stream except after -EMOD or -DATA control statements.
f. -SCAN, -EDIT, and -FILL (editing control statements) after documentary control statements. If you mix them

together with updating control statements (-INS, -REP and -DEL), you must arrange both editing and updating
statements so that the data records they refer to are processed in ascending order by sequence number.

g. -INS, -REP, and -DEL (updating control statements), arranged so that the data records they refer to are processed
in ascending order by sequence number.

h. Data records immediately following their associated updating control statements.
i. -INC and -AUX control statements where you want to copy the data records they represent.
j. -EMOD control statement at the end of the control statements for each module to terminate processing for that

module.
k. -DATA control statement to terminate processing of a module and to include test data or supplementary job control

statements in the compilation file.
3. After that come your control statements for the next module to process, if any. Use as many module control statements

(-ADD, -SEL, or -DLM) as you need to perform the operations. Modules are processed in the order in which you
refer to them in the control stream. Then Librarian processes the modules in ascending order by module name (their
sequence on the master file), regardless of their order in the control stream.

4. END control statement at the end of the entire Librarian control stream. If you omit the -END control statement,
Librarian writes a warning message on the Update Record listing. If this warning appears, examine your output for
possible misapplied updates.

Sequence of Module Record Update

The order in which you update the records of your module is important.

As Librarian goes through your module applying update control statements (-INS, -REP, and -DEL), it reads the records
sequentially that it is updating. If you replace (-REP) record number 30 and then try to delete record 20, Librarian gives
you an error message because record 20 was already read and passed.

Editing control statements (-SCAN, -EDIT, and -FILL) are different in this respect. Unlike updating control statements (-
INS, -REP, and -DEL), which must be arranged so that the records they refer to are in ascending alphanumeric order, you
can specify editing control statements in any order. But when you are using editing control statements in a control stream
with updating control statements, their placement can be critical.

Librarian notes the location of edit operations, but does not perform them until the records they refer to are read, often
in response to an updating control statement. For this reason, you can put editing control statements before updates to
previous records.

Because Librarian reads all the records in a module up to the specified record immediately upon detecting any updating
control statement, it is not possible to edit previous records once a particular record is updated. You must put the editing
control statements first or put them in sequence by record number with the updating control statements. You cannot put
them last.

An editing control statement that was read but not acted upon is referred to as an active editing control statement. An
editing control statement remains active until all the records it refers to are processed. No more than 30 editing control
statements can be active simultaneously.

You can use a single editing control statement to process one record, a range of records, or every record in the module.
If you include an editing control statement without identifying a particular record or a range of records, the records that
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the statement processes are those that Librarian reads after encountering the editing control statement. If you place the
editing control statement at the beginning, before any updating statement, the editing function is performed on every
record in the module. If placed after any updating control statements, the edit operation begins with the record following
the one updated by the last processed update control statement and continues to the end of the module.

The results of editing operations are written on the Update Record listing. Each record modified by either -EDIT or -FILL is
date stamped on the Module listing.

See the following two figures for an annotated example of the combined use of editing and updating control statements.

Note the following items:

A-These operations are performed on the entire module.

• B-This operation is limited to records 70 through 300.
• C-These operations are performed on all records of the module, beginning with record 90.
• D-This statement is rejected since Librarian already processed record 390.

RUN NO. 25     DATE=mm/dd/yy  TIME=1128 UPDATE RECORD LIBR.DEV.MAST                           

                                                                                              

-SEL MIXED,ZXJP                                                                               

-EDIT   /ALPHA/BETA/                                                                          

-EDIT   /PAY3/PAY4/                                                                           

-FILL   /NEWPAY/                                                                              

-SCAN   /WTD-/                                                                                

-EDIT   /PIK/PIC/70,300                                                                       

-INS  FIRST                                                                                   

    000010  SELECT PAY ASSGN TO SYSUT1.                                                       

                                                                                              

                               THE NEW CARDS HAVE BEEN INSERTED BEFORE THE FOLLOWING CARDS    

                                                                                              

                               000010       ACCESS RANDOM                                     

                                                                                              

    000020       ACCESS RANDOM                                             NEW FILL PERFORMED 

    000030       BLOCK CONTAINS 50 RECORDS                                 NEW FILL PERFORMED 

    000040       NOMINAL KEY IS PSF-KEY                                    NEW FILL PERFORMED 

    000050       RECORD KEY IS PSF-REC-KEY                                 NEW FILL PERFORMED 

    000060       SELECT PDSQISAM ASSIGN TO DA-I-ISAMDSQ                    NEW FILL PERFORMED 

    000070       ACCESS RANDOM                                             NEW FILL PERFORMED 

    000080       NOMINAL KEY IS PDSQ-KEY                                   NEW FILL PERFORMED 

-REP 80                                                                                       

    000090 BLOCK CONTAINS 50 RECORDS                                                          

                                                                                              

                               FOLLOWING CARDS REMOVED FROM MASTER BY LAST OPERATION          

                                                                                              

                               000080       NOMINAL KEY IS PDSQ-KEY.                          

                                                                                              

-EDIT   /DAY/PAY/97                                                                           

-EDIT   /WITH/FWTD/                                                                           

-EDIT   /MASTER/PAY-MASTER/                                                                   

-EDIT   /MVE/MOVE/90,110                                                                      

-EDIT   /SAVE//                                                                               

    000100       SELECT PAYLOG ASSIGN TO DA-S-XMITQLOG.                    NEW EDIT PERFORMED 

    000110       SELECT READER ASSIGN TO DA-S-CARDIN.                      NEW EDIT PERFORMED 

    000120       SELECT SCMV ASSIGN TO DA-S-SCMV.                          NEW FILL PERFORMED 
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    000130       SELECT PAY-MASTER ASSIGN TO UT-S-ERRORS.                  NEW EDIT PERFORMED 

    000140       SELECT DELPRINT ASSIGN to UT-S-DELETE.                    NEW FILL PERFORMED 

    000150 IO-CONTROL                                                      NEW FILL PERFORMED 

    000160       APPLY CORE-INDEX ON PSFI PDSQI.                           NEW EDIT PERFORMED 

    000170       DATA DIVISION                                             NEW FILL PERFORMED 

    000180       FILE SECTION                                              NEW FILL PERFORMED 

    000190       FD PAY-MASTER                                             NEW EDIT PERFORMED 

    000200       BLOCK CONTAINS 0 RECORDS                                  NEW FILL PERFORMED 

    000210       RECORD CONTAINS 80 CHARACTERS                             NEW FILL PERFORMED 

    000220       RECORDING MODE IS F                                       NEW FILL PERFORMED 

-REP 220                                                                                      

    000230  ADD MK-FWTD TO YTD-FWTD.                                                          

                                                                                              

                                                                                              

                                                                                              

                               FOLLOWING CARDS REMOVED FROM MASTER BY LAST OPERATION          

                                                                                              

                               000220       LABEL RECORDS ARE STANDARD                        

                                                                                              

    000240     DATA RECORD IS PRODUCTS-CONTROL-CARD.                       NEW FILL PERFORMED 

    000250 01  PRODUCTS-CONTROL-CARD.                                      NEW FILL PERFORMED 

    000260     05 C-C-CTL-CHAR                PIC XXX.                     NEW EDIT PERFORMED 

    000270        88 CTL                          VALUE '< >'.             NEW FILL PERFORMED 

    000280     05 C-C-C-CODE                  PIC X.                       NEW EDIT PERFORMED 

    000290        88 BETA                         VALUE '3'.               NEW EDIT PERFORMED 

    000300        88 PROC                         VALUE 'P'.               NEW EDIT PERFORMED 

    000310        88 CMNT-STAX                    VALUE '+' THRU 'P'.      NEW EDIT PERFORMED 

    000320        88 CHNG                         VALUE 'C'.               NEW FILL PERFORMED 

    000330        88 PAY4                         VALUE 'D'.               NEW EDIT PERFORMED 

    000340        88 MSG-BETA                     VALUE 'M'.               NEW EDIT PERFORMED 

    000350        88 DBD-STAX                     VALUE 'B'.               NEW EDIT PERFORMED 

    000360        88 PSB-BETA                     VALUE 'S'.               NEW EDIT PERFORMED 

    000370        88 PAT-STAX                     VALUE '2'.               NEW EDIT PERFORMED 

    000380 WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.                                        NEW FILL PERFORMED 

    000390 PROCEDURE DIVISION USING PARM-1.                                NEW FILL PERFORMED 

    000400 MVPG                                                            NEW FILL PERFORMED 

    000410     OPEN INPUT READER OUTPUT DELPRINT ERRPRINT XMITQLOG         NEW FILL PERFORMED 

-INS 400                                                                                      

    000420 ADD WK-FICA TO YTD-FICA.                                                           

                                                                                              

THE NEW CARDS HAVE BEEN INSERTED AFTER THE FOLLOWING CARD                                     

                               000400       OPEN INPUT READER OUTPUT DELPRINT ERROR           

-EDIT   /MVE/MOVE/450                                                                         

-EDIT   /MVE/MOVE/390                                                                         

 ... ERROR ... UPDATES NOT IN ORDER BY SEQ NO.                                                

-EDIT   /STAY/STAX/460,490                                                                    

-EDIT   /STX/STAX/460,490                                                                     

-EDIT   /STX/STAX/620,630                                                                     
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Protecting Against Duplicate Updates

Librarian automatically protects against consecutive duplicate updates, a condition that occurs when you inadvertently
resubmit an update that was already successfully applied. For each update made to a module, Librarian computes a
hash count, which it stores and then uses to determine if the update was submitted two consecutive times. An update that
Librarian determines is a duplicate is not applied to the module and an error message is written on the Update Record
Listing.

The hash count check is automatically bypassed when you are applying changes on a temporary basis (through the
TEMP or TEMPS option), since no permanent updates are made to the module. If you want to bypass the hash check and
apply duplicate updates, place an X in column 7 of the -EMOD or -DATA control statement for the module. For additional
information on the -EMOD or -DATA control statement, see the “Control Commands” section.

Processing Hierarchy
There are three levels where processing options for modules are specified. In general,each level overrides the
specification of the previous (or higher) level.

1. Initialization level-Defaults for processing options are established when the master file is initialized. You can change
these defaults by reinitializing the master file. Some of these defaults can be overridden for a single execution; others
cannot. Check with your system programmer for the initialization defaults of the master file you are working with.

2. Execution level-For those initialization defaults that can be overridden, you can establish your own defaults by
specifying processing options on a -OPT control statement. Defaults established at the execution level are in effect for
the processing of each module during the current Librarian execution.

3. The Module Control Statement level-You can override many of the processing defaults established at the execution
level by specifying an alternate processing option on a module control statement. Options selected at the module
control statement level are in effect for the processing of one module only.

Adding JCL to a Module
A slash (/) appearing in column 1 of any data record identifies that record as JCL. Librarian automatically positions the
sequence numbers of all such records in columns 73-80, unless the sequence number is defined as starting to the right of
column 72.

Conversion Characters

For all except the POWER conversion character (/ $$), the conversion is done before adding the data to the master. The
POWER Conversion character is stored as is on the master file and the conversion is done when the module is written to
the JOBSTR file.

When in-stream JCL is stored online, you are expected to alter the JCL next. This avoids ambiguities between the JCL
you are using to execute Librarian and the JCL you want to store in the Librarian master file. Do not alter JCL you enter
through the -AUX control statement. Such auxiliary file entry cannot be confused with your in-stream JCL.

Convert the first (two) characters used in your in-stream JCL to Librarian in-stream characters using the table that follows.

CharacterBeginning inColumn 1 ConvertedTo Purpose

/:
/;
/%

/*
/&
//

To add JCL as data.

/ $$ * $$ To add POWER control statements as data.

= - To add Librarian control statements as data.
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% To force Librarian sequence numbers to
columns 73 through 80. A % in column 80
produces the same result. Specifying the
COL1% parameter on a -OPT statement
inhibits conversion of the % in column 1.

Notes:

The JCL conversion characters (/:, / , and /%) are not required when adding or updating data online through Roscoe
EXPORT, ELIPS, Vollie, or LIB/CMS.

When adding or updating data through the -AUX control statement, data is added as is (no conversion is performed). See
the “Control Commands” section for details on the -AUX control statement.

Forcing Sequence Numbers to Columns 73-80

You can direct Librarian to place the sequence number of a specific data record in columns 73-80 by placing a percent
sign (%) in either column 1 or column 80 of that record. Librarian automatically positions the sequence numbers of the
record in columns 73-80 unless the sequence number is defined as starting to the right of column 72.

Default Sequence Numbers

The default for sequence numbers in Librarian is columns 73-80 of the record, unless the sequence numbers is defined as
starting to the right of column 72, as stated above.

For wide record support, the default is in columns 0,06,10,10 of the record. The zero (0) means that the numbers are
external, and not part of the data.

When a module is written to the compilation file (through the EXEC option), Librarian replaces each percent sign
appearing in column 1 of a data record with a blank. You can override this replacement by using the COL1% option.

Control Commands
Each Librarian command must begin in column one, with a dash (-), and be followed by one or more spaces. The
Librarian commands use many of the same processing options. Instead of listing and defining the same processing
options for each command, this section indicates which processing options each command supports and the next section,
“Processing Options,” describes the processing options.

-ADD Statement -- Add a Module to the Master File
Use the -ADD update control statement to add a module to the master file. Processing options that you include on the
control statement override execution defaults. If the module addition fails for any reason, no additional processing is
performed.

This statement has the following syntax:

-ADD module-name[,options]

module-name
Specifies a unique one- to eight-character module name. The name can include any character except a comma,
blank, parenthesis, or slash.
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options
Specifies options for performing additional processing. The following options are valid:

ARC LOCK PUNCH
ARCINC= NOCHK RESEQ
CLEARID NOEXEC SEQ=
CCOPY* NOLIST SEQCHK=
CON NOPUNCH SYNCHK(l,a)*
COPYDD* NORESEQ UNCON
EXEC NOSORT* UNLOCK
LIST NOVAR VAR
LISTH PSWD=

NOTE
The options with an * are not valid for Wide Record Master files.

For wide record master files, use the following IBM PDS naming convention rules:

• The first character must be a national or alpha character ($#@, A-Z).
• The remaining characters must be national or alphanumeric characters ($#@, A-Z, 0-9).

-AUX Statement -- Add Records of Another File to a Librarian Master File
The -AUX miscellaneous control statement adds the records of another file to a Librarian master file. Place one or more
-AUX control statements in the control stream where you would otherwise place the data records the -AUX control
statements represent. For example, you could specify a -AUX control statement immediately following a -INS control
statement. Any Librarian commands read from the auxiliary input data set are not processed, but are written to the module
as data records.

-AUX is not supported in an online environment, except when updating a wide record master file.

The format of a -AUX control statement is different for the OS/390, z/OS and OS/390, and VSE/ESA operating systems.

NOTE
When running against wide records, the combination of RECFM=V and SUBSYS=LAM can cause unpredictable
results. Use fixed or fixed block when using SUBSYS=LAM.

VSE/ESA Syntax

The statement has the following format:

-AUX [SYSSLB(s.name)   ]

     [SYSnnn[,mm      ]] 

     [      [,filename]] 

SYSSLB
The auxiliary file is a system or private source statement library. When using a private source statement library,
you must supply the appropriate ASSGN, DLBL, and EXTENT information. If you use LIBDEF in place of ASSGN,
only the SEARCH= keyword parameter is recognized. For VSE/ESA format libraries, use LIBDEF with the
SOURCE,SEARCH= parameter.

s
The library prefix.
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name
The book name.

SYSnnn
The symbolic unit name of the file to use as auxiliary input. This input file must contain 80- or 81-byte unblocked
records.
When specifying the file name value as the second parameter, you must supply either the appropriate DLBL and
EXTENT job control statement (if you are using a disk file) or the appropriate TLBL job control statement (if you
are using a standard label tape file). Whether you are using a disk file or a tape file, you must supply an ASSGN
job control statement for the file.

mm
The file number identifying the input file on a multi-file tape. The default is 01, which corresponds to the file
immediately following the first tape mark.
If you are processing an unlabeled tape without a leading tape mark, specify a numeric value one less than the
file desired. For example, to access the first file, specify 0, to access the second file, specify 1, and so on.
When specifying a tape file as auxiliary input, the operator is responsible for mounting the correct tapes on the
proper drives before starting the job.Librarian not issue any mounting messages. Librarian positions each tape to
the file identified by mm when the corresponding -AUX control statement is processed. Tapes can be labeled or
unlabeled; no label information is necessary.

filename
The file name you supply on the DLBL or TLBL statement for the file.

If you omit this parameter and the file resides on a disk device, Librarian uses AUXFILE as the file name. However, if you
omit this parameter and the file resides on a tape device, Librarian processes the first or only file on an unlabeled tape.

Using the -AUX control statements and the associated job control statements is illustrated in the following figure.

A     // ASSGN SYS_14,cuu                         

      // DLBL AUXFLE1,'disk.auxfile'             

B     // EXTENT SYS_15,volser,1,_,reltrk,ntrks  

      // ASSGN SYS_15,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR         

      // TLBL AUXFLE2,'tape.file'                

C     // ASSGN SYS_16,cuu                         

      // EXEC CA-Librarian,SIZE=AUTO              

         -OPT NOLIST                              

         -ADD PROG5,SEQ=COBOL                     

         -AUX SYSSLB(C.PAYDF)                     

         -SEL TRAINING,PUNCH                      

         -DESC UPDATE REFLECTS NEW REQUIREMENTS   

         -INS 7_                                  

         -AUX SYS_14,_5                           

         -AUX SYS_15,AUXFLE1                      

         -AUX SYS_16,AUXFLE2                      

         -END                                     

       /*                                         

• A-This ASSGN statement assigns a file to an unlabeled tape.
• B-These statements define a disk file.
• C-These statements define a standard label tape file.

z/OS and OS/390 Syntax

NOTE
This statement has the following format:
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-AUX ddname(memname)

ddname
The name of the DD statement defining the file to use as auxiliary input. Any number of -AUX statements can
refer to the same DD statement. When using a partitioned data set as input, do not specify a member name in
the DD statement, but on the -AUX statement. When using a sequential data set on an unlabeled tape, you must
specify RECFM and BLKSIZE as DCB subparameters on the DD statement.

memname
The name of the member of a partitioned data set to use as auxiliary input.

//AUX JOB 7__1_,CA.WICK,CLASS=1

//EXEC PGM=ca-librarian

//D1 DD DSN=PAYROLL.SOURCE,DISP=SHR

//D2 DD UNIT=24__,DISP=OLD,LABEL=(,NL),VOL=SER=X123,

// DCB=(DEN=2,RECFM=FB,BLKSIZE=8__)

//MASTER DD DSN=libr.master.file,DISP=SHR

//SYSIN DD P

  -OPT NOSEP,LIST

  -ADD PAYEDIT,CLEARID

  -DESC PAYROLL INPUT EDIT

  -AUX D1(PAYEDIT)

  -EMOD

  -ADD PAYCOM,CLEARID

  -DESC PAYROLL COMPUTE ROUTINE

  -AUX D1(PAYCOMPT)

  -EMOD

  -SEL REPO

  -HST REVISED MODULE FROM HEADQUARTERS

  -REP ALL

  -AUX D2

  -END

/P

NOTE
Using the -AUX statement increases execution storage requirements by an amount equal to twice the block size
of that file having the largest block size of all files referred to by -AUX statements. If you are short of storage,
specify BUFNO=1 as a DCB subparameter on each DD statement referred to by a -AUX statement.

NOTE
For example, assume that you want to add to master file modules PAYEDIT and PAYCOM (currently stored as
members PAYEDIT and PAYCOMPT in data set PAYROLL.SOURCE) and replace module REPO (currently
stored on unlabeled tape X123). Submit the job shown above.

WARNING
You cannot use the -AUX statement between any two master files without using SUBSYS=LAM.

-COM Statement -- Display Comments on the Update Record Listing
The -COM update control statement displays comments on the Update record listing. Use as many as you need.

You can place a -COM control statement anywhere in the control stream (except immediately following a -EMOD or -DATA
control statement). -COM control statements are written on the Update Record listing for the current execution and then
dropped.

The statement has the following format:
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-COM narrative

narrative
The 1- to 75-character narrative, beginning in column 6. Blanks are valid characters.

-COPY Statement -- Transfer Modules From One Master File to Another
The -COPY Utility control statement can transfer modules from one master file to another and consolidate modules from
several different master files into a single master file.

NOTE
Must follow an -OPT UTILITY control statement. For detailed instructions on how to use the -COPY control
statement, see the Systems Services section, for z/OS and OS/390 or VSE/ESA.

For wide record master files, you can use -COPY to copy all the archive levels of a member in a PDS or PDS/E master
file to a member in a different PDS or PDS/E master file. This is accomplished in a single job step. The destination master
file is allocated as DD COPYDEST. A comment is written to the job stream file instead of the special -ADD statement and
member data records or LIBRCOPY for the current level.

The statement has the following format:

-COPY modname[,new-modname][,options]

modname
The member name of the member to transfer.

new mod-name
A new member name of the transferred member.

options
The options are LOCK/UNLOCK, PSWD=password, and REP|NOREP.

-DATA Statement -- Include Test Data
The -DATA control statement includes test data and supplementary job control statements at the end of a module on the
compilation file. These statements are passed directly from the control deck to the compilation file. They are not added to
the master file.

Use the -DATA control statement during an -ADD or -SEL operation. -DATA is not supported in an online environment.
The -DATA control statement must follow all other input associated with the -ADD or -SEL operation but precede the -
EMOD control statement, if any. The records to include on the compilation file must immediately follow the -DATA control
statement.

This statement has the following format:

-DATA [X]

X
In column 7, Librarian bypasses the hash count check for the module being updated. This lets you apply a
duplicate set of updates to the module.

For z/OS and OS/390

Whether you are supplying JCL statements for a module or Librarian is, you can use the -DATA control statement to write
records to the compilation file. The records following the -DATA statement are written to the compilation file after any
trailing JCL Librarian generates. If the module is not written to the compilation file because of errors, the -DATA control
statement and the data records following it are ignored.
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As an example of using the -DATA control statement, consider the module PAYEDIT in the following JCL. Librarian
generates JCL statements for compiling, link editing, and testing this module when it is written to the job stream.

//USEREF   JOB 70010,CA.JAEGER,CLASS=X                       

// EXEC PGM=CA-Librarian                                     

//OSJOB DD SYSOUT=(A,INTRDR),DCB=(LRECL=80,                  

//         BLKSIZE=80)                                       

//SYSIN DD DATA,DLM=@@                                       

-OPT NOSEP                                     }             

-SEL PAYEDIT,JMXL,EXEC                         }             

-COM EMPLOYEE LIST UPDATE                      }             

-INS 30                                        } CA-Librarian

       .                                       } Control     

       .  (module data records)                } Stream      

       .                                       }             

-DATA                                          }             

// EXEC PGM=PAYEDIT                            }             

//STEPLIB DD DSN=PAYROLL.TEST,DISP=SHR         }             

//SYSIN DD DSN=PAYROLL.DATA,DISP=OLD           }             

-END                                           }             

@@                                             }             

                                                             

//PAYEDIT JOB (70010),                     C   }             

//            GIBSON,                      C   }             

//            MSGLEVEL=1                       }             

//UPDATEXX EXEC COBFCL                  JMXL   }             

//COB.SYSIN DD P                               }             

       .                                       }             

       .   (module data records)               } Resulting   

       .                                       } Job         

/*                                             } Stream      

//LKED.SYSLMOD DD DISP=OLD,                C   }             

//            DSNAME=PAYROLL.TEST(PAYEDIT)     }             

// EXEC PGM=PAYEDIT                            }             

//STEPLIB DD DSN=PAYROLL.TEST,DISP=SHR         }             

//SYSIN DD DSN=PAYROLL.DATA,DISP=OLD           }             

Note the following:

When you supply JCL through the -DATA control statement, the Librarian control stream (if in the input stream) must be
defined by a //SYSIN DD DATA JCL statement rather than a //SYSIN DD * statement.

• To bypass the hash count check for a module, place an X in column 7 of the -DATA control statement.

For VSE/ESA

You can use the -DATA control statement whether you supply job control statements for a module or Librarian generates
them. The records following the -DATA control statement are written to the compilation file following any trailing job control
statements Librarian generates, but preceding any end-of-data-file statement (/*) and end-of-job statement (/&) Librarian
generates.

If you specify TYPE=COMPGO or TYPE=COMPCATGO, any job control statements immediately following the -DATA
control statement are placed ahead of the final EXEC statement Librarian generates.

For purposes of this processing, any record containing an asterisk (*) in column 1, slashes (//) in columns 1 and 2, or a
percent sign (%) in column 80 is treated as a job control statement.
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If the module is not written to the compilation file because of errors, the -DATA control statement and the data records
following it are ignored.

-DEL Statement -- Delete Records From a Module
The -DEL updating control statement deletes records from a module.

This statement has the following format:

-DEL seq1{,seq2 }

         {,LAST }

seq1
The sequence number of the first or only record to delete.

NOTE
If specifying multiple -DEL control statements or -DEL control statements with -REP or -INS control
statements, you must arrange the statements in the control stream so that the sequence numbers of the
records to which they refer are in ascending numeric order.

seq2
The sequence number of the last record of the range of records to delete. To delete a single record, omit seq2.

LAST
The end of the range of records to delete as the last record of the module.

-DESC Statement -- Describe the Module
Use the -DESC documentary control statement to describe the module. You can add or change the description at any
time. All information supplied on a -DESC statement is permanently stored on the master file, until overlaid by another -
DESC statement, and written on the module listing. Do not put a -DESC statement after a -HST statement in the control
stream.

The statement has the following format:

-DESC description

description
A 1- to 30-character module description, beginning in column 7. Blanks are valid characters.

-DLM Statement -- Delete a Module
The -DLM module control statement deletes a module and all information associated with it from the master file.

This statement has the following format:

-DLM module-name[,password][,options]

module-name
The name of the module to delete

password
The module's password. The password might be required. This is determined by site management at master file
initialization or reinitialization time.

options
Valid options are:
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• CON
• UNCON
• VERS.

-EDIT Statement -- Examine a Group of Records
The -EDIT editing control statement directs Librarian to examine a group of records for the occurrence of a specified
string of characters and, whenever it is found, to replace it with a different string. Every occurrence of the search string is
replaced.

The statement has the following format:

-EDIT *string-1*[string-2]*[seq1[,seq2]] 

[,STR={_1}][,END={nn}][,MAX=nnnnn ][,TRUNC]

                                   [ [,LAST]] [ {nn}][ { }][ ][ ]

*
The delimiter that marks the beginning and end of the search and replacement strings. You can use any special
character that does not appear in the search or replacement strings.

string-1
The 1- to 35-character search string. Blanks are valid characters. For wide record masters, the string is from 1 to
123 characters.

string-2
The 0- to 35-character replacement string. Blanks are valid characters. For wide record masters, the string is from
1 to 123 characters.
If the search string is longer than the replacement string, all data in columns to the right of the search string shift
left and blanks are inserted at the end of the range of columns being processed.
If the replacement string is longer than the search string:

• All data in columns to the right of the string shift right to accommodate the additional length.
• Librarian checks to ensure that nonblank columns are not shifted past the end of the range of columns being

processed.
If shifting of data to the right shifts nonblank characters past the end of the range of columns being processed:
– Editing of the record being processed is bypassed.
– A message describing the condition is written on the Update Record listing.
– All other updates to the module are processed normally. To suppress all updates to the module when this

overflow condition occurs, place a Y in column 7 of the -EMOD control statement.

To delete each occurrence of the search string, omit the replacement string. For example:
-EDIT %XYZ%%

seq1
The sequence number of the first or only record to edit.

seq2
The sequence number of the last record of the range of records to edit. To edit a single record, omit seq2.

LAST
The end of the range of records to edit as the last record of the module

STR=[01|
nn]
The number of the first column of the range of columns to edit. Specify a 2-digit number for nn. The default is 01.

END=
nn
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The number of the last column of the range of columns to edit. Specify a 2-digit number for nn. For AFO master
files, the default is 72. For wide record master files, the default is the current record length. You can specify up to
a five digit number.

MAX=
nnnnn
For wide record master files only, specifies the maximum length of the edited record. The default is the length of
the record at the time the edit statement is processed for that record. You can specify up to a five digit number.

TRUNC
For wide record master files only, specifies that characters can be truncated to limit the record length to the value
specified with MAX or the default for MAX. If TRUNC is not specified, -SEL processing is aborted if non-blank
characters must be truncated to limit the record length.

NOTE
You can include a maximum of 30 -EDIT statements in a Librarian control stream for a single execution. For
GPO processing, the maximum is 20 -EDIT statements.

-EMOD Statement -- Mark the End of a Module's Control Statement
The -EMOD execution control statement marks the end of one module's control statements and data. Use -END to mark
the end of the entire control stream. The -EMOD statement is optional.

This statement has the following format:

-EMOD [X]

      [Y]

X
In column 7, Librarian bypasses the hash count check for the module being updated. This lets you apply a
duplicate set of updates to the module.

Y
In column 7, Librarian suppresses all updating of the module if shifting during a -EDIT operation causes an
overflow of data out of the range of columns being edited on any record.

-END Statement -- Mark the End of the Entire Librarian Control Stream
The -END execution control statement marks the end of the entire Librarian control stream. It is optional, but if omitted,
Librarian issues a warning message on the Update Record Listing suggesting that you omitted part of the control stream.

This statement has the following format:

-END [comments]

comments
Any user-supplied comments. Under VSE/ESA, this commentary generates a final record written to the
compilation file. It must begin in column 6 and can continue through column 80.

-EXTRACT Statement -- Copy All Data Records
The -EXTRACT Utility control statement copies all the data records of a specific level of the named member into the
jobstream file (OSJOB for z/OS and OS/390 or JOBSTR for VSE/ESA). -EXTRACT copies the data records to the
jobstream file without opening the master file for update. -INC commands embedded among the data records are
expanded during the copy process.
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The Utility -EXTRACT control statement is a read-only facility that uses File Access Interface Routines (FAIR) to copy
the data records of the member level to the jobstream file. Using the jobstream file as input to a subsequent execution of
Librarian, these data records can be transferred between master files or compiled. If the Utility run is limited to a single
execution of the -EXTRACT control statement, a sequential data set is created that contains the copied data records of
the named member.

NOTE
Must follow a -OPT UTILITY control statement.

This statement has the following format:

-EXTRACT member-name[,options]

member-name
The name of the member that Librarian copies to the output file.

options
Valid options are: ARC=, ARCINC=, VAR, NOVAR, and NOINC. With ARC= or ARCINC=, use the relative level
number or the date (or date and time) form of specifying a level. Absolute level number specification is not
supported.
If you do not specify ARC= or ARCINC=, -EXTRACT copies the data records of the most current level for the
member.

Note the following:

• -EXTRACT does not copy the control information of the selected member, only the data records.
• You can code multiple -EXTRACT statements for a single Utility run. The extracted data records from each member

are stacked in the jobstream file.
• You must specify all Utility control statements that the utility is to process before the first -EXTRACT statement.

An exception to this rule is the -INC statement or any additional -EXTRACT statement. These two statements are
always processed regardless of where they are specified in the Utility. Utility control statements, other than -INC or -
EXTRACT, that are specified after the first -EXTRACT statement are written unaltered to the jobstream file. Non-Utility
commands specified in a Utility run are always written unaltered to the jobstream file.

• -EXTRACT expands -INC commands embedded in the data records of the selected member. SLAT variables of
included members are resolved using the calling member's control information, rather than the called member's control
information.

• -EXTRACT requires File Access Interface Routines (FAIR) to execute. Therefore, make certain that FAIR is available
before using -EXTRACT. FAIR is described in the "File Access Interface Routines" section.

For additional instruction in the use of this command and of the Utility generally, see the "Using" section.

-FILL Statement -- Fill Columns with Characters
The -FILL control statement fills a specified range of columns with a string of characters. The string overlays any data in
those columns. -FILL is an editing control statement.

This statement has the following format:

-FILL *string*[seq1[,seq2]] [,COL={73}] [,MAX={nnnnn}]

              [    [,LAST]] [     {nn}] [     {     }]

*
The delimiter that marks the beginning and end of the string. It can be any special character that does not appear
in the string.

string
The 1- to 35-character string. Blanks are valid characters. For wide record masters, the string is from 1 to 123
characters.
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seq1
The sequence number of the first or only record affected by the -FILL control statement.

seq2
The sequence number of the last record of the range of records affected. To alter a single record, omit seq2.

LAST
The end of the range of records to process as the last record of the module.

COL=[73|
nn]
The number of the column where the operation is to begin. Specify a 2-digit number for nn For members with
records larger than 80 bytes, you must specify COL. It can be up to five digits. For members with records no
longer than 80 bytes, including all members of AFO master files, the default is 73. The number of columns
affected is equal to the length of the string.

MAX=
nnnnn
For wide record master files only, specifies the maximum length of the edited record. The default is the length of
the record at the time the edit statement is processed for that record. You can specify up to a five digit number.

-HST Statement -- Record the Reason for Updating a Module
The -HST documentary control statement records the reasons for updating a module. You can use as many -HST control
statements as necessary to fully document the updates. For each -HST control statement, Librarian creates a history
record that becomes a permanent part of the module. You can add to the set of history records at any time. Each history
record is stamped with the date it was added to the module, unless more than one was added on the same day. In that
case, the first record is date stamped.

By examining the date stamps of history records and the corresponding updated data records, you can determine the
reasons for the updates. All information you supply on a -HST statement is permanently stored on the master file, unless
deleted by a -HSTD control statement, and written to the Module listing.

This statement has the following format:

-HST narrative

narrative
The 1- to 75-character narrative stored with the module, beginning in column 6. Blanks are valid characters.

-HSTD Statement -- Delete History Records
Use the -HSTD documentary control statement to delete all history records from the current archive level of a module.

You cannot selectively delete history records. New -HST control statements can follow, but not precede, the -HSTD
control statement.

This statement has the following format:

-HSTD

-INC Statement -- Include Data at Compilation Time (Non-Utility -INC)
Use the -INC control statement to include all or some of the data records of one module in another module at compilation
time. Specify the module to include on the -INC control statement. The module where the data records are included is the
calling module.
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The data records of the included module are not duplicated in the calling module; instead, the -INC control statement itself
is maintained in the calling module and acts as a pointer to the included module.

Each time the calling module is written to the compilation file (through the EXEC option), the data records from the
included module are written in place of the -INC control statement.

An included module can be a calling module. Both the calling and included modules must reside on the same disk master
file. You can use the AUXINC User Contributed Routine for z/OS and OS/390, and AUXDINC for VSE/ESA, to search up
to eight additional Librarian master files to expand members referenced in un-expanded -INC statements.

NOTE
For more information on AUXINC and AUXDINC, see the Systems Services section.

Because the -INC control statement is expanded only in the compilation file, it is useful for saving disk space when a
DSECT or file description or any set of records must be made available to more than one module.

This statement has the following format:

-INC module-name[,seq1[,seq2][,ARC={date}]] 

                [     [,LAST][     {Lx } ]] 

                [     [     ][     {-y } ]] 

module-name
The name of the included module.

seq1
The sequence number of the first or only record to be included by the -INC control statement.

seq2
The sequence number of the last record of the range of records to include. To include a single record, omit seq2.

LAST
The end of the range of records to include as the last record of the module.

ARC=[
date|Lx|-y]
date

A date (or date and time) when the level was current. Its full form is:
yymmddhhmmss

You can omit an even number of digits from the right. If you do, Librarian assumes the highest possible
values for those digits. For example, if you specify ARC=96, Librarian selects the level that was current on
the last second of the last minute of the last day of December 1996.

Lx
The absolute level number as reported on the Update Record listing. You must precede the absolute level
number with the letter L.

-y
The relative level number. You must precede the relative number with a minus sign (-). The current level
number is -0; -1 is one level older than the current level; -2 is two levels older than the current level, and
so on.
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NOTE

• The calling and all included modules must reside on the same disk master file.
• Librarian treats the -INC control statement as a data record. You can edit and update it.
• Columns 73 through 80 of the -INC control statement itself must be blank unless the calling module is added with the

SEQCHK= option. In this case, a valid sequence number must appear in those columns, regardless of the location you
specified in the SEQCHK= option.

• You can use any number of -INC control statements in a module. Any number of -INC control statements can refer to
the same module.

• An included module can also be a calling module, to a maximum of 64 levels of nesting.
• A module must not include itself or any module that directly or indirectly called it.
• ARC= specified on the -INC control statement always overrides ARCINC= on the -SEL control statement. You can

specify default levels by supplying the ARCINC= parameter on an -ADD or -SEL control statement.
• Librarian validates the -INC control statement when the module containing it is written to the compilation file. If the -INC

control statement cannot be expanded (that is, replaced by the data records of another module), the control statement
itself is written. If an -INC control statement appears on the compiler listing, this is what could be wrong:
– The included module does not exist on the master file.
– The format of the -INC control statement is invalid.
– The -INC control statement exceeds the maximum 64 levels of nesting.
– The -INC control statement refers to the module it is part of or to a module that has called that module.
– You specified ARC= on the -INC control statement and it is a non-archived module, or you specified a level that

does not exist.

The following figures show a module containing an -INC statement as it appears on the module listing, and then as it
appears on the compilation file.

RUN NO. 49     DATE=mm/dd/yy  TIME=0933                     LISTING OF MODULE COBOLTST                 PAGE 1

DESCRIPTION        COBOL TEST PROGRAM                                                                        

                                                                                                             

MASTER FILE        LIBR.DEV.MAST                                                                             

ADDED TO MASTER    07/03/97                                                                                  

LAST DATE COPIED     NONE                                                                                    

LAST DATE UPDATED  03/14/97 092609                                                                           

ARCHIVING STATUS     ACTIVATED                                                                               

NUMBER OF LEVELS        4                                                                                    

CURRENT LEVEL NO.       3                                                                                    

NUMBER OF RECORDS      24                                                                                    

NUMBER OF UPDATES       3                                                                                    

NUMBER OF ACCESSES      7                                                                                    

SEQUENCE PARAMS    01/6/0010/0010 - RESEQ                                                                    

COMPRESS STATUS      FULL                                                                                    

COPYDD STATUS        NOT ACTIVATED                                                                           

COBOL COPY STATUS    NOT ACTIVATED                                                                           

MODULE STATUS        TEST                                                                                    

                                                                                                             

PASSWORD           GCFG                                                                                      

PROGRAMMER         SMITH                                                                                     

LANGUAGE           COB                                                                                       

PROC PARAMETER     $NOJCL                                                                                    

                                                                                                             

HISTORY RECORD(S) FOR THIS MODULE:                                                                           

  07/03/97         MODULE FOR TEST COMPILES                                                                  

000010 ID DIVISION.                                                                                          
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000020 PROGRAM-ID. COBOLTST.                                                                          3/14/97

000030 ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.                                                                                 

000040 INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION.                                                                                 

000050 FILE CONTROL.                                                                                         

000060     SELECT INFILE PASSING TO UT-S-IN.                                                                 

000070 DATA DIVISION.                                                                                        

000080 FILE SECTION.                                                                                         

000090 FD INFILE                                                                                             

000100 DATA RECORD IS INREC.                                                                                 

-INC INREC                                                                                  00000110         

000120 WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.                                                                              

000130 77 IN-COUNT     PIC 999.                                                                              

000140 77 IN-INDEX     PIC 999.                                                                              

000150 77 IN-ID        PIC XXXXX.                                                                            

000160 PROCEDURE DIVISION.                                                                                   

000170     ACCEPT IN-COUNT FROM SYSIN.                                                                       

000180     OPEN INPUT INFILE. _                                                                      03/14/97

000190     PERFORM IN-COPY VARYING IN-INDEX FROM 1 BY 1 UNTIL                                        03/14/97

000200        IN-INDEX EQUAL IN-COUNT. STOP RUN.                                                     03/14/97

000210 IN-COPY.                                                                                              

000220     READ INFILE.                                                                              03/14/97

000230     MOVE INFILE-ID TO IN-ID.                                                                  03/14/97

000240     DISPLAY IN-ID                                                                                     

000010 IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.                                                                              

000020 PROGRAM-ID. COBOLTST.                                                                                 

000030 ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.                                                                                 

000040 INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION.                                                                                 

000050 FILE CONTROL.                                                                                         

000060     SELECT INFILE ASSIGN TO UT-S-IN.                                                                  

000070 DATA DIVISION.                                                                                        

000080 FILE SECTION.                                                                                         

000090 FD  INFILE                                                                                            

000100     DATA RECORD IS INREC.                                                                             

000010 01  INREC.                          }                                                                 

000020     02 INFILE-ID    PIC XXXXX.      } *                                                               

000030     02 FILLER       PIC X(75).      }                                                                 

000120 WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.                                                                              

000130 77  IN-COUNT        PIC 999.                                                                          

000140 77  IN-INDEX        PIC 999.                                                                          

000150 77  IN-ID           PIX XXXXX.                                                                         

                                                         

                                                                                                             

000160 PROCEDURE DIVISION.                                                                                   

000170     ACCEPT IN-COUNT FROM SYSIN.                                                                       

000180     OPEN INPUT INFILE.                                                                                

000190     PERFORM IN-COPY VARYING IN-INDEX FROM 1 BY 1 UNTIL                                                

000200        IN-INDEX EQUAL IN-COUNT. STOP RUN.                                                             

000210 IN-COPY.                                                                                              

000220     READ INFILE.                                                                                      

000230     MOVE INFILE-ID TO IN-ID.                                                                          

000240     DISPLAY IN-ID UPON SYSOUT. UPON SYSOUT.
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The -INC statement that appears here in the calling module is replaced in the compilation file by the module to which it
refers.

-INC Statement -- Place a Module into an Output File (Utility -INC)
The -INC Utility control statement directs Librarian to place the named module or portion of a module into an output file.

NOTE
Must follow a -OPT UTILITY control statement.

You can use the Utility -INC statement to create a general-purpose card-image file. Using this file as input to a subsequent
execution of Librarian, you can:

• Transfer groups of records in a module or between modules.
• Transfer modules between master files.
• Create a new module from portions of one or more existing modules.
• Split an existing module.

NOTE
For detailed instructions on using this command and the Utility generally, see the Using section and the Systems
Services section.

This statement has the following syntax:

-INC module-name[,seq1[,seq2]] 

module-name
The name of the module that Librarian copies to the output file.3

seq1
The sequence number of the first or only record to copy to the output file. You can omit leading zeros. To copy an
entire module, omit seq1.

seq2
The sequence number of the last record of the range of records to copy to the output file. You can omit leading
zeros. To copy a single record, omit seq2.

-INDEX Statement -- Generate a Master File Index Listing
The -INDEX UTILITY control statement generates a Master File Index Listing, providing a one-line summary of information
stored about each module on the master file. The listing includes:

• Module name
• Description
• Password
• Programmer
• Date added
• Date and time of last update

This differs from the -OPT INDEX command in that it is a read-only facility; UPDATE authority to the master file is not
required.

The Utility -INDEX control statement is not valid for wide record master files.

NOTE
Must follow a -OPT UTILITY control statement.

This statement has the following syntax:
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-INDEX

See the "Sample Listings" section for an illustration of a Master File Utility Index Listing (which is the same as the non-
utility version).

-INDEX(M) Statement -- Generate a Management Index Listing
The -INDEX(M) UTILITY control statement generates a Management Index Listing, providing a two-line summary of
information stored about each module on the master file. The listing includes:

• Module name
• Description
• Password
• Programmer
• Date added
• Date and time of last update
• Archiving status of each module
• Programmer name
• Number of records
• Number of accesses through the batch Librarian program and the Immediate Online Update
• Number of updates
• Number of blocks
• Three-character language code
• Cataloged procedure
• Date of last access
• Sequence parameters
• Number of archive levels

This differs from the -OPT INDEX(M) command in that it is a read-only facility; UPDATE authority to the master file is not
required.

The Utility -INDEX(M) control statement is not valid for wide record master files.

NOTE
Must follow a -OPT UTILITY control statement.

This statement has the following format:

-INDEX(M)

NOTE
For a sample Manager Utility Index Listing, see the :Systems Services" section.

-INDEX(pgmr) Statement -- Generate a Programmer Index Listing
The -INDEX(pgmr) UTILITY control statement generates a Programmer Index Listing, providing a one-line summary of
information stored about each module on the master file for which the specified programmer is recorded as responsible.
The listing includes:
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• Module name
• Description
• Password
• Programmer
• Date added
• Date and time of last update

This differs from the -OPT INDEX(pgmr) command in that it is a read-only facility; UPDATE authority to the master file is
not required.

The Utility -INDEX(pgmr) control statement is not valid for wide record master files.

NOTE
Must follow a -OPT UTILITY control statement.

NOTE
This statement has the following format:

-INDEX(SMITH)

See the "Sample Listings" section for a sample Programmer Utility Index Listing (which is the same as the non-utility
version).

-INDEX(S) Statement -- Generate a Statistical Index Listing
The -INDEX(S) UTILITY control statement generates a Statistical Index Listing of the master file. The listing includes:

• Total number of records
• Members
• Blocks
• Free blocks
• Used blocks
• Dead blocks
• Index blocks
• Master index entries
• Percentage of free space
• Percentage of dead space
• Member occupying the largest number of blocks

This differs from the -OPT INDEX(S) command in that it is a read-only facility; UPDATE authority to the master file is not
required.

The Utility -INDEX(S) control statement is not valid for wide record master files.

NOTE
Must follow a -OPT UTILITY control statement.

This statement has the following format:

-INDEX(S)

See the "Systems Services" section for a sample Statistical Utility Index Listing.
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-INS Statement -- Insert Records into an Existing Module
The -INS updating control statement inserts one or more new records into an existing module. New data records must
immediately follow this statement.

This statement has the following format:

-INS {seq1 }

     {FIRST}

     {LAST }

seq1
The sequence number of the record where new data records are inserted. (You can omit leading zeros when
specifying sequence numbers.)

NOTE
If specifying multiple -INS control statements or -INS control statements with -REP or -DEL control
statements, you must arrange the statements in the control stream so that the sequence numbers of the
records they refer to are in ascending numeric order.

FIRST
New records are inserted before the first record of the module.

LAST
New records are inserted after the last record of the module.

-JCL Statement -- Control the Automatic Generation of JCL
Parameters on the -JCL miscellaneous control statement control the automatic generation of JCL for a module. You can
find detailed instructions on the use of this control statement for z/OS and OS/390 and VSE/ESA later in this document.
Using this statement is both operating-system specific and site-dependent.

You can use as many -JCL control statements as are necessary to supply the parameters you need. Place -JCL control
statements in the control deck following an -ADD or -SEL control statement and preceding any documentary control
statements.

To delete a previously defined parameter, specify the keyword and its equal sign, but do not specify a value.

This statement has the following format:

-JCL parameter[,parameter...]

parameter
Consists of a keyword, an equal sign (=), and a value. If the value includes an embedded comma or blank, you
must enclose the entire value in slashes. You can find a list of the parameters for z/OS and OS/390 and for VSE/
ESA later in this document.

-JCLT Statement -- Modify Parameters on JCL Control Statements
The -JCLT miscellaneous control statement modifies one or more of the parameters that can be specified on the -JCL
control statement, during the current execution only. The parameters stored on the master file are not changed. You can
use both -JCL and -JCLT control statements for a single module. -JCL control statements must precede -JCLT control
statements.

You can find detailed instructions on using this control statement for z/OS and OS/390 and for VSE/ESA later in this
document. Using this control statement is both operating-system specific and site-dependent.

This statement has the following format:
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-JCLT parameter[,parameter...]

parameter
Consists of a keyword, an equal sign (=), and a value.

-LANG Statement -- Identify a Language
Use the -LANG control statement to identify the language in which the module is written. You can add or change this
specification at any time.

This statement has the following format:

-LANG lan

lan
The 1- to 3-character language code identifying the language (that is, COB for COBOL, ASM for Assembler, FOR
for FORTRAN, or DAT for data). No imbedded spaces are allowed.

-OPT Statement -- Process a Librarian Execution
The -OPT control statement governs the processing of a single Librarian execution. The -OPT statement can carry
processing options to override initialization defaults.

There are many special uses in Librarian for the -OPT control statement, such as:

• Invoking the Utility (-OPT UTILITY).
• Producing an index (-OPT INDEX or -OPT INDEX(pgmr)).
• Comparing two archiving levels of a module (-OPT COMPARE).
• Listing occurrences of -INC, COPYDD, or COBOL COPY statements in a master file (-OPT XREF).

For many operations of Librarian, you do not need to specify the -OPT control statement. For example, for processing
only one module or for processing several modules requiring different options, you need not specify the -OPT control
statement.

When you use the -OPT control statement, it must be the first statement in the control stream. You can use as many -OPT
control statements as necessary to specify the options you want since these statements cannot be continued.

This statement has the following format:

-OPT options[,options]

options
Valid options are:

COL1% NOINDEX PUNCH
COMPARE NOLIST REINIT
CON NOPR RESEQ
EXEC NOPUNCH SEP
INDEX NORESEQ TEMP
INDEX(pgmr) NOSEP TEMPS
LIST NOSORT UNCON
LISTH NOVAR VAR
NOEXEC PR XREF

Note the following:
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• Be aware that you must specify the following to have NORESEQ affect multiple existing members:
OPT REINIT, -SEL NAME=,/1,6,10,10/, SEQ=NORESEQ

• The following commands affect all future members until you specify another option:
– -OPT REINIT
– -OPT RESEQ

-PGMR Statement -- Identify the Programmer Responsible for a Module
Use the -PGMR documentary control statement to identify the programmer responsible for the module. You can add or
change this specification at any time.

A -PGMR statement can follow an -ADD, -SEL, -LANG, or -DESC statement. Do not put a -PGMR statement after a -HIST
statement.

This statement has the following format:

-PGMR programmer-name

programmer-name
The 1- to 15-character programmer name. Blanks and commas are not valid characters.
If you include blanks or commas in the programmer name, they are not picked up, and whatever follows them in
the -PGMR control statement is lost.

-PRINT Statement -- Write Data Records of a Module
The -PRINT Utility control statement writes, on the Update Record listing, all or some of the data records of a module. -
PRINT control statements must immediately follow the -OPT UTILITY control statement. (If the -PRINT statements do not
immediately follow the -OPT UTILITY statement, they are treated as data records.) -PRINT statements can appear in any
order in the control deck and can refer to modules in any sequence.

When a -PRINT control statement refers to an archived module, only the current level of the module prints.

Each -PRINT control statement is written at the top of a new page of the Update Record listing, followed by the data
records to which it refers.

NOTE
Must follow a -OPT UTILITY control statement.

-PRINT module-name[,seq1[,seq2]] 

module-name
The name of the module to process.

seq1
The sequence number of the first or only record to print or punch. You can omit leading zeros. To print an entire
module, omit seq1.

seq2
The sequence number of the last record of the range of records to print. You can omit leading zeros. To print a
single record, omit seq2.

The following example is a typical Utility PRINT/PUNCH jobstream in z/OS and OS/390.

//UTIPUNCH JOB 70020,CA.SOLOMON,CLASS=X

// EXEC PGM=CA-Librarian

//SYSPUNCH DD SYSOUT=P

//MASTER   DD DSN=libr.master.file,DISP=SHR

//SYSIN    DD *
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  -OPT UTILITY

  -PRINT GAMMA,1120,1690

  -PUNCH ALPHA,420,635

  -PRINT DELTA,1800,3450

  -PRINT DELTA,200,670

/*

//

The following example is a typical Utility PRINT/PUNCH jobstream in VSE/ESA.

* $$ JOB JNM=PRIJOB,CLASS=A

// JOB PRIJOB

// DLBL MASTER,'CAI.LIBR.LIBTESTB',,DA

// EXTENT SYS004,SYSWK2,1,0,8816,40

// ASSGN SYS004,DISK,VOL=SYSWK2,SHR

// DLBL JOBSTR,'LIBR.JOBSTR1',,SD

// EXTENT SYS008,SYSWK2,1,0,9100,10

// ASSGN SYS008,DISK,VOL=SYSWK2,SHR

// EXEC LIBRPROG,SIZE=AUTO

  -OPT UTILITY

  -PRINT TESTMOD,1120,1690

  -PUNCH MODULE1,420,635

  -PRINT MODULE3,1800,3450

  -PRINT MODULE3,200,670

  -END

/*

/&

* $$ EOJ

You can combine the creation of card-image output file with print and punch requests in a single execution of the Utility.

-PUNCH Statement -- Copy Data Records to the Punch File
The -PUNCH Utility control statement copies all or some of the data records of a module to the punch file.

-PUNCH control statements must immediately follow the -OPT UTILITY control statement. (If the -PUNCH statements do
not immediately follow the -OPT UTILITY statement, they are treated as data records.)

-PUNCH statements can appear in any order in the control deck and can refer to modules in any sequence.

When a -PUNCH control statement refers to an archived module, only the current level of the module is punched.

Each -PUNCH control statement is written on the Update Record listing (at the top of a page if preceded by a -PRINT
control statement) and to the punch file, preceded by two blank records and followed by the data records to which it refers.

NOTE
Must follow a -OPT UTILITY control statement.

This statement has the following format:

-PUNCH module-name[,seq1[,seq2]] 

module-name
The name of the module to process.

seq1
The sequence number of the first or only record to punch. You can omit leading zeros. To punch an entire module,
omit seq1.
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seq2
The sequence number of the last record of the range of records to punch. You can omit leading zeros. To punch a
single record, omit seq2.

The previous example is a typical Utility PRINT/PUNCH jobstream. You can combine the creation of card-image output file
with print and punch requests in a single execution of the Utility.

-REP Statement -- Replace Existing Records
The -REP updating control statement replaces one or more existing records with new ones. New data records must
immediately follow this statement.

The number of new data records supplied need not be equal to the number of records replaced, but must not be zero.

This statement has the following format:

-REP {seq1[,seq2   ] }

     {    [,LAST   ] }

     {ALL [,NOAUDIT] }

seq1
The sequence number of the first or only record to replace.

NOTE
If specifying multiple -REP control statements or -REP control statements with -INS or -DEL control
statements, you must arrange the statements in the control stream so that the sequence numbers of the
records they refer to are in ascending numeric order.

seq2
The sequence number of the last record of the range of records to replace. To replace a single record, omit seq2.

LAST
The end of the range of records to replace as the last record of the module.

ALL
Replaces all records of the module. You cannot perform any other updating operation when you specify -REP
ALL. Resequenced updating (RESEQ) is invoked when you use -REP ALL, except when you also specify the
SEQCHK= option. SEQCHK= is ignored on a -REP ALL when LIBAUDIT is activated.

NOTE
Specifying -REP ALL automatically invokes LIBAUDIT processing. Thus, only the records actually
modified are date stamped in the case of a non-archived module, or are stored as a separate level in the
case of an archived module.

NOAUDIT
NOAUDIT suppresses LIBAUDIT processing. When you specify NOAUDIT, no date stamps are generated and, in
the case of an archived module, an entire copy of the module is retained as a separate level.

-SCAN Statement -- Examine a Group of Records (Non-Utility -SCAN)
The -SCAN editing control statement examines a group of records for the occurrence of a specified string of characters
and writes all records containing the string on the Update Record listing. This operation does not modify any data records.

-SCAN is an editing control statement. See the "Control Statements" section for a description of the importance of
sequencing in editing control statements.

This statement has the following format:

-SCAN *string-1*[seq1[,seq2]] [,STR={01}][,END={72}]
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                [    [,LAST]] [     {nn}][     {nn}]

*
The delimiter that marks the beginning and end of the search string. You can use any special character that does
not appear in the search string except for the backslash and close bracket characters.

string
The 1- to 35-character search string. Blanks are valid characters. For wide record masters, the string is from 1 to
123 characters.

seq1
The sequence number of the first or only record to scan.

seq2
The sequence number of the last record of the range of records to scan. To scan a single record, omit seq2.

LAST
The end of the range of records to scan as the last record of the module

STR=[01|
nn]
The number of the first column of the range of columns to scan. Specify a 2-digit number for nn; the default is 01.
For wide record masters, the member can be up to five digits.

END=[72|
nn]
The number of the last column of the range of columns to scan. Specify a two-digit number for nn. The default is
72. For wide record masters, the member can be up to five digits.

-SCAN Statement -- Scan Data Records (Utility -SCAN)
The -SCAN Utility control statement scans all data records stored on the entire master file for occurrences of a character
string. Librarian writes each record containing the string and the name of the module where the record appears on the
Update Record listing. You can include a maximum of 30 -SCAN statements in the control deck for a single execution. You
cannot combine the Utility -SCAN function with any other Utility function (for example, creating a card-image output file).
The -SCAN statement must follow the -OPT UTILITY control statement.

If the master file to scan contains archived modules, only the current level of each is scanned.

This facility does not scan printer modules (see the PRMOD processing option).

This statement has the following format:

-SCAN *string*[STR={01}][,END={72}][,CTX={00}]

              [    {nn}][     {nn}][     {nn}]

*
The delimiter you choose to mark the beginning and end of the search string. It can be any special character that
does not appear in the search string. The operand immediately following the end delimiter of the search string is
not preceded by a comma.

string
The 1- to 72-character search string. Blanks are valid characters. For wide record masters, the string is from 1 to
123 characters.

STR=[01|
nn]
The number of the first column of the range of columns to scan. Specify a two-digit number for nn. The default is
01. For wide record masters, you can specify up to a five digit number.
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END=[72|
nn]
The number of the last column of the range of columns to scan. Specify a two-digit number for nn. The default is
72. For wide record masters, you can specify up to a five digit number.

CTX=[00]
Specifies how many data records are written from the same module preceding and following each occurrence
of the search string. Specify a two-digit number for nn. The maximum value of nn is 10. The default is 00. For
example, to write the record preceding and following each record containing the search string, specify CTX=01.
CTX= shows the context of each string.

Each -SCAN statement read is assigned a number between 01 and 30. When a record containing a specified search
string is written on the Update Record listing, the number of the -SCAN statement specifying that string is written
alongside it (for example, [02]). If a record contains more than one specified search string, only the lowest applicable
number is written.

Following is an example of a global scan.

//UTISCAN JOB 70017,CA.JAEGER,CLASS=0

// EXEC PGM=CA-Librarian

  -OPT UTILITY

  -SCAN &LA    R9,AWORK&,CTX=05

  -SCAN *BWORK*

  -END

/*

//

-SCANR Statement -- Limit Global Scan Operation
The -SCANR Utility control statement limits a global scan operation to a specific range of modules on the master file. You
can use this statement only as part of a global scan operation. It must directly follow the -OPT UTILITY statement.

This statement has the following format:

-SCANR {module-1[,module-2]}

       {,module-2          }

module-1
The name of the first module of a range of modules to scan. To designate the first module on the master file as
the beginning of the range of modules, specify a comma instead of module-1, followed by module-2.

module-2
The name of the last module of a range of modules to scan. If you specified a module name for module-1, you
can omit module-2. This designates the last module on the master file as the end of the range of modules.

The following example illustrates the use of the -SCANR Utility control statement.

//UTISCANR JOB 70017,CA.PRINCE,CLASS=0

// EXEC CA-Librarian

    .

    .     (Standard JCL statements)

    .

  -OPT UTILITY

  -SCANR ,LVS201B

  -SCAN *BWORK*,CTX=04

  -SCAN %LA     R9,AWORK%

  -END
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/*

//

Librarian scans the master file from the first module residing on it through the module named LVS201B.

-SEL Statement -- Select a Module
The -SEL module control statement selects a module from the master file for processing. Processing options that you
include on the -SEL control statement override any execution defaults that you specify on a -OPT statement.

This statement has the following format:

-SEL module-name[,password][,options]

module-name
The name of the module.

password
The password, which might be required. Site management determines this at master file initialization.
Librarian assigns a password, consisting of four random alphabetic characters, to each module that you add to
the master file. You can assign your own password with the PSWD= option.
By including the password on the -SEL statement, you protect yourself from inadvertently updating a module with
a similar name.
If you forget a module's password, refer to an index listing. When you supply an incorrect password (whether it is
required or not), Librarian does not process the module.

NOTE
Librarian passwords are not intended for use as a security mechanism since they appear in various
batch Librarian listings and in many online displays. However, you can use them as a check to verify
that you keyed a member name correctly.

options
Valid options are:

ARC LISTH RENAME=
ARC= LOCK RESEQ
ARCINC= NOARC SEQ=
ARCLR= NOCHK* SEQCHK=
ARCOFF NOEXEC SEQUPD
CLEARID NOLIST SYNCHK(D)*
CCOPY* NOPR SYNCHK(l,a)*
CCOPYOFF* NOPUNCH TEMP
CON NORESEQ TEMPS
COPYDD* NOSORT UNCON
COPYDDOFF* NOVAR UNLOCK
COPY= PERM VAR
EXEC PR VERS=
EXEC(R) PSWD=
LIST PUNCH

NOTE
The options with an * are not valid for Wide Record Master Files.
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If the processing of the module fails for any reason, any additional processing requested is not performed.

The -SEL control statement has a special syntax with the -OPT COMPARE control statement. See the COMPARE option
for details.

When you use the RESEQ parameter, you must include positional parameters in the -SEL command:

-SEL TESTMOD,ZDZW,SEQ=/1,6,1_,1_/,RESEQ

-XREF Statement -- Create a Cross-reference Report
The -XREF control statement produces a cross-reference report of modules containing -INC control statements, COPYDD
commands, and COBOL COPY verbs.

This statement has the following format:

-XREF [keyword] [keyword] ...

-XREF [INC][,COPYDD][,COPY]

keyword
Must be one of the following:

• INC-Members containing -INC control statements appear in the report.
• COPYDD-Members containing COPYDD commands appear in the report.
• COPY-Members containing COBOL COPY verbs appear in the report.

To include a module containing COBOL COPY verbs in the Module Cross Reference Report, either the syntax checker or
the CCOPY option must be active for that module.

Notice the following about AFO master files:

• You can specify any of the three keywords or any combination.
• If you do not use the -XREF command and only specify the -OPT XREF, all occurrences of -INC statements, COPYDD

commands, and COBOL COPY verbs appear in the report.
• If you specify -XREF and omit all three operands, all three types are included in the report.
• If you use the -XREF command, it must directly follow the -OPT XREF statement.
• Additional work files are required. See the "Using" section for -OPT XREF JCL examples.

Notice the following about wide record master files:

• You can specify any keyword. Members containing the keyword appear in the report.
• Each keyword can be up to eight characters and cannot have imbedded blanks.
• You can specify up to 64 keywords.
• You can use multiple -XREF control statements to specify additional keywords.
• The -XREF statements must follow the -OPT XREF statement.
• If you omit all operands, only -INC statements are included in the report.
• Workfiles are not needed.

-XREFR Statement -- Create a Cross-reference Report
The -XREFR control statement produces a cross-reference report of modules containing -INC control statements,
COPYDD commands, and COBOL COPY verbs for a range of modules.

This statement has the following format:

-XREFR [module-1[,module-2]] 

       [,module-2          ]
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module-1
The name of the first module of the range of modules to select for the cross reference. If omitted, selection of
modules begins with the first module in the master file.

module-2
The name of the last module of a range of modules to cross reference. If omitted, selection of the modules ends
with the last module in the master file.

Note the following:

• You must specify at least one of the parameters.
• If you omit the -XREFR command, all of the members in the master file are cross referenced.
• Use the -XREFR command with -OPT XREF alone to generate a report listing all occurrences of the default keywords

in a specific range of members. For AFO master files, the default keywords are -INC, COPYADD, and COPY. For wide-
record master files, the default keyword is -INC.

NOTE
See the "Using" section for -OPT XREF JCL examples as additional work files are required for AFO master files.

Processing Options
Processing options come after commands on the control statement. If your control statement specifies a module name,
the processing options must follow the module name and the password (if one is needed). You can specify processing
options in any order on a control statement. Separate them with a comma (,).

You can use some Librarian processing options in the online environments. Other do not work. Where an option is
supported online, it is mentioned in the description of that option.

ARC
ARC invokes the Archiving Facility for a module (that is, the module becomes an archived module). Librarian does
not archive modules until you code ARC for the module. Once coded, archiving begins with the current execution and
continues until you specify the NOARC or ARCOFF option.

Archiving is useful for re-constructing a module as it existed at some time in the past. This is a key requirement of any
auditing operation.

Another use for archiving is during program development. As specifications for a given project change or should a gross
error occur (for example, the deletion of a large group of data records), you can go back to a previous level of the module.

Use ARC on an -ADD or -SEL control statement. It works online.

Use the NOARC option to suspend archiving. Use the ARCOFF option to change an archived module back to a non-
archived module (terminate archiving). ARCOFF and NOARC are described later in this section.

Note the following:

• You must have initialized the master file containing the module you want to archive before archiving. Check with your
system programmer to see if archiving is available for your use.

• The maximum number of levels that you can store at one time is established at master file initialization. Librarian
issues a warning message when you approach this maximum. When the maximum is reached, the oldest level of the
module is permanently deleted.

• You cannot change the RESEQ/NORESEQ status of an archived module.
• The Utility -INC, -PRINT, -PUNCH, and -SCAN statements process only the current level of an archived module. The

Utility -COPY statement copies all levels of an archived module.
• If you use the RENAME= option for an archived module, all levels are renamed.
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NOTE

More Information:

• ARCOFF
• NOARC
• NORESEQ
• RENAME=newname
• RESEQ
• -INC Statement -- Include Data at Compilation Time (Non-Utility -INC)

ARC= date Lx -y
Selects a specific level of an archived module for processing. When you use the ARC= option to update a module,
AllFusion Librarian deletes all levels of the module created more recently than the one specified. The new level of the
module that you create then becomes the current level. For example, if a module has five levels (levels 0, 1, 2, 3, and
4) and you want to select level 2 for updating, specify ARC=L2. If the module is successfully updated, levels 3 and 4 are
permanently deleted and the newly created level becomes level 3.

Use this option when you want to access or update a level other than the current level.

Use ARC= on a -SEL or -INC control statement. It is supported online with -SEL.

Specify one of the following to select the level of the archived module:

date
A date (or date and time) when the level was current. Its full form in the short date format is:
yymmddhhmmss

Its full form in the long date format is:
yyyymmddhhmmss

The long date format is available only for wide record master files. You can omit an even number of digits from
the right. If you do, Librarian assumes the highest possible values for those digits. For example, if you specify
ARC=96 (short date format), Librarian selects the level that was current on 12/31/96 at 23:59:59, not on 01/01/96
at 00:00:00.

Lx
The absolute level number as reported on the Update Record listing. You must precede the absolute level number
with the letter L.

-y
The relative level number. You must precede the relative level number with a minus sign (-). The current level
number is -0, -1 is one level older than the current level, -2 is two levels older than the current level, and so on.

NOTE
You cannot access a level of an archived module (ARC= option) and delete the same level (ARCLR= option) at
the same time.

For further information, see the ARC, ARCLR=, ARCOFF, COPY=, and NOARC options.

ARCINC= date Lx -y
Provides a comprehensive archiving level selection for all of the included modules that are referred to in your module.

Use the ARCINC= option to select a level, other than the current level, for included archived modules appearing in your
module.

Use ARCINC= on a -ADD or -SEL control statement.
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Specify one of the following to select the level of the archived module to include:

date
A date (or date and time) when the level was current. Its full form in the short date format is:
yymmddhhmmss

Its full form in the long date format is:
yyyymmddhhmmss

The long date format is available only for wide record master files.
You can omit an even number of digits from the right. If you do, Librarian assumes the highest possible values
for those digits. For example, if you specify ARC=96, Librarian selects the level that was current on 12/31/96 at
23:59:59.

Lx
The absolute level number as reported on the Update Record listing. You must precede the absolute level number
with the letter L.

-y
The relative level number. You must precede the relative level number with a minus sign (-). The current level
number is -0, -1 is one level older than the current level, -2 is two levels older than the current level, and so on.

NOTE
-INC statements specifying the ARC= option override the ARCINC= option specified on a -ADD or -SEL
statement. For example, you select a module and specify ARCINC=-1 and, in that module are -INC statements
specifying the option ARC=-2. The data records for that particular included module are taken from the -2 level.

For further information, see the ARC= option for the -INC control statement.

ARCLR=date
Deletes every level of an archived module up to, but not including, the level that was current on the date that you specify.
Archiving continues for updates made after an ARCLR= operation.

The ARCLR= option lets you delete old levels.

Use ARCLR= on a -SEL control statement. It is supported online.

Select the oldest level that you want to retain by specifying:

date
Date (or date and time) when the level was current. Its full form in the short date format is:
yymmddhhmmss

Its full form in the long date format is:
yyyymmddhhmmss

The long date format is available only for wide record master files.
You can omit an even number of digits from the right. If you do, Librarian assumes the highest possible values for
those digits.

For example, assume that today's date is 03/01/96 and that the module to process was updated on the following dates
only:

08/15/94, 09/23/94, 02/11/96, and 02/20/96.

If you specify ARCLR=94, the level created on 08/15/94 is deleted. If you specify ARCLR=95, the level created on
08/15/94 is still the only level deleted, since the level created on 09/23/94 was still current at the end of 1994. If you
specify ARCLR=96, the levels created on 08/15/94 and 09/23/94 are deleted.
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NOTE
You cannot access a level of an archived module (ARC= option) and delete the same level (ARCLR= option) at
the same time. For further information, see the ARC, ARC=, ARCOFF, COPY=, and NOARC options.

ARCOFF
Terminates archiving of a module and deletes all levels except the current level. The module becomes a non-archived
Librarian module. Once specified, ARCOFF remains in effect until you specify the ARC option.

Use this option when it is no longer necessary to retain more than one level of a module. It is more efficient in both
storage and processing time to maintain a 1-level module as a non-archived Librarian module.

Use ARCOFF on a -SEL control statement. It is supported online. ARCOFF is ignored if specified on a -ADD control
statement.

AUTOARC
Overrides the wide record master file default of NOAUTOARC so that new members are automatically archived without
specifying the ARC option in the -ADD statement.

CCOPY
Invokes the expansion of the Librarian COBOL COPY verb for a module. The verb expansion begins with the current
execution. Librarian searches for the named module first in the master file that contains the copying module. If the named
module is not found on that master file, Librarian searches for it in a master file defined by a DD statement with a name of
COPYMAST (z/OS and OS/390) or in file SYS006 (VSE/ESA). If the module to copy does not exist in either of those files,
the COPY verb is not expanded.

CCOPY lets you expand the COBOL COPY verb when either your site has not installed the COBOL Syntax Checker or
you do not want to activate the COBOL Syntax Checker for the module.

Use the CCOPY option on a -ADD or -SEL control statement.

The COPY verb can exist anywhere between column 12 and 72 of a record. The name of the module to copy can appear
in quotation marks. The format of the Librarian COBOL COPY statement is as follows:

[0x dataname] COPY copy-module [SUPPRESS]

             [REPLACING operand-a(1) BY operand-b(1)    ]

             [         [operand-a(n) BY operand-b(n)]...]

0x dataname
Replaces the corresponding dataname in the copy-module if the level number of the copy-module matches 0x.

copy-module
The name of the Librarian module to introduce into the jobstream file.

SUPPRESS
Librarian ignores this parameter.

REPLACING
Changes some or all of the words in the copy-module to words the program references. All occurrences of
operand-a(n) in the copy-module are replaced by operand-b(n) as the copy-module is introduced into the
jobstream. The REPLACING clause is limited to 600 bytes of information.

operand-a
A word composed of a combination of no more than 30 characters from the set of characters 0 through 9, A
through Z, and hyphen (-) but not beginning with a hyphen. If operand-a terminates with a hyphen, any word in the
copy-module having operand-a as a prefix has the prefix replaced by operand-b (which need not have a hyphen).
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BY
Required if REPLACING was specified.

operand-b
A word (see above) or a literal. A literal is a combination of no more than 58 characters from the set of characters
0 through 9, A through Z, hyphen (-), plus sign (+), minus sign (-), and decimal point (.), enclosed in quotation
marks (") or single quotes (').

Example 1
Assume the following two modules:

Module MODA Module MODB

01   MODA COPY MODB. 01   MODB.

02   A PIC XX

03   B PIC XX.

When MODA is selected for execution, the following is written to the compilation file:
01 MODA.

   02 A PIC XX.

   02 B PIC XX.

Example 2
Assume the following two modules:

Module MODA Module MODB

02   MODA COPY MODB.

REPLACING PRE- BY PAYROLL.

02   MODB.

     03   PRE-TAX [OC XX.

     03   PRE-RATE PIC XX.

When MODA is selected for execution, the following is written to the compilation file:
02   MODA.

     03   PAYROLLTAX PIC XX.

     03   PAYROLLRATE PIC XX.

Use the CCOPYOFF option to terminate expansion of the COBOL COPY verb. When a module has syntax
checking invoked, you can also terminate verb expansion by using the SYNCHK option. Note the following:

• You should not use the literal COPY in the REMARKS or NOTES section of a program. Its appearance can
invoke expansion.

• Any AllFusion Librarian -INC control statements in the named module are expanded.
• Pseudo-text is not supported.
• You cannot continue nonnumeric literals in the COPY clause.
• Errors in the assignment of SYS006/COPYMAST suppress COBOL COPY expansion.
• You must format the AllFusion Librarian COBOL COPY verb as described here, regardless of the particular

compiler in use. Syntax errors or use beyond the examples given here can cause unpredictable results,
including incomplete copying to the compilation file of the module.

• REPLACING clauses containing more than 600 bytes of information can cause a table overflow condition
resulting in a failure to expand the COPY verb.

For further information, see the SYNCHK and CCOPYOFF options. These options are for traditional master
files only.
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CCOPYOFF
Permanently deactivates expansion of the COBOL COPY verb for a module.

Use the CCOPYOFF option when you do not want to expand the COBOL COPY verb. You can leave the COPY verb in
the module and reactivate it later by specifying the CCOPY option.

Use CCOPYOFF on a -SEL control statement.

Use the CCOPY option to activate COBOL COPY expansion for a module permanently. To deactivate COBOL COPY
expansion temporarily, use CCOPYOFF with the TEMP option.

NOTE
You cannot use the CCOPYOFF option for a module in the same execution that sets the second part of the
SYNCHK(l,a) option for the module to either SE or CE.

For further information, see the CCOPY, SYNCHK(l,a), and TEMP options. These options are for traditional master files
only.

CLEARID
Clears, to blanks, columns 73-80 of data records added  to a module. You can use this option to clear old sequence
numbers from records you are adding to a module. Use this option to reduce the amount of space required to store the
module.

Use CLEARID on a -ADD or -SEL control statement. CLEARID is supported online.

NOTE
CLEARID does not affect any record beginning with a slash (/). The CLEARID option does not clear columns
73-80 of existing data records.

COL1%
Passes a percent sign (%) in column 1 of any data record to the compilation file as a percent sign, rather than as a blank.
Use COL1% on a -OPT control statement.

COMPARE
For disk master files only. Examines two different levels of one archived module and reports the differences between
those two levels. A read-only function of Librarian, COMPARE does not produce an updated master file, but it does
produce an output file on SYS008 (VSE/ESA) or OSJOB (z/OS and OS/390) that can be used as input to a subsequent
execution of Librarian to update a master file. COMPARE produces:

• A Cross-level report of the differences between two levels of a module that documents the changes that were made to
the module.

• A Librarian update control stream on SYS008 or OSJOB. The output control stream, if applied to the older level of the
module, produces the newer level.
– Incorporate the changes made by several update runs into a single control stream.
– Produce an update deck that can be sent to other sites if a module is maintained at more than one.
– Replace multiple levels of a module with a single level.

To invoke COMPARE, place the COMPARE option on a -OPT control statement:

-OPT COMPARE[,options]

The following options are recognized on the -OPT COMPARE statement: NOSEP, NOPR, PR, and SEP.
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Any additional -OPT statements required for the subsequent execution should directly follow the -OPT COMPARE
statement. These additional -OPT statements are written to the output file and print on the Cross-level report.

Follow the -OPT statement with a -SEL control statement specifying the NEW= and OLD= options.

The format is:

-SEL module-name[,password],NEW={yymmddhhmmss            },

                                {yyyymmddhhmmss          }

                                {Lx                      }

                                {-y                      }

                            OLD={yymmddhhmmss }[,options]

                                {yyyymmddhhmmss          }

                                {Lx }

                                {-y }

module-name
The name of the archived module to process.

password
The password of the module.

NEW=
The most recently created of the two levels being compared.

OLD=
The older of the two levels being compared.

Specify one of the following to select the level of the archived module:

yymmddhhmmss
The date and time (in the short date format) that the level was created.

yyyymmddhhmmss
The date and time (in the long date format) that the level was created. The long date format is available only for
wide record master files.

Lx
The absolute level number as reported on the Update Record listing. You must precede the absolute level number
with the letter L.

-y
The relative level number. You must precede the relative level number with a minus sign (-). The current level
number is -0, -1 is one level older than the current level, -2 is two levels older than the current level, and so on.

options
Provides a means of requesting additional processing for the module. COMPARE processes the PR and NOPR
options and writes to the output file. All other options are written to the output file for subsequent processing.
You do not have to express new and old levels in the same way. For example, you can specify the NEW= option
by date and time and the OLD= option by absolute level number. You can specify NEW= and OLD= in any
sequence on the -SEL statement. They can be intermixed with other processing options.

See the "Using" section for -OPT COMPARE JCL examples.

COMPRESS=FULL PART NONE
Changes the compression level of your module from the default compression level that was established for your master
file at initialization time. When you change the compression level of a module, only those records that are subsequently
added or changed are compressed to the new level.
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FULL
The default. Removes all spaces from each record and each set of four bytes to compress into three. For modules
with sequence numbers in columns 1 through 6, FULL compresses all COBOL reserved words into a single byte.

PART
Removes all spaces from each record before it is stored on the master file

NONE
Stores 80 byte records in 80 bytes with no compression.

Specify COMPRESS= on a -OPT control statement. It is supported in online environments.

NOTE
Space reduction depends on the contents of the file.

CON
Processing each module for which CON is specified is conditional. Such a module is not processed unless every
preceding attempt to process a module during the same execution was successful. When processing of a module is
suppressed in this manner, updates to the module are not applied and a diagnostic message is written on the Update
Record listing. In addition, any other processing options that are specified for the module are ignored.

When updating two modules, A and B, it is possible to bypass updating of module B if the update of module A fails for any
reason:

-OPT NOSEP

-SEL A

   .

   . (updates to A)

   .

-EMOD

-SEL B,CON

   .

   . (updates to B)

   .

-END

The CON option on the -SEL statement for module B instructs Librarian not to apply the specified changes to module B,
regardless of their validity, unless the changes to module A were successful.

You can use the CON option to make the generation of a job stream conditional.

Assume that you want to update module A. Leading JCL for compilation is in module LEADA. Trailing JCL for link editing
and testing is in module TRAILA.

-SEL A

   .

   . (updates to A)

   .

-SEL LEADA,EXEC,CON

-SEL A,EXEC,CON

-SEL TRAILA,EXEC,CON

The CON option instructs Librarian to generate the job stream for module A only when all updates to module A were
successful.

Use CON on a -OPT, -ADD, -SEL, or -DLM control statement. CON is supported in an online environment.

To override this option, use the UNCON option.
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NOTE
This option is available only for disk master files. The initialization default is CON.

COPY=newname
Creates a copy of the selected module and gives it the new name that you specify.

Librarian automatically assigns a new password to the new module. COPY= generally runs tests on a duplicate version of
a module while retaining the unaltered original on the master file as a backup. Once the duplicate is fully tested, you can
delete the original module and rename the duplicate so that is has the name of the original module.

Use COPY= on a -SEL control statement. It is supported online.

Note the following:

Copy processing is related to COPYMAST. COPYMAST must be a LIBR master file.

• The name that you assign to the new module must not already exist on the master file.
• If you combine COPY= with the ARC= or the ARCLR= option, the new module consists of all the archived levels that

the original module would include after the update if you did not specify COPY=.
• If you combine COPY= with ARCOFF, the new module becomes a non-archived Librarian module.
• If you combine COPY= with ARCOFF and ARC= options, the new module becomes a non-archived Librarian module

consisting of the level specified through the ARC= parameter.
• Processing options of the -SEL statement and any updates following the -SEL statement are applied to the duplicate,

not to the original module.

For further information, see the ARC=, ARCLR=, ARCOFF, PSWD=, and RENAME= options.

COPYDD
Permanently activates the Librarian/DataDictionary interface (LIB/DD) for a module. LIB/DD scans a Librarian module for
the COPYDD statement whenever the module is written to the compilation file (through the EXEC option).

Use COPYDD on a -ADD or -SEL control statement when you want to expand COPYDD statements that you coded in a
module. COPYDD is not supported online.

For further information on the use of the COPYDD statement, see the "Using" section.

Use the COPYDDOFF option to permanently deactivate LIB/DD for a module.

NOTE
The interface checks the format of the COPYDD statement, but does not check the logic or validity of the
statements in the program. If there is a format error, Librarian writes a message to the Update Record listing and
the COPYDD statement is not expanded. Detailed error messages appear in either the compilation file listing or
the compiler or assembler listing, depending on the kind of COPYDD error made. Librarian does not issue an
abnormal return code.

See the "Systems Services" (VSE/ESA or z/OS and OS/390) section for information about the return codes.

For further information, see the COPYDDOFF option. This option is for traditional master files only.

COPYDDOFF
Permanently deactivates the Librarian/DataDictionary interface (LIB/DD) for a module.

Use COPYDDOFF on a -SEL control statement.
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Use the COPYDD option to permanently activate LIB/DD for a module. To temporarily deactivate LIB/DD, use
COPYDDOFF with the TEMP option.

For further information, see the COPYDD and TEMP options. These options are for traditional master files only.

EXEC
Writes a copy of each module for which it is specified to the compilation file. JCL is generated automatically, if requested,
and -INC statements are expanded. Any statements that follow a -DATA statement are also written to the compilation file.

Use EXEC on a -OPT, -ADD, or -SEL control statement. It is not supported in an online environment.

To override this option, use the NOEXEC option.

For further information, see "Compiling a Program (z/OS and OS/390)" for z/OS and OS/390 and "Compiling a Program
(VSE/ESA)" for VSE/ESA, and the NOEXEC, NOVAR, and VAR options.

EXEC(R)
For z/OS and OS/390 systems. When directing the output of a compile to a partitioned data set, if the member name
Librarian assigned already exists in the PDS, Librarian does not normally stow the member, but issues an error message.

To direct Librarian to replace a like-named member, use the EXEC(R) option on the -OPT, -ADD, or -SEL statement.

EXEC(R) is not supported in an online environment.

See "Compiling a Program (z/OS and OS/390)" for a full description of EXEC and EXEC(R) as they apply to z/OS and
OS/390 execution of source programs stored as Librarian modules.

GPO
Used on a -OPT control statement to invoke the Group Processing Option, GPO can identify modules in a master file on
the basis of a variety of criteria and generate a control stream to process these identified modules in a number of different
ways.

The format is:

-OPT GPO

Follow the -OPT GPO statement with a GPO control statement. You can find detailed information on the use of this option
and GPO statements and their functions in the "Systems Services" section for both z/OS and OS/390 and VSE/ESA.

NOTE
GPO processing has a limit of 20 -EDIT commands.

INDEX
Generates a Master File Index listing, providing a one-line summary of information stored about each module on the
master file. The listing includes: module name, description, password, programmer, date added, and date and time of last
update.

For example, use INDEX on a -OPT control statement:

-OPT INDEX

NOTE
You can generate only one index listing during a single execution of Librarian.

See the INDEX(pgmr) option. See the "Sample Listings" section for an illustration of a Master File Index listing.
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INDEX(M)
Generates a Management Index listing, providing a two line summary of information stored about each module on the
master file. The listing includes:

• The module name
• Description
• Password
• Programmer
• Date added
• Date and time of last update
• Date and time member copied via batch Librarian Utility Processing (Wide master files only)
• Archiving status of each module
• Programmer name
• Number of records
• Number of accesses through the batch Librarian program and the Immediate Online Update
• Number of updates
• Number of blocks
• Three-character language code
• Cataloged procedure
• Date of last access
• Sequence parameters
• Number of archive levels.

See the "System Services" section for a sample INDEX(M) listing.

For example, use INDEX(M) on a -OPT control statement:

-OPT INDEX(M)

Note: You can generate only one index listing during a single execution of Librarian.

INDEX(pgmr)
Generates a Programmer Index listing, providing a one line summary of information stored about each module on the
master file for which the specified programmer is recorded as responsible. The listing includes: module name, description,
password, date added, and the date and time of last update.

For example, use INDEX(pgmr) on a -OPT control statement:

-OPT INDEX(SMITH)

NOTE

• You can generate only one index listing during a single execution of Librarian.
• You must store the programmer name with the module control information through a -PGMR statement, the PGMR=

parameter of a -JCL statement, or a PGMR command in an on-line environment.

See the "Sample Listings" section for a sample Programmer Index.

INDEX(S)
Generates a Statistical Index listing of master file information including:
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• Total number of records
• Members
• Blocks
• Free blocks
• Used blocks
• Dead blocks
• Index blocks
• Master index entries
• Percentage of free space
• Percentage of dead space
• Member occupying the largest number of blocks.

See the "System Services" section for a sample INDEX(S) listing.

For example, use INDEX(S) on a -OPT control statement:

-OPT INDEX(S)

A Statistical Index listing of a wide record master file includes the total number of records, history records, members,
the widest record and the members with the most total records, most history records and most data records. See the
"Systems Services" section for a sample wide records INDEX(S) listing.

NOTE
You can generate only one index listing during a single execution of Librarian.

LIST
Generates a Module listing of each module it is specified for, consisting of module control information, history records, and
data records with their associated date stamps.

Use the LIST option to generate a Module listing whenever you need to view a module exactly as it appears on the master
file or to determine what changes were made to a module on a given date.

Use LIST on a -OPT, -ADD, and -SEL control statement. It is not supported in an online environment.

To override this option, use the NOLIST option.

See the LISTH and NOLIST options.

LISTH
Generates an abbreviated Module listing of each module it is specified for, consisting of module control information and
history records. Data records are not listed.

Use LISTH on a -OPT, -ADD, or -SEL control statement. LISTH is not supported in an online environment.

LOCK
Prevents anyone other than the LOCK owner from updating a member. Users with unlimited access authority for the
member or the lock owner can unlock a member.

A lock owner is the user ID who originally locked the member. Use LOCK on -ADD and -SEL control statements. LOCK
and UNLOCK does not create a new archive level. The last update date and time remains unchanged.

This option is valid for wide record master files only.

See the "Security" section for more information about ALL member access authority.
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LONGDATE
Overrides the master file default of SHORTDATE so that you can specify archive dates with four-digit years. You must use
LONGDATE for years before 1960 or after 2059 (for example, 19960819 instead of 960819).

The LONGDATE format is available only for wide record master files.

NOARC
Suspends archiving of a module. When the module is updated while NOARC is in effect, the level selected for updating is
replaced, more recently created levels (if any) are deleted, and older levels (if any) are retained.

Once specified, NOARC remains in effect for the module until you specify either the ARC or the ARCOFF option.

Use this option to replace an unneeded level of a module.

Use NOARC on a -SEL control statement. NOARC is ignored if specified on an -ADD control statement. NOARC is
supported online.

To resume archiving of a module, use the ARC option. To terminate archiving of a module, use the ARCOFF option.

NOTE

More Information:

• ARC
• ARCOFF

NOAUTOARC
Overrides the wide record master file default of AUTOARC so that new members are not  archived unless the ARC option
is specified in the -ADD statement.

NOCHK
Deactivates the COBOL Syntax Checker option for a module for the current execution only. The stored values of the
SYNCHK(l,a) option are not altered.

Deactivating the Syntax Checker reduces execution time.

Use NOCHK on a -ADD or -SEL control statement.

NOTE
To permanently deactivate the COBOL Syntax Checker option for a module, use the SYNCHK(D) option.

NOEXEC
Prevents Librarian from writing a copy of any module it is specified for to the compilation file.

When EXEC is specified as the default during master file initialization, you can use NOEXEC to override the default for a
single execution.

Use NOEXEC on a -OPT, -ADD, or -SEL control statement. In an online environment, NOEXEC is ignored.

To override this option, use the EXEC option.

NOINDEX
Inhibits the writing of a Master File Index listing for a tape backup file. Use NOINDEX on a -OPT control statement.
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NOTE

More Information:

• INDEX

NOLIST
Inhibits the writing of a Module listing of any module for which it is specified.

When LIST is specified as the default during master file initialization, you can use NOLIST to override the default for a
single execution.

Use NOLIST on a -OPT, -ADD, or -SEL control statement. In an online environment, NOLIST is ignored.

To override this option, use the LIST option.

NOTE

More Information:

• LIST
• LISTH

NOPR
Abbreviates the Update Record listing by suppressing the writing of all but the first and last record of each group of
records deleted.

Librarian usually writes all records replaced during a -REP operation and all records deleted during a -DEL operation on
the Update Record listing. When you are replacing or deleting a large number of records, use this option to reduce paper
consumption.

When PR is specified as the default during master file initialization, you can use NOPR to override the default for a single
execution.

Use NOPR on a -OPT or -SEL control statement. It is supported in an online environment.

To override this option, use the PR option.

NOPUNCH
Prevents Librarian from copying the data records of any module it is specified for to the punch file.

When PUNCH is specified as the default during master file initialization, you can use NOPUNCH to override the default for
a single execution.

Use NOPUNCH on a -OPT, -ADD, or -SEL control statement. It is not supported online.

To override this option, use the PUNCH option.

NORESEQ
Invokes nonresequenced updating of each module for which it is specified.

Librarian assigns sequence numbers to new data records, beginning with 1 greater than the sequence number of the
record after which the new records are inserted, and incrementing by 1. If necessary, the sequence numbers of existing
records are also incremented to prevent duplicate sequence numbers.

Use NORESEQ on a -OPT, -ADD, or -SEL control statement. It is supported online.
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To override this option, use the RESEQ option.

Note the following:

• NORESEQ is ignored when you use -REP ALL unless you have LIBAUDIT or archived modules.
• You cannot specify NORESEQ for an archived module that has RESEQ status.

The only way to reset the RESEQ/NORESEQ status of an archived module is to change the module back to a non-
archived Librarian module (using ARCOFF) and respecify the status.

For a comparison of the NORESEQ and RESEQ options, see the RESEQ option. See also the ARC, ARCOFF, and
SEQUPD options.

NOSEP
Compresses the front piece and eliminates the page ejects that normally appear on the Update Record listing preceding
each module control statement.

Use this option to reduce paper consumption in the Update Record listing. Use NOSEP on a -OPT control statement. To
override this option, use the SEP option.

NOTE

More Information:

• SEP

NOSORT
For backup tapes only. You can specify the control statements used as input to a Librarian execution to process a tape
backup file in any order. To minimize tape movement and positioning, Librarian sorts the input stream, placing the control
statements in proper alphanumeric order before processing them. This sorting adds processing overhead and imposes a
limit of 500 modules per execution.

You can bypass the sorting and the limit on the number of modules that can be processed. Place the control statements in
proper order, and then execute AllFusion Librarian with the NOSORT option specified.

NOSORT indicates that the input module control statements are in ascending order and that the sorting of the control
stream can be bypassed.

Use NOSORT on a -OPT control statement.

NOTE
You can specify this option only for Utility executions.

For further information, see the appropriate "Systems Services" section (z/OS and OS/390 or VSE/ESA).

NOVAR
Deactivates the VAR option for the current execution only. It is necessary to specify NOVAR only if the Librarian master
file default at your site is VAR and you want to override the default.

Use NOVAR on a-OPT,-ADD, or -SEL control statement.

To override this option, use the VAR option.

PERM
Designates that updates to a module are permanently applied.
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Use PERM to override an execution default of TEMP or TEMPS. Use PERM on a -SEL control statement.

NOTE

More Information:

• TEMP
• TEMPS

PR
Writes a copy of every record deleted from each module it is specified for on the Update Record listing.

Use PR to override an initialization or execution default of NOPR.

Use PR on a -OPT or -SEL control statement. Its use is supported online.

NOTE

More Information:

• NOPR

PRMOD
This processing option applies only for z/OS and OS/390. A printer listing is any data set containing 121- or 133-byte,
fixed-length records, with the first byte of each record being a valid ASA or machine carriage control character. Each
printer listing is stored on the master file as a separate printer module.

For traditional master files, you can store printer listings as 80-byte records on a Librarian disk master file under OS/390
and z/OS systems, although not all options are supported for these printer modules. You can add, replace, delete, or print
an entire printer module, but you cannot modify individual lines in it.

You can specify the following processing options for a printer module: COPY=, EXEC, LIST, and RENAME=. The following
options are not supported for printer modules: ARC, ARCOFF, COBOL COPY, COPYDD, NOARC, PUNCH, the Utility
COPY and PUNCH options, and VAR.

NOTE
While ARC, ARCOFF, and NOARC are not supported, you can still maintain multiple archive levels of printer
modules. The difference between these archives and archives of non-printer members is that LIBAUDIT is not
used. Normally, members in Librarian are archived by saving only the updates to members. Printer member
archiving saves modified copies of the entire member.

For wide record masters, all processing and updating options are supported for PRMODs. To add a printer module,
specify the PRMOD option on a -ADD control statement followed by an -AUX control statement identifying the data set
where the printer listing is copied.

-ADD USERLIST,PRMOD,LIST

-AUX D1(USERMEM)

To generate a listing of a printer module, use the LIST option.

NOTE
Librarian assumes that the first byte of each record of the printer module contains an appropriate carriage
control character, the same type used to write to the Module listing. Librarian normally uses machine control
characters to write the Module listing. To list printer modules containing ASA control characters, you must
specify RECFM=FA or RECFM=FBA as a DCB= subparameter on the SYSPRINT DD statement.

All listings printed in a single execution must have the same type of control character. To list a printer module with ASA
characters and a printer module with machine control characters, a separate execution of Librarian is required for each.
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For traditional master files, if you specify the EXEC option, only the first 80 bytes of each record are written to the job
stream file.

The only updating operation permitted for a printer module is replacement of the entire module. To accomplish this,
select the module through a -SEL control statement and follow that -SEL control statement with a -AUX control statement
identifying the data set where the new printer listing is copied.

-SEL USERLIST,PSWD,LIST

-AUX D1(USERMEM)

-END

For wide record master files, EXEC output is not limited except by LRECL of OSJOB DCB.

PSWD=pswd
Initially assigns or changes the password of a module.

Librarian passwords are not intended for use as a security mechanism since they appear in various batch Librarian listings
and in many online displays. However, you can use them as a check to verify that you correctly keyed a member name.

Passwords can be any four-character, alphanumeric string.

You can assign the same password to more than one module.

If you do not specify one, Librarian assigns a password to any module you add to a master file.

Note the following:

• You cannot assign the following Librarian reserved words as passwords:
• BYPP, EXEC, FULL, LIST, NONE, NOPC, NOPR, PERM, TEMP, and TEST.
• For wide record master files, the list of Librarian reserved words that you cannot assign as passwords varies slightly

from regular Librarian. They are EXEC, LIST, NOPR, PERM, TEMP, and LOCK.
• Librarian reserved words NOPC and TEST are valid passwords for wide record master files.

PUNCH
Copies the data records of each module it is specified for to the punch file.

To override this option, use the NOPUNCH option.

RENAME=newname
Changes the name of a module to the new name that you specify.

Use RENAME= on a -SEL control statement. It is supported online.

NOTE

• The new name that you specify must not already exist on the master file.
• If you use the RENAME= option for an archived module, all levels are renamed.

RESEQ
Invokes resequenced updating of each module for which it is specified.

Librarian assigns a sequence number to each record of the module, based on the sequence number attributes of the
module.
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Existing Module    Control Deck 1    Updated Module 

                                                    

Module  ABC        -OPT RESEQ        000020 record A

000020  record A   -SEL ABC          000025 record 1

000025  record B   -INS 20           000030 record 2

000030  record C    record 1         000035 record 3

00035   record D    record 2         000040 record 4

                    record 3         000045 record 5

                    record 4         000050 record B

                    record 5         000055 record C

                   -END              000060 record D

                                                    

                   Control Deck 2    Updated Module 

                   -OPT NORESEQ      000020 record A

                   -SEL ABC          000021 record 1

                   -INS 20           000022 record 2

                    record 1         000023 record 3

                    record 2         000024 record 4

                    record 3         000025 record 5

                    record 4        *000026 record B

                    record 5         000030 record C

                   -END              000035 record D

* Represents a record of the original module: Its sequence number was incremented to accommodate the new records.

The figure above shows one control deck with the RESEQ option specified and one with the NORESEQ option specified.
The content and arrangement of records in both control decks are identical. Only the options differ. The values that were
specified for the SEQ= option are /1,6,5,20/.

Use RESEQ on a -OPT, -ADD, or -SEL control statement. RESEQ is supported online.

To override this option, use either the NORESEQ option or the SEQCHK= option.

NOTE
When processing an archived module, you cannot invoke RESEQ if the module was previously processed using
NORESEQ.

NOTE

More Information:

• NORESEQ
• SEQ=[s,l,i[,v]|COBOL]

SEP
Forces a page eject on the Update Record listing before each module control statement.

Use SEP to override an initialization default of NOSEP.

Use SEP on a -OPT control statement.

NOTE

More Information:

• NOSEP
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SEQ=[s,l,i[,v]|COBOL]
Assigns sequence number attributes to a module. Librarian uses sequence number attributes to assign a sequence
number to each data record of the module. Use SEQ= on a -ADD or -SEL control statement.

The operands are:

s
The column where the sequence number starts. For traditional master files, acceptable values are 1-81. If you
specify 81, the sequence number associated with each record is stored outside the record. All 80 bytes of the
record are then available for data.
For wide record master files, values 0 - 99999. The value zero (0) or a number greater than the members widest
record length indicates that the sequence number is external.

l
The length of the sequence number field. Acceptable values are 1-9 for traditional master files. If you specify a
starting column number of 81, you must specify a length of 6. If you do not specify a starting column number of
81, the sum of the starting column number and the length must not exceed 81.

i
The increment. Acceptable values are 1-9999. The default value is 10.

v
The sequence number assigned to the first record of the module during addition of the module or during
resequenced updating. Acceptable values are 1 through 9999. The default value is the increment value (i).

COBOL
Sequence numbers are in columns 1 through 6, with a starting value of 10 and an increment of 10.

Librarian places the sequence number of any record containing a slash or percent sign in column 1 or a percent sign in
column 80, in columns 73 through 80, regardless of the location defined in the SEQ= option, unless the specified starting
column is 73 or more.

Use SEQ= on a -ADD or -SEL control statement.

To alter one or more of the sequence number attributes, respecify the SEQ= option on a -SEL control statement.

NOTE
The maximum value of a sequence number is 16,777,215. If you exceed this maximum, unpredictable results
occur.

SEQCHK=[/s,l,i,v/|COBOL]
Librarian does not generate sequence numbers but checks instead that sequence numbers on records added to the
master file are present in the specified columns and are in ascending numeric order. If an error is found in the sequencing
of the records, the module is not added to the master file (or replaced) and an error message is written on the Update
Record listing.

Use SEQCHK= on a -ADD control statement or on a -SEL control statement when performing a -REP ALL operation. It is
supported online.

The operands are:

s
The column in which the sequence number starts.

l
The length of the sequence number field. Sequence numbers can be 1 to 9 digits in length
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i
The increment used when the module is resequenced. Acceptable values are 1 through 9999. The default value is
10.

v
The sequence number to assign to the first record of the module during resequenced updating. Acceptable values
are 1 through 9999. The default value is the increment value (i).

COBOL
Defines sequence numbers as in columns 1-6, beginning with 10 and incrementing by 10.

SEQCHK= Assigns sequence number attributes to the module in the same way that the SEQ= operand does. The
NORESEQ option is automatically set. You do not have to include leading zeros or right-adjust the sequence numbers.
The increment and starting value are not used while the module is added, but are retained for resequencing when the
module is subsequently updated.

Note the following:

• This option is valid only when a permanent update is made to the module for which it is specified. The SEQCHK
option is ignored on a -SEL control statement when performing a -REP ALL operation using LIBAUDIT.

• You must place the sequence number of a record containing a slash in column 1 and of any -INC control statement in
the last 8 columns of the record, regardless of the sequence number attributes of the module.

• The maximum value of a sequence number is 16,777,215. If you exceed this maximum, unpredictable results occur.

For further information, see the SEQ= option.

SEQUPD
Allows implicit updating of a module by sequence number when the sequence number is defined in the record. There are
two methods:

• Explicit updating. Librarian control statements identify the types of updates to perform (for example, -INS for inserting
records, -REP for replacing records, -DEL for deleting records). You identify the specific data records to update by
including their sequence numbers on the control statement.

• Implicit updating. Disk master files only. The sequence numbers that you specify on new data records identify the types
of updates to perform. If the sequence number matches an existing record number, the existing record is replaced. If
the sequence number does not match an existing record number, the new record is inserted. To delete a record, you
still must use the -DEL control statement.

The sequence numbers that you include on new data records identify the types of updates to perform. You must position
the sequence numbers on the new data records in the columns designated by the sequence number attributes. You do
not have to include leading zeros or right-adjust the sequence numbers.

Place new data records after the -SEL statement in ascending order by sequence number. New data records either
replace existing records or are inserted into the module. If the sequence number of a new record matches one on the
master file, the new record replaces the corresponding master file record. If the sequence number of a new record does
not match one in the master file, the record is inserted into the module to maintain ascending sequence.

Input
-SEL PAYROLL,SEQUPD,NORESEQ

200     MOVE A-TAX TO B-TAX.

201     ADD B-TAX TO C-TAX.

215     GO TO TAX-C-COMP.

Existing Module
         .
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         .

         .

000180 PERFORM A-TAX-CALC.

000190 MOVE ZEROS TO TAX-IN.

000200 MOVE ATAX TO BTAX.

000210 PERFORM D-TAX-CALC.

Resulting Module
         .

         .

         .

000180 PERFORM A-TAX-CALC.

000190 MOVE ZEROS TO TAX-IN.

000200 MOVE A-TAX TO B-TAX.

000201 ADD B-TAX TO C-TAX.

000210 PERFORM D-TAX-CALC.

000215 GO TO TAX-C-COMP.

         .

         .

         .

To insert records before the first record of the module, assign a sequence number less than the sequence number of the
first record. To insert records after the last record of the module, assign a sequence number greater than the sequence
number of the last record.

You can combine implicit and explicit updating in a single execution.

Use SEQUPD on a -SEL control statement. It is supported online.

Note the following:

• The master file you are working with might have been initialized to prohibit implicit updating.
• The SEQUPD option lets you perform insert and replace operations only. To delete records from a module, you must

use the -DEL control statement.
• You cannot use implicit updating for modules whose sequence numbers are defined as outside the record.
• If you specify the SEQUPD and NORESEQ options for a module simultaneously, the records that you insert into the

module retain their sequence numbers.

SYNCHK(D) permanently deactivates the COBOL Syntax Checker facility for a module.

Use SYNCHK(D) on a -SEL control statement. It is not supported online.

For further information, see the NOCHK and SYNCHK(l,a) options.

SHORTDATE
Overrides the master file default of LONGDATE so that you can enter archive dates with two-digit years (for example,
960819) instead of four-digit years (for example, 19960819). Year 60 and higher is assumed to be the 20th century. Years
less than 60 are assumed to be the 21st century (for example, 2059).

This option is for wide record master files only.

SYNCHK(l,a)
Verifies that the records of a module consist of syntactically valid COBOL statements for every execution.
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Using the second operand of this option, you can replace COBOL COPY statements with the data records of other
modules when the compilation file is written. This works much the same as expansion of -INC statements.

When you use this option, the COBOL Syntax Checker scans each record of the module and verifies that sentence
structure, punctuation, use of reserved words, and so on, conform to COBOL rules. The Syntax Checker does not check
the validity of data or procedure references.

Records containing errors are written on the Update Record listing, followed by an error message. The sequence number
of a record in error can be different from its original sequence number (number on the original listing) if a new sequence
number was assigned during updating. Since the records in error are reported on the Update Record listing in the order of
their appearance in the module, you should be able to locate them without exact sequence numbers.

Use SYNCHK(l,a) on a -ADD or -SEL control statement. SYNCHK is not supported in an on-line environment, where it is
flagged as an error.

The operands are as follows:

l
The level of COBOL whose rules of syntax are applied. Specify one of the following:

• CA-ANS COBOL.
• CD-COBOL D.
• CE-COBOL E.
• CF-COBOL F.
• CW-z/OS and OS/390 COBOL (ANS COBOL 74).

a
The action to take. Specify one of the following:

• S-Suppresses writing of the module to the compilation file in the event of a syntax error and permanently
deactivates the expansion of the COBOL COPY verb. The LIST option is automatically invoked for the module
in such a case, thereby providing you with a complete listing of the module that, together with the messages
on the Update Record listing, let you readily locate the errors.

• C-Permanently deactivates the expansion of the COBOL COPY verb. In the event of a syntax error, writing of
the module to the compilation file is not suppressed, nor is the LIST option automatically invoked.

• SE-Same as S, except that it permanently activates the expansion of the COBOL COPY verb for disk master
files (see notes on the expansion of the COBOL COPY verb).

• CE-Same as C, except that it permanently activates the expansion of the COBOL COPY verb for disk master
files.

To alter one or more of the values stored with this option, place a SYNCHK(l,a) option with the new values on a -SEL
control statement. You must specify both values, even if only one value is altered. The respecified SYNCHK(l,a) option is
stored with the module.

To permanently deactivate the SYNCHK(l,a) option, use the SYNCHK(D) option on a -SEL control statement. To suppress
it during a single execution, specify NOCHK on a -SEL statement.

Note the following

• Certain versions of the compiler accept statements that are direct violations of language specifications. Corrections
made to a later release of the compiler can cause these previously accepted statements to cause compilation errors at
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a future date. The Syntax Checker adheres strictly to the language specifications established for the level; therefore,
you might find that it occasionally rejects statements that are acceptable to the compiler.

• You should correct syntax violations of this type immediately to avoid problems at a later date. If it is not possible
to correct these errors at once, you can suppress the use of the Syntax Checker for a module or specify that the
detection of syntax errors shall not suppress copying of the module to the compilation file.

• In a few situations, the Syntax Checker can detect errors that, although they would not cause compilation errors,
create problems during program execution. As an example, assume that you want to place the following three
statements into a COBOL module:

IF condition

MOVE INPUT-ACCOUNT TO MASTER-ACCOUNT

GO TO EDIT.

PERFORM COMPUTE.

If you inadvertently put a period at the end of the first statement, an illogical condition is created that causes serious
consequences during execution. The Syntax Checker recognizes that the third statement cannot execute if that period is
there and treats the condition as an error.

For further information, see the CCOPY, CCOPYOFF, NOCHK, and SYNCHK(D) options.

NOTE
This option is for traditional master files only.

TEMP
You can make temporary updates to a module through the TEMP or TEMPS option. These options let you test
modifications before they are actually applied to the module. Updates made when either TEMP or TEMPS is in effect are
written to the output files (if requested), but are not applied to the master file. Once you test your updates, resubmit them
without the TEMP or TEMPS option to apply the changes permanently.

You might find it necessary to apply such a large number of updates to a module that you do not want to have to resubmit
them. In this case, you can create a test version of the module. To do this, use the COPY= option to create a duplicate of
the module. When you test the updates, you can delete the original module and use the RENAME= option to rename the
duplicate so that it has the name of the original module.

TEMP designates that the updates to each module it is specified for are temporary. Sequence numbers of existing records
are not affected by updates made while TEMP is in effect. Records that are altered or inserted while TEMP is in effect
contain the character string TEMP**** in their sequence number fields. (If the length of the sequence field is less than
eight characters long, TEMP**** is adjusted accordingly.)

All updating operations are reflected in the listings and in the copy of the module written to the compilation or punch file.
The module on the master file remains unaltered.

Use TEMP on a -OPT or -SEL control statement. This option is not supported in an online environment, where it is flagged
as an error.

To override this option, use the PERM or TEMPS option.

NOTE
The hash count check is bypassed when TEMP is specified.

See also the PERM and TEMPS options.
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TEMPS
Updates to each module it is specified for are temporary. Records that are inserted while TEMPS is in effect are assigned
sequence numbers with an increment of 1. Existing records are reassigned sequence numbers using the NORESEQ
mode of updating.

All updating operations are reflected in the listings and in the copy of the module written to the compilation or punch file.
The module on the master file remains unaltered.

Use TEMPS on a -OPT or -SEL control statement. It is not supported online.

To override this option, use the PERM or TEMP option.

NOTE

• The hash count check is bypassed when TEMPS is specified.
• When applying temporary updates, use TEMPS rather than TEMP if the compiler requires sequence numbers.

NOTE

More Information:

• NORESEQ
• PERM
• TEMP

UNCON
Processing of each module it is specified for is unconditional (that is, the module is processed regardless of the success
or failure of preceding processing).

Use UNCON on a -OPT, -ADD, -SEL, or -DLM control statement. UNCON is supported in an online environment.

To override this option, use the CON option.

NOTE

More information:

• CON

UNLOCK
Unlocks a locked member. Users with unlimited access authority or the lock owner can unlock a locked member.

A lock owner is the user ID who originally locked the member. Use UNLOC on -ADD and -SEL control statements. LOCK
and UNLOCK do not create a new archive level. The last update date and time remains unchanged.

NOTE
For more information about access authority, see the "Security" section.

VAR
Invokes the Source-Load Audit Trail facility for the current execution only. During the writing of the compilation file,
Librarian scans the module source for one or more of the Audit Trail variables listed in the following table and replaces the
variables with appropriate data.

If you are accessing a past archiving level of a Librarian module, you receive the replacement information that was current
as of that level of the module.
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You can use a variable more than once in a module.

Use the Source-Load Audit Trail facility to establish a link between your source module library and your load library. When
analyzing a dump containing a load module, you can see at once which source program listing to use.

To save coding time, your site can establish a standard Audit Trail variable module to include (through the -INC control
statement) in every module.

Note the following:

• Do not use the COBOL COPY verb when copying the source load audit trail variables. If you do, the module name of
the module you are copying (the copy book name) is put into the ¢MODNAME field instead of the name of the calling
module (the primary module name).

• When using the Librarian -INC control statement to include the data records of one module in another at compilation
time, any SLAT variables contained in the included module reflect information from the primary module (that is, the
module that contains the -INC control statement).

• For COBOL II programs and programs compiled using IBM Cobol for z/OS and OS/390 and VM/ESA, insert the SLAT
variables after the WORKING-STORAGE SECTION as a single 01 level as shown below.

 01  SLAT-VARIABLE-AREA.       PIC X(122) VALUE 'SLAT VARS START:'

-              '¢DATEUPD¢TIMEUPD¢PROGRAMMERNAME¢MODNAME¢LVNO¢UPNO'

-    '¢DATA-SET-NAME-FOR-LIBRARIAN-MASTER-FILESLAT VARS END'.

NOTE
Under both COBOL II and IBM Cobol for z/OS and OS/390 and VM/ESA, there is no guarantee that the
separate pieces of an eyecatcher will be in the proper order or even stay together, unless declared in a single
VALUE clause. That is why the variables must be declared as a single 01 level when using these compilers.

Use VAR on a -OPT, -ADD, or -SEL control statement.

Audit Trail Variable Min Length Will Return Meaning
¢DATEUPD 8 yy/mm/dd

NONEbbbb
Date the module was last
permanently updated.

¢TIMEUPD 8 hh:mm:ss
hh:mmbb

Time the module was last
permanently updated.

¢PROGRAMMERNAME 15 name, left
justified, blank
filled

Programmer name.

¢MODNAME 8 name, left
justified,
blank-filled

Module name.

¢LVNO 5 nnnnn NONEb Current Archiving level number.
¢UPNO 5 nnnnn NONEb Current number of permanent

updates.
¢DATEACS 8 yy/mm/dd

NONEbbbb
Date of last access by Librarian.

¢TEMPDAT 8 yy/mm/dd
NONEbbbb

The execution date. This
appears only if the module is
temporarily updated. Otherwise,
the value is NONE.

¢DATA-SET-NAME-FOR-THE-L
IBRARIAN-MASTER-FILE

44 name, left
justified,
blank-filled

Disk master file name.
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Use VAR on a -OPT, -ADD, or -SEL control statement.

For example, assume a programmer coded the following module statements in a COBOL module named PAROLL70 that
resides on a Librarian disk master file:

01  AUDIT-STAMP            .

    02 FILLER            PIC X(15) VALUE 'AUDIT-STAMP****'.

    02 MODULE-NAME       PIC X(15) VALUE '¢MODNAME '.

    02 DATE-UPDATED      PIC X(15) VALUE '¢DATEUPD '.

    02 PROGRAMMER        PIC X(15) VALUE '¢PROGRAMMERNAME'.

    02 UPDATE-NUMBER     PIC X(15) VALUE '¢UPNO '.

    02 FILLER            PIC X(15) VALUE '****AUDIT-STAMP'.

                           .

                           .

If a programmer named Parmley updates the module on November 1, 1996, and requests a compilation, Librarian writes
the following information to the compilation file:

01  AUDIT-STAMP             .

    02 FILLER             PIC X(15) VALUE 'AUDIT-STAMP****'.

    02 MODULE-NAME        PIC X(15) VALUE 'PAROLL70 '.

    02 DATE-UPDATED       PIC X(15) VALUE '96/11/01 '.

    02 PROGRAMMER         PIC X(15) VALUE 'PARMLEY '.

    02 UPDATE-NUMBER      PIC X(15) VALUE '00073 '.

    02 FILLER             PIC X(15) VALUE '****AUDIT-STAMP'.

                            .

                            .

To override this option, use the NOVAR option.

For further information, see ARC=, EXEC, and NOVAR options.

VERS=date
Verifies that the specified date (or date and time) is the date (or date and time) of the update most recently applied to
the module processed. If so, processing continues normally. If not, an error message is written on the Update Record
listing and further processing of the module is bypassed.Use VERS= when you are not certain whether the listing you are
working from reflects the latest version of the module.

Use VERS= on a -SEL or -DLM control statement. With a -SEL control statement, VERS= is supported in an online
environment.

date
The date (date and time) of the last update of the module as reported on the Module listing.
Its form is:
mmdd[hhmm]

or
ddmm[hhmm]

where mm is the month and dd is the day.
hhmm

The hour and minute (using the 24-hour clock). You must specify the month and day in the order in which they
appear on the Module listing. For example, if the date and time are reported on the Module listing as:
08/14/94 1805

specify:
VERS=08141805
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if you are processing a non-archived module and your listing reports the date (or date and time) of the last update as
NONE, specify either VERS=0000 or the date the module was added to the master file. If you are processing an archived
module and your listing reports the date (or date and time) as NONE, you must specify the date the module was added to
the master file.

XREF
Used on a -OPT control statement to produce a Module Cross-Reference report. Specify the -OPT XREF control
statement without specifying the optional -XREF and -XREFR commands to generate a Module Cross-Reference Report
listing all the modules of a master file containing all the occurrences of the three types. -OPT XREF

• For wide record, -OPT XREF produces a listing of -INC occurrences only.
• For details on this option, see the -XREF and -XREFR commands in the "Control Commands" section.

Compiling a Program (z/OS and OS/390)
The facilities of Librarian let you compile, link edit, and execute any program stored as a Librarian module.

NOTE
In addition to using the batch Librarian program to extract a member from a master file to compile it, you can use
the Librarian Access Method (LIB/AM) to compile programs directly from a master file. See the Using section for
more information on LIB/AM.

To compile a module, use the EXEC option on a -OPT, -ADD, or -SEL statement. Librarian places each module you
specified the EXEC option for into the compilation file in 80-byte card-image format. At the conclusion of execution, you
can process the compilation file as a data set for the appropriate compiler to read in a subsequent step or job, or as a
complete job stream, containing all necessary job control statements and source modules for an operating system reader
to read.

Your site management determines which one of these methods you use. Check with your system programmer for
conventions established at your site.

This section contains examples of control stream organization and JCL requirements for illustrative purposes. They might
not conform to the conventions established at your site. Your system programmer can supply exact JCL specifications and
descriptions of z/OS and OS/390 cataloged procedures related to the use of Librarian.

Compilation File as Input to a Compiler
If your site conventions specify that the compilation file is passed to a compiler, you must supply all JCL necessary for
updating and compiling and, optionally, for link editing and testing for each execution. Librarian returns condition codes
that you can test to determine whether errors occurred during updating. For additional information on Librarian condition
codes, see the appropriate "System Services" section.

The JCL for executing Librarian is usually incorporated into a z/OS and OS/390 cataloged procedure. This procedure
defines the compilation file as either a sequential or partitioned data set that is passed to a subsequent job step. Your
system programmer can provide JCL specifications applicable to your site.

If the compilation file is a sequential data set and you request that several modules be written to it during a single
execution of Librarian, the modules are written to it one after another. In such a case, you must be certain that the
compiler can accept batched input. If not, you must run a separate job (or at least a separate sequence of steps) for each
module.

If the compilation file is a partitioned data set, Librarian writes each module that you select for compilation as a member
of that PDS. Each of those members can be read during a separate execution of a compiler. Librarian uses the module
name as the member name, unless the module name begins with a numeric character, in which case Librarian prefixes
the letter Z to the first seven characters of the module name to create the member name (Zxxxxxxx).
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You can also specify a member name through the MEMNAME= parameter of the -JCL or -JCLT statement. If the member
name already exists in the PDS, Librarian does not normally stow the member, but issues an error message. To direct
Librarian to replace a like-named member, use the EXEC(R) option on the -OPT, -ADD, or -SEL statement.

The compilation file is always a partitioned data set if you allocate directory blocks in the SPACE parameter of the DD
statement creating it. You need never code the DSORG DCB subparameter.

The following examples illustrate JCL and control statements to execute Librarian and subsequent processors.

Example 1
To update, compile, link edit, and execute a module using a sequential data set as a compilation file, your
input would be as follows:
//LIBUCLG JOB 70010,CA.JAEGER,CLASS=0

//STEP1 EXEC PGM=librarian,PARM='NRJS,NJTA'

//OSJOB DD  DSN=&&TEMP,UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(TRK,(5,1)),

//          DISP=(PASS)

//SYSIN DD *

-SEL  program,rvjl,EXEC

      .       

      .     (<LIBR> updating statements)

      .

-END

//STEP EXEC ASMFCLG

//ASM.SYSIN  DD DSN=&&TEMP,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//

Example 2
To update and compile two modules using a non-temporary partitioned data set as a compilation file, your
input would be as follows:
//LIBUPDTE JOB 70010,CA.STROUSE,CLASS=0

//STEP1 EXEC PGM=librarian,PARM='NRJS,NJTA'

//OSJOB DD DSN=your.pds.name,UNIT=DISK,

//         SPACE=(TRK,(50,20,3)),DISP=(,PASS)

//SYSIN DD *

-SEL modula,wkrt,EXEC

     .

     .     (<LIBR> updating statements)

     .

-SEL modulb,wjdw,EXEC

     .

     .     (<LIBR> Updating statements)

     .

-END

//STEP2 EXEC ASMFC

//ASM.SYSIN DD DSN=&&TEMP(modula),DISP=OLD

//STEP3 EXEC ASMFC

//ASM.SYSIN DD DSN=&&TEMP(modulb),DISP=OLD

//
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Compilation File as a Job Stream
Librarian can create a job stream on the compilation file, normally consisting of a separate job for each module to compile.
At the conclusion of Librarian execution, an operating system reader can read the compilation file to enter the jobs into the
system work queues.

You can supply JCL (for compilation, and so on) as an integral part of a module, or you can direct Librarian to generate
JCL for you.

User-supplied JCL
To supply JCL statements for a module directly, insert them into the module itself. Since these JCL statements are part of
the module, they automatically become part of the job stream when the module is written to the compilation file. The first
few records of the module are a JOB statement and other JCL needed for compilation. You can put JCL for link editing
and testing at the end of the module. You can include any data needed for testing at the appropriate point in the module or
following a -DATA control statement.

Generated JCL
Librarian provides a set of parameters that, when specified on a -JCL or -JCLT control statement, direct Librarian to
generate JCL. Some of these parameters might have been established as initialization defaults at your site. You can add
to or respecify these parameters (through the -JCL control statement) when adding or updating a module. They are stored
with the module. Librarian accesses them whenever you use the EXEC option. Parameters respecified for an archived
module are archived in the same way as are data records.

To alter parameters during a single execution only, use the -JCLT control statement.

The following example shows the basic structure of a job Librarian creates.

/*PRIORITY    hprty

//jobname JOB acct,programmer-name,CLASS=class,

//            REGION=region,PRTY=prty,TIME=time,

//            MSGLEVEL=1,MSGCLASS=msgclass

//UPDATEXX EXEC proc

//step ddname DD DSN=dsn(memname),DISP=disp

//step sysin  DD P

    .

    .

    .

/*

//LKED.SYSLMOD DD DSN=dsn(memname),DISP=disp

Use the -JCL (or -JCLT) control statement to assign values to the terms that appear in lower case in the example above.

The executed procedure determines the main function of the job. (The first step of the procedure usually executes the
appropriate compiler. Subsequent steps in the procedure can provide for link editing and testing the program.) You supply
the name of the procedure in the PROC= parameter.

-JCL Control Statement

Parameters on the -JCL control statement control the automatic generation of JCL for a module.

The format is:

-JCL parameter[,parameter...]
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parameter
Consists of a keyword, an equal sign (=), and a value. If the value includes an embedded comma or blank, you
must enclose the entire value in slashes. A list of the parameters follows.

You can use as many -JCL control statements as are necessary to supply the parameters you need. Place -JCL control
statements in the control deck following a -ADD or -SEL control statement and preceding any documentary control
statements.

To delete a previously defined parameter, specify the keyword and its equal sign, but do not specify a value.

-JCLT Control Statement

The -JCLT control statement modifies one or more of the parameters that you can specify on the -JCL control statement
during the current execution only. The parameters stored on the master file are not changed. You can use both -JCL and -
JCLT control statements for a single module. -JCL control statements must precede -JCLT control statements.

Except for the command itself, the -JCLT control statement has the same format as the -JCL control statement.

-JCL and -JCLT Parameters

You can specify the following parameters on the -JCL and -JCLT control statements.

ACCT=acct
Generates the account number on the JOB statement. A maximum of 55 characters is permitted. If you include
commas or blanks in the account number, you must enclose the entire value in slashes. No more than two
consecutive blanks can appear in the account number. For example:
ACCT=/(456,23,55)/

CLASS=class
Generates the CLASS= parameter on the JOB statement

DDNAME=ddname
The name of the DD statement defining the library where the output of the compilation or link-edit step is stowed.
If you specify DDNAME=SYSLMOD, a stepname of LKED is automatically generated and the DD statement
follows the module's data records. If you specify any other value for ddname, the DD statement precedes the
module's data records. When you specify this parameter, you must also specify the DSN=parameter.

DESC=/desc/
A 1- to 30-character module description. The function of this parameter is identical to the -DESC control
statement. This parameter does not generate JCL.

DISP=[ OLD|SHR|NONE]
The DISP= parameter used on the DD statement the DDNAME= parameter generates. This parameter is
generated only if you specified the DDNAME= parameter. If you specify DISP=NONE, the DISP= parameter is
omitted from the DD statement. If you omit this parameter, DISP=OLD is used.

DSN=name
The fully qualified name of the data set where the object module or load module is stowed. The data set must
already exist and must be cataloged. For example:
DSN=PAYROLL.TEST.RELOC

NOTE
This parameter is generated only if you specified the DDNAME= parameter.

HPRTY=hprty
Generates a HASP /*PRIORITY statement preceding the JOB statement and specifying the indicated priority.
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JOBNAME=[name|$]
Generates the job name of the JOB statement. You can assign any name that is acceptable to the operating
system, except $. If you omit this parameter, the module name is used as the job name. To suppress generation
of the JOB statement, specify JOBNAME='$' (all other JCL, except the HASP /*PRIORITY statement, are
generated).

LANG=lang
The 1- to 30-character language code identifying the language in which the module is written. The function of this
parameter is identical to the -LANG control statement. This parameter does not generate JCL.

MEMNAME=memname
The member name the object module or load module is stowed under (for example, in the data set the DSN=
parameter specifies). If you omit this parameter, the module name is used as the member name. You can also
use this parameter if a partitioned data set is used as the compilation file and no JCL is generated. In this case, it
specifies the member name the copy of the module written to the compilation file is stowed under.

MSG=msgclass
Generates the MSGCLASS= parameter on the JOB statement.

PGMR=programmer-name
Generates the 1- to 15-character programmer name on the JOB statement. Blanks and commas are not valid
characters. The function of this parameter is identical to the -PGMR control statement.

PROC=[$NOJCL|procname]
The operand portion of the first or only record of the EXEC statement. For example:
PROC=COBFCLG

To suppress all JCL generation for the module, specify PROC=$NOJCL.
In addition to (or instead of) the procedure name, you can specify any other values that are permitted on the
EXEC statement. Specify all values exactly as they should appear on the EXEC statement. If you include commas
or blanks, you must enclose the entire value field in slashes. For example:
PROC=/ASMFC,PARM='LOAD,DECK'/

If you must specify more than 55 characters of operands to include on the EXEC statement, use the PROC2=
parameter to generate a single continuation record containing up to 45 additional characters. End the PROC
statement with a comma and code the PROC2 statement as you would a PROC statement. If the ending comma
is omitted from the PROC statement, the following PROC2 statement is ignored.

PRTY=priority
Generates the PRTY= parameter on the JOB statement.

REGION=region
Generates the REGION= parameter on the JOB statement. The maximum length of region is 11 characters. For
example:
REGION=80K

REGION=/(64K,768K)/

STEP=step
The name of the compilation step in the procedure executed (for example, ASM, COB, FORT, and so on).

SYSIN=sysin
The name of a DD statement the compiler uses to read the module to process. The name can be no more than
six characters in length. If this parameter is omitted, a ddname of SYSIN is generated.

TIME=time
Generates the TIME= parameter on the JOB statement. The maximum length of time is seven characters. For
example:
TIME=10

   TIME=/(5,30,)/

//TEST JOB 70010,CA.SOLOMON,CLASS=x              }
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// EXEC  PGM=CA Librarian                        }

//OSJOB  DD SYSOUT=(A,INTRDR),DCB=(LRECL=80,     }

//          BLKSIZE=80)                          }

//SYSIN DD *                                     }

-OPT NOSEP                                       }

-ADD PAYEDIT,SEQ=COBOL,EXEC                      }   <LIBR>

-JCL PROC=COBFCL,STEP=COB,PGMR=MILLER            }   Stream

-JCL ACCT=/(70010)/,DDNAME=SYSLMOD               }

-JCL DSN=PAYROLL.TEST                            }

          .                                      }

          .    (module data records)             }

          .                                      }

-DESC PAYROLL EDIT ROUTINE                       }   Control

-END                                             }

/*                                               }

//PAYEDIT JOB (70010),                       C   }

//            MILLER,                        C   }

//            MSGLEVEL=1                         }

//UPDATEXX EXEC COBFCL                           }

//COB.SYSIN DD *                                 }   Resulting

         .                                       }   Job

         . (module data records)                 }   Stream

         .                                       }

/*                                               }

//LKED.SYSLMOD DD DISP=OLD,                  C   }

//             DSN=PAYROLL.TEST(PAYEDIT)         }

Example of a -JCL Control Statement

To add a COBOL module to a master file and compile and link edit it using the IBM-supplied procedure COBFCL and
place the resulting load module in the data set PAYROLL.TEST, your input would be as shown in the previous example.

Compiling a Program (VSE/ESA)
To compile a module, use the EXEC option on a -OPT, -ADD, or -SEL statement. Librarian places each module you
specify the EXEC option for into the compilation file in 80-byte card-image format. At the conclusion of Librarian execution,
you can process the compilation file as a SYSIPT file for the appropriate compiler in a subsequent step or job to read or,
as a complete job stream (for example, a SYSIN file), containing all necessary job control statements and source modules
for the operating system to read.

Your site management determines which of these methods you use. Check with your system programmer for conventions
established at your site.

NOTE
Examples of control stream organization and job control statement requirements are provided for illustrative
purposes. They might not conform to conventions established at your site. Your system programmer can supply
exact specifications.
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Compilation File as Input to a Compiler for VSE/ESA
If your site conventions specify that the compilation file is read as a SYSIPT file by a compiler, you must supply all job
control statements necessary for updating and compiling and, optionally, for link editing and testing for each execution.
The final record of the module must be an end-of-data-file statement /*.

If the compilation file is a sequential file and you request that several modules be written to it during a single execution of
Librarian, the modules are written to it one after another. In such a case, you must be certain that the compiler can accept
batched input. If not, you must run a separate job or a separate sequence of steps for each module.

The following example illustrates how to update and compile a module using a SYSIPT file for compilation.

// JOB ASSEMBLY USING SYSIPT FILE

// DLBL MASTER,'librarian.master.file-id',,DA

// EXTENT SYS__4,volser,1,_,reltrk,ntrks

// ASSGN SYS__4,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

// DLBL JOBSTR,'jobstr.one.file-id',,SD

// EXTENT SYS__8,volser,1,_,reltrk,ntrks

// ASSGN SYS__8,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

// EXEC CA-Librarian,SIZE=AUTO

-SEL ALPHA,XWRK,EXEC

-END

/*

// DLBL IJSYSIN,'jobstr.one.file-id',,SD

// EXTENT SYSIPT,volser

ASSGN SYSIPT,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

// EXEC ASSEMBLY

/*

CLOSE SYSIPT,SYSRDR

/&

Compilation File as a Job Stream for VSE/ESA
Librarian can create a job stream on the compilation file, consisting of a separate job for each module to compile. At the
conclusion of Librarian execution, the operating system can read the SYSIN file.

You can supply job control statements (for compilation, and so on) as an integral part of a module or you can direct
Librarian to generate job control statements for you.

User-supplied JCL for VSE/ESA
Job control statements for a module are supplied directly by inserting them into the module itself. Because these job
control statements are part of the module, they automatically become a part of the job stream when the module is written
to the compilation file.

You can include any data needed for testing the module at the appropriate point in the module or after a -DATA control
statement (see Control Statements for information about the -DATA control statement).

The following example adds and compiles a module with user-supplied job control statements in it.

// JOB COMPILE USING SYS008 AS INPUT

// DLBL JOBSTR,'JOBSTREAM FILE',0,SD

// EXTENT SYS008,222222,1,0,1220,600

// ASSGN SYS008,X'131'

// DLBL MASTER,'LIBRARIAN MASTER FILE',99/365,DA

// EXTENT SYS004,333333,1,0,2000,100
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// ASSGN SYS004,X'132'

// EXEC librarian,SIZE=AUTO

-OPT EXEC

-ADD module-name,SEQ=COBOL

/% JOB COMPILE                                 A

/% OPTION CATAL                                

% PHASE MODULE,*                               B

/% EXEC FCOBOL                                 

  .                                            

  . (SOURCE MODULE RECORDS)                    

  .                                            

/% LBLTYP TAPE                                 

/% EXEC LNKED                                  

/:                                             

/;                                             

-END ASSGN SYSIN,X'00C'                        C

/*

// DLBL IJSYSIN,222222,1,0,1220,600

ASSGN SYSIN,X'131'

/*

/&

NOTE
For more information on using Librarian conversion characters (/:, /;, / $$, and =), see the Using section.

The percent sign (%) in column 1 is required to force the sequence number to columns 73 through 80 (see the Using
section). Placing a percent sign in column 80 accomplishes the same.

See Control Statements for information on using the -END control statement to write a final record to the compilation file.

Generated JCL for VSE/ESA
Librarian provides a set of parameters that, when specified on a -JCL or -JCLT control statement, direct Librarian to
generate job control statements. Some of these parameters might have been established as initialization defaults. You
can add to or respecify these parameters (through the -JCL control statement) when adding or updating a module. They
are stored with the module and Librarian accesses them whenever you use the EXEC option. Parameters respecified for
an archived module are archived in the same way as data records. To alter parameters during a single execution only, use
the -JCLT control statement.

-JCL Control Statement

Parameters on the -JCL control statement control the automatic generation of job control statements for a module.

The format is:

-JCL parameter[,parameter...]

parameter
Consists of a keyword, an equal sign (=), and a value. If the value includes an embedded comma or blank, you
must enclose the entire value in slashes.

You can use as many -JCL control statements as are necessary to supply the parameters you need. Place -JCL control
statements in the control deck following a -ADD or -SEL control statement and preceding any documentary control
statements.

To delete a previously defined parameter, specify the keyword and its equal sign, but do not specify a value.
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-JCLT Control Statement

The -JCLT control statement modifies one or more of the parameters that you can specify on the -JCL control statement
during the current execution only. The parameters stored on the master file are not changed. You can use both -JCL and -
JCLT control statements for a single module. -JCL control statements must precede -JCLT control statements.

Except for the command itself, the -JCLT control statement has the same format as the -JCL control statement.

-JCL and -JCLT Parameters

You can specify the following parameters on the -JCL and -JCLT control statements.

TYPE=[NONE|COMP|COMPGO|COMPCAT|COMPCATGO|PARAM]
Defines the basic structure of the job to create. The allowable values and the types of jobs each creates are
shown below. Terms that appear in lower case represent user-supplied values.

NONE
Suppresses generation of job control statements for the module. It is the default for this parameter. Specify
TYPE=NONE to process the module as a SYSIPT file.

COMP
Generates job control statements for compilation. The structure of the job created is:
// JOB jobname,acct

// OPTION options

   CATALR name

// EXEC language

   .

   . (module data records)

   .

/*

/&

COMPGO
Generates job control statements for compilation, link editing, and execution. The structure of the job created is:
// JOB jobname,acct

// OPTION options

   ACTION action

   CATALR name

   PHASE phasename

// EXEC language

   .

   . (module data records)

   .

/*

   ENTRY entrypoint

// LBLTYP lbltyp

// EXEC LNKEDT

// EXEC

/&

COMPCAT
Generates job control statements for compilation, link editing, and cataloging the program in a core image library.
The structure of the job created is:
// JOB jobname,acct

// OPTION options

CATALR name
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PHASE phasename

// EXEC language

.

. (Module data records)

.

/P

ENTRY entrypoint

// LBLTYP lbltyp

// EXEC LNKEDT

/&

COMPCATGO
Generates job control statements for compilation, link editing, cataloging, and execution. The structure of the job
created is:
// JOB jobname,acct

// OPTION options

   CATALR name

   ACTION action

   PHASE phasename

// EXEC language

   .

   . (module data records)

   . 

/*

   ENTRY entrypoint

// LBLTYP lbltyp

// EXEC LNKEDT

// EXEC phasename

/&

PARAM
Generates JOB, OPTION, CATALR, ACTION, PHASE, EXEC, ENTRY, and LBLTYP statements (if you specified
corresponding parameters on a -JCL or -JCLT control statement) and generates an end-of-data-file statement (/
*) following the module's data records. An end-of-job statement (/&) is also generated at the end of the job, unless
you specify SLAMP=NO. Specify TYPE=PARAM if you included some of the job control statements needed to
process the module in the module itself.

ACCT=acct
Generates up to 16 characters of accounting information to include on the JOB statement, immediately following
the job name. Blanks are not valid characters.

ACTION=
action
Generates a linkage editor ACTION statement for each of the actions you specify. Blanks are not valid characters.
When specifying more than one action, separate them from each other with commas and enclose the entire value
in slashes. The maximum length of the value is 30 characters. For example:
ACTION=/F1,CLEAR/

CATALR=name
Generates a CATALR statement containing the one- to eight-character name that you specify.

COMPOPT=option
Specifies the options to place on the EXEC statement that invokes the compiler (up to 15 characters in length).
For example:
COMPOPT=SIZE=50K

If you include commas or blanks, you must enclose the entire value in slashes.
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/DESC=/desc/
Specifies a 1- to 30-character module description. The function of this parameter is identical with that of the -
DESC control statement. This parameter does not generate a job control statement.

ENTRY=entrypt
Generates a linkage editor ENTRY statement containing the entry point name that you specify.

EXEC=language
Generates an EXEC statement to execute the named compiler (up to eight characters in length). You cannot
specify this parameter if you specified the PROC= parameter.

GOOPT=option
Specifies the options to place on the EXEC statement that invokes the compiled program (up to 15 characters in
length). If you include commas or blanks, you must enclose the entire value in slashes. For example:
GOOPT=/SIZE=50K,REAL/

JOBNAME=[jobname|NONE]
Specifies the job name to place on the JOB statement. If you omit this parameter, the module name is used. To
suppress generation of a JOB statement, specify JOBNAME=NONE.

LANG=lan
The one- to three-character code identifying the language in which the module is written. The function of this
parameter is identical to the -LANG control statement. This parameter does not generate a job control statement.

LBLTYP=lbltyp
Generates a LBLTYP statement containing the value that you specify. The maximum length of the value is nine
characters. For example:
LBLTYP=NSD(5)

LINKOPT=option
Specifies the options to place on the EXEC statement that invokes the linkage editor. If you include commas or
blanks, you must enclose the entire value in slashes. The maximum length of the value is 15 characters. For
example:
LINKOPT=REAL

OPTION=option
Generates an OPTION statement containing the options that you specify (up to 60 characters in length). If you
include commas or blanks, you must enclose the entire value in slashes. For example:
OPTION=/LINK,DUMP/

PGMR=programmer-name
The 1- to 15-character name identifying the programmer who is responsible for the module. The function of this
parameter is identical to the -PGMR control statement. This parameter does not generate a job control statement.

PHASE=phasename
Generates a linkage editor PHASE statement containing the phase name and options that you specify (to a
maximum length of 44 characters). If you include commas or blanks, you must enclose the entire value in slashes.
For example:
PHASE=/EDITCOMP,P/

PROC=procname
Generates an EXEC statement that invokes the procedure whose name you specify. You cannot specify this
parameter if you specified the EXEC= parameter. If you use the PROC= parameter, you must specify the TYPE=
parameter as TYPE=PARAM

SLAMP=NO
Prevents an end-of-job statement (/&) from generating.
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Examples of -JCL Parameter Use

A module named MATINV is added to the master file as follows.

// JOB ADDMAT

// EXEC librarian,SIZE=AUTO

-ADD MATINV

-DESC INVENTORY MAINTENANCE

-JCL TYPE=COMP,EXEC=COBOL,PGMR=SMITH

     .

     .      (module data records)

     .

-END

/*

/&

Whenever the EXEC option is specified for this module, the following job is written to the compilation file:

// JOB MATINV

// OPTION DECK

// EXEC COBOL

     .

     .      (module data records)

     .

/*

/&

Compile, Link, Go With Test Data, ASSGN, and UPSI Statements

A module named PAYEDIT is added to the master file as shown below.

// JOB ADDPAY

// EXEC librarian,SIZE=AUTO

-ADD PAYEDIT

-DESC EDIT DAILY TIME SHEETS

-JCL PGMR=BERG,TYPE=COMPGO,EXEC=COBOL

-JCL PHASE=/PEDTPROG,*/,OPTION=LINK,DUMP/

     .

     .      (module data records for PAYEDIT)

     .

-END

/*

/&

To update the module, compile it, and test it (including ASSGN and UPSI statements and appropriate test data), submit
the job shown below.

// JOB UPDPAY

// EXEC librarian,SIZE=AUTO

-SEL PAYEDIT,WXLT,EXEC

-INS 70

          .

     .      (new module data records)

     .

-DATA

/% ASSGN SYS004,X'180'

/% ASSGN SYS005,X'181'
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/% UPSI 00000001

      .

      .     (test data for module PAYEDIT)

      .

-EMOD

-END

/*

/&

Whenever you specify the EXEC option for this module, the job shown below is written to the compilation file:

// JOB PAYEDIT

// OPTION LINK,DUMP

PHASE PEDTPROG,P

// EXEC COBOL

     .

     .      (module data records for PAYEDIT)

     .

/*

// EXEC LNKEDT

// ASSGN SYS004,X'180'

// ASSGN SYS005,X'181'

// UPSI 00000001

// EXEC PEDTPROG

     .

     .      (module data records for PAYEDIT)

     .

/*

/&

NOTE
In the example above, the ASSGN and UPSI statements that follow the -DATA control statement are
automatically placed in the job in their proper location. Librarian generated the /* and /& at the end of the test
data.

Inserting JCL Before the First EXEC

To include job control statements (for example, // ASSGN, // DLBL, and // EXTENT) before the EXEC statement that
invokes the compiler, place them at the beginning of a module. This lets you specify, for example, the library the COBOL
compiler uses to expand COPY statements.

Librarian places job control statements found at the beginning of the module ahead of the EXEC statement that invokes
the compiler when writing the module to the compilation file. The sequence numbers of these job control statements are
stored in columns 73-80.

Generating a Final Record

You can use the -END control statement to generate a final record to write to the compilation file. Place the data to copy to
columns 1-67 of this final record in columns 6-72 of the -END control statement.

The following example illustrates the use of the -END statement:

// JOB FINALJS

// EXEC librarian,SIZE=AUTO

-OPT EXEC

-SEL PAYEDIT,NXLT,EXEC
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-SEL MATINV,WXRJ,EXEC

-END CLOSE SYSIN,X'00C'

/*

/&

This input results in the following job stream:

// JOB PAYEDIT

// OPTION LINK,DUMP

        .

        .         (module data records)

        .

// JOB MATINV

// OPTION DECK

        .

        .         (module data records)

        .

/&

CLOSE SYSIN,X'00C'

Sample Listings
Librarian produces listings that document all operations performed.

Overview of Listings of Operations Performed

The listings are:

Update Record Listing
A complete record of the updating operations performed during a Librarian execution. This listing includes all
Librarian control statements, all inserted or deleted data records, and all documentary statements processed.
The Update Record listing is produced automatically.
You can reduce the quantity of paper used in the Update Record listing by specifying the NOSEP or NOPR
options.

Summary of Activity Listing
A one-line summary of the results of the processing of each of the first 100 modules processed during a Librarian
execution.
The Summary of Activity listing is, of course, a summary. For complete information on the processing of all
modules, look at the Update Record listing.
The Summary of Activity listing is also produced automatically.

Module Listing
Produced only when you specify the LIST option. This listing shows:
The module control information (that is, module description, date last updated, and so on)
History records.
All the data records in the module.
Date stamps of all date stamped records.
To request that Librarian abbreviate the Module listing by reporting only the module control information and history
records, specify the LISTH option.

Master File Index Listing
Produced when you specify the INDEX option. This listing provides a one-line summary of information about each
module on the master file. Only one index listing can be provided during a single execution of Librarian.
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Programmer Index Listing
Produced when you specify the INDEX(pgmr) option. This listing provides a one-line summary of information
about each module for which the specified programmer is responsible.

Master File Utility Index Listing
Produced when you specify -INDEX following an -OPT utility control statement. This listing provides a one-line
summary of information about each module on the master file. Only one index listing can be provided during a
single execution of Librarian

Programmer Utility Index Listing
Produced when you specify -INDEX(pgmr) following an -OPT utility control statement. This listing provides a one-
line summary of information about each module for which the specified programmer is responsible.

You can produce only one index listing during a single Librarian execution.

All Librarian listings have the date and time of the update printed on them. To determine whether the listing you are
working from documents the current version of the module, use the VERS= option.

Update Record Listing
RUN NO. 55     DATE=mm/dd/yy  TIME=1001              UPDATE RECORD             LIBR.DEV.MAST           PAGE 2

                                                                                                             

-SEL COBOLTST,EXEC,LIST                                                                                      

-HST UPDATE TO CORRECT TYPOS.                                                                                

-HST AND TO DEFINE IN-COUNT                                                                                  

    -REP 30                                                                                                  

         000030 ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.                                                                        

                                                                                                             

                             THE FOLLOWING RECORD(S) HAVE BEEN REPLACED BY THE ABOVE RECORD(S):              

                             000030 ENVIRN DIVISION.                                                         

    -INS 120                                                                                                 

         000130 77 IN-COUNT      PIC 999.                                                                    

                                                                                                             

                             THE ABOVE RECORD(S) HAVE BEEN INSERTED AFTER THE FOLLOWING RECORD:              

                             000120 WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.                                                 

                                                                                                             

MODULE COBOLTST SUCCESSFULLY PROCESSED AT 10.01.36. UPDATE NO.-    7.  LEVEL NO.-  7                         

                                                                                                             

Summary of Activity Listing
RUN NO. 55     DATE=mm/dd/yy  TIME=1001              SUMMARY OF ACTIVITY       LIBR.DEV.MAST           PAGE 1

                                                                                                             

-SEL FOR MODULE 'COBOLTST' WAS SUCCESSFUL.     MODULE IS TO BE COMPILED.                                     

                                                                                                             

Listing of Module 1
RUN NO. 55     DATE=mm/dd/yy  TIME=1009              LISTING OF MODULE         COBOLTST                PAGE 1

DESCRIPTION          COBOL TEST PROGRAM                                                                      

                                                                                                             

MASTER FILE          LIBR.DEV.MAST                                                                           

ADDED TO MASTER      07/03/96                                                                                

LAST DATE COPIED     NONE                                                                                    

LAST DATE UPDATED    mm/dd/yy 100136                                                                         

ARCHIVING STATUS     ACTIVATED                                                                               

NUMBER OF LEVELS     8                                                                                       
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CURRENT LEVEL NO.    7                                                                                       

NUMBER OF RECORDS   24                                                                                       

NUMBER OF UPDATES    7                                                                                       

NUMBER OF ACCESSES  16                                                                                       

SEQUENCE PARAMS     01/6/0010/0010 - RESEQ                                                                   

COMPRESS STATUS     FULL                                                                                     

COPYDD STATUS       NOT ACTIVATED                                                                            

COBOL COPY STATUS   NOT ACTIVATED                                                                            

MODULE STATUS       TEST                                                                                     

                                                                                                             

PASSWORD            GCFG                                                                                     

PROGRAMMER          SMITH                                                                                    

LANGUAGE            COB                                                                                      

PROC PARAMETER      $NOJCL                                                                                   

                                                                                                             

HISTORY RECORD(S) FOR THIS MODULE:                                                                           

  mm/dd/yy         UPDATE TO CORRECT TYPOS                                                                   

                   AND TO DEFINE IN-COUNT                                                                    

                                                                                                             

000010 ID DIVISION.                                                                                          

000020 PROGRAM-ID. COBOLTST.                                                                                 

000030 ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.                                                  03/14/97                       

000040 INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION.                                                                                 

000050 FILE CONTROL.                                                                                         

000060     SELECT INFILE PASSING TO UT-S-IN.                                                                 

000070 DATA DIVISION.                                                                                        

000080 FILE SECTION.                                                                                         

000090 FD INFILE                                                                                             

000100    DATA RECORD IS INREC.                                                                              

-INC INREC                                                      00000110                                     

000120 WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.                                                                              

000130 77 IN-COUNT      PIC 999.                                              03/14/97                       

000140 77 IN-INDEX      PIC 999.                                                                             

000150 77 IN-ID         PIC XXXXX.                                                                           

000160 PROCEDURE DIVISION.                                                                                   

000170     ACCEPT IN-COUNT FROM SYSIN.                                                                       

000180     OPEN INPUT INFILE.                                                                                

000190     PERFORM IN-COPY VARYING IN-INDEX FROM 1 BY 1 UNTIL                                                

000200        IN-INDEX EQUAL IN-COUNT. STOP RUN.                                                             

000210 IN-COPY.                                                                                              

000220     READ INFILE.                                                                                      

000230     MOVE INFILE-ID TO IN-ID.                                                                          

000240     DISPLAY IN-ID UPON SYSOUT.                                                                        

                                                                                                             

Listing of Module 2
RUN NO. 55     DATE=mm/dd/yy  TIME=1009              LISTING OF MODULE         COBOLTST                PAGE 1

DESCRIPTION         COBOL TEST PROGRAM                                                                       

                                                                                                             

MASTER FILE         LIBR.DEV.MAST                                                                            

ADDED TO MASTER     07/03/96                                                                                 

LAST DATE COPIED    NONE                                                                                     
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LAST DATE UPDATED   mm/dd/yy 100136                                                                          

ARCHIVING STATUS    ACTIVATED                                                                                

NUMBER OF LEVELS     8                                                                                       

CURRENT LEVEL NO.    7                                                                                       

NUMBER OF RECORDS   24                                                                                       

NUMBER OF UPDATES    7                                                                                       

NUMBER OF ACCESSES  16                                                                                       

SEQUENCE PARAMS     01/6/0010/0010 - RESEQ                                                                   

COMPRESS STATUS     FULL                                                                                     

COPYDD STATUS       NOT ACTIVATED                                                                            

COBOL COPY STATUS   NOT ACTIVATED                                                                            

MODULE STATUS       TEST                                                                                     

                                                                                                             

PASSWORD            GCFG                                                                                     

PROGRAMMER          SMITH                                                                                    

LANGUAGE            COB                                                                                      

PROC PARAMETER      $NOJCL                                                                                   

                                                                                                             

HISTORY RECORD(S) FOR THIS MODULE:                                                                           

  06/14/96         UPDATE TO CORRECT TYPOS                                                                   

                   AND TO DEFINE IN-COUNT                                                                    

                                                                                                             

Master File Index Listing 1
RUN NO. 109    DATE=mm/dd/yy  TIME=1022              MASTER FILE INDEX         LIBR.DEV.MAST           PAGE 1

                                                                                                             

MODULE   PSWD   MODULE DESCRIPTION                ADDED        UPDATED   RECORDS     LANG     PROC           

PROGRAMMER                                                                                                   

                                                                                                             

BSYSJ030 RLGX   SYSTEM B ROUTINE                01/12/97    01/12/97 115115   60     ASM     $NOJCL  SMITH   

                                                                                                             

CSYSJ100 TDSL   SYSTEM C ROUTINE                02/22/97    NOT UPDATED        7     ASM     $NOJCL  BROWN   

                                                                                                             

TRACMOD1 TDSV   ACCOUNT TRACS SYSTEM            03/30/97    NOT UPDATED        6     COB     $NOJCL  JONES   

                                                                                                             

TRACMOD2 BZTS   ACCOUNT TRACS SYSTEM            09/22/96    02/19/97 140651 1080     COB     $NOJCL  SMITH   

                                                                                                             

VARIABLE JRPK   SLAT VARIABLE MODULE            10/06/96    01/15/97 132927   21     ASM     $NOJCL  SMITH   

                                                                                                             

THE TOTAL NUMBER OF RECORDS ON THE MASTER FILE............1174                                               

THE TOTAL NUMBER OF MODULES ON THE MASTER FILE...............5                                               

THE TOTAL NUMBER OF ALLOCATED TRACKS........................35                                               

THE TOTAL NUMBER OF UNUSED TRACKS...........................32                                               

THE TOTAL NUMBER OF USED TRACKS..............................3                                               

                                                                                                             

NOTE
The compression level of a module is reported on the records field of the Master File Index. A -U appears after
the number of records for an uncompressed module. A -P appears for a partially compressed module. If there is
no -P or -U, it is a fully compressed module.
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Master File Index Listing 2
RUN NO. 110    DATE=mm/dd/yy  TIME=1022              MASTER FILE INDEX         LIBR.DEV.MAST           PAGE 1

                                                                                                             

MODULE   PSWD   MODULE DESCRIPTION                ADDED        UPDATED   RECORDS     LANG     PROC   SEQUENCE

PARAM                                                                                                        

                                                                                                             

BSYSJ030 RLGX   SYSTEM B ROUTINE               01/12/97  01/12/97 115115      60      ASM    $NOJCL          

72/8/0010/0010                                                                                               

                                                                                                             

TRACMOD2 BZTS   ACCOUNT TRACS SYSTEM           09/22/96  02/19/97 140651    1080      COB    $NOJCL          

01/8/0010/0010                                                                                               

                                                                                                             

VARIABLE JRPK   SLAT VARIABLE MODULE           10/06/96  01/15/97 132927      21      ASM    $NOJCL          

72/8/0010/0010                                                                                               

                                                                                                             

THE TOTAL NUMBER OF MODULES ON THE MASTER FILE...............3                                               

                                                                                                             

NOTE
The output of the utility versions of these index listings is the same as the ouput of the non-utility versions.

ELIPS Commands
This section contains the information required to use the ELIPS interface between Librarian and ISPF/PDF. ELIPS
(Extended Librarian Interactive Productivity Services) is an ISPF/PDF application that provides complete Librarian access
and update capabilities to the online user. ELIPS lets you edit, browse, rename, copy, print, view, or delete Librarian
members, as well as change member control and history information, easily and immediately.

Documentation Changes

The following documentation updates have been in the second edition of this documentation:

• RENAME Function (R) -- Change a Library Member Name -- Clarified that a new member name must must not contain
spaces, slashes, parentheses, or commas.

• Rules and Restrictions for Move or Copy Operations -- Added notes acknowledging possible limitations when ISPF
services are invoked for a TO data set that is a PDS.

What ELIPS Does

ELIPS provides the ability to BROWSE (B), COPY (C), PRINT (P), EDIT (E), RENAME (R), DELETE (D), VIEW (V),
change member control information (I) for a Librarian member, select an archive level from a list (A), and validate JCL
using the JCLVAL (J) option. These functions are available on the ELIPS main entry panel and selection lists. Multiple
functions are available on the selection lists. The LONG selection list can be specially tailored for your installation.

ELIPS immediately updates a member whenever the SAVE or END command is issued and data has been changed,
unless you are in VIEW (V) mode; then even if the data has been changed, it does not update the member. In case of
abnormal interruption, ELIPS fully supports automatic EDIT recovery.

HELP Facility

ELIPS has a complete on-line tutorial which can be displayed by entering HELP on the command line. Information on
individual functions can be accessed by paging through the on-line tutorial. To exit the HELP facility, enter END.
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NOTE
The JCLVAL (J) option is an additional, extra-cost option.

Library Naming Conventions

The conventional name of the Librarian library consists of two portions, the high-order portion having only one field, either
that of the user-prefix qualifier, or that of the installation default name, and the low-order portion having one or more fields.

Specify any Librarian library name that adheres to these conventions in the PROJECT/GROUP/TYPE fields of the ELIPS
Main Entry Panel. If your Librarian library name does not adhere to these conventions, you must specify it in the OTHER
LIBRARIAN DSNAME field of that panel.

ELIPS User Exits

ELIPS exits are installation defined and written routines which are given control at certain points in ELIPS processing.
The exit can validate and modify certain information, and also tell ELIPS to discontinue processing. The exit routines are
defined during installation of ELIPS.

NOTE
For more information on the exits, see the "System Services" section.

Main Entry Panel
The ELIPS entry panel appears when you select ELIPS from the ISPF primary option menu.

Access Product Functions from Main Entry Panel

You must specify the name of the Librarian library that is the target of any ELIPS function commands on the ELIPS entry
panel. For this reason, you must come back to the entry panel to change the name of the target Librarian library.

You can obtain a member selection list from this panel or specify the name of a Librarian member as the target of ELIPS
function commands.

The confirm delete setting, the display history setting, and the initial edit macro name are specified only in the entry panel.
To change them during an ELIPS session, you must return to this panel.

************* 4.3 EXTENDED LIBRARIAN INTERACTIVE PRODUCTIVITY SERVICES *******

COMMAND ===>                                                                  

                                                                              

||||||    |||      |||  |||||||||  ||||||||        ***AVAILABLE FUNCTIONS*****

|||       |||      |||  |||     |  |||             * A- ARCLIST   I- INFO    *

||||||    |||      |||  |||||||||  |||||||||       * B- BROWSE    J- JCLVAL  *

|||       |||      |||  |||              |||       * C- COPY      P- PRINT   *

||||||||  |||||||  |||  |||        |||||||||       * D- DELETE    R- RENAME  *

                                                   * E- EDIT      V- VIEW    *

                                                   *                         *

                                                   * JCLOPTS- JCLVAL OPTIONS *

LIBRARIAN LIBRARY                                  * OPTIONS- DISPLAY/SET    *

   PROJECT ===> LIBR                               * TYPES - AVAILABLE TYPES *

   GROUP ===> ELIPS                                * UTILITY- MOVE/COPY      *

   TYPE ===> MASTER LRECL ===>                     ***************************

   MEMBER ===> NEWNAME ===>                                                   

   PSWD ===> MCD ===>                                                         

   ARC LVL ===>                                                               

                                                                              

OTHER LIBRARIAN DSNAME ===>                                                   

 PROFILE LIBRARIAN DSN ===> Y   (Y/N)                                         
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SELECTION LIST  ===> S  (L/S/Q)       LONG LIST: PGMR ===> *                  

                                                 TYPE ===>     (OR/lan)       

CONFIRM DELETE  ===> Y  (Y/N)         PRINT FUNCTION ===> REPT (REPT/DATA)    

DISPLAY HISTORY ===> (Y/N)            INITIAL EDIT MACRO ===>                 

                                                                              

To invoke an ELIPS functions, enter the first letter of the function on the command line. Most of these functions require
that you specify a member name. Available functions are as follows:

• A (ARCLIST)
Displays a line describing each level of an archived member.

• B (BROWSE)
Displays the contents of a Librarian member.

• C (COPY)
Makes a copy of a member and assigns to it the name provided in the NEWNAME field.

• D (DELETE)
Deletes the member from the Librarian library.

• E (EDIT)
Invokes the ISPF editor for the member selected.

• I (INFO)
Requests the display of a member's control and history information for examination and update. You can also add
history records using the INFO function.

• J (JCLVAL)
Invokes the Broadcom JCL validation product for the member.

• JCLO (JCLOPTS)
Displays the options for the Broadcom JCL validation product.

• LI (LIST)
Displays a LONG or SHORT format selection list, depending on what was specified.

• OPT (OPTIONS)
Displays Librarian library defaults, ELIPS installation options, and user options.

• P (PRINT)
Prints a listing of the selected member to the SYSOUT class and DEST defined on the ELIPS OPTIONS panel.

• REC (RECOVER)
Queries the Edit Recovery Table for pending entries.

• R (RENAME)
Renames the member to the name supplied in the NEWNAME field.

• V (VIEW)
Invokes the ISPF editor for the member selected, but does not allow updates to the member.

• TY (TYPES)
Displays the member type/language table generated during ELIPS installation. Member types, Librarian language
code, and sequence field starting column and length are all shown on a scrollable display.

• UT (UTILITY)
Copies members to and from Librarian libraries and moves members from sequential or partitioned data sets to
Librarian libraries.

You can specify commands and parameters on this line. When parameters accompany a command name, the command
parameters override what is specified in the other fields of the entry panel.

COMMAND ===> E TESTMOD ARC(-1)
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The data set name is taken from the OTHER LIBRARIAN DSNAME field, if this field is not blank. Otherwise, the
PROJECT/GROUP/TYPE fields are used for the data set name.

When you do not specify a command but supply a member name, the command defaults to EDIT. Specifying a wildcard
or a blank member name defaults to LIST. To obtain a member selection list, enter only the Librarian library name. The
LONG member selection list is the default if the SELECTION LIST field is blank.

• PROJECT and GROUP and TYPE
Specifies the three levels of qualification of a Librarian library name, when the format of the Librarian library data set
name is as follows:
project.group.type

You must fill in all three of these fields to specify a Librarian library.
• MEMBER

Specifies the Librarian member to process (or a wildcard specification for a selection list). You can use the MEMBER
field when the data set name is specified in the OTHER field and you supply any of the NEWNAME, PSWD, or ARC
LVL fields.
Otherwise, you must specify the member name or wildcard name for a selection list in the OTHER LIBRARIAN
DSNAME field, enclosed in parentheses immediately after the data set name.
When you specify the member name in the OTHER field, you can also specify archive level selection by enclosing it in
parentheses immediately following the member name. You must still specify NEWNAME and PSWD in their respective
fields.
OTHER LIBRARIAN DSNAME ==> ELIPS.DEMO.DSN2(TESTMOD(-1))

If the COMMAND field is blank and the MEMBER field is either blank or a wildcard specification, a member selection
list is generated.

• LRECL
Specifies the member record length to use when creating a new member with the EDIT function on a wide record
master file. Specify a value from 10 to 255.

• NEWNAME
Specifies the name of the new member created by the COPY function or the new name for a member being renamed.
The new name must not contain spaces, commas, parentheses, or slashes.

• PSWD
Specifies the Librarian password for the existing member. If your site requires it, you must enter the password to
access a member. Otherwise, you can enter the password as a check to be sure you are naming the correct member.
If a password is required for a member of a Librarian library that you specified in the OTHER LIBRARIAN DSNAME
field, you must specify that password in the PSWD field.
When you supply an incorrect password, even if not required, ELIPS does not process the member.

• ARC LVL
Specifies the archive level of the member to process. Specify the archive level in one of three ways:
– Date and time. The syntax is as follows:

yymmddhhmmss

• yy
Specifies the year.

• mm
Specifies the month (default is 12).

• dd
Specifies the day (default is 31).

• hh
Specifies the hour (default is 24).

• mm
Specifies the minute default is 59).

• ss
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Specifies the second (default is 59).
Note: If pairs of digits are omitted from the right, the default occurs.
– Absolute level number. The syntax is as follows:

Lnnn

ARC LVL ===> L3

• nnn
Specifies the level number, with 0 as the first version created.

– Relative level number. The syntax is as follows:
-n

ARC LVL ===> -1

• -n
Specifies the number, with -0 as the current version.

• OTHER LIBRARIAN DSNAME
Defines the name of a Librarian library whose name does not follow the three-qualifier format or specifies the name of
any Librarian library to override without disturbing the entry in the PROJECT, GROUP, and TYPE fields.
You can enter a member name or a wildcard specification in the OTHER LIBRARIAN DSNAME field using the
following format:
dsn.of.library(memname)

NOTE
If the member name is omitted, a selection list is generated.

Enter a fully qualified data set name in the OTHER LIBRARIAN DSNAME field by surrounding it with single quotation
marks.
If you omit the single quotes, your TSO prefix is attached to the beginning of the data set name as a high-order
qualifier.

• PROFILE LIBRARIAN DSN
Determines whether the dataset name specified for OTHER LIBRARIAN DSNAME is saved in the profile and used
when you enter ELIPS. Y uses the name saved in the file so you don't have to enter it. N clears the name from the
profile settings so you can enter a different one.

• SELECTION LIST
Specifies how you want to view the selection list. If you do not enter a function on the command line and do not specify
a member name, specify a wildcard.
– L

Specifies a LONG format member selection list.
– S

Specifies a SHORT format member selection list, showing member names only.
– Q

Specifies a SHORT format member selection list, showing member names only.
• PGMR

For the LONG member selection list, displays only members with the specified programmer name in their control
information.
You can specify the PGMR field as the name to find on the Librarian members or use a wildcard. If the field is left blank
or contains only an asterisk (*), then the PGMR field is ignored when the selection list displays.

• TYPE
For the LONG member selection list only, specifies the type of member to display on the selection list (for example
COBOL, ASM, or CLIST). A table (generated at ELIPS installation) translates the type specified here into a Librarian
language code.
You can only use those types that were specified during ELIPS installation. ELIPS translates the member type into a
Librarian language code for the search.
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When you enter a member type that is not on the Type/Language Table, a panel displays showing all of the acceptable
member types. The user must then enter a correct member type to proceed. You can enter an asterisk or blank field
(meaning all types) as anything can be valid in the TYPE field.
You can specify a one- to three- character Librarian language code in the TYPE field by preceding the language code
with a slash. For example, specifying /ASM displays only those members with a Librarian language code of ASM.

• CONFIRM DELETE
Specifies whether you want to be prompted with a CONFIRM DELETE screen whenever a DELETE is to take place.
If you specify Y, a panel displays every time you request the DELETE function, showing the pertinent control
information for the member to delete. You can cancel the DELETE at this point.
You can only specify the option to display a CONFIRM DELETE screen on the main entry panel.

• PRINT FUNCTION
Indicates whether the member listing report or only the member data prints. DATA prints only FBA members (those
with 1 in column one of record one) using the FBA character controls.

• DISPLAY HISTORY
Specifies whether the member's history records display automatically for BROWSE and EDIT functions. EDIT also
requires the EDIT profile to have NOTES ON. You can set NOTES OFF and DISPLAY HISTORY Y to have the records
displayed for BROWSE only.
You can only specify the DISPLAY HISTORY option on the main entry panel.

• INITIAL EDIT MACRO
Specifies the name of the optional initial macro to use when the PDF editor is invoked for the ELIPS EDIT function. An
initial macro is executed after data is read, but before the data displays for edit.

Wildcard Specification
When you request a member selection list, you can specify the member name field and the PGMR name field to select a
subset of the members on the Librarian library.

There are two ways of using the wildcard specification:

• abc*
Placing an asterisk at the end of the specification selects all members whose name or programmer field start with the
characters preceding the asterisk.

• a*c
Placing an asterisk in a character position selects all members whose name or programmer field are three characters
long and contain a in the first position and c in the third position. You can use as many asterisks as needed. Each one
stands for one character.

You can use these two types together. For example, specifying a**c* selects members that have an “a” as the first
character, anything as the second character, anything as the third character, “c” as the fourth character, and any number
of unspecified characters after that.

ELIPS Functions
ELIPS provides many functions for the Librarian library and a number of ELIPS specific commands.

Commands and Subcommands

ELIPS Function Commands

These commands are available from the ELIPS entry panel, various selection lists, or from the EDIT function. The
following tables list the available commands and the points where you can use them. Both the shortest and longest form
of the command are shown. Any abbreviated form is accepted where characters are omitted from the right. For selection
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lists, you can specify single character commands as a line selection. Otherwise, you must enter the command on the
command line.

Shortest Form Longest Form
A ARCLIST
B BROWSE
C COPY
D DELETE
E EDIT
I INFO
LI LIST
OPT OPTIONS
P PRINT
REC RECOVER
R RENAME
S SELECT
TY TYPES
UT UTILITY
V VIEW

NOTE
SELECT is an alias for EDIT.

Selection List Commands

The following are ELIPS selection list commands:

Shortest Form Longest Form
AL ALTERNATE
BO BOTTOM
L LOCATE
LON LONG
REF REFRESH
SH SHORT
T TOP

NOTE
The REFRESH command is not available from EDIT MOVE/COPY selection lists.

Edit Subcommands

The following are ELIPS edit subcommands:
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• HIST
• INCALL
• MENU
• INC
• INFO
• NEWVERS

NOTE
These subcommands are available in addition to PDF editor commands.

Editor Commands with Special ELIPS Features

The following are Editor commands with special ELIPS features:

• COPY
• CREATE
• EDIT
• END
• MOVE
• PACK
• REPLACE
• SAVE
• VIEW

Note the following:

• EDIT, when specified in the ELIPS EDIT mode, invokes ELIPS again, letting you edit another member without ending
the current editing session.

• COPY, CREATE, and REPLACE support Librarian libraries, -INC expansion, and SLAT variable substitution.
• MOVE supports LONG and SHORT format selection lists.
• VIEW, when specified in the ELIPS EDIT/VIEW mode, invokes ELIPS again, letting you view another member without

ending the current editing session.

Command Syntax for ELIPS Functions
You can specify ELIPS function commands from the ELIPS entry panel, LONG, SHORT or ARCHIVE selection lists.

The ELIPS entry panel lets you enter the command with or without parameters. When you specify a parameter, the
command line overrides any parameter values that are filled in on the panel. Otherwise, ELIPS takes the command
parameter values from the appropriate fields on the entry panel.

When you do not specify the command in the entry panel, the command defaults to either:

• EDIT when you specify a member name
• LIST when the member name is a WILDCARD name or blank

The ELIPS selection lists let you enter the command in the command line or as a line selection in the list. Since the line
selection panel field is a one character field, you can use only commands that have one character short formats as line
selections.

The command syntax for ELIPS functions are as follows, for all commands except LIST:

command member PSWD(pswd) ARC(lvl) NEW(newname)

• command
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ELIPS function command.
• member

Name of the member to act on.
• pswd

Member's present password (where appropriate).
• lvl

Archive level of the member to access.
• newname

New name for RENAME and COPY commands.

NOTE
You can access members whose names contain lower case characters only as a line in the body of a member
selection list. Member names entered on the main panel or on a selection list command line are converted to
upper case before processing.

The command syntax for the ELIPS LIST command is as follows:

LIST wildcard LANG(lan) TYPE(type) PGMR(pgmr)

• wildcard
The wildcard name the LIST is generated for. If the list is to include all members, use * (asterisk) as the name.

• lan
The three-character Librarian language code for the LIST command.

• type
The member TYPE for the LIST command. You can specify the TYPE as /lan instead of using the LANG keyword. If
you specify both LANG and TYPE, then TYPE is used.

• pgmr
The programmer name or wildcard programmer name for the LIST command.

ARCLIST Function (A)

The ARCLIST function displays an ARCHIVE LEVEL selection list for the member for which it is specified.

The ARCLIST function command generates a selection list for an archived Librarian member showing all available archive
levels. The valid line selection commands for this list are:

• B (BROWSE)
• C (COPY)
• E (EDIT)
• P (PRINT)
• V (VIEW)

NOTE
You can also use S for EDIT.

Any other ELIPS function command is allowed as a command line specification, except for RENAME, DELETE, and
INFO.

You can use the LOCATE command to position to the absolute level number, shown as the first field in the display.

*************** ELIPS 4.1 ARCHIVE SELECT FUNCTION PANEL O ******** ROW 1 OF 7

                                                                             

COMMAND ===> ALT                                             SCROLL ===> PAGE

******************************************** 0 MEMBERS ACCESSED, 0 UPDATED **

*  LIBR.ELIPSD1.MAST --- MEMBER(ARCMOD) STATUS(T)---------------------------*

*****************************************************************************
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   LEVEL PSWD VERSION DATE NEWNAME LANG DESCRIPTION                RCDS      

 b 00006      900915114239         COB  MODULE TO BE CALLED        00006     

   00005      900911100029         COB  MODULE TO BE CALLED        00005     

 c 00004      900910143217 ARCMOD1 COB  MODULE TO BE CALLED        00005     

   00003      900910143040         COB  MODULE TO BE CALLED        00005     

   00002      900910142916         COB  MODULE TO BE CALLED        00005     

   00001      900910142837         COB  MODULE TO BE CALLED        00005     

   00000      900910142512         COB  MODULE TO BE CALLED        00005     

************************** END OF SELECTION LIST ****************************

                                                                             

Shown is the archive selection list for member ARCMOD. The current level is selected for BROWSE and the -2 archive
level is copied to create member ARCMOD1. The ALT command is also entered to change to an alternate display.

*************** ELIPS 4.1 ARCHIVE SELECT FUNCTION ALT 1 ******** MEMBER COPIED

                                                                              

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE

********************************************* 0 MEMBERS ACCESSED, 0 UPDATED **

*  LIBR.ELIPSD1.MAST --- MEMBER(ARCMOD) STATUS(T)----------------------------*

******************************************************************************

   LEVEL PSWD VERSION DATE NEWNAME PROGRAMMER          SS SEQ        RCDS     

   00006      900915114239 *BROWSED O0  MODULE TO BE CALLED          00006    

   00005      900911100729          O0  MODULE TO BE CALLED          00005    

   00006      900915114239 *COPIED  O0  MODULE TO BE CALLED          00005    

   00003      900910143040          O0  MODULE TO BE CALLED          00005    

   00002      900910142916          O0  MODULE TO BE CALLED          00005    

   00001      900910142837         COB  MODULE TO BE CALLED          00005    

   00000      900910142512         COB  MODULE TO BE CALLED          00005    

************************** END OF SELECTION LIST *****************************

                                                                              

Afterwards, the alternate display shows the two levels that were selected. RENAME, DELETE and INFO are not valid
as line selections because these are member level functions. You cannot rename or delete a specific archive level, and
cannot modify control information for a previous level.

Pressing the END key or entering END on the command line returns you to the panel where the ARCHIVE LEVEL
selection list was invoked.

BROWSE Function (B)

The ELIPS BROWSE function lets you display the selected member in read-only mode, using the ISPF BROWSE service.
You can browse all members in a Librarian library, including printer members.

COPY Function (C)

The ELIPS COPY function lets you copy all levels of a member to a new member in the same Librarian library.

You can select an archive level of the member to copy, copying the selected level and all available older levels to the new
member.

Specify the COPY function by selecting C as an option on the main panel, or by entering C as the select character on
a LONG member selection list or ARCHIVE LEVEL selection function and entering the name of the new member in the
NEWNAME field.

You can also specify COPY on the command line.

This function has the following format:
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C memname [PSWD(pswd)] [ARC(level)] NEW(newname)

• memname
The name of the member to copy.

• pswd
The members's password (your site might require a password).

• level
The archive level, specified as an absolute or relative number, or a date and time.

• newname
The name of the new member.

DELETE Function (D)

The ELIPS DELETE function lets you delete a member from a Librarian library. A CONFIRM DELETE panel displays
unless you chose, by an option on the main panel, not to confirm the delete.

******************************************************************************

*                                 ELIPS                                      *

*                             CONFIRM DELETE                                 *

*                                                                            *

*  MASTER:        LIBR.ELIPSD1.MAST                                          *

*  MEMBER:        TESTMOD                                                    *

*  DESCRIPTION:   SAMPLE ASSEMBLER PGM                                       *

*  PROGRAMMER:    prgrmr2                                                    *

*  LAST UPDATED:  94/06/05 15:54:22                                          *

*  ADDED DATE:    93/09/09                                                   *

*  LANGUAGE:      ASM                                                        *

*                                                                            *

*  THIS LIBRARIAN MEMBER WILL BE DELETED IF THE ENTER KEY IS PRESSED,        *

*  AND KEPT IF THE END COMMAND IS ISSUED.                                    *

*                                                                            *

*  PRESS  ENTER OR END                                                       *

*                                                                            *

******************************************************************************

                                                                              

NOTE
ARCLVL (archive level) is not allowed on a DELETE function selection since the entire member is always
deleted in all its levels. Similarly, you cannot delete only one of the levels displayed on the Archive Level
Selection List. You can specify DELETE with a D on the main panel or on the selection list next to the member.

You can also specify DELETE on the command line of any selection list.

This function has the following format:

D memname [PSWD(pswd)]

• memname
The name of the member to delete.

• pswd
The four-character member password (your site might require a password).

EDIT Function (E)

The EDIT function lets you edit a Librarian member, using the ISPF editor. The additional capabilities of this function are:
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• Creation of a new member.
• Immediate update on SAVE or END, if data was changed.
• The ability to display the contents of included members on the screen.
• History record display.
• Control information change on update.
• The NEWVERS command to specify the version integrity option.

For further information on the ELIPS EDIT function and the commands and options available with it, see the “Edit
Function: Editing a Member” section.

INFO Function (I)

The ELIPS INFO function displays the current control information for a Librarian member and lets you modify it. Updating
an archived member creates a new archive level. Normal Librarian validity rules apply to the information supplied in
the INFO panel and the ELIPS installation requirements are observed for updates (see the section on the OPTIONS
command).

COMMAND ===>

*********************ELIPS 4.3 CURRENT MEMBER INFORMATION**********************

*  DSNAME: LIBR.ELIPSD1.MAST                              MEMBER: TESTMOD     *

*  LEVELS AVAILABLE: 012  DATE ADDED: 93/09/09   LAST UPDATED: 94/06/03 14:46 *

*  PASSWORD     ===> ZXQL  LANGUAGE ===> ASM  TYPE      ===> ASM              *

*  ARCHIVE      ===> Y     STATUS   ===> T    MCD       ===>                  *

*  DESCRIPTION  ===> SAMPLE ASSEMBLER PGM                                     *

*  PROGRAMMER   ===> LIBDEM2                    LOCKED  ===N (Y/N)            *

*  ARCLR DATE   ===>              (yymmddhhmmss)                              *

*  DELETE HIST? ===>   (Y/N)                                                  *

*  SEQ. OPT     ===> R (R/N)                                                  *

*        COLUMN ===> 73  LENGTH ===> 8  INCR ===> 0010  STARTNUM ===> 0010    *

*  HISTORY DATA:                                                              *

*  ===>                                                                       *

*  ===>                                                                       *

*  ===>                                                                       *

*  ===>                                                                       *

*  ===>                                                                       *

*  ENTER SAVE TO UPDATE THE MEMBER                                            *

*  ENTER END TO EXIT AND UPDATE IF CHANGED                                    *

*  ENTER CANCEL TO EXIT AND NOT UPDATE                                        *

*******************************************************************************

                                                                               

• DSNAME
The selected Librarian library. Not modifiable.

• MEMBER
The selected member. Not modifiable.

• LEVELS AVAILABLE
The number of archived levels for the member. This field is blank for a non-archived member and is not modifiable.

• DATE ADDED
The date the member was created. Not modifiable.

• LAST UPDATED
The date and time that the member was last updated. Not modifiable.

• PASSWORD
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The current Librarian password for the member. If this field is changed, an INFO update changes the password
accordingly.
Passwords can be any four-character alphanumeric string. Special characters are not permitted. Librarian assigns a
password consisting of four random alphabetic characters to each module that is added to the master file.
You cannot assign the following Librarian reserved words as passwords:
– EXEC
– LIST
– NONE
– NOPC
– NOPR
– PERM
– TEMP
– TEST

• LANGUAGE
The current Librarian language code for the member.

• TYPE
The corresponding TYPE (see TYPES command). If the LANG is not defined in the TYPE table, the TYPE field is
blank. You can specify either field. In case of conflict, the LANG field overrides the TYPE specification.

• ARCHIVE
The current Librarian archive status for the member (Y, N, or S). You can modify this field to activate, deactivate, or
suspend archiving for the member.
– If you specify Y, the member becomes archived.
– If you specify N, all levels, except the current level, are deleted and the member becomes a non-archived member.
– If you specify S, subsequent updates replace the level selected for updating, delete more recently created levels (if

any), and retain older levels (if any).
• LOCKED

For wide record masters. Specify Y or N to lock or unlock the member.
• DESCRIPTION

The current Librarian description for the member. This is a modifiable 30-character field and can be required as an
ELIPS site option (see the section on the OPTIONS command).

• STARTNUM
The starting sequence number.

• HISTORY DATA
The area for entering up to five Librarian HISTORY records that are added to the member upon update.

The SAVE command entered on the INFO panel updates the member (if there were changes) and then redisplays the
INFO panel. END SAVEs then EXITs the function.

The CANCEL command EXITs the function without update. You can delete all the old history records for the member by
entering a Y next to DELETE HIST? If your site requires a programmer name or description and the required field is blank,
you must enter the necessary information before the update is done.

A member Type Error Display appears if you enter a member type on the member information update panel that is not
found on the Type/Language Table. This error display shows all of the acceptable member types. You must then enter a
correct member type to proceed. You can enter a language type, using the /lan format.

LIST Function (LI)

The LIST command, when entered from the ELIPS entry panel, displays a LONG or SHORT format selection list.

When you enter the LIST command from the LONG format list, the list only regenerates if you specified a different
wildcard name, PGMR, or TYPE.
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When you enter the LIST command from the SHORT format list, the list regenerates if you specified a different wildcard
name. You cannot specify the PGMR and TYPE for the short list.

When you enter the LIST command from the ARCHIVE selection list, the long or short format list (whichever is currently
set) regenerates. If you specify a wildcard name, it is used.

OPTIONS Function (OPT)

This function displays both the initialization options for the specified Librarian library, the current site options for ELIPS,
and the user's SYSOUT options for the ELIPS PRINT command.

COMMAND ===>                                                                  

************************* ELIPS INSTALLATION OPTIONS **************************

*                                                                             *

*                          REL: 4.3 mm/dd/yy                                  *

*  PASSWORD REQUIREMENT:           READ:  NO     UPDATE:  NO   DELETE:  NO    *

*  PROGRAMMER NAME REQUIREMENT:     ADD:  YES    UPDATE:  YES   TSO ID)       *

*  DESCRIPTION REQUIREMENT:         ADD:  YES    UPDATE:  YES                 *

*  HISTORY DATA REQUIREMENT: ADD/UPDATE:  NO                                  *

*  CROSSCHECKING OPTION: TLICD: YES CCF:  YES                                 *

*  TYPE DEFAULT:                          ASM                                 *

*                                                                             *

**************** LIBRARIAN LIBRARY INITIALIZATION OPTIONS *********************

*                                                                             *

*  DSNAME: LIBR.DEMO.ELIPS                              VOLUME: LIBRVL        *

*  ARCHIVING SUPPORTED: YES      MAXIMUM LEVELS: 255                          *

*  PASSWORDS REQUIRED:  NO       SECURITY INVOKED: NO                         *

*  VAR/NOVAR:           VAR      SEQUENCE DEFAULT: 73,8,0010,0010 ( RESEQ )   *

*                                                                             *

***************************** ELIPS USER OPTIONS ******************************

*                                                                             *

*  SYSOUT CLASS ===> A (DEFAULT: A)       SYSOUT DEST ===>                    *

*                                                                             *

*******************************************************************************

                                                                               

The OPTIONS function panel consists of three sections:

• ELIPS site options
• Librarian library initialization options
• ELIPS user options

The first line in the ELIPS INSTALLATION OPTIONS section shows the Librarian release number and release date.

NOTE
You must specify a Librarian library data set name for this function in either the PROJECT, LIBRARY, TYPE
fields, or the OTHER MASTER DSNAME field.

• PASSWORD REQUIREMENT
Indicates whether the Librarian password is required for READ, UPDATE or DELETE functions. If the Librarian library
requires passwords as an initialization option, then passwords are required, regardless of the ELIPS installation option.

• PROGRAMMER NAME REQUIREMENT
Indicates whether the programmer name is required for ADD or UPDATE. (TSO ID) additionally indicates that ELIPS
always uses the TSO user ID as the programmer name, regardless of what is supplied.

• DESCRIPTION REQUIREMENT
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Indicates whether you must supply the Librarian description for ADD or UPDATE.
• HISTORY DATA REQUIREMENT

Indicates whether you must supply Librarian history records for adds and updates to members.
• CROSSCHECKING OPTIONS

Indicate whether any are in effect. If CCF is YES, then access to LIB/CCF controlled production Librarian libraries
is restricted according to the rules the LIB/CCF administrator specified. If TLICD is YES, then no member currently
outstanding through the LIBGET command can be updated using any ELIPS function.

• TYPE
DEFAULT is the ELIPS TYPE (see the TYPES command) that is used when the Librarian member to edit either
does not have a Librarian LANG or the LANG is not defined in the ELIPS TYPE table. The TYPE determines the edit
PROFILE that is used.

• LIBRARIAN LIBRARY INITIALIZATION OPTIONS
Shown for the Librarian library that is currently specified on the ELIPS entry panel.

• DSNAME
Identifies the Librarian library.

• VOLUME
The volume where that library resides.

• ARCHIVING SUPPORTED
Indicates whether the library supports archiving. If YES, then MAXIMUM LEVELS is the maximum number of archived
levels that any one member can have. When a member that has reached this maximum number is updated, the oldest
level is removed.

• PASSWORDS REQUIRED
Indicates whether passwords are required to access members in this library using any ELIPS function except INFO
and LIST.

• SECURITY INVOKED
Indicates whether Librarian library security is activated. NO indicates that no security is activated. YES indicates
that the AllFusion Librarian management code (MCD) is activated. EXT indicates that an external security system is
activated.

• VAR/NOVAR
Indicates whether automatic Source-Load audit trail variable substitution takes place for batch Librarian and LIB/AM
executions.

• SEQUENCE DEFAULT
Shows the sequence number column, sequence field length, increment, starting number, and RESEQ/NORESEQ
option that is used when the language TYPE is defined to use the library default. This is the sequence value that
ELIPS generates, based on the TYPE entry for the language in the ELIPS TYPES table, when no sequence value is
supplied.

The ELIPS USER OPTIONS section lets you modify the SYSOUT class and destination for the PRINT function.

The default CLASS is A. There is no default value for destination (DEST). These options remain in effect, once set, until
changed again.

NOTE
An asterisk (*) is not a valid SYSOUT CLASS for the ELIPS PRINT function.

PRINT Function (P)

The ELIPS PRINT function prints a listing of the selected member by dynamically allocating SYSOUT based on the
SYSOUT CLASS and DEST defined on the ELIPS OPTIONS panel. The print listing's job name is the same as the TSO
user ID and is routed to the JES spool and printed when the user ID logs off.

You can specify REPT or DATA on the ELIPS entry panel.

REPT prints the member's control information, history records, and data records.
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DATA prints only the member's data records. When DATA is specified, if the first character of the first record is the FBA
top-of-page carriage control character (1), the member is printed as format FBA. Otherwise, the data records are printed
single spaced.

Note the following:

• The DATA and REPT options are not applicable to printer members, which are printed as is. If the first character of the
first record is the FBA top-of-page carriage control character (1), then the member is printed as format FBA. Otherwise
the member is printed as format FBM.

• You can install ELIPS to optionally support a SYSOUT program that can affect the disposition of the PRINT listing.
• The JES2 TSUCLASS OUTPUT initialization statement must specify YES for the ELIPS PRINT function to allocate

SYSOUT.

RECOVER Function (REC)

The ELIPS RECOVER command queries the edit recovery table for pending entries.

During ELIPS EDIT, when the edit profile specifies RECOVERY ON, the changes made to the edit data between SAVES
are automatically journaled by the editor in a recovery backup data set.

Should the edit session end abnormally, then the edit session can be recovered upon re-entering ELIPS.

When you enter ELIPS, the recovery table is automatically queried for pending entries. If there is more than one pending
entry (or the user deferred the recovery), then the RECOVER command recovers the next entry, without having to exit
ELIPS.

COMMAND ===>                                                                  

                  *****************************************                   

                  *ELIPS EDIT FUNCTION: AUTOMATIC RECOVERY*                   

                  *****************************************                   

The following LIBRARIAN member was being edited by the ELIPS edit function    

when the session was abnormally terminated:                                   

                                                                              

LIBRARY:  LIBR.BRANTON.TESTMAST                                               

MEMBER:   COBMOD                                                              

VERSION:  900424141752                                                        

STATUS:   TEST                                                                

                                                                              

PASSWORD ===>                                                                 

MCD      ===>                                                                 

                                                                              

Instructions:                                                                 

   Press ENTER key to continue editing the module, or                         

   Enter END command to return to the ELIPS entry panel or selection list,    

   Enter DEFER command to defer recovery of the member, or                    

   Enter CANCEL command to cancel recovery of member.                         

   Enter TOP command to defer recovery of this member and redisplay           

             recoveries pending starting at the first one                     

                                                                              

The LIBRARY, MEMBER, VERSION and STATUS are non-modifiable fields that identify the member at the current
position in the recovery table. This is the edit session that is recovered when you press ENTER. The PASSWORD field is
for entering that information, if required.

You can decide to recover the edit session, defer the recovery to a later time, or cancel it altogether.
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RENAME Function (R) -- Change a Library Member Name

Use the ELIPS RENAME function to change the name of a member on the Librarian library.

To rename a member from a LONG member selection list (or from a main panel), type R in the function field next to a
member, type the password (if necessary) in the password field, and type the new name in the NEWNAME field.

You can rename any number of Librarian members on a LONG selection list at once.

In a SHORT or QUICK selection list, you must specify RENAME syntax on the command line. Commands that need
a NEWNAME specification, such as RENAME and COPY, must be put entirely on the command line of the SHORT or
QUICK member selection lists. You cannot split a command between the list and the command line.

To rename a member from a selection list (using the command line), use the following syntax:

RENAME memname [PSWD(pswd)] NEW(newname)

• memname
Specifies the member to rename.

• pswd
Specifies the password (if your site requires it).

• newname
Specifies the new member name. Member names must not begin with an asterisk (*) and must not contain spaces,
slashes, parentheses, or commas. The product converts lowercase letters to uppercase.

SELECT Function (S)

Specifying SELECT invokes the EDIT function. It is the same as EDIT.

TYPES Function (TY)

The TYPES function displays the Type/Language Table that was generated during ELIPS installation. The allowable
member types, the corresponding Librarian language codes, and the sequence field starting column and length are all
shown on a scrollable display.

The following table is an alphabetical list of member types with their language codes, the kind of data they ordinarily
contain, and the location of Librarian sequence numbers in their records. To be sure of the member types, language
codes, and sequence number defaults that your own site installed with ELIPS, you can issue the TYpes command.

An asterisk in the sequence number field indicates that the location and length of the sequence number for that member
type defaults to the values assigned to the Librarian library at initialization time.

Member Type Land Code Contents of Data Set Default Sequence Number
Field

ASM ASM Assembler Statements 73 - 80
BASIC BAS BASIC Statements *
CLIST CMD TSO Commands *
CNTL JCL JCL and SYSIN for SUBMIT

commands
73 - 80

COBOL COB ANS COBOL Statements 01 - 06
DATA DAT Uppercase Data 81 - 06
FORT FOR FORTRAN Statements 73 - 80
FORTGI FRG FORTRAN GI Statements 73 - 80
FORTH FRH FORTRAN H Statements 73 - 80
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GIS GIS Generalized Information System
(GIS) Routines

*

GOFORT GOF FORTRAN Code and Go
Statments

73 - 80

MACRO MAC Macros 73 - 80
PL1 PL1 PL/1 Checkout or PL/1

Optimizing Compiler Statements
73 - 80

RPG RPG Report Program Generator
Statements

75 - 06

TEXT TXT Uppercase and Lowercase Text 81 - 06
VSBASIC VSB VSBASIC Statements *

NOTE
An asterisk in the sequence number field indicates that the location and length of the sequence number for that
member type defaults to the values assigned to the Librarian library at initialization time.

UTILITY Function (UT)

The move/copy utility moves data from a partitioned or sequential data set to a Librarian library, or copies data from a
Librarian library to another or to a partitioned or sequential data set.

You can select the move/copy utility by either:

• Selecting option L.U from the primary option menu,
• Selecting option U from the Librarian selection menu, or
• Selecting option UT from the ELIPS entry panel.

For details on using the UTILITY Function, see the “ELIPS Utilities” section.

VIEW Function (V)

The VIEW function works just like an edit session except that no updates take place.

You can use VIEW mode to make changes to a member; then create a new member that contains those changes. The
member you accessed in VIEW mode is not updated when you end the session.

List Function and Selection Lists
The LIST function generates a member selection list based on the SELECTION LIST specification on the ELIPS entry
panel:

•  LONG
Displays all index information for each member.

•  SHORT
Displays only member names.

•  QUICK
Displays the SHORT list using the quick-path option.

The LIST is generated using the wildcard name, if supplied. Additionally, you can use the PGMR and TYPE specification
to further limit the LONG list on the ELIPS entry panel.

The selection lists let you enter a line selection or command line selection from the ELIPS entry panel.

You can specify some functions by placing the first letter of the function name next to the name of the member to process
where it appears in the list. You can specify any function on the command line if it follows syntax rules. Certain commands
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are for the member selection list itself, to view the top or bottom of a list, to position the list to a particular member, or to
view an alternate version of the list as it might be installed at your site.

These selection list commands, described in the following section, are as follows:

 Shortest Form  Longest Form 
AL ALTERNATE
BO BOTTOM
L LOCATE
LON LONG
REF REFRESH
SH SHORT
T TOP

NOTE

 More Information: 

•  Selection List Commands 
•  LONG Selection List 
•  SHORT/QUICK Selection List 

 

 

Selection List Commands
The following are the selection list commands.

• ALTERNATE (AL)
Displays alternate selection list panels for the LONG selection list and the Archive Selection list. There can be any
number of alternate panels defined by your site. The syntax of the ALTERNATE command is:
AL  [ <+1>]

    [<n > ]

    [<-n> ]

    [<+n> ]

    [<T > ]

    [<B > ]

– +1
(Default) selects the next alternate panel.

– n
The absolute panel number. The number zero (0) represents the initial panel for the selection list.

– -n
Selects an alternate panel whose number is n less than that currently viewed

– +n
Selects an alternate panel whose number is n greater than that currently viewed or the maximum defined by your
site, whichever is less.

– T
The same as ALT 0 , that is, move to the top or initial selection list panel.

– B
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Moves to the last (highest number) selection list panel.
• BOTTOM (BO)

Displays the last line of the list.
• LOCATE (L)

In a LONG or SHORT format selection list, moves the display to the line containing the member specified. If the name
is not found, the line before the line where the member would be shown if present displays as the first line. You only
have to specify the first part of a member name to position the display to the right alphabetical location.
For an Archive Level selection list, position the display to the level specified.

• LONG (LON)
The LONG command switches from the SHORT format selection list to the LONG format selection list without returning
to the ELIPS entry panel (or EDIT extended MOVE/COPY panel).

• REFRESH (REF)
Regenerates the selection list being viewed.

• SHORT (SH)
The SHORT command switches from the LONG format selection list to the SHORT format selection list without
returning to the ELIPS entry panel (or EDIT extended MOVE/COPY panel).

• TOP (T)
Displays the first screenful of members in the list, for lists that take up more than one screen.

LONG Selection List
The LONG list shows information about each member on the Librarian library: The member name, the date of last update,
the language code, the description, the number of levels, and the status. Your site can have alternate LONG list displays,
formatted differently or showing different information. To display these alternate panels, use the ALT command on the
command line.

To process a member on the LONG list, place the first character of the function you want in front of the member name.

***********  ELIPS 4.3 LONG SELECTION LIST PANEL 0  **************** ROW 1

COMMAND ===> ALT                                          SCROLL ===> PAGE

************************************************0 MEMBERS ACCESSED, B UPDA

*  LIBR.BRANTON.TESTMAST --- WILDCARD(CC*) PGMR(BRANTON) TYPE() ----------

**************************************************************************

   MEMBER   PSWD VERSION DATE NEWNAME    LANG       DESCRIPTION           

   CC            931121000000           DAT  TEST DATA MEMBER             

   CCC           930327161607           BAL  TEST PROGRAM                 

 E CCFSCAN       930328103102           BAL  SPECIAL LIBRSCAN PROGRAM     

   CCFSLATS      930415104418           ASM  LIBRSCAN FMT SLATS/DO NOT MOD

***************************** END OF SELECTION LIST **********************

                                                                          

Shown is a line selection from the ELIPS LONG selection list. E (or S) selects member CCFSCAN to edit. You can select
multiple members at one time from the list and the command line. The commands are processed first from the command
line then the selection list.

*********** ELIPS 4.3 LONG SELECTION LIST PANEL 1 *****************  ROW 1

COMMAND ===> ALT                                          SCROLL ===> PAGE

************************************************0 MEMBERS ACCESSED, 0 UPDA

*  LIBR.BRANTON.TESTMAST --- WILDCARD(CC*) PGMR(BRANTON) TYPE() ----------

**************************************************************************

   MEMBER   PSWD VERSION DATE NEWNAME RCDS   BLKS  ADDED    PROGRAMMER    

B  CC            931121000000         00002  001   86/11/21 BRANTON       

   CCC           930327161607         00054  004   86/11/11 BRANTON       
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   CCFSCAN       93B512153311 *EDIT-U 00587  017   87/01/17 BRANTON       

P  CCFSLATS      930415104418         00011  002   87/B4/15 BRANTON       

***************************** END OF SELECTION LIST **********************

                                                                          

The ALT command changed the list to an alternate format and CCFSCAN is marked as being EDITed and UPDATED.
Member CC was selected to BROWSE and member CCFSLATS was selected to PRINT. The ALT command is once
again entered to change the list to the second alternate format.

 MEMBER   PSWD VERSION DATE  NEWNAME LEVEL RCDS SS       LNG LVLS STAT        

          DESCRIPTION                    PROGRAMMER                           

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  CC           931121000000 *BROWSED       00002 N 73 8 DAT       TEST        

                           TEST DATA MEMBER               BRADLEY             

  CCC          93032716160           00004 00B54 N 81 6 BAL   004 TEST        

                           TEST PROGRAM                   BRADLEY             

  CCFSCAN      9301316102   *EDIT-U  00015 00001 N 81 6 BAL   016 TEST        

                           SPECIAL LIBRSCAN PROGRAM       BRADLEY             

  CCFSLATS     93041510418  *PRINTED 00002 00011 R 81 6 ASM   003 TEST        

                           LIBRSCAN FMT SLATS/DO NOT MOD. BRADLEY             

                                                                              

The last alternate display shows the three members that were accessed. The list regenerates only when the END, LIST,
SHORT or REFRESH commands are used.

You can select an archive level other than the current one by overtyping the date in the UPDATED field with the date
when the desired level was current. You can omit an even number of characters from the right hand end of the new date
specification. If you do, Librarian assumes the highest possible values. See the "Batch Commands" section for a complete
discussion of specifying an archive level by date and time.

You can specify any command suitable for a selection list command line after COMMAND. They can be the ELIPS
functions described in the Command Syntax for ELIPS Functions information in the “ELIPS Functions” section, the
selection list commands described in the Selection List Commands sections at the beginning of this section, or the END
command to return to the main panel.

A running total is kept for you of the number of members processed and updated in the current session. The name of
the Librarian library displayed on the selection list is shown, as is the programmer name if one was specified, and any
wildcard specification.

Then each member is listed, followed by a blank field for you to enter a password if your site requires it for any
processing.

If you need to find out the password, display the CONTROL INFORMATION screen by specifying I in front of the member
name.

The UPDATED field accesses a previous archive level of a listed member for any appropriate function.

SHORT/QUICK Selection List
A SHORT/QUICK format selection list shows only the member names and allows you to supply only the password when
making a line selection. If you need to specify a newname or archive level, use the command line to specify the entire
command.

*************** ELIPS 4.3 SHORT SELECTION LIST ********************* ROW 1

COMMAND ===>                                              SCROLL ===> PAGE

************************************************0 MEMBERS ACCESSED, 0 UPDA

*  LIBR.BRADLEY.TESTMAST --- WILDCARD(CC*) -------------------------------
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**************************************************************************

   MEMBER  PSWD   MEMBER   PSWD   MEMBER   PSWD   MEMBER   PSWD   MEMBER  

   CC           D CCC             CCFSCAN         CCFSLATS                

                                                                          

The SHORT format list lets you select any number of line selections and command line selections at one time and
processes them first from the command line, then the selection list.

The list is regenerated only when END, LIST, LONG or REFRESH commands are used. A selection from the SHORT list
can access only the current level of each member. You can make an archive level specification by entering the command
on the command line. You can specify any ELIPS function by entering the first letter of the function next to the member
name, except the COPY and RENAME functions, which require a NEWNAME specification. You can enter these functions
(and any of the others) on the command line. See the section on command line syntax for details.

For access to back levels of a member, specify A next to the member name.

NOTE
Depending on site options chosen with respect to security and performance considerations, the QUICK (Q)
option for member selection list type might not be shown on the main panel.

Edit Function-Editing a Member
The ELIPS EDIT function lets you edit an existing member or create a new member (by specifying a member name that
does not exist). The EDIT function presents a Librarian member using the PDF editor, displaying a full screen of data, and
letting you edit any data that is displayed.

You can scroll the data in any direction (up, down, left or right) by a half or full page, or by any number of lines (or
columns) by means of the scroll commands.

You can use line commands directly on the affected lines to perform line-oriented editing functions. For instance, you can
enter D on a line to delete it or R to repeat it. You can perform commands on several lines at the same time. Enter general
primary commands in the command field on line two of the display to edit operations.

For detailed instructions on the editor, enter HELP on the command line of the ELIPS EDIT screen to view the tutorial.

During an EDIT session, you can copy or move data either out of or into the member you are editing.

The ELIPS VIEW function is similar to the EDIT function for existing members. The difference is that no updates take
place for the member when you end the session. You can use this functionality to make changes to the member; then
create or replace a member with the changes you made. The member you accessed in VIEW mode is not updated with
the changes.

ELIPS Edit Commands
ELIPS provides the following ELIPS edit commands:

• HIST
• INCALL
• MENU
• INC
• INFO
• NEWVERS

The following sections describe each command.
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HIST Command

The ELIPS edit HIST command lets you display the HISTORY RECORDS for the member currently edited.

The HISTORY RECORDS appear as NOTE lines at the top of the current display. These lines are not part of the edit data.
You can remove them using the RESET command.

This command has the following format:

HIST [level]

• level
Specifies is the archive level in date/time format (yymmddhhmmss) for which the History Record display is to start.
Specify a level only if you want to display the history records for an archive level that is more recent than the level
being edited.

INC Command

The ELIPS edit INC command lets you expand a specific Librarian -INC statement that is contained in the edit data.

The included member’s records appear as NOTE lines. These lines are not part of the edit data. You can remove them
using the RESET command.

This command has the following format:

INC [linenum] [NEST ] [ ARC(level)]

              [NESTL ]

• linenum
Required when the -INC statement is not the first line of the lines currently being displayed or the cursor is not
positioned to the line containing the -INC statement.

• NEST
Expands nested -INC statements.

• NESTL
Does not expand nested -INC statements. Additional NOTE lines identify the position and member names of the
nested -INC statements.
If you specify neither NEST nor NESTL, then nested -INC statements are not expanded.

• ARC(level)
The archive level date/time for included members in the format yymmddhhmmss.

INCALL Command

The ELIPS edit INCALL command lets you expand all Librarian -INC statements that are contained in the edit data.

The included member’s records appear as NOTE lines. These lines are not part of the edit data. You can remove them
using the RESET command.

Nested -INC statements are not expanded as a default.

This command has the following format:

INCALL [NEST ] [ARC(level)]

       [NESTL]

• NEST
Expands nested -INC statements.

• ARC(level)
Specifies the archive level date/time for included members in the form yymmddhhmmss.

• NESTL
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Expands and identifies nested -INC statements.

NOTE

• If you do not specify NEST or NESTL, then nested -INC statements are not expanded.
• If you do not specify the ARC option, the current level of included members display.
• Included members must reside on the same library.

The ELIPS EDIT INFO command lets you display and modify the control information for the member currently being
edited. When the control information panel is modified, the modifications are applied when the next update function is
performed (either through the END or SAVE command). See the section on the INFO command for more details.

MENU Command

The ELIPS edit MENU command lets you END the EDIT function and return directly to the ELIPS entry panel, skipping
any selection lists.

NEWVERS Command

Specify ON or OFF. Valid only for archived members. The ELIPS edit NEWVERS command allows the setting of the
NEWVERS status.

The NEWVERS status indicates to ELIPS EDIT whether the SAVE command creates a new version (archive level).

• ON - Creates a new version for each SAVE issued during the edit session (provided the SAVE detected changed
data).

• OFF - Creates only one version, regardless of how many SAVEs were issued during the edit session. Use NEWVERS
OFF when you want to SAVE data changes frequently, but do not want to create multiple versions of the member
during the edit session.

The NEWVERS setting affects only the SAVE command, not the END command, and is maintained from session to
session until you change it.

Editor Commands
ELIPS also provides special features for the following editor commands.

• COPY
• CREATE
• EDIT
• END
• JCLVAL
• MOVE
• PACK
• REPLACE
• SAVE

Note the following:

• EDIT invokes ELIPS or ELIPS EDIT, recursively.
• COPY/CREATE/REPLACE support Librarian libraries, -INC expansion, and VARS (Source-Load Audit Trail)

substitution.
• MOVE supports LONG and SHORT format selection lists.
• COPY supports LONG, SHORT, and quick format selection lists.
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COPY Command

The ELIPS edit COPY command lets you copy a Librarian or PDS member, sequential data set, or a subset thereof, into
the edit data. Use the A (after) or B (before) line commands or AFTER/BEFORE .label on the command line to specify
where the data is copied.

This command has the following format:

COPY member [{AFTER } .label ] [PSWD(pswd)] [ARC(arc)]

            [{BEFORE}        ]

All parameters are optional.

• member
The member name to copy from the Librarian library currently being edited.

• AFTER | BEFORE
The position of the new data relative to the insertion point, before or after the point.

• label
The line as the insertion point where the data is copied.

• PSWD
Specifies the Librarian password for the member being copied.

• ARC
Specifies the archive level if other than current. You can specify the archive level as:
– yymmddhhmmss (date/time),
– -nnn (relative level) or
– Lnnn (absolute level).

WARNING
Copying a large member into a smaller member can cause a B37 abend and loss of the data changes made to
the smaller member before the copy operation. To prevent this loss of data, copy the larger member to a new
member using ELIPS Utility. Then copy the smaller member into the new member.

------------------------------ELIPS EDIT - COPY------------------------------

COMMAND ===>                                                                 

"CURRENT" DATA SET: LIBR.LIBCCF.TEST2(TESTMEMB)                              

                                                                             

FROM ISPF OR LIBRARIAN LIBRARY:                                              

    PROJECT ===> LIBR                                                        

    GROUP   ===> LIBCCF                                                      

    TYPE    ===> TEST2                                                       

    MEMBER  ===>                          EXPAND INCLUDES ===> NO            

    PSWD    ===>                          MCD ===>                           

    ARC LVL ===>                                                             

                                                                             

FROM OTHER ISPF OR LIBRARIAN LIBRARY:                                        

     DATA SET NAME ===>                                                      

                                                                             

LINE NUMBERS (Blank for ALL lines or when "EXPAND INCLUDES" = YES)           

     FIRST LINE    ===>                                                      

     LAST LINE     ===>                                                      

     NUMBER TYPE   ===>   (R=RELATIVE, S=STD, C=COBOL, L=LIBRARIAN, D=DISPLAY

                                                                             

SELECTION LIST ===>   (L/S/Q)  LONG LIST:  PGMR ===>                         

                                           TYPE ===> (OR/lan)                
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Press ENTER key to copy.                                                     

Enter END command to cancel copy.                                            

                                                                             

When the member name is not supplied, the extended copy panel displays. This panel identifies another Librarian library,
a partitioned data set member, or a sequential data set. A Librarian library or PDS can be indicated in the PROJECT/
GROUP/TYPE fields.

• MEMBER
The name of the member to copy. If you specify blank or a wildcard name, then a selection list displays.

• EXPAND INCLUDES
Can be specified as YES or NO. NO is the default. If you specify YES, any Librarian -INC statements in the member
being copied are expanded. When EXPAND INCLUDES is YES, you cannot specify a FIRST and LAST line number.

• DATA SET NAME
The data set name and member name can also be supplied in the OTHER field. Or, the data set name can be supplied
in the OTHER field and the member name in the MEMBER field if any one of the PSWD, MCD or ARC LVL fields is
supplied.

• FIRST LINE and LAST LINE and NUMBER TYPE
When you want to copy a range of lines into the material you are editing, you can specify a FIRST line number, a LAST
line number, and a NUMBER TYPE. You cannot use these fields when EXPAND INCLUDES is YES. The NUMBER
TYPE can be RELATIVE, STANDARD or COBOL for PDSs, Librarian sequence number field, or DISPLAY.

When DISPLAY is selected as the NUMBER TYPE, the member where lines are copied from displays. You can use the C
line command or CC block copy line commands to select a line or range of lines to copy.

***************** ELIPS 4.1 EDIT COPY MODULE DISPLAY ************

COMMAND ===>                                     SCROLL ===> PAGE

*****************************************************************

** LIBR.LIBCCF.TEST2($PROG) *************************************

 LINE#- ....|....1....|....2....|....3....|....4....|....5....|. 

 000001 000010  IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.                         

 000002 000020  PROGRAM-ID.      ALTINDEX.                       

 000011 000110  INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION.                            

 000012 000120  FILE-CONTROL.                                    

 CC0013 000130      SELECT INDEXED-FILE                          

 CC0014 000140            ASSIGN TO DA-FILEMAST.                 

 000021 000210  DATA DIVISION.                                   

 000022 000220  FILE SECTION.                                    

                                                                 

Enter END after making the line selection to perform the copy. TOP, BOTTOM, CANCEL, and FINDSEL commands are
also supported. FINDSEL positions to the NEXT line selection that you made.

For selection list generation, COPY also supports LONG, SHORT and QUICK lists. For LONG selection lists,
PROGRAMMER or wildcard PROGRAMMER name and TYPE is supported.

CREATE Command

The ELIPS edit CREATE command lets you create a new Librarian member or partitioned data set member from the edit
data or subset thereof.

Specify the lines to use for the new member by:

• Line commands C or CC or a range operand to copy lines.
• Line commands M or MM to move lines. (Copy, then delete.)
• Line labels, specified as command parameters.
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This command has the following format:

CREATE [member] [.strt .end]

All parameters are optional.

• member
The member name to create on the same Librarian library currently being edited. When you enter the CREATE
command without a member name, the extended create panel displays.

• .strt
Starting label name.

• .end
Ending label name. See EDIT LABELS and RANGES.

---------------------- ELIPS EDIT - CREATE/REPLACE ----------------------------

COMMAND ===>                                                                   

"CURRENT" DATA SET: LIBR.LIBCCF.TEST2($PROG)                                   

                                                                               

TO ISPF OR LIBRARIAN LIBRARY:                                                  

   PROJECT  ===>                                                               

   GROUP    ===>                                                               

   TYPE     ===>                                                               

   MEMBER   ===>                                                               

   PSWD     ===>                  (LIBRARIAN MEMBER - IF REQUIRED)             

   MCD      ===>                  (LIBRARIAN MEMBER - IF REQUIRED)             

                                                                               

TO OTHER ISPF OR LIBRARIAN LIBRARY:                                            

   DATA SET NAME  ===>                                                         

                                                                               

EXPAND INCLUDES   ===> NO         REPLACE SLAT VARS ===> NO                    

                                                                               

Press ENTER key to CREATE/REPLACE.                                             

Enter END command to cancel.                                                   

                                                                               

You can specify a partitioned data set or Librarian library either in the PROJECT/GROUP/TYPE or OTHER field. If
the member name is blank, the current member name is used. When you specify EXPAND INCLUDES as YES, any
Librarian -INC statements are expanded from the Librarian library currently being edited as the member is created. When
you specify REPLACE SLAT VARS as YES, any Librarian Source-Load Audit Trail variables contained in the data are
replaced using the current member information.

EDIT Command

When an EDIT command is active, you can invoke EDIT again as a subfunction.

This command has the following format:

EDIT [member]

• member
Specifies is the name of the member to edit. This member must reside in the same library that is used for the original
EDIT session. When you do not specify a member, the ELIPS entry panel displays letting you perform any ELIPS
function. When you specify a member, the EDIT panel displays. When EDIT is ended, the previous edit panel
redisplays.
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END Command

The ELIPS edit END command ends the EDIT session.

• If AUTOSAVE mode is ON, ELIPS SAVE is performed.
• If AUTOSAVE mode is OFF with the PROMPT option, you are prompted to enter the ELIPS SAVE or CANCEL

command.
• If AUTOSAVE mode is OFF with the NOPROMPT option, CANCEL is performed.

JCLVAL Command

Invokes the Broadcom JCL validation product for a specified member.

MOVE Command

The ELIPS edit MOVE command moves a partitioned data set member or sequential data set into the edit data. Move
means that the data is copied and then the PDS member or sequential data set is deleted.

Use the A (After) or B (Before) line commands to specify where to place the data in the edit data or use AFTER/
BEFORE .label on the command line.

To preserve the audit trail, MOVE is not supported from Librarian libraries.

This command has the following format:

MOVE [»AFTER Œ .label]

     [»BEFOREŒ       ]

All parameters are optional.

• AFTER and BEFORE
The position of the new data relative to the insertion point, after or before that point.

• .label
The line as the insertion point to move the data.

The extended move panel displays allowing for the specification of the data set name. If the data set is partitioned, a blank
or WILDCARD member name displays a member selection list. You can also specify the format for the list on the panel as
L for long or S for short.

REPLACE Command

The ELIPS edit REPLACE command lets you replace a Librarian member or partitioned data set member or a sequential
data set with all or part of the data from the current edit session.

An existing Librarian member is updated (creating a new level, when archived). A nonexistent Librarian member is added.
An existing PDS member is overwritten. A nonexistent PDS member is added.

A sequential data set must exist and is overwritten.

Specify the lines to use for the new member with:

• Line commands C or CC or else a range operand to copy lines.
• Line commands M or MM to move lines. (Copy, then delete.)
• Line labels, specified as command parameters.

This command has the following format:

REPLACE [member] [.strt .end] [PSWD(pswd)]

All parameters are optional.
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• member
The member name to create on the Librarian library currently being edited.

• .strt
Starting label name.

• .end
Ending label name. See the section on EDIT Labels and Ranges for a description of the use of line labels and ranges.

• pswd
The Librarian password for the member to replace.

---------------------- ELIPS EDIT - CREATE/REPLACE ----------------------------

COMMAND ===>                                                                   

"CURRENT" DATA SET: LIBR.LIBCCF.TEST2($PROG)                                   

                                                                               

TO ISPF OR LIBRARIAN LIBRARY:                                                  

   PROJECT  ===>                                                               

   GROUP    ===>                                                               

   TYPE     ===>                                                               

   MEMBER   ===>                                                               

   PSWD     ===>                  (LIBRARIAN MEMBER - IF REQUIRED)             

   MCD      ===>                  (LIBRARIAN MEMBER - IF REQUIRED)             

                                                                               

TO OTHER ISPF OR LIBRARIAN LIBRARY:                                            

   DATA SET NAME ===>                                                          

                                                                               

EXPAND INCLUDES  ===> NO          REPLACE SLAT VARS ===> NO                    

                                                                               

Press ENTER key to CREATE/REPLACE.                                             

Enter END command to cancel.                                                   

                                                                               

When you enter the REPLACE command without a member name, the extended replace panel displays. You can specify
a partitioned data set or Librarian library either in the PROJECT/GROUP/TYPE or OTHER field. If the member name is
blank, the current member name is used. When you specify EXPAND INCLUDES as YES, any Librarian -INC statements
are expanded from the Librarian library currently being edited as the member is replaced. When you specify REPLACE
SLAT VARS as YES, any Librarian Source-Load Audit Trail variables contained in the data are replaced with the current
member information.

SAVE Command

The ELIPS edit SAVE command immediately updates to the Librarian member that is currently being edited, provided that
changes were made to the data or control information. The edit session remains active.

You can specify NOAUDIT as a parameter to the SAVE command, bypassing LIBAUDIT Comparator processing and
replacing all lines in the member with the lines in the edit data, whether they were changed or not. Since the ten thousand
record limit of the Comparator was raised to one million records, you rarely need to specify the NOAUDIT parameter.

ELIPS can display the CONTROL INFORMATION panel to prompt for any site required data (PROGRAMMER,
DESCRIPTION, HISTORY, and so on), unless you used the INFO command to supply it before the SAVE.

SAVE observes the NEWVERS setting. When NEWVERS is ON, a new archive level is created. When NEWVERS is
OFF, a new archive level is created for the first SAVE, then subsequent SAVEs replace that archive level. (Thus, only one
archive level is produced no matter how many SAVE commands are issued).
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NOTE
Although you can enter the PACK command during ELIPS edit, the editor function is disabled. Librarian
automatically stores the data in the Librarian library in a more efficient packed format.

EDIT Labels and Ranges
You can assign symbolic labels to data lines on the edit display. Several of the edit primary commands (including
CREATE, REPLACE, MOVE, and COPY) can later reference these labels.

A label is a character string that must begin with a period (.), followed by from one to five alphabetic characters. No
numeric or special characters are allowed. Labels starting with .z are reserved for system use. Once assigned, the labels
stay with the line, even if the line is moved.

The label is assigned by typing the valid character string into the line command field of the data line (the leftmost six
columns of the edit data display).

000018 FILE-CONTROL.                                                        

.here      SELECT CD-FILE ASSIGN TO SYS005-S-SYSIN.                         

000020     SELECT PRT-FILE ASSIGN TO SYS006-S-SYSPRINT.                     

.there DATA DIVISION.                                                       

000022 FILE SECTION.                                                        

                                                                            

You can assign labels only to data lines. You cannot assign them to special lines (=COLS>, =MASK>, =TABS>, and so
on).

Deleting Labels

You can remove a symbolic label from a data line by blanking out the label characters or overtyping with a new label and
pressing Enter. You can also unassign a label by deleting the line containing that label or by using the RESET LABEL
command.

Overtyping a label with a line command is acceptable and does not unassign the label. The label reappears at the
completion of the command and remains displayed in the line command field.

You can move a label to another line by typing the same label on a new line. If you do not take explicit action to unassign
the label, the label remains assigned until you terminate the edit.

System Labels

There are several special labels that the editor automatically assigns and maintains. They all begin with the letter Z.
Labels beginning with the letter Z are reserved for editor use. You cannot assign them.

Unlike other labels, these system labels do not necessarily stay with the same line, but instead represent logical positions
on the display.

The editor-assigned labels that you can use are:

• .ZCSR
The data line where the cursor is currently positioned.

• .ZFIRST
The first data line (relative line number 1). This can be abbreviated .ZF.

• .ZLAST
The last data line. This can be abbreviated .ZL.

You can limit the range of lines certain edit commands process by entering a pair of labels indicating the first and last
lines to process, then naming those labels in the range operand of the command. The specified command then processes
whatever data is contained in the designated (inclusive) range.
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For example, the following command finds the first xxx in the range of lines from the label .HERE to the end of the data.

COMMAND ===> find xxx .here .zl

The following command deletes all excluded lines in the range of lines from label .HERE to label .THERE (inclusive).

COMMAND ===> del all x .here .there

The range operand consists of two labels separated by a blank or comma. A single label is invalid. The labels can be any
combination of system labels (.ZFIRST, .ZCSR, .ZLAST) or user labels.

The label representing the smaller relative line number is used as the start of the range and the label representing the
larger relative line number is used as the end of the range, regardless of the order you specified.

The range operand applies to the primary edit commands FIND, LOCATE, CREATE, CHANGE, DELETE, REPLACE,
EXCLUDE, SORT, RESET, and SUBMIT.

Control Information
You can enter the INFO command in the ELIPS edit function to display the Librarian control information for the member
being edited and to change the information that is used when the member is updated. If PROGRAMMER, DESCRIPTION
or HISTORY is required, this screen displays when the member is updated and you are required to enter the information.

Recovery
In case of abnormal termination of the EDIT session, recovery is the same as in ISPF. When you resume the session,
the recovery table is automatically queried for pending entries. If RECOVERY is ON in your ISPF profile and you made
changes to a member but did not save the changes, ELIPS displays a screen offering a number of recovery options. If
there is more than one pending entry (or you deferred the recovery), you can use the RECOVER command to recover the
next entry without having to exit ELIPS. See the section on the RECOVER function for a description of this function and
also for an illustration of the ELIPS Recovery screen.

ISPF Commands
This section details ISPF commands of special importance to users.

ISPF Commands with Special Significance

This guide assumes you are already comfortable with ISPF. However, there are specific ISPF commands that have
particular significance in ELIPS:

• CANCEL
Ends INFO or an edit session without applying changes to the member.

NOTE
The SAVE command might have already updated the member.

• END
Returns to the panel that invoked the present function and updates the member if data changes were made in EDIT or
INFO.

• KEYS
The KEYS command displays a panel containing PF key definitions and labels for both primary and alternate PF keys.
The panel is modifiable. You can use it to change PF key assignment.

• NOTE {ON|OFF}
Determines whether NOTE lines display.

• PROFILE
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In EDIT, displays the user's ISPF Edit Profile for the member type being edited. Standard ISPF Profile commands
entered on the command line change the profile.
Make sure your Edit Profile is set correctly for the member type you are editing. ELIPS sets NUMBER according to the
sequence numbers of the Librarian member and chooses a profile according to the Librarian member type. You must
be sure that NOTE is on, CAPS are on or off, and so forth. Keep AUTONUM off.

• RESET
Can erase a display of NOTE lines, including any history records or profile information.

ELIPS Move/Copy Utility
The move/copy utility moves data from a partitioned or sequential data set to a Librarian library or copies data from a
Librarian library to another, a partitioned, or sequential data set.

You can select the move/copy utility by selecting:

• Option LU from the primary option menu,
• Option U from the Librarian selection menu, or
• Option UT from the ELIPS entry panel.

ELIPS Copy Utility
The ELIPS Copy Utility Function makes a copy of the selected member in another library or sequential data set. If the
member being copied is an archived Librarian member in a BDAM or VSAM master file and the TO master file is wide
record (and NOAUTOARC is not specified when the master file is initialized), all archive levels are copied.

(The exception to this is if a specific archive level is specified. In that case, only that archive level is copied.) Otherwise
only the current level is copied. If the FROM file is a Librarian library, the member control information is also copied. If
a like-named member already exists on the TO library, that member is updated. If such a member does not exist, it is
added.

The control information that is added or updated includes whatever is on the FROM member, including programmer,
description, language, and module type.

If the member is added to the TO file, the history records from the FROM member are also copied. The date of the history
records copied is the current date.

NOTE
The ELIPS Copy Utility does not function in the same way as the batch Librarian Utility Copy; nor does it
function the same way as the Librarian routine called LIBRCOPY. The batch Librarian Utility Copy copies all
archive levels of an archived module, and completely replaces like-named modules existing on the destination
master file, unless specifically directed not to replace these modules. LIBRCOPY copies only the current archive
level of a module, and updates like-named existing modules on the destination master file, instead of replacing
them. For further information on batch Librarian Utility Copy and the LIBRCOPY program, see the "Systems
Services" section.

ELIPS Move Utility
The ELIPS Move Utility function copies the selected member to the TO file and then deletes it from the FROM file. If the
FROM file is a sequential data set, the data set is deleted. If the FROM file is a member of a PDS, the moved member is
deleted, but the data set remains even though it can be empty as a result.

You can move members into a Librarian library from a PDS or sequential data set, but MOVE is not allowed from a
Librarian library. This restriction prevents the un-intentional destruction of the Librarian audit trail.
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Move/Copy Utility Panel
This article describes the Move/Copy Utility Panel and some of the operations that can be performed.

Performing a Move or Copy Operation

To perform a move or copy operation, fill in the fields on the first move/copy utility panel:

-------------- LIBRARIAN MOVE/COPY UTILITY ----------------                  

OPTION ===>                                                                  

                                                                             

 C - COPY DATA SET, PARTITIONED OR LIBRARIAN MEMBER(S)                       

 M - MOVE DATA SET OR PARTITIONED MEMBER(S)                                  

                                                                             

SPECIFY "FROM" DATA SET BELOW, THEN PRESS ENTER KEY                          

                                                                             

FROM LIBRARIAN OR ISPF LIBRARY:                                              

 PROJECT ===>                                                                

 GROUP   ===>                                                                

 TYPE    ===>                                                                

 MEMBER  ===>          ("WC"/BLANK FOR MEMBER LIST, * FOR ALL                

 PSWD    ===>          (IF REQUIRED)                                         

 MCD     ===>          REPLACE SLAT VARS ===>                                

 ARC LVL ===>          EXPAND INCLUDES ===>                                  

                                                                             

FROM OTHER LIBRARIAN, PARTITIONED OR SEQUENTIAL DATA SET:                    

 DATA SET NAME ===>                                                          

                                                                             

SELECTION LIST:                                                              

 FORMAT      ===>    (L/S/Q)   PROGRAMMER   ===>                             

 MODULE TYPE ===>    (OR /LAN)                                               

                                                                             

Enter copy (C) or move (M) option in the option field.

Enter the FROM library information in the appropriate fields.

NOTE
If you are selecting an archived level other than the current one from the FROM Librarian library, specify ARC
LVL as yymmddhhmmss, Ln, or -n.

If the FROM data set is partitioned or a Librarian library, enter a member name as follows to:

• Move or copy a single member, enter the member name.
• Move or copy all members, enter * (asterisk).
• Request a member selection list, leave member name blank or enter a wildcard selection in the member name field.

Then press ENTER to display the second move/copy panel.

Entering Library or Data Set Information

An ISPF library is a cataloged partitioned data set with a three-level data set name of the form project.group.type.

To specify an ISPF library, enter the project, group, and type under the heading:

ISPF LIBRARY:                                                                

   PROJECT ===>                                                              

   GROUP   ===>                                                              
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   TYPE    ===>                                                              

   MEMBER  ===>           (WC/Blank for member selection list)               

                                                                             

NOTE
For convenience, you can enter any cataloged data set (LIBRARIAN, PDS or sequential) with a three level name
in this fashion.

You can also enter a member name. If you leave the member name blank, a member selection list displays. You can
make a wildcard member selection that results in a subset of the member selection list.

Enter MEMBER to specify all members.

Specifying Other Librarian, PDS, and Sequential Data Sets

When you want to specify a data set that is not a three-level data set name, enter it under this heading:

OTHER LIBRARIAN, PARTITIONED OR SEQUENTIAL DATA SET:

   DATA SET NAME ===>                               

                                                    

You can enter any fully qualified data set name by enclosing it in apostrophes, for example:

DATA SET NAME ===> 'sys1.maclib'

If you omit the apostrophes, your TSO prefix is left-appended to the data set name.

Whenever you enter a data set name in the Other field, it is used, even if you also enter an ISPF library. You must specify
the member name in the Other data set name field unless either the PSWD, MCD or ARC LVL fields are filled in. In this
case, you can use the MEMBER field if the member name is not specified in the Other data set name.

A member name enclosed in parentheses can follow the data set name (in the apostrophes, if they are present) for
Librarian and partitioned data sets. If you enter a Librarian or partitioned data set without a member name, a member
selection list displays. You can enter a member name of asterisk (*) to specify all members, for example:

DATA SET NAME ===> 'sys1.maclib(_)'

You can also enter a wildcard selection as the member name that results in a subset of the member selection list.
Wildcard selection uses an asterisk (*) to mask characters in the member name that are not checked for a match, for
example:

DATA SET NAME ===> 'sys1.maclib(A_)'

This example would result in a member selection list of all member names having A as the first character.

• To access MSS (3850) virtual volumes that are not prestaged, you must have MOUNT authority.
• Non-Librarian multi-volume data sets are not supported.
• Partitioned data sets with record format FBS or VBS are not supported.
• Packing and unpacking of TSO data sets is not supported.
• MOVE is only supported from a TSO data set.
• REPLACE SLAT VARS is only supported to a TSO data set.
• TSO data set to TSO data set MOVE/COPY is not supported. At least one of the files must be a Librarian library.

MOVE/COPY Member Selection List

Besides the full and wildcard member selection list specification in the member name field, there are additional option
fields to further tailor the selection list.

You must specify the format selection as L (LONG), S (SHORT), or Q (QUICK).
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• The LONG selection list presents control information about each member of the Librarian or PDS library. If using the
LONG format, you can also specify a programmer name (or wildcard programmer name selection) for both Librarian
and PDS libraries. For Librarian libraries, you can further provide a module type (or Librarian LANG).

• The SHORT and QUICK format selection lists provide only the member names.

If the FROM data set is a Librarian or PDS data set and the member name is left blank or specified as a WILDCARD
selection on the first panel, a member selection list displays after the second move/copy panel is filled in.

You can scroll through the list using the scroll commands (UP and DOWN) or the LOCATE command. You can select
one or more members for processing by entering an S before the name of each member. You can also rename members
in the TO data set (if Librarian or PDS) by entering a new name in the NEWNAME field on the long selection list. If the
Librarian password is required for the FROM library, you can enter it in the PSWD field. If the Librarian password is
required for the TO library, you can enter it in the PSWD2 field. If you are selecting an archived level other than the current
one from the FROM Librarian library, you can overtype the UPDATED field to specify the level as yymmddhhmmss, Ln, or
-n.

To terminate the member list, enter the END command.

WARNING
If you have unprocessed requests when END is entered, they are ignored.

Specifying the TO Data Set
Enter the TO library or data set information in the appropriate fields of the TO data set panel.

• If the TO data set is partitioned or Librarian:
– and the FROM data set is sequential, enter the TO member name.
– and a FROM member name was entered, enter the TO member name only if you want to give the member a

different name (renamed) in the TO data set.
– and the FROM member field was set to asterisk, do not specify a TO member name. You are not allowed to rename

members in this case.
– and the FROM member field was left blank, do not specify a TO member name.
You can specify new names on the member selection list.

• If the TO data set is Librarian, and the TO member exists, and the TO library is NOBYPP, then specify the password
for the TO member.

Before proceeding, enter or verify the following options on the second move/copy utility panel.

• If the TO data set is partitioned or Librarian, then replace like-named members.
– Enter YES to allow the replacement or update of members in the data set, depending on whether the Wide Record

Conversion Utility Copy is being used. See the section on the Wide Record Conversion Utility Copy for more details.
– Enter NO to prevent replacement of members in the data set.

• If the TO data set is sequential, in “To” data set disposition:
– Enter OLD to overwrite existing data in the data set.
– Enter MOD to add to the end of the data set.

• If the FROM data set is partitioned or sequential, in Librarian “number mode:”
– Enter OFF to use external numbers (81,6,10,10).
– Enter COB to use COBOL numbers (1,6,10,10).
– Enter STD to use standard numbers (73,8,10,10).
– Enter DEF to use the Librarian master file SEQ default.

• If you choose COB or STD, use the existing numbers for ADDing a new member:
– Enter YES to use the existing sequence numbers.
– Enter NO to generate new sequence numbers.
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Note: If you enter YES, be sure that the member has valid numbers in the field referenced by the number mode.
Otherwise, an error condition results.

Member Lists
If the FROM data set is a Librarian or PDS data set and the member name is left blank or specified as a wildcard selection
on the first panel, a member selection list displays after the second move/copy panel is filled in.

You can scroll through the list using the scroll commands (UP and DOWN) or the LOCATE command. You can select one
or more members for processing by entering an S ahead of the member names.

You can also rename members in the TO data set (if Librarian or PDS) by entering a new name in the NEWNAME field of
the long selection list.

• If the Librarian password is required for the FROM library, you can enter it in the PSWD field.
• If the Librarian password is required for the TO library, you can enter it in the PSWD2 field.
• If an archived level other than current is selected from the FROM Librarian library, you can overtype the UPDATED

field to specify the level as yymmddhhmmss, Ln, or -n.

To terminate the member list, enter END.

WARNING
If you have unprocessed requests when END is entered, they are ignored.

Scrolling Member Lists

Scrolling in member selection lists is done the same way as for ELIPS. To scroll down by the scroll amount, enter a
DOWN command. To scroll up by the scroll amount, enter an UP command. The member selection list is never wider
than 80 characters, so the LEFT and RIGHT scroll commands are disabled when a member list displays. You can change
the scroll amount field at the top of the display as described in the tutorial section on scrolling. An additional method of
scrolling is to use the LOCATE command.

The LOCATE command (which you can enter as LOC or L) scrolls to the member that you specify. If the specified name is
not in the list, the data is scrolled to the member name that precedes the specified name (in alphabetic sequence).

The example that follows shows how to request a direct scroll to member FORA in the selection list.

COMMAND ===> loc fora

   NAME            VV.MM CREATED LAST MODIFIED

   ADRIOT          01.03 02/11/01 02/10/02 09

   BINARYB1        01.06 02/11/01 02/11/03 08

   BINARYB2        01.02 02/11/01 02/10/03 10

   CALLLIB         01.03 02/11/01 02/09/02 10

   COMMONB1        01.20 02/11/01 02/11/02 11

                                             

Selecting a Member 'S' Line Command

You can select multiple members from the list by entering an S in front of each member name. It is usually convenient
to use the NEW LINE key to position the cursor to the lines. The PSWD, PSWD2, UPDATED and NEWNAME fields are
to the right of the member name. If these fields are not present on the short selection list, use the SELECT command to
specify these parameters.

The example below shows how you could select members ADRIOT and BINARY02. BINARY02 to BINARY03 are also
renamed.

COMMAND ===>
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   NAME     NEWNAME   VV.MM CREATED  LAST MODIFIED

 s ADRIOT             01.03 02/11/01 02/10/02

   BINARY01           01.06 02/11/01 02/11/03

 s BINARY02 binary03  01.02 02/11/01 02/10/03

   CALLLIB            01.03 02/11/01 02/09/02

   COMMON1             01.20 02/11/01 02/11/02

                                              

Rules and Restrictions for Move or Copy Operations
At least one data set must be a Librarian library. The other can be a Librarian or partitioned data set member or a DASD-
resident sequential data set.

Record format (non-Librarian data sets):

• Blocked or unblocked
• With or without printer control characters. If present, printer control characters are treated as data.
• Logical record length (LRECL) must be 80.

These rules apply for all move/copy operations:

• If the TO data set is sequential, its contents are replaced entirely (for disposition OLD) or added to (for disposition
MOD).

• If the TO data set is one of the following, members are added or replaced, depending on whether like names already
exist in the TO data set:
– Partitioned
– A BDAM or VSAM Librarian master file
– A wide record master file (where the FROM data set is neither a BDAM nor VSAM master file)
Replacement is subject to user control -- see panel description.

• If the TO data set is a wide record master file and the FROM data set is either a BDAM or VSAM master file, members
are added if they do not already exist on the TO master file. If like-named members:
– Exist on the TO master file, members are updated.
– Do not exist on the TO master file, members are added.
If archiving is turned:
– On for the TO master file/member, all archive levels are copied to the TO master file.
– Off for the TO master file/member, only the most recent archive level is copied from the FROM master file.

NOTE
The most current archive level for the member on the TO master file is replaced, and older levels, if
present, are retained. The exception to this is if a specific archive level is specified. In that case, only that
archive level is copied.

• If the TO data set is a wide record master file and the FROM data set is either a BDAM or VSAM master file, added
and updated dates and times of any archive levels copied are maintained across the copy. That is, the added and last-
updated dates and times of the newly copied TO member reflects those for that particular level on the FROM master
file.

• The data to move or copy is not renumbered or modified in any way except that Librarian -INCs can be expanded and
SLAT (source load audit trail) variables can be replaced per the panel 1 option.

• ISPF library statistics that reflect the Librarian module control information are created for the module when copying to a
partitioned data set.

NOTE
ISPF services are invoked when the TO data set is a PDS, and results are subject to limitations of these
services.
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• When the FROM data set is Librarian, only the current archive level is copied (except in the case in which the FROM
data set is either BDAM or VSAM and the TO data set is a wide record master file).

The characteristics of both data sets that participate in a move or copy operation must be as follows:

• Both data sets must exist and be cataloged. (The move/copy utility does not automatically allocate space for a new TO
data set.)

• At least one data set must be a Librarian library, the other can be LIBRARIAN, partitioned, or a DASD-resident
sequential data set.

• Non-Librarian data sets can be blocked or unblocked, but they must have a fixed record format with a logical record
length of 80 (with or without printer control characters).

These rules also apply for all move/copy operations.

• If the TO data set is sequential, its contents are replaced entirely (for disposition OLD) or added to (for disposition
MOD).

• If the TO data set is a Librarian library or partitioned data set, members are added or replaced (replaced if the TO
dataset is not a wide record master file and the FROM data set is not a BDAM or VSAM master file; otherwise archive
levels are updated per the description above) depending on whether like names already exist in the TO data set.
(Replacement is subject to user control -- see panel description.)

• The data to move or copy is not renumbered or modified in any way.
• ISPF library statistics that reflect the Librarian member control information are created for the member when copying to

a partitioned data set.

NOTE
ISPF services are invoked when the TO data set is a PDS, and results are subject to limitations of these
services.

• When the FROM data set is LIBRARIAN, only the current archive level is copied (except in the case in which the
FROM data set is either BDAM or VSAM and the TO data set is a wide record master file).

Wide Record Conversion Utility Copy
The Wide Record Conversion Utility Copy copies data from a BDAM or VSAM Librarian master file to a wide record
Librarian master file, while maintaining all archive levels (including added and last-updated dates and times) across the
copy.

The Wide Record Conversion Utility Copy utilizes the same panels as the conventional ELIPS Utility Copy, which can be
selected by specifying one of the following options:

• LU from the primary option menu
• U from the Librarian selection menu
• UT from the ELIPS entry panel

The functionality is transparent to the user. However, when either a BDAM or a VSAM master file member is copied to a
wide record master file, the results differ from those of any other ELIPS Utility Copy scenario. These differences include
the following:

• Multiple archive levels are added or copied to the TO data set when the Wide Record Conversion Utility is used. The
exception to this is if a specific archive level is specified. In that case, only that archive level is copied. Otherwise only
the most recent archive level is copied.

• The added and last-updated dates and times are maintained across the copy when the Wide Record Conversion Utility
is used. Otherwise, the dates and times reflect the date and time of the copy.

Once the FROM data set (the BDAM or VSAM master file) has been specified, you will be prompted for the name of the
TO data set (the wide record master file). Then you will be prompted as to whether to replace like-named members:
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• Specifying NO does not attempt a copy if like-named members exist on the TO data set. (This is the same for all
ELIPS Utility Copy processing.)

• Specifying YES causes the TO member to be updated with all archive levels of the member in the FROM master file, if
archiving is turned on for the TO master file/member. (The exception to this is if a specific archive level is specified. In
that case, only that archive level is copied.) If archiving is turned off, the most recent archive level in the TO master file
is replaced by the most recent archive level in the FROM master file.

ELIPS Move/Copy Messages
The totals at time of interrupt/completion have the following meanings:

• TOTAL MEMBERS MOVED/COPIED
The total processed prior to interrupt.

• TOTAL MEMBERS NOT REPLACED
The total members that could not be copied/moved because the member exists on the TO file and DO NOT REPLACE
EXISTING MEMBERS was specified.

• TOTAL MEMBERS EQUAL
The total members that were not copied due to the data being the same.

• TOTAL PRINTER MEMBERS
The total number for which the copy failed because the members were printer members, with records 133 characters
in length.

• TOTAL EMPTY MEMBERS
The total number of members in the FROM file that contained no lines of data. No members were created on the TO
file for these empty members.

• TOTAL MEMBERS NOT AUTHORIZED
The total members that could not be copied/moved because of security protection.

• TOTAL MEMBERS ENQUEUE FAILED
The total members that could not be copied/moved because they are either being edited or are outstanding through
LIBGET.

• TOTAL MEMBERS FAILED BY EXIT
The total members that could not be copied/moved because the installation's user exit failed the function.

• TOTAL MEMBERS ATTEMPTED
The total number of members for which the move/copy was attempted.

• TOTAL SEQUENCE ERRORS
The total number not having valid numbers for the MODE being used, when copying from a PDS.

• TOTAL MEMBERS IN FILE
The total number of members in the FROM file that were selected for move/copy.

Note: Error messages identifying the member names are logged to the ISPF LOG data set.

Invoking ELIPS from a Program or CLIST
This section explains how to invoke ELIPS and the utility from a CLIST or program. This section assumes a general
understanding of ELIPS, the utility, ISPLINK, and CLIST processing.

Invoking ELIPS
You can invoke ELIPS from a program or CLIST using ISPLINK or the ISPEXEC SELECT service.

The format of the SELECT service for invoking ELIPS follows:

SELECT PGM(ELIPS) NEWAPPL(LIB@) NEWPOOL +

       PARM( +
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            EDREC(query|noquery) +

            DSN('data.set.name') +

            CMD('ELIPS command') +

            MACRO(initmacro) +

            MCD(mcd) +

            RETURN +

            )

                                         

PGM(ELIPS), NEWAPPL(LIB@), and NEWPOOL keywords are required.

The PARM keyword and all ELIPS parameter keywords (EDREC, DSN, CMD, MACRO, MCD and RETURN) are optional.
If you omit the PARM keyword, the ELIPS main panel displays.

ELIPS Parameter Keywords

The parameter keywords are:

• EDREC
Indicates whether the ELIPS edit recovery table is checked for pending entries as ELIPS is entered.

• QUERY
(Default.) Indicates that the ELIPS edit recovery table is checked for pending entries. If any are found, the ELIPS edit
recovery panel displays.

• NOQUERY
The check is not performed. Can be abbreviated to NO.

• DSN
The default is the dsname currently in the PROJECT/GROUP/TYPE variables. The data set name is taken as is if
enclosed in apostrophes. If you omit apostrophes, the specified dsname is prefixed with the TSO profile prefix value.

• CMD
(Default = None) CMD specifies the ELIPS function command that is executed after EDREC processing instead of
displaying the ELIPS entry panel. You must enclose the command in apostrophes if it contains blanks. If you do not
specify CMD, the ELIPS entry panel displays.

NOTE
See the “ELIPS Functions” section for more command syntax information.

• MACRO
(Default = None) Specifies the name of the initial EDIT macro to use. This is normally specified with an ELIPS EDIT
function command.

• MCD
If required, specify the management code for the master file. See the "Security Administration" section for details on
the MCD.

• RETURN
Specifies that ELIPS returns to the calling program or CLIST when the user ends the ELIPS function (specified by the
CMD). If you do not specify RETURN, ELIPS returns to the ELIPS entry panel.

NOTE
Specifying RETURN with the LIST command ENDs ELIPS when the LIST ends, either through the END
command or by specifying any ELIPS function command.

ELIPS Return Codes

The return codes are:

• 0
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The function completed successfully (for example, if the function was EDIT, the member was saved, or if the function
was DELETE, the member was deleted).

• 4
The EDIT function completed successfully, however, the member was not SAVED (that is, the files were equal or the
EDIT was canceled).

• 14
For the BROWSE function, the member was not found.

• 16
For the LIST function, no members qualified.

• 20
The function did not complete due to an error.

NOTE
Unless the RETURN option is used, the return code only reflects the last function performed.

Invoking the Utility
You can invoke the utility from a program or CLIST using ISPLINK or the ISPEXEC SELECT service.

The format of the SELECT service for invoking the utility follows:

SELECT PGM(UTIMAIN) NEWAPPL(LIB@) NEWPOOL +

       PARM( +

            FDSN('data.set.name') +

            TDSN('data.set.name') +

            PSWD(psw1,psw2) +

            MCD(mcd1,mcd2) +

            CMD(c|m,ARC(arc level),OPT(options),VAR(yes|no),INC(yes|no)) +

            RETURN +

            )

                                                                 

PGM(UTIMAIN), NEWAPPL(LIB@), and NEWPOOL keywords are required. The PARM keyword and all utility parameter
keywords (FDSN, TDSN, PSWD, MCD, CMD, ARC, OPT, VAR, INC and RETURN) are optional. If you omit the PARM
keyword, the utility main panel displays.

UTIMAIN Parameter Keywords

The parameter keywords are:

• FDSN
The data set name (including member name) as it would be entered on the utility FROM panel in the OTHER
LIBRARIAN, PARTITIONED OR SEQUENTIAL DATA SET: field. If you omit the member name or specify a wildcard
selection, a selection list displays. If you specify an asterisk (*) for the member name, all members are copied or
moved.

• TDSN
The data set name (including member name) as it would be entered on the utility TO panel in the OTHER LIBRARIAN,
PARTITIONED OR SEQUENTIAL DATA SET: field.

• PSWD
If required, supply the passwords for the FROM and TO members. For example, PSWD(ABCD,EFGH) or
PSWD(ABCD) or PSWD(,EFGH).

• MCD
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If required, supply the management codes for the FROM and TO Librarian master files. See the "Security
Administration" section for details on the MCD.

• CMD
The ELIPS command is made up of both positional and keyword operands.
– {C|M}

This operand is positional and mandatory. Specify C (copy) or M (move).
– ARC

Optional keyword operand to specify the archive level. Code this operand as you would enter it on the utility FROM
panel's ARC LVL field.

– OPT
Optional keyword operand that represents the various fill-in fields found on both the utility FROM and TO panels.
There are four sets of OPT keywords. You can code them in any order. You do not need to specify defaults. The
four TO panel fields and associated options follow. The default options are underscored.
REPLACE LIKE-NAMED MEMBERS

– REP or NOREP
– IF SEQ, TO D/S DISPOSITION
– OLD or MOD
– IF FROM PDS/SEQ. LIBRARIAN NUMBER
– OFF or COB or STD or DEF
– IF COB OR STD, USE EXISTING NUMS. FOR ADD
– USE or NOUSE
For example:
OPT(NOREP,STD)

This OPT parameter has the same effect as coding OPT(NOREP,OLD,STD,USE).
• VAR

Represents the fill-in field REPLACE SLAT VARS found on the utility FROM panel. Code NO or YES (default is NO).
• INC

Represents the fill-in field EXPAND INCLUDES found on the utility FROM panel. Code NO (the default) or YES.
• RETURN

Specifies that UTIMAIN returns to the calling CLIST or program when the coded function is ended. When you do not
specify RETURN, UTIMAIN returns to the utility entry panel.

The following is an example of invoking the utility from a CLIST through the ISPFEXEC SELECT service:

SELECT PGM(UTIMAIN) NEWAPPL(LIB@) NEWPOOL +

       PARM( +

            FDSN('LIBR.MMILLER.MAST2(ABC)') +

            TDSN(MMILLER.MAST(XYZ)) +

            PSWD(ABCD,WXYZ) +

            MCD(1234,5678) +

            CMD(C,ARC(900131102030),OPT(NOREP,MOD,COB,NOUSE),+

            VAR(YES),INC(NO)) +

            RETURN +

            )

                                                     

UTIMAIN Return Codes

The return codes are:

• 0
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Function completed successfully.
• 4

A warning or informational message ID exists in variable UTI@MSG (see the next section).
• 8

A severe error occurred and the message ID exists in variable UTI@MSG (see the next section).

UTIMAIN Variables

The message variable takes the form of UTI@MSG. The length is Length(8). This variable contains the eight-byte ID of
the utility message. You can find the short and long associated message text in message library member UTI@0000. You
can find this variable in the function's profile pool.

The following variables are available during and after a copy all function. You can find them in the function pool during an
interrupt and in the profile pool when the mass copy completes.

Variable Length Description
TOTAL Length(4) Total members copied/moved.
TOTALNR Length(4) Total members not replaced.
TOTALEQ Length(4) Total members equal.
TOTALPR Length(4) Total printer members.
TOTALNL Length(4) Total empty members.
TOTALSQ Length(4) Total sequence error members.
TOTALNA Length(4) Total members not authorized.
TOTALENQ Length(4) Total members enqueue failed.
TOTALEXF Length(4) Total members failed by exit.
TOTALCT Length(4) Total members attempted.
TOTALNUM Length(4) Total members in file.

Accessing the Shared Pool Variables
Normally, when invoking ELIPS (or the utility) from a CLIST or a program, ELIPS must execute under the APPLID of
LIB@, with NEWPOOL specified, so that ELIPS can be called recursively or the CLIST or program can be called from in
ELIPS. Thus, NEWAPPL(LIB@) and NEWPOOL are specified when invoking ELIPS. However, when control is passed
back to the CLIST or program, the ISR shared variable pool is in effect as it was before calling ELIPS and the ELIPS
shared pool was deleted.

To maintain the ELIPS shared variable pool while invoking ELIPS from a CLIST, you can front-end your CLIST with
another CLIST that calls your CLIST. In doing so, the front-end CLIST executes under the ISR APPLID. The called CLIST
executes under the LIB@ APPLID, which maintains the LIB@ variable pool. Similarly, a program can call another program
to maintain both variable pools.

For example, a front-end CLIST named CLIST1 can call CLIST2 as follows:

ISPEXEC CMD(CLIST2) APPL(LIB@) NEWPOOL

and CLIST2 can execute ELIPS and VGET variables from the LIB@ pool as follows:

ISPEXEC PGM(ELIPS)

ISPEXEC VGET(variable)

Once CLIST2 passes control back to CLIST1, CLIST1 has no access to the LIB@ shared pool that CLIST2 and ELIPS
used.
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NOTE
On invocation of ELIPS, variable contents are updated in the ISPF function pool. If a CLIST is invoked from
within ELIPS edit which invokes ELIPS, the later invocation overwrites the updates to the ISPF function pool
variables which were made during the prior invocation of ELIPS. Therefore, when the later ELIPS is exited, the
prior ELIPS retrieves invalid values from the ISPF function pool. This produces erroneous results.

LIB/TSO Interface
LIB/TSO is the Librarian/TSO interface that consists of eleven TSO command processors that you can execute from a
CLIST to process members on a Librarian master file.

Command Processors
The following table lists the command processors, their aliases, and their functions.

Command Alias Function
LIBADD LIBA Adds a new member to a master file.
LIBGET LIBG Copies a member from a master file into a

TSO data set.
LIBSAVE LIBS Updates a member the LIBGET command

retrieved.
LIBDLM LIBD Deletes a member from the master file.
LIBINDEX LIBI Indexes the members for a single

programmer or an entire master file.
LIBLIST LIBL Displays information about a member.
LIBCTL LIBC Lists the installation requirements and

defaults for LIB/TSO, and lists information
about the members LIBGET copied.

LIBEXP LIBX Updates a member LIBGET retrieved or still
residing on the master file.

LIBUTI LIBU Performs delete and rename functions on
the TLICD. See the "Systems Services"
section for information on maintaining the
TLICD file.

LIBTLICD None A utility program that creates and maintains
the LIB/TSO Control Directory (TLICD).
See the "Systems Services" section for
information on maintaining the TLICD file.

NOTE
Previous releases of the LIB/TSO interface included the LIBEDIT and LIBROWSE functions. The ELIPS
interface supersedes these functions. They are no longer provided with the LIB/TSO interface.

Online Access through ISPF
You can invoke the LIB/TSO command processors using the ISPF/PDF panels. See the "System Services" section for
information on online access to the command processors.
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Command Processors and CLISTs
You can invoke LIB/TSO through command procedures (CLIST), where you can use both LIB/TSO and TSO commands.
Syntax errors in the command operands terminate CLIST execution immediately, with no prompting for information.

Master File Names, Module Names and TSO Data Sets
This section provides an overview of Master File Names, Module Names, and TSO Data Sets and discusses TSO data
set naming conventions.

Overview

A TSO data set can be sequential or partitioned.

A partitioned data set is divided into one or more members. A member name identifies each member. They can be
referenced separately. However, the block size and record length must be the same for all members of a PDS. Any TSO
data set, whether partitioned or sequential, must be cataloged before you can use it for Librarian processing.

Under the LIB/TSO system, the name of the Librarian master file consists of two portions. The leftmost or high-order
portion must have only one field, that of the user-prefix qualifier or that of the site default name. The rightmost or low-order
portion can have one or more fields.

The fields of a typical master file name consist of one- to eight-alphanumeric or national characters, beginning with an
alphabetic or national character. The fields must be separated by periods. The total length of the master file name must
not exceed 44 characters, including periods.

Specify any master file name that adheres to these conventions through the SOURCE option of the following commands:

• LIBADD
• LIBLIST
• LIBDLM
• LIBEXP
• LIBGET
• LIBINDEX

WARNING
If your master file name does not adhere to these conventions, then you must specify it through the DSSOURCE
option.

TSO Data Set Naming Conventions

LIB/TSO provides default data set name processing that lets you add and retrieve modules using corresponding names.
For this processing to work correctly, TSO data sets that are added to a master file or that hold modules being retrieved
must have names that adhere to naming conventions. A TSO data set name consists of three fields:

• User-prefix
• User-supplied name (or middle level)
• Descriptive-qualifier

The fields must be separated by periods. The total length of the data set name must not exceed 44 characters, including
the periods. If all three fields are specified, the name is referred to as a fully qualified data set name.

The user-prefix can be either the prefix the PROFILE command specified or the user ID. Your site determines which. The
user-prefix is the leftmost field of a fully qualified data set name.
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The user-supplied name, or middle level name, is one- to eight-alphanumeric or national characters long, beginning with
an alphabetic or national character. The characters hyphen (-) and ampersand-zero (12-0 punch) are not accepted in a
TSO data set name.

You must always specify the user-supplied name. However, depending on current defaults and requirements, you can
omit the user-prefix and descriptive-qualifiers when referencing a TSO data set in a command, allowing LIB/ISPF-TSO to
generate these values. At times, you might have to specify a fully qualified name.

The descriptive-qualifier is the rightmost field of a fully qualified data set name. For default name processing to work
properly, the descriptive-qualifier of the TSO data set must match the Librarian module type. This is either the TYPE
option specified with the command, the language code stored with the module as a result of the last LANG or TYPE option
specified, or the site module type default.

For partitioned data sets, the name of the member is enclosed in parentheses at the end of the data set name. Member
names can be up to eight characters long. The same character restrictions that apply to sequential data set names apply
to member names.

Member names are not counted in the 44 character length limit of the partitioned data set name.

LIB/TSO Commands
LIB/TSO commands have the same syntax and data set naming conventions as other TSO commands. A LIB/TSO
command consists of a command name and possibly one or more operands or options. The command performs the
requested function. The operands provide the specific information required to control command execution.

If required operands are not specified, the command prompts for them. Other options, if not specified, default to preset
values.

The syntax rules for LIB/TSO commands are as follows:

• At least one blank or a comma must separate the command name or alias from the first operand.
• Operands must be separated by a blank or a comma.
• An option can be truncated to the shortest form that does not cause ambiguity.
• You can enter commands and their options in either upper or lower case. TSO converts all terminal input to upper case

before processing.

You can use commas or blanks as delimiters. The following sections use commas for readability.

LIBADD

The LIBADD command adds a new module to a Librarian master file. The module must exist as a cataloged sequential
data set or as a member of a cataloged PDS.

This command has the following format:

{LIBADD}

{LIBA }

Required Operands

{module-name}

{pds-name(member)}

Options

[ GETVERS    ARC    CLEARID     ]

[                               ]

[[CHKINC  ] NOCHK               ]

[[NOCHKINC]                     ]
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[                               ]

[ DESC('module-description')    ]

[                               ]

[ HIST('history-information')   ]

[                               ]

[[KEEPTSO ]    LANG(lan)        ]

[[NOKEEPTSO]                    ]

[                               ]

[[LIST ]                        ]

[[NOLIST]                       ]

[                               ]

[ PASSWORD(password)            ]

[                               ]

[ PGMR(programmer-name)         ]

[                               ]

[[RESEQ ] [SEQ(s,l,i,v)    ]    ]

[[NORESEQ] [SEQCHK(s,l,i,v)]    ]

[                               ]

[[SOURCE(master-file-name)   ]  ]

[[DSSOURCE{(dsn-of-master)  }]  ]

[[        {('dsn-of-master')}]  ]

[                               ]

[[SYNCHK(l,a)]   [TERMMSG]      ]

[[           ]   [PERMMSG]      ]

[                [TEMPMSG]      ]

[                               ]

[[TSODSN{(data-set-name)     }] ]

[[      {('data-set-name')   }] ]

[[      {(pds-name(member))  }] ]

[[      {('pds-name(member)')}] ]

[                               ]

[ TSOSIZE(nnnnnn)     type      ]

• module-name
Specifies the name to assign to the module you are adding to the master file. If you specify a module name but do not
use the TSODSN option to identify the data set to add, the LIBADD command constructs the data set name for you,
using the specified module name as the user-supplied name and prefixing it with your user-prefix.
The descriptive-qualifier is derived from either the type option entry or the system default. For example, if you enter
LIBADD MYMOD,ASM, the resulting data set name is  user-prefix .MYMOD.ASM.

NOTE
You can let the command derive the name of the data set to add only if the data set is a sequential data set
whose name adheres to TSO naming conventions.

• pds-name(member)
Use this operand when adding a member of a partitioned data set as a module.
Enter the user-supplied name of the PDS and the name of the member to add.
The LIBADD command constructs the full data set name by prefixing the user-supplied name with your user-prefix and
appending the specified type entry to the name. If a type is not specified, the system default type is used. The member
name is used as the module name.

NOTE
You can only use this operand for partitioned data sets whose names adhere to TSO naming conventions.
When you are adding a member of a PDS whose name deviates from TSO naming conventions (or when
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you want the module-name to be different from the member name), you must use the module-name operand
to specify the name to apply to the module and identify the PDS and member through the TSODSN option.

The following examples show typical applications for the LIBADD command.

Example 1
LIBADD COBMOD,ARC,PASSWORD(FLIP),COBOL

This command adds a module to the master file and assigns the name COBMOD to it. The module exists as a sequential
data set with the name user-prefix.COBMOD.COBOL. The command activates the archiving facility for the module and
assigns a password. The specified type (COBOL) is translated into the equivalent three-character language code (COB)
and stored with the module.

Example 2
LIBADD COBMOD,COBOL,TSODSN(MODBB1.COBOL)

This example adds a module to the master file and assigns the name COBMOD to it. The module exists as a sequential
data set with the name user-prefix.MOD001.COBOL.

Example 3
LIBADD ASMCB1,TSODSN('E6B6.ASMAST1.ASM(ASMBB1)'),ARC,

DSSOURCE('E6B6.ASM.MASTER.FILE')

This command adds a module and assigns the name ASMC01 to it. The module exists as a member, named ASM001, of
a partitioned data set, named E606.ASMAST1.ASM.

The module is added to a master file, named E606.ASM.MASTER.FILE, identified in the DSSOURCE option. Since the
master file name is specified in single quotes, LIBADD does not prefix it with the user-prefix, but instead searches for a
master file name that exactly matches the one specified. The module is added as an archived module.

LIBCTL

The LIBCTL command:

• Lists all outstanding modules from previous LIBGET commands
• Deletes an entry for an outstanding module from the TLICD and, optionally, the associated data set or member, and
• Lists all site defaults and requirements.

This command has the following format:

{LIBCTL}

{LIBC  }

Options

[  GETVERS                                    ]

[                                             ]

[ [DELETE  ] [GENLIST  ] [KEEPTSO  ] [NOLIST] ]

[ [NODELETE] [NOGENLIST] [NOKEEPTSO] [LIST  ] ]

[                                             ]

LIBDLM

The LIBDLM command deletes a module from a Librarian master file. If you issue a LIBDLM command against an
outstanding module, the module is deleted from the master file, but the entry for the outstanding module remains on
the TLICD and the data set created as a result of the LIBGET remains untouched. Any subsequent attempt to issue a
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LIBSAVE to return the data set as a module fails. To remove the TLICD entry for a deleted outstanding module, you must
issue an appropriate LIBCTL command.

This command has the following format:

{LIBDLM}

{LIBD  }

Required

module-name

Options

[ GETVERS                       ]

[                               ]

[ PASSWORD(password)            ]

[                               ]

[ [SOURCE(master-file-name)   ] ]

[ [DSSOURCE{(dsn-of-master)  }] ]

[ [        {('dsn-of-master')}] ]

[                               ]

[ {TERMMSG}                     ]

[ {PERMMSG}                     ]

[ {TEMPMSG}                     ]

[                               ]

• module-name
Identifies the module to delete from a Librarian master file. You must specify a module to delete. It must be the first
operand entered.

LIBEXP

The LIBEXP command:

• Returns a module to a Librarian master file that was retrieved through a LIBGET command with the READONLY option
specified.

• Updates the control information of a module.
• Updates a module without having to retrieve it from the master file through the LIBGET command. If used in this

way, you must create a data set containing an updated version of the module and identify the data set in the LIBEXP
command.

NOTE
Because the LIBEXP command bypasses the TLICD, potentially conflicting updates are possible. To avoid this,
management can choose to disable this command at your site.

The LIBEXP command updates only one module at a time and assumes that the module is on a Librarian master file.

This command has the following format:

{LIBEXP}

{LIBX  }

Required Operands

{module-name }

{pds-name(member)}

Options
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[  GETVERS CLEARID NOTSO         ]

[                                ]

[  NEWPSWD(password) HSTD        ]

[                                ]

[ [ARC[(date)]]                   ]

[ [   [(Lx) ]]                    ]

[ [   [(-y) ]]                    ]

[ [NOARC      ]                  ]

[ [ARCOFF     ]                  ]

[ [ARCLR(date)]                  ]

[                                ]

[ [CHKINC  ]  NOCHK   NOAUDIT    ]

[ [NOCHKINC]                     ]

[                                ]

[  DESC('module-description')    ]

[                                ]

[  HIST('history-information')   ]

[                                ]

[ [KEEPTSO  ]   LANG(lan)        ]

[ [NOKEEPTSO]                    ]

[                                ]

[ [LIST  ]                       ]

[ [NOLIST]                       ]

[                                ]

[  PASSWORD(password)            ]

[                                ]

[  PGMR(programmer-name)         ]

[                                ]

[ [RESEQ ] [SEQ(s,l,i,v)      ]  ]

[ [NORESEQ]                      ]

[                                ]

[ [RENAME(module-name)]          ]

[ [COPY(module-name) ]           ]

[                                ]

[ [SOURCE(master-file-name)   ]  ]

[ [DSSOURCE{(dsn-of-master) } ]  ]

[ [        {('dsn-of-master')}]  ]

[                                ]

[                  [TERMMSG]     ]

[                  [PERMMSG]     ]

[                  [TEMPMSG]     ]

[                                ]

[ [TSODSN{(data-set-name) }]     ]

[ [      {('data-set-name')   }] ]

[ [      {(pds-name(member))  }] ]

[ [      {('pds-name(member)')}] ]

[                                ]

[  TSOSIZE(nnnnnn)     type      ]

[                                ]

[ VERS(mmdd[hhmm])               ]

• module-name
Specifies the name of the module the LIBEXP command returns or updates.
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If you specify the NOTSO option, LIBEXP assumes you are attempting to update the module’s control information.
If you do not specify NOTSO, it assumes you are attempting to use the contents of a data set or PDS member to
update a module. If you specify a module name but do not specify NOTSO and do not explicitly identify the data set
to use to update the module through the TSODSN option, the LIBEXP command constructs the name for you. It does
so by using the specified module name as the user-supplied name, prefixing it with your user-prefix. The descriptive-
qualifier is derived from the type option entry, any language code stored with the module, or the system default. For
example, if you enter: user-prefix.MYMOD.ASM

NOTE
You can let the command derive the name of the data set to use to update the module only if the data set is a
sequential data set whose name adheres to TSO naming conventions.

• pds-name(member)
Use this operand if you are using a member of a partitioned data set to update a module. Enter the user-supplied
name of the PDS and the name of the member. The LIBEXP command constructs the full data set name by prefixing
the user-supplied name with your user-prefix and appending the specified type entry to the name. If you do not specify
a type, the type stored with the module or the system default type is used. The member name also identifies the
module to update.

NOTE
You can only use this operand for partitioned data sets whose names adhere to TSO naming conventions.
If you are using a member of a PDS whose name deviates from TSO naming conventions or if the module-
name is different from the member name, you must use the module-name operand to specify the name of the
module and identify the PDS and member through the TSODSN option.

The following examples show typical uses of the LIBEXP command.

Example 1
LIBEXP FSRBB2,KEEPTSO,PASSWORD(FLAG)

In this example, the module FSR002 is updated using the contents of a TSO sequential data set whose name adheres
to TSO naming conventions and whose user supplied name is also FSR002. The data set, user-prefix.FSR002.type, is
retained after command processing.

Example 2
LIBEXP USERMOD,ARC(-1),DESC('NEW USER MODULE'),HSTD,NOTSO,LIST

In this example, the current level of the archived module, USERMOD, is deleted and the selected level is made the
current level. All previous history records stored with the module are deleted and a new description is provided. The LIST
option writes a copy of the module to the user-prefix.$$$$$$LX.LIST data set. Since this example is not updating the data
in the module, no TSO data set is referenced and the NOTSO option is specified.

Example 3
LIBEXP USERMOD,TSODSN(MASTMOD)

The contents of the specified module, USERMOD, are replaced with the contents of the data set user-prefix.MASTMOD
identified through the TSODSN option. Since the data set name is specified without enclosing quotes, the user-prefix is
prefixed to the specified name.

LIBGET

The LIBGET command copies a module from a Librarian master file into a data set or PDS member. You can use an
existing data set or member or allow the LIBGET command to create one.

Modules retrieved from a master file through LIBGET are referred to as outstanding modules. You must return outstanding
modules to the master file through the LIBSAVE command.
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When a module is retrieved through LIBGET, an entry is made on The LIB/TSO Control Directory (TLICD). The TLICD
is a directory of all the modules that were copied from Librarian master files into TSO data sets through the LIBGET
command. When the outstanding modules are returned through the LIBSAVE command to their respective Librarian
master files, their entries on the TLICD file are automatically deleted.

The number of module entries allowed per user on the TLICD file is determined at installation. When the limit is reached,
the user can either replace one entry by another, without updating the module the entry references or free an entry by
terminating the LIBGET command and returning a module to the master file through the LIBSAVE command.

When you specify the READONLY option, the module is copied into a TSO data set, but no entry is made on the TLICD
file.

This command has the following format:

{LIBGET}

{LIBG  }

Required Operands

{module-name}

{pds-name(member)}

Options

[  GETVERS                       ]

[                                ]

[  ARC[(date)] ARCINC[(date)]    ]

[     [(Lx)  ]       [(Lx)  ]    ]

[     [(-y)  ]       [(-y)  ]    ]

[                                ]

[ [INCLUDE{(RESEQ) }  ]          ]

[ [       {(NORESEQ)} ]          ]

[ [NOINCLUDE          ]          ]

[ [INCASIS            ]          ]

[                                ]

[  PASSWORD(password)            ]

[                                ]

[  READONLY                      ]

[                                ]

[ [SOURCE(master-file-name)   ]  ]

[ [DSSOURCE{(dsn-of-master)  }]  ]

[ [        {('dsn-of-master')}]  ]

[                                ]

[ [TSODSN{(data-set-name)     }] ]

[ [      {('data-set-name')   }] ]

[ [      {(pds-name(member))  }] ]

[ [      {('pds-name(member)')}] ]

[                                ]

[ TSOSIZE(nnnnnn)      type      ]

[                                ]

[ VERS(mmdd[hhmm])    [VAR  ]    ]

[                     [NOVAR]    ]

• module-name
Identifies the name of the module to retrieve from the Librarian master file.
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If you do not identify the data set where the module is copied through the TSODSN option, the LIBGET command
constructs the name for you. It uses the specified module name as the user-supplied name, prefixing it with your user-
prefix.
The descriptive qualifier is derived from either the type entry specified on the command, any language code stored with
the module, or the system default. For example:
LIBGET MYMOD ASM

Copies the module into a data set with the following name:
user-prefix.MYMOD.ASM

• pds-name(member)
Identifies the module to retrieve from Librarian master file and copy to a TSO partitioned data set member. If you enter
the user-supplied name of the PDS and the name of the member to use, the LIBGET command constructs the full
data set name by prefixing the user-supplied name with your user-prefix and appending the specified type entry to the
name.
If you do not specify a type, the language code stored with the module is converted into the equivalent type and is
used. If there is no language code or it is not recognizable to /lib, the system default type is used. The member name is
used as the module name.

NOTE
You can only use this option for partitioned data sets whose names adhere to TSO naming conventions. If
you are using a member of a PDS whose name deviates from TSO naming conventions (or if the module-
name is different from the member name), you must use the module-name operand to identify the module
and you must use the TSODSN option to identify the PDS and member name.

The following examples show some typical uses of the LIBGET command.

Example 1
LIBGET ASMMAST(PAROUTB1),INCLUDE(RESEQ),ASM

In this example, the contents of a module named PAROUT01 are retrieved and copied into a member of a partitioned data
set named user-prefix.ASMMAST.ASM. The member name is the same as the module name. Any -INC statements in the
module are expanded and the included module is resequenced to make it consistent with the including module. The type
entry, ASM, constructs the data set name. ASM indicates to the LIBGET command how to generate comment statements
in correct language format for the included modules. You can omit the type option if the language code is ASM or, in the
absence of a language code, the default type is ASM.

Example 2
LIBGET EJCLB11,PASSWORD(MSJK),READONLY,CNTL,INCLUDE(RESEQ)

TSODSN(JCLMAST(EFILE))

The module specified in this example, EJCL011, is copied into a member of a partitioned data set named user-
prefix.JCLMAST.CNTL. The member is named EFILE. You must use the TSODSN option since the member name does
not match the module name. Since the READONLY option is specified, an entry is not made on the TLICD and you do not
have to return this module to the master file through a subsequent LIBSAVE. The type option entry, CNTL, identifies this
module as a JCL module. Any generated comments identifying included modules are formatted accordingly.

Example 3
LIBGET RTASKAA,DSSOURCE('COB.MASTER'),TSODSN('RTASKAA.RPG')

This command retrieves a module name RTASKAA from a master file named COB.MASTER and places it in a sequential
data set named RTASKAA.RPG. The master file is identified through the DSSOURCE option because it is not the site
default master file. The data set RTASKAA.RPG is identified through the TSODSN option because it does not have a
user-prefix qualifier. If the command specified only the module name, Librarian would prefix the module name with the
user-prefix of the individual who issued the command. However, by identifying the data set through the TSODSN option
and enclosing the name in single quotes, you force Librarian to search for or generate a data set of that exact name.
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LIBINDEX

The LIBINDEX command lists an index of all the modules on a Librarian master file or lists an index of all the modules
associated with a particular programmer name on the file. The LIBINDEX command has one required operand and a
number of options, which you can specify in any order.

Displayed information at the terminal has two formats: a long one and a short one.

The short form describes each module in a single line. The long form adds a second line of description, depending on the
required operand selected.

This command has the following format:

{LIBINDEX}

{LIBI    }

Required Operands

{*              }

{programmer-name}

Options

[ GETVERS                      ]

[                              ]

[                              ]

[[SHORT]         [TERMMSG]     ]

[[LONG ]         [PERMMSG]     ]

[[LONGT]         [TEMPMSG]     ]

[                              ]

[[SOURCE(master-file-name)   ] ]

[[DSSOURCE{(dsn-of-master)  }] ]

[[        {('dsn-of-master')}] ]

• *
(Asterisk) Indexes all the modules on a Librarian master file.

• programmer-name
Specifies the name of the programmer whose modules are to be indexed. The name can contain up to 15 characters
and must correspond to the name supplied in the PGMR field for the modules on the master file. You must specify * or
programmer-name.

LIBLIST

The LIBLIST command displays the contents of a selected module on the terminal screen. The listing includes module
control information and module records. You can also display any history records associated with the module.

This command has the following format:

{LIBLIST}

{LIBL    }

Required Operands

{module-name     }

{pds-name(member)}

Options

[ GETVERS                      ]

[                              ]
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[ ARC[(date)] [ARCINDEX  ]     ]

[    [(Lx)  ] [NOARCINDEX]     ]

[    [(-y)  ]                  ]

[                              ]

[[HIST  ] [INCLUDE  ] [INFO  ] ]

[[NOHIST] [NOINCLUDE] [NOINFO] ]

[                              ]

[[LIST[(s,e)]]                  ]

[[NOLIST     ]                 ]

[                              ]

[ PASSWORD(password) [ SHIFT  ]] 

[                    [ NOSHIFT]] 

[[SOURCE(master-file-name)   ] ]

[[DSSOURCE{(dsn-of-master)  }] ]

[[        {('dsn-of-master')}] ]

• module-name
Identifies the module on a Librarian master file to display.

LIBSAVE

The LIBSAVE command returns a module that was copied through the LIBGET command to the Librarian master file. The
LIBSAVE command updates only one module at a time and assumes that the module is on a Librarian master file.

If you have more than one outstanding module when you issue the LIBSAVE, Librarian prompts you for the name of the
module to save.

This command has the following format:

{LIBSAVE}

{LIBS   }

Options

[  GETVERS CLEARID              ]

[                               ]

[  NEWPSWD(password)   HSTD     ]

[                               ]

[                               ]

[ [ARC[(date)]]                  ]

[ [   [(Lx)  ]]                  ]

[ [   [(-y)  ]]                  ]

[ [NOARC      ]                 ]

[ [ARCOFF     ]                 ]

[ [ARCLR(date)]                 ]

[                               ]

[  NOCHK     NOAUDIT            ]

[                               ]

[  DESC('module-description')   ]

[                               ]

[  HIST('history-information')  ]

[                               ]

[ [KEEPTSO  ]    LANG(lan)      ]

[ [NOKEEPTSO]                   ]

[                               ]

[ [LIST  ]                      ]
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[ [NOLIST]                      ]

[                               ]

[  PASSWORD(password)           ]

[                               ]

[  PGMR(programmer-name)        ]

[                               ]

[ [RESEQ ] [SEQ(s,l,i,v) ]      ]

[ [NORESEQ]                     ]

[                               ]

[ [RENAME(module-name)]         ]

[ [COPY(module-name)  ]         ]

[                               ]

[ [CHKINC  ]                    ]

[ [NOCHKINC]                    ]

[                               ]

[ [TERMMSG]                     ]

[ [PERMMSG]                     ]

[ [TEMPMSG]                     ]

[  TSOSIZE(nnnnnn)              ]

[                               ]

[  VERS(mmdd[hhmm])             ]

The following examples show some uses of the LIBSAVE command.

Example 1
LIBSAVE ARCLR(95B1),HSTD,HIST('NEW PROD MOD'),RESEQ,

NEWPSWD(FLIP),PASS(FLOP)

This example returns an outstanding module to the master file and clears all archiving levels created before the one
current on January 31, 1995. This command also deletes all previous history records, adds a new one, and generates a
new password.

Example 2
LIBSAVE COPY(COBBB2),DESC('COPY OF COBBB1')

Since the COPY option is specified, Librarian does not update the outstanding module returned, but instead generates a
copy with the specified name, in this case COB002. Any changes made to the module are reflected in the copy and not in
the original. The description is stored with the new copy of the module only.

LIB/TSO Options
This section lists and describes the LIB/TSO options.

• ARC
Command: LIBADD.
Specifying ARC without date or level number on a LIBADD command adds the module to the master file as an
archived module. Specifying ARC in this way on a LIBEXP or LIBSAVE command creates the module as an archived
module from that execution forward.
If the master file was not initialized to accept archived modules, the add or update is rejected. If you omit the ARC
option from the LIBADD command, the module is added as a standard (non-archived) Librarian module.

• ARC[(date)|(Lx)|(-y)]
Commands:
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– LIBEXP
– LIBGET
– LIBLIST
– LIBSAVE
ARC with a date, date and time, relative level number, or absolute level number selects a specific level of a module for
processing.
If you omit the ARC option from x and y and the module is archived, the most recent level is selected for processing.
Updates (LIBSAVE, LIBEXP) with the ARC option used in this way applies to the specified level. Any existing levels
created after the specified level are deleted. The updated level becomes the new current level.
– ARC(date)

Selects a specific level by the date. The level that was current on the specified date is updated. The format of the
date is:
yymmddhhmmss

You can omit an even number of digits from the right. Librarian assumes the highest possible values for omitted
digits.
For example, if you specify ARC(95), Librarian selects the level that was current at the end of the year on 12/31/95
at 23:59:59, and not at the beginning of the year on 01/01/95 at 00:00:00.

– ARC(Lx)
Specifies the absolute level, as reported on the module listing. You can specify the absolute level up to five digits.
The level number must be prefixed with the letter L.

– ARC(-y)
Specifies the relative level number. The level number can be specified up to three digits. The relative level number
must be prefixed with a minus sign (-).
Relative Archiving Level is as follows:
• Current Level -0
• One Level Older -1
• Two Levels Older -2
• n Levels Older -n

• ARCOFF
Commands:LIBEXP
– LIBSAVE
ARCOFF terminates archiving of a module and deletes all levels except the current level. The module becomes a
standard Librarian module. Once specified, ARCOFF remains in effect until ARC is specified at another time.

• NOARC
Commands:
– LIBEXP
– LIBSAVE
NOARC suspends the archiving of a module. When the module is updated while NOARC is in effect, the level selected
for updating is replaced, more recently created levels (if any) are deleted, and older levels (if any) are maintained.
Once specified, NOARC remains in effect for the module until ARC or ARCOFF is specified.

• ARCLR
Commands:
– LIBEXP
– LIBSAVE
ARCLR deletes every level of an archived module up to, but not including, the level that was current on the date that
you specify. Archiving continues for updates made after an ARCLR operation. The full form of the date is:
yymmddhhmmss
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You can omit an even number of digits from the right.Librarian assumes the highest possible value for the omitted
digits. For example, if you specify ARCLR(95), all levels created before the level that was current on the last day of
1995 are deleted.

• ARCINC{(date)|(Lx)|(-y)}
Command: LIBGET.
Provides an archiving level selection for all included modules. If you specify this option, every archived module
included is expanded using the specified level. If you do not specify this option, the most recent level of any included
archived module is selected. This option is ignored for any included module that has an archiving level selection on the
-INC statement.
– ARCINC(date)

Specifies date (or date and time) when the level was current. The full form of the date is:
yymmddhhmmss

You can omit an even number of digits from the right, but, if you do, Librarian assumes the highest possible values
for those digits.
For example, if you specify ARCINC(95), Librarian selects the level that was current at the end of the year on
12/31/95 at 23:59:59, and not at the beginning of the year on 01/01/95 at 00:00:00.

– ARCINC(Lx)
Specifies the absolute level, as reported on the module listing. You can specify the absolute level up to five digits.
The level number must be prefixed with the letter L.

– ARCINC(-y)
Specifies the relative level number. You can specify the level number up to three digits. The relative level number
must be prefixed with a minus sign (-).
The Relative Archiving Level is as follows:
• Current Level -B
• One Level Older -1
• Two Levels Older -2
• ...
• n Levels Older -n

• [ARCINDEX|NOARCINDEX]
Command: LIBLIST
ARCINDEX gives an index of all archiving levels of the module. Information for each level includes the absolute level
number, the relative level number, language, programmer name, and the date and time created.

• [CHKINC|NOCHKINC]
Commands:
– LIBADD
– LIBEXP
– LIBSAVE
If you specify CHKINC, the LIBADD, LIBEXP, or LIBSAVE command searches for any comment statements identifying
unexpanded -INC statements or included records. These comment statements might exist if the data set was retrieved
from a master file through the LIBGET command or is a copy of another module that was originally retrieved through
LIBGET. Any located comments are replaced with the appropriate -INC statement and any included records are
deleted.
You can specify CHKINC, both to restore -INC statements and to prevent included records and the comment
statements from being added to the master file. If you specify NOCHKINC, the search for comment statements is
not initiated and any comment statements and included records remain in the module. Also, comments that identify
unexpanded -INC statements are not converted back to the appropriate -INC statement.
If there are no included records or unexpanded -INC statements in the data set, specify NOCHKINC to save execution
time.
This option is ignored when you specify NOTSO.

• CLEARID
Commands:
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– LIBADD
– LIBEXP
– LIBSAVE
Clears columns 73 through 80 (sequence numbers) of data records added to the master file to blanks. CLEARID does
not affect records beginning with a slash (/). This option can reduce the amount of space required to store a module.

• [DELETE|NODELETE]
Command: LIBCTL.
Deletes the module entry on the TLICD file and the corresponding TSO data set or PDS member. All outstanding
modules are listed. You are prompted for any information needed. You can delete only one entry per command
execution.
A single outstanding module on the TLICD file is deleted without the prompting message.
If a TLICD entry or the TSO data set is deleted, you cannot later update the module the entry references through the
LIBSAVE command.

• DESC('module-description')
Commands:
– LIBADD
– LIBEXP
– LIBSAVE
Provides a description of the module. The description can be 1 to 30 characters in length and must be enclosed in
single quotes. If a module description is required for LIBADD but is not supplied, then LIBADD prompts for one. Quote
marks are not needed when replying to a prompting message.

• DSSOURCE[(master-file-name|('dsn-of-master')(dsn-of-master)]
Commands:
– LIBADD
– LIBDLM
– LIBEXP
– LIBGET
– LIBINDEX
– LIBLIST
Identifies the master file the LIBLIST operation uses. If omitted, the site default master file is used. DSSOURCE('dsn-
of-master') specifies the full data set name of a master file. If the data set name is not enclosed by single quotes, the
name is prefixed with your user-prefix.

• [GENLIST|NOGENLIST]
Command: LIBCTL.
Lists all the installation defaults and requirements for LIB/TSO.

• GETVERS
Commands:
– LIBADD
– LIBCTL
– LIBDLM
– LIBEXP
– LIBGET
– LIBINDEX
– LIBLIST
– LIBSAVE
GETVERS is a special option that you can specify with any command to display a message indicating the Librarian
release number of the version of that command that is installed in your system. GETVERS can be the only optional
option specified. You can specify a dummy module-name as seen below. Any other options specified are ignored.
LIBADD X,GETVERS
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In response, the following message displays:
COMMAND VERSION: release-number release-date

NOTE
GETVERS displays only the message. No other operation is performed.

• HIST('history-information')
Commands:
– LIBADD
– LIBEXP
– LIBSAVE
Provides history information for the module. History information is limited to 75 characters and must be enclosed in
single quotes.
Your site can require HIST information. In that case, you are prompted for it if you do not specify it.

• [HIST|NOHIST]
Command: LIBLIST.
HIST displays all history entries for the named module and the history record date stamps. The date displays ahead of
the history entries. If consecutive history records have the same date, the date displays on the first record only.

• HSTD
Commands:
– LIBEXP
– LIBSAVE
Deletes all history records from a module. You can add new history records during the current execution through the
HIST option.

• [INCLUDE|NOINCLUDE]
Command: LIBLIST.
INCLUDE expands all the -INC statements in the module. NOINCLUDE is the default. When expanding an -INC
statement, the -INC statement itself is replaced with the included records. The sequence numbers of included records
are listed as retrieved from the included module.

• INCLUDE[(RESEQ)|(NORESEQ)]
• NOINCLUDE
• INCASIS

Command: LIBGET.
These options control the expansion of -INC statements and the sequencing of the records when a module is copied
into a TSO data set. If not specified, the site default, usually NOINCLUDE, is assumed.
A module stored on a master file can contain Librarian embedded -INC statements that have the format:
-INC module-name[,options]

The INCLUDE(RESEQ) and the INCLUDE(NORESEQ) options expand all -INC statements contained in the module.
These included modules are written in their entirety to the TSO data set. An included module is preceded by the
following comment statements:
-INC modname MAKE NO CHANGES FROM HERE TO END OF INCLUDED MOD

-INC modname[,options]

The end of the included module is marked by the following message:
-INC modname END OF INCLUDED MODULE

The module type determines the format of the comment statement (the comment indicator and starting column). The
type is derived from the type option specified on the command, the language code stored with the module, or the site
default, in that order.
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– INCLUDE(RESEQ) reassigns, to records in the included modules, sequence numbers consistent with those
specified for the module obtained by the LIBGET command. The sequence numbers of the module the LIBGET
command retrieved can be resequenced to prevent duplicate sequence numbers.

– INCLUDE(NORESEQ) keeps the same sequence numbers that were assigned to the included records in the
module from which they came. As a result of nonresequencing of included records, the records of the data set can
be out of sequence. Use the NONUM mode when editing this data set.

– NOINCLUDE suppresses the expansion of the -INC statements in the Librarian module when the LIBGET
command retrieves it. Each -INC statement is marked as unexpanded on the statement and is reformatted as a
comment statement.

If you specify INCASIS, the module is copied to the data set completely unchanged. All -INC statements are copied
exactly as they exist in the module without expansion and without identifying comment records.
Note the following:
– You can add -INC statements to a TSO data set using TSO editing facilities. Because the mnemonic (-INC) must be

placed in columns 1 through 4, you should edit COBOL or any other data set types with sequence numbers in these
columns in NONUM mode to avoid conflict with the sequence number field.

– Sequence numbers for the -INC statements must appear in columns 73 through 80 if the SEQCHK option is used.
– Up to 64 levels of nesting of -INC statements is permitted.
– Invalid -INC statements are not expanded, are marked as such when reformatted as a comment statement, and

error messages are written to the terminal.
– Do not make any changes to the Librarian generated comment statements that mark -INC statements.

• [INFO|NOINFO]
Command: LIBLIST.
Lists or does not list all module control information including module name, number of records in the module, level
number (if archived), password, language, programmer-name, description, date module added to the master file, date
and time module last updated, sequence number option (s,l,i,v), status, date the module last copied from another
master file through the -OPT UTILITY, the number of updates, and the COBOL syntax checker option (if specified).

• [KEEPTSO|NOKEEPTSO]
Commands:
– LIBADD
– LIBCTL
– LIBEXP
– LIBSAVE
These options determine the disposition of the TSO data set after successful completion of processing.
KEEPTSO retains the originating TSO data set or member. If you specify NOKEEPTSO and the TSO data set is
sequential, the data set is deleted and uncataloged. If the TSO data set is a PDS member, the member is deleted. If
the command (LIBADD, LIBCTL) fails, the TSO data set or member is kept.
For LIBCTL, KEEPTSO prevents the TSO data set from being deleted when the DELETE option is specified.

• LANG(lan)
Commands:
– LIBADD
– LIBEXP
– LIBSAVE
The value of lan is the one- to three-character language code identifying the language or contents of the module. The
specfied language code is stored with the module (through a -LANG record). The entry can be one of the language
codes or a user-defined value.

NOTE
This option is only used to change the language code of the module. Refer to the type option for other
aspects of the Librarian language code.

• [LIST|NOLIST]
Commands:
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– LIBADD
– LIBCTL
– LIBEXP
– LIBSAVE
If you specify LIST and the module is successfully updated, batch Librarian writes the module update listing to a data
set called user-prefix.$$$$$$LS.LIST. You can only save this information, which contains all updated records and
control information, by printing or renaming the data set because the updated records and control information from the
next execution overlay the current contents of user-prefix.$$$$$$LS.LIST.
If you specify NOLIST, then the module listing is suppressed.
In certain instances, the SYNCHK option can invokee the LIST option even if you specify NOLIST or it is the default.
If neither is specified, then LIST or NOLIST is selected according to the site default.
For LIBCTL, LIST (the default) lists all outstanding module information from previous LIBGET command executions,
including:
– Module name.
– Time the module was copied through the LIBGET command.
– Master file name.
– Data set name and the member name, if partitioned.
– Absolute archiving level number if an archived module.
– Date and time the module was last updated, if not an archived module, or the date and time the selected archiving

level was created.
• [LIST[(s,e)]|NOLIST]

Command: LIBLIST.
LIST displays only the data records of the module. LIST(s,e) displays a range of records, where:
– s is the starting sequence number; it can be one to eight digits in length.
– e is the ending sequence number; it can be one to eight digits.
– NOLIST suppresses the displaying of data records and is the default.

• NEWPSWD(password)
Commands:
– LIBEXP
– LIBSAVE
Specifies a new four-character, alphanumeric password. See the PASSWORD option for a description of the
restrictions on passwords.

• NOAUDIT
Commands:
– LIBEXP
– LIBSAVE
Suppresses Librarian Auditing Facility (LIBAUDIT) processing. Specify this option only if LIBAUDIT is installed and
there are more than 10,000 records either in the TSO data set or in the Librarian module you are updating.

NOTE
Take great care when using this option. NOAUDIT updates all the records of a module, not just the changed
records. This is important with archived modules because NOAUDIT forces the archiving facility to retain an
additional copy of every record in the module, changed or not.

• NOCHK
Commands:
– LIBADD
– LIBEXP
– LIBSAVE
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Suppresses COBOL syntax checking for the module being added. Specify this option only if you specified the
SYNCHK option but you do not want to have the syntax checker process the module during the add. The values
specified on the SYNCHK option are retained and applied to subsequent updates of the module.

• NOTSO
Command: LIBEXP.
Specify this option if you are updating only the control information of a module and are not referencing a TSO data set.

NOTE
A new level is generated for archived modules even if only the module's control information is updated.

• PASSWORD(pswd)
Command: LIBADD.
When you add a module, you can use this option to assign a four-character, alphanumeric password to the module. If
you omit this option, the Librarian generates a four-character password, all consonants, for the module.
If you specify this option, you can assign as a password any four-character alphanumeric string (no special characters)
except for the following Librarian reserved words: BYPP, EXEC, FULL, LIST, NONE, NOPC, NOPR, PERM, TEMP,
and TEST.
Commands:
– LIBDLM
– LIBEXP
– LIBGET
– LIBSAVE
For these commands, use the PASSWORD option to specify the four-character, alphanumeric password currently
assigned to the module. The master file or your site can require password. If it is required but not supplied, you are
prompted for a correct password.
To assign a new password to an existing module, see the NEWPSWD option.

• PGMR(programmer-name)
Commands:
– LIBADD
– LIBEXP
– LIBSAVE
Specifies the name of the programmer responsible for the module. The name can be 1 to 15 characters long and must
not contain blanks or commas. Your site can require PGMR.
If PGMR is not specified but is required, LIBADD and LIBEXP prompt for a programmer name. If it is not specified
and not required, LIBADD uses the user-prefix as the programmer name. LIBEXP defaults to your user-prefix as the
programmer name in that case, unless the module already has a PGMR field.

• READONLY
Command: LIBGET.
When you specify this option, no entry is made on the TLICD file. The module is simply retrieved and copied into a
TSO data set.

• {RENAME|COPY}(module-name)
Commands:
– LIBEXP
– LIBSAVE
RENAME renames the Librarian module when the module is returned to the master file.
COPY creates a copy of the selected module and gives it the new module name.

NOTE
If you are updating the module while at the same time making a copy, the changes are applied only to the
copy; the original remains unchanged.

RENAME and COPY are mutually exclusive.
• {RESEQ|NORESEQ}
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Commands:
– LIBADD
– LIBEXP
– LIBSAVE
These options specify a module's RESEQ/NORESEQ attribute. The specified value has no effect on sequence
numbers during LIBADD, although the RESEQ/NORESEQ attribute specified for LIBADD is active during all updates to
the module. For information on sequence number formats, refer to the SEQ and SEQCHK options.
RESEQ renumbers the records of the module if any records are inserted or deleted. The renumbering is based on the
sequence number attributes established through the SEQ or SEQCHK options.
If the module is not resequenced (NORESEQ), Librarian does not renumber the module’s records. It assigns sequence
numbers to the inserted data records, beginning with one greater than the sequence number of the record after which
the new records are inserted, and incrementing by one. When necessary, the sequence numbers of existing records
are also incremented to prevent duplicate sequence numbers.

NOTE
Standard modules can have their RESEQ/NORESEQ attribute changed. Archived modules must keep the
attribute specified for them when they were added.

• {SEQ(s,l,i,v)|SEQCHK(s,l,i,v)}
Commands:
– LIBADD
– LIBEXP
– LIBSAVE
These options control the location, length, initial value, and increment of sequence numbers assigned to the module.
SEQ assigns sequence numbers to the module records based on the specified values.
SEQCHK does not assign sequence numbers to the data records, but rather verifies that sequence numbers are
present in the specified columns and are in ascending numeric order. If an error is detected in the sequencing of the
records, the module is not processed and an error message is written on the Librarian update message file.
The attributes specified through either option are used if the numbers are resequenced in subsequent updates. SEQ
and SEQCHK are mutually exclusive.
The variables for SEQ and SEQCHK are:
– s

The column where the sequence number starts. Acceptable values for SEQ are 1 to 81 and for SEQCHK 1 to 80. If
you specify 81, the sequence number associated with each record is stored outside the record; all 80 bytes of the
record are then available for data. Since SEQCHK cannot scan for sequence numbers outside of the record, you
cannot specify 81 as the starting column for SEQCHK.

– l
The length of the sequence number field. Acceptable values are 1 to 9. If you specify a starting column number
of 81, you must specify a length of 6. If you do not specify the starting column number 81, the sum of the starting
column and the length must not exceed 81.

– i
The increment. Acceptable values are 1 through 9999.

– v
The sequence number to assign to the first record of the module during addition of the module or during sequenced
updating. Acceptable values are 0 through 9999.

When you do not specify SEQ or SEQCHK, the master file's default sequence parameters are used.
If you specify both SEQCHK and NORESEQ, the increment and starting values are not used while the module is
added, but are retained to control the generation of sequence numbers during subsequent updates.
Note the following:
– With LIBEXP, SEQCHK is ignored if the LIBAUDIT facility is in use.
– If SEQ alters the length or location of the sequence number field, LIBAUDIT can be rendered useless for

determining which records of the module were updated. Although LIBAUDIT ignores the value in the sequence
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number field, it views a record with a sequence number field that is different in length or location as updated, even if
no other changes are made. If these values are changed, LIBAUDIT views every record as updated.

• [SHIFT|NOSHIFT]
Command: LIBLIST.
If the sequence number ends in column 80 on a data record, SHIFT displays the sequence number in the leftmost
position of a terminal line, and the rest of the data record displays one space past the sequence number. When
displaying the sequence number, the first three leading zeros are suppressed. NOSHIFT displays the data records as
retrieved from the module. SHIFT is the default.

• [SHORT|LONG|LONGT]
Command: LIBINDEX.
Determines the format used for indexing the modules on the master file. Both SHORT and LONGT format can display
at the terminal.
The SHORT format lists the module name, password, module description, date added, date and time last updated,
number of records, module source language, and module status.
The LONG format, when selected with *, lists all information included in the short format and the programmer name,
the number of accesses, number of updates, number of blocks, date last accessed, sequence number position and
increment, number of archived levels, and current archived level number.
The LONGT format, when selected with programmer-name, lists all information included in the short format and Job
Control Language procedures and sequence number positions and increments.
Batch Librarian is invoked when you specify the LONG format. Supplying programmer-name produces the
Programmer Index listing. Supplying the * produces the Management Index listing.
If you specify LONG, the information gathered is written into a permanent data set, user-prefix.$$$$$$LI.INDEX. You
can only save the information by printing or renaming the data set because the information from the next execution
overlays the current contents of user-prefix.$$$$$$LI.INDEX.
If you specify LONGT, the information displays only on the terminal and is not written to the permanent data set.

NOTE
If you specify the SHORT option of LIBINDEX or it is assumed, the TERMMSG option is ignored and no
Update Report is produced.

• SOURCE(master-file-name)
Commands:
– LIBADD
– LIBDLM
– LIBEXP
– LIBGET
– LIBINDEX
– LIBLIST
Identifies the master file the LIBLIST operation uses. If omitted, the site default master file is used.
SOURCE(master-file-name) specifies the low-order portion of the name of a master file. The high-order portion or
prefix assumes the site default.

• SYNCHK(l,a)
Commands:
– LIBADD
– LIBEXP
– LIBSAVE
Librarian verifies that the records of a module consist of syntactically valid COBOL statements. The syntax checker
scans each record of the module and verifies that sentence structure, punctuation, and the use of reserved words
conform to COBOL rules. The validity of data or procedure references is not checked.
The SYNCHK variables are:
– l

Identifies the COBOL syntax level to apply. Specify one of the following:
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• CA for ANS COBOL
• CD for COBOL D
• CE for COBOL E
• CF for COBOL F
• CW for OS/VS2 COBOL (ANS COBOL 74)

– a
Designates the action to take. Specify one of the following:

– S
Suppresses writing of the module to the compilation file in the event of a syntax error. The LIST option is
automatically invoked for the module. The module is still updated.

– C
In the event of a syntax error, writing of the module to the compilation file is not suppressed nor is the LIST option
invoked. The module is still updated.

– SE
Functions the same as S. In addition, it expands the COBOL COPY verb for disk master files (for batch executions).

– CE
Functions the same as C. In addition, it expands the COBOL COPY verb for disk master files (for batch executions).

NOTE
The wide record format does not support SYNCHK(l,a).

• SYNCHK(D,X)
Commands:
– LIBEXP
– LIBSAVE
Deactivates the syntax checker option for all future updates of the module. D is the delete option. X is a dummy option.
D and X are not variables and must be used as illustrated.

• [TERMMSG|PERMMSG|TEMPMSG]
Commands:
– LIBADD
– LIBDLM
– LIBINDEX
– LIBSAVE
Parameters:
– TERMMSG

The Librarian Update Report is written to the terminal.
– PERMMSG

Librarian writes the Report to a data set, named:
• user-prefix.$$$$$$LA.MSGS for a LIBADD execution
• user-prefix.$$$$$$Lx.MSGS for a LIBxxx execution
• user-prefix.$$$$$$LA.MSGS for a LIBxxx execution
You can save this information only by printing or renaming the data set because the Update Report from the next
execution overlays it.

– TEMPMSG
The Update Report is written to a temporary data set that is deleted at the end of command processing. If you omit
this option, your site default is assumed.

• TSODSN{('data-set-name')|(data-set-name)|('pds-name(member)')|(pds-name(member))}
Commands:
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– LIBADD
– LIBEXP
– LIBGET
For LIBADD and LIBEXP, identifies the data set used to update the master file. Use this option if Librarian cannot
determine the data set name from the module-name option and other specified or defaulted information.

NOTE
With LIBXP, this option is ignored if you specify NOTSO.

For LIBGET, specifies the name of the data set where the retrieved module is copied. You must identify the data set
with the TSODSN option only if the LIBGET command cannot determine the data set name from the module name
option and other supplied or default information.
Do not use this option if you specified the pds-name(member) option.
You can enter the data set or PDS name with or without single quotes. If you omit the quotes, LIBGET prefixes the
name with your user-prefix. You must specify all other qualifiers whether you enter the name with or without your user
prefix.

• TSOSIZE(nnnnnn)
Commands:
– LIBADD
– LIBEXP
– LIBSAVE
If you specified CHKINC and the LIBAUDIT facility is not active, Librarian must allocate a temporary data set to hold
the records of your module while restoring included modules back to their original -INC statements. If the allocated
data set is not large enough to hold the module, LIBADD, LIBEXP, or LIBSAVE fails with a B37-04 abend.
If such an abend occurs, reenter the command with TSOSIZE and the size (in number of records) of the data set or
member.

NOTE
TSOSIZE is ignored if you specify either NOTSO or NOCHKINC. Command: LIBGET

You can use TSOSIZE if needed to specify the size, in number of records, of a new sequential data set that the
LIBGET command is to allocate to hold a retrieved module. The size must be the sum of the records currently in the
module plus all records included as a result of expanded -INC statements.
If the default size is too small to hold the original module and all included records, LIBGET fails with a D37 or B37
abend.
If such an abend occurs, delete the data set and reenter the LIBGET command, specifying the estimated number of
records in the data set with the TSOSIZE option.

NOTE
You cannot use TSOSIZE to specify the size of an existing data set. You cannot use TSOSIZE when copying
a module into a member of a partitioned data set.

• type
Commands:
– LIBADD
– LIBEXP
– LIBGET
Identifies the contents of the module. If you are allowing LIBADD or LIBEXP to construct the name of the data set to
add or use to update the module, the specified type entry becomes the descriptive-qualifier of the constructed name. If
you omit this option, the site default (usually COBOL) is assumed.

NOTE
During Librarian installation, types are set as part of per site customization. You can use the LIBCTL
command to list the valid types allowed.

The valid entries for this option are:
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– ASM
– BASIC
– CLIST
– CNTL
– COBOL
– DATA
– FORT
– FORTGI
– FORTH
– GIS
– GOFORT
– PL1
– PLIF
– RPG
– TEXT
– VSBASIC
Your site can change or add more at installation time.
The type also determines the format of any Librarian-generated comment statements that can be inserted into the
module. The specified type is converted into a language code stored with the module (through a -LANG statement)
unless the LANG option is specified or the module already has a -LANG parameter associated with it. If you specify the
LANG option with a language code, that language code is stored with the module.
In building a data set name, Librarian determines the module data type and thus the descriptive-qualifier from:
– The type specified on the LIBEXP command statement
– The current language code stored with the module (unless the contents are meaningless to Librarian)
– The site default (usually COBOL)

• [VAR|NOVAR]
Command: LIBGET
Invokes the Source-Load Audit Trail facility for the current execution if you also specified the READONLY option.
Without the READONLY option, VAR is ignored. Entering NOVAR suppresses the processing of the facility for the
current execution.

• VERS( mmdd[hhmm] )
Commands:
– LIBEXP
– LIBGET
– LIBSAVE
With LIBGET, terminates processing of a module if the specified date (in mmdd format) or date and time (in hhmm
format) do not match that of the most recently applied update. Processing proceeds normally if the specified date or
date and time matches that of the latest update.

LIB/TSO Messages
The LIB/TSO system messages, both prompting and diagnostic, are self-explanatory. You can display the second and
third message levels, designated by plus signs (+), by entering question marks (?) at the terminal.

The TSO HELP command provides online information about the function and syntax of all the commands. To request
help, simply enter the HELP command followed by the command name or alias. For example, the following command
displays a description of the function and use of the LIBADD command:

HELP LIBADD
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LIB/TSO Generated Data Sets for Messages and Listings
The following table lists the various permanent files that you can use during LIB/TSO processing, depending upon the
command options specified and the system defaults in effect.

File Name Function
user-prefix.$$$$$$LA.LIST
user-prefix.$$$$$$LS.LIST
user-prefix.$$$$$$LX.LIST

Holds the module listing if the LIST option is invoked for
commands LIBADD, LIBSAVE, or LIBEXP.

user-prefix.$$$$$$LA.MSGS
user-prefix.$$$$$$LS.MSGS
user-prefix.$$$$$$LD.MSGS
user-prefix.$$$$$$LI.MSGS
user-prefix.$$$$$$LX.MSGS

Holds the Librarian Update Report for commands LIBADD,
LIBSAVE, LIBDLM, LIBINDEX, and LIBEXP, if you select the
PERMMSG option. user-prefix.

$$$$$$LI.INDEX Holds the index produced through the LIBINDEX command if you
specify the LONG option.

LIBAUDIT Processing and LIB/TSO
The Librarian Auditing facility (LIBAUDIT) provides the following benefits:

• For archived modules, LIBAUDIT conserves master file space by retaining only the changed records of an updated
module in the module instead of generating a complete copy of the module as a separate level.

• For non-archived modules, LIBAUDIT marks the changed records generated during an update with date stamps. Thus,
updates can be identified through the date stamps.

• For LIB/TSO, LIBAUDIT notes the changes that were applied through a LIBGET/LIBSAVE sequence or the LIBEXP
command. It then issues the appropriate Librarian control statements (-INS, -DEL, and -REP) to update the changed
records only.

You can suppress LIB/TSO LIBAUDIT processing for individual command executions by specifying the NOAUDIT operand
on the LIBSAVE or LIBEXP commands. NOAUDIT causes LIB/TSO to issue a -REP ALL,NOAUDIT control statement.

• The advantages of LIBAUDIT can be lost through careless handling of sequence numbers. If you change the location
of your sequence numbers, LIBAUDIT views the records as updated, even if no other changes are made. This problem
can be especially acute if editing COBOL data sets. Take great care to ensure that sequence numbers remain in the
same location when modules are retrieved from or returned to the master file. In addition, avoid using ISPF AUTONUM
if LIBAUDIT is in effect.

• Without LIBAUDIT, Librarian generates an entire copy of the module for every archiving level and Librarian does not
date stamp the changed records of non-archived modules.
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File Access Interface Routines
This section contains the information required to create and maintain programs that use the File Access Interface
Routines to access information stored on Librarian master files. The programmer using this document should be
thoroughly familiar with Librarian, especially those aspects described in Batch Commands and the Systems Services
sections for the appropriate operating system.

  

Documentation Changes

The following documentation updates have been in the second edition of this documentation:

• Execution Requirements for Using FAIR  -- Removed references to obsolete FAIRCDDN and FAIRTDDN parameters.
• FAIROPN Result Area (OPENRES) -- Changed variable name OPENMCMD to OPENMCD.
• FAIRLOC Calling Parameters (FAIRLPL) -- Changed variable name FAIRLOP to FAIRLOPS.
• FAIRMOD Result Area (MODRES) -- Changed variable name MODACWSDX to MODACSDX and changed variable

name MODMRECS to MODHRECS.
• FAIRREC Result Area RECRES) -- Added a note that RECINC# is RECINCLV in copybook FAIRCBL; changed

variable RECSEQLX to RECSEQ1X; added a note that RECINV# is RECINVNO in copybook FAIRCBL; corrected the
length for RECSEQ#; and added a note that the RECSEQ# field name is RECSEQNO in the FAIRCBL member.

File Access Interface Routines

The File Access Interface Routines (FAIR) enable read-only access to a Librarian master file from any user-program
written in COBOL, PL/1, FORTRAN, or Assembler. To protect the integrity of the master file, FAIR has no provisions for
modifying the master file. You must make any modifications to the master file through the Librarian batch program or an
online interface.

FAIR Routines and Their Logical Functions

The following list shows the FAIR routines and their logical functions.

•  FAIROPN
Opens a Librarian master file.

•  FAIRLOC
Provides general information about a Librarian module being processed.

•  FAIRMOD
Positions to the first record of a Librarian module and provides detailed information about it.

•  FAIRREC
Retrieves history and data records from a module

•  FAIRERR
Required when an access control facility is protecting the master file. For more information, see the Security
Administration section.

•  FAIRSEC
Required when an access control facility is protecting the master file. For more information, see the Security
Administration section. 

•  FAIRNTE
Saves information representing the current module's processing status and record location and returns the address of
the saved information to the caller.

•  FAIRPNT
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Restores FAIR's position to resume record retrieval at a location previously noted through FAIRNTE.
•  FAIRCLS

Closes a Librarian master file previously opened by FAIROPN and releases all storage the other FAIR routines
dynamically acquired.

Using the Routines
This section includes procedures for installing and calling the File Access Interface Routines (FAIR). Descriptions are also
available for general linkage conventions, execution requirements, and programming specifications. You can also define
the location of the FAIR result area.

Installing the FAIR Routines in a z/OS and OS/390 Environment
The following are automatically placed into the Librarian target libraries as a result of installing the base function of
Librarian:

• FAIR load modules into CAI.CAILIB.
• Assembler macro (FAIRDS) into CAI.CAIMAC
• COBOL copybook (FAIRCBL) into CAI.CAISRC
• PL/1 external text (FAIRPLI) into CAI.CAISRC

See the Getting Started section for additional information on Librarian z/OS and OS/390 installation.

The Librarian z/OS and OS/390 installation produces these load modules:

• FAIROPN
• FAIRLOC
• FAIRMOD
• FAIRREC
• FAIRERR
• FAIRSEC
• FAIRNTE
• FAIRPNT
• FAIRCLS

Examples: Assemble and Link a User Program

• This sample JCL shows how to assemble and link edit your user program to FAIR in z/OS and OS/390 environment.
//ASM      JOB   70000,CA.SOL,CLASS=X

//         EXEC  ASMFCL,MAC1='CAI.CAIMAC'

//ASM.SYSIN DD   DSN=libr.master(mod),SUBSYS=LAM

//LKED.SYSLMOD DD DSN=user.loadlib(progname),DISP=SHR

//LKED.SYSLIB DD DSN=CAI.CAILIB,DISP=SHR

If LIB/AM is not installed, you must execute an <LIBR> pre-step (that is, before assembly). See the

 following JCL.

//ASM    JOB 70000,CA.NORMAN,CLASS=X

//STEP1  EXEC PGM=AFOLIBR,PARM='NRJS,NJTA'

//SYSIN  DD *

-SEL progname,EXEC

//OSJOB    DD DSN=&TEMP,DISP=(,PASS),UNIT=SYSDA,

//         SPACE=(CYL,(1,1),RLSE),

//         DCB=(LRECL=8_,1 BLKSIZE=616_,DSORG=PS,RE FM=FB)

//MASTER   DD DSN=libr.master,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A
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//STEP2  EXEC ASMFCL,MAC1='CAI.CAIMAC'

//ASM.SYSIN DD DSN=&&TEMP,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//LKED.SYSLMOD DD DSN=user.loadlib(progname),DISP=SHR

//LKED.SYSLIB DD DSN=CAI.CAILIB,DISP=SHR

WARNING
Regardless of the link-edit method you choose, do not override or delete FAIROPN from storage during program
execution. It contains all the I/O routines used throughout FAIR processing. This also applies to FAIRNTE,
FAIRPNT, and FAIRMOD if the -INC are being expanded.

• This sample JCL shows how to link a user program to FAIR using COBOL with LIB/AM.
//COB         JOB 70000,CA.SOL,CLASS=X

//            EXEC COBUCL,SYSLMOD='user.loadlib',1 MEMBER=progname

//COB.LIBIN   DD DSN=libr.master(pgm),SUBSYS=LAM

//COB.SYSLIB  DD

//            DD DSN=CAI.CAILIB,DISP=SHR

//LKED.SYSLIB DD

//            DD DSN=user.loadlib,DISP=SHR

• This sample JCL shows how to link a user program to FAIR using COBOL without LIB/AM. If LIB/AM is not installed,
you must execute a Librarian pre-step (that is, before assembly).
//COB         JOB 70000,CA.NORMAN,CLASS=X

//STEP1       EXEC PGM=AFOLIBR,PARM='NRJS,NJTA'

//SYSIN       DD *

-SEL PGM,EXEC

//OSJOB       DD DSN=&TEMP,DISP=(,PASS),UNIT=SYSDA,

//            SPACE=(CYL,(1,1),RLSE),

//            DCB=(LRECL=8_,1 BLKSIZE=616_,DSORG=PS,RECFM=FB)

//MASTER      DD DSN=libr.master,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT    DD SYSOUT=A

//STEP2       EXEC COBUCL,SYSLMOD='user.loadlib',1 MEMBER=progname

//COB.LIBIN   DD DSN=&&TEMP,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//COB.SYSLIB.SYSLMOD DD

//            DD DSN=CAI.CAILIB,DISP=SHR

//LKED.SYSLIB DD

//            DD DSN=user.loadlib,DISP=SHR

Calling the FAIR Routines
The FAIR routines are normally executed through a CALL statement in the user program. Although FAIR is written in
Assembler language, the routines can be called from a COBOL, PL/1, FORTRAN, or Assembler program. They are
subject to the restrictions of the calling program.

The format for Assembler, COBOL, FORTRAN, and PL/1 CALL statements is detailed in the following sections.

Assembler Format

The format for Assembler is as follows:

CALL routine,(parm1<,parm2<,parm3 ...>>)<,VL>

For Assembler users:
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• Specify the VL operand for z/OS only.
• If you use the CALL macro, you must specify the VL operand. If you generate your own parameter list, be certain to set

the high-order bit of the final parameter to 1. Failure to do so causes unpredictable results.
• All parameters are positional. Therefore, if you omit a parameter, you must place a 0 in the corresponding position in

the parameter list. You can omit the 0 if no additional parameters follow.

COBOL Format

The format for COBOL is as follows:

CALL 'routine' USING parm1 <parm2 <parm3...>>

FORTRAN Format

The format for FORTRAN is as follows:

CALL routine (parm1<,parm2<,parm3...>>)

For FORTRAN users the routine names are shorter to call to five-characters to accommodate a length restriction:

• FAIROPN becomes FAIRO
• FAIRLOC becomes FAIRL
• FAIRMOD becomes FAIRM
• FAIRREC becomes FAIRR
• FAIRERR becomes FAIRE
• FAIRSEC becomes FAIRS
• FAIRNTE becomes FAIRN
• FAIRPNT becomes FAIRP
• FAIRCLS becomes FAIRC

In higher-level language programs, parameters are positional and, therefore, you can omit them from the right only.

PL/1 Format

The format for PL/1 is as follows:

CALL routine (parm1<,parm2<,parm3...>>);

General Linkage Conventions
Each FAIR routine is called using standard linkage conventions. On entry to each routine, the registers must be set up as
shown in the following list:

• 1 -- Address of a fullword-aligned parameter list.
• 13 -- Address of an 18-fullword save area.
• 14 -- Address of the instruction where the routine returns control.
• 15 -- Address of the entry point of the FAIR routine being called.

• FAIWKAR
The first parameter in the parameter list is the address of a 20-byte work area reserved for FAIR use. This parameter
is required for all modules except FAIRPNT. It must be aligned on a fullword boundary. FAIRPNT recreates the
appropriate 20-byte area from information saved by FAIRNTE.
Each FAIR routine validates the parameters the caller passes and tests the integrity of the FAIR work area before it
performs any other processing.

• Result area address parameter
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The caller can pass data describing a routine's outcome to FAIR during a call on each routine. This is done with a
parameter that contains the address of the result area storing this data.
If the caller omits this parameter for any routine except FAIRCLS, the routine tries to allocate a doubleword-aligned
result area. If it is successful, the routine passes the address of the result area to the caller in Register 1. If the caller
omits this parameter for FAIRCLS, the result area is not allocated.

• Successful process completion
The result area for each routine begins with a one-character flag indicating whether processing completed
successfully.
If the routine does not complete processing successfully, all other fields in the result area contain binary zeros.
If the value of this indicator flag is 0, the routine completed its processing successfully.

If FAIR has to allocate the result area, then, on return from FAIR, Register 15 must be tested for 0. If Register 15 is not
zero, the result area does not exist and therefore cannot be tested. (Test Register 15 first to determine whether it is
necessary to test the result area.)

See the list in the “Programming Specifications for FAIROPN” section and relevant lists for other reasons that determine
Register 15 to contain a non-zero.

NOTE
The possible return codes for Register 15 are documented at the beginning of the programming specifications
section for each of the routines.

• 0 and 2 through 14 -- Values restored to what they were on entry to the routine.
• 1 -- The value restored to what it was on entry to the routine or the address of a result area. FAIR Return Code.

Execution Requirements for Using FAIR
When ddnames/filenames are used executing FAIR, these names have the same format as those used for a normal
execution of Librarian. Specify DISP=SHR to permit concurrent executions with Librarian and with other user programs
calling FAIR. If you want to process more than one master file in a single execution, you must provide unique file
definitions for each master file.

Example 1

//OSEXEC  JOB 70000,JONES,CLASS=X,

//     TIME=(,15)

//FAIRSTEP  EXEC PGM=userprog               A

//MASTER    DD DSN=libr.fairmast,DISP=SHR   B

//SYSIN     DD *

      Input data to user program, if any

//

Note the following:

• A -- The value of userprog is the name of the user program that is calling the FAIR routines.
• B -- This DD statement defines a BDAM Librarian master file. Modify the statement to identify the site's master file.

Example 2

// JOB DOSEXEC

// ASSGN SYS004,CAI002,1,0,8052,SHR               }

// DLBL MASTER,'user librarian master',99/365,DA  } A

// EXTENT SYS004,CAI002,1,0,8052,192              }

// EXEC fairprog,SIZE=AUTO                          B

Input data to user program, if any

/*

/&
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Note the following:

• A -- These job control statements define a BDAM Librarian master file. Modify these statements to correctly identify the
site's master file.

• B -- The value of fairprog is the name of the user program that is calling the FAIR routines.

The following sample JCL shows how to execute a FAIR program that accesses a VSAM master file.

// JOBCARD

// DLBL MASTER,'ca.libr.master',,1 VSAM,CAT=UCAT72

// ASSGN SYS004,DISK,VOL=SYSWK2,SHR

// EXEC FAIRPROG

/*

Programming Specifications
Chapters 3 through 7 give the programming specifications for coding the parameter list and information about the result
area for each FAIR routine.

The hex offset, a description, and a name are provided for each field in the parameter list and the result area table. The
field names used are those provided by the file descriptions supplied with the FAIR routines (FAIRDS, FAIRCBL, and
FAIRPLI).

If the Librarian module being processed is a standard module (that is, not archived), FAIR treats each parameter
accordingly.

Unless indicated otherwise, all numeric fields in any FAIR result area are right-justified and padded with leading zeros.
Any storage that FAIR routines are required to allocate are not released until FAIRCLS is called for that master file. All
alphabetic fields are left-justified and padded with trailing blanks.

Defining the Location of the Result Area
This section defines the location of the result area for Assembler Users, COBOL Users, and PL/1 Users.

For Assembler Users

The FAIRDS macro lets you define the location of the various FAIR result areas. The result area can either be located in
the calling program or generated as a DSECT. The format is:

FAIRDS [DSECT ={YES} ] [,RTN={0  } ]

       [       {NO } ] [     {L  } ]

                       [     {M  } ]

                       [     {R  } ]

                       [     {E  } ]

                       [     {S  } ]

                       [     {N  } ]

                       [     {P  } ]

                       [     {C  } ]

                       [     {ALL} ]

• DSECT={YES|NO}
Indicates the type of area definition. YES (Default) indicates that macro expansion is generated as a DSECT. NO
indicates that macro expansion is generated as inline code.

• RTN={O|L|M|R|E|S|N|P|C|ALL}
Indicates which FAIR result areas to generate. If you specify more than one result area, you must enclose the values in
parentheses and separate them by commas. The values are as follows:
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– O
FAIROPN result area

– L
FAIRLOC result area

– M
FAIRMOD result area

– R
FAIRREC result area

– E
FAIRERR result area

– S
FAIRSEC result area

– N
FAIRNTE result area

– P
FAIRPNT result area

– C
FAIRCLS result area

– ALL
(Default) All of the above result areas

The following table shows sample FAIRDS macro specifications:

Specification Result
FAIRDS FAIROPN, FAIRREC, and FAIRCLS result areas as DSECTs
DSECT=YES,RTN=(O,R,C) FAIROPN result area as DSECT
FAIRDS RTN=O
FAIRDS DSECT=NO All result areas generated inline
FAIRDS
DSECT=NO,RTN=(O,L,M)

FAIROPN, FAIRLOC, and FAIRMOD result areas generated inline

Sample Assembler language programs that call FAIR are distributed on the user routines file on the Librarian installation
tape. These programs (SAMPLE 1 and SAMPLE 2) illustrate the use of the FAIRDS macro in a calling program and the
use of the result area field names listed in this guide.

For COBOL Users

The FAIRCBL copybook lets you define the location of the FAIR result areas and the areas the parameter lists point to.
You can include FAIRCBL by specifying the following:

COPY FAIRCBL

For PL/1 Users

The FAIRPLI external text lets you define the location of the FAIR result areas and the areas the parameter lists point to.
You can include FAIRPLI by specifying the following:

COPY FAIRPLI
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Programming Specifications for FAIROPN
The FAIROPN routine opens a Librarian master file and allocates a buffer area.

The call on FAIROPN must precede the calls on the other FAIR routines. Do not call FAIROPN against the same master
file again without issuing an intervening call on FAIRCLS.

The following list shows the possible return codes in Register 15 for FAIROPN processing. The parameter list the caller
passes to this routine can be one to nine fullwords long and must be aligned on a fullword boundary.

• 0
Normal completion. The FAIROPN result area contains additional valid data or another meaningful return code.

• 4
Insufficient storage available.

• 8
Invalid parameter list or incompatibility between FAIR modules.

• 12
FAIROPN could not be loaded.

NOTE
When you specify a result area, Register 1 points to the parameter list on return from the call. If you do not
specify the result area, Register 1 points to the created area, except with FAIRCLS. For FAIRCLS explanation,
see the section entitled "FAIRCLS Result Area (CLOSERES)."

WARNING
Do not override or delete FAIROPN from storage during program execution. It contains all the I/O routines used
throughout FAIR processing.

FAIROPN Calling Parameters (FAIROPL)
The following table describes the FAIROPN calling parameters.

HEX Contents Description
00 A(FAIRWKAR) (Required) Address of a 20-byte work area

where FAIROPN places the address of the
FAIR work area. You must use the same
area as the first parameter of each call to
the other FAIR routines.
This area must be aligned on a fullword
boundary.
The calling program must not modify this
parameter or the work area it addresses
until FAIRCLS closes the master file.

04 A(OPENRES) Address of a 120-byte result area for
FAIROPN.
If FAIROPN itself allocates the area, that
area is available until FAIRCLS is called.

08 A(FAIROMCD) Address of a 4-byte field set to blanks.
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0C A(FAIROOPS) Address of 20 EBCDIC bytes that select
processing options. They are: FAIROOP1,
FAIROOP3, FAIROOP5-20.
FAIROOP1 = Kind of device that FAIROPN
uses. Possible values:
= C'0' FAIROPN tries to open a disk master
file if an appropriately named ddname or
filename is present.
= C'1' FAIROPN tries to open a disk master.
= C'2' FAIROPN tries to open only a disk
master file.
FAIROOP2= 1 byte reserved.
FAIROOP3 = Indication of how FAIR is
to interpret operating system dependent
module control information for the entire
master file.
= C'0' FAIRMOD determines whether z/
OS and OS/390 or VSE/ESA added each
module and presents the appropriate
module control information.
= C'1' FAIRMOD interprets the module
control information as if z/OS and OS/390
added each module.
= C'2' FAIRMOD interprets the module
control information as if VSE/ESA added
each module.
FAIROOP4 = One byte reserved.
FAIROOP5 through FAIROOP20 = 16 bytes
reserved. They must be set to C'0'.

10 A(FAIRDDDN) For z/OS and OS/390: Address of an 8-
byte field containing the ddname for a disk
master file that FAIROPN is to process.
z/OS and OS/390 default ddname:
MASTER
For VSE/ESA: Address of a 10-byte field
containing the numeric portion of the
programmer logical unit number and
the filename for a disk master file that
FAIROPN is to process.
VSE/ESA default value: 004MASTER
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1C A(FAIRBA1) Address of an area that FAIR routines can
use for buffering. This storage area must
be fullword-aligned by the caller. The first
number equal to the total size (in bytes) of
the area, not to exceed 65536.
Note: If the caller supplies this parameter,
FAIROPN can allocate one buffer out of the
area. It allocates the buffer if the size of the
area and the block size of the master file to
process require it.
The caller must not modify that portion
of the storage area that FAIR uses
for buffering until FAIRCLS closes the
master file. The contents of the area are
unpredictable when the master file is
closed.
FAIROPN allocates any necessary buffers
that the caller does not supply.

20 A(FAIRBA2) Address of a storage area that FAIR
routines can use for buffering. This field has
the same characteristics as A(FAIRBA1).
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FAIROPN Result Area (OPENRES)
The following table describes the format of the data placed in the FAIROPN result area.

HEX Contents WR Description
00 OPENRET One byte indicating how

FAIROPN processing ended.
The possible values are:
= C'0' FAIROPN opened the
master file successfully.
= C'1' FAIROPN found that the
master file was invalid or the
user is not authorized.
= C'2' FAIROPN could not
open the master file because a
required ddname or filename is
missing.
= C'8' FAIROPN found that at
least one parameter passed to it
is invalid.
= C'9' FAIROPN aborted
processing since there was no
storage space.
Note: If FAIROPN indicates an
error, call FAIRCLS to release
the result area and work area.
If Register 15 indicates a return
code other than 0, do not call
FAIRCLS.
If the digit is C'1' or C'2',
the caller can obtain more
information about the error
by inspecting the digit at
OEPNREA.
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01 OPENREA One byte indicating the reason
for any failure of FAIROPN
processing. The caller uses
this digit only if the digit at
OPENRET is C'1' or C'2'. If it is
not, then FAIR sets this field to
C'0'.
If the value of OPENRET is
C'1', the possible values for
OPENREA are:
= C'1' FAIROPN tried to open a
disk master file, but the master
file format was invalid.
= C'5' FAIROPN tried to open
a disk master file, but the user
was not authorized.
= C'6' FAIROPN tried to open
a disk master file, but the
security system is down and no
members can be accessed.
If the value of OPENRET is
C'2', the possible values for
OPENREA are:
= C'1' FAIROPN opened only a
disk master file and did not find
a valid ddname or filename.
= C'5' FAIROPN opened a disk
master file, but the file was
not defined by a ddname or a
filename.
= C'7' FAIROPN opened a disk
master file, but did not find the
ddname or the filename for the
files.

02 OPENTYPE One byte indicating the kind
of master file that FAIROPN
opened. The possible values
are:
= C'0' FAIROPN opened a
BDAM disk master file.
= C'1' FAIROPN opened a
VSAM disk master file. (For
VSE/ESA only)
=C'2' FAIROPN opened a Wide
Record (PDS) master file.

03 OPENARC One byte indicating whether
archiving is supported on the
master file. The possible values
are:
= C'0' Archiving is supported.
= C'1' Archiving is not
supported.
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04 OPENPASS One byte indicating whether
Librarian can bypass password
processing for the master file.
The possible values are:
= C'0' Password processing can
be bypassed.
= C'1' Password processing
cannot be bypassed.

05 OPENSEQ One byte indicating whether
Librarian can perform implicit
updating by sequence number
through SEQUPD for this
master file. Possible values are:
= C'0' Such updating is
permitted.
= C'1' Such updating is not
permitted.

06 OPENGPO One byte indicating whether
you can invoke the Group
Processing Option (GPO) for the
master file. The possible values
are:
= C'0' GPO is permitted.
= C'1' GPO is not permitted.

07 OPENRECS One byte indicating whether
wide records are supported.
Possible value is = C'1' Wide
records are supported.

08 OPENCOMX One byte indicating the data
compression level initialized for
this master file. Possible values
are:
= C'0' No compression.
= C'1' Partial compression.
= C'2' Full compression.

09 OPENVAR One byte indicating the default
value for the Source-Load Audit
Trail facility chosen for the
master file at initialization time.
Possible values of OPENVAR:
= C'0' NOVAR is the default
value for your master file.
= C'1' VAR is the default value
for your master file.

0A OPENSEQ2 * One byte indicating sequence
field length.

0B OPENRSV6 Two bytes reserved
0D OPENSEC One byte reserved.
0E OPENMCD One byte reserved.
0F OPENAARC * One byte indicating autoarc is

supported. Possible values are:
= C'0' No autoarc.
= C'1' Autoarc is on.
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10 OPENDTFM * One byte indicating date format.
Possible values are:
= C'0' Short date format.
= C'1' Long date format.

11 OPENLEVS Three-byte maximum number
of archive levels that can be
stored on the master file for any
module. If Librarian does not
support archiving on the master
file, this field contains a value of
C'001'.

14 OPENB1US Four-byte binary field containing
the number of bytes used for
buffering in the storage area
FAIRBA1 addressed. Any
storage used was allocated from
the left-most end of the area
and is a multiple of four bytes
in length. If no such area was
made available or if the area
made available was not used,
this field contains zeros.

18 OPENB1LT Four-byte binary field containing
the number of bytes not used
for buffering in the storage
area addressed by FAIRBA1.
Any storage not used is at the
rightmost end of the original
area and is available for caller
use. If no such area was made
available, this field contains
zeros. If an area made available
was not used, the value is equal
to the total size of the area.

1C OPENSEQ3 * Sequence start number.
20 OPENSEQ4 * Sequence increment number.
24 OPENIEX Eight bytes for the name of the

input exit routine.
2C OPENOEX Eight bytes containing the name

of the output exit routine.
34 OPENDSN 44 bytes for the name of an

opened disk master file.
60 OPENVERS Ten-byte field containing the

date and time of creation of the
used master file. This EBCDIC
field is in the form of spaces for
a disk master file.

6A OPENSEQ1 * Four bytes indicating sequence
start column.

6E OPENVOL Six-byte volume serial number
(in EBCDIC) of the first or only
volume of the master file.
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74 OPENILVL * Four bytes indicating the
number of supported ARC
levels.

FAIROPN Examples
The following sample call statements request FAIROPN to open the master file where the ddname or file name in the
FAIRDDDN field points:

CALL FAIROPN,(FAIRWKAR,OPENRES,FAIROMCD,FAIROOPS,FAIRDDDN)<,VL>

CALL 'FAIROPN' USING FAIRWKAR OPENRES FAIROMCD FAIROOPS FAIRDDN.

CALL FAIRO (FAIRWKAR,OPENRES,FAIROMCD,FAIROOPS,FAIRDDDN)

CALL FAIROPN (FAIRWKAR,OPENRES,FAIROMCD,FAIROOPS,FAIRDDDN);

The FAIROOPS field contains information describing how FAIR processes the request to open the master file. FAIROPN
fills in the OPENRES field with data indicating whether it opened the master file successfully and, if it did open the file
successfully, with data about the master file.

For Assembler Users

Specify the VL operand for z/OS only.

For FORTRAN Users

The routine name FAIROPN is shortened to five characters, FAIRO, to accommodate a length restriction.

FAIROPN Result Area Alphabetical Index

TAG HEX
OPENAARC 0F
OPENARC 03
OPENB1LT 18
OPENB1US 14
OPENCOMX 08
OPENDEX 2C
OPENDSN 34
OPENDTFM 06
OPENGPO 06
OPENIEX 24
OPENILVL 74
OPENLEVS 11
OPENMCD 0E
OPENPASS 04
OPENREA 01
OPENRET 00
OPENRSV1 07
OPENSEC 0D
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OPENSEQ 05
OPENSEQ1 6A
OPENSEQ2 0A
OPENSEQ3 20
OPENSEQ4 1C
OPENTYPE 02
OPENVAR 09
OPENVERS 60
OPENVOL 6E

Programming Specifications for FAIRLOC
The FAIRLOC routine provides general information about a LIBRARIAN module being processed. FAIRLOC can retrieve
only the current archiving level of the module.

FAIRLOC can be called any time between the calling of FAIROPN and FAIRCLS. A successful call on FAIRLOC can be
followed by a call on FAIRLOC, FAIRMOD, or FAIRCLS.

The following describes the return codes in Register 15 for FAIRLOC processing.

• 0
Normal completion. The FAIRLOC result area contains additional meaningful return code or valid data.

• 4
Insufficient storage available.

• 8
Incompatibility between FAIR modules.

• 12
Invalid parameter list.

The parameter list the caller passes to this routine must be three or four fullwords long and must be aligned on a fullword
boundary. The following section describes the parameter list and the items it addresses.

FAIRLOC Calling Parameters (FAIRLPL)

HEX Contents Description
00 A(FAIRWKAR) (Required) Address of a fullword containing

the address of the FAIR work area that
FAIROPN allocated.

04 A(LOCRES) Address of a 72-byte result area for
FAIRLOC. The area is available until either
FAIRLOC is called again or FAIRCLS is
called.

08 A(FAIRLMDN) (Required) Address of an eight-byte field
containing a character string (usually the
module name) used to determine which
module to process.
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0C A(FAIRLOPS) Address of a 20-byte option area. These
bytes are FAIRLOP1, FAIRLOP2, and
FAIRLOP3 - 20.
FAIRLOP1 = Specifies how to interpret
FAIRLMDN. Possible values:
= C'0'-FAIRLMDN points to the name of the
module to process.
= C'1'-FAIRLOC processes the module
following the one named in FAIRLMDN.
Note: All modules are stored in ascending
EBCDIC order on the master file.
FAIRLOP2 = Specifies whether to retrieve
only the name or all fields listed in the
FAIRLOC result area.
= C'0'-FAIRLOC processes as usual and
retrieves all fields in the result area.
= C'1'-Quick name retrieval is activated.
Note: For maximum efficiency when Option
2 is used for a listing of module names,
FAIRLOC must be called consecutively
for subsequent module names, with no
intervening calls to other FAIR routines.
FAIRLOP3 through FAIRLO20 = Reserved
for future use. Must be set to C'0'.

FAIRLOC Result Area (LOCRES)

HEX Contents WR Description
00 LOCRET One byte indicating how

FAIRLOC processing ended.
Possible values are:
= C'0'-The processing
completed without error.
= C'1'-The requested module
was not found.
= C'2'-The caller is not permitted
access to the requested module.
= C'6'-FAIRLOC encountered
an irrecoverable input error on a
disk master file.
= C'7'-FAIRLOC found a format
error in the data stored on the
disk master file.
= C'8'-At least one invalid
parameter was passed to
FAIRLOC.
= C'9'-FAIRLOC aborted for lack
of space.

01 LOCSTAT One byte reserved.
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02 LOCARC One byte indicating the
archiving status of the module.
Possible values are:
= C'0'-The module is not
archived.
= C'1'-The module is in
archived format but archiving is
suspended.
= C'2'-The module is archived
and archiving is active.

03 LOCUPD One byte indicating whether
the module was ever updated.
Possible values are:
= C'0'-The module was never
updated.
= C'1'-The module was updated
at least once.

04 LOCMSG Security message return code.
05 LOCRSV1 Seven bytes reserved.
0C LOCNAME Eight bytes for the name of the

module being processed.
14 LOCILEV * Four bytes indicating the

number or levels as binary
integer.

18 LOCPASS The four-byte current password
of the module being processed.

1C LOCRSV3 Two bytes reserved.
1E LOCVERSX * Two bytes indicating the first

two digits of the long date
(yyyymmdd) format.

20 LOCVERS Twelve-byte (EBCDIC) date and
time of one of the following:
yymmddhhmmss-Creation of the
most recent archive level of an
archived module.
yymmddhhmm00-The most
recent update of a non-archived
module that was updated at
least once.
yymmdd000000-The addition to
the master file of a non-archived
module that was never updated.

2C LOCRECL Four bytes indicating the
maximum record length as a
binary integer.

30 LOCLEVS Three-byte field containing
the number of archive levels
available for retrieval of the
module. If the module is not
archived, this EBCDIC field
contains spaces.
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33 LOCARCA Five-byte field containing the
absolute archiving level number
of the oldest level available for
retrieval of the module. If the
module is not archived, this field
contains spaces.

38 LOCDARC Twelve-byte field containing
data and time (in form
yymmddhhmmss) of the
module's oldest archive level
available for retrieval. If module
is not archived, this field
contains spaces.

44 LOCDARCX * Two bytes indicating the first
two digits of the long date
(yyyymmdd) format.

46 LOCRSV5 Two bytes reserved.

FAIRLOC Examples
The following sample CALL statements request that the FAIRLOC routine locate on the master file the module named in
the FAIRLMDN field. The FAIRLOP field indicates how FAIRLOC processes the request for locating a module.

CALL FAIRLOC,(FAIRWKAR,LOCRES,FAIRLMDN,FAIRLOP)<,VL>

CALL 'FAIRLOC' USING FAIRWKAR LOCRES FAIRLMDN FAIRLOP.

CALL FAIRL (FAIRWKAR,LOCRES,FAIRLMDN,FAIRLOP)

CALL FAIRLOC (FAIRWKAR,LOCRES,FAIRLMDN,FAIRLOP);

For Assembler Users

Specify the VL operand for z/OS only.

For FORTRAN Users

The routine name FAIRLOC is shortened to five characters, FAIRL, to accommodate length restrictions.

FAIRLOC Calling Parameter Alphabetical Index

Contents HEX
A(FAIRLMDN) 08
A(FAIRLOP) 0C
A(FAIRWKAR) 00
A(LOCRES) 04

FAIRLOC Result Area Alphabetical Index

Contents HEX
LOCARC 02
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LOCARCA 33
LOCDARC 38
LOCDARCX 44
LOCILEV 14
LOCLEVS 30
LOCNAME 0C
LOCPASS 18
LOCRECL 2C
LOCRET 00
LOCRSV1 04
LOCRSV3 1C
LOCRSV5 46
LOCSTAT 01
LOCVERS 20
LOCVERSX 1E

Programming Specifications for FAIRMOD
The FAIRMOD routine provides detailed information about an All Fusion Librarian module and sets up the FAIR work area
so that FAIRREC can sequentially retrieve the module's records.

The following conditions must be met:

• You must call FAIRMOD if you also want to call FAIRREC.
• If the module is in archived format, most of the information that FAIRMOD returns specifically describes the caller's

chosen archive level of the module.
• FAIRMOD can be called any time between the calling of FAIROPN and FAIRCLS.
• A successful call on FAIRMOD can be followed by a call on FAIRLOC, FAIRMOD, FAIRREC, FAIRNTE, or FAIRCLS.

WARNING
Do not override or delete FAIRMOD from storage during program execution if -INCs are being expanded.

The following shows possible return codes in Register 15 for FAIRMOD processing.

• 0
Normal Completion. The FAIRMOD result area contains additional meaningful return code or valid data.

• 4
Insufficient storage available.

• 8
Incompatibility between FAIR modules.

• 12
Invalid parameter list.

The parameter list the caller passes to this routine can be three to six fullwords long and must be aligned on a fullword
boundary. The following section describes the parameter list and the items it addresses.
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FAIRMOD Calling Parameters

Calling Parameters

HEX Contents Description
00 A(FAIRWKAR) (Required) Address of a fullword containing

the address of the FAIR work area that
FAIROPN allocated.

04 A(MODRES) Address of an 800-byte result area for
FAIRMOD.
The area is available until either FAIRMOD
is called again, or FAIRLOC or FAIRCLS is
called.

08 A(FAIRMMDN) (Required) Address of an 8-byte field
containing a character string (usually the
module name) that determines which
module is processed.

0C A(FAIRMOPS) Address of 20 bytes that select processing
options.
These bytes are: FAIRMOP1, FAIRMOP2,
FAIRMOP3, FAIRMOP4, FAIRMOP5,
FAIRMOP6, FAIRMOP7, FAIRMOP8, and
FAIRMOP9 - FAIRMO20.

FAIRMOP1 = The way FAIRMOD
processes the field FAIRMMDN addressed.
The possible values are:
= C'0'-FAIRMOD uses the FAIRMMDN
module name.
= C'1'-FAIRMOD processes the module that
follows the one named in FAIRMMDN.
Note: Modules are stored in ascending
EBCDIC order on the LIBRARIAN master
file.

FAIRMOP2 = The way FAIRMOD interprets
operating system dependent module
control information for the module.
Note: The default is the value of
FAIROOP3.
= C'0'-FAIRMOD tries to determine whether
z/OS and OS/390 or VSE/ESA added the
module and presents the module control
information accordingly.
= C'1'-FAIRMOD interprets the module
control information as if the module was
added through z/OS and OS/390.
= C'2'-FAIRMOD interprets the module
control information as if the module was
added through VSE/ESA.
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FAIRMOP3 = The way FAIRREC processes
the -INC statements and nested includes
in a module for a disk master file. Possible
values:
= C'0'-FAIRREC passes -INC statements
without expanding them.
= C'1'-FAIRREC passes the -INC
statements at all levels of nesting with the
data records they represent.
= C'2'-FAIRREC passes the -INC
statements it encounters along with the
data records they represent. But any
nested -INC statements, although they are
expanded, are not themselves passed.
The data they represent is passed, but the
nested -INC statements are passed only if
they are unexpandable.
=C'3'-FAIRREC expands the -INC
statements it encounters at all levels,
passing the data records of all -INC
statements at every level of nesting. But
FAIRREC does not pass any of the -INC
statements themselves unless they are
expandable.
FAIRMOP4 = How FAIRMOD processes
either a non-archived module or the most
recently created level of an archived
module and ignores FAIRMARL.
= C'0'-FAIRMOD processes either a non-
archived module or the most recently
created level of an archived module, and
ignores FAIRMARL.
= C'1'-FAIRMARL points to the field
containing 12 bytes specifying the date
and time in the form yymmddhhmmss
of the archive level. The caller can
substitute spaces for any number of trailing
digits. FAIRMOD gives omitted bytes the
maximum value consistent with the value of
the digits specified.
= C'2'-FAIRMARL points to the field
containing a 3-digit number of 000-255, the
difference between the highest absolute
level number of the module and the
absolute level number of the archive level
to retrieve. 000-999 for the wide record
master.
= C'3'-FAIRMARL points to the field
containing a 5-digit number, the absolute
archive level number of the level to retrieve.
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FAIRMOP5 = How FAIRMOD selects the
level of each archived module that a -
INC statement references for FAIRREC
processing. This digit has no effect if
FAIRMOD is processing non-archived
modules or if FAIRREC is suppressing
expansion of -INC statements. Possible
values are:
= C'0'-FAIRREC retrieves the most recently
created level.
= C'1'-FAIRREC retrieves the level
current at the date and time addressed by
FAIRMDAL. FAIRREC indicates an error if
FAIRMOD can find no level old enough to
satisfy this criterion.
= C'2'-FAIRMDAL points to the field
containing a 3-digit number in the range
000 - 255, defining the relative level of the
module to include. 000-999 for wide record
master.
= C'3'-FAIRMDAL points to the field
containing a 5-digit number in the range
00000 - 65535, which defines the absolute
module level to include.
FAIRMOP6 = How FAIRREC processes
records containing Source-Load Audit Trail
variables. The possible values are:
= C'0'-FAIRREC ignores the variables.
= C'1'-FAIRREC is called twice. In
FAIRREC's first return of the record, the
literal string represents each variable. In
the second return, FAIRREC substitutes the
appropriate value for each variable.
= C'2'-FAIRREC substitutes only an
appropriate value for each value.
FAIRMOP7 = Specifies whether Dynamic
Record Positioning (DRP) is available for
subsequent calls to FAIRREC. Since DRP
is mutually exclusive with the -INC option,
the value of FAIRMOP7 must be C'0' when
the value of FAIRMOP3 is not. Possible
values are:
= C'0'-DRP is not available.
= C'1'-DRP is available.
FAIRMOP8 = Specifies whether FAIRMOD
should allocate a new request to process
this module. (See Multiple Request Option.)
= C'0'-FAIRMOD should not allocate a new
request.
= C'1'-FAIRMOD should allocate a new
request to handle record.
FAIRMOP9 - FAIRMO20 = (Reserved) Must
be set to C'0'.
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10 A(FAIRMARL) Field address identifying the module's
archive level that FAIRREC retrieves. The
FAIRMOP4 parameter indicates the field's
format.
Note: The default is the most recently
created level.

14 A(FAIRMDAL) Address of a 12-byte field that specifies the
date and time in the form yymmddhhmmss
of the level of archived modules. These
levels are represented by -INC statements
that FAIRREC is to expand.
Note the following:
The caller can substitute spaces for any
number of trailing digits. FAIRMOD gives
such bytes the maximum value consistent
with that of the specified digits.
The field has no effect if FAIRMOD
is processing non-archived modules,
FAIRREC is suppressing the expansion of
-INC statements, or FAIRMOP5 is equal to
C'0'.
The default value is 991231235959, which
causes FAIRREC to retrieve the most
recently created level.

Multiple Request Option

FAIR can maintain two or more positions in a master file at the same time. This lets you retrieve records from two or more
modules concurrently without repeated FAIRNTE and FAIRPNT calls to reposition FAIR to the appropriate module.

To use the multiple request feature, it is necessary to maintain a separate 20-byte work area for each module where
records are retrieved from concurrently. You select MRO first, then call to FAIRMOD. FAIRMOD generates the work areas
to use when it is called with FAIRMOP = C'1'-and returned in the MODCWKAR field in the FAIRMOD result area. You can
copy this work area to another location for later use by your program.

Once you make one or more calls to FAIRMOD with MRO selected, you can call FAIRREC or FAIRNTE for any of those
modules by specifying the appropriate work area address as the first parameter of the FAIRREC or FAIRNTE parameter
list.

Once a request is allocated, it is used again if a subsequent FAIRMOD call is made to the same module. The address of
the appropriate work area is the first parameter of the FAIRMOD parameter list and FAIRMOP8 is C'0' so that a new work
area is not created. Create only one work area for each level of processing.

The first FAIRMOD call following FAIROPN need not specify FAIRMOP8 = C'1'. At that time, a request is automatically
allocated.

FAIRMOD Result Area (MODRES)
If FAIRMOD processes a non-current level of an archived module, the following fields in the FAIRMOD result area contain
information about the selected level. All other fields in the result area apply either to the current level or to all levels of a
module.

MODACCTF MODHPTYF MODPASS2
MODACCTV MODHPTYV MODPGMR
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MODCBCHK MODISYS MODPRTYF
MODCBEXP MODJNAME MODPRTYV
MODCBLEV MODJNFLG MODRECS
MODCBOPT MODJOB MODREGV
MODCLASF MODMSGF MODSEQ1
MODCLASV MODODDF MODSEQ2
MODCONT1 MODODDN MODSEQ3
MODCOPDF MODODSF MODSEQ4
MODCPDDF MODODSN MODTIME
MODCPDDN MODOMEMB MODTIMEF
MODDESC MODOMSGV MODLANG
MODEXEC1 MODOSTAT
MODEXEC2 MODPASS

In the following tables, these fields have an asterisk (*) marked in the description as a reminder.

The column labeled WR indicates if the field is provided only for wide record master files.

HEX Contents WR Description
00 MODRET One byte indicating how the

FAIRMOD processing ended.
The possible values are:
= C'0' - Processing completed
without error.
= C'1' - There are no modules
meeting the criteria FAIRMOP1
and FAIRMMDN specified.
= C'2' - The caller cannot
access the requested module.
= C'3' - FAIRMOP4 is equal to
C'1', C'2', or C'3', but the module
is not archived.
= C'4' - FAIRMOP4 is equal to
C'1', C'2', or C'3'. The module is
an archived module, but no level
in it is old enough to satisfy the
criterion FAIRMARL addressed.
= C'5' - FAIRMOP4 is equal to
C'3', but the value FAIRMARL
addressed exceeds the absolute
level number of the most
recently created archive level.
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= C'6' - FAIRMOD found an
irrecoverable input error on a
disk master file.
= C'7'- FAIRMOD found a format
error in data stored on the
master file.
= C'8' - At least one invalid
parameter is passed to
FAIRMOD.
= C'9' - FAIRMOD aborted
processing for lack of storage
space.

01 MODSTAT1 One byte reserved. Member
status:
= C'0' - TEST
= C'1' - PROD0
= C'2' - PROD1
= C'3' - PROD2

02 MODARC One byte indicating the
module's archiving status.
Possible values are:
= C'0' - The module is not
archived.
= C'1' - The module is in
archived format, but archiving is
suspended.
= C'2' - The module is in
archived format and archiving is
active.

03 MODUPD One byte indicating whether
the module was ever updated.
Possible values are:
= C'0' - The module was never
updated.
= C'1' - The module was
updated.

04 MODMSG Security message return code.
05 MODCOMX One byte indicating the amount

of data compression AllFusion
Librarian is producing for this
module. Possible values are:
= C'0' - No compression.
= C'1' - Partial compression.
= C'2' - Full compression.

06 MODRSV32 Six bytes reserved.
0C MODNAME Eight bytes for the module

name.
14 MODILVLS * Four-byte binary value indicating

the number of levels.
18 MODPASS (*) Four-byte password of the

module (EBCDIC).
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1C MODTYPE * One-byte indicating the type of
master file.
= C'2' - Wide record master file

1D MODRSV3 One byte reserved.
1E MODVERSX * The first two digits of the year

for the date in the next field.
20 MODVERS 12-byte EBCDIC date and time

of one of the following:
yymmddhhmmss - Creation of
the most recent archive level
of an archived member or any
member of a wide record master
file.
yymmddhhmm00 - The most
recent update of a non-archived
member of an AFO master file
that was updated at least once.
yymmdd000000 - Addition to
an AFO master file of a non-
archived member that was
never updated.

2C MODADDX * The first two digits of the year
for the date in the next field.

2E MODADD Six-byte creation date of
the module in EBCDIC form
yymmdd.

34 MODLOCID * Eight bytes containing the
member lock ID; blanks if the
member is not LOCKed.

3C MODSTAT2 One-byte indicating the status
of the member for the selected
archive level:
=C'0' - TEST
=C'1' - PROD0
=C'2' - PROD1
=C'3' - PROD2

3D MODPRTR (*) One byte indicating whether
the module is a printer module.
Possible values are:
= C'0' - Module is not a printer
module.
= C'1' - Module is a printer
module.

3E MODCOPY One byte indicating whether
the module was copied to the
master file through the Utility
-COPY statement. Possible
values are:
= C'0' - Module not copied
through -COPY.
= C'1' - Module copied through -
COPY.
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3F MODABSLV Five-byte field containing the
absolute archive level number of
the level being retrieved. If the
module is not archived, this field
contains spaces.

44 MODCOPYD Six-byte field containing the date
the module was copied to the
master file through the Utility
-COPY statement. The form
is yymmdd. If the module was
never copied through -COPY,
this field contains spaces.

4A MODCPYDX * The first two digits of the year
for the date in the previous field.

4C MODCPYTX * Six-byte field containing the time
the module was copied. The
format is HHMMSS.

52 MODOSDOS One byte indicating the way
FAIRMOD interprets operating
system dependent module
control information. This
value determines whether
FAIRMOD is using the fields of
the following z/OS and OS/390
Segment (MODOS) table or the
following VSE/ESA Segment
(MODDOS) table. Possible
values are:
= C'0' - FAIRMOD interprets this
module control information as if
the module was added through
z/OS and OS/390.
= C'1' - FAIRMOD interprets the
module control information as if
the module was added through
VSE/ESA.

53 MODRSV7 13 bytes reserved.
60 MODVER2X * Two-byte date/time stamp.
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62 MODVERS2 (*) 12-byte EBCDIC date and
time of one of the following AFO
master files:
yymmddhhmmss - Creation
of the archive level selected
for retrieval of the archived
member.
yymmddhhmm00 - The most
recent update of a non-archived
member that was updated at
least once.
yymmdd000000 - The addition
to the master file of a non-
archived member that was
never updated.
Wide record master files:
yymmddhhmmss - Creation or
most recent update of a non-
archived member or the creation
of the selected archive level or
an archived member.

6E MODRSV8 Two bytes reserved.
70 MODPASS2 (*) Four-character module

password.
74 MODRSV9 Four bytes reserved.
78 MODACS Five bytes containing AFO

master files. The number of
accesses to this member.

7D MODACSD Six bytes containing data
(yymmdd) of the last access to
this member.

83 MODACSDX * The first two digits of the year
for the date in the previous field.

85 MODRSV33 Six bytes reserved.
8B MODUPDNO Five bytes containing the

number of updates to this
module.

90 MODRSV34 44 bytes reserved.
BC MODDESC (*) 30-byte description of the

module. If the value was not
specified to Librarian, then this
field contains spaces.

DA MODRSV10 30 bytes reserved.
F8 MODCWKAR 20-byte work area that can

be passed subsequently to
FAIRREC and FAIRNTE as
the first parameter. This area
is copied and subsequent
FAIRREC and FAIRENTE
calls must use it when multiple
requests are allocated.
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10C MODPGMR (*) 15-byte field containing
the name of the programmer
responsible for the module. If
a value was not specified to
Librarian, this field contains
spaces.

11B MODRSV11 One byte reserved.
11C MODLRECL * Four bytes, maximum record

length.
120 MODRSV12 Three bytes reserved.
123 MODRECS (*) Five bytes for the number of

records in the module.
128 MODLANG (*) Three bytes for the

abbreviation of the language in
which the module was written.
If the value was not specified
to Librarian, this field contains
spaces.

12B MODBLKS Three bytes containing the
number of blocks this member
occupied. For wide record
master files, the value is always
C'001'.

12E MODSEQ1X * Five bytes containing the
extended MODSEQ1 field.

133 MODHRECS * Five bytes containing the
number of history records.

138 MODRSV14 Two bytes reserved.
13A MODSQOPT * One byte indicating the

resequencing option that was in
effect when the module was last
updated. Possible values are:
= C'0' - Either the RESEQ
option is in effect or a printer
module is processed.
= C'1' - NORESEQ option is in
effect.

13B MODRSV15 One byte reserved.
13C MODSEQ1 (*) Two-byte field containing

starting location of the sequence
number in each record of the
module. This field contains
spaces if a printer module is
processed.

13E MODRSV16 One byte reserved. For wide
record master file, this is the
first two digits of the starting
location. The full five-digit value
is in MODSEQ1X.
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13F MODSEQ2 (*) One-byte field containing
the byte length of the sequence
number field in each record of
the module. This field contains
spaces if this module is a printer
module.

140 MODRSV17 Four bytes reserved.
144 MODSEQ3 (*) Four-byte field containing the

starting sequence number of the
module. If a printer module is
processed, this field contains
spaces.

148 MODRSV18 Four bytes reserved.
14C MODSEQ4 (*) Four-byte field containing the

sequence number increment of
the module. If a printer module
is processed, this field contains
spaces.

150 MODRSV19 Four bytes reserved.
154 MODCBCHK (*) One byte indicating whether

the COBOL Syntax Checker
validates the syntax of the
module. Possible values are:
= C'0' - The syntax is not
checked.
= C'1' - The syntax is checked.

155 MODRSV20 One byte reserved.
156 MODCBLEV (*) One byte indicating the level

of COBOL syntax rules used to
validate COBOL syntax during
Librarian processing. If syntax is
not checked, this field contains a
space. Possible values are:
= C'A' - ANS COBOL syntax
rules used.
= C'D' - COBOL D syntax rules
used.
= C'E' - COBOL E syntax rules
used.
= C'F' - COBOL F syntax rules
used.
= C'W' - COBOL 74 syntax rules
used.
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157 MODCBOPT (*) One byte indicating whether
a syntax error suppresses
writing the module to the job
stream file when COBOL syntax
is validated during Librarian
processing. Possible values are:
= C'0' - Either SYNCHK is not
specified for the module or
the action specified is not to
suppress (SE or CE).
= C'1' - Librarian suppresses
the writing. S or C is specified in
SYNCHK(1,a).

158 MODCBEXP (*) One byte indicating whether
COBOL COPY statements
are expanded during Librarian
processing. Possible values are:
= C'0' - Librarian does not
expand the statements.
= C'1' - Librarian expands the
statements.

159 MODRSV21 One byte reserved.
15A MODCOPDF (*) One byte indicating whether

the COPYDD option is in effect
for the module. Possible values
are:
= C'0' - COPYDD is not in effect.
= C'1' - COPYDD is in effect.

15B MODRSV40 Six bytes reserved.
161 MODJCL One byte indicating whether

any job control statements
are generated through the -
JCL statement during Librarian
processing. The possible values
are:
= C'0' - Job control statements
are not generated.
= C'1' - Job control statements
are generated.

Most of the fields in the rest of the FAIRMOD result area describe parameters affecting the writing (by Librarian) of a copy
of a module to the job stream file. Most of these fields are components of the job control statements that can optionally be
composed through Librarian -JCL parameters.

Most -JCL parameters stored on the master file are returned to two fields in the FAIRMOD result area. One of these fields
indicates whether a value is assigned to the parameter. The other field contains either the value or, if no value is assigned,
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EBCDIC spaces. Each such value is placed in the FAIRMOD result area exactly as specified to Librarian. (Each value is
left-justified, even if it is numeric.) If necessary, field descriptions contain more information.

HEX Contents WR Description
162 MODJOB (*) One byte indicating whether

JOBNAME= is specified.
Possible values are:
= C'0' - The value is not
specified.
= C'1' - The value is specified.

163 MODJNFLG (*) One byte indicating whether
a job card is generated using
JOBNAME. Possible values are:
= C'0' - Do not generate a
jobcard.
= C'1' - Generate a jobcard.

164 MODJNAME (*) Eight bytes for the job
name generated through the
JOBNAME= parameter.

16C MODRSV22 Four bytes reserved.
170 MODRSV23 32 bytes reserved.

Beginning with hex offset 190, the following tables show the FAIRMOD result area for MODOS (z/OS and OS/390) and
the FAIRMOD result area for MODDOS (VSE/ESA).

HEX Contents WR Description
190 MODHPTYF (*) One byte indicating whether

a HPRTY= parameter is
specified. Possible values are:
= C'0' - HPRTY= is not
specified.
= C'1' - HPRTY= is specified.
The value can be C'1' even if
the JOBNAME= option is used.

191 MODHPTYV (*) Two bytes for the value of the
HPRTY= parameter.

193 MODACCTF (*) One byte indicating whether
an ACCT= parameter is
specified. Possible values are:
= C'0' - ACCT= is not specified.
= C'1' - ACCT= is specified.

194 MODACCTV (*) 55 bytes for the value of the
ACCT= parameter.

1CB MODTIMEF (*) One byte indicating whether
a TIME= parameter is specified.
Possible values are:
= C'0' - TIME= is not specified.
= C'1' - TIME= is specified.

1CC MODTIME (*) Seven bytes for the value of
the TIME=parameter.

1D3 MODRSV24 Two bytes reserved.
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1D5 MODCLASF (*) One byte indicating whether
a CLASS= parameter is
specified. Possible values are:
= C'0' - CLASS= is not specified.
= C'1' - CLASS= is specified.

1D6 MODCLASV (*) One byte for the EBCDIC
value of the CLASS= parameter.

1D7 MODREGF (*) One byte indicating whether
a REGION= parameter is
specified. Possible values are:
=C'0' - REGION= is not
specified.
=C'1' - REGION= is specified.

1D8 MODREGV (*) 11 bytes for the value of the
REGION= parameter.

1E3 MODRSV25 Four bytes reserved.
1E7 MODPRTYF (*) One byte indicating whether

a PRTY= parameter is specified.
Possible values are:
= C'0' - PRTY= is not specified.
= C'1' - PRTY= is specified.

1E8 MODPRTYV (*) Two bytes for the value of the
PRTY= parameter.

1EA MODRSV26 Five bytes reserved.
1EF MODMSGF (*) One byte indicating whether

a MSG= parameter is specified.
Possible values are:
= C'0' - MSG= is not specified.
= C'1' - MSG= is specified.

1F0 MODMSGV (*) One byte for the EBCDIC
value of the MSG= parameter.

1F1 MODRSV27 70 bytes reserved.
237 MODEXEC1 (*) 55 bytes for the value of the

PROC= parameter.
26E MODCONT1 (*) One byte indicating whether

a PROC2= parameter is
specified. Possible values are:
= C'0' - The EXEC statement
consists of only one record.
= C'1' - PROC2= is specified.

26F MODEXEC2 (*) 45 bytes for the value of the
PROC2= parameter.

29C MODRSV28 23 bytes reserved.
2B3 MODCPDDF (*) One byte indicating whether

a STEP= parameter is specified.
Possible values are:
= C'0' - STEP= is not specified.
= C'1' - STEP= is specified.
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2B4 MODODDF (*) One byte indicating whether
a DDNAME= parameter is
specified. Possible values are:
= C'0' - DDNAME= is not
specified.
= C'1' - DDNAME= is specified.

2B5 MODODSF (*) One byte indicating whether
a DSN= parameter is specified.
Possible values are:
= C'0' - DSN= is not specified.
= C'1' - DSN= is specified.

2B6 MODOSTAF (*) One byte indicating whether
a DISP= parameter is specified.
Possible values are:
= C'0' - DISP= is not specified.
= C'1' - DISP= is specified.

2B7 MODRSV29 One byte reserved.
2B8 MODRSV30 Eight bytes reserved.
2C0 MODCPDDN (*) Eight bytes for EBCDIC value

of the STEP= parameter.
2C8 MODODDN (*) Eight bytes for the value of

the DDNAME= parameter.
2D0 MODOSTAT (*) Four-byte value of the DISP=

parameter. If a value of NONE
is generated, this field contains
spaces.

2D4 MODODSN (*) 44 bytes for the value of the
DSN= parameter.

300 MODOMEMB (*) Eight bytes for the value of
the MEMNAME= parameter.

308 MODISYS (*) Six bytes for the value of the
SYSIN= parameter.

30E MODRSV31 18 bytes reserved.
190 MODTYPF (*) One byte for the type of

module processed.
191 MODTYPV (*) Nine bytes for the value of

the TYPE= parameter.
19A MODDR50 Five bytes reserved.
19F MODJA1F (*) One byte indicating whether

an ACCT= parameter is
specified. Possible values are:
= C'0' - ACCT= is not specified.
= C'1' - ACCT= is specified.

1A0 MODJA1V (*) 16 bytes for the value of the
ACCT= parameter.

1B0 MODDR51 Seven bytes reserved.
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1B7 MODOPTF (*) One byte indicating whether
an OPTION= parameter is
specified. Possible values are:
= C'0' - OPTION= is not
specified.
= C'1' - OPTION= is specified.

1B8 MODOPTV (*) 60 bytes for the value of the
OPTION= parameter.

1F4 MODDR52 Two bytes reserved.
1F6 MODDR53 One byte reserved.
1F7 MODCTRF (*) One byte indicating whether

a CATALR= parameter is
specified. Possible values are:
= C'0' - CATALR= is not
specified.
= C'1' - CATALR= is specified.

1F8 MODCTRV (*) Eight bytes for the value of
the CATALR= parameter.

200 MODJA2F (*) One byte indicating whether
an ACTION= parameter is
specified. Possible values are:
= C'0' - ACTION= is not
specified.
= C'1' - ACTION= is specified.

201 MODJA2V (*) 30 bytes for the value of the
ACTION= parameter.

21F MODDR54 32 bytes reserved.
23F MODDR55 4 bytes reserved.
243 MODPHSF (*) One byte indicating whether

a PHASE= parameter is
specified. Possible values are:
= C'0' - PHASE= is not
specified.
= C'1' - PHASE is specified.

244 MODPHSV (*) 44 bytes for the value of the
PHASE= parameter.

270 MODECPCF (*) One byte indicating
whether the EXEC= or PROC=
parameter is specified. Possible
values are:
= C'0' - Neither EXEC= nor
PROC= is specified.
= C'1' - EXEC= is specified.
= C'2' - PROC= is specified.

271 MODCOPTF (*) One byte indicating whether
the COMPOPT= parameter is
specified. Possible values are:
=C'0' - COMPOPT= is not
specified.
= C'1' - COMPOPT= is
specified.
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272 MODNTRYF (*) One byte indicating whether
an ENTRY= parameter is
specified. Possible values are:
= C'0' - ENTRY= is not
specified.
= C'1'1 - ENTRY= is specified.

273 MODLTYPF (*) One byte indicating whether
a LBLTYP= parameter is
specified. Possible values are:
= C'0' - LBLTYP= is not
specified.
= C'1' - LBLTYP= is specified.

274 MODLOPTF (*) One byte indicating whether
the LINKOPT= parameter is
specified. Possible values are:
= C'0' - LINKOPT= is not
specified.
= C'1' - LINKOPT= is specified.

275 MODGOPTF (*) One byte indicating whether
the GOOPT= parameter is
specified. Possible values are:
= C'0' - GOOPT= is not
specified.
= C'1' - GOOPT= is specified.

276 MODDR56 One byte reserved.
277 MODEOJF (*) One byte indicating whether

the SLAMP=NO parameter is
specified. Possible values are:
= C'0' - SLAMP=NO is specified.
= C'1' - SLAMP=NO is not
specified.

278 MODECPCV (*) Ten bytes for the value of the
EXEC= or PROC= parameter.

282 MODDR57 Six bytes reserved.
288 MODCOPTV (*) 15 bytes for the value of the

COMPOPT= parameter.
297 MODDR58 17 bytes reserved.
2A8 MODNTRYV (*) Eight bytes for the value of

the ENTRY= parameter.
2B0 MODLTYPV (*) Nine bytes for the value of

the LBLTYP= parameter.
2B9 MODDR59 Seven bytes reserved.
2C0 MODLOPTV (*) 15 bytes for the value of the

LINKOPT= parameter.
2CF MODDR60 17 bytes reserved.
2E0 MODGOPTV (*) 15 bytes reserved for

the value of the GOOPT=
parameter.

2EF MODDR61 49 bytes reserved.
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FAIRMOD Examples
The following sample call statements instruct the FAIRMOD routine to locate the module named in the FAIRMMDN field.
The caller is also asking FAIRMOD to prepare the FAIR work area for calls to the FAIRREC routine.

CALL FAIRMOD,(FAIRWKAR,MODRES,FAIRMMDN,FAIRMOPS)<,VL>

CALL 'FAIRMOD' USING FAIRWKAR MODRES FAIRMMDN FAIRMOPS.

CALL FAIRM (FAIRWKAR,MODRES,FAIRMMDN,FAIRMOPS)

CALL FAIRMOD (FAIRWKAR,MODRES,FAIRMMDN,FAIRMOPS)

For Assembler Users

The VL operand is specified for z/OS only.

For FORTRAN Users

The FAIRMOD routine name is shortened to five characters, FAIRM, to accommodate a length restriction.

FAIRMOD Calling Parameter Alphabetical Index

Contents HEX
A(FAIRMARL) 10
A(FAIRMDAL) 14
A(FAIRMMDN) 08
A(FAIRMOPS) 0C
A(FAIRWKAR) 00
A(MODRES) 04

FAIRMOD Result Area Alphabetical Index

MODABSLV 3F MODDR56 276 MODNTRYF 272 MODRSV19 150
MODACCTF 193 MODDR57 282 MODNTRYV 2A8 MODRSV20 155
MODACCTV 78 MODDR58 297 MODODDF 2B4 MODRSV21 159
MODACS 79 MODDR59 2B7 MODODDN 2C8 MODRSV22 16C
MODACSD 7D` MODDR60 2C MODODSF 2B5 MODRSV23 170
MODACSDX 83 MODDR61 2E MODODSN 2D4 MODRSV24 1D3
MODADD 2E MODECPCF 270 MODOMEMB 300 MODRSV25 1E3
MODADDX 2C MODECPCV 278 MODOPTF 1B7 MODRSV26 1EA
MODARC 02 MODEOJF 277 MODOPTV 1B8 MODRSV27 1F1
MODBLKS 12B MODEXEC1 237 MODOSDOS 52 MODRSV28 29C
MODCBCHK 154 MODEXEC2 26F MODOSTAF 2B6 MODRSV29 2B7
MODCBEXP 158 MODGOPTF 275 MODOSTAT 2D0 MODRSV30 2B6
MODCBLEV 156 MODGOPTV 2E0 MODPASS 180 MODRSV31 30E
MODCBOPT 157 MODHPTYF 190 MODPASS2 70 MODRSV32 O6
MODCLASF 1D5 MODHPTYV 191 MODPGMR 10C MODRSV33 85
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MODCLASV 1D6 MODILVLS 34 MODPHSF 243 MODRSV34 90
MODCOMX 0 MODISYS 308 MODPHSF 243 MODRSV40 15B
MODCONT1 26E MODJA1F 19F MODPHSV 244 MODSEQ1 13C
MODCOPDF 15A MODJA1V 19F MODPRTYF 1E7 MODSEQ1X 12E
MODCOPTF 271 MODJA2F 200 MODPRTYV 1E8 MODSEQ2 13F
MODCOPTV 288 MODJA2V 200 MODRECS 123 MODSEQ3 144
MODCOPY 3E MODJCL 161 MODREGF 1D7 MODSEQ4 14C
MODCOPYD 44 MODJNAME 161 MODREGF 1D7 MODSQOPT 13A
MODCPDDF 2B3 MODJNFLG 163 MODRET 00 MODSTAT1 01
MODCPDDN 2C0 MODJOB 162 MODRSV3 1D MODSTAT2 3C
MODCPYDX 4A MODLANG 128 MODRSV7 53 MODTIME 1CC
MODCPYTX 4C MODLOCID 34 MODRSV8 6E MODTIMEF 1CB
MODCTRF 1F7 MODLOPTF 274 MODRSV9 74 MODTYPE 1C
MODCTRV 1F8 MODLOPTV 2C0 MODRSV10 DA MODTYPF 190
MODCWKAR F8 MODLRECL 11C MODRSV11 11B MODTYPV 191
MODDESC BC MODLTYPF 273 MODRSV12 120 MODUPD 03
MODDR50 19A MODLTYPV 273 MODRSV14 138 MODUPDNO 8B
MODDR51 1B0 MODMRECS 133 MODRSV15 13B MODVERS 20
MODDR52 1F4 MODMSG 04 MODRSV16 13E MODVERSX 1E
MODDR53 1F6 MODMSGF 1EF MODRSV17 140 MODVERS2 62
MODDR54 21F MODMSGFV 1F0 MODRSV18 148 MODVER2X 60
MODDR55 23F MODNAME 0C

Programming Specifications for FAIRREC
The FAIRREC routine retrieves a history record or data record from a module FAIRMOD processes. FAIRREC processes
-INC statements according to the option FAIRMOP3 selected. (For more information, see the parameter list passed to
FAIRMOD.) At the caller's option, FAIRREC can retrieve history records. FAIRREC never retrieves history records in
included modules.

FAIRREC can be called after successful completion of processing by either FAIRMOD or FAIRREC. A successful call on
FAIRREC can be followed by a call on FAIRLOC, FAIRMOD, FAIRREC, FAIRPNT, FAIRNTE, or FAIRCLS.

The following list describes the possible return codes in Register 15 for FAIRREC processing.

• 0
Normal completion. The FAIRREC result area contains additional meaningful return code or valid data.

• 4
Insufficient storage available.

• 8
Incompatibility between FAIR modules.

• 12
Invalid parameter list.

• 16
Internal logic error. Call Broadcom support.
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The parameter list the caller passes to this routine must be one to five fullwords long and must be aligned on a fullword
boundary. The parameter list and the items it addresses are described in the following section.

In the following tables, these fields have an asterisk (*) marked in the description as a reminder.

The column labeled WR indicates if the field is provided only for wide record master files.

FAIRREC Calling Parameters (FAIRRPL)

HEX Contents WR Description
00 A(FAIRWKAR) (Required) Address of the 20-

byte work area containing this
address of the FAIR work area

04 A(RECRES) Address of a 400-byte result
area for FAIRREC. The area is
available until:
FAIRREC is called again
FAIRLOC is called
FAIRMOD is called
FAIRCLS is called

08 A(FAIRROPS) Address of a 20-byte area that
selects processing options.
These bytes are: FAIRROP1,
FAIRROP2, FAIRROP3, and
FAIRROP4-20.
FAIRROP1-Indication of what
FAIRREC does with history
records preceding the next data
record. This digit is effective
until FAIRMOD is called again.
Possible values are:
= C'0'-FAIRREC skips history
records.
= C'1'-FAIRREC retrieves
history records.
FAIRROP2-Indication of
whether the sequence number
overlays the record. Possible
values are:
= C'0'-The sequence number
overlays some portion unless
the record is a history record,
a record of a printer module,
or a record whose sequence
numbers are in columns 81-86.
= C'1'-The sequence number
does not overlay the record.
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FAIRROP3= Specifies how a
record is selected. Possible
values are:
= C'0'-FAIRREC retrieves the
next record.
= C'1'-FAIRREC retrieves a
record by the record sequence
number in FAIRDRP1.
= C'2'-FAIRREC treats the value
in FAIRDRP1 as an eight-byte
relative record number for the
module, starting from 1.
= C'3'-FAIRREC interprets
the values contained in both
FAIRDRP1 and FAIRDRP2.
They are addressed by the
fourth parm as an eight-byte
base record sequence number
followed by an eight-byte
positive displacement.
= C'4'-FAIRREC interprets the
values contained in FAIRDRP.
It is addressed by the fourth
parameter as an eight-byte
base record sequence number
followed by an eight-byte
negative displacement.
FAIRROP4 through FAIRRO20:
Reserved. Must be set to C'0'

0C A(FAIRDRP) Address of a 16-byte field. The
first eight bytes (FAIRDRP1)
contain either a record
sequence number or a relative
record sequence number in
EBCDIC format. The second
eight bytes (FAIRDRP2) contain
either a positive or negative
displacement from the record
sequence number given in
FAIRDRP1.
Note: The values of FAIRDRP1
and FAIRDRP2 are used only if
you specify C'1' for FAIRMOP7
and a non-zero value for
FAIRROP3.
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FAIRREC Result Area (RECRES)

HEX Contents WR Description
00 RECRET One byte indicating how

FAIRREC processing ended.
Possible values are:
= C'0' - FAIRREC retrieved a
record successfully.
= C'1' - FAIRREC reached the
end of the module.
= C'2' - FAIRREC previously
indicated the end of the module.
= C'3' - The call on FAIRREC
did not follow a successful call
on FAIRMOD.
= C'6' - FAIRREC encountered
an irrecoverable input error on a
disk master file.
= C'7' - FAIRREC found a
format error in the data stored
on the master file.
= C'8' - At least one parameter
passed to FAIRREC was invalid.
This can mean FAIROP3
is other than 0 (DRP) and
FAIRMOP3 is other than 0 (-
INC expansion) or FAIRDRP
specifies a sequence number
that does not exist in the
module.
= C'9' - FAIRREC aborted
processing for lack of storage
space.

01 RECPRTR One byte indicating whether
the record is part of a printer
module. Possible values are:
= C'0' - The record is not part of
a printer module.
= C'1' - The record is part of a
printer module.
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02 RECINC One byte indicating whether
the record is a -INC statement
and, if so, how FAIRREC
processes the record. The
lowest applicable value is
placed in this field.
Possible values are:
= C'0' - The record does not
begin with -INC.
= C'1' - FAIRREC found a
syntactical error after the -INC
string.
= C'2' - FAIRREC expands the -
INC statement.
= C'3' - FAIRREC does not
expand the -INC statement
because of the value of
FAIRMOP3.
= C'4' - FAIRREC does not
expand the -INC statement
because it already expanded 64
nested -INC statements.
= C'5' - The -INC statement
is not expanded because the
module it references is already
being read.
= C'6' - FAIRREC does not
expand the -INC statement
because the module it
references is not on the master
file.
= C'7' - FAIRREC does not
expand the -INC statement
because the caller is not allowed
access to the requested module.
= C'8' - The -INC statement
is not expanded because the
caller specified to FAIRMOD
that each -INC statement
referring to an archived module
must be expanded by the
module records as they existed
at a particular time. However,
the oldest level of the included
archived module available for
retrieval was created more
recently than the time or level
specified.
= C'9' - FAIRREC does not
expand the -INC statement
for the reason described in
RECINC2.
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03 RECINC2 One byte indicating the reason
for not expanding the -INC
statement. The caller uses this
field only if RECINC = C'9'.
Otherwise, FAIRREC sets this
field to C'0'.
= C'1' indicates FAIRREC found
one or more sequence numbers
on the -INC statement, but could
not find a record having that
number.

04 RECINC# Two-byte field containing the
number of -INC statements
that are in the process of being
expanded, other than the record
in the FAIRREC result area.
Note: The minimum value of
this EBCDIC digit is C'00'. This
value indicates that the record is
not part of an included module.
The maximum value is C'64'
which indicates that the record
is part of a module included
by the 64th of 64 nested -INC
statements.
Note: RECINC# is RECINCLV
in copybook FAIRCBL.

06 RECMSG Security message return code.
07 RECSEQ1X Five bytes extended RECSEQ1

field.
0C RECNAME Eight bytes for the name of the

module containing the retrieved
record

14 RECRSV3 Four bytes reserved.
18 RECINCNM Eight bytes containing either

the name of the module the
record refers to (if the record
is a syntactically valid -INC
statement) or spaces (if the
record is not a valid -INC).

20 RECRSV4 Four bytes reserved.
24 RECFTYPE One byte indicating file type.

= C'2' indicates that the
Masterfile is Wide Record
format.

25 RECTYPE One byte indicating whether
the record is a data record or
a history record. The possible
values are:
= C'0' - A data record is
retrieved.
= C'1' - A history record is
retrieved.
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26 RECCOMP One byte indicating record level.
Possible values are:
X='02' - Record in high level.
X='01' - Record in low level.

27 RECRSV51 One byte reserved.
28 RESVAR One byte indicating whether

the record contains Source-
Load Audit Trail variables
and, if so, whether any value
is substituted for such SLAT
variables. Possible values are:
= C'0' - FAIRMOP6 is equal to
C'0', or the module is a printer
module or the record contains
no SLAT variables.
= C'1' - No value is substituted.
FAIRMOP6 is equal to C'1'. The
module is not a printer module
and the record contains at least
one variable.
= C'2' - At least one value is
substituted and FAIRMOP6 is
equal to either C'1' or C'2'.

29 RECDATE One byte indicating whether the
record has a LIBRARIAN date
stamp. Possible values are:
= C'0' - The record has no date
stamp.
= C'1' - The record has a date
stamp.

2A RECSEQFG One byte indicating the nature of
the record's sequence number.
Possible values are:
= C'0' - The record has no
sequence number. It is either a
record of a printer module or a
history record.
= C'1' - The sequence number is
defined as beginning at column
81, but the sequence number
does not appear in RECRECD.
= C'2' - The sequence number
is defined as beginning
somewhere before column 81 of
the record.

2B RECRSV6 One byte reserved.
2C RECSEQ1 One-byte field containing the

starting column of the sequence
number in the record. This field
contains spaces if RECSEQFG
is equal to C'0' or C'1'.
Note: 2D is not used at this
time.

2E RECRSV7 One byte reserved.
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2F RECSEQ2 One-byte field containing the
number of bytes in the record's
sequence number. This field
contains spaces if RECSEQFG
is equal to C'0' or C'1'.

30 RECINV# 16-byte inventory number of
the data record. The inventory
numbers of the module records
ascend from the beginning
to the end of the module.
There is no relation between
the inventory numbers of
an included module and the
inventory numbers of any
modules that include it.
If two records retrieved from
different levels of the same
archived module have the same
inventory number, then they are
the same record, even though
their sequence numbers differ. If
the record is not a data record,
then this field contains zeros.
Note: RECINV# is RECINVNO
in copybook FAIRCBL.

40 RECADD Six-byte field containing the date
stamp of the record in the form
yymmdd. If the record has no
date stamp, this field contains
spaces.

46 RECTIME Eight bytes for the time when
record was added.

4E RECADDX The first two bytes of the date/
time stamp.

50 RECLEN Four bytes record length.
54 RECADDR Four bytes address of record.
58 RECSEQ# (Eight-byte field) Contains the

sequence number of the record
or contains spaces (if the record
has no sequence number).
Note: This field name is
RECSEQNO in the FAIRCBL
member.

60 RECLOST Nine-byte field containing the
data obscured by the sequence
number of the record. This field
contains spaces if RECSEQFG=
C'0'-or C'1'.

69 RECRSV11 Seven bytes reserved.
70 RECRSV12 Eight bytes reserved.
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78 RECRECD 255 bytes for the retrieved
record. If the record is greater
than 255 bytes, multiple
retrieves are performed until the
full record is retrieved.

FD RECRSV13 Twenty-five bytes reserved.

FAIRREC Examples
The following sample call statements instruct the FAIRREC routine to return records from the module that the call to
FAIRMOD processed.

CALL FAIRREC,(FAIRWKAR,RECRES,FAIRROPS)<,VL>

CALL 'FAIRREC' USING FAIRWKAR RECRES FAIRROPS.

CALL FAIRR (FAIRWKAR,RECRES,FAIRROPS)

CALL FAIRREC (FAIRWKAR,RECRES,FAIRROPS);

For Assembler Users

The VL operand is specified for z/OS only.

For FORTRAN Users

The routine name FAIRREC is shortened to five characters, FAIRR, to accommodate a length restriction.

FAIRREC Calling Parameter Alphabetical Index

Contents HEX
A(FAIRDRP) 0C
A(FAIRROPS) 08
A(FAIRWKAR) 00
A(RECRES) 04

FAIRREC Result Area Alphabetical Index

Contents HEX
RECADD 40
RECADDR 54
RECADDX 4E
RECDATE 29
RECINC 02
RECINCNM 18
RECINC# 04
RECINC2 03
RECINV# 30
RECLEN 50
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RECLOST 60
RECMSG 06
RECNAME 0C
RECPRTR 01
RECRECD 78
RECRET 00
RECRSV3 14
RECRSV4 20
RECRSV5 24
RECRSV6 2B
RECRSV7 2E
RECRSV11 69
RECRSV12 70
RECRSV13 FD
RECRSV51 26
RECSEQ 2C
RECSEQFG 2A
RECSEQLX 07
RECSEQ# 58
RECSEQ2 2F
RECTIME 46
RECTYPE 25
RECVAR 28

Programming Specifications for FAIRNTE
The FAIRNTE routine saves information representing the current module's processing status and record location and
returns the address of the information thus saved to the caller. A subsequent call to FAIRPNT specifying the returned
FAIRNTE address repositions the caller to the noted location.

FAIRMOD or FAIRREC can call FAIRNTE after successful completion of processing. A successful call to FAIRNTE can be
followed by a call to FAIRMOD, FAIRREC, FAIRLOC, FAIRPNT, or FAIRCLS.

WARNING
Do not override or delete FAIRNTE from storage during program execution if -INCs are being expanded.

The following list describes the return codes in Register 15 for FAIRNTE processing.

• 0
Normal completion

• 4
Insufficient storage available

• 8
Incompatibility between FAIR modules

• 12
Invalid parameter list
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FAIRNTE Calling Parameters (Two or Three Fullwords)

HEX Contents WR Description
00 A(FAIRWKAR) (Required) Address of the 20-

byte work area containing the
address of the FAIR work area

04 A(NTERES) (Optional) Address of the 8-byte
area for FAIRNTE. If you do not
specify this parameter, FAIR
acquires a result area and return
its address in Register 1.

08 A(FAIRNOPS) (Optional) Address of a 20-
byte area containing FAIRNTE
processing options. These bytes
are FAIRNOP1 and FAIRNOP2 -
FAIRNO20.
= C'0'-FAIR notes the location of
the current record.
= C'1'-FAIR notes the location
of the next record. This value
is not valid following a call to
FAIRMOD.
FAIRNOP2 through FAIRNO20
= Reserved.

FAIRNTE Result Area (NTERES - 8 bytes)

HEX Contents WR Description
00 NTERET One byte indicating how

FAIRNTE ended.
= C'0'-FAIRNTE completed
successfully.
= C'2'-FAIRREC previously
indicated end of module.
= C'3'-Previous FAIRMOD or
FAIRREC did not complete
successfully.
= C'8'-At least one invalid
parameter passed to FAIRNTE.
= C'9'-FAIRNTE aborted
processing for lack of storage
space.

01 NTERSV1 3-bytes reserved.
04 NTEAINFO 4-byte address of noted

information. This address must
be saved for a subsequent
FIRPNT request.
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FAIRNTE Examples
The following sample call statements instruct the FAIRNTE routine to save the current module's processing status and
record location.

CALL FAIRNTE,(FAIRWKAR,NTERES,FAIRNOPS)<,VL>

CALL 'FAIRNTE' USING FAIRWKAR,NTERES,FAIRNOPS.

CALL FAIRN (FAIRWKAR,NTERES,FAIRNOPS)

CALL FAIRNTE (FAIRWKAR,NTERES,FAIRNOPS);

For Assembler Users

The routine name, FAIRNTE, was shortened to five characters, FAIRN, to accommodate a length restriction.

For FORTRAN Users

The routine name, FAIRNTE, was shortened to five characters, FAIRN, to accommodate a length restriction.

FAIRNTE Calling Parameter Alphabetical Index

Content HEX
A(FAIRNOPS) 08
A(FAIRWKAR) 00
A(NTERES) 04

FAIRNTE Result Area Alphabetical Index

Contents HEX
NTEAINFO 04
NTERET 00
NTERSV1 01

Programming Specifications for FAIRPNT
The FAIRPNT restores FAIR's position to resume record retrieval at a location previously noted through FAIRNTE. The
FAIRMOD and FAIRREC options that were in effect at the time of the note are returned.

FAIRPNT can be called after successful completion of a FAIRREC, FAIRNTE, FAIRLOC, or FAIRMOD. A successful call
on FAIRPNT can be followed by a call to FAIRREC, FAIRMOD, FAIRLOC, FAIRNTE, or FAIRCLS.

WARNING
Do not override or delete FAIRPNT from storage during program execution if -INCs are being expanded.

The following describes the return codes in Register 15 for FAIRPNT processing.

• 0
Normal completion, see the result area.

• 4
Insufficient storage available.

• 8
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Incompatibility between FAIR modules.
• 12

Invalid parameter list.

FAIRPNT Calling Parameters (Four Fullwords)

HEX Contents WR Description
00 A(FAIRWKAR) (Optional) Address of a 20-byte

area containing the address of
the FAIR work area currently in
use.

04 A(PNTRES) (Optional) Address of a 128-byte
result area for FAIRPNT. If not
specified, FAIRPNT acquires
a result area and returns its
address in Register 1.

08 A(FAIRPOPS) (Optional) Address of a 20-byte
area that indicates selected
FAIRPNT processing options.
These bytes are FAIRPOP1
and FAIRPOP2 through
FAIRPOP20.
FAIRPOP1= Indicates whether
the note information used to
reposition the file is released
following the successful
completion of FAIRPNT.
= C'0'-Release the area.
No subsequent FAIRPNT
can address the same note
information.
= C'1'-Do not release the area.
Subsequent FAIRPNT requests
can address the same note
information.
FAIRPOP2 through
FAIRPOP20-Unused. Area
should be zeros.

0C A(NTEAINFO) (Required) Address of a four-
byte field containing the address
of note information returned
by a previous FAIRNTE call
in field NTEAINFO. The note
information is used to reposition
the file at the location.
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FAIRPNT Result Area (PTNRES - 128 bytes)

HEX Contents WR Description
00 PNTRET One-byte indicating how

FAIRPNT processing
completed.
= C'0'-FAIRPNT successful.
= C'3'-FAIRPNT did not follow a
successful FAIRNTE.
= C'8'-At least one invalid
parameter passed to FAIRPNT.
= C'9'-FAIRPNT aborted
processing for lack of storage
space.

01 PNTPOS One byte indicating what record
is returned by the next call to
FAIRREC.
= C'0'-The next FAIRREC
returns the record that was
noted (FAIRNOP1 was C'0').
= C'1'-The next FAIRREC
returns the next record
(FAIRNOP1 was C'0').
= C'2'-The next FAIRREC
returns the first record of the
module.

02 PNTRSV1 Six bytes reserved.
08 PNTAWKAR Four-byte address of a 20-

byte work area in use when
FAIRNTE was called.

0C PNTRSV2 Four bytes reserved.
10 PNTCWKAR 20-byte work area used

for subsequent FAIRREC,
FAIRNTE, and FAIRMOD
calls. The caller can move it
elsewhere.

24 PNTMOPS 20 FAIRMOD option bytes that
were in effect when FAIRNTE
was called.

38 PNTROPS 20 FAIRREC option bytes that
were in effect when FAIRNTE
was called.

4C PNTRINV# 16-byte inventory number of the
record that FAIRNTE noted.

5C PNTRSEQ# 8-byte sequence number of the
record that FAIRNTE noted.

64 PNTRSV3 28 bytes reserved.
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FAIRPNT Examples
The following sample call statements request the FAIRPNT routine to return records from a location previously noted
through FAIRNTE.

CALL FAIRPNT,(FAIRWKAR,PNTRES,FAIRPOPS,NTEAINFO)<,VL>

CALL 'FAIRPNT' USING FAIRWKAR,PNTRES,FAIRPOPS,NTEAINFO.

CALL FAIRP (FAIRWKAR,PNTRES,FAIRPOPS,NTEAINFO)

CALL FAIRPNT (FAIRWKAR,PNTRES,FAIRPOPS,NTEAINFO);

For Assembler Users

The VL operand is specified for z/OS only.

For FORTRAN Users

The routine name FAIRPNT was shortened to five characters, FAIRP, to accommodate a length restriction.

FAIRPNT Calling Parameter Alphabetical Index

Contents HEX
A(FAIRPOPS) 08
A(FAIRWKAR) 00
A(NTEAINFO) 0C
A(PNTRES) 04

FAIRPNT Result Area Alphabetical Index

Contents Hex
PNTAWKAR 08
PNTCWKAR 10
PNTMOPS 24
PNTPOS 01
PNTRET 00
PNTRINV# 4C
PNTROPS 38
PNTRSEQ# 5C
PNTRSV1 02
PNTRSV2 0C
PNTRSV3 64

Programming Specifications for FAIRCLS
The FAIRCLS routine closes a Librarian master file that FAIROPN previously opened and releases all storage other FAIR
routines dynamically acquired. FAIRCLS closes only master files that FAIROPN opened.
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FAIRCLS can be called any time following the completion of a call on FAIROPN if the call allocated a FAIR work area.

The following describes the return codes in Register 15 for FAIRCLS processing.

The following describes the return codes in Register 15 for FAIRCLS processing.

• 0
Normal completion. The FAIRCLS result area contains additional meaningful return code or valid data.

• 4
Normal completion except the caller did not provide the result area. FAIRCLS never allocates a result area.

• 8
Incompatibility between FAIR modules.

The parameter list the caller passes to FAIRCLS must be one or two fullwords long and must be aligned on a fullword
boundary. The following sections describe the parameter list and the items it addresses.

NOTE
Normally, when you specify a result area, Register 1 points to the parameter list on return from the call. If you do
not specify the result area, Register 1 points to the created area. However, FAIRCLS is an exception. If you do
not specify a result area with FAIRCLS, Register 1 still points to the parameter list.

FAIRCLS Calling Parameters (FAIRCPL)

HEX Contents WR Description
00 A(FAIRWKAR) (Required) Address of a two-

byte work area containing the
address of the FAIR work area
that FAIROPN allocated.

04 A(CLOSERES) Address of an eight-byte result
area for FAIRCLS.
Note: If you do not specify
CLOSERES, FAIRCLS does not
create a result area. Therefore,
Register 1 does not point to the
result area. You must specify
CLOSERES to test CLOSERET.
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FAIRCLS Result Area (CLOSERES)

HEX Contents WR Description
00 CLOSERET One byte indicating how

FAIRCLS processing ended.
Possible values are:
= C'0'-FAIRCLS successfully
closed the master file.
= C'8'-FAIRCLS did not close
the master file. Possible reasons
for FAIRCLS not closing the
master file:
Contents of Register 1 on entry
to FAIRCLS were invalid
First entry in the FAIRCLS
parameter list was missing or
invalid
FAIR work area failed integrity
testing

01 CLOSRSV1 Seven bytes reserved.

FAIRCLS Examples
The following sample call statements request the FAIRCLS routine to close the master file.

CALL FAIRCLS,(FAIRWKAR,CLOSERES)<,VL>

CALL 'FAIRCLS' USING FAIRWKAR CLOSERES

CALL FAIRC (FAIRWKAR,CLOSERES)

CALL FAIRCLS (FAIRWKAR,CLOSERES);

For Assembler Users

The VL operand is specified for z/OS only.

For FORTRAN Users

The routine name FAIRCLS was shortened to five characters, FAIRC, to accommodate a length restriction.

FAIRCLS Calling Parameter Alphabetical Index

Contents HEX
A(CLOSERES) 04
A(FAIRWKAR) 00

FAIRCLS Result Area Alphabetical Index

Contents HEX
CLOSERET 00
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CLOSRSV1 01

Accessing FAIR From PL/1 Programs and Debugging
This section describes how user-written PL/1 programs access FAIR and offers debugging hints.

Accessing FAIR
The PL/1 program must explicitly declare each FAIR routine to use. The declaration should include ENTRY and
OPTIONS(ASM). For example:

DCL FAIROPN ENTRY OPTIONS(ASM);

The ASM option is crucial because it tells PL/1 to pass an assembler-type parameter list (list of addresses or actual
values) to the FAIR routine. Otherwise, PL/1 passes a PL/1-type plist that is something else altogether.

Normally, a PL/1 program cannot access individual registers. However, in z/OS only, a PL/1 program can interrogate the
PL/1 built-in function, PLIRETV, after calling the FAIR routine. The PL/1 program must be set up properly, though.

First, explicitly declare PLIRETV as BUILTIN. If not so declared, the compiler can treat PLIRETV as an implicit user-
defined variable instead. For example:

DCL PLIRETV BUILTIN;

Second, the declaration for the FAIR routine must specify an additional option, RETCODE. For example:

DCL FAIRLOC ENTRY OPTIONS(ASM RETCODE);

NOTE
The RETCODE option is not available in VSE/ESA. PLIRETV is available, but there is a problem. To give
PLIRETV a meaningful value, the FAIR routine must put its return code into a half-word PL/1 control block field
(TURC, offset x'42' into the PL/1 Task Communications Area or TCA addressed by register 12 on entry to the
FAIR routine). But the FAIR routine does not set it and so PLIRETV through TURC is not available.

In short, in z/OS the compiler automatically copies register 15 into PLIRETV when FAIR returns to the PL/1 program, the
VSE/ESA compiler does not - it is up to the assembler routine. This is current as of VSE/ESA PL/1 Optimizing Compiler
Release 6.0.

Why is knowing the return code important? If a FAIR routine encounters a serious error, it returns a non-zero code in
register 15 without setting OPENRET in the result area. After all, the result area might not even be there. Therefore, a
VSE/ESA PL/1 program that calls FAIR unsuccessfully can find bad or null data in its result area and have no way of
knowing what the real return code is.

Debugging Method
One debugging method is to compile the PL/1 program with the LIST option, which tells the compiler to list out the
generated assembler code. Use the PROCESS card to turn on the option:

2 PROCESS LIST;

The compiler listing links each PL/1 source statement to its corresponding cluster of assembler instructions. The cluster
for the PL/1 CALL statement always ends with:

BALR 14,15

Get the offset of the next assembler instruction and add it to the phase offset of the PL/1 program (look in the link-edit
phase map). The offset is always a little bit off of the beginning of the phase since the first csect is not the program name
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but PLISTART, a compiler-generated csect. Use the true offset to zap the phase. The resulting dump gives you the
contents of register 15 set by the FAIR routine.

Of course, a more complex PL/1 program with multiple phases makes offset resolution more difficult, so be careful.
Incidentally, if the MSHP zap fails to verify, MSHP prompts on the console if you want a dump of the phase in question. Be
sure to take advantage of it.
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System Services
This section contains information on executing the batch Librarian, creating master files, backing up master files,
producing Librarian indexes, using the Librarian utility, using the Group Processing Option, writing user exits, executing
Librarian from a user program, and installing and using the User Contributed Routines (UCRs).

Librarian is a highly sophisticated and flexible storage medium with a wide variety of services for storing, retrieving, and
manipulating data. The data can be source programs, test data, text, or anything that can be represented on 80-byte
records.

Librarian is an executable program that responds to a set of control statements and associated options.

Librarian can accept any data in an 80-byte record format and store the data on a specialized library called a master file.
Master files are allocated through job control and initialized (defined) using Librarian. A Librarian site can have one master
file initialized for all users, or it can have many master files. You can designate some of them for general use and tailor
others to store a particular type of source program.

Information is stored on a master file in discrete, uniquely-named collections of records called members. The information
on the member is retrieved by member name. The number of members that you can store on a master file is limited only
by the size of the area allocated for the master file.

Once information is stored as a member, Librarian can:

• Insert, delete and replace records.
• Compare a member to another member or another file.
• Resequence the records of a member.
• Merge members.
• Obtain a listing of the contents of a member.
• Provide a variety of master file listings and indexes.

Master files must be allocated on disk. Member data records and control information are created and edited on disk files.

Documentation Changes

The following documentation updates have been made in the second edition of this documentation:

• Traditional and Wide Record Formats for Master Files -- Provided update on where to find more information about
LAMSERV implementation; clarified that wide record master files can occupy secondary extents but not multiple
volumes.

Wide Record Master Files

There are now two types of Librarian Master Files, Traditional (Advanced File Organization or AFO) and Wide Record
master files. Traditional master files are designed as direct access data sets using BDAM or VSAM access methods. Wide
Record master files are designed as partitioned data sets using PDS or PDS/E organizations. Complete compatibility
with Librarian applications from release 4.1 or earlier is assured. However, there are a small number of compatibility
considerations that apply when using wide record support.

Product Features

Librarian provides:
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• Statement level archiving.
• An advanced file comparison utility, the Comparator II.
• Compression of data.
• Automatic job control statement generation.
• An optional direct interface between IBM software and Librarian master files through the Librarian Access Method.

Archiving Facility

The archiving facility is an advanced Librarian feature that lets you recreate previous versions or levels of an updated
member. When archiving is activated for a member, Librarian retains all records in the member that would otherwise
be deleted during an update operation. As updates progress, the records are marked to indicate the levels where each
record belongs. If you request an earlier level of a member, Librarian reconstructs the level using the records marked as
belonging to the specified level.

The following shows the development of multiple levels in an archived member.

INITIAL    FIRST                    SECOND

MODULE     UPDATE:       MODULE     UPDATE:       MODULE

--------   ----------   ---------   ----------   ----------

|010  A|   |-REP ALL|   |010  A |   |-REP ALL|   |010  AAA|

|020  B|   |010  A  |   |020  B |   |010  AAA|   |010  A  |

|030  C|   |020  B  |   |030  CC|   |030  CC |   |020  B  |

|040  D|   |030  CC |   |030  C |   |040  DD |   |030  CC |

|050  E|   |040  DD |   |040  DD|   |050  E  |   |030  C  |

|060  F|-->|050  E  |-->|040  D |-->|060  F  |-->|040  DD |

|070  G|   |060  F  |   |050  E |   |070 GG  |   |040  D  |

|080  H|   |070  GG |   |060  F |   |080 HHH |   |050  E  |

|090  I|   |080  HH |   |070  GG|   |090 III |   |060  F  |

|100  J|   |090  I  |   |070  G |   |100 J   |   |070  GG |

--------   |100  J  |   |080  HH|   ----------   |070  G  |

           ----------   |080  H |                |080  HHH|

                        |090  I |                |080  HH |

                        |100  J |                |080  H  |

                        ---------                |090  III|

                                                 |090  I  |

Deleted or replaced records                      |100  J  |

retained within the module.                      ----------

You can retain as many as 255 archived levels for a single member. The current level number and the total number of
levels maintained for a member are reported on the Management Index listing. You can request that Librarian access
an earlier level of a member by specifying its absolute level number, its relative level number, or the date the level was
current.

A master file must be initialized to support archiving, but an archived master file can contain both archived and non-
archived members.

Comparator II

Comparator II is an advanced file comparison utility that defines comparison strings for any two files and produces a
report on the results of a comparison of these files.

Many options are available for selecting the files, defining the strings, and formatting the reports. You can find complete
information about Comparator II in the Using section.
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Data Compression

You can store Librarian members according to one of three compression levels:

• NONE
Each record is stored in its original 80-byte image.

• PART
All spaces are removed from each record before it is stored on the master file.

• FULL
All spaces are removed from each record and each set of four bytes is compressed into three. For members
sequenced in columns 1 through 6 only, COBOL reserved words are compressed into a single byte. Full compression
is the default.

Under standard conditions, you should store members fully compressed. This saves both disk space and I/O operations.
When saving space is not a primary consideration, use either of the alternate levels of compression.

Librarian compresses a member when it is first added to the master file; thereafter, only the changes applied to the
member pass through the compression algorithm. Librarian decompresses a member only when it is selected for
compilation, printing, or punching.

Set the compression level default in the COMPRESS parameter when you initialize the master file. See the Getting
Started for more information. You can change the compression level of any member at any time, but only the changes
applied to the member are compressed to the new level.

Job Stream Creation and Automatic JCL Generation

You can direct Librarian to write data to an intermediate data set with a ddname of OSJOB. The data set can be a
complete job that, when executed, produces an assembly or a compilation, or it can be a file passed as the SYSIN file
to an assembler or compiler. In the case of a complete job stream, you can store the JCL with each member or Librarian
can generate the JCL automatically from parameters stored with the member. You can supply these parameters during
member level processing or at master file initialization on a -JCL statement. The -JCL statement and its options are
described in the Batch Command Reference section.

Librarian Access Method

Librarian Access Method (LIB/AM) z/OS and OS/390 is an option providing a direct read-only interface between IBM
language translators and Librarian master files. LIB/AM allows members stored on a master file to be read as if they were
members stored on a partitioned data set. LIB/AM is installed as an z/OS and OS/390 subsystem.

NOTE
For more information on LIB/AM, see the Using section.

Librarian and Other Products

The following interfaces are available to integrate Librarian into a variety of processing environments:

• Librarian and Roscoe
• Librarian and Datacom Datadictionary
• Librarian and VM/ESA
• Librarian and ISPF/TSO
• Librarian and SAF-compatible Security Systems

Librarian and Roscoe

Vollie, an online program development system for VSE installations, can access and update its own online library, as well
as VSE source statement libraries.
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Vollie provides 3270 screen handling capabilities and extended utilities for POWER/VS. Both remote job entry and job
output are provided. Vollie supports the immediate update of a Librarian disk master file through the immediate online
update (IOU) facility. Librarian Archiving feature and date stamps are supported.

NOTE
For more information on accessing Librarian through Vollie, refer to current Vollie documentation.

Librarian/Datacom Datadictionary Interface (LIB/DD)

The Librarian/Datacom Datadictionary interface (LIB/DD) provides facilities for integrating Librarian master files and
Datacom Datadictionary. LIB/DD lets you expand a Datacom Datadictionary record entity referenced by a COPYDD
statement in a Librarian member.

The Librarian COPYDD option activates the interface. The Using section describes the function and use of the COPYDD
statement while the Batch Command Reference section provides detailed information on the COPYDD option.

To use LIB/DD, your site must have installed Librarian, Datacom Datadictionary, and LIB/DD.

NOTE
For instructions on installing Datacom Datadictionary, see the Datacom System Generation Facility Installation
section. For instructions on installing the LIB/DD interface, see the Getting Started.

Librarian and VM/ESA

Users in an IBM VM/ESA environment can gain online access to Librarian master files through the Librarian component
VM/ESA ISPF (LIB/CMS-ISPF). The LIB/CMS-ISPF component provides a set of VM/ESA-like terminal commands
for adding, accessing, editing, and updating Librarian members. In addition, you can display a variety of master file
and member indexes on the terminal screen. You can also submit jobs to batch machines through the LIB/CMS-ISPF
component.

With the LIB/CMS-ISPF component, users have the advantage of a totally interactive environment supported by the
control security, auditing, and recovery features of Librarian.

You can perform all LIB/CMS-ISPF component activities through Broadcom-supplied ISPF menus and panels. An
extensive HELP facility is available through ISPF and native command mode processing.

As of Librarian Release 3.7, LIB/CMS users can initialize master files and process members in a VM/ESA stand-alone
environment without recourse to other operating systems. For a complete description of these facilities and any LIB/CMS-
related system service routines, consult the Systems Services (VM/ESA) section.

NOTE
For more information on the LIB/CMS-ISPF terminal commands, See the Command Reference (LIB/CMS)
section. For information on installing the LIB/CMS-ISPF component, See the Installation (LIB/CMS) section.

Librarian and ISPF/TSO (ELIPS)

ELIPS (Extended Librarian Interactive Productivity Services) is an interactive ISPF application that provides online access
to Librarian for the ISPF/PDF environment. ELIPS takes advantage of the facilities introduced with version 2 of PDF to
provide a user accessing a Librarian master file with all of the convenience and power of ISPF.

ELIPS uses the ISREDIT services of ISPF/PDF version 2 to permit direct editing of Librarian members. No modifications
to IBM code were made to accomplish this. Working as a standard ISPF application, the ELIPS edit function uses the File
Access Interface Routines (FAIR) to extract the records from a master file and then uses the Immediate Online Update
(IOU) to directly update the master file.

The ELIPS functions let a programmer directly edit a member on a master file, browse a member, copy or rename
members in the same master file, delete members from a master file, view or update control information, print a member
from an ELIPS session, or view master file and site defaults and the list of valid language types. There is a HELP facility
available to ELIPS users complete with tutorial displays.
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No modifications to ISPF or TSO are required when ELIPS is installed. ELIPS offers shared master file protection and
safeguards against potentially conflicting concurrent member updates. Extensive exit capabilities make it possible to tailor
ELIPS to meet any needs or to conform to any online processing standards.

See the ELIPS Command Reference section for a complete description of the facilities of ELIPS.

Note: For important information regarding ELIPSGEN and VIO, refer to Step 13A Assemble and Link the ELIPSGEN
(specifically the VIO macro parameter section) of the Getting Started.

Librarian and Security Systems

Librarian offers a comprehensive security structure for both the batch and online environments of Librarian and its Change
Control Facility (LIB/CCF). The security structure provides three tiers of control over a master file in the z/OS and OS/390
and VM/ESA environments. These tiers are: MCD security, Basic security, and Member security.

MCD security permits management to restrict access to selected Librarian master file members without implementing an
external access control facility.

MCD security protects members on the master file through a management code and member status values. The
management code consists of an arbitrary code assigned to a master file. The member status values let you designate the
degree of protection for each member on the master file.

Basic and Member security permit management to restrict access to master files and their members through an active
access control facility. To provide this protection, Librarian uses Unicenter TNG Framework for z/OS and OS/390 to
interface with the following security systems: Top Secret, ACF2, RACF, or any other security system compatible with the
IBM System Authorization Facility (SAF). Librarian uses integrated calls to whichever access control facility is present. No
modifications or exits are needed to access these security systems.

For Basic security, master files are defined as resources and access rules are specified for each Librarian master file.
Permission to access the master file grants access to its members.

Member security goes one step further than Basic security in that you can define individual members as resources
requiring their own access rules. To protect individual members, Librarian uses a process known as surrogate naming.
Surrogate naming involves the assignment of an alternate qualifier (or surrogate) name to the master file during master
file initialization or reinitialization. Then, in the access control facility, access rules are defined for the master file members
using the surrogate name in place of the master file's data set name.

Basic and Member security extend master file protection beyond the management codes and member status values of
MCD security. You can choose between maintaining, supplementing, or replacing MCD security with Basic or Member
security.

NOTE
For a complete description of the security interface, see the Security Administration section.

Requirements For Execution
Before you can execute Librarian, you must have sufficient storage and appropriate devices must be available for the
necessary I/O operations.

Storage Requirements

The memory required to execute Librarian is the sum of the program and buffer memory. See the Getting Started for
program and buffer memory sizes.
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Hardware Requirements

At least one disk drive must be available. Librarian supports 2311, 2314, 3330, 3340, 3350, 3375, 3380, 3390, and 9345
drives.

File Requirements

You must have at least three files to update a disk master file. They are the MASTER, SYSPRINT, and SYSIN files. The
file descriptions below give the names and specifications of every file used in updating a Librarian master.

General Files files are used when updating disk masters:

• BACKUP
(Optional) The BACKUP DD statement:Defines the tape file used for holding backup copies of a Librarian disk master
file. Format the BACKUP DD statement as follows.
//BACKUP DD UNIT=(TAPE,,DEFER),

// DCB=BLKSIZE=blksize,DISP=(,KEEP),

// DSN=Z,VOL=SER=volser

The DSN parameter is supplied to satisfy JCL requirements. For a temporary data set, Librarian forces the data set
name (DSN) to consist of the letters DS followed by the volume serial number on labeled tapes. Defines a disk area
where Librarian creates a copy of the Librarian master file.
Format the BACKUP DD statement as follows, choosing a block size appropriate to the device.
//BACKUP DD UNIT=DISK,VOL=SER=DISK01,SPACE=(TRK,500),

// DCB=(BLKSIZE=xxxx),

// DSN=NEW.SOURCE.MASTER,DISP=(,CATLG)

• INDEX
(Optional) The Librarian Index listing is written to the INDEX file. As with the LIST DD statement, Librarian changes the
INDEX DCB parameters to be consistent with SYSPRINT.
//INDEX DD SYSOUT=A

• LIST
(Optional) Librarian writes any requested member listing to the LIST file. Librarian forces the LIST file to have the same
DCB parameters as SYSPRINT. Format the LIST statement as follows:
//LIST DD SYSOUT=A

• OSJOB
Defines a sequential or partitioned data set where Librarian writes any members added or selected with the EXEC
option. See the "Batch Command" section for more information. The logical record length for this file is 80 bytes. It can
be blocked at any convenient block size by coding the BLKSIZE DCB subparameter. The default block size is 4080.
Librarian automatically alters the DSORG DCB parameter to indicate partitioned organization if the SPACE parameter
indicates allocation of directory blocks. For wide record master files, you must specify the complete DCB information
(BLKSIZE, LRECL, RECFM and DSORG) to define the file.
– For a sequential data set, format the OSJOB DD statement as follows:

//OSJOB DD DSN=&&TEMP,UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(,PASS),

 // SPACE=(800,(120,20)),DCB=BLKSIZE=800

– For a partitioned data set, format the OSJOB DD statement as follows:
//OSJOB DD DSN=&&PDS,UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(,PASS),

 // SPACE=(TRK,(800,10,3)),DCB=BLKSIZE=3200

– For a HASP internal reader data set, format the OSJOB DD statement as follows:
//OSJOB DD UNIT=INTRDR

The OSJOB DD statement also defines the output file for the Librarian Utility facility. When you invoke the utility, use
the OSJOB DD statement to define a sequential file.
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If the OSJOB DD statement is not present, Librarian completes with a condition code of 12. For single step jobs or
multiple step jobs that do not involve passing data through OSJOB, you can code //OSJOB DD DUMMY to avoid a
non-zero condition code.
*AFOLIBR execution for wide record master files issues different return codes as follow:
– 0 -- All members successfully processed.
– 4 -- All members successfully processed, but an output option was specified (EXEC, LIST, PUNCH, INDEX, and

so on). The open of the required file failed (OSJOB, LIST, SYSPUNCH, INDEX) and the output option was not
performed.

– 8 -- Unconditional execution was specified and one or more members were unsuccessfully processed.
– 12 -- Conditional execution was specified and processing terminated when a member was unsuccessfully

processed.
– 20 -- A severe error occurred and processing terminated.

• SYSIN
(Required) Librarian reads all input from the SYSIN file. This file must consist of 80-byte records. For wide record
master files, the records can be any width and you should supply DCB information. Format the SYSIN DD statement
using one of the following formats:
//SYSIN DD *

//SYSIN DD DSN=sequential.input.file,DISP=SHR

//SYSIN DD DSN=partitioned.data.set(member),DISP=SHR

The SYSIN file can also be concatenated.
• SYSPRINT

(Required) Librarian writes all member update information and messages to the SYSPRINT file. It consists of fixed-
length 133-byte records. You can specify either ASA or machine control characters. Format the SYSPRINT statement
as follows:
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A,DCB=(RECFM=FBM,BLKSIZE=1330)

• SYSPUNCH
(Optional) The SYSPUNCH DD statement defines the data set that contains the records Librarian created as a result
of the PUNCH operand. It is normally assigned to the output class used for punched cards, but can also be assigned to
a tape or disk data set. Format the SYSPUNCH DD statement as follows:
//SYSPUNCH DD SYSOUT=class,DCB=[BLKSIZE=nnn]

– BLKSIZE
(Optional) The default is 80. Use any value as long as it is a multiple of 80.

For wide record master files, you must supply complete DCB information (BLKSIZE, LRECL, RECFM, DSORG) to
define the file.

Files for Disk Master Updating

In addition to the general files, the MASTER DD statement, described below, is required for every disk master execution.

When the COPYDD option is invoked, any DD statements necessary to access the Datacom Datadictionary are also
required. See the Maintaining Datacom Datadictionary Guide and the Datacom System Generation Facility Installation
Guide.

• MASTER
(Required) The MASTER DD statement defines the Librarian disk master file. Format the MASTER DD statement as
follows:
//MASTER DD DSN=data-set-name,DISP=SHR

Include VOL and UNIT parameters if the master file is not cataloged.
• COPYMAST

(Optional) The COPYMAST DD statement defines an alternate disk master file for COBOL COPY expansion.
//COPYMAST DD DSN=(your alternate master file),DISP=SHR
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NOTE
For more information on COBOL COPY expansion, see the "Batch Commands" section.

Files for Tape Backup Processing

In addition to the general file requirements, the following files are required when processing backup tape files:

• MASTIN
The MASTIN DD statement identifies the input backup tape file. Format the MASTIN DD statement as follows:
//MASTIN DD UNIT=(TAPE),DISP=OLD,

 // VOL=SER=volser,DCB=DEN=den

If you are using unlabeled tapes, you must specify the LABEL parameter and the BLKSIZE subparameter.
• MASTOUT

The MASTOUT DD statement identifies the output backup tape file. Format the MASTOUT DD statement as follows:
//MASTOUT DD UNIT=(TAPE),DISP=(,KEEP),

 // DCB=(BLKSIZE=blksize,DEN=den),VOL=SER=volser,

 // DSN=dataset.name

For an unlabeled tape, you must supply a LABEL parameter. Specify the MASTOUT DSN and VOL=SER JCL
parameters to satisfy operating system requirements.

• SYSAF01, SYSAF02, SYSAF03
These three DD statements define Librarian work files. If the NOSORT option is specified on an -OPT statement, the
SYSAF03 workfile is not used. For full efficiency, you must block the work files according to the following table. If you
do not specify a block size, Librarian defaults the block size to 3072 bytes.
In an update execution, Librarian uses SYSAF03 to store the data read from SYSIN. Usually one cylinder is sufficient
to hold the data. However, when adding a large number of records, you must increase the space allocated to
SYSAF03.

Device SYSAF01 SYSAF02 SYSAF03

2314 7294 7294 7294

3330 6447 6447 6447

3330-1 13030 13030 13030

3340 8368 8368 8368

3350 19069 19069 19069

3375 17600 17600 17600

3380 15476 15476 15476

3390 18452 18452 18452

Execution Parameters

To execute Librarian, specify the program name assigned to Librarian during installation on the PGM= parameter of an
EXEC job control statement. You can supply a PARM field to specify certain Librarian execution parameters. Entries in the
PARM field must be separated by commas and enclosed in single quotation marks without embedded blanks.

The Librarian PARM field operands are:

[DEPTH=nn|LINES=nn]

Specify either DEPTH or LINES to change the number of lines printed per page for all Librarian listings. The
value nn must be a two-digit number between 10 and 99, inclusive. The default value is 53.

IEX=exitname
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Specify IEX=exitname to call a user input exit each time a master file is accessed. Librarian then requires that you supply
this exit program every time the master file is accessed.

Note: The names of exits no longer have to be specified in the PARM field if you specify RUNMASTX=YES on
USERMOD MLJ4305. Doing this automatically calls both input and output exits defined in the master file.

• NJT
Specify NJT to write all job stream data set names at the console. Member names are not listed.

• NJTA
Specify the NJTA parameter to suppress all console displays from the Librarian job stream.

• NRJS
Specify NRJS to pass the OSJOB data set to a subsequent step. This operand suppresses renaming of the OSJOB
data set.

• OEX=exitname
Called each time any output is written to the OSJOB data set. The user exit must reside either in a link-list library or in
the same library as Librarian.

Note the following:

• The names of exits no longer have to be specified in the PARM field if you specify RUNMASTX=YES on USERMOD
MLJ4305. Doing this automatically calls both input and output exits defined in the master file.

• Input/output exits must be in addressing mode 31 for use with wide record master files.

Conversion Characters

Librarian provides a set of conversion characters to use to enter JCL and Librarian control statements as data. These
characters, substituted for those that normally appear in columns 1 and 2, prevent the control statements from being
interpreted as such. Librarian replaces the conversion characters with the actual characters during subsequent processing
of the member. They following lists the conversion characters and describes their functions.

Note the following:

• The JCL conversion characters (/: And /%) are not required when adding or updating data online through Roscoe
Export or ELIPS.

• When adding or updating data through the -AUX control statement, data is added as is  (no conversion is performed).

NOTE
For details on the -AUX control statement, see the "Batch Commands" section.

Purpose Characters Startingin Column 1 Converted To
To add JCL as data. /:

/%
/*
//

To add Librarian control statements as data. = -
To force Librarian sequence numbers to
columns 73 through 80. A % in column 80
produces the same result. The parameter
COL1% in a -OPT statement inhibits
conversion of the % in column 1

%  

Return Codes from Traditional Master File Librarian Execution

Librarian issues a return code to indicate the success of the update and the condition of the OSJOB data set. You can test
this condition code on a subsequent step. The return codes and their meanings are summarized in the following:

• 0
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No errors were encountered in the Librarian update. EXEC might have been specified.
• 4

Errors were encountered in the Librarian updates of some, but not all, members selected for execution.
• 8

Errors were encountered in the Librarian updates of all members selected for execution.
• 12

Errors were encountered in the updates of some or all members, but no execution was intended (the EXEC option was
not specified). Also returned if the OSJOB DD statement is missing, there were errors in GPO processing, or there
were utility errors when SKIPERR was specified. 

Return Codes from Wide Record Master File Execution

The return codes issued when using *AFOLIBR for wide record master files differs from those found in the previous table.
The return codes and their meanings are summarized in the following:

• 0
All members successfully processed.

• 4
All members successfully processed, but an output option was specified (EXEC, LIST, PUNCH, INDEX, and so on).
The open of the required file failed (OSJOB, LIST, SYSPUNCH, INDEX) and the option was not performed.

• 8
Unconditional execution was specified and one or more members were unsuccessfully processed.

• 12
Conditional execution was specified and processing terminated when a member was unsuccessfully processed.

• 20
A severe error occurred and processing terminated.

Disk Master Files
This section describes the disk master files and the standard procedures for using them.

Traditional and Wide Record Formats for Master Files
Librarian includes the following types of master files:

• Traditional Master File
A direct-access data set composed of fixed-length blocks. The block length is set when the master file is initialized.
Traditional master files, also known as AFO (Advanced File Organization) files, can be direct access (DA), physical
sequential (PS) or VSAM type data sets. Librarian uses the BDAM access method when accessing DA and PS master
files, and the VSAM access method to access VSAM master files. The length of a logical record in traditional files is
limited to 80-character source or 133-character print-image members. Updates to print-image members are limited to
member replacement.
Traditional AFO members are limited to 255 blocks. When a member is selected for updating, Librarian locates the
member entry in the index and positions the disk head at the first block of the member. After the member is updated,
Librarian records the new entry location in the index and frees the space that the older version occupied.
BDAM files cannot be extended to multiple extents or multiple volumes. However, VSAM files can span volumes and
can use secondary extents. When defining a VSAM data set to use as a master file, you can specify primary and
secondary space allocations and up to 59 volumes. VSAM allocates up to 118 extents for a maximum data set size
of 4.2 GB (4,294,967,296 bytes). For VSAM files, the logical record length and block size can be as large as 32,760
bytes.
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NOTE

• The BDAM access method does not support DSNTYPE=LARGE.
• Librarian does not support Extended Addressability for VSAM files.
• You cannot share VSAM files between VSE/ESA and VM/ESA.

• Wide Record Master File
A partitioned data set that must use a PDS or PDS/E format. When using a PDS formatted file, space is not reused
and periodic compressions are required.

NOTE

• PDS and PDSE type data sets cannot be allocated as DSNTYPE=LARGE.
• You cannot share wide record files between VSE/ESA and VM/ESA.

For wide record master files, the logical record length and block size can be as large as 32,760 bytes. No practical limit
exists for the number of blocks per member, and no limitations exist for updating members with logical records longer
than 80 characters. However, ELIPS only allows editing of members with a length of fewer than 256 characters. Wide
record master files can occupy secondary extents but not multiple volumes.
Wide record master files have an external security interface with the started task LAMSERV. LAMSERV prevents
unauthorized access to master files with standard z/OS and OS/390 utilities and online editors normally available for
use with partitioned data sets.

NOTE
For information about LAMSERV implementation, see the Installing section.

Initialization
To initialize a disk master file, use the -OPT INIT,DISK statement. During the initialization process, Librarian pre-formats
the data set to the block size specified and sets the standard defaults. At this time, you can specify the name of an input
or output user-supplied exit routine in the PARM field of the EXEC statement. This name is required in the PARM field of
all future update or utility executions of Librarian for this master file.

NOTE

The names of exits no longer have to be specified in the PARM field if you specify RUNMASTX=YES on
USERMOD MLJ4305. Doing this automatically calls both input and output exits defined in the master file.

The following sections describe space allocations for the master file and list the initialization parameters. Once the master
file is successfully initialized, you can add and update members to the file.

The DISK option is ignored for wide record master files.

Space Requirements

All records stored on a Librarian master file are compressed according to one of three compression levels:

• NONE
Each record is stored in its original 80-byte image.

• PARTIAL
All spaces are removed from each record before it is stored on the master file.

• FULL
(Default) All spaces are removed from each record and each set of four bytes is compressed into three. For members
sequenced in columns 1 through 6 only, COBOL reserved words are compressed into a single byte.

With full compression, COBOL, PL/1, and RPG members occupy approximately 25 bytes per record. Assembly members
are compressed to 15-40 bytes, depending on the degree of annotation. If the member is archived, two additional bytes
are required per record.
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Compression is not attempted for records larger than 255 bytes.

Using an average of 25 bytes per record, assume the following track capacities:

Device Number
of Records

2311 140
2314 270
3330 500
3340 300
3350 740
3375 800
3380 1100
3390 1200
9345 1000

To determine the amount of space to allocate to the master file, divide the number of records that you expect to store on
the file by the track capacity constant, and then add to that result enough space to contain the largest member on the file.
(You should also consider the possibility of adding more records at a later time.)

For example, to store 300,000 records on a 3330 disk master, allocate approximately 600 tracks (300,000/500) plus
enough space to accommodate the largest member on the master file.

Archiving can increase master file space requirements. The amount of additional space required to store an archived
member depends upon the number of archive levels specified and the average number of records modified during each
update. For example, if you specified five archive levels and modify 2 percent of the records per update, up to 10 percent
more space (2 x 5) might be required to store the member.

Initialization Parameters -OPT Statement

The -OPT statement specifies the initialization parameters for a disk master file, thus establishing the file's default
processing options. Many of the defaults can be overridden for individual executions.

If you use an access control facility to control access to master files, consult the Security Administration section for
additional initialization parameters.

Note the following:

• You cannot continue -OPT statements. Use additional -OPT statements to specify additional parameters.
• The first two parameters of the first -OPT statement of a disk master initialization must be INIT then DISK. DISK is not

required for wide record master files.
• At least one space must separate the first parameter from -OPT. Commas must separate all additional parameters.

The initialization parameters and their functions are:

• ARC=levels
Designates the maximum number of archive levels retained. Archived members are permitted on the master file. You
can specify from 2 to 255 levels.

NOTE
Initializing a master file to support archiving does not automatically archive members. You must specify ARC
on the -ADD or -SEL control statement for each member to archive.

• ARC=MAX
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Specifies an expansion of the ARC=levels parameter, for wide record master files, from 2 to 99,999,999 levels, to
designate the maximum number of archive levels retained. You can specify ARC=MAX (instead of an exact number)
when a large number of levels are required.

• AUTOARC|NOAUTOARC
Members are automatically archived when added without having to specify ARC on the -ADD control statement. This
option is supported by wide record master files only. AUTOARC is the default if archiving is defined.

• BLOCKS=nnnnn
For VSAM master files only. Specifies the number of VSAM records to initialize. If omitted, only the primary extent
space allocation of the data set are initialized. To calculate the maximum number of blocks (assuming that the primary
and secondary space allocations are the same), use the following equation:
physrecs/track F number of tracks = Z

Z + ( (primary space/second space) * Z * 117 = BLOCKS

The value of primary space and secondary space is obtained from the SPACE( ) parameter in the IDCAMS DEFINE
job. The value of physrecs/track and number of tracks are obtained from the LISTCAT ENT(libr.vsam.master) ALL
command. This formula does not assume the primary space and secondary space are equal. See the section titled
Establishing a Block Size for BDAM Master Files later in this section for information on defining and initializing a VSAM
master file.

• COMPRESS= [FULL|PART|NONE]
Specify the COMPRESS parameter to set the default compression level. You can use the COMPRESS parameter on a
OPT statement to add a member with a different compression level.

• [CON|UNCON.]
Designates the default processing option for the master file. You can use the CON and UNCON options on -OPT, -
ADD, -SEL and -DLM control statements (CON is supported in an online environment). Statements with the CON
option in force are not executed if one or more previous statements in the same job step failed. Statements with
UNCON in force are executed without regard to possible errors in previous statements. For more information, see the
Batch Command Reference section.
When updating two modules, A and B, it is possible to bypass updating of module B if the update of module A fails for
any reason:
-OPT NOSEP

-SEL A

.

. (updates to A)

.

 -EMOD

-SEL B,CON

.

. (updates to B)

.

 -END

The CON option on the -SEL statement for module B instructs Librarian not to apply the specified changes to module
B, regardless of their validity, unless the changes to module A were completely successful. You can use the CON
option to make the generation of a job stream conditional. Assume that you want to update module A and that leading
JCL for compilation is in module LEADA and trailing JCL for linkage editing and testing is in module TRAILA.
-SEL A

.

. (updates to A)

.

 -SEL LEADA,EXEC,CON

-SEL A,EXEC,CON

-SEL TRAILA,EXEC,CON
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The CON option instructs Librarian not to generate the job stream for module A unless all updates to A were
successful. To override this option, use the UNCON option. For further information, see the UNCON option.

• [EXEC|NOEXEC]
EXEC instructs Librarian to write to a job stream file for each member added to or selected from this master file. You
can use EXEC or NOEXEC on a -SEL, -ADD, or -OPT statement to override this default for a single execution.

• [LIST|NOLIST]
LIST instructs Librarian to list each member added to or selected from this master file. You can use LIST or NOLIST on
a -SEL, -ADD, or -OPT statement to override this default for a single execution.

• [LONGDATE|SHORTDATE]
The format in which you want to enter dates. The default, SHORTDATE, uses the yymmdd format, while LONGDATE
uses the yyyymmdd format:
– y  -- Year
– m  -- Month
– d  -- Day
SHORTDATE years 65 and higher are assumed to be 20th century (for example, 1965). Years before 65 are assumed
to be for the 21st century (for example, 2059).
This option is supported by wide record master files only.

• [NOBYPP|YESBYPP]
NOBYPP indicates that you must specify a member's password to access or update the member. YESBYPP (the
default) indicates that passwords are not required. Password processing can only be activated during initialization and,
once activated, can only be deactivated by reinitializing the master file with YESBYPP.

NOTE
Librarian passwords are not intended for use as a security mechanism as they appear in various batch
Librarian listings and in many online displays. However, you can use them as a check to verify that a member
name was keyed correctly.

• [NOGPO|YESGPO]
NOGPO inhibits the Group Processing Option. YESGPO (the default) allows Group Processing of the file. You cannot
override a default of NOGPO.

• [PR|NOPR]
NOPR instructs Librarian to print on the Update Record listing only the first and last records when two or more
consecutive records are deleted from a member on this master file. PR prints all records. You can use PR or NOPR on
a -SEL or -OPT statement to override this default for a single execution.

• [PUNCH|NOPUNCH]
PUNCH instructs Librarian to punch each member added to or selected from this master file. You can use PUNCH or
NOPUNCH on a -SEL, -ADD, or - OPT statement to override this default for a single execution.

• [RESEQ|NORESEQ]
Establishes a default resequencing attribute to apply to all members added to the master file. The resequencing
attribute controls the renumbering of the member's sequence numbers during an update.
RESEQ adds all members with an attribute of RESEQ. All the data records of a member with a RESEQ attribute are
renumbered during an update according to the SEQ option values in effect for that member.
NORESEQ adds all members with an attribute of NORESEQ. For NORESEQ members, Librarian does not renumber
the entire member but retains as many current sequence numbers as possible. New records are inserted incrementing
by one, beginning with one more than the record after which the new records are inserted. Subsequent existing
records are renumbered only to the extent required to prevent duplicate sequence numbers.
You can override the default and add a member with a different attribute by specifying RESEQ or NORESEQ on an -
ADD or -OPT statement. You can change the attribute for a non-archived member by specifying RESEQ or NORESEQ
on an -OPT or -SEL statement. You cannot change the resequencing attribute of an archived member.
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NOTE
This option can affect the maintenance of third party vendor software. See the Using section for a detailed
description of using Librarian for storing vendor software.

• [SEP|NOSEP]
Inhibits page changes in the Update Record listing between multiple -ADD, -SEL, or -DLM statements. You can use
SEP or NOSEP on a -OPT statement to override this default for a single execution.

• SEQ=[/73,8,10,10/|COBOL|/s,l,i,v/]
Establishes the default location of the sequence numbers for members on this master file:
– s  -- Starting column
– l  -- Length
– i  -- Increment
– v  -- Initial value
– SEQ=COBOL -- Equivalent to SEQ=/1,6,10,10/
For wide record length master files members, the default is SEQ=/0,6,10,10/. For traditional master files, the default is
SEQ=/73,8,10,10/. You can use the SEQ parameter on a -SEL or -ADD statement to override this default for a single
execution. For additional information about the SEQ parameter, see the Batch Command Reference section.
You can establish external sequence numbers by specifying SEQ=/81,6,10,10/. Librarian then maintains sequence
numbers outside of the 80-byte member records.
For wide record master files, external numbers are specified as SEQ=/0,6,10,10/.

NOTE
This option can affect the maintenance of third party vendor software. See the Using section for a detailed
description of using Librarian for storing vendor software.

• [NOSEQUPD|YESSEQUPD]
NOSEQUPD inhibits implicit updating by sequence number. Implicit updating is described in the Batch Command
Reference section. YESSEQUPD (the default) allows implicit updating by sequence number. If NOSEQUPD is
specified at initialization time, a master file default is created that cannot be overridden at execution time.

• [VAR|NOVAR]
VAR invokes the Librarian Source-Load Audit Trail facility for every member on the master file. This facility is activated
when the member is selected for execution through the EXEC option. You can use VAR or NOVAR on a -SEL, -ADD,
-EXTRACT, or -OPT statement to override this default for a single execution. For more information, see the Batch
Command Reference section.

The following are samples of disk master file initialization -OPT statements:

Example 1
-OPT INIT,DISK

-OPT COMPRESS=PART,NOPR

Example 2
-OPT INIT,DISK,YESBYPP

-OPT NOSEP,ARC=255

Sample JCL for Master Initialization

Before adding members to a master file, it must be initialized using the batch Librarian program.

BDAM Master Files

The following shows sample JCL to allocate and initialize a BDAM master file.

//INITB JOBCARD...
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 // EXEC PGM=librarian,PARM='IEX=iex,OEX=oex'   (See note A)

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//MASTER DD DSN=data-set-name,UNIT=unit,

 // VOL=SER=volser,DISP=(,CATLG,DELETE), }    (See note B)

// DCB=(DSORG=PS,BLKSIZE=nnnn), }

// SPACE=(CYL,nn) }

//OSJOB DD DUMMY

//SYSIN DD *

-OPT INIT,DISK,...                      (See note C)

/*

//

Note the following items:

• A -- Specify the name of the Librarian load module on the PGM= JCL parameter. The default name is AFOLIBR. If you
specify the input and output exit names in the PARM field, you must specify these same exits for all future executions.
Note: The names of exits no longer have to be specified in the PARM field if you specify RUNMASTX=YES on
USERMOD MLJ4305. Doing this automatically calls both input and output exits defined in the master file.

• B -- The MASTER DD statement defines the Librarian master file. If only z/OS and OS/390 systems use the
master file, specify DSORG=PS. If you specify DSORG=PS, it should be put under SMS control, and corruption is
possible through ISPF utilities. If you specify DSORG=DA, it should not be put under SMS control and corruption
is not expected through ISPF utilities. If z/OS and OS/390 and VSE/ESA or VM/ESA share the master file, specify
DSORG=DA. If you use VSAM, more overhead is used.
Do not place the data set under the IBM Storage Management Subsystem (SMS) control.
Use only Librarian to relocate the master file to a new device type. Using any other utility can result in master file
corruption.

• C -- The -OPT statement must include the INIT and DISK parameters.
Note:  Librarian automatically blocks and compresses several records from your input into each block. The
specification of the LRECL in the DCB is irrelevant and should be omitted.

Establishing a Block Size for BDAM Master Files

You establish the block size of a BDAM master file through the DCB BLKSIZE subparameter when you initialize the
master file. If you do not specify the block size, Librarian sets the largest block size permitted for the device as a default. If
you specify an incorrect block size, the next highest block size is used.

Since each member requires at least one data block, you should avoid using a large block size if a majority of the
members are small. In general, choose a block size so that most members on the master file occupy at least ten blocks.
You can find the statistics required to make such a determination by generating a Management Index listing (-OPT
INDEX(M)) if the members are already stored on a Librarian master file.

Since any single member can occupy no more than 255 blocks, the block size should be sufficiently large so that no
member exceeds this limit. You cannot change this master file block size in a subsequent Librarian execution. To change
the block size, you must either back up the file then reinitialize and restore the file, or use the disk-to-disk backup facility.

VSAM Master Files

Before initializing a VSAM master file, you must define a VSAM cluster using the IBM IDCAMS utility. The following shows
a sample IDCAMS job to define a cluster for use as a master file.

//DEFINE jobcard...

 //STEP EXEC PGM=IDCAMS

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=F

//SYSIN DD *

DEFINE CLUSTER( -
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NAME(libr.vsam.master) -

VOL(vol1 vol2) -

CONTROLINTERVALSIZE (4096) - (See note A)

RECORDSIZE(4088 4088) -   (See note B)

REUSE -             (See note C)

NUMBERED -

SHAREOPTION (4 4) -       (See note D)

EATTR(NO)   -                   (See note E)

CYLINDERS (n n) -

)

Note the following items:

• A -- CONTROLINTERVALSIZE can be (n x 512) or (n x 2048), where n is any number from 1 to 16, inclusive.
• B -- RECORDSIZE must be 8 less than the CONTROLINTERVALSIZE. The RECORDSIZE for VSAM master files

is not an indication of the length for the users' logical records. Librarian blocks and compresses many user logical
records into a single record or the defined VSAM cluster. However, user logical records can span VSAM logical
records, if needed.

• C -- You must specify REUSE and NUMBERED.
• D -- You must specify SHAREOPTIONS (4 4), indicating that the data set is fully shared and that Librarian maintains

data integrity.
• E -- Librarian does not support Extended Addressability for VSAM files

NOTE
You must define any multi-volume VSAM data set to a reserve conversion product so that hardware reserves
are converted to software reserves. Using GRS, for example, the data set must have a CONVERSION RNL
defined for it, as follows:

RNLDEF RNL(CON) TYPE(GENERIC) QNAME(ADRPRDCT) RNAME(master.file.dsn)

The QNAME for the RNL is ADRPRDCT. Multi-volume VSAM data sets cannot be shared with non-z/OS and OS/390
systems.

The following shows sample JCL to initialize a VSAM master file.

//INITV JOBCARD...

 // EXEC PGM=librarian,PARM='IEX=iex,OEX=oex'  (See note A)

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//MASTER DD DSN=vsam.master.file,DISP=SHR   (See note B)

//OSJOB DD DUMMY

//SYSIN DD *

-OPT INIT,DISK,BLOCKS=nnnnn,...           (See note C)

/*

//

Note the following items:

• A -- Specify the name of the Librarian load module on the PGM= JCL parameter. The default name is AFOLIBR. If you
specify the input and output exit names in the PARM field, you must specify these same exits for all future executions.

NOTE
The names of exits no longer have to be specified in the PARM field if you specify RUNMASTX=YES on
USERMOD MLJ4305. Doing this automatically calls both input and output exits defined in the master file.

• B -- The DSN= value must match the data set name specified in the VSAM DEFINE CLUSTER NAME(...) statement.
• C -- The-OPT statement must include the INIT and DISK parameters. The BLOCKS= parameter is optional but

recommended.
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Device/Track Independence and SMS Support

VSAM master files are device independent. However, to provide device and track independence for BDAM master files,
you must define the master file with DSORG=PS (as opposed to DSORG=DA). This lets any copy utility move the master
file correctly from one device type to another. Master files that were copied to a device type other than the device type
they were initialized on cannot be shared with a non-z/OS and OS/390 system. You must copy them with the Librarian -
OPT BKUPDISK function. Subsequent Librarian access corrupts a master defined as DSORG=DA that was track-for-track
copied to a different device type.

Device/track independence lets you use the IBM Storage Management Subsystem Automatic Class Selection (SMS ACS)
for managing Librarian master files.

Wide Record Master Files

The following shows sample JCL to allocate and initialize a wide record master file:

//INITB JOBCARD...

 // EXEC PGM=librarian,PARM='IEX=iex,OEX=oex'   (See note A)

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//MASTER DD DSN=data-set-name,UNIT=unit,

 // VOL=SER=volser,DISP=(,CATLG,DELETE), }    (See note B)

// DCB=(DSORG=PO,RECFM=VB,BLKSIZE=nnnn,LRECL=nnnn)}

 // SPACE=(CYL(n,n,n)) }

//OSJOB DD DUMMY

//SYSIN DD *

-OPT INIT,...                       (See note C)

/*

//

Note the following items:

• A -- Specify the name of the Librarian load module on the PGM= JCL parameter. The default name is AFOLIBR. If you
specify the input and output exit names in the PARM field, you must specify these same exits for all future executions.

NOTE
The names of exits no longer have to be specified in the PARM field if you specify RUNMASTX=YES on
USERMOD MLJ4305. Doing this automatically calls both input and output exits defined in the master file.

• B -- The MASTER DD statement defines the Librarian master file. If the master file is used by z/OS and OS/390
systems only, specify DSORG=PO.
The LRECL selected for the DCB parameter is not a limitation on the user logical record. Librarian blocks and
compresses many logical records into a single record of the PDS or PDS/E. However, records can span blocks, if
necessary.
Make the choice of LRECL and BLKSIZE with wide record master files on the basis of:
– Storage efficiency -- Maximizing the number of records per track for the DASD device you are using.
– Portability -- Maximizing the number of records per track over several volumes where the data set might be ported.
– Utility limitations -- Using the maximum block size that the utilities at your site can use to archive or transport your

data set.
The LRECL must be four (4) less than BLKSIZE.
RECFM=V or VB.
There must be one (1) directory block for every three (3) members.

• C -- The -OPT statement must include the INIT parameter.
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Execution
Librarian executes under standard z/OS and OS/390 job control conventions. To override any of the defaults established
at initialization time, respecify the keyword on a -OPT statement preceding the first member update control statement.
Acceptable parameters are COMPRESS=, NORESEQ or RESEQ, NOSEP or SEP, VAR or NOVAR, EXEC or NOEXEC,
LIST or NOLIST, PR or NOPR, PUNCH, YESGPO or NOGPO, YESSEQUPD or NOSEQUPD, and YESBYPP or
NOBYPP.

Sample JCL to Update a Master File

The following is an example of the JCL for executing Librarian to update a master file.

//jobname JOB 70000,CA.CARMASINE,CLASS=1

// EXEC PGM=librarian,PARM='NRJS,NJTA'    A

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//LIST DD SYSOUT=A

//INDEX DD SYSOUT=A

//OSJOB DD UNIT=DISK,DISP=(,PASS),DSN=&&TEMP,   B

// SPACE=(TRK,(50,20,3))

 //MASTER DD DSN=master-file-name,DISP=SHR    C

//BACKUP DD UNIT=(TAPE,,DEFER),VOL=SER=volser,   D

// DISP=(,KEEP),DCB=BLKSIZE=9000

//SYSIN DD *

-OPT EXEC,BKUPTAPE

-SEL member-name

.

.

 -END

/*

//

Note the following items:

• A -- Specify the name of the Librarian load module on the PGM operand. How to use the PARM field is described in
the “Requirements for Execution Librarian” section.

• B -- Since the EXEC option was included on the -OPT control statement, you must include a file definition for the
OSJOB file in the control stream. Librarian writes all members added to or selected from the master file during this
execution to the OSJOB file. The members are passed to the appropriate language processor in subsequent steps.
See the Batch Command Reference section.

• C -- The MASTER DD statement defines the Librarian disk master file. Use SHR in the DISP field to permit
simultaneous access by other Librarian users.

• D -- Since the BKUPTAPE operand was specified on the -OPT statement, you must define a backup tape in the
control stream. (The operator is required to mount the appropriate tape. Backups to disk do not require any operator
intervention.)

Cancellation of a Librarian Job

Under certain conditions, Librarian terminates an execution with a user 2048 abend code and prints a message indicating
the type of error. The Messages section lists each message and gives appropriate recovery action.

In the event of a machine failure or operator cancellation, first check the Update Record listing to determine the point
where the cancellation occurred. If any members were updated during the canceled execution, remove all updates for
those members from the input control stream before resubmitting the job. If the Update Record listing is not available,
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execute Librarian to create a Master File Index listing. The date-of-last-update column shows which members were
updated before the abnormal termination.

Backup Procedures
The importance of a regular master file backup cannot be stressed too strongly. A backup not only provides for recovery of
the complete master file if it is destroyed, but also permits recovery of selected members destroyed by negligent updating
or inadvertent deletion. Backups can be written to tape or to disk. The Librarian backup facilities apply only to AFO master
files. Back up and restore wide record master files using standard utilities such as IEBCOPY.

You can use the GPO control statement, -GPO, to generate a backup job for selected members of a wide record master
file. When restoring a wide record master file, you must have all access authority for the PDS or PDS/E data set.

WARNING
Librarian's backup facility validates module data records and control information to detect corruption. If a
corrupted module is found during the backup procedure, an appropriate error message is written to the Update
Record listing. The module is not copied to the backup tape (or disk) and should be recovered from a previous
backup. It is recommended that you take backups with the Librarian product on a regular basis to ensure
data integrity of master file backups. Other backup facilities that perform full disk pack backups do not detect
corruption and, therefore, cannot ensure the integrity of a Librarian master file backup.

If member updates are processed in the same execution as the backup operation, the backup file reflects the changes.
You must include a BACKUP DD statement and assign it to a tape to generate a tape backup, and to disk for a disk
backup. If a BACKUP DD statement is not present, no backup file is written.

Backup tapes are subject to Librarian security enforcement. The tier of security enforced for the backup tape is
determined by the tier of security in effect for the disk master file at the time the backup tape is made. Therefore, if an
access control facility is active, the levels of authority required to perform functions on the disk master file become the
levels of authority required to perform tape functions (for example, RESTORE, UTILITY, and so on) on the corresponding
backup tape. See the "Security" section for an explanation of the available security tiers and the access authorities
required to perform tape backup functions for those tiers.

To provide this level of security on a backup tape, the disk master file control information is copied to the tape along with
the contents of the disk master file. The existence of the master file control information on the backup tape makes the
backup tape inaccessible to pre-3.9 releases of Librarian.

Backup tapes created by pre-3.9 releases of Librarian do not contain master file control information on the tape, but can
still be maintained using the current version of Librarian. Librarian security cannot be extended to those tapes until they
are converted to a post-3.9 backup tape.

To convert a pre-3.9 backup tape to a post-3.9 backup tape, a new master file must first be initialized on disk with the
security defaults, using the current Librarian. The pre-3.9 backup tape is restored to the disk master file using the -OPT
RESTORE command. The disk master file is then backed-up to tape using -OPT BKUPTAPE. If an access control facility
is active when the tape backup is originally restored to disk and the master file is defined to the access control facility, the
appropriate access authority to the master file is required to use the -OPT BKUPTAPE and - OPT RESTORE commands.

Because of the need to support post-3.9 and pre-3.9 backup tapes, certain rules were defined to regulate when the
backup tape contains the master file control information, as in post-3.9 backup tapes, and when it does not contain the
master file control information, as in pre-3.9 backup tapes. The rules cover three areas:

• Disk-to-tape backups
• Tape-to-disk restores
• Historical files.

The rules for backups and restores are described in the following sections.
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Creating a Backup
Librarian creates a backup file for an execution whenever you include the BKUPTAPE or BKUPDISK operand in the -OPT
statement for the execution. No backup file is created if the BACKUP DD statement is not present. If an access control
facility is active and the master file was defined to it, sufficient access authority is required to use the BKUPDISK and
BKUPTAPE operands.

At many sites, the operations staff executes a standard job that takes a backup tape every midnight shift. To create a
backup tape, use the normal job control statements and the following Librarian input (where BKUPTAPE is the only
required operand).

-OPT BKUPTAPE,INDEX

-END

Note: You can specify the INDEX option to create an index of the master file that can be stored with the backup tape to
provide an immediate reference to the contents of the backup tape.

When you use the current release of Librarian to completely backup a master file to tape, the master file control
information is always copied to the tape, no matter which Librarian release was used to create the disk master file.
However, the tier of security enforced on the backup tape depends on the level of security in effect for the disk master file
at the time of the backup.

Volume Serial Numbers for Backup Tapes

You must specify the volume serial number of the tapes to hold the backup either on the BACKUP DD statement or
through a generation data group.

Block Sizes for Backup Tapes

Specify the block size for a backup tape through the BLKSIZE subparameter of the DCB. You can specify any block
size but, for maximum efficiency, specify a block size of 8000 to 9000 for a backup tape with a density of 1600 bpi and
12,000 to 13,000 for a backup tape with a density of 6250 bpi. For 3480 devices, specify a block size between 16,000 and
24,000.

Recovery Procedures
This section provides recovery procedures to restore the entire file or selected memebers.

If a disk master is accidentally destroyed, use the most recent backup tape to restore the file.

Restoring the Entire File

The following rules apply when you are completely restoring an AFO master file from a backup tape:

• If the backup tape was created using Librarian release 3.9 or later, the data in the disk master file and the master
file control information are replaced with the data from the backup tape. Any initialization defaults set up for the disk
master file are overlayed by the default master file control information from the backup tape. The tier of security
enforced on the backup tape becomes the tier of security enforced for the restored disk master file.
Restoring the master file control information with the master file makes it easier to restore the master file at a difficult
time, since you no longer need to remember the options specified when the master file was originally initialized.

• If an access control facility is active and the backup tape was secured by the access control facility, adequate access
authority is required for the master file data set name on the backup tape and adequate access authority to the
corresponding disk master file to perform the restore operation. See the Security Administration section for the
required access authorities.

• If the backup tape was originally created using a pre-3.9 release of Librarian, only the data in the disk master file is
replaced by the data from the backup tape. The disk master file control information remains untouched since pre-3.9
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backup tapes do not contain the master file control information as part of the sequential tape file backup. As a result,
during initialization of the new master file, you can change any default values that were originally associated with the
master file.

You can also change the size of the file to allocate and its block size. Backup tapes created by pre-3.9 releases
of Librarian do not require access authorities to the backup tape master file to perform the restore operation. The
corresponding disk master file can require access authorities.

The process of completely restoring a disk master from a backup tape is as follows:

1. If more than one backup tape exists for the master, determine which is the latest one.
2. Print the first block of each of the backup tapes.

Positions 7 through 16 of the first block of each tape contain the date and time that the tape was created (in
mmddyyhhmm format). Use the tape with the latest date and time.

3. Perform a file initialization execution to reformat the master file.
4. After file initialization is successfully completed, execute Librarian using the same job control statements used for a

normal execution, but with the following input:
-OPT RESTORE,INDEX

A BACKUP DD statement defining the input backup tape must be present. If the backup file spans tapes, the JCL must
reflect both volumes if the data set is not cataloged.
//BACKUP DD DSN=dataset.name,DISP=(OLD,KEEP),

// VOL=SER=(volser1,volser2),UNIT=(TAPE,,DEFER)

You can specify the INDEX option to create an index of the new disk master. A message on the Update Record listing
indicates that the restore process was successful and gives the date and time that the backup tape was created. You can
then resume normal operations on the master file.

Note: You must reapply any updates applied to the master file after the last backup to bring the restored master file up to
date.

Restoring Selected Members

To restore one or more members from a backup tape to an AFO master file, use the utility -COPY statement. The utility
copy is a two step process:

1. Execute the utility. Use the following statement to invoke the utility:
-OPT UTILITY

Use -COPY statements to name the members to copy (one statement for each member).
2. Execute Librarian to update the master file using the sequential data set created in Step 1 as input.

Example

The following sample utility execution restores selected members.

//jobname JOB 70000,PGMR,CLASS=1

// EXEC PGM=librarian,PARM='NRJS,NJTA'

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSAF01 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(10,5))

 //SYSAF02 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(10,5))

 //MASTIN DD UNIT=TAPE,VOL=SER=volser,

 // DSN=sending.backup.tape,DISP=OLD

//OSJOB DD DSN=&&TEMP,UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(5,10)),

 // DISP=(,PASS)

 //SYSIN DD *

-OPT UTILITY

-COPY member-name-1
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END

// EXEC PGM=librarian,PARM='NRJS,NJTA'

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//MASTER DD DSN=receiving.master.file,DISP=SHR

//SYSIN DD DSN=&&TEMP,DISP=OLD

//OSJOB DD DUMMY

Disk Master File Copy
Wide record master files do not support BKUPDISK and RESTORE. You must use an external PDS utility, such as the
IBM IEBCOPY. For more information on IEBCOPY, see the Security Administration section. Since rapid program inventory
expansion makes it extremely difficult to estimate disk master file size or block size requirements accurately, it might be
necessary to copy your master file to a larger area on another direct access device having the same or different track
capacity.

To request a copy of the master file, use the BKUPDISK operand in the - OPT statement for that execution. The copied file
is a Librarian disk master that the BACKUP DD statement defines. If the BACKUP DD statement does not define a disk
extent, an error message is issued.

The default block size for a backup disk is the same as the default block size for the master file if the backup device and
the master file device are the same. If the backup disk device is different from the master file, the default is the next larger
block size for the backup device. For example, if the master file is on a 3330 with a block size of 1180 and you are backing
up a 3380 disk device, the default block size for the backup disk is 1044.

WARNING
You cannot change master file defaults using BKUPDISK because it produces an exact copy of the master file. -
OPT RESTORE works only for BKUPTAPE. BKUPDISK produces a copy that is useable as a Master File.

BDAM Example

The following shows the control statements required to perform a BDAM master file copy. You can specify the BKUPDISK
operand during any Librarian update. This job also produces an index of the original master file.

//jobname JOB 70000,PGMR,CLASS=0

// EXEC PGM=librarian,PARM='NRJS,NJTA'

//MASTER DD DSN=bdam.master.file1,DISP=SHR

//OSJOB DD DUMMY

//BACKUP DD UNIT=DISK,DSN=bdam.master.file2,

 // SPACE=(CYL,90),DISP=(,CATLG),

 // DCB=(BLKSIZE=1180,DSORG=DA),

 // VOL=SER=volser

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//INDEX DD SYSOUT=A

//LIST DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN DD *

-OPT BKUPDISK,INDEX

/*

//

VSAM Example

To perform a VSAM master file copy, you must first use IDCAMS to define the VSAM cluster to use for the new master file.
The following shows the control statements required to perform a VSAM master file copy.

//jobname JOB 70000,PGMR,CLASS=0
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// EXEC PGM=librarian,PARM='NRJS,NJTA'

//MASTER DD DSN=vsam.master.file1,DISP=SHR

//OSJOB DD DUMMY

//BACKUP DD DSN=vsam.master.file2,DISP=SHR   A

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//INDEX DD SYSOUT=A

//LIST DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN DD *

-OPT BKUPDISK,BLOCKS=nnnnn

/*

//

Note the following item:

• A -- Specify the VSAM cluster IDCAMS previously defined.

Changing Master File Defaults
You can change many master file defaults established at master file initialization time by reinitializing the master file using
other defaults. It is not necessary to copy the existing master file to a new master file to change the defaults. By specifying
the REINIT operand and its parameters, you can reinitialize the master file with a new set of defaults. You can override
many of these new defaults for individual executions.

If an access control facility is active and the master file is defined to it, adequate access authority to the master file is
required to use the REINIT operand. Access authorities and security related parameters of the REINIT operand are
described in the Security Administration section.

To reinitialize a master file using REINIT, specify a -OPT statement and include the REINIT operand and its associated
parameters. Use the following rules:

• You cannot continue -OPT statements. Use additional -OPT statements to specify additional parameters.
• The first parameter of the first -OPT statement of a disk master reinitialization must be REINIT.
• At least one space must separate the first parameter from -OPT. You must separate all additional parameters with

commas.

The parameters for the REINIT operand are the same as the parameters for the INIT operand, with the following
exceptions:

• DISK
Invalid for REINIT.

• CLRIEX
Removes the input exit requirement that the IEX initialization parameter specifies.

• CLROEX
Removes the output exit requirement that the OEX initialization parameter specifies.

Example: Disk Master File Reinitialization -OPT Statements

• This example makes two changes to the original master file defaults while the master file is reinitialized. The
compression level is changed for the master to partial and the Update Record listing only prints the first and last record
when two or more consecutive records are deleted.
-OPT REINIT

-OPT COMPRESS=PART,NOPR

• This example makes three changes to the original master file defaults while the master file is reinitialized. A password
is required to access or update a member, inhibiting page changes in the Update Record listing between multiple -
ADD, -SEL, or -DLM statements, and the master file retains up to 255 archive levels per member.
-OPT REINIT,NOBYPP
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-OPT NOSEP,ARC=255

• This example shows the job control statements for a disk master file reinitialization execution.
//REINIT JOB (acct),pgrmr,CLASS=2

// EXEC PGM=librarian       A

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//MASTER DD DSN=data-set-name,UNIT=unit,DISP=OLD    B

//OSJOB DD DUMMY

//SYSIN DD *

-OPT REINIT,...        C

/*

//

Note the following items:
– A -- Specify the name of the Librarian load module on the PGM keyword.
– B -- The MASTER DD statement defines the Librarian master file.
– C -- The -OPT statement must include the REINIT parameter.

Deleting Master Files
Use this option with wide record master files only. You must remove wide record master files from the Librarian control file
with a Librarian job before physically deleting them.

The following shows the job control statements for disk master file removal execution.

//REMOVE JOB (acct),pgrmr,CLASS=2

// EXEC PGM=librarian       A

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//MASTER DD DSN=data-set-name,UNIT=unit,DISP=SHR    B

//SYSIN DD *

-OPT REMOVE        C

/*

//

Note the following items:

• A -- Specify the name of the Librarian load module on the PGM keyword.
• B -- The MASTER DD statement defines the Librarian master file.
• C -- The -OPT statement must include the REMOVE parameter.

Renaming Master Files
Use this option with wide record master files only. You must remove wide record master files from the Librarian control file
with a Librarian job before renaming them. You can then rename the data set and reinitialize (REINIT) the new name.

The following shows the job control statements for disk master file removal execution (which must be completed before
the file is reinitialized).

//REMOVE JOB (acct),pgrmr,CLASS=2

// EXEC PGM=librarian       A

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//MASTER DD DSN=data-set-name,UNIT=unit,DISP=SHR    B

//SYSIN DD *

-OPT REMOVE        C

//

//
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Note the following items:

• A -- Specify the name of the Librarian load module on the PGM keyword.
• B -- The MASTER DD statement defines the Librarian master file.
• C -- The -OPT statement must include the REMOVE parameter.

After file removal is complete, the file is ready to be reinitialized. The following shows the job control statements for disk
master file REINIT execution.

//REINIT JOB (acct),pgrmr,CLASS=2

// EXEC PGM=librarian       A

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//MASTER DD DSN=data-set-name,UNIT=unit,DISP=SHR    B

//OSJOB DD DUMMY

//SYSIN DD *

-OPT REINIT        C

/*

//

Note the following items:

• A -- Specify the name of the Librarian load module on the PGM keyword.
• B -- The MASTER DD statement defines the Librarian master file.
• C -- The -OPT statement must include the REINIT parameter.

Master File Indexes
Librarian provides the following indexes for master files:

• The Programmer Index, which provides information about all the members on a master file marked as belonging to
one programmer. The programmer name must be stored with the control information for the member. See the -PGMR
command in the Batch Command Reference section for more information on storing the programmer name.

• The Master File Index, which provides information similar to that displayed on the Programmer Index for every member
on the master file.

• The Management Index, which provides a more detailed two-line summary of member attributes.
• The Statistical Index, a summary of storage use for the Librarian master file, which system programmers can use to

monitor the use of space allocated for a file.
• The Tape Index, which produces an index from the tape master backup.

Programmer Index

To produce an index of all members belonging to a specific programmer, use the INDEX(pgmr) parameter in the -OPT
statement for the execution. For example:

-OPT INDEX(SMITH)

The resulting index listing shows the run number, the date and time of the index, the report title, the name of the master
file, and the total number of members on the master file for this programmer.

Then, for each member, the report lists:
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• Member name
• Password
• Member description
• Date the member was added to the master file
• Last date the member was updated
• Number of records in the member
• Three-character language code, if any, stored with the member control information
• Cataloged procedure, if any, associated with the member through -JCL commands
• Sequence parameters in effect for that member

Note: To produce this type of index, you must store the programmer name with the control information of the member,
either through a -PGMR statement, through the PGMR= parameter of a -JCL statement, or through a PGMR control
command entered in an online environment.

For complete information about member control information, see the Batch Command Reference section.

RUN NO. 110    DATE=mm/dd/yy  TIME=1022   MASTER FILE INDEX         LIBR.DEV.MAST          PAGE 1

MODULE   PSWD   MEMBER DESCRIPTION           ADDED        UPDATED       RECORDS    LANG   PROC  PROGRAMMER

BSYSJ030 RLGX   SYSTEM B ROUTINE                   01/12/97   01/12/97 115115      60     ASM  $NOJCL  SMITH

TRACMOD2 BZTS   ACCOUNT TRACS SYSTEM          09/22/96   03/19/97 140651    1080     COB  $NOJCL  SMITH

VARIABLE JRPK   SLAT VARIABLE MODULE          10/06/96   01/15/97 132927      21     ASM  $NOJCL  SMITH

Utility Programmer Index

To produce an index of all members belonging to a specific programmer (for which only READ access is required), use the
-INDEX(pgmr) statement for the execution. For example:

-OPT UTILITY

-INDEX(SMITH)

The resulting index listing shows the date and time of the index, the report title, the name of the master file, and the total
number of members on the master file for this programmer.

Then, for each member, the report lists:

• Member name
• Password
• Member description
• Date the member was added to the master file
• Last date the member was updated
• Number of records in the member
• Three-character language code, if any, stored with the member control information
• Cataloged procedure, if any, associated with the member through JCL commands
• Sequence parameters in effect for that member

Note: To produce this type of index, you must store the programmer name with the control information of the member,
either through a -PGMR statement, through the PGMR= parameter of a -JCL statement, or through a PGMR control
command entered in an online environment.

The Programmer Utility Index is not valid with wide record processing. For complete information about member control
information, see the Batch Command Reference section.
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RUN NO. 110    DATE=mm/dd/yy  TIME=1022   MASTER FILE INDEX         LIBR.DEV.MAST          PAGE 1

MODULE   PSWD   MEMBER DESCRIPTION           ADDED        UPDATED       RECORDS    LANG   PROC  PROGRAMMER

BSYSJ030 RLGX   SYSTEM B ROUTINE                    01/12/97  01/12/97 115115       60       ASM  $NOJCL 

 SMITH

TRACMOD2 BZTS   ACCOUNT TRACS SYSTEM                09/22/96  03/19/97 140651     1080    COB  $NOJCL  SMITH

VARIABLE JRPK   SLAT VARIABLE MODULE         10/06/96   01/15/97 132927       21    ASM  $NOJCL  SMITH

Master File Index

Use the INDEX parameter in the -OPT statement to produce an index of all members on the master file. For example:

-OPT INDEX

The Master File Index shows the run number and the name of the master file at the top of the report. Then, for each
member on the master file, the report shows:

• Member name
• Password
• Member description, if any
• Date and time the member was added to the master file
• Date and time of the last update
• Number of records in the member
• Three-character language code, if any
• Cataloged procedure associated with the member, if any
• Programmer-name associated with the member, if any

At the end of the listing, the following master file summary information is reported:

• Total number of records on the master file
• Total number of members on the master file
• Total number of allocated tracks
• Total number of unused tracks
• Total number of used tracks

At the end of the wide record listing, the following master file summary information is reported:

• Total number of records
• Total number of history records
• Total number of members
• Widest record
• Member with the most total records
• Member with the most history records
• Member with the most data records

                DATE=mm/dd/yy  TIME=0957   MASTER FILE INDEX           PAGE 1

MODULE   PSWD   MODULE DESCRIPTION          ADDED       UPDATED        RECORDS     LANG  PROC  PROGRAMMER

$$LKMAIN  PFZF-0 C PRELINK FOR LIBRMAIN        01/14/96  08/08/96 095648      106       DAT       $NOJCL 

 BRANDON

ADDFUNC  RJRR-0 -ADD function          01/25/96  08/16/96 103657      638       C         $NOJCL  BRANDON
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ADDRECS  RRNH-0 add member recs from sysin         02/23/96  08/12/96 111434      155       C     $NOJCL 

 BRANDON

AFOFUNC  RVKN-0 AFOLIBR FUNCTION         01/17/96  07/14/96 184235      421       C     $NOJCL  BRANDON

COMPFUNC  RZHC-0 -OPT COMP function         01/25/96  08/05/96 151142     1686       C     $NOJCL  BRANDON

COPYFUNC  NCQQ-0 Utility -COPY function         05/12/96  08/15/96 104926      632                 $NOJCL 

 SCHMIDT

DELFUNC  NKDR-0 -DEL update func         02/25/96  06/23/96 171035     192       C     $NOJCL  BRANDON

THE TOTAL NUMBER OF RECORDS ON THE MASTER FILE...........40001

THE TOTAL NUMBER OF MODULES ON THE MASTER FILE.............110

THE TOTAL NUMBER OF ALLOCATED TRACKS.......................450

THE TOTAL NUMBER OF UNUSED TRACKS..........................371

THE TOTAL NUMBER OF USED TRACKS.............................79

RUN NO. 109    DATE=06/14/90  TIME=1022            MASTER FILE INDEX            LIBR.DEV.MAST                

   PAGE   1

MODULE   PSWD   MODULE DESCRIPTION              ADDED        UPDATED      RECORDS     LANG      PROC     

 PROGRAMMER

BSYSJ030 RLGX   SYSTEM B ROUTINE               01/12/90  01/12/90 115115      60       ASM     $NOJCL    SMITH

CSYSJ100 TDSL   SYSTEM C ROUTINE               02/22/90   NOT UPDATED          7       ASM     $NOJCL    BROWN

TRACMOD1 TDSV   ACCOUNT TRACS SYSTEM           03/30/90   NOT UPDATED          6       COB     $NOJCL    JONES

TRACMOD2 BZTS   ACCOUNT TRACS SYSTEM           09/22/89  04/19/90 140651    1080       COB     $NOJCL    SMITH

VARIABLE JRPK   SLAT VARIABLE MODULE           10/06/89  01/15/90 132927      21       ASM     $NOJCL    SMITH

THE TOTAL NUMBER OF RECORDS ON THE MASTER FILE............1174

THE TOTAL NUMBER OF MODULES ON THE MASTER FILE...............5

THE TOTAL NUMBER OF ALLOCATED TRACKS........................35

THE TOTAL NUMBER OF UNUSED TRACKS...........................32

THE TOTAL NUMBER OF USED TRACKS..............................3

Note the following:

• The compression level of a member is reported on the records field of the Master File Index. A -U appears after the
number of records for an uncompressed member. A -P appears for a partially compressed member. If there is no -P or
-U, it is a fully compressed member.

• Where the sequencing parameters appear in the Programmer Index, the Master File Index shows a 15-byte
programmer name.

    DATE=mm/dd/yy   TIME=0957   MASTER FILE INDEX    LIBR.SCHDA12.MAST42     PAGE 1

MEMBER  PSWD MEMBER DESCRIPTION   ---- ADDED ----    --- UPDATED --- RECORDS LANG   PROC  PROGRAMMER

ABC  ZKMZ     08/17/96 161424 08/17/96 161615 11 $NOJCL

A0  CWKS Description    07/20/96 150551 07/20/96 150551 7 ABC David Schmidt

B1  KWWT Description for B1   07/20/96 150552 07/20/96 150552 5 $NOJCL D. S. Schmidt

B2  NLBK Description for B2   07/20/96 150552 07/20/96 150552 5 $NOJCL D. Schmidt

B3  TXDX Description for B3   07/20/96 150553 07/20/96 150553 5 $NOJCL D. Schmidt

B4  SNTB Description for B4   07/20/96 150553 07/20/96 150553 5 $NOJCL Schmidt

COLINC  WSDB     07/19/96 074740 08/05/96 171025 1 $NOJCL

COL2  MWPS     08/04/96 155124 08/04/96 155124 1 $NOJCL

Total number of records  in the master file .........      181

Total number of history records  in the master file .........      14
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Total number of members  in the master file .........       26

Widest record   in the master file .........      130

WIDE130  is the member with the most total   records .......       35

A0  is the member with the most history records .......        2

WIDE130  is the member with the most data    records .......        35

            Fig .... Index report for PDS master file

Utility Master File Index

To produce an index of all members on the master file (for which only READ access is required), use the -INDEX
statement for the execution. For example:

-OPT UTILITY

-INDEX

The Utility Master File Index shows the name of the master file at the top of the report. Then, for each member on the
master file, the report shows:

• Member name
• Password
• Member description, if any
• Date and time the member was added to the master file
• Date and time of the last update
• Number of records in the member
• Three-character language code, if any
• Cataloged procedure associated with the member, if any
• Programmer-name associated with the member, if any

At the end of the listing, the following master file summary information is reported:

• Total number of records on the master file
• Total number of members on the master file
• Total number of allocated tracks
• Total number of unused tracks
• Total number of used tracks

The Utility Master File Index is not valid with wide record processing.

                DATE=mm/dd/yy  TIME=0957   MASTER FILE INDEX           PAGE 1

MODULE   PSWD   MODULE DESCRIPTION          ADDED       UPDATED        RECORDS     LANG  PROC  PROGRAMMER

$$LKMAIN  PFZF-0 C PRELINK FOR LIBRMAIN         01/14/96  08/08/96 095648     106        DAT     $NOJCL     

 BRANDON

ADDFUNC  RJRR-0 -ADD function                     01/25/96  08/16/96 103657     638        C $NOJCL     

 BRANDON

ADDRECS  RRNH-0 add member recs from sysin         02/23/96  08/12/96 111434     155        C $NOJCL     

 BRANDON

AFOFUNC  RVKN-0 AFOLIBR FUNCTION         01/17/96  07/14/96 184235     421        C $NOJCL      BRANDON

COMPFUNC  RZHC-0 -OPT COMP function         01/25/96  08/05/96 151142    1686        C $NOJCL      BRANDON

COPYFUNC  NCQQ-0 Utility -COPY function         05/12/96  08/15/96 104926     632          $NOJCL      SCHMIDT

DELFUNC  NKDR-0 -DEL update func         02/25/96  06/23/96 171035     192        C $NOJCL      BRANDON

THE TOTAL NUMBER OF RECORDS ON THE MASTER FILE...........40001

THE TOTAL NUMBER OF MODULES ON THE MASTER FILE.............110

THE TOTAL NUMBER OF ALLOCATED TRACKS.......................450

THE TOTAL NUMBER OF UNUSED TRACKS..........................371

THE TOTAL NUMBER OF USED TRACKS.............................79
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Note the following:

• The compression level of a member is reported on the records field of the Master File Index. A -U appears after the
number of records for an uncompressed member. A -P appears for a partially compressed member. If there is no -P or
-U, it is a fully compressed member.

• Where the sequencing parameters appear in the Programmer Index, the Master File Index shows a 15-byte
programmer name.

Management Index

Use the INDEX(M) parameter in the -OPT statement to produce an index of all members on the master file, including
management control information. For example:

-OPT INDEX(M)

The Management Index lists the run number, the date and time the index was produced, and the master file name. Then,
for each member on the master file, the Management Index lists:

• Member name.
• Password.
• Member description.
• Date the member was added to the master file.
• Date and time member copied via batch Librarian Utility processing (Wide master files only)
• Date of the latest update.
• Archiving status of the member.
• Programmer name associated with the member
• Number of records.
• Number of times the batch Librarian program or the Immediate Online Update (IOU) facility accessed the member.

This field does not reflect access to a member through the File Access Interface Routines (FAIR) or any program or
facility that uses FAIR (such as LIB/AM).

• Number of times the member was updated.
• Number of blocks the member occupies.
• Three-character language code associated with the member.
• Cataloged procedure associated with the member.
• Date the member was last accessed.
• Sequence parameters of the member.
• Number of archiving levels.
• Level number of the -0 level, or latest update, of the member.

At the end of the listing, the following master file summary information is provided:

• Total number of records on the master file
• Total number of modules on the master file
• Total number of allocated tracks
• Total number of unused tracks
• Total number of used tracks

At the end of the wide record master file listing, the following summary information is provided:
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• Total number of history records
• Total number of members
• Widest record
• Member with the most total records
• Member with the most history records
• Member with the most data records

                DATE=mm/dd/yy  TIME=1530   MASTER FILE INDEX           PAGE 1

MODULE   PSWD   MODULE DESCRIPTION          ADDED       UPDATED        RECORDS     LANG  PROC      SEQUENCE

 PARAM

          ARC/NOARC          PROGRAMMER      ACCESSES  UPDATES    BLOCKS   ACCESSED     LVLS/LVL-NO

ARCINDEX  DXXG   ARCHIVED  MODULE INDEX         03/07/96 04/16/96 151007     279       UCR       $NOJCL    

 81/6/0010/0010

               ARC   SMITH              4        3        3  04/16/96       4      3

AUXINC  KGTS   INCLUDES   FROM AUX LIBRARIES      03/07/96 04/16/96 151007       593       UCR       $NOJCL  

   73/8/0010/0010

     ARC   SMITH    5        4        16    04/16/96        5      4       

DATSTAMP BCLJ    DATE SSTAMP ROUTINE         03/07/96 04/16/96 151009        43       UCR       $NOJCL     

 73/8/0010/0010

     ARC   SMITH   4        4         1    04/16/96        5      4

FAIROS BCLJ      FAIR ROUTINES - OS         03/07/96 04/16/96 151010      1774       UCR       $NOJCL     

 73/8/0010/0010

     ARC   SMITH   3        3        19    04/16/96        4      3

FAIRSCAN MLWP    SCAN UTILITY USING FAIR         03/07/96 04/16/96 151012       1264      UCR        $NOJCL  

   81/6/0010/0010

     ARC   SMITH   2        2        15    04/16/96        3      2

IEBUPXIT MLWP    TRANSLATE IEBUPDTE TO LIBR         03/07/96 04/16/96 151014       1263      UCR        $NOJCL

     73/8/0010/0010

     ARC   SMITH   4        3              2804/16/96      4      3

IEXSLAT CXWF IEX FOR SLAT INSERTION         03/07/96 04/16/96 151016       1015      UCR        $NOJCL    

 73/8/0010/0010

     ARC   SMITH   3        2         9      04/16/96      3      2

IEXSTOW CXWF IEX TO ADD OR REPLACE         03/07/96 04/16/96 151017        104      UCR        $NOJCL    

 81/6/0010/0010

     ARC   SMITH   3        3         9      04/16/96      4      3

INSTUCR XLZP JCL TO INSTALL UCR           03/07/96 03/14/96 1505           67      JCL        $NOJCL    

 81/6/0010/0010

       SMITH   3        3         1      03/14/96

INSTUCRL XZLG JCL TO INSTALL UCR USING LAM          03/07/96 NOT UPDATED            53      JCL         $NOJCL

    81/6/0010/0010

       SMITH             0        0         1

LAMBASTE GPGRLAM/TSO ALLOC AND EXECUTE PGM         03/07/96 04/16/96 1510181432   UCR   $NOJCL  81/6/0010/0010

     ARC   SMITH   2        2              1804/16/96      3       2

LAMDIRRD GPGR DIRECTORY READ EXECUTOR         03/07/96 04/16/96 151020 632    UCR   $NOJCL  81/6/0010/0010

     ARC   SMITH   3        3        27      04/16/96      4       3

THE TOTAL NUMBER OF RECORDS ON THE MASTER FILE - - - - - - 6696

THE TOTAL NUMBER OF MODULES ON THE MASTER FILE - - - - - - 17

THE TOTAL NUMBER OF ALLOCATED TRACKS - - - - - - - - - - - 15

THE TOTAL NUMBER OF UNUSED TRACKS - - - - - - - - - - - - - 8

THE TOTAL NUMBER OF USED TRACKS - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 7

          DATE=mm/dd/yy   TIME=0957  MASTER FILE INDEX   LIBR.SCHDA12.MAST42       PAGE 1
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Member  Pswd   Lang Description          Added   Updated   Copied    Records   Updates  Levels    Sequence 

 parms

 Lock ID        Programmer       Arc   JCL Proc    History    Max Rec  Level#   PrMod Resq Cmpr

ABC  ZKMZ           08/17/96 08/17/96      11        7    8   000 6 0010 0010

              ARC   $NOJCL    16.14.24 16.16.15              0      80    7         Resq Full

A0  CWKS       Description         07/20/96 07/20/96       7       0   1   073 8 0010 1001

       David Schmidt    ARC   ABC       15.05.51 15.05.51      2      80   0          NoRs Full

B1 KWWT      Description for B1        07/20/96 07/20/96      5       0   1    010 8 0010 1000

        D. S. Schmidt    ARC   $NOJCL    15.05.52 15.05.52      2      80   0           NoRs Full

B2 NLBK      Description for B2       07/20/96 07/20/96      5        0   1     020 8 0010 1100

        D. Schmidt       ARC   $NOJCL    15.05.52 15.05.52      1       80   0           NoRs Full

XYZ      XXCZ           08/12/96 08/15/96 08/16/96   22       26  27      081 6 0010 0010

      ARC   $NOJCL    11.19.21 14.19.15 15.07.29     0          80   26            Resq None

Total number of records    in the master file ......... 181

Total number of history records in the master file ......... 14

Total number of members    in the master file ......... 26

Widest record     in the master file ......... 130

WIDE130 is the member with the most total    records ....... 35

A0  is the member with the most history  records ....... 2

WIDE130 is the member with the most data     records ....... 35

Utility Management Index

To produce an index of all members on the master file, including management control information (for which only READ
access is required), use the -INDEX(M) statement for the execution. For example:

-OPT UTILITY

-INDEX(M)

The Management Index lists the date and time the index was produced, and the master file name. Then, for each member
on the master file, the Management Index lists:
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• Member name
• Password
• Member description
• Date the member was added to the master file
• Date of the latest update
• Archiving status of the member
• Programmer name associated with the member
• Number of records
• Number of times the batch Librarian program or the Immediate Online Update (IOU) facility accessed the member.

This field does not reflect access to a member through the File Access Interface Routines (FAIR) or any program or
facility that uses FAIR (such as LIB/AM)

• Number of times the member was updated
• Number of blocks the member occupies
• Three-character language code associated with the member
• Cataloged procedure associated with the member
• Date the member was last accessed
• Sequence parameters of the member
• Number of archiving levels
• Level number of the -0 level, or latest update, of the member

At the end of the listing, the following master file summary information is provided:

• Total number of records on the master file
• Total number of modules on the master file
• Total number of allocated tracks
• Total number of unused tracks
• Total number of used tracks.

The Utility Management Index is not valid with wide record processing.

   DATE=mm/dd/yy TIME=1530     MASTER FILE INDEX             PAGE 1

MEMBER  PSWD   MEMBER DESCRIPTION   ADDED    UPDATED    RECORDS    LANG  ROC  SEQUENCE PARAM

     ARC/NOARC      PROGRAMMER    ACCESSES  UPDATES   BLOCKS  ACCESSED     LVLS/LVL-NO

ARCINDEX  DXXG   ARCHIVED MODULE INDEX  03/07/96 04/16/96 151007    279   UCR $NOJCL 81/6/0010/0010

     ARC      SMITH  4         3        3   04/16/96       4       3

AUXINC  KGTS   INCLUDES FROM AUX LIBRARIES  03/07/96   04/16/96 151007  593    UCR  $NOJCL 73/8/0010/0010

     ARC      SMITH   5         4        16  04/16/96       5       4

DATSTAMP  BCLJ   DATE SSTAMP ROUTINE  03/07/96 04/16/96 151009     43    UCR  $NOJCL  73/8/0010/0010

     ARC      SMITH   4         4         1  04/16/96       5       4

FAIROS  BCLJ   FAIR ROUTINES  -  OS  03/07/96 04/16/96 151010   1774    UCR  $NOJCL  73/8/0010/0010

     ARC      SMITH   3         3        19  04/16/96       4       3

FAIRSCAN  MLWP   SCAN UTILITY USING FAIR  03/07/96 04/16/96 151012   1264    UCR  $NOJCL  81/6/0010/0010

     ARC      SMITH   2         2        15  04/16/96       3       2

IEBUPXIT  MLWP   TRANSLATE IEBUPDTE TO LIBR   03/07/96 04/16/96 151014   1263    UCR  $NOJCL  73/8/0010/0010

     ARC      SMITH   4         3          2804/16/96       4       3

IEXSLAT  CXWF   IEX FOR SLAT INSERTION       03/07/96 04/16/96 151016   1015    UCR  $NOJCL  73/8/0010/0010

     ARC      SMITH   3         2         9  04/16/96         3       2

IEXSTOW  CXWF   IEX TO ADD OR REPLACE        03/07/96 04/16/96 151017    104    UCR  $NOJCL  81/6/0010/0010

     ARC      SMITH   3         3         9  04/16/96        4      3

INSTUCR  XLZP   JCL TO INSTALL UCR   03/07/96 03/14/96 1505       67    JCL  $NOJCL  81/6/0010/0010

            SMITH   3         3         1  03/14/96

INSTUCRL  XXZLG   JCL TO INSTALL UCR USING LAM  03/07/96 NOT UPDATED         53    JCL  $NOJCL  81/6/0010/0010
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          SMITH   0         0 1

LAMBASTE  GPGRLAM/TSO ALLOC AND EXECUTE PGM   03/07/96 04/16/96 1510181432    UCR  $NOJCL  81/6/0010/0010

     ARC      SMITH   2         2          1804/16/96 3 2

LAMDIRRD  GPGR DIRECTORY READ EXECUTOR   03/07/96 04/16/96 151020    632    UCR  $NOJCL  81/6/0010/0010

     ARC      SMITH   3         3        27 04/16/96 4 3

THE TOTAL NUMBER OF RECORDS ON THE MASTER FILE - - - - - - 6696

THE TOTAL NUMBER OF MODULES ON THE MASTER FILE - - - - - - 17

THE TOTAL NUMBER OF ALLOCATED TRACKS - - - - - - - - - - - 15

THE TOTAL NUMBER OF UNUSED TRACKS - - - - - - - - - - - - - 8

THE TOTAL NUMBER OF USED TRACKS - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 7

Statistical Summary (Wide Record)

Use the INDEX(S) option in the -OPT statement to produce a statistical summary of the space used in a master file,
including the total number of members, records, tracks, and so on. For example:

-OPT INDEX(S)

The Statistical Index shows the run number, the date and time the index was produced, and the master file name.

Then, for that master file, the Statistical Index lists:

• Total number of history records
• Total number of members
• Widest record
• Member with the most total records
• Member with the most history records
• Member with the most data records

Total number of records  in the master file ......... 181

Total number of history records  in the master file ......... 14

Total number of members  in the master file ......... 26

Widest record   in the master file ......... 130

WIDE130   is the member with the most total   records ....... 35

A0   is the member with the most history records ....... 2

WIDE130   is the member with the most data    records ....... 35

        DATE=mm/dd/yy   TIME=0957    MASTER FILE STATISTICAL SUMMARY

TOTAL NUMBER OF RECORDS - - - - - - - - - 40,001

TOTAL NUMBER OF MODULES - - - - - - - - - - 110

BLOCKSIZE - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2,004

TOTAL NUMBER OF BLOCKS - - - - - - - - - - 8,550

TOTAL NUMBER OF FREE BLOCKS - - - - - - - 7,059

TOTAL NUMBER OF USED BLOCKS - - - - - - - 1,491

TOTAL NUMBER OF DEAD BLOCKS - - - - - - - - - 0 (DUE TO PROGRAM ABENDS)

TOTAL NUMBER OF TRACKS - - - - - - - - - - - 450 (BDAM ONLY)

TOTAL NUMBER OF FREE TRACKS - - - - - - - - 371 (BDAM ONLY)

TOTAL NUMBER OF INDEX BLOCKS - - - - - - - - - 2

TOTAL NUMBER OF MASTER INDEX ENTRIES - - - - - 2

PERCENTAGE OF FREE SPACE - - - - - - - - - - 82%

PERCENTAGE OF DEAD SPACE - - - - - - - - - - 0%

LARGEST MODULE (IN BLOCKS) - - - - GPOFUNC (83)
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Utility Statistical Summary

Use the -INDEX(S) statement to produce a statistical summary of the space used in a master example:

-OPT UTILITY

-INDEX(S)

The Statistical Index shows the date and time the index was produced and the master file name.

Then for that master file, the report lists:

• Total number of records
• Total number of modules
• Block size
• Total number of blocks
• Total number of free blocks
• Total number of used blocks
• Total number of dead blocks
• Total number of tracks
• Total number of free tracks
• Total number of index blocks
• Total number of master index entries
• Percentage of free space
• Percentage of dead space
• Largest module (in blocks)

The Utility Statistical Summary Index is not valid with wide record processing.

         DATE=mm/dd/yy      TIME=0957   MASTER FILE STATISTICAL SUMMARY

TOTAL NUMBER OF RECORDS - - - - - - - - - 40,001

TOTAL NUMBER OF MODULES - - - - - - - - - - 110

BLOCKSIZE - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2,004

TOTAL NUMBER OF BLOCKS - - - - - - - - - - 8,550

TOTAL NUMBER OF FREE BLOCKS - - - - - - - 7,059

TOTAL NUMBER OF USED BLOCKS - - - - - - - 1,491

TOTAL NUMBER OF DEAD BLOCKS - - - - - - - - - 0 (DUE TO PROGRAM ABENDS)

TOTAL NUMBER OF TRACKS - - - - - - - - - - - 450 (BDAM ONLY)

TOTAL NUMBER OF FREE TRACKS - - - - - - - - 371 (BDAM ONLY)

TOTAL NUMBER OF INDEX BLOCKS - - - - - - - - - 2

TOTAL NUMBER OF MASTER INDEX ENTRIES - - - - - 2

PERCENTAGE OF FREE SPACE - - - - - - - - - - 82%

PERCENTAGE OF DEAD SPACE - - - - - - - - - - 0%

LARGEST MODULE (IN BLOCKS) - - - - GPOFUNC (83)

Librarian Utility
The Librarian utility is a read-only facility that can process either an entire master file or selected members. The utility lets
you:
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• Restructure members using the -INC utility control statement.
• Create a sequential file made up of records that you supply directly in the input stream, plus members or portions of

members that you specify on a utility control statement.
• Copy members between master files using the -COPY utility control statement.
• Use the -EXTRACT utility control statement to extract members from a master file without opening the master file for

update. This is useful for accessing members contained in a secured master file.
• Print or punch members or portions of members using -PRINT and -PUNCH utility control statements.
• Scan an entire master file or a specific range of members on a master file for a character string, using the -SCAN utility

control statement.
• Create INDEX reports for an entire master file without requiring update access (not valid for wide master files).

Because the utility is a read-only facility, it does not produce an updated master file. However, you can use the output of
the utility (the OSJOB file) in a subsequent job step to update a master file. You can update either the same master file or
another file, although all members processed in the utility step must be on the same master file.

You can process any number of members in a utility disk master execution using the -INC, -PRINT, -PUNCH, -EXTRACT,
and -COPY statements. For a utility global scan, you can use a maximum of 30 -SCAN statements.

How the Utility Works
The utility processes only utility control statements (-COPY, -INC, -EXTRACT, -PRINT, -PUNCH, -INDEX, and -SCAN).
Any statement that is not a utility control statement is written to the job stream file as is, unprocessed. In this way, the job
stream file can contain a Librarian control stream that is used as input to a subsequent Librarian execution.

You can keep the output file the utility creates in this way, send it to another site, or use it as input to a subsequent
execution of Librarian.

-OPT UTILITY Statement -- Invoke the Utility
To invoke the utility, use the following control statement:

-OPT UTILITY[,NOSORT][,SKIPERR]

• UTILITY
Invokes Librarian's utility processor. UTILITY must appear as the first parameter on the -OPT statement.

• NOSORT
(For backup tape files.) Bypasses the usual sorting of member names. Specify NOSORT if the member control
statements are arranged so that the member names are in ascending alphanumeric order in the SYSIN file. If you
specify NOSORT, SYSAF03 is not required. For reasons of efficiency, it is recommended that you use NOSORT when
processing the output of a GPO execution as input to the utility.

• SKIPERR
Tells the utility to continue execution if it finds an error in a control statement. If SKIPERR is not specified, the utility
execution aborts in case of an error, such as an invalid member name. If you specify SKIPERR and there is an error,
Librarian writes a message indicating the error and continues processing the rest of the control stream. Librarian -INC
statements that cannot be expanded are not written to the output file.

-COPY Command -- Copy Members
You can use the utility to copy members from one master file to another or from a backup tape to a master file. You
cannot use the utility to copy between an AFO master file and wide record master file. You should use LIBRCOPY to do
this. See the “User Contributed Routines” section for more information. To perform a member copy between VSAM and
BDAM master files, you must first copy the members to the job stream file. Then you must execute Librarian to transfer
the copied members from the job stream file to the receiving master file. The transferred members are placed in proper
alphanumeric order in the receiving master file.
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For wide record master files, the utility copies members in a single job step. The job stream file is not used. The
destination master file is identified using the ddname COPYDEST. The -COPY utility command copies the members to the
job stream file.

The utility constructs a special -ADD control statement for each copied member, followed by the member data in
compressed format.

This command has the following format:

-COPY modname[,new-modname][,options]

• modname
Member name of the member to transfer.

• new-modname
New member name for the member you are transferring.

• options
Options are:
– {LOCK|UNLOCK}

For wide record master files, you can use the LOCK and UNLOCK options to change the lock status for the member
in the receiving master file. The default is to copy the lock attribute unaltered.

NOTE
You can find additional security options for the -COPY batch command in the Security Administration
section.

– PSWD=password
A password to assign to the copied member. If you omit this operand and you are not renaming the member, the
member retains its original password. If you are renaming the member and you do not specify a password for it,
Librarian generates a new password for it.

– {REP|NOREP}
REP is the default. Indicates that the specified member replaces any like-named member in the receiving master
file. NOREP indicates that the specified member is not transferred to the receiving master file if a like-named
member exists in the receiving master file.

Note the following:

• If you specify a new member name, the new member name is used when testing for like-named members in the output
file.

• The characteristics of a member that you can alter during the transfer process are the password and the member
name. In addition, you can alter the status and lock attribute during the transfer between wide record master files.

• All levels of an archived member are copied.
• All member control information and history records are copied. For example, if the REP operand is used when copying

from a non-archived member to an archived member, archiving is turned off for the destination member.

Any statements other than those the utility recognizes are written as is to the OSJOB file as they are encountered in the
SYSIN stream. For example, you can include -OPT statements intended to control the execution of the subsequent job
step after the -OPT UTILITY statement and before any -COPY statements.

A member that is transferred from one master file to another is not deleted from the original master file.

Examples: Transfer a Member

• This example instructs Librarian to transfer a member named BETA. If a member named BETA already exists on the
receiving master file, member BETA is not transferred.
-COPY BETA,NOREP

• This example instructs Librarian to transfer a member named ALPHA and to rename it GAMMA. If a member named
GAMMA exists on the receiving master file, member GAMMA is not transferred.
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-COPY ALPHA,GAMMA,NOREP

• This example instructs Librarian to transfer a member named DELTA and to replace any like-named member with the
transferred one.
-COPY DELTA

• This example illustrates using the utility to copy members from a backup tape to a disk master file. Step 1 is a Librarian
utility execution to create a sequential data set. Step 2 is a Librarian update execution. The output from the first step is
used as input to this step.
//jobname JOB 70000,CA.WILSON,CLASS=1

//STEP1 EXEC PGM=librarian,PARM='NRJS,NJTA'    A

//MASTIN DD DSN=volser,VOL=SER=volser,    B

// UNIT=TAPE,DISP=OLD,LABEL=(,SL)

 //SYSAF01 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(30,30))    C

//SYSAF02 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(30,30))

 //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//OSJOB DD DSN=&&TEMP,UNIT=SYSDA,

 // DCB=(RECFM=FB,BLKSIZE=1600),

 // SPACE=(TRK,(50,30)),DISP=(,PASS)

 //SYSIN DD *

-OPT UTILITY,SKIPERR      D

-OPT NOSEP

-COPY member-1,member-2,NOREP }

-SEL member-2,EXEC }

-COPY member-3 }       E

-SEL member-3,LIST }

-SEL member-4 }

-END

//STEP2 EXEC PGM=librarian,PARM='NRJS,NJTA'

//OSJOB DD SYSOUT=(A,INTRDR)     F

//MASTER DD DSN=master-file-name,DISP=SHR    G

//SYSIN DD DSN=&&TEMP,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)    H

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//

Note the following items:
– A -- The execution of the Librarian program specifies NRJS and NJTA, indicating that the OSJOB data set is passed

to a second step and job stream typeouts are suppressed.
– B -- The MASTIN DD statement defines the backup tape file.
– C -- If you specified the NOSORT operand in the -OPT UTILITY statement, then the two work files SYSAF01 and

SYSAF02 are not required.
– D -- The -OPT statement invokes the utility function.
– E -- The utility processes the -COPY statements. This means the entire contents of the named members are copied

to the job stream file. The -OPT and - SEL statements are passed unaltered to the job stream file.
– F -- The job stream file contains a complete job that is passed to the internal reader.
– G -- This statement specifies the receiving master file.
– H -- The SYSIN DD statement defines the output OSJOB data set in the previous step.

• This example illustrates the use of the utility to copy members between wide record master files. There is only one job
step.
//jobname JOB 70000,CA.WILSON,CLASS=1

//STEP1 EXEC PGM=librarian,PARM='NRJS,NJTA'

//COPYDEST DD DSN=dest-master-file-name,DISP=SHR   A

//MASTER DD DSN=origin-master-file-name,DISP=SHR   B

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A
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//SYSIN DD *

-OPT UTILITY,SKIPERR      C

-COPY member-1,member-2,NOREP }

-COPY member-3 }       D

-END

//

Note the following items:
– A -- The COPYDEST DD statement defines the destination master file.
– B -- The MASTER DD statement defines the original master file.
– C -- The -OPT statement invokes the utility function.
– D -- The -COPY statements specifying the members that the utility copies.

-INC Command -- Restructure Members
You can use the utility to restructure a member or create a new member by combining data records from existing
members. The -INC utility control statement directs Librarian to place the named member or portion of a member into the
job stream file.

You can use the utility -INC statement to create a card-image file. You can use this file as input to a subsequent execution
of Librarian to:

• Transfer groups of records in a member or between members.
• Transfer members between master files.
• Create a new member from portions of one or more existing members.
• Split an existing member.

This command has the following format:

-INC member-name[,seq1[,seq2]] 

• member-name
The name of the member that Librarian copies to the output file.

• seq1
The sequence number of the first or only record copied to the output file. You can omit leading zeros. To copy an entire
member, omit seq1.

• seq2
The sequence number of the last record of the range of records to copy to the output file. You can omit leading zeros.
To copy a single record, omit seq2.

When the -INC utility control statement refers to an archived member, the data records of the current level are copied to
the job stream file. There are no restrictions on the order of -INC statements in the control stream.

An -INC statement that specifies records 800 through 950 of a member can be followed by an -INC statement specifying
records 200 through 300 of the same member.

The range of records referred to on one -INC statement can overlap the range of records specified on another -INC
statement specifying the same included member.

One -INC statement can specify records 200 through 400 of a member, for instance, while another can specify 250
through 500 of the same member. If an -INC statement specifies a member name or record that does not exist, Librarian
writes a message on the Update Record listing with the control statement containing the error, and the utility execution
is abnormally terminated. In a case like this, you can direct Librarian to continue processing by specifying the SKIPERR
option on the -OPT UTILITY control statement. If you use the SKIPERR option, -INC statements that cannot be expanded
are not written to the output file.

Sample job streams illustrating these functions are provided in the "Using" section.
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The -INC statement does not expand nested -INC statements.

Creating Sequential Files Using -INC

The utility creates a sequential data set composed of records stored on a master file. As shown in the following, you
can assign the sequential data set to tape. It can be in the form of a SYSIN data set to the IBM utility IEBUPDTE. Once
created, you can send the tape from site to site, no matter if Librarian is available at the site.

//jobname JOB 70010,CA.WILSON,CLASS=0

// EXEC PGM=librarian,PARM='NRJS,NJTA'

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//MASTER DD DSN=master-file-name,DISP=SHR

//OSJOB DD UNIT=TAPE,VOL=SER=volser,LABEL=(,SL),

 // DCB=(RECFM=FB,BLKSIZE=800,DEN=3),

 // DISP=(,KEEP),DSN=IEBUPDTE

//SYSIN DD *

-OPT UTILITY

./ ADD NAME=CTL001

-INC CTL001

./ ADD NAME=CTL051

-INC CTL051

./ ENDUP

-END

//

The result of this utility execution is a data set written to OSJOB that consists of the members CTL001 and CTL051, fully
expanded and preceded by the appropriate IEBUPDTE control statements as shown.

The resulting OSJOB data set is:

./ ADD NAME=CTL001

.

. Member CTL001

.

./ ADD NAME=CTL051

.

. Member CTL051

.

./ ENDUP

-EXTRACT Command -- Extract Members
The -EXTRACT control statement provides a read-only method for copying a member or members from a master file to
the OSJOB file. You can use the OSJOB file as input to a compiler or pass it to a subsequent execution of Librarian.

-EXTRACT uses the Librarian File Access Interface Routines (FAIR) to access a master file and, therefore, does not
require update access to the master file.

By default, -EXTRACT selects the current archive level of a member and expands any embedded -INC commands.
Source-to-Load Audit Trail variables in extracted members are expanded or not, depending on the master file VAR|
NOVAR initialization option.

If multiple -EXTRACT statements are specified, Librarian stacks the data records for each member in the OSJOB file in
the order the -EXTRACT statements were specified.

If an -EXTRACT statement specifies a member name that does not exist, Librarian writes a message on the Update
Record listing with the control statement containing the error. The utility execution then abnormally terminates. In a case
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like this, you can direct Librarian to continue processing by specifying the SKIPERR option on the -OPT UTILITY control
statement.

You must specify all utility control statements to process before the first -EXTRACT statement, with the exception of -INC
or additional -EXTRACT statements. These statements are processed regardless of where they appear in the control
stream. Utility control statements, other than -INC or -EXTRACT, specified after the first -EXTRACT statement are written
unaltered to the OSJOB file.

This command has the following format:

-EXTRACT member-name[,options]

• member-name
The name of the member that Librarian copies to the jobstream file

• options
The options are:
– ARC=[date|-y]

Specifies the archiving level to extract. You select the level by specifying one of the following:
• date

Date (or date and time) when the level was current. Its full form is:
yymmddhhmmss -- You can omit an even number of digits from the right. If you do, Librarian assumes the
highest possible values for those digits. For example, if you specify ARC=96, Librarian selects the level that was
current on 12/31/96 at 23:59:59.

• -y
Relative level number. You must precede the relative level number with a minus sign (-). The current level
number is -0. -1 is one level older than the current level. -2 is two levels older than the current level, and so on.

You cannot specify an absolute archive level (for example, L3). If you omit the ARC= option, -EXTRACT copies the
data records of the most current level of the named member.

– ARCINC=[date|-y]
Specifies a comprehensive archiving level selection for all of the included members that are referred to in the
extracted member. Specify the date or relative level as described above for the ARC= option. You cannot specify an
absolute archive level (for example, L3).
If you omit the ARCINC= option, -EXTRACT copies the data records of the most current level of included members.

– [VAR|NOVAR]
VAR expands Source-to-Load Audit Trail (SLAT) variables. NOVAR prevents SLAT variables from expansion. Use
this option to override the master file's VAR|NOVAR initialization default. SLAT variables of included members are
resolved using the calling member's control information rather than the called member's control information.

– NOINC
Prevents the expansion of -INC statements in the extracted members.

-PUNCH and -PRINT Statements -- Print and Punch Members
The -PRINT utility control statement directs Librarian to write all or some of the data records of a member on the Update
Record listing. The -PUNCH utility control statement directs Librarian to copy all or some of the data records of a member
to the punch file. The -PRINT and -PUNCH control statements must immediately follow the -OPT UTILITY control
statement. If the -PRINT and -PUNCH statements do not immediately follow the -OPT UTILITY statement, they are
treated as data records.

The -PRINT and -PUNCH statements can appear in any order in the control stream and can refer to members in any
sequence.

These commands have the following format:

-PRINT member-name[,seq1[,seq2]] 

 -PUNCH member-name[,seq1[,seq2]] 
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• member-name
The name of the member to process.

• seq1
The sequence number of the first or only record to print or punch. You can omit leading zeros. To print or punch an
entire member, omit seq1 and seq2.

• seq2
The sequence number of the last record of the range of records to print or punch. You can omit leading zeros. To print
or punch a single record, omit seq2. When a -PRINT or -PUNCH control statement refers to an archived member, only
the current level of the member is printed or punched. Each -PRINT control statement is written at the top of a new
page of the Update Record listing, followed by the data records to which it refers. Each -PUNCH control statement is
written:
– On the Update Record listing (at the top of a page if preceded by a -PRINT control statement)
– To the punch file (preceded by two blank records and followed by the data records to which it refers).

Librarian -INC control statements are not expanded when the member is written to the print or punch file.

NOTE
For examples of how to use -PRINT and -PUNCH, see the "Using" section.

-SCAN and -SCANR Commands -- Scan a Master File
The global scan facility of Librarian produces a report. Librarian writes each record containing the string scanned for
with the name of the member where the record ap directs Librarian to scan all data records stored on the master file for
occurrences of a character string. You can include a maximum of 30 -SCAN statements in a Librarian control stream for
a single execution. You cannot combine the utility -SCAN function with any other utility function, such as creating a card-
image job stream file.

If the master file to scan contains archived members, only the current level of each is scanned. This facility does not scan
printer members.

The -SCAN command has the following format:

-SCAN FstringF[STR=01|nn][,END=72|nn][,CTX=00|nn]

• *
The delimiter you choose to mark the beginning and end of the search string. It can be any special character that does
not appear in the search string.

• string
The 1- to 72-character search string. Blanks are valid characters. For wide record masters, the string is from 1 to 123
characters.

• STR={01|nn}
The number of the first column of the range of columns to scan. Specify a two-digit number for nn. The default is 01.

• END={72|nn}
The number of the last column of the range of columns to scan. Specify a two-digit number for nn. The default is 72.

• CTX={00|nn}
Specifies how many data records are written from the same member preceding and following each occurrence of the
search string. Specify a two-digit number for nn. The maximum value of nn is 10. The default is 00. For example, to
write the record preceding and following each record containing the search string, specify CTX=01. CTX= thus shows
the context in which each string is used.

Each -SCAN statement read is assigned a number between 01 and 30. When a record containing a specified search
string is written on the Update Record listing, the number of the -SCAN statement specifying that string is written beside it.
If a record contains more than one specified search string, only the lowest applicable number is written.
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You can find examples of using a global scan in the "Using" section. The -SCANR utility control statement limits a global
scan operation to a specific range of members on the master file. You can use this statement only as part of a global scan
operation. When used, it must directly follow the -OPT UTILITY statement.

The -SCANR command has the following format:

-SCANR {member-1|,member-2[,member-2]}

• member-1
The name of the first member of a range of members to scan. To designate the first member on the master file as the
beginning of the range of members, specify a comma instead of member-1, followed by member-2.

• member-2
The name of the last member of a range of members to scan. If you specified a member name for member-1, you can
omit member-2. This designates the last member on the master file as the end of the range of members.

Backup Tapes and the Utility
This section provides an overview and of the process as well as the procedure for backing up a tape with the utility.

Overview

When processing a backup tape with the utility, Librarian does the following:

1. Reads the control statements and places them in a table sorted by member name.
2. Writes entire referenced members to a temporary work file in sorted order.
3. Reexamines the table and transfers the referenced members or portions of members to the output file in the original

order of the utility control statements.

Because you can reference members in any sequence, this process prevents excessive tape positioning.

If the control statements are in alphanumeric sequence, you can bypass the sort procedure by specifying the NOSORT
operand on the -OPT statement. The statements are written directly to the job stream file.

For backup tape executions, the utility processes a maximum of 500 different members using the -INC, -EXTRACT, -
PRINT, -PUNCH, and -COPY statements without the NOSORT option. The utility handles more than 500 members in
a tape backup execution only if you specify the NOSORT option on the -OPT statement and arrange the utility control
statements so that the member names are in ascending alphanumeric order. The sequence numbers of the records they
refer to are in ascending numeric order. If NOSORT is in effect, you can specify only one utility control statement per
member.

To execute the utility to read data from a backup tape, you must define SYSPRINT, MASTIN, OSJOB, SYSIN, SYSAF01,
SYSAF02, and SYSAF03. You must also allocate enough space to SYSAF01 to hold every member referenced in the
utility control stream.

How to Update Backup Tapes

The updating of backup tapes, historical files, or pre-3.9 tape master files is confined to the capabilities of the utility -
COPY control statement. Updating is performed through a 2- or 3-step job. The contents of the input tape determine the
resulting output tape.

Note the following:
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• If the input tape file, specified on the MASTIN DD card, contains the master file control information (for example,
post-3.9 backup tape), the output tape file also contains that master file control information.

• If the input tape file, specified on the MASTIN DD card, does not contain the master file control information (for
example, pre- 3.9 backup tape), neither does the output tape file.

• If an input tape file is not specified at all (for example, you want to backup a few selected disk members, but not the
entire master file, and you are not updating any existing tape file), the output tape does not contain the master file
control information.

To perform the update, appropriate access authorities are needed to access the disk master file and the input tape files
when an access control facility is active for those resources. Access authorities are not required for the output tape. For
more information about historical files, see the “Group Processing Option” section. For information about the access
authorities required when an access control facility is active, see the "Security Administration" section.

Creating -INDEX Reports
The Utility Index Reports create reports similar to their non-utility counterparts, however the Utility versions are read-
only facilities. These are useful when information is desired about members of a master file, but update authority is not
available.

The available Utility Index Reports include:

• Utility Programmer Index
• Utility Master File Index
• Utility Management Index
• Utility Statistical Summary Index

None is available when processing wide record master files.

-INDEX(pgmr) Command -- Create Utility Programmer Index

To produce an index of all members belonging to a specific programmer, use the -INDEX(pgmr) statement for the
execution.

For each member, the report lists:

• Member name
• Password
• Member description
• Date the member was added to the master file
• Last date the member was updated
• Number of records in the member
• Three-character language code, if any, stored with the member control information
• Cataloged procedure, if any, associated with the member through JCL commands
• Sequence parameters in effect for that member

Note: To produce this type of index, you must store the programmer name with the control information of the member,
either through a PGMR statement, through the PGMR= parameter of a JCL statement, or through a PGMR control
command entered in an online environment.

The Utility Programmer Index is not valid with wide record processing.

This command has the following format:

-INDEX(pgmr)

• pgmr
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Name of the programmer responsible for the members to be listed in the report. The resulting index listing shows the
date and time of the index, the report title, the name of the master file, and the total number of members on the master
file for this programmer.

Example: Create an Indes of All Members

The following example illustrates a request for all members belonging to programmer SMITH:

//jobcard JOB (accountinfo)

 //INDEXES EXEC PGM=librarian

//OSJOB DD DUMMY

//LIST DD SYSOUT=F

//INDEX DD SYSOUT=F

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=F

//MASTER DD DISP=SHR,DSN=my.prodmast

//SYSIN DD *

-OPT UTILITY      A

-MCD 1234      B

-INDEX(SMITH)      C

-END

/*

//

Note the following items:

• A -- The -OPT statement invokes the utility function.
• B -- Optional MCD information may be specified.
• C -- The -INDEX statement specifying the programmer's name.

-INDEX Command -- Create a Utility Master File Index

To produce an index of all members on the master file, use the -INDEX statement for the execution.

The Utility Master File Index shows the name of the master file at the top of the report. Then, for each member on the
master file, the report shows:

• Member name
• Password
• Member description, if any
• Date and time the member was added to the master file
• Date and time of the last update
• Number of records in the member
• Three-character language code, if any
• Cataloged procedure associated with the member, if any
• Programmer-name associated with the member, if any.

At the end of the listing, the following master file summary information is reported:

• Total number of records on the master file
• Total number of members on the master file
• Total number of allocated tracks
• Total number of unused tracks
• Total number of used tracks

The Utility Master File Index is not valid with wide record processing.

Note the following:
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• The compression level of a member is reported on the records field of the Master File Index. A -U appears after the
number of records for an uncompressed member. A -P appears for a partially compressed member. If there is no -P or
-U, it is a fully compressed member.

• Where the sequencing parameters appear in the Programmer Index, the Master File Index shows a 15-byte
programmer name.

This command has the following format:

-INDEX

Example: Create a Utility Master File Index Report

The following is a request for a Utility Master File Index Report:

//jobcard JOB (accountinfo)

 //INDEXES EXEC PGM=librarian

//OSJOB DD DUMMY

//LIST DD SYSOUT=F

//INDEX DD SYSOUT=F

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=F

//MASTER DD DISP=SHR,DSN=my.prodmast

//SYSIN DD *

-OPT UTILITY      A

-MCD 1234      B

-INDEX       C

-END

/*

//

Note the following items:

• A -- The -OPT statement invokes the utility function.
• B -- Optional MCD information may be specified.
• C -- The -INDEX statement.

-INDEX(M) Command -- Create a Utility Management Index

To produce an index of all members on the master file, including management control information, use the -INDEX(M)
statement for the execution.

The Management Index lists the date and time the index was produced, and the master file name. Then, for each member
on the master file, the Management Index lists:
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• Member name
• Password
• Member description
• Date the member was added to the master file
• Date of the latest update
• Archiving status of the member
• Programmer name associated with the member
• Number of records
• Number of times the batch Librarian program or the Immediate Online Update (IOU) facility accessed the member.

This field does not reflect access to a member through the File Access Interface Routines (FAIR) or any program or
facility that uses FAIR (such as LIB/AM).

• Number of times the member was updated
• Number of blocks the member occupies
• Three-character language code associated with the member
• Cataloged procedure associated with the member
• Date the member was last accessed
• Sequence parameters of the member
• Number of archiving levels
• Level number of the -0 level, or latest update, of the member

At the end of the listing, the following master file summary information is provided:

• Total number of records on the master file
• Total number of modules on the master file
• Total number of allocated tracks
• Total number of unused tracks
• Total number of used tracks.

The Utility Management Index is not valid with wide record processing.

This command has the following format:

-INDEX(M)

• M
Indicates that a Management Index report is to be provided.

Example: Create a Utility Management Index Report

The following example illustrates a request for a Utility Management Index Report:

//jobcard JOB (accountinfo)

 //INDEXES EXEC PGM=librarian

//OSJOB DD DUMMY

//LIST DD SYSOUT=F

//INDEXES DD SYSOUT=F

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=F

//MASTER DD DISP=SHR,DSN=my.prodmast

//SYSIN DD *

-OPT UTILITY      A

-MCD 1234      B

-INDEX(M)      C

-END

/*
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//

Note the following items:

• A -- The -OPT statement invokes the utility function.
• B -- Optional MCD information may be specified.
• C -- The -INDEX statement specifying Management Index.

-INDEX(S) -- Create a Utility Statistical Summary Index

Use the -INDEX(S) statement to produce a statistical summary of the space used in a master file, including the total
number of members, records, tracks, and so on.

The Statistical Index shows the date and time the index was produced and the master file name.

Then for that master file, the report lists:

• Total number of records
• Total number of modules
• Blocksize
• Total number of blocks
• Total number of free blocks
• Total number of used blocks
• Total number of dead blocks
• Total number of tracks
• Total number of free tracks
• Total number of index blocks
• Total number of master index entries
• Percentage of free space
• Percentage of dead space
• Largest module (in blocks)

The Utility Statistical Summary Index is not valid with wide record processing.

This command has the following format:

-INDEX(S)

• S
Indicates that a Statistical Summary Index report is to be provided.

Example: Create a Utility Management Index Report

The following example illustrates a request for a Utility Management Index Report:

//jobcard JOB (accountinfo)

 //INDEXES EXEC PGM=librarian

//OSJOB DD DUMMY

//LIST DD SYSOUT=F

//INDEXES DD SYSOUT=F

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=F

//MASTER DD DISP=SHR,DSN=my.prodmast

//SYSIN DD *

-OPT UTILITY      A

-MCD 1234      B

-INDEX(S)      C

-END
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/*

//

Note the following items:

• A -- The -OPT statement invokes the utility function.
• B -- Optional MCD information may be specified.
• C -- The -INDEX statement specifying Statistical Summary Index.

Group Processing Option (GPO)
The Group Processing Option (GPO) is a read only function that lets you access Librarian members that share one or
more attributes. You can use GPO for the following:

• Create control streams that can be submitted to subsequent executions of Librarian to delete or select for processing a
group of members based on specified criteria.

• Create control streams that can be submitted to subsequent utility executions to print, punch, or copy a group of
members based on specified criteria.

• Create an index of members on a master file that meet specified criteria.

GPO Processing

GPO is activated by specifying the GPO operand on the Librarian -OPT statement:

-OPT GPO

Note: GPO can process a maximum of 20 control statements.

Follow the -OPT GPO statement with a GPO control statement. The GPO statements and their functions are:

• -DLM
Writes a Librarian -DLM statement to the job stream file for each member that meets the selection criteria.

• -SEL
Writes a Librarian -SEL statement to the job stream file for each member that meets the selection criteria.

• -COPY
Writes a Librarian utility -COPY statement to the job stream file for each member that meets the selection criteria.

• -EXTRACT
Writes a Librarian utility -EXTRACT statement to the job stream file for each member that meets the selection criteria.

• -PRINT
Writes a Librarian utility -PRINT statement to the job stream file for each member that meets the selection criteria.

• -PUNCH
Writes a -PUNCH Librarian utility control statement to the job stream file for each member that meets the selection
criteria.

• -INDEX
Generates a master file index including all members that met the selection criteria on the listing. The Master File index
is written to the SYSPRINT file.

• -INDEX(M)
Generates a management index including all modules that meet theselection criteria on the listing. The management
index is written to the SYSPRINT file.

• -GPO
Generates an edited collection of output data using SLAT variables. See the “-GPO Control Statement Operation”
section for more information.
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Wide Record Support of GPO Processing

Where the limit for non-wide record Librarian files is 20 additional control statements, the limit for wide record is 1600
bytes. Trailing blanks are not saved in the buffer, but any options at the end of the GPO control statement are saved at the
start of the 1600-byte buffer.

GPO Control Statement Syntax
This section discusses the GPO control statement syntax, including the formats, logical operators, and keywords.

GPO Control Statement Formats

The formats of the GPO control statements are:

{-INDEX   } [¬] keyword [{& }lb.¬] keyword] ...                

{-INDEX(M)}             [{|}              ]                    

                        [{,}              ]                    

                                                               

{-COPY    } [¬] keyword [{& }  [¬] keyword]..[,option]...      

{-DLM     }             [{|}              ]                    

{-EXTRACT }             [{,}              ]                    

                                                               

{-PRINT   } [¬] keyword [{& } lb.¬] keyword .[,seq1[,seq2]]     

{-PUNCH   }             [{|}              ]                    

{         }             [{,}              ]                    

                                                               

        -SEL[¬] keyword [{& }lb.¬] keyword] .[,option]..[,VERS]

                        [{|}     ]                             

                        [{,}     ]                             

                                                               

        -GPO[¬] keyword & [¬] keyword ...    [,option]..[,VERS]

• & (AND), | (OR), , (COMMA), and ¬ (NOT)
The GPO logical operators. See the “GPO Logical Operators” section for a detailed explanation.

• keyword
An attribute that GPO uses as a criterion for selecting members on the master file and subsequently for generating
the job stream or creating the index listing. Logical operators must separate the keywords. You can specify up to 128
keywords on a single GPO statement. See the “Keywords for Member Selection” section for the keyword descriptions.

• option
Any options permitted for the -SEL, -DLM, -EXTRACT, or -COPY control statements. GPO does not process the
options, but they are included on every GPO-generated -SEL, -DLM, -EXTRACT, or -COPY statement.

• seq1
For -PRINT or -PUNCH statements, the sequence number of the first or only record to copy to the output file. You can
omit leading zeros. To copy an entire member, omit seq1.

• seq2
For -PRINT or -PUNCH statements, the sequence number of the last record of the range of records to copy to the
output file. You can omit leading zeros. To copy a single record, omit seq2.

• VERS
Includes the VERS parameter with the date and time of the last update, as stored with the member when GSP
accessed, on the GPO-generated -SEL control statement.
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-CON Statement -- Continue a GPO Control Statement

You can continue a GPO control statement using the GPO -CON statement. To continue a GPO control statement, insert
a -CON control statement immediately after the GPO control statement being continued. You can use as many -CON
statements as necessary. All control statements that are continued must end in a logical operator.

This statement has the following format:

-INDEX (PGMR=/CASPY/&

-CON ACSA=012884)|

 -CON RECS=+10000

GPO Logical Operators

The GPO facility uses the Boolean logical operators AND (& or ,), OR (|), and NOT (¬) to determine selection criteria. The
operators function as follows:

• Ampersand (&) or comma (,)
Instructs Librarian to locate members where both the preceding and following criterion expressions are true. (The
ampersand and comma are functionally equivalent.)

• Vertical bar (|)
Instructs Librarian to locate members where either the preceding criterion expression or the following expression, or
both, are true.

• Logical NOT (¬)
Instructs Librarian to negate the sense of the expression that follows. The logical NOT, used in front of an expression
enclosed in parentheses, negates the entire expression.

When evaluating keyword expressions, GPO uses the following priority:

1. Parenthesis

2. Negation

3. And

4. Or

For example, if you specify the following:

-INDEX PGMR=/CASPY/&ACSA=012894|RECS=+10000

GPO evaluates the PGMR and ACSA keywords as a single criterion expression. Both of the keywords must be true. The
RECS keyword is evaluated as a separate expression. If it is true, the member is selected regardless of the truth of the
first expression. Thus, a member must have CASPY in the programmer field and been accessed after January 28, 1994,
or it must have more than 10000 records regardless of the contents of the programmer field or date of last access.

To assist you in detecting possible errors in complicated expressions, GPO writes its interpretation of the logic of a
keyword string on the Update Record Listing. For example, if you specify the following:

-SEL DESC=/GROUP1/,LANG=ASM|PGMR=/KRIVDA/,LANG=ASM

The following messages are written on the Update Record listing:

GPO HAS READ THE FOLLOWING RECORD(S):

-SEL DESC=/GROUP1/,LANG=ASM|PGMR=/KRIVDA/,LANG=ASM

GPO HAS INTERPRETED THE BOOLEAN LOGIC IN THE FOLLOWING

FORMAT:

 Release n.n    (1&2)|(3&4)
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DESC=/GROUP1/

LANG=ASM

PGMR=KRIVDA

LANG=ASM

For Librarian with wide record support, the output is interpreted in the following format:

(1 DESC & 2 LANG)|(3 PGMR & 4 LANG)

Each digit in the resulting expression corresponds to a single criterion.

To make GPO control statements more readable, you should use parentheses whenever possible to delineate keyword
expressions.

For example:

-INDEX (PGMR=/CASPY/&ACSA=012884)|RECS=+10000

GPO permits you to nest parenthetical expressions. For example:

-INDEX ((LANG=ASM|DESC=/ASM TEST,S/)|

-CON PGMR=/CASPY/&ACSA=012884)|RECS=+10000

The following shows the permitted combinations of GPO keywords and the logical operators.

Operator Can be Followed by
Keyword expression
) Right parenthesis

, Comma
& Ampersand
| Vertical bar
) Right parenthesis

, Comma
& Ampersand
| Vertical bar
( Left parenthesis

¬ not
( Left parenthesis
Keyword expression

¬ Not Keyword expression
( Left parenthesis

Keywords for Member Selection

You can specify up to 128 keywords in a single GPO parameter string. All GPO keywords must precede any options
included on the statement. The keywords are described here in alphabetical order, but you can specify them in any order.
Date formats for the following keywords are mmddyyyy if the master file is initialized with LONGDATE.

Note: If a member was never accessed or updated, the ACSA=, ACSB=, UPDA=, and UPDB= keywords reference the
date the member was added to the master file.

The delimiter characters used on the DESC, NAME, and PGMR keywords can be any special character except for the
GPO logical operators or any special character used in the character string. You must use the same character to delimit
the beginning and end of the character string on individual keywords, but you can use different characters as delimiters for
each keyword specified.

• ACSA=mmddyy**
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Selects all members accessed on or after the specified date. Date format is mmddyyyy if the master file is initialized
with LONGDATE. This parameter is not valid for wide record master files or backup tape master files because the last
access date is not maintained.

• ACSB=mmddyy**
Selects all members accessed on or before the specified date. GPO also selects all unaccessed members added on
or before the specified date. This parameter is not valid for wide record master files because the last access date is not
maintained.

• ADDA=mmddyy**
Selects all members added on or after the specified date.

• ADDB=mmddyy**
Selects all members added on or before the specified date.

• ARCMOD={Y|N}
Selects members based on their archiving status. Specifying ARCMOD=Y selects all members where archiving is
activated. Specifying ARCMOD=N selects all non-archived members on the file.

• COPYA=mmddyy**
Selects all members copied through the utility on or after the specified date.

• COPYB=mmddyy**
Selects all members copied through the utility on or before the specified date.

• DESC=/*string[,S|,n]/
Selects all members that contain the specified search string in the member description field. If you supply a string
only, the match starts at the beginning of the description field. If you specify an S, the string can appear anywhere in
the description field. If you specify a numeric value, the matching occurrence of the search string must be displaced
n characters into the description field. Search strings can be up to 30 characters long. However, if you specify a
displacement, the displacement plus the length of the string cannot exceed 30.
The delimiter characters can be any special character except for the GPO logical operators or any special character
used in the character string. However, you must use the same character to delimit the beginning and end of the
character string, for example:
-SEL DESC=FNEW,SF|DESC=$PAYROLL$

Note the following:
– The * is the delimiter that marks the beginning and end of the search and replacement strings. You can use any

special character that does not appear in the search or replacement strings.
– For wide records, DESC=/ ,S/ excludes members with no description.
– For non-wide records, DESC=/ ,S/ accepts members with no description (it matches a null description).

• LVLS={nnn|+nnn|-nnn}
Selects all members with the number of archiving levels equal to, greater than (+), or less than (-) nnn, where nnn is a
one- to three-digit number. For wide record master files, the level number can have up to nine digits.

• JCL=procname
Selects all members with the specified -JCL PROC parameter value.

• LANG=lan
Selects all members with the specified three-character language code. The language code is added to the member
through the -LANG statement or the LANG parameter of the -JCL statement.
To select all members that have no language code assigned, specify LANG= followed immediately by a comma and a
logical operator or, if it appears at the end of the control statement, blanks. For example:
-SEL LANG=,RECS=10

• LOCKED={Y|N}
Selects members based on their lock status. Specifying LOCKED=Y selects all locked members. Specifying
LOCKED=N selects all non-locked members in the file. Use this option for wide record files only.

• MAXRECL={nnnnn|+nnnnn|-nnnnn}
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Selects all members with a maximum record length equal to, greater than (+), or less than (-) nnnnn, where nnnnn is a
one- to five-digit number. This option is for wide records only.

• NAME=/string[,S|,n]/
Selects all members that have names containing the specified search string. If you supply a string only, the match
starts at the beginning of the member name. If you specify an S, the string can appear anywhere in the member name.
If you specify a numeric value, the matching occurrence of the search string must be displaced n characters into the
member name.
Search strings can be up to eight characters long. However, if specifying a displacement, the displacement plus the
length of the string cannot exceed eight. For example:
-SEL NAME=/PAY,1/

GPO selects all members with the characters PAY beginning in the second position of the member name.
You can select all the members on a master file by entering NAME= without specifying a string. For example, to create
a job stream to activate archiving for all members on a master file, specify:
-SEL NAME=,ARC

The delimiter characters can be any special character except for the GPO logical operators or any special character
used in the character string. However, you must use the same character to delimit the beginning and end of the
character string.

• NOACS={nnnnn|+nnnnn|-nnnnn}
Selects all members with a number of accesses equal to, greater than (+), or less than (-) nnnnn, where nnnnn is a
one- to five-digit number. This parameter is for disk master files only.
This keyword is not supported for wide record format.

• NOBLK={nnn|+nnn|-nnn}
Selects all members occupying the number of blocks equal to, greater than (+), or less than (-) nnn, where nnn is a
one to three-digit number. This keyword is not supported for wide record master files or backup tape master files.

• NOHIST={nnnnnnnnn|+nnnnnnnnn|-nnnnnnnnn}
Selects all members with the number of history records equal to, greater than (+), or less than (-) nnnnn, where nnnnn
is a one- to nine-digit number. This keyword is supported only for wide record master files.

• NOUPD={nnnnn|+nnnnn|-nnnnn}
Selects all members with the number of updates equal to, greater than (+), or less than (-) nnnnn, where nnnnn is a
one- to five-digit number. You can specify up to nine digits for wide record master files.

• PGMR=/string[,S>|,n]/
Selects all members that have a programmer name that contains the specified search string. If you supply a string
only, the match starts at the beginning of the programmer name. If you specify an S, the string can appear anywhere in
the programmer name. If you specify a numeric value, the matching occurrence of the search string must be displaced
n characters into the programmer name. For example, if you specify PGMR=/SMITH,2/, GPO selects all members with
the character string SMITH beginning in the third position of the programmer name. Search strings can be up to 15
characters long. However, if specifying a displacement, the displacement plus the length of the string cannot exceed
15.
The delimiter characters can be any special character except for the GPO logical operators or any special character
used in the character string. However, you must use the same character to delimit the beginning and end of the
character string.

• RECS={nnnnn|+nnnnn|-nnnnn}
Selects all members with the number of records equal to, greater than (+), or less than (-) nnnnn, where nnnnn is a
one- to five-digit number. You can specify up to nine digits for wide record master files.

• SEQP={/s,l,i,v/|COBOL}
Selects all members with the indicated SEQ parameter, where:
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– s -- Starting position of the sequence number field.
– l -- Length of the field.
– i -- Incremental value.
– v -- Starting value.
– COBOL -- Equivalent of /1,6,10,10/.

• SYNCHK={l|/l,a/}
Selects all members with the specified value of the SYNCHK option. The l and a values are described in the "Batch
Commands" section.

• UPDA=mmddyy**
Selects all members added or updated on or after the specified date.

• UPDB=mmddyy**
Selects all members added or updated on or before the specified date. To exclude members that were added but never
updated, specify NOUPD=+0 as an additional criterion.

NOTE
For all parameters marked at the end with **, the date format is mmddyyyy if the master file is initialized with
LONGDATE. This parameter is valid for disk masters only.

Sample GPO Control Streams
The following examples illustrate the use of the Group Processing Option.

Example 1 Create an Index with GPO

The following sample GPO execution creates an index of all members with a language code specification of ASM.

//GPOINDEX JOB 70000,CA.NORMAN,CLASS=2

// EXEC PGM=librarian

//MASTER DD DSN=LIBR.SMITH.LIBMAN,DISP=SHR

//OSJOB DD DUMMY

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN DD *

-OPT GPO

-INDEX LANG=ASM

-END

/*

//

The resulting index is shown here.

DATE=08/18/96 TIME=0958 MASTER FILE INDEX PAGE 1

MODULE  PSWD   MODULE DESCRIPTION   ADDED   UPDATED   RECORDS  LANG  PROC  PROGRAMMER

$$LKMAIN  PFZF-0 C PRELINK FOR LIBRMAIN  01/14/96  08/08/96 095648   106      ASM     $NOJCL     BRANTON

DELFUNC  NKDR-0 -DEL update func  02/25/96  06/23/96 171035   192      ASM     $NOJCL     BRANTON

DELRECS  NTHL-0 delete member records  02/25/96  08/02/96 163714   326      ASM     $NOJCL      BRANTON

DLMFUNC  NLJJ-0 -DLM FUNCTION   01/25/96  08/16/96 103800   451      ASM     $NOJCL      BRANTON

FAIRCLS  QJHG-0 FAIRCLS FUNCTION  04/08/96  06/23/96 171048   104       ASM     $NOJCL      KANSH02

FAIRLOC  JZXX-0    04/06/96  07/06/96 110243   338     $NOJCL

JCLFUNC  JZJN-0 write JCL to OSJOB  04/05/96  06/23/96 171110   582      ASM     $NOJCL      BRANTON

LAMCOMM  QXRS-0 LAM ADDR SPACE COMM FUNC  04/28/96  08/12/96 144817   147       ASM     $NOJCL      BRANTON

LAMENQ  NKDF-0    04/29/96  05/19/96 103456   57      $NOJCL      GALL
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Example 2 Update Members Using GPO

This sample job stream updates each member whose name contains the string ADTF or was last updated by programmer
Smith and has a language code of ASM.

//jobname JOB 70000,CA.JONES,CLASS=0

//STEP1 EXEC PGM=librarian,PARM='NRJS,NJTA'

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//OSJOB DD DSN=&&TEMP,UNIT=SYSDA,     A

// SPACE=(TRK,(3,1)),DISP=(,PASS)

 //MASTER DD DSN=master-file-name,DISP=SHR

//SYSIN DD *

-OPT GPO        B

-OPT LIST,NOEXEC,NORESEQ      C

-SEL NAME=/ADTF,S/|PGMR=FSMITHF,LANG=ASM,ARC,VERS   D

-PGMR JONES }

-DESC ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE UPDATE }     E

-EMOD }

-END

/*

//STEP2 EXEC PGM=librarian }

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A }

//LIST DD SYSOUT=A }

//OSJOB DD DUMMY }      F

//MASTER DD DSN=ACCTG.SOURCE,DISP=SHR }

//SYSIN DD DSN=&&TEMP,DISP=OLD }

//

Note the following items:

• A -- GPO writes its output to this file, which is used as input to Librarian execution in STEP2.
• B -- This statement invokes the Group Processing Option.
• C -- This -OPT statement is written unaltered to OSJOB. The STEP2 Librarian execution interprets it.
• D -- GSP interprets this control statement. GPO selects every member with the string ADTF anywhere in its member

name and every member owned by Smith with a language code of ASM. GPO writes a -SEL statement to OSJOB
for every member that meets these criteria. GPO also includes an ARC option and a VERS option on each -SEL
statement. The GPO-generated VERS option specifies the date of last update stored with each member.

• E -- GPO does not process these control statements, but they are written to OSJOB after every GPO-generated -SEL
statement. The following shows an Update Record report that this type of execution might typically produce.

• F -- Executes Librarian to process the control stream placed in the temporary file defined as OSJOB in STEP1.

RUN NO. 122    DATE=6/13/96   TIME=1053              UPDATE RECORD LISTING

GPO HAS READ THE FOLLOWING RECORD(S):

-OPT LIST,NOEXEC,NORESEQ

-SEL NAME=/ADTF,S/|PGMR=*SMITH*,LANG=ASM,ARC,VERS

GPO HAS INTERPRETED THE BOOLEAN LOGIC IN THE FOLLOWING FORMAT:

1|(2&3).

                   THE FOLLOWING RECORD(S) WRITTEN TO JOBSTREAM FILE:

                   -OPT LIST,NOEXEC,NORESEQ
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                   THE FOLLOWING DATA WILL BE WRITTEN TO JOBSTREAM AFTER EACH GENERATED STATEMENT.

                   -PGMR JONES

                   -DESC ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE UPDATE

                   -EMOD

                   THE FOLLOWING CONTROL STATEMENT(S) GENERATED:

                   -SEL    ADTF0000,DKFZ,VERS=06131053,ARC

                   -SEL    ADTF0001,DKFX,VERS=06131055,ARC

                   -SEL    ADTF0002,DKFC,VERS=06131056,ARC

                   -SEL    ADTF0003,DKFV,VERS=06131057,ARC

                   -SEL    ADTF0004,DKFN,VERS=06131101,ARC

                   -SEL    SYSADTF0,NTRH,VERS=06131103,ARC

                   -SEL    SYSADTF1,NTRJ,VERS=06131105,ARC

                   -SEL    SYSADTF2,NTRK,VERS=06131215,ARC

                   -SEL    TRACADTF,LPLR,VERS=06131253,ARC

-END

END OF GPO.                9 MODULE(S) PASSED SELECTION CRITERIA.

Example 3 Create a Historical File of Selected Members

This sample job stream creates a tape file of infrequently used members.

//jobname JOB 70000,CHAS.BROWN,CLASS=0

//STEP1 EXEC PGM=librarian,PARM='NRJS,NJTA' }

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A }

//OSJOB DD DSN=&&TEMP1,DISP=(,PASS),DCB=BLKSIZE=800,}

 // UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(1,1)) }

//MASTER DD DSN=BROWN.LIBMAIN,DISP=SHR }

//SYSIN DD * }        A

-OPT GPO }

-OPT UTILITY }

-OPT NOSEP }

-COPY ACSB=011082,PGMR=/BROWN/ }

-END }

/*

//STEP2 EXEC PGM=librarian,PARM='NRJS,NJTA' }

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A }

//OSJOB DD DSN=&&TEMP,DISP=(,PASS),DCB=BLKSIZE=800, }    B

// UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(3,3)) }

//MASTER DD DSN=BROWN.LIBMAIN,DISP=SHR }

//SYSIN DD DSN=F.STEP1.OSJOB,DISP=(OLD,DELETE) }

/STEP3 EXEC PGM=librarian }

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A }

//INDEX DD SYSOUT=A }

//LIST DD SYSOUT=A }

//SYSAF01 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1)) }

//SYSAF02 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1)) }     C

//SYSAF03 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1)) }

//OSJOB DD DUMMY }

//MASTIN DD DSN=BROWN.ARCHIVE(0),DISP=SHR }
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//MASTOUT DD DSN=BROWN.ARCHIVE(1), }

// DISP=(,CATLG),UNIT=TAPE }

//SYSIN DD DSN=F.STEP2.OSJOB,DISP=(OLD,DELETE) }

//

Note the following items:

• A -- A Librarian GPO execution creating -COPY statements for all members that satisfy the specified GPO criteria. The
generated -COPY statements and the -OPT UTILITY and -OPT NOSEP statements are written to the OSJOB file that
is used as input to step 2 (SYSIN). The data set name in the OSJOB DD statement must be different for each step.

• B -- The utility is executed in response to the -OPT UTILITY statement and the GPO-generated -COPY statements are
processed. The utility writes the referenced members to the OSJOB file with a Librarian -ADD statement preceding
each copied member. This becomes input to the third step.

• C -- Executes Librarian to add the members in the OSJOB file to the backup tape file.

-GPO Control Statement Operation
The following JCL example of -GPO processing for a wide record master file backs up all members except those updated
before April 1, 1997:

NOTE

The -GPO control statement is used for wide master files only.

//GPO EXEC PGM=afolibr,PARM='NRJS,NJTA'

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=F

//OSJOB DD DSN=&&COPY,DISP=(,PASS),UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,5),

 // DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=6160)

 //MASTER DD DSN=wide.master.file,DISP-SHR

//SYSIN DD *

-OPT GPO

COPY INDD=(FILE1,R)OUTDD=FILE2

-GPO UPDB=04011997

EXCLUDE MEMBER=$MODNAME

//BACKUP EXEC PGM=IEBCOPY

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=F

//*ILE1 DD DSN=wide.master.file,DISP=SHR

//*ILE2 DD DSAN=seq.backup.file,DISP=(,CATLG,DELETE),...

 //SYSIN DD DSN=&&COPY,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

GPO does not write this control statement to the job stream file. Control statements following the -GPO statement are
written to the job stream file with substitution of the Source Load Audit Trail variables. These variables refer to member
control information such as the member name, programmer name, date and time last updated, level number, and master
file data set name. This lets the member name be used anywhere in the additional control statements.

The -OPT GPO control statement should be the only Librarian control statement to execute in the run. This statement
generates an abstract set of job stream statements, mainly for use with non-Librarian utilities.

The input to a -GPO run is divided into four parts. They are:

-OPT GPO statement

Header statements

-GPO selection criteria

Model statements
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From this input, header statements are copied into the job stream file verbatim. Members are selected for processing
to meet the selection criteria keywords. For each member selected, the entire set of model statements is processed,
substituting text for each occurrence of the SLAT (Source Load Audit Trail) variables in each model statement. For a
complete list of SLAT variables, see the "Batch Command Reference" section. The job stream file generated consists of
the header statement between -OPT GPO and -GPO of the Librarian execution step. Repeated EXCLUDE statements for
each member created before April 1, 1997 follow it:

COPY INDD=(FILE1,R),OUTDD=FILE2

EXCLUDE MEMBER=MEM02AA

EXCLUDE MEMBER=MEM02AB

EXCLUDE MEMBER=MEM02AC

EXCLUDE MEMBER=MEM02BA

EXCLUDE MEMBER=MEM02CA

The SLAT variable $MODNAME was replaced by actual member names from the Librarian master in the job stream
generated model statements.

Only one -GPO control statement can process in a given execution.

You can include additional -OPT statements, Librarian control statements not interpreted by GPO, and data records
following the -OPT GPO. Except for the - GPO control statement, any statements or records included between the -
OPT GPO statement and a GPO control statement are passed unaltered to the job stream file and printed on the Update
Record listing. Statements following the -GPO control statement are altered for substitution of Source Load Audit Trail
(SLAT) variables.

You can use these additional statements for subsequent executions of Librarian that use the output job stream file as
input. You can follow a -DLM, -SEL, -COPY, -EXTRACT, -PRINT, or -PUNCH control statement with additional control
statements and data records. These additional statements or records are written unaltered to the job stream file following
each GPO-generated control statement. You can use the resultant job stream file as input to a subsequent Librarian
execution. For example, to update or edit multiple members using GPO, place Librarian update statements after a GPO -
SEL control statement. Librarian writes each statement to the job stream file after every GPO-generated -SEL statement.

Batch User Exits
Librarian supports two user exit routines to let you enforce site standards or perform other unique functions.

The user input exit program is called after each Librarian input record is read from SYSIN or an auxiliary input source. The
input exit is also called after all SYSIN input is read to allow additional input or housekeeping.

The output exit program is called just before each output record is written to the Librarian job stream file (OSJOB). The
exit is called again at the completion of Librarian processing.

Programming Specifications

You must write Librarian exit routines in Assembly language. The Assembly language program can call high-level
language subroutines.

The exits are called using standard IBM linkage conventions as shown in the following. To simplify coding of input and
output exits, a macro, UEXDS, generates DSECTs or inline storage areas mapping the parameter list and the tables
addressed in the parameter list point to. The macro is described in the section titled UEXDS Macro later in this section.

• Register 1 -- Address of either the input exit parameter list or the output exit parameter list.
• Register 13 -- Address of an 18-word save area. The contents of general registers 2 through 13 must be saved in this

area if your exit program is going to use them. The registers must be restored after exit processing is complete.
• Register 14 -- Return address of Librarian.
• Register 15 -- Address of the entry point of the exit program.
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Note: The exit routine must not modify the parameter list itself. Unpredictable results occur if the list is altered.

Invoking User Exits

To invoke a user exit

Supply the name of the exit routine in the PARM field of the EXEC statement as follows:

//stepname EXEC PGM=librarian,PARM='IEX=inputx,OEX=outputx'

• inputx
Entry point name of the input exit routine load module.

• outputx
Entry point name of the output exit routine load module.

The entry point names of the corresponding load modules must be member names or aliases in a system or private load
library, which can also be the load library where Librarian resides. The load modules must be either in a link list library
or in a library the STEPLIB or JOBLIB DD statement references. Librarian scans the PARM field of the EXEC statement,
picks up any corresponding name, and issues a LOAD macro for that entry point name. It is the user's responsibility to
ensure that the indicated names are in the load library.

You can specify the names of exit routines in a master file initialization execution. In this case, Librarian stores the names
in the master file. For all subsequent executions, the names specified in the PARM field are matched against those in the
master. If you do not specify a name in the PARM field or if the name does not match that in the master, the execution is
terminated with an appropriate diagnostic message.

NOTE
The names of exits no longer have to be specified in the PARM field if you specify RUNMASTX=YES on
USERMOD MLJ4305. Doing this automatically calls both input and output exits whose names are stored in the
master file. For more information on RUNMASTX, see the Getting Started.

The only other requirement of a user exit is that it must fit in the region specified for the current Librarian execution.

To remove the user exit requirement, use the CLRIEX or CLROEX parameters with the -OPT REINIT command. See the
“Disk Master Files” section for more information.

For sample JCL showing how to allocate and initialize a wide record master file with IEX and OEX in the PARM field, see
the “Disk Master Files” section.

Input Exit Processing
The user input exit is called immediately after Librarian reads each input statement. It is also called at the end of the
SYSIN file to accept additional input from the user exit and to permit housekeeping.

On entry to the program, register 1 contains the address of a seven fullword parameter list (IEXPLIST DSECT). The
contents of the parameter list are described in the following. In addition, two tables are generated for your input exit
program:

• The Source-Load Audit Trail Variable substitution area (later in this section).
• The Librarian run indicators and member control information table (later in this section).

NOTE

Modifying the output resulting from a utility COPY function can corrupt the master file. Utility COPY generated -
ADD records have FD, FE, or FF in byte 80. Checking for this and not processing a -ADD that has any of these
values in byte 80 prevents master file corruption.
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Input Exit Parameter List

The following describes the Input Exit Parameter List (IEXPLIST DSECT).

Name Offset Description
IEXACARD 0 (X'00') Address of an 80-byte area containing the

image of the next record to be processed.
Librarian passes its input records to the
input exit immediately before processing
them. The input exit can insert or delete any
number of records.

IEXARC 4 (X'04') Address of a halfword return code field.
When the input exit program is called,
the field contains binary zeros. Your exit
program must place one of the return codes
into the field this address points to before
returning control to Librarian.
At the end of SYSIN input, Librarian calls
the input exit with a nonzero return code.
Your exit can then generate more input and
pass it to Librarian . After all input is passed
to Librarian , your exit program performs
any housekeeping and then passes a zero
return code to Librarian.

IEXAPRIV 8 (X'08') Address of a private fullword within
Librarian for use by the input exit program.
The fullword is initialized to binary zeros at
the beginning of each Librarian run and is
not changed by Librarian .

IEXAESV1 12 (X'0C') Reserved
IEXAVARS 16 (X'10') Address of an area containing the

substitution values for the Source-Load
Audit Trail variables (IEXVARS DSECT)
for the most recently updated member,
or blanks if no member was previously
updated. The substitution values for the
current member are set after Librarian
processes the next -EMOD, -ADD, -SEL, -
DLM, or -END statement or encounters the
SYSIN EOF.
The exit program should not modify the
contents of this area

IEXAINFO 20 (X'14') Address of the table that contains Librarian
run indicators and member control
information for the member currently being
updated (IEXINFO DSECT). The format
of this table is shown in the “Output Exit
Processing” section. The exit program
should not modify the contents of this table.
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IEXACOMM 24 (X'18') Address of a doubleword in Librarian
that the input and output exit programs
share. This field is initialized with binary
zeros at the beginning of each Librarian
run.Librarian does not modified it. This field
is passed to both the input and output exits,
and is a way of communicating between
them.
Librarian sets the high order bit of this
address to 1 to indicate the end of the
parameter list.

Input Exit Offset Codes

The following describes the offset codes:

• 0 (Termination)
Same as a return code of 4, but the exit routine is not called again for this execution. The final housekeeping call is
also suppressed.

• 4 (Normal Return)
The record pointed to by the first entry in the parameter list is passed to Librarian for processing. The exit routine can
make any modifications it wishes to the original line passed by Librarian to the exit routine.

• 8 (Insertion)
The line pointed to by the first entry in the parameter list is passed to Librarian for processing. After that line has
been processed, Librarian returns to the exit routine (at its normal entry point) with the first entry of the parameter list
pointing to an 80-byte area where the user program places the next line to process. You can insert any number of lines
through successive return codes of 8. When the user program moves the final line to be inserted into the specified
area, the user program terminates the insert series by using a return code of 4 instead of 8. A return code of 12 after
an insertion will terminate the series without passing a final line to Librarian.

• 12 (Deletion)
The record addressed by the first entry in the list is dropped.

• 16 (Skip member)
All operations for the member currently being processed are bypassed. The contents of the record processing area are
printed on the Update Record listing. Processing continues with the next -ADD, -SEL, -DLM, or -END statement.

• 20 (Flush input stream)
All operations for the member currently being processed are bypassed. The contents of the record processing area are
printed on the Update Record listing. Librarian flushes the entire input stream.

• 24 (Increase buffer size)
The buffer size is increased to the value of IEXBLEN. This becomes the new maximum record length (limit for
EXRLEN). If the buffer reallocation is successful, the input exit is called again with no changes except for the larger
buffer. The contents of the buffer are preserved. If the buffer reallocation fails, the input exit is called again with
IEXCARD set to zero. A smaller buffer can then be requested. Valid only for wide record master files.

Source to Load Audit Trail Substitution Area

The fifth address in the exit routine calling parameter list points to an area that contains the values for Source to Load
Audit Trail substitution.

The following describes the format of this area.

Name Offset Bytes Contents
XDATEUPD 0 (X'00') 8 Value of ¢DATEUPD variable.
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XTIMEUPD 8 (X'08') 8 Value of ¢TIMEUPD variable.
XDATEACS 16 (X'10') 8 Value of ¢DATEACS variable.
XTEMPDAT 24 (X'18') 8 Value of ¢TEMPDAT variable.
XMODNAME 32 (X'20') 8 Value of ¢MODNAME variable.
XUPNO 40 (X'28') 5 Value of ¢UPNO variable.
XPGMR 45 (X'2D') 15 Value of

¢PROGRAMMERNAME
variable.

XLVNO 60 (X'3C') 5 Value of ¢LVNO variable.
XDSNMAST 65 (X'41') 44 Value of ¢DATA-SET-NAME-

FOR-THE-LIBRARIAN-
MASTER-FILE variable.

Additional Information to an Exit Routine Area

The sixth address in the input exit calling parameter list points to an area that contains other information of interest to an
exit routine, as shown in the following. A space is denoted by a delta (¬).

Name Offset Bytes Contents
IEXRUN 0 X('00') 1 One of the following variables to

indicate the type of LIBRARIAN
run:
C'0' -- regular update execution
C'2' -- Utility execution
C'3' -- GPO execution
C'4' -- Master file initialization
C'6' -- Cross-level comparison
C'7' -- Master file cross-
reference execution
C'¬' -- Unknown

IEXUPTYP 1 (X'01') 1 One of the following variables to
indicate the type of update:
C'A' -ADD
C'D' -DLM
C'S' -SEL
C'¬' No update is in progress.

IEXMODNM 2 (X'02') 8 Name of member currently
being updated or blanks if no
update is in progress.

IEXDATAD 10 (X'0A') 6 Date the current member was
added to master file or blanks if
no update is in progress.

IEXERR 16 (X'10') 1 Error flag for current update set
to one of the following variables:
C'1' -- One or more errors
encountered, current update
fails.
C'0' -- No errors encountered
yet during current update.
C'¬' -- No update is in progress.
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IEXAUX 17 (X'11') 1 -AUX input flag for current input
record set to one of the following
variables:
C'1' -- Record currently in record
processing area is from an
auxiliary source (via -AUX).
C'0' -- Record currently in record
processing area is from primary
source (SYSIN).
C'¬' -- No record is currently in
the record processing area.

IEXVAR 18 (X'12') 1 VAR option flag; set to one of
the following variables:
C'1' -- VAR option is active for
the current update.
C'0' -- VAR option is inactive for
the current update.
C'¬' -- No update is in progress.

IEXEXEC 19 (X'13') 1 EXEC option flag; set to one of
the following variables:
C'1' -- EXEC option is active for
the current update.
C'0' -- EXEC option is inactive
for current update.
C'¬' -- No update is in progress.

IEXLANG 20 (X'14') 3 Language code for current
member or blanks if not present
or if no update is in progress.

IEXLANGT 23 (X'17') 3 Identical to IEXLANG unless
a -JCLT statement with a new
language code (LANG=) or
a temporary update (TEMP)
with a -LANG statement is
encountered.

Output Exit Processing
The user output exit lets you examine and modify records written to the job stream file after the successful update of a
member with the EXEC option selected. The exit is called immediately before writing each record to the job stream file.
The output exit is also called after Librarian processing finishes to permit housekeeping.

On entry to the program, register 1 contains the address of the output exit parameter list (OEXPLIST DSECT). In addition,
two tables are generated for your output exit program:

• The Source-Load Audit Trail variable substitution area, shown later in this section.
• The Librarian run indicators and member control information, shown following.
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Output Exit Parameter List

The following describes the contents of the output exits parameter list.

Name Offset Description
OEXACARD 0 (X'00') Address of the 80-byte record processing

area. Librarian passes its output records to
the output exit immediately before writing
them to the job stream file. The output exit
can insert or delete any number of records.

OEXARC 4 (X'04') Address of a halfword return code field.
When the output exit program is called, the
field contains binary zeros. Your program
must put a binary return code into this field
before returning control to Librarian. See
the “ELIPS User Exits” section, which lists
the output exit return codes.
At the end of all processing, Librarian calls
the output exit with a nonzero return code.
Then your exit program must pass a return
code of zero to Librarian.

OEXAPRIV 8 (X'08') Address of a private fullword within
Librarian for output exit program use. he
fullword is initialized to binary zeros at the
beginning of each Librarian run. Librarian
does not change it.

OEXADATS 12 (X'0C') Address of the date stamp for the record
currently in the record processing area. The
date stamp is six bytes. It can be blanks if
the record was in the original member or in
C'mmddyy' format, indicating the date the
record was added to the member.

OEXAVARS 16 (X'10') Address of the substitution table for the
Source Load Audit Trail variables for the
member just updated (OEXVARS DSECT).
See the table below for the format.
The exit program should not modify the
contents of this field.

OEXAINFO 20 (X'14') Address of the table that contains the
various Librarian run indicators and
member control information for the member
just updated (OEXINFO DSECT).
The exit program should not modify the
contents of this field.

OEXACOMM 24 (X'18') Address of a doubleword in Librarian
shared by the input and output exit
programs. This field is initialized with binary
zeros at the beginning of each Librarian
run. Librarian does not modify it. This field
is passed to both exits, providing a means
of communication between the two.
Librarian sets the high order bit of this field
to 1 to indicate the end of the parameter
list.
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OEXALEN 28 (X'1C') The length of the data OEXALARD
identified when accessing a wide record
master file. Otherwise, set to binary zeros.

Output Exit Offset Codes

The following describes the offset codes:

• 0 (Termination)
The exit program is not called again for this execution. There is no final housekeeping call.

• 4 (Normal Return)
The record currently in the record processing area is passed to Librarian for processing. The exit program can modify
the record before passing it to Librarian

• 8 (Insertion)
The record currently in the record processing area is passed to Librarian or processing. After the record is processed,
control is passed back to the exit program at the normal entry point. The program can then place the next record to be
inserted into the record processing area. Any number of records can be inserted through successive return codes of 8.
A return code of 4 or 12 can terminate an insertion sequence. A 4 return code passes the record currently in the 80-
byte area for processing, then passes control back to the program. A 12 code drops the current record and returns
control to the program.

• 12 (Deletion)
The record currently in the record processing area is dropped.

Source to Load Audit Trail Variable Substitution Area

The following describes the format of the Source-Load Audit Trail variable substitution area:

Name Offset Bytes Contents
XDATEUPD 0 (X'00') 8 Value of ¢DATEUPD variable.
XTIMEUPD 8 (X'08') 8 Value of ¢TIMEUPD variable.
XDATEACS 16 (X'10') 8 Value of ¢DATEACS variable.
XTEMPDAT 24 (X'18') 8 Value of ¢TEMPDAT variable.
XMODNAME 32 (X'20') 8 Value of ¢MODNAME variable.
XUPNO 40 (X'28') 5 Value of ¢UPNO variable.
XPGMR 45 (X'2D') 15 Value of

¢PROGRAMMERNAME
variable.

XLVNO 60 (X'3C') 5 Value of ¢LVNO variable.
XDSNMAST 65 (X'41') 44 Value of ¢DATA-SET-NAME-

FOR-THE- LIBRARIAN-
MASTER-FILE variable.
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OEXRUN 0 X('00') 1 One of the following variables
to indicate the type of Librarian
run:
C'0' -- Regular update execution
C'2' -- Utility execution
C'3' -- GPO execution
C'4' -- Master file initialization
C'6' -- ARCHIE cross-level
comparison
C'7' -- Master file cross-
reference execution

OEXUPTYP 1 (X'01') 1 One of the following variables to
indicate the type of update:
C'A' -ADD
C'S' - SEL

OEXMODNM 2 (X'02') 8 Name of member just updated.
OEXDATAD 10 (X'0A') 6 Date the updated member

was added to master file
(C'mmddyy').

OEXIRSVI 16 (X'10') 2 Reserved.
OEXVAR 18 (X'12') 1 VAR option flag, set to one of

the following variables:
C'1' -- VAR option was active for
the update.
C'0' -- VAR option was inactive
for the update.

OEXIRSV2 19 (X'13') 1 Reserved.
OEXLANG 20 (X'14') 3 Language code for member just

updated or blanks if not present.
OEXLANGT 23 (X'17') 3 Identical to OEXLANG unless

a -JCLT statement with a new
language code (LANG=) or
a temporary update (TEMP)
with a -LANG statement is
encountered.

UEXDS Macro
To simplify coding of exit programs, you can reference all of the fields in the tables through symbolic names instead of
explicitly coded offsets. In addition, you can generate the tables as DSECTs or expand them inline.

Include the UEXDS macro and the UEXDS macro call in your exit program. The UEXDS macro is stored in the Librarian
TARGET macro library, CAI.CAIMAC.

The macro has operands to identify the exit program as either an input or an output exit and to specify whether the exit
tables are generated as DSECTs or reserved inline storage.

This macro has the following format:

UEXDS EXIT={IEX|OEX}[,DSECT={YES|NO}]

• EXIT={IEX|OEX}
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Specifies whether user exit parameter descriptions are generated for the input exit (IEX) or output exit (OEX).
• DSECT={YES|NO}

Specifies whether the symbolic names generated are stored in DSECTs or reserved inline storage.

NOTE
See the Getting Started for more information.

Sample Exit Program
The following presents a sample exit program. Each time the exit is called, this program writes the following information to
the print file:

• Record currently in the record processing area
• User exit flags and the member information area
• Audit Trail variables
• Blank line

R0             EQU   0

R1             EQU   1

R2             EQU   2

R3             EQU   3

R4             EQU   4

R5             EQU   5

R6             EQU   6

R7             EQU   7

R8             EQU   8

R9             EQU   9

R10            EQU  10

R11            EQU  11

R12            EQU  12

R13            EQU  13

R14            EQU  14

R15            EQU  15

IEX1        CSECT

            SAVE (14,12)

            LR   R12,R15          GET BASE REG

            USING IEX1,R12

            CNOP 4,8

            BAL R15,F+76         JUMP OVER SAVE AREA

            DC 9D'0'             REGISTER SAVE AREA

            ST R15,8(R13)        CHAIN PREV SAVE AREA FORWARD

            ST R13,4(R15)        CHAIN CURR SAVE AREA BACKWARD

            LR R13,15            ESTABLISH SAVE AREA PTR

*

            USING IEXPLIST,R2       ADDRESS PARAM LIST DSECT

            USING IEXINFO,R3       ADDRESS MOD INFO DSECT

            USING IEXVARS,R4       ADDRESS VARS DSECT

            LR R2,R1              POINT PARAM LIST

            L R5,IEXAPRIV       POINT TO I/P EXIT FULLWORD

            TM 0(R5),X'80'       TEST FIRST CALL TO EXIT?

           BO GO              NO THEN BRANCH

* FIRST CALL TO EXIT

            OI 0(R5),X'80'     TURN ON BIT IN I/P EXIT FULLWORD

            OPEN (IEXOUT,(OUTPUT)
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            L R5,IEXACOMM     ADDRESS EXIT COMMUNICATION AREA

            MVC 0(8,R5),=CL8'O/P EXIT'     SET COMMUNICATION VALUE

            MVC LINE(8),=C'I/P EXIT'   SET I/P EXIT PRINT HEADER

            BAL R9,WRITE

            BAL R9,WRITE

GO L R5,IEXARC                 ADDRESS HALFWORD RETURN CODE

            CLC =H'0',0(R5)         TEST HOUSEKEEPING CALL?

            BE GO1             NO: BRANCH

* LAST CALL TO EXIT

            CLOSE (IEXOUT)

            MVC 0(2,R5),=AL2(0)         SET RETURN CODE TO 0

            B RET             END OF FILE RETURN TO LIBRARIAN

GO1             EQU *             POINT MOD INFO AREA

            L R3,IEXAINFO

            L R4,IEXAVARS         POINT AUDIT-TRAIL VAR VALUES

            L R6,IEXACARD         80 BYTE CARD IMAGE ADDRESS

            MVC LINE (80),0(R6)         WRITE INPUT CONTROL CARDS

            BAL R9,WRITE         PRINT MOD INFO AREA

            MVC LINE(LEXINFO),IEXINFO

            BAL R9,WRITE

            MVC LINE(LEXVARS),IEXVARS

            BAL R9,WRITE         PRINT AUDIT-TRAIL VARS

            BAL R9,WRITE

EXIT         EQU F

            MVC 0(2,R5),=AL2(4)         SET RETURN CODE TO 4

            B RET             RETURN TO CA-LIBRARIAN

WRITE         EQU F

            PUT IEXOUT,LINE

            MVC LINE,BLANKS

            BR R9

RET             EQU F

            L R13,4(R13)

            RETURN (14,12),RC=(15)

 LINE         DC CL132' '

BLANKS         DC CL132' '

IEXOUT         DCB DDNAME=IEXOUT,DSORG=PS,LRECL=132,MACRF=PM,RECFM=F

            LTORG

            UEXDS EXIT=IEX

            END

ELIPS Master File Create
This online create utility formats a master file in one of three ways: BSAM, VSAM, or wide record.

To display the Master File Create screen, select one of these options:

• L.M from the Primary Option Menu
• M from the Selection Menu

This screen is displayed:

------------------------ Librarian Master File Create ------------------------

Command ===>
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Fill in applicable fields. Scroll for JOB Statement Information.

Press ENTER key to process; Enter END command to terminate.

                                     More:

Data set organization ===>     (B-BDAM; V-VSAM; W - Wide Record)

Data set name ===>

Specifications:             Options:

BLKSIZE ===>             ARC ===>            LIST ===>

VOLUME ===>              AUTOARC(W) ===>     NOBYPP ===>

UNIT ===>                COMPRESS ===>       NOGPO ===>

SPACE ===>               EXEC ===>           NOPR ===>

PRIMARY ===>             LONGDATE(W) ===>    NORES ===>

DSORG(B) ===> (PS or DA) IEX ===>            NOSEP ===>

CISIZE(V) ===>           OEX ===>            PUNCH ===>

SECONDARY(V,W) ===>      SEQ ===>

LRECL(W) ===>            UNCON ===>          SEQUPD ===>

DIRECTORY(W) ===>        MCD ===>            VAR ===>

VOLUMES(V,W) ===>        BLOCKS ===>

Job statement information:

===> // JOB CARD

===>

===>

===>

This is a scrollable data-entry panel. A minimum of information can be entered to build a JCL stream; then it can be edited
before the job is submitted.

For a description of the other fields on this screen, See the online help.

Once the data has been entered, the JCL is generated and you can edit it on a screen that looks like this:

//CLAMA03C JOB (41200000),CLAMA03,MSGCLASS=X,

 // CLASS=K,MSGLEVEL=(1,1)

 //CRE8MF EXEC PGM=AFOLIBR

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//OSJOB DD DUMMY

//MASTER DD DSN=CLAMA03.MASTER,

 // DISP=(,CATLG),

 // UNIT=SYSDA,

 // VOL=SER=PANS02,

 // DCB=(DSORG=PS,BLKSIZE=4136),

 // SPACE=(CYL,(10))

 //SYSIN DD *

-OPT INIT,DISK,ARC=255,VAR

/*

//CRE8GD EXEC PGM=IKJEFT01,COND=(0,NE,CRE8MF),REGION=1M

//SYSTSPRT DD DUMMY

//SYSTSIN DD *

SE 'CLAMA03.MASTER CREATED!' -
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U(*) LOGON

COMMAND ===> SCROLL ==> CSR

You have two choices:

• Enter SUBMIT on the command line to trigger the batch JOB.
• Press PF3 to end the edit session. This aborts the activity.

ELIPS User Exits
ELIPS exits are site-defined and written routines that get control at certain points in ELIPS processing. The exit can
validate and modify certain information and tells ELIPS to discontinue processing. The exit routines to use are defined
during installation using the EXIT parameter when assembling the ELIPSGEN installation macro.

ELIPS exits are ISPF applications that use ISPF variable services to obtain and, when appropriate, update information.
These exits can be CLISTs or programs. Programs can be TSO command processors, load modules, or linked to ELIPS
for security purposes.

When ELIPS transfers control to an exit, all information is passed in ISPF variables in the shared variable pool. Since
all exits operate in a different function pool from that of ELIPS, the exit must VGET the variables to its own function pool
before they are available. For program type exits, VCOPY services must VDEFINE the variables or move them to useable
storage.

Program exits must use standard IBM linkage conventions. No parameters are passed to exits in linkage. Program exits
that are command processors or CLIST exits are executed using the ISPF SELECT CMD service. Program exits that are
load modules are invoked using the SELECT PGM service. Linked exits are invoked using standard call linkage.

In some cases, information can be passed back to ELIPS. The variables for this are documented below. Any modified
variables must be VPUT back into the shared variable pool to make the new value available to ELIPS.

Exits that are linked with ELIPS must be reentrant and coded in Assembler Language.

Exit Nodes
Exit nodes are the points in ELIPS processing where exit routines can be invoked. The exit nodes are expressed as two-
letter codes, specified when the exit routines are defined to ELIPS at installation time. You can find the two-letter codes in
the general variable ELI$XNOD.

The following nodes are available:

• FE
Function Entrance exit. A routine defined as a FE exit gains control of processing at the beginning of each ELIPS
function and certain ELIPS EDIT commands. A list of points where this exit is invoked is shown under the description
of variable ELI$XFUN later in this section.

• CR
Command Route exit. A routine defined as a CR exit gains control whenever the user enters a function name (on the
ELIPS main panel, on a selection list entry, or using the command line syntax on the command line of a selection list)
that is not a valid ELIPS function name. This lets the site provide an additional ISPF application as a function from
ELIPS.

NOTE
The only variables available to a CR exit are those contained in the command buffer at exit time. Command
buffer variables are described later in this section. A CR exit must, therefore, explicitly prompt the user for
any other information the exit might need to validate, such as the information usually contained in general
variables. General variables are described in the section titled General Variables later in this section. The CR
exit does not clear variables (that is, general variables) left over from previous commands, so information
contained in such variables can be inaccurate when a CR exit completes.

• GA
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General Allocation exit. A routine defined as a GA exit gains control whenever ELIPS is about to allocate a data set.
This includes the primary Librarian master file (the one specified on the ELIPS main panel), the BROWSE and EDIT
transient data set, and the secondary data set the EDIT commands MOVE, COPY, CREATE, and REPLACE use.

• SE
Subfunction Entrance exit. A routine defined as an SE exit gains control at certain special processing points. The three
SE points currently supported are the point where:
– ELIPS EDIT determines that a member is added (when an edit is done on a member name that does not exist).
– The control information can be changed.
– The point just before any member update.

ELIPS Return Codes
An exit routine can tell ELIPS to abort processing of the particular function by indicating a non-zero return code. In a
CLIST, this is done by setting the EXIT CODE to a non-zero value. In COBOL, RETURN-CODE is set to a non-zero value.

In Assembler language, register 15 is set to a non-zero value. If processing is to continue, the exit must assure that the
return code is ZERO. In a CR exit with a return code of 1, ELIPS continues to reject the command as an invalid option.
With a return code greater than 1, ELIPS handles it as an external command error unless the exit issues a message and
the variable ELIXMYN is set to Y as described in the following section on messages.

NOTE
When assigning return code values, do not  use the value 20. This value is reserved for ELIPS use for the
interface with the ISPF Dialog Management Services.

Messages and Message Variables
When an exit aborts processing by returning a non-zero return code, it can also issue its own message to display on the
next panel. This is done using the ISPF SETMSG service. In addition, the exit must indicate to ELIPS that a message
is pending by setting the variable ELIXMYN to the single character value of Y and placing this variable in the SHARED
variable pool using the VPUT service.

You can modify any variable followed by an asterisk (*) as described.

• ELIXMYN *
One-character variable that the exit must set to Y if a message was issued (using the SETMSG service) to display at
the next panel display.

• ELILMSG *
Eight-character selection list message command reject exit supplied.

General Variables
The following variables are available to all exits, but are updated only at specific times by an appropriate exit. You can
modify those variables followed by * as described.

• ELI$DMF
The 1-44 character data set name of the PRIMARY Librarian Master File. This is the master file that is specified on the
ELIPS main panel.

• ELI$DMF2
The 1-44 character data set name of the SECONDARY Librarian master file. This is the master file used for the TO
data set during utility function processing. It is also the TO or FROM data set the ELIPS EDIT commands COPY,
MOVE, CREATE, and REPLACE use.

• ELI$DMOD
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The name of the PRIMARY member processing. During EDIT command processing, this is the name of the member
being edited.

• ELI$DMO2
The name of the member that is the TO member during utility function processing or the TO or FROM member during
processing of EDIT commands MOVE, COPY, REPLACE, and CREATE.

• ELI$XNOD
A two-character code specifying which exit point is executing. These correspond to the site exit node codes FE
(function entrance), GA (general allocation), CR (command route), and SE (subfunction entrance). This code is useful
for exits used for more than one exit point.

• ELI$XFUN
A two-character code indicating the function that is active when the exit is invoked.
– A -- ARCHIVE SELECT generation is active.
– B -- BROWSE FUNCTION processing is active.
– C -- COPY FUNCTION processing is active.
– D -- DELETE FUNCTION processing is active.
– E -- EDIT FUNCTION startup is active.
– EO -- EDIT COPY COMMAND is active.
– EM -- EDIT MOVE COMMAND is active.
– EC -- EDIT CREATE COMMAND is active.
– ER -- EDIT REPLACE COMMAND is active.
– ES -- EDIT SAVE COMMAND is active.
– I -- CONTROL INFORMATION update function is active.
– L -- Selection list generation - This single character code is present during the General Allocation exit if the active

function is a selection list.

NOTE
Allocation is done in ELIPS for the first function after entering, when the name of the primary master file is
changed, or an MCD code is specified when one was previously not specified.

– LL -- LONG selection list. This code is present during the FE (function entrance) exit for a long selection list. The
Function Entrance exit for a long selection list is invoked when the list is generated (that is, when the function is first
invoked or when the MCD or REFRESH command is specified).

– LS -- SHORT format selection list. This code is present during generation of a short (or quick) selection list.
– P -- PRINT.
– R -- RENAME.
– UC -- Utility copy.
– UM -- Utility move.

NOTE
The FE exit can modify the following variables when a copy or move to a Librarian library is taking place to
affect the control information of the copied member:

You can also modify the ELICBPAS variable at this point.
The FE exit can also modify the following when copying to a PDS:
• ELI$DPGR * -- 7 bytes for the LAST USER name.

• ELI$XSFU SUBFUNCTION CODE
This variable indicates that a special strategic point in ELIPS processing is about to take place. Possible values:
– * -- If the field does not contain one of the following values, it contains an asterisk (*).
– A -- During EDIT processing, ELIPS determined that the user is about to ADD a member to the master file (for

example, specified the name of a member that does not already exist).
– U -- During processing of any UPDATE function, an update is about to take place.
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For the Utility Copy or Utility Move function, the copy or move is about to take place. The exit sees the information
for the TO member. You can modify the following variables when copying or moving to a Librarian library to affect
the control information of the copied member:
• ELI$DHC1 * -- 68 bytes for a history record.
• ELI$DHC2 * -- 68 bytes for another history record.
• ELI$DHC3 * -- 68 bytes for another history record.
• ELI$DHC4 * -- 68 bytes for another history record.
• ELI$DHC5 * -- 68 bytes for another history record.
You can also modify the ELICBPS2 and ELIXNPWD variables at this point.

– V -- During processing of any UPDATE function, a value of V indicates that you can modify the following ten
variables to affect the update if one is to take place:
• ELI$DPSW * -- 4 bytes for the password value of the member.
• ELI$DHC1 * -- 68 bytes for a history record.
• ELI$DHC2 * -- 68 bytes for another history record.
• ELI$DHC3 * -- 68 bytes for another history record.
• ELI$DHC4 * -- 68 bytes for another history record.
• ELI$DHC5 * -- 68 bytes for another history record.
• ELI$DPGR * -- 15 bytes for the PGMR value of the member.
• ELI$DDES * -- 30 bytes for the DESC value.
• ELI$DLAN * -- 3 bytes for the LANG code.
• ELI$DHSD * -- 1 byte for turning HISTD on or off. Possible values: Y or N.

• ELIALDDN
During GA (General Allocation) exit processing, this field contains one of a number of token names indicating which file
is allocated. Tokens distinguish between allocations and are not actual ddnames. The last character, n, represents a
single digit indicating which logic screen ELIPS is operating under:
– LIBITDDn -- A temporary data set used for the BROWSE and EDIT functions as a transient data set and for the

Print Function as the SYSOUT file.
– ELIEODDn -- The secondary data set used during EDIT commands COPY, MOVE, CREATE, REPLACE.
– LIBIMDDn -- The primary master file specified on the ELIPS main panel.
– ELIDDDn -- The TLICD file.

• ELIOREL
A four-character field containing the release number of the currently running version of ELIPS. The release number is
in the form of n.nn. Unused positions are padded with blanks. For example, Release 3.9 appears as 3.9.

• ELIXMPWD
The actual password of the primary member processing.

• ELIXPWD2
The actual password of the secondary member processing (that is, the TO member in the utility function or the actual
password of a Librarian member copied from or replaced using EDIT commands).

• ELIXNPWD *
The password used by the utility function, copy function, edit ADD (edit of a non-existing member), or EDIT CREATE
command for the member being created. ELIPS never sets this variable. If it is present when control is returned from
an exit, it is used when the new member is created.

• ELIXNVOL *
The VOLUME SERIAL NUMBER used when allocating the EDIT or BROWSE function transient data set in a GA exit.

• ELIXNUNI *
The UNIT name used when allocating the EDIT or BROWSE function transient data set in a GA exit.

• ELIXNWTR *
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The SYSOUT program name used for allocating the sysout data set for the Print Function in a GA exit. This overrides
the ELIPSGEN specification, SOPGMN, described in the ELIPS section of the "Getting Started" section. (z/OS and
OS/390).

Command Buffer Variables
These variables are created directly from the command buffer, which ELIPS creates for every function you specified.

Note: Commands entered while in EDIT do not  set these variables. Only those commands entered while the session is
under the control of ELIPS set these variables.

• ELICBCMD
The command or function that you entered. This can be a single character function name entered on a selection list or
a full length command name entered on the command line.

• ELICBMOD
The one- to eight-character member name entered.

• ELICBARC
The one- to twelve-character archive level entered.

• ELICBPAS *
The password for the primary member. The exit can change this variable. However, make sure that a four-character
password is placed in this variable.

• ELICBPS2 *
The password you entered for the secondary member processing.

• ELICBNEW
The one- to eight-character value of the NEWNAME field you entered.

• ELICBLAN
The value created by translating a MEMBER TYPE field you entered for a LONG member selection list through the
installation type table or that you entered using the Librarian language code syntax in the MEMBER TYPE field.

• ELICBPGR
The PROGRAMMER NAME field entered on the main panel for a LONG member selection list.

• ELICBTYP
The value of the MEMBER TYPE field you entered on the main panel when requesting a LONG member selection list.

ELIPS Exit Sample
A sample exit in CLIST form is available on the following pages. This sample exit is meant to help the exit writer become
familiar with the following:

• The four major exit nodes, their available variables, and timing (that is, what variables are available to what nodes and
when).

• The real contents of the ELIPS variables at run time.
• Some possible uses for ELIPS exits.

Also, this CLIST (which you can expand or use as is) can serve as an exit debugging tool.

Note the following:

• Not all ELIPS variables are used in this CLIST.
• You can modify some variables.
• See the preceding sections for detailed descriptions of all variables.
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How To Run the ELIEXIT CLIST

This process describes how to install and run the ELIEXIT CLIST or any other exit you want to test:

1. Create CLIST exit in a private library.
2. Reassemble the ELIPS installation macro (ELIPSGEN), naming the ELIPS user exit nodes you want to establish by

executing the steps of the Librarian installation process that initially assembled the ELIPSGEN installation macro. See
the Getting Started (z/OS and OS/390) for details. You probably want to link the modified ELIPSGEN into a private
load library.
ELIPSGEN UNIT=....,      X

   .......       X

   EXITCR=(C,ELIEXIT),EXITFE=(C,ELIEXIT),    X

   EXITSE=(C,ELIEXIT),EXITGA=(C,ELIEXIT),    X

   .......       X

END

3. If you linked to a private load library, re-allocate (directly or through a CLIST) your load libraries, placing the load
library created in step 2 (the one containing the new ELIPSGEN macro) in first position. ISPF files must already be
allocated.
FREE F(ISPLLIB)

 ALLOC F(ISPLLIB) DA(+

  'LIBR.TESTEXIT.LOAD' -   A

  'LIBR.PRODLIB.LOAD' -   B

  ) SHR

Note the following items:
– A -- The load library with the new ELIPSGEN module.
– B -- The production ELIPS load library.

Note the following:

• To ensure that exit results are consistent with your site's current environment, use the currently established ELIPSGEN
macro parameters with the above exit parameters.

• If the site already has ELIPS exits defined that could affect the results of this sample exit, you can easily modify the
exits already in place to incorporate all or part of ELIEXIT.

• You can break down the sample exit CLIST and refine it to coincide with different exit nodes, thereby streamlining the
information written to the terminal.

ELIEXIT CLIST Sample
PROC 0

/******************************************************** *********/

/*           */

/*  FIRST, "VGET" ALL ELIPS SYSTEM FILLED VARIABLES.   */

/*          */

ISPEXEC VGET ( -

 ELI$DMF ELI$DMF2 ELI$DMOD ELI$DMO2 ELI$XFUN ELI$XNOD -

 ELI$XSFU ELIXMPWD ELIXPWD2 ELICBCMD ELICBMOD ELICBARC -

 ELICBPAS ELICBPS2 ELICBNEW ELICBLAN ELIXNPWD ELICBPGR -

 ELICBTYP ELI$DPGR ELI$DLAN ELI$DDES ELI$DHSD ELI$DHC1 -

 ELI$DHC2 ELI$DHC3 ELI$DHC4 ELI$DHC5 ELI$DPSW ELIALDDN -

 ELIXNVOL ELIXNUNI -

 )

 WRITE

 WRITE $$$$$$$$$$$ S T A R T $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

 WRITE
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 WRITE EXIT NODE = ELI$XNOD = &ELI$XNOD

 WRITE ACTIVE FUNCTION = ELI$XFUN = &ELI$XFUN

 WRITE STRATEGIC POINT = ELI$XSFU = &ELI$XSFU

 WRITE "GA" DDNAME = ELIALDDN = &ELIALDDN

 WRITE PRIMARY LIB MAST = ELI$DMF = &ELI$DMF

 WRITE PRIMARY MEMBER = ELI$DMOD = &ELI$DMOD

 WRITE PRIMARY MEM PSWD = ELIXMPWD = &ELIXMPWD

 WRITE TO/*ROM LIB MAST = ELI$DMF2 = &ELI$DMF2

 WRITE TO/*ROM MEMBER = ELI$DMO2 = &ELI$DM02

 WRITE TO/*ROM MEM PSWD = ELIXPWD2 = &ELIXPWD2

 WRITE

 WRITE ****** USER ENTERED DATA - FROM COMMAND BU**ER ****

 WRITE

 WRITE COMMAND OR FUNC. = ELICBCMD = &ELICBCMD

 WRITE MOD NAME ENTERED = ELICBMOD = &ELICBMOD

 WRITE ARC LVL. ENTERED = ELICBARC = &ELICBARC

 WRITE PSWD ENTERED = ELICBPAS = &ELICBPAS

 WRITE PSWD2 ENTERED = ELICBPS2 = &ELICBPS2

 WRITE NEWNAME FIELD = ELICBNEW = &ELICBNEW

 WRITE LANG (TYPE TBL) = ELICBLAN = &ELICBLAN

 WRITE PGMR - MAIN PNL = ELICBPGR = &ELICBPGR

 WRITE TYPE - MAIN PNL = ELICBTYP = &ELICBTYP

 WRITE

 WRITE ******** INFORMATIONAL VARIABLES ******************

 WRITE ******** UPDATEABLE IF ELI$XSFU = V ************

 WRITE

 WRITE PASSWORD = ELI$DPSW = &ELI$DPSW

 WRITE PROGRAMMER = ELI$DPGR = &ELI$DPGR

 WRITE LANGUAGE CODE = ELI$DLAN = &ELI$DLAN

 WRITE HISTORY Y/N = ELI$DHSD = &ELI$DHSD

 WRITE DESCRIPTION = ELI$DDES = &ELI$DDES

 WRITE HISTORY LINE 1 = ELI$DHC1 = &ELI$DHC1

 WRITE HISTORY LINE 2 = ELI$DHC2 = &ELI$DHC2

 WRITE HISTORY LINE 3 = ELI$DHC3 = &ELI$DHC3

 WRITE HISTORY LINE 4 = ELI$DHC1 = &ELI$DHC4

 WRITE HISTORY LINE 5 = ELI$DHC5 = &ELI$DHC5

 WRITE

 WRITE

/*           */

/*  SOME USAGE EXAMPLES FOLLOW      */

/*           */

/*           */

/* EXAMPLE 1 - FUNCTION "Z" ENTERED FROM LONG SELECTION LIST  */

/*       CAUSES "CR" EXIT TO TAKE CONTROL & SUBMIT  */

/*      A COMPILE FOR A COBOL MEMBER.    */

/*       PROBLEM: MAKE SURE PROGRAM LANG IS COBOL -  */

/*      REJECT IF ITS NOT.    */

/*           */

/*           */

/* SOLUTION         */

/* */

IF &ELI$XNOD = CR THEN -

  IF &ELICBCMD = Z THEN -
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 IF &ELI$DLAN NE COB THEN -

 DO

   SET &ELILMSG = &STR(FNOT COB)

   ISPEXEC VPUT ( ELILMSG )

   EXIT CODE(0)

 END

IF &ELI$XNOD = CR THEN -

  IF &ELICBCMD = Z THEN -

 IF &ELI$DLAN = COB THEN -

 DO

   SET &ELILMSG = &STR(FCOMPILE)

   ISPEXEC VPUT ( ELILMSG )

 EXIT CODE(0)

 END

/*           */

/* EXAMPLE 2 - DONT ALLOW MEMBERS TO BE ADDED WHOSE NAMES  */

/* START WITH "SYS" */

/* */

IF &ELI$XNOD = SE THEN -

IF &ELI$XSFU = U THEN -

IF &SUBSTR(1:3,&ELI$DMOD) = SYS THEN -

DO

EXIT CODE(4)

 END

/* */

/* EXAMPLE 3 - DONT ALLOW A CERTAIN CA-Librarian MASTER FILE  */

/* TO BE ALLOCATED.       */

/*           */

IF &ELI$XNOD = GA THEN -

  IF &ELI$DMF = LIBR.NOTOUCH.MAST THEN -

 DO

   EXIT CODE(4)

 END

EXIT

ELIPS Edit Macro Variables
The following variables are available from the shared variable pool to ELIPS edit macros:

• ELI$RMF
DSN of master file.

• ELI$RMOD
Member name.

• ELI$RNV
NEWVERS setting. Value can be ON or OFF.

• ELI$RPSW
Password of member.

• ELI$RLAN
Language code of member.

• ELI$RTYP
Member type.

• ELI$RARS
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Whether member is archived. Value can be Y or N.
• ELI$RSTA

One byte status indicator. Value can be T, 0, 1, or 2
• ELI$RDES

Member description.
• ELI$RPGR

Programmer name.
• ELI$RSQO

RESEQ/NORESEQ value. Can be R or N.
• ELI$RSQ1

Starting column of Librarian sequence field.
• ELI$RSQ2

Length of Librarian sequence field.
• ELI$RSQ3

Increment of Librarian sequence number.
• ELI$RSQ4

Starting sequence number.

The edit macro cannot modify these variables.

ELIPS Selection List Variables
When a CLIST or program calls ELIPS to perform a list function, the following variables are available from the application
PROFILE pool. The variables contain the information that you entered on the selection list line or the primary command
line.

These variables are valid for long, short, and archive selection lists. The variables are cleared at each entry to ELIPS:

• ELISLFUN
An eight-character field containing the command entered on the primary command line or the function specified on the
selection list line.

• ELISLMOD
An eight-character field containing the member name entered on the command line or found on the selected selection
list line.

• ELISLPWD
A four-character field containing the password entered on the command line or in the PSWD field in a selection list line.

• ELISLARC
A twelve-character field containing the level number entered on the command line, found on the selected line in an
archive list, or entered in the VERSION DATE field of a long selection list.

• ELISLNEW
An eight-character field containing the data entered in the NEWNAME field on the command line or in the NEWNAME
field of a selection list.

• ELISLTYP
An eight-character field containing the data entered in the TYPE field of a LIST command.

• ELISLPGM
A 16-character field containing the data entered in the PGMR field of a LIST command.

• ELISLLAN
A four-character field containing the data entered in the LANG field of a LIST command.
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LIB/TSO User Exits
LIB/TSO lets you alter normal command processing by providing exits that, when activated, branch to your own program.
Once control is passed to your exit program, it can modify command parameters, restrict access to a file, alter normal file
allocation procedures, examine individual records, or perform a variety of other modifications to command processing.
The following exits are available:

• Command buffer exit.
• File allocation exit.
• TSO output exit.
• Command termination exit.
• Master file allocation exit.

NOTE
The processing performed for the master file allocation exit differs from that performed for the other exits. It
does not use the common processing tables the other exits use. If using the master file allocation exit, read the
appropriate section carefully before proceeding.

You can write individual programs to handle each command or have one program handle all of your exit processing.
The only exception is the master file allocation exit that must always call a separate program because of the processing
differences between this exit and the others.

You can code exit programs in Assembly, COBOL, PL1, or FORTRAN. However, certain cases exist when you must use
the Assembly language to code the program (these instances are noted in the following sections).

An exit program must be a load module residing in a link-list library or a private library the STEPLIB DD in the LOGON
procedure references. If the program is completely reentrant, then it can also reside in the link pack area that can increase
the efficiency of the program.

Using the $LIBTSO macro, you indicate which exits to activate and for which commands. When specifying your exit
activation options, you specify the name of the exit program where control is passed when that particular exit is called.
See the Getting Started for information on the $LIBTSO macro.

Exit program names must be one to eight characters long and must consist of alphanumeric or national characters with a
non-numeric initial character. Since you must specify the name of your exit program or programs at LIB/TSO installation
time, and it is possible that you might not have written your programs at that time, you should write dummy programs that
place a zero in register 15 and return control immediately back to the calling command.

Common Programming Specifications
This section discusses common programming specifications for LIB/TSO Exits.

Overview

The command buffer, file allocation, TSO data set output, and command termination exits use the same tables to pass
information to and from the controlling command.

This section describes those common tables and details their functions and uses.

Note: The information in this section does not apply to the master file allocation exit. When activated, a command calls
the exits in the following order:

1. Command buffer exit

2. File allocation exit

3. TSO data set output exit

4. Command termination exit.
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The command buffer exit is called only once for each command execution. The file allocation exit is called for each file
allocated, and the TSO output exit is called once for every record in a member the LIBGET command references. The
command termination exit is called for every command it is specified for after the completion of command processing and
just before command termination.

A user exit program must follow all conventional z/OS and OS/390 linkage requirements. On call to the exit, registers 1,
13, 14, and 15 contain information your exit program needs.

The following shows the information contained in these registers.

• Register 1 -- Address of parameter list.
• Register 13 -- Address of an 18-word save area that the exit program can use. The contents of general registers 2

through 14 must be saved in this area if the exit program uses the registers for its own processing. The registers must
be restored before returning control to the calling command.

• Register 14 -- The return address to the calling LIB/TSO command.
• Register 15 -- Address of the entry point of the called exit program.

On return from the exit, the contents of registers 2 through 14 must be restored if altered during exit processing. Also, a
binary return code must be placed into register 15.

The common lists and tables allocated for the use of your exit program are:

• Parameter list
• Exit entry table
• User identification table
• User message buffer.

When the exit program is called, register 1 contains the address of the parameter list.

LIB/TSO Exit Parameter List

The following shows the contents and format of the parameter list.

Offset Bytes Contents or Meaning
0 (X'00') 4 Address of the exit entry table.
4 (X'04') 4 Address of the user identification table.
8 (X'08') 4 Address of either the:

Command buffer (command buffer exit).
File status area (file allocation exit).
Data processing area (data set output exit).
Termination status area (command
termination exit).

12 (X'0C') 4 Address of the user message buffer.
16 (X'10') 4 Address of either the:

Command processor parameter list (CPPL)
(command buffer exit). For information
on the CPPL, See the IBM OS/VS2 TSO
Guide to Writing a Terminal Monitor
Program or a Command Processor.
Dynamic allocation parameter list, DAPL
(file allocation exit).
This field is not allocated for the data set
output or command termination exits.
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LIB/TSO Exit Entry Table

The exit entry table has indicators identifying which command initiated the exit call and which exit is called. It also contains
a user communications area that can pass information from one exit call to the next during a command execution.
Information placed in this area remains intact until overwritten by a subsequent exit call or until command termination. You
can use the communications area, for example, for addressing when writing a reentrant exit program.

The following shows the format of the exit entry table.

Offset Bytes Contents or Meaning
0 (X'00') 1 The calling command indicator. On entry,

one of the following characters is given:
A (X'C1') - LIBADD
C (X'C3') - LIBCTL
D (X'C4') - LIBDLM
G (X'C7') - LIBGET
I (X'C9') - LIBINDEX
L (X'D3') - LIBLIST
S (X'E2') - LIBSAVE
U (X'E4') - LIBUTI
X (X'E7') - LIBEXP

1 (X'01') 2 The user exit function code. On entry, one
of the following codes is given:
01 (X'F0F1') - Command buffer exit.
02 (X'F0F2') - File allocation exit.
03 (X'F0F3') - TSO output exit.
04 (X'F0F4') - Command termination exit.

3 (X'03') 5 Reserved.
8 (X'08') 100 The user exit communications area.

The exit program can use this area to
pass information from one exit call to
the next during command processing.
The command does not use it. This field
contains blanks if it is the first exit call for
this command.

LIB/TSO Exit User Identification Table

On entry to the exit, the user ID and prefix is given in the user identification table.

The following presents the format of the user identification table.

Offset Bytes Contents or Meaning
0 (X'00') 2 The length of the user ID in binary.
2 (X'02') 18 The user ID at LOGON. If the user ID has

fewer than 18 characters, it is padded to the
right with blanks.

20 (X'14') 2 The length of the prefix in binary. This field
contains binary zeros if the prefix name is
not applicable
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22 (X'16') 18 The prefix name in the user profile. If the
prefix has fewer than 18 characters, it is
padded to the right with blanks. If this field
is blank, the prefix name is not applicable.

LIB/TSO Exit User Message Buffer

To send a message to the user after the exit call, use the user message buffer. Place any message to send to the terminal
in the message area. Messages are transmitted exactly as they appear in the message area. Messages must not exceed
132 bytes in length. If you do not place the length of the message in the message length field, the exit automatically
provides 132 bytes, blank-filled after the message, and transmits the entire field. If you do not want to transmit all 132
bytes, specify the exact length in binary.

The following shows the format of the user message buffer.

Offset Bytes Contents or Meaning
0 (X'00) 2 The length of the message in binary.

The initial value is 0 and is reset to 0 each
time control is returned to the exit program.

2 (X'02') 2 Reserved.
4 (X'04') 132 The message field. Place any message in

this area

Command Debugging Facility
The command debugging facility provides a mechanism for determining the nature of errors that can occur during exit
processing. The facility makes a copy of the contents of the exit processing tables before, then again after, command
processing. Both copies are written into a data set where they can be examined and compared. The data set, referred
to as the debugging file, must be allocated with the file name XDEBUG before using the facility. The following presents
sample contents of the debugging file after a typical command execution.

The debugging file can be a sequential or partitioned data set but must be in fixed blocked format with a logical record
size of 72. The data set can be an existing data set or a terminal file. The following is an example of creating a sequential
debugging file:

ATTR EXIT BLKSIZE(72*)

ALLOCATE FILE(XDEBUG) DA(DEBUG.DATA) USING(EXIT)

 SPACE(1,1) TRACKS NEW

Depending upon how you allocate the data set, the information from each command execution either overwrites the
current contents of the debugging file or is added to the end of the file.

The debugging facility is activated on a per exit basis by specifying one or more of the debugging operands on the
command. The debugging operands and the exit for which they activate the debugging facility are:

• #CMD
Command buffer exit

• #ALO
File allocation exit

• #TSO
TSO data set output exit

• #END
Command termination exit.
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The debugging parameters are described in the sections that describe the various exits. An error message displays if you
try to use the debugging facility without allocating the debugging file.

Command Buffer Exit
You can use the command buffer exit to modify the LIBADD, LIBCTL, LIBDLM, LIBEXP, LIBGET, LIBINDEX, LIBLIST,
LIBSAVE, and LIBUTI commands. For example, you can use it to restrict the use of a command keyword, such as
KEEPTSO or LIST. The exit program can nullify the keyword by overlaying it with blanks in the command buffer.

During command execution, a command buffer is allocated and the command and any specified command operands are
placed in it. The buffer is preceded by a four-byte header consisting of a two-byte length field and a two-byte offset field.
The exit program can modify the contents of the header and the buffer.

Command Buffer Contents

The following shows the contents of the command buffer.

Offset Bytes Contents or Meaning
0 (X'00') 2 The length field containing the total length

of the command in the buffer and the four-
byte header. The length is in hexadecimal
format.

2 (X'02') 2 The offset field. This field gives an offset
from the beginning of the buffer to the first
operand following the command name.
If there are no operands, the offset field
contains a value that is four less than the
value in the length field. The value is in
hexadecimal format

4 (X'04') 500 The command buffer. This field contains a
command name and any operands. The
length of the command is variable and any
trailing bytes are made blanks

The following shows the format of the command buffer.

┌─────────────── Total Length ──────────────────────┐

│                                                   │

├──── Header ─────┬────── The Command Buffer ───────┤

│                 │                                 │

├────────┬────────┼─────────┬───────────┬───────────┤

│ LENGTH │ OFFSET │ COMMAND │ OPERAND-1 │ OPERAND-n │

│        │        │ NAME    │           │           │

├────────┼────────┼─────────┼───────────┴───────────┤

0        2        4         │

                  ├─────────┤

            OFFSET TO FIRST OPERAND

Modifying a Command

If your exit program is going to alter the command buffer, you must follow these guidelines and restrictions when writing
the program:
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• A command starts with a command name that can be followed by one or more operands.
• Blanks and commas can precede the command name.
• The command name and all operands are translated to upper case if they are entered in lower case.

For example, if you enter:
6 LIBCTL GENLIST,NOLIST

This is what appears in the command buffer:
6 LIBCTL GENLIST,NOLIST

• If KANA=YES is the site option, the member history and description information remains as entered on the LIBADD,
LIBSAVE, and LIBEXP commands.

• The position of a command name and all operands in the buffer is exactly as it is entered at the terminal.
• Blanks, semicolons, and commas are the only delimiters that can separate the command name from its first operand

and separate one operand from another.
Consecutive blanks, commas, or semicolons, in any combination, are treated as one delimiter.

• Do not change the length in the header unless the exit program adds more keyword operands to the command or
makes a keyword name longer.

• Do not change the offset in the header unless the exit program adds operands to a command that did not have
operands.

• To nullify a keyword operand, overlay the keyword with blanks.
• To add one or more keyword operands, append them to the end of the command in the buffer. When adding operands,

you must not exceed the maximum command buffer length of 500 bytes.
• If you increase the length of a keyword, you must shift the remainder of the command operands in the buffer to the

right a number of spaces equal to the increase in length. If the new operand is shorter than the old operand, overlay
the old name with the new name, which must be right-justified and blank-filled to the left.
For example, if changing the keyword LIB to DSSOURCE:
6 LIBGET TESTMOD LIB('LIBR.TEST.MASTER')

6 LIBGET TESTMOD DSSOURCE('LIBR.TEST.MASTER')

becomes:
If shortening a keyword, for example, from MASTERFILE to DSSOURCE, the change looks like this:
6 LIBGET TESTMOD MASTERFILE('LIBR.TEST.MASTER')

changes to:
6 LIBGET TESTMOD DSSOURCE('LIBR.TEST.MASTER')

A keyword operand can be truncated from the right to the shortest form that still remains unique among the operands
of a command. If, for example, you want to use LIB as a replacement operand for the DSSOURCE operand, you can
truncate DSSOURCE to DSS. Thus, if the following is submitted:
6 LIBGET TESTMOD LIB('LIBR.TEST.MASTER')

Your exit program can change it to the following for submission to Librarian:
6 LIBGET TESTMOD DSS('LIBR.TEST.MASTER')

CMD Debugging Operand

A debugging operand, #CMD, is provided on all LIB/TSO commands. If #CMD is specified, one of the following occurs:

• If the command buffer exit is not activated at installation time, the following message displays:
7 THE COMMAND BUFFER EXIT IS NOT USED

The command continues processing.
• If the command buffer exit is activated, the contents of the following tables are written to the debugging file:

– Exit entry table
– User identification table
– Command buffer
– User message buffer.
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They are stored in both hexadecimal and EBCDIC format. Any unprintable characters are converted into periods in the
EBCDIC portion. The command terminates or continues processing according to the return code placed in register 15.

Returning Control

Before the exit program passes control back to the calling command, it must place a binary return code in register 15.

The following shows the valid return codes for the command buffer exit:

• 0 (Normal return)
The contents of the command buffer can be modified. Continue processing.

• 4 (Error return)
The command is not processed.

File Allocation Exit
You can use this exit to perform file allocation processing to meet particular requirements. One of the following commands
calls the exit before any file is allocated:

• LIBADD
• LIBCTL
• LIBDLM
• LIBEXP
• LIBGET
• LIBINDEX
• LIBLIST
• LIBSAVE
• LIBUTI

The file allocation is done by calling the Dynamic Allocation Interface Routine. For example, you can use this exit to
control access to a password protected data set by having your exit program test for authorized users and either issue or
withhold the password.

The file allocation exit is normally called only once for each command execution. However, the exit is called again if the
exit program changed the name of the data set being allocated. During the second call, the exit program can make any
changes to the exit tables that the name change made necessary. If the exit program changes the data set name on the
first call, no other changes to the exit tables are made. All fields are reinitialized to their original values before the exit is
called the second time.
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File Status Area

A file status area is allocated for your exit program. The following shows the format and content of the file status area.

Offset Bytes Contents or Meaning
0 (X'00') 1 The file indicator. On entry to the exit, one

of the following digits indicates which file
the command allocated:
0 (X'F0') -- Librarian Master File
1 (X'F1') -- TSO data set
2 (X'F2') -- TLICD
3 (X'F3') -- Librarian message file
4 (X'F4') -- Librarian update file
5 (X'F5') -- Librarian job stream file
6 (X'F6') -- Librarian list file
7 (X'F7') -- Librarian index file
8 (X'F8') -- Temporary TSO work file
Note: Not every LIB/TSO command uses
all of the files. Therefore, this exit is only
called when a file is used.

1 (X'01') 1 The allocation flag. On entry, one of the
following digits indicates the exit calling
sequence.
1 (X'F1') -- First call.
2 (X'F2') -- Conditional second call.
The second call is made only if the exit
changes the data set name of the file during
the first call. During the second call the the
exit can evaluate the allocation information
and make any changes necessitated by the
name change.
File allocation occurs after the first call
unless the exit changes the name. In that
case, the file is allocated after the second.
The calling command terminates with an
error message if the exit tries to modify the
data set name during the second call. This
flag is not used if allocating a terminal file.

2 (X'02') 6 Reserved.
8 (X'08') 8 Ddname of the data set to allocate.

On entry, this field has 8 blanks. DAIR
gives the ddname where the data set is
allocated. However, the exit can fill in a
specific ddname for DAIR to allocate the
data set provided that another file is not
already using this ddname. If so, DAIR fails
when trying to allocate the file.
If the ddname has less than 8 characters,
pad it to the right with blanks.

16 (X'10') 2 The length of the data set name in binary.
The length is zero for terminal files and 44
for temporary files.
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18 (X'12') 44 The DSNAME of the data set. \
On entry, this field contains a fully qualified
data set name except for terminal and
temporary files.
The exit program can change the name to
another fully qualified name. If the exit is to
change the name, it should not make any
other changes as the fields are all reset to
their original values and the exit is called
again. The exit can make any necessary
changes during the second call.
An asterisk (*) followed by 43 blanks
indicates that the file is allocated to a
terminal. The exit is not allowed to alter the
status of a terminal file.
If the name has 44 blanks, this indicates
that a temporary data set is used. DAIR
generates the actual temporary data set
name when allocated.
Names with fewer than 44 characters must
be padded to the right with blanks. 62
(X'3E') 2 The length of the member name in
binary. Set to zero if there is no member.

62 (X'3E') 2 The length of the member name in binary.
Set to zero if there is no member.

64 (X'40') 8 The member name of a partitioned data
set. On entry, this field is blank or contains
a member name. If the member name has
fewer than 8 characters, it is blank-filled to
the right.

72 (X'48') 8 The data set password.
On entry, this field is blank. If the data set is
password protected, the exit program must
place the password here.
If the password has fewer than eight
characters, pad it to the right with blanks.

80 (X'50') 20 Reserved.

Dynamic Allocation Parameter List

A dynamic allocation parameter list is also allocated for file allocation exit processing. The address of the dynamic
allocation parameter list is placed in the fifth field of the parameter list register 1 addresses. Any exit program that is to
reference the dynamic allocation parameter list must be written in Assembly. The addresses in the dynamic allocation
parameter list must never be modified or else unpredictable results occur.

Also, all files a LIB/TSO command uses must be allocated by the command. To modify information other than that
provided in the file status area for a non-terminal file allocation, you can modify the information in the DAIR parameter
block except for the first 12 bytes. For details on modifying the DAIR parameter block See the IBM publication OS/VS2
TSO Guide to Writing a Terminal Monitor Program or a Command Processor, specifically the section titled Code X'08' -
Allocate a Data Set by DSNAME. The following shows the format of the dynamic allocation parameter list.

Offset Bytes Contents or Meaning
0 (X'00') 4 Address of the user profile table.
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4 (X'04') 4 Address of the environment control table.
8 (X'08') 4 Address of the calling program's event

control block. Event control block is one
word of real storage declared and initialized
to zero by the calling routine.

12 (X'0C') 4 Address of the protected step control block.
16 (X'16') 4 Address of the DAIR parameter block

created by the calling routine.

ALO Debugging Operand

A debugging operand, #ALO, is provided for the commands. If you specify #ALO, one of the following occurs:

• If the file allocation exit is not activated at installation time, the following message displays:
7 THE FILE ALLOCATION EXIT IS NOT USED

The command continues processing.
• If the file allocation exit is activated, the contents of the following tables are written to the exit debugging file:

– Exit entry table
– User identification table
– File status area
– User message buffer
– Dynamic allocation parameter list.

The contents are written in both hexadecimal and EBCDIC format. The unprintable characters are converted into periods
in the EBCDIC format. The command terminates or continues processing according to the return code placed in register
15.

Returning Control

Before your exit program returns control to the calling command, it must place a binary return code in register 15. The
following shows the valid return codes for the file allocation exit.

• 0 (Normal return)
File allocation information can be modified. Continue processing.

• 4 (Error return)
Terminate processing. (For example - user not authorized.)

TSO Data Set Output Exit
The TSO data set output exit only applies to the LIBGET command. The exit is called each time LIBGET retrieves a
record from a member and before it is written to a TSO data set. The exit intercepts the retrieved record and writes it into
the data record field of the data processing area where it can be examined, modified, or deleted. The following shows the
format of the data processing area. You can also use the TSO data set output exit to insert new records into a member or
to expand -INC statements that reference members from another master file. In addition to the data record field, the data
processing area has a number of fields that pass information between the LIBGET command and your program.

TSO Fields

The fields are as follows:

• Entry flag
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LIBGET uses this flag to indicate whether a record was written into the data record field or if the end of the file was
reached.

• Record processing flag
Your exit program must set this flag to indicate the disposition of the record currently processing.

• -INC processing flag
Indicates the type of -INC statement expansion performed on your member.

• Sequence number fields
LIBGET sets and uses to resequence members. The only field your program should modify is the sequence number
field and only when inserting new records.

• Comment identifier fields
The LIBGET command sets and uses these fields. Your program can use the information to format any comment
statements it generates. If you are using the exit to insert a new record, you must place the sequence number of the
inserted record into the sequence number field (in packed format) and also in the proper location in the data record
area. If you are resequencing the member, you must read the sequence number of the last record processed, add the
increment to it, and use the sum as the sequence number of the inserted record. LIBGET automatically increments the
remainder of the member so that no duplicate sequence numbers can generate.

Offset Bytes Contents or Meaning
0 (X'00') 2 The entry flag.

On entry, one of the following EBCDIC
digits is given:
00 -- A record is passed in the data record
area. This record is not from an included
member.
01 -- A record is passed in the data record
area. This record is from an included
member. The comment records the LIBGET
command generates on an included
member are considered included records.
02 -- No record is passed and the end of
the member was not reached.
03 -- No record is passed and the end of
the member was reached.
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2 (X'02') 2* The record processing flag.
This field is set to zero for every record
passed. Your exit program must make
one of the following entries to indicate
the disposition of the record currently
processing (the values are EBCDIC
values):
00 -- This exit is no longer needed. Current
record returned unmodified. Command
processing continues according to return
code.
01 -- Process the current record and
retrieve another.
02 -- Process the current record and return
with blanks in record processing area.
(Inserting a new record.)
03 -- Process the current record. Do not
call the exit again and continue command
processing according to the return code.
04 -- Drop the current record and retrieve
another (delete a record).
05 -- Drop the current record. Do not call
the exit again and continue command
processing according to the return code.

4 (X'04') 1 The -INC processing flag.
On entry, one of the following EBCDIC
digits is given:
0 -- NOINCLUDE is the option. All
unexpanded - INC records are converted to
comment records.
1 -- INCLUDE(RESEQ) is the option. All -
INC records are expanded and the included
records are resequenced by adding one to
sequence number of the previous record.
2 -- INCLUDE(NORESEQ) is the option.
All - INC records are expanded and
the included records keep their original
sequence numbers.
3 -- INCASIS is the option. All -INC records
are copied unchanged.

5 (X'05') 2 The starting column of the sequence
number on the record. The starting column
can be 01 to 81. The sequence number of
a -INC record always starts in column 73.
A starting column of 81 indicates that the
member has external sequence numbers.

7 (X'07') 1 The length of the sequence number in
bytes. The length can be 1 to 9 bytes. The
sequence number on a - INC record is
always 8 bytes long

8 (X'08') 4 The sequence number increment. The
increment can be 0001 to 9999.

12 (X'0C') 2 The starting column of a comment identifier
on a comment record.

14 (X'0E') 1 The length of a comment identifier. .
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15 (X'0F') 3 The comment identifier. If the identifier is
fewer than 3 bytes, it is left-justified and
blank-filled to the right.

18 (X'12') 5* The sequence number of the passed
record.
If no record is passed, this field contains
the sequence number of the record last
processed. If you are inserting records
and the -INC processing flag contains
a 1 INCLUDE(RESEQ), you must give
the sequence numbers for the rest of the
member. This value must be in packed
format.

23 (X'17') 17 Reserved.
40 (X'28') 80* The data record field.

On entry, this area either contains a record
or is blank. The exit program can use this
area to insert a record.

120 6 Reserved.
(X'78') Fields that the exit program can modify. All

others are not modifiable.

TSO Debugging Operand

A debugging operand, #TSO, is provided on the LIBGET command. If you specify this operand, one of the following
occurs:

• If the TSO data set output exit was not activated, the following message displays:
7 THE TSO DATA SET OUTPUT EXIT IS NOT USED

The command continues processing.
• If the exit was activated, the contents of the following tables are recorded into the XDEBUG file:

– Exit entry table
– User identification table
– Data processing area
– User message buffer.

The contents are shown in two formats: character and hexadecimal. Any unprintable characters are converted into
periods. The contents are recorded before and after the exit call. The command terminates or continues processing
according to the return code placed in register 15.

Returning Control

Before returning control to the calling command, your exit program must place a binary return code in register 15. The
following shows the valid return codes for the TSO data set output exit.

NOTE
If the return code is 0 (normal return) and the record processing flag in the data processing area is set to 03
or 05, the exit is not called again, but the rest of the records are processed according to normal command
processing. A return code of 4 (error) causes the command to terminate and the data set (or member, if it is a
PDS) is deleted or, if not deleted, any information in the data set or member is unreliable.

• 0 (Normal return)
Continue processing as the record processing flag indicates.

• 4 (Error return)
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Terminate processing.

Command Termination Exit
The command termination exit is called after the command completes all of its processing just before the command
terminates. The exit lets you perform any final housekeeping functions that are required. For example, if an exit program
that was called earlier issued a GETMAIN, the command termination exit could issue a FREEMAIN.

On entry to the command termination exit, the third entry in the parameter list contains the address of the termination
status area. The first halfword of this area contains a binary value to indicate whether the command being executed is
terminating normally or abnormally. If the command execution was successful, this field contains binary zeros. If an error
condition was encountered during command execution, this field contains a 4.

Termination Status Area Format

The following presents the format of the termination status area.

Offset Bytes Contents or Meaning
0 (X'00') 2 2 On entry, one of the following values is

given:
0 -- Command terminated normally.
4 -- Command terminated abnormally.

2 (X'02') 54 Reserved.

END Debugging Keyword

A debugging keyword, #END, is provided for the commands. If you specify #END, one of the following occurs:

• If the command termination exit was not activated at installation time, the following message displays:
7 THE COMMAND TERMINATION EXIT IS NOT USED

The command continues processing.
• If the command termination exit was activated, the contents of the following tables are written into the XDEBUG file in

both hexadecimal and EBCDIC format:
– Exit entry table
– User identification table
– Termination status area
– User message buffer.

The unprintable characters are converted into periods in the EBCDIC format.

Returning Control

Before your exit program returns control to the calling command, it should place a return code of binary zeros in register
15.

Master File Allocation Exit
Librarian/SPF-TSO provides an exit routine program for users who want to intercept the allocation of a Librarian master
file for special user ID processing.

The program is specified on the MASTEXT parameter in the $LIBTSO macro. The user program must be in a library that
is in the system link list or in a private library that the STEPLIB DD statement in the LOGON procedure references. The
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commands LIBADD, LIBDLM, LIBGET, LIBINDEX, LIBLIST, LIBSAVE, and LIBEXP load and branch to the user program
before the allocation of Librarian master file.

The user program must follow all conventional z/OS and OS/390 linkage requirements. General registers 0, 1, and 15
pass control information between LIB/TSO and the user exit routine. You must code master file allocation exit programs in
Assembly.

On entrance to your routine, byte 4 of register 0 contains a single character to indicate which command is calling the
routine. The characters and the related commands are:

• A ( LIBADD)
• D (LIBDLM)
• G (LIBGET)
• I (LIBINDEX)
• L (LIBLIST)
• S (LIBSAVE)
• X (LIBEXP)

Register 1 contains the address of the five-word DAIR parameter list (DAPL). The following shows the format of the
parameter list.

Offset Bytes Contents or Meaning
0 (X'00') 4 Address of the user profile table.
4 (X'04') 4 Address of the environment control table.
8 (X'08') 4 Address of the calling program's event

control block.
The event control block is one word of real
storage declared and initialized to zero by
the calling program.

12 (X'0C') 4 Address of the protected step control block.
16 (X'16') 4 Address of the DAIR parameter block the

calling routine created.

Before returning control to the calling command, your exit program must place a binary return code in register 15.

The following shows the valid return codes.

• 0 (Normal return)
The command allocates the Librarian master file and continues processing.

• 4 (Error return)
The command terminates.

The DAIR parameter block is built and is available for modification when the control is passed to the user program. The
user program should never modify the addresses in the DAIR parameter list. When the user program returns, the DAIR
parameter block must be correct or unpredictable results occur.

User Exit Program Example
The following is an example of a master file allocation exit program that verifies the authorization of users accessing a
master file. The program is coded in Assembly language.

*  this is a sample user program

*

*   housekeeping

*   addressability
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*   save area chaining

*

  STC R*,CALLER    save calling command's id.

 *

*   you may code here to restrict authorized use of a

*   master file to the commands LIBADD, LIBGET, LIBDLM,

 *   LIBLIST, LIBSAVE, or LIBEXP.

 *

  LR  R2,R1    save the address of DAPL.

  USING DAPL,R2    addressability for DAPL.

  L R3,DAPLUPT    place the address of the

*        UPT into register 3.

  CLI 23(R3),0    is the user's tso prefix

*        length equal to zero?

  BE CHECKID    yes, it is zero. the user

*        does not have a tso prefix

*        in his profile. go to

*        check user id.

  MVC USERID,16(R3)   save the tso prefix.

  MVC USRIDLEN,23(R3)   save the tso prefix's

*        length.

  B CHKMAST    verify if authorized use.

 CHECKID DS *H

  L R3,DAPLPSCB    place the address of PSCB

* into register 3.

  MVC USERID,*(R3)   save user ID.

  MVC USRIDLEN,7(R3)   save user ID's length.

 CHKMAST DS *H

  L R3,DAPLDAPB    place the address of the

*        DAIR parameter block into

*        register 3.

  USING DAPB*8,R3    addressability for DAPB.

  L R4,DA*8PDSN    place the address of the

*        master file DSNAME buffer

*        into R4.

  MVC MASTDSN,2(R4)   save the master file name.

  STH *(R4),MASTLEN   save the master file name

*        length.

 *

*   verify if the master file can be accessed by this

*   user.

 *

*   if the master file is a data set protected by a

*   password, move the proper password into the DAIR

*   parameter block.

 *

  MVC DA*8PSWD,PASSWORD   move the master file's

*        password into DAPB.

 *   if this user is allowed to access the master file,

 *   set register 15 to *.

  LA R15,*    set register 15 to zero.

  B EXIT     return to caller.

 *  
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*   if this user is not allowed to access the master

*   file, set register 15 to 4.

 *

  LA R15,4    set register 15 to 4.

 EXIT DS *H

*

*   restore the registers and return to caller.

 USERID DC CL7' '    area to save prefix or

*        user ID.

 MASTDSN DC CL44' '    area to save master file

*        name

MASTLEN DS H     area to save master name

*        length.

 USRIDLEN DS C     area to save prefix or

*        user ID length.

 CALLER DS C      save the calling command's

*        id:

 *           A=LIBADD

*           D=LIBDLM

*           G=LIBGET

*           I=LIBINDEX

*           L=LIBLIST

*           S=LIBSAVE

*           X=LIBEXP

  IKJDAPL     dsect for the DAIR

*        parameter list (DAPL).

 *        this expands with the

*        symbolic address DAPL.

  IKJDAP*8dsect for the

*        parameter block to

*        allocate a data set. this

*        expands with the symbolic

*        address DAPB*8.

  END

Maintaining the LIB/TSO TLICD File
The LIB/TSO Control Directory (TLICD) is a directory of both the users of the LIBGET command processor and all the
modules that were copied from Librarian master files to TSO data sets through the command processor. The number of
module entries per user is limited and is determined when the TLICD file is created at installation time.

When a module is copied from the master file to a TSO data set through LIBGET, an entry is created on the TLICD.
Outstanding modules, modules retrieved through the LIBGET command processor, must be returned to the master file
through the LIBSAVE command.

The TLICD entry for a module contains:
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• User name
• Master file name
• Module name
• Module version, either the date added or the date and time last updated
• Archiving level number, if archived
• TSO data set name and member, if partitioned
• Date and time the LIBGET was executed.

When the module is updated, it is returned to the correct master file through the LIBSAVE command. When returning a
module, the LIBSAVE command checks to ensure that the another user did not update the module on the master file in
the interval between being retrieved and returned.

You can have only one copy of a particular module outstanding from a particular master file. Other users can have a copy
of the same module, however.

If you request a module through the LIBGET command and you reached your site limit of outstanding modules on the
TLICD file, you must either return an outstanding module to the master file or delete a module entry to make room for the
new entry.

To return a module, terminate the LIBGET command that exceeded the limit and LIBSAVE one of the outstanding
modules. An entry is then freed for the new LIBGET module. Any entry on the TLICD file is automatically deleted after a
LIBSAVE of the corresponding module.

To delete a module entry, select a module for deletion through the prompting message. The TSO data set is deleted, the
entry is deleted, and the new LIBGET module entry is put on the TLICD file.

You can also delete an entry through the LIBCTL command processor. LIBCTL lists all outstanding modules from previous
LIBGET commands and can then delete an entry from the TLICD file.

When you specify READONLY with the LIBGET command, a module is copied from the master file into a TSO data set,
but no entry is made in the TLICD file for that module. You cannot update or return a READONLY module to the master
file through a LIBSAVE. You can, however, update a module using LIBEXP after issuing a LIBGET with the READONLY
option. When no longer needed, you can use the TSO DELETE command to delete the TSO data set the LIBGET
READONLY generated.

LIBUTI Utility
LIBUTI is an online utility providing delete and rename functions against the LIB/TSO control directory (TLICD). The
LIBUTI operands indicate the maintenance functions to perform against TLICD.

The alias of the LIBUTI command is LU.

This command has the following format:

{LIBUTI}  [ DELETE[(mem-1,mem-2,...,mem-n)]] 

 {LU }   [ GETVERS ]

   [ RENAME[(old-mem-name-1:new-mem-name-1,... ]] 

   [ MOD ]

   [ NOMOD]

   [ NOLIST ]

   [ LIST ]

   [ PERMLIST]

• GETVERS
Performs no TLICD maintenance. This operand displays the system date and version number for LIBUTI. GETVERS is
the default.

• DELETE[(mem-1,mem-2,...,mem-n)]
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Deletes one or more member names from the current TLICD. If you do not specify member names, the command
prompts you for them. You must enclose member names in parentheses and separate them with commas.

• RENAME[(old-mem-name-1:new-mem-name-1,|...,old-mem-name-n:new-mem-name-n)]
Renames one or more member names on the current TLICD. If you do not specify member names, the command
prompts you for them. You must separate the old-mem-name and new-mem-name with colons and separate each
specified pair of names with commas. Also, you must enclose the entire phrase in parentheses.

• MOD|NOMOD
Specify MOD with RENAME to modify any TSO data set names in the member data block so that the user-prefix (high-
order field) of the name conforms with the new member name. If a TSO data set name has the old member name as
its high-order field, this high-order field is changed to the new member name.
For example, if you issued the following command:
LIBUTI RENAME(E700:E705) NOMOD

Against the first TLICD shown in the following, it is changed as shown:
            ┌──────────── BECOMES ───────────┐

            │                                │

            │                                ▼

   ┌────────┴─────────┐                ┌──────────────────┐

 ┌─┤E700              │}    member    {│E705              ├─┐

 │ ├──────────────────┤}    names     {├──────────────────┤ │

┌──┤E720              │}              {│E720              ├──┐

││ ├──────────────────┤                ├──────────────────┤ ││

││ │E700.SRCEPRO.COBOL│}              {│E700.SRCEPRO.COBOL│ ││

│└►│E700.SRCEPRO.ASM  │}              {│E700.SRCEPRO.ASM  │◄┘│

│  │E700.LIBROBJ.RPG  │}    entries   {│E700.LIBROBJ.RPG  │  │

│  ├──────────────────┤}  outstanding {├──────────────────┤  │

└─►│E720.JCLSTS.CNTL  │}    members)  {│E720.JCLSTS.CNTL  │◄─┘

   │E720.FORSRCE.FORT │}              {│E720.FORSRCE.FORT │

   └──────────────────┘                └──────────────────┘

The member name E700 was changed to E705, but the TSO data set names in the associated entries are unchanged.
Often it is not sufficient to rename just the TLICD member when a user ID is changed. You must also rename all TSO
data sets with that user ID as a high-order prefix. In this case, specify MOD to change each entry for the particular user
ID in the member to correspond to the new user ID.
When you enter the following command:
LIBUTI RENAME(E700:E705) MOD

The TLICD becomes:
   ┌────────────────────┐

 ┌─┤ E705               │

 │ ├────────────────────┤

┌──┤ E720               │

││ ├────────────────────┤

││ │ E705.SRCEPRO.COBOL │

│└►│ E705.SRCEPRO.ASM   │

│  │ E705.LIBROBJ.RPG   │

│  ├────────────────────┤

└─►│ E720.JCLSTS.CNTL   │

   │ E720.FORSRCE.FORT  │

   └────────────────────┘

NOMOD is the default. If specified, you must precede this operand with at least one blank.
• LIST|PERMLIST

Specify LIST to write a TLICD listing of all outstanding members for all users to the terminal. PERMLIST directs this
listing to a list data set called user-id.$$$$$$LU.LIST.
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Executing from a User Program
You can execute Librarian from a user's program through the LINK or ATTACH macro. Your program must supply the
following to Librarian:

• Information usually supplied through the PARM parameter of the EXEC job control statement (for example,
NRJS,NJTA).

• DDnames of the data sets Librarian uses during its execution.

The LINK or ATTACH macro has the following format:

{LINK|ATTACH}EP=librarian,PARAM=(optaddr[,ddnmaddr]),VL=1

• librarian
The name of the Librarian program at your site.

• optaddr
The address of the option list. The list contains those execution parameters usually specified in the PARM parameter
of the EXEC job control statement. The option list must begin on a halfword boundary. The first two bytes in the list
must contain a binary count of the number of bytes in the remainder of the list. For a null list, the count must be zero.
You must separate the execution parameters from each other with commas. Blanks or binary zeros must not appear in
the list.

• ddnmaddr
The address of a list of alternate ddnames for the data sets Librarian uses.
The list must begin on a halfword boundary. The first two bytes in the list must contain a binary count of the number of
bytes in the remainder of the list. For a null list, the count must be zero.
The balance of the list consists of up to 25 eight-byte entries. The following shows an alternate ddname list with the
standard ddnames specified. Librarian ignores those entries shown as binary zeros. Each ddname of fewer than eight
bytes must be right-filled with blanks.
If omitting an alternate ddname from the list, the eight-byte field for the ddname must contain binary zeros. Librarian
assumes that the standard ddname is used. You can omit entries from the end of the list by making the list shorter.
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– 1 (00000000)
– 2 (00000000)
– 3 (00000000)
– 4 (00000000)
– 5 (SYSIN)
– 6 (SYSPRINT)
– 7 (SYSPUNCH)
– 8 (SYSAF01)
– 9 (SYSAF02)
– 10 (SYSAF03)
– 11 (00000000)
– 12 (00000000)
– 13 (00000000)
– 14 (00000000)
– 15 (00000000)
– 16 (00000000)
– 17 (OSJOB)
– 18 (INDEX)
– 19 (LIST)
– 20 (MASTER)
– 21 (COPYDEST)
– 22 (CYCLE)
– 23 (MASTIN)
– 24 (MASTOUT)
– 25 (COPYMAST)

User Contributed Routines
The Librarian User Contributed Routines (UCRs) target library contains a number of members in source code form that
can be helpful in managing your Librarian files. The following sections contain more detailed descriptions of the routines
and examples of JCL to install and execute them.

WARNING
UCR routines are those that appear to have general appeal to a large segment of the Librarian user community.
These routines are described in this guide and distributed “as is.” No warranty, either expressed or implied, is
made for them. Broadcom cannot guarantee that the routines are error free or that, if errors are found, they will
be corrected. However, Broadcom does make reasonable efforts to maintain the integrity, performance, and
documentation of these routines.

UCR Reference
The following lists the UCRs and describes them:

• ARCINDEX
(Utility Program) Provides an archived member level index of a selected Librarian member or an entire master file.

• AUXINC
(Output Exit) Searches an alternate master file or files to expand members that unexpanded - INC statements
reference.

• FAIRSCAN
(Utility Program) Scans a Librarian master file, using FAIR routines, without locking out other users.

• IEBUPXIT
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(Input Exit) Converts IEBUPDTE update commands to Librarian updating control statements.
• IEXSLAT

(Input Exit) Insert SLAT variables into COBOL, PL1, and Assembler programs when adding or updating members on
the Librarian master file.

• IEXSLATR
(Input Exit) Inserts SLAT variables into members that are added or updated on a master file.

• IEXSTOW
(Input Exit) Adds or replaces a member on the Librarian master file.

• LAMBASTE
(Utility Program) A TSO command processor that allows online use of LIB/AM under TSO. Can use in place of the
LAMTSO program.

• LAMBIRRD
(Utility Program) Sample program that uses the directory read technique to access a Librarian master file using LIB/
AM-z/OS and OS/390.

• LAMTSO
(Utility Program) Allows online use of LIB/AM under TSO.

• LIBALLOC
(Utility Program) Allocates libraries for LIBRSCAN use. LIBALLOC is a member of the UCR target library.

• LIB/CCF Advantage IDMS Interface
(Source, JCL, Panels, CLISTs, and Messages) Lets the change control facilities of LIB/CCF control entities in
Advantage IDMS Integrated Data Dictionaries (IDD).

• LIBTSO
(Panels, CLISTs, and Messages) Enables online use of the LIB/TSO command processors.

• LIBRADD
(Input Exit) Sequentially reads the index of a partitioned data set and adds each member to the Librarian master file.

• LIBRCOPY
(Utility Program) Copies a member from an archived to a non-archived master or copies a member to an archived
master as a new level rather than replacing it entirely as utility COPY does.

• LIBREXIT
(Output Exit) Inserts SLAT variables into COBOL and Assembler members when you select a member with the EXEC
option.

• LIBREXITR
(Output Exit) Inserts the SLAT variables into COBOL, COBOL II, Assembler, and PL1 source members.

• LIBRFREE
(Utility Program) Frees libraries after LIBRSCAN use. LIBRFREE is a member of the UCR target library.

• LIBRSCAN
(Utility Program) Uses SLAT variables to perform source-to-load cross-checking. Produces a report comparing a load
library to Librarian master files.

• LOADSCAN
(Program) Performs load-to-load comparison.

• QINDEX
(RPF) Provides a quick index of a LIBRARIAN master using FAIRLOC. TSO or ETSO can call.

• READTIOT
(Utility Program) Searches the TIOT for the specified ddname. READTIOT is a member of the UCR target library.

• SAMPLE1
(Utility Program) Sample FAIR program.

• XELIPS
(CLIST) Lets you invoke ELIPS from the command line of a valid ISPF session.
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ARCINDEX
Module name: ARCINDEX

Language: BAL

Produces an index of all members of a Librarian master file, showing all the archiving levels for every archived member,
with date and time of updates, programmer name, and description.

ARCINDEX also produces an index of all levels for a single member.

Installation

The UCR target library member INSTUCR contains sample JCL to install ARCINDEX. Modify the following statements in
the member to correctly reflect your environment:

• The DSN of the UCR target library (CAI.CLJ43UCR).
• The DSN of your systems macro library (SYS1.MACLIB).
• The DSN of the Librarian target macro library (CAI.CAIMAC).
• The DSN of the Librarian target load library (CAI.CAILIB).
• The DSN of your load library to where this UCR is link edited (YOUR.EXEC.LIB).
• Specify the link-edit attributes of: 'XREF,LIST,NORENT'
• Specify the name of the UCR routine, ARCINDEX.

This routine is linked into the target load library as part of the install process if the sysmod CLJ4301 is included in
RECEIVE and APPLY.

Execution

The JCL must contain a DD statement defining the master file, MASTER, and one for SYSPRINT. For an index of a single
member, specify PARM=membername on the EXEC statement.

//ARCINDX JOB xxxxx,xxxxxxx,CLASS=X,MSGCLASS=T

//STEP EXEC PGM=ARCINDEX

//STEPLIB DD DSN=user.load.lib,DISP=SHR

//MASTER DD DSN=master.file.name,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//

//jobname JOB 70000,CA.DUNN,CLASS=X

//STEP EXEC PGM=ARCINDEX,PARM=member-name

//MASTER DD DSN=master-file-name,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

The archiving index appears as in the following for the master file index.

        LIBRARIAN MODULE ARCHIVED INDEX

Module   ARC      Programmer

 name  level Update Time   Pswd    name     Description

*---------------------------------LIBR.DEV.MAST----------------------  ------*

AOEX2100    0 97/03/16 15:46 BFGH WILLIAMS      OEX2100 DB2 PLAN

    -1 97/03/16 15:45 BFGH WILLIAMS       OEX2100 DB2 PLAN

    -2 97/03/16 15:29 BFGH WILLIAMS       OEX2100 DB2 PLAN

    -3 97/02/23 14:59 BFGH WILLIAMS       OEX2100 DB2 PLAN

    -4 97/02/13 13:09 BFGH WILLIAMS       OEX2100 DB2 PLAN

ADTF0000     0 96/06/13 10:53 DKFZ SMITH

   -1 96/06/13 10:46 DKFZ SMITH

ADTF0001     0 96/06/13 10:53 DKFX SMITH
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   -1 96/06/13 10:46 DKFX SMITH

BINDINP     0 96/02/13 10:31 QKHS FRASCA       GENERIC BIND INPUT

   -1 96/09/27 16:04 QKHS FRASCA       GENERIC BIND INPUT

   -2 96/09/26 14:31 QKHS SYSCNTL       BIND INPUT MEMBER

BLTEST     0 96/06/06 11:07 BZTS LADD       TEST DATA FOR ADTF0001

   -1 96/06/06 11:04 BZTS LADD       TEST DATA FOR ADTF0001

   -2 96/04/19 13:53 BZTS LADD       TEST DATA FOR ADTF0001

   -3 96/04/19 13:52 BZTS TURNER

   -4 97/03/27 12:32 BZTS TURNER

   -5 96/09/25 11:51 BZTS TURNER

BRTEST   N/A 96/07/12 00:00 PKBH       NONARC TEST DATA

The archiving index appears as in the following for a single member.

        LIBRARIAN MODULE ARCHIVED INDEX

Module   ARC      Programmer

 name  level Update Time   Pswd    name     Description

*---------------------------------LIBR.DEV.MAST----------------------  ------*

AOEX2100     0 97/03/16 15:46 BFGH WILLIAMS        OEX2100 DB2 PLAN

   -1 97/03/16 15:45 BFGH WILLIAMS        OEX2100 DB2 PLAN

   -2 97/03/16 15:29 BFGH WILLIAMS        OEX2100 DB2 PLAN

   -3 97/02/23 14:59 BFGH WILLIAMS        OEX2100 DB2 PLAN

   -4 97/02/13 13:09 BFGH WILLIAMS        OEX2100 DB2 PLAN

AUXINC
Module name: AUXINC

Language: Assembler

This user output exit searches up to eight additional Librarian master files to expand any member that an unexpanded -
INC statement references.

-INC statements nested in these eight auxiliary Librarian master files are also not expanded unless the member specified
on the -INC statement is contained in the same master file.

Installation

The UCR target library member INSTUCR contains sample JCL to install AUXINC. Modify the following statements in the
member to correctly reflect your environment:

• DSN of the UCR target library (CAI.CLJ43UCR).
• DSN of your systems macro library (SYS1.MACLIB).
• DSN of the Librarian target macro library (CAI.CAIMAC).
• DSN of the Librarian target load library (CAI.CAILIB).
• DSN of your load library to where this UCR is link edited (YOUR.EXEC.LIB).
• Specify the link-edit attributes of: 'XREF,LIST,NORENT,NOREUS'
• Specify the name of the UCR routine, AUXINC.
• LINK as AMOD=31.

Execution

The JCL must contain DD statements defining the auxiliary master files.
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The DD statements must have ddnames prefixed with AUXINC. You can complete the AUXINC ddname by either leaving
it as is or adding a suffix of one or two unique characters. Each ddname must be unique. The auxiliary files are searched
in the order in which they appear in the JCL.

//jobname JOB 70000,CA.AIYI,CLASS=X

// EXEC PGM=librarian,PARM='OEX=AUXINC,NRJS'

//MASTER DD DSN=master-file-name,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//INDEX DD SYSOUT=A

//LIST DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN DD *

-SEL membername,EXEC

-END

//AUXINC DD DSN=auxiliary.master.file1,DISP=SHR

//AUXINC00 DD DSN=auxiliary.master.file2,DISP=SHR

//AUXINC01 DD DSN=auxiliary.master.file3,DISP=SHR

//AUXINCA DD DSN=auxiliary.master.file4,DISP=SHR

//AUXINCF1 DD DSN=auxiliary.master.file5,DISP=SHR

//OSJOB DD DSN=&&TEMP,DISP=(,PASS),UNIT=SYSDA,

 // SPACE=(TRK,(30,30),RLSE)

As an option, an AUXINC Summary Report is generated by placing the ddname AUXREPT in the JCL, as shown below.

//jobname JOB 70000,CA.SHRLEE,CLASS=X

// EXEC PGM=librarian,PARM='OEX=AUXINC,NRJS'

//MASTER DD DSN=master-file-name,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//INDEX DD SYSOUT=A

//LIST DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN DD *

-SEL membername,EXEC

-END

//AUXINC DD DSN=auxiliary.master.file1,DISP=SHR

//AUXINC00 DD DSN=auxiliary.master.file2,DISP=SHR

//AUXINC01 DD DSN=auxiliary.master.file3,DISP=SHR

//AUXINCA DD DSN=auxiliary.master.file4,DISP=SHR

//AUXINCF1 DD DSN=auxiliary.master.file5,DISP=SHR

//OSJOB DD DSN=&&TEMP,DISP=(,PASS),UNIT=SYSDA,

 // SPACE=(TRK,(30,30),RLSE)

 //AUXREPT DD SYSOUT=A

The Summary Report lists:

• Each member that AUXINC expanded
• The ddname, the data set name, and the volume from where it was expanded
• Any unexpanded -INC statements accompanied by explanatory messages
• A total of the number of expansion errors.

FAIRSCAN
Module name: FAIRSCAN

Language: COBOL
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Using the File Access Interface Routines, FAIRSCAN performs data scans on any Librarian master file without preventing
any other batch or online jobs from accessing the master file.

Installation

Using the COBOL compiler, compile the FAIRSCAN program. It resides on the UCR target data set created during the
installation of Librarian.

The following provides sample JCL.

//JOBNAME JOB XXXXX,XXXXXXXXX,CLASS=X,MSGCLASS=T               

//**********************COMPILE FAIRSCAN***********************

//STEP1 EXEC PGM=IGYCRCTL,COND=(0,NE),REGION=4M,               

// PARM=('SIZE(MAX)','DATA(24)',LIB,MAP,OBJ,NOSEQ,APOST,       

// O**,XREF,SSR,ADV,NONUM,DYN,OPT,'FLAG(I,W)')                 

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*                                         

//SYSPUNCH DD SYSOUT=B                                         

//SYSUT1 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1))                       

//SYSUT2 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1))                       

//SYSUT3 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1))                       

//SYSUT4 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1))                       

//SYSUT5 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1))                       

//SYSUT6 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1))                       

//SYSUT7 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1))                       

//SYSIN DD DSN=target.ucr.mast(FAIRSCAN),                     A

// DISP=SHR,SUBSYS=LAM                                         

//SYSLIB DD DSN=CAI.CAIMAC,DISP=SHR                           B

//SYSLIN DD DSN=&&OBJECT,DISP=(,PASS),UNIT=VIO,                

// SPACE=(TRK,(12,12),RLSE)                                    

//**********************LINK FAIRSCAN************************  

//STEP2 EXEC PGM=IEWL,PARM='XREF,LIST,NORENT,LET',             

// COND=(5,LE)                                                 

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*                                         

//SYSUT1 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1))                       

//SYSLIB DD DSN=CAI.CAILIB,DISP=SHR                           C

// DD DSN=COBOL.LOAD.LIBRARY,DISP=SHR                          

//SYSLIN DD DSN=&&OBJECT,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)                     

//       DD *                                                  

  MODE   AMODE(24),RMODE(24)                                   

  ENTRY  FAIRSCAN                                              

  NAME   FAIRSCAN(R)                                           

/*                                                             

//SYSLMOD DD DSN=your.load.library(FAIRSCAN),DISP=SHR         

Note the following items:

• A -- Librarian target UCR library.
• B -- Librarian target macro library (CAI.CAIMAC).
• C -- Librarian target load library (CAI.CAILIB).

Execution
//JOB

// EXEC PGM=FAIRSCAN

//STEPLIB DD DSN=your.load.library,DISP=SHR
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//MASTER DD DSN=user.libr.master,DISP=SHR

//PRINTOUT DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSOUT DD SYSOUT=A

//CARDIN DD *

-SCAN string#$#

The program accepts six different parameter cards. Five of them are optional. If you omit any optional parameter cards,
default values are used.

You can specify the following parameters in any order:

• -SCAN
(Required) Specifies the string to scan for. At least one valid -SCAN statement must be present for each run. There
can be as many as ten. Each -SCAN data string must be followed by the character string.
-SCAN data#$#

– data
Data string to scan for

– cols 1-5 -- SCAN
– cols 11-80 -- Data to scan for.

• -LANG
(Optional) Specifies the Librarian language types to select for this run. Only one -LANG statement per run.
If there is no -LANG statement, all language types are searched. You can specify or exclude up to 10 language types
on the -LANG statement.
-LANG {NOT| } lan [lan]. . . [lan]

– lan
Three-character language code of the members to search (or not search, depending on whether you specify NOT).
To select members that have no language code, specify forward slash, blank space, forward slash as the three-
character language code; like so: / /

– cols 1-5 -- -LANG
– cols 7-9 -- NOT or spaces. You must spell out NOT. The logical not character ¬ is not accepted. If you specify NOT,

the language codes specified afterwards are not searched. Otherwise, only the languages specified are searched.
– cols 11-13 -- Three-character language-ID to select for this run.
– cols 15-17 -- Next language-ID.
– cols 19-21 -- Next language-ID.
– cols 23-25 -- Next language-ID.
– cols 27-29 -- Next language-ID.
– cols 31-33 -- Next language-ID.
– cols 35-37 -- Next language-ID.
– cols 39-41 -- Next language-ID.
– cols 43-45 -- Next language-ID.
– cols 47-49 -- Next language-ID.

• -PROG
(Optional) This parameter selects the beginning and ending members for the scan by the whole member name or by a
prefix. You can specify only one - PROG statement for each run.
You can specify one to eight characters for beginning or ending names.
-PROG [member1|prefix] [member2|prefix]

– cols 1-5 -- -PROG.
– cols 11-18 -- Beginning member name or prefix.
– cols 21-28 -- Ending member name or prefix.

• -SECT
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(Optional) Specifies the COBOL program section to search. You can specify only one -SECT statement for each run.
Do not specify this parameter for non-COBOL scans.
-SECT {I|W|P|A}

– I
Identification Division through File Section.

– W
Working-Storage Section only.

– P
Procedure Division only.

– A
All (default).

• -COLM
(Optional) This parameter selects the columns of the Librarian records to search for all specified scan parameters. You
can specify only one - COLM statement for each run.
COLM nn1.nn2

– nn1
First column to scan.

– nn2
Last column to scan.

If there is no -COLM statement, the starting column default is 8, the ending column 72.
– cols 1-5 -- -COLM.
– cols 11-13 -- Beginning column for all scans.
– cols 15-17 -- Ending column for all scans.

• -LINE
(Optional) This parameter specifies the number of Librarian records to list before and after each scan match. You can
specify only one -LINE statement for each run.
-LINE n

– n
Number of lines to print on either side of the match. If there is no -LINE statement, 2 is the default.

– cols 1-5 -- -LINE.
– cols 11 -- Number of lines to print on either side of the line containing the condition that was scanned for.

IEBUPXIT
Module name: IEBUPXIT

Language: Assembler

A Librarian user input exit that converts IEBUPDTE commands to Librarian updating control statements. This input exit
lets you update a Librarian master file with IEBUPDTE utility statements.

Installation

The UCR target library member INSTUCR contains sample JCL to install IEBUPXIT. Modify the following statements in
the member to correctly reflect your environment:
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• DSN of the UCR target library (CAI.CLJ43UCR).
• DSN of your systems macro library (SYS1.MACLIB).
• DSN of the Librarian target macro library (CAI.CAIMAC).
• DSN of the Librarian target load library (CAI.CAILIB).
• DSN of your load library to where this UCR is link edited (YOUR.EXEC.LIB).
• Specify the link-edit attributes of: 'XREF,LIST,NORENT'
• Specify the name of the UCR routine, IEBUPXIT.

Execution

IEBUPXIT converts the following IEBUPDTE commands:

• ./ ADD
IEBUPXIT changes the IEBUPDTE ./ ADD command to a Librarian -ADD statement for the member that the
IEBUPDTE NAME= parameter references. Sequence numbers of the new member are retained. However, a ./
NUMBER statement with the NEW1= and INCR= parameters can follow an ./ ADD command to resequence the
member.

• ./ CHANGE
IEBUPXIT converts the IEBUPDTE ./ CHANGE command to a Librarian -SEL statement for the member that the
IEBUPDTE NAME= parameter references. To resequence the entire updated member, a ./ NUMBER statement with
SEQ1=ALL and the NEW1= and INCR= parameters can follow a ./ CHANGE statement. Partial resequencing of a
member is not allowed. You can apply updates to a member if you use IEBUPDTE ./ DELETE statements and explicit
data statements. You must apply updates sequentially.

• ./ REPL
IEBUPXIT changes the IEBUPDTE ./ REPL command to a Librarian -SEL statement followed by a -REP ALL. The new
member's sequence numbers are retained. To resequence the member, a ./ NUMBER statement follows a ./ REPL.
Member sequencing is assumed to be in columns 73-80 unless the SEQFLD= parameter on the IEBUPDTE ADD,
REPL, or CHANGE statements specifies otherwise. To generate Librarian listings of members added or updated,
specify the IEBUPDTE LIST=ALL parameter. Place one ./ ENDUP statement after the IEBUPDTE statements in the
input stream.

NOTE
IEBUPXIT does not support continuation statements. They cause unpredictable results.

IEBUPXIT writes a brief summary of its conversions to the SYSOUT ddname IEXOUT; therefore, an IEXOUT DD
statement must be in the Librarian JCL.

IEXSLAT
Module name: IEXSLAT

Language: Assembler

Inserts Source Load Audit Trail (SLAT) variables into members that are added or updated on a Librarian master file. The
SLAT variables are in LIBRSCAN-compatible format.

The variables are inserted when an -ADD statement and a valid -LANG card add a member. As distributed, the supported
LANG values are:

• COB, CBL, ANS for COBOL
• CB2 or CII for COBOL II
• ASM or BAL for Assembler
• PL1 or PL1 for PL1.
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You might need to modify the -LANG type tables in the program source to conform to site standards. The tables are
located at program labels COBTABLE, CB2TABLE, ASMTABLE, and PLITABLE.

You can also insert the variables when a -REP ALL statement and a valid - LANG statement update a member. If there is
no accompanying -LANG card, the member must already have one of the valid language codes.

The way SLAT variables are inserted depends on the language:

Language Where SLAT variable is Inserted
Assembler Inserted before the END card, if any. Otherwise, no SLAT

variables are inserted
COBOL and COBOL II Inserted after the WORKING-STORAGE SECTION statement, if

any. Otherwise, no SLATS are inserted.
PL1 Inserted after the delimiter ( ) that terminates the PROC literal but

before anything that follows the delimiter. PL1 allows for multiple
commands on the same line and also for a single command to
spread across multiple lines.

Installation

The UCR target library member INSTUCR contains sample JCL to install IEXSLAT. Modify the following statements in the
member to correctly reflect your environment:

• DSN of the UCR target library (the default is LIBR.LIBUCR.UCRMAST).
• DSN of your systems macro library (SYS1.MACLIB).
• DSN of the Librarian target macro library (CAI.CAIMAC).
• DSN of the Librarian target load library (CAI.CAILIB).
• DSN of your load library to where this UCR is link edited (YOUR.EXEC.LIB).
• Specify the link-edit attributes of: 'XREF,LIST,NORENT'
• Specify the name of the UCR routine, IEXSLAT.

Note: If the UCR target library was initialized with the VAR option, you must specify the NOVAR option to
prevent the substitution of the SLAT variables in IEXSLAT during its installation. To install using LIB/AM, specify
SUBSYS=(LAM,NOVAR) on the //SYSIN DD statement in member INSTUCRL. To install without LIB/AM, specify - SEL
IEXSLAT,EXEC,NOVAR in member INSTUCR.

Execution

You can use the following JCL example to execute IEXSLAT.

//JOBNAME JOB XXXXX,XXXXXXXXX,CLASS=X,MSGCLASS=T

//**********EXECUTE CA-LIBRARIAN WITH IEX PARAMETER*******

//STEP1 EXEC PGM=LIBRARIAN,PARM='NRJS,NJTA,IEX=IEXSLAT'

//STEPLIB DD DSN=LIBR.PROD.LOAD,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//OSJOB DD DSN=&&TEMP,DISP=(,PASS),UNIT=SYSDA,

 // SPACE=(TRK,(30,30),RLSE)

 //LIST DD SYSOUT=*

//INDEX DD SYSOUT=*

//MASTER DD DSN=your.master.file,DISP=SHR

//SYSIN DD *

-ADD MODNAME,ARC

-DESC MEMBER DESCRIPTION
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-LANG COB

-PGMR PGMR-NAME

  IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.

  .

  .

  .

IEXSLATR
Module name: IEXSLATR

Language: Assembler

Inserts Source Load Audit Trail (SLAT) variables into members that are added or updated on a Librarian master file. The
SLAT variables are in LIBRSCAN-compatible format.

IEXSLATR should be used instead of IEXSLAT when compiles are to be done using COBOL for MVS (or newer compiler)
and full optimization. OPT(FULL) causes all unreferenced literals to be omitted from the literal pool or load module.
IEXSLATR adds a reference, causing the SLAT variables to appear.

The variables are inserted when an -ADD statement and a valid -LANG card add a member. As distributed, the supported
LANG values are:

• COB, CBL, ANS for COBOL
• CB2 or CII for COBOL II
• ASM or BAL for Assembler
• PL1 or PLI for PL1

You might have to modify the -LANG type tables in the program source to conform to site standards. The tables are
located at program labels COBTABLE, CB2TABLE, ASMTABLE, and PLITABLE.

You can also insert the variables when a -REP ALL statement and a valid -LANG statement update a member. If there is
no accompanying -LANG card, the member must already have one of the valid language codes.

The way SLAT variables are inserted depends on the language:

• Assembler -- Inserted before the END card, if any. Otherwise, no SLAT variables are inserted.
• COBOL and COBOL II -- Inserted after the WORKING-STORAGE SECTION statement, if any. Otherwise, no

SLATS are inserted. Also, the following is inserted at the beginning of the PROCEDURE DIVISION: IF SLATVARS
NOT EQUAL SLATVARS DISPLAY SLATVARS. Note that this extra line is removed if compiled using OPT(FULL).
Otherwise, the reference remains.

• PL1 -- Inserted after the delimiter () that terminates the PROC literal but before anything that follows the delimiter. PL1
allows for multiple commands on the same line and also for a single command to spread across multiple lines.

Installation

The UCR target library member INSTUCR contains sample JCL to install IEXSLATR. Modify the following statements in
the member to correctly reflect your environment:

• DSN of the UCR target library (the default is CAI.CLJ43UCR).
• DSN of your systems macro library (SYS1.MACLIB).
• DSN of the Librarian target macro library (CAI.CAIMAC).
• DSN of the Librarian target load library (CAI.CAILIB).
• DSN of your load library to where this UCR is linked edited (YOUR.EXEC.LIB).
• Specify the link-edit attributes of: 'XREF,LIST,NORENT'
• Specify the name of the UCR routine, IEXSLATR.
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NOTE
If the UCR target library was initialized with the VAR option, you must specify the NOVAR option to prevent
the substitution of the SLAT variables in IEXSLATR during its installation. To install using LIB/AM, specify
SUBSYS=(LAM,NOVAR) on the //SYSIN DD statement in member INSTUCRL. To install without LIB/AM,
specify -SEL IEXSLATR,EXEC,NOVAR in member INSTUCR.

Execution

You can use the following JCL example to execute IEXSLATR.

//JOBNAME    JOB  XXXXX,XXXXXXXXXXXX,CLASS=X,MSGCLASS=T

//***EXECUTE CA-LIBRARIAN WITH IEX PARAMETER***

//STEP1      EXEC PGM=LIBRARIAN,PARM='NRJS,NJTA,IEX=IEXSLATR'

//STEPLIB    DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=LIBR.PROD.LOAD

//SYSPRINT   DD   SYSOUT=*

//OSJOB      DD   DSN=&&TEMP,DISP=(,PASS),UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(30,30),RLSE)

 //LIST       DD   SYSOUT=*

//INDEX      DD   SYSOUT=*

//MASTER     DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=your.master

//SYSIN      DD   *

-ADD MODNAME,ARC

-DESC MEMBER DESCRIPTION

-LANG CB2

-PGMR PGMR-NAME

          IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.

           .

           .

           .

IEXSTOW
Module name: IEXSTOW

Language: Assembler

The Librarian input exit that adds or replaces a member on the Librarian master file when the following combination of
control cards are used:

-OPT     (OPTIONAL)

 -MCD     (OPTIONAL)

 -DLM MEMBER

-ADD MEMBER,...OPTIONS...

Under the corresponding conditions listed below, the exit functions as indicated.

Installation

The UCR target library member INSTUCR contains sample JCL to install IEXSTOW. Modify the following statements in
the member to correctly reflect your environment:
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• DSN of the UCR target library (the default is LIBR.LIBUCR.UCRMAST).
• DSN of your systems macro library (SYS1.MACLIB).
• DSN of the Librarian target macro library (CAI.CAIMAC).
• DSN of the Librarian target load library (CAI.CAILIB).
• DSN of your load library to where this UCR is link edited (YOUR.EXEC.LIB).
• Specify the link-edit attributes of: 'XREF,LIST,NORENT'
• Specify the name of the UCR routine, IEXSTOW.

If -DLM CARD is: And MEMBER (is): Then (ACTION):
PRESENT NEW -DLM changes to - COM
PRESENT EXISTS *NONE*
NO NAME NEW -DLM changes to -COM -MSG
NO NAME EXISTS -DLM changes to -COM - MSG (RC=12)
MISSING NEW A WARNING MESSAGE
MISSING EXISTS A WARNING MESSAGE (RC=12)

LAMBASTE
Module name: LAMBASTE

Language: Assembler

A TSO command processor designed to allow online use of LIB/AM under TSO. Currently, the TSO ALLOC command
cannot use LIB/AM since the ALLOC command does not support specification of a subsystem.

One solution is to use a program like LAMBASTE that pre-allocates the LIB/AM file by issuing an SVC99, then links the
user-specified program.

The LAMBASTE program is an alternative to using the LAMTSO routine described later in this section.

Installation

LAMBASTE resides on the UCR target library created during Librarian installation. You can use the following JCL example
to install LAMBASTE.

//JOBNAME JOB xxxxxx,PGMR.xxxxx,CLASS=0,

 // MSGCLASS=T

//STEP1 EXEC PGM=ASMBLR,PARM=(OBJECT,NODECK)

 //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSLIB DD DSN=SYS1.MACLIB,DISP=SHR

// DD DSN=SYS1.AMODGEN,DISP=SHR

//SYSUT1 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1))

 //SYSUT2 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1))

 //SYSUT3 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1))

 //SYSLIN DD DSN=&&OBJECT,DISP=(,PASS),UNIT=SYSDA,

 // SPACE=(TRK,(12,12))

 //SYSIN DD DSN=ucr.target.library(LAMBASTE)

 //STEP2 EXEC PGM=IEWL,PARM='XREF,LIST,RENT,AMODE=24'

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSUT1 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1))

 //SYSLIN DD DSN=&&OBJECT,DISP=OLD

//SYSLMOD DD DSN=your.load.library(LAMBASTE),DISP=SHR
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Execution

The syntax of the LAMBASTE command is:

LAMBASTE DATASET(dataset-name) FILE(dd-name)

 [VOLUME(vol-ser)] [UNIT[unit-name]] 

 PROGRAM(program-name) <PARMS(program-parms)>

 <CLOSEFREE> <LAM<lam-parms>>

The following operands are required:

• DATASET(dataset-name) or DSNAME(dataset-name)
Specifies the DATASET name to allocate. If the dataset-name is fully qualified, you must enclose the name in quotes. If
the dataset-name is not in quotes, the dataset-name is qualified with the current TSO profile prefix.

• FILE(dd-name) or DDNAME(dd-name)
Specifies the DDNAME where the file is allocated.

• PROGRAM(program-name)
A required parameter that specifies the name of the program to execute immediately after successful allocation.

The following operands are optional:

• VOLUME(vol-ser)
Specifies the volume that contains the data set. If the data set is not cataloged, the VOLUME(vol-ser) parameter is
required.

• UNIT(unit-name)
Specifies the unit name of the volume. If a unit name is not specified, a default specification of SYSALLDA is used.

• PARMS(program-parms)
Specifies free-form parameters to pass to the program specified by program-name. The free-form parameters must
follow standard z/OS and OS/390 parameter conventions.

• CLOSEFREE
The equivalent of coding FREE=CLOSE in JCL.
If the program program-name opens and closes the LAM file more than once, do not use CLOSEFREE or an abend
occurs. Leaving out the CLOSEFREE parameter and using the default always works.

• LAM(lam-parms)
Specifies subkeywords and subparameters that activate LAM features. LAM features supported in the z/OS and
OS/390 JCL have corresponding subkeywords that you can enter in their place, as lam-parms, as follows:
LAM([PSWD(password)] [NOINC] [{VAR|NOVAR}]

 [ARC={date|Lx|-y}] [ARCINC={date|Lx|-y}] [ARCALL={date|Lx|-y}])

– password
Specifies a four-letter, Librarian member password consisting of strictly alphabetic characters.

– date
Specifies a date in the form of yymmddhhmmss. You can omit an even number of digits from the right. LIB/AM
assumes the highest possible value for omitted digits.

– x
Specifies the numeric absolute level of an archived member. The letter L must precede the absolute level number.

– y
Specifies the numeric relative level of an archived member. A minus sign (-) must precede the relative level number.

For more explanation of these LAM subkeywords, see the "Using" section. If you are using TSO online, you can issue
the following TSO commands to list a Librarian member (for example, LIBR.DEMO(COBPGM)) using IEBGENER:
ALLOC F(SYSIN) DUMMY

ALLOC F(SYSPRINT) DUMMY

ALLOC F(SYSUT2) DS(*)

LAMBASTE F(SYSUT1) DS('LIBR.DEMO(COBPGM)') PGM(IEBGENER)

 FREE F(SYSIN SYSPRINT SYSUT2)
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Note the following items:

• LAMBASTE enforces LAM subparameter syntax and ignores a LAM subparameter that is mutually exclusive with
another LAM subparameter scanned first.

• LAMBASTE forces the allocation data set to be input only. The LRECL is set to 80, the BLKSIZE to 3120, and the
RECFM to FB. These settings are for LAM use only and do not change the DCB attributes of the Librarian Master file.

• The program can always reblock the records.
• LAMBASTE always frees the specified ddname before allocating it. There is no need to free it beforehand.
• LAMBASTE always frees the specified ddname after execution of the specified program.
• LAM does not currently support dynamic concatenation, so concatenation support is not coded in LAMBASTE.
• LAMBASTE is coded to couple allocation and program invocation in a single execution of LAMBASTE.
• If you use the LAMBASTE command in a CLIST, you can turn on prompting with the CONTROL PROMPT statement.
• The LAMBASTE command supports standard TSO abbreviations of command syntax. Therefore, you can abbreviate

DATASET or DSNAME as DS, abbreviate FILE or DDNAME as F, and abbreviate PROGRAM as PGM.

LAMDIRRD
Module name: LAMDIRRD

Language: Assembler

This program lists the contents of every member in a Librarian master file or partitioned data set. The number of logical
records in a member are reported at the end of each member. The total number of members processed are reported at
the end of program execution.

You can use this program as an example for applications that require directory read capability for either partitioned data
sets or Librarian master files.

This program supports concatenated files. As with any program using LIB/AM, files can be Librarian master files or
partitioned data sets.

Installation

LAMDIRRD resides on the UCR target data set created during the Librarian installation. You can use the following JCL
sample to install LAMDIRRD.

Note: The IBM macros DCBD, IEZ10B, and IHADCB are referenced during assembly. You must code the IBM macro
library or libraries that contain these macros on the SYSLIB DD statement in the assembly step.

//JOBNAME JOB xxxxx,PGMR.xxxxxx,CLASS=0,MSGCLASS=T

//STEP1 EXEC PGM=ASMBLR,PARM=(OBJECT,NODECK)

 //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSLIB DD DSN=SYS1.MACLIB,DISP=SHR

// DD DSN=SYS1.AMODGEN,DISP=SHR

//SYSUT1 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1))

 //SYSUT2 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1))

 //SYSUT3 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1))

 //SYSLIN DD DSN=&&OBJECT,DISP=(,PASS),UNIT=SYSDA,

 // SPACE=(TRK,(12,12),RLSE)

 //SYSIN DD DSN=ucr.target.library(LAMDIRRD)

 //*

//STEP2 EXEC PGM=IEWL,PARM='XREF,LIST,NORENT'

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSUT1 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1))

 //SYSLIN DD DSN=&&OBJECT,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)
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 //SYSLMOD DD DSN=your.load.library(LAMDIRRD),DISP=SHR

Execution

You must supply the following JCL:

//JOBNAME JOB (acctg info)

 //STEPNAM EXEC PGM=LAMDIRRD

//STEPLIB DD DSN=LOADLIB.NAME,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//LAMPDS DD DSN=your.lib.master,SUBSYS=LAM

// DD DSN=your.pds.file,SUBSYS=LAM

The output is directed to the SYSPRINT data set.

The DCB attributes of this file are:

RECFM=FBA

LRECL=81

BLKSIZE=81

The input file has a ddname of LAMPDS. The assumed DCB attributes are:

RECFM=FB

LRECL=80

BLKSIZE= multiple of 80 bytes.

Skeleton SYNAD exits are provided. You can modify them to suit your site's needs.

NOTE
If the LAMDIRRD program is placed in an APF authorized load library, you must modify the macros in the source
to use the EXECUTE form. Otherwise, the macros produce a non-reentrancy violation and an S0C4 abend can
occur.

The program does not need to be put in an APF authorized load library but, in case it is put there, you must take these
precautions.

LAMTSO
Module name: LAMTSO

Language: Assembler

A sample Assembler program that allows online use of LIB/AM under TSO. You cannot currently run LIB/AM online
because the TSO ALLOC command does not allow specification of a subsystem. The solution is to pre-allocate the LIB/
AM files by issuing an SVC99 from in a program like LAMTSO.

The XCTL macro runs the program that uses the LIB/AM files. Other required files might be allocated from in the LAMTSO
program, from a CLIST that calls LAMTSO, or from the TSO session.

Installation

The UCR target library member INSTUCR contains sample JCL to install LAMTSO. Modify the following statements in the
member to correctly reflect your environment:
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• DSN of the UCR target library (CAI.CLJ43UCR).
• DSN of your systems macro library (SYS1.MACLIB).
• DSN of the Librarian target macro library (CAI.CAIMAC).
• DSN of the Librarian target load library (CAI.CAILIB).
• DSN of your load library to where this UCR is link edited (YOUR.EXEC.LIB).
• Specify the link-edit attributes of: 'XREF,LIST,NORENT'
• Specify the name of the UCR routine, LAMTSO.

Execution

If you were running IEBGENER using TSO online, you might issue the following TSO commands to allocate non-LIB/AM
files and to call LAMTSO for the allocation of a LIB/AM file:

ALLOC FILE(SYSIN) DUMMY

ALLOC FILE (SYSUT2) DS('PDS(MEMBER)')

 ALLOC FILE (SYSPRINT) DS (F)

 CALL 'your.load.library(LAMTSO)' 'dsn(member)'

The dsn(member) parameter is required. It identifies a Librarian data set and member. Use a fully qualified data set name.
LAMTSO pre-allocates it as SYSUT1 for IEBGENER and then runs the IEBGENER using the XCTL macro.

LIBRADD
Module name: LIBRADD

Language: Assembler

This Librarian user input exit routine sequentially reads the index of a partitioned data set and adds each member to the
Librarian master file. An alias does not create a new member.

Installation

The UCR target library member INSTUCR contains sample JCL to install LIBRADD. Modify the following statements in the
member to correctly reflect your environment:

• DSN of the UCR target library (CAI.CLJ43UCR).
• DSN of your systems macro library (SYS1.MACLIB).
• DSN of the Librarian target macro library (CAI.CAIMAC).
• DSN of the Librarian target load library (CAI.CAILIB).
• DSN of your load library to where this UCR is link edited (YOUR.EXEC.LIB).
• Specify the link-edit attributes of: 'XREF,LIST,NORENT'
• Specify the name of the UCR routine, LIBRADD.

Execution

You can provide Librarian -OPT and -MCD statements.

You can also supply a Librarian -ADD statement with any -ADD operands except the member name. LIBRADD
automatically includes these operands on the - ADD statements it generates for the members from the PDS. The routine
generates sequence numbers in positions 73-80, using an increment of 10 and a starting value of 10. You can override
these sequencing defaults by placing the Librarian SEQ= or SEQCHK= operand in the -ADD statement.

You can supply up to five Librarian control statements: -DESC, -LANG, -PGMR, -JCL, and -HST. If LIBRADD finds more
than five statements from this group, it ignores the extra statements.

The only required Librarian control statement for LIBRADD is the - END statement.
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To define the partitioned data set, a DD statement with ddname PDS is required along with the necessary Librarian JCL.

Example

The following is a sample control stream for adding an entire partitioned data set named CA.PROCLIB to a Librarian disk
master file. This example uses the sequence number default (SEQ=/73,8,10,10/).

//jobname JOB 70000,CA.JEAHU,CLASS=X

//LIB EXEC PGM=librarian,PARM='IEX=LIBRADD'

//STEPLIB DD DSN=LIBR.LOAD,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//INDEX DD SYSOUT=A

//LIST DD SYSOUT=A

//MASTER DD DSN=LIBR.MASTER,DISP=SHR

//PDS DD DSN=CA.PROCLIB,DISP=SHR

//OSJOB DD DUMMY

//SYSIN DD *

-OPT LIST,INDEX

-DESC CA PROCLIB MEMBER

-JCL PROC=$NOJCL

-HST LIBRADD ON 8/23/78

-END

LIBRCOPY Module
Module name: LIBRCOPY

Language: Assembler

Copies a member from an archived master to a non-archived master or copies a member to an archived master and
updates the archived member instead of replacing it, as utility COPY does. Performs the copy using batch Librarian utility
COPY control statements. An -ADD or -SEL followed by a -REP ALL is generated.

PGMR, LANG, and DEST cards are also generated if the member has any of these attributes. -HST cards are generated
only when an existing member is present on the receiving master and there is no last copied date for the sending member,
or the last copied date for the sending member is less than or equal to the date of the history record.

NOTE
For wide record member copies, LIBRCOPY must be working with modules of the same LRECL. If it is working
with members of different LRECL, multiple runs are required.

Installation

The UCR target library member INSTUCR contains sample JCL to install LIBRCOPY. Modify the following statements in
the member to correctly reflect your environment:

• DSN of the UCR target library (CAI.CLJ43UCR).
• DSN of your systems macro library (SYS1.MACLIB).
• The DSN of the Librarian target macro library (CAI.CAIMAC).
• The DSN of the Librarian target load library (CAI.CAILIB).
• DSN of your load library to where this UCR is link edited (YOUR.EXEC.LIB).
• Specify the link-edit attributes of: 'XREF,LIST,NORENT'
• Specify the name of the UCR routine, LIBRCOPY.

This routine is linked into the target load library as part of the install process if the sysmod CLJ4301 is included in
RECEIVE and APPLY.
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Execution

You can specify the following execution parameters on the EXEC JCL statement when executing LIBRCOPY:

• NOHIST
Prevents any history records from generating.

• LASTHIST
If the module being copied exists on the destination master file, a -HST card is generated using the text of the
module's latest history record (if any exist), provided that no last copied date exists or the last copied date is earlier
than the date of the latest history record.
If the module being copied does not exist on the destination master file, a - HST card is generated using the text of the
module's latest history record (if any exist).

• NOSEQ
Ignores the SEQ parameter of the sending member and the sequence specification of the receiving member to apply. If
the receiving member does not have a sequence specification, the receiving master file SEQ default is applied.

• SEQCHK=/s,l,i,v/
Place the SEQCHCK option on the -ADD or -SEL statement LIBRCOPY generates. See the "Batch Commands"
section for details on the SEQ and SEQCHK options and their implications.

• NOAUTOARC
Specifies that ARC is not activated for the module when it is added. If you omit this parameter and if the member is not
on the receiving master file, the ARC option is added to the -ADD control statement if the receiving master supports
archiving, even if the FROM module is not archived. If an -OPT and -MCD are supplied, these control statements, with
their options, are passed to the OSJOB file, just as in utility COPY.

-EMOD statements are removed.

-COM statements are passed with any other non-utility cards.

You must supply the ddname DESTMAST and the normal batch Librarian ddnames. DESTMAST defines the master that
the member is copied to, the master in the second step.

//JNAME JOB 7000,PGMR,CLASS=X

//STEP1 EXEC PGM=LIBRCOPY      A

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//OSJOB DD DSN=&&CPY,DISP=(,PASS),UNIT=SYSDA,   B

// SPACE=(CYL,(1,1)),

 // DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=8000)

 //MASTER DD DSN=sending.master.file,DISP=SHR   C

//DESTMAST DD DSN=receiving.master.file,DISP=SHR   D

//SYSIN DD *

-OPT UTILITY

-COPY MODA

-COPY MODB,MODC,PSWD=ABCD,NOREP

-END

/*

//STEP2 EXEC PGM=librarian,PARM='NRJS,NJTA'    E

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//OSJOB DD DUMMY

//LIST DD SYSOUT=A

//INDEX DD SYSOUT=A

//MASTER DD DSN=receiving.master.file,DISP=SHR   D

//SYSIN DD DSN=&&CPY,DISP=(OLD,PASS)    B

//

Note the following items:
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• A -- Execute the LIBRCOPY program.
• B -- Temporary work file LIBRCOPY generated. The records are processed in STEP2.
• C -- Name of the master file you want to copy from.
• D -- Name of the master file you want to copy to.
• E -- Execute Librarian.

LIBREXIT
Module name: LIBREXIT

Language: Assembler

Librarian output exit that inserts the SLAT variables into COBOL, COBOL II, Assembler, and PL1 source members.
The Librarian LANG value determines whether the member is COBOL, COBOL II, Assembler, or PL1. The tables for
the language types are at labels COB, CB2, ASM, and PL1. See the "Batch Command Reference" section for more
information on the SLAT variables.

Language Where the SLAT Variables are Inserted
COBOL Inserted after the WORKING-STORAGE SECTION header as 05

levels.
COBOL II and IBM Cobol for z/OS and OS/390 and VM/ESA Inserted after the WORKING-STORAGE SECTION header is a

single 01 level.
Assembler Inserted before the END card as DCs.

Important!  If a DSECT precedes the END card in the source
member, then a CSECT card must follow it. Failure to enforce this
rule omits the SLAT variables from the resulting load module.

PL1 Inserted after the first PROC statement as DECLAREs.

Installation

You might need to modify the COBOL, COBOL II, Assembler, and PLI LANG type tables in the program source before
assembling. The tables are located at program labels COB, CB2, ASM, and PL1.

The UCR target library member INSTUCR contains sample JCL to install LIBREXIT. Modify the following statements in the
member to correctly reflect your environment:

• DSN of the UCR target library (CAI.CLJ43UCR).
• DSN of your systems macro library (SYS1.MACLIB).
• DSN of the Librarian target macro library (CAI.CAIMAC).
• DSN of the Librarian target load library (CAI.CAILIB).
• DSN of your load library to where this UCR is link edited (YOUR.EXEC.LIB).
• Specify the link-edit attributes of: 'XREF,LIST,NORENT'
• Specify the name of the UCR routine, LIBREXIT.

This routine is linked into the target load library as part of the install process if the sysmod CLJ4301 is included in
RECEIVE and APPLY.

Execution

You can use the following JCL example to execute LIBREXIT.

//JOBNAME JOB XXXXX,XXXXXXXXX,CLASS=X,

 // MSGCLASS=T
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//*FFFFFFFEXECUTE CA-LIBRARIAN WITH OEX PARAMETERFFFFFFFF

//STEP1 EXEC PGM=LIBRARIAN,PARM='NRJS,NJTA,OEX=LIBREXIT'

//STEPLIB DD DSN=LIBR.PROD.LOAD,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//OSJOB DD DSN=&&TEMP,DISP=(,PASS),UNIT=SYSDA,

 // SPACE=(TRK,(30,30),RLSE)

 //LIST DD SYSOUT=*

//INDEX DD SYSOUT=*

//MASTER DD DSN=YOUR.MASTER.FILE,DISP=SHR

//SYSIN DD *

-SEL MODNAME,EXEC

-END

//*FFEXECUTE ASSEMBLER OR COMPILER WITH OUTPUT FROM STEP1

//STEP2 EXEC PGM=ASSEMBLER/COMPILER

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN DD DSN=&&TEMP,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

 .

 .

 .

LIBREXTR
Module name: LIBREXTR

Language: Assembler

Librarian output exit that inserts SLAT variables into COBOL, COBOL II, Assembler, and PLI source members. The
Librarian LANG value determines whether the member is COBOL, COBOLII, Assembler, or PLI. The tables for the
language tyes are at labels COB, CB2, ASM, and PL1. See the "Batch Command Reference" section for more information
on the SLAT variables.

LIBREXTR should be used instead of LIBREXIT when compiles are to be done using COBOL for MVS (or newer
compiler) and full optimization. OPT(FULL) causes all unreferenced literals to be omitted from the literal pool or load
module. LIBREXTR adds a reference, causing the SLAT variables to appear.

• COBOL -- Inserted after the WORKING-STORAGE SECTION header as 05 levels.
• COBOL II and IBM Cobol for z/OS and OS/390, and VM/ESA -- Inserted after the WORKING-STORAGE SECTION

header as a single 01 level. Also, the following is inserted just prior to the end of the PROCEDURE DIVISION:
IF SLATVARS NOT = SLATVARS DISPLAY SLATVARS. Note that this extra line is removed if compiled using
OPT(FULL). Otherwise, the reference remains.

• Assembler -- Inserted before the END card as DCs.
• PL1 -- Inserted after the first PROC statement as DECLAREs.

WARNING
If a DSECT precedes the END card in the source member, then a CSECT card must follow it. Failure to enforce
this rule omits the SLAT variables from the resulting load module.

Installation

You might need to modify the COBOL, COBOL II, Assembler, and PL1 LANG type tables in the program source before
assembling. The tables are located at program labels COB, CB2, ASM, and PL1.

The UCR target library member INSTUCR contains sample JCL to install LIBREXTR. Modify the following statements in
the member to correctly reflect your environment:
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• DSN of the UCR target library (the default is CAI.CLJ43UCR).
• DSN of your systems macro library (SYS1.MACLIB).
• DSN of the Librarian target macro library (CAI.CAIMAC).
• DSN of the Librarian target load library (CAI.CAILIB).
• DSN of your load library to where this UCR is linked edited
• (YOUR.EXEC.LIB).
• Specify the link-edit attributes of: 'XREF,LIST,NORENT'
• Specify the name of the UCR routine, LIBREXTR.

This routine is linked into the target load library as part of the install process if the sysmod CLJ4301 is included
included in RECEIVE and APPLY.

Execution

You can use the following JCL example to execute LIBREXTR.

//JOBNAME    JOB  XXXXX,XXXXXXXXXXXX,CLASS=X,MSGCLASS=T

//***EXECUTE CA-LIBRARIAN WITH IEX PARAMETER***

//STEP1      EXEC PGM=LIBRARIAN,PARM='NRJS,NJTA,OEX=LIBREXTR'

//STEPLIB    DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=LIBR.PROD.LOAD

//SYSPRINT   DD   SYSOUT=*

//OSJOB      DD   DSN=&&TEMP,DISP=(,PASS),UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(30,30),RLSE)

 //LIST       DD   SYSOUT=*

//INDEX      DD   SYSOUT=*

//MASTER     DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=your.master

//SYSIN      DD   *

 -SEL MODNAME,EXEC

 -END

//***EXECUTE ASSEMBLER OR COMPILER WITH OUTPUT FROM STEP1:

 //STEP2      EXEC PGM=ASSEMBLER/COMPILER

//SYSPRINT   DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN      DD   DSN=&&TEMP,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

              .

              .

              .

LIBRSCAN Module
Module name: LIBRSCAN

Language: Assembler

A utility program, available for z/OS and OS/390, that lets Librarian provide a source-to-load cross-reference report. The
program compares a specified load library against one or more master files of Librarian and generates a report that lists
either the exceptions or the full results of the comparison.

All source modules represented in a given load module are verified. Librarian Source-Load Audit Trail (SLAT) variables
provide source to load tracking. These variables are entered into the code as literals using the facilities of the particular
language and Librarian dynamically fills them in at compile or assembly time. The substituted values become part of the
object member and ultimately the load module. LIBRSCAN then finds the SLAT values and compares them to the current
values for the member on the master file. Examples of the use of SLAT variables are shown on the following pages.

NOTE
For more detailed information on the SLAT variables, see the "Batch Command Reference" section.
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Installation

LIBRSCAN was linked into the Librarian target load library, CAI.CAILIB, as part of the install process. The source code is
also provided for SP sites (since the load module provided is for XA sites) and for sites that want to modify the program.

LIBRSCAN is composed of the following members in the UCR target library:

• LIBRSCAN
• LIBALLOC
• LIBRFREE
• READTIOT
• VARIABLE

NOTE
You can use your Assembler version to assemble LIBRSCAN. Specify your own system through the assembler
parameter SYSPARM.

Sites wanting to assemble and link LIBRSCAN should do the following for MVS/SP:

// EXEC PGM=IFOX00,PARM='SYSPARM(SP)'

For MVS/XA:

// EXEC PGM=IEV90,PARM='SYSPARM(XA)'

If you do not specify SYSPARM, the assembly defaults to XA and an MNOTE is issued notifying you of the default.

Member SCANINS on the UCR target library contains sample JCL for installing the LIBRSCAN. Modify the following
statements in the member to correctly reflect your environment:

• DSN of the UCR target library (CAI.CLJ43UCR).
• DSN of your systems macro library (SYS1.MACLIB).
• DSN of the Librarian target macro library (CAI.CAIMAC).
• DSN of the Librarian target load library (CAI.CAILIB).
• DSN of your load library to where this UCR is link edited (YOUR.EXEC.LIB).

Execution

LIBRSCAN requires IEHLIST run as a pre-step to obtain certain information about the load library. The output of this utility
is passed to LIBRSCAN to provide information about the library members.

Two report formats are available from LIBRSCAN. The full report indicates the results obtained for all SLAT areas
found in every load module versus the source version on the Librarian master file. The exception report lists only those
discrepancies discovered. For any exceptions, the values of each SLAT variable in both the Librarian member and the
load module are shown. An error is reported for any load module found not containing any SLAT areas. Both reports
provide a summary of activity for the load library being checked.

Librarian master files to use for cross-referencing need no JCL statements. The master files are allocated as needed
using the DSN in the SLAT variable area. To override the DSN values in the SLAT area, you can code a MASTER DD
statement for the master file that is used instead.

//jobname JOB 7000,MINER,CLASS=0

//STEP1 EXEC PGM=IEHLIST

//SYSPRINT DD DSN=&&TEMP,DISP=(,PASS),UNIT=SYSDA,

 // SPACE=(TRK,(1,1),RLSE)

 //DISK DD UNIT=SYSDA,VOL=SER=volser,DISP=SHR

//SYSIN DD *

LISTPDS DSNAME=your.loadlib,VOL=3380=volser

//SCAN EXEC PGM=LIBRSCAN,PARM='MEM=modname,FULL'    A
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//STEPLIB DD DSN=your.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//SYSIN DD DSN=&&TEMP,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

 //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

Note the following item:

• A -- MEM= parameter causes LIBRSCAN to scan one member. FULL parameter produces a FULL report rather than
an EXCEPTION report. If there is a need to supply the management code for any of the Librarian masters, you can
supply an optional MCDS DD statement in the JCL. This DD reads 80 column card input where the MCD code is in
columns 1-4 and the corresponding Librarian master file data set name starts in column 5. Additional features, such as
the option to check on the member level and the entire load library, are provided.

Return codes are as follows:

• 0
Successful cross reference.

• 4
Load modules found with no SLATs.

• 8
Load modules found with mismatched SLATs.

• 12
Load modules with missing source module.

• 16
Severe error.

Standards for the SLAT Variable Area

The Source-Load Audit Trail variable area must follow a predetermined, site-defined convention. LIBRSCAN uses this
SLAT area layout to identify SLAT areas and the relative location of the data fields in it. The examples that follow show the
SLAT area layout as supplied with the LIBRSCAN program. The starting and ending literals enable positive identification
of the SLAT variable area. You can change these literals, but is recommended that the starting literal begin with the letter
S. It occurs infrequently in machine code and results in a more efficient search.

You can simplify implementation of the SLAT variable area in user source programs by placing the SLAT variable code
in a separate member on the master file and using a -INC control statement to include the SLAT area into the member
at compilation time. See the “VARIABLE” section for an Assembler example of this included member. See the "Batch
Commands" section for information on the -INC control statement.

You must provide a different member for each type of language in use (SLATASM, SLATCOB, and so on). It is necessary
that the data definitions generate an identically formatted SLAT area in each case, and that they match the format
LIBRSCAN expects. If you do not change the layout of the SLAT variable areas, then you can use the exact formats for
COBOL, Assembler, and PL1 code depicted in the following section.

Alternatively, you can use the Librarian output exit LIBREXIT to automatically insert the SLAT variables in COBOL,
Assembler, and PL1 programs when a member is selected for compilation. You can use IEXSLAT to insert the variables
when a member is added or updated.

SLAT Variable Use

The following examples use SLAT variables in the assembler and COBOL languages. The layout of the variable area
shown is the same as the default area provided with the LIBRSCAN utility. You can modify this area as required.

SLATAREA DS 0H

   DC  CL16'SLAT VARS START:'

   DC  CL8'¢DATEUPD'

   DC  CL8'¢TIMEUPD'

   DC  CL15'¢PROGRAMMERNAME'
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   DC  CL8'¢MODNAME'

   DC  CL5'¢LVNO'

   DC  CL5'¢UPNO'

   DC  CL44'¢DATA-SET-NAME-FOR-THE-LIBRARIAN-MASTER-FILE'

   DC  CL13'SLAT VARS END'

01 SLAT-VARIABLE-AREA.

   05  FILLER   PIC X(16) VALUE 'SLAT VARS START:'.

   05  SLAT-DATEUPD  PIC X(8) VALUE '¢DATEUPD'.

   05  SLAT-TIMEUPD  PIC X(8) VALUE '¢TIMEUPD'.

   05  SLAT-PROGRAMMER  PIC X(15) VALUE '¢PROGRAMMERNAME'.

   05  SLAT-MODNAME  PIC X(8) VALUE '¢MODNAME'.

   05  SLAT-LEVEL-NO  PIC X(5) VALUE '¢LVNO'.

   05  SLAT-UPDATE-NO  PIC X(5) VALUE '¢UPNO'.

   05  SLAT-DSN  PIC X(44)

       VALUE '¢DATA-SET-NAME-FOR-THE-LIBRARIAN-MASTER-FILE'.

   05  FILLER   PIC X(13) VALUE 'SLAT VARS END'.

For COBOL II as well as programs compiled using the IBM COBOL for z/OS and OS/390 and VM/ESA compiler, insert the
SLAT variables after the WORKING-STORAGE SECTION as a single 01 level, as shown in the following figure.

01 SLAT-VARIABLE-AREA.   PIC X(122) VALUE 'SLAT VARS START:'

-   '¢DATEUPD¢TIMEUPD¢PROGRAMMERNAME¢MODNAME¢LVNO¢UPNO'

-   '¢DATA-SET-NAME-FOR-THE-LIBRARIAN-MASTER-FILESLAT VARS END'.

The sample COBOL SLAT area might appear as follows in the compilation file (the SLAT variables now replaced by
Librarian values):

01 SLAT-VARIABLE-AREA.

   05  FILLER   PIC X(16) VALUE 'SLAT VARS START:'.

   05  SLAT-DATEUPD  PIC X(8) VALUE '85/11/21'.

   05  SLAT-TIMEUPD  PIC X(8) VALUE '16:42:17'.

   05  SLAT-PROGRAMMER  PIC X(15) VALUE 'BRANTON'.

   05  SLAT-MODNAME  PIC X(8) VALUE 'LIBRSCAN'.

   05  SLAT-LEVEL-NO  PIC X(5) VALUE '00002'.

   05  SLAT-UPDATE-NO  PIC X(5) VALUE '00002'.

   05  SLAT-DSN   PIC X(44)

       VALUE '¢DATA-SET-NAME-FOR-THE-LIBRARIAN-MASTER-FILE'.

   05  FILLER   PIC X(13) VALUE 'SLAT VARS END'.

The SLAT variable area for COBOL with SLAT variables are replaced by Librarian values.

The literals in the VALUE clauses become part of the load module, thus providing an exact reference to the copy of source
from which it was compiled.

NOTE
Under both COBOL II and IBM Cobol for z/OS and OS/390 and VM/ESA, there is no guarantee that the
separate pieces of an eyecatcher will be in the proper order or even stay together, unless declared in a single
VALUE clause. That is why the variables must be declared as a single 01 level when using these compilers.

LIB/CCF ADVANTAGE IDMS Interface
This interface lets the change control facilities of LIB/CCF control entities in IDMS Integrated Data Dictionaries(IDD). In
addition, CA Migrator migrates entities from one dictionary to another. The interface is implemented by the LIB/CCF user
exits under ISPF/TSO. You can control two types of IDD entities: MAPS and MODULES. Modules can be ADSO process
code or Assembler or COBOL programs stored in IDD modules. The interface requires that specific Librarian master file
be dedicated for use with IDD entities. A master file under the control of this interface can only contain IDD entities.
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Installation

Perform the following installation steps:

Step 1

Use UCR target library member IDMSALOC to allocate the data sets the LIB/CCF IDMS interface uses.

This member creates the following data sets:

• CCF.IDMS.OBJECT
• CCF.IDMS.LOADLIB
• CCF.IDMS.SOURCE
• CCF.IDMS.MESSAGES
• CCF.IDMS.PANELS
• CCF.IDMS.SKELS
• CCF.IDMS.JCL

Step 2

The UCR target library contains the following installation members:

• IDMSSRC contains the source
• IDMSMSGS contains the messages
• IDMSPNLS contains the panels
• IDMSSKEL contains the skeletons
• IDMSJCL contains sample JCL

Copy the contents of these members into the ISPF libraries allocated in the previous step by performing the following:

1. Each member contains control cards in the following format:
X/ ADD NAME=xxxxx

– xxxxx
Specifies is the name of the panel, CLIST, or message member (depending on the member).

Edit each member to change all occurrences of:
X/

in columns one and two to:
./

This makes the control cards valid IBM IEBUPDTE control cards.
2. Next, copy the contents of the members into the ISPF libraries using the sample JCL in UCR target library member

IDMSUPDT. This JCL executes IEBUPDTE.

Step 3

LIB/CCF user exits and other programs are required to implement the interface. All programs are written in Assembler and
supplied in source. You can make any required changes to the source. Assemble and link edit the source using member
ASMCCF in CCF.IDMS.JCL.

Step 4

Concatenate the load library used in the previous step to the ddname ISPLLIB in ISPF.
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Step 5

Create $CCFU200, the common data table the interface uses. This is a common data table the $CCFU100 and the exits
use. It centralizes the data that is required by various exits. It contains the user ID and password the exits and batch
jobs use, the CCF library chain definitions and CV number, SVC number and SYSCTL data set name for each dictionary
associated with a master file.

Code the $CCFUHDR, $CCFUENT, and $CCFUEND macros to create this table. The source provided is only a sample.
You must code your own table to reflect the library structure defined at your site. It must be assembled and linked with
a load module name of $CCFU200, using the execution step in member ASMCCF of CCF.IDMS.JCL. This load module
must reside in a library concatenated to DD statement ISPLLIB in ISPF.

The table structure must reflect the structure of the library chains defined in CCF option 12.11.1. You must begin the table
with a $CCFUHDR macro, then code a $CCFUENT macro for each Librarian master file that this interface controls. You
must enter each master file in the same order as it is defined to CCF in option 12.11.1, starting with the PROD master
file, then the Q/A master files, if any, and finally the TEST master file. If this interface controls multiple library chains, then
enter all the master file names from one chain first before starting on the next chain. It does not matter which chain is
coded first, only that the master file names for each chain follow each other in the same order as defined to CCF. Finally,
end the table with a $CCFUEND macro. Assemble and link the macros into one load module named $CCFU200. The
format of the macros are as follows:

$CCFUHDR USERID=idd-userid X

PASSWORD=idd-password

• idd-userid
User ID the LIB/CCF IDMS interface uses to access and update the dictionary. The user ID must be defined with at
least the following level of IDD security:
AUTHORITY FOR UPDATE IS (MAP MESSAGE PANEL PROGRAM

ELEMENT MODULE PROCESS TABLE RECORD USER

SUBSCHEMA SCHEMA DMCL)

• idd-password
Password for the above user ID.
$CCFUENT LDSN=library-dsn X

TYPE=library-type XCV=cv-number XSVC=svc-number XSDSN=Sysctl-dsn

– library-DSN
Librarian master file data set name.

– library-type
Type of Librarian master file (PROD, TEST, or Q/A).

– cv-number
CV number of the CV where the dictionary associated with this master file is located.

– svc-number
SVC number used to access this CV.

– sysctl-dsn
Data set name of the SYSCTL file for this CV.

There are no parameters for the following macro:

$CCFUEND

Step 6

Install ISPF panels. Concatenate the ISPF panel library created previously to ddname ISPPLIB in ISPF.
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Step 7

Install ISPF messages. Concatenate the ISPF message library created previously to ddname ISPMLIB in ISPF.

Step 8

Install ISPF skeleton JCL. You must review and change the skeleton JCL provided to reflect the data set names in use at
your site. If you cannot find Librarian, IDMS, or CA-Migrator data sets in the z/OS and OS/390 LNKLST, then you must
add appropriate JOBLIB and STEPLIB DD statements to the skeleton JCL members. Some steps already contain a
STEPLIB or CDMSLIB statement. You can further customize the skeleton JCL to suit the needs of your site. Concatenate
the ISPF skeleton JCL library created previously to ddname ISPSLIB in ISPF.

Step 9

For this interface to control Librarian master files, the data set names must have the following format:

QUALIFIER.dictname.REST-OF-NAME

• dictname
The name of the IDD dictionary this master file controls. One master file can only contain IDD entities from one
dictionary. In addition, a master file that contains IDD entities cannot contain any other type of entities.

Step 10

You must use certain CCF options to allow the interface to function correctly. You must specify the following options in
option 12.0 of CCF:

Keyword Value
ALLOWMULT NO
CMOVEMENT BATCH
CNTLID Userid
EXIT0 YES
EXIT10 YES
EXIT2 YES
EXIT3 YES
EXIT5 YES
PMOVEMENT CNTL
TMOVEMENT BATCH

Step 11

You must define the CCF library chain structure in option 12.11.1 of CCF. The library chain structure defined here must
match the structure specified in the common data table $CCFU200. CCF uses the information in 12.11.1. The interface
uses the information in $CCFU200.
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Step 12

You must specify the following attributes in CCF options 12.11.2 for the following CCF libraries to allow the interface to
function correctly.

Library Attribute
Production Library OP SYS MOVE = C
Q/A Library OP SYS MOVE = C
Test Library LOGIN MOVE = Y

Step 13

You must define the following language types to Librarian/CCF in CCF option 12.5:

Language Skeleton
IDDMAP $CCFMAP
IDDMOD $CCFMOD
IDDASM $CCFASM
IDDCOB $CCFCOB
IDDADS $CCFADS

Step 14

Copy IDD entities to Librarian. The production master file must contain a member for each entity that the interface is to
control. The interface always assumes that the production master file contains the production source. It automatically
copies the source from the master file to the production dictionary at logout time. This means that all modules must be
copied to the production master file before they can be logged out. For maps, you can create a dummy member in the
production master file as the logout process automatically copies the map source from the dictionary to the master file.

Step 15

You must define the following IDMS classes and attributes to all production dictionaries the LIB/CCF IDMS interface is to
control:

ADD CLASS CCF-STATUS ATT MANUAL SING.

 ADD ATTRIBUTE LOGIN WITHIN CLASS CCF-STATUS.

 ADD ATTRIBUTE LOGOUT WITHIN CLASS CCF-STATUS.

 ADD CLASS CCF-NAME ATT AUTO SING.

• CCF-STATUS
This class is used in production dictionaries only. It identifies the status of the entity in CCF. An attribute of LOGIN
indicates the entity was logged into production or was never logged out. An attribute of LOGOUT indicates the entity
was logged out to the TEST master file. You must initially assign a CCF-STATUS attribute of LOGIN to every entity that
the interface is to control. The exits check this attribute to prevent multiple logout.

• CCF-NAME
This class is used in production dictionaries only. It identifies the member name of the entity in the Librarian master
file. This is only required for entities that have more than eight characters in the entity name. If the entity name is eight
characters or less and the same name is used as the Librarian member, then this attribute is not required. Otherwise,
you must assign this class to an entity with the Librarian member name as the attribute.
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Step 16

Add the CCF-STATUS attribute of LOGIN to each entity in the production dictionary that this interface controls. For
modules whose module name exceeds eight characters, assign a Librarian member name of up to eight characters to it
and specify it as the CCF-NAME attribute. For example:

MODIFY MODULE DIALOG1-PREMAP

CCF-STATUS IS LOGIN

CCF-NAME IS DIAG1PM.

LIB/CCF User Exits

The interface uses the following exits.

• $CCFU000 - User Exit 0
This exit is invoked from CCF option 4 during the LOGOUT process before the MTR is created. This exit fills in the
user data portion of the MTR with the information required to identify the member as an IDD entity. This information is
obtained from ISPF variables that $CCFU003 initialized. You can store up to 42 bytes of information in the user data
portion of the MTR. The exit uses the 42 bytes as follows:

Description Size
IDD Entity Name 32 Bytes
IDD Entity Type 8 Bytes
IDD Entity Version 2 Bytes

• $CCFU002 - User Exit 2
This exit is invoked from CCF option 5 during the LOGIN process. This exit initializes the ISPF variables that are
required during the creation of the skeleton JCL. By initializing these variables, the system identifies this member as
an IDD entity. Information is obtained from the MTR user data record that $CCFU000 created. Other information put to
ISPF variables include both the production and test dictionary names, CV numbers, SVC numbers, and SYSCTL data
set names.

• $CCFU003 - User Exit 3
This exit is invoked from CCF option 4 during the LOGOUT process. This exit drives the IDD Entity Occurrence Logout
screen and initializes the ISPF variables that are required during the creation of the skeleton JCL. By initializing these
variables, the system identifies this member as an IDD entity. The IDD Entity Occurrence Logout screen obtains the
IDD entity occurrence name and version number. This exit also checks the Member Logout screen and ensures that
the selected master file chain is for IDD entities and that the member name is selected by type. Information put to ISPF
variables include both the production and test dictionary names, CV numbers, SVC numbers, and SYSCTL data set
names.

• $CCFU005 - User Exit 5
This exit is invoked during creation of history records. This exit ensures that the CCF language specified during a
LOGOUT is either:
– IDDADS -- Modules containing ADS process code,
– IDDCOB -- Modules containing COBOL source code,
– IDDASM -- Modules containing assembler source code,
– IDDMOD -- Modules containing other source code, or
– IDDMAP -- OLM maps.
No processing is performed for a LOGIN.

• $CCFU010 - User Exit 10
This exit is invoked from CCF option 9 during the LOGIN process. This exit initializes the ISPF variables that are
required during the creation of the skeleton JCL. By initializing these variables, the system identifies this member as
an IDD entity. Information is obtained from the MTR user data record that $CCFU000 created. Other information put to
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ISPF variables include both the production and test dictionary names, CV numbers, SVC numbers, and SYSCTL data
set names.

The following are additional assembler programs:

• $CCFU100 - Common Validation Routine
This is a common validation routine called from various user exits. It uses information from the common data table,
$CCFU200, to determine if the selected librarian master file is under the control of this interface. If it is, then optionally
the dictionary name, CV number, SVC number, and SYSCTL data set name for the dictionary associated with this
master file is passed back to the calling program.

• $CCFU200 - The Common Data Table
This is a common data table that $CCFU100 and a number of the exits uses.

• DDDCCF00 - Link to IDMSDDDL
Links from Librarian to the IDMS program IDMSDDDL under TSO. IDMSDDDL is an IDMS supplied program that
accesses and updates the IDMS dictionary. This routine is called from various exits. It provides the same interface to
IDD as the IDMS-DC online interface IDMS program IDMSDDDC provides. See the IDMS Reference on Tech Docs for
details. You only need to assemble this routine, because it is included in other programs at link-edit time.

• DYNCCF00 - Dynamic Allocation Routine
Dynamically allocates and deallocates files. It is called from various exits and provides a standard interface to SVC 99,
the dynamic allocation SVC. You only need to assemble it as it is included in other programs at link-edit time.

ISPF Panels, Messages, and Skeletons

This section describes the ISPF panels, ISPF messages, and ISPF JCL skeletons the interface uses.

ISPF Panels

This interface uses the following panels:

• $CCFPNU0
Processes an IDD entity LOGOUT. User exit 3 ($CCFU003) displays it to obtain the IDD entity occurrence name and
version number.

• $CCFPNU1
Displays during an IDD entity LOGOUT when the member to log out does not exist. In this situation, the interface
assumes you want to add a new entity to the dictionary. Because some IDD entities have names longer than eight
characters, this panel prompts you for an eight character Librarian member name to associate with this entity. User exit
3 ($CCFU003) displays it.

• $CCFPHU0
Provides help information for panel $CCFPNU0. It displays when you press the help key while panel $CCFPNU0 is
displayed.

• $CCFPHU1
Displays error messages the IDMSDDDL compiler returned. It displays when you press the help key twice after error
message CCF994U DDDL RETURNED AN ERROR displays.

• $CCFPNUL
Warns you that an IDD entity is already logged out and prompts you to continue and perform a multiple logout or
cancel the logout request. Exit 3 ($CCFU003) displays it. The multiple logout option is not currently implemented so
this panel never displays.

ISPF Messages

The following message members are supplied:

• CCF@98
Contains all messages beginning with CCF98.

• CCF@99
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Contains all ISPF messages beginning with CCF99.

ISPF Skeleton JCL

The following skeleton JCL members are supplied:

• $CCFADS
Used on a LOGIN for entities with a language type of IDDADS.

• $CCFASM
Used on a LOGIN for entities with a language type of IDDASM.

• $CCFCOB
Used on a LOGIN for entities with a language type of IDDCOB.

• $CCFDREG
Used on a LOGIN to PROD or Q/A to remove the user registered for the entity in the source dictionary.

• $CCFIIDD
Copies a member from the Librarian TEST or Q/A master file to the appropriate dictionary module on a LOGIN
request. It ensures that the dictionary source module matches the source code in the Librarian master file.

• $CCFJ000
Provides the JOB card. Modify this member to reflect any JOBLIB DD statements required.

• $CCFJ001
Copies Librarian members from production to test on a LOGOUT request. The default JCL was modified to include
running IDMS/MIGRATOR and access to the IDMS dictionary.

• $CCFJ002
Copies Librarian members from test to production on a LOGIN request. The default JCL was modified to copy the
member to the IDMS dictionary.

• $CCFJ004
Copies Librarian members from test to production on a LOGIN request. The default JCL was modified to copy the
member to the IDMS dictionary.

• $CCFJ006
Copies Librarian members from production to test on a LOGOUT request. The default JCL was modified to include
running IDMS/Migrator and access to the IDMS dictionary.

• $CCFJ100
Invokes the CHECKOFF program. It checks the completion of previous steps in the JOB and updates the Librarian
master file if the job was successful. It is included as the last step of the generated batch JOB. It was modified to allow
condition codes of 8 as valid.

• $CCFLOCK
Used on a LOGOUT to TEST to lock the entity in the production dictionary. It also registers the user for the entity to
document the user who is logging out the entity.

• $CCFMAP
Used on a LOGIN for entities with a language type of IDDMAP.

• $CCFMIGR
Runs IDMS/Migrator on a LOGOUT or LOGIN. The first step deletes any previously allocated temporary files. The
second step allocates the temporary work files. The third step allocates the VSAM work file. The fourth step is the CA
Migrator program. After this, follow a number of compiler executions to process the syntax files CA Migrator generated.
If successful, another step deletes the temporary files.

• $CCFMOD
Used on a LOGIN for entities with a language type of IDDMOD.

• $CCFMPUT
Used on a LOGOUT or LOGIN of a MAP entity. It copies the map source from the source dictionary to the source
master file.

• $CCFOIDD
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Copies a member from the Librarian production master file to the appropriate dictionary module on a LOGOUT
request. It ensures that the dictionary source module matches the source code in the Librarian master file.

• $CCFREGT
Used on a LOGOUT to TEST or a LOGIN to Q/A. It registers the user performing the login or logout for the entity in the
target dictionary.

• $CCFUNLK
Used on a LOGIN to production. It unlocks the entity in the production dictionary.

ISPF Variables

The user exits put out the following ISPF variables. They are available for use in the skeleton JCL:

Name Contents
&FDICT Source dictionary name
&TDICT Target dictionary name
&FCVNO Source CV number
&TCVNO Target CV number
&FSVCNO Source SVC number
&TSVCNO Target SVC number
&FSYSCTL Source SYSCTL file data set name
&TSYSCTL Target SYSCTL file data set name
&ENTITYT IDD Entity type
&IDDUSER IDD userid from table $CCFU200
&IDDPASS IDD password from table $CCFU200
&OCCURRENCE IDD entity occurrence name
&IDDVERS IDD entity version number
&MOVETO Target master file (PROD, TEST or QA)
&FUSER Source user ID registered for entity
&TUSER Target user ID registered for entity

Logout Process

This section describes how to logout an IDMS IDD entity using the LIB/CCF interface. It describes the screens the
interface uses in the logout process. This includes standard LIB/CCF screens and screens that are specific to the
interface.

CCF Main Menu

The logout of an IDD entity is performed using the online component of LIB/CCF in ISPF/TSO. The first step is to logon to
TSO and enter ISPF. Then select the option to enter the LIB/CCF main menu. Before you can log out an IDD entity, you
must open a change request and assign it to your user ID. The procedure for opening and assigning a change request is
the same as for standard Librarian members. See the LIB/CCF documentation for details. To logout an IDD entity, select
Option 4 - Logout a module to test from the LIB/CCF main menu.

--- mm/dd/yy ------ CA-LIBRARIAN CHANGE CONTROL FACILITY -------- TIME 2:45

OPTION/===> 4
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   0     CCF  PARMS    - Specify user parameters

   1     OPEN         - Open a change request

   2     ASSIGN        - Assign, reassign, reject a change request

   3     DISPLAY         - Display assigned change requests

   4     LOGOUT         - Logout a module to test

   5     LOGIN         - Login a module to production

   6     LINK         - Initiate a production link edit or bind

   7     CLOSE         - Close a change request

   8    REPORTS         - Print or display LIB/CCF reports

   9     MOVEMENT STATUS     - Display, process, reject LOGOUT/LOGIN requests

  10     LINK STATUS     - Display, process, reject link edit and bind requests

  11     JOB STATUS     - Display, process, resubmit pending batch jobs

  12     ADMIN SERVICES     - LIB/CCF administrator services

   T     TUTORIAL     - Display information about LIB/CCF

   X     EXIT         - Terminate LIB/CCF

   Version n.n    Copyright (C) 1995 Computer Associates International, Inc.

 

Module Logout Screen

After selecting Option 4 from the LIB/CCF main menu, the first Module Logout screen displays. This screen is unchanged
from the standard LIB/CCF screen. You must enter the change request ID previously allocated to you on this screen and
press Enter.

WED mm/dd/yy ------------------ MODULE LOGOUT ----------------------- 02.45.22

COMMAND ===>

+------------------------------------------+           REQUEST ID ===> WO000002

|                        |

| Enter the Change Request ID for the        |

| LOGOUT(s) to follow:                |

|                          |

+------------------------------------------+

 

The second Module Logout screen displays:

WED mm/dd/yy ------------------ MODULE LOGOUT ------------------------ 02.46.24

COMMAND ===>

MODULE ===>                            REQUEST ID ===> WO000002

          (or "wildcard" name for selection list)

PRODUCTION MASTER FILE   ===>

AVAILABLE FILES:  CHAIN DESCRIPTION/CHAIN NUMBER/PRODUCTION/RELATED TEST:

001)  NON-IDD MASTER FILES                      (00001)

          IDMSP.PROD.MF
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               IDMST.TEST.MF

002) IDD MASTER FILES                          (00002)

          IDMSP.PRDDICT.PRODMF

               IDMST.TSTDICT.TESTMF

*** END OF LIST ***

 

Again, this screen is unchanged from the standard LIB/CCF screen. However, its use is slightly different from how it is
normally used for non-IDD entities. Normally, you enter the name of the Librarian member that you want to logout and
select a master file library chain from the displayed list. Alternatively, you could enter a wildcard character in the Module
name field and select the Librarian member from the list.

However, to logout IDD entities, this screen is processed differently.

On the Member field, you cannot specify a wildcard character or the real name of the Librarian member to logout. Instead,
you specify the type of IDD entity to logout.

There are two types of IDD entities supported:

• MODULE is an IDD module containing source code.
• MAP is an OLM map.

By specifying an IDD entity type instead of a real Librarian member name, you are indicating to the interface that you want
to logout an IDD entity rather than a standard Librarian member. The entity type also indicates to the interface the type of
entity to log out.

You must also select a library chain that contains the IDD entity from the displayed list to logout then press Enter.

WED mm/dd/yy ------------------ MODULE LOGOUT ------------------------ 02.46.24

COMMAND ===>

MODULE ===> module REQUEST ID ===> WO000002

            (or "wildcard" name for selection list)

PRODUCTION MASTER FILE   ===> 2

AVAILABLE FILES:  CHAIN DESCRIPTION/CHAIN NUMBER/PRODUCTION/RELATED TEST:

001) NON-IDD MASTER FILES (00001)

         IDMSP.PROD.MF

             IDMST.TEST.MF

002) IDD MASTER FILES (00002)

             IDMSP.PRDDICT.PRODMF

             IDMST.TSTDICT.TESTMF

*** END OF LIST ***

 

IDD Entity Occurrence Logout Screen

The next screen to display is the IDD Entity Occurrence Logout screen:

WED mm/dd/yy ----------- IDD ENTITY OCCURRENCE LOGOUT --------------- 02.46.24

   Production Dictionary Name       : PRDDICT   CV Number : 1

   Test Dictionary Name          : TSTDICT   CV Number : 2
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   Please Enter The Following Information:

IDD MODULE   Occurrence Name ===>

              Version Number ===>

 

This is a new screen that only displays when logging out an IDD entity. It lets you specify the name of the IDD entity to
logout. When the screen first displays, it shows the production and test dictionary names it uses. The interface determines
the dictionaries to use, depending on the master file chain selected in the previous screen.

The dictionary names are protected so you cannot change them. The type of entity to logout, entered in the previous
screen, also displays here.

Enter the name of the IDD entity to logout (up to 32 characters) and the version number, then press Enter.

WED mm/dd/yy ----------- IDD ENTITY OCCURRENCE LOGOUT --------------- 02.46.24

   Production Dictionary Name      : PRDDICT    CV Number : 1

   Test Dictionary Name      : TSTDICT    CV Number : 2

  Please Enter The Following Information:

IDD MODULE  Occurrence Name ===> dialog1-premap

            Version Number ===> 1

The production dictionary is checked to ensure the entity exists. If the entity does not exist, it is assumed that you want to
add a new entity. Another screen displays in this case to verify that you actually want to add a new entity.

If you receive the error message, the IDMSDDDL compiler returned a non-zero return code. Press PF1 (HELP) to get
more information on the error. Press PF1 again to list the error messages the IDMSDDDL compiler returned.

If the entity exists in the production dictionary but another user logged it out, then an error message is issued because
multiple logouts of the same IDD entity are not allowed.

If the entity passes all checks and this is the first time that the entity is logged out, then the History Create/Modify screen
displays.

Otherwise, a message indicates that a batch job was submitted to perform the move. The message also indicates the
Librarian member name used. This is the name you must use when modifying the member in Librarian. All logouts for IDD
entities are performed in batch. The batch job includes the execution of CA-Migrator to migrate related IDD entities from
the production to the test dictionary. You must check the completion code of the batch job to ensure that the logout was
successful.

If any of the steps abended, then check the reason and restart the job if necessary using CCF option 11 - Job Status.

New IDD Entity Occurrence Logout Screen

If the entity to log out does not exist in the production dictionary, the following screen displays:

WED mm/dd/yy --------NEW IDD ENTITY OCCURRENCE LOGOUT --------------- 02.47.00

   Production Dictionary Name       : PRDDICT CV Number : 1
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   Test Dictionary Name       : TSTDICT CV Number : 2

   IDD MODULE   Occurrence Name   : dialog-premap

                 Version Number   : 1

   The above IDD entity was not found in the dictionary.

   Assuming you want to add a new IDD entity.

   To create a new IDD entity, enter the librarian member name below.

   Press PF3 to cancel and return to the previous panel.

   Librarian Member Name     ===>

If the entity you are trying to logout is not found in the dictionary, then the interface assumes you want to add a new entity.
This screen lets you confirm that you want to add a new entity and prompts you to enter the eight character Librarian
member name to associate with the entity. If you do not want to add a new entity, press PF3 to return to the previous
screen.

Since Librarian only allows eight character member names, you must convert IDD entities with more than eight characters
in the name to an eight character name. You must specify the eight character name on this screen when the entity is
added to the production dictionary.

Of course, this is not the only way to add entities to the dictionary. You can still use IDMSDDDL to copy entities from the
Librarian master file to the production dictionary. The IDD entity is associated with the eight character Librarian member
name by assigning a class of CCF-NAME to the entity in IDD, with an attribute equal to the Librarian member name.

If you receive the error message DDDL returned an error, it means the IDMSDDDL compiler returned a non-zero return
code. Press PF1 (HELP) to get more information on the error. Press PF1 again to list the error messages the IDMSDDDL
compiler returned.

History Create/Modify Screen

The History Create/Modify screen displays the first time a LIB/CCF member is logged out.

WED mm/dd/yy -------- HISTORY CREATE/MODIFY: DIAG1PM ----------------- 02.47.12

COMMAND ==>

     SYSTEM ===>                       REQUEST ID: WO000002

DESCRIPTION ===>

   LANGUAGE ===>

   ABSTRACT ===>

            ===>

            ===>

            ===>

            ===>

            ===>

            ===>

            ===>

            ===>

            ===>

            ===>

            ===>
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            ===>

            ===>

            ===>

            ===>

The only field relevant to IDD entities in this screen is the Language field. Depending on the type of entity logged out, you
must specify one of the following language types:

• IDDMAP for OLM maps.
• IDDADS for modules containing ADS process code.
• IDDCOB for modules containing COBOL source code.
• IDDASM for modules containing assembler source code.
• IDDMOD for modules containing other source code (for example, included modules).

The language type identifies which skeleton JCL to use for the batch job generated during the login or logout, so it is
important to specify the correct language type. All other fields are the same as for standard Librarian members.

WED mm/dd/yy -------- HISTORY CREATE/MODIFY: DIAG1PM ----------------- 02.47.12

COMMAND ==>

     SYSTEM ===> idms REQUEST ID: WO000002

DESCRIPTION ===> test dialog

   LANGUAGE ===> iddads

    ABSTRACT ===> modification number 1

             ===>

             ===>

             ===>

             ===>

             ===>

             ===>

Login Process

This section describes how to login an IDMS IDD entity using the LIB/CCF interface.

CCF Main Menu

Once you finish modifying and testing your program, dialog, or map, you are ready to log it into either production or Q/A. If
a Q/A library was defined in the LIB/CCF library chain selected, then the module is first moved to the Q/A library when you
log it in. Otherwise, it is moved directly into the production library. The login of an IDD entity is performed in the ISPF/TSO
component of LIB/CCF. From the LIB/CCF main menu, select Option 5 - Login a module to production.

--- mm/dd/yy ------ CA-LIBRARIAN CHANGE CONTROL FACILITY -------- TIME 2:55

OPTION/===> 5

   0 CCF PARMS        - Specify user parameters

   1 OPEN             - Open a change request

   2 ASSIGN           - Assign, reassign, reject a change request

   3 DISPLAY          - Display assigned change requests

   4 LOGOUT           - Logout a module to test

   5 LOGIN            - Login a module to production

   6 LINK             - Initiate a production link edit or bind

   7 CLOSE            - Close a change request
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   8 REPORTS          - Print or display LIB/CCF reports

   9 MOVEMENT STATUS  - Display, process, reject LOGOUT/LOGIN requests

  10 LINK STATUS      - Display, process, reject link edit and bind requests

  11 JOB STATUS       - Display, process, resubmit pending batch jobs

  12 ADMIN SERVICES   - LIB/CCF administrator services

   T TUTORIAL         - Display information about LIB/CCF

   X EXIT             - Terminate LIB/CCF

 

Module Login Screen
MON mm/dd/yy ------------------- MODULE LOGIN -------------------- ROW 1 OF 2

                                     02.49.24

COMMAND ===>                                                 SCROLL ===> PAGE

             Available cmds: PROCESS n, DELETE n, HISTORY n, BIND n

        MODULE | MODULE TRACKING RECORD:

   01)  MAP0001  CR: WO000002   LOGOUT STAMP: mm/dd/yy 02.01.20

                 PROD MASTER: IDMSP.PRDDICT.PRODMF

                 TEST MASTER: IDMST.TSTDICT.TESTMF

                 VERS= *NEW* MAP0001                          MAP 

   02)  DIAG1PM  CR: WO000002   LOGOUT STAMP: mm/dd/yy 02.47.20

                 PROD MASTER: IDMSP.PRDDICT.PRODMF

                 TEST MASTER: IDMST.TSTDICT.TESTMF

                 VERS= *NEW* DIALOG1-PREMAP                   MODULE .

******************************F BOTTOM OF DATA ********************************

This screen displays all the modules that you logged out. The IDD entity name and type display on the fourth line of the
module tracking record. To login a module, either tab to the selected module and enter a P or enter process n on the
command line and press Enter.

MON mm/dd/yy ------------------- MODULE LOGIN -------------------- ROW 1 OF 2

                                                                      02.49.24

COMMAND ===> process 2                                       SCROLL ===> PAGE

             Available cmds: PROCESS n, DELETE n, HISTORY n, BIND n

        MODULE  | MODULE TRACKING RECORD:

    01) MAP0001   CR: WO000002   LOGOUT STAMP: mm/dd/yy 02.01.20

                  PROD MASTER: IDMSP.PRDDICT.PRODMF

                  TEST MASTER: IDMST.TSTDICT.TESTMF

                  VERS= *NEW*   MAP0001                         MAP .

    02) DIAG1PM    CR: WO000002    LOGOUT STAMP: mm/dd/yy 02.47.20

                   PROD MASTER: IDMSP.PRDDICT.PRODMF

                   TEST MASTER: IDMST.TSTDICT.TESTMF

                   VERS= *NEW* DIALOG1-PREMAP                   MODULE .

******************************F BOTTOM OF DATA ********************************

If the entity passes all checks, a message indicates that the batch job was submitted to perform the move. All logins for
IDD entities are performed in batch. The batch job includes the execution of CA-Migrator to migrate related IDD entities
from the test dictionary to production or Q/A. You must check the completion code of the batch job to ensure the login
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was successful. If any of the steps abended, check the reason and restart the job if necessary using CCF Option 11 - Job
status.

Login/Logout Request Status Screen
 MON mm/dd/yy ----------- LOGIN/LOGOUT REQUEST STATUS ------------- ROW 1 OF 2

                                                                        02.59.34

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE

            Available cmds: PROCESS n, REJECT n, UNLOCK n, DELETE n

        MODULE | MODULE MOVEMENT RECORD:

    01) MAP0001  CR: WO000002 TO: PROD DATE: mm/dd/yy 02.55.16 PGMR: USER001

                 PROD MASTER: IDMSP.PRDDICT.PRODMF

                 CURR MASTER: IDMSQ.QA1DICT.QAMF

                 VERS=11270248MAP0001                         MAP .

    02) DIAG1PM  CR: WO000002 TO: PROD DATE: mm/dd/yy 02.50.13 PGMR: USER001

                 PROD MASTER: IDMSP.PRDDICT.PRODMF

                 CURR MASTER: IDMSQ.QA1DICT.QAMF

                 VERS=11270248DIALOG1-PREMAP                  MODULE .

******************************F BOTTOM OF DATA ********************************

The control group user ID uses this screen to login modules to Q/A or production. It displays all the modules that need
to process. The IDD entity name and type display on the fourth line of the module movement record. To login a module,
either tab to the selected module and enter a P or enter process n on the command line and press Enter.

MON mm/dd/yy ----------- LOGIN/LOGOUT REQUEST STATUS ------------- ROW 1 OF 2

                                                                      02.59.34

COMMAND ===>                                                 SCROLL ===> PAGE

            Available cmds: PROCESS n, REJECT n, UNLOCK n, DELETE n

          MODULE | MODULE MOVEMENT RECORD: 

      01) MAP0001  CR: WO000002 TO: PROD DATE: mm/dd/yy 02.55.16 PGMR: USER001

                   PROD MASTER: IDMSP.PRDDICT.PRODMF

                   CURR MASTER: IDMSQ.QA1DICT.QAMF

                   VERS=11270248MAP0001                         MAP .

  p   02) DIAG1PM  CR: WO000002 TO: PROD DATE: mm/dd/yy 02.50.13 PGMR: USER001

                   PROD MASTER: IDMSP.PRDDICT.PRODMF

                   CURR MASTER: IDMSQ.QA1DICT.QAMF

                   VERS=11270248DIALOG1-PREMAP                  MODULE .

******************************F BOTTOM OF DATA ********************************

If the entity passes all checks, a message indicates that the batch job was submitted to perform the move. All logins for
IDD entities are performed in batch. The batch job includes the execution of CA-Migrator to migrate related IDD entities
from the Q/A dictionary to either production or another Q/A library. You must check the completion code of the batch job to
ensure the login was successful. If any of the steps abended, check the reason and restart the job if necessary using CCF
Option 11 - Job status.

Error Codes and Messages

This section describes the error codes and messages the LIB/CCF interface issues.
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Error Codes

The IDMSDDL compiler interface program DDDCCF00 can return the following error codes:

• CI RC:
– X'00'

IDMSDDDL compiler terminated successfully (return code 0).
– X'0C'

IDMSDDDL compiler returned a non-zero return code.
– X'1C'

File I/O error occurred in SYSIPT or SYSLST.
– X'1E'

File Open error occurred in SYSIPT or SYSLST.

The IDMSDDL compiler can return the following error codes:

• CMPRC:
– X'00'

IDMSDDDL compiler terminated successfully.
– X'04'

IDMSDDDL compiler issued warning messages.
– X'08'

IDMSDDDL compiler issued E-level error messages.
– X'0C'

IDMSDDDL compiler issued fatal error messages.

Error Messages

This interface can issue the following error messages. Two lines of text are associated with each error message. The
first is the short description that displays on the top right corner of the screen. The second line is the long description that
displays when you press the Help key.

CCF980U Variable TABR2 missing$CCFU002 - Cannot find ISPF table variable TABR2.

Reason:

User exit 2 could not locate ISPF variable TABR2. The LIB/CCF panels were modified.

Action:

Contact your DBA or systems programmer.

CCF981U Variable TABR2 invalid$CCFU002 - Invalid format in ISPF table variable TABR2.

Reason:

User exit 2 found that ISPF variable TABR2 does not contain the expected data. The LIB/CCF panels were modified.

Action:

Contact your DBA or systems programmer.

CCF982U Variable TABR4 missing$CCFU002 - Cannot find ISPF table variable TABR4.

Reason:

User exit 2 could not locate ISPF variable TABR4. The LIB/CCF panels were modified.

Action:

Contact your DBA or systems programmer.
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CCF983U PROD master is not valid$CCFU003 - PROD master is not valid for IDD entities.

Reason:

An IDD entity type was specified in the module name field in the logout screen, but the library chain selected was not
defined to the interface as containing IDD entities.

Action:

Check that you selected the correct library chain.

CCF984U TEST master is not valid$CCFU003 - TEST master is not valid for IDD entities.

Reason:

An IDD entity type was specified in the module name field in the logout screen, but the library chain selected was not
defined to the interface as containing IDD entities.

Action:

Check that you selected the correct library chain.

CCF985U PROD master is not valid

Reason:

An IDD entity type was specified in the module name field in the logout screen and the library chain selected was defined
to the interface as containing IDD entities. However, the production master file as defined to CCF is not defined as a
production master file to the interface, but as another type of file.

Action:

Contact the DBA or systems programmer to review module $CCFU200.

CCF986U TEST master is not valid$CCFU003 - TEST master not defined correctly in $CCFU200.

Reason:

An IDD entity type was specified in the module name field in the logout screen and the library chain selected was defined
to the interface as containing IDD entities. However, the test master file as defined to CCF is not defined as a test master
file to the interface, but as another type of file.

Action:

Contact the DBA or systems programmer to review module $CCFU200.

CCF987U Invalid logout request$CCFU003 - IDD entity members must be logged out by type.

Reason:

In the logout screen, a library chain was selected that was defined to the interface as containing IDD entities. However, a
module name was entered in the module name field rather than an IDD entity type.

Action:

To logout an IDD entity specify either module or map in the module name field of the logout screen.

CCF988U SYSCTL allocation error$CCFU003 - Unable to dynamically allocate the SYSCTL file.

Reason:

The SYSCTL file defined to the interface for the production master file selected could not be allocated.

Action:

Contact the DBA or systems programmer to check that the file was defined correctly in module $CCFU200.

CCF989U SYSCTL deallocate error$CCFU003 - Unable to dynamically free the SYSCTL file.
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Reason:

The SYSCTL file defined to the interface for the production master file selected was allocated but cannot be freed. This
can be due to problems with TSO.

Action:

Logoff and logon again.

CCF994U DDDL Returned an errornn ', CMPRC=X' nn ' with file ddname

Reason:

A non-zero return code was returned from the IDMSDDDL compiler interface program.

Action:

See the “Error Codes” section for the possible values for CI RC and CMPRC. Press PF1 twice to display the error
messages IDMSDDDL issued.

CCF995U CCF-STATUS not specified$CCFU003 - IDD Entity Occurrence has invalid or no CCF-STATUS.

Reason:

The IDD entity selected was not defined in the production dictionary with the required CCF-STATUS class. Each IDD
entity this interface is to control must have a value of either login or logout for CCF-STATUS. You can only log out an
entity with a CCF-STATUS of login.

CCF996U Occurrence already out$CCFU003 - Occurrence was logged out by userid.

Reason:

Another user ID already logged out the IDD entity specified in the IDD entity occurrence logout screen. The same IDD
entity cannot be logged out multiple times.

CCF997U Invalid language type$CCFU005 - Invalid language type for IDD entity.

Reason:

In the History Create/Update screen, you specified an invalid language for an IDD entity.

Action:

Specify a valid language. The language for an IDD entity must be either iddmod, iddmap, iddads, iddcob, or iddasm.

CCF998U SYSCTL allocation error$CCFU010 - Unable to dynamically allocate the SYSCTL file.

Reason:

The SYSCTL file defined to the interface for the production master file selected could not be allocated.

Action:

Contact the DBA or systems programmer to check that the file was defined correctly in module $CCFU200.

CCF999U SYSCTL deallocate error$CCFU010 - Unable to dynamically free the SYSCTL file.

Reason:

The SYSCTL file defined to the interface for the production master file selected was allocated but cannot be freed. This
can be due to problems with TSO.

Action:

Logoff and logon again.
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LIB/TSO ISPF Support

LIB/TSO is the Librarian/TSO interface that consists of eleven TSO command processors that can be executed from a
CLIST to process members on a Librarian master file. The Getting Started provides the installation procedures for the LIB/
TSO command processors.

ISPF panels for the command processors are provided for those sites that currently have the Librarian TSO/SPF option
installed and want to upgrade the panels. The LIB/TSO panels, CLISTs, and messages are in the UCR target library. Like
all User Contributed Routines, Librarian provides the panels, CLISTs, and messages for your convenience, however,
Broadcom does not support them.

(Broadcom recommends the ELIPS Librarian/ISPF interface, which it fully supports.)

Installation

The UCR target library contains the following LIB/TSO installation members:

• LTSOPNLS contains the panels.
• LTSOMSGS contains the messages.
• LTSOCLST contains the CLISTs.

Copy the contents of these members into your ISPF panel, CLIST, and message library by performing the following:

1. Each member contains control cards in the following format:
X/ ADD NAME=xxxxx

– xxxxx
Specifies is the name of the panel, CLIST, or message member (depending on the member).

Edit each member to change all occurrences of:
X/

in columns one and two to:
./

This makes the control cards valid IBM IEBUPDTE control cards.
2. Copy the contents of the members into the appropriate ISPF libraries using the following IEBUPDTE sample JCL:

//jobcard...

 //COPY EXEC PGM=IEBUPDTE,PARM=NEW

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSUT2 DD DSN=ispf.panel.library,DISP=SHR                 A

//SYSIN DD DSN=ucr.target.library(LTSOPNLS),DISP=SHR             B

Note the following items:
– A -- Specify your ISPF panel library.
– B -- Specify the UCR target library with a member name of LTSOPNLS.
//jobcard...

 //COPY EXEC PGM=IEBUPDTE,PARM=NEW

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSUT2 DD DSN=ispf.clist.library,DISP=SHR                 A

//SYSIN DD DSN=ucr.target.library(LTSOCLST),DISP=SHR             B

Note the following items:
– A -- Specify your ISPF CLIST library.
– B -- Specify the UCR target library with a member name of LTSOCLST.
//jobcard...

 //COPY EXEC PGM=IEBUPDTE,PARM=NEW

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSUT2 DD DSN=ispf.message.library,DISP=SHR             A

//SYSIN DD DSN=ucr.target.library(LTSOMSGS),DISP=SHR             B
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Note the following items:
– A -- Specify your ISPF message library.
– B -- Specify the UCR target library with a member name of LTSOMSGS.

Panel Displays

The ISPF/PDF panels invoke the command processors. Panels prompt for information, simplifying command and data
entry. The program function keys (PF keys) perform common operations. An online tutorial facility provides immediate
help with any command. There are two types of ISPF/PDF panels:

• The Option Selection menu that offers a selection to choose from.
• The Parameter Entry panel that offers labeled fields where you enter data.

With the Option Selection menu, the ISPF/PDF panels lead you through the selections necessary to invoke the command
processors. As each panel displays, you either make selections or provide information, then press the Enter key for the
next panel. As you make choices, you move down through a hierarchy of levels. In this manner, each of the LIB/TSO
command processors is invoked.

You can use the ISPF/PDF program function (PF) keys to quickly perform a variety of common operations when traveling
through the panels. The program function keys and their functions are:

• Help
Explains the ISPF/PDF panels through a series of tutorial screens.

• Print
Prints an image on the display panel.

• End
Terminates the current ISPF/PDF function and returns you to the next higher level.

• Return
Terminates the current ISPF/PDF function and either immediately returns you to the primary option menu or displays
another selected panel.

For each ISPF/PDF panel, there is a set of tutorial screens that displays when you press the Help PF key. This key makes
the change from either the selection or data-entry panel to the tutorial panel. A tutorial panel is available at any time.

You can print any ISPF/PDF screen exactly as it appears by pressing the Print PF key. The contents of the screen are
copied to the ISPF/PDF list data set that you can print when the session is ended.

Each time you press the End PF key, a panel one level up in the hierarchy displays until you reach the primary option
menu. The End key then terminates the ISPF/PDF session.

You can end the current ISPF/PDF session by pressing the Return PF key, if you assigned yourself one. You can use the
Return key to perform two separate functions:

• Pressing the Return key terminates the current function and immediately displays the primary option menu. The
hierarchy of levels between the current function and the primary option menu is bypassed. This way, you do not have
to press the END key repeatedly.

• Entering an equal-sign (=) followed by any primary option selection after any field on the screen and then pressing the
Return key terminates the current function and displays the new panel selection. In this way, you can avoid having to
go through all the screens back to the primary option menu and forward to the panel where you want to be.

LOADSCAN
Module name: LOADSCAN

Language: Assembler
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Compares two load modules. It ignores differences in Librarian SLAT variables. LOADSCAN reports all other differences,
whether they are linkage editor options or the code itself, as differences between the two load modules.

All messages are issued with WTO, including a successful execution message if the modules match. When modules do
not match, a non-zero return code is issued and the report displays the offset of the mismatch into the block. The report
includes 32 bytes from the point of the mismatch for each module and the blocks are dumped.

Installation

Assemble and link LOADSCAN into a load library. The UCR target library member INSTUCR contains sample JCL to
install LOADSCAN. Modify the following statements in the member to correctly reflect your environment:

• DSN of the UCR target library (CAI.CLJ43UCR).
• DSN of your systems macro library (SYS1.MACLIB).
• DSN of the Librarian target macro library (CAI.CAIMAC).
• DSN of the Librarian target load library (CAI.CAILIB).
• DSN of your load library to where this UCR is link edited (YOUR.EXEC.LIB).
• Specify the link-edit attributes of: 'XREF,LIST,NORENT,LET,NCAL'
• Specify the name of the UCR routine, LOADSCAN.

This routine is linked into the target load library as part of the install process if the sysmod CLJ4301 is included in
RECEIVE and APPLY.

Execution

The following files are needed to execute LOADSCAN:

• PDS1
The ddname for the first load library.

• PDS2
The ddname for the second load library.

• SNAPDD
The ddname for a sysout file to contain the records that differ.

• SYSIN
A file of three 80-byte records.

The first record describes the literal that precedes SLAT variables. Columns 1 and 2 describe the length of the literal.
Column three contains the literal itself.

The second SYSIN record describes the literal that follows the SLAT variables. Again, columns 1 and 2 of this record
indicate the length in bytes of the literal, and column 3 contains the literal itself.

The third record of the SYSIN file contains the sum of the lengths of the individual SLAT variables in columns 1 and 2.

The maximum length of these numeric values must be 99.

//IPP JOB

//STEP1 EXEC PGM=LOADSCAN,PARM='PROGXXXX'

//STEPLIB DD DSN=LIBR.IP.LOAD,DISP=SHR

//PDS1 DD DSN=LIBR.IP.LOAD1,DISP=SHR

//PDS2 DD DSN=LIBR.IP.LOAD2,DISP=SHR

//SNAPDD DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN DD *

16SLAT VARS START:

 13SLAT VARS END

93

/*
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//

Note the following:

• The name of the load module to compare is passed to the program through PARM on the EXEC statement. In the
above example, the module name is PROGXXXX.

• All messages are directed to the console through WTO.
• You can assemble and execute LOADSCAN under VM/ESA to compare load modules on z/OS and OS/390 disks.

QINDEX
Module name: QINDEX

Language: Assembler

Produces a Librarian index by taking advantage of the FAIRLOC Quick Index option. If the master file is software-lock
protected, then the management code must be supplied as the parm value. If this is not done, the index is produced at
normal speed.

QINDEX can also produce a wildcard index.

Installation

The UCR target library member INSTUCR contains sample JCL to install QINDEX. Modify the following statements in the
member to correctly reflect your environment:

• DSN of the UCR target library (CAI.CLJ43UCR).
• DSN of your systems macro library (SYS1.MACLIB).
• DSN of the Librarian target macro library (CAI.CAIMAC).
• DSN of the Librarian target load library (CAI.CAILIB).
• DSN of your load library to where this UCR is link edited (YOUR.EXEC.LIB).
• Specify the link-edit attributes of: 'XREF,LIST,NORENT'
• Specify the name of the UCR routine, QINDEX.

Next, install the QINDEX program under Roscoe ETSO. See the Roscoe documentation for installing a program under
ETSO.

Finally, install the QI RPF by importing it from the UCR target library and saving it to the appropriate Roscoe library.

For example:

IMP DSN=LIBR.LIBUCR.UCRMAST(QI)

Execution

The wildcard specification is supplied as bytes 5-12 of the parm.

QINDEX requires a MASTER DD statement for the master file and a PRINT DD statement for the output listing.

TSO or Roscoe ETSO can call QINDEX.

SAMPLE1
Module name: SAMPLE1

Language: Assembler

This sample assembler program is an example of how to use FAIR routines.
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NOTE
For information on the use of the FAIR routines, see the "File Access Interface Routines" section.

XELIPS
Module name: XELIPS

Language: CLIST

A CLIST that lets you invoke ELIPS from the command line of a valid ISPF session. Before executing XELIPS, you
must have the ELIPS load library, messages library, and panel library allocated. See the ELIPS "Command Reference"
section for detailed information on the SELECT service format for invoking ELIPS from either a CLIST or a program and
information concerning the execution of ELIPS.

Installation

Copy XELIPS from the UCR target library to a CLIST library. You can use the ISPF utility Copy function to perform the
copy.

Execution

The format of the command is as follows:

XELIPS cmd member-name DS(dsn of the master-file)

Note: When invoking ELIPS to create a selection list, you can view the list, but perform no functions from the selection list.
See the ELIPS "Command Reference" section for further information.

• DS(dsn of the master-file)
This must be a fully qualified data set name. Your high-level qualifier is not appended to the front.

• MCD(mcd-code)
Valid Librarian MCD code.

• PSWD(member password)
Valid Librarian member PSWD.

• NEW(new member name)
Specifies the new Librarian member name for the RENAME or COPY function.

• ARC(date and time) (Lnnn) (-n)
Specifies the Librarian archiving level requested. If you omit this operand, the current level displays. See the ELIPS
"Command Reference" section for further explanation.

LIBTLICD Utility Program
Used mainly in batch mode, LIBTLICD is a utility program that creates and maintains the Librarian/ISPF TSO Control
Directory (TLICD) file. The LIBTLICD operations are:

• FORMAT
Creates a new Librarian Control Directory File (TLICD) and formats the file at initialization.

• DELETE
Deletes one or more members from the existing TLICD file.

• EXPAND
Expands the existing TLICD file by creating a new TLICD file with a larger block size or one that allows more members.
All information on the existing file is copied to the new one. Unless the LIBTLICD program creates and maintains the
TLICD file, unpredictable results occur when the LIBGET, LIBSAVE, and LIBCTL commands access or update the file.
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Librarian/ISPF-TSO Control Directory (TLICD)

The Librarian/ISPF-TSO Control Directory (TLICD) is a directory of both the users of the LIBGET command processor and
all the members that were copied from the Librarian master files to TSO data sets through the LIBGET command. The
number of member entries per user is limited and is determined when the TLICD file is created at installation time.

When a member was copied from the master file to a TSO data set, an entry is created on the TLICD. A member retrieved
through the LIBGET command processor is referred to as an outstanding member. Outstanding members must be
returned to the master file through the LIBSAVE command.

The TLICD entry made for a member records:

• User.
• Master file name.
• Member name.
• Member version, either the data added or the date and time last updated.
• Archive level number, if archived.
• TSO data set and member, if partitioned.
• Date and time the LIBGET was executed.

When the member is updated, it is returned to the correct master file through the LIBSAVE command. When returning a
member, the LIBSAVE command checks to ensure that another user did not update the member on the master file in the
interval between being retrieved and returned.

You might have only master file. Other users can have a copy of the same member, however.

If you request a member through the LIBGET command and you reached your limit of outstanding members on the TLICD
file, you must either update one of the outstanding members on the TLICD file or update one of the outstanding members
and return it to the master file or delete a member entry to make room for the new entry. To update a member, terminate
the LIBGET command using the LIBSAVE command. An entry is then freed for the new LIBGET member. To delete a
member entry, select a member for deletion through the prompting message. The TSO data set is deleted, the entry is
deleted, and the new LIBGET member entry is put on the TLICD file. This is a forced deletion.

You can also delete an entry through the LIBCTL command processor. The command can list all outstanding members
from previous LIBGET commands and delete an entry from the TLICD file if the member is not saved. Any entry on the
TLICD file is automatically deleted after a LIBSAVE command.

When the LIBGET command operates with the READONLY option, a member is copied from the master file into a TSO
data set, but an entry is not made in the TLICD file. You cannot update or return a READONLY member to the master
file through a LIBSAVE. You can, however, update a member using LIBEXP after issuing a LIBGET with the READONLY
option. When no longer needed, you can delete the TSO data set the LIBGET READONLY generated with the TSO
DELETE command.

LIBTLICD File Requirements

The file requirements for the LIBTLICD program are listed in the following:

• SYSPRINT
After the requested operation is complete, the status of the TLICD file is written to the SYSPRINT file. This is a
required file.

• FILEIN
Defines a data set as the existing TLICD file. This file is required by both member deletion and file expansion.

• FILEOUT
The LIBTLICD program reads a control record from the SYSIN file to determine which operation to perform. The
control record must be in an 80-byte card image. However, only bytes 1 through 71 are recognized. This is a required
file.
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Creating a New TLICD File (FORMAT)

The FORMAT operation creates a new TLICD file and formats the file at initialization time. The format of the statement is:

FORMAT MODULES=nn,USERS=nnnnn

• FORMAT
Must be the first nonblank character string on the statement, but can start in any column. FORMAT must be separated
from the first keyword by a comma or one or more blanks.

• MODULES=nn
Specifies the maximum number of outstanding members allowed for each user. The value of the variable ranges from
1 to 99. The value you specify here must match the value specified on the MAXMOD parameter of the $LIBTSO macro
used to generate the system. MODULES is required.

• USERS=nnnnn
Specifies the number of TSO users who can access members on Librarian master files through the Librarian/ISPF-
TSO. The number of users is limited only by allocated space. USERS is required.

NOTE
For sample job control language statements for the FORMAT operation, see the "Getting Started" section and
"SAMPJCL LUTSOIN1."

FILEOUT DD Statement

The FILEOUT DD statement defines a data set as a new TLICD file. The statement is required if creating or expanding the
file. The block size on the DCB subparameter is calculated as follows:

blksize = 150 x the number of outstanding members per user

Examples

• If 5 members per user are allowed, then BLKSIZE=750.
The variables of the SPACE=parameter for the new TLICD file are calculated as follows:
blksize = 150 * aprimary = b + (b/6) secondary = b/6directory = (b/20) + 1

– a
The number of outstanding members allowed per user (specified in the $LIBTSO MAXMOD operand).

– b
The number of TSO users.

• If there are 30 TSO users, then the space required for the new TLICD file is SPACE=(750,(35,5,2)).
Disposition of the new TLICD file must be (NEW,CATLG,DELETE).

Deleting Members in the TLICD File (DELETE)

The DELETE operation deletes one or more members on the TLICD file. The statement has the following format:

DELETE member-1,member-2,...,member-n

• DELETE
Must be the first nonblank character string on the statement but can start in any column. DELETE must be separated
from the first keyword by a comma or one or more blanks.

• member-n
The member names to delete from the TLICD file. Member names are user-id. On the statement, member names can
be separated by any number of blanks. You cannot continue the DELETE control statement. Each 80-byte statement
must include DELETE, followed by the member names. You can supply any number of DELETE control statements.

Example: Delete Members

Sample job control language statements for the DELETE operation are shown below.
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//LIBTSO JOB

//DELETE EXEC PGM=LIBTLICD

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//*ILEIN DD DSN=OLD-TLICD,DISP=OLD

//SYSIN DD *

DELETE MEMBER1,MEMBER2

DELETE MEMBER3,MEMBER4

/*

Expanding an Existing TLICD File (EXPAND)

The EXPAND operation expands the existing TLICD file created in the Librarian/ISPF/TSO version 3.0 and all later
versions. EXPAND creates a new TLICD file that supports a larger number of users or permits a greater number of
outstanding members per user. If you are using EXPAND to increase the number of outstanding members per user, then
you must first reassemble the $LIBSTO macro specifying the new number on the MAXMOD operand. (You can specify
the CPLINK=NO to avoid relinking the command processors.) All information on the existing TLICD file is copied to the
new one. You might need to expand a file to meet the increase in the number of TSO users to allow for a larger number of
outstanding members on the TLICD file. The statement has the following syntax:

EXPAND MODULES=nn,USERS=nnnnn

• EXPAND
Must be the first nonblank character string on the statement, but can start in any column. A comma or one or more
blanks must separate EXPAND from the first keyword.

• MODULES=nn
The maximum number of outstanding members allowed for each user. This value must match the value specified on
the MAXMOD operand of the $LIBTSO macro that generated the system.

• USERS=nnnnn
The number of TSO users who can access the Librarian members through the Librarian/ISPF-TSO.

Example: Expand a TLICD File

The following example presents sample job control language statements for an EXPAND operation:

//LIBTSO JOB 70010,CA.LIBTSO,CLASS=0

//EXPAND EXEC PGM=LIBTLICD

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//*ILEIN DD DSN=old.tlicd,DISP=OLD

//*ILEOUT DD DSN=new.tlicd,DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),

 UNIT=SYSDA,VOL=SER=volser,DCB=BLKSIZE=1500,

 SPACE=(1500,(47,7,2))

 //SYSIN DD *

EXPAND MODULES=10,USERS=40

/*

FILEIN and FILEOUT DD Statements

The LIBTLCID program creates a new TLICD file, as specified on the FILEOUT DD statement. It then copies information
from the old TLICD file (as specified on the FILEIN DD statement) to the new TLICD file. After the EXPAND operation is
complete, you must delete the old TLICD file and rename the new one. The required control statement and the FILEOUT
DD statement are the same as those described in the section on LIBTLICD file requirements.
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Security
This section contains the information required to implement security for Librarian master files and members. It assumes a
general understanding of Librarian, LIB/CCF, and access control facilities.

Librarian offers a comprehensive security structure for both the batch and online environments of Librarian and its Change
Control Facility (LIB/CCF). The security structure provides three tiers of control over master files in the z/OS and OS/390,
VSE/ESA, and VM/ESA environments. The three tiers are:

• MCD security
• Basic security
• Member security

The following sections provide an overview of each tier. The following sections describe implementation of each tier.

MCD Security

MCD security is Librarian’s internal security feature. It does not require an external access control facility. There are just
two components to MCD security: the management code and the member status values.

The management code is assigned to a master file. It consists of a site-specified four-digit base code combined with the
current date of access to the master file. For example, if the base code is 1000 and today is January 25, the management
code for today is 1125 (that is, 1000 plus 0125). Specifying a management code enables any access to any member on
the master file.

Once a management code is assigned to a master file, you can assign the member status values to individual members.
They let you designate the degree of protection for each member on the master file. The four statuses are TEST, PROD0,
PROD1, and PROD2.

The following summarizes the processing that is prohibited with each status if the user does not specify the master file’s
management code:

• TEST
Status reassignment

• PROD0
(Archived Members Only) Status reassignment

• PROD1
Status reassignment

• PROD2
Denies all access to the member. PROD2 members do not even appear in a master file index unless you provide the
management code.

Basic Security

Basic security requires an external access control facility to protect the master file.

Librarian interfaces with the following security systems:

• Top Secret
• ACF2
• RACF (for z/OS and OS/390 and VM/ESA only)
• Any other security system compatible with the IBM System Authorization Facility (SAF)

Librarian uses integrated calls to whichever access control facility is present. No modifications or exits are needed.
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When using basic security, master files are defined as data set resources. Access rules are specified for each master
file. You can provide member security by using pre-defined (Top Secret or ACF2) or user-defined (RACF) generalized
resource classes. Authorization to access the master file grants access to its members.

The specified access rules must use authority designations recognized by the access control facility:

• Top Secret uses NONE, READ, UPDATE, CREATE, SCRATCH, and ALL.
• ACF2 basic security uses READ, WRITE, ALLOCATE, and EXECUTE.
• ACF2 member security uses READ, ADD, UPDATE, and DELETE.
• RACF uses NONE, READ, UPDATE, CONTROL, and ALTER.

For sites using SAF-compatible access control products such as RACF, that lack such fine control over a user’s
authority to a resource, a translator makes the best use of the security product installed. You can modify the translator to
accommodate your unique security environment. ACF2 supplies its own translation table.

Member Security

Member security requires basic security, however, member security goes one step further by defining members as
resources requiring their own access rules. You can define as many or as few members to the access control facility as
necessary.

Surrogate Names

Resource names are limited to 44 characters or less in most access control facilities. However, a master file data set
name can be up to 44 characters. A member name can be up to eight characters. To identify both the master file and a
member as a resource name, Librarian uses an eight-character surrogate name for the master file. The surrogate name
is assigned to the master file during master file initialization or reinitialization through the SAFQUAL parameter. Then, in
the access control facility, access rules are defined for the master file members using the surrogate name in place of the
master file’s data set name. The presence of the surrogate name in the master file’s control information indicates to the
access control facility that member security is in effect.

If no member rules are defined, access reverts back to basic security. If member rules exist, but do not include certain
members, access to those members is denied.

Master files that have similar member names and access requirements can share one set of access rules by using the
same surrogate name.

Member rules do not limit access if the user has data set access of:

• ALL in Top Secret
• READ, WRITE, and ALLOCATE in ACF2
• ALTER in RACF

Summary

Basic and member security extend master file protection beyond the management code and member status values of
MCD security. Users can choose between maintaining and replacing MCD security with basic or member security.

Regardless of the security tier used, you can assign each member a member status of TEST, PROD0, PROD1, or
PROD2. Members not assigned a specific status are given the default status of TEST. While assignment of these status
values is not required for basic or member security, use of these status values does play a role in what a particular user
can do to the member. This is described later in this document in the sections specific to each access control facility.

Read-Only Access

For those sites that use an access control facility such as Top Secret, ACF2, or RACF to protect master files, you can use
the following guidelines to determine whether the master file is opened for read or write.
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There are two methods of opening a master file for read-only access:

• Using the File Access Interface Routines (FAIR), through a user-written program, or Broadcom-supplied program.
• Using a read-only function of the batch Librarian program. Each method is described following.

Access Using FAIR

The FAIR routines are read-only. They cannot update a master file. The FAIR routines are used by:

• User-written programs, as documented in the "File Access Interface Routines" section.
• Broadcom-supplied interfaces to Librarian, including the:

– Roscoe IMPort and BROWSE functions of ATTACH DSN
– Librarian Access Method (LIB/AM)
– LIB/CMS LIBDISP, LIBIMP, LIBINDEX, and LIBSUB commands
– LIB/TSO LIBGET, LIBLIST, and LIBINDEX(SHORT) commands
– ELIPS BROWSE, ARCLIST, and PRINT functions, long and short selection lists, and COPYing from a master file.

Access Using Batch Librarian

The following are the batch Librarian read-only functions:

• -OPT GPO INDEX and INDEX(M) are both read-only, one step jobs. In fact, the first step of any GPO job accesses the
master file in read-only mode. However, since GPO is generally used to produce an output control stream that another
execution of Librarian processes, the second step of a GPO execution can open the master file for update processing.

• -OPT COMPARE, for archive cross-level comparisons.
• -OPT UTILITY -EXTRACT, -INC, -PRINT, -SCAN, -PUNCH, and the first step of a -COPY job (the second step

performs an add to the receiving master file, requiring update access).
• -OPT XREF to produce a cross-reference report between -INC, CCOPY, and COPYDD verbs.

All other access using batch Librarian require update access.

 

Setting up MCD Security
With MCD security, the status value assigned to each member and the specification of a management code for the master
file control access and manipulation of master file members. MCD security does not require the use of an access control
facility.

Before opening a master file, Librarian checks for an active access control facility. If none is active, MCD security is used.
If Top Secret or ACF2 is active but the master file is not defined as a resource, no access is permitted. If RACF is active
but the master file is not defined as a resource, MCD security is used.

Most Librarian’s facilities support MCD security including statement level archiving, the Group Processing Option, ELIPS,
LIB/AM, LIB/CMS, and the [assign the caroscoe value for your book] and Vollie interfaces.

NOTE
For information about using MCD security with LIB/CCF, see the "Implementing LIB/CCF" section.

Management Code
The key to MCD security is the code assigned to a master file, which is referred to as the base code. This assigned base
code is combined with the date of execution whenever it is specified to Librarian. The scrambled code is referred to as the
management code.

There is only one management code for each master file. You must provide the management code to assign or reassign a
member status value or to perform a restricted function.
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In this document, assume that all references to the management code mean the scrambled code as opposed to the base
code.

Choosing and Scrambling the Base Code

The assigned base code is an arbitrary four-digit number chosen by the appropriate manager or supervisor. To avoid
losing track of the base code, many sites choose a meaningful number (for example, the last four digits of a social security
number).

The scrambled code is formed by combining the base code with the date the Librarian job is executed. The standard
format of the date is mmdd (month generation (in the STDJC macro), the standard format of the date is ddmm (day
followed by the month).

The following examples illustrate both of these formats.

Example 1

  5627 = base code assigned to master file

+ 0614 = date CA-Librarian is executed

  6241 = the Management Code

Example 2

  5627 = base code assigned to master file

+ 1406 = date CA-Librarian is executed

  7033 = the Management Code

Base Code Restrictions

The value of the management code cannot exceed 9999. This limits the allowable numeric value of the assigned base
code.

When the date is supplied in the form mmdd, the allowable values of the base code are 0000 to 8768. The scrambling of
any higher value could yield an invalid management code (more than four digits). For example, 8769 plus the date 1231
yields the invalid management code 10000.

When the date is supplied in the form ddmm, the allowable values of the base code are 0000 to 6887. The scrambling of
any higher value could yield an invalid management code (more than four digits). For example, 6888 plus the date 3112
yields the invalid management code 10000.

This document uses the mmdd form of the date in the examples.

-MCD Control Statement

You specify the management code through the -MCD control statement. The - MCD control statement has formats for
three functions: assigning the code, specifying the code, and changing the code.

Assigning the Base Code

You can assign the four-digit base code only during a batch execution of Librarian. You can assign it during the master file
initialization execution or at any time afterward.

To assign the base code, place the following control statement immediately after the -OPT control statements:

-MCD {INITM  } ,nnnn

     {cust-id}

• INITM
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The five-character replacement for cust-id. INITM must be specified when a site did not previously define its own
unique customer identification code during Librarian installation.

• cust-id
A unique, five-character identification code created and assigned by the customer during Librarian installation. The first
character is always alphabetic; no special characters or blanks. The remaining four characters can be alphanumeric,
for example, QP391, B852Z, and S7HH2. See the "Installing" section for your operating environment for more
information on creating and assigning a customer identification code.
If an identification code was not specified at installation time, Librarian automatically designates INITM as the default
customer ID code during the installation. From that point onward, you must specify INITM when a customer ID code is
required.

• nnnn
The management code (the sum of the base code and the execution date).

NOTE
Librarian subtracts the execution date in MM/DD format from the four-digit code supplied on the -MCD statement
and stores the remainder as the master file's base code.

NOTE
For example, if you have an identification number of AF381 and want to assign a code of 5627 to a master
file, and Librarian is executed on June 14, the scrambled code is 6241 (that is, 5627 + 0614) and the -MCD
statement is formatted:

-MCD AF381,6241

This method of assigning the MCD code is applicable to disk masters and backup tape files.

LIBR--Specifying the Management Code

To specify the management code, format the -MCD control statement with the management code separated from the -
MCD operand by at least one blank space.

Place the -MCD control statement immediately following the -OPT statements:

-OPT processing options

-MCD nnnn

• nnnn
The management code (the sum of the base code and the execution date).

For example, if your base code is 5627 and Librarian is executed on June 16, add 0616 to 5627 and specify the code:

-MCD 6243

You need to provide the management code only once for each execution of Librarian, regardless of the number of different
members to access.

Since the GPO and the Utility options involve multiple executions of Librarian, you must provide the management code
for each execution that requires it. If the executions of Librarian are against different master files initialized with different
codes, you must specify the correct management code for each master file.

This method of specifying the MCD code is applicable to both disk masters and backup tape files.

The Update Record listing indicates when a management code was used though the actual values of the base code and
the management code never appear in the listing.

The following is a sample portion of the Update Record Listing.

      DATE=06/11/03  TIME=1550                  UPDATE RECORD                 PAGE 1

 ***MCD successfully processed
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THE MASTER FILE DEFAULTS FOR 'LIBR.DEV.MAST' ARE:

ARCHIVED AT 255 LEVELS       YESBYPP                 YESGPO             SEP

PR               NOVAR                 NOEXEC             NOLIST

NOPUNCH               COMPRESS=FULL             RESEQ             YESSEQUPD

SECURITY: MCD           SEQ=/81,6,10,10/             NO I/P EXIT REQUIRED         NO O/P EXIT REQUIRED

          CA-LIBRARIAN SOURCE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM IS LEASED FROM

          COMPUTER ASSOCIATES INTERNATIONAL, INC. FOR USE BY

               CA-LIBRARIAN

          ALL RIGHTS ARE RESERVED.  USE OF THIS SOFTWARE PRODUCT

          BY UNAUTHORIZED PERSONS IS PROHIBITED.

          VERSION - 4.1                 RELEASE DATE - mm/dd/yy

          FOR CUSTOMER SUPPORT DIAL: 908-874-9100 TELEX: 4754201

NOTE
If a job submitted overnight includes a control card with a management code, you must notify the operations
staff whether the job is to execute before or after midnight, since this affects the validity of the management
code specified for the execution.

Changing the Code

You can change the base code during any Librarian update execution.

Change the base code during an update execution by specifying the old management code followed by the new
management code (the new base code you want to use, combined with the date) on the -MCD control statement
immediately after the - OPT statements:

-MCD oldmcd,newmcd

• oldmcd
The old four-digit management code.

• newmcd
The new four-digit management code.

For example, to change a base code of 5740 to 8039 and you are executing Librarian on September 1, the -MCD control
statement is formatted as follows:

-MCD 6641,8940

Deleting the Code

You cannot delete a code if it is assigned to a master file. This restriction causes no problem as you need to specify the
management code only when accessing protected members.

Backup Files

Support of MCD security is extended to Librarian backup files. Librarian copies a management code to any backup file
created from a master file that has a management code associated with it. The management code is then required when
processing MCD-protected members residing on the backup file.

When you restore a file from a backup tape, the original code is restored.

NOTE
For restoration of VM/ESA-formatted master files from tape, if you are restoring from a tape to an existing
master file, do not copy the MCD code from the tape to the disk.
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Loss of a Code

In any system involving the use of a code number, it is always possible that management can lose track of the code and
be unable to access restricted members. In the event that a code is lost, initialize a new master file with a new code since
there is no way to recover a lost code. When you restore the members from a backup tape, Librarian recognizes that the
master file already has a code assigned and does not insert the old code from the backup tape. The following shows how
to assign a new code to the master file through BKUPTAPE and BKUPDISK, respectively.

//BKUPTAPE JOB 70000,GROUP.ONE,CLASS=0

//STEP1 EXEC LIBRPROG }

//BACKUP DD UNIT=TAPE,VOL=SER=BACKUP,DISP=(,PASS)}

 //SYSIN DD * }                         A

-OPT BKUPTAPE }

-END }

//STEP2 EXEC LIBRPROG }

//SYSIN DD * }

-OPT INIT,DISK }                         B

-MCD custid,newmcd }

-END }

//STEP3 EXEC LIBRPROG }

//BACKUP DD UNIT=TAPE,VOL=SER=BACKUP,DISP=OLD }

//SYSIN DD * }                         C

-OPT RESTORE }

-END }

/*

Note the following:

• A -- Step 1 copies the file to a backup tape through the BKUPTAPE option on the -OPT statement.
• B -- Step 2 initializes a master file (INIT,DISK), providing the -MCD statement after the -OPT statement to assign a new

MCD code to the master file
• C -- Step 3 restores the file from the backup tape. Librarian does not transfer the old MCD code from the backup tape

when you restore the file.

//BKUPDISK JOB 00618,CA.HOLMES,CLASS=0

//STEP1 EXEC LIBRPROG }

//MASTER DD DSN=LIBR.OLDMAST,DISP=SHR }

//BACKUP DD DSN=LIBR.NEWMAST,UNIT=DISK, }

// VOL=SER=STOR02,DISP=(,PASS) }

//SYSIN DD * }                         A

-OPT BKUPDISK }

-MCD custid,newmcd }

-END }

/* }

//STEP2 EXEC PGM=IEHPROG }

//D1 DD UNIT=DISK,DISP=SHR,VOL=SER=STOR02 }

//SYSIN DD * }

SCRATCH DSNAME=LIBR.OLDMAST,VOL=DISK=STOR02,PURGE }     B

RENAME DSNAME=LIBR.NEWMAST,VOL=DISK=STOR02, }

NEWNAME=LIBR.OLDMAST }

UNCATLG DSNAME=LIBR.NEWMAST }

/* }

Note the following:
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• A -- Step 1 copies the file to disk and assigns a new MCD code.
• B -- Step 2 scratches the old disk master file and renames the new file to the old file name.

NOTE
For complete descriptions of the procedures used for BKUPDISK and BKUPTAPE, see the "Systems Services"
section.

Member Status Values
Site management can classify individual members on an MCD-secured master file according to the degree of protection
wanted for each member. Because only management should determine the accessibility of a member, the management
code is required to assign these status values.

Status Values

The following shows the four possible status values for a member in increasing order of protection:

Status Function
TEST There are no processing restrictions on TEST members. TEST is

the default status.
PROD0 You can assign the PROD0 status only to an archived member.

Unless you specify the management code, a PROD0 member
cannot be:
Deleted, nor can any of its levels
Updated in any level other than the current one
Updated to drop the oldest archive level
Renamed
With the management code, there are no restrictions.

PROD1 Without specifying the management code, a PROD1 member
cannot be:
Permanently updated
Renamed
Deleted
With the management code, there are no restrictions.

PROD2 Unless you specify the management code, no processing to a
PROD2 member can take place. With the management code,
there are no restrictions.

Assigning a Status Using the -ADD or -SEL Statement

To assign a status value, place the STATUS= option on the -ADD or -SEL control statement. The permissible values for
the STATUS= option are: TEST, PROD0, PROD1, or PROD2. TEST is the default value. You can assign a management
code to the master file and any status value to a member in a single execution.

The following shows sample -ADD and -SEL control statements assigning member status values. The job is executing on
October 9, and the base code is 0868; 1009 plus 0868 equals a management code of 1877.

NOTE
For the description of assigning status values through GPO and assigning status values using Utility -COPY, see
the “ Librarian Facilities and MCD Security” section.

-OPT

-MCD AF381,1877

-ADD memname,STATUS=PROD1
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-OPT

-MCD 1877

-ADD memname,STATUS=PROD2,SEQ=COBOL

-OPT

-MCD 1877

-SEL memname,PSWD=xxxx,STATUS=PROD1

-OPT

-MCD 1877

-SEL memname,STATUS=PROD0,ARC

Changing Existing Status Values

To change the existing status value of a member, use the STATUS= option specifying the new value. The permissible
values are the same as those for assigning a status.

Remember, you can assign the PROD0 status only to an archived member. The management code is required to change
a member’s status.

Reporting the Member Status

The status assigned to a member is reported on index listings in the following manner:

• A member with a TEST status has blanks printed immediately to the right of its password.
• A member with a PROD0 status has -0 printed immediately to the right of its password.
• A member with a PROD1 status has -1 printed immediately to the right of its password.
• PROD2 members appear on the Index listing only when the management code is supplied for the execution. When a

PROD2 member is listed, it has -2 printed immediately to the right of its password.

The following is a sample portion of a Librarian Programmer Index listing showing how member status values are
represented. The management code is specified to include PROD2 members in the listing.

RUN NO. 110    DATE=06/14/96  TIME=1022      MASTER FILE INDEX           LIBR.DEV.MAST     PAGE    1

MODULE   PSWD   MODULE DESCRIPTION   ADDED    UPDATED     RECORDS     LANG      PROC       SEQUENCE PARAM

BSYSJ030 RLGX-2 SYSTEM B ROUTINE  01/12/97  01/12/97 115115     60       ASM     $NOJCL                     

 72/8/0010/0010

TRACMOD2 BZTS-0 ACCOUNT TRACS SYSTEM  09/22/96  04/19/97 140651   1080       COB     $NOJCL                  

    01/8/0010/0010

VARIABLE JRPK-1 SLAT VARIABLE MODULE  10/06/96  01/15/97 132927     21       ASM     $NOJCL                  

    72/8/0010/0010

THE TOTAL NUMBER OF MODULES ON THE MASTER FILE...............3

Librarian Facilities and MCD Security
The various components of Librarian support MCD security access for Librarian master files. The following sections
describe how specific components interact with MCD security.
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Archived Members

MCD security’s PROD0 status is exclusively reserved for archived members. While you can assign any of the security
status values to archived members, the PROD0 status provides protection against previous levels being tampered with
or destroyed, while allowing unrestricted creation of new levels. It is not necessary to specify the management code to
update an archived member as long as a previous level is not dropped as a result.

You can specify the ARC option in the same execution as the initial assignment of the PROD0 status. Each time a status
is assigned to an archived member, whether you are assigning a status for the first time or changing an existing status, all
levels of the member acquire the new status.

To suspend archiving of a member (through the NOARC option), the member can remain classified as PROD0. However,
the management code is then required to perform any update, regardless of the level selected. To terminate archiving of
a member (through the ARCOFF option), you must change the PROD0 status to one of the other member status values.
The PROD0 status is reserved for archived members only. You can specify the ARCOFF option in the same execution
where the status value is changed.

Utility -COPY

You can use the utility -COPY option with MCD security to assign or change status values when transferring members
between master files. To assign or change a member’s status, include the STATUS= option on the -COPY control
statement. The permissible values of the STATUS= option are TEST, PROD0, PROD1, and PROD2.

For PROD0, PROD1, and PROD2 members, a management code is required for the master file to which the member is
copied. For PROD2 members, a management code is also required for the master file from which the member is copied.

Examples

• This example shows the control statements necessary to transferring a member and assigning it an initial status of
PROD1 using the utility -COPY option.
-OPT UTILITY

-OPT

-MCD nnnn     A

-COPY memname,STATUS=PROD1

-END

NOTE
The value of nnnn is the receiving master file management code.

• This example shows the control statements necessary to transfer a PROD2 member and at the same time change its
status to PROD0 through utility - COPY:
-OPT UTILITY

-MCD nnnn     *

-OPT

-MCD nnnn     **

-COPY memname,STATUS=PROD0

-END

NOTE

The value of nnnn is the sending master file management code. This management code is required for transferring a
PROD2 member.
The value of nnnn is the receiving master file management code.

Source-to-Load Compare (z/OS and OS/390, and VSE/ESA)

Librarian provides the utility LIBRSCAN (for z/OS and OS/390) and LIBDSCAN (for VSE/ESA) to compare the contents of
a load library or core image library with the contents of one or more Librarian master files. The utility can access PROD2
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members provided certain criteria are met in each environment. The "Systems Services" section shows an example of a
LIBRSCAN and LIBDSCAN execution.

z/OS and OS/390 Criteria LIBRSCAN

For LIBRSCAN to process PROD2 members, you must specify the management codes for the Librarian masters through
the MCDS DD statement supplied in the JCL.

This DD reads 80 column card input where the MCD code is in columns one through four and the
corresponding Librarian master file data set name begins in column five, as follows:

//MCDS DD *

0402LIBR.SMITH.MAST

• 0402
The MCD code starting in column one.

• LIBR.SMITH.MAST
The name of the Librarian master file. The data set name must begin in column five. To specify more than one MCD
and data set name combination, simply list them, one per line, under the MCDS DD statement.

VSE/ESA Criteria LIBDSCAN

For LIBDSCAN to process PROD2 members, you must specify the management codes for the Librarian masters through
SYSIPT, where the MCD code is in columns one through four and the corresponding Librarian master file data set name
begins in column five, as follows:

// EXEC LIBDSCAN

0402LIBR.SMITH.MAST

• 0402
The MCD code starting in column one.

• LIBR.SMITH.MAST
The name of the Librarian master file. The data set name must begin in column five. To specify more than one MCD
and master file combination, simply list them, one per line.

ARCINDEX (z/OS and OS/390, and VSE/ESA)

Librarian provides the ARCINDEX utility, for z/OS and OS/390 and VSE/ESA, to produce an index of all archive levels of
a selected Librarian member or an entire Librarian master file. The utility can access PROD2 members provided certain
criteria are met.

To index PROD2 members, you must supply the master file’s management code through the PARM field on the EXEC
JCL statement. The management code must start in position nine (to allow for the possibility of an optional eight-character
member name in the first eight positions) and be delimited by apostrophes, as shown in the following examples.

Examples

• z/OS and OS/390
//STEP EXEC PGM=ARCINDEX,PARM=' 0123'

• VSE/ESA
// EXEC ARCINDEX,SIZE=AUTO,PARM=' 0123'

– 0123
The MCD code starting in position nine.

NOTE
For the example of an ARCINDEX execution, see the "Systems Services" section.
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Group Processing Option

You can use the Librarian Group Processing Option (GPO) to assign a status to all the members that satisfy a given set of
criteria. For example, you can assign all members belonging to a programmer named BROWN a PROD0 status by using
GPO as shown in following:

-OPT GPO

-OPT

-MCD nnnn

-SEL PGMR=/BROWN/,STATUS=PROD0,ARC

-END

You can also use GPO to change status values. An additional management code is required for accessing PROD2
members. The control statements necessary to change all the members (including PROD2 members) belonging to
BROWN to PROD1 members are shown following:

-OPT GPO

-MCD nnnn     A

-OPT

-MCD nnnn

-SEL PGMR=BROWN,STATUS=PROD1

-END

Note the following:

• A -- Required only for accessing PROD2 members.

You can use the member status values as a criterion with the two-step -OPT GPO facility. The following lists the valid
criteria keywords.

The criteria (TEST=, PRD0=, PRD1=, and PRD2=) are mutually exclusive. The syntax for these keywords is the same
as for other keywords, but it is improbable that it you need to use the logical operator ¬ (the NOT sign). For example, you
could use TEST=Y instead of ¬TEST=N or PRD1=N instead of ¬PRD1=Y.

• TEST=Y|N
If you specify Y, only TEST members are selected. If you specify N, only members with a restricted status are selected.

• PRD0=Y|N
If you specify Y, only PROD0 members are selected. If you specify N, only TEST, PROD1, and PROD2 members are
selected.

• PRD1=Y|N
If you specify Y, only PROD1 members are selected. If you specify N, only TEST, PROD0 and PROD2 members are
selected.

• PRD2=Y|N
If you specify Y, only PROD2 members are selected. If you specify N, only TEST, PROD0, and PROD1 members are
selected.

The following shows the input required to compile all PROD2 members with a name beginning with CHR:

-OPT GPO

-MCD nnnn     A

-OPT

-MCD nnnn     B

-SEL NAME=/CHR/,PRD2=Y,EXEC

-END

Note the following:
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• A -- The first management code is required to access the PROD2 members and generate corresponding -SEL
statements.

• B -- The second management code is required to compile all the PROD2 members for which GPO generated a -SEL
statement.

With the management code supplied, the base code and one or more member status values can change during GPO
processing. To change the base code, follow the format outlined in the “Setting up MCD Security” section and make the
change using the second -MCD statement.

The following shows a sample format to compile all PROD2 members with a name beginning with CHR, change them all
to PROD1 and, at the same time, change the management code.

-OPT GPO

-MCD oldmcd       A

-OPT

-MCD oldmcd,newmcd

-SEL NAME=/CHR/,PRD2=Y,STATUS=PROD1,EXEC

-END

Note the following:

• A -- Required for PROD2 members only.

NOTE
For additional information on using the Group Processing Option facility, see the "Systems Services" section.

Backup Tape Files

When accessing a PROD2 member stored on a pre-release 3.9 backup tape file, the -MCD statement must be formatted
as if a new base code were being assigned to a master file. On a release 3.9 or above backup tape, the -MCD should be
in the following format:

-MCD nnnn

The following shows control statements formatting a job, n Member BETA is copied from a backup tape on September 10.

• Customer ID is INITM.
• Base code being assigned to the file is 1221.

-OPT UTILITY

-MCD INITM,2131   A

-OPT

-MCD nnnn    B

-COPY BETA

END

Note the following:

• A -- You do not need to supply the management code when accessing a TEST, PROD0, or PROD1 member on a
backup tape file or when using external security and a release 3.9 or above backup tape.

• B -- The value of nnnn is the receiving master file management code.

LIB/AM (z/OS and OS/390)

To access a PROD2 member, add the MCD= subparameter to the SUBSYS parameter of the DD statement that activates
LIB/AM for the master file. You must enclose the MCD= subparameter in apostrophes, as follows:

SUBSYS=(LAM,'MCD=nnnn')
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• nnnn
The current management code for the Librarian master file.

NOTE
To execute the User Contributed Routine LAMDIRRD, you must supply the MCD code on the JCL SUBSYS
parameter to avoid a forced S0C1. See the "Systems Services" section for complete details on LAMDIRRD.

LIB/AM (VSE/ESA and Above)

To access PROD2 members, specify the management code as follows:

MCD(dname({nnnn}))

{NONE}

• dname
The name of the master file.

• nnnn
The MCD code for the master file.

• NONE
Removes a previously entered MCD code.

You can use the MCD command to give MCD codes for Librarian master files.

Before you can enter an MCD code for a file, the file must already be in the search chain. At the end of the job, all MCD
codes are removed.

The following shows the use of the management code in a VSE/ESA LIB/AM job stream.

// LIBDEF SOURCE,SEARCH=(LAM1.X,IBM1.IBMSUB,LAM2.X)

 // EXEC QLAMCTL

RUN (

ARCALL(1994)

 NOVAR

MCD(LAM1(1234) LAM2(5678))     A

)

 /*

// EXEC FCOBOL

BASIS PROGRAM

/*

*

/&

*

Note the following:

• A -- The MCD option indicates that you can enter MCD codes for Librarian master files. LAM1 and LAM2 are
the names of Librarian master files that are named in a LIBDEF statement (it can be a temporary or permanent
LIBDEF). 1234 and 5678 are the MCD codes for LAM1 and LAM2. No verification of MCD codes is done until
the Librarian master file must be opened to search for a module. Any new LIBDEFs entered do not contain the MCD
code.

QLAMADD (VSE/ESA)

To specify the management code during the execution of QLAMADD, code it as part of a MASTer parameter in this way:

MASTer(filename mcd)

• filename
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The filename of the Librarian master file.
• mcd

The MCD code for the master file.

NOTE
For the context in which this parameter should appear, see the "Librarian Systems Services (VSE/ESA)" section.

Comparator II Parameter Keywords (z/OS and OS/390)

The Comparator II Control Commands, OLDFILE and NEWFILE, must include the MCD= parameter to specify the
management code for MCD secured members of Librarian master files. When necessary, you can specify this parameter
in this way:

MCD=nnnn

• nnnn
The four-digit MCD code for the master file.

NOTE
For the general syntax of a Comparator II control command, see the "Using" section.

Member Lock

You can use the LOCK and UNLOCK options with -ADD, -SEL and UTILITY -COPY to restrict update access to only
the user ID that issues the lock. Another user can UNLOCK a LOCKed member if they have external security and ALL
access.

If a user tries to access a LOCKed member they do not have the authority to access, a message informing them of the
user ID who LOCKed the member is issued. This information can also be obtained from the Index report, the Member List
report, and the ELIPS Selection List. You can LOCK all members that can be accessed, regardless of where they are (for
example, under CCF control).

Deleting Master Files

This option is for use with Wide Record master files only. You must remove Wide Record master files with a Librarian job
before they are deleted.

The following shows the job control statements for execution.

//REMOVE JOB (acct),pgrmr,CLASS=2

// EXEC PGM=librarian      A

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//MASTER DD DSN=data-set-name,UNIT=unit,DISP=OLD   B

//OSJOB DD DUMMY

//SYSIN DD *

-OPT REMOVE, 0C0

/*

//

Note the following:

• A -- Specify the name of the Librarian load module on the PGM keyword.
• B -- The MASTER DD statement defines the Librarian master file.
• C -- The -OPT statement must include the REMOVE parameter.
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Online Applications and MCD Security
If you are using Librarian with any of the applications listed following, please read the applicable sections of this section,
preferably before you install Librarian.

These sections explain how MCD security applies to your case and how you can use it to improve protection of master file
members:

• [assign the caroscoe value for your book]
• Vollie
• LIB/CMS-ISPF
• ELIPS
• LIB/TSO

NOTE
For information about MCD security applies to LIB/CCF (the Librarian Change Control Facility), see the
"Implementing LIB/CCF" section.

Roscoe
IMPORT and EXPORT are two of the Roscoe facilities that let you look at (IMPORT) and update (EXPORT) MCD-secured
members. ATTACH DSN is another Roscoe facility for browsing MCD-secured members and for displaying a Librarian
Selection List of MCD-secured members. The following subsections explain how to access MCD-secured members using
these facilities.

IMPORT Facility
IMPORT is a read-only facility that copies a Librarian member into the user’s Roscoe AWS (Active Work Space). IMPORT
allows access to MCD-secured members of any status.

It is not necessary to specify the management code when accessing TEST, PROD0, or PROD1 members. To access
PROD2 members, specify the MCD= operand on the IMPORT command.

The following form of IMPORT imports a PROD2 member from a Librarian master file:

IMPORT DSN=master-file-name(member-name),MCD=nnnn

• nnnn
The management code.

EXPORT Facility
EXPORT is the online update facility of Roscoe. The EXPORT command updates a Librarian master file.

The EXPORT command has two modes of operation. In the first mode, you do not supply any Librarian control
statements. EXPORT internally generates the required statements. This mode of operation is only available when the
Librarian LIBAUDIT option is installed.

The following form of EXPORT is used for this mode:

EXPORT DSN=master-file-name(membername),MCD=nnnn

You must specify the management code when exporting a PROD0 member whose oldest level is dropped as a result of
the update, a PROD1 member, or a PROD2 member.

In the second mode of operation, you supply a complete Librarian control stream. In this mode, the EXPORT function
performs identically to the batch execution of Librarian with one exception: you cannot assign a new code to the master
file using EXPORT. The following shows sample statements for updating a PROD1 member named COBTST. The -MCD
control statement is included as the first record in the control stream:

-MCD nnnn

-SEL COBTST
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-REP 210

   .

   .

 data statements

   .

   .

 -END

Then, export the member using the following format:

EXPORT DSN=master-file-name

Do not specify either the member name or the management code on the EXPORT command when using this mode of
EXPORT.

NOTE
For more information on the EXPORT facility, see the Roscoe Command Reference Guide.

IMPORT Routine Exit (IMPEXIT)
You can set up the exit provided with the Roscoe IMPORT Monitor routines to permit or deny access to PROD2 members.
This description covers only that aspect of the processing that the exit can perform. Use it with the exit description in the
Roscoe guide, Extended Facilities for System Programmers.

If the area the address in UXCODE points to contains the code 28 on entrance to the exit routine, you are trying to access
a PROD2 member. The setting of the flag byte UXIMPLIB points to indicates whether access is requested for an index
listing or for member retrieval.

If the exit routine returns a completion code of 0 in register 15, access to the PROD2 member is granted and IMPORT
continues to execute.

If the exit routine returns a completion code of 4 in register 15, access to the PROD2 member is denied. If the operation
creates a Librarian index listing, the entry for the PROD2 member is omitted. If it is a retrieval of a member or its history
records, IMPORT terminates.

ATTACH DSN

ATTACH DSN is a facility that displays a Librarian member selection list. ATTACH DSN allows access to MCD-secured
members of any status.

It is not necessary to specify the management code when accessing TEST, PROD0, or PROD1 members. Two options of
the ATTACH DSN command relate specifically to MCD-secured members.

They are as follows:

• MCD nnnn
Specifies the management code of the Librarian master file. This option is required when attaching a PROD2 member.
This option is site-dependent when attaching a master file containing PROD2 members.

• MODTYPE {TEST|PROD0|PROD1|PROD2}
Designates the type of members to include in a Librarian Selection List.
– TEST

Includes only those members with a status of TEST.
– PROD0

Includes only those members with a status of PROD0.
– PROD1

Includes only those members with a status of PROD1.
– PROD2

Includes only those members with a status of PROD2.
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Vollie
The Librarian/Vollie interface supports MCD security with four Vollie commands: DISPLAY, UPDATE, IMPORT, and
LMINDEX. The following subsections describe MCD security support of these commands.

Displaying Members
Vollie displays TEST, PROD0, and PROD1 members through the DISPLAY command. The Librarian/Vollie interface does
not display a PROD2 member.

Updating Members
Vollie updates TEST, PROD0, PROD1, and PROD2 members through the UPDATE command. You must specify the
management code to update a PROD0 member whose oldest level is dropped as a result of the update, or for a PROD1
or PROD2 member. Include the -MCD statement as the first record in the input stream for members that require an update
to the management code.

Importing Members
Starting with Vollie Release 4.0 and above, you can import TEST, PROD0, and PROD1 members through the IMPORT
command. You can import PROD2 members if you specify the management code in the MCD= operand of the IMPORT
command.

For example:

IMPORT PROD2MEM FILE=mastname-L,MCD=nnnn

Displaying the Master File Index
Vollie displays a Librarian master file index through the LMINDEX command. PROD2 members are always included
in a TYPE=NORMAL or TYPE=LONG master file index only if you specify the MCD=nnnn operand of the LMINDEX
command. For example:

LMINDEX modname,MCD=nnnn

LMINDEX TYPE=EXTENDED,MCD=nnnn

LIB/CMS-ISPF
LIB/CMS lets you add, access, update, or delete MCD-secured members. The same restrictions that apply to the
processing of MCD-secured members through batch Librarian apply to LIB/CMS processing.

To maintain the security of the master file, the base code of master files that are not VM/ESA-formatted cannot be
established or changed through LIB/CMS, but must be established or changed through batch processing.

The following options are used on the LIB/CMS commands to control MCD security:

STATUS {TEST|PROD0|PROD1|PROD2}

Assigns or changes the status of a member.

MCD [nnnn]

Supplies the management code when required to process a protected member. If management code suppression is in
effect, the online user cannot supply the management code on the command, but must supply the MCD keyword and wait
for a prompt for the management code.

The MCD option is required when you specify the STATUS option on a command.

VM/ESA-Formatted Master File Initialization

To assign a management code to a new VM/ESA-formatted master file, specify the MCD option of the LIBMAST
command:

MCD [INITM|cust-id] nnnn
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Or you can include the -MCD control command (with customer ID and base code) with the card image records for master
file initialization in a VM/ESA file, as follows:

-OPT ARC 255 COMPRESS PART NOBYPP SEQ / 73 8 10 10 /

-MCD CA123 0716

-END

LIBXP Installation Macro

You can specify the following operands on the LIBXP installation macro:

MCDSUP=[YES|NO]

Specifies whether you can enter the management code on the command line. YES is the default.

MCDSUP=NO indicates that management code suppression is not in effect and the online users can enter the
management code on the command line through the MCD option.

Specifying MCDSUP=YES indicates management code suppression is in effect and the online users cannot enter
the management code on the command line. In this case, online users must supply the MCD keyword without the
management code and wait for the prompt.

NOTE
You must specify MCDSUP=NO if LIB/CCF-VM/ESA/ISPF is installed. LIB/CCF-VM/ESA/ISPF requires you
enter the MCD code on the command line.

MCDLMT=[1|n]

Specifies the maximum number of times an online user is prompted for the correct management code if management
code suppression is in effect (MCDSUP=YES). The maximum number of prompts is nine. One is the default.

NOTE
The command examples presented in the following sections assume that MCDSUP=NO is specified during
installation.

Adding a Protected Member

The LIBEXP command adds a new member to a master file. To add a member with a PROD0, PROD1, or PROD2 status,
you must supply the management code and specify the status using the MCD and STATUS options, respectively. For
example:

LIBEXP NEWMEM TEST FILE (MCD nnnn STATUS PROD2)

This command adds the contents of the VM/ESA file named TEST FILE A1 to the master file as a PROD2 member with a
name of NEWMEM.

Importing or Displaying a Protected Member

The LIBIMP command imports a copy of a member into a VM/ESA file. You must supply the management code on the
LIBIMP command to import a PROD2 member.

For example:

LIBIMP OLDMEM TEST FILE (MCD nnnn)

This command creates a copy of the PROD2 member named OLDMEM in the VM/ESA file named TEST FILE A1. You
can import TEST, PROD0, and PROD1 members without supplying the management code.

The LIBDISP command displays a member on the terminal. You must supply the management code on the LIBDISP
command to display a PROD2 member. For example:
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LIBDISP OLDMEM (MCD nnnn)

This command displays the PROD2 member named OLDMEM on the terminal. The management code is not required to
display a TEST, PROD0, or PROD1 member.

Updating or Changing the Status of a Protected Member

The LIBEXP command updates the data and control records of a member. You must specify the management code to
update a PROD0 member whose oldest level is dropped as a result of the update or for a PROD1 or PROD2 member. For
example:

LIBEXP TESTMEM TEST FILE (MCD nnnn)

This command updates a PROD2 member with the contents of the VM/ESA file named TEST FILE A1.

The LIBEXP command also changes the status of a member. To change the status, you must supply the management
code and the new status through the STATUS option. The status of a member can change during an update or as a
separate operation. If the member’s data records are not being updated, you must also specify the NODATA option. For
example:

LIBEXP TESTMEM (MCD nnnn STATUS PROD2 NODATA)

This command changes the status of a member named TESTMEM to PROD2. The STATUS operand can change the
status of a PROD0, PROD1, or PROD2 member to TEST status, if the management code is supplied. Moreover, you
can use the COPY option of the LIBEXP command to create a copy of the member with a different name. If you omit the
STATUS option, the copy is assigned a status of TEST. For example:

LIBEXP TESTMEM (MCD nnnn COPY TESTMEM2 NODATA)

This command creates a copy of TESTMEM with a name of TESTMEM2 and a status of TEST.

Editing a Protected Member

The LIBEDIT command edits a member. You must supply the management code to edit PROD1 and PROD2 members
and to edit PROD0 members if the edit drops the oldest level of the member. For example:

LIBEDIT MEMNAME (MCD nnnn)

This command edits the protected member named MEMNAME.

Deleting a Protected Member

The LIBDLM command deletes a member. You must supply the management code to delete a PROD0, PROD1, or
PROD2 member. For example:

LIBDLM MEMNAME (MCD nnnn)

This command deletes the MCD-secured member named MEMNAME.

Including PROD2 Members on an Index

The LIBINDEX command generates an index of members on the master file. You must supply the management code to
include PROD2 members in the index. For example:

LIBINDEX * (MCD nnnn TERM)

This command displays an index of all members including PROD2 members. The displayed index identifies the status of
all members.
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Submitting Protected Members

The LIBSUB command submits members for batch execution. You must supply the management code to submit PROD2
members. For example:

LIBSUB MEMNAME B2 (MCD nnnn)

This command submits the PROD2 member named MEMNAME for batch execution.

Assigning/Reassigning an MCD to a VM/ESA-Formatted Master File

You can use the LIBMAST INIT command to assign an MCD to a VM/ESA-formatted master file. You can use the
LIBMAST REINIT command to change the MCD of a VM/ESA-formatted master file.

The MCD keyword of the LIBMAST command follows:

    { {INITM  } }

MCD { {cust-id} } newmcd

    { oldmcd  }

• cust-id
The customer identification code. Specify it with the INIT command to assign a code to the new master file or with the
REINIT command to assign a code to an existing master file that never had one.

• INITM
The default customer identification code used when a site did not specify a unique customer ID during Librarian
installation. In that situation, INITM is specified with the INIT command to assign a code to the new master file or with
the REINIT command to assign a code to an existing master file that never had one.

• oldmcd
The existing management code. Use with the REINIT command to change the code.

• newmcd
The new base management code plus the run date.

NOTE
See the "System Services" section for the complete syntax for LIBMAST options.

You can specify the MCD option on the command line as follows or in a separate VM/ESA file.

LIBMAST INIT (MCD cust-id 1234

Unlike other options of LIBMAST, the management code option does not start with -OPT when specified in a separate file,
but begins with -MCD, as in the following example:

-MCD cust-id 1234

ELIPS and MCD Security

ELIPS, the Librarian ISPF/TSO interface, provides full support for MCD security. ELIPS lets online users add, access,
update, or delete MCD-secured members by providing the facilities to supply the management code when it is required.
The same restrictions that apply to the processing of MCD-secured members through batch Librarian apply to ELIPS
processing.

To maintain the security of the master file, the base code of the master file can be established or changed only during
batch Librarian processing.

When Top Secret protects all master files in all chains, you do not need to use the ELIPSGEN option CCFCHK=YES.
CCFCHK=YES adds considerable overhead (to read all the chains in the CCF system master file) to determine the chain
access allowed to the master file being opened.
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ELIPS Functions

For any ELIPS function that requires the MCD code, you can specify it on the ELIPS entry panel in the MCD field. Various
ELIPS functions require the MCD code, as follows:

• ARCLIST
To obtain an archive selection list, the MCD code is only required for a PROD2 member. The MCD code is required for
PROD1 members if the user wants to EDIT an individual level from the resulting selection list.

• BROWSE
The MCD code is required for PROD2 members only.

• COPY
The MCD code is required for PROD2 members only.

• DELETE
The MCD code is required to delete PROD0, PROD1, and PROD2 members.

• EDIT
The MCD code is required to invoke the EDIT function on a member in PROD1 or PROD2 status. See the next section
for more details on editing a protected member.

• INFO
The MCD code is required to invoke the INFO function for PROD2 members only. To update the displayed information
or add history records, you must supply the MCD code for PROD1 members or for PROD0 members where the update
would drop the oldest level. You can enter the MCD code on the INFO panel for PROD0 or PROD1 members to
perform an update.

• PRINT
The MCD code is required for PROD2 members only.

• RECOVER
You can recover edit sessions that ended abnormally On re-entering ELIPS or by specifying the RECOVER command
(for deferred sessions or when multiple sessions are pending). For PROD1 and PROD2 members, you must re-specify
the MCD code on the ELIPS EDIT Recovery panel for the EDIT session to proceed.

• RENAME
The MCD code is required for PROD1 and PROD2 members and can be required for PROD0 members if the update
would drop the oldest level.

Editing a Protected Member

To invoke ELIPS EDIT and save changes, it is necessary to provide the MCD code for members in PROD1 or PROD2
status. For PROD0 members, you can invoke EDIT without specifying the MCD code. However, if the member currently
contains the maximum number of levels supported for the master file, ELIPS does not invoke EDIT unless the MCD code
is supplied. For PROD1 members, you can invoke EDIT without specifying the MCD, however, you cannot save changes
without the MCD. In addition, if NEWVERS OFF is in effect, only one SAVE is permitted without specifying an MCD since
subsequent SAVEs delete the current archive level.

Adding a Protected Member

Use the EDIT function to add a new member to the master file and to provide a member name that does not currently
exist on the master file. The user sees the INFO panel. The default member status is TEST. To specify a status other than
TEST for the new member, you can specify the MCD code and status on the panel.

ELIPS EDIT Commands

The INC and INCALL commands expand Librarian -INC statements that appear in the data. If you invoked ELIPS EDIT
without specifying the MCD code, the INC and INCALL commands do not expand -INC members with a PROD2 status.
Members with any other status are expanded. If you supplied the MCD code when EDIT was invoked, all -INC members
can be expanded.
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Editor Commands

ELIPS EDIT provides special features for the EDIT COPY/MOVE and CREATE/REPLACE commands. These features
include full support for MCD security.

• COPY
If you specify the MCD code when EDIT is invoked for a member, then the EDIT COPY command can access all
members from that master file. If you did not specify the MCD code, you must supply it when trying to COPY members
with a PROD2 status.
You can only specify the MCD code on the ELIPS EDIT COPY panel. To display this panel, simply enter the COPY
command with no operands. You must specify the data set name of the master file where the member is copied from,
even if it is the same as the data set name of the master file it will be copied to. If the member you want to copy resides
on another master file, you must specify the data set name of this master file as the FROM data set for the COPY
operation.

• MOVE
The MOVE command does not support a Librarian master as the FROM data set.

• CREATE
The CREATE command creates a new member from the edit data or subset thereof, on the same master file, or an
alternate master file specified on the extended ELIPS CREATE/REPLACE panel. In all cases, the member created as
a result of the CREATE operation has a status of TEST.

• REPLACE
The REPLACE command replaces a member with all or part of the data from the current edit session. If the member
being replaced resides on the same Librarian master file as the member being edited and you supplied the MCD code
when EDIT was invoked, then you can specify any member as the target for the REPLACE command.
If you did not specify the MCD code when EDIT was invoked, then you must supply it when the target of the REPLACE
command is a member in PROD1 or PROD2 status, or if the member is in PROD0 status and the update would drop
the oldest level.
You can only specify the MCD code on the ELIPS extended CREATE/REPLACE panel. To display this panel, simply
enter the REPLACE command with no operands.
You must specify the data set name of the master file where the member is replaced, even if it is the same as the data
set name of the master file currently being edited. If the member you want to replace resides on another master file,
you must specify the data set name of this master file as the target data set for the REPLACE operation.

ELIPS Selection List Processing

If you specify the MCD code on the entry panel and do not specify a member name, or you specify a wildcard name,
ELIPS displays a selection list to include all members meeting the specified criteria, including any with a status of
PROD2. You can process all members that appear in the selection list. You do not need to re-specify the MCD code while
members are processing from this selection list.

If you did not specify the MCD code on the entry panel, all members except those with a status of PROD2 display,
depending on the type of list specified and the site options chosen.

The Adding a Protected Member and ELIPS EDIT Commands sections describe the restrictions that apply. To bypass
these restrictions without having to exit the selection list panel, specify the MCD command on the command line.

The format of the MCD command is:

MCD NNNN

After ELIPS processes the MCD command, the selection list is refreshed to include all PROD2 members meeting the
specified selection list criteria.

NOTE
The MCD command is not available from the EDIT MOVE/COPY selection lists.
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SHORT and QUICK Selection Lists

The SHORT format selection list displays only the member names and lets you specify one password when making a line
selection. The advantage of the SHORT format list is that it uses the quick path processing when the Librarian library is
not MCD-secured or when the MCD code is supplied, which makes it much faster than the LONG format list.

The QUICK selection list displays in the same format as the SHORT list, but differs from the SHORT selection list in two
ways: The QUICK list always uses the quick path processing and always requires you supply the MCD code if MCD
security protects the Librarian library.

The QUICK selection list makes sure that you are never surprised by the time needed to obtain information from the
Librarian library. The QUICK selection list displays an ELIPS error message if the Librarian library is MCD secured and
you did not provide the MCD code.

In contrast, the SHORT selection list goes ahead and displays a short format selection list when the Librarian library is
MCD-secured and you did not supply the MCD code. However, it does so without using the quick path processing so that
it can first verify the status of each member and prevent the display of those with a status of PROD2.

You can modify the SHORT selection list processing through the QALLOW ELIPS site option. If QALLOW=NO (the
default) is chosen, processing is done as described above. If QALLOW=YES is chosen, quick path processing is always
performed when the user requests a SHORT selection list, no matter if you specified the MCD code, and the names of
all members, including those with a status of PROD2, display. Of course, if you did not supply the MCD code, you cannot
select PROD2 members that display for processing.

ELIPS Utility

The ELIPS MOVE/COPY Utility moves members between Librarian master files or between a master file and a partitioned
or sequential data set. The MOVE/COPY Utility supports selection list processing as described in the previous section. In
addition, standard MCD security conventions are observed.

When specifying members of the FROM Librarian master file, you must specify the MCD code on the MOVE/COPY panel
for a PROD2 member or to produce a selection list that includes PROD2 members. You can copy a member with any
other status without specifying the MCD code. MOVE is not supported from Librarian master files.

Members are added or replaced in the TO data set according to the options chosen. If the TO data set is a Librarian
master file, all members that are added have a status of TEST. If the receiving member exists and you specified YES for
the Replace like-named members option, and the receiving member is not in TEST status, you must specify the MCD
code for the receiving master file on the MOVE/COPY TO panel.

Process Protected Members in LIB/TSO
 

The LIB/TSO interface lets you process protected members by supplying a management code as a keyword on the
LIBADD, LIBSAVE, LIBGET, LIBDLM, LIBEXP, and LIBINDEX commands. The following sections describe how each
command works with MCD security.

Adding a Protected Member

You can add a new member to a master file using the LIBADD command. You must specify the management code when
adding a member and assigning a PROD0, PROD1, or PROD2 status. TEST is the default if no status is specified.

No management code is required when allowing the status to default to TEST, but, to explicitly specify a status of TEST, a
management code is required.

The following example adds NEWMEM as the member to master file LIBR.DEV from TSO data set NEWMEM.COBOL. A
management code, MCD(nnnn), is required to add NEWMEM as a PROD1 member.
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LIBADD NEWMEM DSSOURCE('LIBR.DEV') PROD1 TSODSN('NEWMEM.COBOL') MCD(nnnn)

Retrieving or Listing a Protected Member

The management code is not required to retrieve or list a TEST or PROD0 member. It is only required to retrieve or list a
PROD1 or PROD2 member.

To retrieve a PROD1 or PROD2 member, the MCD keyword is used with the LIBGET command. Because the LIBGET
command is used (this implies updating since a LIBSAVE must be done), proper access to a member is required.

The MCD keyword is not required to retrieve a TEST or PROD0 member as long as the maximum number of levels is not
reached.

The following example retrieves the PROD2 member LIBMEM from master file LIBR.DEV:

LIBGET LIBMEM MCD(nnnn) DSSOURCE('LIBR.DEV')

The following example lists the same member using the LIBLIST command:

LIBLIST LIBMEM MCD(nnnn) DSSOURCE('LIBR.DEV')

The LIST function of LIBUTIL does not report on PROD2 members because of the possibility of ambiguity in the
management code specification.

Updating or Changing the Status of a Member

There are two commands that you can use to update and change the status of a member. LIBSAVE is used with the
TLICD file. LIBEXP does not See the TLICD file.

The MCD keyword is not required to update a TEST member or a PROD0 member (as long as the maximum number of
levels is not reached). The MCD keyword is required to update a PROD1 or PROD2 member.

For example, after retrieving a PROD1 member using the LIBGET command and making any necessary changes, use the
LIBSAVE command as shown in the example following:

LIBSAVE MCD(nnnn)

It is not necessary to specify the member name. LIBSAVE gets it from the TLICD file.

To use LIBEXP, use the following format:

LIBEXP MEMNAME DSSOURCE('LIBR.DEV') MCD(nnnn)

The MCD keyword is required to rename a PROD0, PROD1, or PROD2 member using the LIBSAVE or LIBEXP
command, as shown in the following examples:

LIBSAVE MCD(nnnn) RENAME(NEWNAME)

 LIBEXP OLDNAME DSSOURCE('LIBR.DEV') MCD(nnnn) RENAME(NEWNAME)

Deleting a Protected Member

The MCD keyword is required when deleting a PROD0, PROD1, or PROD2 member, as shown following:

LIBDLM MEMNAME DSSOURCE('LIBR.DEV') MCD(nnnn)

Obtaining an Index of Protected Members

To list PROD2 members in a Programmer Index listing, specify the MCD keyword in the LIBINDEX command, as follows:

LIBINDEX BROWN MCD(nnnn) DSSOURCE('LIBR.DEV')
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Using Top Secret for z/OS and OS/390
This section assumes that:

• The minimum release and PTF levels of Top Secret and Librarian are installed. See the "Installing" section for
minimum requirements.

• You should have read the ”Introduction” section as it contains important general information not described in this
section.

Basic Security Access Authorities

Basic security protects the master file through the Top Secret resource DSNAME.

As such, basic security protects master files as any data set name is protected. The Top Secret access levels following
are used with meanings similar to those for members in an z/OS and OS/390 partitioned data set.

NOTE
You can assign VM/ESA-formatted master files an imitation data set name through the LIBMAST command DSN
parameter. See the “Formatted Master Files” section for more information on the DSN parameter.

Basic security uses the following access authorities:

• NONE
Prohibits access to the master file.

• READ
Permits any read-only function to the master file (for example, utility and GPO processing).

• UPDATE
Permits any create, update, or delete function to a TEST member, plus any other process that does not require an
MCD code (for example, SCRATCH authority).

• SCRATCH
Provides no functionality on its own in basic security. Alone, it is not practical, as it can only delete a data set. When
SCRATCH is combined with another authority level, however, it permits access in the same way an MCD code permits
access under MCD security. See the SCRATCH & READ and SCRATCH & UPDATE descriptions for more details.

NOTE
Before assigning SCRATCH authority, consider the overall impact of permitting the user SCRATCH authority
to the master file's data set name, based on your site's security setup.

In addition, the SCRATCH authority can replace the use of the MCD code:

• SCRATCH & READ
Permits read access to PROD2 members.

• SCRATCH & UPDATE
Permits any create, update, or delete function to any member, regardless of the member's status. A user with both
UPDATE and SCRATCH authority:
– Can, without specifying an MCD code, process any member in any way
– Cannot use the -MCD command to add or change an MCD code
– Cannot assign a surrogate name to the master file (using the SAFQUAL initialization parameter)
– Cannot prohibit access to the master file when Top Secret is not active (using the SAFLOCK initialization

parameter)
SCRATCH and UPDATE authority is required for certain LIB/CMS LIBMAST functions and -OPT control statement
processing for AFO master files. Those processes are BKUPDISK, BKUPTAPE, INIT, REINIT, and RESTORE.

• ALL
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Can perform any function, including assigning or changing MCD codes for a master file. Users with ALL authority are
the only ones that can impose restrictions on a master file, such as prohibiting access to a master file, unless Top
Secret is active or upgrading a master file from basic security to member security.
For wide record master files, ALL authority is needed for INIT, REINIT, and REMOVE for any access to the master file
without using Librarian components. For example, ALL authority is required to backup a wide record master file using
IEBCOPY.
A user with ALL authority can UNLOCK a member LOCKed to another user.

NOTE
Since WARN mode gives you the access needed to perform a task, ALL access is granted and no further
checking is done. Resources that might need to be defined or any other message are no longer provided
once ALL access is granted.

Member Security Access Authorities

Member security is an optional extension of basic security. Under member security, each master file is assigned an eight-
character resource prefix during master file INIT or REINIT, known as the SAFQUAL. The SAFQUAL is then joined to the
member name as a qualified resource name (safqual.memname) under the Top Secret resource, CALIBMEM.

Basic security is required to implement member security. Access levels for members are similar to those used for basic
security, except now they apply to individual members rather than to the master file as a whole.

Member security uses the following access authorities. These authorities differ slightly from those used for basic security.

• NONE
Prohibits access to the member. The user cannot create the member if it does not exist.

• READ
A user with READ authority to a member can do any UTILITY or GPO processing, plus any logical read-only
operations during the course of an UPDATE run. Such operations include selection for temporary update and selection
without update. TEST, PROD0, or PROD1 members can be accessed as read-only.

• UPDATE
A user with only UPDATE authority to a member in TEST status can manipulate the member in almost any way. The
user can rename the member provided he has the additional authority required to create a member with the new
name. The user cannot change the status of the member from TEST to another status, or delete the member.
For members with a status of other than TEST, manipulation of the member is limited. The limitations can best be
described as the same set of limitations found under MCD security when the user did not supply a valid management
code.

• SCRATCH
A user with scratch authority to a member can delete the member.

NOTE
SCRATCH authority permits deletion of a member. However, when combined with another authority level, it
permits access to the various member statuses in accordance with MCD security defaults. This means READ
and SCRATCH can read PROD2 members. UPDATE and SCRATCH can update the member or change its
status. CREATE and SCRATCH can create a member and give it any status.

• SCRATCH & UPDATE
A user with both SCRATCH and UPDATE authority can manipulate the member in any way, including changing its
status or deleting it once it exists. A user needs CREATE authority to create the member.
In addition, a CREATE access level is available to govern creation of new members.

• CREATE
A user with only CREATE authority to a member that does not exist can create the member, but cannot assign the
member a status other than TEST.

• CREATE & UPDATE
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Where CREATE authority was added to UPDATE authority, SCRATCH authority is not needed to delete a TEST
member. This preserves a site's guarded use of SCRATCH authority, while giving the user the broadest choice of how
to modify the member (that is, update the member or delete it and write a new one).

• CREATE & SCRATCH
A user with both CREATE and SCRATCH authority to a member that does not exist can create the member, assign the
member any status, or delete the member. A user needs UPDATE authority to update the member after it is created.

• ALL
A user with ALL authority can manipulate the member in any way.

NOTE
If a user has ALL access at the DATASET LEVEL, member level checking is not performed because ALL
access at the DATASET level ignores MEMBER level rules.

How Does Member/Basic Security Affect MCD Security?

When members are assigned status values using MCD security, these values carry over to the basic security environment
and affect the level of authority needed to access the member.

The benefit of maintaining MCD security is that, if a master file is transported from a system running basic or member
security to one where only MCD security is available, the members are still protected. It also means that a master file or
its members can be shared (through shared DASD and the Librarian Cross Operating System Sharing facility) between
a system running basic or member security and a system running MCD security and still be subject to the maximum
protection available on each system.

While status values are significant to basic security, MCD codes are not. SCRATCH authority replaces the need for an
MCD code. As mentioned previously, SCRATCH does not do anything on its own. However, it allows access in the same
way that providing an MCD does in MCD security. For example, with basic security, you can only read a PROD2 member
if you have SCRATCH and READ. Similarly, with MCD security, you can only read a PROD2 member if you specify the
MCD for the master file.

Users who perform functions with MCD security that require the specification of an MCD code require SCRATCH
authority in its place with basic security. As a user attempts a function, Librarian checks whether the user is assigned
an adequate access authority and permits processing accordingly. If the user does not have the appropriate access
authority, Librarian either discontinues job processing or bypasses processing the member. During this validation
period, Librarian does not check whether the user specified an MCD code. MCD codes contained in the control
statements are ignored.

Although MCD codes are insignificant for basic security, you can change an MCD code for use with MCD security. To
change an MCD code with basic security, an access authority of ALL is required. If you use two operands to specify the
old and new codes, the new code is accepted even if the old code is incorrect.

WARNING
If you were using Top Secret with a previous release of Librarian Because Librarian now checks to see whether
Top Secret is active before accessing a master file and your master files are already defined to Top Secret, basic
security is enforced from the start of your Librarian session. For users to perform the functions that required an
MCD code in the past (for example, accessing PROD0, PROD1, and PROD2 members), you need to assign
them SCRATCH or ALL authority to the master file or members, as the situation dictates.

Master File Initialization/Reinitialization Parameters

In addition to the initialization/reinitialization parameters described in the "Systems Services" section, there are security-
specific parameters described only in this section.

The following sections describe the security-specific parameters available in each environment. See the "System
Services" section for more information on initializing and reinitializing master files.
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z/OS and OS/390- and VSE/ESA-Formatted Master Files

In the z/OS and OS/390 and VSE/ESA environments, security defaults are assigned, changed, and deleted during master
file initialization or reinitialization. You can add the parameters described following to the -OPT INIT and -OPT REINIT
control statements.

If Top Secret is active and the master file is defined to it, a minimum of both UPDATE and SCRATCH authority to a
AFO master file is required to use the -OPT, INIT or -OPT REINIT control statements. For wide record master files, ALL
authority is required for these control statements.

If Top Secret is active and the master file is defined to it, ALL authority to the master file is required to use the SAFQUAL,
SAFLOCK, or CLRSAFQUAL parameters.

• SAFQUAL=name
Assigns a surrogate name for the master file. This name in the master file's control information instructs Librarian to
use member security. 
The value of name is a one- to eight-character surrogate name for the master file. The first character of the surrogate
name must be alphabetic or national. The remaining characters can be alphanumeric or national.
Specify the surrogate name in place of the data set name that defines each member as an individual resource to
Top Secret. To demonstrate how surrogate naming works, consider the following example. If the surrogate name
of a master file were COPYBOOK and a user tried an operation requiring UPDATE authority to a member named
TEMPLINK, Top Secret is interrogated to determine whether the user had UPDATE authority to the entity named
COPYBOOK.TEMPLINK in the resource class named CAILIBMEM.
One of the advantages of surrogate naming is that only one set of member access rules is needed to protect multiple
master files that have similar member names and access requirements. These master files are quickly secured by
assigning the same surrogate name to each of the master files. For master files with different security requirements,
you must assign a separate surrogate name to each master file and its members defined to Top Secret. You need to
define only those members for which the basic security rules governing access to the master file are insufficient to Top
Secret.

• SAFLOCK=[YES|NO]
Prevents any member of the master file from being accessed when Top Secret is not active. YES permits access to the
master file when Top Secret is active. NO always permits access to the master file, even in the absence of Top Secret.
The default is NO.

• CLRSAFQUAL
Valid only on the -OPT REINIT control statement. Clears the master file's surrogate name, thereby deactivating
member security. If an access control facility is active, basic security is subsequently used.

Determining Master File Security Defaults

To determine if a master file was initialized or reinitialized with either the SAFQUAL or SAFLOCK parameters, execute the
batch Librarian program with - OPT INDEX(S) to obtain a statistical index.

The resulting Update Record listing shows the master file defaults, including the SAFLOCK= and SAFQUAL= indicator, as
shown following:

DATE=mm/dd/yy TIME=0920 WRITE RECORD PAGE 1

-OPT INDEX(S)

THE MASTER FILE DEFAULTS FOR 'LIBR.DEV.MAST' ARE:

ARCHIVED AT 50 LEVELS YESBYPP YESGPO NOSEP

PR NOVAR NOEXEC NOLIST

NOPUNCH COMPRESS=FULL RESEQ YESSEQUPD

SECURITY: EXTERNAL(MCD PRESENT) SEQ=/81,6,10,10/ NO I/P EXIT REQUIRED NO O/P EXIT REQUIRED

SAFLOCK=NO SAFQUAL=QATEST

Only the -OPT INDEX(S) run produces an Update Record listing that shows the SAFLOCK= and SAFQUAL= values and
whether an MCD is present on a master file protected by external security.
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VM/ESA-Formatted Master Files

In the VM/ESA environment, security defaults are assigned, changed, or deleted during a disk backup or tape restore for
VM/ESA-formatted master files. Security options are specified with the INIT, REINIT, BKUPDISK, or RESTORE operands
of the LIB/CMS LIBMAST command, unless otherwise noted.

If Top Secret is active and the master file is defined to it, a minimum of both UPDATE and SCRATCH authority to the
master file is required to use the INIT or REINIT operand. To use the BKUPDISK or RESTORE operand, a minimum of
READ and SCRATCH authority is needed for the receiving master file.

If you are using the SAFLOCK, SAFQUAL, or CLRSAFQUAL option, then Top Secret must be active, the master file must
be defined to the facility, and you must have ALL authority to the master file.

The security options are:

• SAFLOCK[YES|NO]
Prevents any member of the master file from being accessed when Top Secret is not active. YES permits access only
to the master file when Top Secret is active. NO always permits access to the master file, even in the absence of Top
Secret. The default is NO.

• SAFQUAL name
Designates an alternate qualifier name (or surrogate name) for the master file. The existence of this name
instructs Librarian to use member security for accessing the members of the master file.
The value of name is a one- to eight-character surrogate name for the master file. The first character of the surrogate
name must be alphabetic or national. The remaining characters can be alphanumeric or national.
Specify the surrogate name in place of the data set name when defining each member as an individual resource to Top
Secret.

• CLRSAFQ
Valid only with the LIBMAST REINIT command. Clears the master file's surrogate name, thereby deactivating member
security. If Top Secret is active, basic security is subsequently used.

• DSN{name|?}
Establishes an z/OS and OS/390-style imitation data set name for the master file. Using this name, you can specify
access rules for the master file for basic security. This also lays the ground work for establishing member security,
which requires Librarian to associate a surrogate name with the master file data set name and then concatenate the
surrogate name with member names.
The value of name is a 1- to 44-character tokenized, imitation data set name that should follow z/OS and OS/390 data
set naming conventions unless otherwise noted. Each individual token must not exceed eight characters in length.
If you enter the LIBMAST command options from the command line or from a VM/ESA file, a blank space and not a
period must separate the tokens. The DSN name option must also be the last parameter specified on the LIBMAST
command.
The question mark (?) indicates that the data set name is provided interactively and not from the command line or
from a VM/ESA file. If you specify a question mark (?) with the DSN option, Librarian prompts you to fill in the data set
name when the LIBMAST command is executed. In this situation, use a period to separate each token and not a blank
space. The DSN option does not need to be the last parameter of the LIBMAST command when you enter the data set
name interactively.

Example

You can specify the security options on the command line or in a separate VM/ESA file:

LIBMAST INIT (SAFLOCK NO SAFQUAL prod DSN libr master ver2)

NOTE
For the complete syntax for LIBMAST operands and options, see the "Systems Services" section.

Implementing Basic/Member Security

This section describes the Basic and Member securities.
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Basic Security

Perform the following tasks to provide basic security:

1. Decide which master files to protect.
2. Add the master files to Top Secret using the DATASET resource class and permit access rules for the master files.

See the “Basic Security Access Authorities” section for a list of basic security access authorities.
If you are establishing security for a VM/ESA-formatted master, you need to designate an imitation data set name for
the master file using the LIBMAST command with the DSN parameter. For more information on the DSN parameter,
See the “VM/ESA-Formatted Master Files” section.

Example

The following example permits USER02 read access to master file LIBR.USER.MAST. The resource class, DSNAME, is a
system-defined resource of Top Secret.

TSS PERMIT(USER02) DSNAME(LIBR.USER.MAST) ACC(READ)

Member Security

To implement member security, perform the following tasks in addition to the tasks listed above .

start=continue

1. Decide which master files require special member security that differs from the control assigned in basic security.
2. Assign a surrogate name to the master file by using INIT or REINIT with the SAFQUAL parameter. For more

information on the SAFQUAL parameter, See the “z/OS and OS/390- and VSE/ESA-Formatted Master Files” section
and the “VM/ESA-Formatted Master Files” section.

3. Provide ownership for the surrogate resource safqual assigned to the master file:
TSS ADD(ownracid) CALIBMEM(safqual.member) ACCESS(NONE)

The next step permits access to users:
TSS PERMIT(useracid) CALIBMEM(safqual.member) ACCESS(NONE)

 TSS PERMIT(useracid) CALIBMEM(safqual) ACCESS(READ)

This permits no access to the named member, but permits READ access to all other TEST-status members (the permit
is masked in the second command).
Note the following:
– If you are implementing security for LIB/CCF, see the “Implementing LIB/CCF Security” section.
– If a rule exists permitting access to resource PROD.A (where PROD is the master file surrogate name and A is the

member name) and no other rules exist, a user trying to access resource PROD.B is denied access.

Example

In the following example, resource ownership for LIBR.USER.MAST in the resource class of CALIBMEM is assigned
to LIBRACID using the master file’s surrogate name of PROD. An access rule is then defined for the master file in the
DATASET resource class.

An access authority of UPDATE is specified for the master file. Librarian uses this authority to decide access to the master
file’s members when no member rules are available.Next, access rules for individual members, using the master file’s
assigned surrogate name of PROD, are defined for the resource class of CALIBMEM. USER01 is granted READ access
to all members whose names begin with PAY.

The remaining users of GROUP1 are denied access to those members. For the members in LIBR.USER.MAST whose
names do not begin with PAY, member rules are not defined. GROUP1 users are denied access to any member not
having access rules.

TSS ADD(LIBRACID) CALIBMEM(PROD)

TSS PERMIT(GROUP1) DSN(LIBR.USER.MAST) ACC(UPDATE)
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TSS PERMIT(USER01) CALIBMEM(PROD.PAY) ACC(READ)

TSS PERMIT(GROUP1) CALIBMEN(PROD.PAY) ACC(NONE)

Implementing LIB/CCF Security

LIB/CCF supports MCD, basic, and member security. You must decide which security tier to use. See the “Introduction”
section for help on how to decide on the appropriate security tier for your site.

There are two resource names defined for LIB/CCF. They are CACCFDSN for data sets and CACCFMEM for members.
The access authority defined for these resources overrides the access authorities for the DSNAME resource and
CALIBMEM resource when using CCF. You must adhere to the following rules:

• If the CACCFDSN authority includes READ, then the DSNAME authority must include READ.
• If the CACCFDSN authority includes UPDATE, then the DSNAME authority must include UPDATE.

LIB/CCF Basic Security

Perform the following tasks to provide basic security:

1. Decide which master files to protect.
2. Define the master files to Top Secret using the DATASET and CACCFMEM resource classes and define access rules

for the master files. See the “Basic Security Access Authorities” section for a list of basic security access authorities.
If you are establishing security for a VM/ESA-formatted master, you need to designate an imitation data set name for
the master file using the LIBMAST command the DSN parameter. For more information on the DSN parameter, See
the “VM/ESA-Formatted Master Files” section.

3. Assign an MCD code to the master files. Although basic security is used, LIB/CCF does not allow access to PROD0,
PROD1, or PROD2 members unless an MCD code exists for the master file. This ensures that members remain
protected when Top Secret is not available. To assign an MCD code for z/OS and OS/390 or VSE/ESA master files,
see the “Setting up MCD Security” section. To assign an MCD code for VM/ESA-formatted master files, see the
“Online Applications and MCD Security” section.

Example

The following example permits CCFUSER update access to the data set named LIBR.LIBCCF.TESTMAST. Both the
DATASET and CACCFDSN resource classes are used.

TSS PERMIT(CCFUSER) DATASET(LIBR.LIBCCF.TESTMAST) ACC(UPDATE)

TSS PERMIT(CCFUSER) CACCFDSN(LIBR.LIBCCF.TESTMAST) ACC(UPDATE)

LIB/CCF Member Security

To implement member security, perform the following tasks in addition to the tasks listed above in Basic Security.

1. Decide which members to protect.
2. Assign a surrogate name to the master file by initializing/re-initializing the master file with the SAFQUAL parameter.

For more information on the SAFQUAL parameter, See the “z/OS and OS/390- and VSE/ESA-Formatted Master Files”
section and the “VM/ESA-Formatted Master Files” section.

3. Define the member to Top Secret using the CALIBMEM and CACCFMEM resource classes and define the access
rules for the members using the surrogate name in place of the master file’s data set name. See the “Member Security
Access Authority” section for a list of member security access authorities.

Note the following:
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• When defining the access levels for master files, assign both the LIB/CCF System Master File and the LIB/CCF
History Master File an access level of UPDATE for the DATASET resource class and an access level of ALL for the
CACCFDSN resource class.

• Assign users that need to open master files (that is, production masters) using LIB/CCF the UPDATE authority for the
master file in the DATASET resource class. Where you want limited access to the master file outside of LIB/CCF, you
can use member security to effectively limit the access. Specifying one blanket access rule of READ for all members in
the master file under the resource class of CALIBMEM restricts access to READ only when outside of LIB/CCF.
Alternatively, you can give the production master file members a status of PROD1, which has the same effect and
eliminates the need to specify any member rules.
Jobs submitted by LIB/CCF that execute AFOLIBR, LIBRCOPY, or that use LIB/AM (SUBSYS/LAM) do not check the
LIB/CCF resources in these steps. To use a higher level of access authority for CCF, the movement process must be
online, not batch. Restricting read access altogether does not permit a compile to execute.

Example

In the following example, resource ownership for LIBR.USER.MAST in the resource class of CACCFDSN is assigned to
CCFACID using the first eight characters of the master file’s data set name.

Resource ownership for LIBR.USER.MAST in the resource class of CALIBMEM is assigned to LIBRACID using
the master file’s surrogate name of PROD. Resource ownership for LIBR.USER.MAST in the resource class of
CACCFMEM is assigned to CCFACID using the master file’s surrogate name of PROD. Access rules are then defined for
LIBR.USER.MAST in the resource classes of DATASET and CACCFDSN. An access authority of UPDATE is specified for
users with an access profile of GROUP1.

Next, the example uses the master file’s assigned surrogate name of PROD to define access rules for the master file
members for the resource classes of CALIBMEM and CACCFMEM. The rules specify a read-only access for users with
GROUP1 profile access, when outside the LIB/CCF environment. In the LIB/CCF environment, users with GROUP1
profile access are granted authority to access any member in the master file in any way that LIB/CCF allows.

TSS ADD(CCFACID) CACCFDSN(LIBR.USE)

TSS ADD(LIBRACID) CALIBMEM(PROD)

TSS ADD(CCFACID) CACCFMEM(PROD)

TSS PERMIT(GROUP1) DATASET(LIBR.USER.MAST) ACC(UPDATE)

TSS PERMIT(GROUP1) CACCFDSN(LIBR.USER.MAST) ACC(UPDATE)

TSS PERMIT(GROUP1) CALIBMEM(PROD.) ACC(READ)

TSS PERMIT(GROUP1) CACCFMEM(PROD.) ACC(ALL)

What Happens When...

Member security rules always take precedence over basic security rules unless the user was assigned a lesser authority
at the master file level than at the member level, or the user was granted ALL authority to the master file.

...User Has Less Authority at the Master File Level than Member Level?

When a user was assigned a lesser authority at the master file level than at the member level, Librarian limits access of
the member to the level of authority specified at the master file level. For example, if a user was assigned READ authority
to the master file and UPDATE authority to one of its members, the user is never allowed to update the member.

However, where a user was assigned equal authority at the master file and member levels (for example, READ or
UPDATE authority for both), you can add SCRATCH authority at the member level to increase the user’s control of
specific members, even though the user does not have that control at the master file level.

...User Has ALL Authority?

Where the user has ALL authority to the master file, the user can manipulate the master file members in any way,
regardless of the access authority granted at the member level. For example, if a resource rule indicates that a user was
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not authorized to UPDATE a member, then the update is still allowed if the user had ALL authority to the master file.
However, the user’s authority to each member is tested individually as the member is manipulated for Top Secret to log
any extraordinary actions.

NOTE
Excessive security violations can be logged if a user with ALL authority to the master file lacks adequate
authority at the member level to perform their functions or is not assigned member access rules at all. Once
member security is activated by assigning a surrogate name to the master file, assign this ALL authorized user
equivalent authority at the member level to avoid the excessive security violation logging.

...User Processes a Member Not Defined to Top Secret?

When a member was not defined as a separate resource, Librarian uses the access authority defined at the master file
level (basic security) to control access. For example, if a user was trying to update a member that is not defined as a
resource, then the update is allowed if the user had UPDATE authority to the master file. If the member had a status of
PROD1, then SCRATCH authority to the master file is also required. If there is a rule for the master file’s surrogate name,
all members in that master file are considered defined.

...User Processes Multiple Members?

Librarian functions that involve more than one member (for example, COPY= or RENAME= of the -SEL command) require
adequate authority to each of the involved members before the function is allowed. When copying an existing member, the
user must have authority to create the new member and authority to read the old member.

When renaming an existing member, the user must have authority to create a member whose name is the selected new
name and authority to update the old member.

Using Top Secret VSE/ESA
This section assumes that:

• The minimum release and PTF levels of Top Secret and Librarian are installed. See the "Installing" section for
minimum requirements.

• You have read the “Introduction” section as it contains important general information not described in this section.

Basic Security Access Authorities

Basic security protects the members of a master file at the master file level.

Authorization to access the master file grants access to its members. If the master file’s data set name or access rules
are not defined to Top Secret, access is allowed.

NOTE
If the data set is defined to Top Secret as a resource but not listed in the User Authorization List for a user, that
user’s access is denied. If the data set is not defined as a resource, all access by all users is permitted.

NOTE
Basic security uses the following access authorities:

• NONE
Prohibits access to the master file.

• READ
Permits any read-only function to the master file (for example, utility and GPO processing).

• READ & UPDATE
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Permits any create, update, or delete function to a TEST member, plus any other process that does not require an
MCD code (for example, DELETE authority).

• DELETE
Provides no functionality on its own in basic security. Alone, it is not practical, as it can only delete a data set. When
DELETE is combined with another authority level, however, it permits access in the same way an MCD code permits
access under MCD security. See the DELETE & READ and DELETE & UPDATE descriptions for more details.

NOTE
Before assigning DELETE authority, consider the overall impact of permitting the user DELETE authority to
the master file's data set name, based on your site's security setup.

• DELETE & READ
Permits read access to PROD2 members.

• DELETE & UPDATE & READ
Permits any create, update, or delete function to any member, regardless of the member's status. A user with both
UPDATE and DELETE authority:
– Can, without specifying an MCD code, process any member in any way
– Cannot use the -MCD command to add or change an MCD code
– Cannot assign a surrogate name to the master file (using the SAFQUAL initialization parameter)
– Cannot prohibit access to the master file when Top Secret is not active (using the SAFLOCK initialization

parameter).
DELETE and UPDATE authority are required for certain -OPT control statement processing. Those processes are
BKUPDISK, BKUPTAPE, INIT, REINIT, and RESTORE.

• READ,UPDATE,ADD,DELETE
Can perform any function, including assigning or changing MCD codes for a master file. Users with
READ,UPDATE,ADD,DELETE authority are the only ones that can impose restrictions on a master file, such as
prohibiting access to a master file unless Top Secret is active or upgrading a master file from basic security to member
security.

Member Security Access Authorities

Member security is an optional extension of basic security, where each member of a master file can be treated as an
individual resource. As a result, access authorities must be assigned for those individual members, in addition to the
authorities already assigned to the master file.

Member security uses the following access authorities. These authorities differ slightly from those used for basic security.

• NONE
Prohibits access to the member. The user cannot create the member if it does not exist.

• READ
A user with READ authority to a member can do any utility or GPO processing, plus any logical read-only operations
during the course of an update run. Such operations include selection for temporary update and selection without
update. TEST, PROD0, or PROD1 members can be accessed as read-only.

• UPDATE
A user with UPDATE authority to a member in TEST status can manipulate the member in almost any way. The user
can rename the member provided he has the additional authority required to create a member with the new name. The
user cannot change the status of the member from TEST to another status or delete the member.
For members with a status of other than TEST, manipulation of the member is limited. The limitations are best
described as the same set of limitations found under MCD security when the user was not supplied a valid
management code.

• DELETE
A user with DELETE authority to a member can delete the member.
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NOTE
DELETE authority alone permits deletion of a member. However, when it is combined with another authority
level, it permits access to the various member statuses in accordance with MCD security defaults. This
means READ and DELETE can read PROD2 members. UPDATE and DELETE can update the member or
change its status. ADD and DELETE can create a member and give it any status.

• DELETE & UPDATE
A user with both DELETE and UPDATE authority can manipulate the member in any way, including changing its status
or deleting it once it exists. To create the member requires ADD authority.

• ADD
A user with only ADD authority to a member that does not exist can create the member, but cannot assign the member
a status other than TEST.

• ADD & UPDATE
A user with both ADD and UPDATE authority to an existing member in TEST status can delete the member.
Where ADD authority was added to UPDATE authority, DELETE authority is not needed to delete a TEST member.
This preserves a site's guarded use of DELETE authority while giving the user the broadest choice of how to modify
the member (that is, update the member or delete it and write a new one).

• ADD & DELETE
A user with both ADD and DELETE authority to a member that does not exist can create the member, assign the
member any status, or delete the member. To update the member after it is created requires UPDATE authority.

• READ,UPDATE,ADD,DELETE
A user with READ,UPDATE,ADD,DELETE authority can manipulate the member in any way.

How Does Member/Basic Security Affect MCD Security?

When members are assigned status values using MCD security, these values carry over to the basic security environment
and affect the level of authority needed to access the member.

The benefit of maintaining MCD security is that, if a master file is transported from a system running basic or member
security to one where only MCD security is available, the members are still protected. It also means that a master file or
its members can be shared (through shared DASD and the Librarian Cross Operating System Sharing facility) between
a system running basic or member security and a system running MCD security and still be subject to the maximum
protection available on each system.

While status values are significant to basic security, MCD codes are not. DELETE authority replaces the need for an MCD
code. As mentioned previously, DELETE does not do anything on its own. However, it allows access in the same way that
providing an MCD does in MCD security.

For example, with basic security, you can only read a PROD2 member if you have DELETE and READ. Similarly, with
MCD security, you can only read a PROD2 member if you specify the MCD for the master file.

Users who perform functions with MCD security that require the specification of an MCD code require DELETE authority
in its place with basic security. As a user tries a function, Librarian checks whether the user was assigned an adequate
access authority and permits processing accordingly.

If the user does not have the appropriate access authority, Librarian either discontinues job processing or bypasses
processing the member. During this validation period, Librarian does not check whether the user specified an MCD code.
MCD codes contained in the control statements are ignored.

Although MCD codes are insignificant for basic security, you can change an MCD code for use with MCD security. To
change an MCD code with basic security, an access authority of READ,UPDATE,ADD,DELETE is required.

If you use two operands to specify the old and new codes, the new code is accepted even if the old code is incorrect.

WARNING
If you were using Top Secret with a previous release of Librarian Because Librarian now checks to see whether
Top Secret is active before accessing a master file and your master files are already defined to Top Secret, basic
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security is enforced from the start of your Librarian session. For users to perform the functions that required
an MCD code in the past (for example, accessing PROD0, PROD1, and PROD2 members), you need to
assign them DELETE or READ,UPDATE,ADD,DELETE authority to the master file or members as the situation
dictates.

Master File Initialization/Reinitialization Parameters

In addition to the initialization/reinitialization parameters described in the "Systems Services" section there are security-
specific parameters described only in this section.

The following sections describe the security-specific parameters available in each environment.

NOTE
For more information about initializing and reinitializing master file, see the "System Services" section.

VSE/ESA-Formatted Master Files

In the VSE/ESA environment, security defaults are assigned, changed, and deleted during master file initialization or
reinitialization. You can add the parameters described following to the -OPT INIT and -OPT REINIT control statements.

If Top Secret is active and the master file is defined to it, DELETE authority to the master file is required to use the -OPT
INIT or -OPT REINIT control statements.

If Top Secret is active and the master file is defined to it, READ,UPDATE,ADD,DELETE authority to the master file is
required to use the SAFQUAL, SAFLOCK, or CLRSAFQUAL parameters.

• SAFQUAL=name
Assigns a surrogate name for the master file. The presence of this name in the master file's control information
instructs Librarian to use member security.
The value of name is a one- to eight-character surrogate name for the master file. The first character of the surrogate
name must be alphabetic or national. The remaining characters can be alphanumeric or national. The surrogate name
is specified in place of the data set name when defining each member as an individual resource to Top Secret. To
demonstrate how surrogate naming works, consider the following example. If the surrogate name of a master file were
COPYBOOK and a user tried an operation requiring UPDATE authority to a member named TEMPLINK, Top Secret is
interrogated to determine whether the user had UPDATE authority to the entity named COPYBOOK.TEMPLINK in the
resource type named CALIBMEM.
One of the advantages of surrogate naming is that only one set of member access rules is needed to protect multiple
master files that have similar member names and access requirements. These master files are quickly secured by
assigning the same surrogate name to each of the master files.
For master files with different security requirements, you must assign a separate surrogate name to each master file
and its members defined to Top Secret. You need to define only those members for which the basic security rules
governing access to the master file are insufficient to Top Secret.

• SAFLOCK=[YES|NO]
Prevents any member of the master file from being accessed when Top Secret is not active. YES permits access to the
master file when Top Secret is active. NO always permits access to the master file, even in the absence of Top Secret.
The default is NO.

• CLRSAFQUAL
Valid only on the -OPT REINIT control statement. Clears the master file's surrogate name, thereby deactivating
member security. If an access control facility is active, basic security is subsequently used.

Determining Master File Security Defaults

To determine if a master file was initialized or reinitialized with either the SAFQUAL or SAFLOCK parameters, execute the
batch Librarian program with - OPT INDEX(S) to obtain a statistical index.
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The resulting Update Record listing shows the master file defaults, including the SAFLOCK= and SAFQUAL= indicator, as
shown following:

               DATE=mm/dd/yy  TIME=0920                        Update RECORD                                 

    PAGE 1

-OPT INDEX(S)

THE MASTER FILE DEFAULTS FOR 'LIBR.DEV.MAST' ARE:

ARCHIVED AT 50 LEVELS    YESBYPP    YESGPO    NOSEP

PR      NOVAR    NOEXEC     NOLIST

NOPUNCH      COMPRESS=FULL   RESEQ    YESSEQUPD

SECURITY: EXTERNAL(MCD PRESENT) SEQ=/81,6,10,10/  NO I/P EXIT REQUIRED   NO O/P EXIT REQUIRED

SAFLOCK=NO     SAFQUAL=QATEST

Only the -OPT INDEX(S) run produces an Update Record listing that shows the SAFLOCK= and SAFQUAL= values and
whether an MCD is present on a master file protected by external security.

Implementing Basic/Member Security

This section describes how to provide Basic and Member Security.

Basic Security

Perform the following tasks to provide Basic Security:

1. Decide which master files to protect.
2. Define the master files to Top Secret using the FILE resource class. See the “Basic Security Access Authorities”

section for a list of basic security access authorities.
3. Add the newly created FILE resource to a new or existing Top Secret authorization group and define the access

authorities for the master file in the authorization group. See the “ Basic Security Access Authorities” section for a list
of basic security access authorities.

4. Add the updated authorization group to the user authorization lists of all users requiring that master file access.

Member Security

To implement member security, perform the following tasks in addition to the tasks listed above.

1. Decide which members to protect.
2. Assign a surrogate name to the master file by initializing/reinitializing the master file with the SAFQUAL parameter. For

more information on the SAFQUAL parameter, See the “VSE/ESA-Formatted Master Files” section.
3. Define the member to Top Secret using the CALIBMEM resource type.
4. Add the newly created CALIBMEM resource to a new or existing Top Secret authorization group and define the access

authorities for the member in the authorization group.
5. Add the updated authorization group to the user authorization lists of all users requiring that member access.

Resource Profile Panel (CATS-4200)

The Resource Profile panel creates a profile for each resource that you want Top Secret to protect. If you do not define a
resource to Top Secret, all users have unrestricted access to it. If everyone must have access to a resource, simply do not
define it as a protected resource.

CATS-4200        Resource Profile   CA-TOP SECRET/VSE/ESA

===>
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Type:           ________

Resource Name:  ________      Partition ID: ___   System ID: __

File ID:        ____________________________________________

Sublib:         ________ ________

Member:         ________ ________ ________

Description:    _______________________________

Resource Owner: ________

Log Options:    ___________ __________

  1=Help      2=         3=Quit    4=         5=         6=

  7=          8=Forward  9=              10=        11=        12=Exit

For a resource type of FILE, specify the actual Librarian data set name in the File ID field.

For a resource type of CALIBMEM, specify the member resource designation surrogate.memname in the File ID field.

NOTE
For more information on this panel and the Authorization Profile and User Authorization List panels, see the Top
Secret VSE/ESA reference document.

What Happens When A User Processes Multiple Members?

Librarian functions that involve more than one member (for example, COPY= or RENAME= of the -SEL command) require
adequate authority to each of the involved members before the function is allowed.

When copying an existing member, the user must have authority to create the new member and authority to read the old
member.

When renaming an existing member, the user must have authority to create a member whose name is the selected new
name and authority to update the old member.

Using ACF2
This section assumes that the minimum release and PTF levels of ACF2 and Librarian are installed.

NOTE
For minimum requirements, see the "Installing" section.

Basic Security Access Permissions

Basic security protects the members of a master file at the master file level.

Authorization to access the master file grants access to its members. If the master file’s data set name or access rules
are not defined to ACF2, access is denied.

NOTE
You can assign VM/ESA-formatted master files an imitation data set name through the LIBMAST command DSN
parameter. See the “VM/ESA-Formatted Master Files” section for more information on the DSN parameter.

Basic security uses the following access permissions:

• READ
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Permits any read-only function to the master file (for example, utility and GPO processing).
• WRITE

Permits any create, update, or delete function to a TEST member, plus any other process that does not require an
MCD code (for example, ALLOCATE permission).

• ALLOCATE
Provides no functionality on its own in basic security. Alone, it is not practical, as it can only delete a data set. When
ALLOCATE is combined with another permission level, however, it permits access in the same way an MCD code
permits access under MCD security. See the ALLOCATE & READ and ALLOCATE & WRITE descriptions for more
details.

NOTE
Before assigning ALLOCATE permission, consider the overall impact of permitting the user ALLOCATE
permission to the master file's data set name, based on your site's security setup.

• ALLOCATE & READ
Permits read access to PROD2 members.

• ALLOCATE & WRITE
Permits any create, update, or delete function to any member, regardless of the member's status. A user with both
WRITE and ALLOCATE permission:
– Can, without specifying an MCD code, process any member in any way
– Cannot use the -MCD command to add or change an MCD code
– Cannot assign a surrogate name to the master file (using the SAFQUAL initialization parameter)
– Cannot prohibit access to the master file when ACF2 is not active (using the SAFLOCK initialization parameter).
ALLOCATE and WRITE permission is required for certain LIB/CMS LIBMAST functions and -OPT control statement
processing for AFO master files. Those processes are BKUPDISK, BKUPTAPE, INIT, REINIT, and RESTORE for AFO
master files.

• READ, WRITE, ALLOCATE
Can perform any function, including assigning or changing MCD codes for a master file. Only users with
READ,WRITE,ALLOCATE permission can impose restrictions on a master file, such as prohibiting access to a master
file unless ACF2 is active or upgrading a master file from basic security to member security.
For wide record master files, READ,WRITE,ALLOCATE permission is needed for INIT, REINIT, and REMOVE and for
any access to the master file without using Librarian components. For example, READ,WRITE,ALLOCATE permission
is required to backup a wide record master file using IEBCOPY.
A user with READ,WRITE,ALLOCATE permission can UNLOCK a member LOCKed to another user.
You can specify the following access parameters in addition to the services listed above, or you can specify them
alone.

• PREVENT
Prohibits access to the master file. PREVENT is the default if you do not specify a service.

• ALLOW
Provides unlimited access to the master file if you do not specify a service.

• LOG
Provides unlimited access to the master file if you do not specify a service. It also logs an SMF record of the access.

Member Security Access Permissions

Member security is an optional extension of basic security, in which each member of a master file can be treated as an
individual resource. As a result, access permissions must be assigned for those individual members in addition to the
permissions already assigned to the master file.

Member security uses the following access permissions. These permissions differ slightly from those used for basic
security.

• READ
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A user with READ permission to a member can do any utility or GPO processing, plus any logical read-only operations
during the course of an UPDATE run. Such operations include selection for temporary update and selection without
update. TEST, PROD0, or PROD1 members can be accessed as read-only.

• UPDATE
A user with UPDATE permission to a member in TEST status can manipulate the member in almost any way. The user
can rename the member provided he has the additional permission required to create a member with the new name.
The user cannot change the status of the member from TEST to another status or delete the member. 
For members with a status of other than TEST, manipulation of the member is limited. The limitations can best
be described as the same set of limitations found under MCD security when the user has not supplied a valid
management code.

• DELETE
A user with DELETE permission to a member can delete the member.

NOTE
DELETE permission permits deletion of a member. However, when it is combined with another permission
level, it permits access to the various member statuses in accordance with MCD security defaults. This
means READ and DELETE can read PROD2 members. UPDATE and DELETE can update the member or
change its status. ADD and DELETE can create a member and give it any status.

• DELETE & UPDATE
A user with both DELETE and UPDATE permission can manipulate the member in any way, including changing its
status or deleting it once it exists. A user needs ADD permission to create the member.

• ADD
A user with only ADD permission to a member that does not exist can create the member, but cannot assign the
member a status other than TEST.

• ADD & UPDATE
A user with both ADD and UPDATE permission to an existing member in TEST status can delete the member.
If the ADD permission was added to UPDATE permission, DELETE permission is not needed to delete a TEST
member. This preserves a site's guarded use of DELETE permission while giving the user the broadest choice of how
to modify the member (that is, update the member or delete it and write a new one).

• ADD & DELETE
A user with both ADD and DELETE permission to a member that does not exist can create the member, assign the
member any status, or delete the member. A user needs UPDATE permission to update the member after it is created.

• UPDATE and DELETE
A user with UPDATE AND DELETE permission can manipulate the member in any way. You can specify the following
access parameters in addition to the services listed above, or you can specify them alone.

• PREVENT
Prohibits access to the member. PREVENT is the default if you do not specify a service.

• ALLOW
Provides UPDATE and DELETE access to the member if you do not specify a service.

• LOG
Provides UPDATE and DELETE access to the member if you do not specify a service. It also logs an SMF record of
the access.

How Does Member/Basic Security Affect MCD Security?

When members are assigned status values using MCD security, these values carry over to the basic security environment
and affect the level of permission needed to access the member.

The benefit of maintaining MCD security is that, if a master file is transported from a system running basic or member
security to one where only MCD security is available, the members are still protected. It also means that a master file or
its members can be shared (through shared DASD and the Librarian Cross Operating System Sharing facility) between
a system running basic or member security and a system running MCD security and still be subject to the maximum
protection available on each system.
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While status values are significant to basic security, MCD codes are not. ALLOCATE permission replaces the need for an
MCD code. As mentioned previously, ALLOCATE does not do anything on its own.

However, it allows access in the same way that providing an MCD does in MCD security. For example, with basic security,
you can only read a PROD2 member if you have ALLOCATE and READ. Similarly, with MCD security, you can only read a
PROD2 member if you specify the MCD for the master file.

Users who perform functions with MCD security that require the specification of an MCD code require ALLOCATE
permission in its place with basic security. As a user tries a function, Librarian checks whether the user was assigned
an adequate access permission and permits processing accordingly. If the user does not have the appropriate access
permission, Librarian either discontinues job processing or bypasses processing the member.

During this validation period, Librarian does not check whether the user specified an MCD code. MCD codes contained in
the control statements are ignored.

Although MCD codes are insignificant for basic security, you can change an MCD code for use with MCD security. To
change an MCD code with basic security, an access permission of READ,WRITE,ALLOCATE is required. If you use two
operands to specify the old and new codes, the new code is accepted even if the old code is incorrect.

WARNING
If you were using ACF2 with a previous release of Librarian Since Librarian now checks to see whether ACF2
is active before accessing a master file and your master files are already defined to ACF2, Basic security is
enforced from the start of your Librarian session. For users to perform the functions that required an MCD
code in the past (for example, accessing PROD0, PROD1, and PROD2 members), you need to assign them
ALLOCATE or READ,WRITE,ALLOCATE permission to the master file or members as the situation dictates.

Master File Initialization/Reinitialization Parameters

In addition to the initialization/reinitialization parameters described in the "Systems Services" section,there are security-
specific parameters described only in this section.

The following sections describe the security-specific parameters available in each environment. See the "System
Services" document for more information on initializing and reinitializing master files.

z/OS and OS/390- and VSE/ESA-Formatted Master Files

In the z/OS and OS/390 and VSE/ESA environments, security defaults are assigned, changed, and deleted during master
file initialization or reinitialization. You can add the parameters described following to the -OPT INIT and -OPT REINIT
control statements.

If ACF2 is active and an AFO master file is defined to it, a minimum of both WRITE and ALLOCATE permission to the
master file is required to use the -OPT, INIT, or -OPT REINIT control statements.

For wide record master files, READ,WRITE,ALLOCATE permission is required. If ACF2 is active and a master file is
defined to it, READ,WRITE,ALLOCATE permission to the master file is required to use the SAFQUAL, SAFLOCK, or
CLRSAFQUAL parameters.

• SAFQUAL=name
Assigns a surrogate name for the master file. The presence of this name in the master file's control information
instructs Librarian to use member security. The value of name is a one- to eight-character surrogate name for the
master file. The first character of the surrogate name must be alphabetic or national. The remaining characters can be
alphanumeric or national. The surrogate name is specified in place of the data set name when defining each member
as an individual resource to ACF2. To demonstrate how surrogate naming works, consider the following example. If
the surrogate name of a master file were COPYBOOK and a user tried an operation requiring WRITE permission to a
member named TEMPLINK, ACF2 is interrogated to determine whether the user had WRITE permission to the entity
named COPYBOOK.TEMPLINK in the resource class named LBM.
One of the advantages of surrogate naming is that you need only one set of member resource rules to protect multiple
master files that have similar member names and access requirements. These master files are quickly secured by
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assigning the same surrogate name to each of the master files. For master files with different security requirements,
you must assign a separate surrogate name to each master file and its members defined to ACF2. You need to define
only those members for which the basic security rules governing access to the master file are insufficient to ACF2.

• SAFLOCK=[YES|NO]
Prevents access to any member of the master file when ACF2 is not active. YES permits access only to the master file
when ACF2 is active. NO always permits access to the master file, even in the absence of ACF2. The default is NO.

• CLRSAFQUAL
Valid only on the -OPT REINIT control statement. Clears the master file's surrogate name, thereby deactivating
member security. If an access control facility is active, basic security is subsequently used.

Determining Master File Security Defaults

To determine if a master file was initialized or reinitialized with either the SAFQUAL or SAFLOCK parameters, execute the
batch Librarian program with - OPT INDEX(S) to obtain a statistical index.

The resulting Update Record listing shows the master file defaults, including the SAFLOCK= and SAFQUAL= indicator, as
shown following:

                DATE=mm/dd/yy   TIME=0920    WRITE RECORD    PAGE 1

-OPT INDEX(S)

THE MASTER FILE DEFAULTS FOR 'LIBR.DEV.MAST' ARE:

ARCHIVED AT 50 LEVELS           YESBYPP                          YESGPO                                NOSEP

PR                              NOVAR                            NOEXEC                                NOLIST

NOPUNCH                         COMPRESS=FULL                    RESEQ                                

 YESSEQUPD

SECURITY: EXTERNAL(MCD PRESENT) SEQ=/81,6,10,10/                 NO I/P EXIT REQUIRED                  NO O/P

 EXIT REQUIRED

SAFLOCK=NO                      SAFQUAL=QATEST

Only the -OPT INDEX(S) run produces an Update Record listing that shows the SAFLOCK= and SAFQUAL= values and
whether an MCD is present on a master file protected by external security.

VM/ESA-Formatted Master Files

In the VM/ESA environment, security defaults are assigned, changed, or deleted during a disk backup or tape restore for
VM/ESA-formatted master files. Security options are specified with the INIT, REINIT, BKUPDISK, or RESTORE operands
of the LIB/CMS LIBMAST command, unless otherwise noted.

If ACF2 is active and the master file is defined to it, a minimum of both WRITE and ALLOCATE permission to the master
file is required to use the INIT or REINIT operand. To use the BKUPDISK or RESTORE operand, a minimum of READ
and ALLOCATE permission is needed for the sending master file and a minimum of READ and ALLOCATE permission is
needed for the receiving master file.

If the SAFLOCK, SAFQUAL, or CLRSAFQUAL option is used, then ACF2 must be active, the master file must be defined
to the facility, and you must have READ,WRITE,ALLOCATE permission to the master file.

The security options are:

• SAFLOCK[YES|NO]
Prevents any member of the master file from being accessed when ACF2 is not active. YES permits access only to
the master file when ACF2 is active. NO always permits access to the master file, even in the absence of ACF2. The
default is NO.

• SAFQUAL name
Designates an alternate qualifier name (or surrogate name) for the master file. The existence of this name
instructs Librarian to use member security for accessing the members of the master file.
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The value of name is a one- to eight-character surrogate name for the master file. The first character of the surrogate
name must be alphabetic or national. The remaining characters can be alphanumeric or national.
The surrogate name is specified in place of the data set name when defining each member as an individual resource
to ACF2.

• CLRSAFQ
Valid only with the LIBMAST REINIT command. Clears the master file's surrogate name, thereby deactivating member
security. If Top Secret is active, basic security is subsequently used.

• DSN{name|?}
Establishes an z/OS and OS/390-style, imitation data set name for the master file. Using this name, you can specify
access rules for the master file for basic security. This also lays the ground work for establishing member security,
which requires Librarian to associate a surrogate name with the master file data set name and then concatenate the
surrogate name with member names.
The value of name is a 1- to 44-character, tokenized, imitation data set name that should follow z/OS and OS/390 data
set naming conventions unless otherwise noted. Each individual token must not exceed eight characters in length.
If you enter the LIBMAST command options from the command line or from a VM/ESA file, a blank space and not a
period must separate the tokens. The DSN name option must also be the last parameter specified on the LIBMAST
command.
The question mark (?) indicates that the data set name is provided interactively and not from the command line or from
a VM/ESA file. If a question mark (?) is specified with the DSN option, Librarian prompts you to fill in the data set name
when the LIBMAST command is executed.
In this situation, use a period to separate each token and not a blank space. The DSN option does not need to be the
last parameter of the LIBMAST command when the data set name is entered interactively.

Example

You can specify the security options on the command line or in a separate VM/ESA file:

LIBMAST INIT (SAFLOCK NO SAFQUAL prod DSN libr master ver2)

NOTE
For the complete syntax for LIBMAST operands and options, see the "Systems Services" document.

Implementing Basic/Member Security

This section describes how to implement Basic and Member Security.

Basic Security

Perform the following tasks to provide basic security:

1. Decide which master files to protect.
2. Define the master files to ACF2 using the access rules. See the “Basic Security Access Permissions” section for a list

of basic security access permissions.

If you are establishing security for a VM/ESA-formatted master, you need to designate an imitation data set name for the
master file using the LIBMAST command with the DSN parameter. For more information on the DSN parameter, See the
“VM/ESA-Formatted Master Files” section.

Example

The following example permits USER02 READ and WRITE permission to master file LIBR.USER.MAST.

SET RULE

COMP *

$KEY(LIBR)

USER.MAST UID(USER02) READ(A) WRITE(A)

END
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Member Security

To implement member security, perform the following tasks in addition to the tasks listed above.

1. Decide which members to protect.
2. Assign a surrogate name to the master file by initializing/reinitializing the master file with the SAFQUAL parameter.

For more information on the SAFQUAL parameter, See the “z/OS and OS/390- and VSE/ESA-Formatted Master Files”
section and the “VM/ESA-Formatted Master Files” section.

3. Create or update an INFODIR GSO record listing LBM as a resource type. For ACF2 VM/ESA, create or update a
RESTYPE VMO record listing LBM as a resource type.

4. Define the member to ACF2 using the LBM resource type. Define the resource rules for the members using the
surrogate name in place of the master file’s data set name. See the “Member Security Access Permissions” section for
a list of member security access permissions.

Note the following:

• If you are implementing security for LIB/CCF, see the “Implementing LIB/CCF Security” section.
• If a rule exists permitting access to resource PROD.A, where PROD is the master file surrogate name and A is the

member name and no other rules exist, a user trying to access resource PROD.B is denied access.
• For ACF2 VM/ESA, the LIB/CMS service machine must have SRF privileges.

Example

In the following example, access rules are first defined for the master file, LIBR.USER.MAST. An access permission of
READ and WRITE is specified at the master file level. Librarian uses this permission to decide access to the master file’s
members when no member rules are available.

Next, resource rules for individual members, using the master file’s assigned surrogate name of PROD, are defined for the
resource type of LBM. Users whose UID begins with USER are denied access to members whose names begin with PAY.

USER01 was singled out as an exception and is granted READ access to those members. For the members in
LIBR.USER.MAST whose names do not begin with PAY, member rules are not defined. USER01 is denied access for
these members for which rules are not defined.

SET RULE

COMP *

$KEY(LIBR)

USER.MAST UID(USER) READ(A) WRITE(A)

END

SET RESOURCE(LBM)

COMP *

$KEY(PROD.PAY66666) TYPE(LBM)

UID(USER) PREVENT

UID(USER01) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW

END

Implementing LIB/CCF Security

LIB/CCF supports MCD, basic, and member security. You must decide which security tier to use. The “Introduction”
section can help you decide on the appropriate security tier for your site. There are two resource names defined for
LIB/CCF. They are CACCFDSN for data sets and CACCFMEM for members. The access authority defined for these
resources overrides the access authorities for the DSNAME resource and CALIBMEM resource when using CCF. You
must adhere to the following rules:

• If the CACCFDSN authority includes READ, then the DSAME authority must include READ.
• If the CACCFDSN authority includes UPDATE, then the DSNAME authority must include UPDATE.
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LIB/CCF Basic Security

Perform the following tasks to provide basic security:

1. Decide which master files to protect.
2. Create or update an INFODIR GSO record listing CFD as a resource type. For ACF2 VM/ESA, create or update a

RESTYPE VMO record listing CFD as a resource type.
3. Define the master files to ACF2 using resource rules and the CFD resource type. See the “Basic Security Access

Permissions” section for a list of basic security access permissions. If you are establishing security for a VM/ESA-
formatted master, you need to designate an imitation data set name for the master file using the LIBMAST command
with the DSN parameter. For more information on the DSN parameter, See the “VM/ESA-Formatted Master Files”
section.

4. Assign an MCD code to the master files. Although basic security is used, LIB/CCF does not allow access to PROD0,
PROD1, or PROD2 members unless an MCD code exists for the master file. This ensures that members remain
protected when ACF2 is not available. To assign an MCD code for z/OS and OS/390 or VSE/ESA master files, see
the “Setting up MCD Security” section. To assign an MCD code for VM/ESA-formatted master files, see the “Online
Applications and MCD Security” section.

Example

In the following example, CCFUSER is permitted READ and WRITE access to master file LIBR.USER.MAST.

SET RULE

COMP *

$KEY(LIBR)

USER.MAST UID(CCFUSER) READ(A) WRITE(A)

END

SET RULE

COMP *

$KEY(LIBR.USER.MAST) TYPE(CFD)

UID(CCFUSER) SERVICE(READ,UPDATE,DELETE) ALLOW

END

LIB/CCF Member Security

To implement member security, perform the following tasks in addition to the tasks listed above .

1. Decide which members to protect.
2. Create or update an INFODIR GSO record listing LBM and CFM as resource types. For ACF2 VM/ESA, create or

update a RESTYPE VMO record listing LBM and CFM as resource types.
3. Assign a surrogate name to the master file by initializing/reinitializing the master file with the SAFQUAL parameter.

For more information on the SAFQUAL parameter, See the “z/OS and OS/390- and VSE/ESA-Formatted Master Files”
section and the “VM/ESA-Formatted Master Files” section.

4. Define the member to ACF2 using LBM and CFM resource types. See the “Member Security Access Permissions”
section for details on defining security access permissions.

Note the following:

• When defining the access levels for master files, both the LIB/CCF System Master File and the LIB/CCF History
Master File should be assigned an access level of READ,WRITE,ALLOCATE for the CFD resource type.

• Users that need to open master files (for example, production masters) using LIB/CCF must be assigned WRITE
authority for the master file in the CFD DATASET resource type. Where you want limited access to the master file
outside of LIB/CCF, use member security to effectively limit the access.
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Specifying one blanket access rule of READ for all members in the master file under the resource type of LBM restricts
access to READ only when outside of LIB/CCF. Alternatively, you can give the production master file members a status
of PROD1, which has the same effect and eliminates the need to specify any member rules.

• Jobs submitted by LIB/CCF that execute AFOLIBR, LIBRCOPY, or that used LIB/AM (SUBSYS/LAM) do not check the
LIB/CCF resources in these steps. To use a higher level of access authority for CCF, the movement process must be
online, not batch. Restricting read access altogether does not permit a compile to execute.

Example

In the following example, a data set rule is first defined for the master file, LIBR.USER.MAST. Access permissions of
READ and WRITE are specified for the master file for users whose first four characters of their UID are USER.

Next, a resource rule for the master file members is defined for the resource type of LBM using the master file’s assigned
surrogate name of PROD. A service access of read-only is specified for users whose UID begins with USER, when
outside the LIB/CCF environment.

In the LIB/CCF environment, users with a UID beginning with USER are granted service access to update any member in
the master file in any way. This is accomplished in a two-part process.

First, the master file is defined as a resource with a type of CFD and with a service access of READ and UPDATE. Then,
the master file surrogate name of PROD defines the members as a resource with a type of CFM and with a service
access of UPDATE,ADD,DELETE,READ.

SET RULE

COMP *

$KEY(LIBR)

USER.MAST UID(USER) READ(A) WRITE(A)

END

SET RESOURCE

COMP *

$KEY(PROD.66666666) TYPE(LBM)

UID(USER) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW

$KEY(LIBR.USER.MAST) TYPE(CFD)

UID(USER) SERVICE(UPDATE,READ) ALLOW

$KEY(PROD.66666666) TYPE(CFM)

UID(USER) SERVICE(UPDATE,ADD,DELETE,READ) ALLOW

END

What Happens When...

Member security rules always take precedence over basic security rules unless the user was assigned a lesser
permission at the master file level than at the member level or the user was granted READ,WRITE,ALLOCATE permission
to the master file.

...User Has Less Permission at the Master File Level than Member Level?

When a user is assigned a lesser permission at the master file level than at the member level, Librarian limits access of
the member to the level of permission specified at the master file level.

For example, if a user was assigned READ permission to the master file and WRITE permission to one of its members,
the user would never be allowed to update the member. However, where a user is assigned equal permission at the
master file and member levels (for example, READ or WRITE permission for both), you can add ALLOCATE permission
at the member level to increase the user’s control of specific members, even though the user does not have that control at
the master file level.
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...User Has READ,WRITE,ALLOCATE Permission?

Where the user has READ,WRITE,ALLOCATE permission to the master file, he can manipulate the master file members
in any way, regardless of the access permission granted at the member level.

For example, if a resource rule indicates that a user was not authorized to WRITE a member, then the update is still
allowed if he had READ,WRITE,ALLOCATE permission to the master file. However, the user’s permission to each
member is tested individually as the member is manipulated for ACF2 to log any extraordinary actions.

NOTE
Excessive security violations can be logged if a user with READ,WRITE,ALLOCATE permission to the master
file lacks adequate permission at the member level to perform their functions, or is not assigned member access
rules at all. Once member security is activated by assigning a surrogate name to the master file, assign this
READ,WRITE,ALLOCATE authorized user equivalent permission at the member level to avoid the excessive
security violation logging.

...User Processes a Member Not Defined to ACF2?

When a member is not defined as a separate resource, Librarian uses the access permission defined at the master file
level (basic security) to control access. For example, if a user was attempting to update a member that is not defined as a
resource, then the update is allowed if the user has WRITE permission to the master file.

If the member has a status of PROD1, then ALLOCATE permission to the master file is also required. If there is a rule for
the master file’s surrogate name, but the rule does not include this member, access is denied.

...User Processes Multiple Members?

Librarian functions that involve more than one member (for example, COPY= or RENAME= of the -SEL command) require
adequate permission to each of the involved members before the function is allowed.

When copying an existing member, the user must have permission to create the new member and authority to read the
old member. When renaming an existing member, the user must have permission to create a member whose name is the
selected new name and permission to update the old member.

Using RACF
This section assumes the following:

The minimum release and PTF levels of RACF and Librarian are installed. See the "Installing" section for minimum
requirements.

NOTE
If a master file is not defined to RACF, Librarian uses MCD security if MCD security is protecting the master file.

Basic Security Access Authorities

Basic security protects the members of a master file at the master file level. Authorization to access the master file grants
access to its members. If the master file’s data set name or access rules are not defined to RACF and the master file has
an MCD, MCD security is used.

NOTE
You can assign VM/ESA-formatted master files an imitation data set name through the LIBMAST command DSN
parameter. See the “VM/ESA-Formatted Master Files” section for more information on the DSN parameter.

Basic security uses the following access authorities:

• NONE
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Prohibits access to the master file.
• READ

Permits any read-only function to the master file (for example, utility and GPO processing).
• UPDATE

Permits any create, update, or delete function to a TEST member plus any other process that does not require an
MCD code (for example, CONTROL authority).

• CONTROL
CONTROL includes both READ and UPDATE access. A user with CONTROL access can process a member in any
way, except the following:
– Cannot use the -MCD command to add or change an MCD code
– Cannot assign a surrogate name to the master file (using the SAFQUAL initialization parameter)
– Cannot prohibit access to the master file when Top Secret is not active (using the SAFLOCK initialization

parameter).

NOTE
Before assigning CONTROL authority, consider the overall impact of permitting the user CONTROL authority
to the master file's data set name based on your site's security setup.

Also, for Roscoe users, we recommend you give CONTROL authority to the SYSMAST for running CCFCBHSK.
• ALTER

Can perform any function, including assigning or changing MCD codes for a master file. Users with ALTER authority
are the only ones that can impose restrictions on a master file, such as prohibiting access to a master file, unless Top
Secret is active or upgrading a master file from basic security to member security.

For wide record master files, ALTER authority is needed for INIT, REINIT, and REMOVE, and for any access to the master
file without using Librarian components. For example, ALTER authority is required to backup a wide record master files
using IEBCOPY.

A user with ALTER authority can UNLOCK a member LOCKed to another user. Because RACF access authorities are
hierarchical, it is recommended that you not use the PROD2 member status with RACF security because there is no
additional access authority that you can add to READ that allows a PROD2 member to be read but not updated. Instead
of using PROD2, use the PROD1 member status and allow users access of NONE if they are not to read the PROD1
members, and CONTROL if they can perform any function to the member. This scenario is similar to MCD security, where
a user supplying an MCD can process the member in any way.

For VSAM master files, RACF requires CONTROL access to permit CREATE, UPDATE, or DELETE functions. This
replaces UPDATE access, which permits these functions for non-VSAM master files.

NOTE
If using a VSAM master file, CONTROL authority is required and you cannot use basic security for PROD status
members. You must use member security access authorities.

Member Security Access Authorities

Member security is an optional extension of basic security where each member of a master file is treated as an individual
resource. As a result, you must assign access authorities for those individual members and to the authorities already
assigned to the master file.

Member security uses the following access authorities. These authorities differ slightly from those used for basic security.

• NONE
Prohibits access to the member. The user cannot create the member if it does not exist.

• READ
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Can process any utility or GPO processing and any logical read-only operations during the course of an UPDATE run.
Such operations include selection for temporary update and selection without update. The user can access TEST,
PROD0, or PROD1 members as read-only.

• UPDATE
A user with UPDATE authority to a member in TEST status can manipulate the member in any way.
For members with a status other than TEST, manipulation of the member is limited. The limitations can best be
described as the same set of limitations found under MCD security when the user did not supply a valid management
code.

• CONTROL
A user with CONTROL authority to a member can manipulate the member in any way.

• ALTER
A user with ALTER authority can manipulate the member in any way.

How Does Member/Basic Security Affect MCD Security?

When members are assigned status values using MCD security, these values carry over to the basic security environment
and affect the level of authority needed to access the member.

The benefit of maintaining MCD security is that, if a master file is transported from a system running basic or member
security to one where only MCD security is available, the members are still protected. It also means that a master file or
its members can be shared (through shared DASD and the Librarian Cross Operating System Sharing facility) between
a system running basic or member security and a system running MCD security and still be subject to the maximum
protection available on each system.

While status values are significant to basic security, MCD codes are not. CONTROL authority replaces the need for an
MCD code.

Users who perform functions with MCD security that require the specification of an MCD code require CONTROL
authority in its place with basic security. As a user attempts a function, Librarian checks whether the user was assigned
an adequate access authority and permits processing accordingly. If the user does not have the appropriate access
authority, Librarian either discontinues job processing or bypasses processing the member. During this validation
period, Librarian does not check whether the user specified an MCD code. MCD codes contained in the control
statements are ignored.

Although MCD codes are insignificant for basic security, you can change an MCD code for use with MCD security. To
change an MCD code with basic security, an access authority of ALTER is required. If you use two operands to specify the
old and new codes, the new code is accepted even if the old code is incorrect.

WARNING
If you were using RACF with a previous release of Librarian Since Librarian now checks to see whether RACF
is active before accessing a master file and your master files are already defined to RACF, basic security is
enforced from the start of your Librarian session. For users to perform the functions that required an MCD
code in the past (for example, accessing PROD0, PROD1, and PROD2 members), you need to assign them
CONTROL or ALTER authority to the master file or members as the situation dictates.

Master File Initialization/Reinitialization Parameters

In addition to the initialization/reinitialization parameters described in the "Systems Services" section, there are security-
specific parameters described only in this section.

The following sections describe the security-specific parameters available in each environment.

NOTE
For more information on initializing and reinitializing master files, see the "System Services" section.
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z/OS and OS/390- and VSE/ESA-Formatted Master Files

In the z/OS and OS/390 and VSE/ESA environments, security defaults are assigned, changed, and deleted during master
file initialization or reinitialization. You can add the parameters described following to the -OPT INIT and -OPT REINIT
control statements.

If RACF is active and an AFO master file is defined to it, CONTROL authority to the master file is required to use the -OPT
INIT or -OPT REINIT control statements.

For wide record master files, ALTER authority is required.

If RACF is active and an AFO master file is defined to it, ALTER authority to the master file is required to use the
SAFQUAL, SAFLOCK, or CLRSAFQUAL parameters.

• SAFQUAL=name
Assigns a surrogate name for the master file. The presence of this name in the master file's control information
instructs Librarian to use member security.
The value of name is a one- to eight-character surrogate name for the master file. The first character of the surrogate
name must be alphabetic or national. The remaining characters can be alphanumeric or national.
The surrogate name is specified in place of the data set name when defining each member as an individual resource
to RACF.
To demonstrate how surrogate naming works, consider the following example. If the surrogate name of a master file
were COPYBOOK and a user tried an operation requiring UPDATE authority to a member named TEMPLINK, RACF is
interrogated to determine whether the user had UPDATE authority to the entity named COPYBOOK.TEMPLINK in the
resource class named CA@IBMEM.
One of the advantages of surrogate naming is that only one set of member access rules is needed to protect multiple
master files that have similar member names and access requirements. These master files are quickly secured by
assigning the same surrogate name to each of the master files. For master files with different security requirements,
you must assign a separate surrogate name to each master file and define its members to RACF. You need define only
those members for which the basic security rules governing access to the master file are insufficient to RACF.

• SAFLOCK=[YES|NO]
Prevents any member of the master file from being accessed when RACF is not active. YES permits access only to
the master file when RACF is active. NO always permits access to the master file, even in the absence of RACF. The
default is NO.

• CLRSAFQUAL
Valid only on the -OPT REINIT control statement. Clears the master file's surrogate name, thereby deactivating
member security. If an access control facility is active, basic security is subsequently used.

Determining Master File Security Defaults

To determine if a master file was initialized or reinitialized with either the SAFQUAL or SAFLOCK parameters, execute the
batch Librarian program with - OPT INDEX(S) to obtain a statistical index. The resulting Update Record listing shows the
master file defaults, including the SAFLOCK= and SAFQUAL= indicator, as shown following:

DATE=mm/dd/yy TIME=092) WRITE RECORD PAGE 1

-OPT INDEX(S)

THE MASTER FILE DEFAULTS FOR 'LIBR.DEV.MAST' ARE:

ARCHIVED AT 50 LEVELS YESBYPP YESGPO NOSEP

PR NOVAR NOEXEC NOLIST

NOPUNCH COMPRESS=FULL RESEQ YESSEQUPD

SECURITY: EXTERNAL(MCD PRESENT) SEQ=/81,6,10,10/ NO I/P EXIT REQUIRED NO O/P EXIT REQUIRED

SAFLOCK=NO SAFQUAL=QATEST

Only the -OPT INDEX(S) run produces an Update Record listing that shows the SAFLOCK= and SAFQUAL= values and
whether an MCD is present on a master file external security is protecting.
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VM/ESA-Formatted Master Files

In the VM/ESA environment, security defaults are assigned, changed, or deleted during a disk backup or tape restore for
VM/ESA-formatted master files. Security options are specified with the INIT, REINIT, BKUPDISK, or RESTORE operands
of the LIB/CMS LIBMAST command, unless otherwise noted.

If RACF is active and the master file is defined to it, CONTROL authority to the master file is required to use the INIT or
REINIT operand. To use the BKUPDISK or RESTORE operand, CONTROL authority is needed for the sending master file
and CONTROL authority is needed for the receiving master file.

If the SAFLOCK, SAFQUAL, or CLRSAFQUAL option is used, then RACF must be active, the master file must be defined
to the facility, and you must have ALTER authority to the master file.

The security options are:

• SAFLOCK[YES|NO]
Prevents any member of the master file from access when RACF is not active. YES indicates that access is only
permitted to the master file when RACF is active. NO indicates that access is always permitted to the master file, even
in the absence of RACF. The default is NO.

• SAFQUAL name
Designates an alternate qualifier name (or surrogate name) for the master file. The existence of this name
instructs Librarian to use member security for accessing the members of the master file.
The value of name is a one- to eight-character surrogate name for the master file. The first character of the surrogate
name must be alphabetic or national. The remaining characters can be alphanumeric or national.
Specify the surrogate name in place of the data set name when defining each member as an individual resource to
RACF.

• CLRSAFQ
Valid only with the LIBMAST REINIT command. Clears the master file's surrogate name, thereby deactivating member
security. If RACF is active, basic security is subsequently used.

• DSN{name|?}
Establishes an z/OS and OS/390-style imitation data set name for the master file. Using this name, you can specify
access rules for the master file for basic security. This also lays the ground work for establishing member security,
which requires Librarian to associate a surrogate name with the master file data set name and then concatenate the
surrogate name with member names.
The value of name is a 1- to 44-character tokenized imitation data set name that should follow z/OS and OS/390 data
set naming conventions, unless otherwise noted. Each individual token must not exceed eight characters in length.
If you enter the LIBMAST command options from the command line or from a VM/ESA file, a blank space and not a
period must separate the tokens. The DSN name option must also be the last parameter specified on the LIBMAST
command.
The question mark (?) indicates that the data set name is provided interactively and not from the command line or
from a VM/ESA file. If you specify a question mark (?) with the DSN option, Librarian prompts you to fill in the data set
name when the LIBMAST command is executed. In this situation, use a period to separate each token and not a blank
space. The DSN option does not need to be the last parameter of the LIBMAST command when you enter the data set
name interactively.

Example

You can specify the security options on the command line or in a separate VM/ESA file:

LIBMAST INIT (SAFLOCK NO SAFQUAL prod DSN libr master ver2)

NOTE
For the complete syntax for LIBMAST operands and options, see the "Systems Services" section.

Implementing Basic/Member Security

This section describes how to implement Basic and Member Security.
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Basic Security

Perform the following tasks to provide basic security:

1. Decide which master files to protect.
2. Define the master files to RACF using the DATASET resource class and define access rules for the master files. See

the “Basic Security Access Authorizations” section for a list of basic security access authorities. If you are establishing
security for a VM/ESA-formatted master, you need to designate an imitation data set name for the master file using
the LIBMAST command with the DSN parameter. For more information on the DSN parameter, See the “VM/ESA-
Formatted Master Files” section.

Example

The following example permits GROUP1 update access to master file LIBR.USER.MAST.

PE LIBR.USER.MAST CL(DATASET) ID(GROUP1) ACCESS(UPDATE)

Member Security

To implement member security, perform the following tasks in addition to the tasks listed above .

1. Decide which members to protect.
2. Assign a surrogate name to the master file by initializing/reinitializing the master file with the SAFQUAL parameter. For

more information on the SAFQUAL parameter, See the “ z/OS and OS/390- and VSE/ESA-Formatted Master Files”
section and the “VM/ESA-Formatted Master Files” section.

3. Define the CA@IBMEM resource class. See the “Defining a Resource Class” section for details.
4. Define the member to RACF using the CA@IBMEM resource class. Define the access rules for the members using

the surrogate name in place of the master file’s data set name. See the “Member Security Access Authorities” section
for a list of member security access authorities.

Note the following:

• If security for LIB/CCF is being implemented, see the “Implementing LIB/CCF Security” section.
• If a rule exists permitting access to resource PROD.A, where PROD is the master file surrogate name and A is the

member name and no other rules exist, a user attempting to access resource PROD.B is denied access.
• For ACF2 VM/ESA, the LIB/CMS service machine must have SRF privileges.

Example

In the following example, access rules are first defined for the master file, LIBR.USER.MAST. An access authority of
UPDATE is specified at the master file level. Librarian uses this authority to decide access to the master file’s members
when no member rules are available.

Next, access rules for individual members are defined under the resource class of CA@IBMEM using the master
file’s assigned surrogate name of PROD. Users of GROUP1 are denied access to members whose names begin with
PAY. USER01 is singled out as an exception and is granted READ access to those members. For the members in
LIBR.USER.MAST whose names do not begin with PAY, member rules are not defined. The master file access level
determines access to these members, giving UPDATE access to all GROUP1 users.

PE LIBR.USER.MAST CL(DATASET) ID(GROUP1) ACCESS(UPDATE)

RDEFINE CA@IBMEM PROD.PAY6 UACC(NONE)

PE PROD.PAY* CL(CA@IBMEM) ID(USER01) ACCESS(READ)

Defining a Resource Class

You must define up to three Librarian resource classes to RACF. The following lists the three Librarian resource classes.

You can define all three resource classes at the same time, even if you do not plan on using them immediately. In doing
so, they are available if you do decide to use them.
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You define a resource class by creating or updating the user resource class module ICHRRCDE and the user router
table module ICHRFR01. These modules are linked into SYS1.LINKLIB on z/OS and OS/390 systems and linked into
RACFLINK LOADLIB for VM/ESA systems.

ICHRFR01 Macro

The following shows the ICHERCDE macro definition used to define the CA@IBMEM class in the resource class table:

ICHERCDE class="CA"@IBMEM,ID=255,MAXLNTH=17,

 FIRST=ALPHA,OTHER=ANY,POSIT=35

The following shows the ICHERCDE macro definition used to define the CA@EMCCF class in the resource class table:

ICHERCDE class="CA"@EMCCF,ID=254,MAXLNTH=17,

 FIRST=ALPHA,OTHER=ANY,POSIT=35

The following shows the ICHERCDE macro definition used to define the CA@SNCCF class in the resource class table:

ICHERCDE class="CA"@SNCCF,ID=253,POSIT=35,MAXLNTH=39,OTHER=ANY

• MAXLNTH=39
Specifies that the master file data set name cannot exceed 39 characters in length. This is a RACF restriction for user-
defined classes.

NOTE
RACF generates a warning message On definition of any of the Librarian resource classes because the
resource class name does not contain a numeric character in any of the first five positions. Ignore this message.

ICHRFRTB Macro

The following shows the ICHRFRTB macro definitions used to define all three classes in the router table:

ICHRFRTB class="CA"@IBMEM,ACTION=RACF

ICHRFRTB class="CA"@EMCCF,ACTION=RACF

ICHRFRTB class="CA"@SNCCF,ACTION=RACF

Class Description
CA@IBMEM Librarian member resource class
CA@EMCCF LIB/CCF member resource class
CA@SNCCF LIB/CCF data set resource class

SETROPTS Command

After these modules are linked, the SETROPTS command is issued to activate the resource classes and to allow generic
names, as follows:

SETROPTS CLASSACT(CA@IBMEM)

SETROPTS GENERIC(CA@IBMEM)

SETROPTS CLASSACT(CA@EMCCF)

SETROPTS GENERIC(CA@EMCCF)

SETROPTS CLASSACT(CA@SNCCF)

SETROPTS GENERIC(CA@SNCCF)

You can now protect members as resources.
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Implementing LIB/CCF Security

LIB/CCF supports MCD, basic, and member security. You must decide which security tier to use. The “Introduction”
section can help you decide on the appropriate security tier for your site.

There are two resource names defined for LIB/CCF. They are CACCFDSN for data sets and CACCFMEM for members.
The access authority defined for these resources overrides the access authorities for the DSNAME resource and
CALIBMEM resource when using CCF. You must adhere to the following rules:

• If the CACCFDSN authority includes READ, then the DSNAME authority must include READ.
• If the CACCFDSN authority includes UPDATE, then the DSNAME authority must include UPDATE.

LIB/CCF Basic Security

Perform the following tasks to provide basic security:

1. Decide which master files to protect.
2. Define the CA@SNCFF resource class. See the “Defining a Resource Class” section for details.
3. Define the master files to RACF using the DATASET and CA@SNCFF resource classes and define access rules for

the master files. See the “Basic Security Access Authorities” section for a list of basic security access authorities. If
you are establishing security for a VM/ESA-formatted master, you need to designate an imitation data set name for the
master file using the LIBMAST command with the DSN parameter. For more information on the DSN parameter, See
the “VM/ESA-Formatted Master Files” section.

4. Assign an MCD code to the master files. Although basic security is used, LIB/CCF does not allow access to PROD0,
PROD1, or PROD2 members unless an MCD code exists for the master file. This ensures that members remain
protected when RACF is not available. To assign an MCD code for z/OS and OS/390 or VSE/ESA master files, see
the “Setting Up MCD Security” section. To assign an MCD code for VM/ESA-formatted master files, see the “Online
Applications and MCD Security” section.

Example

The following example permits CCFUSER update access to master file LIBR.USER.MAST.

PE LIBR.USER.MAST CL(DATASET) ID(CCFUSER) ACCESS(UPDATE)

LIB/CCF Member Security

To implement member security, perform the following tasks in addition to the tasks listed above .

1. Decide which members to protect.
2. Assign a surrogate name to the master file by initializing/reinitializing the master file with the SAFQUAL parameter.

For more information on the SAFQUAL parameter, See the “z/OS and OS/390- and VSE/ESA-Formatted Master Files”
section and the “VM/ESA-Formatted Master Files” section.

3. Define the CA@IBMEM and CA@EMCCF resource classes. See the “Defining a Resource Class” section for details.
4. Define the member to RACF using the CA@IBMEM and CA@EMCCF resource classes and define the access rules

for the members using the surrogate name in place of the master file’s data set name. See the “Member Security
Access Authorities” section for a list of member security access authorities.

Note the following:

• When defining the access levels for master files, assign both the LIB/CCF System Master File and the LIB/CCF
History Master File an access level of UPDATE for the DATASET resource class and an access level of ALTER for the
CA@SNCCF resource class.

• You must assign users that need to open master files (for example, production masters) using LIB/CCF READ and
WRITE authority for the master file in the DATASET resource class. Where you want to limit access to the master file
outside of LIB/CCF, you can use member security to effectively limit the access.
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Specifying one blanket access rule of READ for all members in the master file under the resource class of
CA@IBMEM restricts access to READ only when outside of LIB/CCF. Alternatively, you can give the production master
file members a status of PROD1, which has the same effect and eliminates the need to specify any member rules.

• Jobs submitted by LIB/CCF that execute AFOLIBR, LIBRCOPY, or that use LIB/AM (SUBSYS/LAM) do not check the
LIB/CCF resources in these steps. To use a higher level of access authority for CCF, the movement process must be
online, not batch. Restricting read access altogether does not permit a compile to execute.

Example

In the following example, access rules are first defined for the master file, LIBR.USER.MAST, in the resource classes of
DATASET and CA@SNCCF. An access authority of UPDATE is specified for users with an access profile of GROUP1.

Next, access rules for the master file members are defined under the resource classes of CA@IBMEM and CA@EMCCF
using the master file’s assigned surrogate name of PROD. The rules specify read-only access for users with GROUP1
profile access when outside the LIB/CCF environment. In the LIB/CCF environment, users with a GROUP1 profile access
are granted authority to update any member in the master file.

After defining the access rules for users, return to the steps outlined at the beginning of this section to complete the LIB/
CCF security implementation process.

PE LIBR.USER.MAST CL(DATASET) ID(GROUP1) ACCESS(UPDATE)

RDEFINE CA@SNCCF LIBR.USER.MAST UACC(UPDATE)

RDEFINE CA@IBMEM PROD.* UACC(READ)

RDEFINE CA@EMCCF PROD.* UACC(ALTER)

What Happens When...

Member security rules always take precedence over basic security rules unless the user was assigned a lesser authority
at the master file level than at the member level or the user was granted ALTER authority to the master file.

...User Has Less Authority at the Master File Level than Member Level?

When a user was assigned a lesser authority at the master file level than at the member level, Librarian limits access
of the member to the level of authority specified at the master file level. For example, if a user was assigned READ
authority to the master file and UPDATE authority to one of its members, the user is never allowed to update the member.
However, where a user was assigned equal authority at the master file and member levels (for example, READ or
UPDATE authority for both), you can add CONTROL authority at the member level to increase the user’s control of
specific members, even though the user does not have that control at the master file level.

...User Has ALTER Authority?

Where the user has ALTER authority to the master file, the user can manipulate the master file members in any way,
regardless of the access authority granted at the member level. For example, if a resource rule indicates that a user was
not authorized to UPDATE a member, then the update is still allowed if the user had ALTER authority to the master file.
However, the user’s authority to each member is tested individually as the member is manipulated for Top Secret to log
any extraordinary actions.

NOTE
Excessive security violations can be logged if a user with ALTER authority to the master file lacks adequate
authority at the member level to perform their functions or is not assigned member access rules at all. Once
member security is activated by assigning a surrogate name to the master file, assign this ALTER-authorized
user equivalent authority at the member level to avoid the excessive security violation logging.
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...User Processes a Member Not Defined to RACF?

When a member is not defined as a separate resource, Librarian uses the access authority defined at the master file level
(basic security) to control access. For example, if a user is trying to update a member that is not defined as a resource,
then the update is allowed if the user had UPDATE authority to the master file. If the member had a status of PROD1,
then CONTROL authority to the master file is also required.

...User Processes Multiple Members?

Librarian functions that involve more than one member (that is, COPY= or RENAME= of the -SEL command) require
adequate authority to each of the involved members before the function is allowed. When copying an existing member, the
user must have authority to create the new member and authority to read the old member.

When renaming an existing member, the user must have authority to create a member whose name is the selected new
name and authority to update the old member.

Backup Tapes and Basic and Member Security
Backup tapes created using post-3.9 releases of Librarian have a format that differs from backup tapes created by pre-3.9
releases. With post-3.9 releases, master file control information, such as the master file name and security settings, is
copied to the tape along with the contents of the disk master file.

• Backup tapes are subject to the same Librarian security enforcement as disk master files. That is, Librarian controls
access to the backup tape using MCD security, basic security, or member security. The tier of security enforced for the
backup tape is determined by two factors:

• Whether the Librarian master file name stored with the backup tape is defined to the access control facility and
• The tier of security in effect for the disk master file at the time the backup tape was created.

The master file name stored on the tape is the data set name of the backed-up disk master file. If this master file name is
not defined to the access control facility when the backup tape is accessed, MCD security protects the backup tape. If the
master file name is defined to the access control facility, basic security protects the backup tape.

If the disk master file also had a surrogate name defined before the time the backup was taken, member security protects
the backup tape.

NOTE
Defining a disk master file as a resource to an access control facility automatically initiates security for existing
backup tapes created using a post-3.9 release of Librarian.

The existence of master file control information on the backup tape makes the backup tape inaccessible to pre-3.9
releases of Librarian. You can still maintain backup tapes created by pre-3.9 releases of Librarian that do not contain
master file control information on the tape using the current release of Librarian. However, you cannot extend Librarian
security to those tapes until they are converted to a post-3.9 backup tape.

For z/OS and OS/390 environments, to convert a pre-3.9 backup tape to a post-3.9 backup tape, a new master file must
be initialized on disk with a data set name that is defined to the access control facility. If you want member security to
protect the tape, you must also assign a surrogate name to the new master file. Once the new master file is initialized, the
pre-3.9 backup tape is restored to the disk master file using the -OPT RESTORE command. The disk master file is then
backed-up to tape using -OPT BKUPTAPE.

NOTE
-OPT RESTORE and -OPT BKUPTAPE require UPDATE/SCRATCH (Top Secret), WRITE/ALLOCATE (ACF2),
or UPDATE/CONTROL (RACF) authority to the disk master when the master file is defined to an active access
control facility.

For VM/ESA-formatted master files, to convert a pre-3.9 backup tape to a post-3.9 backup tape, use the LIBMAST
RESTORE command and its DSN option to restore the pre-3.9 backup tape to the disk master file. If you want member
security to protect the new backup tape, you must also assign a surrogate name through the SAFQUAL option of
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the LIBMAST RESTORE command. The disk master file is then backed-up to tape using the LIBMAST BKUPTAPE
command.

NOTE
LIBMAST RESTORE and LIBMAST BKUPTAPE require UPDATE/SCRATCH (Top Secret), WRITE/ALLOCATE
(ACF2), or UPDATE/CONTROL (RACF) authority to the disk master file when that master file is defined to an
active access control facility.

Because of the need to support post-3.9 and pre-3.9 backup tapes, certain rules were defined to regulate when the
backup tape is in post-3.9 format and when it remains in pre-3.9 format. The rules are grouped under three categories:
disk-to-tape backup, tape-to-disk restore, and historical files.

Disk-To-Tape Backup
When you run -OPT BKUPTAPE or LIBMAST BKUPTAPE using the current release of Librarian, master file control
information is always copied to the tape, no matter which Librarian release created the disk master file.

To use the -OPT BKUPTAPE or LIBMAST BKUPTAPE command when basic or member security is active for the disk
master file requires an access authority of UPDATE/SCRATCH (Top Secret), WRITE/ALLOCATE (ACF2), or UPDATE/
CONTROL (RACF) to the disk master file.

Tape-To-Disk Restore
The rules that govern tape-to-disk restores under the z/OS and OS/390 environment differ somewhat from those in the
VM/ESA environment. The following sections describe the rules that govern a tape-to-disk restore in the z/OS and OS/390
and VM/ESA environments.

z/OS and OS/390 Restores

When you use -OPT RESTORE with the current release of Librarian to completely restore an AFO master file from tape to
disk, the following rules apply:

• If the backup tape was originally created using a post-3.9 release of Librarian, all members on the tape are restored
to the disk master file. Data from the tape also replaces master file control information on the disk. This includes all
initialization options chosen for the original disk master, except for the original master file name. The data set name
from the original disk master file is not restored from tape. It does not replace the master file name currently on disk.
The tier of security enforced on the backup tape becomes the tier of security enforced for the restored disk master file.
Restoring the master file control information and the master file members makes it easier to restore the master file at a
difficult time since you no longer need to remember the options specified when the master file was originally initialized.

• If the backup tape was originally created using a pre-3.9 release of Librarian, the master file control information
currently in the disk master file is not replaced.

To use the -OPT RESTORE command when basic or member security is active for the backup tape and the disk master
file, an access authority of READ/SCRATCH (Top Secret), READ/ALLOCATE (ACF2), or READ/CONTROL (RACF)
is required for the tape master file data set name. An access authority of UPDATE/SCRATCH (Top Secret), WRITE/
ALLOCATE (ACF2), or UPDATE/CONTROL (RACF) is required for the disk master file. Backup tapes created by pre-3.9
releases of Librarian do not require access authorities to the backup tape, although the disk master file can require access
authorities.

VM/ESA Restores

When you use LIBMAST RESTORE with the current release of Librarian to restore a master file from tape to a VM/ESA-
formatted disk master file, the following rules apply:

NOTE
These rules also apply to the LIBMAST REINIT and LIBMAST BKUPDISK commands.
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• In general, the data from the tape is restored in its entirety to the disk master file.
• If the backup tape was originally created using a post-3.9 release of Librarian, the master file control information is also

restored. This includes all initialization options and security options specified for the original disk master, including the
original master file name. The tier of security enforced on the backup tape becomes the tier of security enforced for the
restored disk master file.
Where DSN or any other security option available with the LIBMAST RESTORE command was specified with
LIBMAST RESTORE, these explicit specifications take precedence over the specifications contained on the backup
tape. The remaining options not explicitly specified with LIBMAST RESTORE are initialized with the data contained on
the backup tape.
Restoring the master file control information with the master file members makes it easier to restore the master file at a
difficult time since you no longer need to remember the options specified when the master file was originally initialized.
To restore a wide record master file using a PDS utility such as the IBM IEBCOPY, you must have an access authority
to ALL for the PDS or PDS/E master file data set.

• If the backup tape was originally created using a pre-3.9 release of Librarian, no master file control information is
available on tape to copy to disk. As a result, the master file control information on the disk is initialized with Librarian
defaults that replace any existing control information.
Where DSN or any other security option available with the LIBMAST RESTORE command was specified with
LIBMAST RESTORE, these explicit specifications take precedence over the default control information targeted for
the disk master file. Remaining options not explicitly specified with LIBMAST RESTORE are initialized with Librarian
defaults.

To use the LIBMAST RESTORE command when basic or member security is active for the backup tape and the disk
master file, an access authority of READ/SCRATCH (Top Secret), READ/ALLOCATE (ACF2), or READ/CONTROL
(RACF) is required for the tape master file data set name. An access authority of UPDATE/SCRATCH (Top Secret),
WRITE/ALLOCATE (ACF2), or UPDATE/CONTROL (RACF) is required for the disk master file. Backup tapes created by
pre-3.9 releases of Librarian do not require access authorities to the backup tape, although the disk master file can require
access authorities.

If you are specifying the SAFLOCK, SAFQUAL, or CLRSAFQ options with the LIBMAST RESTORE command, you need
ALL authority to the disk master file. To specify the DSN option, UPDATE/SCRATCH (Top Secret), WRITE/ALLOCATE
(ACF2), or UPDATE/CONTROL (RACF) authority to the disk master file is sufficient.

Historical Files (z/OS and OS/390 Only)
The updating of historical files, backup tapes, or pre-3.9 tape master files is limited to the capabilities of the utility -COPY
control statement. Updating is performed through a two- or three-step job. The format of the input tape determines the
format of the resulting output tape, as follows:

• If the input tape file, specified on the MASTIN DD card, is in a post-3.9 backup tape format, the output tape is also in a
post-3.9 backup tape format, which contains master file control information.

• If the input tape file, specified on the MASTIN DD card, is in a pre-3.9 backup tape format, the output tape is also in a
pre-3.9 backup tape format with no master file control information included.

• If you do not specify an input tape file at all (that is, you want to backup a few selected disk members, but not the entire
master file, and you are not updating any existing tape file), the output tape is in a pre-3.9 backup tape format with no
master file control information included.

To perform the update, appropriate access authorities are needed to access the disk master file and the input tape files
when basic or member security is active for those resources. Access authorities are not required for the output tape. For
example, suppose you are updating a post-3.9 backup tape, an access control facility is active, and basic security is in
force for all the master files involved. The disk master file requires READ/SCRATCH (Top Secret), READ/ALLOCATE
(ACF2), or READ/CONTROL (RACF) authority. The input tape file requires UPDATE/SCRATCH (Top Secret), WRITE/
ALLOCATE (ACF2), or UPDATE/CONTROL (RACF) authority. The output tape file requires no special authority.

Where an access control facility is not active or member or basic security is not active, MCD security is used.
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NOTE
For more information on historical files, see the "System Services" section.

FAIR and Security
This section provides information for using MCD security, basic security, and member security with the File Access
Interface Routines (FAIR). It describes FAIR information relating specifically to these tiers of security.

NOTE
For complete information on FAIR, See the "File Access Interface Routines" section.

FAIROPN Routine
The FAIROMCD field of the FAIROPN call statement passes the current management code of the master file you are
trying to open. For MCD security, you must include the address of the management code in the FAIROPN Calling
Parameter List (FAIROPL) at the following location:

Hex Contents Description
'08' A(FAIROMCD) Address of the EBCDIC, four-byte, current

management code.
If this parameter is missing or incorrectly
specified, PROD2 members cannot be
accessed under MCD security.
If you specify this parameter and the value
it points to is either binary zeros or spaces,
PROD2 members cannot be accessed
under MCD security.

The FAIROPN Result Area (OPENRES) reports the results of any attempt to open a master file that MCD, basic, or
member security protects in the following fields:

Hex Contents Description
'0D' OPENSEC One byte indicating the security tier in effect

for the master file. The possible values are:
C'0' -- MCD security is active.
C'1' -- Basic or member security is active.
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'0E' OPENMCD One byte indicating the accessibility to
PROD2 members by subsequent calls on
FAIRLOC and FAIRMOD. The possible
values are:
C'0' -- PROD2 members cannot be
accessed because:
- MCD security is active and the caller failed
to pass a correct management code to
FAIROPN,
- Basic security is active and the user lacks
adequate access authority to the PROD2
members of the master file, or
- Member security is active and the extent
of the user’s access authority to PROD2
members is inconclusive
C'1' -- PROD2 members can be accessed
because:
- MCD security is active and the user
correctly specified the management code,
or
- Basic security is active and the user has
all possible authority to the master file, or
- Member security is active and the user
has all possible authority to the master file.

The combination of values in the OPENMCD and OPENSEC fields determine if any additional checking must be done.
When OPENMCD is 1, the user knows that he can process any module in any way. Currently, some applications use
this information to verify that updates to perform later are authorized. If OPENMCD is 0 and OPENSEC is 0 and the user
supplied a management code, then the code was incorrect. When OPENSEC is 1, the management code is ignored and
a value of 0 in OPENMCD does not indicate an invalid MCD code. Rather, the value indicates that the user might lack the
needed access control facility authorization to read some modules.

When FAIROPN finds that a user is not authorized to open the master file, FAIROPN sets the OPENRET field in the result
area to 1 (master file could not be opened) and the OPENREA field to 5 (user not authorized) or 6 (security system down
- no members can be accessed). A security interface error message is available to print when the reason code is 5. You
can retrieve security error messages by calling the FAIRERR routine.

If an application needs to know if certain types of processing (for example, adding a module of the same name) allowed
later on, then the application must call the FAIRSEC routine.
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FAIRLOC Routine
Results of any attempt to process a member on a protected master file through FAIRLOC are reported in the FAIRLOC
Result Area (LOCRES) in the following fields:

Hex Contents Description
'00' LOCRET One byte indicating how FAIRLOG

processing ended. The possible security
value is C'2'. The member requested
is a PROD2 member. The caller failed
to pass a correct management code to
FAIROPN under MCD security or the user
is not authorized to access that member
under basic/member security. FAIRLOC
never returns this value if the digit FAIR
LOP1 addressed is C1. In that case, the
processing is as if there were no PROD2
members on the master file

'01' LOCSTAT One byte indicating the current security
status value of the member. The possible
values are:
C'0' -- A TEST member is processing.
C'1' -- A PROD0 member is processing
(possible only for archived members).
C'2' -- A PROD1 member is processing.
C'3' -- A PROD2 member is processing.

'04' LOCMSG One byte indicating the availability of a
security error message. The possible
values are:
C'0' -- No security error message available.
C'1' -- Security error message is available.
C'2' -- Security error message is
available.Terminate run.

When FAIRLOC finds that a user is not authorized to access a member, the return code in the result area is the same
as when the management code is not supplied with MCD security. The flag, LOCMSG, is set to 1 or 2 to indicate that a
security interface error message is available to print. Also check LOCMSG when the return code field is 0 to allow for
messages being returned when the security system is in WARN mode.

Update application source modules to print the security interface error messages that you can retrieve by calling the
FAIRERR routine described in this section.
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FAIRMOD Routine
The results of any attempt to use FAIRMOD to access a member that is on a master file that MCD, basic, or member
security protects are reported in the FAIRMOD Result Area in the following fields:

Hex Contents Description
'00' MODRET One byte indicating how FAIRMOD

processing ended. The possible security
value is C'2'. The member FAIRMMDN
addressed is a PROD2 member. The
caller failed to pass a correct management
code to FAIROPN under MCD security or
the user is not authorized to access the
member under basic/member security.
FAIRMOD does not return this value if
FAIRMOP1 is equal to C'1'. In this case,
processing is as if there were no PROD2
members on the master file.

'01' MODSTAT1 One byte indicating the security status
value of the member. The possible values
are:
C'0' -- A TEST member is processing.
C'1' -- A PROD0 member is processing
(possible only for archived members).
C'2' -- A PROD1 member is processing.
C'3' -- A PROD2 member is processing.

'04' MODMSG One byte indicating the availability of a
security error message. The possible
values are:
C'0' -- No security error message available.
C'1' -- Security error message is available.
C'2' -- Security error message is available.
Terminate run.

When FAIRMOD finds that a user is not authorized to access a member, the return code in the result area is the same
as when the management code is not supplied with MCD security. The flag, MODMSG, is set to 1 or 2 to indicate that a
security interface error message is available to print. Also check MODMSG when the return code field is 0 to allow for
messages being returned when the security system is in WARN mode.

Update application source modules to print the security interface error messages that calling the FAIRERR routine can
retrieve.
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FAIRREC Routine
The results of any attempt to use FAIRREC to retrieve records from a member on a master file that MCD, basic, or
member security protects are reported in the FAIRREC Result Area (RECRES) in the following fields:

Hex Contents Description
'02' RECINC One byte indicating whether the record is a

- INC statement and, if it is, how FAIRREC
processes it. The possible security value
is C'7'. FAIRREC does not expand the -
INC statement because FAIROPN failed
to pass a correct management code for
the referenced PROD2 member under
MCD security or because the user is not
authorized to access the member under
basic/member security.

'06' RECMSG One byte indicating the availability of a
security error message. The possible
values are:
C'0' -- No security error message available.
C'1' -- Security error message is available.
C'2' -- Security error message is available.
Terminate run.

When FAIRREC finds that a user is not authorized to access a member specified on a -INC statement, the code in the
RECINC indicator field is set to 7, which is the same as when the management code is not supplied with MCD security.
The flag, RECMSG, is set to 1 or 2 to indicate that a security interface error message is available to print. Also check
RECMSG when the return code field is 0 to allow for messages being returned when the security system is in WARN
mode.

Update application source modules to print the security interface error messages that calling the FAIRERR routine can
retrieve.

FAIRERR Routine (z/OS and OS/390 Only)
The FAIRERR routine is called to retrieve security error messages generated by the FAIROPN, FAIRLOC, FAIRMOD, or
FAIRREC routines. The security system can return one or more message segments. FAIRERR returns the message one
segment at a time.

The following shows the possible return codes in Register 15 for FAIRERR processing:

• 0 -- Normal completion. The FAIRERR result area contains additional meaningful return codes or valid data.
• 4 -- Insufficient storage available.
• 8 -- Incompatibility between FAIR modules.
• 12 -- Invalid parameter list.
• 16 -- Internal logic error. Call Broadcom Support.

The parameter list the caller passes to this routine must be one to two fullwords long and must be aligned on a fullword
boundary. This section describes the parameter list and the items it addresses.
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FAIRERR Calling Parameters

Hex Contents Description
'00' A(FAIRWKAR) Required. Address of a fullword containing

the address of the FAIR work area that
FAIROPN allocated.

'04' A(ERRRES) A four-byte field containing the address of a
260-byte result area for FAIRERR.

FAIRERR Result Area

Hex Contents Description
'00' ERRRET One byte indicating how FAIRERR

processing ended. Possible values:
= C0 -- A message was returned. No more
message segments.
= C1 -- A message was returned. More
message segments are available.
= C'2' -- No message available.

'01' ERRRSV1 One byte reserved and not used
'02' ERRLEN Two-byte field indicating the number of

bytes in the error message
'04' ERRTEXT 256-byte field containing the actual security

interface error message padded with
blanks.

FAIRERR Examples

The following sample CALL statements request that FAIRERR capture any security interface error messages that the
FAIROPN, FAIRLOC, FAIRMOD, or FAIRREC routines generated.

• Assembly
CALL FAIRERR,(FAIRWKAR,ERRRES)<,VL>

NOTE
For Assembly users, the VL operand is specified for z/OS and OS/390 only.

• COBOL
CALL 'FAIRERR' USING FAIRWKAR ERRRES.

• Fortran
CALL FAIRE (FAIRWKAR,ERRRES)

NOTE
For Fortran users, the routine name FAIRERR was shortened to five characters, FAIRE, to accommodate
length restrictions.

• PL/I
CALL FAIRERR (FAIRWKAR,ERRRES)
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FAIRERR Calling Parameter Alphabetical Index

Hex Contents
04 A(ERRRES)
00 (FAIRWKAR)

FAIRERR Result Area Alphabetical Index

Hex Contents
02 ERRLEN
00 ERRRET
01 ERRRSV1
04 ERRTEXT

FAIRSEC Routine (z/OS and OS/390 Only)
Authority to access a module is not a guarantee of authority to perform an update, addition, or deletion of the module at a
later time. These functions require a higher degree of authority. To verify that adequate access authority exists to perform
a later update, addition, or deletion of a module, the FAIRSEC routine is called.

Not all situations require calling FAIRSEC. For example, you are using MCD security and supplied the correct
management code, or you are using basic/member security and the user has proper authorities. The values contained in
the OPENSEC and OPENMCD result area fields of the FAIROPN routine are sufficient to indicate that adequate access is
available.

The need for verification arises when the result area of the FAIROPN routine contains 0 in the OPENMCD field and
contains 1 in the OPENSEC field. These values indicate that basic or member security is active, but the user of the
application does not have the level of authority that permits total access to a module. The application developer must now
determine whether a later update, addition, or deletion of the module executes or fails, based on the level of authority
available. Calling FAIRSEC forewarns of an impending termination due to insufficient access authority and lets you take
corrective measures beforehand.

FAIRSEC can be called any time after FAIRMOD and FAIRLOC are called.

The following shows the possible return codes in Register 15 for FAIRSEC processing.

The parameter list the caller passes to this routine must be five fullwords long and must be aligned on a fullword
boundary. This section describes the parameter list and the items it addresses.

• 0 -- Normal completion. The FAIRSEC result area contains additional meaningful return codes or valid data.
• 4 -- Insufficient storage available.
• 8 -- Incompatibility between FAIR modules.
• 12 -- Invalid parameter list.
• 16 -- Internal logic error. Call Broadcom Support.

FAIRSEC Calling Parameters

Hex Contents Description
'00' A(FAIRWKAR) Required. Address of a fullword containing

the address of the FAIR work area that
FAIROPN allocated.
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'04' A(SECRES) A four-byte field containing the address of
the result area for FAIRSEC.

'08' A(FAIRSMDN) A Four-byte field containing the address of
an eight-byte module name.

'0C' A(FAIRSTAT) A four-byte field containing the address of a
one-byte module status.
The possible values are:
= C'0' -- TEST
= C'1' -- PROD0
= C'2' -- PROD1
= C'3' -- PROD2

10 A(FAIROPS) A four-byte field containing the address of a
one-byte field that indicates the function to
perform.
The possible one-byte field values are:
= C0 -- Module added.
= C1 -- Module updated.
= C'2' -- Module deleted.
= C'3' -- Module read.

FAIRSEC Result Area

Hex Contents Description
'00' SECRET One byte indicating how FAIRSEC

processing ended.
Possible values:
= C0 -- Processing allowed.
= C1 -- Processing not allowed.
= C'8' -- Invalid parameter.

'01' SECRSV1 Seven byte reserved and not used.

FAIRSEC Examples

The following sample CALL statements request FAIRSEC to verify whether the operation passed to the FAIROPS field is
performed on the module named in the FAIRSMDN field given the present level of access authority available to the user.
The FAIRSTAT field contains the status of the named module (that is, TEST, PROD0, PROD1, or PROD2).

• Assembly
CALL FAIRSEC,(FAIRWKAR,SECRES,FAIRSMDN,

 FAIRSTAT,FAIROPS)<,VL>

NOTE
For Assembly users, the VL operand is specified for z/OS and OS/390 only.

• COBOL
CALL 'FAIRSEC' USING FAIRWKAR SECRES

FAIRSMDN FAIRSTAT FAIROPS.

• Fortran
CALL FAIRS (FAIRWKAR,SECRES,FAIRSMDN,

 FAIRSTAT,FAIROPS)
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NOTE
For Fortran users, the routine name FAIRSEC was shortened to five characters, FAIRS, to accommodate
length restrictions.

• PL/I
CALL FAIRSEC (FAIRWKAR,SECRES,FAIRSMDN,

 FAIRSTAT,FAIROPS);

FAIRSEC Calling Parameter Alphabetical Index

Hex Contents
10 A(FAIROPS)
08 A(FAIRSMDN)
0C A(FAIRSTAT)
00 A(FAIRWKAR)
04 A(SECRES)

FAIRSEC Result Area Alphabetical Index

Hex Contents
00 SECRET
01 SECRSV1

External Security Interface For Librarian/CCF Administrator
This section describes the steps necessary to implement the Librarian/CCF Administrator external security interface with
Top Secret and ACF2. A working knowledge of the security structure for Top Secret and its associated command syntax is
required. You must execute all of the Top Secret commands shown in this section under Top Secret.

Implementing CCF Administrator with Top Secret
The following topics provide examples of the Top Secret commands that you can use to implement Librarian/CCF
Administrator external security. See the Top Secret documentation for additional information on the commands listed here.

Defining the LCCFSVR Facility

The facility definition defines specific execution requirements for LCCFSVR, such as authorization to identify LCCFSVR
as a multiuser single address space and to prevent abends due to single user security violations. You can use the
following commands to define the LCCFSVR facility.

There are two steps to this procedure.

NOTE
The definition of the LCCFSVR facility using the Top Secret modify command is not permanent. Broadcom
recommends that you add the LCCFSVR facility definition commands to the Top Secret startup parameter file to
ensure that the LCCFSVR facility is defined during Top Secret initialization. See the Top Secret documenatation
for a description of the TSSPARM0 parameter file.

1. Step 1
TSS MODIFY(FAC(USERxx=LCCFSVR))

– TSS MODIFY
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Specifies the Top Secret command identifier (TSS). You must use the MODIFY option when referencing the Top
Secret Facilities matrix.

– FAC
Specifies the Top Secret command parameter used to add, change, or delete facilities.

– USERxx=LCCFSVR
Alters a user-definable facility xx (xx=01-69) to LCCFSVR.

2. Step 2
TSS MODIFY(FAC(LCCFSVR=NOABEND,MULTIUSER,PGM=LCO,KEY=0, NOLUMSG,NOINSTDATA,NOSTMSG,MODE(FAIL)))

– TSS MODIFY
Specifies the Top Secret command identifier (TSS). You must use the MODIFY option when referencing the Top
Secret Facilities matrix.

– FAC
Specifies the Top Secret command parameter used to add, change, or delete facilities.

– LCCFSVR
Specifies the name in this example for the Librarian/CCF Administrator facility.

– NOABEND
Specifies that the LCCFSVR facility does not abend if one user in the LCCFSVR multiuser address space causes a
security violation.

– MULTIUSER
Identifies the LCCFSVR facility as a multiuser address space.

– PGM=CAS
Specifies the first three characters of the program name that issues SVC calls for security validations under the
LCCFSVR facility.

– KEY=0
Specifies the TCB protect key that LCCFSVR facility can use for storage. LCCFSVR executes in KEY8, problem
state.

– NOLUMSG
Specifies that LCCFSVR facility does not want the last-used messages displayed.

– NOINSTDATA
Specifies that the LCCFSVR facility does not want the installation data stored in the facility region.

– NOSTMSG
Specifies that the LCCFSVR facility does not want the status messages displayed.

– MODE(FAIL)
Specifies that the LCCFSVR facility security mode is FAIL.

Defining the CCFADMIN ACID

Librarian/CCF Administrator requires an ACID definition to execute under Top Secret security. This definition identifies
Librarian/CCF Administrator as a started task, names the procedure from which Librarian/CCF Administrator executes,
and associates the Librarian/CCF Administrator facility with the Librarian/CCF Administrator ACID.

TSS CRE(CCFADMIN) PASS(NOPW,0) TYPE(USER)

 FAC(STC) MASTFAC(LCCFSVR)

 NAME('CA LIBRARIAN/CCF ADMINISTRATOR')

 DEPT(CLNTSVRD) NOLCFCHK NORESCHK

NOVOLCHK NODSNCHK

• TSS CRE
Specifies the Top Secret command used to create ACIDs.

• PASS(NOPW,0)
Specifies that the Librarian/CCF Administrator ACID does not require a password.

• TYPE(USER)
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Identifies the Librarian/CCF Administrator as a user ACID.
• FAC(STC)

Specifies the Top Secret command parameter that defines the Librarian/CCF Administrator as a started task.
• DEPT(CLNSVRD)

Establishes the owning department for the Librarian/CCF Administrator ACID.
• MASTFAC(LCCFSVR)

Identifies the master facility for the Librarian/CCF Administrator online ACID. This is the facility ID defined previously.
• NAME('CA LIBRARIAN/CCF ADMINISTRATOR')

Specifies the Top Secret Create command parameter that describes the ACID you are creating, in this case, the
Librarian/CCF Administrator ACID.

• NOLCFCHK
Specifies that no Limited Command Facility (LCF) checking is performed against the control region ACID of the
address space.

• NORESCHK
Specifies that no resource checking, except data sets and volumes, is performed against the control region ACID of
the address space.

• NOVOLCHK
Specifies that no volume checking is performed against the control region ACID of the address space.

• NODSNCHK
Specifies that no data set name checking is performed against the control region ACID of the address space.

Defining the LCCFSVR Procedure to Top Secret

The following command adds the Librarian/CCF Administrator ACID to the Top Secret started task facility and identifies
the Librarian/CCF Administrator procedure name.

TSS ADD(STC) PROC(LCCFSVR) ACID(REALHOST)

• TSS ADD(STC)
Specifies the Top Secret command that adds information to the Started Task Facility.

• PROC(LCCFSVR)
Identifies the procedure name to use for the Librarian/CCF Administrator started task.

• ACID(REALHOST)
Associates the started task procedure name with the Librarian/CCF Administrator ACID.

Controlling User Access to the LIB/CCF Server

Since the Librarian/CCF Administrator started task is a PC-to-mainframe server application with access to system
resources, you must control sign on or log on to it through the Facility definition previously presented and the Unicenter
TNG Framework for z/OS and OS/390 CAISSF component.

With the Top Secret external security manager controlling access to the Librarian/CCF Administrator server, each user
must be granted authority to log on to it. The following Top Secret command provides this authority.

TSS ADD(user acid) FAC(LCCFSVR)

• TSS ADD(user acid)
Specifies the Top Secret command that grants access to resources. The user acid is permitted access to the Librarian/
CCF Administrator facility.

• FAC(LCCFSVR)
Identifies the Top Secret facility that the user acid is permitted to access.
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Implementing Librarian/CCF Administrator with ACF2
This section describes the steps necessary to implement the Librarian/CCF Administrator external security interface with
ACF2. A working knowledge of the security structure for ACF2 and its associated command syntax is required. You must
execute all of the ACF2 commands shown here under ACF2.

Defining the Host Test Option to ACF2

Librarian/CCF Administrator requires a logonid to ACF2 to establish access authority to the server. The logonid must be
defined as a started task using the procedure name that invokes the Librarian/CCF Administrator. Since multiple users
can be logged on to Librarian/CCF Administrator at the same time, it is referred to as a MUSASS (Multi-User Single
Address Subsystem) and requires the MUSASS attribute when defining the logonid.

You must enter this command under ACF2. You can use online or batch ACF2 processing to define the Librarian/CCF
Administrator logonid.

INSERT LCCFSVR NAME(CA-LIBRARIAN/CCF ADMINISTRATOR)

 STC MUSASS RESTRICT DUMPAUTH NO-SMC

• INSERT
Specifies the ACF2 command that adds a logonid to the ACF2 database.

• LCCFSVR
Specifies the name chosen in this example for the Librarian/CCF Administrator logonid.

• NAME
Indicates a comment field that describes the logonid being added.

• STC
Identifies the Librarian/CCF Administrator as a started task ID.

• MUSASS
Defines the Librarian/CCF Administrator as a Multi-User Single Address Space Subsystem.

• DUMPAUTH
Permits the Librarian/CCF Administrator logonid to generate dumps of its address space in the event of an abend.

• NO-SMC
Indicates the authorization to bypass Step-Must-Complete controls. The NO-SMC parameter is used for MUSASS
support and identifies a job as cancelable during sensitive VSAM update operations.

NOTE
If you are already using a started task with similar privileges and attributes, you use the INSERT USING
command option when defining the Librarian/CCF Administrator logonid. See the ACF2 documentation for a
complete description of the USING command option and the additional privileges and attributes shown in this
example.

Add Transactions to the ACF2 SAFELIST

The Librarian/CCF Administrator z/OS and OS/390 host debugging function uses the transactions VTAT, VIRC, ISER,
ICDB, ICOM, and ICDV, so you must add them to the ACF2 SAFELIST. You must include the following statements in the
ACF2CICS parameter file:

SAFELIST RESOURCE=TRANS,ENTRY=VTAT

SAFELIST RESOURCE=TRANS,ENTRY=VIRC

SAFELIST RESOURCE=TRANS,ENTRY=ISER

SAFELIST RESOURCE=TRANS,ENTRY=ICDB

SAFELIST RESOURCE=TRANS,ENTRY=ICOM

SAFELIST RESOURCE=TRANS,ENTRY=ICDV
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NOTE
For additional information on adding transactions to the SAFELIST, see the ACF2 documentation.

Implementing the Host Test Option with IBM RACF
This section describes the steps necessary to implement the Librarian/CCF Administrator external security interface with
IBM RACF. A working knowledge of the security structure for IBM RACF and its associated command syntax is required.

You must execute all of the IBM RACF commands shown in this section under IBM RACF.

Started Procedures Table - ICHRIN03

Started tasks have system generated job statements and do not have associated USER, GROUP, or password
parameters. RACF requires a user or group ID to specifically authorize access to resources. The Started Procedures
Table for RACF allows sites to associate a USERID with a started task, which you can then use to specify authorization
access. See the following example:

ICHRIN03 CSECT

TITLE 'ICHRIN03 - STARTED PROCEDURES TABLE'

EJECT

DC XL2'8002' NEW FORMAT - 02 ENTRIES

*

DC CL8'LCCFSVR' PROCNAME

DC CL8'CCFADMIN' USERID

DC CL8' ' GROUP - NULL

DC XL1'00' NOT PRIVILEGED OR TRUSTED

DC XL7'00' RESERVED

*

DC CL8'* ' PROCNAME

DC CL8'= ' USERID

DC CL8' ' GROUP - NULL

DC XL1'00' NOT PRIVILEGED OR TRUSTED

DC XL7'00' RESERVED

*

END

This table must reside in the link pack area (LPA). The last entry shown is a generic entry that RACF uses if the specific
started task name is not found in the table. The equal sign states that the started task name is used as the USERID for
any entry that does not match an entry in the table. See the IBM publication System Programming Library: RACF for a
complete description of the Started Procedures Table. Security for the Librarian/CCF Administrator server started task is
not put into effect until the USERIDs are defined to RACF.

Defining the LCCFSVR Started Task to RACF

The ADDUSER command defines a new user and associates that user with an existing RACF define group.

This command has the following format:

ADDUSER REALHOST OWNER(CLNTSVRD)

 PASSWORD(SERVER) NAME('CA LIBRARIAN/CCF ADMINISTRATOR')

• ADDUSER
Specifies the IBM RACF command that defines a new user.

• CCFADMIN
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The name chosen in this example for the Librarian/CCF Administrator USERID that is associated with the LCCFSVR
started task.

• PASSWORD(SERVER)
The password chosen in this example for the Librarian/CCF Administrator USERID. This provides an additional level of
security for the Librarian/CCF Administrator started task ID. If you do not specify a password, the password defaults to
the owning group name, which might be available to unauthorized personnel.

• OWNER(CLNTSVRD)
The predefined owning group for the Librarian/CCF Administrator USERID profile. The group of USERID used in the
OWNER parameter must already be defined to RACF.

• NAME('CA LIBRARIAN/CCF ADMINISTRATOR')
Specifies the IBM RACF CREATE command parameter that describes the USERID.

Authorizing the Transaction

The Librarian/CCF Administrator debugger uses the following CICS transactions.

They should be defined to CICS with CMDSEC(NO) and RESSEC(NO): ISER, VTAT, VIRC, ICDB, ICOM, and ICDV.

If RACF file level security is in use, you must also add the following to the CICSFCT resource class:

WHLIB UACC(READ)

base code

A base code is a user-specified, four-digit number assigned to a master file and combined with the current date to produce
a management code (MCD).

EMCCF

CA@EMCCF is the RACF resource class for member access in LIB/CCF.

IBMEM

CA@IBMEM is the RACF resource class for member access in Librarian.

SNCCF

CA@SNCCF is the RACF resource class for data set (master file) access in LIB/CCF.

CACCFDSN

CACCFDSN is the Top Secret resource class for data set (master file) access in LIB/CCF.

CACCFMEM

CACCFMEM is the Top Secret resource class for member access in LIB/CCF.

CALIBMEM

CALIBMEM is the Top Secret resource class for member access in Librarian.

CFD

CFD is the ACF2 resource type for data set (master file) access in LIB/CCF.
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CFM

CFM is the ACF2 resource type for member access in LIB/CCF.

CLRSAFQUAL

CLRSAFQUAL is the Librarian master file reinitialization parameter to remove the master file SAFQUAL specification.

cust-id

A cust-id is the five-character identifier required to assign a base code to a master file. The default cust-id is INITM.

initialization

An initialization is the Librarian process of formatting a pre-allocated area of disk space used as a master file. This
process also assigns default processing attributes to the master file, such as whether MCD security protects the master
file.

LBM

LBM is the ACF2 resource type for member access in Librarian.

management code (MCD)

A management code (MCD) is a user-specified four-digit base code combined with the current date of access to the
master file. The management code permits access to members.

reinitialization

A reinitialization is the Librarian process of changing a master file’s default processing attributes.

SAFLOCK

SAFLOCK is the Librarian master file initialization/reinitialization parameter that specifies whether access to a master file
and members is permitted when no access control facility is active.

SAFQUAL

SAFQUAL is the Librarian master file initialization/reinitialization parameter that assigns a surrogate name to a master file.

status value

A status value is one of four security designations assigned to the members of an MCD-protected master file. The status
values are TEST, PROD0, PROD1, PROD2. Each status value provides a different level of member security.

surrogate name

A surrogate name is the one- to eight-character name assigned to a master file during initialization/reinitialization to
indicate that member security is used for the master file.
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Messages
Librarian generates messages that describe normal processing, warning situations, and error conditions. To find a
message, enter the message ID in the "Search this product" field.

Batch Messages
This section describes the Batch Messages.

A BACKUP FILE OF master-file-name WAS CREATED ON volser. FILE CONTAINS nnn MODULES.

Reason:

A master file was backed up. If you specified the volume serial number (volser) in the BACKUP DD statement, the volume
serial number appears in this message. The message also reports the number of modules (nnn) the backup file contains.

Action:

No action required.

ABOVE STATEMENT -- INVALID. MODULE NAME NOT FOUND OR UNAUTHORIZED ACCESS.

Reason:

Either the module name was invalid or there was an illegal operation.

Action:

Contact your supervisor.

ABOVE STATEMENT IS INVALID IN A -REP ALL DATA STREAM.

Reason:

AllFusion Librarian updating control statements are not permitted in a -REP ALL data stream.

Action:

Review the input stream for errors and resubmit the job.

ABOVE STATEMENT SHOULD BE A -DLM, -SEL, -COPY, OR -INDEX.

Reason:

The module selection statement following an -OPT GPO statement is not a valid GPO command.

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit the job.

ABOVE STATEMENT SHOULD BE A -ADD, -SEL, OR -DLM CONTROL STATEMENT.

Reason:

A module selection command was expected, but not found. The input stream is flushed to the next valid -ADD, -SEL, or -
DLM statement.

Action:

Inspect the Update Record Listing for a possible scrambled input deck.

ARCHIVE MODULE module-name CANNOT BE RESTORED TO THIS MASTER FILE.

Reason:
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The named module is an archived module. The master file where it is being restored was not initialized to support
archived modules.

Action:

Check with your systems programmer.

ARCHIVED MODULE CAN'T BE ADDED TO THIS MASTER FILE.

Reason:

You are trying to transfer an archived module from one master file to another.

The master file specified in the second step of the UTILITY -COPY operation was not initialized to support archived
modules.

Action:

Add the module as a non-archived module or reinitialize the master file to support archiving.

ARCHIVING NOT PERMITTED ON THIS MASTER FILE.

Reason:

The ARC option is specified for a module on a master file that does not permit archived modules.

Action:

Contact your systems programmer.

ARE THERE OTHER LIBRARIAN JOBS ACTIVE BESIDES jobname. ANSWER YES OR NO.

Reason:

Another AllFusion Librarian job set the shared flag for the master file.

Action:

Check the console sheet to ensure that no other AllFusion Librarian jobs are active before replying NO.

WARNING
Do not respond NO if another AllFusion Librarian program is accessing the master file from the same or another
CPU. If either LIB/OL or AllFusion Vollie is installed at your site, make certain that no one is executing the
UPDATE command.

ASSUMING NO OFFSET OF PARAMETER NEAR POSITION.

Reason:

The compare string is enclosed in slashes (usually indicating an offset), but the string does not contain a valid offset. The
entire string is used.

Action:

No action required.

A SYNTAX ERROR WAS DETECTED DURING EXPANSION OF A COPY STATEMENT REFERENCING MODULE
module-name.

Reason:

A syntax error was detected during expansion of the named module.

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit the job.
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AT LEAST ONE ERROR WAS FOUND THAT WAS NOT ASSOCIATED WITH A PARTICULAR MODULE NAME.
ERROR IS IDENTIFIED IN UPDATE RECORD LISTING.

Reason:

The module selection command was expected, but not found. AllFusion Librarian ignores the statements.

Action:

Check the Update Record Listing for more information on the error.

ASSIGN FAILED FOR VOLUME xxxxxx

Reason:

The dynamic assign for the volume xxxxxx failed. The return code is from the VSE/ESA ASSIGN macro.

Action:

Check the $CCFGEN macro for the correct volser.

ATTEMPT TO ACCESS A PRINTER MODULE REJECTED.

Reason:

You cannot use -OPT COMPARE to compare the levels of a printer module.

Action:

No action required.

AUXFILE CANNOT BE CONCATENATED DATA SET.

Reason:

You cannot concatenate auxiliary input files.

Action:

Use consecutive -AUX statements.

AUXFILE ORGANIZATION MUST BE PS OR PO.

Reason:

The AllFusion Librarian -AUX facility does not support ISAM or VSAM file organization.

Action:

Specify a PS or PO data set.

BACKUP FILE ACCESS DENIED; INSUFFICIENT ACCESS AUTHORITY.

Reason:

You do not have the necessary authority to access the AllFusion Librarian backup file.

Action:

Contact your security administrator.

BACKUP FILE COULD NOT BE OPENED.

Reason:

The BACKUP DD statement is missing. All output to the backup tape is ignored.

Action:

Insert the BACKUP DD statement and request a backup tape.
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BACKUP FILE DD STATEMENT SPECIFIED INVALID BLOCK SIZE. BLOCK SIZE HAS BEEN SET TO nnnn.

Reason:

You specified an invalid block size on the BACKUP DD statement. AllFusion Librarian automatically sets the block size
value to the nearest correct value (nnnn) and resumes processing.

Action:

No action required.

BACKUP FILE IMPROPERLY ASSIGNED.

Reason:

The backup file was not assigned to a tape device. The execution is canceled.

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit the job.

BACKUP FILE RECORD SIZE MUST BE 8 LESS THAN THE CONTROL INTERVAL SIZE.

Reason:

The VSAM backup file assigned to ddname BACKUP during a disk-to-disk backup has an invalid record size specification.

Action:

Redefine the file and correct the record size specification.

BACKUP TAPE HAS INVALID FORMAT.

Reason:

The first block of the backup tape is invalid. The current execution is canceled.

Action:

Check that the correct backup tape was mounted before restoring the master file from an earlier backup tape.

BAD DATA RECORD IN MODULE module-name- SKIPPING CURRENT DATA BLOCKMODULE INCOMPLETE.

Reason:

AllFusion Librarian encountered an invalid data record in a module on the backup file being restored. The indicated
module can be incomplete. In addition, other modules might be skipped.

Action:

Compare the current index listing with the previous index to determine what is missing. Recover from an alternate backup
tape.

BASED ON SHOWCAT'S RETURN CODE, LIBRARIAN IS ASSUMING A 'BDAM' MASTER FILE. SHOWCAT RC=nn.

BASED ON SHOWCAT'S RETURN CODE, LIBRARIAN IS ASSUMING A 'BDAM' MASTER FILE. SHOWCAT RC=nn,
VSAM CATALOG RC=nnn, VSAM CATALOG REASON CODE=nnn.

BASED ON SHOWCAT'S RETURN CODE, LIBRARIAN IS ASSUMING A 'BDAM' MASTER FILE. SHOWCAT RC=nn,
VSAM ERROR CODE=nnn.

Reason:

Informational.

Action:

If the message is incorrect, See the applicable IBM guide for further information.
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BLANK CONTROL STATEMENT.

Reason:

Columns 1 through 71 of the record read from SYSIN are blank. The z/OS and OS/390 Comparator (with condition code
16) performed no comparison.

Action:

Correct the control statement and resubmit the job.

CAPACITY OF THE REPLACING TABLE HAS BEEN EXCEEDED. REMAINDER OF COPY STATEMENT IGNORED.

Reason:

A COBOL COPY statement with a replacing clause contains more words, literals, or identifiers than can be stored in the
word area.

Action:

If you cannot recode the statement to reduce the number of words to replace, use the compiler's COPY expansion facility.

CHANGING TO RESEQ OR NORESEQ NOT PERMITTED ON AN ARCHIE MODULE.

Reason:

You cannot change the option that controls the reassignment of sequence numbers after an update for an archived
module.

Action:

No action required.

CLEAR OF LABEL AREA FAILED

Reason:

The label area CLRGRPL failed.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

CONFLICT BETWEEN -AUX STATEMENT AND FILE ORGANIZATION. MODULE NOT ADDED TO MASTER.

Reason:

You are trying to add a partitioned data set as auxiliary input without specifying the member name.

Action:

See the "Batch Commands" section for the correct format.

CONTINUATION NOT FOUND.

Reason:

For the z/OS and OS/390 Comparator (condition code 16), the last nonblank character on the last record read from SYSIN
was a comma. The Comparator expected, but did not find, an additional record.

For the VSE/ESA Comparator, the last nonblank character on the last record read from SYSIPT was a comma. The
Comparator expected, but did not find, an additional record with the same Comparator control statement operation.

For either version of the Comparator, no comparison was performed.

Action:

Remove the extraneous comma or supply the continued record.
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CONTROL RECORD ERROR DURING SPECIAL ADD USING -COPY UTILITY.

Reason:

In the second step of the UTILITY COPY procedure, the number and type of control records are checked while adding a
module to the master file.

Action:

If there are not enough or the primary control record is not first, this message appears. Processing terminates for this
ADD.

COPYDD EXPANSION SUPPRESSED: LOAD MODULE 'ADRDDC10' NOT ACCESSIBLE.

Reason:

The ADRDDC10 load module was not found in the load library specified in the STEPLIB DD statement or JOBLIB DD
statement for an execution of LIB/DD.

Action:

Specify the correct load library on the STEPLIB or JOBLIB.

COPY STATEMENT CONTAINS TOO MANY STRINGS TO ANALYZE. EXPANSION SUPPRESSED.

Reason:

A COBOL COPY statement with a replacing clause contains too many words, literals, or identifiers for AllFusion Librarian
to analyze.

Action:

Rewrite the statement reducing the level of complexity (if possible) or use the compiler's COPY expansion facility.

CUST ID NEEDED TO ASSIGN INITIAL CODE.

Reason:

To assign a MCD code to a master file, you must specify the customer identification on the -MCD statement.

Action:

See the "Security" section for more information on assigning a MCD code.

CUST ID REQUIRED ON -MCD STATEMENT.

Reason:

To assign a MCD code to a master file, you must specify the customer identification on the -MCD statement.

Action:

See the "Security" section for more information on assigning a MCD code.

DDNAME PARAMETER IN USE, DSN PARAMETER IS OMITTED.

Reason:

When you specify the DDNAME= parameter on the -JCL statement, the DSN= parameter is required.

Action:

Supply the DSN= parameter or remove the DDNAME= parameter.

DEFAULT MASTER FILE IS dsname ON UNIT cuu. ENTER COMMANDS.

Reason:

LIBFETCH found a valid default AllFusion Librarian master file.
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Action:

You can issue the FILE subcommand to change this default or begin processing with either the SEL or INDEX
subcommand.

DEVICE AT UNIT ADDRESS cuu NOT SUPPORTED BY LIBRARIAN.

Reason:

The device at the specified address was not a 3390, 3380, 3375, 3370, 3350, 3340, 3330, 3310, 2314, 2311, or a 2311
simulated on a 2314.

Action:

Specify a different unit address.

DISK MASTER FREE SPACE MAP CONTAINS INVALID DATA.

Reason:

The free space table is destroyed and the current execution is canceled.

Action:

Reinitialize and restore the master file.

-DLM STATEMENT FOLLOWED BY DATA RECORD(S).

Reason:

Data records cannot follow a -DLM (delete module) statement.

Action:

Correct the control stream.

DLM STATEMENT NOT FOLLOWED BY A -EMOD OR OTHER CONTROL STATEMENTS. MODULE NOT DELETED.

Reason:

The -DLM statement must not be followed by conflicting control statements referring to the module to delete (for example,
-REP, -INS, and so on).

Action:

Resubmit with the -DLM statement followed by a -EMOD statement.

DSORG FOR THE JOBSTREAM FILE FOR GPO PROCESSING CAN NOT BE A PARTITIONED DATA SET

Reason:

You specified the jobstream file for a GPO execution as a partitioned data set.

Action:

Respecify as a sequential data set and resubmit the job.

DSORG FOR JOBSTREAM FILE CANT BE PDS FOR UTILITY OPT.

Reason:

You specified the jobstream file for a utility execution as a partitioned data set.

Action:

Respecify as a sequential data set and resubmit the job.

DUPLICATE VOLUME SERIAL NUMBER IN -VOL STATEMENT.
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Reason:

The -VOL statement contained at least two identical volume serial numbers.

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit the job.

END OF GPO -- NO MODULE MET CRITERIA.

Reason:

No module on the master file met the criteria specified for the AllFusion Librarian Group Processing Option (GPO).

Action:

No action required.

END OF GPO. n MODULE(S) PASSED SELECTION CRITERIA.

Reason:

The indicated number of modules agree with the criteria specified by the GPO keywords used.

Action:

No action required.

ENDING SEQUENCE NUMBER NOT FOUND.

Reason:

There is an invalid sequence number in the -REP, -DEL, or -INC command. All updates for this module are bypassed.

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit the module update.

-END STATEMENT FOUND WITH MORE RECORD(S) BEHIND IT. RECORD(S) FOLLOWING -END BYPASSED.

Reason:

The -END statement was not the final statement for the input stream. AllFusion Librarian ignores statements that follow
the -END statement.

Action:

Delete any records after the -END statement or move the -END statement to the end of the input stream.

ERROR CODE xxx ON SUCCESSFUL OPEN OF BACKUP FILE. PROCESSING CONTINUED.ERROR CODE xxx
ON SUCCESSFUL OPEN OF MASTER FILE. PROCESSING CONTINUED.ERROR CODE xxx ON UNSUCCESSFUL
OPEN OF BACKUP FILE. PROCESSING SUSPENDED.ERROR CODE xxx ON UNSUCCESSFUL OPEN OF MASTER
FILE. PROCESSING SUSPENDED.

Reason:

One of these messages appears when AllFusion Librarian receives an error indication from VSAM while trying to open the
indicated file. The error code is decimal xxx.

Action:

For an explanation of the error code, see the applicable IBM guide.

ERROR DURING READING OF MASTER FILE. BACKUP IS INCOMPLETE.

Reason:
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There was an irrecoverable I/O error during the reading of the disk master file for disk backup. The backup file is
incomplete.

Action:

Recover lost modules through the selective restore (-COPY) feature of the UTILITY option.

ERROR DURING READING OF MASTER FILE. MODULE module-name SKIPPED.

Reason:

There was an irrecoverable I/O error during the reading of the disk master file for disk backup. The named module is not
copied to the backup file.

Action:

Recreate the module from the previous backup file.

ERROR IN ABOVE STATEMENT. THE STATEMENT WAS IGNORED.

Reason:

A syntax error was found in the previous -EDIT, -SCAN, or -FILL statement. The operation is ignored.

Action:

Check for an invalid comma after the final string delimiter.

ERROR IN THIS STATEMENT.

Reason:

There is a COBOL syntax error.

Action:

A specific error message (see "Syntax Checker Messages") follows this message.

FAIRMOD FAILURE, ERROR-CODE=.

Reason:

The error code is returned from FAIRMOD in register 16.

Action:

See the "File Access Interface Routines" section for additional information.

FAIRMOD FAILURE, RETURN-CODE=.

Reason:

The error return code is detected in FAIRMOD in the result area.

Action:

See the "File Access Interface Routines" section for additional information.

FAIROPN FAILURE, ERROR-CODE=.

Reason:

The error code is returned from FAIROPN in register 16.

Action:

See the "File Access Interface Routines" section for additional information.

FAIROPN FAILURE, RETURN-CODE=, REASON-CODE=.
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Reason:

The error return code is detected in FAIROPN in the result area.

Action:

See the "File Access Interface Routines" section for additional information.

FAIRREC FAILURE, ERROR-CODE=.

Reason:

The error code is returned from FAIRREC in register 16.

Action:

See the "File Access Interface Routines" section for additional information.

FAIRREC FAILURE, RETURN-CODE=.

Reason:

The error return code is detected in FAIRREC in the result area.

Action:

See the "File Access Interface Routines" section for additional information.

FATAL ERROR FROM COPYDD: COPYDD TERMINATED.

Reason:

COPYDD processing terminates. Either CA-DataDictionary is inaccessible or the specified member is not found.

Action:

Verify that CA-DataDictionary is available or that the member exists.

FILE CONTAINS m MODULES OF WHICH n WILL BE DELETED DURING MASTER FILE RESTORATION.

Reason:

The disk master index is not in sequence and all modules that are out of sequence are not copied to the backup tape.

Action:

Reinitialize the new master file. Restore the backup tape created in this run and then selectively restore modules that
were not copied from an earlier backup tape.

FINAL INPUT STATEMENT WAS NOT -END. MAKE SURE THAT LAST PART OF DECK WAS NOT DROPPED.

Reason:

An -END statement did not follow the data.

Action:

Make sure that the control stream is complete.

FIRST BLOCK OF MASTER FILE IS INVALID. IF NO ERROR IN ASSIGNMENT, FILE HAS BEEN DESTROYED.

Reason:

The first block of the master file contains invalid data. The current execution is canceled.

Action:

Reinitialize and restore the master file from the most recent backup tape.

FREE SPACE MAP CONTAINS INVALID DATA.
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Reason:

Invalid data was found in the free space table. The table is destroyed.

Action:

Reinitialize the master file and restore from the backup tape.

GPO PROCESSING PROHIBITED FOR THIS MASTER FILE.

Reason:

The master file was initialized to inhibit the Group Processing Option and the GPO operand was found on the -OPT
statement.

Action:

No action required.

HASH COUNTS INDICATE THAT THE CHANGES ABOVE ARE IDENTICAL TO THOSE OF PREVIOUS UPDATE FOR
THIS MODULE. THE LIBRARIAN IS ASSUMING THIS IS AN ACCIDENTAL RERUN AND THE CHANGES HAVE NOT
BEEN APPLIED. THIS CHECK MAY BE BYPASSED BY PLACING THE LETTER X IN COLUMN 7 OF THE -EMOD
STATEMENT.

Reason:

AllFusion Librarian automatically protects against consecutive duplicate updates, a condition that occurs when you
inadvertently resubmit an update that was already successfully applied. For each update to a module, AllFusion Librarian
computes a hash count that it stores and then uses to determine if the update was submitted two consecutive times.
Occasionally, different updates can also produce duplicate hash counts.

Action:

In either case, you can bypass the hash count check by coding an X in column 7 of the -EMOD control statement. If a -
DATA statement precedes the -EMOD statement, you must place the X in the -DATA statement.

-HST STATEMENT(S) MUST FOLLOW -JCLT, -JCL, -LANG AND -PGMR STATEMENT(S).

Reason:

If you use -HST statements, they must follow -JCLT, -JCL, -LANG, and -PGMR statements.

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit the job.

IF DISK MASTER, 'DISK' OPERAND OMITTED ON -OPT STATEMENT.

Reason:

The input is incorrect for the file initialization execution.

Action:

Insert DISK on the -OPT statement for disk master initialization or include the -VOL statement for tape master
initialization.

INCORRECT UNIT ASSIGNMENT FOR MASTER FILE.

Reason:

You must assign the master file to a 2311, 2314, 3330, 3340, 3350, 3375, 3380, 3390, or an FBA device.

Action:

If the unit assignment is correct, verify that AllFusion Librarian was generated to support the type of access method used
(the ACCMETH= option of the LIBGEN installation macro can specify BDAM, VSAM, or both).
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INCORRECT VERS OPERAND.

Reason:

The module version date and time are incorrect.

Action:

Verify that you are using the correct version for updating. If the module was not updated, specify VERS=0000.

INDEX CONTAINS INVALID DATA.

Reason:

Invalid data was found in the master file index. The file is destroyed.

Action:

Restore the master file from the most recent backup tape.

INDEX ENTRY OUT OF PLACE FOR MODULE module-name.

Reason:

The disk master index is not in sequence. All modules that are out of sequence are not copied to the backup tape.

Action:

Reinitialize the new master file. Restore the backup tape created in this execution and then selectively restore modules
that were not copied from an earlier backup tape.

INIT DENIED; INSUFFICIENT ACCESS AUTHORITY.

Reason:

You do not have the necessary authority to initialize an AllFusion Librarian master file that is defined to your security
system. Initialization minimally requires UPDATE and SCRATCH authorities.

Action:

Contact your security administrator.

INIT PROHIBITED; NO/INACTIVE SECURITY SYSTEM OR FILE UNDEFINED AS SECURITY SYSTEM RESOURCE.

Reason:

AllFusion Librarian master file initialization was prohibited because a security-related initialization parameter was
specified, but one of the following conditions exist:

• There is no security system,
• Your security system is inactive, or
• The master file was not defined to your security system.

Action:

Contact your security administrator.

INITIALIZATION TERMINATED. CORRECT ERRORS, START OVER.

Reason:

Master file initialization failed.

Action:

Correct the errors specified and resubmit the job.

INPUT ERROR READING FREE SPACE MAP FOR INDEX LISTING.
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Reason:

A system I/O error occurred. The master file free space table is destroyed.

Action:

Reinitialize the master file and restore from the backup tape.

INPUT ERROR READING INDEX FOR LISTING.

Reason:

A system I/O error occurred while reading the index. If a retry produces the same results, restore the master file from the
most recent backup tape.

INPUT ERROR READING MODULE module-name FOR INDEX LISTING.

Reason:

A system I/O error occurred while reading the module control block.

Action:

If a retry produces the same results, selectively restore the module from a recent backup tape.

INPUT MODULE IS TOO LARGE TO PROCESS.

Reason:

The input module exceeds 255 blocks.

Action:

Use the UTILITY -INC option to split the module into several sections or reinitialize the master file with a larger block size.

INSUFFICIENT DISK SPACE FOR BACKUP FILE. BACKUP IS INCOMPLETE.

Reason:

Space allocation for disk backup was insufficient. The AllFusion Librarian execution is aborted.

Action:

If necessary, scratch the disk backup file. Assign more space to the backup file and resubmit the job.

INSUFFICIENT DISK SPACE TO ALLOCATE LIBAUDIT WORKFILE.

Reason:

Insufficient work space is left on the master file.

Action:

Enlarge the master file by using:

• The file copy facility (BKUPDISK).
• The current master file backup (BKUPTAPE), initializing a larger master file (INIT, DISK) and restoring the backup tape

(RESTORE).

INSUFFICIENT MEMORY AVAILABLE.

Reason:

Insufficient memory available to execute AllFusion Librarian. The current execution is canceled.

Action:

Resubmit AllFusion Librarian in a larger partition.
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INSUFFICIENT MEMORY AVAILABLE TO ACTIVATE LIBAUDIT PROCESSING.

Reason:

The current execution is terminated.

Action:

Resubmit AllFusion Librarian in a larger partition.

INSUFFICIENT SPACE ON MASTER FILE.

Reason:

Insufficient work space is left on the master file to process this module.

Action:

Enlarge the master file by using:

• The file copy facility (BKUPDISK).
• The current master file backup, initializing a larger master file and restoring the backup tape.

INVALID ATTEMPT TO ACCESS PRINTER MODULE.

Reason:

You cannot update, copy, or punch printer modules. All processing on the module is bypassed.

Action:

No action required.

INVALID -AUX STATEMENT -- BOOK NOT FOUND.

Reason:

The module the -AUX statement referenced is not added to the master file. The book name is not found in either system
source library or in a private source library (if assigned).

The module is not added.

Action:

Verify that you spelled the book name correctly.

INVALID -AUX STATEMENT -- NO SOURCE LIBRARY ON SYSRES AND NO PRIVATE LIBRARY ASSIGNED.

Reason:

The module the -AUX statement referenced is not added to the master file.

Action:

Verify that you spelled the module name correctly.

INVALID CHARACTER IN SEQUENCE FIELD.

Reason:

At least one non-numeric character is in the sequence field and you specified SEQCHK or SEQUPD.

Action:

No action required.

INVALID CONTINUATION ERROR.

Reason:
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During an execution of GPO, one or more of the following errors occurred:

• A GPO control statement ended in a comma or the logical operator ¬, &, or ;, but no GPO -CON statement followed.
• A GPO -CON statement followed a GPO control statement that did not end in either a comma or the logical operator ¬,

&, or .
• The syntax of a GPO -CON statement was invalid.

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit the job.

INVALID CONTROL STATEMENT.

Reason:

The previous AllFusion Librarian control statement is invalid.

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit the update. Check for the omission of SEQUPD on the -SEL statement.

INVALID COPYDD STATEMENT -- UNMATCHED PARENTHESES.

Reason:

In the COPYDD statement, either the parentheses were incomplete or the parentheses were inappropriately paired.

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit the job.

INVALID DATA ENCOUNTERED IN MODULE module-name. MODULE INCOMPLETELY COPIED TO BACKUP TAPE.

Reason:

The named module is invalid. You must recreate it on the master file.

Action:

Restore the module from an earlier backup tape.

INVALID DATA ENCOUNTERED ON LIBAUDIT WORKFILE.

Reason:

Invalid data was found in the LIBAUDIT workfile.

Action:

Resubmit the job.

INVALID DATA FOUND IN INCLUDED MODULE module-name.

Reason:

Invalid data was found while decompressing the module included through -INC for execution.

Action:

Retry the operation. If it is still unsuccessful, selectively restore the included module from the backup tape.

INVALID DATA FOUND IN MODULE module-name.

Reason:

Invalid data was found while decompressing the module for listing or execution.

Action:
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Retry the operation. If the module was destroyed, selectively restore the module from the backup tape.

INVALID GPO INDEX OPTION

Reason:

The first six characters of your GPO -INDEX or -INDEX(M) control statement were -INDEX, but the rest of the statement
was invalid.

Action:

Correct the statement and resubmit the job.

INVALID GPO SYNTAX NEAR POSITION n

Reason:

There is an invalid GPO parameter, an invalid logical operator, or an invalid syntax of a logical operator occurred in the
character string beginning at the nth position of a GPO statement.

Action:

Correct the statement and resubmit the job.

INVALID 'IN=' PARAMETER

Reason:

IN= specifies an invalid volume serial number. The current job is canceled. IN= must specify either a volume serial number
that was previously specified at cycle initialization time or $$BKUP.

Action:

Correct the -OPT statement and resubmit the job.

INVALID INPUT MASTER FILE HAS BEEN MOUNTED.

Reason:

The z/OS and OS/390 MASTIN DD statement or the VSE/ESA SYS004 statement does not define an AllFusion Librarian
tape master file.

Action:

Check your assignment for the file. It must define an AllFusion Librarian tape master file.

INVALID KEYWORD.

Reason:

You specified an invalid keyword on the -JCL statement.

Action:

Check the -JCL statement syntax.

INVALID MANAGEMENT CODE.

Reason:

You specified an incorrect management code on the -MCD statement.

Action:

Recalculate the management code and retry the operation. If necessary, See the "Security" section for more information.

INVALID -MCD STATEMENT.

Reason:
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No operands were present on the -MCD statement.

Action:

Remove the -MCD statement or add operands to it. If necessary, See the "Security" section for more information.

INVALID OPERAND IN -OPT STATEMENT. - operand

Reason:

The indicated operand is invalid on a -OPT statement. The operand is the first or only operand AllFusion Librarian did not
recognize.

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit the job.

INVALID OPERAND OR COMBINATION OF OPERANDS IN ABOVE STATEMENT. ALL OPERATIONS FOR THIS
MODULE ARE BYPASSED.

Reason:

An invalid operand was found on an AllFusion Librarian control statement. TEMP, found on an -ADD statement or on a -
SEL statement with COPY= or RENAME= specified, can be the cause of the error. This message is also issued when you
specify the SYNCHK(l,a) operand on a system that was generated without the Syntax Checker capability. The module is
not processed.

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit the job.

INVALID PARM FIELD OPERAND ON 'EXEC' STATEMENT.

Reason:

An invalid operand was found in the PARM field of the EXEC statement.

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit the job.

INVALID -SCAN STATEMENT.

Reason:

The global scan statement is invalid. The execution is aborted. There is probably an invalid delimiter or a comma after the
delimiter.

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit the job.

INVALID SEQ PARAMETER. ALL OPERATIONS FOR THIS MODULE ARE BYPASSED.

Reason:

Sequence specifications are incorrect. The module is not processed.

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit the job.

INVALID SEQUENCE NUMBER LENGTH SPECIFIED. LENGTH=6 USED.

Reason:
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You specified the SEQ= option with an invalid length. If the starting value is 81, then the length must be 6. If the starting
value is not 81, then the sum of the starting column and length must not exceed 81. The module is processed with a
sequence length of 6.

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit the job.

INVALID SEQUENCE PARAMETERS FOR SEQCHK OPERAND.

Reason:

The SEQCHK= operand specified invalid parameters.

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit the input for this module. SEQCHK= does not support external sequencing.

INVALID SEQUENCE PARAMETERS FOR SEQUPD OPERAND.

Reason:

The module is externally sequenced and, therefore, cannot be updated using the SEQUPD option.

Action:

No action required.

I/O ERROR READING BLOCK 1 OF MASTER FILE.

Reason:

An I/O error occurred during COSS processing. This message can occur when:

• A non-AllFusion Librarian data set is specified for MASTER.
• The master file is not initialized.
• The master file was corrupted and has invalid data in block one.

Action:

Verify that the file is a properly initialized AllFusion Librarian master file. If so, the master file can be corrupted. Contact
Broadcom Support.

I/O ERROR DURING WRITING OF BACKUP. FILE NOT BACKED UP.

Reason:

There was an irrecoverable I/O error on a disk backup file. The execution is aborted.

Action:

Scratch the backup file, if necessary, and resubmit the job. If the error message reoccurs, reassign the backup file to a
different disk device.

I/O ERROR ON -AUX FILE.

Reason:

There was an error when opening or reading the sequential -AUX file.

Action:

Check the DD statement for a valid block size and data set name.

I/O ERROR ON DISK MASTER WHEN READING BLOCK 0.

Reason:
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There is a system I/O error that destroyed the master file.

Action:

Reinitialize the master file and restore from the most recent backup tape.

I/O ERROR ON WORK FILE.

Reason:

A system I/O error occurred on one of the AllFusion Librarian work files.

Action:

Resubmit the job. If it is still unsuccessful, reassign the work files to another area.

I/O ERROR WHEN TRYING TO SET SHARED FLAG ON DISK MASTER.

Reason:

There is a system I/O error that destroyed the master file.

Action:

Recreate the master file from the most recent backup tape.

I/O ERROR WHILE READING MASTER FILE INDEX.

Reason:

An I/O error occurred when GPO was reading the master file index.

Action:

Recreate the master file from the most recent backup tape.

I/P MASTER BLOCKSIZE INFORMATION MISSING.

Reason:

You did not specify block size DCB information for an unlabeled input tape master.

Action:

Resubmit the job, specifying the DCB BLKSIZE subparameter.

I/P MASTER CANNOT BE OPENED. CHECK DD STATEMENT.

Reason:

An error occurred while opening the input or output master file.

Action:

Check for a missing MASTIN statement and resubmit the job.

I/P TAPE MASTER IMPROPERLY ASSIGNED.

Reason:

The input tape master file is not assigned to a tape device. The execution is canceled.

Action:

Assign the input tape master file to a tape device.

IRRECOVERABLE I/P ERROR ON LIBAUDIT WORKFILE.

Reason:
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A system input error occurred while reading the LIBAUDIT workfile.

Action:

Reapply the update.

IRRECOVERABLE INPUT ERROR ON DISK MASTER FREE SPACE MAP.

Reason:

A system I/O error occurred. The master file free space table is destroyed.

Action:

Using a backup tape, reinitialize the master file and restore from the backup

tape.

IRRECOVERABLE INPUT ERROR ON DISK MASTER INDEX.

Reason:

A system I/O error occurred while reading the master file index block.

Action:

Restore the master file from a backup tape if a retry produces the same results.

IRRECOVERABLE INPUT ERROR ON DISK MASTER INDEX, BACKUP TAPE IS NOT REUSABLE.

Reason:

A system I/O error occurred while reading the index. The current execution is canceled.

Action:

Restore the master file from the previous backup tape. Do not use the backup tape created in the current execution.

IRRECOVERABLE INPUT ERROR ON INCLUDED MODULE module-name.

Reason:

A system I/O error occurred while reading the module for execution. The module

is not completely included in the job stream. The run continues.

Action:

Selectively restore the module from a backup tape if a retry produces the same result.

IRRECOVERABLE INPUT ERROR ON MODULE module-name.

Reason:

A system I/O error occurred while reading the specified module.

Action:

If a retry produces the same results, selectively restore the module from a current backup tape. The module is not
updated and processing continues with the next module.

IRRECOVERABLE INPUT ERROR ON MODULE module-name, HEADER BUT NO DATA COPIED TO BACKUP
TAPE.

Reason:

There is a system I/O error on the named module.

Action:
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Recreate the module on the master file.

IRRECOVERABLE INPUT ERROR ON MODULE module-name, MODULE NOT COPIED TO BACKUP TAPE.

Reason:

There is a system I/O error on the named module.

Action:

Recreate the module on the master file.

IRRECOVERABLE O/P ERROR ON LIBAUDIT WORKFILE.

Reason:

A system output error occurred while writing the LIBAUDIT workfile.

Action:

Reapply the update.

IRRECOVERABLE OUTPUT ERROR ON DISK MASTER. FILE HAS BEEN DESTROYED.

Reason:

The current execution is canceled.

Action:

Reinitialize and restore the master file from the most recent backup tape.

IRRECOVERABLE OUTPUT ERROR ON DISK MASTER FREE SPACE MAP.

Reason:

A system I/O error occurred. The master file free space table is destroyed.

Action:

Reinitialize the master file and restore from the most recent backup tape.

IRRECOVERABLE OUTPUT ERROR ON DISK MASTER INDEX.

Reason:

A system I/O error occurred while writing the master file index block.

Action:

Reinitialize and restore the master file from a backup tape.

IRRECOVERABLE OUTPUT ERROR ON FIRST BLOCK OF DISK MASTER.

Reason:

A system I/O error occurred canceling the current execution and destroying the master file.

Action:

Reinitialize and restore the master file from the most recent backup tape.

IRRECOVERABLE OUTPUT ERROR ON MASTER CONTROL BLOCK.

Reason:

A system I/O error occurred while writing the first block of the disk master file. The current execution is canceled.

Action:
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Reinitialize the master file and restore from the most recent backup tape.

IRRECOVERABLE OUTPUT ERROR ON MODULE module-name.

Reason:

A system I/O error occurred while processing the module. The module named is not updated. Processing continues with
the next module.

Action:

If a retry produces the same results, use the backup for the current master file and restore.

routine IS THE NAME OF THE I/P (or O/P) EXIT ROUTINE REQUIRED BY THIS MASTER FILE.

Reason:

The master file was initialized to require an input (or output) exit when processing. No such exit was named in the EXEC
statement.

Action:

Insert the required routine name and resubmit the job.

JCL, LANG, OR PGMR PARAMETER HAS INVALID LENGTH.

Reason:

The parameter specified on a -JCL, -LANG, or -PGMR statement is too long.

See the "Batch Commands" section for descriptions of these parameters.

Action:

Correct the invalid parameter and resubmit the updates for the module.

JOBSTREAM FILE UNASSIGNED. OUTPUT TO THIS FILE (IF ANY) SUPPRESSED.

Reason:

SYS008 or its equivalent logical unit (specified in LIBGEN) is unassigned for this execution. All output to this file is
ignored.

Action:

Assign the jobstream file and resubmit the job.

JOBSTREAM OVERFLOW ON MODULE module-name. ALL SUBSEQUENT OUTPUT FOR THIS FILE FLUSHED.

Reason:

Jobstream file is too small.

Action:

Enlarge the file by making extents larger.

LABEL ADD FAILED FOR DTFNAME nnnnnnn.

Reason:

Dynamic ADDLBL for file nnnnnnn failed.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

LIBAUDIT PROCESSING SUPPRESSED; LOAD MODULE CPRT1M NOT ACCESSIBLE.
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Reason:

The LIBAUDIT load module/phase was not found.

Action:

See the "Installing" section for instructions on link editing CPRT1M.

LIBRARIAN JOB jobname UNABLE TO ENQUEUE 'VSAM' DISK MASTER FILE. ENQUEUE WILL BE REISSUED AT
16 SECOND INTERVALS.

Reason:

Another job has the master file enqueued. When this job completes, the specified AllFusion Librarian job proceeds to
enqueue.

Action:

No action required.

LIMIT ON NUMBER OF MODULES PER RUN HAS BEEN EXCEEDED. INPUT FOR MODULE module-name AND ALL
MODULES FOLLOWING IT IN THE INPUT STREAM WILL BE IGNORED.

Reason:

You can only process 500 modules in a single tape master execution.

Action:

Include the module named and all the succeeding modules in another update execution. You can process more than 500
modules by submitting all control statements in ascending alphanumeric order and executing AllFusion Librarian with the
NOSORT option specified.

LOGICAL ERROR: PUT REQUEST ERROR CODE IS xxx.

Reason:

AllFusion Librarian received an error indication from VSAM while trying to update a control interval through a request
macro.

Action:

Register 16 contains an X'08' and the error code is decimal xxx. For an explanation of the error code, see the applicable
IBM guide.

MASTER FILE ACCESS DENIED; INSUFFICIENT ACCESS AUTHORITY.

Reason:

You do not have the necessary authority to access a master file that is defined to your security system.

Action:

Contact your security administrator.

MASTER FILE ACCESS PROHIBITED; SECURITY SYSTEM INACTIVE.

Reason:

Access to an AllFusion Librarian master file was prohibited because the master file was initialized with SAFLOCK=YES
and your security system is inactive.

Action:

Rerun the job when the security system becomes active.

MASTER FILE ALLOCATION IS TOO SMALL.
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Reason:

The master file allocation must be at least 5 blocks.

Action:

Resubmit the initialization step, increasing the space assignment for the master file.

MASTER FILE ALREADY CONTAINS A MODULE NAMED module-name.

Reason:

The module named on the -ADD statement or in a COPY or RENAME operand is already on the master file.

Action:

Check the listings for a possible rerun of the job.

MASTER FILE AND BACKUP DSNAME'S CANNOT BE EQUAL.

Reason:

The disk backup data set name and the disk master data set name cannot be the same.

Action:

Create a copy of the master file under a different name and use IEHPROGM to rename (catalog) it.

MASTER FILE BACKUP SKIPPED nnn MODULES.

Reason:

The disk master index is not in sequence. All modules that are out of sequence are not copied to the backup tape.

Action:

Reinitialize the new master file. Restore the backup tape created in this run. Then selectively restore modules that were
not copied from an earlier backup tape.

MASTER FILE CANNOT BE RESTORED BECAUSE IT HAS BEEN ACCESSED SINCE ITS INITIALIZATION.

Reason:

The master file was not reinitialized. The current execution is canceled.

Action:

Check for a possible destruction of a valid master file before reinitializing. Initialize a new master file before attempting the
restore operation.

MASTER FILE DD STATEMENT MISSING.

Reason:

The -OPT statement specifies a disk master to initialize, however, no MASTER DD statement is provided.

Action:

Insert the MASTER DD statement and resubmit the initialization step.

MASTER FILE DD STATEMENT SPECIFIES INVALID BLOCK SIZE. BLOCK SIZE HAS BEEN SET TO nnn.

Reason:

The block size specified is not valid for the device. The block size is automatically set to the closest valid block size for the
device and processing continues.

Action:
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No action is required. The "System Services" section contains a chart of valid block sizes for each supported device.

MASTER FILE FORMAT IS OBSOLETE TO THIS VERSION OF LIBRARIAN. SEE CONVERSION INSTRUCTIONS.

Reason:

The master file was initialized under an obsolete version of AllFusion Librarian.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for conversion instructions.

MASTER FILE INITIALIZATION RUN SPECIFIES INVALID BLOCK SIZE. BLOCK SIZE HAS BEEN SET TO nnn.

Reason:

You specified an incorrect block size on the -OPT statement. The block size is automatically set to the closest valid value
and processing continues.

Action:

No action is required.

MASTER FILE IS NOT ON A SUPPORTED DEVICE.

Reason:

The AllFusion Librarian master file was not assigned to an acceptable device type.

Action:

Resubmit the initialization with the master file assigned to a support device

type. See the "System Services" section for supported device types.

MASTER FILETYPE ERROR - n.

Reason:

You identified the master with an invalid file organization. Only VSAM and

BDAM are valid.

Action:

Correct the filetype.

MASTER FILE RECORD SIZE MUST BE 8 LESS THAN CONTROL INTERVAL SIZE.

Reason:

The record size is not eight less than the CISIZE for the VSAM master file.

Action:

Redefine the VSAM master file and correct the record size specification.

MASTER FILE REINITIALIZATION IS COMPLETE.

Reason:

The AllFusion Librarian master file reinitialization function completed normally.

Action:

No action required.

MASTER FILE WAS CREATED BY A MORE RECENT VERSION OF LIBRARIAN THAN THE ONE BEING EXECUTED.

Reason:
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You are executing an obsolete version of AllFusion Librarian.

Action:

Call Broadcom Support for conversion instructions.

MASTER VOLUME ERROR - xxxxxx.

Reason:

An error occurred while trying to access the master on volume xxxxxx. The return code is from the VSE/ESA GETVCE
macro.

Action:

Contact your systems programmer.

'MASTOUT' DD STATEMENT MISSING.

Reason:

You did not specify a MASTOUT DD statement or NOOUTPUT on the -OPT statement.

Action:

Insert a MASTOUT DD statement and resubmit the job.

MAXIMUM NUMBER OF LEVELS EXCEEDED, OLDEST LEVEL CLEARED. nn LEVELS.

Reason:

The archived module reached the maximum number of levels that can be maintained. AllFusion Librarian clears the oldest
level of the module so that a new level can be created for this update. This message can also be issued when a module
is transferred from one archived master file to another through the -COPY statement, and the maximum number of levels
supported on the receiving master file is less than the number of levels currently maintained for the module.

AllFusion Librarian adds the module, but clears the specified number of oldest levels of the module.

Action:

No action required.

-MCD CARD SUCCESSFULLY PROCESSED BUT MANAGEMENT CODE HAS NOT BEEN CHANGED.

Reason:

You cannot change the base code during utility or GPO processing.

Action:

To change the management code, resubmit a non-utility or non-GPO execution of AllFusion Librarian.

-MCD CARD WRITTEN TO JOBSTREAM FILE.

Reason:

The -MCD statement was written to the job stream file during utility or GPO processing.

Action:

No action required.

MEMBER member-name NOT FOUND.

Reason:

The -AUX statement specified a non-existent member of a PDS.

Action:
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Correct the error and resubmit the statement.

MISSING OR INVALID OPERAND FIELD.

Reason:

You did not specify criteria parameters on a GPO command statement.

Action:

Insert at least one operand on a GPO -SEL, -DLM, -COPY, or -INDEX command and resubmit the job.

MODULE NOT ADDED TO MASTER, SEQUENCE NUMBER ERROR.

Reason:

The -ADD statement specified the SEQCHK= option. At least one sequence error was encountered.

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit the job.

MODULE NOT ON MASTER FILE.

Reason:

The module specified on the AllFusion Librarian control statement was not found.

Action:

Verify that the module exists on the specified master file. Verify the module and master file. Correct errors and resubmit
the job.

MODULE TO BE REPLACED HAS BEEN DELETED, IF PRESENT.

Reason:

The -ADD in the second step of this UTILITY -COPY failed. If a module of the same name existed on the master file
before the -ADD was attempted, it was deleted.

Action:

If this message accompanies the message OUTPUT MODULE TOO LARGE TO PROCESS, backup the master file,
reinitialize it with a larger block size, and restore it from the backup tape. When this is done, rerun the -ADD step to
complete the -COPY.

MODULE module-name REPLACED ON MASTER. PASSWORD IS password.

Reason:

The specified module was replaced on the master file through the -COPY facility.

Action:

No action required.

MODULE UPDATE BYPASSED DUE TO CONDITIONAL PARAMETER. A PRIOR UPDATE HAS FAILED.

Reason:

The module update depended on the successful completion of all previous updates, and one of the previous updates
failed. The module was not updated.

Action:

Correct the failing update and resubmit the job.

MODULE module-name WAS NOT RESTORED; EXCEEDED MAXIMUM OF 255 BLOCKS DURING RESTORATION.
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Reason:

The module would exceed 255 blocks on the receiving master file.

Action:

Resolve by:

• Reinitializing the master file with a larger block size and rerun the restoration job, or
• Selectively restoring the offending module through UTILITY -COPY to a master file with a larger block size.

MORE THAN ONE MILLION RECORDS IN THE I/P MODULE: LIBAUDIT PROCESSING TERMINATED.

Reason:

LIBAUDIT cannot process a module with more than 1,000,000 records.

Action:

Resolve by:

• Splitting your module into two or more smaller modules and resubmit for LIBAUDIT processing, or
• Updating using batch AllFusion Librarian with REP ALL,NOAUDIT.

MORE THAN ONE MILLION RECORDS IN THE SYSIN FILE; LIBAUDIT PROCESSING TERMINATED.

Reason:

LIBAUDIT processing is limited to one million records.

Action:

Resolve by:

• Updating using batch AllFusion Librarian with REP ALL,NOAUDIT, or
• Splitting your module into two or more updates.

MORE THAN 30 VALID -SCAN STATEMENTS HAVE BEEN READ. ONLY THE FIRST 30 WILL BE PROCESSED.

Reason:

The maximum number of -SCAN statements for a global scan was exceeded. The current execution processes the first 30
statements.

Action:

Resubmit the job with the unprocessed -SCAN statements.

MOST RECENT LEVEL REPLACED DUE TO NOARC STATUS.

Reason:

The NOARC option, in effect for this archived module, replaced the current level of the module with the level this update
created. All other levels of the module are retained.

Action:

No action required.

MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE OPERANDS PRESENT.

Reason:

You used an invalid combination of the SYNCHK(l,a) option with either the CCOPY or CCOPYOFF option.

Action:

Remove one of the operands and resubmit the job.
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NEITHER TAPE NOR DISK MASTER FILE ASSIGNED.

Reason:

No master file was defined in the JCL. The execution is canceled.

Action:

Assign a tape or disk master file.

NO/nn ADDITIONAL LEVEL(S) MAY BE ARCHIVED FOR THIS MODULE.

Reason:

The archived module is within ten archiving levels of the maximum number that the master file supports for its modules.
The number of additional levels that can be archived for the module before the oldest level is cleared is reported in this
message as NO or the value n.

Action:

No action required.

NO DATA RECORD(S) FOR THIS MODULE.

Reason:

No source statements followed the -ADD control statement. The module was not added.

Action:

Supply data records and resubmit the job.

NO DD PROVIDED FOR EITHER TAPE OR DISK MASTER FILE.

Reason:

No tape or disk master file was assigned. The AllFusion Librarian run is canceled.

Action:

Insert the correct DD statement and resubmit the job.

NO GPO SELECTION CRITERIA SPECIFIED.

Reason:

Either you omitted the keywords on a GPO control statement or you supplied a non-recognizable GPO control statement
after an -OPT GPO statement.

Action:

Correct the problem and resubmit the job.

NO MODULES FOUND FOR REQUESTED INDEX.

Reason:

No modules on the master file satisfy the requested specifications for the index listing.

Action:

Check to ensure that the programmer name is valid and that the master file is not empty.

NO OPERANDS IN ABOVE STATEMENT.

Reason:

You did not specify any operands on the -JCL statement.
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Action:

Specify at least one operand.

NO RECORDS IN JOBSTREAM FILE.

Reason:

There are no records in the jobstream file.

Action:

Specify at least one record in the jobstream file.

NO SOURCE RECORD(S) AFTER -INS OR -REP STATEMENT.

Reason:

The required data statements do not follow an -INS or -REP statement.

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit the update.

NO VALID EDIT/SCAN/FILL REQUESTS FOUND.

Reason:

No valid -EDIT, -SCAN, or -FILL statements were found and no operations were performed.

Action:

Correct the errors and resubmit the update.

NO VALID RECORDS IN AUXFILE.

Reason:

The -AUX data set is empty. The module is not added or updated. AllFusion Librarian checks the final block pointer in the
format DSCB. Data sets created under VSE/ESA have an incorrect final block pointer.

Action:

You can use IEBGENER to duplicate the data set. You can then use the duplicate as input.

NOOUTPUT SPECIFIED WHEN THERE IS NO I/P MASTER.

Reason:

The -OPT statement contains both the NOOUTPUT and NOINPUT operands.

Action:

Correct the -OPT statement and resubmit the job.

OPEN FOR INDEX FILE UNSUCCESSFUL. INDEX LISTING SUPPRESSED.

Reason:

You did not specify an INDEX DD statement. The INDEX option is ignored.

Action:

No action required.

OPEN FOR LIST FILE UNSUCCESSFUL. LISTING SUPPRESSED.

Reason:

You did not specify a LIST DD statement. The LIST option is ignored.
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Action:

No action required.

OPEN FOR SYSPUNCH FILE UNSUCCESSFUL. PUNCH SUPPRESSED.

Reason:

You did not specify a SYSPUNCH DD statement. The PUNCH option is ignored.

Action:

No action required.

OPERAND 'operand' SHOULD BE FIRST OPERAND ON FIRST -OPT STATEMENT.

Reason:

Self-explanatory.

Action:

Correct the error and rerun the job. Possible initial operands are: UTILITY, GPO, INIT, XREF, and COMPARE.

OPERATOR REPLY INDICATES THAT THERE IS NO SIMULTANEOUS EXECUTION OF THE LIBRARIAN. THE
SHARED FLAG HAS BEEN RESET BY THE OPERATOR.

Reason:

The operator reset the shared flag that indicates possible concurrent executions of AllFusion Librarian.

Action:

No action required.

O/P MASTER BLOCKSIZE INFORMATION MISSING.

Reason:

You must specify the DCB BLKSIZE subparameter on the MASTOUT DD statement.

Action:

Supply the DCB BLKSIZE subparameter and resubmit the job.

O/P MASTER CANNOT BE OPENED.

Reason:

The MASTOUT DD statement is either invalid or missing.

Action:

Correct the DD statement or, if an output master is not wanted, put NOOUTPUT on the -OPT statement.

O/P MASTER CANNOT BE OPENED. CHECK DD STATEMENT.

Reason:

An error occurred while opening the input or output master file.

Action:

Check for a missing MASTOUT DD statement and rerun the job.

O/P MODULE HAS EXCEEDED 255 DISK BLOCKS.

Reason:

The module exceeds 255 blocks.
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Action:

Use the UTILITY option to split the module into several sections or reinitialize the master file with a larger block size.

O/P TAPE MASTER IMPROPERLY ASSIGNED.

Reason:

The output tape master file is not assigned to a tape device. The execution is canceled.

Action:

Assign the output tape master to a tape device.

OSJOB DATA SET COULD NOT BE FOUND BY OBTAIN.

Reason:

OSJOB defined an old data set that did not exist. The current execution is canceled.

Action:

Reassign OSJOB and resubmit the job.

OSJOB DD STATEMENT MISSING.

Reason:

You did not specify a OSJOB DD statement. The current execution is canceled.

Action:

Insert the OSJOB DD statement and resubmit the job.

OSJOB DD STATEMENT SPECIFIES UNACCEPTABLE UNIT.

Reason:

OSJOB DD statement must reference a disk or tape unit. The current execution is canceled.

Action:

Reassign the OSJOB DD statement and resubmit the job.

OUTPUT MODULE IS TOO LARGE TO PROCESS.

Reason:

The module exceeds 255 blocks.

Action:

Use the UTILITY -INC option to split the module into several sections or reinitialize the master file with a larger block size.

OVERFLOW -- STATEMENT NOT ALTERED.

Reason:

The -EDIT operation was not performed on the indicated statement since valid characters are forced past the ending
justification column.

Action:

Review the -EDIT statement to determine whether to correct the -EDIT statement and resubmit the job.

PHASE phase-name IS NOT IN CORE IMAGE LIBRARY.

Reason:
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The indicated AllFusion Librarian phase is not found in the core image library. Either there was an error in the generation
of AllFusion Librarian or the phase was deleted.

Action:

Place the phase in the core image library and rerun the job.

PHASE phase-name IS IN THE SVA.

Reason:

The indicated AllFusion Librarian phase must not be in the SVA, but it was found there.

Action:

Remove the phase from the SVA and rerun the job.

PHYSICAL ERROR: PUT REQUEST CODE IS xxx.

Reason:

AllFusion Librarian received an error code indication from VSAM while trying to update a control interval through a request
macro. Register 16 contains an X'0C' and the error code is decimal xxx.

Action:

For an explanation of the error code, see the applicable IBM guide.

PREMATURE END-FILE ON I/P MASTER.

Reason:

The input tape master file was destroyed.

Action:

Recreate it from a backup tape.

NOTE
You must precede VSE/ESA tape master files with a tape mark and it must be the first file on the tape.

NOTE
PREMATURE END-FILE ON O/P MASTER.

Reason:

The AllFusion Librarian tape master internal label is missing.

Action:

Rerun with OUT=NL on the -OPT statement.

PROCESSING OF ARCOFF OPTION HAS FAILED.

Reason:

The tape master file being processed was not initialized to support archived modules. The module update where you
specified the ARCOFF option failed and, therefore, the ARCOFF is not processed. Because the ARCOFF was not
processed, the module is still an archived module and cannot be written to the output tape. The execution is terminated.
The cycle file is not updated.

Action:

Correct the errors and resubmit all the updates for this execution.

PROGRAM LOGIC ERROR IN LIBRARIAN.

Reason:
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The system returned invalid code from a read or write operation.

Action:

Send documentation, including the SYSABEND dump, to Broadcom Support.

REINIT PROHIBITED; NO/INACTIVE SECURITY SYSTEM OR FILE UNDEFINED AS SECURITY SYSTEM
RESOURCE.

Reason:

AllFusion Librarian master file reinitialization was prohibited because a security-related reinitialization parameter was
specified, but one of the following conditions exist:

• There is no security system,
• Your security system is inactive, or
• The master file was not defined to your security system.

Action:

Remove the security-related parameter or contact your security administrator.

RENAME FAILED FOR OSJOB DATASET. PROCESSING CONTINUES USING ORIGINAL NAME BUT DATA SET
MAY BE DELETED BY INITIATOR AT STEP TERMINATION.

Reason:

The rename of the OSJOB data set failed. The system deletes the OSJOB data set if DISP on DD statement so specifies.

Action:

No action required.

module-name REPLACED ON THE JOBSTREAM FILE.

Action:

The specified module was replaced in the PDS that OSJOB defined. The EXEC(R) option was invoked.

Action:

No action required.

RESTORE FOUND INVALID DATA DURING ITS START MODULE PROCESS; MODULE(S) MISSING ON RESTORED
MASTER.

Reason:

The backup tape contained invalid data. One or more modules were not restored.

Action:

Restore the modules from an earlier backup.

RUN ABORTED - NO OPERATIONS WERE PERFORMED.

Reason:

Usually this message follows other messages indicating specific error conditions.

Action:

Correct the errors and rerun the job.

SECURITY INTERFACE ERROR; RUN TERMINATED.

Reason:
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An error occurred in the AllFusion Librarian security interface.

Action:

Contact your systems programmer.

SECURITY SYSTEM INACTIVE; RUN TERMINATED.

Reason:

The security system at your site is inactive.

Action:

Contact your systems programmer.

SECURITY USER VIOLATION THRESHOLD EXCEEDED; RUN TERMINATED.

Reason:

Enough security violations were encountered during an AllFusion Librarian run to exceed the security system's defined
user error threshold.

Action:

Correct the security violations and rerun the job.

SEQUENCE NUMBER ERROR.

Reason:

Sequence numbers in previous -INS, -REP, or -DEL statements are not in ascending order. The module is not updated.

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit the module update. If the SEQCHK option is in effect, data statements must be in
ascending order at -ADD time.

SEQUENCE NUMBER IN LAST CONTROL STATEMENT NOT FOUND.

Reason:

The sequence number specified in the last -INS, -REP, or -DEL statement was not found in the module. The module was
not updated.

Action:

Verify that the correct sequence number was specified.

SIMULTANEOUS UPDATE OF SAME MODULE FROM ANOTHER PROCESSOR HAS BEEN DETECTED.

Reason:

Self-explanatory.

Action:

Rerun the job.

SKIPPING MODULE module-name WHICH IS OUT OF SEQUENCE ON THE BACKUP TAPE.

Reason:

During a master file restore, AllFusion Librarian determined a module is out of order and is skipping it to ensure that the
modules on the resulting tape master file are in sequence.

Action:

Recover the module from an alternative backup tape using UTILITY -COPY.
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SOURCE RECORDS AFTER -DEL STATEMENT.

Reason:

Source statements must not follow a -DEL command.

Action:

Remove the statements and resubmit the update.

SPECIFIED DATA SET COULD NOT BE OPENED.

Reason:

You did not specify a DD statement for the -AUX input file.

Action:

Specify a DD statement for the -AUX input file.

SPECIFIED MODULE LEVEL NOT FOUND, OR COMBINATION OF ARC= AND ARCLR OPTION IS INVALID.

Reason:

You specified an invalid level number in the ARC= option.

Action:

Examine the master file index listing to determine the number of levels that are maintained for the module. Correct the
ARC= and ARCLR= options and resubmit the update.

This message is also issued when the ARC= and ARCLR= specifications conflict (for example, ARC=781203,
ARCLR=781204).

STARTING SEQUENCE NUMBER NOT FOUND.

Reason:

There is an invalid sequence number on the -REP, -DEL, or -INC command. All updates for this module are bypassed.

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit the module update.

STATEMENT OTHER THAN A -SCAN OR -END FOLLOWS A -SCAN STATEMENT.

Reason:

There was an invalid statement in the global scan execution. The current execution is aborted.

Action:

Remove the offending statement and resubmit the job.

STORAGE UNAVAILABLE FOR WORK AREA. COBOL COPY DEACTIVATED FOR THIS RUN.

Reason:

AllFusion Librarian's request for storage failed.

Action:

Resubmit the job in a larger partition.

STRING RESULTING FROM PREFIX REPLACEMENT IS TOO LONG. PREFIX REPLACEMENT IS NOT
SUPPRESSED. PREFIX IN ERROR: prefix.

Reason:
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Prefix replacement during expansion of a COBOL COPY verb resulted in a character string that is too long for one
statement.

Action:

The prefix that caused the error is printed out to simplify location of the statement in error.

SYNTAX ERRORS FOUND. 'EXEC' SUPPRESSED, 'LIST' INVOKED.

Reason:

Syntax errors were found and the suppress code was specified in the SYNCHK option. The module is listed and updated,
but not written to the job stream file.

Action:

Correct the specified syntax errors and retry.

SYSIN DATA SET COULD NOT BE OPENED.

Reason:

You did not specify a SYSIN data set for an AllFusion Librarian execution. The execution is canceled.

Action:

Resubmit the job, providing a SYSIN data set.

SYSnnn UNASSIGNED/ASSIGNED TO UNSUPPORTED DEVICE. OUTPUT TO LISTING/INDEX FILE (IF ANY)
SUPPRESSED.

Reason:

Unless reassigned during LIBGEN assembly, either the VSE/ESA work file used for module listings or the master file
index (SYS001 or SYS002) is either unassigned or assigned to an unsupported device. Output the LIST or INDEX
options produce do not appear in the AllFusion Librarian output. The named work file (SYSnnn) needed for this VSE/ESA
execution of AllFusion Librarian is either unassigned or assigned to an unsupported device. The execution was canceled.

Action:

Correctly assign SYSnnn and resubmit the job.

SYSTEM INTEGRITY ERROR The LIBRARIAN SYSTEM RELEASE DATES OF THE REENTRANT AND NON-
REENTRANT LOAD MODULES DO NOT AGREE. LOAD MODULE SYSTEM DATE VERSION # REENTRANT mm/dd/
yy n.n NON-REENTRANT mm/dd/yy n.n

Reason:

An error was made while installing AllFusion Librarian. The reentrant and non-reentrant executable modules for the batch
AllFusion Librarian are not the same version.

For z/OS and OS/390, the default name of the non-reentrant load module is AFOLIBR. The name of the reentrant load
module is EPXVWVZP. A common cause of this message is that an older version of EPXVWVZP is loaded from the LPA,
while a newer version of AFOLIBR is loaded from a private library. In this case, load the new version of EPXVWVZP into
the LPA and rerun the job.

For VSE/ESA, the default name of the non-reentrant phase is LIBRPROG. The default name of the reentrant phase is
LIBRMAIN. A common cause of this message is that an older version of LIBRMAIN is loaded from the SVA, while a newer
version of LIBRPROG is loaded from a private library. In this case, load the new version of LIBRMAIN into the SVA and
rerun the job.

Action:

Review and correct your installation procedure as the message indicates.
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SYS006 (ALTERNATE M/F) IS NOT ASSIGNED TO A VALID LIBRARIAN MASTER FILE. COPY EXPANSION
SUPPRESSED.

Reason:

SYS006 or the logical unit number substituted for SYS006 during LIBGEN assembly is not assigned to a valid AllFusion
Librarian master file.

Action:

If an alternate master file is not used, unassign SYS006 and resubmit the job.

SYSUT1 DD STATEMENT MISSING.

Reason:

Condition code 16. The JCL used to invoke the z/OS and OS/390 Comparator did not include a DD statement named
SYSUT1.

Action:

Supply a DD statement for SYSUT1 and resubmit the job.

SYSUT2 DD STATEMENT MISSING.

Reason:

Condition code 16. The JCL used to invoke the z/OS and OS/390 Comparator did not include a DD statement named
SYSUT2.

Action:

Supply a DD statement for SYSUT2 and resubmit the job.

SYSUT3 DD STATEMENT MISSING.

Reason:

Condition code 16. The z/OS and OS/390 Comparator needed the work file the SYSUT3 DD statement normally defines,
but the JCL used to invoke the Comparator included no such DD statement. No comparison is performed.

Action:

Supply a DD statement for SYSUT3 and resubmit the job.

SYSUT3 DD STATEMENT UNACCEPTABLE.

Reason:

Condition code 16. The z/OS and OS/390 Comparator needed the work file the SYSUT3 DD statement normally defines,
but the DD statement defined either a concatenation of data sets, a multivolume data set, or a data set not on either a
tape or direct access device. No comparison is performed.

Action:

Supply a valid DD statement for SYSUT3 and resubmit the job.

SYSUT4 DD STATEMENT MISSING.

Reason:

Condition code 16. The z/OS and OS/390 Comparator needed the work file the SYSUT4 DD statement normally defines,
but the JCL used to invoke the Comparator included no such DD statement. No comparison is performed.

Action:

Supply a valid DD statement for SYSUT4 and resubmit the job.
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SYSUT4 DD STATEMENT UNACCEPTABLE.

Reason:

Condition code 16. The z/OS and OS/390 Comparator needed the work file the SYSUT4 DD statement normally defines,
but the DD statement defined either a concatenation of data sets, a multivolume data set, or a data set not on either a
tape or direct-access volume. No comparison is performed.

Action:

Supply a valid DD statement for SYSUT4 and resubmit the job.

TAPE BLOCK SIZE tape-block size REQUESTED BLOCK SIZE requested- block size EXCESS UNUSED.

Reason:

The actual block size of the restore tape, tape-block size, is smaller than the block size specified in the BLKSIZE
parameter on the -OPT RESTORE command, requested-block size.

The excess memory is unused.

Action:

No action required.

TAPE BLOCK SIZE tape-block size REQUESTED BLOCK SIZE requested- block size RUN TERMINATED.

Reason:

The actual block size of the restore tape, tape-block size, is larger than the block size specified in the BLKSIZE parameter
on the -OPT RESTORE command, requested-block size.

Action:

Re-run the job with the correct block size specified.

THE FILE DEFINED BY THE SYSUT1 DD STATEMENT CONTAINS NO RECORDS.

Reason:

Condition code 4. The file the SYSUT1 DD statement defined contains no records. z/OS and OS/390 Comparator does
not write a File Comparison report.

Action:

Verify that the correct file is specified for SYSUT1.

THE FILE DEFINED BY THE SYSUT2 DD STATEMENT CONTAINS NO RECORDS.

Reason:

Condition code 4. The file the SYSUT2 DD statement defined contains no records. z/OS and OS/390 Comparator does
not write a File Comparison report.

Action:

Verify that the correct file is specified for SYSUT2.

THE INPUT FILES ARE EQUAL.

Reason:

Condition code 0. During an execution of the z/OS and OS/390 Comparator, either the files the SYSUT1 and SYSUT2 DD
statements defined are identical and you specified SEQFLD=NONE or the input files are both empty. No File Comparison
report is written.

Action:
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No action required.

THIS LISTING TERMINATED DUE TO TABLE OVERFLOW. SEE UPDATE RECORD LISTING FOR RESULTS OF THE
REMAINING OPERATION.

Reason:

The Summary of Activity lists only 400 modules, however, processing continues.

Action:

Check the Update Record listing for the status of remaining modules.

THIS RUN SHOULD HAVE CREATED A BACKUP FILE, BUT THE FILE WAS NOT DEFINED BY JCL. IF A BACKUP
FILE IS NEEDED, IT WILL BE NECESSARY TO REQUEST ITS CREATION AS SOON AS POSSIBLE.

Reason:

The backup file was not assigned. The current execution was completed, however, and no backup tape was taken.

Action:

Assign the backup file, remove all updates, put the operand BKUPTAPE in the -OPT statement, and resubmit the job.

TOO MANY STATEMENTS AFTER -SEL.

Reason:

More than 30 statement follow the GPO -SEL command.

Action:

Remove some of the statements after the -SEL command and resubmit the job.

TOO MANY EDIT/SCAN COMMANDS.

Reason:

You specified too many -EDIT, -SCAN, or -FILL commands.

Action:

See the "Batch Commands" section for the maximum number of -EDIT, -SCAN, or -FILL statements.

UNACCEPTABLE MODULE CONTROL STATEMENT; ONLY UTILITY -COPY GENERATED -ADD NOW ACCEPTED.

Reason:

Direct tape master updating is not supported.

Action:

You can only use the batch UTILITY -COPY control statement to add modules to a tape master.

UNAUTHORIZED ACCESS.

Reason:

Self-explanatory.

Action:

Contact your supervisor.

UNAUTHORIZED ACCESS, MODULE LEVELS CANNOT BE CLEARED.

Reason:

Self-explanatory.
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Action:

Contact your supervisor.

UNAUTHORIZED ATTEMPT TO ACCESS RESTRICTED MODULE.

Reason:

Self-explanatory.

Action:

Contact your supervisor.

UNBALANCED PARENTHESIS

Reason:

The GPO control statement contains an incomplete pair of parentheses.

Action:

Add or delete a parenthesis and resubmit.

UNIT cuu HAS BECOME INOPERABLE.

Reason:

The unit containing the master file was not operational after the master file was defined.

Action:

See the operator, who must define the master file again before it can be used.

UNIT cuu HAS BEEN UNLOADED DURING USE.

Reason:

The unit containing the master file was unloaded after the master file was defined.

Action:

See the operator, who must define the master file again before it can be used.

UNIT cuu NOT OPERATIONAL.

Reason:

The specified unit was not operational.

Action:

Contact the operator.

module-name UNSUCCESSFULLY STOWED.

Reason:

One of the following occurred:

• The module was unsuccessfully stowed in the OSJOB data set because a module with the same name already exists
in that PDS.

• There was insufficient space in the PDS.
• There were not enough directory blocks.

Action:

Use the EXEC(R) operand to replace the module.
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module-name UNSUCCESSFULLY STOWED. NO STATEMENTS FOR JOBSTREAM FILE.

Reason:

The selected module contained no statements and, therefore, was not written to the OSJOB data set.

Action:

No action required.

UPDATES NOT IN ORDER BY SEQUENCE NUMBER.

Reason:

The -INS, -REP, and -DEL statements must specify sequence numbers in ascending order.

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit the update.

USER RETURN CODE 16 INTERCEPTED -- UPDATE TERMINATED.

Reason:

A violation of installation standards occurred. Processing for the current module is terminated.

Action:

Contact your supervisor.

USER RETURN CODE 20 INTERCEPTED -- RUN TERMINATED.

Reason:

A violation of installation standards occurred. Processing for the current module is terminated.

Action:

Contact your supervisor.

VOLUME MOUNTED ON UNIT cuu IS NOT DOS OR OS VOLUME.

Reason:

The volume mounted on the specified unit does not have a standard z/OS and OS/390 or VSE/ESA label.

Action:

Contact your systems programmer or specify another volume.

VSAM BACKUP FILE TO BE INITIALIZED IMPROPERLY DEFINED.

Reason:

AllFusion Librarian was attempting to initialize a backup file during a disk-to-disk backup. The assigned file appears in the
VSAM catalog, but is not defined as a VSAM cluster that has an associated data catalog entry.

Action:

Check your DLBL job control statements for the filename BACKUP or redefine the file correctly.

VSAM FILE TO BE INITIALIZED IMPROPERLY DEFINED.

Reason:

AllFusion Librarian was attempting to initialize a VSAM master file. The assigned file appears in the VSAM catalog, but is
not defined as a VSAM cluster that has an associated data catalog entry.

Action:
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Check your DLBL job control statements for the filename MASTER or redefine the file correctly.

VSAM FILE TO BE OPENED IMPROPERLY DEFINED.

Reason:

AllFusion Librarian was attempting to process a VSAM master file. The assigned file appears in the VSAM catalog, but is
not defined as a VSAM cluster that has an associated data catalog entry.

Action:

Check your DLBL job control statements for the filename MASTER or redefine the file correctly.

WARNING: -MCD STATEMENT IGNORED; ACCESS AUTHORITY INSUFFICIENT OR CANNOT BE DETERMINED.

Reason:

The AllFusion Librarian master file you tried to access is defined to a security system.

The -MCD statement you supplied to change the management code is ignored because you do not

have the proper authority.

Action:

Contact your security administrator.

WARNING: -MCD STATEMENT IGNORED; SECURITY ACCESS AUTHORITY TAKES PRIORITY.

Reason:

The AllFusion Librarian master file you tried to access is defined to a security system.

Since the defined access authorities take precedence, the -MCD statement is ignored.

Action:

No action required.

WORKFILE COULD NOT BE OPENED.

Reason:

The AllFusion Librarian work file is either incorrectly assigned or not assigned at all. The AllFusion Librarian execution is
canceled.

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit the job.

For z/OS and OS/390: There is a missing or invalid DD statement, either SYSAF01, SYSAF02, or SYSAF03.

Immediate Online Update Messages
This section describes the Immediate Online Update (IOU) messages. These messages have the following format:

IOUnnnc message

Where:

• IOU
The component identifier.

• nnn
IOU message number.

• c
Message type indicator, one of the following:
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– I
Informational

– W
Warning, but processing continues

– E
Error condition

– S
Severe error

– R
Prompting message, a response is required.

IOU003E USER INPUT EXIT TERMINATED THIS UPDATE.

Reason:

A violation of site standards occurred. Processing for the current module is terminated.

Action:

Contact your supervisor.

IOU004E USER INPUT EXIT TERMINATED THIS RUN.

Reason:

A violation of site standards occurred. Processing for the current module is terminated.

Action:

Contact your supervisor.

IOU005E READ OF LIBRARIAN CONTROL STREAM FAILED.

Reason:

Host service routine SSYSIN indicated I/O error return code for the routine.

Action:

Check with the host system application.

IOU006E OUTPUT MODULE TOO LARGE TO PROCESS.

Reason:

A module cannot exceed 255 blocks. The updated module would exceed 255 blocks.

Action:

Use the UTILITY -INC option to split the module into several sections or reinitialize the master file with a larger block size.

IOU007E INPUT MODULE TOO LARGE TO PROCESS.

Reason:

The input module exceeds 255 blocks.

Action:

Use the UTILITY -INC option to split the module into several sections or reinitialize the master file with a larger block size.

IOU008E WRITE OF MASTER FILE FAILED FOR MODULE module-name.

Reason:
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A system I/O error occurred while processing the module. The module named is not updated. Processing continues with
the next module.

Action:

If a retry produces the same results, use the backup for the current master file and restore.

IOU009E READ OF MASTER FILE FAILED FOR MODULE module-name.

Reason:

A system I/O error occurred while reading the specified module.

Action:

If a retry produces the same results, selectively restore the module from a current backup tape. The module is not
updated and processing continues with the next module.

IOU010E WRITE OF MASTER FILE FREE SPACE MAP FAILED.

Reason:

A system I/O error occurred. The master file free space table is destroyed.

Action:

Reinitialize the master file and restore from the most recent backup tape.

IOU011E READ OF MASTER FILE FREE SPACE MAP FAILED.

Reason:

A system I/O error occurred. The master file free space table is destroyed.

Action:

Using a backup tape, reinitialize the master file and restore from the backup tape.

IOU012E MCD CODE SUCCESSFULLY PROCESSED.

Reason:

You specified a valid MCD code. Access to an MCD-protected master file is permitted.

Action:

No action required.

IOU013E READ OF MASTER FILE BLOCK 0 FAILED.

Reason:

There is a system I/O error that destroyed the master file.

Action:

Reinitialize the master file and restore from the most recent backup tape.

IOU014E 1ST BLOCK OF MASTER FILE IS INVALID.

Reason:

The first block of the master file contains invalid data. The current execution is cancelled.

Action:

Reinitialize and restore the master file from the most recent backup tape.

IOU015E MASTER FILE FORMAT IS OBSOLETE.
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Reason:

The master file was created under an obsolete version of Librarian.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for conversion instructions.

IOU016E MASTER FILE FORMAT IS UNKNOWN.

Reason:

The file defined is not a Librarian master file.

Action:

Verify that the defined file is a Librarian master file. If no error is found, the master file was destroyed.

IOU017E INVALID -MCD STATEMENT.

Reason:

No operands were present on the -MCD statement.

Action:

Correct the -MCD statement and retry the operation.

IOU018E NO MCD CODE FOR THIS MASTER FILE.

Reason:

You specified an MCD code for a master file that does not have one assigned.

Action:

Retry the operation without an MCD code.

IOU019E INVALID MANAGEMENT CODE.

Reason:

You specified an incorrect management code on the -MCD statement.

Action:

Recalculate the MCD and retry the operation.

IOU020E NO INPUT STATEMENT(S) FOR THIS RUN.

Reason:

Host service routine SYSIN indicated end of file return code without any statement.

Action:

Check with the host system application.

IOU021E INVALID CONTROL STATEMENT.

Reason:

The previous Librarian control statement is invalid.

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit the update. Check for the omission of SEQUPD on the -SEL statement.

IOU022E ABOVE STATEMENT SHOULD BE AN -ADD, -SEL, OR -DLM.
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Reason:

A module selection command was expected but not found. The input stream is flushed to the next valid -ADD, -SEL, or -
DLM statement.

Action:

Inspect the Update Record for a possible scrambled input statement.

IOU023E INVALID OPERAND OR COMBINATION OF OPERANDS.

Reason:

The module is not processed. TEMP, found on am -ADD statement or on a -SEL statement with COPY= or RENAME=
specified, can be the cause of the error. This message is also issued when you specify the SYNCHK(l,a) operand on a
system that was generated without the Syntax Checker capability.

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit the update.

IOU024E PROD0 STATUS MAY BE ASSIGNED ONLY TO ARCHIVE MODULES.

Reason:

You tried to assign a PROD0 status to a non-archived member.

Action:

If PROD0 status is required, change the member to an archived member using the ARC option. See the "Batch
Commands" section for more information.

IOU025E INVALID SEQUENCE PARAMETER.

Reason:

Sequence specifications are incorrect. The module is not processed.

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit the update.

IOU026E MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE OPERANDS PRESENT.

Reason:

You used an invalid combination of the SYNCHK(l,a) option with either the CCOPY or CCOPYOFF option.

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit the update.

IOU027E UNAUTHORIZED ACCESS.

Reason:

You are not authorized to access the specified resource.

Action:

Contact your supervisor.

IOU028E RELEASE OF BUFFER AREA FAILED.

Reason:

The host service routine SFREEBUF indicated an error condition.

Action:
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Check with the host system application.

IOU029E OBTAIN OF BUFFER AREA FAILED.

Reason:

The host service routine SGETBUF indicated an error condition.

Action:

Check with the host system application.

IOU030E SEQUENCE NUMBER ERROR.

Reason:

Sequence numbers in previous -INS, -REP, or -DEL statements are not in ascending order. The module is not updated.

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit the module update. If the SEQCHK option is in effect, data statements must be in
ascending order at -ADD time.

IOU031E PRINTER MODULE UPDATING NOT SUPPORTED ONLINE.

Reason:

The specified module is a printer module and cannot process through IOU. Only batch Librarian can process the module.

Action:

Process the module with the batch Librarian.

IOU032E UPDATE BYPASSED DUE TO CONDITIONAL PARAMETER.

Reason:

The module update depended on the successful completion of all previous updates.

One of the previous updates failed. The module was not updated.

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit the update.

IOU033E NO DATA RECORD(S) FOR THIS MODULE.

Reason:

No source records followed the -ADD control statement. The module was not added.

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit the job.

IOU034E INVALID PASSWORD.

Reason:

The supplied password is incorrect, possibly a spelling error.

Action:

Verify and correct the password.

IOU035E INCORRECT VERSION SUPPLIED.

Reason:

The module version date and time are incorrect.
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Action:

Verify that the correct version is used for updating. If the module was not updated, specify VERS= as 0000.

IOU036E ARCHIVING NOT PERMITTED ON THIS MASTER FILE.

Reason:

You specified the ARC option for a module on a master file that does not permit archived modules.

Action:

Contact your systems programmer.

IOU037E ABOVE STATEMENT MISPLACED.

Reason:

If you use -HST statements, they must follow -JCL, -DESC, -PGMR, and -LANG statements.

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit the update.

IOU038E -JCLT STATEMENTS NOT SUPPORTED ONLINE.

Reason:

The temporary update facility is available only through batch Librarian.

Action:

Use the batch Librarian.

IOU039E INVALID KEYWORD.

Reason:

You specified an invalid keyword on the -JCL statement.

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit the update.

IOU040E NO OPERANDS IN ABOVE STATEMENT.

Reason:

You did not specify operands on the -JCL statement.

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit the update.

IOU041E DDNAME PARAMETER IN USE, DSN PARAMETER IS OMITTED.

Reason:

When you specify the DDNAME= parameter on the -JCL statement, the DSN= parameter is required.

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit the update.

IOU042E JCL, LANG OR PGMR PARAMETER EXCEEDS MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE LENGTH.

Reason:

The parameter specified on a -JCL, -LANG, or -PGMR statement is too long.
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Action:

See the "Batch Commands" section for descriptions of these parameters. Correct the invalid parameter and resubmit the
updates for the module.

IOU043E ERROR IN ABOVE STATEMENT.

Reason:

A syntax error was found in the previous -EDIT, -SCAN, or -FILL statement. The operation is ignored.

Action:

Check for an invalid comma after the final string delimiter.

IOU044E 'EXEC' -JCL PARAMETER MISSING.

Reason:

The -JCL statement does not include the required EXEC= keyword.

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit the job.

IOU045E INVALID SEQUENCE PARAMETERS FOR SEQUPD OPERAND.

Reason:

The module is externally sequenced and, therefore, cannot be updated using the SEQUPD option.

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit the job.

IOU046E INVALID SEQUENCE PARAMETERS FOR SEQCHK OPERAND.

Reason:

The SEQCHK= operand specified invalid parameters.

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit the input for this module. SEQCHK= does not support external sequencing.

IOU047E INVALID CHARACTER IN SEQUENCE NUMBER FIELD.

Reason:

At least one non-numeric character is in the sequence field and you specified SEQCHK or SEQUPD.

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit the update.

IOU048I RECORD(S) ABOVE HAVE BEEN ADDED TO THE MODULE:

Reason:

Self-explanatory.

Action:

None.

IOU049I RECORD(S) ABOVE HAVE BEEN INSERTED AFTER THE FOLLOWING RECORD:

Reason:

Self-explanatory.
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Action:

None.

IOU050I RECORD(S) ABOVE HAVE BEEN INSERTED BEFORE THE FOLLOWING RECORD:

Reason:

Self-explanatory.

Action:

None.

IOU051I FOLLOWING RECORD(S) HAVE BEEN DELETED:

Reason:

Self-explanatory.

Action:

None.

IOU052E INVALID DATA IN MODULE module-name.

Reason:

Invalid data was found while decompressing the module.

Action:

Retry the operation. If the module was destroyed, selectively restore the module from the backup tape.

IOU053E NO SEQUENCE NUMBER FOUND IN LAST CONTROL STATEMENT.

Reason:

The sequence number specified in the last -INS, -REP, or -DEL statement was not found in the module. The module was
not updated.

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit the update.

IOU054E NO SOURCE RECORD AFTER -REP OR -INS STATEMENT.

Reason:

The required data statements do not follow an -INS or -REP statement.

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit the update.

IOU055E UPDATES NOT IN ORDER BY SEQUENCE NUMBER.

Reason:

-INS, -REP, and -DEL statements must specify sequence numbers in ascending order.

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit the update.

IOU056E SOURCE RECORDS AFTER -DEL STATEMENT.

Reason:

Source statements must not follow a -DEL command.
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Action:

Remove the statements and resubmit the update.

IOU057E HASH COUNT ERROR.

Reason:

Hash counts indicate that the above changes are identical to those of previous update for this module. Librarian is
assuming this is an accidental rerun and the changes were not applied.

Action:

You can bypass the hash code check by placing the letter X in column 7 of the -EMOD statement. If a -DATA statement
precedes the -EMOD statement, place the X in the -DATA statement.

IOU058E OVERFLOW; FOLLOWING RECORD UNCHANGED:

Reason:

The -EDIT operation was not performed on the indicated statement since valid characters would be forced beyond the
ending justification column.

Action:

None.

IOU059I EDIT PERFORMED ON FOLLOWING RECORD(S):

Reason:

Self-explanatory.

Action:

None.

IOU060I external-sequence-number

Reason:

The external sequence number of the record (6 bytes).

Action:

None.

IOU061I FILL/SCAN PERFORMED ON FOLLOWING RECORD(S):

Reason:

Self-explanatory.

Action:

None.

IOU062I SCAN PERFORMED ON FOLLOWING RECORD(S):

Reason:

Self-explanatory.

Action:

None.

IOU063I FILL PERFORMED ON FOLLOWING RECORD(S):
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Reason:

Self-explanatory.

Action:

None.

IOU064E TOO MANY -EDIT/-SCAN STATEMENTS.

Reason:

You specified too many -EDIT, -SCAN, or -FILL statements.

Action:

See the "Batch Commands" section for the maximum number of -EDIT, -SCAN, or -FILL statements.

IOU065E CHANGING TO RESEQ OR NORESEQ NOT PERMITTED FOR AN ARCHIVE MODULE.

Reason:

You cannot change the option that controls the reassignment of sequence numbers after an update for an archived
module.

Action:

None.

IOU066E ARCHIVE LEVEL NOT FOUND OR COMBINATION OF ARC= AND ARCLR=OPTIONS INVALID.

Reason:

You specified an invalid level number in the ARC= option.

Action:

Examine the master file index listing to determine the number of levels that are maintained for the module. Correct the
ARC= and ARCLR= option and resubmit the update.

NOTE
This message is also issued when the ARC= and ARCLR= specifications conflict (for example, ARC=781203,
ARCLR=781204).

IOU067E SIMULTANEOUS UPDATE OF SAME MODULE FROM ANOTHER PROCESSOR HASBEEN DETECTED.

Reason:

Self-explanatory.

Action:

Rerun the job.

IOU068E WRITE OF MASTER FILE INDEX FAILED.

Reason:

A system I/O error occurred while writing the master file index block.

Action:

Reinitialize and restore the master file from a backup tape.

IOU069E READ OF MASTER FILE INDEX FAILED.

Reason:

A system I/O error occurred while reading the master file index block.
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Action:

Restore the master file from a backup tape if a retry produces the same results.

IOU070I MODULE module-name SUCCESSFULLY DELETED.

Reason:

Self-explanatory.

Action:

None.

IOU071I MODULE module-name SUCCESSFULLY ADDED. PASSWORD FOR NEW MODULE ISpassword.

Reason:

Self-explanatory.

Action:

None.

IOU072I MODULE module-name SUCCESSFULLY PROCESSED AT HH.MM.SS.

Reason:

Self-explanatory.

Action:

None.

IOU073I UPDATE NO.-nnn LEVEL NO.-nnn PASSWORD FOR NEW MODULE IS password.

Reason:

Informational. Password information is issued only when you specify COPY=.

Action:

None.

IOU074I MOST RECENT LEVEL(S) REPLACED DUE TO NOARC STATUS.

Reason:

Because the NOARC option is in effect for this archived module, the level that this update created replaced the current
level of the module. All other levels of the module are retained.

Action:

None.

IOU075I n ADDITIONAL LEVEL(S) MAY BE ARCHIVED FOR THIS MODULE.

Reason:

The archived module is within ten archiving levels of the maximum number that the master file maintains for each of its
modules. The number of additional levels that can be archived for the module before the oldest level is cleared is reported
in this message as the value n.

Action:

None.

IOU076I MAXIMUM NUMBER OF LEVELS EXCEEDED, OLDEST LEVEL CLEARED. nnLEVELS
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Reason:

The archived module reached the maximum number of levels that can be maintained. Librarian clears the oldest level
of the module so that a new level can be created for this update. This message can also display when a module is
transferred from one archived master file to another through the -COPY statement, and the maximum number of levels
supported on the receiving master file is fewer than the number of levels currently maintained for the module. Librarian
adds the module but clears the indicated number of levels.

Action:

None.

IOU077I NO ADDITIONAL LEVEL(S) MAY BE ARCHIVED FOR THIS MODULE.

Reason:

The archived module exhausted the maximum number of archiving levels that the master file supports.

Action:

Any additional levels clear the oldest level of the module.

IOU078E MODULE module-name NOT FOUND.

Reason:

The module specified on the -SEL or -DLM is not on the master file.

Action:

Verify that you spelled the module name correctly.

IOU079E MASTER FILE ALREADY CONTAINS MODULE module-name.

Reason:

The module named on the -ADD statement or in a COPY or RENAME operand is already on the master file.

Action:

Check to see whether the update was submitted twice.

IOU080E INSUFFICIENT SPACE ON MASTER FILE.

Reason:

Insufficient work space is left on the master file to process this module.

Action:

Enlarge the master file by using one of the following:

• File copy facility (BKUPDISK).
• Current master file backup, initializing a larger master file, and restoring the backup tape.

IOU081I dsname/MASTER filename- UPDATE REPORT date

Reason:

Informational.

Action:

None.

IOU083I LIBAUDIT PROCESSING HAS BEEN ACTIVATED.

Reason:
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Informational.

Action:

None.

IOU084E LIBAUDIT INDICATES NO DATA RECORD CHANGES; FILES ARE EQUAL.

Reason:

LIBAUDIT is activated and there are no differences between the module on the master file and the module to replace it.
Unless you are updating the control information, IOU assumes that this is an accidental duplicate update and the changes
are not applied.

Action:

None.

IOU085E INSUFFICIENT MEMORY AVAILABLE TO ACTIVATE LIBAUDIT PROCESSING.

Reason:

The current execution is terminated.

Action:

Check with the host system application.

IOU086E MORE THAN ONE MILLION RECORDS IN THE INPUT MODULE; LIBAUDITTERMINATED.

Reason:

LIBAUDIT cannot process a module with more than 1,000,000 records.

Action:

Resolve by doing one of the following:

• Split your module into two or more smaller modules and reapply changes for LIBAUDIT processing.
• Update using -REP ALL,NOAUDIT.

IOU087E MORE THAN ONE MILLION RECORDS IN THE SYSIN FILE; LIBAUDITTERMINATED.

Reason:

LIBAUDIT processing is limited to 1,000,000 records.

Action:

Resolve by doing one of the following:

• Update using REP ALL,NOAUDIT.
• Split your module into two or more smaller modules and reapply changes for LIBAUDIT processing.

IOU088E INSUFFICIENT MEMORY AVAILABLE TO COMPLETE LIBAUDIT PROCESSING

Reason:

There is not enough available memory to complete LIBAUDIT processing.

Action:

Resolve by doing one of the following:

• Reapply changes using REP ALL,NOAUDIT, or
• To retain the audit trail, reapply the changes in batch using explicit updating.

IOU089E INSUFFICIENT DISK SPACE TO ALLOCATE LIBAUDIT WORKFILE.
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Reason:

Insufficient work space is left on the master file.

Action:

Enlarge the master file by using one of the following:

• File copy facility (BKUPDISK).
• Current master file backup (BKUPTAPE), initializing a larger master file (INIT, DISK), and restoring the backup tape

(RESTORE).

IOU090E IRRECOVERABLE OUTPUT ERROR ON LIBAUDIT WORKFILE.

Reason:

A system output error occurred while writing the LIBAUDIT workfile.

Action:

Reapply the update.

IOU091E IRRECOVERABLE INPUT ERROR ON LIBAUDIT WORKFILE.

Reason:

A system input error occurred while reading the LIBAUDIT workfile. The LIBAUDIT file resides on the master file you are
updating.

Action:

Reapply the update.

IOU092E INVALID DATA ON LIBAUDIT WORKFILE.

Reason:

Invalid data was found in the LIBAUDIT workfile.

Action:

Reapply the update.

IOU093E HOST SYSTEM IMMEDIATE TERMINATION.

Reason:

The host system requested an immediate termination of IOU.

Action:

Retry.

IOU094E ALL OPERATIONS ARE BYPASSED.

Reason:

Usually this message follows other messages indicating specific error conditions.

Action:

Check with the host system application.

IOU095E -AUX STATEMENT NOT SUPPORTED ONLINE.

Reason:

IOU found an -AUX statement during LIBAUDIT processing. The AUXFILE facility is available only through batch
Librarian.
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Action:

Use the batch Librarian.

IOU097E ANOTHER USER HAS EXCLUSIVE CONTROL OF MASTER FILE.

Reason:

Another user is exclusively using the requested master file.

Action:

Verify whether there is a restoration job against the same master file.

IOU098E ENQUEUE OF MASTER FILE INDEX FAILED.

Reason:

IOU requests unconditional control of the master file index and received a non-zero return code from the enqueue service
routine. This can be a service routine error or another user is updating the master.

Action:

Retry the update.

IOU099E ENQUEUE OF MASTER FILE BIT MAP FAILED.

Reason:

IOU requests an unconditional control of the master file bit map and received a non-zero return code from the enqueue
service routine. This can be a service routine error.

Action:

Reapply the update.

IOU100E ENQUEUE OF MODULE(S) FAILED.

Reason:

Another user is using the module requested on an -ADD, -SEL, or -DLM. In the case of RENAME or COPY operation,
another user is using one or two of the requested modules.

Action:

Reapply the update.

IOU101E ABOVE STATEMENT IS INVALID IN A -REP ALL DATA STREAM.

Reason:

Librarian updating control statements are not permitted in a -REP ALL data stream.

Action:

Review the update stream for errors and reapply the update.

IOU103E MASTER FILE ACCESS DENIED; INSUFFICIENT ACCESS AUTHORITY.

Reason:

For the Librarian function you are trying, you do not have the necessary authority to access a master file that is defined to
your security system.

Action:

Contact your security administrator.

IOU104E SECURITY INTERFACE ERROR
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Reason:

An error occurred in the Librarian security interface.

Action:

Contact your systems programmer.

IOU105E MASTER FILE ACCESS PROHIBITED; SECURITY SYSTEM INACTIVE.

Reason:

Access to a Librarian master file is prohibited because the master file was initialized with SAFLOCK=YES and your
security system is inactive.

Action:

Rerun the job when the security system becomes active.

IOU106E SECURITY SYSTEM INACTIVE

Reason:

The security system at your site is inactive.

Action:

Contact your systems programmer.

IOU107E SECURITY USER VIOLATION THRESHOLD EXCEEDED

Reason:

Enough security violations were found during a Librarian run to exceed the security system's defined user error threshold.

Action:

Correct the security violations and rerun the job.

LAMSERV Messages
This article describes the LAMSERV Messages.

LAMSRV01 LAMSERV STARTED

Reason:

The LAMSERV started task that keeps a record of all the wide-record master files in the system is started.

Action:

No action is required.

LAMSRV02 LAMSERV STOP COMMAND ACCEPTED

Reason:

The LAMSERV started task has accepted a STOP command.

Action:

No action is required.

LAMSRV03 LAMSERV HAS ENDED

Reason:
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The LAMSERV started task has shut down.

Action:

No action is required.

LAMSRV04 LAMSERV DOES NOT ACCEPT MODIFY COMMANDS

Reason:

The LAMSERV started task does not accept MODIFY commands.

Action:

No action is required.

LAMSRV05 LAMSERV HAS ENDED UNEXPECTEDLY

Reason:

The LAMSERV cannot connect to Common Components and Services.

Action:

Verify the following items:

• The Common Components and Services CCCSLINK library is APF Authorized.
• The Common Components and Services CCCSLINK library is added to the LINKLIST or LAMSERV STEPLIB.
• The Common Service CA-C Runtime component is installed.
• The component FMID is CAF3E00.

LIB/CCF Messages
This section describes the LIB/CCF messages.

The LIB/CCF messages have the following format:

xxxnnnnc message-text

Where:

• xxx
The component identifier of CCF, CDF (for Library Chain Definition Function messages), or CCV (for LIB/CCF-
AllFusion Vollie batch CCFB100 program messages).

• nnnn
An LIB/CCF message number.

• c
A message type indicator that can be one of the following:
– I

Informational
– W

Warning, but processing continues
– E

User error
– S-

Severe error that requires administrator intervention
– U

Unrecoverable LIB/CCF system error that requires Broadcom Support
– message-text
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The text of the message.

CCFR00I LIBRCCF LCDF INITIALIZATION STARTED

Reason:

Informational.

Action:

None.

CCFR01E LIBRARY INTERFACE INITIALIZATION FAILURE, LBXRBXRC=nn LIBRCCF PROCESSING BYPASSED

Reason:

The Library Interface initialization failed with a return code of nn.

Action:

See the Roscoe Extended Facilities for System Programmers Guide for a list of return codes and their meanings.

CCFR02E LIBRARY INTERFACE ACTIVATION FAILURE, LBRBXRXC=nn

Reason:

The Library Interface activation failed with a return code of nn.

Action:

See the Roscoe Extended Facilities for System Programmers Guide for a list of return codes and their meanings.

CCFR03E LIBRARY INTERFACE FIND FAILED FOR MEMBER: pfx.member LIBRCCF BYPASSED FOR THE PREFIX

Reason:

The specified member could not be found in the Roscoe library with this prefix. Processing for this prefix is bypassed.
Processing of any other specified prefixes continues.

Action:

Verify that the LIBRCCF=pfx Roscoe initialization parameter specifies the correct prefix for the Roscoe key where LIB/
CCF is installed.

CCFR04E LIBRARY INTERFACE GET FAILED FOR MEMBER: pfx.member

Reason:

The specified member could not be found.

Action:

Verify that the LIBRCCF=pfx Roscoe initialization parameter specifies the correct prefix for the Roscoe key where LIB/
CCF is installed.

CCFR05E ALLOCATION ERROR FOR DSN=data.set.name

Reason:

The specified data set could not be allocated.

Action:

Verify that the correct data set name was specified in LIB/CCF Option 12.0 for the specified prefix and that the data set
exists.

CCFR06E LCDF TABLE ERROR, MEMBER=pfx..memberLIBRCCF PROCESSING BYPASSED FOR PREFIX=pfx

Reason:
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An error was encountered while processing the specified member. Processing for this prefix is bypassed. Processing of
any other specified prefixes continues.

Action:

Examine the LDR for errors using the prefix specified in the message.

CCFR07E CCF TABLE 4 ERROR - LIBRCCF TABLE 4 PROCESSING BYPASSED FOR PREFIX=pfx

Reason:

An error was encountered while processing $CHGT004. Processing for this prefix is bypassed. Processing of any other
specified prefixes continues.

Action:

Examine CCF option 12.4 for the prefix specified in the message.

CCFR08E GETMAIN FAILED FOR LIBRCCF - PROCESSING TERMINATED

Reason:

Insufficient storage was available for GETMAIN processing.

Action:

Increase the region size and re-execute the Roscoe initialization job.

CCFR09E GETMAIN FAILED FOR LIBRCCF - FURTHER PROCESSING TERMINATED AT PREFIX=pfx

Reason:

Insufficient storage was available for GETMAIN processing for the specified prefix. Processing of subsequent
LIBRCCF=pfx initialization parameters is bypassed.

Action:

Increase the region size and re-execute the Roscoe initialization job.

CCFR10I LIBRCCF SUCCESSFULLY PROCESSED PREFIX=pfx

Reason:

Informational.

Action:

None.

CCFR11I LIBRCCF LCDF INITIALIZATION ENDED

Reason:

Informational.

Action:

None.

CCF001AE Invalid command. 'command' is not supported by this function.

Reason:

Either this function does not support the specified command or you misspelled the command.

Action:

Verify the spelling of the command. Request tutorial help to review valid commands for this function.
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CCF001BE FIND requires the CR ID. The FIND command requires the change request ID to be supplied.

Reason:

The FIND command in this function requires that you supply the change request ID as a parameter (for example, FIND
WO000934 or FIND 934).

Action:

Supply the change request ID in either of these forms: WOnnnnnn or nnn.

CCF001CE Invalid CR ID. The specified change request ID exceeds 8 characters.

Reason:

The specified change request ID exceeds eight characters in length.

Action:

Supply the change request ID in either of these forms: WOnnnnnn or nnn.

CCF001DE Invalid CR ID. The specified change request ID does not begin with literals "WO".

Reason:

The specified change request ID is longer than the six-digit portion of a CR ID or does not begin with the literals WO.

Action:

Supply the change request ID in either of these forms: WOnnnnnn or nnn.

CCF001EE Invalid CR ID. The specified change request ID does not have numeric chars 3-8.

Reason:

The change request ID is specified in the format WOnnnnnn, but characters in positions 3-8 are not numeric.

Action:

Supply the change request ID in the correct format: WOnnnnnn or nnn.

CCF001FE Invalid CR ID. The change request must be 8 characters or 1 to 6 numbers.

Reason:

The format of the specified change request ID is invalid.

Action:

Supply the change request ID in either of these forms: WOnnnnnn or nnn.

CCF001GE Invalid CR ID. The specified change request ID number is not numeric.

Reason:

The change request ID is specified in a format less than or equal to six characters in length, but is not all numeric.

Action:

Supply the change request ID in either of these forms: WOnnnnnn or nnn.

CCF001HE Entry number required. The command requires the number of the entry to be processed.

Reason:

The command requires the number of the entry as a parameter.

Action:

Enter the number found to the left of the entry.
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CCF001IE Entry number invalid. The entry number must be a number between 1 and 9999.

Reason:

The entry number parameter is not in the allowed range.

Action:

Enter the number found to the left of the entry.

CCF001JE Entry number not numeric. The entry number must be numeric between 1 and 9999.

Reason:

The entry number parameter is not numeric.

Action:

Enter the number found to the left of the entry.

CCF001KE Invalid selection. 'Selection' is invalid as a selection from this list.

Reason:

The specified selection is not available from this selection list.

Action:

Enter a valid selection list command.

CCF002AS File allocation error. 'Dair rc,svc99 rc,ddname' (press HELP for more information).

Reason:

An attempt to dynamically allocate a data set failed. The message format is: DAIRRC,SVC99RC,DDNAME. Use
the Dynamic Allocation Interface Routine (DAIR) return code, the SVC99 return code, and the ddname for problem
determination. A panel accompanies this message that provides additional information, such as the data set name.

Action:

Notify the CCF system administrator with the information provided.

Administrator Response: See the IBM SPL: System Macros and Facilities Volume 1 for return code meanings, then
correct the cause of the failure.

CCF002B Master file not found. CCF002AS 'Dair rc,svc99 rc,ddname'(press HELP for more information ).

Reason:

An attempt to dynamically allocate a master file failed. The message format is: DAIRRC,SVC99RC,DDNAME. Use
the Dynamic Allocation Interface Routine (DAIR) return code, the SVC99 return code, and the ddname for problem
determination. A panel accompanies this message that provides additional information, such as the data set name.

Action:

Notify the CCF system administrator with the information provided.

Administrator Response: See the IBM SPL: System Macros and Facilities Volume 1 for return code meanings, then
correct the cause of the failure.

CCF003CS JOB SUBMIT FAILED. INTRDR error, VSAM error reason code: 'VSAM RC'

Reason:

The function terminated due to the indicated VSAM error during JOB SUBMISSION to the INTRDR.

Action:
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Notify the CCF system administrator with the VSAM error reason code.

Administrator Response: Correct the indicated error.

CCF003AS Update Error. An error occurred during update, see DS('prefix.user.CCF.MSGS').

Reason:

CCF allocated a message data set named prefix.userid.CCF.MSGS or, if no prefix is set, userid.CCF.MSGS. Use
ISPF BROWSE to view the message data set for problem determination. This is a temporary data set. Continued CCF
processing replaces the data set (you can rename it to retain it).

Action:

Notify the CCF system administrator before you continue CCF processing.

Administrator Response: Examine the user's message data set and correct the indicated error.

CCF003BS Update Error. An error occurred during update, see $CCF$ LISTING.

Reason:

The function terminated due to the update error indicated in the $CCF$ LISTING file on your minidisk.

Action:

Notify the CCF system administrator before you continue CCF processing.

Administrator Response: Examine the user's $CCF$ LISTING file and correct the indicated error.

CCF003CS An error occurred during update, see CCFPRINT.

Reason:

The function terminated due to the update error indicated in the CCFPRINT listing file.

Action:

Notify the CCF system administrator before you continue CCF processing.

Administrator Response: Examine the user's job listing and correct the indicated error.

CCF004AS Pgmr not defined. The specified programmer is not defined to LIB/CCF.

Reason:

The specified programmer is not defined to CCF as reporting to you.

Action:

If the programmer's name was entered correctly, notify the CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: Verify that the programmer's name was defined in Option 12.3 as reporting to this manager. If
the programmer's name is converted in Option 12.8, you must specify the converted CCF ID/KEY in Option 12.3.

CCF004BE Invalid programmer. The specified programmer does not report to manager 'ccf id'.

Reason:

The specified programmer is not defined to CCF as reporting to you.

Action:

Specify another programmer or request the CCF system administrator define the programmer to you.

Administrator Response: Use Option 12.3 to define the requested programmer to the manager. If the programmer's name
is converted in Option 12.8, you must specify the converted CCF ID/KEY in Option 12.3.

CCF004CE Auth Code is required. The Authorization Code is required for the specified application.
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Reason:

The requested application was defined as requiring an authorization code.

Action:

Supply the authorization code. If you do not know the authorization code, contact the CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: Obtain a user's authorization code from Option 12.1. Obtain a manager's authorization code
from Option 12.2.

CCF004DE Invalid Auth Code. The specified Authorization Code is invalid for the application.

Reason:

You entered an incorrect authorization code.

Action:

Supply the correct authorization code. If you do not know the authorization code, contact the CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: Obtain a user's authorization code from Option 12.1. Obtain a manager's authorization code
from Option 12.2.

CCF004EW Unauthorized access. 'Security message'.

Reason:

The function was not performed due to the indicated external security message.

Action:

See the CCF system administrator to obtain security authorization.

CCF005AS LCDF error. LCDF is unable to construct a master file entry.

Reason:

The function terminated due to the error indicated on the previous LCDF panel.

Action:

Notify the CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: Correct the indicated error.

CCF005BS LCDF error. LCDF is unable to construct a history master file entry.

Reason:

The function terminated due to the error indicated on the previous LCDF panel.

Action:

Notify the CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: Correct the indicated error.

CCF005CS LCDF error. LCDF is unable to construct a system file entry.

Reason:

The function terminated due to the error indicated on the previous LCDF panel.

Action:

Notify the CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: Correct the indicated error.
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CCF005DU CCF table 11 error. CCF table 11 is either empty, or contains invalid data.

Reason:

The function terminated due to an internal error.

Action:

Notify the CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

CCF006AW Module not available. Module 'name' is currently outstanding to user 'ownerid'.

Reason:

The module is already logged out.

Action:

Wait for the module to become available.

CCF006BW LOGOUT rejected. Maximum module logout limit of 'nnn' was reached.

Reason:

You already logged out the site-defined maximum number of modules.

Action:

Reduce the number of logged out modules through the login function. If this is not possible, contact the CCF system
administrator.

Administrator Response: Increase the Option 12.0 LOGLIMIT keyword specification.

CCF006CW Module not available. Module 'name' is in the movement queue, user: 'CCFid'.

Reason:

The module is already logged out.

Action:

Wait for the module to become available.

CCF006DW Module not available. Module 'name' has outstanding batch activity.

Reason:

The module has at least one outstanding Job Submission Record (JSR) in Option 11. Depending on site option, either the
control group or the programmer who submitted the job is responsible for processing the JSR from Option 11.

Action:

Wait for the module to become available.

CCF006EW Module not available. Module 'name' is in the movement queue, user: 'Owner ID'.

Reason:

The module is already logged out.

Action:

Wait for the module to become available.

CCF007AS History not defined. LCDF definition error, a HIST mast not defined for PROD mast.

Reason:
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The selected production master file does not have a history master file defined to it.

Action:

Notify the CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: Correct the indicated error.

CCF007BS LCDF definition error. The MCD for the PROD M/F is invalid.

Reason:

The management code (MCD) defined for the production master file is incorrect.

Action:

Notify the CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: Specify the correct MCD base code for the production master file in

Option 12.11.3.

CCF007CS LCDF definition error. The MCD for the TEST M/F is invalid.

Reason:

The management code (MCD) defined for the test master file is incorrect.

Action:

Notify the CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: Specify the correct MCD base code for the test master file in Option 12.11.3.

CCF008AI Cntl Group Notified. The Control Group was notified of the request ('module name').

Reason:

Your request was placed in the control group's queue.

Action:

Informational message, no response required.

CCF008BI Job 'job name' 'job number' submitted, to perform the move ('module name').

Reason:

Informational.

Action:

None.

CCF008CI Movement complete. The movement of 'module name' was completed successfully.

Reason:

Informational.

Action:

None.

CCF008DI Job 'job name' 'job number' submitted, to perform the compile ('module name').

Reason:

Informational.
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Action:

None.

CCF008EI Job 'job name' 'job number' submitted, for the move/compile ('module name').

Reason:

Informational.

Action:

None.

CCF008FI nn module(s) processed. 'Nn' module(s) were either PROCESSED, DELETED, or REJECTED.

Reason:

Informational.

Action:

None.

CCF008GI Q/A Movement Complete. The Q/A movement of 'module name' was completed successfully.

Reason:

Informational.

Action:

None.

CCF008HI REJECT movement complete. The REJECT movement of 'module name' was completed successfully.

Reason:

Informational.

Action:

None.

CCF008II Job 'job name' 'job #' submitted, Q/A move complete ('module name').

Reason:

Informational.

Action:

None.

CCF008JI Job 'job name' 'job #' submitted, REJECT move complete ('module name').

Reason:

Informational.

Action:

None.

CCF008KS Skeleton not found. SLIB member 'name' was not found.

Reason:

CCF tried to build a batch job stream, but the named JCL skeleton was not found in the ISPSLIB skeleton library
concatenation.
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Action:

Notify the CCF system administrator with the skeleton name.

Administrator Response: Verify that the CCF skeleton library is allocated to the ISPSLIB skeleton file name. If the
allocation is correct, add the indicated skeleton to the CCF skeleton library.

CCF009A User NOT authorized. CCF009AW The user does not have control group authority.

Reason:

You requested a function that is restricted to the control group, but you are not defined as a control group member.

Action:

None.

CCF009BU CR format error. A format error was found in the change request file.

Reason:

Incorrectly formatted data was found in the change request.

Action:

Notify the CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

CCF009CS DSN management error. LOCATE for the message data set failed: RC=nn.

Reason:

CCF attempted to LOCATE the CCF messages data set, but the LOCATE failed.

Action:

Contact the CCF system administrator with the LOCATE return code (RC=nn).

Administrator Response: Use the LOCATE return code (RC=nn) returned in the message text to determine the LOCATE
error. See the IBM documentation on data management services for the meaning of the return code and possible problem
resolution.

CCF009DS DSN management error. SCRATCH for the message data set failed: RC=nn,nn.

Reason:

CCF attempted to SCRATCH the CCF messages data set, but the SCRATCH failed.

Action:

Contact the CCF system administrator with the SCRATCH return code and service code (RC=nn,nn).

Administrator Response: Use the SCRATCH return code and service code that are returned in the message text to
determine the SCRATCH error. See the IBM documentation on data management services for the meaning of the return
code and possible problem resolution.

CCF009ES DSN management error. UNCATLG for the message data set failed: RC=nn.

Reason:

CCF attempted to UNCATLG the CCF messages data set, but the UNCATLG failed.

Action:

Contact the CCF system administrator with the UNCATLG return code (RC=nn).
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Administrator Response: Use the UNCATLG return code (RC=nn) returned in the message text to determine the
UNCATLG error. See the IBM documentation on data management services for the meaning of the return code and
possible problem resolution.

CCF009FE Enter required field. Enter the required field at the cursor position.

Reason:

You must supply the indicated field for the function.

Action:

Supply the field and press Enter to continue.

CCF009GE Must be numeric. Enter numeric characters (0-9) at the cursor position.

Reason:

The indicated field must have a numeric value.

Action:

Supply a numeric value for the field and press Enter to continue.

CCF009HS RC=nn from STEP nn of LIBRARIAN copy, see COPYERR.

Reason:

The copy job ended with a non-zero return code (RC=nn) and CCF created the member COPYERR in your Roscoe
library.

Action:

See member COPYERR in your Roscoe library for details of the error. If you cannot correct the error yourself, notify the
CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: Examine the user's COPYERR member and correct the indicated problem.

CCF009JE "Jump" command specification is invalid: &CMD.

Reason:

You specified an invalid option for the jump command.

Action:

Enter a valid option (=n or =n.n, where n is a valid option).

CCF009KI Job 'job name' 'job #' submitted, to perform the print.

Reason:

Informational.

Action:

None.

CCF009LE Invalid SCROLL amount (specify "FULL", "HALF", "MAX", "n").

Reason:

The amount specified for SCROLL is not FULL, HALF, MAX, or n.

Action:

Enter an acceptable SCROLL value.

CCF009MS Profile table not found.
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Reason:

CCF could not find the profile table required for this function.

Action:

Notify the CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: Use Option 12.0 to recreate the profile table on the CCF system master file. See the
"Implementing LIB/CCF" section for the profile table keywords or use the online help facility.

CCF009NS Profile table contains an invalid SYSBASE.

Reason:

You specified an incorrect management code (MCD) base for the CCF system master file.

Action:

Notify the CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: Specify the correct CCF system master file MCD base code for the Option 12.0 SYSBASE
keyword.

CCF009OS Profile table does not contain SYSMAST or SYSBASE keywords.

Reason:

The function terminated due to incorrect values in the CCF profile table.

Action:

Notify the CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: Supply the SYSMAST and SYSBASE keywords in Option 12.0.

CCF009PS The COPY of the module failed, see CCFPRINT.

Reason:

The function terminated due to the error described in the CCFPRINT listing file.

Action:

Notify the CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: Examine the user's job output and correct the error described in the CCFPRINT listing file.

CCF009QS **ERROR** Allocating file: 'File name'.

Reason:

A CCF batch job failed allocating a required file. The file name is indicated in the diagnostic.

Action:

Notify the CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: Review the file requirements for this job. Correct and resubmit.

CCF009RI JCL 'ddname' allocation used.

Reason:

Informational.

Action:

None.
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CCF009SE Invalid PARM, 'reason'.

Reason:

An invalid parameter was found on a batch job. See the reason indicated in the diagnostic.

Action:

Review the reason indicated. Correct and resubmit.

CCF009TW C/R format error: 'Change request ID'.

Reason:

The CR identified in the diagnostic has an invalid format on the CCF system master file.

Action:

Notify the CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: Check the format of the change request.

CCF009UE Invalid control statement, run terminated.

Reason:

A CCF batch job failed because of an invalid control statement.

Action:

Review the control statement requirements. Correct and resubmit.

CCF009VE DD statement missing: 'ddname'.

Reason:

The job requires you specify the ddname.

Action:

Supply the ddname statement and rerun the job.

CCF009WE 'Statement' statement was not supplied.

Reason:

The job requires you specify the statement.

Action:

Supply the statement and rerun the job.

CCF009XE 'Statement' record number exceeded (limit 'nnn').

Reason:

A CCF batch job failed because too many input records for the record type are indicated in the diagnostic.

Action:

Review the input statement requirements for this job.

CCF009YE One or more steps failed to execute due to condition codes.

Reason:

The job did not complete successfully due to unacceptable step condition codes.

Action:
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Check the job output to determine the reason for the error. Correct the error, then resubmit the job using option 11.

CCF010BW User 'ccf ID' may not open a request.

Reason:

You are not permitted to open a change request.

Action:

Contact the CCF system administrator to request access to this function.

CCF010CE Specify the CR type. The CR type is required, place "X" by PROBLEM or MODIFICATION.

Reason:

A change request must have a type of PROBLEM or MODIFICATION.

Action:

Place an X next to the appropriate type.

CCF010DE Invalid application. User not authorized for specified application, enter HELP for appls

Reason:

You are not authorized to open a change request for the specified application.

Action:

Enter Help for a list of applications for which you are authorized.

CCF010EI Press ENTER to confirm, END or jump to cancel.

Reason:

CCF provides an opportunity to verify and correct the information on this panel before proceeding.

Action:

Press Enter to proceed or use the END or JUMP commands to exit this activity.

CCF010GI 'change request ID' initiated. 'Change request ID' was initiated by CCF.

Reason:

Informational.

Action:

None.

CCF010HE Change request found. The specified change request ID was found among CRs.

Reason:

The change request you entered was found among the opened or closed change requests.

Action:

If you entered the change request ID incorrectly, it might already be an open or closed request. Check the change request
status report for the change request number.

CCF020AW No outstanding Requests. Manager 'ccf ID' currently has no unassigned change requests.

Reason:

There are no unassigned change requests in your queue.

Action:
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Informational, no action required.

CCF020BS User is not a manager. User 'ccf ID' is not defined to CCF as a programming manager.

Reason:

The name specified is not identified in the CCF system tables as a manager.

Action:

If the ccf ID is spelled correctly, notify the CCF system administrator. Administrator Response: Review system tables and
update as appropriate.

CCF020HE Change request not found. The specified change request ID was not found among unassigned CRs.

Reason:

The CR you entered does not have a status of UNASSIGNED.

Action:

If you entered the change request ID correctly, it might already be assigned.

CCF020IS Mgr not defined for appl. Manager 'ccf ID' is not defined for application 'name'.

Reason:

The manager name specified is not defined with authority for the application.

Action:

Notify the CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: Review CCF system tables and update as appropriate.

CCF020JI 'change request ID' assigned. 'Change request ID' was assigned to 'ccf id'.

Reason:

Informational.

Action:

None.

CCF020KI Press ENTER to confirm, END or jump to cancel.

Reason:

CCF provides an opportunity to verify and correct the information on this panel before proceeding.

Action:

Press Enter to proceed or use the END or JUMP commands to exit this activity.

CCF030AW No outstanding Requests. Programmer 'ccf ID' currently has no assigned change requests.

Reason:

There are no assigned change requests in your queue.

Action:

Informational, no action required.

CCF030HE Change request not found. The specified change request ID was not found among assigned CRs.

Reason:

The change request does not exist or does not have a status of ASSIGNED.
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Action:

If the change request ID is correct, the change request might have a status of UNASSIGNED or CLOSED.

CCF040AE Entry not found. Entry nn was not found in the master file table.

Reason:

The entry specified was not available from the selection list.

Action:

View selection list and specify one of the available entries.

CCF040BE CR not found. The specified change request ID was not found among assigned CRs.

Reason:

If the change request ID is correct, the change request might have a status of UNASSIGNED or CLOSED.

Action:

Check the validity of the CR ID entered.

CCF040CS LCDF definition error. A history file is not defined for the production master file.

Reason:

The production master file has no corresponding history master file.

Action:

Notify the CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: Define a history master file for the requested production master file using Option 12.11.3.

CCF040DE The LANG is not defined to CCF, Press HELP for valid langs.

Reason:

You entered an invalid language. CCF uses the language to determine what action takes place when a member is logged
in. For example, a language of COBOL can compile the member, whereas a language of ASM can assemble the member.

Action:

Press HELP for a list of valid languages. If you are unsure of the correct language for the member, contact your manager
or CCF system administrator. Supplying an incorrect language causes login problems.

CCF040EI Assuming new module. Module 'module name' not found on the prod master, assuming ADD.

Reason:

Informational.

Action:

None.

CCF040FE Logout REJECTED. 'Module name' already exists on the test master file.

Reason:

The logout was rejected because a like-named member was found on the test master file.

Action:

If the production master file was defined with another test master file (check the list of AVAILABLE FILES on the logout
panel), try to logout the member using that production/test master file pair. If the production master file is defined only to
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one test master file, verify that another user is using the like-named member. If not, delete it from or rename it on the test
master file.

CCF040GW Logout REJECTED. The multi-logout was rejected for module: 'Module name'.

Reason:

The function was not performed due to the reason indicated.

Action:

None.

CCF040HW Logout REJECTED. Module 'module name' is logged out as a NEW module.

Reason:

The module is already logged out (CCF did not find the module on the production master file during that logout and
assumed a new module).

Action:

None.

CCF040IW **ERROR** module is outstanding to the requested TEST master.

Reason:

The module requested is already logged out to the specified TEST master file.

Action:

None.

CCF040JI The module is currently outstanding, enter CONTINUE or END.

Reason:

The module specified is already logged out. Your CCF configuration permits multiple logout.

Action:

None.

CCF040KS CCF table error. The APPLICATION is not found for the CR id, table 2.

Reason:

The change request was opened for an application that is no longer defined to CCF.

Action:

Notify the CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: Obtain the application name from the change request and define it in Option 12.2.

CCF040LI LOGOUT cancelled. Logout for 'module name' cancelled via END from the history panel.

Reason:

Informational.

Action:

None.

CCF040ME Invalid name. 'Module name' is not a valid member name.

Reason:
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The requested module could not be found on the master file.

Action:

Verify spelling. Check the master file index.

CCF040NI 'Module name' logout request processed.

Reason:

Informational.

Action:

None.

CCF040PI Process completed. All requested operations have been successfully processed.

Reason:

Informational.

Action:

None.

CCF040RI Control Group notified of logout request for 'module name'.

Reason:

Your logout request was placed in the control group's module movement queue (Option 9).

Action:

None.

CCF040SI 'Module name' logout processed via job 'job name' 'job number'.

Reason:

Informational.

Action:

None.

CCF040TS An error occurred during history create/update, see OLLEREP.

Reason:

CCF created the member HISTERR in your Roscoe or AllFusion Vollie library. It contains information on the error.

Action:

Notify the CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: Examine the user's HISTERR member and correct the described error.

CCF040UW 'Module name' is outstanding to 'ccf id', multiple logouts allowed.

Reason:

The module indicated is currently logged out to another programmer. CCF was configured at this site to permit multiple
logouts.

Action:

Login of this module can require coordination.

CCF040VS An error occurred during history create, see CCFPRINT.
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Reason:

The function terminated due to the error described in the CCFPRINT listing file.

Action:

Notify the CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: Examine the user's CCFPRINT listing file and correct the described error.

CCF040WI No members meet the wildcard selection criteria 'module name'.

Reason:

Informational.

Action:

None.

CCF040XI 'nn' member(s) selected by "'change request'".

Reason:

Informational.

Action:

None.

CCF040YE CHAIN definition ERR

Reason:

Library Chain Definition error. For a mixed master file pair, where one supports wide records and the other does not, the
COPY ALL LEVELS option was specified and is invalid.

Specify COPY CURRENT LEVEL specified instead.

Action:

Notify the CCF administrator.

Administrator Response: Correct the chain using Option 12.11.2 as indicated.

CCF040ZE PROD member is LOCKed. The production member is LOCKed by userid <userid>.

Reason:

The member was LOCKed on the production master file to the indicated users and cannot be promoted until it is
UNLOCKed. Either the user ID who locked the member or someone who has ALL authority towards the data set can
UNLOCK it.

Action:

Re-issue the function after the member is UNLOCKed.

CCF050AU MTR format error. The CCF MTR file contains a format error.

Reason:

Invalid data was found in the Module Tracking Record (MTR) control member.

Action:

Notify the CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.
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CCF050BE Entry NOT found. The entry number specified by command is invalid.

Reason:

CCF could not find the specified entry number.

Action:

Enter the number found to the left of the entry.

CCF050CI Entry processed. The specified entry number was processed successfully.

Reason:

Informational.

Action:

None.

CCF050DW Logout incomplete. The Logout is incomplete for the specified entry, RETRY.

Reason:

The logout did not complete.

Action:

Try logout of another module. Then retry logout of this module. CCF table error.

CCF050ES The production master file is not defined in system table.

Reason:

The production master file for this function is not defined to CCF.

Action:

Notify the CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: Correct the indicated error.

CCF050FE Ineligible entry. The specified entry is not eligible for processing or deleting.

Reason:

The entry was already processed or deleted.

Action:

Perform a function to refresh the selection list to confirm.

CCF050GS History not found. The History member is not found for the module ('module name').

Reason:

The requested module has no corresponding history module.

Action:

Save the changes made to the test module (by copying it), delete the logout, then logout the module again to recreate the
history member. Update the module with the saved changes before login.

CCF050HS LANGUAGE not defined. The LANGUAGE 'language' is no longer defined to CCF.

Reason:

The language assigned to the module is no longer defined to CCF.

Action:
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Notify the CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: Use Option 12.5 to redefine the language. If the language was intentionally removed from Option
12.5, the programmer should specify a new language for the module through the Option 5 HISTORY command. Use of
the command requires the Option 12.0 HISTUPD keyword to specify YES.

CCF050IE Module not found. Module 'module name' was not found on production master file.

Reason:

The function was not performed due to the error indicated.

Action:

Correct the indicated error.

CCF050JU MMR format error. The MMR file contains a format error.

Reason:

Invalid data was found in the Module Movement Record (MMR) control member.

Action:

Notify the CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

CCF050KE Module not found. Module 'module name' was not found on the current master file.

Reason:

The indicated module could not be found on the master file.

Action:

Check master file. If logout was NEW, add the module.

CCF050LEA 'String' not specified. 'string' is not specified for the FIND command.

Reason:

The FIND command for this function requires a character string.

Action:

Enter the FIND command with the character string (do not use delimiters).

CCF050MW Characters not found. The character string specified by the FIND command was not found.

Reason:

The FIND command did not find the character string.

Action:

Verify the character string entered. Do not use delimiters.

CCF050NI Characters found. The display is positioned to the record containing the string.

Reason:

FIND request complete.

Action:

Informational, no response required.

CCF050OE RFIND is invalid. The FIND command must be issued first.
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Reason:

An RFIND command was issued before a FIND command.

Action:

Issue the FIND command before issuing the RFIND command.

CCF050PI No more characters found. No more occurances of the string specified by a previous FIND.

Reason:

No match found.

Action:

Informational, no response required.

CCF050QI Function terminated. The function was terminated by the user.

Reason:

Informational.

Action:

None.

CCF050RI ARCHIVE CROSS-LEVEL Report submitted, PROCESS terminated.

Reason:

Informational.

Action:

None.

CCF050SW **ERROR** Archived level is no longer in existence.

Reason:

The requested archive level no longer exists for this module. The archive cross level compare is not possible.

Action:

None.

CCF050TW **ERROR** Production module is not archived.

Reason:

The archive cross level compare is not possible.

Action:

None.

CCF050UW **ERROR** The module did not exist on LOGOUT.

Reason:

The archive cross level compare is not possible.

Action:

None.

CCF050VW Invalid MTR. Only MVS MTRs may be selected.
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Reason:

The selected Module Tracking Record (MTR) was not created on an z/OS and OS/390 system. You must process the
MTR from the originating operating system (indicated in the MTR).

Action:

None.

CCF050WW Invalid MMR. Only MVS MMRs may be selected.

Reason:

The selected Module Movement Record (MMR) was not created on an z/OS and OS/390 system. You must process the
MMR from the originating operating system (indicated in the MMR).

Action:

None.

CCF050YW Invalid SLR. Only MVS SLRs may be selected.

Reason:

The selected System Link Record (SLR) was not created on an z/OS and OS/390 system. You must process the SLR
from the originating operating system (indicated in the SLR).

Action:

None.

CCF050ZW Invalid JSR. Only MVS JSRs may be selected.

Reason:

The selected Job Submission Record (JSR) was not created on an z/OS and OS/390 system. You must process the JSR
from the originating operating system (indicated in the JSR).

Action:

None.

CCF051AW Not allowed. The member exists on the Q/A or REJECT library.

Reason:

You cannot promote the member into the Q/A library or reject it into the reject library because the member already exists
in the library.

Action:

Retry the function later.

CCF051BI History SAVED. The history member for module 'module name' was updated.

Reason:

Informational, no response required.

Action:

None.

CCF051CI HISTORY disabled. The HISTORY function is disabled by the system profile.

Reason:

Informational. The programmer configured CCF to disallow update of member history.
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Action:

Informational, no response required.

CCF051DU FORMAT error. The history member for 'member name' contains a format error.

Reason:

The function terminated due to a history member format error.

Action:

Notify the CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

CCF052BEA PLAN not specified. Plan name is required.

Reason:

A DB2 plan name is required for this function.

Action:

Enter the plan name.

CCF052CE 'value' invalid. 'Value' must be 'valid value'.

Reason:

An invalid value was found for a keyword in the BIND options.

Action:

Review the BIND options member and correct the error.

CCF052EE Parse error. 'Value' unknown in member 'member name'.

Reason:

The specified character string in the message is not valid in a DB2 bind options member.

Action:

Delete the invalid data by editing the bind options member on your test master file. Update the member and retry the
BIND command.

CCF052FE Parse error. 'Value' dup keyword in member 'member name'.

Reason:

You specified the keyword more than once in the member.

Action:

Delete the duplicate keywords by editing the bind options member on your test master file. Update the member and retry
the BIND command.

CCF052GE Parse error. 'Value' invalid in member 'member name'.

Reason:

The specified character string in the message is not valid in a DB2 bind options member.

Action:

Delete the invalid data by editing the bind options member on your test master file. Update the member and retry the
BIND command.
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CCF052HE Parse error. Not enough memory to parse command.

Reason:

A BIND options member was processing when memory was exceeded.

Action:

Check the BIND options member for validity.

CCF052IS Parse error. Unknown parser error.

Reason:

Processing of a BIND options member failed.

Action:

Notify the CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: Verify the member input to the BIND contains valid BIND options. Contact Broadcom Support for
assistance.

CCF052JE Parse error. 'Value' parser error, data='value'.

Reason:

The BIND options member has unidentified format.

Action:

Review the BIND options member for validity.

CCF052KI Bind member SAVED. The bind member for module 'module name' was updated.

Reason:

Informational.

Action:

None.

CCF052LI Entry deleted. The specified entry number was deleted successfully.

Reason:

Informational.

Action:

None.

CCF052MI Entry rejected. The specified entry number was rejected successfully.

Reason:

Informational.

Action:

None.

CCF053AS Error deleting module 'module name' from the test master file.

Action:

CCF created a member called CCFERROR on your Roscoe or AllFusion Vollie library that describes the error that
occurred.
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Action:

Notify the CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: Examine the CCFERROR member and correct the error described.

CCF053BE Error locking current module 'module name', see CCFERROR.

Reason:

CCF created a member called CCFERROR on your Roscoe or AllFusion Vollie library that describes the error that
occurred.

Action:

Examine the CCFERROR member and correct the error.

CCF053CE Invalid owner name.

Reason:

While processing the BIND options member, an invalid owner name was found.

Action:

Review the BIND options OWNER name.

CCF053DE LANGUAGE command is ONLY valid for a new member.

Reason:

The LANGUAGE subcommand of the BIND command is valid only for a new bind options member.

Action:

Do not specify the LANGUAGE command for an existing member.

CCF053EE LANGUAGE command requires a 1-3 character LANG.

Reason:

The LANGUAGE subcommand of the BIND command requires a one- to three-character language.

Action:

Supply the language with the command.

CCF053FE DESCRIPTION command is only valid for a new member.

Reason:

The DESCRIPTION subcommand of the BIND command is valid only for a new bind options member.

Action:

Do not specify the LANGUAGE command for the existing member.

CCF053GE DESCRIPTION command requires a 1-30 character DESC.

Reason:

The DESCRIPTION subcommand of the BIND command requires a 1- to 30-character description.

Action:

Supply a description with the command.

CCF053HE Invalid syntax: 'Syntax'.

Reason:
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Processing the BIND options member found invalid syntax.

Action:

Review the format of the BIND options member.

CCF060AW There are 'nn' outstanding module(s), CR cannot be 'action'.

Reason:

The requested function cannot be performed because there is at least one Module Tracking Record (MTR) in Option 5 for
this change request.

Action:

Try the function after the MTRs are processed.

CCF060BW There are 'nn' unmoved module(s), CR cannot be 'action'.

Reason:

The requested function cannot be performed because there is at least one Module Movement Record (MMR) in Option 9
for this change request.

Action:

Try the function after the MMRs are processed.

CCF060CW This LINK request is currently outstanding, cannot accept.

Reason:

A LINK request is currently outstanding for the same LKED SYSIN MEMBER or LKED JCL MEMBER and PROD MAST.
You cannot make a duplicate request.

Action:

None.

CCF060DW There are 'nn' unlinked module(s), CR cannot be 'action'.

Reason:

The requested function cannot be performed because there is at least one System Link Record (SLR) in Option 10 for this
change request.

Action:

Try the function after the SLRs are processed.

CCF060EW There are 'nn' outstanding job(s), CR cannot be 'action'.

Reason:

The requested function cannot be performed because there is at least one Job Submission Record (JSR) in Option 11 for
this change request.

Action:

Try the function after the JSRs are processed.

CCF060FE Member not found. The member specified for the link edit/bind is not found.

Reason:

The member specified for the link edit or bind request was not found on the production master.

Action:
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Verify that you specified the correct member.

CCF060GE NAME stmt not found. The member does not contain a link edit NAME statement.

Reason:

The specified link edit SYSIN member does not contain a link-edit name card.

Action:

Logout the link edit SYSIN member, add a link edit NAME card, login the module, and try the link edit request again.

CCF060HI Linkedit complete. The linkage edit completed successfully.

Reason:

Informational.

Action:

None.

CCF060II Job 'job name' 'job number' submitted, for the link edit/bind ('module name').

Reason:

Informational.

Action:

None.

CCF060JE Either RENT or NORENT must be specified.

Reason:

You must specify either RENT or NORENT to indicate whether the module is re-enterable. See the IBM Linkage Editor
Manual for details on link edit options.

Action:

Place an X next to the option.

CCF060KE Either REUS or NOREUS must be specified.

Reason:

You must specify either REUS or NOREUS to indicate whether the module is reusable. See the IBM Linkage Editor
Manual for details on link edit options.

Action:

Place an X next to the option.

CCF060LE Either REFR or NOREFR must be specified.

Reason:

You must specify either REFR or NOREFR to indicate whether the module is refreshable. See the IBM Linkage Editor
Manual for details on link edit options.

Action:

Place an X next to the option.

CCF060ME Either TEST or NOTEST must be specified.

Reason:
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You must specify either TEST or NOTEST to indicate whether the module is tested with the TSO TEST command. See
the IBM Linkage Editor Manual for details on link edit options.

Action:

Place an X next to the option.

CCF060NI Linkedit complete. The link edit was completed successfully.

Reason:

Informational.

Action:

None.

CCF060OE Linkedit error. The link edit completed with errors, see 'prefix.userid.CCF.MSGS

Reason:

CCF allocated a message data set named prefix.userid.CCF.MSGS or, if NOPREFIX is set, userid.CCF.MSGS. Use
ISPF BROWSE to view the message data set for problem determination. This is a temporary data set. Continued CCF
processing replaces the data set (you can rename it to retain it).

Action:

Correct the linkage editor errors described in the message data set and retry the link edit.

CCF060PE IEBCOPY error. Error copying the load to backup, see 'prefix.userid.CCF.MSGS.

Reason:

IEBCOPY was executed to backup the load module before the link edit, but IEBCOPY errors occurred. CCF allocated a
message data set named prefix.userid.CCF.MSGS or, if NOPREFIX is set, userid.CCF.MSGS. Use ISPF BROWSE to
view the message data set for problem determination. This is a temporary data set. Continued CCF processing replaces
the data set (you can rename it to retain it).

Action:

Correct the IEBCOPY errors described in the message data set and retry the link edit.

CCF060QE NAME stmt invalid. The link edit NAME statement has invalid format.

Reason:

The specified link edit SYSIN member on the production master file contains an invalid NAME statement.

Action:

Logout the link edit SYSIN member, correct the link edit NAME card, login the module, and try the link edit request again.
See the IBM Linkage Editor Manual for details on the NAME statement.

CCF060RE SYSIN MEMBER, JCL MEMBER, or MODULE NAME must be specified.

Reason:

One of the named fields must be specified.

Action:

Place an X next to the appropriate field. See the "Implementing LIB/CCF" section for a description of each field.

CCF060SE Only one SYSIN MEMBER, JCL MEMBER, or MODULE NAME may be specified.

Reason:

These fields are mutually exclusive.
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Action:

Specify only one of the fields. See the "Implementing LIB/CCF" section for a description of each field.

CCF060TE JCL MEMBER and LINK SKELETON are mutually exclusive.

Reason:

These fields are mutually exclusive.

Action:

Specify only one of the fields. See the "Implementing LIB/CCF" section for a description of each field.

CCF060UW There are 'nn' uncompiled module(s), CR cannot be 'action'.

Reason:

The request to CLOSE or LINK found some tasks were incomplete.

Action:

Review the status of remaining tasks for this CR.

CCF060VE IEBCOPY error copying the load to backup, see COPYERR.

Reason:

IEBCOPY was executed to backup the load module before the link edit, but IEBCOPY errors occurred. CCF created a
member called COPYERR on your Roscoe or AllFusion Vollie library.

Action:

Correct the IEBCOPY errors described in the COPYERR member.

CCF061AW Bind only in MVS. Bind jobs must be run in MVS.

Reason:

You are trying an online DB2 bind in a non-z/OS and OS/390 system.

Action:

Submit the bind to an z/OS and OS/390 system.

CCF061BE BIND failure. The DB2 bind failed with an RC of 'nn'.

Reason:

The BIND function failed due to a DB2 problem.

Action:

Review the return code and notify the CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: Review the DB2 messages and See with the DB2 systems administrator at your site.

CCF061CS Subsystem failure. The DB2 subsystem failed with an RC of 'nn'.

Reason:

An operation requiring DB2 was requested and DB2 was not available.

Action:

Review the return code and notify the CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: Review the DB2 messages and See with the DB2 systems administrator at your site.

CCF061HI Bind complete. The bind completed successfully.
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Reason:

Informational.

Action:

No response required.

CCF061IE Invalid type. Use B for bind request or L for link request.

Reason:

Only a B for bind or L for link-edit is valid from this function.

Action:

Enter a B or L.

CCF061JE The DB2 subsystem name is not defined in option 0.

Reason:

You requested a function that requires the name of the DB2 subsystem, but it is not defined in Option 0 (CCF PARMS).

Action:

Define the DB2 subsystem name using Option 0.

CCF061KE The DB2 BIND failed with an RC of 'rc', see BINDMSG.

Reason:

The BIND failed. Note the return code and message.

Action:

Review the return code and notify the CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: Review the DB2 messages and See with the DB2 systems administrator at your site.

CCF061LE "BIND" subcommand not first in sysin member.

Reason:

The member specified in SYSIN is not a BIND options member.

Action:

Review CCF and DB2 documentation.

CCF061ME Invalid syntax in "LIBRARY" parameter of BIND subcommand. The format of the libraryparameter of
the BIND command is invalid.

Reason:

You entered incorrect syntax.

Action:

Review DB2 documentation for correct syntax.

CCF070AI 'change request ID' Closed. Change request 'change request ID' was closed.

Reason:

Informational.

Action:

None.
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CCF070B 'change request ID' Rejected.

Reason:

Informational.

Action:

None.

CCF070BI Change request 'change request ID' was REJECTED.

Reason:

Informational.

Action:

None.

CCF070CS Netman update failed due to Netman error, ID='netman id'.

Reason:

The Netman update with CCF closure information was terminated due to the error the NTMnnn message indicated.

Action:

Notify the CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: Correct the indicated error, then rerun the Unicenter Netman update through

CCF batch program execution.

CCF070DS Netman update failed due to pgm load error, ID='netman id'.

Reason:

The Unicenter Netman update with CCF closure information was terminated due to the load error the job log indicated.

Action:

Notify the CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: Correct the indicated error, then rerun the Unicenter Netman update through CCF batch program
execution.

CCF070ES Netman update failed due to no CCF data, ID='netman id'.

Reason:

The Unicenter Netman update with CCF closure information was terminated due to the absence of CCF closure
information.

Action:

Notify the CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: Correct the indicated error, then rerun the Unicenter Netman update through CCF batch program
execution.

CCF080AW Nothing qualifies. Nothing qualifies for the report criteria selected.

Reason:

The requested report could not be generated because CCF did not find any change requests, members, or jobs
(depending on the report type requested) that met the criteria specified (if any).

Action:
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None.

CCF080BI Report Printed. The report was printed.

Reason:

Informational.

Action:

None.

CCF080CE Specify PGMR or GROUP. Either PGMR or GROUP report type may be selected, not both.

Reason:

Depending on how you are defined to CCF (as a programmer, manager, or control group member), you can request the
report based on a single programmer or for an entire group of programmers. See the "Implementing LIB/CCF" section for
more information on requesting reports.

Action:

Specify either PGMR or GROUP.

CCF080DE Invalid programmer ID. The specified programmer is not defined to CCF as reporting to you.

Reason:

The requested function requires that the specified programmer report to you.

Action:

Choose another programmer or request the CCF system administrator define the programmer to you.

CCF080EW User not authorized. The user may not select this report option.

Reason:

You are not authorized to select this report.

Action:

If you require access to this service, notify the CCF system administrator.

CCF080FW User not authorized. The user did not last update this module.

Reason:

CCF was installed so that only the user that last updated this module and that user's manager can request the history
report.

Action:

None.

CCF080HW User not authorized. The user is not the owner of the change request.

Reason:

CCF was installed so that only the user assigned the change request and that user's manager can request the Change
Request Report.

Action:

None.

CCF080IS Invalid data in CR. The Change request has an invalid format.

Reason:
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The format of the CR is not valid and can be corrupted.

Action:

Notify the CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: Review the content of 73-80 in the CR data.

CCF080JW No close section found. FULL or CLOSE report requested, CLOSE section not found.

Reason:

The change request has no close section, indicating that is not yet closed.

Action:

None.

CCF080KE Invalid REPORT TYPE. Specify LIBRARY DEFINITIONS or CHAINS, but not both.

Reason:

The LCDF report is generated for either library definitions or chains. A chain provides information on the libraries defined
in a promotion path. A library definition provides information for an individual master file or operating system file.

Action:

Specify either LIBRARY DEFINITIONS or CHAINS.

CCF080LE CHAIN NUMBER invalid. The CHAIN NUMBER is invalid for a Library Definition Report.

Reason:

When specifying LIBRARY DEFINITIONS, do not supply a CHAIN NUMBER.

Action:

To request a report for a particular chain number, specify CHAINS instead of LIBRARY DEFINITIONS.

CCF080ME LIBRARY NAME invalid. The LIBRARY NAME is invalid for a Chain Report.

Reason:

When specifying CHAINS, do not supply a LIBRARY NAME.

Action:

To request a report for a particular library name, specify LIBRARY DEFINITIONS instead of CHAINS.

CCF080NE Parameters invalid. The parameter is the report number (1-4).

Reason:

The selection was not 1, 2, 3, or 4.

Action:

Enter a valid selection.

CCF080OS Subsystem failure. The DB2 subsystem failed with an RC of 'nn'.

Reason:

You requested an operation requiring DB2 and DB2 was not available.

Action:

Review the return code and notify the CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: Review the DB2 messages and See with the DB2 systems administrator at your site.
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CCF080PS RUN failure. The DB2 report failed with an RC of 'nn'.

Reason:

The job submitted to produce a DB2 report failed.

Action:

Review the return code and notify the CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: Review the DB2 messages and See with the DB2 systems administrator at your site.

CCF090AU MMR format error. The CCF MMR file contains a format error.

Reason:

Invalid data was found in the Module Movement Record (MMR) control member.

Action:

Notify the CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

CCF090BW Cannot DELETE. The entry cannot be deleted because it is not in REJECT status.

Reason:

The entry must be in rejected status to be deleted.

Action:

Use the REJECT command to reject the entry and then use the DELETE command.

CCF090BW Entry already REJECTED. The entry cannot be rejected because it is already rejected.

Reason:

A REJECT command was previously issued for this entry, therefore, the entry is already in a rejected status.

Action:

None.

CCF090DW Cannot PROCESS. The entry is in REJECT status and cannot be processed.

Reason:

Rejected entries are eligible only for deletion.

Action:

Issue the DELETE command to remove the rejected entry from the list.

CCF090EW Cannot DELETE. The entry does not belong to this user.

Reason:

You can only DELETE entries for your own requests.

Action:

None.

CCF090FW Cannot UNLOCK. The entry is not in REJECT status and cannot be UNLOCKED.

Reason:

Only rejected entries are eligible for unlocking. The unlock function is only applicable when a module's login request was
rejected, making it necessary for the programmer to access the module in the reject library to make modifications.
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Action:

None.

CCF090GI Module UNLOCKED. The module was UNLOCKED to its TSTATUS.

Reason:

Informational.

Action:

None.

CCF090HW Module NOT locked. The CURR M/F has LOCK status of TEST, module is not locked.

Reason:

The module is not locked on the current master file. Therefore, the UNLOCK command is not applicable.

Action:

None.

CCF090IW Not VM/ESA entry. Only entries created by CCF VM/ESA may be processed.

Reason:

The selected Module Movement Record (MMR) was not created on a VM/ESA system. You must process the MMR from
the originating operating system (indicated in the MMR).

Action:

None.

CCF090JU JSR format error. The CCF JSR file contains a format error.

Reason:

Invalid data was found in the Job Submission Record (JSR) control member.

Action:

Notify the CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

CCF090KU SLR format error. The CCF SLR file contains a format error.

Reason:

Invalid data was found in the Job Submission Record (JSR) control member.

Action:

Notify the CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

CCF091AW User not Authorized. An attempt was made to use a privileged command.

Reason:

You requested a function that is restricted to the control group, but you are not defined as a control group member.

Action:

None.

CCF091BE Invalid selection code. Use "D" to deselect or "S" to select (once deselected).
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Reason:

The only valid selection characters from this list are D and S. You specified some other character where the cursor is
positioned.

Action:

Correct the indicated error.

CCF091CE Change request not found. The selected change request ID is not valid.

Reason:

The change request ID that you specified is not found.

Action:

Correct the change request ID to be valid.

CCF091DE CR not assigned. The selected Request has not been assigned to a PGMR.

Reason:

The specified change request is currently UNASSIGNED. You can only select a CR that is assigned to you.

Action:

Correct the change request ID if miskeyed or contact your manager to have the CR assigned to you.

CCF091EW No modules to process. No modules have been logged out for this Request.

Reason:

This change request currently has no modules logged out for it.

Action:

Correct the change request ID if miskeyed.

CCF091FI WARNING - unpromotables. Some modules are not logged in. Use SF for details.

Reason:

Informational.

Action:

Issue the SELECTF command to obtain the current status of all modules for this change request.

CCF091GU Error in module status determination, press HELP for details.

Reason:

The GROUP PROCESSING select list cannot be built due to an abnormal condition encountered in the change request
activity records.

Action:

Press HELP for details, then notify the CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

CCF091HU Format error. Expected records not found in the change request.

Reason:

Invalid data was found in the change request. The function was terminated.

Action:
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Do not attempt further processing on this change request and notify the CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

CCF091II WARNING - Uncompilables. Some modules are not compilable, use SF for details.

Reason:

Informational. Issue the SELECTF command to obtain the current status of all modules for this change request.

Action:

None.

CCF091JW SELECT not valid for CR. The change request was initiated prior to CCF release 3.8.

Reason:

You cannot use the GROUP PROCESSING function (SELECTx commands) for change requests that were initiated
before CCF release 3.8.

Action:

None.

CCF091KI 'Module name' moved to 'master file name'.

Reason:

Informational.

Action:

None.

CCF091LI 'Module name' rejected to 'master file name'.

Reason:

Informational.

Action:

None.

CCF091MI Job 'job name' 'job number' submitted for 'module name.

Reason:

Informational.

Action:

None.

CCF091NI 'Module name' successfully logged out.

Reason:

Informational.

Action:

None.

CCF091PI Process completed. All requested operations successfully processed.

Reason:

Informational.
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Action:

None.

CCF091QI No job submission necessary for 'module name'.

Reason:

Informational.

Action:

None.

CCF091RI Logout rejected for 'module name'.

Reason:

Informational.

Action:

None.

CCF091SI 'module name' now unlocked. The status of 'module name' was reset.

Reason:

Informational.

Action:

None.

CCF091TI 'module name' logged in. The login process for 'module name' was initiated. Informational.

Action:

None.

CCF091UI 'module name' deleted. The logout for 'module name' was deleted.

Reason:

Informational.

Action:

None.

CCF091VE CR-id missing. A change request number (WOnnnnnn) must be provided.

Reason:

The command requires the specification of a change request ID as a parameter in the format of WOnnnnnn or nnnnnn.

Action:

Reissue the command in the correct format.

CCF091WI 'change request ID' assumed. The current CR-id was used, since a new one was not specified.

Reason:

Informational.

Action:

None.
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CCF091XS ISPF table error. 'Message text'

Reason:

The GPO function failed for the reason indicated in the message.

Action:

Notify the CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: Correct the indicated error.

CCF091YS Insufficient memory available, PGM($CHGS086).

Reason:

The GPO selection list failed because of insufficient memory in the Roscoe EPL.

Action:

Notify the CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: Review the site parameters for the Roscoe CCF environment.

CCF092AE Invalid date/time. The specified date or time is not numeric.

Reason:

The DATE or TIME field (where the cursor is positioned) is invalid.

Action:

Correct the indicated error and continue.

CCF092BE Invalid MONTH. The specified MONTH is not between 1 and 12.

Reason:

The MONTH field (where the cursor is positioned) is invalid.

Action:

Correct the indicated error and continue.

CCF092CE Invalid DAY. The specified DAY is not valid for the year/month.

Reason:

The DAY field (where the cursor is positioned) is invalid.

Action:

Correct the indicated error and continue.

CCF092DE Invalid HOUR. The specified HOUR is not between 0 and 23.

Reason:

The HOUR field (where the cursor is positioned) is invalid.

Action:

Correct the indicated error and continue.

CCF092EE Invalid MINUTE. The specified MINUTE is gt 59.

Reason:

The MINUTE field (where the cursor is positioned) is invalid.
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Action:

Correct the indicated error and continue.

CCF092FE Invalid DATE/TIME. The specified DATE/TIME is less than the current date/time.

Reason:

The specified DATE and TIME is less than the current date and time.

Action:

Specify a date and time that is greater than or equal to the current date and time.

CCF092GE Invalid DATE. The DATE is invalid for Scheduler, GT 99 days from today.

Reason:

The specified DATE is greater than 99 days from today. Scheduler cannot schedule a job for this date.

Action:

Correct the DATE to occur in 99 days from today.

CCF092HE Invalid SELECT. The SELECTION value may only be "M", "MM", "M(n)", "B" or "A".

Reason:

The line select character where the cursor is positioned is invalid.

Action:

Supply a valid value and continue.

CCF092IW MOVE Pending. Enter the "B" (BEFORE) or "A" (AFTER) line indicator for MOVE.

Reason:

Informational.

Action:

Provide the destination for the move.

CCF092JE Illogical sequence. The move commands are not in logical sequence.

Reason:

You entered the line selection characters in an illogical sequence.

Action:

Correct the indicated error and continue.

CCF092KW Block MOVE Pending. Enter the "MM" line indicator for MOVE.

Reason:

Informational.

Action:

Provide the lines to move.

CCF092LW MOVE Pending. Enter the "M" line indicator for MOVE.

Reason:

Informational.
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Action:

Provide the lines to move.

CCF092MW Select or END. Select a predecessor job (using "S") or END for NO predecessor.

Reason:

This is a prompt to choose a predecessor.

Action:

Select a predecessor job (a job that must successfully execute before the scheduled jobs or enter END to indicate that the
jobs do not have a predecessor job). Enter your selection and continue.

CCF092N CR not scheduled.

Reason:

The job scheduler status found no jobs scheduled for the CR specified.

Action:

Informational message, no action required.

CCF092NW The specified CR does not currently have any scheduled jobs pending

Reason:

The job scheduler status found no jobs scheduled for the CR specified.

Action:

Informational message, no action required.

CCF092OW Select a predecessor job (using "S") or END for NO predecessor.

Reason:

Select a predecessor job (a job that must successfully execute before the scheduled jobs or enter END to indicate that the
jobs do not have a predecessor job).

Action:

Enter your selection and continue.

CCF092PE Invalid PREDECESSOR. The PREDECESSOR job MUST be in PENDING status.

Reason:

The job that was selected for a predecessor is not in PENDING status.

Action:

Select a predecessor job (a job that must successfully execute before the scheduled jobs or enter END to indicate that the
jobs do not have a predecessor job).

CCF092QE Invalid panel FIELD. The FIELD specified for the SORT does not exist on the panels.

Reason:

The SORT command lets you specify a panel field TITLE name as a parameter.

The parameter you specified does not match any title names on the displayed panel.

Action:

Correct the indicated error and continue.
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CCF092RW SSTATUS not active. A SCHEDULER has not been defined to CCF.

Reason:

The SSTATUS command is only available when a scheduler (Unicenter CA 7 or Scheduler) was defined for use from CCF.

Action:

Select another command or CCF function and continue.

CCF092SW REDEMAND unavailable. The REDEMAND command is only appropriate for CA 7 scheduler.

Reason:

Unicenter CA 7 is not defined as the scheduler available for use from CCF and, therefore, the REDEMAND command is
not available.

Action:

Select another command or CCF function and continue.

CCF092T 'change request number' reDEMANDED.

Reason:

Informational.

Action:

None.

CCF092TI All pending jobs for 'change request' have been reDEMANDED to CA 7.

Reason:

Informational.

Action:

None.

CCF092UI Crs reDEMANDED. All pending jobs for all CRs have been reDEMANDED to CA 7.

Reason:

Informational.

Action:

None.

CCF092VI Job(s) reDEMANDED. The selected jobs have been reDEMANDED to CA 7.

Reason:

Informational.

Action:

None.

CCF092WE Select ONLY one. Only ONE predecessor job may be selected.

Reason:

You entered more than one selection character on the list.

Action:

Remove all but one selection character or enter END to indicate that no predecessor job is selected.
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CCF092XI CRs reDEMANDED. All pending jobs for the selected CRs have been reDEMANDED to CA 7.

Reason:

Informational.

Action:

None.

CCF092YE Illogical numeric: 0. The MOVE number of lines must logically be values 1-9.

Reason:

A LINE command with a value of zero is not valid.

Action:

Correct the indicated error and continue.

CCF092ZI Use MOVE line commands to modify the job order, END to continue.

Reason:

You can change the job order by using MOVE line commands to reorder the presented list. MOVE line commands are: M,
MM, Mn, B, and A. When the list is in the correct processing order, enter END to continue processing.

Action:

Reorder the list. Enter END to continue processing.

CCF093AW Not allowed-SCHEDULED. Use RESUBMIT to restart the CHECKOFF step of the SCHEDULED job.

Reason:

You submitted the job to a scheduler and, therefore, it might not process.

Action:

Resubmit and selecting the CHECKOFF step for RESTART can affect the PROCESS function.

CCF093BI 'Job name' 'job number' scheduled, to perform the linkedit/bind.

Reason:

Informational.

Action:

None.

CCF093CI Job 'job name' 'job number' scheduled, to perform the compile ('module name').

Reason:

Informational.

Action:

None.

CCF093DI Job 'job name' 'job number' scheduled for the move/compile ('module name').

Reason:

Informational.

Action:

None.
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CCF093EI Job 'job name' 'job number' scheduled, Q/A move complete ('module name').

Reason:

Informational.

Action:

None.

CCF093FI Job 'job name' 'job number' scheduled, REJECT move complete ('module name').

Reason:

Informational.

Action:

None.

CCF093GI Job 'job name' 'job number' scheduled, to perform the move ('module name').

Reason:

Informational.

Action:

None.

CCF093HE Invalid DATE, mm/dd/yy is not valid.

Reason:

The specified DATE is not a valid date.

Action:

Be sure you specify numeric values for the date.

CCF094AS CA 7 load error. Error attempting to load the CA 7 scheduler interface.

Reason:

You cannot LOAD the Unicenter CA 7 interface program U7SVC. Processing terminated without the job being scheduled.

Action:

Notify the CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: Provide the U7SVC program for CCF. Manually schedule the job using the the SET=NDB
parameter on the DEMAND command.

CCF095AS Scheduler load error. Error attempting to load the Scheduler interface.

Reason:

You cannot LOAD the Unicenter CA 7 interface program CAJCCMD0. Processing terminated without the job being
scheduled.

Action:

Notify the CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: Provide the CAJCCMD0 program for CCF. Manually schedule the job using the L=RDRQ
parameter on the ADD JOB command.

CCF095BS Scheduler error. See DS(prefix.user.CCF.MSGS).
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Reason:

An error was detected from the CAJCCMD0 program.

Action:

Do not continue CCF processing. Notify the CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: See the user's CCF.MSGS data set for a scheduler error message. If no message is found, See
SYSLOG. Correct the problem and manually schedule the job using the L=RDRQ parameter on the ADD JOB command.

CCF095CE Invalid PREDECESSOR. Scheduler requires the PREDECESSOR to be requested same day.

Reason:

The selected predecessor job is not scheduled the same day as the job being scheduled, as Scheduler requires.

Action:

Correct the indicated error.

CCF095DS CA 7 error. RC='nn', check the CA7 BROWSE file for the error info.

Reason:

An error was detected from the U7SVC program.

Action:

Do not continue CCF processing. Notify the CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: See the CA7 BROWSE file for an error message. Correct the problem and manually schedule
the job using the SET=NDB parameter on the DEMAND command.

CCF095ES Scheduler interface error detected, see SCHEDERR.

Reason:

An error was detected from the CAJCCMD0 program.

Action:

Do not continue CCF processing. Notify the CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: See the user's SCHEDERR member for a scheduler error message. If no message is found, See
SYSLOG. Correct the problem and manually schedule the job using the L=RDRQ parameter on the ADD JOB command.

CCF095FS CA 7 interface error detected.

Reason:

An error was detected from the U7SVC program.

Action:

Do not attempt further CCF processing. Notify the CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: See the CA7 BROWSE file for an error message. Correct the problem and manually schedule
the job using the SET=NDB parameter on the DEMAND command.

CCF095GW No modules selected ('change request ID').

Reason:

No modules meet the selection criteria for the indicated change request.

Action:

None.
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CCF095HS Error attempting scheduler member update, see SCHEDERR.

Reason:

The function terminated during CCF scheduling processing due to a Librarian update error.

Action:

Do not attempt further CCF processing. Notify the CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: See the user's SCHEDERR member for the update error messages. Correct the error condition
and manually complete the update.

CCF100AU SLR format error. The CCF SLR file contains a format error.

Reason:

Invalid data was found in the System Link Request (SLR) control member.

Action:

Notify the CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

CCF110AU JSR format error. The CCF JSR file contains a format error.

Reason:

Invalid data was found in the Job Submission Record (JSR) control member.

Action:

Notify the CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

CCF110BE Invalid RESTART cmd. The RESTART parameter was not specified.

Reason:

The RESTART command requires the JCL restart parameter (usually stepname or procstepname.stepname).

Action:

Reissue the command with the parameter.

CCF110CE Invalid step. The SELECTED step is not restartable. No stepname is present.

Reason:

You cannot restart the selected step due to the absence of a stepname. Either the JCL does not contain a stepname for
this step or the CCF removed the stepname because the step is an execution of a PROC.

Action:

Select a previous restartable step or use the RESTART command to restart at a PROC stepname.

CCF110DE Invalid SEL char. "S" must be used to select a step for restart.

Reason:

The RESTART function requires an S to select a step for restart.

Action:

Place an S on the selection list for the job step.

CCF110ES Invalid JOBCARD. Invalid JOBCARD format encountered, resubmit terminated.
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Reason:

The function terminated due to the detection of an invalid JOBCARD statement in the saved JCL.

Action:

Notify the CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: Correct the statement by updating the saved JCL on the CCF system master. The JCL is in the
Y member name as indicated on the third record of the JSR.

CCF110FS Invalid -MCD stmt. The JCL contains an invalid -MCD statement, resubmit terminated.

Reason:

The function terminated due to the detection of an invalid -MCD statement in the saved JCL.

Action:

Notify the CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: Correct the statement by updating the saved JCL on the CCF system master. The JCL is in the
Y member name as indicated on the third record of the JSR.

CCF110GE Invalid selection. Multiple steps were selected for restart, specify only 1.

Reason:

The RESTART function allows only one selection.

Action:

Correct the indicated error.

CCF110HE Not selectable. A PROC step restart must be specified via the RESTART cmd.

Reason:

You cannot restart the selected step due to the absence of a stepname. CCF removed the stepname because the step is
an execution of a PROC.

Action:

Use the RESTART command to restart the step by specifying a parameter to indicate procstepname.stepname to restart.

CCF110JS The JCL member is not found on the system master.

Reason:

The function terminated due to the error indicated.

Action:

Notify the CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: The JCL member must be missing due to a previous update error when trying to save it. At this
point, the JSR can only be PROCESSED to remove it. If you cannot recover or reconstruct the JCL from the job listing,
then you must determine the functions that the job was to perform and perform them manually.

CCF110KS JCL PROC statement found without a PEND statement.

Reason:

A job resubmitted had a PROC without a PEND statement.

Action:

Notify the CCF system administrator.
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Administrator Response: Correct the JCL by updating the saved JCL on the CCF system master. The JCL is in the Y
member name as indicated on the third record of the JSR.

CCF110LS **ERROR** The JSR record was not found.

Reason:

The CHECKOFF did not complete normally, possibly leaving the JSR outstanding in option 11.

Action:

Notify the CCF system administrator. If the JSR appears in option 11, remove it using the PROCESS command.

Administrator Response: If the JSR was never added due to system failure, no action is required. Otherwise, the user
should have reported an update error, which you should investigate. If the JSR was added, it was after the job completed
and was due to a lockout of the user or poor response time.

CCF110MS Job statement missing from LINK JCL.

Reason:

The job statement was missing from the LINK JCL skeleton when attempting to submit the production link edit.

Action:

Notify the CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: Correct the JCL used.

CCF120AW User not authorized. This function is restricted to the CCF administrator.

Reason:

The function is restricted to a CCF administrator and you are not authorized access.

Action:

None.

CCF120BI Table saved. The CCF table was updated successfully.

Reason:

Informational.

Action:

None.

CCF120CE Invalid variable. The variable is invalid or not specified.

Reason:

The variable field where the cursor is positioned is either missing or specified with an invalid value.

Action:

Correct the field to a valid value.

CCF120DE Invalid value. The value is invalid or not specified.

Reason:

The variable field where the cursor is positioned is either missing or specified with an invalid value.

Action:

Correct the field to a valid value.
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CCF120EE Duplicate variable. The variable was previously defined.

Reason:

You specified the variable keyword where the cursor is positioned more than once.

Action:

Remove all but one entry for the variable keyword.

CCF120GE Skeleton not found. The specified skeleton name is not found in the skeleton library.

Reason:

The specified JCL skeleton member, indicated by the cursor is not defined in the skeleton library.

Action:

Correct or add the skeleton name before saving the table.

CCF120JE Table cannot be saved. The table does not contain any entries.

Reason:

The table must contain at least one entry.

Action:

Provide a table entry or enter CANCEL.

CCF120KE CR not assigned pgmr. The CR is not assigned to the specified programmer, 'ccf id'.

Reason:

The specified change request is not assigned to the specified programmer.

Action:

Correct the indicated error and continue.

CCF120LI CR(s) reassigned. Change request(s) reassigned to 'ccf id'.

Reason:

Informational.

Action:

None.

CCF120NE One skeleton required. At least one skeleton must be specified.

Reason:

You must specify at least one skeleton name (or NOP) for a LANGUAGE where the cursor is positioned.

Action:

Enter a skeleton name or NOP.

CCF120OE The CR is UNASSIGNED. The CR has not yet been assigned, reassign is invalid.

Reason:

You must assign the change request to a programmer before you can reassign it.

Action:

Correct the indicated error and continue.
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CCF120PE Reassignment invalid. Specify either a manager or programmer, not both.

Reason:

You cannot reassign to both manager and programmer at the same time.

Action:

Reassign managers and programmers separately.

CCF120QE Manager not defined. The specified manager is not defined to CCF.

Reason:

The function was not performed because you entered an invalid manager name.

Action:

Correct the manager name where the cursor is positioned.

CCF120RE CR not assigned mgr. The CR is not assigned to the specified manager, 'ccf id' .

Reason:

The function was not performed because you entered an incorrect manager name.

Action:

Correct the manager name where the cursor is positioned.

CCF120SW No CRs found. The manager currently has no outstanding CRs.

Reason:

The function was not performed because the manager had no CRs outstanding.

Action:

None.

CCF120TE Required keyword: 'Keyword' is not defined.

Reason:

The function was not performed because an entry for a keyword is required.

Action:

Supply an entry for the required keyword before you can save the table.

CCF120UI Required resource (option 'n.n') is unavailable.

Reason:

The function was not performed due to the unavailability of the resource.

Action:

Try again later.

CCF120VE The resource was DEQUEUED by 'ccf id'.

Reason:

Another administrator ID dequeued the resource while your ID was in use. You cannot update the resource.

Action:

Try again later.
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CCF120XE Group ID 'groupid' in use. Cannot be added or deleted.

Reason:

You are trying to:

• Add a group identifier that is present as an identifier in the Manager table, the Programmer table, the User table, or the
conversion table,
or

• Delete a group identifier that is present as an identifier in the Manager table, the Programmer table, or the User table.

Action:

Either choose a group identifier that is not in use or delete all references to the identifier in the other tables.

CCF120YE Work orders still assigned to Group 'groupid'.

Reason:

You are trying to delete a group identifier where work is assigned.

Action:

Reassign the work orders to another user or group before deleting the group.

CCF120ZE ID 'pgmr id' already in use as Group.

Reason:

You are trying to convert a system identifier to a group identifier. You can only convert system identifiers to individual CCF
identifiers.

Action:

Choose a CCF identifier that is not a group.

CCF121AE Invalid VSAM catalog name.

Reason:

The VSAM catalog name must contain all alphabetic characters. The name contains a special character.

Action:

Reenter the correct VSAM catalog name.

CCF121BE A catalog name is not valid for a BDAM master.

Reason:

You specified a file organization of BDAM and the user supplied a VSAM catalog name.

Action:

Remove the VSAM catalog name or specify a file organization of VSAM.l

CCF121CE A catalog name is required for a VSAM master.

Reason:

You specified a file organization of VSAM and the user did not supply a VSAM catalog name.

Action:

Supply a VSAM catalog name or specify a file organization of BDAM.

CCF121DE Invalid volume serial number.

Reason:
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The volume serial number supplied contains a special character.

Action:

Reenter the correct volume serial number.

CCF121EE The volume serial number is required for a BDAM master.

Reason:

A volume serial number is required for a BDAM master file, but none was supplied.

Action:

Supply a valid volume serial number.

CCF121FE The file organization must be BDAM or VSAM

Reason:

You specified a file organization other than BDAM or VSAM.

Action:

Specify BDAM or VSAM as the file organization.

CCF121GE The file organization is required.

Reason:

A file organization is required for the master file, but none was supplied.

Action:

Supply a valid file organization of BDAM or VSAM.

CCF121HE The FCT name is invalid.

Reason:

The FCT name must be alphabetic.

Action:

Supply a valid FCT name for the master file.

CCF121IE The FCT name is required.

Reason:

A FCT name is required for the master file, but none was supplied.

Action:

Supply a valid FCT name for the master file.

CCF121JE The LIBRARIAN master file name is required.

Reason:

A Librarian master file name is required.

Action:

Specify a valid name for the Librarian master file.

CCF121KE The table must contain at least one entry.

Reason:
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No entries were supplied for the current system table.

Action:

Specify a valid entry for the system table.

CCF121LE Max number of entries exceeded, entry cannot be added.

Reason:

A maximum of 999 entries are allowed.

Action:

You cannot add more entries.

CCF121ME System table contains invalid data for prod master.

Reason:

An error occurred accessing the production master file.

Action:

Check the system table information for the production master file.

CCF121NE System table contains invalid data for test master.

Reason:

An error occurred accessing the test master file.

Action:

Check the system table information for the test master file.

CCF121OE Submit failed REASON

Reason:

The submit of the CCF JCL failed for the reason indicated.

Action:

Make corrections and reprocess.

CCF121PE System table 4 definition error.

Reason:

An error occurred while trying to read the P entry in the chain.

Action:

Check the P entry in table 4 for the current chain.

CCF121QE System table contains invalid data for history master.

Reason:

An error occurred accessing the history master file.

Action:

Check the system table information for the history master file.

CCF121RE No history master defined for 'module name'.

Reason:
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System table 7 does not contain a HISTORY master file for module.

Action:

Check the system table information for the history master file.

CCF121SI Screen size exceeded, only partial display presented.

Reason:

The display was larger than the terminal size. Only a partial display is shown.

Action:

No action required.

CCF121TE Error on UNLOCK of test module, see LOCKERR.

Reason:

An error occurred unlocking the module. The complete details of the error are in the member LOCKERR.

Action:

Check your AllFusion Vollie member LOCKERR.

CCF700AE The specified programmer ('programmer name') is not defined to LIB/CCF.

Reason:

The programmer, as specified, cannot be found in the CCF tables.

Action:

Check the spelling of the name. Contact the CCF administrator.

CCF700BE The specified type 'SYSIN statement' is invalid.

Reason:

The SYSIN input control statements contain an error.

Action:

Correct the indicated error and resubmit.

CCF700CE The specified application 'SYSIN statement' is not defined to LIB/CCF.

Reason:

The application name, as specified, cannot be found in CCF tables.

Action:

Correct the application name and resubmit.

CCF700DE The Authorization Code is required 'SYSIN statement'.

Reason:

An authorization code is required for this function.

Action:

Supply the authorization code on the indicated statement.

CCF700EE The specified Authorization Code is invalid 'SYSIN statement'.

Reason:
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An authorization code is required for this function. The code supplied was not valid.

Action:

Correct the authorization code as indicated.

CCF700FE The programmer specified by -NAME does not report to the manager.

Reason:

The -NAME statement in SYSIN specified a programmer name not related to a manager.

Action:

Correct the programmer name as indicated.

CCF700GE User not authorized for the specified application.

Reason:

The -USER name is not authorized for the application (-APPL) defined in CCF system tables.

Action:

Verify the spelling. Correct the -APPL name to one where the user has authority.

CCF700HE The specified APPLICATION is not found, table 2.

Reason:

The application name, as specified, cannot be found in CCF tables.

Action:

Correct the application name as indicated.

CCF700IS The source module is not found on the PROD master, name=.

Reason:

The source that created the DBRM was not found on the master file.

Action:

Notify the CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: Correct the indicated error.

CCF700JS The history member is not found, name=.

Reason:

The history member for the source that created the DBRM was not found on the CCF HISTORY master file.

Action:

Notify the CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: Correct the indicated error.

CCF700KS The change request is not found, name=.

Reason:

The change request that initiated the compile was not found on the CCF SYSTEM master file.

Action:

Notify the CCF system administrator.
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Administrator Response: Correct the indicated error.

CCF700LS Internal DBRM name does not match external name.

Reason:

The name found in the PDS directory does not match the internal name found in the DBRM.

Action:

Notify the CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: Correct the indicated error.

CCF700MS Premature end-of-file, 'file name'.

Reason:

There are incomplete control statements from SYSIN or insufficient information from the DBRM.

Action:

Notify the CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: Correct the indicated error.

CCF700NS SQL error.

Reason:

An SQL error occurred attempting to update the CCF DB2 table.

Action:

Notify the CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: Correct the indicated error.

CCF700OS DBRM is already in the table.

Reason:

A DBRM with the same name and time stamp is already in the CCF table. This can occur if the same jobstep was
repeated or the time stamp was overridden.

Action:

Notify the CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: Correct the indicated error.

CCF700PS Cannot read DBRM from DBRMLIB.

Reason:

No member found when reading the DBRMLIB.

Action:

Notify the CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: Review contents of the PDS specified as the DBRMLIB.

CCF700QE DD statement not allowed, 'ddname'.

Reason:

CCF did not correctly build the DB2 clean-up job JCL.

Action:
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Correct the indicated error.

CCF800AU Master 'name' is already open.

Reason:

An internal CCF error occurred.

Action:

Notify the CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

CCF800BU Master file 'file name' is not allocated.

Reason:

An internal CCF error occurred.

Action:

Notify the CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

CCF800CU 'master file' missing from TABLE 9.

Reason:

An internal CCF error occurred.

Action:

Notify the CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: When in the AllFusion Vollie environment, check table 9. When in the VM/ESA environment,
contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

CCF800DU Libparm error, RC='nn'.

Reason:

An error occurred while attempting to LIBPARM the master file.

Action:

Notify the CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

CCF800EU LIB/CMS error in 'function' RC='nn'.

Reason:

A CCF function requiring LIB/CMS services failed.

Action:

Notify the CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

CCF800FU First allocate not for system master.

Reason:

Allocation of the CCF system master was not performed before this operation. This is an internal CCF error.

Action:
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Notify the CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

CCF800GU LIB/CCF internal error, number='nn'.

Reason:

An illogical condition was encountered.

Action:

Notify the CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

CCF800HU No master file is currently open.

Reason:

An illogical condition was encountered.

Action:

Notify the CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

CCF800IU 'Master file' not in table 9.

Reason:

CCF internal error. Data from the $CCFCOMI module was expected in table 9.

Action:

Notify the CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

CCF800JS Movement in CMSBATCH machine not allowed.

Reason:

Movement in VM/ESA must be online or submitted to VSE/ESA or z/OS and OS/390 batch.

Action:

Change the machine type for submit or contact the CCF administrator.

CCF800KU Mismatch between SLRCNTL0 and SLRCNTL1.

Reason:

The members SLRCNTL0 or SLRCNTL1 on the CCF system master are corrupt.

Action:

Notify the CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

CCF800LU 'SLR id' has only one record in SLRCNTL1.

Reason:

The member SLRCNTL1 on the CCF system master is corrupted.

Action:
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Notify the CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

CCF801AS There is no 'op sys' information defined in LCDF.

Reason:

You requested a function for which an operating system library is required. The required library is not defined.

Action:

Notify the CCF system administrator to add information to the chain or submit to a different operating system.

Administrator Response: Define the library in the chain or NOP the library entry.

CCF801BS 'Machine' is not valid for a 'op sys' batch job.

Reason:

The CCF system is not configured to allow the indicated machine for batch jobs.

Action:

Specify a valid machine type or notify the CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: Review the CCF configuration, if required.

CCF801CS JCL skeleton 'name' is not in skeleton library.

Reason:

The skeleton name for this language and operating system could not be found in the skeleton library.

Action:

Notify the CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: Change the language table or update the skeleton library with the correct skeleton.

CCF801DS No JCL language skeleton for 'op sys'.

Reason:

No skeleton could be found for the language required for this module for the operating system you specified.

Action:

Notify the CCF system administrator or try another operating system.

Administrator Response: Correct the language table.

CCF801ES END entered, function cancelled.

Reason:

You entered the END command, which cancelled the intended function.

Action:

Either re-issue the command to execute it properly or enter the next function.

CCF805AE The default machine type must be MVS, VSE or VM.

Reason:

An invalid machine type was encountered.

Action:
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Supply a correct machine type (z/OS and OS/390, VSE/ESA, or VM/ESA) and continue.

CCF805BE The report must be printed (SPOOL) or put in a VM/ESA file (FILE).

Reason:

The print destination is not valid.

Action:

You must direct report print to the system spool or to a VM/ESA file.

CCF805CE A valid VM/ESA file id must be supplied (FN FT FM).

Reason:

An invalid VM/ESA file identifier was encountered.

Action:

Supply the correct file ID and continue.

CCF805DE A value of TO, FOR, or NONE must be entered.

Reason:

The function was not performed due to the error indicated.

Action:

Review the VM/ESA SPOOL command. Correct and continue.

CCF805EE A value of HOLD or NOHOLD must be entered.

Reason:

An invalid spool command option was found.

Action:

Review the VM/ESA SPOOL command. Correct and continue.

CCF805FE A value of CONT or NOCONT must be entered.

Reason:

An invalid spool command option was found.

Action:

Review the VM/ESA SPOOL command. Correct and continue.

CCF805GE "PROMPT AT SUBMIT" of YES or NO must be entered.

Reason:

When a job is sent to a batch machine, you can ask CCF to verify that the JCL and machine ID are correct (specify YES)
or submit using the default information with no CCF verification.

Action:

Choose a response and continue.

CCF806AE Link mode must be W or MW.

Reason:

You must establish a link for this function in write (W) or multi-write (MW) mode.

Action:
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Choose the appropriate response and continue.

CCF807AE AUTO/NOAUTO are mutually exclusive.

Reason:

Both AUTO and NOAUTO were found.

Action:

Make the correction and continue.

CCF807BE LIBE/NOLIBE are mutually exclusive.

Reason:

Both LIBE and NOLIBE were found.

Action:

Make the correction and continue.

CCF807CE MAP/NOMAP are mutually exclusive.

Reason:

Both MAP and NOMAP were found.

Action:

Make the correction and continue.

CCF807DE STR/NOSTR are mutually exclusive.

Reason:

Both STR and NOSTR were found.

Action:

Make the correction and continue.

CCF807EE OS/DOS/ALL are mutually exclusive.

Reason:

Mutually exclusive options were encountered.

Action:

Make the correction and continue.

CCF807FE CLEAR/NOCLEAR are mutually exclusive.

Reason:

Both CLEAR and NOCLEAR were found.

Action:

Make the correction and continue.

CCF808AE VSAM/CMS are mutually exclusive.

Reason:

Both VSAM and VM/ESA were found.

Action:
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Make the correction and continue.

CCF808BE FN, FT, and FM may not contain "*".

Reason:

You must make an explicit designation of a VM/ESA file.

Action:

Specify a VM/ESA file and continue.

CCF901AS DSN not defined in CCF-Vollie table 10.

Reason:

This message is issued from batch logout. The test master file defined in table 4 has no corresponding entry in table 10.

Action:

Notify the CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: Review table 4 and 10 entries.

CCF901BS M/F entry does not belong to the chain ID.

Reason:

This message is issued from batch logout. The change request indicates a chain ID that does not match the master file ID
and chain ID.

Action:

Notify the CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: Review the master file ID and chain ID.

CCF901CS M/F entry does not define a "P" type table 4 record.

Reason:

This message is issued from $CCVS005 and batch logout. Entry defined in table 4 was not also defined in table 10.

Action:

Notify the CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: Review table 4 and 10 entries.

CCV000E ***CCF CHECKOFF TERMINATED DUE TO ERRORS DESCRIBED ABOVE

Reason:

This message accompanies any message with a suffix of E and indicates that job checkoff was terminated.

Action:

You must check this job off manually using the on-line CCF JSR processor.

CCV001E **ERROR** JOB NUMBER PARM IS MISSING OR INVALID

Reason:

The parm field for the execution of the Batch Checkoff Program (CCFB100) does not contain the CCF-generated job
number in the format JCnnnn (for VM/ESA-generated jobs) or Vnnnnnn (for AllFusion Vollie-generated jobs). The checkoff
operation is terminated.

Action:
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Correct the parm field and resubmit the job.

CCV002E **ERROR** JSR NOT FOUND - RC=nn

Reason:

The JSR entry for this job was not found. The checkoff operation is terminated. Return codes are:

The JSR entry for this job was not found in module JSRCNTL0.

12 Module JSRCNTL0 was not found on the System Master.

Action:

Check the $CCFGEN parameters to make sure the System Master was defined correctly.

CCV003E **ERROR** JSR FORMAT ERROR

Reason:

The JSR entry for this job is incomplete or incorrect.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

CCV004E **ERROR** ALLOCATING dtfname MASTER FILE - RC=nn

Reason:

The indicated master could not be dynamically allocated.

Action:

If the dtfname is SYSMAST, check the $CCFGEN macro for correct information. For all other masters, check the online
CCF tables for correct information.

CCV005I ***PRINT RECORD TABLE OVERFLOW, REMAINING RECORDS DROPPED***

Reason:

The number of expected print lines was exceeded. Most likely, a fatal error occurred during the update of a master file.

Action:

The IOU messages preceding this message identify the problem.

CCV006I CCF CHECKOFF SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED

Reason:

All steps of the job were successful. The JSR entry for this job was removed.

Action:

None.

CCV007E ***PROGRAM CCFB100 NOT COMPATIBLE WITH THIS RELEASE OF VSE***

Reason:

The Batch Checkoff Program (CCFB100) functions under VSE/SP2 only. All checkoff operations were terminated. Most
likely, the JCL skeleton for EOJ processing was incorrectly modified.

Action:

See the "Implementing LIB/CCF" section for details.

CCV008I THE RETURN CODE OF THE PREVIOUS LIBRARIAN STEP WAS nn
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Reason:

The previous Librarian step passed a return code of nn.

Action:

See the "Implementing LIB/CCF" section for an explanation of the return codes.

If you are a VSE/SP2 user and this message appears, most likely your JCL skeleton was incorrectly modified. See the
"Implementing LIB/CCF" section for details.

CCV009E THIS JOB IS BEING CANCELLED DUE TO NON-ZERO RETURN CODE

Reason:

The previous Librarian step passed a non-zero return code. All further processing was suspended.

Action:

If you are a VSE/SP2 user and this message appears, most likely your JCL skeleton was incorrectly modified. See the
"Implementing LIB/CCF" section for details.

CCV014E **ERROR** FAIROPN FAILED FOR MASTER dtfname - RC = nn

Reason:

FAIROPN cannot open the indicated master file.

Action:

If the dtfname is SYSMAST, check the $CCFGEN parameters to make sure the System Master was defined correctly. For
all other masters, check the online CCF tables for valid entries for the indicated master.

CDF0000U Memory service error.

Reason:

An error occurred allocating or freeing memory during an LCDF function.

Action:

Notify the CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

CDF0010I 'Date updated' 'time updated' 'programmer name' 'module name' 'level number' 'update number'

Reason:

Informational.

Action:

None.

CDF0020U Error in support function 'name'.

Reason:

An LCDF internal error occurred.

Action:

Notify the CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

CDF0030E 'Selection' is an invalid selection.
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Reason:

An LCDF panel selection is not valid at this point.

Action:

Review valid selections. Correct and continue.

CDF003AE 'Command' is invalid here.

Reason:

You cannot issue the indicated command from the current screen.

Action:

Enter a valid command and continue.

CDF003CE Specify PAGE, HALF, MAX, DATA, or a number of lines.

Reason:

The valid values for SCROLL are PAGE, HALF, MAX, DATA, or nn for number of lines.

Action:

Correct the entry and continue.

CDF003DE 'Command' is an invalid option.

Reason:

The JUMP function is not valid at this point in LCDF.

Action:

Enter a valid command and continue.

CDF0040E Function 'command' is invalid here.

Reason:

The LCDF function is not valid at this point.

Action:

Correct the indicated error.

CDF0050E Field 'name' may not be blank.

Reason:

The field indicated must contain some value.

Action:

Correct the field in error and continue.

CDF0060E Field 'name' must be numeric or blank.

Reason:

The indicated field must be blank or a numeric value.

Action:

Correct the field in error and continue.

CDF0070E CHAIN 'chain id' does not exist.
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Reason:

The chain number specified does not exist.

Action:

Review the chain number entered.

CDF0080U Memory allocation error during termination.

Reason:

An internal LCDF error occurred. A diagnostic was not produced because of insufficient memory.

Action:

Notify the CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

CDF0090U CDF immediate error termination.

Reason:

An internal LCDF error occurred.

Action:

Notify the CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

CDF0100U Error in module 'name.'

Reason:

An internal LCDF error occurred.

Action:

Notify the CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

CDF0110E 'Libname' is an invalid library type.

Reason:

The only valid library types at this point are PROD, TEST, or Q/A.

Action:

Correct the library type and continue.

CDF0120E LDR must be blank if type is blank.

Reason:

Library type was found blank so the LDR should also be blank.

Action:

Assure the library type (PROD, TEST, Q/A, REJ) is filled in before the LDR name.

CDF0130E 'Command' is an invalid action.

Reason:

The valid actions are DELETE (D) or INSERT (I).
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Action:

Specify a valid action and continue.

CDF0140E Another action is in the range of the D. Correct one.

Reason:

Check the range for an insert (I) command.

Action:

Correct the command range and continue.

CDF0150E Library is for 'type' and type is 'type'.

Reason:

The library is already defined as another type.

Action:

Review the other uses of this library.

CDF0160E The LDR is for a 'type' type and should be 'type'.

Reason:

The library is already specified as another type.

Action:

Review library names and types.

CDF0170E The first library in a chain must be PROD.

Reason:

This process requires the first library type to be PROD.

Action:

Correct the indicated error and continue.

CDF0180E This library does not have a type.

Reason:

Entry validation found a library without a type.

Action:

Correct the indicated error and continue.

CDF0190E This library does not have a name.

Reason:

Entry validation found a library without a type.

Action:

Correct the indicated error and continue.

CDF0200E Only the first library in a chain may be PROD.

Reason:

Entry validation found a library type of PROD in a location other than first.
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Action:

Review the library chain. Correct and continue.

CDF0210E Q/A library may not follow TEST library.

Reason:

Entry validation found a Q/A library in an invalid location.

Action:

Review the library chain. Correct and continue.

CDF0220E REJ library must follow Q/A or REJ.

Reason:

Entry validation found a REJ library in an invalid location.

Action:

Review the library chain. Correct and continue.

CDF0230E TEST library must be last in chain.

Reason:

Entry validation found a library type of TEST in a location other than last in the chain.

Action:

Review the library chain. Correct and continue.

CDF0240E SOURCE MOVE must be Current level or All levels (C or A).

Reason:

Source MOVE options are current level (C) or all levels (A)

Action:

Correct the MOVE option to be C or A and continue.

CDF0250E STATUS must be valid lock type (T, 0, 1, or 2).

Reason:

You specified an invalid STATUS option.

Action:

STATUS options are lock types TEST (T), PROD0 (0), PROD1 (1), or PROD2 (2). Supply a correct option and continue.

CDF0260E -CDF0340E

CDF0260E OP SYS MOVE must be None, Object, Load, or Compile (N, O, L, or C)

Reason:

OP SYS MOVE value must be N, O, L, or C.

Action:

Correct the indicated error and continue.

CDF0270E You may not delete the first entry in a chain.

Reason:
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The first entry is the PROD master. It is the anchor for the chain.

Action:

You can change the name.

CDF0280E An unequal number of block delete commands has been entered.

Reason:

You must use the cc and dd commands in pairs.

Action:

Correct the indicated error and continue.

CDF0290E PROMOTE for REJ libraries must be F or B.

Reason:

For REJ libraries, the promote must be to the next highest library.

Action:

Correct the indicated error and continue.

CDF0300E PROMOTE for non-REJ libraries must be blank.

Reason:

For all libraries except REJ, this field has no meaning and must be blank.

Action:

Correct the indicated error and continue.

CDF0310E The chain contains 255 entries.

Reason:

Maximum chain entries is 255. This includes entries that were deactivated but are not yet deleted.

Action:

Notify the CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: You can use Option 12.11.5 to delete deactivated entries.

CDF0320E The LDR for the named HISTORY FILE is not for a history master file.

Reason:

The PROD LDR must name a corresponding history file.

Action:

Enter the name of an existing history file and continue.

CDF0330E Librarian master must be BDAM or VM/ESA.

Reason:

Acceptable Librarian master file types are BDAM or VM/ESA.

Action:

Supply a valid master file type and continue.

CDF0340E Librarian MCD code must be blank or numeric.
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Reason:

MCD code must be numeric. Blank indicates no MCD security.

Action:

Correct the indicated error and continue.

CDF0350E CMS MODE must be a valid CMS link mode.

Reason:

Valid VM/ESA link mode values are R, RR, W, WR, M, MR, or MW.

Action:

Correct the indicated error and continue.

CDF0360E HISTORY FILE is required for PRODuction master files.

Reason:

You must fill in the history file field.

Action:

Correct the indicated error and continue.

CDF0370E DATA SET NAME is required for BDAM master files.

Reason:

Supply the data set name.

Action:

Correct the indicated error and continue.

CDF0390E CMS master files require CMS information.

Reason:

You specified a VM/ESA master file and further VM/ESA information is required.

Action:

Supply the required information and continue.

CDF0400E CMS information must either all be present or absent.

Reason:

VM/ESA owner, address, and password must all be present or all be blank.

Action:

Supply the required information and continue.

CDF0410S An error occurred during a write to SYSMAST.

Reason:

An error occurred writing to the CCF system master. The specific diagnostic is

reported on $CCF$ listing.

Action:

Notify the CCF system administrator.
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Administrator Response: Determine the error from the update listing.

CDF0420E The DSNAME does not meet MVS data set name conventions.

Reason:

You specified a DSN that fails to meet z/OS and OS/390 DSN rules.

Action:

Correct the indicated error and continue.

CDF0430E CHAIN NUMBER must be numeric.

Reason:

The chain number field must be numeric.

Action:

Enter a valid chain number and continue.

CDF0450E LDR 'number' not found.

Reason:

The library definition record (LDR) was not found.

Action:

Review the data entered for spelling errors.

CDF0460E LOCK for library must be T, 0, 1, or 2.

Reason:

CCF found the character entered for the LOCK was not a T, 0, 1, or 2.

Action:

Enter a valid character for the LOCK parameter.

CDF0470E LDR 'number' is missing.

Reason:

You specified an LDR that does not exist.

Action:

Supply a correct LDR and continue.

CDF0480E The LDR for the named BACKUP FILE is not for a system file.

Reason:

While trying to update an LDR for a system file, you specified a backup LDR that is not for a system file.

Action:

Correct the indicated error and continue.

CDF0490E NEW MODIFIER must be blank or "Y".

Reason:

Enter Y to supply a new modifier. Blank indicates no new modifier.

Action:
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Correct the indicated error and continue.

CDF0500E NEW MODIFIER must be blank for this LDR type.

Reason:

Modifiers are not valid for some LDRs (for example, PROD master).

Action:

Correct the indicated error and continue.

CDF0510E A MODIFIER name is required for this LDR.

Reason:

A substitute LDR requires an eight-character name of the user.

Action:

Correct the indicated error and continue.

CDF0520E A MODIFIER name is invalid for this LDR.

Reason:

Primary LDRs must have blank in the modifier name.

Action:

Correct the indicated error and continue.

CDF0530E The MODIFIER name already exists for this LDR name.

Reason:

The MODIFIER name must be unique.

Action:

Correct the MODIFIER name.

CDF0540E LOGIN MOVE must be Y or N to move or not move at login.

Reason:

When going from TEST to Q/A, you can either move the module into Q/A at

LOGIN (Y) or leave the module in the TEST library and notify Q/A (N).

Action:

Specify Y or N and continue.

CDF0550E Specify "Y" or "N".

Reason:

To deactivate a chain, you must specify a verification response. Y indicates to proceed and N indicates not to proceed.

Action:

Specify Y or N and continue.

CDF0560U Chain 'chain number' entry 'entry number' not found.

Reason:

An LDR is missing. The chain is corrupted.
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Action:

Notify the CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

CDF0570W A deactivated chain may not be used for this function.

Reason:

You cannot update or delete a deactivated chain.

Action:

None.

CDF0580E The indicated value must be blank or *.

Reason:

The indicated value where the cursor is positioned must be blank or *.

Action:

Correct the indicated error and continue.

CDF0590E The access value must be "A", "R", "B", or "N".

Reason:

Defines the type of access allowed to PROD and Q/A master files from ELIPS and Roscoe.

• A-Allows any
• B-Allows browse
• R-Allows read, browse, and copy
• N-Indicates no access.

Action:

Supply a valid value and continue.

CDF0600E Only LDR MODIFIERS may be deleted.

Reason:

The DELETE function is only valid for LDR MODIFIERS.

Action:

None.

CDF0610E The last library in a chain must be TEST.

Reason:

The TEST library must be the last entry in the chain.

Action:

Insert the TEST library as the last entry and delete it from its current position.

CDF0620W Nothing meets the selection criteria.

Reason:

Informational.

Action:
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None.

CDF0630E A selection must be made from the list.

Reason:

The function cannot be performed until you make a selection.

Action:

Specify a selection from the list using the S selection character.

CDF0640E Only one entry may be selected from the list.

Reason:

This list does not support multiple entry selection.

Action:

Specify only one selection.

CDF0650E Use "S" as the selection character.

Reason:

You must use the character S as a selection character on this list.

Action:

Correct the character where the cursor is positioned.

CDF0660I LCDF has converted from 3.8 to 3.9 format.

Reason:

Informational.

Action:

None.

CDF0670S 'Resource number' must be converted before use.

Reason:

You must convert the indicated LCDF component to version 3.9 format before you can use it.

Action:

Notify the CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: Specify CCF Option 12.11 for the automatic conversion.

CDF0680S 'Resource number' can not be updated with this CCF.

Reason:

The indicated LCDF component was converted to version 3.9 format. You cannot update it with this version of CCF.

Action:

Notify the CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: LCDF was converted to a more recent release. A previous release cannot update it.

CDF0690E The CMS ADDRESS must be blank or a disk address.

Reason:
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The specified VM/ESA ADDRESS is not a valid disk address.

Action:

The valid disk address is 0 - F, 1-4 characters. Correct and continue.

CDF9990U The message: 'Msg id' was not found.

Reason:

Internal error. LCDF issued the indicated message and it was not found in the message table.

Action:

Notify the CCF system administrator.

Administrator Response: Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

LIB/CMS Messages
This section describes LIB/CMS Messages.

Most of the LIB/CMS messages have the following format:

LIBxxxnnnc message

• xxx
One of the following LIB/CMS command identifiers:
– SUB

LIBSUB generated message.
– IMP

LIBIMP generated message.
– DLM

LIBDLM generated message.
– EDI

LIBEDI generated message.
– EXP

LIBEXP generated message.
– DIS

LIBDISP generated message.
– PAR

LIBPARM generated message.
– IND

LIBINDEX generated message.
• nnn

LIB/CMS message number.
• c

Message type indicator that is one of the following:
– I

Informational
– W

Warning, but processing continues
– E

Error condition
– S
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Severe error
– R

Prompting message, a response is required.

nonum COMMAND FORMAT INVALID.

Reason:

The LIB/CMS subcommand syntax is invalid.

Action:

Correct the syntax error.

nonum DISK 'm' FILE DIRECTORY FULL.

Reason:

The maximum number of files was recorded on the specified VM/ESA disk.

Action:

Specify a filemode that refers to a different disk.

nonum DISK 'm' IS FULL.

Reason:

No space is left on the specified VM/ESA disk.

Action:

Specify a filemode that refers to a disk that has sufficient space.

nonum DISK 'm' IS NOT A CMS DISK.

Reason:

The specified disk is an z/OS and OS/390 or VSE/ESA disk.

Action:

Change the filemode to specify a VM/ESA disk.

nonum DISK 'm' IS READ-ONLY.

Reason:

The LIB/CMS user does not have write access to the specified disk.

Action:

Specify a different filemode.

nonum DISK 'm' NOT ACCESSED.

Reason:

The specified disk was not accessed in this execution of LIB/CMS.

Action:

Specify a different filemode or issue the QUIT subcommand, access the disk through the ACCESS command, and
reinvoke LIB/CMS.

nonum DISK 'm' NOT FORMATTED.

Reason:
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The specified disk is not formatted in this execution of LIB/CMS.

Action:

Specify a different filemode or issue the QUIT subcommand, format the disk through a VM/ESA FORMAT command, and
reinvoke LIB/CMS.

nonum ENTER COMMANDS BEGINNING WITH 'FILE'.

Reason:

LIBFETCH did not find an available default master file for this execution of LIB/CMS.

Action:

You must issue the FILE subcommand before any -SEL or INDEX subcommand.

nonum FORMAT ERROR IN VTOC OF VOLUME ON UNIT cuu.

Reason:

The VTOC of the volume mounted on the specified unit contains invalid data.

Action:

Notify a systems programmer.

nonum INCORRECT PASSWORD SPECIFIED.

Reason:

The password specified on the LIB/CMS SEL subcommand does not match the

password of the named module.

Action:

Reissue SEL specifying the correct password or correct module name.

nonum INPUT ERROR ON MASTER FILE.

Reason:

An input error occurred while reading the Librarian master file. No VM/ESA file is created.

Action:

Notify a systems programmer.

nonum INPUT ERROR READING VTOC ON UNIT cuu.

Reason:

An input error occurred while reading the VTOC of the volume mounted on the specified unit.

Action:

Notify a systems programmer.

nonum INSUFFICIENT STORAGE AVAILABLE FOR EXECUTION.

Reason:

LIB/CMS requires 152K of non-fragmented virtual storage for execution. This was not available.

Action:

ReIPL VM/ESA. If the problem persists, re-execute on a larger virtual machine.

nonum INVALID DATA FOUND ON MASTER FILE.
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Reason:

Invalid data was found in the processed module, possibly because batch Librarian was updating a module during the
execution.

Action:

Reissue the subcommand. If the problem persists, the master file is probably destroyed and should be restored from a
backup file.

MASTER FILE FORMAT INCOMPATIBLE WITH THIS RELEASE OF CMS INTERFACE PROGRAM.

Reason:

LIB/CMS does not support the specified master file.

Action:

Notify a systems programmer.

nonum NO FILEMODE SPECIFIED - DISK 'A' FILE DIRECTORY FULL.

Reason:

The maximum number of files was recorded on disk A and no filemode was specified in the preceding subcommand.

Action:

Specify a filemode to write the VM/ESA file on a disk that has sufficient space.

nonum NO FILEMODE SPECIFIED - DISK 'A' IS FULL.

Reason:

No space is left in disk A and no filemode was specified in the preceding subcommand.

Action:

Specify a filemode to write the VM/ESA file on a disk that has sufficient space.

nonum NO FILEMODE SPECIFIED - DISK 'A' IS NOT A CMS DISK.

Reason:

Disk A is not a VM/ESA disk and no filemode was specified in the preceding subcommand.

Action:

Specify a filemode to write the VM/ESA file on a VM/ESA disk.

nonum NO FILEMODE SPECIFIED - DISK 'A' IS NOT FORMATTED.

Reason:

Disk A is not formatted and no filemode was specified in the preceding subcommand.

Action:

Specify a filemode other than A or issue the QUIT subcommand, format the A disk through the VM/ESA FORMAT
command, and reinvoke LIB/CMS.

nonum NO FILEMODE SPECIFIED - DISK 'A' IS READ-ONLY.

Reason:

You do not have write access to disk A and no filemode was specified in the preceding subcommand.

Action:
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Specify a filemode that refers to a disk where writing is permitted.

nonum NO FILEMODE SPECIFIED - DISK 'A' NOT ACCESSED.

Reason:

No ACCESS command was given for disk A and no filemode was specified in the preceding subcommand.

Action:

Specify a filemode other than A or issue the QUIT subcommand, access a disk as disk A through the VM/ESA ACCESS
command, and reinvoke LIB/CMS.

nonum NO MASTER FILE DEFINED - ONLY VALID COMMANDS ARE 'FILE' AND 'QUIT'.

Reason:

You entered a LIB/CMS SEL or INDEX subcommand without first defining a master file.

Action:

Issue a FILE subcommand to define the master file, then reissue the SEL or INDEX subcommand.

nonum NO VOLUME MOUNTED ON cuu.

Reason:

No volume is mounted on the specified unit.

Action:

Specify a different unit or ask the operator to mount the volume on the unit specified.

LIBxxx000S Insufficient free storage available.

Reason:

The command cannot locate a free storage area.

Action:

Increase the storage size of your virtual machine.

LIBxxx001E Disk 'm' not accessed.

Reason:

You might have linked to the disk, but have not accessed it.

Action:

Issue the VM/ESA ACCESS command after linking.

LIBxxx002E Disk 'm' is not a VM/ESA disk.

Reason:

The requested disk is not a VM/ESA disk.

Action:

Specify VM/ESA formatted disk.

LIBxxx003E Disk 'm' is read/only.

Reason:

The command needs the disk in read/write mode. The specified disk is in read only mode.

Action:
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Specify the disk in read/write mode or change the mode of the disk to read/write mode.

LIBxxx004E Disk 'm' file directory full.

Reason:

The maximum number of files was recorded on the specified VM/ESA disk.

Action:

Specify a filemode that refers to a different disk or erase unnecessary files.

LIBxxx005E Disk 'm' is full.

Reason:

There is no available storage for the specified VM/ESA disk.

Action:

Specify a filemode that refers to a disk that has sufficient storage space or erase unnecessary files.

LIBxxx006E Disk 'm' not formatted.

Reason:

The specified disk is not formatted.

Action:

Ensure the minidisk is a VM/ESA disk and format the minidisk.

LIBxxx007E Unit cuu not defined.

Reason:

No virtual device exists for the specified unit address.

Action:

Issue the CP LINK command to define the unit or specify the correct unit address.

LIBxxx008E Unit cuu not operational.

Reason:

The specified unit was not operational.

Action:

Contact the operator.

LIBxxx009E Unit cuu has become inoperable.

Reason:

After the master file was defined, the unit containing the master file was not operational.

Action:

Contact the operator, then reissue the FILEDEF command for the master file.

LIBxxx010E Unit cuu has been unloaded during use.

Reason:

After the master file was defined, the unit containing the master file was unloaded.

Action:
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Contact the operator, then reissue the command.

LIBxxx011E No volume mounted on unit cuu.

Reason:

No volume is mounted on the specified unit.

Action:

Specify a different unit or ask the operator to mount the volume.

LIBxxx012E Device at unit address cuu not supported by Librarian.

Reason:

The device is not DASD or it is unsupported DASD.

Action:

Specify a correct unit address.

LIBxxx013E Volume mounted on unit cuu is not VSE or MVS volume.

Reason:

You are trying to access something other than a VSE/ESA or z/OS and OS/390 volume.

Action:

Check the FILEDEF statement to make sure you specified the proper filemode.

LIBxxx014E Format error in VTOC of volume on unit.

Reason:

The VTOC of the volume mounted contains invalid data.

Action:

Report the problem to the systems programmer.

LIBxxx015E Input error reading VTOC from unit cuu.

Reason:

While reading the VTOC of the volume mounted, an input error occurred.

Action:

Report the problem to the systems programmer.

LIBxxx016E Specified file not found on unit cuu.

Reason:

The master file does not reside on the unit specified.

Action:

Check the FILEDEF statement to make sure the master file was properly assigned.

LIBxxx017E Specified file has more than 16 extents.

Reason:

The file has more than 16 extents (including any label extent) and cannot process. It is not a Librarian master file.

Action:
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Verify the spelling of the unit address and data set name.

LIBxxx018E Specified file is password-protected.

Reason:

The specified file is password-protected. Librarian cannot process it.

Action:

Notify a systems programmer.

LIBxxx019E Specified file is not a Librarian master file.

Reason:

File is not a Librarian master file.

Action:

Verify the spelling of the Librarian master file DSNAME. If no error is found, the master file was destroyed. Notify a
systems programmer.

LIBxxx020I Default master file is data-set-name.

Reason:

The default master file is the data set name.

Action:

No action required.

LIBxxx021E Invalid data found on master file, 'ddname'.

Reason:

Invalid data was found in the module being processed, possibly due to another user updating the module.

Action:

Reissue the command. If the problem persists, the master file is probably destroyed.

LIBxxx022E I/O error on master file, ddname.

Reason:

During I/O processing of the specified master file, an error was detected.

Action:

Report the problem to the systems programmer.

LIBxxx023E Undefined master file, ddname

Reason:

The master file was not defined through the FILEDEF/DLBL command.

Action:

Issue the FILEDEF/DLBL command to define the master file or check to make sure the filemode is correctly specified in
the LIBPARM.

LIBxxx024E VSAM master file is not accessible.

Reason:

The VM/ESA-VSAM environment is not established.
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Action:

Issue the VM/ESA command SET DOS ON (VSAM.

LIBxxx025E Release of free storage area failed.

Reason:

The release of a free storage area failed.

Action:

Reissue the command. Report the problem to the systems programmer if it persists.

LIBxxx026E Incompatible master file format.

Reason:

LIB/CMS does not support the specified master file.

Action:

Report the problem to the systems programmer.

LIBxxx027E Management code invalid.

Reason:

You incorrectly specified the management code.

Action:

Reissue the command with a correct management code.

LIBxxx028E Management code not defined for master file.

Reason:

The specified master file is not secured and the MCD was entered.

Action:

Do not use the MCD option against the master file.

LIBxxx029E No module name specified.

Reason:

You did not specify a module name.

Action:

Reissue the command with a module name.

LIBxxx030E No fileid specified.

Reason:

No filename, filetype, or filemode was specified.

Action:

Reissue the command specifying the fileid.

LIBxxx031E No filename specified.

Reason:

A filename was not specified.
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Action:

Reissue the command specifying the filename.

LIBxxx032E No filetype specified.

Reason:

The selected module does not contain a -LANG parameter and a filetype was not specified.

Action:

Specify a filetype or update the module with a -LANG parameter.

LIBxxx033E No file mode specified.

Reason:

You did not specify a file mode.

Action:

Reissue the command specifying filemode.

LIBxxx034E Invalid option xxxxxxxx.

Reason:

The option specified for this command was invalid.

Action:

Reissue the command.

LIBxxx035E File not found, filename filetype filemode.

Reason:

The specified VM/ESA file was not found on the specified disk.

Action:

Check the spelling of the file ID. Reissue the command.

LIBxxx036E Specified level not found.

Reason:

The module does not contain the level that was specified.

Action:

Use the command to check whether the specified level of the module exists.

LIBxxx037E Required password not specified.

Reason:

You did not specify the required password.

Action:

Reissue the command. Enter the correct module password.

LIBxxx038E Selected module not found, module-name.

Reason:

The selected module is not on the master file.
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Action:

Check whether the spelling of the module name is correct.

LIBxxx039E Unauthorized access.

Reason:

You do not have the necessary authority.

Action:

Contact your supervisor.

LIBxxx040E Incorrect password specified.

Reason:

The password was incorrectly specified.

Action:

Reissue the command with the proper password.

LIBxxx041E Specified version not verified.

Reason:

You specified VERS= for the command and the date or time specified does not match when the module was last updated.

Action:

Find out what was done to the module since the date and time of the last known update and proceed accordingly.

LIBxxx042E File file-id exceeds allowable maximum size.

Reason:

The specified VM/ESA file is in basic format. The number of records exceeds 65535.

Action:

Designate VM/ESA file in extended format and try again.

LIBxxx043E Selected module xxxxxxxx contains no records.

Reason:

The module you selected has no data records.

Action:

No action required.

LIBxxx044I (successful completion of the command invoked)

Reason:

Command successful.

Action:

No action required.

LIBxxx045E Selected module is not archived.

Reason:

Archiving is not turned on for the module.
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Action:

Reissue the command without specifying ARC.

LIBxxx046E No module found for 'module-name' programmer 'pgmr'.

Reason:

There are no modules found for the specified module and programmer.

Action:

Correct the spelling error, if any, and retry.

LIBxxx047E Unsuccessful LIBEXP.

Reason:

The LIBEXP report contains the cause of the error.

Action:

Correct the error and reissue the command.

LIBxxx048E Extraneous parameter/option xxxx.

Reason:

The parameter/option is extraneous for the command.

Action:

Omit the parameter/option and reissue the command.

LIBxxx049E Invalid subcommand.

Reason:

The subcommand entered is invalid.

Action:

Enter the correct subcommand.

LIBxxx050E I/O error on file, ddmode/CMS-filename.

Reason:

I/O error was detected from the named file.

Action:

Reissue the command. If the problem persists, report it to the systems programmer.

LIBxxx051R Enter VM/ESA fileid:

Reason:

VM/ESA file ID is not entered.

Action:

Enter VM/ESA fileid.

LIBxxx052R Enter xxxxxxx options:

Reason:

You can specify options for this command.
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Action:

Enter any valid options or press Enter key.

LIBxxx053E Invalid filename xxxxxxxx.

Reason:

The specified VM/ESA filename is invalid.

Action:

Correct the filename and reissue the command.

LIBxxx054E Invalid filetype xxxxxxxx.

Reason:

The specified filetype is invalid.

Action:

Correct the filetype and reissue the command.

LIBxxx055S Invalid filemode xx

Reason:

The specified filemode is invalid.

Action:

Correct the filemode and reissue the command.

LIBxxx056E Profile 'xxxxxxxx' not found.

Reason:

The specified profile name is not found. If XEDIT is the selected editor, enter profile-name XEDIT.

Action:

Correct the error and reissue the command.

LIBxxx057E Invalid parameter xxxx in the xxxx option.

Reason:

You specified a valid option, but the parameter associated with it was not valid.

Action:

Check the syntax for the option.

LIBxxx058E Option xxxx specified twice.

Reason:

You specified the same option twice.

Action:

Reissue the command specifying each option once.

LIBxxx059E Mutually exclusive options specified, xxxx and xxxx.

Reason:

The specified options are mutually exclusive.
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Action:

Specify either one of the options. Reissue the command.

LIBxxx060E Too many module names.

Reason:

The number of module names exceeds the maximum number allowed.

Action:

Specify module names. Currently, LIBSUB supports up to 64 modules.

LIBxxx061E Write-inhibit switch set on disk 'm(cuu)'.

Reason:

The VM/ESA minidisk resides in read only state by hardware.

Action:

Report the problem to the systems programmer.

LIBxxx062E FAIRMOD severe error, RC=xx

Reason:

The error code is returned from FAIRMOD in register 15.

Action:

See the "File Access Interface Routines Reference" section.

LIBxxx063E Too long parameter in the xxxxxx option

Reason:

The parameter entered is too long for this option.

Action:

Correct the problem and reissue the command.

LIBxxx064E FAIRREC severe error, RC=xx

Reason:

The error code is returned from FAIRREC in register 15.

Action:

See the "File Access Interface Routines Reference" section.

LIBxxx065E Unidentified command, xxxxxxxx.

Reason:

Entered command is not recognized.

Action:

Enter correct command name.

LIBxxx066E Required option ARC missing on -ADD; E-O-F forced.

Reason:

This site requires you archive all modules.
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Action:

Specify ARC on the -ADD statement.

LIBxxx067E FAIROPN severe error, RC=xx

Reason:

The error code is returned from FAIROPN in register 15.

Action:

See the "File Access Interface Routines Reference" section.

LIBxxx068R Enter management code:

Reason:

The management code is required to access the module.

Action:

Enter the management code and reissue the command.

LIBxxx069E Help failed for command-name.

Reason:

The help file is not available for the command.

Action:

Ensure the minidisk containing help files is accessed.

LIBxxx070E Invalid fileid, filename filetype filemode.

Reason:

The specified VM/ESA fileid is invalid.

Action:

Correct the spelling of the VM/ESA file ID. Reissue the command.

LIBxxx071E File not opened/used.

Reason:

A close is issued for the file that is not used. This is probably an internal error.

Action:

Report the problem to the systems programmer.

LIBxxx072E Invalid buffer address.

Reason:

The buffer address is invalid. This is probably an internal error.

Action:

Report the problem to the systems programmer.

LIBxxx073E No. of records to be read is less than 1.

Reason:

The number of records to read is less than 1. This is probably an internal error.
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Action:

Report the problem to the systems programmer.

LIBxxx074E Record format not F or V.

Reason:

The record format is not I or V. This is probably an internal error.

Action:

Report the problem to the systems programmer.

LIBXXX075E Incorrect length, buffer size too small.

Reason:

Self-explanatory. This is probably an internal error.

Action:

Report the problem to the systems programmer.

LIBxxx076E Read from file open for output

Reason:

Specifies to read from the file that was opened for output. This is probably an internal error.

Action:

Report the problem to the systems programmer.

LIBxxx077E No. of records to be read greater than 1 for V-length.

Reason:

The number of records to read is greater than 1 for the V-length.

Action:

Report the problem to the systems programmer.

LIBxxx078E Permanent I/O error on file, CMS-fileid.

Reason:

An error was detected during VM/ESA file I/O processing.

Action:

Reissue the command. Report to the systems programmer if the problem persists.

LIBxxx079E V-length file has invalid displacement in AFT.

Reason:

Self-explanatory. This is probably an internal error.

Action:

Report the problem to the systems programmer.

LIBxxx080E Requested item number outside of file range.

Reason:

The requested item number is outside of the file range. This is probably an internal error.
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Action:

Report the problem to the systems programmer.

LIBxxx081E Item number too large.

Reason:

The item number is too large. This is probably an internal error.

Action:

Report the problem to the systems programmer.

LIBxxx082E Attempt to skip over unwritten V-length item.

Reason:

An attempt was made to skip over an unwritten V-length item.

Action:

Report the problem to the systems programmer.

LIBxxx083E Buffer size not specified.

Reason:

The buffer size was not specified. This is probably an internal error.

Action:

Report the problem to the systems programmer.

LIBxxx084E Write to file open for input.

Reason:

A write was attempted to a file that was open for input. This is probably an internal error.

Action:

Report the problem to the systems programmer.

LIBxxx085E No. of bytes are not multiple of no. of records.

Reason:

The number of bytes are not multiples of the number of records. This is probably an internal error.

Action:

Report the problem to the systems programmer.

LIBxxx086E Length of F-length item not same as previous one.

Reason:

The length of the F-length is not the same as the previous length. This is probably an internal error.

Action:

Report the problem to the systems programmer.

LIBxxx087E Record format specified not same as file.

Reason:

The record format that was specified was not the same as the file. This is probably an internal error.
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Action:

Report the problem to the systems programmer.

LIBxxx088E V-length item greater than 65535 bytes.

Reason:

The V-length specified was greater than 65535 bytes. This is probably an internal error.

Action:

Report the problem to the systems programmer.

LIBxxx089E No. of records to be written more than 1 for V-length.

Reason:

The number of records to write was more than 1 for V-length. This is probably an internal error.

Action:

Report the problem to the systems programmer.

LIBxxx090E Virtual storage capacity exceeded.

Reason:

The virtual storage capacity was exceeded. This is probably an internal error.

Action:

Reissue the command with larger storage size. Report to the systems programmer if the problem persists.

LIBxxx091E Attempt to update V-length item with different length.

Reason:

An attempt to update the V-length item with a different length failed. This is probably an internal error.

Action:

Report the problem to the systems programmer.

LIBxxx092E Exclusive control unavailable.

Reason:

The volume containing the master file is not available for exclusive access.

Another user's system was abnormally terminated while having exclusive control over the volume.

Action:

Reissue the command. Report the problem to the systems programmer, who then should identify the user having
exclusive control over the volume.

LIBxxx093E Release requested, but not reserved.

Reason:

The command tried to release exclusive control of the volume, however, the command does not have outstanding reserve.
This is probably an internal error.

Action:

Reissue the command. Report to the systems programmer if the problem persists.

LIBxxx094R Enter ddname (ddmode):
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Reason:

The command expects ddname and optionally ddmode of Librarian master file.

Action:

Enter ddname and ddmode of master file.

LIBxxx095R Enter module name:

Reason:

You did not specify the module name.

Action:

Enter the module name to access.

LIBxxx096R Enter password of module:

Reason:

A password is required to access module.

Action:

Supply a proper password.

LIBxxx097R Enter new password of module:

Reason:

You specified NEWPSWD with the command and password suppression is in effect.

Action:

Enter the new password for the module.

LIBxxx098E Selected module xxxxxxxx is PRMOD.

Reason:

You cannot update printer modules.

Action:

Use batch Librarian to access a printer module.

LIBxxx099S Undefined return code xx from xxx.

Reason:

Unexpected return code returned from the function or the routine. This is probably an internal error.

Action:

Reissue the command. Report to the systems programmer if the problem persists.

LIBxxx100S Command must be invoked through Extended Plist.

Reason:

You must invoke the command issued through the extended Plist.

Action:

Invoke the command from EXEC2/REXX or pass an extended parameter list according to VM/ESA convention.

LIBxxx101S Internal error in xxx.
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Reason:

Internal error is detected during the command processing.

Action:

Report the problem to the systems programmer.

LIBxxx102S Installation variables unavailable.

Reason:

The VM/ESA file LIBPROF TEXT is not available. Possibly the LIB/CMS system minidisk is not accessed.

Action:

Access the LIB/CMS system minidisk. Verify the file is in it. Reissue the command if the file is there. Report to the systems
programmer if the file is not there.

LIBxxx103E File contents are invalid; E-O-F forced.

Reason:

LIBEXP expects the Librarian control statements. The first record of file is not -ADD, -SEL, -DLM, or -OPT.

Action:

Be sure the contents of the file are the Librarian control statements or specify a valid module name other than a slash (/).

LIBxxx104R Enter required programmer name:

Reason:

This site requires a programmer name when updating the module.

Action:

Supply the programmer name.

LIBxxx105R Enter required module description of module-name.

Reason:

This site requires a module description.

Action:

Supply the module description.

LIBxxx106R Enter required module history of module-name.

Reason:

Your site defaults require you to enter history information.

Action:

Enter history information.

LIBxxx107E LIBEDIT did not process FILE/QUIT for the module mod-name

Reason:

You ended without issuing FILE/QUIT for the module. The module in the master file is not updated.

Action:

Be sure the file ID of the module is not altered during the LIBEDIT session.

LIBxxx108E Other Librarian command is active. Try later.
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Reason:

There is another Librarian command active.

Action:

Issue one LIB/CMS command at a time. Report to the systems programmer if the problem persists.

LIBxxx109E Unsuccessful to post Librarian.

Reason:

The Librarian command is active but could not be posted. VM/ESA does not support the NUCEXT function or the
NUCEXT function DECLARE failed.

Action:

If NUCEXT failed due to insufficient storage size, increase the storage size. Be sure VM/ESA supports the NUCEXT
function.

LIBxxx110E Specified fileid is reserved.

Reason:

You specified a reserved file ID, such as LIBEXP REPORT.

Action:

Specify another file ID and try again.

LIBxxx111E No Virtual Machine ID specified.

Reason:

You did not specify a virtual machine ID.

Action:

Reissue the command with a virtual machine ID.

LIBxxx112R Enter target Virtual Machine ID:

Reason:

You did not enter an operand.

Action:

Type in a VM/ESA ID and press Enter.

LIBxxx113E Number of modules is not equal to number of passwords.

Reason:

The number of modules was not equal to the number of passwords.

Action:

Correct the problem and try again.

LIBxxx117E Unit check error on virtual punch.

Reason:

There was a unit check error on the virtual punch.

Action:

Reissue the command. Report to the systems programmer if the problem persists.
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LIBxxx115E Virtual punch is not attached.

Reason:

The virtual punch was not attached.

Action:

Report to the systems programmer.

LIBxxx116E Close of virtual punch failed.

Reason:

A close of the virtual punch failed.

Action:

Issue the CP command CLOSE PUNCH. If the problem persists, contact the systems programmer.

LIBxxx117E Unknown error from virtual punch.

Reason:

Unknown error condition is detected during punch operation.

Action:

Reissue the command. If the problem persists, contact the system programmer.

LIBxxx118E Punch to user-id failed, RC=nnn.

Reason:

The LIBSUB failed to punch a file to the target user. The value of nnn is CP message number.

Action:

Correct the problem CP message that nnn indicates.

LIBxxx119I Job nnnn submitted to user-id.

Reason:

The LIBSUB command submitted a job to the target user.

Action:

No action required.

LIBxxx120E ISPF environment is not active.

Reason:

The selected editor is ISPF/PDF in the following conditions:

• ISPF environment is not established
• ISPF support of LIB/CMS is not installed.

Action:

Ensure the above mentioned probable causes are satisfied. Change editor to XEDIT in the LIBPARM command to use
VM/ESA editor, XEDIT.

LIBxxx121E ISPF/PDF editor failed.

Reason:

The selected editor is ISPF/PDF and the editor failed. You can find the cause in the log file, SPFLOG LISTING.
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Action:

Correct the problem recorded in the log file and reissue the command.

LIBxxx122R Enter data set name:

Reason:

You entered DSNAME ?.

Action:

Enter the exact data set name of the master file.

LIBxxx123E LKID is missing.

Reason:

The search for the master file ddname on FILEDEF/DLBL chain failed. While trying to attempt a dynamic LINK, the LKID
was missing.

Action:

Reissue the command after performing one of the following:

• Issue FILEDEF/DLBL for a master file, or
• Enter LKID on LIBPARM command.

LIBxxx124E LKADDR is missing.

Reason:

Search for the master file ddname on FILEDEF/DLBL chain failed. While attempting the dynamic LINK, the LKADDR was
missing.

Action:

Retry after performing one of the following:

• Issue FILEDEF/DLBL for a master file, or
• Enter LKADDR on LIBPARM command.

LIBxxx125E No more device address is available.

Reason:

The search for master file ddname on FILEDEF/DLBL chain failed. During the dynamic LINK attempt, device addresses
192 through 5FF were all in use.

Action:

Reissue the command after performing one of the following:

• Issue FILEDEF/DLBL for a master file, or
• Detach any unnecessary device addresses between 192 through 5FF.

LIBxxx126E CP QUERY VIRTUAL cuu failed:

Reason:

The search for the master file ddname on FILEDEF/DLBL chain failed. The command received the CP error message
during the dynamic LINK attempt.

Action:

Reissue the command after performing one of the following:
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• Issue FILEDEF/DLBL for a master file, or
• Perform corrective action regarding the error message.

LIBxxx127E Saved LKPASS altered.

Reason:

Search for master file ddname on FILEDEF/DLBL chain failed. During dynamic LINK attempt, the command found the
saved LKPASS was altered.

Action:

Retry after performing one of the following:

• Issue FILEDEF/DLBL for a master file, or
• Enter LKPASS on LIBPARM command.

LIBxxx128E CP LINK failed:

Reason:

Search for master file ddname on FILEDEF/DLBL chain failed. During dynamic LINK attempt, the command received the
CP error message indicated.

Action:

Retry after performing one of the following:

• Issue FILEDEF/DLBL for a master file, or
• Perform corrective action regarding the error message.

LIBxxx129E Filemode is unavailable.

Reason:

Search for master file ddname on FILEDEF/DLBL chain failed. During dynamic LINK attempt, the command was
unavailable to find a filemode not in use.

Action:

Retry after performing one of the following:

• Issue FILEDEF/DLBL for a master file, or
• Release unnecessary filemode.

LIBxxx130E Invalid DDMODE 'ddmode' specified.

Reason:

Search for the master file ddname on FILEDEF/DLBL chain failed. During the dynamic LINK attempt the command
indicated that the specified filemode was invalid.

Action:

Retry after performing one of the following:

• Issue FILEDEF/DLBL for a master file, or
• Specify a valid mode letter on LIBPARM command.

LIBxxx131E Specified DDMODE 'ddmode' is in use.

Reason:

Search for master file ddname on FILEDEF/DLBL chain failed. During dynamic LINK attempt, the command found the
specified filemode is in use.
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Action:

Retry after performing one of the following:

• Issue FILEDEF/DLBL for a master file, or
• Specify a valid filemode letter on LIBPARM command.

LIBxxx132E CMS ACCESS failed, RC=rc.

Reason:

Search for master file ddname on FILEDEF/DLBL chain failed. During dynamic LINK attempt, the command received VM/
ESA ACCESS error.

Action:

Retry after performing one of the following:

• Issue FILEDEF/DLBL for a master file, or
• Perform corrective action of ACCESS error.

LIBxxx133E FILEDEF/DLBL failed, RC=rc.

Reason:

Search for master file ddname on FILEDEF/DLBL chain failed. During dynamic LINK attempt, the command received VM/
ESA FILEDEF or DLBL error.

Action:

Retry after performing one of the following:

• Issue FILEDEF/DLBL for a master file, or
• Perform corrective action of FILEDEF/DLBL error.

LIBxxx134E Invalid DSNAME.

Reason:

Entered data set name is longer than 44 characters.

Action:

Retry and enter correct length of data set name.

LIBxxx135I File (none) (none) has been printed: Spool-id=nnnn.

Reason:

The command printed a file.

Action:

No action required.

LIBxxx136E "SET DOS ON (VSAM)" failed.

Reason:

VSAM master file access is requested. The command tried to set VSE/ESA on with the option VSAM.

Action:

Before you retry the command, issue SET DOS ON (VSAM).

LIBxxx137E Dynamic assign for MASTER file failed.

Reason:
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VSAM master file access is requested, but it was not assigned. The command tried to assign the VSAM master file.

Action:

Before you retry the command, assign the VSAM master file. Also ensure the option SYSxxx was entered on DLBL.

LIBxxx138E Write/Read to/from XEDIT in-storage file failed, RC=rc.

Reason:

LIBEDIT detected an error during XEDIT in-storage file I/O interface

Action:

Determine the cause of the error through the error return code. The return code is similar to VM/ESA FSCB return code.

LIBxxx139E Unknown library format

Reason:

The specified library format is unknown. Probably the contents of the library is contaminated. Only an extended disk
formatted library is supported.

Action:

Determine the cause of the error by examining the library.

LIBxxx140E Member not found, 'member-name'

Reason:

The named member does not exist in the library. You probably misspelled the member name.

Action:

Ensure the library has the named member.

LIBxxx141E Library operation failed, RC=nnn, 'MACLIB function library-name member-name'.

Reason:

At the end of library operation for the named member, the LIB/CMS received an unsuccessful return code.

Action:

A VM/ESA file ID member-name MACRO/COPY A3 is the transient file used. Retry the command or recover from the
transient file.

LIBxxx142E Invalid MCD statement

Reason:

Customer ID or management code entered is incorrect.

Action:

Reenter the command with the proper MCD parameters.

LIBxxx143E Master File block 0 values not available for DEFAULTS processing.

Reason:

Internal error.

Action:

Retry command.

LIBxxx144E NOREP option specified and module already exists. No action taken.
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Reason:

NOREP indicates no replacement, therefore, the module should not exist to use this option properly.

Action:

Retry command with non-existing module name.

LIBXXX145E ERROR: Only SL and NL tape formats are supported.

Reason:

SL or NL missing on corresponding FILEDEF.

Action:

Retry command with upgraded FILEDEF

LIBxxx146I The default block size of 4096 will be used for the backup.

Reason:

BLKSIZE option is not specified on the FILEDEF.

Action:

No action required.

LIBxxx147E ERROR: Filedef for ddname ______ not defined for tape output.

Reason:

Missing FILEDEF to define the back up tape.

Action:

Issue the FILEDEF and retry the command.

LIBxxx148E ERROR: Minidisk's block size is invalid for a Librarian master file. Block size must be 1k, 2k, 4k.

Reason:

Invalid block size specification for RESERVED minidisk.

Action:

Retry the command with 1K, 2K, or 4K block size.

LIBxxx149E ERROR: Specified input options file NOT FOUND.

Reason:

The VM/ESA file containing options are not on an accessible disk.

Action:

Access the disk with the options file or specify options on the command line.

LIBxxx150E Necessary FILEDEF for specified DDNAME is missing.

Reason:

ddname does not match a current FILEDEF.

Action:

Ensure the ddname matches an explicit FILEDEF for this function.

LIBxxx151W LIBMAST function specified will erase ALL members on RESERVED disk ___. Do youwish to
continue(YES|NO).
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Reason:

Specific LIBMAST function action.

Action:

Enter YES or NO accordingly.

LIBxxx152E Minidisk must be RESERVED

Reason:

LIBMAST function tried on unprepared minidisk.

Action:

Issue the VM/ESA RESERVE on the minidisk, then retry the command.

LIBxxx153E ERROR: FILEDEF FOR DDNAME form last "LIBPROF" issuance is not available.

Reason:

LIBMAST function requires an explicit FILEDEF for the ddname from your last issued LIBPARM command.

Action:

Issue the required FILEDEF and retry the command.

LIBxxx154E Disk ___ is READ-ONLY

Reason:

A write function attempted on a read-only minidisk.

Action:

Use the function specified on a write accessible minidisk.

LIBxxx155E Necessary operands missing.

Reason:

This command has mandatory operands required.

Action:

See the documentation and reenter the command correctly.

LIBxxx156E Invalid function specified.

Reason:

This function is not supported.

Action:

Retry the command with a proper function.

LIBxxx157E DDNAME is missing.

Reason:

A DDNAME is mandatory and was not specified.

Action:

Retry the command with a proper ddname.

LIBxxx158E Extraneous operand specified.
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Reason:

Unknown or excessive operands were present.

Action:

Retry the command with proper operands.

LIBxxx159E Invalid or missing FILETYPE specified.

Reason:

FILETYPE misspelled or not present.

Action:

Retry the command with a proper fileid.

LIBxxx160E Invalid Control Statement in input VM/ESA options file: not -OPT or -END

Reason:

Control statements in a VM/ESA file must begin with -OPT, -MCD, or -END.

Action:

Retry the command after correcting the input VM/ESA file.

LIBxxx161E Invalid "SEQ" option format specified.

Reason:

SEQ must be tokenized and in the following format: SEQ / s l i v / or COBOL.

Action:

Retry the command after correcting the SEQ format.

LIBxxx162E Invalid "SEQ" starting column value specified.

Reason:

SEQ starting column number must be in the range of 1-79.

Action:

Correct the SEQ column number value and retry the command.

LIBxxx163E Invalid "SEQ" length value specified.

Reason:

SEQ length value must be > 0 and not exceed 80 when added to the starting column number.

Action:

Correct the SEQ length value and retry the command.

LIBxxx164E "SEQ" option values incomplete.

Reason:

You must specify SEQ format of SEQ / s l i v / in tokenized format.

Action:

Correct the SEQ format specification.

LIBxxx165E "SEQ" increment value missing or in error.
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Reason:

You must specify SEQ increment value and it must be greater than zero.

Action:

Correct the SEQ increment and retry the command.

LIBxxx166E Invalid or missing COMPRESSion option value.

Reason:

COMPRESS must be followed by FULL, PART, or NONE.

Action:

Correct the COMPRESS value and retry the command.

LIBxxx167E I/O error when attempting to read FBA mdisk label. RC from DIAG 20 is ____.

Reason:

Internal error.

Action:

Remember the RC code and contact Broadcom Support if unresolvable.

LIBxxx168E I/O error when attempting to read CKD mdisk label. RC from DIAG 18 is ____.

Reason:

Internal error.

Action:

Remember the RC code and contact Broadcom Support if unresolvable.

LIBxxx169E Error occurred in "HNDIUCV SET" processing. RC from HNDIUCV SET is ____.

Reason:

Internal error.

Action:

Remember the RC code and contact Broadcom Support if unresolvable or IPL VM/ESA and restart procedures.

LIBxxx170E Error occurred in "HNDIUCV CLR" processing. RC from HNDIUCV CLR is ____.

Reason:

Internal error.

Action:

Remember the RC code and contact Broadcom Support if unresolvable or IPL VM/ESA and restart procedures.

LIBxxx171E Error occurred in "CONNECT" to DASD BLOCKIO. RC from CONNECT is ____.

Reason:

Internal error.

Action:

Remember the RC code and contact Broadcom Support if unresolvable or IPL VM/ESA and restart procedures. See the
IBM CP Programming Services Guide for the reason for the RC.

LIBxxx172E Error occurred in "SEVER" for DASD BLOCKIO path. RC from SEVER is ____.
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Reason:

Internal error.

Action:

Remember the RC code and contact Broadcom Support if unresolvable or IPL VM/ESA and restart procedures. See the
IBM CP Programming Services Guide on the reason for the RC.

LIBxxx173E Illogical error from IUCV SEND through HNDIUCV REP when attempting to WRITEthrough BLOCKIO;
RC is 'nn'.

Reason:

Internal error.

Action:

Remember the RC code and contact Broadcom Support if unresolvable or IPL VM/ESA and restart procedures. See the
IBM CP Programming Services Guide on the reason for the RC.

LIBxxx174E Illogical error from IUCV SEND through HNDIUCV REP when attempting to READthrough BLOCKIO;
RC is 'nn'.

Reason:

Internal error.

Action:

Remember the RC code and contact Broadcom Support if unresolvable or IPL VM/ESA and restart procedures. See the
IBM CP Programming Services Guide on the reason for the RC.

LIBxxx175E EXTERNAL INTERRUPT error occurred through HNDIUCV SET function: Illogical: RC is'nn'.

Reason:

Internal error.

Action:

Remember the RC code and contact Broadcom Support if unresolvable or IPL VM/ESA and restart procedures. See the
IBM CP Programming Services Guide on the reason for the RC.

LIBxxx176E Error occurred in "CONNECTION COMPLETE" external interrupt from DASDBLOCKIO: RC is 'nn'.

Reason:

Internal error.

Action:

Remember the RC code and contact Broadcom Support if unresolvable or IPL VM/ESA and restart procedures. See the
IBM CP Programming Services Guide for the reason for the RC.

LIBxxx177E EXTERNAL INTERRUPT error occurred through IUCV SEND "Read" function throughBLOCKIO: RC is
'nn'.

Reason:

Internal error.

Action:

Remember the RC code and contact Broadcom Support if unresolvable or IPL VM/ESA and restart procedures. See the
IBM CP Programming Services Guide for the reason for the RC.
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LIBxxx178E EXTERNAL INTERRUPT error occurred through IUCV SEND "Write" function throughBLOCKIO: RC is
'nn'.

Reason:

Internal error.

Action:

Remember the RC code and contact Broadcom Support if unresolvable or IPL VM/ESA and restart procedures. See the
IBM CP Programming Services Guide on the reason for the RC.

LIBxxx179I Disk remains unchanged.

Reason:

Error condition cancelled command completion.

Action:

No action required.

LIBxxx180E Bad option in VM/ESA input option file.

Reason:

Invalid or improper command options in VM/ESA input file.

Action:

Correct error in the VM/ESA file and retry the command.

LIBxxx181I INITialization in progress.

Reason:

LIBMAST INIT function specified.

Action:

No action required.

LIBxxx182E Error from IUCV SEND through HNDIUCV REP when attempting to SEND to ServiceMachine; RC is
'nn'.

Reason:

Internal error.

Action:

Remember the RC code and contact Broadcom Support if unresolvable or IPL VM/ESA and restart procedures. See the
IBM CP Programming Services Guide on the reason for the RC.

LIBxxx183E Error occurred in "CONNECT" attempt to Service Machine RC is 'nn'.

Reason:

Internal error.

Action:

Remember the RC code and contact Broadcom Support if unresolvable or IPL VM/ESA and restart procedures. See the
IBM CP Programming Services Guide on the reason for the RC.

LIBxxx184E Error occurred in "SEVER" attempt to Service Machine. RC is ____.

Reason:
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Internal error.

Action:

Remember the RC code and contact Broadcom Support if unresolvable or IPL VM/ESA and restart procedures. See the
IBM CP Programming Services Guide on the reason for the RC.

LIBxxx185E Error occurred in "CONNECTION COMPLETE" external interrupt from Service Machine.RC is 'nn'.

Reason:

Internal error.

Action:

Remember the RC code and contact Broadcom Support if unresolvable or IPL VM/ESA and restart procedures. See the
IBM CP Programming Services Guide on the reason for the RC.

LIBxxx186E Error occurred in "MESSAGE COMPLETE" external interrupt from Service Machine. RCis 'nn'.

Reason:

Internal error.

Action:

Remember the RC code and contact Broadcom Support if unresolvable or IPL VM/ESA and restart procedures. See the
IBM CP Programming Services Guide on the reason for the RC.

LIBxxx187E ERROR: Unrecognizable request to Service Machine.

Reason:

Internal error.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support. IPL VM/ESA and restart procedures.

LIBxxx188E ERROR: SERVICE MACHINE or DASD BLOCKIO SYSTEM SERVICE not functional.

Reason:

Service machine not running or not executing the LIBCMS LIBSRV1 ENQ/DEQ module.

Action:

Ensure the service machine is running and LIBSRV1 is executing.

LIBxxx189E ERROR: Unrecognizable EXTERNAL INTERRUPT occurred.

Reason:

Internal error.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support. IPL VM/ESA and restart procedures.

LIBxxx190E ERROR: Path's message id in external interrupt is incorrect.

Reason:

Internal error.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support. IPL VM/ESA and restart procedures.
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LIBxxx191E ERROR: Resource name from server doesn't match R-name used by user machine.

Reason:

Internal error.

Action:

Restart the service machine.

LIBxxx192E ERROR: Connection not ACCEPTed by Service Machine. Check "ACCEPT" in server ortry again.

Reason:

Possible internal error.

Action:

Retry the command or IPL VM/ESA.

LIBxxx193E ERROR in Service Machine on "RECEIVE" of pending message from RECEIVE is ____.

Reason:

Internal error.

Action:

Remember the RC code and contact Broadcom Support if unresolvable or IPL VM/ESA and restart procedures. See the
IBM CP Programming Services Guide on the reason for the RC.

LIBxxx194E ERROR: Resource DEQUEUE request and no matching ENQUEUE try exists in server.

Reason:

Internal error.

Action:

Restart the LIBCMS service machine.

LIBxxx195E ERROR: Service machine's memory exhausted; IPL Server needs more virtual memory.

Reason:

Service machine size is not large enough to meet requests for resources.

Action:

Restart the LIBCMS service machine with more memory.

LIBxxx196E ERROR: Illogical error code returned by Service machine. REPLY buffer can becorrupted.

Reason:

Internal error.

Action:

Restart the LIBCMS service machine.

LIBxxx197E ERROR: Server indicates message class value incorrect. Value passed was ____.

Reason:

Internal error.

Action:

Remember the value and contact Broadcom Support if unresolvable or IPL VM/ESA and restart procedures.
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LIBxxx198E ERROR from IUCV SEND when attempting to READ through BLOCKIO RCODE is ____.

Reason:

Internal error.

Action:

Remember the IPRCODE and contact Broadcom Support if unresolvable or IPL VM/ESA and restart. See the IBM CP
Programming Services Guide on IPRCODE reason.

LIBxxx199E ERROR from IUCV SEND when attempting to WRITE through BLOCKIO RCODE is ____.

Reason:

Internal error.

Action:

Remember the IPRCODE and contact Broadcom Support if unresolvable or IPL VM/ESA and restart. See the IBM CP
Programming Services Guide on IPRCODE reason.

LIBxxx200E IUCV SEND error on SEND attempt to SERVICE MACHINE; RCODE is ____.

Reason:

Internal error.

Action:

Remember the IPRCODE and contact Broadcom Support if unresolvable or retry command or IPL VM/ESA. See the IBM
CP Programming Services Guide on IPRCODE reason.

LIBxxx201E ERROR: Receiving master file is specified is READ-ONLY.

Reason:

Write access is needed for this function.

Action:

Ensure the receiving master file is proper or change the access mode to the file and retry the command.

LIBxxx202I BACKUP in progress...

Reason:

LIBMAST backup occurring.

Action:

No action required.

LIBxxx203E ERROR: "Old" MCD code specified is incorrect.

Reason:

Improper management code specified.

Action:

Retry the command with proper management code.

LIBxxx204E ERROR: "New" MCD code specified is invalid.

Reason:

Improper specification of new management code.
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Action:

Retry the command with corrected new management code.

LIBxxx205E ERROR in OPENing TAPE file through "TAPESL"; RC was ____.

Reason:

Possible internal error.

Action:

Check for proper FILEDEF for tape file and check RC against VM/ESA TAPESL RCs. Correct and retry.

LIBxxx206E ERROR in CLOSing TAPE file through "TAPESL"; RC was ____.

Reason:

Possible internal error.

Action:

Check for proper FILEDEF for tape file and check RC against VM/ESA TAPESL RCs. Correct error and retry command.

LIBxxx207E ERROR in "TAPECTL REWIND" attempt; RC was ____.

Reason:

Possible internal error.

Action:

Check for proper FILEDEF for tape file and check RC against VM/ESA TAPECTL RCs. Correct and retry command or
REWIND externally.

LIBxxx208E ERROR in attempting to WRITE to tape: RC was ____.

Reason:

Possible internal error.

Action:

Check for proper FILEDEF for tape file and check RC against VM/ESA TAPESL RCs. Correct and retry command.

LIBxxx209E ERROR in attempting to READ from tape: RC was ____.

Reason:

Possible internal error.

Action:

Check for proper FILEDEF for tape file and check RC against VM/ESA TAPESL RCs. Correct and retry command.

LIBxxx210E Unable to make a buffer through MAKEBUF.

Reason:

Possible internal error.

Action:

Check RC against VM/ESA MAKEBUF command RCs. Correct and retry command.

LIBxxx211E ERROR on "GLOBALV STACK" issuance on DDNAME

Reason:

Possible internal error.
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Action:

Check RC against VM/ESA GLOBALV STACK command RCs. Correct and retry command.

LIBxxx212E ERROR: Unable to read stacked DDNAME.

Reason:

Possible internal error.

Action:

Check RC against VM/ESA GLOBALV STACK command RCs. Check the ddname in LASTING GLOBALV file for validity.
Correct and retry command.

LIBxxx213E ERROR in trying to read program stack contents: Bad return from LVMTIO.

Reason:

Possible internal error.

Action:

Check RC against VM/ESA WAITRD command RCs. Correct if possible and retry command.

LIBxxx214I RESTORE in progress...

Reason:

LIBMAST RESTORE occurring.

Action:

No action required.

LIBxxx215E ERROR: LIBCMS Service Machine name must be specified in installation variable forfile-based
functions.

Reason:

You did not specify a service machine name in the LIBSVM1= operand of the LIBPROF text file. This is necessary for all
LIBMAST functions against VM/ESA master files.

Action:

Specify the SVM name in the LIBPROF assembly file, reassemble LIBPROF, and retry the command.

LIBxxx216E Invalid Option or Options invalid for requested function.

Reason:

The option was not supported or it was an invalid option.

Action:

Retry the command with the proper options.

LIBxxx217E Device xxxx not attached.

Reason:

No virtual device with this CUU is attached to your machine.

Action:

Attach the device and reissue the command.

LIBxxx218E Device xxxx not supported.
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Reason:

The specified cuu is not supported in this release.

Action:

Contact the operator.

LIBxxx219E Undefined RC xxx returned from DIAG A8.

Reason:

The reason is unknown.

Action:

Contact your systems programmer or Broadcom Support.

LIBxxx220E Unsolicited status pending at real subchannel or device.

Reason:

The reason is unknown.

Action:

Contact your systems programmer or Broadcom Support.

LIBxxx221E Permanent I/O error.

Reason:

The reason is unknown.

Action:

Contact your systems programmer or Broadcom Support.

LIBxxx222E Invalid parameter for SAFLOCK; must be YES or NO.

Reason:

The valid SAFLOCK option values are YES or NO.

Action:

See the documentation and reenter the option value correctly.

LIBxxx223E Invalid SAFQUAL parameter specified

Reason:

The SAFQUAL parameter can be alphanumeric, but it cannot start with a numeric character. The maximum length is eight
characters with truncation resulting if exceeded.

Action:

See the documentation and reenter option value correctly.

LIBxxx224E ERROR: SAFLOCK parameter cannot be issued when SECURITY is not activated.

Reason:

The SAFLOCK parameter requires ALL authority on the resource and an active security system.

Action:

Reenter option only when SECURITY is activated.

LIBxxx225E ERROR: SAFQUAL parameter cannot be issued when SECURITY is not activated.
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Reason:

The SAFQUAL parameter requires ALL authority on the resource and an active security system.

Action:

Reenter option only when SECURITY is activated.

LIBxxx226E ERROR: Access denied on DSN specified through input.

Reason:

You do not have proper authorization for the DSN indicated in the input parameter.

Action:

Recheck the DSN or retry with proper authorization.

LIBxxx227E SECURITY interface error.

Reason:

The Librarian internal security interface detected an error condition.

Action:

Retry the command. If the same error results, Contact Broadcom Support.

LIBxxx228E Unauthorized resource access for SAFLOCK, SAFQUAL, or RSAFQ parameter usage.

Reason:

You do not have ALL authorization for SAFLOCK, SAFQUAL, or CLRSAFQ use on the existing master DSN.

Action:

Retry the command when proper authorization is established.

LIBxxx229E I/P DSN not defined/protected by security - must be for FLOCK/SAFQUAL/CLRSAFQusage.

Reason:

SAFLOCK, SAFQUAL, and CLRSAFQ demand security define and protect the resource in question. WARN mode does
not provide resource protection.

Action:

Retry the command options when the resource is defined and protected by external security.

LIBxxx230E ERROR: A DSN must be specified when issuing SAFLOCK or SAFQUAL.

Reason:

SAFLOCK and SAFQUAL issuance must be accompanied by, and related to, a DSN (for example, resource).

Action:

Retry the command with a proper DSN specified.

LIBxxx231E I/P DSN specified must have "ALL" authority for this function.

Reason:

The resource specified through the input DSN requires ALL authority.

Action:

Retry the command when proper authority is established.

LIBxxx232E ERROR: Access denied on the existing master file's DSN
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Reason:

You do not have proper authorization for the resource the existing master file DSN designates.

Action:

Retry the command when proper authority is established.

LIBxxx233E ERROR: Master file access not permitted when security system not activated.

Reason:

SAFLOCK is on for this master file but the security system is not active, therefore, access is denied.

Action:

Access is denied.

LIBxxx234E ERROR: SAFLOCK/SAFQUAL/CLRSAFQ parameters not permitted when Security isinactive.

Reason:

These parameters require ALL authority and an active security system.

Action:

Retry the parameters when security is active.

LIBxxx235E ERROR: DSN from backup tape is not authorized.

Reason:

You do not have proper authorization for the resource DSN residing on the backup tape. SCRATCH and READ authority
are required.

Action:

Retry the command with proper resource authority.

LIBxxx236E ERROR: Invalid parameter in FAIRSEC call.

Reason:

Internal error.

Action:

Retry the command. If the error continues, call Broadcom Support.

LIBxxx237I DATASET NAME is: 'data.set.name'.

Reason:

Informational. Displays parsed DSN.

Action:

No action required.

LIBxxx238E ERROR: CLRSAFQ parameter cannot be issued when SECURITY is not activated.

Reason:

CLRSAFQ option entered when security system is inactive.

Action:

Reissue the command when security is active or remove the CLRSAFQ parameter.

LIBxxx239E ERROR: ALL authority is necessary for MCD processing.
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Reason:

MCD processing specified without proper authorization.

Action:

Reissue the command with proper authority or remove MCD specific processing.

LIBxxx240E ERROR: Access denied on receiving file's DSN.

Reason:

You do not have proper authorization for the resource the DSN specified for receiving the master file. SCRATCH and
UPDATE authorization is needed.

Action:

Reissue the command with proper authority.

LIBxxx241E Master file might be full.

Reason:

Capacity limit might be reached on this VM/ESA master file.

Action:

Back up this master file to a larger minidisk and retry the operation.

LIBxxx242E ERROR: Enqueue on INDEX failed.

Reason:

Another user can be using this master file (index).

Action:

Retry the command at a later time.

LIBxxx243E ERROR: Input error reading free space map.

Reason:

Internal error. Possible master file corruption.

Action:

Retry the command. If the error continues, call Broadcom Support.

LIBxxx244E ERROR: Free space map contains invalid data.

Reason:

Possible master file corruption.

Action:

Retry the command. If the error continues, call Broadcom Support.

LIBxxx245E ERROR: Input error reading index.

Reason:

Possible master file corruption.

Action:

Retry the command. If the error continues, call Broadcom Support.

LIBxxx246E ERROR: Index contains invalid data.
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Reason:

Possible master file corruption.

Action:

Retry the command. If the error continues, call Broadcom Support.

LIBxxx247E ERROR: Input error reading module 'module-name'.

Reason:

Possible master file corruption on module listed.

Action:

Retry the command. If the error continues, call Broadcom Support.

LIBDCS901E Required DCSS segment name is not entered.

Reason:

You invoked the module LIBDCS without the LIB/CMS Discontiguous Shared Segment name.

Action:

Specify the DCSS name for the LIB/CMS.

LIBDCS902E Named segment does not exist - FINDSYS.

Reason:

FINDSYS function in LIBDCS failed to find the named DCSS. The named segment is probably not saved or you
misspelled the name.

Action:

Save the segment using LIBGEN EXEC if not saved. Correct the spelling of the DCSS name. Invoking segment name
must be equal to the saved name.

LIBDCS903E Paging I/O errors - FINDSYS.

Reason:

FINDSYS function in LIBDCS detected a paging error.

Action:

Report the problem to the systems programmer.

LIBDCS904E Undefined return code - FINDSYS.

Reason:

FINDSYS function in LIBDCS received undefined return code.

Action:

Report the problem to the systems programmer.

LIBDCS905W Recursive entry.

Reason:

The LIBDCS is invoked recursively.

Action:

Report the problem to the systems programmer.
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LIBDCS906E Named segment does not exist - LOADSYS.

Reason:

LOADSYS function in LIBDCS failed to find the named DCSS.

Action:

Report the problem to the systems programmer.

LIBDCS907E Paging I/O errors - LOADSYS.

Reason:

LOADSYS function in LIBDCS detected paging error.

Action:

Report the problem to the systems programmer.

LIBDCS908E Undefined return code - LOADSYS.

Reason:

LOADSYS function in LIBDCS received undefined return code.

Action:

Report the problem to the systems programmer.

LIBDCS909E Segment loaded in Virtual Machine.

Reason:

The named segment is loaded in the user area. This is probably an internal error.

Action:

Report the problem to the systems programmer.

LIBDCS910E Undefined condition code - LOADSYS.

Reason:

LOADSYS function in the LIBDCS was detected as an undefined condition code.

Action:

Report the problem to the systems programmer.

LIBDCS911E Named segment would overlay Virtual Machine.

Reason:

The storage size is higher than the origin address of the DCSS.

Action:

Reissue the command with a smaller storage size. If insufficient storage condition occurs, report the problem to the
systems programmer who can raise the origin address of the named segment.

LIBDCS912E Undefined condition code - FINDSYS.

Reason:

FINDSYS function in LIBDCS detected undefined condition code.

Action:

Report the problem to the systems programmer.
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LIBDCS913E Undefined return code - Query NUCEXT.

Reason:

NUCEXT function in LIBDCS received undefined return code.

Action:

Report the problem to the systems programmer.

LIBDCS914E Named segment is not loaded.

Reason:

The named segment is not loaded. The preceding error message displays the probably cause.

Action:

Report the problem to the systems programmer.

nonum REQUIRED FILENAME NOT SPECIFIED.

Reason:

The module name in the preceding LIB/CMS SEL subcommand or the first eight characters of the programmer name
in the preceding LIB/CMS INDEX subcommand do not constitute a valid VM/ESA filename, and you did not specify a
filename in the subcommand.

Action:

Specify a filename as part of the subcommand.

nonum REQUIRED FILETYPE NOT SPECIFIED.

Reason:

You did not specify a filetype in the LIB/CMS SEL subcommand and no filetype can be derived from the LANG or
sequence parameters of the module.

Action:

Specify a filetype as part of the subcommand.

nonum REQUIRED PASSWORD NOT SPECIFIED.

Reason:

You did not specify a password in the LIB/CMS SEL subcommand. A password is required.

Action:

Specify the password as part of the subcommand.

nonum RESULTING CMS FILE WOULD CONTAIN NO RECORDS.

Reason:

In the case of a SEL command, the selected module contains no records. In the case of the INDEX subcommand, there
were no modules owned by the specified programmer.

nonum RESULTING CMS FILE WOULD EXCEED MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE SIZE.

Reason:

Execution of the preceding LIB/CMS subcommand creates a file whose size exceeds the maximum number of records
that VM/ESA allows.

Action:
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Only batch Librarian can process the module or index.

nonum SELECTED MODULE IS A PRINTER MODULE.

Reason:

The specified module is a printer module. LIB/CMS cannot process it.

Action:

Only batch Librarian can process the module.

nonum SELECTED MODULE NOT FOUND.

Reason:

The specified module could not be found on the master file.

Action:

Verify the spelling of the module name and the master file processed.

nonum SPECIFIED FILE HAS MORE THAN 16 EXTENTS.

Reason:

The specified file has more than 16 extents (including any label extent). LIB/CMS cannot process it. It is not a Librarian
master file.

Action:

Verify the spelling of the unit address and data set name.

nonum SPECIFIED FILE IS NOT A LIBRARIAN MASTER FILE.

Reason:

The specified file is not a Librarian master file.

Action:

Verify the spelling of the unit address and data set name. If no error is found, the master file was destroyed.

nonum SPECIFIED FILE IS PASSWORD-PROTECTED.

Reason:

The specified file is password-protected for reading. LIB/CMS cannot process it.

Action:

Specify the password.

nonum SPECIFIED FILE NOT FOUND ON UNIT cuu.

Reason:

The specified file was not found on the specified unit.

Action:

Verify the spelling of the unit address and data set name.

nonum SPECIFIED LEVEL NOT FOUND.

Reason:

Either the module specified is not in archived format or the specified level of the module was not found.

Action:
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Omit the level specification from the command or specify a level that is available for retrieval.

nonum UNDEFINED FILE, ddname.

Reason:

The specified ddname is not defined through the VM/ESA command DLBL.

Action:

Define the file with a VM/ESA DLBL command.

nonum UNIDENTIFIED COMMAND.

Reason:

The first nonblank string of characters on the line read from the terminal was neither FILE, SEL, INDEX, QUIT, nor END.
The line of input is ignored.

Action:

Specify a valid LIB/CMS command.

nonum UNIT cuu NOT DEFINED.

Reason:

No virtual device exists at the specified unit address.

Action:

Specify the correct unit address or issue the QUIT subcommand, issue the CP LINK command to define the unit, and
reinvoke LIB/CMS.

nonum VERSION REQUESTED DOES NOT MATCH VERSION ON MASTER FILE.

Reason:

You specified VERS= in the LIB/CMS SEL subcommand and the specified date or time does not match when the module
was last updated.

Action:

Find out what was done to the module since the date and time of the last known update and proceed accordingly.

nonum VSAM MASTER FILE IS NOT ACCESSIBLE.

Reason:

Cannot access the VSAM master file.

Action:

Issue the VM/ESA command SET DOS ON (VSAM) to access the VSAM master file.

Messages (Wide Record)
These messages are specific to Wide Record Master Files, both batch and online.

LIBR0000E INVALID CONTROL STATEMENT

Reason:

The indicated user supplied control statement is unknown.

Action:

Correct and re-execute.
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LIBR0001E MASTER FILE CANNOT BE INITIALIZED, IS NOT EMPTY

Reason:

The master file data set contains members.

Action:

Empty or re-allocate the data set, then re-execute -OPT INIT.

LIBR0002I MASTER FILE HAS BEEN SUCCESSFULLY INITIALIZED

Reason:

The -OPT INIT function was successful.

Action:

None.

LIBR0003E MASTER FILE <dataset name> IS INVALID OR HAS NOT BEEN INITIALIZED

Reason:

The indicated data set is not a Librarian master file or was not initialized.

Action:

Correct and re-execute.

LIBR0004E ABOVE STATEMENT SHOULD BE AN -ADD, -SEL, OR -DLM CONTROL STATEMENT.

Reason:

The previous control statement was not one of the indicated valid control statements.

Action:

Correct and re-execute.

LIBR0005E INVALID PARAMETER IN CONTROL STATEMENT: <invalid parameter>

Reason:

The indicated parameter in the previous control statement contains an invalid value.

Action:

Correct and re-execute.

LIBR0006E INVALID SYNTAX IN CONTROL STATEMENT: <invalid syntax>

Reason:

The indicated syntax in the previous control statement is unknown.

Action:

Correct and re-execute.

LIBR0007E PARAMETER WAS PREVIOUSLY SPECIFIED: <previously specified parameter>

Reason:

The indicated parameter was previously specified. The respecification is not allowed.

Action:

Correct and re-execute.
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LIBR0008E THE PARAMETER, OR A RELATED PARAMETER, WAS PREVIOUSLY SPECIFIED: <previously
specified parameter>

Reason:

The indicated parameter or a related parameter (such as RESEQ and NORESEQ) was previously specified. This
specification is not allowed.

Action:

Correct and re-execute.

LIBR0009I MASTER FILE HAS BEEN SUCCESSFULLY REINITIALIZED

Reason:

The -OPT REINIT function was successful.

Action:

None.

LIBR0010E INVALID MANAGEMENT CODE VALUE

Reason:

The specified management code value does not conform to the requirements. See the "Security" section for the
requirements.

Action:

Correct and re-execute.

LIBR0011E INVALID NEW MANAGEMENT CODE VALUE

Reason:

The specified new management code value does not conform to the requirements.

See the "Security" section for the requirements.

Action:

Correct and re-execute.

LIBR0012E INCORRECT MANAGEMENT CODE VALUE

Reason:

The specified management code value is incorrect for the master file.

Action:

Correct and re-execute.

LIBR0013S ERROR OPENING FILE: <file name>, REASON: <error> CA-C Runtime error message strerror(errno) is
imbedded in the message

Reason:

The specified file name could not be opened due to the indicated reason.

Action:

Correct and re-execute. Examine the JES LOG for a system message that indicates the exact cause of the error.

LIBR0014S ERROR WRITING FILE: <file name>, REASON: <error> CA-C Runtime error message strerror(errno) is
imbedded in the message.
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Reason:

The specified file name could not be written to due to the indicated reason.

Action:

Correct and re-execute. Examine the JES LOG for a system message that indicates the exact cause of the error.

LIBR0015S ERROR CLOSING FILE: <file name>

Reason:

No space exists on the device.

Action:

Increase the amount of space on your device.

LIBROO16S ERROR CLOSING FILE: <file name>, REASON: <error> CA-C RUNTIME ERROR MESSAGE
STRERROR(ERRNO) IS IMBEDDED IN THE MESSAGE.

Reason:

The specified file name could not be closed due to the indicated reason.

Action:

Correct and re-execute. Examine the JES LOG for a system message that indicates the exact cause of the error.

LIBR0016E ERROR; FILE ALREADY CONTAINS A MANAGEMENT CODE

Reason:

The -MCD statement is coded in the "add" format and the master file already contains a management code.

Action:

Correct and re-execute.

LIBR0017E OPTION VALUE MISSING OR TOO SHORT: <value name>

Reason:

The indicated option value does not conform to the minimum length.

Action:

Correct and re-execute. Examine the JES LOG for a system message that indicates the exact cause of the error.

LIBR0018E OPTION VALUE TOO LONG: <value name>

Reason:

The indicated option value does not conform to the maximum length.

Action:

Correct and re-execute. Examine the JES LOG for a system message that indicates the exact cause of the error.

LIBR0019E OPTION VALUE HAS INVALID CHARACTERS: <invalid characters>

Reason:

The indicated option value does not conform to the character requirements.

Action:

Correct and re-execute.

LIBR0020E COMMA EXPECTED IN <statement name> STATEMENT AT <location>
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Reason:

The indicated statement should contain a comma, but other data is found.

Action:

Correct and re-execute.

LIBR0021E THE MASTER FILE DEFAULT DOES NOT ALLOW THIS FUNCTION: <master file name>

Reason:

You specified an option that is not allowed to execute on this master file due to the master file initialization options.

Action:

None.

LIBR0022E MEMBER ALREADY EXISTS

Reason:

The member name specified on the -ADD statement already exists and cannot be added.

Action:

Change the name and re-execute.

LIBR0023S FSTAT ERROR FOR FILE: <file name>, REASON: <error> CA-C Runtime error message strerror(errno)
is imbedded in the message.

Reason:

A file status error occurred for the specified file name due to the indicated reason.

Action:

Correct and re-execute.

LIBR0024S ERROR READING FILE: <file name>, REASON: <error> CA-C Runtime error message strerror(errno) is
imbedded in the message.

Reason:

The specified file name could not be read due to the indicated reason.

Action:

Correct and re-execute. Examine the JES LOG for a system message that indicates the exact cause of the error.

LIBR0025E <file name> FILE UNDEFINED

Reason:

The specified file name is null in the alternate ddname list.

Action:

Correct the list and re-execute.

LIBR0026S ERROR OBTAINING BUFFER STORAGE FOR FILE: <file name>

Reason:

There is insufficient memory available to obtain buffer storage for the indicated file.

Action:

Increase the region size and re-execute.
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LIBR0027S ERROR OBTAINING SYSTEM INFORMATION

Reason:

The Librarian system information cannot be obtained due to a load failure for LVS4500.

Action:

Correct and re-execute.

LIBR0028E PASSWORD MATCHES A RESERVED WORD: <password>

Reason:

The password specified as the PSWD=value is a reserved word.

Action:

Change and re-execute.

LIBR0029E UNAUTHORIZED PARAMETER IN CONTROL STATEMENT: <unauthorized parameter>

Reason:

The indicated parameter is not authorized.

Action:

Remove the parameter and re-execute.

LIBR0030I MEMBER <member name> ADDED TO <master file name> PASSWORD IS: <password>

Reason:

The indicated member was successfully added to the indicated master file and assigned the indicated password.

Action:

None.

LIBR0031W MEMBER PROCESSING BYPASSED DUE TO CONDITIONAL PARAMETER

Reason:

Processing of the member was bypassed due to the specification of the CON parameter.

Action:

None.

LIBR0032E <function name> FAILED: MEMBER <member name> NOT FOUND IN FILE <file name>

Reason:

The indicated function failed due to the indicated member not found on the indicated master file.

Action:

Correct and re-execute.

LIBR0033S ERROR DELETING MEMBER <member name> FROM FILE <file name>, REASON: <error>

Reason:

The member was not deleted from the master file for the specified reason.

Action:

Correct and re-execute. Examine the JES LOG for a system message that indicates the exact cause of the error.
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LIBR0034I MEMBER <member name> DELETED FROM MASTER

Reason:

The member was successfully deleted from the master file.

Action:

None.

LIBR0035W <function name> FOR MEMBER <member name> WAS NOT SUCCESSFUL MEMBER WAS NOT
PROCESSED

Reason:

The function for the indicated member was not successful.

Action:

Correct and re-execute.

LIBR0036I <function name> FOR MEMBER <member name> WAS SUCCESSFUL <return code>

Reason:

The function for the indicated member was successful.

Action:

None.

LIBR0037W ALL OPERATIONS FOR MEMBER <member name> ARE BYPASSED

Reason:

All operations for the indicated member were bypassed due to a previous error.

Action:

None.

LIBR0038E MEMBER WAS NOT FOUND

Reason:

The member name specified on the previous control statement was not found.

Action:

Correct and re-execute.

LIBR0039S INVALID DATA FOUND IN MEMBER: <member name> ,RC=xx

Reason:

Invalid data encountered while reading the specified member. Reason codes are as follows:

• 00 The member is incomplete.
• 01 A truncated record was found.

Action:

Restore the member and re-execute.

LIBR0040S ERROR SAVING DIRECTORY FOR FILE: <file name>, REASON: <error> CA-C Runtime error message
strerror(errno) is imbedded in the message.

Reason:
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The save of the directory for the specified file name failed due to the indicated reason.

Action:

Correct and re-execute. Examine the JES LOG for a system message that indicates the exact cause of the error.

LIBR0041S ERROR READING DIRECTORY FOR FILE: <file name>, REASON: <error> CA-C Runtime error
message strerror(errno) is imbedded in the message.

Reason:

The read of the directory for the specified file name failed due to the indicated reason.

Action:

Correct and re-execute. Examine the JES LOG for a system message that indicates the exact cause of the error.

LIBR0042S ERROR CANCELLING UPDATE FOR FILE: <file name>, REASON: <error> CA-C Runtime error
message strerror(errno) is imbedded in the message.

Reason:

The cancel of the update for the specified file name failed due to the indicated reason.

Action:

Correct if necessary. Examine the JES LOG for a system message that indicates the exact cause of the error.

LIBR0043E ARC= PARAMETER IS INVALID FOR A NON-ARCHIVED MEMBER

Reason:

You cannot specify the ARC= parameter for the member, which is not archived.

Action:

Correct and re-execute.

LIBR0044E THE SPECIFIED ARCHIVED LEVEL IS NOT FOUND

Reason:

The archived level the ARC= parameter specified does not exist for this member.

Action:

Correct and re-execute.

LIBR0045E THE SPECIFIED MEMBER PASSWORD IS INVALID <invalid password>

Reason:

The indicated member password is not the current password for the member.

Action:

Correct and re-execute.

LIBRM0046E THE "NOBYPP" MASTER FILE REQUIRES A MEMBER PASSWORD

Reason:

The master file is initialized with the "no bypass password" parameter. You did not specify a password on the above
control statement.

Action:

Correct and re-execute.
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LIBR0047E INVALID MASTER FILE RECORD FORMAT, RECFM=VB OR RECFM=Vx IS REQUIRED

Reason:

The master file does not have a variable record format. Execution is terminated.

Action:

Correct and re-execute.

LIBR0048E UPDATES ARE NOT IN ORDER BY SEQUENCE NUMBER

Reason:

Member updates must be in ascending order by sequence number.

Action:

Correct and re-execute.

LIBR0049E SEQUENCE NUMBER IN LAST CONTROL STATEMENT NOT FOUND

Reason:

The sequence number the previous control statement specified is not found.

Action:

Correct and re-execute.

LIBR0050S ERROR OBTAINING STORAGE

Reason:

Insufficient memory is available.

Action:

Increase the region size and re-execute.

LIBR0051I THE ABOVE RECORD(s) HAVE BEEN INSERTED BEFORE THE FOLLOWING RECORD

Reason:

The preceding records were inserted as a result of the -INS statement before the following record.

Action:

None.

LIBR0052I MEMBER <member name> SUCCESSFULLY PROCESSED AT <date and time>. DATE NO. <n>. LEVEL
NO. <nn>.

Reason:

The -SEL function successfully processed the indicated member at the specified date and time, resulting in the update
number and level number.

Action:

None.

LIBR0053E ERROR BUILDING DYNAMIC ALLOCATION PARM: <parameter name>

Reason:

Internal error building the dynamic allocation parm as indicated.

Action:
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Correct and re-execute.

LIBR0054E DYNAMIC ALLOCATION ERROR - S99ERROR: <nnnn>

Reason:

Dynamic allocation error as indicated.

Action:

Correct and re-execute.

LIBR0055E DYNAMIC UNALLOCATION ERROR - S99ERROR: <nnnn>

Reason:

Dynamic unallocation error as indicated.

Action:

Correct and re-execute.

LIBR0056I THE FOLLOWING RECORD(s) HAVE BEEN DELETED:

Reason:

The following records were deleted as a result of the -DEL statement.

Action:

None.

LIBR0057I THE FOLLOWING RECORD(s) HAVE BEEN REPLACED BY THE ABOVE RECORD(S)

Reason:

The above records replaced the following records as a result of the -REP statement.

Action:

None.

LIBR0058E INVALID DELIMITER IN <delimiter name> STATEMENT: <statement name>

Reason:

An invalid delimiter was found in the indicated statement.

Action:

Correct and re-execute.

LIBR0059E EXCEEDED MAXIMUM ACTIVE EDITING CONTROL STATEMENTS

Reason:

The maximum number (30) of active editing control statements (-EDIT, -SCAN, -FILL) has been exceeded.

Action:

Correct and re-execute.

LIBR0060E OPTION VALUE IS TOO LOW: <value name>

Reason:

The indicated option value does not conform to the lowest value requirement.

Action:
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Correct and re-execute.

LIBR0061W WARNING: NO ADDITIONAL LEVEL(s) MAY BE ARCHIVED FOR THIS MEMBER

Reason:

The member is at the maximum number of archive levels the master file initialization default specifies. At this point, an
update clears the oldest level. If the member is PROD0 status, you cannot update it again without authorization.

Action:

None.

LIBR0062W WARNING: MAXIMUM NUMBER OF LEVELS EXCEEDED. OLDEST LEVEL CLEARED

Reason:

The member update exceeded the maximum number of archive levels as the master file initialization default specifies and
the oldest archive level was cleared.

Action:

None.

LIBR0063W WARNING: ARCHIVING LEVELS NEARING THE MAXIMUM

Reason:

The member, when updated again, is at the maximum number of archive levels the master file initialization default
specifies.

Action:

None.

LIBR0064I MEMBER <member name> SUCCESSFULLY PROCESSED

Reason:

The -SEL for the indicated member was successfully processed without errors.

Action:

None.

LIBR0065E OPTION VALUE IS TOO HIGH: <option value>

Reason:

The indicated option value does not conform to the highest value requirement.

Action:

Correct and re-execute.

LIBR0066E CHANGING THE SEQUENCE ATTRIBUTE (RESEQ/NORESEQ) IS NOT PERMITTED FOR AN ARCHIVED
MEMBER

Reason:

You cannot change archived member sequence attributes once they are added.

Action:

Remove the RESEQ or NORESEQ parameter and re-execute.

LIBR0067E VERSION CHECK FAILURE - VERS=<version> IS NOT THE CURRENT MEMBER VERSION

Reason:
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The date and time that the VERS= parameter specified does not match the current update date and time for the member.

Action:

Correct and re-execute.

M0068E REQUIRED PARAMETER OMITTED: <parameter name>

Reason:

You did not specify the indicated required parameter.

Action:

Correct and re-execute.

LIBROO69I MEMBER <member name> SUCCESSFULLY PROCESSED AT <date and time> UPDATE NO. - <nnn>

Reason:

The -SEL function successfully processed the indicated member at the indicated date and time, resulting in the indicated
update number.

Action:

None.

LIBR0070E SEQUPD AND SEQCHK OPTIONS ARE INVALID FOR SEQUENCE START COLUMN 0

Reason:

You cannot use SEQUPD and SEQCHK for an external sequence field.

Action:

Correct and re-execute.

LIBR0071E SEQUENCE NUMBER ERROR

Reason:

SEQCHK encountered an invalid sequence number, either non-numeric or not in ascending order.

Action:

Correct and re-execute.

LIBR0072E UNAUTHORIZED ACCESS

Reason:

The lack of a management code or external security does not permit the attempted access.

Action:

None.

LIBR0073E COPY= OR RENAME= MEMBER NAME ALREADY EXISTS

Reason:

The member name that the COPY= or RENAME= parameter specified already exists. The function cannot be performed.

Action:

None.

LIBR0074S RENAME ERROR DELETING FILE: <file name>, REASON: <error>

Reason:
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An error occurred processing the rename function while trying to delete the indicated file for the indicated reason.

Action:

Correct and re-execute.

LIBR0075I PASSWORD FOR NEW MEMBER IS: <password>

Reason:

The password for the new member that the COPY= function created is as indicated.

Action:

None.

LIBR0076E CONCATENATION IS NOT SUPPORTED FOR FILE: <file name>

Reason:

The indicated file does not support data set concatenation.

Action:

Correct and re-execute.

LIBR0077S SYSTEM ENQUEUE FAILED FOR RESOURCE: <resource name>, RC=2

Reason:

A system ENQUEUE failed for the indicated resource. The reason code indicates the ENQUEUE return code.

Action:

Correct and re-execute.

LIBR0078E MEMBER IN USE: <member name> ,RC=2

Reason:

Another user is currently using the indicated member.

Action:

Wait and re-execute.

LIBR0079S SYSTEM DEQUEUE FAILED FOR RESOURCE: <resource name> ,RC=2

Reason:

A system DEQUEUE failed for the indicated resource. The reason code indicates the DEQUEUE return code.

Action:

Correct and re-execute.

LIBR0080S UNABLE TO LOAD MODULE <module name>

Reason:

A system LOAD failed for the indicated module.

Action:

Correct and re-execute.

LIBR0081E SECURITY ERROR: <error name>

Reason:
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The indicated security error occurred.

Action:

Correct and re-execute.

LIBR0082W -MCD STATEMENT IGNORED - SECURITY ACCESS AUTHORITY TAKES PRIORITY

Reason:

External security is in use, therefore, the -MCD statement is ignored.

Action:

None.

LIBR0083S <exit number> MODULE <module name> DOES NOT HAVE ADDRESSING MODE 31

Reason:

The indicated exit module does not have the required addressing mode 31.

Action:

Correct or remove the exit and re-execute.

LIBR0084E ACCESS IS NOT PERMITTED WITHOUT AN ACTIVE SECURITY SYSTEM

Reason:

You cannot access the master file without an active security system, which is not present.

Action:

Activate the external security system and re-execute.

LIBR0085W MEMBER <member name> NOT REPLACED . EXEC(R) OPTION WAS NOT SPECIFIED.

Reason:

The indicated member was not saved in the PDS that OSJOB referenced due to the existence of the member on the data
set.

Action:

Change the EXEC parameter to EXEC(R) and re-execute.

LIBR0086S INVALID RETURN CODE <nnn> FROM EXIT <exit name>

Reason:

The indicated return code was received from the indicated exit. It is not one of the valid return codes for that exit.

Action:

Correct or remove the exit and re-execute.

LIBR0087E STATUS= PARAMETER REQUIRES THE MANAGEMENT CODE SPECIFICATION

Reason:

The STATUS= parameter was found, however, you did not specify a valid management code.

Action:

Supply the management code or remove the parameter and re-execute.

LIBR0088E TRUNCATION OF NON-BLANK CHARACTERS REQUIRED TO LIMIT THE RECORD LENGTH TO <nnn>

Reason:
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The -EDIT statement truncated the record.

Action:

Supply the MAX= parameter on the -EDIT statement to increase the record length.

LIBR0089E RECORD SIZE FOR FILE <file name> IS NOT 4 LESS THAN THE BLOCK SIZE

Reason:

The specified master file is invalid. The LRECL must be four bytes less than the BLKSIZE.

Action:

Correct the data set name or file attributes and re-execute.

LIBR0090S LAM ADDRESS SPACE NOT ACTIVE - FUNCTION TERMINATED

Reason:

The LAM address space must be active on the system for the -OPT INIT, -OPT REINIT, and -OPT REMOVE functions.

Action:

Start the LAM address space and re-execute.

LIBR0091S ENQUEUE FAILED FOR LAM COMMUNICATION AREA - FUNCTION TERMINATED.

RC=<nnn>

Reason:

The system ENQUEUE failed for the LAM address space communication area.

Action:

Correct and re-execute.

LIBR0092W DEQUEUE FAILED FOR LAM COMMUNICATION AREA. RC=<nnn>

Reason:

The system DEQUEUE failed for the LAM address space communication area.

Action:

Correct and re-execute.

LIBR0093S <service name> FAILED FOR LIBRARIAN MASTER FILE - FUNCTION TERMINATED. RC=<nn>

Reason:

The DEFINE or REMOVE service the LAM address space specified failed. Return codes:

12 Dsn update error

16 Storage error

Action:

Correct and re-execute.

LIBR0094I THE MASTER FILE DEFINITION HAS BEEN SUCCESSFULLY REMOVED

Reason:

The -OPT REMOVE function successfully completed.

Action:
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None.

LIBR0095E -OPT REMOVE FUNCTION REQUIRES THE MANAGEMENT CODE SPECIFICATION

Reason:

The -OPT REMOVE was not performed.

Action:

Supply the management code and re-execute.

LIBR0096E MEMBER CANNOT BE UPDATED - LOCKED BY ID: <id name>

Reason:

Cannot perform the attempted update due to the member being LOCKED by the indicated id name.

Action:

None.

LIBR0097I MEMBER HAS BEEN SUCCESSFULLY LOCKED

Reason:

The member was successfully LOCKed. Only your user ID can update or unlock it.

Action:

None.

LIBR0098I MEMBER HAS BEEN SUCCESSFULLY UNLOCKED

Reason:

The member was successfully UNLOCKed.

Action:

None.

LIBR0099E ILLOGICAL SEQUENCE RANGE SPECIFIED

Reason:

The specified sequence number of the sequence range is not less than the second sequence number.

Action:

Correct and re-execute.

LIBR0100E THE SELECTED FUNCTION DOES NOT PERMIT INITIALIZING OR CHANGING THE MANAGEMENT
CODE

Reason:

This processing option cannot add or change the management code.

Action:

Remove the -MCD statement and re-execute.

LIBR0101E THE COMPARE FUNCTION REQUIRES BOTH OLD= AND NEW= PARAMETER SPECIFICATIONS.

Reason:

-OPT COMPARE requires the OLD= and NEW= parameters on the -SEL statement.

Action:
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Correct and re-execute.

LIBR0102I MEMBER <member name> REPLACED ON <master file name> PASSWORD IS: <password>

Reason:

The UTILITY COPY function replaced the member on the indicated master file. It has the indicated password.

Action:

None.

LIBR0103E THE COMPARE FUNCTION REQUIRES THE OLD= LEVEL TO BE LESS THAN THE NEW= LEVEL

Reason:

-OPT COMPARE requires the OLD= level to be less than the NEW= level.

Action:

Correct and re-execute.

LIBR0104I THE FOLLOWING RECORD(s) WERE DELETED BETWEEN THE SPECIFIED LEVELS.

Reason:

-OPT COMPARE could not find the following records in the NEW= level.

Action:

None.

LIBR0105I NEW RECORD(s) WERE INSERTED BEFORE THE FOLLOWING RECORD BETWEEN THE SPECIFIED
LEVELS

Reason:

-OPT COMPARE found new records inserted before the following record.

Action:

None.

LIBR0106I THE FOLLOWING RECORD(s) WERE REMOVED BETWEEN THE SPECIFIED LEVELS

Reason:

-OPT COMPARE found that the following records were replaced in the NEW= level.

Action:

None.

LIBR0107E STARTING SEQUENCE <nnnn> CANNOT EXIST IN RESEQ MEMBER <member name>, X WHICH HAS
SEQ=/x,y,<nn>,<nn>/

Reason:

The described illogical condition was found.

Action:

Correct and re-execute.

LIBR0108E <sequence name> SEQUENCE <nnn> NOT FOUND IN MEMBER <member name>

Reason:

The specified sequence number was not found in the indicated member.
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Action:

Correct and re-execute.

LIBR0109E RELATIVE RECORD OFFSET <nnn> CANNOT EXIST IN MEMBER <member name>, WHICH HAS <nn>
RECORDS -n. sequence <nnn> IS AT RELATIVE RECORD <nnnn>

Reason:

The described illogical condition was found.

Action:

Correct and re-execute.

LIBR0110E RELATIVE RECORD NUMBER <nnnn> IS LESS THAN ONE OR GREATER THAN <nnnn> - THE LAST
RECORD IN <nnnn>

Reason:

The described illogical condition was found.

Action:

Correct and re-execute.

LIBR0111E RELATIVE RECORD NUMBER <nnnn> NOT FOUND IN MEMBER <member name>. LAST RECORDS
WAS #<nnnn>

Reason:

The described illogical condition was found.

Action:

Action:: Correct and re-execute.

LIBR0112E CANNOT EXPAND -INC <member name>: THIS MEMBER IS ALREADY BEING RETRIEVED

Reason:

The -INC statement causes a looping condition.

Action:

Correct and re-execute.

LIBR0113I PROCESSING: <statement name>

Reason:

The -INC statement is currently processing.

Action:

None.

LIBR0114I THE RECORD(s) SPECIFIED ABOVE HAVE BEEN WRITTEN TO <file name>

Reason:

Informational.

Action:

None.

LIBR0116S FILE <file name> HAS RECORD LENGTH <nnn>, WHICH EXCEEDS THE Librarian LIMIT OF <nnn>
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Reason:

Illogical condition.

Action:

Correct the DCB attributes and re-execute.

LIBR0116W A RECORD FOR FILE <file name> WAS TRUNCATED TO LENGTH <nnn>

Reason:

Data is too long for the file.

Action:

Increase the file size and re-execute.

LIBR0117W ERROR OPENING FILE: [set the File Name variable], REASON <error> CA-C Runtime error message
strerror(errno) is imbedded in the message.

Reason:

The specified file name could not be opened due to the indicated reason. The file is optional. The return code is set to 4
(or higher if another error is encountered).

Action:

Correct and re-execute.

LIBR0118I ERROR OPENING FILE: <file name>, REASON: <error> CA-C Runtime error message strerror(errno) is
imbedded in the message.

Reason:

The specified file name could not be opened due to the indicated reason. The file is optional. This error does not affect the
return code.

Action:

Correct and re-execute.

LIBR0119I NO DATA RECORDS SATISFY THE SPECIFIED XREF CRITERIA

Reason:

No data records were found that meet the specified XREF criteria as specified on the -XREF and -XREFR control
statements.

Action:

None.

LIBR0120I END OF MEMBER CROSS REFERENCE

Reason:

Indicates the successful end of the member cross reference function.

Action:

None.

LIBR0121E A -SCAN OR -SCANR STATEMENT IS FOLLOWED BY A STATEMENT OTHER THAN -SCAN OR -END

Reason:

You cannot combine the UTILITY -SCAN function with any other UTILITY function.
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Action:

Correct and re-execute.

LIBR0122E NO VALID SCAN STATEMENTS HAVE BEEN READ

Reason:

Either all UTILITY -SCAN statements have errors or a UTILITY -SCANR statement is not followed by any -SCAN
statements.

Action:

Correct and re-execute.

LIBR0123I <nnn> VALID SCAN STATEMENT(S) HAVE BEEN READ AND WILL BE PROCESSED FOR ALL
MODULES

Reason:

UTILITY -SCANR and -SCAN statements are processing.

Action:

None.

LIBR0124I <nnn> VALID SCAN STATEMENT(S) HAVE BEEN READ AND WILL BE PROCESSED FOR MODULE
<module name> AND ALL WHICH FOLLOW

Reason:

UTILITY -SCANR and -SCAN statements are processing.

Action:

None.

LIBR0125I <nnn> VALID SCAN STATEMENT(S) HAVE BEEN READ AND WILL BE PROCESSED FOR MODULE
<module name> AND ALL WHICH PRECEDE

Reason:

UTILITY -SCANR and -SCAN statements are processing.

Action:

None.

LIBR0126I <nnn> VALID SCAN STATEMENT(S) HAVE BEEN READ AND WILL BE PROCESSED FOR ALL
MODULES IN THE RANGE FROM <nnn> to <nnn>

Reason:

UTILITY -SCANR and -SCAN statements are processing.

Action:

None.

LIBR0127W INSUFFICIENT STORAGE TO CONTINUE XREF PROCESSING WITH MEMBER <member name>

Reason:

A memory allocation request failed during the XREF member scan processing, while reading the indicated member. Scan
processing was, therefore, terminated at this point.

Action:
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Execute another cross reference function specifying the indicated member name as the starting range on the -XREFR
control statement.

LIBR0128W PROCESSING FOR MEMBER <member name> IS INCOMPLETE DUE TO INSUFFICIENT STORAGE

Reason:

A memory allocation request failed during the XREF member scan processing while reading the indicated member. Scan
processing was, therefore, terminated at this point.

Action:

Execute another cross reference function specifying the indicated member name as the starting range on the -XREFR
control statement.

LIBR0129E TOO MANY XREF NAMES: <XREF name>

Reason:

The indicated XREF name exceeds the total of 64 names.

Action:

Correct and re-execute.

LIBR0130E INVALID DATA FOUND IN MEMBER <member name>, SEQUENCE <nnn>

Reason:

Invalid data was found while decompressing the member.

Action:

Restore the member and re-execute.

LIBR0131E THE GROUP PROCESSING OPTION IS NOT PERMITTED

Reason:

The Master File was initialized with option NOGPO and -OPT GPO was attempted.

Action:

Reinitialize the Master File with option YESGPO (the default).

LIBR0132E THE GROUP PROCESSING OPTION CONTROL STATEMENT WAS NOT FOUND

Reason:

End-of-file on SYSIN was encountered during GPO processing before a GPO control statement was encountered.

Action:

Correct and re-execute.

LIBR0133E A GROUP PROCESSING OPTION CONTINUE STATEMENT (-COM) IS MISSING

Reason:

A GPO control statement ended with a logical operator (% | ,), but the next statement was not -COM or an end-of-file on
SYSIN was encountered.

Action:

Correct and re-execute.

LIBR0134E THE GROUP PROCESSING OPTION STATEMENT BUFFER IS FULL

Reason:
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A 1600-byte buffer is available for saving any non-GPO options that follow the GPO keywords and for saving any control
statements that follow the GPO control statement. The control statement listed before this message does not fit in the
buffer.

Action:

Correct and re-execute.

LIBR0135W OPTION IGNORED: <option name>

Reason:

The option is not supported for wide record master files. Processing continues without the option.

Action:

Ignore or correct and re-execute.

LIBR0136E TOO MANY GROUP PROCESSING OPTION KEYWORDS

Reason:

The limit of 128 GPO keywords was exceeded.

Action:

Correct and re-execute.

LIBR0137W WARNING: GPO LIMIT OF 255 BYTES EXCEEDED FOR <GPO control statement name>

Reason:

The limit of 255 bytes was exceeded for the non-GPO options on the GPO control statement or for a non-GPO control
statement that follows the GPO control statements. Only the first 255 bytes are included in the job stream file.

Action:

Ignore or correct and re-execute.

LIBR0138E LIBAUDIT INDICATES NO DATA RECORD CHANGES, FILES ARE EQUAL

Reason:

LIBAUDIT is activated and there are no differences between the member on the master file and the member to replace it.
Unless you are updating control information, the member is not updated.

Action:

None.

LIBR0139E LIBAUDIT PRECEDED BY ANOTHER UPDATING OPERATION

Reason:

-REP ALL activates LIBAUDIT after another processing option that updated some records in the member.

Action:

Any updates before LIBAUDIT must occur using a separate -SEL sequence.

LIBR0140I LIBAUDIT PROCESSING HAS BEEN ACTIVATED

Reason:

-REP ALL activates LIBAUDIT.

Action:

None.
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LIBR0141E LIBAUDIT PROCESSING ENDED PREMATURELY. Reason:: <reason code>

Reason:

The -REP ALL processing could not complete.

Reason codes are as follows:

• Replacement data is too big
• Member is too big
• Comparison is too complex

Action:

Correct and reissue.

LIBR0142E REQUIRED DDname <DDname> HAS AN INVALID ALLOCATION

Reason:

The open for the specified file failed because the ddname was not allocated or has an invalid allocation.

Action:

Correct and reissue.

LIBR0143E DDname <DDname> IS ALLOCATED TO A MASTER FILE WHICH IS NOT A PDS

Reason:

The open for the specified Master File ddname failed because the ddname is allocated to a Librarian Master File that is
not a PDS and cannot be used with a PDS Master File.

Action:

Correct and reissue.

LIBR0144E UTILITY COPY CANNOT BE USED TO COPY A MEMBER FROM A NON-PDS TO A PDS MASTER FILE

Reason:

Special characters were encountered in column 78-80 during processing of -ADD for a PDS Master File. This indicates
the UTILITY COPY created the command for a non-PDS Master File.

Action:

Use LIBRCOPY or ELIPS UTILITY COPY to copy the current archive level of the member from a non-PDS Master File to
a PDS Master File.

LIBR0145E PROD0 STATUS REQUIRES THE MEMBER TO BE ARCHIVED

Reason:

You specified STATUS=PROD0 or it is assigned to a member without the ARC attribute.

Action:

Specify the ARC option or remove the PROD0 status.

LIBR0146I THE ABOVE RECORD(S) HAVE BEEN INSERTED AFTER THE FOLLOWING WIDE RECORD

Reason:

The preceding records were inserted as a result of the -INS statement after the following record.

Action:

None.
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LIBR0147I NEW RECORD(S) WERE INSERTED AFTER THE FOLLOWING RECORD BETWEEN THE SPECIFIED
LEVELS:

Reason:

-OPT COMPARE found new records inserted before the following record.

Action:

None.

The following are report specific messages:

RPTR0001S CANNOT OBTAIN STORAGE FOR REPORT

Reason:

Insufficient memory available.

Action:

Increase the region size and re-execute.

RPTR0002S OPEN OF <file name> FAILED

Reason:

The open of the specified file name failed for the indicated reason.

Action:

Correct the indicated reason and re-execute.

RPTR0003S CANNOT OBTAIN STORAGE FOR REPORT BUFFER.

Reason:

Insufficient memory available.

Action:

Increase the region size and re-execute.

RPTR0004S REPORT HEADING WRITE TO FILE <file name> FAILED

Reason:

The write to the specified file name failed for the indicated reason.

Action:

Correct the indicated reason and re-execute.

RPTR0005S REPORT DETAIL WRITE TO FILE <file name> FAILED

Reason:

The write to the specified file name failed for the indicated reason.

Action:

Correct the indicated reason and re-execute.

RPTR0006S INVALID REPORT PARAMETER "REPORT"

Reason:

Internal logic error.

Action:
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Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

RPTR0007S REPORT NOT OPEN

Reason:

Internal logic error.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

RPTR0008S REPORT INTERNAL ERROR

Reason:

Internal logic error.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

RPTR0009E REPORT FCLOSE RETURNED <nnn> FOR FILE <file name>

Reason:

The close of the specified file name failed for the indicated reason.

Action:

Correct the indicated reason and re-execute.

RPTR0010E REPORT FILE <file name> NOT OPEN

Reason:

Internal logic error.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

RPTR0011S INVALID RELATED REPORT FOR <report name>

Reason:

Internal logic error.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

Reserve/Release Test Program Messages
This section describes the Reserve/Release Test Program Messages.

LVRTEST BAD SYNCHRONIZATION FROM MACHINE 2.

Reason:

The two programs could not get their clocks synchronized due to excessive system waits for the programs.

Action:

Rerun them during a period of less activity.

LVRTEST CLOCKS SYNCHRONIZED.

Reason:
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The two programs are synchronized and testing is about to begin.

Action:

None.

LVRTEST FBA FILE MUST BE 4 BLOCKS LONG.

Reason:

When initializing the file on an FBA drive, an extent of at least 4 blocks is required.

Action:

Correct the problem and rerun.

LVRTEST FILE INITIALIZED.

Reason:

The file was initialized and the second program can start.

Action:

Start the second program.

LVRTEST INVALID PARAMETER.

Reason:

The parameter for z/OS and OS/390 was not FIRST, SECOND, or INITIALIZE. The parameter for VM/ESA was not FIRST
or SECOND.

Action:

Correct the problem and rerun.

LVRTEST INVALID UPSI.

Reason:

The UPSI was not 1XX, X1X, XX1, or XXX1.

Action:

Correct the problem and rerun.

LVRTEST OPEN OF xxxxxx FAILED.

Reason:

The open of the indicated file failed.

Action:

Correct the problem and rerun.

LVRTEST PROGRAMS RUN IN INCORRECT ORDER.

Reason:

The program called SECOND started before the program called FIRST finished initializing the file.

Action:

Rerun the jobs in the correct order.

LVRTEST RESERVE BEGINS.

Reason:
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The program is about to reserve the drive for 30 seconds.

Action:

None.

LVRTEST RESERVE ENDS.

Reason:

The program just released the drive.

Action:

None.

LVRTEST RESERVE FROM OTHER MACHINE FAILED.

Reason:

When the other machine should have had the disk reserved, this machine could read from it. This indicates a failure in the
RESERVE/RELEASE mechanism. Running a Librarian master file in this environment can cause corruption.

Action:

Contact your systems programmer to investigate RESERVE/RELEASE problems with the specified disk.

LVRTEST RUN COMPLETE.

Reason:

The run completed and RESERVE/RELEASE are functioning correctly.

Action:

None.

LVRTEST TIOT FOR SYSUT1 NOT FOUND.

Reason:

The TIOT for SYSUT1 could not be found.

Action:

Obtain a dump and contact Broadcom Support.

Syntax Checker Messages
This section describes Syntax Checker messages.

Following is a list of self-explanatory diagnostics that the Syntax Checker generates.

The message ***** ERROR IN THIS STATEMENT precedes each diagnostic.

General Errors
(W) DATA DIVISION MISSING

(E) DUPLICATE KEYWORD -- ____________

(W) ENVIRONMENT DIVISION MISSING

(W) EXCESSIVE LENGTH STRING -- ____________

(W) IDENTIFICATION DIVISION MISSING

(E) IMPROPER CHARACTER IN STRING -- ____________
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(W) IMPROPER WORD IN MARGIN A -- ____________

(W) KEY WORD NOT IN MARGIN A -- ____________

(W) MISSING PERIOD -- ____________

NOTE
The line subsequent to the line in error always appears with this message.

(W) NO FINAL PERIOD

(W) SPACE BEFORE PERIOD OR COMMA

(E) SYNTAX ERROR -- ____________

NOTE
The Syntax Checker continues processing with the next statement beginning in Margin A.

(E) TOO MANY QUALIFIERS

(E) TOO MANY SUBSCRIPTS

Errors in Environment Division
(E) DUPLICATE CLAUSE IN SELECT STATEMENT -- ____________

(W) FORMAT ERROR -- ____________

(W) IDENTIFICATION BYPASSED

(W) KEY WORD BELONGS IN MARGIN A -- ____________

(W) KEY WORD BELONGS IN MARGIN B -- ____________

(W) REQUIRED KEY WORD MISSING -- ____________

Errors in Procedure Division
(W) DATA DIVISION BYPASSED

(E) DECLARATIVE SECTION NOT FOLLOWED BY USE STATEMENT

(E) IMPROPER USE OF ELSE

(E) IMPROPER USE OF RESERVED WORD -- ____________

(E) UNEXECUTABLE STATEMENT(S)

(E) UNMATCHED PARENTHESES -- ____________

(W) USE STATEMENT NOT PRECEDED BY SECTION HEADER

(E) USE STATEMENT OUTSIDE OF DECLARATIVES

Errors in Data Division
(E) COPY NOT PERMITTED AT THIS LEVEL-- ____________

(W) DATA RECORDS CLAUSE MISSING IN FD -- ____________

(W) ENVIRONMENT DIVISION BYPASSED

(E) FORMAT ERROR -- ____________

(E) IMPROPER LEVEL NUMBER -- ____________
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(E) IMPROPER VALUE TYPE

(E) INCOMPLETE DESCRIPTION -- ____________

(E) MISSING PERIOD -- ____________

(E) PICTURE ERROR -- ____________

(E) PREVIOUS ITEM SHOULD BE ELEMENTARY

(E) PREVIOUS ITEM SHOULD BE GROUP

(E) REDEFINES IMPROPER AT THIS LEVEL -- ____________

(E) REDEFINES NOT PERMITTED WITHIN OCCURS CLAUSE -- ____________

(E) TOO MANY LEVELS OF OCCURS -- ____________

(W) USAGE CONFLICTS WITH PICTURE

(E) VALUE ILLEGAL WITHIN REDEFINES

(E) VALUE NOT PERMITTED IN FILE SECTION

U2048 Abend Messages
The following are the most common reasons for receiving a U2048 user abend message:

I/O ERROR READING BLOCK 1 OF MASTER FILE

Possible corruption or bad backup tape.

INVALID MANAGEMENT CODE

MCD code is missing or invalid.

INVALID DATA FOUND IN MODULE

Check MASTIN and MASTER DDs for BKUPTAPE.

BACKUP DD MUST SPECIFY TAPE DEVICE

You must specify a TAPE device instead of DASD.

VSE/ESA Comparator Messages
This section describes the VSE/ESA Comparator messages.

ALL SUBSEQUENT SYSIPT DATA FLUSHED DUE TO PRIOR ERROR.

Reason:

A FILE1 * or FILE2 * control statement was found during an execution of the VSE/ESA Comparator. In the analysis of
previous control statements, errors were detected. Since any further processing involves opening and performing an input/
output operation on a work file (which can, under the circumstances, cause unpredictable results), SYSIPT is flushed and
processing is terminated.

Action:

Correct the previous error and resubmit the job.

CONTINUATION NOT FOUND.

Reason:
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For the z/OS and OS/390 Comparator (condition code 16), the last nonblank character on the last record read from SYSIN
was a comma. The Comparator expected, but did not find, an additional record.

For the VSE/ESA Comparator, the last nonblank character on the last record read from SYSIPT was a comma. The
Comparator expected, but did not find, an additional record with the same Comparator control statement operation.

For either version of the Comparator, no comparison was performed.

Action:

Remove the extraneous comma or supply the continued record.

CONTROL STATEMENTS OUT OF SEQUENCE.

Reason:

A WORK1 or WORK2 control statement was found during an execution of the VSE/ESA Comparator. That work file was
already used to spool an instream file. No comparison is performed.

Action:

Check the sequence of the work files in the JCL.

'filename' DEVICE TYPE NOT SUPPORTED.

Reason:

The device where the specified VSE/ESA Comparator work or data file is assigned is not a tape or a 2314, 3330, 3340,
3350, or an FBA device. The file is not opened. No comparison is performed.

Action:

Specify a different unit address.

'filename' FILE CONTAINS MORE THAN 10000 RECORDS.

Reason:

The specified VSE/ESA Comparator data file contains more than 10,000 records.

No comparison is performed.

Action:

Split the file.

'filename' FILE CONTAINS NO RECORDS.

Reason:

The specified VSE/ESA Comparator data file contains no records. No File Comparison report is written.

Action:

Verify that you specified the correct file.

INSUFFICIENT STORAGE FOR EXECUTION.

Reason:

Insufficient storage was available for the execution of the Comparator. No comparison is performed. For the z/OS and
OS/390 Comparator, the condition code is 16.

Action:

Resubmit the job.

INVALID CONTROL STATEMENT ID (SYSIPT FLUSHED).
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Reason:

Columns 1 and 2 of the VSE/ESA Comparator control statement did not contain the Comparator control statement
identifier characters currently in effect. No comparison is performed. If the Comparator encounters more than nine invalid
control statement identifiers, SYSIPT is flushed and processing is terminated.

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit the job.

INVALID CONTROL STATEMENT OPERATION.

Reason:

Either the VSE/ESA Comparator control statement did not contain CTL, FILE1, FILE2, IDENT, TITLE, WORK1, or
WORK2 in the operation field or an EOF statement was in the wrong place. No comparison is performed.

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit the job.

INVALID CONTROL STATEMENT SYNTAX.

Reason:

For the z/OS and OS/390 Comparator (with condition code 16), an z/OS and OS/390 Comparator control statement
syntax error was found in the record read from SYSIN. For the VSE/ESA Comparator, a VSE/ESA Comparator control
statement syntax error was found in the record read from SYSIPT. For either version of the Comparator, no comparison is
performed.

In the COPYDD statement, the field that identified the level number to assign to the first statement of the referenced
record entity contained a nonnumeric value.

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit the job.

'keyword' INVALID OR DUPLICATED KEYWORD OR INVALID COMBINATION OF KEYWORDS.

Reason:

The specified VSE/ESA Comparator keyword parameter is not a valid parameter, was already specified on the same
control statement, or is invalid with a previously specified parameter. No comparison is performed.

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit the job.

'keyword' KEYWORD VALUE INVALID.

Reason:

The value for the specified VSE/ESA Comparator keyword parameter is invalid.

No comparison is performed.

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit the job.

'filename' LOGICAL UNIT INVALID.

Reason:

The VSE/ESA Comparator DEVADDR= parameter specified for the named file is out of range for this partition.

Action:
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Either specify a lower SYSnnn value or change the partition to one containing more programmer logical units.

THE INPUT FILES (EXCLUSIVE OF THEIR SEQUENCE NUMBERS) ARE EQUAL.

Reason:

For an execution of the z/OS and OS/390 Comparator (with condition code 0), the files the SYSUT1 and SYSUT2 DD
statements defined are not empty and are identical except for their sequence numbers (which can be identical).

For an execution of the VSE/ESA Comparator, if you did not specify SEQFLD=NONE, FILE1 and FILE2 are not empty
and are identical except for their sequence numbers (which can be identical). If you specified SEQFLD=NONE, the files
are identical.

No report is produced.

Action:

None.

THE SIMILARITIES AND DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE INPUT FILES ARE TOO COMPLEX TO BE UNRAVELED BY
THIS PROGRAM.

Reason:

The similarities and differences between FILE1 and FILE2 were too complex for the Comparator to handle.

Action:

No comparison is performed.

*WARNING* IN-STREAM DATA FILE NOT TERMINATED BY EOF CONTROL STATEMENT. MAKE SURE DECK WAS
NOT DROPPED.

Reason:

While reading an in-stream data file, the VSE/ESA Comparator encountered either the SYSIPT end-of-file or a record
containing the current Comparator control statement identifier characters in columns 1 and 2 and characters other than
the string EOF in the operation field. The in-stream file is considered terminated.

Action:

Verify that the in-stream data is complete.

VSE/ESA LIB/AM Messages
This section describes VSE/ESA LIB/AM Messages.

There are two sets of messages for LIB/AM-VSE/ESA, those for LIB/AM for VSE/SP 2.1 and above, and those for LIB/AM
for earlier releases of VSE/ESA. These messages have slightly different formats, as described in the following sections.

LIB/AM for SP2.1 and Above
The LIB/AM-VSE/ESA messages for SP2.1 and above have the following format:

LAMVxnnn message

Where:

• LAMV
A constant identifying the message as a LIB/AM-VSE/ESA message.

• x
An alphabetic character that identifies the LIB/AM program or subprogram that generated the message. It is for internal
use only.

• nnn
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The LIB/AM-VSE/ESA message number.

LIB/AM for Earlier Releases of VSE/ESA
The LIB/AM-VSE/ESA messages for earlier releases of VSE/ESA have the following format:

LAMxynnn message

• LAM
A constant identifying the message as a LIB/AM message.

• x
An alphabetic character that identifies the LIB/AM program or subprogram that generated the message. It is for internal
use only.

• y
A message type indicator that is one of the following:
– N

No action is necessary. This message displays for informational purposes only.
– U

Unsuccessful completion. LIB/AM encountered an error in processing and was unable to complete the task.
– R

A response is required.
• nnn

The LIB/AM-VSE/ESA message number.

NOTE
LIB/AM-VSE/ESA interfaces with IBM processing programs that, in some cases, intercept LIB/AM-VSE/ESA
error messages and give you a general purpose message, such as:

UNABLE TO ACCESS SOURCE STATEMENT LIBRARY.

You can change the message type indicator to a character meaningful to IBM.

LIB/AM Messages
LAMVx001 SYSLST IGNORED OR UNASSIGNED.

Reason:

The output for QLAMCTL must go to SYSLST. SYSLST is not assigned or it is

assigned to ignore. Since this message cannot print, it displays on the console. The run is terminated.

Action:

Rerun the job with SYSLST assigned.

LAMVx002 SYSIPT IGNORED OR UNASSIGNED.

Reason:

The input for QLAMCTL must come from SYSIPT. SYSIPT is not assigned or it is assigned to ignore. The run is
terminated.

Action:

Rerun the job with SYSIPT assigned.

LAMVx003 NOT ENOUGH STORAGE.

Reason:
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QLAMCTL requires a minimum of 20K to run. Also various tables are built after the program. The amount of space
required for these tables varies, depending on the input. The run is terminated.

Action:

Rerun the job with a larger size parameter or less input.

LAMVx004 HISTORY OPERAND INVALID.

Reason:

If the HISTORY keyword is followed by history information, that information must be between 1 and 72 characters long.
The run is terminated.

Action:

Correct the input and rerun the job.

LAMVx005 KEYWORD keyword NOT VALID DURING THIS RUN TYPE.

Reason:

Keyword keyword was found. It is not valid during the current run type. There might not be a valid run type. LAM continues
the scan of input for other errors. However, there is no action is taken on any input for this run.

Action:

Correct the input and rerun the job.

LAMVx006 keyword1 AND keyword2 ARE MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE.

Reason:

You cannot specify the current keyword, keyword1, and a previously encountered keyword, keyword2, during a run. LAM
continues the scan of input for other errors. However, no action is taken on any input for this run.

Action:

Correct the input and rerun the job.

LAMVx007 KEYWORD keyword SPECIFIED TWICE.

Reason:

You can only specify keyword keyword, once, but it was found twice in the input.

LAM continues the scan of input for other errors. However, no action is taken on any input for this run.

Action:

Remove one occurrence of keyword and rerun the job.

LAMVx008 string UNKNOWN KEYWORD.

Reason:

When looking for a keyword, the string was found. It is not a keyword. LAM continues the scan of input for other errors.
However, no action is taken on any input for this run.

Action:

Correct the input and rerun the job.

LAMVx009 string INVALID DATE.

Reason:
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The string should be an archiving date and it is invalid. An archiving date must be numeric, between 4 and 14 digits long,
and of the form yyyymmddhhmmss. LAM continues the scan of input for other errors. However, no action is taken on any
input for this run.

Action:

Correct the input and rerun the job.

LAMVx010 keyword IS NOT A SUB-PARAMETER.

Reason:

You cannot use keyword as a parameter of any other keyword (for example, while processing keyword INITIALIZE,
keyword RUN was found). LAM continues the scan of input for other errors. However, no action is taken on any input for
this run.

Action:

Correct the input and rerun the job.

LAMVx011 keyword1 KEYWORD NOT FOLLOWED BY keyword2.

Reason:

Expected keyword2 after keyword1 It was not found. LAM continues the scan of input for other errors. However, no action
is taken on any input for this run.

Action:

Correct the input and rerun the job.

LAMVx012 THE parameter PARAMETER IS REQUIRED.

Reason:

The indicated parameter is required for this run of QLAMADD. LAM terminates.

Action:

If the parameter is always required, enter it and rerun the job. If the parameter is required because of LIB/AM initialization
options, either change the LIB/AM initialization options or enter the parameter.

LAMVx013 A dname DNAME IS REQUIRED.

Reason:

A dname is required for the indicated file during a QLAMADD run. LAM terminates.

Action:

Supply a dname for the indicated parameter.

LAMVx014 INVALID FROM LOCATION

Reason:

The operand of the FROM keyword must be IJSYSLN or POWER. It is not.

LAM continues the scan of input for other errors. However, no action is taken on any input for this run.

Action:

Correct the input and rerun the job.

LAMVx015 INVALID LIBRARY TYPE IN LIBRARIES.

Reason:
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The only valid parameters of the LIBRARIES keyword are NONE, RL, SL, PL.

LAM continues the scan of input for other errors. However, no action is taken on any input for this run.

Action:

Correct the input and rerun the job.

LAMVx016 xxxxxxx DNAME INVALID.

Reason:

A valid VSE/ESA DNAME must follow the xxxxxxx parameter. LAM continues the scan of input for other errors. However,
no action is taken on any input for this run.

Action:

Correct the input and rerun the job.

LAMVx017 xxxxxxxxxxxxx MUST BE FOLLOWED BY yyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy.

Reason:

The indicated run type (xxxxxxxxxxxxx) must be followed by yyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy.

LAM continues the scan of input for other errors. However, no action is taken on any input for this run.

Action:

Correct the input and rerun the job.

LAMVx018 PASSWORD INVALID.

Reason:

A valid Librarian password is required. LAM continues the scan of input for other errors. However, no action is taken on
any input for this run.

Action:

Correct the input and rerun the job.

LAMVx019 KEYWORD AND OPERAND MUST BE ON ONE CARD.

Reason:

All keywords that require operands must be followed immediately by their operands. Also, operands must be contained
entirely on one card. LAM continues the scan of input for other errors. However, no action is taken on any input for this
run.

Action:

Correct the input and rerun the job.

LAMVx020 dname IS NOT A LIBRARIAN MASTER FILE.

Reason:

The labels for the indicated file do not See a Librarian master file. LAM terminates the run.

Action:

Change the dname or labels to point to a Librarian master file.

LAMVx021 INVALID COPYEXIT PHASE.

Reason:
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The operand of the COPYEXIT keyword is the phase that LIB/AM uses to convert SUBLIBRARY.NAME calls from
language translators to eight-character Librarian module names. It must be a valid IBM phase name. LAM continues the
scan of input for other errors.

However, no action is taken on any input for this run.

Action:

Correct the input and rerun the job.

LAMVx022 INVALID I/O PREFIX.

Reason:

The prefix for the FAIR I/O routines must be four characters long. LAM continues the scan of input for other errors.
However, no action is taken on any input for this run.

Action:

Correct the input and rerun the job.

LAMVx023 INVALID DNAME.

Reason:

A valid IBM dname is required, one to seven alphanumeric characters, starting with an alpha. LAM continues the scan of
input for other errors. However, no action is taken on any input for this run.

Action:

Correct the input and rerun the job.

LAMVx024 MCD CODE INVALID.

Reason:

A valid MCD code is required. LAM continues the scan of input for other errors. However, no action is taken on any input
for this run.

Action:

Correct the input and rerun the job.

LAMVx025 INVALID MASTER SUBPARAMETER.

Reason:

The MASTER subparameter is structured improperly. LAM continues the scan of input for other errors. However, no action
is taken on any input for this run.

Action:

Correct the input and rerun the job.

LAMVx026 INVALID PASSWORD.

Reason:

A valid Librarian password is required. LAM continues the scan of input for other errors. However, no action is taken on
any input for this run.

Action:

Correct the input and rerun the job.

LAMVx027 CONTROL INVALID.

Reason:
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During initialization, the CONTROL parameter for QLAMADD was flagged as invalid and, during a run of QLAMADD, the
CONTROL parameter was found. LAM continues the scan of input for other errors. However, no action is taken on any
input for this run.

Action:

Remove the CONTROL parameter from QLAMADD or reinitialize LIB/AM to allow the CONTROL parameter.

LAMVx028 DUPLICATE LIBRARY TYPE IN LIBRARIES.

Reason:

You specified a library type twice in the LIBRARIES keyword. LAM continues the scan of input for other errors. However,
no action is taken on any input for this run.

Action:

Correct the input and rerun the job.

LAMVx029 OUTPUT NAME MAY NOT HAVE MCD CODE DURING INITIALIZATION.

Reason:

The OUTPUT keyword cannot contain an MCD code during initialization. LAM continues the scan of input for other errors.
However, no action is taken on any input for this run.

Action:

Correct the input and rerun the job.

LAMVx030 xxx IS AN INVALID PARTITION ID.

Reason:

You must enter valid partition IDs (for example, Bg.f4) for the PARTITION keyword. LAM continues the scan of input for
other errors. However, no action is taken on any input for this run.

Action:

Correct the input and rerun the job.

LAMVx031 INVALID DNAME IN xxxxxxx

Reason:

When processing the indicated quasi system library, an invalid dname was found. All dnames must be valid IBM dnames.
LAM continues the scan of input for other errors. However, no action is taken on any input for this run.

Action:

Correct the input and rerun the job.

LAMVx032 TERMINATE MAY HAVE NO SUB-PARAMETERS.

Reason:

No subparameters can follow the run type TERMINATE. LAM continues the scan of input for other errors. However, no
action is taken on any input for this run.

Action:

Correct the input and rerun the job.

LAMVx033 HISTORY INFORMATION IS NOT VALID DURING INITIALIZATION.

Reason:
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You cannot specify operands for the HISTORY keyword during initialization. LAM continues the scan of input for other
errors. However, no action is taken on any input for this run.

Action:

Correct the input and rerun the job.

LAMVx034 type MUST BE FOLLOWED BY SUB-PARAMETERS OR NOTHING.

Reason:

You can specify the indicated run type (type) alone or with subparameters following. In the input, it is followed by
something other than a (. LAM continues the scan of input for other errors. However, no action is taken on any input for
this run.

Action:

Correct the input and rerun the job.

LAMVx035 HIST MUST BE FOLLOWED BY HISTORY INFORMATION DURING OUTPUT.

Reason:

When processing output, history information must follow the HIST keyword. LAM continues the scan of input for other
errors. However, no action is taken on any input for this run.

Action:

Correct the input and rerun the job.

LAMVx036 RECSIZE PARAMETER REQUIRED. BLOCK SIZE=nnnn.

Reason:

Because of the size of the first block on the input file (nnnn), it is impossible to tell if the record size is 80 or 81 bytes. You
must use the RECsize parameter of QLAMADD in this case to indicate the correct record size. LAM terminates the run.

Action:

Change the block size or use the RECsize parameter.

LAMVx037 INVALID BLOCK SIZE. BLOCK SIZE=nnnn.

Reason:

The first block on the input file is nnnn bytes long. If you specified RECsize, nnnn is not a multiple of it. If you did not
specify RECsize, nnnn is not a multiple of 80 or 81. LAM terminates the run.

Action:

Correct the RECsize parameter or correct the input file.

LAMVx038 INVALID OUTPUT MODULE NAME.

Reason:

The output module must be a valid Librarian module name. LAM continues the scan of input for other errors. However, no
action is taken on any input for this run.

Action:

Correct the input and rerun the job.

LAMVx039 DUPLICATE DNAMES FOR MCD KEYWORD

Reason:
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In the MCD keyword, you entered the DNAME more than once. LAM continues the scan of input for other errors.
However, no action is taken on any input for this run.

Action:

Remove the duplicate DNAME and rerun the job.

LAMVx040 ERROR OPENING master. RC=nn

Reason:

There was a VSAM error opening the indicated Librarian master file. The decimal VSAM return code displays. The job
ended.

Action:

Correct the cause of the VSAM error and rerun the job.

LAMVx041 ERROR READING/WRITING master.

Reason:

There was a disk I/O error reading or writing the Librarian master file. This is probably a hardware error or the label did not
point to an initialized Librarian master file.

The job ended.

Action:

Correct the cause of the error and rerun the job.

LAMVx042 BLOCK 0 INVALID IN master.

Reason:

The format of the first block of the indicated file is not the correct format for a Librarian master. Either the label does not
point to a Librarian master or the Librarian master was damaged. The job ended.

Action:

Correct the labels to point to a Librarian master or rebuild the Librarian master.

LAMVx043 ERROR OBTAINING STORAGE IN THE SVA. RC=nn

Reason:

A GETVIS for storage in the SVA failed. The value of nn is the return code from the GETVIS request. The run is
terminated with a dump.

Action:

Fix the cause of the error or call Broadcom Support.

LAMVx045 PHASE name IS NOT IN THE SVA.

Reason:

The named phase must reside in the SVA for LIB/AM to function and it is not there. The run terminated.

Action:

Place the required phase in the SVA.

LAMVx046 function MUST RUN ALONE.

Reason:
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The named function must be alone in an execution of QLAMCTL. LAM continues the scan of input for other errors.
However, no action is taken on any input for this run.

Action:

Place the named function alone in an execution of QLAMCTL and rerun.

LAMVx047 LIB/AM IS ALREADY INITIALIZED.

Reason:

The initialize function was entered while LIB/AM was already initialized. LAM continues the scan of input for other errors.
However, no action is taken on any input for this run.

Action:

Terminate LIB/AM before initializing again.

LAMVx048 LIB/AM IS NOT INITIALIZED.

Reason:

A function requiring LIB/AM to be initialized was found when LIB/AM was not initialized. LAM continues the scan of input
for other errors. However, no action is taken on any input for this run.

Action:

Initialize LIB/AM before trying the function.

LAMVx049 LIB/AM IS NOT IN THIS PARTITION.

Reason:

A function requiring that LIB/AM be on in the partition was found while LIB/AM was not on. LAM continues the scan of
input for other errors. However, no action is taken on any input for this run.

Action:

Turn LIB/AM on or run this job in a partition where LIB/AM is on.

LAMVx050 function MAY NOT RUN WITH INITIALIZE, ON, OFF, OR TERMINATE.

Reason:

The indicated functions cannot be in the same run of QLAMCTL. LAM continues the scan of input for other errors.
However, no action is taken on any input for this run.

Action:

Run the functions in separate runs of QLAMCTL.

LAMVx052 FREEVIS FAILED. RC=nn.

Reason:

A FREEVIS failed for the indicated reason. The run is terminated.

Action:

Correct the problem or call Broadcom Support.

LAMVx053 RUN ABORTED DUE TO PREVIOUS ERRORS.

Reason:

Because of previous errors, the run is terminated.

Action:
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Correct errors and rerun.

LAMVx054 NONE NOT VALID FOR LIBRARIES DURING STATUS.

Reason:

During a STATUS run, the NONE option of the Librarian keyword is not valid. LAM continues the scan of input for other
errors. However, no action is taken on any input for this run.

Action:

Replace NONE with a valid LIBRARIES option.

LAMVx055 ALL VALID ONLY FOR LIBRARIES DURING STATUS.

Reason:

During a run other than STATUS, the ALL option of the Librarian keyword is not valid. LAM continues the scan of input for
other errors. However, no action is taken on any input for this run.

Action:

Replace ALL with a valid LIBRARIES option.

LAMVx056 NO VALID PARTITIONS SELECTED.

Reason:

The VSE/ESA system supports none of the selected partitions. LAM continues the scan of input for other errors. However,
no action is taken on any input for this run.

Action:

Request at least one partition that this VSE/ESA system supports.

LAMVx057 RUN COMPLETE. NO ACTION TAKEN BECAUSE OF ERRORS.

Reason:

LIB/AM finished processing the input. However, because of errors in the input stream, no tables were updated or action
taken. None.

Action:

Correct the input and rerun the job.

LAMVx058 RUN COMPLETE.

Reason:

QLAMCTL finished processing the input and updated any necessary control tables.

None.

Action:

None.

LAMVx059 RC=nn. IN ROUTINE func.

Reason:

An unexpected return code (nn) was received from function func. The run is cancelled.

Action:

Correct the cause of the error and rerun or Contact Broadcom Support.

LAMVx060 SUBPARAMETERS NOT COMPLETED
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Reason:

The closing ) at the end of subparameters was not found. The run is ended without updating any tables.

Action:

Correct the input and rerun the job.

LAMVx061 ARCHIVING DATE MUST START WITH 19.

Reason:

A date for ARC, ARCINC, and ARCALL must start with a 19. This is a check to ensure the full four-digit year required is
entered. The run is ended without updating any tables.

Action:

Enter the full four-digit year for the archiving date and rerun the job.

LAMVx062 xxxxxxxx MUST NOT BE IN THE SVA.

Reason:

The indicated phase is required for LIB/AM and it must not be in the SVA. However, it is in the SVA. The run ended.

Action:

Remove the indicated phase from the SVA and rerun the job.

LAMVx063 ERROR CLOADING load. RC=nn.

Reason:

While CLOADING load, error nn occurred. The run ended.

Action:

Correct the cause of the CLOAD error and rerun the job.

LAMVx064 INVALID MESSAGE NUMBER. NUMBER=nnn.

Reason:

This is a LIB/AM internal error. The run ended.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

LAMVx065 INPUT BLOCK SIZE IS NOT A MULTIPLE OF RECSIZE.

Reason:

The block size of the input disk is not a multiple of the record size supplied on the RECsize parameter or, if no RECsize
parameter was entered, 80 or 81. The input file can also be the format used for input to the linkage editor (82 or 322 byte
blocks). The run ended.

Action:

Specify the correct record size or remove the RECsize parameter if it is not required.

LAMVx066 INPUT RECORD SIZE CAN NOT BE DETERMINED.

Reason:

The block size of the input file is a multiple of both 80 and 81. Because of this, QLAMADD cannot tell what the correct
record size is. The run ended.

Action:
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Change the block size of the input file so it is not a multiple of both 80 and 81 or use the RECsize parameter.

LAMVx067 ADD COMPLETE. NO ERRORS.

Reason:

The QLAMADD program ran without errors. The step ends.

Action:

None.

LAMVx068 RUN COMPLETE. ERRORS FOUND.

Reason:

The QLAMADD program ended. There were errors found in the run. These errors produced error messages. The step
terminates.

Action:

Correct the previously indicated error and rerun the job.

LAMVx069 PHASE phase NOT FOUND.

Reason:

The indicated required LIB/AM phase could not be found. The step terminates.

Action:

Place the core library containing the indicated phase in the search chain.

LAMVx070 IJSYSLN FORMAT NOT SUPPORTED.

Reason:

The input file to QLAMADD is the type the linkage editor uses. However, this particular format is not currently supported.
The step terminates.

Action:

Change the format of the input file.

LAMVx071 xx PARTITIONS IN SYSTEM. yy PARTITIONS IN LAMVO.

Reason:

The supervisor supports xx partitions. The LAMVO CSECT linked in QLAMSVA supports yy partitions. The program
terminated.

Action:

Change the number of partitions the supervisor supports to be equal to or less than the number generated in LAMVO,
or change the number of partitions generated in LAMVO to be equal to or greater than the number generated in the
supervisor.

LAMVx072 xx PARTITIONS IN SYSTEM. yy PARTITIONS IN LAMVO.

Reason:

The supervisor supports xx partitions. The LAMVO CSECT linked in QLAMSVA supports yy partitions. Initialization
continues. However, the space in the SVA to hold the extra partitions is unused.

Action:

Regenerate the supervisor or LAMVO to support an equal number of partitions.
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LAMVx073 xx LIBRARIES IN INIT. yy LIBRARIES IN LAMVO.

Reason:

The INIT parameter in QLAMCTL requested xx library types. The LAMVO CSECT linked in QLAMSVA supports yy library
types. The program is terminated.

Action:

Change the number of library types requested in LAMVO to be equal to or greater than the number in QLAMCTL.

LAMVx074 xx LIBRARIES IN INIT. yy LIBRARIES IN LAMVO.

Reason:

The INIT parameter in QLAMCTL requested xx library types. The LAMVO CSECT linked in QLAMSVA supports yy library
types. Initialization continues. However, the space in the SVA to hold the extra library types is unused.

Action:

Change QLAMCTL or LAMVO to support an equal number of library types.

LAMVx075 CATAL SPECIFIED AND FIRST CARD IN INPUT FILE IS NOT A CATAL CARD.

Reason:

The first card in the input file does not start with CATAL. The run terminated.

Action:

Have the correct information in the input file or do not use the CATAL option.

LAMVx076 ERROR IN SDL

Reason:

An error in the format of the SVA was detected. The run terminated.

Action:

IPL the system to correct the SVA.

LAMVx077 phase NOT FOUND IN SDL

Reason:

The named phase must reside in the SVA for LIB/AM to run. The run terminated.

Action:

Place the indicated phase in the SVA and rerun.

LAMVx078 INPUT FILE EMPTY

Reason:

The input file to QLAMADD was empty. The run terminated.

Action:

Place the input in the input file and rerun.

LAMVx079 ESA FEATURE NOT INSTALLED

Reason:

The ESA option is not installed. You can ignore this message.

Action:
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Informational.

LAMVx101 INSUFFICIENT GETVIS AREA.

Reason:

There was insufficient partition GETVIS available for LIB/AM to run. The requested function returns with a return code
indicating failure. The action taken depends on the

caller.

Action:

Rerun the failing job with more GETVIS available or request less function of

LIB/AM.

LAMVx102 ERROR DURING xxxxxxxx. RC=nnnn

Reason:

LIB/AM received the indicated return code (nnnn) from the indicated IBM routine (xxxxxxxx). Control is either passed to
IBM or the run is terminated.

Action:

Correct the input and rerun the job.

LAMVx103 LIBRARY TYPE NOT SUPPORTED IN THIS PARTITION. dname type

Reason:

LIB/AM does not support a Librarian master file (dname) for the indicated library type (type) in this partition. If type is ANY,
LIB/AM does not support any library types in this partition. Control is returned to job control with an error indicated.

Action:

Correct the LIBDEF or change supported library types in the partition and rerun the job.

LAMVx104 LIB/AM LOT TABLE FULL.

Reason:

Only 16 libraries are allowed in a search chain. This limit was exceeded. Control is returned to job control with an error
indicated.

Action:

Correct the LIBDEF and rerun the job.

LAMVx105 REQUEST IS NOT FOR SEARCH LIBRARY.

Reason:

LIB/AM supports only searches of Librarian master files. This request is for a function other than search. Control is
returned to job control with an error indicated.

Action:

Correct the LIBDEF and rerun the job.

LAMVx106 LIB/AM LOGIC ERROR.

Reason:

LIB/AM found a situation that should never occur. LAM produces a message and abends.

Action:
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Contact Broadcom Support with the dump the abend produced.

LAMVx107 ERROR rc IN routine FOR MASTER FILE/MODULE dname modname.

Reason:

The named FAIR routine had the indicated error return code when processing the indicated master file. If the error was
specific to an indicated module, the module name also displays. LAM produces a message and abends.

Action:

Correct the cause of the error. If you cannot correct the error, contact Broadcom Support with the dump that the abend
produced.

LAMVx108 ERROR rc IN routine FOR MASTER FILE/MODULE dname modname.

Reason:

The named FAIR routine had the indicated return code in register 15 when processing the indicated master file. If the error
was specific to an individual module, the module name is also displays. LAM produces a message and abends.

Action:

Correct the cause of the error. If you cannot correct the error, contact Broadcom Support with the dump that this abend
produced.

LAMVx109 ERROR LOADING PHASE phase RETURN CODE nn.

Reason:

The named phase is required for execution, but a CDLOAD failed for the indicated reason. LAM produces a message and
abends.

Action:

Correct the cause of the error and rerun.

LAMVx110 FREEVIS ERROR.

Reason:

An error was found in a FREEVIS for storage acquired for LIB/AM. Abend at error message. FREEVIS return code is in
register 15.

Action:

Correct the cause of the error and rerun or call Broadcom Support.

LAMVx111 MCD CODE ERROR FOR FILE dname.

Reason:

The MCD supplied for the indicated Librarian master file was incorrect. LAM produces a message and terminates.

Action:

Supply either the correct MCD code or no MCD code.

LAMVx112 REPORT REQUESTED BUT SYSLST NOT ASSIGNED TO PRINTER.

Reason:

The copied member report was requested, but SYSLST was not assigned to a printer. LAM produces a message on
SYSLOG.

Action:

If the report is required, rerun the job with SYSLST assigned to a printer.
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LAMVx113 LOGICAL UNIT OR VOLUME SERIAL REQUIRED FOR dname

Reason:

The extent for the indicated direct access Librarian master file has no logical unit or volume serial number. LAM produces
the message and passes control to IBM.

Action:

Provide either the volume serial number of the disk the Librarian master file is on or a logical unit that is assigned to the
volume the Librarian master file is on.

LAMVx114 VOLUME volser NOT MOUNTED FOR dname.

Reason:

The label information for dname indicates it is located on volume volser and volser is not mounted. If in module C,
produce the message and pass control to IBM. If in module F, produce the message and abend.

Action:

Correct the extent information or mount the required volume.

LAMVx115 LOGICAL UNIT nnn FOR dname NOT ASSIGNED.

Reason:

The extent information for dname did not indicate a volser and the logical unit indicated is unassigned. LAM produces the
message and passes control to IBM.

Action:

Either assign the logical unit to the correct device or specify a volser on the extent card.

LAMVx116 NO LABEL FOUND FOR dname.

Reason:

The indicated Librarian master is in the search chain, but no label can be found for it. LAM produces the message and
terminates.

Action:

Either remove the library from the search chain or provide a label for it.

LAMVx117 LABEL CHANGED FOR dname

Reason:

The label for the indicated dname was changed since the LIBDEF was processed. LAM produces the message and
terminates.

Action:

Rerun the job without changing the labels for Librarian master files after the LIBDEF is processed.

LAMVx118 NO LUB AVAILABLE FOR dname

Reason:

There was no free LUB to use for Librarian master dname. LAM produces the message and terminates.

Action:

Make more LUBS available to run the job.

LAMVx119 CHAIN NOT OPENED.
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Reason:

$IJBLBR was called in a sequence that LIB/AM did not expect. LAM produces the message and terminates.

Action:

Obtain the dump and call Broadcom Support.

LAMxy001 UNABLE TO ACQUIRE STORAGE.

Reason:

LIB/AM cannot acquire sufficient dynamic storage.

Action:

Change the SIZE= operand on the EXEC statement, change the partition GETVIS area through the job control SIZE
command, or increase the size of the partition.

LAMxy002 LOAD FAILURE. PHASE NAME = phase-name. Additional information.

Reason:

A phase LIB/AM requires could not be loaded.

Action:

If additional information is provided, use it to determine the cause of the LOAD failure. Otherwise, ensure that the required
phase exists on the core image library.

LAMxy101 LIB/AM CANNOT BE RUN UNDER CONTROL OF THIS OPERATING SYSTEM.

Reason:

Self-explanatory.

Action:

LIB/AM must be run under VSE/ESA Advanced Functions Release 2, and subsequent releases of VSE/ESA AF.

LAMxy102 FUNCTION INCONSISTENT WITH LIB/AM STATUS. TYPE=type.

Reason:

The function specified by the TYPE= operand conflicts with the current status of LIB/AM in the system. For example,
TYPE=TERM is specified, but LIB/AM is not initialized in the system.

Action:

Correct the TYPE= operand and resubmit the job.

LAMxy103 INSUFFICIENT SYSVIS SPACE TO INITIALIZE LIB/AM.

Reason:

LIB/AM could not acquire sufficient system GETVIS space for its control blocks.

Action:

Increase the size of the SVA.

LAMxy104 LIB/AM PROCESSING PHASE NOT FOUND IN SVA PHASE NAME=xxxxLBR.

Reason:

The phase xxxxLBR was not found in the SDL/SVA where it must reside.

Action:
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Load the phase into the SDL/SVA.

LAMxy105 SYNTAX ERROR. KEYWORD=keyword.

Reason:

A syntax error was detected while processing the specified keyword.

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit the job.

LAMxy106 INVALID OR DUPLICATE KEYWORD-keyword.

Reason:

The specified keyword is unknown to LIB/AM or was already specified in the input stream.

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit the job.

LAMxy107 INVALID or INCONSISTENT COMBINATION OR OPERANDS. KEYWORD=keywordVALUE=value.

Reason:

The value specified for the indicated keyword is not allowed with one or more of the other specified parameters.

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit the job.

LAMxy108 INVALID KEYWORD VALUE. KEYWORD=keyword VALUE=value.

Reason:

The specified keyword value is invalid for the indicated keyword.

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit the job.

LAMxy109 SYSLOG I/P EXPECTED BUT NOT FOUND.

Reason:

LIB/AM expected more SYSLOG input, but none was entered.

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit the job.

LAMxy110 ENTER I/P PARAMETERS (IF ANY). EOB IF NO INPUT.

Reason:

No input parameters were found.

Action:

Enter the LIB/AM parameters. If you do not want to enter any parameters, hit EOB (ENTER).

LAMxy111 ENTER MORE INPUT, OR 'END' IF NO MORE.

Reason:

Self-explanatory.

Action:
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Enter additional input parameters or type END if there are no additional parameters.

LAMxy151 LIB/AM NOT INITIALIZED IN SYSTEM.

Reason:

Informational.

Action:

None.

LAMxy152 LIB/AM NOT ACTIVE.

Reason:

Informational.

Action:

None.

LAMxy153 LIB/AM NOT ACTIVE FOR LIBRARY TYPE.

Reason:

Informational.

Action:

None.

LAMxy154 NO LIBRARIES DEFINED IN CHAIN.

Reason:

Informational.

Action:

None.

LAMxy198 LIB/AM INITIALIZATION/TERMINATION/ACTIVATION/DEACTIVATION wassuccessful.

Reason:

LIB/AM successfully completed the specified control function.

Action:

None.

LAMxy199 LIB/AM CONTROL EXECUTION UNSUCCESSFUL.

Reason:

LIB/AM cannot carry out the requested control function. This message is issued with one or more additional messages
detailing the errors LIB/AM found.

Action:

Check for other messages.

LAMxy202 NO LABEL INFORMATION - FILE=filename.

Reason:

LIB/AM cannot find DLBL/EXTENT information for the specified filename.

Action:
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Ensure that the DLBL/EXTENT information exists in the temporary, partition standard, or system label areas.

LAMxy203 UNABLE TO LOCATE FILE. FILE=filename.

Reason:

LIB/AM cannot retrieve information for the volume where the specified file resides.

Action:

Ensure that the logical unit specified for the file is valid and that the device is operational.

LAMxy204 NEITHER VOLID NOR SYSUNIT NO. SPECIFIED. FILE=filename.

Reason:

The EXTENT statement for a BDAM master file must contain either the volume serial number of the volume or the logical
unit where the volume is assigned.

Action:

Correct the problem and resubmit the job.

LAMxy205 UNABLE TO ASSIGN UNIT. FILE=filename. DSN=data-set-name VOLSER=volser.

Reason:

LIB/AM cannot internally assign the specified file.

Action:

Ensure that another partition did not reserve the volume. To bypass this error, assign the file explicitly using an ASSGN
statement and specify the logical unit where you assigned the file on the file's EXTENT statement.

LAMxy206 SHOWCAT UNSUCCESSFUL. FILE=filename SHOWCAT RC=nnn CATALOGMANAGEMENT RC=mmm
REASON CODE=code.

Reason:

An attempt to access the VSAM catalog for the specified file ended in failure.

Action:

See the VSAM Messages and Codes manual for an explanation of the return and reason codes.

LAMxy207 NO LABEL INFORMATION FOR VSAM CATALOG. CATFIL=ddname.

Reason:

No DLBL was found for the specified VSAM catalog.

Action:

Supply a DLBL for the VSAM catalog.

LAMxy208 UNABLE TO PROCESS CATALOG ENTRY. FILE=filename CATFIL=ddnameCATTYPE=t.

Reason:

LAM could not process the catalog entry.

Action:

Ensure that the specified VSAM catalog exists, is properly defined, and contains a valid entry for the specified file. If the
error persists, it can be an internal error. Contact

LAMxy209 OPEN UNSUCCESSFUL. FILE=filename.

Reason:
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The specified file could not be successfully opened.

Action:

Ensure that the file exists and is properly defined.

LAMxy211 MOUNT/READY UNIT=SYSnnn/VOLSER=volser.

Reason:

The specified UNIT or VOLSER is not mounted or not ready.

Action:

Mount and ready the specified UNIT or VOLSER and press EOB (Enter). If the mount/ready request cannot be satisfied,
type Cancel to cancel the job.

LAMxy222 TOO MANY MASTER FILES DEFINED IN THE SYSTEM. UNABLE TO PROCESSFILE=filename.

Reason:

A large number of Librarian master files are defined concurrently. LIB/AM cannot obtain sufficient system GETVIS space
to define the specified file.

Action:

Use the JCL LIBDROP command to drop one or more Librarian files.

LAMxy311 UNABLE TO OPEN LIBRARIAN MASTER FILE. REASON=nnn ROUTINE xxxxxxxxRC=nnn
FILE=filename.

Reason:

LIB/AM cannot open the specified Librarian master file.

Action:

Probably an internal error. Contact Broadcom Support.

LAMxy312 ERROR WHILE ATTEMPTING TO ACCESS FILE. STORAGE FAILURE. Additionalinformation.

Reason:

An error occurred while accessing a Librarian master file.

Action:

If LIB/AM failed due to a failure to acquire dynamic storage, change the SIZE parameter of the EXEC statement, change
the partition GETVIS area through the job control SIZE command, or increase the size of the partition. Otherwise, this is
probably an internal error.

LAMxy899 MACRO GENERATION SUPPRESSED.

Reason:

The LIBAM macro does not generate executable. This message is issued with one or more additional error messages.

Action:

Check for other messages.

LAMxy900 INTERNAL ERROR. Additional information.

Reason:

An internal error was detected during execution of LIB/AM.

Action:
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Contact Broadcom Support.

z/OS and OS/390 Comparator II Messages
This section describes the z/OS and OS/390 Comparator II Messages.

CMP001E REQUIRED DD STATEMENT FOR ddname MISSING.

Reason:

You did not specify one of the three required DD statements. The run is terminated.

Action:

Supply DD statements for the two files.

CMP002E REQUIRED DD STATEMENT FOR ddname MISSING. REQUIRED DD STATEMENTSFOR ddname AND
ddname MISSING.

Reason:

You did not specify one or two work files that are required to process the data files in this execution. The run is terminated.

Action:

Add the DD statements indicated, giving each enough space to hold a complete copy of the larger of the two files being
compared.

CMP003E DDNAME=ddname WAS SPECIFIED FOR ALTERNATE REPORT FILE, BUT DD WASNOT FOUND.

Reason:

The alternate report file DD statement was not included in the JCL, or the name on the DD statement differs from the one
supplied in the Comparator control statement. The comparison is not performed.

Action:

Either supply the missing DD statement or change the Comparator control statement.

CMP004E DD STATEMENT FOR ddname IS IMPROPERLY ALLOCATED.

Reason:

The indicated DD statement has one or more attributes that make it unacceptable for Comparator use. The run is
terminated.

Action:

You cannot use concatenated DDs for the files SYSPRINT, SYSPUNCH, LIBOPTIN, SYSUT1, SYSUT2, SYSUT3,
or SYSUT4. Additionally, the ddnames SYSUT3 and SYSUT4 cannot specify multi-volume data sets or files that are
subsystem managed (for example, JES SYSIN or SYSOUT files, LAM, or DUMMY files).

CMP005E THE FILE DEFINED BY THE ddname DD STATEMENT COULD NOT BE FOUND ON THE SPECIFIED
VOLUME.

Reason:

Either the VOL= parameter on the DD statement or the catalog entry for the specified data set specifies a disk volume that
does not contain the data set. The run is terminated.

Action:

Correct the DD statement or the catalog entry that is in error. The data set might be deleted or reside on a different
volume.
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CMP006E AN ERROR OCCURRED OPENING FILE ddname.

Reason:

The attempt to open the indicated file was unsuccessful. The run is terminated.

Action:

Check the job log for any error messages associated with the open failure.

CMP007E MANAGEMENT CODE MISSING OR INVALID.

Reason:

You did not specify a correct management code. The run is terminated.

Action:

Contact your security administrator.

CMP008E INSUFFICIENT SPACE AVAILABLE ON WORK FILE ddname.

Reason:

The work file is full and cannot be further extended. The comparison in progress is aborted.

Action:

Allocate enough space to the work file to hold an entire copy of the larger of the two data files to compare. Also see the
job log for any error messages associated with this file.

CMP009E IRRECOVERABLE INPUT ERROR OCCURRED ON ddname.IRRECOVERABLE OUTPUT ERROR
OCCURRED ON ddname.

Reason:

An error occurred during an attempt to read or write the indicated file. The run is terminated.

Action:

Use standard recovery procedures.

CMP010E LOAD MODULE module NOT FOUND.

Reason:

A BLDL was issued to find the service routine load modules the Comparator uses, and the indicated load module was not
found in the load libraries searched. This includes any STEPLIB or JOBLIB DD statement, the Link Pack Area, and the
system linklist. The run is terminated.

Action:

The STEPLIB DD statement should include the libraries containing the necessary service routines or they should be
included in the linklist or LPA.

CMP011E LOAD MODULE module IS NOT EXECUTABLE.

Reason:

The specified required load module is marked non-executable. The run is terminated.

Action:

Link edit the load module correctly so the linkage editor marks it executable.

Alternately, change the search order for the load libraries used so that a good copy of the module is loaded.

CMP012E MODULE module IS NOT A LOAD MODULE.
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Reason:

The specified required load module is not a load module. You probably put an object library into the STEPLIB
concatenation. The run is terminated.

Action:

Correct the STEPLIB or JOBLIB definition.

CMP013E SYSTEM ERROR OCCURRED WHILE ATTEMPTING TO LOCATE COMPARATORLOAD MODULES.

Reason:

The BLDL request to find the required service routine load modules returned a non-zero return code. The run is
terminated.

Action:

Either a permanent I/O error or insufficient storage was found. The most likely cause is a DUMMY or sequential file in the
STEPLIB concatenation.

CMP014E A SECURITY VIOLATION HAS OCCURRED OPENING FILE SYSUTn.

Reason:

The value of n is either 1 or 2. You do not have the authority required to access a Librarian master file that is defined to a
security package. The run is terminated.

Action:

Contact your security administrator.

CMP015E A SECURITY VIOLATION HAS OCCURRED ACCESSING MEMBER member ON FILESYSUTn.

Reason:

• You do not have the authority required to access a Librarian master file member that is defined to a security package.
Note that:

• member is a member name
• n is either 1 or 2.

The run is terminated.

Action:

Contact your security administrator.

CMP017W LINECNT VALUE IN PARM FIELD IS OUT OF ACCEPTABLE RANGE.

Reason:

The LINECNT= operand in the PARM field was less than the minimum or more than the maximum value allowed. The line
count is set to the default of 56.

Action:

Specify a numeric value from 36 to 350, inclusive, for the line count. See z/OS and OS/390 Comparator II Messages.

CMP018W INCORRECT USE OF NON-NUMERIC CHARACTER AFTER LINECNT OPERAND INPARM FIELD.

Reason:

The LINECNT= operand in the PARM field contains one or more characters other than the EBCIDIC numerals 0 through
9. The line count is set to the default of 56.

Action:
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Specify a numeric value from 36 to 350, inclusive, for the line count.

CMP019W INVALID KEYWORD OR MISSING OPERAND IN PARM FIELD.

Reason:

The PARM field can only contain LINECNT=nnn, where nnn is a numeric value.

However, other data was specified. The line count is set to the default of 56.

Action:

Remove any data in the PARM field other than LINECNT= followed by a numeric value from 36 to 350, inclusive, for the
line count.

CMP020E INSUFFICIENT STORAGE AVAILABLE FOR COMPARATOR INITIALIZATION.

Reason:

The Comparator could not obtain sufficient storage for buffers or other data structures required for program initialization.
The run is terminated.

Action:

Submit the job with a larger REGION= parameter on the JOB or EXEC statement.

CMP021E CONTROL STATEMENT EXTENDS BEYOND COLUMN 71.

Reason:

The operands on a Comparator control statement extend beyond column 71. The statement is not parsed and the
comparison is not performed.

Action:

Review and correct the control statement.

CMP022E UNIDENTIFIED CONTROL STATEMENT: string

Reason:

The first word appearing in the Comparator control statement was not a valid statement identifier or abbreviation. The
statement is not parsed and the comparison is not performed.

Action:

Review and correct the control statement.

CMP023E DUPLICATE CONTROL STATEMENT: Identifier

Reason:

The indicated statement was found earlier in the Comparator control stream. Each statement can appear only once in an
execution. The statement is not parsed and the comparison is not performed.

Action:

Review and correct the control statement.

CMP024E EXPECTED CONTINUATION NOT FOUND.

Reason:

The last operand on the record was followed by a comma, but the next record either begins with a statement identifier or
does not exist. The statement is not parsed and the comparison is not performed.

Action:
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Review and correct the control statement.

CMP025E FILE ddname IS A LIBRARIAN MASTER FILE. MEMBER NAME MUST BESUPPLIED. FILE ddname IS A
PARTITIONED DATA SET. MEMBER NAME MUSTBE SUPPLIED.

Reason:

The indicated file has members. You did not specify the name of the member to process in either the DD statement or
through a Comparator control statement. The comparison is not performed.

Action:

Supply the name of the member to process.

CMP030E routine ERROR: INCOMPATIBILITY BETWEEN FAIR MODULES.

Reason:

A call to the indicated FAIR routine gave a return code indicating that the FAIR modules loaded were not all from the same
release of Librarian. The comparison is not performed.

Action:

Alter the STEPLIB definition and Link Pack Area so that all FAIR modules found are from the same release of Librarian.

CMP031E routine ERROR: INVALID DATA FOUND ON FILE ddname.

Reason:

The indicated FAIR routine encountered invalid data while processing the selected member of the Librarian master file.
The run is terminated.

Action:

Check the member and restore it if necessary.

CMP032E SPECIFIED MEMBER member NOT FOUND ON FILE ddname.

Reason:

The member name specified through the Comparator control statement or in the DSN parameter of the DD statement was
not found on the indicated file. The comparison is not performed.

Action:

Correct the member name or restore the member to the file.

CMP033E MEMBER member ON FILE ddname IS NOT ARCHIVED.

Reason:

You specified the ARC= operand for a member of a Librarian master file, but the member is not archived. The comparison
is not performed.

Action:

Correct the control statement as necessary.

CMP034E ARCHIVED LEVEL SPECIFIED FOR MEMBER member ON FILE ddname IS OLDERTHAN THE OLDEST
AVAILABLE LEVEL.

Reason:

The ARC= operand requests an archived level that does not exist for the member specified. The comparison is not
performed.

Action:
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Correct the control statement as necessary.

CMP035E MEMBER= SPECIFIED FOR FILE ddname BUT FILE DOES NOT HAVE MEMBERS.

Reason:

The file indicated is a sequential file and does not contain members. If it is a Librarian master file, it appears to be
overwritten with non-Librarian data. The comparison is not performed.

Action:

Correct the control statement or restore the file using the standard recovery procedures.

CMP036E SYSTEM ERROR OCCURRED WHILE ATTEMPTING TO LOCATE MEMBER memberON FILE ddname.

Reason:

A BLDL request was issued for the specified member of the indicated Partitioned Data Set (PDS) and it returned a non-
zero return code. The comparison is not performed.

Action:

Check for a permanent error in the directory of the PDS.

CMP037E FILE ddname IS NOT A LIBRARIAN MASTER FILE, BUT LIBRARIAN-SPECIFICKEYWORDS WERE
SUPPLIED.

Reason:

You specified one or more operands for the indicated file that are valid only when used with a Librarian master file. The file
is not a Librarian master file, so these operands are invalid. The run is terminated.

Action:

Correct the control statements if in error or specify the correct file to process.

CMP038E INSUFFICIENT STORAGE AVAILABLE TO PERFORM COMPARISON.

Reason:

The comparison in progress required more storage than was available. The comparison in progress is aborted.

Action:

Increase the region size on the JOB or EXEC statement. If this is not possible and the LCS algorithm is used, specify
TECHNIQUE=COMMERCIAL on the OPTIONS statement to select the commercial algorithm.

CMP039E THE FILE DEFINED BY THE ddname DD STATEMENT CONTAINS NO RECORDS.MEMBER member IN
THE FILE DEFINED BY THE ddname DD STATEMENTCONTAINS NO RECORDS.

Reason:

The indicated input file contains no records. No comparison report or update deck is produced.

Action:

Correct the input and resubmit the job.

CMP040E FILE ddname CONTAINS MORE THAN ONE MILLION RECORDS. UNABLE TOPERFORM COMPARISON.
MEMBER member IN FILE ddname CONTAINS MORETHAN ONE MILLION RECORDS. UNABLE TO PERFORM
COMPARISON.

Reason:

The indicated file contains an excessive number of records. This cannot process it.

The comparison in progress is aborted.
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Action:

You can process the files by breaking them into several smaller files, each containing fewer than one million records.

CMP041E PREMATURE END OF FILE CONDITION DETECTED WHILE REREADING ddname.PREMATURE END OF
FILE CONDITION DETECTED WHILE REREADING MEMBERmember IN ddname.

Reason:

The number of records the file contains decreased between the first and second pass through the file. This indicates
that the file was updated while the comparison was in progress or an internal error occurred in the Comparator II. The
comparison in progress is aborted.

Action:

Rerun the job. If an update was performed on the file, the next run should proceed properly. If the problem is chronic,
there can be an internal error in the Comparator II.

CMP055E PUNCH=YES WAS SPECIFIED, BUT MEMBER member IN FILE ddname IS APRINTER MEMBER.

Reason:

The specified OLDFILE member is a printer member that does not support record-level update streams. Therefore,
creation of an update deck is not permitted. The comparison is not performed.

Action:

Do not request an update deck.

CMP056E PUNCH=YES WAS SPECIFIED, BUT ddname IS NOT A LIBRARIAN MASTER FILE.

Reason:

The specified OLDFILE data set is not a Librarian master file and, therefore, cannot be updated using a Librarian update
deck. The comparison is not performed.

Action:

Either do not request an update deck or specify a Librarian master file member as the old file.

CMP087E FILE ddname IS NOT A LIBRARIAN MASTER FILE; ARC= SPECIFICATION IS NOTVALID.

Reason:

The specified file is not a Librarian master file, but you specified the ARC= operand for it. The comparison is not
performed.

Action:

Correct either the data set to use or the Comparator control statement.

CMP088I ddname DEFINES datasetname.ddname DEFINES datasetname(member).

Reason:

This is an informational message giving the data set name and, for files containing members, the member name used as
input for the comparison. This message appears only when the information that it contains is available.

CMP099I THE INPUT FILES ARE EQUAL.

Reason:

The two input files were identical (based on the user comparison strings specified or the portions of the records used by
default). No comparison report or update deck is produced.

CMP101E UNIDENTIFIED ITEM: Keyword= UNIDENTIFIED ITEM: string
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Reason:

The specified item was found in a control statement, but is invalid in its context.

The comparison is not performed.

Action:

Correct the control statement.

CMP102E UNIDENTIFIED KEYWORD: Keyword=

Reason:

The specified keyword was found in a control statement, but does not match any keyword that is valid on that control
statement. The comparison is not performed.

Action:

Correct the control statement.

CMP103E DUPLICATE KEYWORD: Keyword=

Reason:

The specified keyword was already found and processed earlier in the same control statement. Parsing continues with the
next keyword. The comparison is not performed.

Action:

Correct the control statement.

CMP104E INVALID APOSTROPHE AFTER keyword=

Reason:

An apostrophe was found after the specified keyword. Either the operand where the apostrophe was found does not allow
apostrophes or the apostrophe was inappropriately positioned (for example, a single apostrophe between two alphameric
characters). The comparison is not performed.

Action:

Correct the control statement.

CMP105E INVALID LEFT PARENTHESIS AFTER keyword=

Reason:

A left parenthesis was found after the specified keyword. Either the operands of the keyword do not allow parentheses or
the parenthesis was inappropriately positioned (for example, between two alphanumeric characters). The comparison is
not performed.

Action:

Correct the control statement.

CMP106E OPERAND FORMAT ERROR AFTER keyword=

Reason:

The string of characters following the specified keyword makes the intent of the statement unclear. The comparison is not
performed.

Action:

Correct the control statement.

CMP107E UNBALANCED APOSTROPHE AFTER keyword= UNBALANCED APOSTROPHE
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Reason:

An odd number of apostrophes was found on a record that is part of a control statement. If a keyword was identified to the
left of the error, it is specified in the message text.

The rest of the statement is ignored. The comparison is not performed.

Action:

Correct the control statement.

CMP108E UNBALANCED PARENTHESES AFTER keyword=

Reason:

Unbalanced parentheses specified.

Action:

Correct the control statement.

CMP109E INVALID HEX CHARACTER AFTER keyword=

Reason:

A character other than EBCIDIC 0 through 9 or EBCIDIC A through F was found where a pair of hexadecimal digits was
expected. The comparison is not performed.

Action:

Correct the control statement. If you intended to specify a single EBCIDIC character, specify only that single character.

CMP110E EXCESSIVE OPERAND LENGTH AFTER keyword=: Operand

Reason:

The specified operand is longer than the maximum length permitted in its context.

The comparison is not performed.

Action:

Correct the control statement.

CMP111E UNIDENTIFIED OPERAND AFTER keyword=: Operand

Reason:

The specified keyword is unidentifiable.

Action:

Correct the control statement.

CMP112E INVALID DDNAME SPECIFIED: ddname

Reason:

The operand of the DDNAME= keyword does not conform to standard naming conventions. The comparison is not
performed.

Action:

Correct the control statement.

CMP113E INVALID MEMBER NAME SPECIFIED: member

Reason:
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The operand of the MEMBER= keyword does not conform to standard naming conventions. The comparison is not
performed.

Action:

Correct the control statement.

CMP114E MISSING OPERAND AFTER keyword=

Reason:

No operand follows the specified keyword. The comparison is not performed.

Action:

Omit the keyword entirely to select the default option or code an operand.

CMP115W STRING= NOT SPECIFIED; MISSING= IS IGNORED.STRING= NOT SPECIFIED; FILL= IS
IGNORED.STRING= NOT SPECIFIED; MISSING= AND FILL= ARE IGNORED.

Reason:

MISSING= and FILL= both describe how the building of the user-defined comparison string is processed. They have no
function unless a comparison string is defined using STRING=. The operand is ignored. The return code is set to a non-
zero value.

Action:

Omit the operand.

CMP116E LINECNT= VALUE SUPPLIED IS OUT OF ACCEPTABLE RANGE.

Reason:

The LINECNT= operand was less than the minimum or more than the maximum value allowed. The comparison is not
performed.

Action:

Specify a numeric value from 36 to 350, inclusive, for the line count.

CMP117W MISSING=TRUNCATE INHIBITS USE OF FILL CHARACTER; FILL= IS IGNORED.

Reason:

Use of the MISSING=TRUNCATE option for the user-defined comparison string explicitly requests that no filling occur.
The FILL= operand is ignored. The return code is set to a non-zero value.

Action:

Omit the FILL= operand.

CMP118E ARC= VALUE SUPPLIED IS OUT OF ACCEPTABLE RANGE.

Reason:

The archived level operand defines a date/time combination that does not exist.

The comparison is not performed.

Action:

The year, month, and day values must be consistent with each other. The time values must be such as might appear on a
clock.

CMP119E LENGTH OF ARC= VALUE IS ODD.

Reason:
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There is an odd number of digits in the operand of the ARC= keyword. The comparison is not performed.

Action:

Correct the operand.

CMP120E LENGTH OF keyword= OPERAND IS GREATER THAN THE WIDTH OF THE REPORTFILE.

Reason:

The operand of the specified keyword contains more characters than are available in the report line. The comparison is
not performed.

Action:

Correct the control statement.

CMP141E INCORRECT USE OF NON-NUMERIC CHARACTER AFTER keyword=: operand

Reason:

The specified operand should be entirely numeric, but it is not. The comparison is not performed.

Action:

Correct the control statement.

CMP143E STRING= DEFINES MORE SEGMENTS THAN THE ALLOWED MAXIMUM OF 15.

Reason:

The user-defined comparison string can be composed of no more than 15 segments taken from the data record. You
defined more than 15 segments. The comparison is not performed.

Action:

Correct the control statement.

CMP144E STRING= DEFINES COMPARISON STRING LONGER THAN THE ALLOWEDMAXIMUM OF 4096
CHARACTERS.

Reason:

You defined a string segment as more than 4096 characters. Any individual segment must be 4096 characters or less in
length. The comparison is not performed.

Action:

Correct the control statement.

CMP145E EXCESSIVE NUMBER OF OPERANDS IN SEGMENT DEFINITION: string

Reason:

The specified string segment definition contains too many operands. The individual operands are not parsed. The
comparison is not performed.

Action:

Correct the control statement.

CMP146E INSUFFICIENT NUMBER OF OPERANDS IN SEGMENT DEFINITION: string

Reason:

The specified string segment definition contains fewer than the minimum number of operands. The individual operands
are not parsed. The comparison is not performed.
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Action:

Correct the control statement.

CMP148E OPERAND FORMAT ERROR IN keyword= SEGMENT DEFINITION: string

Reason:

The string of characters in the segment definition following the specified keyword makes the intent of the statement
unclear. The comparison is not performed.

Action:

Correct the control statement.

CMP149E PUNCH=YES WAS SPECIFIED, BUT ddname DD STATEMENT IS MISSING.

Reason:

You did not specify the DD definition for the file to receive the update deck. The comparison is not performed.

Action:

Include the necessary DD statement.

CMP150E START COLUMN (n) LIES BEYOND THE END OF THE REPORT LINE.

Reason:

A report segment definition specifies a starting position on the report line that lies beyond the last column available in a
report file record. The comparison is not performed.

Action:

Correct the control statement.

CMP153E keyword= OPERAND DEFINES MORE SEGMENTS THAN THE ALLOWED MAXIMUMOF 255.

Reason:

The specified keyword was defined using more segment definitions than the allowed maximum. The comparison is not
performed.

Action:

Correct the control statement.

CMP154E DDNAME ddname IS ALREADY IN USE.

Reason:

The DDNAME= operand is the same as one Comparator II used for another file.

The comparison is not performed.

Action:

Specify a unique ddname.

CMP154E OPERAND FORMAT ERROR

Reason:

An operand was formatted incorrectly.

Action:

Correct the control statement.
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CMP177W PUNCH OUTPUT WAS NOT REQUESTED; CLEARID= IS IGNORED. PUNCHOUTPUT WAS NOT
REQUESTED; CLEARSEQ= IS IGNORED. PUNCH OUTPUT WASNOT REQUESTED; CLEARID= AND CLEARSEQ=
ARE IGNORED.

Reason:

CLEARID= and CLEARSEQ= control how the update deck output is produced. They have no effect unless creation of an
update deck is requested. The operand is ignored. A non-zero return code is set.

Action:

Correct the control statement.

CMP178E REPORT FORMAT IS NULL OR UNSPECIFIED AND NO DECK REQUESTED.

Reason:

No output file is produced in this run, due to the options selected explicitly or by default. The run is terminated.

Action:

Define a report format to use, request creation of an update deck, or both. If you specified STRING= for the OLDFILE and
NEWFILE statements, it caused OLDLINE, NEWLINE, and EQULINE to default to NONE, so you must define a report
format.

CMP179W PUNCH=NO WAS SPECIFIED; CLEARID= IS IGNORED. PUNCH=NO WASSPECIFIED; CLEARSEQ= IS
IGNORED. PUNCH=NO WAS SPECIFIED; CLEARID=AND CLEARSEQ= ARE IGNORED.

Reason:

CLEARID= and CLEARSEQ= control how the update deck output is produced.

They have no effect unless creation of an update deck is requested. The operand is ignored. A non-zero return code is
set.

Action:

Correct the control statement.

CMP180W LINECNT= OPERAND HAS SUPPRESSED PAGE BREAKS; TITLE= IS IGNORED.

Reason:

When the line count is specified as 0 or NOPAGE, no page headings are written to the report. The title is never written. A
non-zero return code is set.

Action:

Omit the operand.

CMP181W NO ALTERNATE REPORT FILE DDNAME WAS SPECIFIED; LINECNT= IS IGNORED.

Reason:

The operand LINECNT=nnn on the REPORT control statement defines the line count for the alternate report file, but no
alternate report file was defined. The operand is ignored. A non-zero return code is set.

Action:

Omit the operand. You can specify the line count for the primary report file only in the PARM field of the EXEC statement.

CMP182W REPORT FORMAT HAS BEEN DEFINED; MARK= IS IGNORED.

Reason:

MARK= defines the delimiting mark used to the left and right of a record image on the default report. Since you want to
produce a user-defined report, the mark character is not used. The operand is ignored. A non-zero return code is set.
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Action:

Omit the operand.

CMP183E keyword= SEGMENT DEFINITION RUNS OFF END OF REPORT LINE: string

Reason:

The specified segment descriptor from the report line definition defines a field that extends rightward beyond the limit the
record length of the report file defines. The comparison is not performed.

Action:

Correct the control statement.

CMP183E OPTIONS SELECTED WOULD RESULT IN NO OUTPUT BEING PRODUCED; RUN ISTERMINATED.

Reason:

You specified LIST=NONE and the update deck was not requested, so no output file is created. The comparison is not
performed.

Action:

You must indicate the type of output file you want using default options or control statement commands.

CMP184E STRING= MUST BE SPECIFIED FOR BOTH OLDFILE AND NEWFILE OR NEITHER.

Reason:

You specified STRING= for one of the comparison files, but not the other. The comparison is not performed.

Action:

Define a comparison string for both input files or for neither.

CMP185E operand CANNOT BE USED IN THE keyword SPECIFICATION.

Reason:

The specified operand conflicts with the type of report line defined. The comparison is not performed.

Action:

Correct the control statement.

CMP186E EXCESSIVE NUMBER OF ITEMS AFTER operand

Reason:

The segment definition requires that you omit the optional trailing operands. The comparison is not performed.

Action:

Correct the control statement.

CMP189E SPECIFIED FIELD FROM keyword= OPERAND EXTENDS BEYOND END OF ddnameDATA RECORD:
(X,y) SPECIFIED FIELD FROM keyword= OPERAND BEGINSBEYOND END OF ddname DATA RECORD: (X,y)

Reason:

The specified data record field definition is partially or entirely beyond the end of the data record length of the named file.
The comparison is not performed.

Action:

Correct the control statement.

CMP190E ITEMS SEQ AND operand CANNOT BE USED TOGETHER IN SEGMENTDESCRIPTOR.
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Reason:

When you specify a record sequence number in a segment definition, you cannot specify the format. The comparison is
not performed.

Action:

Correct the control statement.

CMP191W REPORT FORMAT IS NULL OR UNSPECIFIED.

Reason:

This run does not produce an output file due to the options selected explicitly or by default. The run is terminated.

Action:

Define a report format to use, request creation of an update deck, or both. If you specified STRING= for the OLDFILE and
NEWFILE statements, it caused OLDLINE, NEWLINE, and EQULINE to default to NONE, so you must define a report
format.

CMP192E keyword= SEGMENT WOULD OVERLAY A PREVIOUS SEGMENT BEGINNING INCOLUMN n: string

Reason:

The specified report segment definition would overlay a previously defined segment on a report line. The comparison is
not performed.

Action:

Correct the control statement.

z/OS and OS/390 LIB/AM Messages
This section describes the z/OS and OS/390 LIB/AM Messages.

The LIB/AM-z/OS and OS/390 messages LAM200I through LAM207I and LAM300I through LAM313I can be
accompanied by an 013-A8/C0/C8 system abend. See the appropriate LIB/AM-z/OS and OS/390 message before
investigating the abnormal termination.

LAM0010 LAM SUBSYSTEM UNSUCCESSFULLY INITIALIZED, LAMMVS9 NOT FOUND.

Reason:

The LIB/AM initialization module issued the load macro with EP=LAMMVS and the load failed, resulting in an 806 system
abend.

Action:

Verify that the LIB/AM subsystem load module LAMMVS resides in the link-pack area.

LAM0011 INSUFFICIENT CSA MEMORY FOR LAM INITIALIZATION

Reason:

Self-explanatory.

Action:

Insure sufficient CSA space.

LAM0020 LAM SUBSYSTEM SUCCESSFULLY INITIALIZED.

Reason:

Self-explanatory.
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Action:

None.

LAM001I UNKNOWN KEYWORDS:

Reason:

Listed keywords specified through the SUBSYS= parameter are unknown to LIB/AM.

Action:

Correct the unknown keywords.

LAM002I DUPLICATE KEYWORD(S):

Reason:

Listed keywords specified through the SUBSYS= parameter are duplicated.

Action:

Remove any duplicate keywords.

LAM003I INVALID SYNTAX FOR KEYWORD(S):

Reason:

Listed keywords specified through the SUBSYS= parameter have invalid syntax.

Action:

Correct the invalid keywords.

LAM004I MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE KEYWORD(S):

Reason:

Listed keywords specified through the SUBSYS= parameter are mutually exclusive.

Action:

Specify one of the keywords.

LAM100I CONCATENATION CONFLICT WITH LAM FILE data-set-name

Reason:

A LIB/AM file to sequentially access was concatenated to a LIB/AM file to access through BPAM.

Action:

Check whether module name should appear on one of the LIB/AM files.

LAM101I INVALID SEQL ACCESS OF PDS LAM FILE data-set-name

Reason:

Attempted access to the specified LIB/AM file, a partitioned data set with a member name, failed.

Action:

See further messages for the reason and course of action to follow. Releases before LIB/AM release 3.5 do not support
non-BPAM access to a PDS. If your Librarian release is lower than 3.5, remove the SUBSYS=LAM parameter from the
DD statement.

LAM102I INVALID DSORG FOR LAM FILE data-set-name

Reason:
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LIB/AM does not support the data set organization of the specified LIB/AM file.

Action:

Verify that the data set is a Librarian master file or a partitioned data set.

LAM103I INVALID DCB VALUE(S) FOR LAM FILE data-set-name

Reason:

The DCB values for the specified LIB/AM file are invalid or inconsistent.

Action:

If specified on the DD statement, verify that the RECFM is consistent with respect to BLKSIZE, LRECL, and so on.

LAM104I OBTAIN FAILED (RC=XXX) FOR PDS LAM FILE data-set-name

Reason:

You specified a partitioned data set as a LIB/AM file. An attempt to OBTAIN the file attributes was unsuccessful.

Action:

Contact your systems programmer to verify that the DSCB1 block of the data set is correct and that the data set does, in
fact, exist on the specified volume.

LAM105I INCONSISTENT DCB FOR CONCATENATED LAM FILE data-set-name

Reason:

The DCB parameters for concatenated LIB/AM PDS files are not compatible or the DCB specified on the DD statement is
incompatible with that of the LIB/AM PDS files.

Action:

Verify consistency of the DCB parameters.

LAM106I ONLY DATE-TIME ARCHIVED RETRIEVAL ALLOWED FOR BPAM LAM FILEdata-set-name

Reason:

Self-explanatory.

Action:

Change archiving retrieval criteria to date-time.

LAM111I DSNAME NOT FOUND IN CATALOG FOR LAM FILE data-set-name

Reason:

The specified LIB/AM file was not found in the system catalogs and you did not specify a VOL/SER parameter on the DD
statement.

Action:

Verify the spelling of the LIB/AM file.

LAM112I MULTIVOLUME DATA SET NOT SUPPORTED FOR LAM FILE data-set-name.

Reason:

The specified LIB/AM file resides on more than one volume. LIB/AM does not support multi-volume data sets.

Action:

If possible, move the file to one volume.
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LAM113I DATA SET NAME SYNTAX ERROR FOUND IN LAM FILE data-set-name.

Reason:

The specified LIB/AM file has a syntactically incorrect data set name.

Action:

Correct the data set name on the DD statement.

LAM114I DATA SET NOT ON DA DEVICE FOR LAM FILE data-set-name

Reason:

The specified LIB/AM file resides on a non-direct access device. LIB/AM supports only files that reside on a direct access
device.

Action:

Move file to a direct access device.

LAM115I LOCATE FAILED (RC=XXXX) LAM FILE data-set-name

Reason:

When attempting to LOCATE (SVC26) the specified LIB/AM file, an internal error occurred.

Action:

Contact your systems programmer or Broadcom Support.

LAM116I WARNING: LIBR-ONLY KEYWORD(S) IGNORED FOR PDS LAM FILE data-set-name

Reason:

LIB/AM keywords that apply to Librarian master files are ignored when they appear on a DD statement specifying a PDS
LIB/AM file.

Action:

None.

LAM200I INSUFFICIENT MEMORY TO PROCESS SUBSYSTEM REQUEST

Reason:

LIB/AM required more memory than was available to process the request during the file open function.

Action:

Increase region size on the JOB or EXEC JCL statement.

An 013-A8/C0/C8 system abend can accompany this message.

LAM201I LAM SUPPORTS INPUT PROCESSING ONLY - DDNAME=ddname

Reason:

You tried to output to the LIB/AM file specified by ddname. LIB/AM supports input processing only.

Action:

Do not attempt to write to the LIB/AM file.

An 013-A8/C0/C8 system abend can accompany this message.

LAM202I INVALID MANAGEMENT CODE SPECIFIED - LIBMAST=ddname

Reason:
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The management code specified through the SUBSYS MCD= subparameter is invalid.

Action:

Specify a valid management code. For more information on management codes, See the "Security" section.

An 013-A8/C0/C8 system abend can accompany this message.

LAM203I ARCHIVING UNSUPPORTED - LIBMAST=data-set-name

Reason:

A LIB/AM keyword specifying archived module retrieval was found, but the Librarian master file was not initialized as an
archived master.

Action:

Remove the offending keyword.

An 013-A8/C0/C8 system abend can accompany this message.

LAM204I INVALID LIBRARIAN MASTER FILE FORMAT - DSN=data-set-name

Reason:

The specified LIB/AM file is not in Librarian master file format.

Action:

Ensure that the file is a Librarian master file.

An 013-A8/C0/C8 system abend can accompany this message.

LAM205I FAIROPN INTERNAL ERROR; CONTACT COMPUTER ASSOCIATES LIBRARIANSUPPORT

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the routine used to open a LIB/AM master file.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

An 013-A8/C0/C8 system abend can accompany this message.

LAM206I LAM UNABLE TO OPEN PARTITIONED DATA SET data-set-name

Reason:

Open failed for the specified LIB/AM partitioned data set.

Action:

Contact your systems programmer.

An 013-A8/C0/C8 system abend can accompany this message.

LAM207I CATASTROPHIC OPEN ERROR; CONTACT COMPUTER ASSOCIATES LIBRARIANSUPPORT

Reason:

Self-explanatory. BPAM only.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

An 013-A8/C0/C8 system abend can accompany this message.

LAM211I DIRECTORY OPEN FAILED DDNAME=xxxx
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Reason:

An attempt to open a file for directory read failed. Program abends with S013-C8.

Action:

Ensure the file to process is a Librarian master or a partitioned data set and resubmit the job.

LAM212I UNAUTHORIZED ACCESS

Reason:

This is a security-related error.

Action:

Contact your Security Administrator.

LAM214I SUBSYSTEM REQUEST POINTERS INVALID OR MISSING

Reason:

Control blocks LIB/AM requires were corrupted or are missing.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

An 013-A8/C0/C8 system abend can accompany this message.

LAM300I INSUFFICIENT MEMORY TO PROCESS SUBSYSTEM REQUEST

Reason:

LIB/AM required more memory than was available to process the request during a module positioning function.

Action:

Increase the region size on the JOB or EXEC JCL statement.

An 013-A8/C0/C8 system abend can accompany this message.

LAM301I MODULE module-name --- MODULE NOT FOUND --- LIBMAST=data-set-name

Reason:

The module specified on the LIB/AM DD statement was not found on the

Librarian master file.

Action:

Verify that the module exists on the specified LIB/AM master file. SAM only.

An 013-A8/C0/C8 system abend can accompany this message.

LAM302I MODULE member-name - UNAUTHORIZED ACCESS - LIBMAST=ddname

Reason:

You tried to access an MCD-protected member through LIB/AM without specifying the necessary MCD code.

Action:

Specify the SUBSYS= MCD=nnnn subparameter on the DD statement for master file is named in the message.

LAM303I MODULE module-name - NON-ARCHIVED MODULE - LIBMAST=data-set-name

Reason:
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The module specified on the LIB/AM DD statement was not an archived module although archived module retrieval
criteria were found in the SUBSYS keyword.

Action:

Verify the archiving status of the module or respecify the archived module retrieval criteria. SAM only.

An 013-A8/C0/C8 system abend can accompany this message.

LAM304I MODULE module-name - UNFOUND ARCHIVE LEVEL - LIBMAST=data-set-name

Reason:

The archived module specified on the LIB/AM DD statement could not meet the archived module retrieval criteria.

Action:

Verify the archiving status of the module or correct the archived module retrieval criteria. SAM only.

An 013-A8/C0/C8 system abend can accompany this message.

LAM305I IRRECOVERABLE I/P ERROR - LIBMAST=data-set-name

Reason:

An irrecoverable input error occurred when accessing the LIB/AM master file during a module positioning function.

Action:

Contact your systems programmer.

An 013-A8/C0/C8 system abend can accompany this message.

LAM306I DATA FORMAT ERROR FOUND - LIBMAST=data-set-name

Reason:

A data format error was found on the LIB/AM master file during a module positioning function.

Action:

Contact your systems programmer.

An 013-A8/C0/C8 system abend can accompany this message.

LAM307I FAIRMOD INTERNAL ERROR; CONTACT COMPUTER ASSOCIATES LIBRARIANSUPPORT

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the routine used to position the LIB/AM master file.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

An 013-A8/C0/C8 system abend can accompany this message.

LAM308I MODULE module-name - PSWD NEEDED/INVALID - LIBMAST=data-set-name

Reason:

A password was required to retrieve the module specified on the LIB/AM DD statement or the specified password was
incorrect.

Action:

Verify the password or the password requirements for the specified Librarian master file. SAM only.

An 013-A8/C0/C8 system abend can accompany this message.
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LAM309I BUILD LIST FORMAT ERROR; ALL ENTRIES MARKED AS NOT FOUND -DDNAME=ddname

Reason:

You incorrectly specified the build list parameter of the BLDL macro instruction

or it was invalid. The entries in the build list must be in ascending order for LIB/AM to attempt BLDL processing.

Action:

Correct the build list parameter and ensure correct element order. BPAM only.

An 013-A8/C0/C8 system abend can accompany this message.

LAM310I PERMANENT INPUT ERROR ON PDS LAM FILE data-set-name

Reason:

A permanent input error occurred while accessing a LIB/AM partitioned data set during a member positioning function.

Action:

Contact your systems programmer. BPAM only.

An 013-A8/C0/C8 system abend can accompany this message.

LAM311I INTERNAL LAM ERROR

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the routine used to locate a member in a LIB/AM master file.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

An 013-A8/C0/C8 system abend can accompany this message.

LAM313I MEMBER member-name ALREADY EXISTS ON PDS LAM FILE

Reason:

The user specified DISP=NEW or DISP=MOD on the LIB/AM DD statement and the member specified was found on the
PDS.

Action:

An 013-A8/C0/C8 system abend can accompany this message.

LAM314I MEMBER member-name NOT FOUND IN PDS

Reason:

The member specified on the LIB/AM DD statement was not found in the PDS.

Action:

Verify that the member exists on the specified PDS.

An 013-A8/C0/C8 system abend can accompany this message.

LAM400I INSUFFICIENT MEMORY TO PROCESS SUBSYSTEM REQUEST

Reason:

LIB/AM required more memory than was available to process a get next record request.

Action:

Increase the region size on the JOB or EXEC JCL statement.
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LAM401I IRRECOVERABLE I/P ERROR - LIBMAST=data-set-name

Reason:

An irrecoverable input error occurred while accessing the LIB/AM master file during a get next record function.

Action:

Contact your systems programmer.

LAM402I DATA FORMAT ERROR FOUND - LIBMAST=data-set-name

Reason:

A data format error was found on the LIB/AM master file during a get next record request.

Action:

Contact your systems programmer.

LAM403I FAIRREC INTERNAL ERROR; CONTACT COMPUTER ASSOCIATES LIBRARIANSUPPORT

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the routine used to get next record from a module on a LIB/AM master file.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

LAM404 RECORD WILL BE TRUNCATED FOR DDN=ddname

Reason:

The length of a data record retrieved from a LIB/AM master file or a PDS exceeds the record length specified in the DCB
LRECL parameter or 80 bytes, the LIB/AM default value.

The record returned is the length specified in the DCB.

Action:

None.

LAM405I ATTEMPT TO INPUT PRIOR TO POSITIONING FOR DDN=ddname

Reason:

The problem program tried to get the next record from the LIB/AM master file module without previously positioning the file
to the specified module.

Action:

Modify the program to use BPAM processing techniques correctly. If this message occurs during SAM access, Contact
Broadcom Support. BPAM only.

LAM406I FAIRREC LOGIC ERROR; CONTACT COMPUTER ASSOCIATES LIBRARIANSUPPORT

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the routine used to get the next record of a module on the LIB/AM master file.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

LAM410I PERMANENT INPUT ERROR ON PDS LAM FILE data-set-name

Reason:
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A permanent input error occurred while accessing a LIB/AM partitioned data set during a read function.

Action:

Contact your systems programmer. BPAM only.

LAM415I NO SYNAD EXIT ROUTINE SPECIFIED FOR BPAM LAM FILE - DDNAME=ddname

Reason:

The result of a LIB/AM file access should have passed control to the problem program's SYNAD routine, but no SYNAD
exit was specified in the problem program DCB. An 001-1 system abend can accompany this message.

Action:

Add a SYNAD exit to the problem program DCB for subsequent processing. BPAM only.

LAM416I NO END OF DATA ROUTINE SPECIFIED FOR BPAM LAM FILE - DDNAME=ddname

Reason:

Access of a LIB/AM file resulted in an end of file, but you did not specify an EODAD routine in the problem program DCB.
A 337-4 system abend can accompany this message.

Action:

Add an EODAD routine to the problem program DCB for post EOF processing. BPAM only.

LAM500I FAIRCLS INTERNAL ERROR; CONTACT COMPUTER ASSOCIATES LIBRARIANSUPPORT

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the routine that closed the LIB/AM master file.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

LAM600I INTERNAL ERROR - UNKNOWN ACCESS METHOD; CONTACT COMPUTERASSOCIATES LIBRARIAN
SUPPORT

Reason:

An internal error occurred while attempting to determine the access method used.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

LAM601I INTERNAL ERROR - UNKNOWN INPUT RC; CONTACT COMPUTER ASSOCIATESLIBRARIAN SUPPORT

Reason:

The result of a get next record function from a module on a LIB/AM master file is indeterminate.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support. SAM only.

LAM602I BLDL INTERNAL ERROR; RC=(xxxx) - CONTACT COMPUTER ASSOCIATESLIBRARIAN SUPPORT

Reason:

While completing a problem program's build list during a BLDL (SVC18) request, FAIRLOC detected an internal error
locating a Librarian master module, or SVC 18 detected an internal error locating a PDS member. This message is for
BPAM only.

Action:
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Contact Broadcom Support.

LAM603I FIND-D INTERNAL ERROR; RC=(xxxx) - CONTACT COMPUTER ASSOCIATESLIBRARIAN SUPPORT

Reason:

FAIRMOD detected an internal error in positioning a Librarian master module, or SVC 18 detected an internal error
positioning a PDS member. This message is for BPAM only.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

LAM604I FIND-C INTERNAL ERROR; RC=(xxxx) CONTACT COMPUTER ASSOCIATESLIBRARIAN SUPPORT

Reason:

Same as LAM603I, only for Librarian master module.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

LAM605I POINT INTERNAL ERROR; RC=(xxxx) - CONTACT COMPUTER ASSOCIATESLIBRARIAN SUPPORT

Reason:

For a Librarian master module, a POINT macro was issued before a NOTE was issued. For a PDS member, the z/OS and
OS/390 point routine detected an internal error. BPAM only.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

LAM607I NOTE INTERNAL ERROR; RC=(xxxx) - CONTACT COMPUTER ASSOCIATESLIBRARIAN SUPPORT

Reason:

The NOTE routines on LAM or z/OS and OS/390 detected an internal error.

NOTE/POINT calls can be issued for BPAM files only.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

LAM800I INSUFFICIENT MEMORY TO PROCESS SVC 22 REQUEST - CONTACT LIBRARIANSUPPORT

Reason:

Self-explanatory.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

LAM801I Message text returned by DAIRFAIL.

Reason:

Accompanied by S013 abend.

Action:

Correct the problem the DAIRFAIL message describes and resubmit the job.

LAM802I INCONSISTENT DCB ATTRIBUTES SVC 22 RB

Reason:
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An S013 abend accompanies this message.

Action:

Correct the DCB and resubmit the job.

LAM803I DATA SET NOT ON DA DEVICE FOR LAM FILE data set name

Reason:

An S013 abend accompanies this message.

Action:

Correct the input and resubmit the job.

LAM804I INVALID DCB VALUE(S) FOR LAM FILE data set name

Reason:

An S013 abend accompanies this message.

Action:

Correct the DCB and resubmit the job.

LAM805I INCONSISTENT DCB VALUE(S) FOR LAM FILE data set name

Reason:

An S013 abend accompanies this message.

Action:

Correct the DCB and resubmit the job.

LAM806I MULTIVOLUME DATA SET NOT SUPPORTED - LAM DSN = data set name

Reason:

An S013 abend accompanies this message.

Action:

Correct the input and resubmit the job.

LAM807I DSNAME NOT FOUND IN CATALOG FOR LAM FILE data set name

Reason:

An S013 abend accompanies this message.

Action:

Correct the input and resubmit the job.

LAM808I DSNAME SYNTAX ERROR FOR LAM FILE data set name

Reason:

An S013 abend accompanies this message.

Action:

Correct the input and resubmit the job.

LAM809I LOCATE FAILED (RC=nnn) FOR LAM FILE data set name

Reason:
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An S013 abend accompanies this message.

Action:

Correct the input and resubmit the job.

LAM810I UNSUPPORTED DSORG FOR LAM FILE data set name

Reason:

An S013 abend accompanies this message.

Action:

Correct the input and resubmit the job.

LAM811I INVALID RECFM FOR LAM FILE data set name

Reason:

An S013 abend accompanies this message.

Action:

Correct the RECFM and resubmit the job.

LAM812I OBTAIN FAILED (RC=nnn) FOR LAM FILE data set name

Reason:

An S013 abend accompanies this message.

Action:

Correct the input and resubmit the job.

LAM813I DSNAME NOT ON VOLSER INDICATED FOR LAM FILE data set name

Reason:

An S013 abend accompanies this message.

Action:

Correct the volser and resubmit the job.

LAM814I ONLY DATE-TIME ARCHIVED RETRIEVAL ALLOWED FOR BPAM LAM FILE dataset name

Reason:

An S013 abend accompanies this message.

Action:

Correct the input and resubmit the job.

LAM816I WARNING: LIBR-ONLY KEYWORD(S) IGNORED FOR LAM FILE data set name.

Reason:

Processing continues. Librarian keywords are ignored when LIB/AM processes a PDS.

Action:

Make sure input is what was intended.
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Additional Resources
This article provides resources to assist you in maximizing your product experience, including information about
education, webcasts, product support resources, and product maintenance.

Education and Training

Use the following links to learn more about this product:

• Broadcom Mainframe Training
• Broadcom Education YouTube Channel

Product Support

To view product details, go to Broadcom Support, under Software select Mainframe Software, All Products, search by
product name, and select Product Details.

Maintenance

Use the following resources to obtain more product support:

• Compatibilities for Librarian
• Mainframe Compatibilities
• Maintenance Grid for Librarian
• Release and Support Lifecycle Dates for Librarian
• Common Mainframe Maintenance Procedures

User Communities

Consult your peers, reach out to subject matter experts, and read the latest technical insights and information in our global
communities:

• Librarian Community
• Broadcom Mainframe Community

Social Media

Follow us on social media:

• Twitter
• LinkedIn
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Documentation Legal Notice
This Documentation, which includes embedded help systems and electronically distributed materials, (hereinafter referred
to as the “Documentation”) is for your informational purposes only and is subject to change or withdrawal by Broadcom
at any time. This Documentation is proprietary information of Broadcom and may not be copied, transferred, reproduced,
disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of Broadcom.

If you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may print or otherwise make
available a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection
with that software, provided that all Broadcom copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

The right to print or otherwise make available copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the
applicable license for such software remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your
responsibility to certify in writing to Broadcom that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned
to Broadcom or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, BROADCOM PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS
IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL
BROADCOM BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT,
FROM THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST
INVESTMENT, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF BROADCOM IS EXPRESSLY
ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and
such license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is Broadcom Inc.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the
restrictions set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)
(3), as applicable, or their successors.

Copyright © 2005–2023 Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom” refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its
subsidiaries. All trademarks, trade names, service marks, and logos referenced herein belong to their respective
companies.
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